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GREETINGS

This is the first leaflet for boys and girls for the year 1914-1915, and we
wish to send you greetings. We hope that you will feel our interest in

all that you are during the coming year, and in all that you do. Boys and

girls in the country have the best opportunity for education, because where

Identifying specimens of plants

there are open fields and autumn colors, and wild,- sweeping winds, and

crops to care for and stock to feed, there is better opportunity to grow than

in the crowded city streets. Your lives may be deepened and enriched

by the out-of-doors, and by the inany farm tasks that become a joy as

soon as you know how to do them well.

We hope the boys and girls in the country will have high ideals of

country life and will work toward bringing about their realization.

No one wants to live in the country in poor homes v/here there is

t997J
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little food, and where the fireplaces are all closed up because there

is no wood to bum in them. There is opportunity for all to have

education Icadinjj; to successful fanning, which will mean attractive

homes set in the midst of trees, in sight of stretches of field and
woodland, and perhaps within sound of running brooks. There can

be well-filled larders with ample stores of harvest crops, great wood
fires can be ablaze for the Thanksgiving sports and pastimes,

and for the return of sleighing parties during the Christmas holidays.

And then all the time there will be the long, tranquil nights for sleep, and
the glory of the early dawn. Often there will be heard the wonderful sound

of singing pines, the restful tone of a distant church bell, the music of the

brook, and the notes of the whippoorwill as he sings at twilight on the

old fence. The farmer's life may be one of deep, lich joy; but this can

come only when the farmer is prosperous, and at the present time in

order to be fully prosperous he must have education for his work.

In these words of greeting w^e ask the boys and girls of New York State

to decide to strive for the opportunity that will make for prosperity on

the farm. Then, if you go to the city the fact that }'ou have worked with

mind and hands, that you have taken responsibility, wdll be of real value;

and if you remain in the country you will be one with the out-of-doors,

and ready to meet your business problems. You will be useful to all

in your community, and a credit to your State.

Success to you in the work of the year. We hope you will celebrate

Corn Day, will be represented in some of the exhibitions at Cornell during

Farmers' Week, will Icam more than you have ever known about horses,

birds, trees, weeds, and other things of farm interest, will write to Mr.

Tuttle about }^our work, and will tell us all about the Thanksgiving dinner

and what you contributed to it. Then at Christmas time we want you to

believe that, although you cannot hear them, we are sending greetings

to you and our best wishes for a Happy New Year.
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THE YEAR'S WORK
There is much that is interesting in the lessons in nature study and

agriculture for boys and girls this year. You are expected to learn some-

thing about the natural history of the farm, and also to take part in some

of the farm and home work that will help in your education. Long

ago the only kind of teaching was from Vjooks, but now we know
that the best kind of teaching prepares us to be keen observers, to

work with our hands as well as our minds, and to learn while we are

young to take responsibility. Let us, then, woik hard, this year, not only

in the regular school studies, but also in trying to know and to understand

nature and to take our part in the care of the farm, the home, and the

school. We hope that during the first months of this year special atten-

tion will be given to the following topics:

V

... . M

A horse with good proportions

I. HORSES

Horses are important on the farm, and every boy and girl should have

an intelligent knowledge of them and should learn to understand them.

When we think of the contribution that horses make to our lives, and

realize how many persons fail to take care of them wisely or to show

appreciation of their help, we feel how necessary it is to have better

knowledge of them.
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In the teachers' leaflet this year there is much good information

about horses, which will from time to time be used in your lessons in

nature study and agriculture. In order that we may know how much
you have profited by these lessons, we are going to ask you to tell us

about your work, and perhaps the following plan will be an interesting

way for you to do this.

We will send a book en horses to the school that prepares duiing the year

the best notebook on horses. The notebook may be made of plain manila

paper, and should contain as much information and illustration as you can

collect throughout the year. We shall judge the work in the main accord-

ing to the value of the information contained in it. although some credit

will be given for attractive presentation of the material. The most

important contribution to the book will be first-hand knowledge that

boys and girls have gained by actual observation of horses in the ncigh-

boihood, and by discussion with persons who have been successful in

the breeding of them. In judging the work from the various schools,

the book knowledge and pictures that are added will be second to this

actual study of horses. In making plans for yotir books we hope you will

consider the following

:

T. A good survey of the horses in your neighborhood. This wiU be

valuable work for the older boys and girls. The number of work horses

in the neighborhood, the number of carriage horses, and the like.

2. Who has the finest horses in your neighborhood? It would be a

good thing to ask the owner to visit the school and tell something about

the history of them, the care they need, and other matters of interest.

An account of such an experience would make a valuable addition to

your book.

3. Has any boy or girl in the neighborhood a pet horse? Could it be

brought to the school yard and studied there? If so, have some one tell

about this incident, and if possible add a photograph of the horse.

4. The book should contain information as to what constitutes a well-

proportioned horse. Let every boy and girl make a drawing of a horse

that is well proportioned.

5. TyjDCS of horses should be discussed. How many types are there

in your neighborhood?

6. How can the age of a horse be estimated?

7. There should be some discussion on the harnessing of horses.

8. Perhaps some of the boys have had experience in training horses.

There should be at least one chapter in the book devoted to this topic.

9. Try to learn something of the origin and development of the horse.

How did the earliest horses differ from those of the present time ?

10. Tell the story of some famous horse that you have heard of or

read about.
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II. BIRDS

We hope that every boy and girl will do something to attract the birds

this year. Ask your teacher to read to you what is said in the September

leaflet about this.

Have a feeding station

for the birds as sug-

gested by Doctor Allen.

Some day you may
have such interesting

guests as a chickadee,

a junco, a tree sparrow,

or a woodpecker.

Did you know that

there are about twelve

hundred different kinds

of sparrows in the

world? How many
kinds can you learn to

know this year? What
can you learn of the

habits of the English

sparrows by actual observation?

* i^^

A chickadee receiving a welcome meal

What do they eat? Where do they

build their nests ?

Make your bird houses

now and fasten them in

the places you have se-

lected so that they will

become weather stained

and lose theirnewappear-
ance before spring.

It is interesting work
to make a collection of

the old nests of birds.

Practically all birds

build a new nest each

year, and there is no

harm in taking the old

one. Much can be

learned from studying
Confidence ,,

the nests.

Keep a list of the birds that winter in your neighborhood.

Tell Mr. Tuttle, in your letter to him, whether you have learned the

poem on page three of thv=, teachers' leaflet.
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III. TREKS

There is never a time of the year when tree study is uninteresting. In

the winter we have evergreens still holding their leaves and adding beauty

to the winter landscape. You will be interested in these when you are

A fine chestnut tree
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selecting your Christmas tree. How many different evergreens can you

find? This year you are to study particularly the hemlock, the wliite

pine, and the cedar, and among the deciduous trees to make a special

study of the elm. How can you tell an elm in winter? Where have

elms been recently planted in your neighborhood? How are these trees

valuable? How tall do elms grow? In what kind of soil do they thrive

best?

Are you preparing some mounts for the exhibit at Cornell University

during Farmers' Week? Be sure not to injure trees in order to make
these mounts. The teachers' leaflet gives full explanation for the exhibi-

tion held in Farmers' Week, and we are hoping that your school will send

something for it. See pages 154 and 227.

IV. WEEDS

Weeds are everywhere. The farmer and the gardener have to struggle

with them constantly in order to give the cultivated crops the best oppor-

tunity to grow. There are many very bad weeds in New York State, and

there is always danger that a new weed will come into the State and spread

before it is recognized as harmful.

Boys and girls can help to protect the community against bad weeds.

It is first necessary to learn to recognize the weeds, and to know something

of the habits of each one and the places where.the weeds grow. It is also

valuable work to learn to indentify the seeds of the common weeds, so that

they can be discovered if present in the farm seeds that are sown.

In the fall many weed seeds can be collected from the seed heads on the

dead stalks along the roadways and fence rows and in old fields and pas-

tures. We hope that many schools will begin to make a collection of the

seeds of all the weeds in their communities, and to make a careful study

of the different kinds until each Vjoy and girl can recognize them.

As a beginning we would suggest for study the five weeds given in the

syllabus for work this year: Canada thistle, wild carrot, wild mustard,

orange hawkweed, and long-leaved plantain, or ribgrass. With a little

search most of these can be found in every locality. Pictures of the seeds

of these weeds are given on the next page, as a help in the study of them.

There are various ways of preserving seeds for examination. Often

they are kept in small bottles, or are mounted on cardboard in a drop of

glue. Probably the best way, and a very simple one, is as follows : Take
two pieces of glass of the same size ; they may be large or small, depending

on the nmnber of kinds of seeds for one mount. Cut a piece of heav;^^ card-

board the same size as the glass. If thick cardboard is not available, use

two or more sheets together. On the cardboard draw rows of circles

one half to three quarters of an inch in diameter ; one of the boys will like

to cut out these circles with a sharp knife. Lay the cardboard on one
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of the pieces of glass, and in each of the round pockets place a few seeds

of some weed. Write the name of the weed on the cardboard just below

the pockets. When all the spaces are filled and labeled, lay the other

piece of glass on top, and bind around the edges with passe partout tape.

Then you will have a collection of seeds that can be kept and studied be-

cause they can be easily seen between the glass through the openings in

the cardboard. Do not entirely fill the openings with seeds, because

then it would not be possible to shake one seed away from the others

in order to study it by itself.

In working with small weed seeds, a lens of some kind is very useful.

Many schools have a small tripod lens or a pocket lens, but if these are

not available some one in the neighborhood will have a magnifying glass,

such as is used for reading. This will do qmte as well. With any of

I. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Seeds of five common weeds, natural size and much enlarged: i, Orange hawkweed; 2,

long-leaved plantain, or rihgrass; j, wild carrot; 4, Canada thistle; 5, wild mustard

these lenses the seeds in a mount, such as the one described above, can be

studied closely, because they can be seen through the glass and the lens

can be held close to them.

. If every school would begin a collection of weed seeds at once and obtain

at least the five weeds given in the syllabus, it would be a fine start. The
study of weed seeds is going to lead to something that will be of great

interest to the community, and that is the testing of farm seeds. The
January leaflet will tell about this, but we must first get ready by learning

to know weed seeds when we see them.

Perhaps some schools will want to buy a book to help with this work.

There is an excellent one entitled " Farm Weeds," which may be

obtained for one dollar from the Superintendent of vStationery, Govern-

ment Printing Bureau, Ottawa, Canada. It contains pictures of all

the common weeds and of their seeds. Many of the illustrations are

in color, and this will help you in identifying your specimens. If you

find any weed that is not known in the neighborhood nor described in

any of your books, send it to us and we \\411 tell you about it. We
shall be glad to receive special reports from schools on weed study.
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CORN DAY
(Friday, December 4, 1914)

^HIS leaflet should reach you shortly before Corn

Day. All your plans will have been made, follow-

ing the suggestions given to your teacher in the

September leaflet on page 211. Make it a better

celebration than ever before. It has been a

bountiful year, and we have good reason to be

grateful at this season of Thanksgiving. Com
Day ofters an opportunity for your fathers and

mothers, and relatives and friends, to gather

with }'ou at the schoolhouse for an afternoon at

the close of the harvest season.

You \\-ill send out carefully prepared invitations

that you have made in the drawing class. Some of

you will leam poems or bits of literature about the

corn plant. Others will write compositions on

the types of com or the selection of good seed

ears, the preparation of the soil, planting the com, cultivation, the com
harvest, the uses of the com plant on the farm, its use as food

and for other purposes, and like subjects. These will be read on

Corn Day. Others will make a report about the com crop in the

neighborhood, how large it was, who raised the most, what was the highest

yield per acre, how the com was stored, what methods were used to select

and preserve seed for another year, and such things that will interest

every one. The schoolroom will be decorated with comstalks, pumpkins,

and the fruits of the harvest time. There will be a good table for the

exhibit of ears that you have selected as most nearly perfect, folloN/ing the

outline in the September leaflet. Some one in the neighborhood who has

been successful in raising good com will talk to you a little and will judge

the ears that you have brought, selecting the best of each t^^pe. Com Day
will then mean not only a greater interest in an important crop, and a

desire to improve it, but also a new feeling of good will between young and

old, and a better understanding of the value of the study of out-of-door

life as it is found naturally and on the farm.

You will all be interested to hear of the school exhibit of com at Farmers'

Week last year. Soon after Com Day a year ago, ears of com began coming

to the College from schools in all parts of the State.. Each school sent

one ear, or two ears if flint and dent could be obtained. These ears were

those that in the rural school had been judged best on Corn Day. They
were nicely labeled according to the form which we have given again this

year on page 2 1 5 of the teachers' leaflet. All the corn was unwrapped and
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^
(ii

carefully stored in a safe place. We were pleased to find how well the

labelinj; and wrapping had been done.

A careful record was kept of every school sending com, and at the end

of this article you will find a complete list of all the schools represented

in the exhibit. There were eight ^,
hundred and ninety-six of them.

At the time of Farmers' Week in

February, the fine, new auditorium

of the College of Agrictdture had

just been completed, and the corn

exhiliit from rural schools was

arranged in the broad, semicircular

hall of that building. Special racks

were made in sections that fitted

between the exit doors of the

assembly room. They were covered

with buff-colored cloth that was in

harmony with the wall of the audi-

torium, and hemlock boughs were

fastened to the supports of the

racks, adding a touch of bright

color. When finished the racks

held a double row of com one

hundred and fifty-three feet long,

one row lying flat and the other

standing on a slant behind it.

The cars were sorted and arranged

by coimties, supervisory (hstricts,

townships, and school districts, so

that every school could be located,

and \'isitors could look for their

home districts.

Early on Monday morning of

Fanners' Week, the com was judged
by Doctor Gilbert and his assist-

ants, and two prizes were awarded

in each county, one for tlie best

ear of flint com and one for the

best ear of dent com, when both types were present. There were fifty-

three prizes for flint and forty-three prizes for dent com. The prizes

were blue riVjbons with bronze letters.

>-^ ^**

\l

\TJ^

Dent corn. State prize.

Farmers' Week, 1914

Flint corn. State

prize, Fartners'

Week, 1914
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Then came the important question of the two prizes for the State as a

whole, which were awarded as follows:

Dent Com—District 10, Town of Newfane, Niagara County. Vesta

McKee, teacher; W. D. Wisner, district suijcrintendcnt

Flint corn—District 6, Town of Hamlin, Monroe County. G. Feni

Brooks, teacher; Fred W. Hill, district superintendent

Books were sent to these schools in addition to the blue ril^bons.

The ninety-six prize cars of corn wxtc mailed back to the schools from

which Ihey came, and wc have heard from many of them that the com was

kept and planted. We expect that some of the corn sent this year will

be the product from these prize cars, and have suggested to the teachers

that they mark such com with a red ribbon and write us a letter about it.

Year by year the com crop will grow better because of the work the l^oys

and girls are doing in selecting good seed.

On Friday and Saturday of Famiers' Week, ears of com were given away
to visitors who desired them and who would agree to write to the schools

that sent the com telling them where it was and what was done with it.

Many did this, and so the good work spread all over the State. Ask your

teacher to read you the letters on pages 216 and 217 of the September

leaflet. You will fmd also, on pages 218-221, a list of all the prize

schools, and }'ou can see who won the prizes in yotir county.

Altogether the com exhibition was a great success, and we are proud of

the girls and boys who contributed to it. We expect this year that twice

as many schools will be represented and that the com will be much finer

because of the good season we have had. So be sure to hold Com Day
on December 4; have a good program and exhibit, invite the whole com-

munity, have the corn judged, and label, wrap, and mail the best ear of

flint or dent, or both, to

Edward M. Tuttle,

College of Agriculture,

Ithaca, New York

The com should reach us not later than January 31, 191 5. Do not fail

to have your school represented in the list next year.
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LIST OF SCHOOLS SENDING CORN TO FARMERS' WEEK, 1914^

Albany County

1st supervisory district—Newt9n Sweet, district superintendent
Town of Bethlehem, District 7

3d supervisory district—W. S. Clark, district superintendent
lown of Guilderland, District 11

Allegany County

1st supervisory district—G. W. D'Autremont, district superintendent
Town of Caneadca, Districts 3, 6*, 7, 8
Town of Rushford, Districts I*, 10, 11

Broome County

2d supervisory district—J. E. Hurlburt, district superintendent
Town of Conklin, Districts i, 2

Town of Dickinson, District i

Town of Kirkwood, Districts 2*, 4, s*, 9
Town of Windsor, Districts 11, 14, 15, 19

3d supervisory district— Mabel L. Watrous, district superintendent
Town of Binjihamton, District 4
Town of Maine, Districts i, 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12*, 13
Town of Union, Districts 2, 3*, 9, 11, 14, is. 18
Town of Vestal, Districts i*, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, is

4th supervisory district—-E. B. Whitney, district superintendent
Town of Barker, Districts 5, 8
Town of Chenango, Districts i, 2, 4*, 8, 9, 10
Town of Lisle, Districts 2, 10
Town of Nanticoke, Districts 4, s, 6
Town of Triangle, District 7

Cattaraugus County

Sth supervisory district—E. A. Stratton, district superintendent
Town of ConewanRO, District I*
Town of Leon, District 3*
Town of Randolph, District 10*
Town of South Valley, District 3

Cayuga County

1st supervisory district—H. S. R. Murphy, district superintendent
Town of Ira, District 3*
Town of Sterling, Districts 8*, 10*, II*
Town of Victory, District 10

2d supervisory district—O. W. Wood, district superintendent
Town of Cato, District 8*

3d supervisory district—Mrs. Anna M. Kent, district superintendent
Town of Fleming, District i*
Town of Ledyard, District 3*
Town of Springport, Districts 2*, 5, 8*

Chautauqua County
3d supervisory district—J. M. Barker, district superintendent

Town of French Creek, District 7*
Town of Harmony, District 21

4th supervisory district—P. E. Marshall, district superintendent
Town of Sherman, District 3

Sth supervisory district

—

h. W. Swain, district superintendent
Town of Pomfret, District 3*

Chemung Coun'.y

1st supervisory district—W. C. King, district superintendent
Town of Catlin, District 2*

Chenango County

ist supervisory district—Ellen E. Baldwin, district superintendent
Town of Plymouth, District s ,

.

3d supervisory district—-J. S. Childs, district superintendent
Town ot German, District 8
Town of McDonough, Districts i, 2*, 4, 7

Town of Oxford, Districts 4, 6, 16*
Town of Preston, Districts 7, 8

Town of Smithville, Districts 3. 7

4th supervisory district—Jane I. Schenck, district superintendent
Town of Greene, Districts 9, 12, 16*. 19*, 22

5th supervisory district—Mary L. Isbell, district superintendent
Town of Guilford, District 17

* * indicates schools sending both flint and dent ears.
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Clinton County

1st supervisory district—O. A. Wolcott, district superintendent
Town of Ausable, District 8

To\vn of Black Brook, Districts 6, 12

Town of Peru, District 2

Town of Schuyler Falls, Districts 3> 5 . .

3d supervisory district—Clara E. Soden, district superintendent
Town of Beekmantown, District 7

Columbia County
,

ist supervisory district—S. B. Smith, district superintendent
Town of Canaan, District i

3d supervisory district—E. A. Smith, district superintendent
Town of Ancram, District 4
Town of Taghkanic, District 4*

Cortland County
1st supervisory district—E. W. Ellis, district superintendent

Town of Cortlandville, Districts i, 10, 12
Town of Homer, District 8
Town of Preble, Districts 2,3
Town of Scott, Districts 2, 5, 6, 8, 9

2d supervisory district—Mrs. A. M. Shuler, district superintendent
Town of Cincinnatus, District i

Tottm of Cuyler, District 9
Town of Truxton, Districts 6, 7, 14

3d supervisory district—Alice B. Greene, district superintendent
Town of Hartford, District 3

Delaware County
1st supervisory district—Lillian M. Reichard, district superintendent

Town of Tompkins, Districts 12, 14, 20
4th supervisory district—L. R. Long, district superintendent

Town of Middletown, District 8

Dutchess County
1st supervisory district—F. L. Haight, district superintendent

Town of East Fishkill, District 10*
2d supervisory district—F. E. Benedict, district superintendent

Town of LaGrange, District 12*
Towii of Poughkeepsie, District 8*

3d supervisory district—Clara E. Drum, district superintendeii

.

Town of Amenia, Districts 3, 4*
To^vn of Clinton, Districts i*, 2, 4*, 5, 6, 8*, 9*
Town of Hyde Pnrk, Districts 3, 4*
Town of Stanford, Districts i, 2*, 3, 4, 5*, 7, 9, II*

4th supervisory district—W. Tremper, district superintendent
Town of 5lilan, District 10

Erie County
ist supervisory district—C. A. Heist, district superintendent

Town of Amherst, Districts 9, 17*
Town of Clarence, District 3

2d supervisory district—H. E. Dann, district superintendent
Town of Alden, District 6
Town of Lancaster, District 3*

3d supervisory district—W. E. Pierce, district superintendent
Town of Aurora, Districts 3*, 10*, 11*
Town of East Hamburg, Districts 2*, 4*, 5*, 7*, 11*
Town of E!ma, Districts i, 7*, 10
Town of Marilla, Districts 2, 3, 6*, 9*
Town of Wales, Districts 2*, 5*

5th supervisory district—W. E. Bensley, district superintendent
Town of Boston, District 4*
Town of Colden, Districts 3*, 8, 9*, 10*
Town of Concord, Districts 2, 12*
Town of Holland, District i

Esses County
2d supervisory district—Gertrude M. Spear, district superintendent

Town of Willsboro, District 5
3d supervisory district—Mattie J. Prime, district superintendent

Town of Jay, Districts 6, 10
Town of Wilmington, District 3*

Frankhn Coimty
ist Euper\n"sory district—E. L. Moe, district superintendent

Town of Burke, Districts 7, 16
Town of Malone. Districts 4*, 9, 15*

3d supervisory district—F. H. Wilcox, district superintendent
Town of Westville, District i*

4th supers'isory district—Gertrude E. Hyde, district superintendent
Town of Bombay, Districts 4, 8
Town of Moira, District 10

64
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Fulton County

2d supervisory district—C. E. VanBuren, district superintendent
To^vn of Perth, Districts 0, 8

Genesee County

ist supervisory district—E. M. McCullough, district superintendent
Town of Alabama, District lo*
Town yf Batavia, District 7*

2d supervisory district—T. A. Clement, district superintendent
Town of Pavilion, District i*

Greene County

ist supervisory district-—T. C. Perry, district superintendent
Town of Cairo, Districts 4*, 7*

Town of Catskill, District I 2

2d supervisory district—R. M. MacNaught, district superintendent
Town of Greenville, District 9*

Hamilton County

1st supervisory district—Charles Hanley, district superintendent
Town of Hope, District 5

Herkimer County
1st supervisor^' district—A. J. Rose, district superintendent

Town of Litchfield, District 9
3d supervisory district—C. B. Keller, district superintendent

Tpwn of Herkimer, District 2

Jefferson County
1st supervisory district—C. M. Pierce, district superintendent

Town of EUisburg, District 4
3d supervisory district—T. B. Stoel, district superintendent

Town of Clayton, District 23

Lewis County
ist supervisory district—Ursula T. Marilley, district superintendent

Town of Watson, Districts 4, 9
3d supervisory district—Ruth M. Johnston, district superintendent

Town of Greig, Districts i, 2

Livingston County
2d supervisory district—J. F. Smith, district superintendent

Town of Concsus, District 2*
Town of Livonia, District 5*
Town of Sparta, District 8

Town of Springwater. District 10*
3d supervisory district—H. F. Collister, district superintendent

Town of Portage, District i

Madison County

1st supervisory district—J. S. Sears, district superintendent
To\vn of Brookfield, District 12

2d supervisory district—C. J. Wrattan, district superintendent
Town of Cazenovia, Districts 9, 12
Town of DeRuyter, District 3*
Town of Fenner, District 8
Town of Nelson, District i

3d supervisory district—H. C. W. Kingsbury, district superintendent
Town of Eaton, District 2

Town of Madison, Districts 2, 8, 11, 13, 14
4th supervisory district— Daniel Keating, district superintendent

Town of Lenox, Districts 2, 3*
Town of Lincoln, Districts i, 2*
Town of Oneida, Districts 2*, 7
Town of Sullivan, Districts 4, 6, 10, 11, 15*, 18

Monroe County

1st supervisory district—W. W. Rayfield, district superintendent
Town of Brighton, Districts i, 9
Town of Henrietta, Districts 2, 4*. S*. 6, 7*. 8*, 9*

Town of Irondequoit, Districts 2, 4, S

To^vn of Penfield, Districts 2*, 3*. 5*- 7, 8, 9*, 10
Town of Webster, Districts 3*, 4, 9*

2d supervisory district—M. B. Furman, district superintendent
Town of "Mendon, Districts i*. 2*, 2*, 3, 4*, 6*, 9*, n*, 12, 13*, I4*, I5. 16*
Town of Perinton, Districts i*, 4*, 5, 6*, 10*, 11*, 12*, 13*
Town of Pittsford, Districts 2, 3, 4, 5*, 7*, O*
Town of Rush, Districts i*, 3*, 4*, 5, 6*, 9*, 10*
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Monroe County {continued)

3d supervisory district—P. W. Hill, district superintendent
Town of Clarkson, Districts 2*, 6*, 9, 10
Town of Greece, Districts 6*, II, 13
Town of Hamlin, Districts 4*, 6, 10, 13, 14, 15*
Town of Parma, Districts 9, 10, 11*
Town of Sweden, Districts i*, 3, 8

4th supervisory district—-J. C. Malloch, district superintendent
Town of Chili, District 7*
Town of Gates, Districts i*, 7*
Town of Ogden, Districts 3*, 4*, 7*, 10, 11*, 12
Town of Riga, Districts l*, 2*, s, 6*, 8*, 10*

Town of Wheatland, Districts 4*, 5*

Montgomery County
1st supervisory district—N. B. Alter, district superintendent

Town of Canajoharie, Districts 7, 8*, 10
Town of Minden, Districts 6, 11, 13, 16
Town of Palatine, District 7
Town of Root, Districts 2, 3*, 4*, s, 6*, 10

2d supervisory district—Mrs. Lela G. Dudge, district superintendent
Town of Amsterdam, Districts 7, 10
Town of Charleston, District 3
Town of Florida, Districts 3, 14
Town of Glen, Districts I*, 5
Town of Mohawk, Districts 2, 7*, 10, 11

Nassau County
1st supervisory district—J. S. Cooley, district superintendent -

Town of North Hempstead, District i

Niagara County
ist supervisory district—J. S. Cramer, district superintendent

Town of Hartland, Districts 4, 5*, 6, 8*, 9*, 12*, 18*
Town of Royalton, Districts 3*, 12, 13*, 20. 21, 25
Town of Somerset, Districts 4*, s*, 8, 10, 11*, 13*

2d supervisory district—Orrin A. Kolb, district superintendent
Town of Cambria, District 2

3d supervisory district—W. D. Wisner, district superintendent
Town of Lewiston, District 7*
Town of Newfane, Districts i*, 6, 7, 10*, 12*, 15*
Town of Porter, District 9*
Town of Wilson, Districts 2*, 13*

Oneida County
ist supervisory district—R. P. Snyder, district superintendent

Town of Deerfield, District 2

Town of New Hartford, District 10
3d supervisory district—W. J. Lewis, district superintendent

Town of Vernon, District 2

Town of Westmoreland, Districts 4, 13
4th supervisory district—F. E. Mathewson, district superintendent

Town of Rome, Districts 8*, 10, 12
Town of Verona, Districts 11, 14, 15*
Town of Vienna, Districts I*, 6, 9, 15*

6th supervisory district—Pauline L. Scott, district superintendent
Town of Camden, District 4

Onondaga County
1st supervisory district—R. B. Searle, district superintendent

Town of Onondaga, District 22
3d supervisory district—E. E. McDowell, district superintendent

Town of Cicero, District 4
Town of Clay, District 15

4th supervisory district—M. D. Green, district superintendent
Town of Van Buren, District I*

Ontario County
1st supervisory district—L. J. Cook, district superintendent

Town of Canandaigua, Districts 2, 8*, 15*
Town of East Bloomfield, Districts 6*, 7*, 9*

2d supervisory district—W. A. Ingalls, district superintendent
Town of Farmington, Districts 3*, 11*, 12*
Town of Manchester, District 4
Town of Phelps, District 20

3d supervisory district—• E. S. Soper, district superintendent
Town of Geneva, Districts s*, 7*
Town of Gorham, Districts 8, 11, 13*, 16*
Town of Hopewell, District 6*
Town of Seneca, Districts i*, 6*, 7*, 11*, 12*, 13*

Orange County

2d supervisory district—O. Eichenberg, district superintendent
Town of Warwick, District 13*
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Orleans County
1st supervisory district—Luella P. Hoyer, district superintendent

Town of Ridgeway, District i*
Town of Shelby, Districts i, 13*

2d supervisory district—^Cora V. Luttenton, district superintendent
Town of Barre, Districts 10*, 13

Os-..'ego County

1st supervisory distr ct—Mrs. Mildred G. Pratt, district superintendent
Town of Boylston, Districts 2, 3, 5
Town of Orwell, District 4
Town of Sandy Creek, Districts I, 6, 12, 13

2d supervisory district—J. M. Bonner, district superintendent
Town of Albion, Districts 2, 13

^
Town of Parish, Districts 4, 9, 13
Town of Richland, Districts 3, 5. I7

3d supervisory district—-Queenia R. Tooley, district superintendent'
Town of Amboy, Districts i, 2, 3, 7
Town of Constantia, District 2

Town of Hastings, Districts 2, s, 8, 9, 12, is, 16
TDvvn of Schroeppel, Districts 3, s, 6, 8, 10, 14
Town of West Monroe, Districts 6, 7

4th supervisory district—C. L Kingsbury, district superintendent
Town of Mexico, Distr'cts i*, 2*, 3, 4, 5, 7*, 8, 9*, 10, 11, 12, 13*, 14, 15, 16*
Town of New Haven, Districts i*, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8*, 9, 10, 1 1, 12
Town of Palermo, Districts I, 2, 3, 4*, 5, 6*, 7, 8, 9, 10, i i, 13*
Town of Scriba, Districts I, 2* 3*, 4, 5*, 6, 7, 8, 9*, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14. 15.. 16*, 17 18
5th supervisory distri :t—W. G. Gardner, district superintendent

Town of Granby, Districts t, 4, 8, 10, 12
Town of Hannibal, Districts 5, 6, 11, 14
Town of Oswego, Districts 2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13
Town of Volney, Districts 6, 7, 8*, 9, 12

Otsego County
1st supervisory district—H. Cossaart, district superintendent

Town of Middlefield, District 2

2d supervisory district—M. Bur ingame, district superintendent
Town of Maryland, Districts 5, 7
Town of Westford, District 8

3d superv sory district—-J. B. McManus, district superintendent
Town of Exeter, Distr ct s
Town of Hartwick, Districts I, 6, 13
Town of Otsego, Districts 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 17

Sth supervisory district—-M. R. Porter, district superintendent •

Town of New Lisbon, Districts 6, ii*. 13
6th superv sory district—-F. R. Thayer, district superintendent

Town of Bur' ngton. Districts 2, 4, 5, 9, 12
Town of Edmeston, Districts 3, 6*, 11
Town of Pittsfield, Districts 3, 12

Rensselaer County

1st supervisory district—Mrs. C. B. Clark, distr ct superintendent
Town of Brunswick, District 3
Town of Hoos ck. Districts 12*, 13, 18*
Town of Pittstown, District? 3*. 4*, 10*
Town of SchaLjhticoke, District 3*

2d supervisory district—C. H. Maher, district superintendent
Town of Berlin, Districts 3, 9
Town of Grafton, Distr cts 2, 8*
Town of Petersburg, District 6
Town of Poestenkill, Districts I, 2, 3, 4, 5*
Town of Stephentown, District 3*

3d supervisory district^G. W. Patterson, district superintendent
Town of North Greenbush, District i*

Rockland ("ounty

ist supervisory district—George W. Miller, district superintendent
Town of Ramapo, District 10*

St. Lawrence County
5th supervisory district—Rose M. Libby, district superintendent

Town of Canton, District 20 " '

7th supervisory district—M. A. Hallahan, district superintendent
Town of Brasher, District 13

Saratoga County
1st supervisory district—A. A. Lavery, district superintendent

Town of Clifton Park, District 13*
Town of Malta, Districts i, 7*
Town of Stillwater, Districts 5*, 9
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Saratoga County {continued)

2d supervisory district—Lou Messenger, district superintendent

Town of Ba'.lston, Districts i, 4*, 6, lo

Town of Charlton, Districts i, 7*, 9*
Town of Solwav, IDistricts 10, 12, IS
Town of Milton, Districts 2*, 3, 4, 6*, Q*, 12

3d supervisory district—E. E. Hinman, district superintendent

Town of 'Moreau, Districts 2*, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9*. n
Town of Northumberland, Districts i*, 2*, 3, s, 6*, 7*, 9*

Town of Saratoga, Districts 2*, 3, 4*, 5*. 7*. 9, n
Town of Saratoga Springs, Districts 2, 4, 6, 7, 8

Town of Wilton, Districts i*, 3. 4. S, 6, 7*, 8*

4th supervisory district—Ida M. Smith, district superintendent
Town of Corinth, Districts 3, 4
Town of Day, Districts i, 4, 7

Town of Edinburg, Districts 4, 8, 10

Town of Greenfield, Districts 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 16*, 17
Town of Hadley, Districts 6, 7

Schenectady County

I St supervisory district—James Wingate, district superintendent
Town of Princetown, District 5

Town of Rotterdam, District 5

Schoharie County

2d supervisory district—W. Van Wormer, district superintendent
Town of Esperance, District i

. Town of Fulton, District 1

1

Town of Middleburgh, District 5*
Town of Schoharie, District 6
Town of Wright, District 10

3d supervisory district—R. W. Eldredge, district superintendent
Town of Carlisle, District 11

Town of Richmondyille, District 7
Town of Sharon, District 6

Schuyler County
1st supervisory district—Alberta Spaulding, district superintendent

Town of Hector, Districts 8, 15*

2d supervisory district—Jane Haring, district superintendent
Town of Reading, District 4*

Seneca County

ist supervisory district—Alice Owen, district superintendent
Town of Lodi, District 8
Town of Romulus, District 4*
Town of Varick, District 6

2d supervisory district—C. B. Earl, district superintendent
Town of Fayette, Districts i*, 3*, 10*, 14*, 16*

Town of Junius, Districts 1*, 3*, 4*, 7
Town of Seneca Falls, Districts 2*, 4
Town of Tyre, Districts 4*, 5*

Town of Waterloo, Districts 3t 4*

Steuben County

1st supervisory district—L. R. Tubbs, district superintendent
Town of Corning, District 6
Town of Lindley, Districts 3*, 6, 10
Town of Tuscarora, District 10

2d supervisory district—W. Morrow, district superintendent
Town of Bath, District 12

3d supervisory district—G. H. Guinnip, district superintendent
Town of Addison, District 3
Town of WoodhuU, District 11

4th supervisory district—F. C. Wilcox, district superintendent
Town of jasper. District 7

5th supervisory district—H. M. Brush, district superintendent
Town of Canisteo, Districts 2, 4, s 6, 7, 10
Town of Dansville, Districts 2*, s, 7, 10, 11, 15*, 16*

To\^T! of Fremont, Districts 3, 5*, 9*
Town of Hartsville, Districts 3, 4, 5*, 7
Town of Hornellsville, Districts 4, 10, 12*

6th supervisory district;—G. J. Carter, district superintendent
Town of Avoca, District i*
Town of Cohocton, District 7
Town of Howard, District 13
Town of Wayland, Districts 2, 6*

Suffolk County
ist supervisory district—C. H. Howell, district superintendent

Town of East Hampton, District 2*

Town of Riverhead, District 4*
Town of Southampton, Districts 8*, 13*, 17*
Town of Southold, District 14*
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Sullivan County
2d supervisory district—C. S. Hick, district superintendent

Town of Callicoon, Districts i*, 3*, 4
Town of Delaware, District 3
Town of Fremont, District 10
Town of Neversink, District 11
Town of Rockland, District 8

Tioga County

1st supervisory district

—

A. E. Belden, district superintendent
Town of Candor, Districts 6*, is

2d supervisory district—M. D. Goodrich, district superintendent
Town of Barton, District 14
Town of Spencer, District i*
Towai of Tiofja, Districts 2*, 5, 12, 13, 15*

3d supervisory district—H. T. Whittemore, district superintendent
Town of Nichols, Districts 4*, s

Tompkins ("ounty

1st supervisory district—F. H. Beardsley, district superintendent
Town of Enfield, District 2

Town of Ncwfield, Districts I*, 3*. 5*. 10, 18*
Town of Ulysses, Districts 11*, 15

. .

2d supervisory district— Mrs. H. K. Buck, district superintendent
Town of Groton, District 2

Town of Ithaca, Districts i*, 8*
.

Town of Lans.ng, Districts 6*, 15*, 16

3d supervisory district—J. D. Bigelow, district superintendent
Town of Caroline, Districts 3*, 7, 12*, 14. I5, 16, 17, 18*, 19, 21
Town of Danbv, Districts i, 5*. 6*, 8, 9, 10, 11*, 12*, 14, 15, 16
Town of Dryden, Districts i*, 2*, 3, 4. 5. 7, 9*, 10*, 13. M. iS,

18, 20, 23*, 24, 25

Ulster County

ist supervisory district—Emily Burnett, district superintendent
Town of Rosendale, District 6
Town of Saugerties, District 15*

2d supervisory district—J. U. Ciillette, district superintendent
Town of Gardiner. District 6*

3d supervisory district—J. M. Schoonmaker, district superintendent
Town of Rochester, District 13*

Warren County

1st supervisory district—F. F. Gunn, district superintendent
Town of Luzerne, Districts 5*, 7

Town of Queensbury, Districts 6*, 12, 15*, ii"), i7*, 19

Washington County

ist supervisory district—^jVmelia Blasdell, district superintendent

Town of Whitehall, District 17
2d supervisory district—Myra Ingalsbe, district superintendent

Town of Kingsbury, Districts 9*, 15

3d supervisory district -Mary Potter, district superintende:.l
Town of Easton, Districts o*, IS*

4th supervisory district—F. H. Rich, district superintendent
Town of Cambridge, Dislrict-S 4, 5*
Town of Jackson, Districts 3, y* •

Town of Salem, Districts 7, 8*, 15

Town of White Creek, Districts i*, 4*, 6*, 7, 13

Wayne County

1st supervisory district—Mrs. H. Andrews, district superintendent
Town of Arcadia, Districts 3*, 4*, 10*, 11*, 12*, 13*, IS*, 16*, 19*
Town of Galen, Districts 2*, 3*, 5*. 6*, 8*, lo, 11*, 13*, IS, I7*, 18*, IC'-

Town of Lyons, Districts i*, 8, 11, 14*
' Town of Savannah, Districts i*, 3*, 4*, "*, 11*

2d supervisory district—Mrs. Ida Cosad, district superintendent
Town of Butler, Districts 7, 9*, 10*, 12*, 13*

Town of Huron, District S
Town of Rose. Districts 5*. 8, 11 *, 12*
Town of Wolcott, Districts 7*, 9*, 12* _

4th supervisory district—R. O. Brundige, district superintendent
Town of Sodus, District 21

Wyoming County
2d supervisory district—E. D. Jones, district superintendent

» Town of Bennington, District 17
3d supervisor^' district—^G. A. Stratton, district superintendent

Town of Covington, District 9*
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Yates County
1st supervisory district—J. T. Bullock, district superintendent

Town of Benton, District 8*

Town of Starkey, District 3*

Town of Torrey, District 5*

2d supervisory district—E. P. Corbit, district superintendent

Town of Italy, District 9
Unknown, i

Schools sending one type ^'
Schools sending both types g ,

Total schools represented _^
Total number of cars ' ^

THE GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR FARMERS' WEEK
Last year many of our boys and girls sent good

contributions to the rural school exhibition held

at the New York State College of Agriculture

during Farmers' Week. There were natural

history specimens, collections of weed seeds,

collections of woods, specimens of sewing, and

many other things that helped to show some of

the work that our niral schools are doing.

Farmers from all over the State were interested

in this exhibit, and many educators who came

here to learn what is now being done by rural schools were impressed by

the painstaking exhibitions that came from some of our small niral schools.

Wc were very proud of this exhibit, and we hope that this \'ear we shall

have a larger one.

One difficulty in taking care of the exhibit last year was due to the fact

that some schools sent a great box of material of similar nature. This

}-ear we hope you will look over your exhibit material ver>' carefully,

and select the best specimen from each of the classes given below. We do

not want 3'ou to send anything that you consider of so much value that

you would be greatly disturbed if it should be lost. When we huxe

thousands of mounts it is not an easy matter to take care of each one.

We hope that }'our school will look over every one of the classes mentioned

for the exhibit, and send at least one contribution. We should not like

to feel that yovir school was not represented. You have an opportunity

to send thirteen exliibits, but we do not want more than one from each

class, as follows:

1

.

One mount of tree specimens.

2. One bird's nest well mounted, with description and drawing of the

species of bird to which it belonged.

3. One mount of poultry- feathers, accompanied by such description

and information regarding these feathers as will present the knowledge

gained by the study of them.

4. One collection of herbaceous plants, collected and mounted by the

children. This should be prepared by the school for a school prize.
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5. One mount of grains or grasses, with informational matter that will

show knowledge of the specimens mounted. The mount to be prepared

by the school, not by an individual.

6. One drawing of natural scenery.

7. One drawing of farm animals.

8. One bird calendar.

9. One weather record.

10. One sample of stocking darning.

1 1

.

One sample of napkin hemming.

12. One kitchen apron for a girl twelve to fourteen years of age, which

will be judged as to suitability of material, color, design, and workmanship.

13. One attractive and serviceable bureau cover.

Do not wait too long to get your work ready, and be sure that you send

it not later than January 31, 191 5. Perhaps your school will be the one

to get the blue ribbon for at least one class of entries. Wc know you will

take great satisfaction in finding that your school, in comjjetition with

hundreds of others, has done a piece of work of high grade.

THE LETTER BOX
Every day some boy or girl in your school makes a discovery on the

farm or along the wayside that w^e should like to hear about. We should

also like to know of all new plans that you may be making. For this

reason we want you to make a letter box for the schoolroom, and put

into it letters for Mr. Tuttle whenever you have learned something new
or when }-ou have started an experiment of any kind. When the box is

filled, jjcrhaps your teacher will mail the contents to us. Remember
that every communication will be read, even if each letter is not answered

personal!}'. Always be sure to give your district number and township.

What will you write about? Anything that is interesting to you will

be of interest to us. Perhaps some of the subjects will be as follows;

1

.

What did you do out of doors last summer ?

2. Did your school prepare an exhibit for the county fair?

3. How arc you going to spend the money that you won in loremiums?

4. Have you taken any field trips this fall? If so, describe one of them.

5

.

What are your plans for Com Day ?

6. How did your garden turn out? Did you try to follow the plan in

the March leaflet?

7. Have you begun the weed stud}^ and what are your plans?

8. How did your school celebrate Hallowe'en?

9. Tell about the Christmas exercises.

10. What improvements have been made in your school building this

year? What part did you take in them?

1 1

.

What has been done to improve the grounds ?
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LETTER TO GIRLS AND BOYS

Dear Girls and Boys:

November is here, and with it the oppor-

tunity to write to you again. There is much
to say, for it is a long time since my last letter

in March. Spring and siunmer have come and

gone, and autumn is well along. Thanksgiving

is near at hand and Cliristmas will soon be here.

You all can remember the closing weeks of

school in May and June. The earth was alive

with growing things, the air was sweet and

fresh, and you could feel the pulse of smnmcr.

You remember Arbor Day, and what you did

to improve the school groiuids, cleaning up, and
-J'-'"

-
.-,-, perhaps planting a tree or a shrub or a flower

bed. You remember the trips to the woods

and fields taken with the teacher, and the new things that were learned

about the birds, the trees and flowers, and the wild animals and insects.

I hope that you had several such trips, and that this fall you have

been out again observing nature at another season— the season of the

harvest.

You remember, also, the last day of school and the little picnic together

before disbanding for the vacation months. You were sorry to leave,

for it had been a pleasant year, yet you looked forward to the long summer
days at home. Letters have already come to me telling what some of you

did during the vacation time. One boy kept a fine flock of poultry ; another

took care of the horses and helped to train a colt; another assisted in the

general farm work, preparing the soil, sowing and planting, ha\dng, reaping,

threshing, and all the round of farm labor. The girls have been keeping

bees, and raising calves, washing dishes, making beds, learning to cook

and to sew and to keep a home neat and clean. Both boys and girls have

had gardens, and many tried to follow the plan given in the ]\Iarch leaflet.

I had a garden on this plan, also, and learned much that was new and

interesting. In a later leaflet we shall talk more about this, and I hope

every one who tried the plan will write me about it because next year we
must make it better.

The vacation has not been all work, and 3'ou have had good times out

of doors in the fields and woods, on the roads and by-paths, along the

streams and edges of ponds, singing, whistling, fishing, swimming, running,

jumping, playing; all the while breathing the pure, fresh air, and watching

and listening for something new to learn about the wild things.
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Now you arc in school again, and this is the first leaflet for the year.

I hoi)e you will enjoy it. Read " Christmas on the Farm " on i)age 1026.

Last }ear you rcnieml)er we wrote to y(ni about Thanksgiving Day. We
have also outlined in this leaflet a number of things for you to do in studying

horses, birds, plants, and trees for this year. Your teacher will help you
with this work.

You will be interested to read over the article about Com Day on page

1005, and to see the list of all the schools that sent ears of com for the

Fanners' Week exhibit last year. What a lot of them there were! This

year I expect there will be twice as many schools sending com, for it

Some of the members of a school visited in October, 1913.
chestnut trees were found

On the field trip several

has been a good crop year and I am sure you will be able to select plenty

of fine ears. Ask your teacher to read from her September leaflet what

we say about Com Day
;
you will find there also a list of the schools win-

ning prizes for the best ears from each county, and for the State. Two
years ago the state prizes went to schools in Cayuga and Washington

Counties. Last year they went to schools in Monroe and Niagara Counties.

Where will they go this year? Have a good Com Day on December 4,

and send us the best ears of com according to the directions given in the

article on page 1005.

I want especially to ask you to read the note on page 1003 about the col-

lection and identification of weed seeds. You can find many weed seeds

now, and I hope you will leam a lot of them this fall. In the next leaflet
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we shall publish a letter from a rural school telling of some seed testing

work that was done for the farmers in the neighborhood. This is inter-

esting and valuable work, and in the next few years we expect that many
schools will take it up. In order to do good work with the testing, you

must be familiar with weed seeds that you will find in the farm seeds, and

be able to tell whether or not they are serious weeds and dangerous for

the farmers to plant. So begin to collect and study the weed seeds now,

and be ready for the work on seed testing in the January leaflet.

We are trying to find out how many egg clusters of the apple-tree tent

caterpillar were destroyed by the schools last year. We asked the teacher to

send us a report on the blank on which she sent in your names for the leaflets

earh' in the year. If she did not do this, and you have a report to make,

send it to us now. In the January leaflet we shall teU you the result, and

I think every one will be surprised. Of course the tent caterpillars are

not all gone. There are plenty of egg clusters again this fall, and I exj)ect

to hear from many of you that you have been keeping up the good work.

Since last spring I have met and talked with some of you. In May I

spent three days in Ontario County and \dsited six schools; in June there

was a school field day in Erie County, and we had a good time although

it rained ; in September I attended foiu" school fairs in Otsego County ; and

last month I was in Delaware County for three da^^s to see some exhibits

of school and contest work. We can never tell when we may see each

other, and when we do I hope you will not hesitate to teU me what you are

doing and of the things that interest you. There are so many of you that

I cannot possibly learn all j^our names and faces, but I am always ha])py

to have you speak to me, and we shall be better friends afterward.

Your letters are coming in large numbers and I am interested to read

them all. It is a jileasure to find that almost always you remember to

put the district number and the name of the township and of the county

at the top of the letter. I am glad, also, that so many of 3'ou are writing

to me from home as well as from school. This makes me feel that at

home you are still interested in the school, and in the school you do not

forget the home. Last year about two thousand boys and girls wrote

three letters and received the gift picture that we sent, and many others

wrote once or twice. This letter in the leaflet is my message to you,

although sometimes I find time to write personal notes to those who send

me especially good letters. Write as often as you care to. Your letters

will be read and credited toward the picture, and I shall be glad to hear

of all that you are doing.

Your friend,
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LETTERS FROM BOYS AND GIRLS

District 8, Town of Cuyler, Cortland County

Cuyler, New York, December ii, 1913
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

I have read your letters in the leaflet and I like them very much. There
is snow on the ground that is knee-deep. I am a boy twelve years old.

I live on a farm. The house I live in is on a knoll like, and it is quite steep

to go down from the barn to the level, and in the winter I slide down hill

and I go fast and far. I like the snow and like to play in it. I have thought

when I am older I will go to Cornell or Yale. We received your leaflets

not long ago. I am in the sixth grade and have to study hard. My
teacher's name is E. Pearl Case, her home is in Cuyler. Our R. F. D.

is No. 2.

There are four stores in Cuyler. The little settlement I live in is Tripoli.

We have vslate blackboards; not wooden. I like nature study. We have

been studying the ekn tree. Our school is on a hill a mile and a half from

Cuyler. There are twelve scholars here in this school. At home we have

fl.ve canaries. This morning at breakfast one of the canaries looked at

me with one black bead-like eye, and then with the other. He looked so

cunning I laughed to myself when I saw him.

On the farm ^A-here I live we have three horses, thirty cows, three pigs,

six puppies, an old shepherd dog, and nine calves. Mrs. Shuler is our

district superintendent. On Corn Day we had a yell. It was:

" Who are we? Who are we?

District 8, can't you see?

How do we work? How do we work?

With a will, and never shirk.

What do we do ? What do we do ?

Read, write, spell, and grow com, too.

What wiU we be? What will we be?

Good men and women, brave and free.

Who are we? Who are we?

District No. 8. Now do you see?"

Sincerely yours,

ellwyn lewis

District 1 1 , Town of Seneca, Ontario County

Seneca, New York, January 22, 19 14

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

It is our pleasure to write you letters to-day, taking the regular class

time to do so, and to let you know Miss Moore was ill and our school was

closed early, or we should have sent you our Christmas greeting as usual.
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On December 5 we celebrated Com Day in our school; in the morning

we had our regular classes and we took the afternoon to celebrate and

play. We had a good time; we girls played out of doors while the boys

popped com. We chose sides and tried how many words we could make

out of " Com Day," and counting the words on both sides we had about

sixty words.

We are very sorry that we must send such poor ears to the College, but

they were the very best in our exhibit, as there was no real good com here

this year.

A boy lettered the label for one ear, and a girl lettered the other label.

Hoping the new leaflets will soon reach us, I remain.

Your friend,

P. S.
' MARY E. CONR,\Y

Mr. Tuttle came not our way

—

So we must write what we would say

To tell him of our work and play,

And how we spent our Com Day.

We called them all out in the play

—

Dan, Nora, Dora, and little Ray;

Let others say just what they may

—

There's lots of fun in "Com Day."

By the Seneca Sharp Eyes

District 10, Town of Springwater, Livingston County

Springwater, May 19, 19 14

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

I live one mile from our schoolhouse. It makes a fine walk spring days

when the birds are singing and the flowers arc in bloom.

Our schoolhouse is near the road and we certainly have a fine view of the

surrounding country. A brook runs near our playground, and so, of

course, we have a great deal of enjoyment out of it.

My greatest point in writing this letter is to acknowledge the prize

that our school won this year. We were awarded first prize for Livingston

County for our com at Farmers' Week. Imagine our delight when the

ear came back with a nice blue ribbon around it and a very nice letter to

us all. We all thank you ver}- much for it.

Another thing I want to speak about is our walk to the woods Arbor Day.

Miss Brown, our teacher, and the rest of the pupils, went to some woods

quite a long way from our school. But at last we reached them, and lo!

the woods were just covered with white and red lilies. What a pretty

sight ! We gathered some very large bouquets of flowers, studied nature,

and had a delightful time.
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We expect to have a picnic or other doings the last day of school, whicli

will be the 29th of May.

I must close for this time.

Sincerely yours,

MILDRED E. JOHNSON

Editors' note—The letters from EUwyn, Mary, and Mildred show the

spirit of Com Day. Other schools will be interested in them. Each year

Com Day seems to grow better and better; there is more enthusiasm, the

older folk help more, and the cars of corn selected are better in c}uality.

It is fine work.

We enjoyed the verses sent by the Seneca Sharp Eyes, and since they

were written Mr. Tuttle has visited the school and spent an afternoon with

these wide-awake boys and girls.

A good rural school exhibition

In addition to or in connection with Com Day, many schools are

holding general exhibitions like the one in the picture on this page. We
recently attended such an exhibit in a school of twelve pupils and were

greatly interested in the effort that had been made to select good speci-

mens and to arrange them attractively. At such exhibitions some older

person who has the knowledge should judge the products and tell why
he judges as he does, so that all may learn how to do better the next

time a fair is held at the school.
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District 7, Town of Hounsfield, Jefferson County-

Dear Mr. Tuttle: Watertown, New York, February 26, 1914

I read your leaflet and like it very much. I am in the ninth grade and

am fourteen years old. My favorite studies are German and algebra.

My teacher's name is Isabel McAvoy. We like her very much. She lets

us bring cats and dogs or anything we like to school.

Three of us boys are building a house in the woods just back of the

schoolhouse. In this we are going to make maple sugar and sell it. The

house is made from old boards which we got from an old barn. It is about

nine feet square and seven feet high. The teacher gave its fifty cents,

and we are going to get tar paper with it for the roof. We have the door

on the south and a sort of little porch, so when it rains we can boil sirup

under that. There are about fifteen maple trees near it. Another l>oy

and I are going to stay there most of the time. We build on our house

noons. When it is time for us to come the teacher calls us from the fence.

Our school is the best country school and yard in the county. It has

twenty-seven trees in the yard. The well and flagpole are in front of

the schoolhouse about three rods from the building. There are 191,440

square feet in the yard.

I have a dog, five cats, bantams, a colt, cows, and a pig. My father

has a big farm and has all kinds of animals. He always teaches me to

be kind to them. He gave me a cow when I was six years old, and her

calves have always been mine. Last fall one cow died. I sold two and

have one left. The colt is three years old. She can trot very fast and

I was offered $175 for her when she was a year and a half old, but I thought

I might as well have a good horse as my father. He laughs and says he

will beat me in a race some day, but I don't think he will. My chores

are to take care of the horses, of which there are five. I like to do this.

Well, as this is my first letter I will close, but will write again and tell

you about sugaring and other things.

Your friend,

NEWMAN J. HAMBURG

Editors' note.—Newman has written a good letter, full of things to

think about. He loves the country, likes his school life and his home life,

and finds plenty of interesting and useful things to do in both school and

home. His favorite studies are those that very often are troublesome.

He is using his recess to help build a shanty near the school where he and

his friends can have some outdoor experiences. Boys like such things.

He is proud of his school, and no doubt helps to keep it neat and attractive.

At home Newman has a real part in the farm life, does his share of the

work, and has been rewarded for his faithfulness by having animals given

him to bring up for himself.
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District 9, Town of Otsego, Otsego County

Cooperstown, New York, January 28, 1914
Dear Mr. Tuttlc

:

I have been looking over one of the Cornell leaflets, and saw that chil-

dren from different schools have written to you and told about their

schools ; so I am going to write and tell you about the many improvements
which have been made in the past two years at our school.

Two years ago our schoolhouse was situated on the opposite side of the

road. It was about three yards from the road. We had no school

grounds, so we had to play in the road and by the roadside. Inside of

our schoolhouse there were twelve double seats which were full of carvings.

The walls were not painted, the plaster was loose, and ink stains were on

the desks, floors, and ceiling. We had an old stove and board blackboards,

which were battered by boys throwing knives at them and trying to hit

a mark which they put there.

Now our schoolhouse is moved on the other side of the road. It is

newly painted a white color, and there are cement steps, and a gravel

walk from the steps to the road. There is a half-circle road which leads

up to the back door, where teams may drive when children are brought

to school in bad weather. The pupils always enter the schoolroom by
the back door. We have about half an acre for playground. Next sum-

mer we are going to have some shrubbery set out on each side of our walk,

and some shade trees. Also we girls are going to have a nice flower bed.

Inside of our schoolhouse we have a new stove, slate blackboards, new
window shades, desks, recitation bench, and maps. Our school gave a

school party from which we raised money enough to get a clock, a teacher's

desk, a dictionary standard, and a bookcase. Our floor has been oiled

and our schoolhouse looks very neat and nice.

Some of our schoohnates have some talent for drawing, and we have ever

so many pictures on the wall. Some are from the first grade. We also

have a few mottoes. One is " No baclcward steps," another is " Look up,

not down." We have a picture which we all like very much; it is the

" Horse Fair," by Rosa Bonheur. I have told you all about our school.

If you ever come up our way, I am very sure our school would enjoy

having you visit us. Sincerely yours,

LOTTIE JANNETTE MCRORIE

Editors' note.—We were glad to hear of the many improvements at the

school that Lottie attends, and we feel sure that she and her schoolmates

are proud of the building and the grounds and will work hard to keep them

clean and neat and unmarked. It is easier to study when one has such

]3leasant surroundings, and these boys and girls must be very happy in

their school life.
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CHRISTMAS ON THE FARM

Let us suppose that all the boys and girls in the rural schools of New
York State are sitting around the fireplace and planning for Christmas,

the ha]3picst of all times. Thanksgiving has gone, and now we must be

ready for the next great day. Out in the country Christmas is more

wonderful than anywhere else, and we all want to make the most of it.

If we do not look ahead we may leave out some real joy that would be a

great loss.

In the first place, we must all read again the story of the Christ child

whose birth nearly two thousand years ago made such a powerful change

in the world. Your teacher will read to you the story of the little child

bom in a stable at Bethlehem, who gave His life that the world might

find truth and light. Through all the glad Christmas time, even the little

children should remeinbcr that we are celebrating the coming into the

world of One who taught for all time the great lesson of life.

Then we must ask the teacher, or the mother or father, to read to us

"A Christmas Carol," by Charles Dickens, so that we may learn from one

of the greatest writers of stories what the Christmas spirit means. As }-ou

listen you will all come to know and to love Tiny Tim, the little boy who
has been very real to us for many a year. I hope that in every mral

school in New York State there is a copy of this work, and that ever>'

year it may be read aloud as a part of the Christmas festival.

There should be plans for an entertainment at the school, with a Christ-

mas tree of course. Every class should have the fun of going out into the

woods with the teacher to get the tree, and there should be ver^^ great

care in choosing it. A tree is always of value, and when one is cut down
it should be taken from some place where it is least needed. Do not cut
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down a tree that has the best conditions for growth. Take one so near

to another that its loss will give a better opportunity for growth for the

tree left than if both remained. Of two trees, always take the one that

is the less thrifty.

While choosing the tree for the school, find one more that can be left

where it stands, on which may l^e hung gifts for the birds. They will

like to find suet, a ham bone, some seeds, and other food to their liking,

on the early Christmas morning.

There should he a program at the school when the Christmas tree is

ready, and all should contribute something to the entertainment. The

following may be suggestive:

1

.

The singing of Christmas carols.

2. A composition on the festival of Christmas.

3. A talk by one of the pupils on the common evergreens in the neigh-

borhood, and specimens of the trees shown. It will be interesting to tell

where the trees grow; whether they are native; facts as to their uses; and

the like. Which evergreen is best for Christmas trees, and why? Where

the city folk get their Christmas trees.

4. A tallc by one of the pupils on the Christmas dinner. What farm

crops are available for the festival? What are purchased at the store that

come from other places? Who will cook the dinner? In what ways can

boys and girls help?

5. One of the girls might tell how to set the table for the Christmas

dinner. What out-of-door things may be used for decoration, such as

Christmas ferns, red berries, little brown cones on branches of hemlock,

and the like ?

6. A farmer in the neighl^orhood could give a talk on the growing and

storing of vegetables and fruits that add to the Christmas festival, and

how boys and girls can help in this fann work.

7. One of the mothers might tell of helpful contributions that young

folk can make at the busy Christmas time.

8. Recitations suitable to the season and occasion, not forgetting " The
Night before Christmas," which has made the hearts of little children

beat joyfully for many years in the past, and will give pleasure for all the

years to come.

9. A little play given by the children— a scene, perhaps, from Dickens'

"Christmas Carol," closing with Tiny Tim's " God bless every one!"

10. A gift basket prepared for some one in the neighborhood who is

iU or alone. This should be trimmed with evergreens and brightened

by red berries if possible.

When the program is finished, it would be interesting to have refresh-

ments consisting of nuts, apples, popcorn, and homemade candy.
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What a j^'ood time }-ou will all have as you help to make the school day

a success, and prepare for the joys of the holiday at home! Then, when

the long, happy day has passed, you will go to your own room, and perhaps

a n n n

A district school in Oneida county

you will look out of your windows and see the wonderful night with star-

light, or falling snow, or some other magical sight that is always out of

doors in the country on winter nights. And at this time, ^^dth deep rever-

ence of spirit you will again remember the Christ child.
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And one shall never quite forget

The voice that called from dream and play,

The firm but kindly hand that set

Her feet in learning's pleasant way,

—

Hers is the sober summer noon

Contrasted with your morn of spring;

The waning with the waxing moon,
The folded with the outspread wing.

And, when the world shall link your names
With gracious lives and manners fine,

The teacher shall assert her claims,

And proudly whisper, " These were mine !
"

JOHN GREENLE.A.F WHITTIER

[1029]
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THE DISTRICT SCHOOL

From rural schools have come men and women who have made the

United States prosperous and powerful in the world's history. In rural

schools to-day are boys and girls who will add to the prosperity and the

power of our great country. Every opportunity should be given to them

for education that will fit them for country life or for city life. The school

should be comfortable and attractive. There should be plenty of land

around it for out-of-door experiments, for playgrounds, for planting that

will give an approach to the school building that \vill dignify it, for a

trembling poplar near the window to make music when breezes are about,

for maples or elms that provide quiet and shade, for evergreens that give

shelter to winter birds, and for crocuses and tulips that add a joyful note to

the spring coloring,— all these things can be made a vital part of education.

Is your school comfortable, attractive, well heated.'' Are the grounds

around it planted? Have you a place for fami crop or garden experi-

ments? Are the outhouses so clean and well cared for that }'ou would

be willing at any time to have the trustee, your parents, or any one from

the Department of Education inspect them? Is there a good library

in the school? Are the walls well cared for, the windows clean, the doors

and entrances in good repair? Have you individual drinking-cups

?

If there is no water jar, is there a dipper that will enable you to fill your

cup without dipping a cup that has been used into the pail ? Why should

you avoid dipping such a cup into the pail? Is your stove jacketed as

are some stoves in rural schools in order that the heat may be more evenly

distributed throughout the room? Is the interior of your building free

from clutter? Has it neat walls on which there are one or two good

pictures simply but carefully framed? If you cannot answer " yes
"

to these questions your school is behind man}^ others, and we know that

you will want it to be among the best. Older folk, trustees, parents, and

teachers, will help boys and girls to have many advantages when all work

together to secure the best educational surroundings, particularly when
pupils show appreciation of improvements. Tell us all about your school

and be sure to write to us when anything has been done to make the

building and grounds more serviceable and attractive.
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SPECIAL STUDIES FOR WINTER

We have often heard boys and girls say that there is nothing in nature

to study in winter. This is because everything is quiet, and because boys and

girls sit around the fire so much more than they go out of doors. To many

persons who love nature there is more wonder in winter than in summer.

There are the great stretches of snow-covered fields, the wonderful greens

of the pines and the hemlocks, the silent, cold, snow-capped mountains,

the buried brooks, the drifted highways, the music of the winds, the

frost pictures on the windows, the strange, weedy stalks that appear above

the snow, the buttei-fly that comes out of its hiding place in the February

thaw, and the sparkling starlight through the leafless branches of the

trees— yes, nature in winter has rich stores for us.

Among the interesting sights and sounds that are a part of the out-of-

doors these days, there are a few that we would like to have you find this

year, and we shall ask you, therefore, to consider the following:

I. Be on the lookout for the snowflake, a winter bird. Ask your

teacher to read to you the article written by Doctor Allen in the teacher's

leaflet. Every person who has seen a flock of snowflakes will never forget

the experience. Perhaps these birds will come into your neighborhood,

and if you will look at the picture in the September leaflet and note the

description, you will be sure to recognize them. In Doctor Allen's article

you will learn something of the behavior of these birds in the winter fields,

and this will help you also, because habits of birds are very important when

we are trying to identify them. The suggestions given below will be

useful to you in your study:

1. Look for a bird al^out the size of a sparrow, very white, traveling

in a flock.

2. The snowflake is found in open weedy fields, often near the house,

but preferably near the more open country.

3

.

Note the shape of the bird with its large head and shoulders and heavy

bill. Is it a sparrow?

4. Look for the snowflake's tracks in the snow. Does it hop, as do the

junco and the tree sparrow, or does it run?

5. Watch the flock as it rises from the ground or as it is about to alight,

and see in what unison the birds turn or circle.

6. Do they ever alight on trees? On fences?

7. What other birds do not alight in trees?

II. The bluebird sometimes arrives in New York State in February;

be on the lookout for it.

III. We want you to be sure to have a feeding station in the winter-

time because then the birds need it most. Your teacher will perhaps let
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you read the article in her leaflet so that you will not forget the things

that may be done in order to make the birds comfortable and happy.

IV. This is the time to build a bird house. The following description

written by Doctor Allen will give you instructions as to what to do:

" Some birds, notably wrens and bluebirds, will avail themselves of any-

thing in the way of shelter you see fit to put up; while others, such as

woodpeckers and nuthatches,

are more particular and require

something more natural in the

form of a hollow limb. The
chief difficulty will be not in

the construction of the boxes

nor in attracting the birds, but

in keeping out the English

sparrows. These interlopers

are ever present and ready to

begin l)uilding as soon as the

box is in place. Needless to

say you do not wish these

rascals, but prefer our native

birds. There is no sure way
of keeping them out except by

hanging the box on wires so

tilat it swings freely in the

wind. The objection to this

box is that it proves less in-

viting to our native birds, and

so should be attempted only

as a last resort. One meets

with greatest success with

boxes placed on exposed poles
Find the bird hoiise. Last spring a pair of blue- ^^ -^^ ^^ggg, with the opening

birds lived tn tins house close beside a school in
.

i- ^

Ontario County no larger than IS necessary for

our native birds, one and a

half inch for swallows and bluebirds, smaller for wrens and chickadees.

" The box.— No money need be expended on this. Old, weather-

beaten timber is more attractive to the birds than smooth, painted boards.

The best boxes may be made from sections of a hollow limb, covered above

and below by weathered boards, and with a hole drilled near the top of

one side. Artificial limbs can be made from bark or by hollowing out

solid branches with the bark still attached. Old boxes or new ones made
for the purpose are next best. For the smaller birds, such as chickadees,
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wrens, bluebirds, and tree swallows, the boxes should measure not more
than 12 by 5 by 6 inches, and they may be considerably smaller to advan-

tage. The ordinary crayon box of the schoolroom is very serviceable,

but requires reinforcing with wire or nails so as to withstand the weather.
" The box shown in the illustration is a crayon box, with an additional

roof of tin from an old can, used because of the leaky condition of the box.

Cigar boxes and codfish boxes are generally less satisfactory than odorless

ones, and all bright surfaces

should be avoided. A box with

the top or one side hinged is

better for observation, but care

should be used to keep it per-

manently fastened.

"Old teakettles, tin funnels, and cans

of various sorts have been used by some
persons with success, but the box is

more sightly and usually more
attractive to the birds.

The opening should b

made circular or square

preferably the former, and
toward the top of one side.

It should be no

larger than the

dimensions given

above.

" If one is not

bothered with sparrows, a perch should

be provided beneath the opening; but inasmuch as sparrows

do not take so readily to boxes without perches as do other ^
birds, it can be removed if necessary. A perch should be placed in ^
the near vicinity, however, on wliich the birds may alight before

proceeding to the nest.

" A layer of sawdust may be placed in the bottom of the box but the use

of other nesting material is to be avoided. For chickadees and swallows,

however, cotton or feathers scattered near may prove attractive if there is

no poultn,' to furnish a supply.

Placing the box.— Inasmuch as the birds prefer weatherworn materials

to bright surfaces, it is well to have the box in position by early spring,

and thereafter left from year to year. In placing it, three things should

be borne in mind: attractiveness to the birds, comfort, and protection.

For the swallows that prefer the open, the box should be raised on a
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slender pole several feet above the fence, clothes pole, or outhouse, to

which it is attached. The pole should be strong enough to prevent it from

swaying in the breeze, and yet sufficiently slender to protect it from

marauding cats. Sometimes if squirrels are abundant, it is necessary to

place a metal shield about the pole in order to prevent them from climbing

to the nest for the eggs or for the young. The pole should be near a build-

ing, a dead tree, a telephone wire, or other natural perch. Wrens and blue-

birds also may frequent this box, but they prefer to have a tree in the

immediate vicinity. Boxes placed seven to twenty feet up in a tree

generally prove more attractive to the latter birds as well as to the chick-

adees and nuthatches; but care should be used to guard the tree from cats

by shields of metal or wire netting. As exposed a position as possible

should be chosen for the site yet one that is more or less shaded from

the sun during the heat of the day. It is better to have the box face

toward the South.

" Frequently boxes placed on the house or the school building, below

or beside an upper window, prove attractive to wrens, swallows, or blue-

birds, and are then near enough for observation. These boxes, however,

arc frequently overrun with English sparrows and are generally unsuc-

cessful for that reason.

" The best results with bird boxes are always obtained by studying the

habits of the birds of the neighborhood that nest in holes, and by reproducing

their nesting conditions as nearly as possible."

V. Make a bird calendar and have it ready to record the birds as they

come back from the South. The migration table on page ii of the

teachers' leaflet will help you in this.

VI. Ask your teacher to let you have an examination on the winter

weeds that you find above the snow. Who will know the greatest number?
VII. Of the trees for study this year, how many can you tell in winter

and how can you tell them? Ehn, locust, hemlock, beech, birch, cedar,

chestnut, white pine, pitch pine is the list.

VIII. Remember the notebook on the horse that you are going to send

us. We would like all these notebooks by May i, in order that we may
look them over and make the award before the schools close. You
remember that we promised to send a book on the horse for the school

library in the school from which we receive the best notebook. In the

November leaflet next year we shall give a report of this competition.

IX. Some Friday afternoon you may enjoy an hour looking over seed

catalogues in preparation for garden plans. It is well for boys and girls

in the country to know what is being sent out from seed houses, because

good gardeners must always be up to date in matters of this kind. We
know many scholarly people who enjoy happy winter evenings looking
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Types of bird houses
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over seed catalogues and making ])lans for gardens that will be planted

at their homes when garden time comes.

X. Five more weeds. In the November leaflet we pictured the seeds

of five weeds and suggested that each school begin to make a collection

of weed seeds. We also described one good way to preserve seeds for study,

and on this page there is a i^icture showing the kind of mount described.

The mount in the picture, however, has a sheet of paper between the

cardboard and the back cover of glass, and on the back of the paper the

names of the seeds are written corresponding to the letters under the

samples. The method of labeling the samples directly on the front as

outlined in the November leaflet is, perhaps, a better one because then

Seed collection. See page 283 in the November leaflet

the name can be constantly associated with the seed. In this case the

sheet of i:)apcr may be omitted, and should one desire to study the seeds

without the names in order to test his memory, the mount may simply

be turned over for the jnirposc. Five more weed seeds are shown in this

leaflet and they have l)ccn chosen because it will be possible to find

them even in the dead of winter. Many schools already have very

complete collections of weed seeds, and we hope that they will spend

some time in studying the different kinds so that each boy and girl will

be able to identify a large number of the more common weed seeds

at sight. This is a valuable work and will be useful in connection with

the farm-seed-testing work that will soon be started. See page 1039.

A word about each of the five weeds whose seeds are shown in this leaflet

may be of interest, although every boy and girl is probably familiar

with them.
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Common
plantain

Burdock

Ragweed

1. Common, or broad-leaved, plantain is found in lawns and

gardens. It grows close to the ground and has large broad leaves

and long upright seed stalks. It lives year after year and

must be cultivated out or dug out in order to be controlled.

2. Burdock is familiar to all boys and girls. It is found

around buildings and sometimes in fields or orchards. It

lives two years, producing seed the second season, and can be

killed by cutting off the plants below the ground before seeds

are produced.

3. Ragweed is the most serious weed in newly seeded

meadows, and while it lives only one year, it is difficult to

control because the seeds w411 keep alive a long time in the

soil. They will remain dormant until the ground is plowed

again and will then spring up. No plants should be allowed

to go to seed.

4. Pigweed, or redroot, is ver^^^ persistent in cultivated crops.

It can be distinguished by its rosy pink root and small, shiny,

black seeds. It can be controlled by cultivation of the soil

where it is prevalent and by pulling.

5. Beggar-ticks, while not a common weed, is one easily

remembered for its curiously shaped seeds, which sometimes

cause trouble in the wool of sheep.

Plants are arranged in three groups according to their

length of life. Some start from seed in the sj^ring, grow

during the summer, produce seed, and then die. Their

life is completed within one year, and they are there-

fore known as annual plants. Of the five weeds

mentioned on this page, ragweed, redroot, and beggar-ticks

are annuals.

A second group of plants takes two years to produce

seed, and plants of this group are called biennial. During

the first year of growth a rosette-like cluster of leaves is

formed close to the ground, and this lives over winter.

The second year a seed stalk is produced from the center

of the rosette, and then the whole plant dies. The burdock

mentioned above belongs in the biennial group, as do also

the familiar mullein and the wild carrot.

The third group of plants lives for more than two years

and produces seed season after season. These plants are r, ,- ,^ ^ Beggar-ticks
called perennial, or hardy. There are many examples of p^^^ ^^^g ^^^^^^

this group among the weeds, the common plantain being natural size and

one of them. '""^^ ''^'"'^''^

Redroot,

pigweed
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TO BOYS AND GIRLS WHO WISH TO RAISE POULTRY

W. G. Krum

The farm is not only a home but a place of business. Many boys and

girls are looking forward to the time when they will have a business of

their own. You do not need to wait until school days are over for there

are many pleasant ways for boys and girls to earn money and at the same

time to learn good business methods. One of these ways is to keep

poultry. Would you like to start a poultry plant now ? Is there an unused

building, an empty stable, a place in one corner of a building that could

be partitioned off for a small pen, or possibly some lumber or large boxes

that could be used in building a colony house? Perhaps your father or

A start in the poultry business

an older brother would help you to make a place suitable for a small

flock of choice hens, and would help you to purchase them. From these

you could hatch your chicks in the spring and possibly sell some eggs for

hatching purposes at a good price.

Another good plan would be to buy or borrow a sitting hen or two in

March or April and purchase some eggs for hatching from pure-bred stock

near home at a reasonable price. The sitting hen should be dusted with

plenty of lice powder. She should be kept in a comfortable place where

other hens cannot disturb her. Plenty of water, com, and wheat, should

be kept near her at all times. When the chicks are hatched, place them
with the mother hen in a large coop under the shade of a tree. Have a

board floor for the coop and a strong screen door to shut out rats at night.

Then with good care, what fun it is to watch them grow ! Of course, you
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will want to buy your own feed and keep a good record of the cost. Then
at the end of the year, you will be able to know how much real profit you

have made. A large number of boys and girls in central New York are

this year starting small bank accounts on the profits of their poultry' plants

begun two years ago.

Editors' note.— Boys and girls should remember that a good way to help

toward success in raising poultry is to study the fowl and to acquire skill

in understanding and meeting the fowls' needs. It would be interesting

every year to have some lessons in the school on the poultry in 3^our

neighborhood so that boys and girls might learn something about the differ-

ent breeds, the methods of successful poultr\'-raisers, the knowledge that is

necessary to make poultry-raising profitable, and the Hke. Perhaps from

time to time a hen or a rooster might be brought to school for the study of

the different breeds; and when it is there, much interest might be developed

in a quest for knowledge of the particular breed. In the teachers' leaflet

for last year will be found some lessons that will help boys and girls in

their plans for poiiltry-raising.

SEED STUDY

Last spring we received a letter from a rural school in Seneca County
containing a description of some seed-testing work that the school had been

doing. We were greatly pleased because for a long time we have wanted to

start this kind of work. To do it well, however, requires a knowledge of

farm seeds and of weed seeds and before we publish the letter on seed-

testing it seems best to make some suggestions for the study of seeds of

various kinds.

In the November leaflet you remember we suggested making a weed-

seed collection, and in each leaflet we shall picture five kinds of weed

seeds. (See page 1037.) Every school should begin such a collection and
gradually enlarge it, all the while studying the seeds.

It is also necessary to make a thorough study of the seeds that the

farmer sows. While it is comparatively easy to learn to teU the dift'erent

kinds of seeds in btilk, how many boys and girls can tell one wheat seed

from one rye seed, or from one barley seed? It is even more difficult

to learn to know the smaller seeds— seeds of the clovers and grasses.

The study of seeds is fascinating work, however, and many boys and

girls win become expert in their ability to identify seeds of all kinds.

Some day each boy and girl should bring a small quantity of a different

farm seed to school. Begin at first with the larger seeds, such as oats,

rye, wheat, barley, buckwheat, vetch, rape, and the like. Only after these

are thoroughly familiar should work be attempted with smaller seeds. At
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first make a study of each kind of seed by itself. Then ask the teacher

to mix a small quantity of two kinds for you to separate and to identify

;

then three kinds, and so on until you can take a mixture of all the kinds of

farm seeds and separate each kind, giving it the proper name. This

makes a sort of game and will be interesting as well as instructive.

The same method should be used in studying various kinds of weed

seeds, and this will be much harder as the weed seeds are smaller as a

rule. For all seed-study work a magnifying glass is necessary, and while

a reading glass, such as is found in many homes, is satisfactory for the

larger seeds, a stronger lens is needed for the smaller seeds. Every school

should have such a lens for it will be of value not only in the study of seeds,

but in observing small insects, the parts of flowers, and other interesting

things. We know that many schools have a little money to spend during

the year, and feci sure that no one thing would be of greater usefulness

and interest than a lens. We have asked a nimiber of reliable firms to give

us their lowest net price, postpaid, on tripod magnifiers for use in schools.

The magnifiers supplied by these firms may vary a little in quality, but

any one of them should be satisfactory for seed study. If there should

be any delay or difficulty in obtaining the magnifiers, i)lcasc let us know
at once.

The firms and the prices are as follows

:

Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, New York $.50, postpaid

Central Scientific Company, Chicago, Illinois 50, postpaid

Kny-Scheerer Company, 404-410 West 27th Street,

New York City 50, postpaid

Leitz Company, 20 East i8th Street, New York City. .40, postpaid

Spencer Lens Company, Buffalo, New York 45, postpaid

Remit by stamps or postal money order to the firm selected.

In the study of seeds you will be getting ready for some very valuable

and interesting work. In the March leafiet we expect to suggest methods
of testing farm seeds, and we hope that in the years

to come this will be a regular part of the rural school

work in this State and that the crops grown will improve

because of the better seed sown. Meantime, honest

work must be done in preparation. In every rural

school, boys and girls will come to have a thorough

knowledge of all kinds of seeds. Write to us that you

Tripod magfiifier
^^^^ begun the seed study, tell us what you have

done, what you have learned, and whether or not you
have found new and interesting methods to use. The work must grow
through reports such as these, and we are looking to some schools to point

the way to others. Let your school be one of the leaders.
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A LETTER TO GIRLS AND BOYS

Dear Girls and Boys:

Often have I thought of the letter I would wTite to you in this January

leaflet, yet I am ha\ang hard work to begin now that it is time. Such a

lot of things are ttmibling over and over in my mind, that words on paper

cannot express them as I wish. Recently I have \dsited a number of

schools and talked with some of you face to face. These visits made
me wish that I could see you all, but I know that is impossible and I shall

have to try to write what I would say.

Some of you are going to schools in small villages where there are several

teachers; others, to schools right out in the open country- where at this

time of year the wind is howling outside the windows and perhaps it is

sno-^ing. I hope you are neither too warm nor too cold. We cannot

work with our minds when our bodies are uncomfortable. Nowadays

we know about a type of stove for countr}^ schools that makes all parts

66
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of the room of the same temperature. It is far better than the stove that

is sometimes found in schools, which overheats those near it and leaves

the far corners of the room cold. Many rural schools have this new kind

of stove that has a metal jacket around it. Fresh air comes in from

out of doors through an opening in the bottom of the jacket. The air

is heated as it rises between the jacket and the stove, and when it leaves

the top of the jacket the heated air spreads to all parts of the room. Since

fresh air is always coming in, the bad air needs to be taken out; an open-

ing is made for this purpose in the chimney flue below the place where the

stovepipe enters it. There is not space in this letter to tell you all about

these stoves even if you could understand the explanation, but I want

you to know of them so that you can talk the matter over ^vith the

teacher and your parents and perhaps next year your school will have

such a stove, if there is not one in it at present. The district super-

intendent will have something to say about this, if you ask him the next

time he visits the school.

There is great danger these winter days that the schoolroom will be

overheated. The air often gets impure when so many are breathing it in

a closed room. Perhaps you will say that the teacher should take care of

these things ; but if you will think a minute, I am sure you will see that you

should know about them too so that you will be able to help intelligently.

I was in a schoolroom not long ago where my head ached before I had been

there ten minutes, and I wondered how the boys and girls and the teacher

could stand it. Every recess time the schoolroom shoiild be aired for a few

minutes while you are playing out of doors, and, even though it is a little

cool when you come in, it will soon be comfortable again. You know we
do not take cold easily just by being cold ; but when we get too warm and
then cool off suddenly, or when the air is not fresh and pure, we are certain

to catch cold. The best temperature is one that is just high enough to

keep our feet and hands warm and that lea.ves our minds clear and active.

A temperature 66° F. to 68° F. is about right. Every school should have

a thermometer or two, and with a little practice it will be easy to keep the

temperature right and the air pure.

You will wonder why I am telling you these things and what they have
to do with nature study and agriculture. It is because they are so very

important and must be right before we can study nature, reading, history,

or anything else. First of all, we must take care of ourselves and build

strong, clean, well bodies. Then our minds will be strong also, and will

be able to do more easily the work that comes to us each day. I like to

see boys and girls with rosy cheeks that show the good red blood in their

veins, boys and girls who can stand steady on two feet and hold their

bodies straight, who can look me in the eye and shake hands in a firm,

true way that makes me feel their friendship. I expect these things in
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my friends, and shall give them in return. It takes two to be friends, you
know, and each must be the things the other looks upon as good and
worth the while.

In many schools where I have been, we have sung together. There are

some songs that I like to sing, and always there are some that j-ou like to

sing, so we can sing to each other and with each other. There are schools

that do not have an organ or a piano and for that reason cannot sing much,

but I hope that every school is ] . _ ijrward to the da}^ when the

opportunity will come. A good organ is very much better than a cheap

piano and costs less. An organ is most like the :i voice of an}'

musical instnmient, and it is a pleasure to sing with one. W:. • or not

there is an organ in the school, there must be one vhere in the

neighborhood, and it seems to me that sometimes yr .: lind it possible

to gather rotmd it for an hour and sing together. 1 ..L:e is nothing like

a good song to loosen us up and make us more natural and human. And
when we sing, let us sing the good old songs and h^-mns that have Hved

for years and years and been loved by many persons. Your teacher,

or your mother, or yovir schoolmate's mother, or S' : :;e will help if you
really want to sing and show that you a: '. of their help. One thing

we all need to do is to learn by heart the words of a number of songs.

Suppose I should come into ^-oiu* school to-morrow and ask you to sing

three songs for m.e aU the way through -with-:* ' oks. Could you do it?

Some could, but I am afraid many covdd no;. i,r i have tried it. Decide

to know at least three songs before June and as many more as you can.

Once you start you will want to keep right on learning them.

I have a word to say t .ly to the boys. It is not at all a criticism,

for I was a boy myself not long ago and know that often we do not thiiik

about such things unless we have our attention called to them. The thing

I refer to is the matter of removing your hats whenever you enter a build-

ing and of raising your hats to older persons whom y ' \ssing.

I have noticed many boys keeping their hats on at sdi^ji i.nii dul other

public meetings where I have been, and one time a boy sat in the front

row -with his hat on when I was talking to a group of folk. On the other

hand, I remember with a great deal of pleasure standing wnth a lady

watching some outdoor sports when a tweb"e-3^ear-old boy whom she

knew passed by. He raised his hat and said good morning in such a polite

and cheen,- wa}' that I wished that I knew him too and had him for a friend.

All these little things count, and we are judged by them. I covdd not let

the matter pass without a word to you because I want the boys in this

State to be good, clean, man!}* fellows, considerate of others, and with

eyes open to see that neighbors and friends always have a fair show.

It is not what we get, you know, that counts; it is what the other feUow

gets through us.
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Now, I have at last come to say a word about the out-of-door and

home study for the next few months. In this leaflet there are many
suggestions that you will want to follow. If any of you have never found

the joy of studying the life in the open, loegin now, for it cannot be

possible that all who love the world of nature are in the wrong, and that

there is nothing for you too. Take, for example, your weed seed collection.

Did you start making it after reading about the work in the November
leaflet ? You should have at least the five kinds of seeds given there, and in

this leaflet there are five more, illustrated on page 1037, that you can find

even in the dead of winter and can add to the collection. Read the article

about seed study. I feel sure that this is a chance for some very interest-

ing and valuable work. Lay your plans well and do not rush ahead

without knowing where you are going, because when we are preparing

to do work for others, we owe it to them to be careful and res]:)onsible.

You will be pleased and astonished at the report on collecting the egg

clusters of tent caterpillars. Perhaps your school has never done much
with this piece of work. Begin now and help to control this serious

pest. Read very carefully the article on page 1031, and write to me
that you have done some of the things suggested. Stait your plans for

next year's garden. The March leaflet will have something about gardens.

Continue with the study of the trees and see whether you can do as well

as the four boys I know who can tell fifty kinds of trees by their twigs

in the wintertime. Make friends with the birds and have a bird calendar

ready for the first rol:)in, blucl)ird, and tlie others that follow. Work
hard, |)lay hard, remember the things I have said in this letter, and write

often to

Your friend,

f
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LETTERS FROM GIRLS AND BOYS

District 9, Town of Johnsburg, Warren County

Wevertown, New York, March 26, 19 14
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

The pictures you sent came to our teacher and she gave them to us,

and I thank you very much for mine. I think they were very pretty.

The cow looked very natural. The man must be kind to his atiimals, and
what a cunning httlc girl!

In this letter I am going to tell you about our chickadees. At first we
hung some meat in the windows and they would come and eat. But one
day Miss Armstrong went to the door and one of the chickadees flew in,

and we were surprised, for we did not think they would get any tamer
than coming to the windows. After a while we opened a window a little

at the bottom and top, and they would come in the bottom opening and
get a mouthful and go out at the top. At noon we would pick up all the

crumbs and put them in a dish and set it out on the window sill, and in

the morning when we came to the schoolhouse the chickadees would seem
to be so glad to get in where it was warm. When it was cold nights we
would Ijring in what the birds did not eat and thaw it out so they could

have a warm breal<fast. They soon got so tame that they would come
in and cat from our hands and they would fly all around the room and did

not seem the least bit frightened. One thing we noticed was that two
chickadees never eat together. If one should come while another was
eating, no matter how hmigry he was he would always wait; and if he
offered to eat, the other one would make a noise which sounds like this,

chur up, chur up. When they are singing they say chick-a-dcc-dcc-dce

anrl pJiochr, and when they are startled they go tivcci twcct. When they
first began to come into the schoolroom, they would forget to go back
through the same window and then they would fly around the room so

we would have to catch them and they would make a queer noise which
sounded like this, duck, cluck. The prettiest I think is when they sing

tweeiy-hvcet-twcci-hvcct as they fly through the air. I did not know they
sang so many different songs until this winter.

We have seen five different blue jays around the schoolhouse at one
time, but they were very wild. They would not come up to the window
the way the chickadees would, so we threw pieces of bread out a little

ways, then we would keep still and pretty soon they would fly down and
get a piece. They are very pretty. They are bright blue with some
black on their necks. Their tail feathers are very pretty. They are

darker blue with black stripes. The queerest thing about them is that

they have to straighten up when they say jay and another different noise.

They act lots different than the chickadees do. The blue jays act as

though they were nervous. Looking for your next leaflet.

Sincerely your friend,

MYRTLE MALONE

Y

Editors' note.— Myrtle's letter is full of interest. This school did some

real bird-study work last winter. Not only were many new things learned,
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l)ut there were the pleasant experiences of gaining the confidence of the

chickadees and of receiving their welcome visits. Every rural school

can do many things to attract the birds during the winter season, and
interesting observations can be made while the birds are eating the food

supplied. Ask your teacher to read again to you Doctor Allen's article

on How to Attract Wild Birds, which begins on page 12 of the September

leaflet.

District I, Town of Van Buren, Onondaga County
Baldwinsvillc, New York, April S, 1914

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

Since we have received the prize ears of com of Onondaga County, I

thovight I would write a letter to you.

The name of the school that I attend is called Pleasant Valley school.

It is about three miles and a half west of Baldwinsvillc. My teacher's

name is Mr. Silas F. Parry.

I like to read the little leaflets that come from Cornell, and from reading:

these we decided to celebrate Com Day. In the leaflets there are many
interesting things that I like to read. We held Com Day on December 5,

1913. During the day we decorated the schoolhouse with com and
cornstalks. We also planned to have a box social so that we could buy
a new recitation seat. We also asked Professor Maxwell of the Jordan
High School to speak upon growing com. We lighted the schoolhouse
with lanterns. The farmers had a good talk with Mr. Maxwell on farm
questions. The school collector sold the boxes. There were about sixty

persons to it. I think they all had a good time.

At the Christmas exercises we had an organ loaned us for the rest of

the year to help us in the singing. We asked the older people to help
us in the singing. There were about seventy persons to it.

Later on we had a spelling school for the old and for the young people.

The old people spelled the young people down.
On the twelfth of February, 19 14, the older people gave an entertain-

ment. The older people were in all the dialogues but one. The children

spoke a few pieces. We lighted the schoolhouse with bracket lamps and
lanterns. Before the exercises commenced we sold popcorn and candy.
The money was counted up and there was four dollars and eighty cents.

We are going to buy some more bracket lamps 'with the money.
These meetings have made the schoolroom pleasant for the children

by buying a new seat and pictures and creating interest in the school.

We are going to have two weeks of vacation — this week and next.

We have cleaned up the school yard some and are going to clean it up more
when we go back. I am very interested in nature study and have read
some books. We are going to have some gardens this year. There is to
be a prize given for the best garden. On Arbor Day we are going to have
another entertainment in the evening. I remain

Yotir friend,

ERWIN AUYER
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Editors' note.— They are doing things in the school that Erwin attends.

It is easy to see from his letter that the school and the community are

interested in each other. The spelling bee between the old and the young and

the entertainment given by the older folk are both interesting and valuable

forms of social activity and make a pleasant change from the usual school

entertainments. Corn Day was a really worth-while occasion and every

one learned something from it. The school had an organ loaned to it for

a year. This might easily happen in many districts until the school can

own an organ of its own. The photograph of the school shows that

the teacher takes an interest in the children, out of doors as well as in

Recess at District i. Town of Van Buren, Onondaga County

the schoolroom. We hope that this spring something will be done in

the way of shrubbery planting around the school building. This would
add greatly to its attractiveness and supplement the fine shade trees

on the grounds.

District 2, Town of Pendleton, Erie County
North Tonawanda, New York, February 19, 1914

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

How glad I was to receive your letter telling me that you had not
received three letters! I am sure I wrote three but maybe one was lost.

I love to write to you so it makes no difference, and I'm so glad I got a
letter from you.

I want to thank you for the January leaflet. I liked it the best of any
so far. The pictures and letters were so very interesting, and I'm going
to try and set the table the way that was suggested in the leaflet.
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A few days ago one of our boys brought part of a mud dauber's nest

to us. Wc all looked at it and our teacher told us about it. He is going
to bring a yellow jacket's nest and then we shall look at it. It seems so

wonderful to think that those little wasps can build such nests.

In the school we have a calendar telling us the time the sun rises and sets

and when the moon comes up. We are trying to learn more about the

things in the sky.

Our teacher has told us to be looking for the birds when they come,
and we are going to do that. One of the boys has seen a bluebird.

Our nature study notebooks arc beginning to get full of descriptions

and pictures. We all like them.
I am in the sixth grade in District 2, Town of Pendleton. My teacher's

name is Miss Borman. When I have passed my regents', I want to go to

high school.

Thanking you for writing me that letter which I'm going to keep, I am
Your little friend,

RUTH HARTMAN

Editors' note.— Ruth's letter shows us that she and her schoolmates

are wide-awake to the opportunities everywhere about them. Especially

we are glad to hear of their resolve to study what they can of the sky —
the sun, moon, and stars. This is a fascinating subject. Some persons

do not know that the stars are all arranged in groups with names and

that it is possible for any one to learn a number of the larger and the brighter

groups, or constellations, as they are called. There is a very good book

that might be added to the school library some time: The Children's

Book oj Stars by Mitton, published by the Macmillan Company, New
York City. It costs two dollars.

District 5, Town of Cobleskill, Schoharie County

Bamerville, New York, April 10, 19 14
Dear Friend:

I have just received the last leaflet that you sent and have nearly read
it through.

The boys of our school have been trying to do some good through
the advice of our teacher. We have been helping an old woman who lives

near our school. We shoveled snow to make paths for her, and yesterday
we drew some wood for her which our teacher bought. One boy obtained
a horse and a wagon and was teamster, while the rest of us loaded and piled

it up.

I like to read very much and have read a good many books that are in

our school library. The one I like best is The Man Without a Country.
I am

Your friend,

EARL D. STEVENS

Editors' note.— We publish this letter from Earl Stevens because we
believe in the kind of service he and his schoolmates are giving. In
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every community there are little acts of kindness that boys and girls

can do if they wiU be on the watch for the opportunity and be willing

to make the sacrifice. There is only one thing to remember, and that

is, to do the kind act because you really want to and not just for the sake

of showing off. The less said about it the better. We have known

persons who all their lives have been giving to others without any one's

knowing it except those who received their gifts. The knowledge that

we have done a kindness out of the fullness of our heart is reward enough,

and it makes no difference whether or not what we do is known to others.

In fact, those who give most unselfishly do it quietly and without

thought of praise. We are glad that Earl wrote to us because his letter

will be suggestive to others.

PHOTOGRAPH BY VERNE MORTON

The start
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TO THE OLDER BOYS AND GIRLS

There will come a day when you will leave the rural school, either

to ^o to high school or to go to work. We have been such good friends

through the leaflet that it is too bad for us to cease to keep in touch with

each other. If you are interested, suppose you send us your name and

address for a special list that we will keep, and in return we will write

to you occasionally, and send you whatever publications from the College

we think would be of interest and of help to you.

As you grow older you will be in a position to do much for your own
and other rural schools. We know of a rural school where every time

there is an entertainment or some special occasion for a community gather-

ing, a large number of boys and girls fourteen to twenty-one years old

come back and help to make it a success. These are those who have

gone ahead but who still keep fresh the memory of their first school and

have a desire to see that it prospers. We know that in the years to come

there will be more and more of this, and that you will be loyal to the

school that has given its best service to you. In order that you may
help intelligently you will need to know some of the things that the rural

schools are doing and planning, and it wdll be a pleasure to us to keep

in touch with you as closely as we may, and through you to strengthen

the schools of the State.

Therefore be sure to write to us when you leave the rural school, asking

to have your name placed on the Advanced List. Address the Editors of

the Cornell Rural School Leaflet, New York State College of Agriculture,

Ithaca, New York.

A REPORT
A year ago last November it was suggested in the leaflet that boys

and girls in the rural schools could be of great service in helping to control

the ravages of a serious insect pest, the apple-tree tent caterpillar. This

was to be done by collecting and destroying the egg rings that could

be found in large numbers on the twigs of apple and wild cherry trees.

The suggestion met with instant response, and many hundreds of

sharp eyes and willing hands went to work. It was found that the egg

rings could be stripped off easily without injuring the twigs, and that

with a little effort a fair-sized tree could be completely freed of the eggs

so that in the spring there would be no unsightly nests and ravenous

caterpillars. Such good work was done that we have tried to obtain

a report from all the schools that collected egg rings. Up to the time

this leaflet went to press, 1,655 schools had reported work done, and the

total nimiber of egg rings destroyed by actual count was 3,617,291, When
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we consider that each egg ring will average at least 150 eggs, we see that

the number of eggs destroyed reaches the enormous figure of 542,593,650,

This is good work. There has often been an element of competition

introduced in order to see who could collect the most in a school, or which

school could do best in a supervisory district or county. Small prizes

have sometimes been offered by teachers, superintendents, and others,

but even without such encouragement the boys and girls have been

interested to work hard because they could see the useful results of their

efforts.

In the northern part of the State another tent caterpillar, which works

on forest rather than on fruit trees, has been abundant. It has similar

habits to those of the apple-tree tent caterpillar, but the egg rings have

flat instead of rounded ends. Reports have come to us of the very large

number of egg rings and nests of the forest tent caterpillar destroyed by

the boys and girls particularly in Clinton and Franklin Counties. The
figures given above do not include complete reports from the rural schools

in these counties. Special credit is due the teachers and boys and girls

for their efforts.

There are some sections of the State that are comparatively free from

tent caterpillars. This is true whenever thorough spraying is practiced

and fence rows and roadsides are not allowed to grow up to wild cherry

trees. In these days all farms with a number of fruit trees on them
should have some kind of spraying outfit, and the trees should be sprayed

annually both for insects and diseases. Likewise well-kept farms have

clean fence rows and roadsides, thus preventing the breeding of weeds,

insects, and diseases, and their subsequent spread to cultivated crops.

These are conditions toward which we are working gradually, but mean-

time the tent caterpillars are not all gone. This winter again there are

large numbers of the egg rings to be found in many parts of the State,

and there is opportunity to continue the good work until the very time

the eggs hatch in the spring.

We can now go a step farther and learn of an interesting thing in

connection with the apple-tree tent caterpillar. In spite of all the efforts

of man to check this and other insect pests, he would make slow head-

way were it not for the natural enemies that they have. There is an enemy
of the tent caterpillar, a small insect belonging to the same family as

do the bees and the wasps. Because it lives on another living insect, we
call it a parasite. The wasp-like insect lays its eggs in the tent caterpillar's

body, and when the caterpillar spins its cocoon, the egg of the parasite

hatches, and the young larva kills the tent caterpillar so that it never

transforms into a moth. Instead the parasite transforms, and the wasp-

like insect comes out and attacks more caterpillars.
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The tent caterpillars bej:^n to spin cocoons during the latter part of

June. One school reported that last year 8,000 of these cocoons were

destroyed. Now, it is quite probable that in doing this a large number
of the beneficial parasites were killed. Professor Herrick, who prepares

the insect work for the teachers' leaflet, has suggested that after the

cocoons arc collected they be kept in jars with cheesecloth or netting

covers until the wasp-like parasites emerge. Then the parasites can

be set free to continue their good work, and the old cocoons and any

tent caterpillar moths remaining can be destroyed. This will be interest-

ing work for the summer, and we hope that the boys and girls will keep

it in mind and have the added interest in not only fighting an insect

pest directly, but in fighting it with another insect that is its natural

enemy.

Notice.—We are advised by the Government Printing Bureau of

Canada that the book entitled "Farm Weeds," which we recommended

in the November leaflet, is out of print. We would suggest in its stead

"A Manual of Weeds," by Ada E. Georgia, pubhshed by the Macmillan

Company, New York City, and costing $2 net, postage extra.
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There are no surprises to him who
has ordered his life.

Who planted the tree at his window
ledge is not surprised that birds

should come singing there.

Who nurtured the shrub by

his garden wall is not sur-

prised when the roses bloom.

Who set his tent by a

heaven-blue lake is not sur-

prised at morn that great white

swans are resting near.

From MyLitlle Book of Prayer*

MURIEL STRODE

'j¥<

^=^

I will find my joy—

•

Not in a bed of hothouse roses, but in a way-

ward roadside flower.

Not in an August seashore, but in a hidden

woodland stream.

Not in a stately ocean liner, but in a tiny boat that

drifts and dips and trails among the water Ulies.

Not in the emblazoned halls of revelry, but

out imder the quiet stars.

From My Little Book of Prayer*

MURIEL STRODE

* By courtesy of Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago, Illinois.

[1053]
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BIRD NOTES
Every year boys and girls in New York State are learning to know the

birds better. We are receiving hundreds of letters from rural schools in

which teachers have this year helped the children to establish feeding

stations for the birds, and have encouraged the building of bird houses.

We are constantly receiving excellent descriptions of birds that the

children have seen, but the names of which they do not know. The
descriptions are improving, and the expert is nearly always able to give

the right names of the birds described. These are sent to the schools.

All young persons who are now making effort in country districts to have

the New York State farms the best in the world are taking an interest

in birds, because knowledge of bird life is important to good farming.

Added to this is the fact that song birds give joy in country places, and

that through the years farm folk are going to take greater interest in them
as they come to know them better. There are a few birds that are

troublesome, and whenever they cause disturbance in your locality,

your parents will be able to get information regarding the means of con-

trolling them by writing to the State College of Agriculture. It is a

mistake for boys and girls to think that they are doing good by killing

birds; on the contrary great harm is likely to come as the restdt of the

destruction of bird life. Boys and girls should study the habits of birds

that arc considered a nuisance, for information gained from such observa-

tion is valuable.

Nearly all the school children of the State are familiar with the birds

given for study this year with the exception, perhaps, of the great blue

heron. If any of you live near a lake shore, you may have an opportunity

to see one of these stately birds standing, as Dr. Allen expresses it,

" humped up like a piece of driftwood." If you chance to see one, notice

how he waits for his prey, and how he catches it. Try to find out whether

he has any bird note, pleasant or otherwise. Try to find out what he

eats. Have you seen him hunting alone or with other herons ?

When you are on the lookout for the great blue heron, perhaps you will

see the little green heron, which is about the size of a crow, and is described

in the teachers' leaflet.

To learn to know all the birds about your country home by sight and
by their songs will be an achievement. If you learn to whistle the notes

of the birds that whistle, there will be an added interest in yoiu" study.

If in your garden a family of birds is living in a house that you have made,

j'-ou wdU watch them with much pleasure. Daily thought for these farm

helpers should be given; the cats should be controlled particularly during

the birds' nesting season, so that they are not free to wander about the

place at night. Water should be left where the birds can use it freely.
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QUOTATIONS

SONG SPARROW

A lofty place he does not love,

But sits by choice, and well at ease,

In hedges, and in little trees

That stretch their slender arms above
The meadow brook; and there he sings

Till all the field with pleasure rings;

And so he tells in every ear.

That lowly homes to heaven are near
In " sweet-sweet-sweet-very merry cheer."

From The Song Sparrow
by HENRY VAN DYKE

CHIPPING SPARROW

I hear the sparrow's ditty

Anear my study door;
A simple song of gladness
That winter days are o'er;

My heart is singing with him
I love him more and more.

From A March Glee

by JOHN BURROUGHS

WHITE-THROATED SPARROW

I take my way where sentry cedars stand
Along the bushy lane,

And whitethroats stir and call on every hand.
Or lift their wavering strain.

From In October

by JOHN BURROUGHS

WILD GEESE

Hark, what a clamor goes winging through the sky!

Look, children! listen to the sound so wild and high!

Like a peal of broken bells,— kling, klang, khng,—

•

Far and high the wild geese cry, " Spring! It is spring!"

From Wild Geese
by CELIA THAXTER

BLUEBIRD

The world rolls round— mistrust it not
Befalls again what once befell;

All things return, both sphere and mote,
And I shall hear my bluebird's note,

And dream the dream of Auburn dell.

From May Day
by RALPH WALDO EMERSON
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VEGETABLE GARDENING
Paul Work

A garden is a source of good fun because every day there is something

new to be seen and learned in it. Every year the crop can be made a

Httle better, new combinations can be planted, and new results can be

achieved.

Besides being good fun a garden is worth while for its products. Fresh

vegetables for the home table go far toward making living better, and

good vegetables may be sold so that they will yield a ready return of cash.

The young gardener is, moreover, learning tilings that will be useful to

him throughout life and that will enable him to enjoy life better. Best

of all, he is learning to love plants and the out-of-doors.

In considering garden work for 191 5, you must first decide whether you

are to have a home garden to supply vegetables for your family, or whether

you are to have a market garden. The former will be of help to your

mother and \vi\l give pleasure to the whole family ; the latter will give you

business experience and ready cash. If your garden is to be a money-

making proposition, you must keep account of the cost as well as of the

income, and you must handle the garden so well that it will pay for itself

and yield a profit besides.

Whether you start a home garden or a market garden, do not undertake

it on too large a scale. A small garden well tilled is much better than a

large one neglected. Do not try to plant all of the kinds of vegetables.

For a market garden do not plant more than three kinds. For the home
garden ten or twelve kinds of vegetables should be enough for the first

year. If you are successful with these, you may include more the next

year. It is better to regulate the size of your garden according to the

amount of weeding and hoeing you are willing to do in the hot sun of next

July rather than according to your enthusiasm for looking at catalogues

by the fireside in January.

Begin work on your garden early. The plan should be made and care-

fully studied, so that time may be saved during the planting season.

Seed should be bought well in advance and should be tested. Too much
care cannot be used in the spading and raking of the soil. If the garden

plot is large enough to work with horse labor, your results will be achieved

with less cost, and the profits will be greater.

Above all, give the garden good care from the day the spade is first

driven into the soil until the last bit of refuse is cleared away in the fall.

Hoeing, weeding, thinning, and training are absolutely necessary. Every,

neglect is followed by loss in the crop, and poor crops mean discouragement

and failure. They spoil the fim. It is better to have no garden than a

poor one.
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If you do not know how to make a garden, the general directions in

this leaflet will help you, and more complete information may be found in

Cornell Reading-Course Lessvons Nos. 2,2,, 34, and 58. Your teacher

may obtain a copy of each of these lessons for the school library by writing

to the College for them. One of the best ways to learn gardening is by

talking with good gardeners in your own neighborhood and by visiting

their gardens. They know the limitations and possibilities of your soil

and your climate, and can help you better than almost any one else.

Keep a record of your garden work. Save a copy of your plan. Record

each day the work that you do and the plantings that you make. This

will help you greatly next year. You will thus learn how to repeat your

successes and how to avoid mistakes.

THE HOME VEGETABLE GARDEN
Note.— This article is for the older boys and girls who want to have a garden that

will provide food for the home table.

In the March leaflet last year we gave a plan for a home vegetable

garden thirty by fifty feet. Reports have come to us in letters from

boys and girls who tried to follow the plan, and in order to test it ourselves

we made such a garden last summer. The result of all this experience

showed that there are some changes that can be made to advantage.

The new plan is given in this article, and we hope that this second season

more boys and girls will plant a garden of this size. Of course, the plan

given is merely suggestive, and it will not be the same as yours, but perhaps

it will help you.

After deciding on the kinds of vegetables to be grown, the first thing

to do is to make a plan of the garden. Take a clean sheet of paper and

determine on a scale of measure. For example, let every inch on the paper

stand for eight feet in the garden; then each foot will be represented on

the plan by one-eighth inch of space. In order to avoid confusion, make
all rows two and one-half feet apart. The vine vegetables, cucimibers,

summer squash, and muskmelons, need more space between hills; and they

can be placed by themselves in one comer of the garden. With this in

mind, begin at the south edge of the plan, with the scale measure off toward

the north five-sixteenths of an inch, the eqtiivalent of two and one-half

feet in the garden, and draw a- line representing the first row. Continue

this process until the entire garden has been divided in rows. There is

space for eleven rows.

In looking over the list of seeds, we find that some should be sown
early in spring, that others must not be sown until after all danger of

frost is past, and that still others must be started in the house and the

67
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growing plants set in the garden later. Beets, carrots, lettuce, onions,

parsnips, peas, radishes, and early turnips should be planted early. Since

none of these are tall growing, they can all be planted on the southern half

of the garden. We remember that one of these vegetables, parsnips, is

treated differently from the others in that it is left in the ground and dug

during the winter. Since we are going to clean up our garden plot in the

fall and shoiild not like to have a row left somewhere in the middle, we
place the parsnips on the very southern edge of the garden, making an

additional row.

We decide on a row of onions, a half row each of carrots, early beets,

early turnips, and spinach, a row of lettuce and radishes, and a row of

peas, and indicate them on the plan. This completes the first group of

vegetables, and leaves all the ground to the north unoccupied and in good

shape to be raked over occasionally so as to kill weeds and preserve

moisture before sowing the second group of seeds, which must not be

planted until all danger of frost is over. This group includes vine vege-

tables, sweet corn, and beans. The young plants from tomato, cabbage,

and parsley seed, sown in the house, will be ready to set out at the same

time. We need only a few plants of parsley, and, since they grow the entire

season, they might well be placed in a few feet of the parsnip row at the

south side of the garden. We must provide for two plantings of sweet

corn, and we should have a second sowing of peas. All these things

should be kept in mind as we begin next the northern row of Group I

to indicate on our plan a row of peas for a second planting, a row of snap

beans, a row of early cabbage, a thirty-foot row of tomato plants, and

two thirty-foot rows of com. These— except the second planting of

com, which, of course, should be a week or two later than the first plant-

ing of com in the outside row— the cucumbers, the summer squash,

and the muskmelons can all be sown about the same time, after all

danger of frost is over.

This completes the garden for early summer. It is quite possible,

however, that several of the vegetables will be through bearing about the

first of July, and we can fill their places with late vegetables for winter.

Begin at the southern side of the garden, look over the plan, and decide

which vegetables may be replaced and with what we shall replace them.

In actual practice our plan may not work out in all cases because of a back-

ward season or for some other reason, but it is well to be prepared, and no

ground should lie idle if we can help it. The parsley, the parsnips, the

onions, and the carrots will surely remain all season; and probably the early

beets, the early tumjips, and the spinach \vill not be out in time for anything

else to be sown. Lettuce and radishes may be followed by late cabbage,

which can be set even before all the lettuce has been used. The first
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planting of peas will be out in time for a second planting of snap beans,

and the second planting of peas may be followed by late beets. The
first planting of snap beans will probably be completely used, and the

vines can be pulled in time for a sowing of late turnips. The early cabbage

will be out of the way in time for a sowing of late lettuce, radishes, and

spinach, about the middle of August. The tomatoes, the com, and the

vine vegetables will, of course, remain.

If the garden is a success, we should have a good variety of vegetables

to store for winter use : parsnips, onions, carrots, cabbage, dry snap beans,

beets, and turnips.

The plan is now complete, and by measuring with our scale we can

determine how many feet of row and how many hills of each vegetable

there will be. By looking at the offers of the seedsmen on pages 1073 and

1074, we can determine how many packets of seed we shall need and what
they will cost. It is always wise to buy a little more seed than will be

needed. The seed order should be made out and sent at once.

The garden plan, which we have given in order that you may see how
to prepare yotir own plan, will serve merely as a guide. Each boy and
girl who is going to have a garden should sit down and work out his or her

plan in the same way, whether the garden is to be large or small. The
garden of thirty by fifty feet is a good size for an active boy or girl twelve

years of age and upwards. If you are younger than twelve years, perhaps

it would not be wise to undertake such a large garden. For a smaller

plot of ground, fewer vegetables had better be grown. Even a boy or

girl eight or nine years old can take care of a strip of ground ten by fifteen

feet and grow a crop of radishes and lettuce, or cabbage, tomatoes, sweet

corn, or any one or two of the vegetables that the family will enjoy.

Now let us suppose that your garden plan is complete and that you

have sent for the seeds that will be needed. For plants that should be

started indoors, you can prepare the boxes, or " flats," before the seeds

come. Early cabbage and tomato plants and a few plants of parsley are all

that it is necessary to start in this way, but, if you choose, you may also

start cucumber, squash, or lettuce. Find or make shallow boxes, three or

four inches deep and a foot or more square, and bore holes in the bottom

for drainage. Next the bottom, place a laj^er of coarse spongy material,

such as moss, sawdust, or coarse manure. On top of this, place very fine

rich soil, and take pains to have this soil right. You can make a screen

out of some wire netting to use in sifting the soil. As the soil is put into

the box, pack it down firmly. When the box is full to within a half inch

of the top, it is ready for the seed. Use one box for each kind of seed. Do
not sow the seed until about six weeks before it is time to set plants out-

doors. At one side of the box make a straight furrow in the soil and sow
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a row of seed. Sow two or three rows if you think that they wUl be needed.

Cover the seed with finely sifted soil from a quarter to a half inch deep,

and firm gently. Leave the rest of the space in the box unoccupied so

that the plants may be transplanted into it after they are well started.

This transplanting process is called " pricking out " and simply means

that you take the tiny plants (about an inch high) and set them in new

places, an inch or two apart. Be very careful to do this without injury

to the plants, and be sure to press

the soU fimily around them. They

will have room enough to grow

until you are ready to set them out

of doors in the garden. A south

window in the kitchen is a good

place to set the flats, which should

be kept moist.

While the plants are starting

indoors, you will be watching the

outdoor garden plot each day; and

finally it will be dry enough so that

it can be worked. Begin at once.

If the groimd was plowed last fall,

it has been broken and crumbled

by the freezing and thawing of

winter and can be put in shape

quickly. If spring plowing must

be done, cover the ground with

a good coating of barnyard manure.

The labor of plowing or spading the

ground is always the heaviest part

of the work and often is discourag-

ing. If you show your father or

big brother that you are in earnest

about the garden and mean to

make it worth while, you will surely have help with this part of the

work. After the soil is turned over, begin to level it and to make

it fine with a rake or a harrow. One of the secrets of a good garden

is to have the soil in the best possible condition before the seeds

are sown. Moreover, it is very much easier to work when there are

no young plants to avoid. Perhaps there will be several weeks between

the time you plow and the time when it will be safe to sow some of the

seeds. Certainly this will be true of the seeds included in Group II.

Meanwhile there is opportunity to kill two or three crops of weeds by letting

Hoeing potatoes
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them sprout and then raking the garden. Every weed killed before

planting the garden means less trouble afterward. Work faithfully in

order to obtain a good seed bed— one that is fine, firm, moist, warm,
and free from weeds.

It is impossible to give exact dates for planting the seeds. The time

will vary with the kind of seed, with the season, and also with the location.

There is considerable difference in temperature between southern and
northern New York, for example. Long Island and St. Lawrence County.

You will have to develop judgment about time of planting. Those seeds

that may be hurt by frost should not be planted vmtil all danger is past.

Sow the seeds according to the plan you have made, measure distances

carefully, and make the rows straight and even. It is always well to use

a garden line as a guide. Be careful not to sow the seed so thickly that

you fan to cover the space allotted. Tiny seeds slip between the fingers

easily and are gone before you reaUze it. Guard against this. Sow the

seed as evenly as possible, and cover it to the required depth, firming

the soil well. The best garden is not all sown in one day and then left

for a couple of weeks until plants and weeds have sprouted. Each vege-

table is studied and sown at the best time for its development. Often,

however, it is not practicable to do this, and then certain seeds can be

grouped as indicated on our plan. Boys and girls who have opportunity

to visit their gardens daily will find much success and pleasure in treating

each vegetable by itself and studying its peculiar needs.

Care of the garden should be constant and thorough. Not a day should

go by that does not find you in the garden for a time doing those things

that need to be done. " A stitch in time saves m'ne," and often a few

hours or a day will make all the difference between success and failure.

One of the most important matters is that of thinning.. It hardly seems

right at the time to thin a row of fine little beet or turnip plants b}- pulling

out most of them, leaving only the strongest plants six inches apart. Later

on, however, you will realize that the plants that were left have grown

better and more rapidly because they have had room, and they will be

tender in quality and fine in flavor because they were not stunted.

There are often vacant places in the garden that can be used by setting

in a lettuce or a cabbage plant. Do not leave such places unfilled. Trans-

planting is not a difficult process although many persons are not success-

ful because they are not careful. Good gardeners are able to transplant

almost any plant. It should be done late in the afternoon, and, if possible,

while the soil is moist after a rain. The plants should be well soaked

before they are dug up, so that plenty of soil wiU cling to their roots.

Dig a hole in the proper place, larger and slightly deeper than the roots

of the plant, and set the plant in the hole. Cover the roots with soil,
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and press it firmly around them; fill in more soil, pressing it down now
and then, until the level of the ground is reached. The secret of the

operation is to transfer the plant to a new place without exposing the roots

to the air for any length of time, and to see that they are closely covered

when reset.

Cultivation, or the stirring, of the soil has two functions : it kills weeds,

and it helps to hold moisture in the soil. Weeds should never be allowed

to get a start. Natural moisture is better than water put on with a hose

or from a watering pot. Any loose material lying on the surface of the

soil will prevent the moisture from evaporating in the heat of the summer
sun. You can make the top layer of soil act as the protective covering

by keeping it loose and crumbly. After each rain, as soon as the soil can

be stirred, take a rake and break up the surface soil. This will soon dry out,

and, to one who does not know, will seem too dry. But if this layer of

an inch or so of dry soil is brushed off, firm, moist soil will be found under-

neath, and it will remain moist even during a long drought. Whether

there are weeds or not, you should cultivate whenever the surface becomes

packed, in order that at all times the surface soil, or "soil mulch," as it

is called, may protect the under soil and save moisture.-

If watering becomes necessary, do it thoroughly. Do not merely

sprinkle the surface of the soil, for the moisture will evaporate in a very

short time and leave it baked. Soak the ground well, and, as soon as

the surface begins to dry, stir it into a mtdch as you would after a rain.

There will be injurious insects and diseases in the garden ; but the better

kept the garden is, and the healthier the plants are, the less the danger

will be. If the trouble is serious, find out what causes it, and ask some one

who can help you what to do to control it. See page 1066.

In the fall the garden plot should be cleared and left in good condition

for the winter. All vegetables that are usable should be carefully harvested

and stored where they will keep. The vines and the plants should be

pulled and piled, the sweet com should be cut and shocked, and the garden

should be cultivated and raked until it is free from weeds and is in good

order. If the soil is heavy, plow or spade it in the fall.

All that is written here, and much more that might be written, is of

little value compared to your own personal study and care of the garden.

There are a few general rules for gardening, but there are, in addition,

hundreds of detailed practices that will come to one who watches intelli-

gently and who loves to make things grow vigorously and well. The
rules we have tried to give; the details you must find out for yourselves.

If you have a garden that is worth while this summer, if you plan it thought-

fiilly, and if you care for it faithfully, you will find one of the real pleasures

of life. In years to come, no spring will approach without finding you
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makinj^ plans, no summer will pass without your presence in a garden, and

each garden will be better than the last. To sum up, a successful vege-

table garden depends on the following considerations:

1. A well-thought-out plan

2. Good seed

3. Thorough preparation of the soil

4. Careful sowing and transplanting

5. Proper thinning

6. The soil mulch

7. Control of pests— weeds, insects, diseases

8. Watchfulness, study, care

SOME GARDEN RULES

C. E. HUNN

TIME OF SOWING

The following statement will be found helpful as a general guide for

sowing seeds:

1

.

Flower seeds that may be sown as soon as the ground is fit to be worked

in the spring: alyssum, bachelor's-button, calliopsis, candytuft, four-

o'clock, marigold, mignonette, morning-glory, nasturtium, pansy, phlox,

pink, poppy, scabiosa, sweet pea, verbena, zinnia.

2. Flower seeds that should be sown after danger of frost is over. The
best results are obtained if the plants are started in the house in April and

are set out after the tenth of May: aster, balsam, cockscomb, larkspur,

petunia, sunflower.

3. Vegetable seeds that should be started indoors : early cabbage, parsley,

tomato.

4. Vegetable seeds that may be sown as soon as the ground is fit to

work in the spring: beet, carrot, lettuce, onion, parsnip, pea, radish,

spinach, turnip.

5. Vegetable seeds that should not be sown until the ground is warm
and all danger of frost is over: bean, com, cucumber, muskmelon, squash,

watermelon.

DEPTH OF SOWING

The following statement will be found helpful in planting seeds:

1. Flower seeds that should be planted not over one-half inch deep:

alyssum, balsam, candytuft, cockscomb, four-o'clock, larkspur, mignonette,

morning-glory, pansy, petunia, poppy, scabiosa.

2

.

Flower seeds that should be planted one inch deep : aster, bachelor's-

button, calliopsis, marigold, phlox, pink, verbena, zinnia.
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3. Flower seeds that should be planted two inches deep: nasturtium,

sunflower, sweet pea.

4. Vegetable seeds that should be planted one-half inch deep: cabbage,

carrot, cucumber, lettuce, muskmclon, onion, parsley, radish, tomato,

turnip.

5. Vegetable seeds that should be planted one inch deep: beet, parsnip,

pumpkin, spinach, squash, watermelon.

6. Vegetable seeds that should be planted two inches deep: bean, com,

pea.

THINNING AND TRANSPLANTING

In order to have a good garden, each plant should have room for its

fullest development, and since most of the seeds of garden flowers and

vegetables are small, it is almost impossible to sow the seeds sparsely

enough so that each plant will grow to perfection. Since this is the case,

the plants must be thinned, and the excess either thrown away or trans-

planted to some other part of the garden. If the thinning is done in cool,

cloudy weather, the seedlings may be transplanted with great ease; but

if it is done in dry, sunshiny weather, the seedlings must be shaded after

being set out. It is best to thin the plants when they are small, before they

have become crowded; but if one washes to save them for transplanting,

they may be left until they are large enough to handle. The following

statement will be found helpful to young gardeners in thinning and trans-

planting:

1. Flowers that should be four inches apart: alyssum, balsam, candy-

tuft, poppy.

2. Flowers that should be six to eight inches apart: bachelor's-button,

dianthus, four-o'clock, mignonette, morning-glory, pansy, phlox, sweet

pea.

3. Flowers that should be twelve inches apart: aster, calliopsis,

cockscomb, larkspur, marigold, nasturtium, petunia, scabiosa, verbena,

zinnia.

4. Flowers that should be eighteen to twenty-four inches apart: sun-

flower.

5. Vegetables that should be six inches apart: beet, lettuce, parsnip,

parsley, spinach, turnip.

6. Vegetables that should be twelve inches apart: snap bean, cabbage.

7. Vegetables that may be sown thickly: carrot, onion, pea, radish.

8. Vegetables that should be two to three feet apart each way: com,

Lima bean, tomato.

9. Vegetables that should be three to five feet apart each way : cucumber,

muskmelon, pumpkin, squash, watermelon.
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FOUR COMMON GARDEN PESTS

Glenn W. Herrick

the striped cucumber beetle

Appearance of the beetle.— The striped cucumber beetle is only about

two-fifths of an inch long. Its ground color is yellow above, with a black

head, and with three black lines running lengthwise of the back. The
underside of the body is mostly black. The larva is a slender, white,

wormlike grub, which lives below the groimd on the stem and roots of

cucumbers.

Story of its life.— The beetles spend the winter hidden away beneath

leaves and other rubbish, but they appear early in spring and feed on such

flowers as they can find until the cucumbers and melons are up. They

lay their eggs in crevices of the soil near the roots of the melon plants,

where they hatch, and where the white, slender larvae

live for about one month. When full-growTi the

larv£e change to whitish pupae, and in about a week

the adult beetles appear. The life cycle occupies

probably about six weeks, and there are two genera-

tions a year in most parts of New York State but

perhaps three on Long Island.

Injury and control.— In spring the himgry beetles

eat the leaves and flowers of the young plants of

cucumbers, melons, and squashes, and cause severe

injury, sometimes destroying the plants. The slender

larvffi also do some injury by gnawing into stems

underground, and into the roots.

Plants may be protected from these beetles by putting boxes around

them, by keeping the leaves covered with finely sifted ashes or air-slaked

lime, by planting an excess of seeds, by spraying the plants with arsenate

of lead (two and one-half pounds to fifty gallons of water), or by

sprinkling powdered arsenate of lead on them. Whatever is done must

be done thoroughly and often.

Striped cucumber beetle,

enlarged

THE COMMON SQUASH BUG

Appearance of the squash bug.— The adult squash bug is usually more

than half an inch long; very large ones may be nearly three-fourths of an

inch in length. It is blackish brown above and specked with yellow under-

neath. Its head is small and narrow and bears a prominent black eye

on each side. Reaching out in front arc two long antennse, the joints of

which are long enough to be counted with the naked eye. On the under-
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The squash bug: a, adult; n, nymph

side of the head is a long, slender beak, which is carried close to the body

between the first two pairs of legs. This beak constitutes the mouth

parts of the bug, and makes it, there-

fore, a sucking insect.

The beak has a deep groove on the

upper side. Lying in this groove are

four tiny, threadlike bodies. These

have fine, sawlike teeth at their free

ends, and are used by the insect to

puncture a leaf or a stem. The juice

of the plant is then drawn into the

mouth of the insect.

Story of its life.— The full-grown

bugs hide in the fall beneath stones,

boards, leaves, and any rubbish that

they may find. In spring they come from their hiding places and begin

their search for squash vines. When they find the plants, they soon

commence to lay their brown eggs on the underside of the leaves, and

sometimes on the upper side also. Occasionally the eggs are laid in

regular rows, as shown in the illustration. In from eight to twelve days

small green and black bugs hatch from the eggs. They are somewhat like

the full-grown bugs, but without wings and with long legs. They are

called nymphs, and each one has a beak with which it punctures the leaf

and sucks out the juices. The nymphs grow and shed their skins five

times before they become adults. More than a month is usually required

for the bug to reach full size.

Injury and control.— The squash bug punctures the leaf, sucks

out the juice, and injects into the leaf a

poison that kills the cells and causes the

leaf to turn brown and wilt. It also

carries a disease from one vine to an-

other that may cause the death of the

plants.

Poisons will not kill the bugs, but early in

the spring one shoiild keep a sharp lookout

for the adult bugs and catch them by hand

before they lay their eggs. A little later the

eggs may also be destroyed.

The bugs may be trapped under pieces of

boards, bark, or shingles laid on the ground.

The bugs will crawl under these for shelter, and there they may be caught

and killed.

~ir-:

-Egg-S of a squash bug on a leaf
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THE IMPORTED CABBAGE BUTTERFLY

Appearance of the insect.— The parent imported cabbage butterfly has

two pairs of large, strong, white wings. Each of the front wings has a

black patch in the outer comer; the wings

of the mother butterfly bear two black

spots in addition, while those of the father

insect bear but one black spot, or patch.

The wings are sulfur- or straw-colored on

the underside. The body of the butterfly

is long and slender, and dark in color.

The long, slender feelers, or antennae, project

from the head. Each antenna ends in a

swollen knob. The caterpillar is velvety

green in color, and about one and one-fourth

inches in length when full-grown. There

are a faint yellow stripe down the middle of

the back and a row of }x>llow spots along

each side of the body.

Story of its life.— The butterflies appear

early in the spring, and the mother insect

soon begins to deposit her whitish or pale

yellow eggs on the leaves of the cabbage,

one in a place. These hatch in about one week, and the tiny green worms
appear. The velvety green caterpillars become full-grown in about two

weeks, and each one transforms to a puj^a which, owing to its peculiar

appearance and silvery marldngs, is called a chrysalis. The clirysalis may
be fastened to a cal)-

bage leaf or to a board

or paling in an adjacent

fence. Tlic insect re-

mains in the chrysalis

stage for from one to

two weeks, then the

butterfly appears, thvis

completing the life

cycle, which is passed

in from twenty-two

days to five weeks.

There are at least three

broods in a season in

New York.

Injury and control.—

The imported cabbage butterfly;

male above, female below

Parts of cabbage leaf, with eggs at A, caterpillars at B, and
chrysalis at C

The caterpillars riddle the outer leaves of the
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plant and crawl down into the head, where they injure and soil the tender

white leaves.

This cabbage pest is best controlled by spraying the plants with one

of the arsenicals, paris green or arsenate of lead. There is no danger

in spraying cabbages with a poison up to the time when they are half

grown, and even later. The outside leaves never fold up about the head,

hence there is little danger of enclosing the poison within the cabbage. If

paris green is used, it should be applied in the proportion of one pound to

one hundred and fifty gallons of water, or sifted on dry, in the latter case

being thoroughly mixed with flour in the proportiDn of one jDOund to

twenty-five pounds of flour.

This should be applied in

the morning, when the dew is

yet on the cabbage leaves.

Arsenate of lead may be ap-

plied in the proportion of two

and one-half pounds to fifty ' 4
gallons of water.

THE CABBAGE APHIS

Appearance of the insect.—
The cabbage louse, or aphis, is a

small insect with an egg-shaped

body covered with a whitish

mealy substance. It has long

antenna; and sucking mouth-

parts in the form of a beak.

Story of its life.— If late in the fall we were to examine carefully leaves

of cabbages that had been infested with this aphis, we should almost

surely find some of the dark brown eggs of this little pest. The
eggs seem to have a thick, heavy covering, and they remain on the old

cabbage leaves throughout the winter, exposed to all the vicissitudes of

the season. In the spring the eggs hatch, and the young lice find a living

for a time, at least, by sucking the juices from the tender leaves of the

sprouts sent out by the old stump. In about two weeks another genera-

tion of aphids is borne alive by the mother aphids, and in the course of

two or more weeks a third generation appears. This rate of increase

continues during the whole stimmer season ; for generation after generation

is produced as long as the food supply lasts and the weather is favorable.

Finally, late in the autumn the shining black eggs are again laid on the

leaves, thus completing a very interesting life history.

Injury and control.— The cabbage aphis, like all other aphids, has a

Mother aphis luith colony of young aphids
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tiny beak, or proboscis, with which it pierces the leaves of the cabbage

and through which the jmces of the plant are sucked into the mouth of

the insect. It is this constant drain on the plant caused by thousands

of tiny beaks sucking out the juices that produces the injury. The leaves

remain small, become deformed and rolled up, and finally wither and per-

haps die. The whole plant remains stunted, fails to head, and so becomes

worthless.

The cabbage aphis is exceedingly difficult to control, but the lice can

be killed if they are hit with whale oil soap or " black leaf 40," a tobacco

extract. Whale oil soap should be dissolved in water in the proportion

of one pound to five gallons. The " black leaf 40 " should be used in

the proportion of one oimce to six gallons of water, but a little soap should

be added to help it stick and spread. The undersides of the cabbage

leaves should be sprayed in order to actually hit the lice. In the fall all

cabbage stumps should be removed from the garden; otherwise they would

carry the eggs of the aphis over winter.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
We are hoping that the day will come when in every country home in

New York State there will be a few house plants grown each year, and
when there will be enough flowering plants in the garden to give a note of

joy to all who pass. We hope, also, that the time will come when every

rural school building will have near it trees and shrubs and a border

of perennial and annual flowers that will be kept in good condition because

of the community pride of the young folk. A beginning must be made
for such a state-wide movement, and we want you all to help by giving

some serious thought to the growing of flowers. It is important that you
should do a real piece of work this year so that you will have some first-

hand knowledge. We have asked Professor White, of the Department

of Floriculture at the State College, to prepare for the next September

leaflet for teachers an outline for an entire year's work on flower gardens

in rural communities in New York State. This will mean that with the

beginning of the school year you can all make a good start, and by the end

of the year you will have carried out some work that will be of value to

you all your lives.

In preparation for next year's work in flower culture, we want you to

look through the list of flowers on page 1075. The teacher will tell you
how many of these plants she knows, and you can talk over those that you

know. Look at all the garden flowers in the neighborhood during the

spring and summer so that you will be able to recognize them easily, and
also obtain advice from the growers if you care to have flowers like them
next year. You will find many of the old favorites: lilies-of-the-valley,
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Canterbury bells, peonies, violets, pansies, English daisies, baby's-breath,

hollyhocks, petunias, and a host more. Do not fail to see every garden,

so that next fall you will know a good many plants from which to make

a first choice when you start your permanent work at home or at school.

There are a great many flowers on the list that you will not find, but

you may be interested in looking them u]3 in one of the well-illustrated

seed catalogues. Some of these flowers grew in our grandmothers' gardens,

and perhaps in the future we may revive an interest in them.

Many boys and girls will grow the flowers listed on pages 1073 and

1074, seeds of which can be bought for two cents a packet; but others

may want to try other kinds, and if so, reliable seed houses will sell the

seed according to the space you wish to plant, and the catalogues will

give prices.

In growing flowers keep in mind the following points:

1. Plan to grow flowers in a border along a fence, a building, or where

there will be shrubbery in the background. Do not make a flower bed in

the middle of a lawn. Read what Dr. Bailey says on page 1072 about

the defects in flower growing.

2. Use good garden soil for your flower gardens. Learn from your

father what this means. Handle good garden soil. Leani how to get

the right quality of soil in your garden. Perhaps one of the farmers in

the neighborhood who is successful in gardening will talk to your school

some Friday afternoon about soils for a garden, and let you see samples

of different kinds of soils so that you may become skillful in recognizing

good quality. A trip with your teacher to some garden that is thrifty

will be of value. Plants need suitable soil if they are to be strong and
productive.

The best soil for growing flowers is a light loam, a soil about three-fourths

of which is sand and the rest clay, silt, and decayed organic matter. The
term organic is used in connection with forms that have, or have had,

life, and should be distinguished from inorganic as applied to substances

that have no life, such as stone, metal, sand, and the like. The gardener's

way of adding organic matter to the soil is by means of manure, which, if

applied directly before the flowers are planted, should be well rotted.

Your father will tell you how much to apply and how to work it into the

soil.

3. Many flower seeds are very small. Be careful not to plant them too

deep. See page 1064.

Let every one make an experiment in growing flowers. Do not try to

do much this year, for we want you to give your best attention to the

vegetable garden; but there will be time for a little work toward flower

culture in the future.
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DEFECTS IN FLOWER GROWING

Dr. L. H. Bailey in his Manual of Gardening* says:

"The greatest defect with our flower growing is the stinginess of it.

We grow flowers as if they were the choicest rarities, to be coddled in a

hot-bed or under a bell jar, and then to be exhibited as single specimens

in some little pinched and ridiculous hole cut in the turf, or perched upon

an ant hill that some gardener has laboriously heaped on a lawn. Nature,

on the other hand, grows many of her flowers in the most luxurious

abandon, and one can pick an armful without offense. She grows her

flowers in earnest, as a man grows a crop of com. One can revel in the

color and the fragrance and be satisfied.

"The next defect with our flower growing is the flower bed. Nature

has no time to make flower-bed designs: she is busy growing flowers.

And, then, if she were given to flower beds, the whole effect wotdd be lost,

for she could no longer be luxurious and wanton, and if a flower were

picked her whole scheme might be upset. Imagine a geraniimi bed or a

coleus bed, with its wonderful ' design,' set out into a wood or in a free

and open landscape ! Even the birds would laugh at it

!

" What I want to say is that we should grow flowers freely when we make

a flower garden. We should have enough of them to make the effort

worth the while. I s^nnpathize with the man who likes sunflowers.

There are enough of them to be worth looking at. They fill the eye.

Now show this man ten feet square of pinks, or asters, or daisies, all grow-

ing free and easy, and he will tell you that he likes them. All this has a

particular application to the farmer, who is often said to dislike flowers.

He grows potatoes and buckwheat and weeds by the acre: two or three

unhappy pinks or geraniums are not enough to make an impression."

SEEDS FOR CHILDREN'S GARDENS

The following two firms have agreed to furnish seeds under the con-

ditions stated, but children should imderstand that they are free to get

seeds from any source they may desire

:

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (A, page 1073)

James Vick's Sons, 189 Main Street, East, or 18-20 Stone Street,

Rochester, New York (B, page 1074)

*By courtesy of Macmillan Company.
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SEEDS FOR CHILDREN'S GARDENS

1073

Prices: Two cents per packet — postage prepaid.

No order for less than twenty-five cents for twelve packets.
(Special rate— If teachers will send an order for the school and distribute
packets to the children, the price will be $1.40 per hundred packets.
Express collect.)

Sender: Any boy or girl may send directly for twelve or more packets.
Parents may send for seed for their children.

Teachers may send for packets for the school as indicated in the special rate
above.

Number
of

packets
desired

One
packet

will

sow

en
ro
fD

n
•-1

fD

P

o *<:

fD CD
fD a.
a -

^o
fD --*

^s
*~*^ p
-1 fD
o ?r
S fD

O

3

Flowers

Alyssum
Aster -

Balsam._
Celosia (cockscomb)
Centauria (bachelor's-but-

ton).

Dianthus (pinks)

Larkspur
Marigold
Mignonette
Morning-glory
Nasturtium (climbing)

Nasturtium (dwarf)
Pansy
Phlox
Poppy _

Scabiosa (mourning bride)

Sunflower
Sweet pea ._

Verbena.-
Zinnia

Number
of

packets
desired

One packet
will sow

15

15
10

200

15

15

25
18

20
18

10

15
20
15
ID
ID

25
ID
10

20

feet..-

feet.--

feet-
plants

feet.-,

feet—
hills..-

hills..-

feet.-.

hills-
feet—
feet-
feet—
feet...

hills....

feet-
feet.—
hills.-,

hills.-,

plants
feet.-.

12 hills..

Vegetables

Bean, bush Lima
Bean, snap
Beet
Cabbage, early or

late

Carrot
Corn, pop
Corn, sweet
Cucumber
Lettuce
Muskmelon
Onion
Parsley
Parsnip
Pea
Pumpkin
Radish
Spinach
Squash, early

Squash, Hubbard
Tomato
Turnip, early or

late

Watermelon

Date, , 1915

For enclosed remittance of you will please forward promptly, postpaid,

the ....packets of seeds indicated above.

(Special rate to teachers. For enclosed remittance of you will please

forward promptly, express collect, the — packets of seeds indicated above.)

f

Child, age
Parent
Teacher

Street address or box number

Post office R. D. Route.

County State

Order blank from Cornell Rural School Leaflet

68
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(B. See page 1072.)

SEEDS FOR CHILDREN'S GARDENS

Prices: Two cents per package — postage prepaid.

No order for less than twenty-five cents for twelve packets.

(Special rate. One hundred packets for $1.75 postage prepaid.)

Sender: All orders must be sent through the teav-^her.

Number
of

packets
desired

One
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SOME COMMON

Ageratum

Alyssum

Aster

Baby's-breath

Bachelor's-button

Balsam

California poppy

CaUiopsis

Candytuft

Castor-oil plant

Chrysanthemum

Cockscomb

Cosmos
Dahlia

Dwarf phlox

Everlasting

Forget-me-not

Four-o'clock

Gaillardia

Lobelia

Love-in-a-mist

Marigold

Mignonette

Morning-glory

Nasturtiimi

Nicotiana

Petunia

Pink

Portulaca

Pot marigold

ANNUAL

GARDEN FLOWERS
Scabiosa

Scarlet sage

Schizanthus

Shirley poppy

Snapdragon

Snow-on-a-mountain

Stock

Sunflower

Swan River daisy

Sweet pea

Verbena

Zinnia

^ PERENNIAL
Canna
Canterbury bell

Columbine

Coneflower

English daisy

Flowering maple

Foxglove

Gaillardia (hard}^

Hollyhock

Larkspur

Lily-of-the-valley

Pansy

Peony

Pink (hardy)

Poppy (hardy)

Sunflower (hardy)

Sweet William

Violet
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THE SCHOOL GROUNDS

Each year we have included in the spring leaflet a discussion of the

improvement of the school grounds in connection with the Arbor Day

A fine opportunity for attractive planting

activities. While some schools have greatly improved the grounds l)y the

planting of trees, shrubs, or flowers, by the development of fine lawns, and

by constantly keeping the school property neat and attractive, there is

much yet to be done. This is an important subject, because boys and

girls get more out of their school life when the surroundings are attractive,

and when they have a share in the development of the school property.

Arbor Day is rather late in the season to do work on the school grounds.

Moreover, Arbor Day is usually devoted to some kind of school exercises

in which the community shares. There is a tendency to lay greater

emphasis on the program than on the work for the improvement of the

grounds. It is much better to plant a tree or a shrub so well that it will

be sure to live, even though no song is sung or poem recited at the time,

than it is to plant it carelessly and have ever so fine a song or a poem.

However, it is possible to do both and to do them well.

The planting and other work should be done before the leaves begin to

grow in the spring, and for most parts of the State this is some time before

the last week in April, depending on the season. Earnest, serious work

in planting can be done as a part of the work of the school day. The
grounds can be studied, and a plan can be made ahead of time so that
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when the right day comes, every one can take part in the work. On
Arbor Day, exercises may be held celebrating the improvement of the

grounds. By that time, the trees and shrubs will be well started, and it

will be a satisfaction to see them actually growing. The exercises will be

better if they are not interrupted by heavy work. The spirit of Arbor

Day will still be there and will be stronger than ever because the results

will be plain to see. Planting and clearing up the yard ahead of time is

as important as learning songs and recitations ahead of time. It is part

of the preparation for a successftd Arbor Day.

We hope that boys and girls will think about this and will talk it over

with their teacher. It is time that the schools should begin to see progress

as each Arbor Day comes round.

The following suggestions will be helpful in the work of improving the

school grounds:

The best trees to plant are elm, sugar (hard) maple, red oak, scarlet

oak for dry places, and pin oak for wet places.

The best wild shrubs to plant, given in the order of their size from the

tallest to the lowest, are nannyberry, common elder, red-berried elder,

red-twigged dogwood, barberry, arrowwood, laurel (evergreen), wild

roses, fragrant sumac, and Japanese honeysuckle.

The best wild vines to plant are Virginia creeper and climbing bitter-

sweet.

The best cultivated shrubs to plant, given in order of their size from

the tallest to the lowest, are lilac, syringa, ibota privet, Van Houtt's

spirea, Japanese barberry, Indian currant, and snowberry.

The l:)est cultivated vines to plant are Japanese clematis. Hall's

honeysuckle, and Boston ivy for brick and stone walls.

In general trees should be planted near the boundaries of the school

ground, and an occasional tree in some suitable place in the open. No
tree should be planted nearer to the building than twenty feet. Whenever
possible a tree should be planted on the south or southwest side of the

building in order to provide protection from the sun. If the schoolhouse

is on an exposed site, trees that are planted on the windward side with

reference to the prevailing wind will serve as a windbreak.

Shrubs usually look better planted in groups than singly. They should

always have some background, such as a building, an outbuilding, or

the boundary fence of the school property. Shrubs should be planted

according to their habits of growth, the low ones in the foreground, the

medium-sized ones next in order, and the tallest ones in the background.

Vines are used as ornamental screens, and they need something to

support them. They are attractive when trained over porches, and they

are useful in screening outhouses.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PLANTING AND CARE OF TREES
AND SHRUBS

planting trees and shrubs

In planting a tree or a shrub remember a few simple rules:

1. Plant a tree or a shrub before it starts to grow in the spring.

2. Do not dig up the tree or shrub imtil you are ready to reset it, and

never allow the roots to dry out between digging and setting.

3. Dig the tree or shrub carefully and retain a good supply of roots.

Trim off broken or split roots, leaving the ends with a clean, sharp-cut

surface.

4. Make the hole large enough to receive the roots without crowding,

and deep enough to set the tree or shrub about two inches lower than it

originally grew.

5. In digging the hole in which the tree or shrub is to be set, keep the

surface soil and the subsoil in different piles. After the hole is dug,

throw some of the siirface soil into the bottom of it. Rich surface soil is

better for roots than subsoil. Do not put manure or fertilizer in the

bottom of the hole.

6. Set the tree or shrub in the hole and arrange the roots carefully.

Be sure to keep the stem vertical, or plumb.

7. Throw in a little surface soil and work it around and between the

roots with yoiu* fingers, so as to be sure that there are no air spaces left.

8. Throw in more soil and firm it carefully around the roots until they

are covered. Then fill the hole, firming the soil constantly. The earth

around the tree— except in the case of a fruit tree— should be dished

slightly to catch the rain, and the surface should be covered with loose soil

that will act as a soil mulch. In the fall the soil around the tree should be

leveled in order to prevent water standing and freezing around the tree.

9. Pi-une the top of the tree or shrub in order to balance the loss of

roots. This operation is necessary and must not be neglected because

the reset roots are not able to supply food for as many branches as there

formerly were. Thin out from one-third to one-half of the branches,

leaving the strongest ones to form the framework of the tree.

Io . Protect the newly set tree or shrub from injury, and water it thoroughly

if the weather is dry.

PRUNING

As in the case of transplanting, pruning should be done before the leaves

start in the spring. On the school groimd the only pruning necessary

will be on fruit trees or on shrubs that have grown ragged and unshapely.

Pruning is interesting work because by means of it a tree can be trained

into a desirable shape. Remember these few rules:
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1. For pruning twigs and small limbs use pruning shears or a sharp

knife, and for larger limbs use a small saw.

2. Remove any limb or twig that is growing across another and that,

if left, would rub and injtire the bark. In deciding between two crossed

limbs leave the stronger one or the one that keeps the shape of the tree

most perfectly.

3. Always cut off a limb close to the parent branch and parallel with

it. Wounds made in this way heal quickly because they are near actively

growing tissue. Never leave a stub.

4. Do not have too many branches coming from the trimk of the tree.

Four or five are plenty, and will make an open tree that will allow the

sunlight to enter.

5. In pruning small branches and twigs, always cut just above a strong

leaf bud. The bud will probably grow into a branch and should therefore

be on the side toward which you want the branch to grow. By choosing

these buds carefrdly, the tree can be trained as desired.

6. Prime out all dead wood in both trees and shrubs, and in the case of

the latter trim the shoots back somewhat so that the shrub will form a

well-shaped and compact clump. Always cut above a bud.

GRAFTING

If there is a wild fniit tree on the school grounds, perhaps it will be

possible to graft a good variety on it. Do not attempt this work, however,

unless some older person in the neighborhood will show you how, and will

lend you the tools and the grafting wax. Grafting is the operation of

setting a twig, or scion, from one tree in the stem of another in such a

way that the twig will unite with the stem and will grow. The twig is

called the scion, and the tree is called the stock. Between the hard wood
and the bark of a tree there is a layer of tissue which is alive and growing.

This is called the cambitun layer. In order that a graft may grow, the

cambium layer of the scion must touch the cambium layer of the stock.

This is the principle underlying all methods of grafting. The following

descriptions of whip grafting, cleft grafting, and the making of grafting

waxes and bandages were written by Mr. R. D. Anthony and published

in a teachers' leaflet some years ago.

Whip grafting.— The fruit grower may use whip grafting to top-work

a two-year-old or three-year-old tree if the branches are not too large,

to be easily cut. In such a case, the work is done just before growth starts,

in the spring.

A part of a branch from the previous season's growth is chosen for the

scion. The lower end is cut oft' with a smooth diagonal cut at such an

angle that the cut is three-quarters to one inch lorig.. The knife, blade iSj
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then placed squarely across the cut surface a little above the center, and a

thin ton<^aie, about half an inch, is cut. The scion is then cut off so that it

contains three or more buds, the cut being made just above the top bud.

The stock is prepared in the same way as is the base of the scion. The

two are then placed together so that the tongue of one fits into the cleft

of the other. If the two are of the same size, the cambium layers can be

placed together on both sides of the branch ; but if one is smaller than the

other, the cambium layers are placed together on one side only. The graft

is then tied and waxed.

Frequently in the West, and occasionally in the East, the nurseryman

. obtains his apple varieties by whip grafting

I l I the scion on a piece of ajjple seedling root

^ -^ from three to six inches long. The grafting

is done in the winter or early spring.

Cleft grafting.— When a tree is five or six

'

years old and comes into bearing, the grower

sometimes finds that the variety is not what

he wants, and he wishes to top-work the tree

with the desired variety. The tree is too

large for whip grafting; therefore cleft grafting

is practiced. In early spring before the buds

start, a branch is sawed off, and care shoiild be

taken that the stock does not split. The stub

is then split two or three inches through the

center with a grafting chisel or a heavy knife.

A one-year-old branch of a good variety is

used for the scion, and the base is cut off

about an inch below a well-matured bud.

Two straight cuts are made; they start on

either side of this bud and come out at the

bottom in such a way that the base is wedge-

shaped from the bud downward, and is somewhat thicker on the outer,

or bud, side. This wedge should fit the cleft in the stock. The scion is

then cut off just above the third bud from the bottom.

With the narrow wedge on the grafting chisel, or with a wedge-shaped

piece of wood, the cleft on the stock is forced open and the scion is inserted

so that its outside cambiimi layer is in contact with the cambium layer

of the stock at one side of the cleft. In order to insure this contact,

the top of the scion is tipped out a little so that the two cambiimi layers

will cross each other. A second scion is prepared and inserted in like

manner on the other side of the deft. When the wedge is removed the

cleft should grip the scions firmly. Since the scion wedges are thickest

1

Whip grafting
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on the outside, the contact will be firmest where the cambium layers are

in contact; and at this point growth should start. The entire cleft and

all cut surfaces should be covered with good grafting wax.

Directions for making grafting waxes and bandages.— In order to make
common resin wax, place in a kettle one pound of resin, one-half pound of

beeswax, and one-quarter pound of rendered tallow, which is obtained by

melting beef or mutton tallow and allowing it to cool. Melt these three

ingredients, being careful that the mixture does not boil. When they are

completely melted, take the kettle from the fire, and pour the hot liquid

into a pail of cold water. Grease the hands thoroughly, and flatten the

spong^^ mass beneath the water so that it will cool unifonnly. It is impor-

tant that it should be removed from the water when it

is cold and tough, but not brittle. After it has been

taken from the water, pull it as you would molasses

candy until it is ductile and fine-grained. If it is lumpy,

remelt it, and pull it again. Make the finished wax

into balls or small skeins and put them in a cool place,

laying them on greased paper so as to avoid sticking.

Alcoholic wax is made from a pound of white resin,

an ounce of beef tallow, and eight ounces of alcohol.

Melt the resin slowly, and when it is completely melted,

add the beef tallow. Remove the kettle from the

fire, and add the alcohol slowly, stirring constantly.

When finished, this wax is a thick paste, and it should be

kept in closed bottles or cans.

Waxed string for tying small grafts is made by dip-

ping a ball of No. 18 knitting cotton into melted resin

wax before it is removed from the fire. Leave the baU in

the wax for a few minutes, and turn it frequently so that it will become

thoroughly saturated. After removing it from the hot wax, allow it to

drain and dry.

Waxed bandage is made in the same manner as waxed string. A
roll of bandage or any kind of cloth is used in place of the string.

Editors' note.— The planting and care of trees and shrubs on the school

ground is not only a profitable occupation for boys and girls, but also an

interesting one. Faithfully done it will result in permanent improvement

to the school property. All of this work is a little difficult to start,

but if some one in the neighborhood who understands it could come to

the school and give a practical demonstration, it would be the best kind

of a beginning. We should Hke to have reports this year from any

schools that do work of this kind.
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SEED TESTING
For the purpose of making the work in seed testing more simple in the

beginning, we have decided to postpone publishing the first article imtil

next fall. There will then be opportunity to become familiar with the

work during the winter, in time for the testing of seeds to be sown next

spring. Meanwhile the coming summer may be used to good advantage

in collecting and studying weed seeds and the various kinds of farm seeds.

We hope every school will supply itself with a tripod magnifier, as was

suggested in the January leaflet. It will greatly aid in the seed study.

The better the preparation for seed testing is, the better the results wiU

be, and the more quickly they will Ije realized. Consequently we feel

it ^^•ise to wait for the opening of the next school year to start the work.

FIVE WEEDS AND THEIR SEEDS
Editors' note.— Descriptions of five weeds and illustrations of their

seeds are given below. All of these weeds are very serious jjests, and

their seeds are frequently found in farm seeds. During the simimer it

would be well to make a special study of these weeds and of their seeds in

order that they be instantly recognized. With the exception of the one

of the black bindweed, the descriptions were prepared by Professor Paxil

J. White, and have been published in the leaflets of former years.

White daisy.— The white daisy is a perennial ; therefore it lives more

than two years. The roots are rather shallow and branching. The plant

propagates itself to a limited extent by means of underground stems.

The seeds of daisies are produced in flat-topped heads, which closely

resemble the heads of sunflowers. There is a large number of seeds

in each head. White daisies are common in pastures and meadows in

New York State, and especially in those which have not been recently

plowed. During the last weeks of June and the first weeks of July, many
fields are white with daisies. They are cut with the grass at haymaking

time, and cured with the hay. If cut before they are too old and tough,

they are eaten by cattle with apparent relish. In pastures sheep and

even cows will eat daisies although they prefer grass and clover. If a

field once becomes infested with daisies, the only cure is to plow the soil

and grow on it a cultivated crop, such as com or potatoes, for one or two

years.

Grass and clover seed used on the farm often contains daisy seeds.

The use of weed-infested farm seeds is largely responsible for the spread

of troublesome weeds. Good seeds cost a little more, but they are always

safer to use.

Sour dock.— Sour dock is an unsightly weed that is common by the

roadside and about farm buildings. It is found also in old meadows that
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have not been plowed for several years. It grows from two to three feet

tall. Its most distinctive feature is its leaf, which is crinkly at the margins

;

and because of this the plant has been named curled dock. The tender

leaves are often used as greens. The blossoms are greenish with no

brightly colored parts. The roots are deep and straight. The small,

dark brown, shining seeds are common in clover and grass seed.

Sour dock is a long-lived plant, but it can be easily killed if the plants

are plowed up or grubbed up before seeds are formed.

Black bindweed.— Black bindweed is often called wild buckwheat.

It is a twining vine with drooping greenish flowers in small clusters.

Unlike the field bindweed, or wild morning-glory, which is a perennial,

the black bindweed is an annual plant, but it is none the less a very trouble-

some weed especially in grain fields. The seeds are often found in grain

seed. Many of the black bindweed seeds do not germinate until late in

the season, and the plant often becomes a pest in com and potato fields

after cultivation has ceased.

Seeds of five common weeds, natural size and much enlarged: 7, while daisy;

dock; J, black bindweed; 4, field bindweed; 5, quack grass

Since the black bindweed is an annual, its spread is controlled by destroy-

ing the plants before they go to seed, and by sowing pure farm seeds.

Field bindweed.— Field bindweed is one of the most troublesome weeds

in the State. It is not so common as some other weeds, but if it becomes

established in a field or a garden, it is next to impossible to free the soil

from it.

This bindweed is sometimes called wild morning-glory. The pink

blossoms are smaller than those of the cultivated moming-glor}^ The

weed has a twining habit, and when it is abundant it winds around other

plants and smothers them. It increases both by seeds and by under-

ground stems. The smallest part of the creeping root is sufficient to

start a new plant.

This pest appears most often in rich fields and gardens. It will spread

in a circle from a single plant until a whole garden is infested. Many
ways of destroying this weed have been tried, but most of them have been

unsuccessful. The only sure way to destroy it is to cut the plants oft" as

fast as they appear. Any kind of plant may be killed if it is not per-
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mitted to send stems or leaves above ground. In cultivating a field con-

taining bindweed, care should be taken to avoid dragging pieces of the

roots from place to place on the tools. The weed may be widely spread

in this way.

Quack grass.— Quack grass is one of the most harmful weeds. If it

once becomes established in a field or garden, it is an almost impossible

task to get rid of it. It is common in old meadows, in gardens, and in

cultivated fields.

Many of the most troublesome weeds have the means of propagating

themselves even when they do not ripen seeds. Quack grass is one of

this class. It spreads by means of underground stems or rootstocks.

The rootstocks are near the surface, and if they are broken in pieces by a

plow or a cultivator, each piece may form a new plant. The drag or other

implements may carry these pieces from place to place, thus spreading the

weed. Quack grass is also spread from farm to farm as an impurity in

other grass seeds, and in hay.

The best method of controlling quack grass is by shallow plowing and

thorough cultivation. If quack grass is very abundant in a field, stock

may be pastured on it until July, or it may be cut for hay before the seeds

are ripe. The field should then be plowed and harrowed at frequent

intervals until the ground freezes. All rootstocks that are brought to

the surface should be gathered and burned. The following year the field

should be planted with some crop that is to be thoroughly cultivated.

Cultivation will destroy the quack grass that has escaped the plowing and

dragging.

Were it not for its troublesome habits of growth, quack grass would be

a valuable forage plant. It makes fairly good hay and is relished by cattle

when pastured on it ; but because it so readily becomes a weed, it is unsafe

to plant.
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LETTER TO GIRLS AND BOYS

Dear Girls and Boys:

This morning I have taken a long walk so that I may be full of a fresh

joy in the out-of-doors as I write this letter to the readers of the Cornell

Rural School Leaflet. It is a beautiful day in midwinter with a hint of

spring to come. The air is full of the sound of running water and of the

distant call of crows. The fields and orchards are resting. The world

of the open country seems the finest possession that a person can have.

This is my last letter to you this school year, the fourth year that you

and I have known each other through our letters. These years have been

good ones, and I hope that there are many more like them to come. We
are always sorry when the March leaflet is complete because there is not

another until the next November, but this time we have given you so much
to think about and do that I am sure the time will seem short.

Read all of the articles carefully, and keep the leaflet where you can

take it up now and then and reread parts of it. I wonder how many
girls and boys have kept all of the leaflets that they have received in the

last four years, and how many look them over once in a while. The
surprise in this niunber is the picture of the Baltimore oriole. Each year

in the March leaflet we have sent you the picture of a bird drawn by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes, who is one of the most noted bird painters in the

world. The pictures are worth keeping carefully and some of you, no

doubt, have the three that have been sent in previous years— the red-

winged blackbird, the goldfinch, and the bluebird.

There are some suggestions for garden work beginning on page 1056.

Springtime is garden time, and I thought as I crossed the fields this

morning what a joy it is to take a bit of the surface of the earth and

produce fruits or flowers or vegetables on it. Every year I have a garden,

and, from the letters that come to me, I know that many of you girls and

boys have gardens too. Each year I try to make my garden better than

the one of the year previous, and I do not need to urge you to do the

same. On pages 1073 and 1074 there are seed order blanks. We recom-

mend the two-cent packet of seed rather than the one-cent ])acket because

the fomier contains enough seed to make planting worth while. The
amount of ground that a packet will sow is given in each case, and you can

easily estimate how many packets you will need.

At the school there are things to be done in improving the grounds,

and I want }'ou all to read the article on page 1076 and make progress in this

work during this year.

On page 1094 there are a number of suggestions for work between now
and next fall. Each one of you should find there something to do that will

give you new knowledge and capacity. There are other things that you
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will find in the leaflet if you look for them: the little story of the bird

notes, and the page of bird quotations; the list of garden flowers; descrip-

tions of five more weeds with pictures of their seeds; the articles on the

house fly and the house mosquito; and the various letters from the girls

and boys.

The letters I am sure you will read carefully, for I learn from your

letters to me that you find them among the most interesting things in

the leaflet. Some of you will want to carry out the suggestion of writing

to another school , which we make on page 1 093 . It will take a little time to

get this started, but it will surely be worth while, and I know of nothing

that will be more interesting.

The note to the older boys and girls on page 1093 should not be over-

looked by those of you who complete the work of the grades or w^ho leave

the rural school this year. The advanced Hst is growing, and those

whose names are on it are a fine group of young persons living in the open

country and anxious to help in any way in their power. We expect great

things from them in the years to come.

During the spring and fall many of you will take trips with your teachers

to the woods and fields or to neighboring farms. Such trips are a valuable

part of your school work because they add life and interest. I think that

sometimes girls and boys do not fully realize that they are as responsible

to the teacher on the occasion of trips afield as they are in the classroom;

on the contrary they should feel greater responsilDility because out in the

open greater eftort has to be made by each one to keep with the group and

to give attention. Whenever there is something to be discussed, all should

hear it in order that the whole matter may not have to be repeated to

some one who had strayed off or been inattentive at the time. A very

short trip will afford a great deal of new information if the most is made

of every minute.

There is one message that I want to send to you girls and boys in this

letter. In other letters we have talked about our health, our habits,

our work, and our play, but we have never spoken about the thing I have

in mind now. It is the fact that we may keep putting off some thing that

we mean to do and want to do until, in the end, it is never done at all.

I am sure, from what I have seen and heard, that there are letters written

to me that are never sent ; that some of you mean to write but do not get

around to it ; that ears of com selected to represent the school at Farmers'

Week never leave the schoolhouse; that prize ears returned are some-

times left unplanted; that gardens that have been planned are not planted

because seeds are not sent for in time; and so on. Now, this is not a

criticism of any particular school or person, because we all fall into this

error of putting things off, and the only way to conquer it is to keep
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fighting against it. The old saying that we see often in mottos, " Do it

now," is a good one when we really stop to think what it means.

Therefore, whenever we have an impulse to do some good and worth

while thing, let us do it at once, and it will be astonishing how much
we accomplish.

Very often we hear it said, ''Oh, I haven't time." Perhaps we have

said it ourselves. If we thinly a minute we will see that what we mean is

that we do not care to take time for the thing in question. We need

constantly to use our time so that we shall always be doing the most

worth while thing. No little thing that we have decided to do should

stand in the way of a bigger thing that presents itself. The only limit

that we have is that of duty, which may sometimes necessitate our doing

what seems to be the lesser thing. In this case, however, the doing of it

often gives it greater value.

Perhaps, at first, you will not understand what I have just written, but

if you will read it over now and then during the next few years, I think

you will come to see what I mean. It is a fine lesson to learn.

It is time to say good-bye. I shall be thinking of you all during the

time between now and next November. Perhaps I shall see and talk with

some of you. At any rate I shall look for your letters, and expect to find

in them a report of the good things you are doing, and how you are growing

day by day in knowledge and in friendship for the world of nature and of

folk.

Your friend.

LETTERS FROM GIRLS AND BOYS

District 9, Town of Otsego, Otsego County

Cooperstown, New York, December 22, T014

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

I am going to write and tell you about our chickens which were raised

on the school ground by the boys in this district.

The hen and eggs were given to us by a man who took a great deal of

interest in our school. The hen was set on fifteen eggs in a dark corner of

the woodhouse. Everything went all right until one day the door blew
open, and the hen went outdoors for a long time. We were all very much
frightened and afraid the eggs would get cold and would not hatch, but

we let her have her ovm way After a time she went back on her nest.

When school was out we closed the door and she was all right again.

We fed her every day and gave her fresh water.
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One morning in June when the three weeks were up we . heard some
chickens calling. We went out and she had hatched fourteen of them all

safe. One of them was under a board and could not get out. We took
it out and thought it would die, but it did not. We put the hen and her
family in a box and tied a string to her leg. During the day we opened
the box and let her out. We commenced to feed them bread and milk
and other things from our dinner pails for a while, then cracked corn,

then whole com, which we have fed them ever since.

They grew very nicely during the summer. I live near the school-

house and I took care of them during the summer. We took them to the
county fair and received five dollars which was the first prize.

Tlie flock of Plymouth rocks at District No. g

We have not planned what we will raise next year, but think we will

raise some com and potatoes. The girls are going to set out flowers,

and have flower beds.

Sincerely yours,

GEORGE B. MORE

Editors' note.— George writes an interesting letter about a piece of

work that is worth while. Raising this flock of plymouth rock chickens

at the schoolhouse was valuable experience. What an opportunity there

was to study the habits of the hen during the three weeks that she was

sitting on the eggs, to watch the young chicks growing day by day from

the time they left the shell, and to read in poultry journals and books

about the best methods of feeding and caring for such a flock! It was

responsible work, too, for the chickens had to be cared for regularly and

faithfully. From their appearance in the picture, and from the fact that
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they took a prize at the county fair, it is evident that they had good care.

As a result of this experience the boys and girls have a better knowledge

of what to do and of what not to do in raising chickens, and they will be

able to use this knowledge in taking care of the home flocks. Another

year this school is going to raise a farm crop, and each year there will be

some one definite piece of work done at the school that will be valuable

in i)ointing the way for home work. In this way school and home will be

brought together by practical work.

District 4, Town of Wilton, vSaratoga County

Wilton, New York, May 27, 1914
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

I am writing my third letter, but I am not writing to get the picture.

I am writing because I like to write and tell you what we are doing, what
we have done, and what we are going to do.

I will tell you what we are doing with our yard first. The boys of

the school are making a place all along the yard to set out trees. The
district let us send to get trees to make a hedge around the yard. The
scholars were going to do it at first. We were going to all put in together

and get money enough to do it, but the district volunteered to get them
for us, so we will not have to get them. It is quite a hard task for the

boys to do what they have started. They have dug a solid trench about
two hundred feet long. They are very faithful at their work. We have
got two window boxes all ready to put plants in them. The boys made the

window boxes for us. We are going to have plants from the greenhouse
to put in the window boxes. Our yard looks quite bad this spring because
the railroad is right back of the schoolhouse and all the rubbish from the

unloading of the cars came over on our school yard, and the teams drove
on the yard. But now we have got it so they do not drive on it any more.
We took an afternoon ofiE and raked the yard so now it looks a great deal

better.

A gentleman gave us grass seed and sowed it on the yard for us.

We have two hanging baskets fixed for the porch.

The scholars got up a soap order to get a bookcase to put our library

in, and then we took the old bookcase to put the specimens in which we
collected; we have quite a few things in our collection now. We have
birds' nests, different kinds of bark, leaves, different kinds of Indian
arrowheads, galls, evergreen cones, ores.

We have a bird chart, and it is the first one that we have had in our
school. We were not very much interested in it at first because we did

not think there were so many kinds of birds around our place as we have
seen. Our teacher told us the reason was that we did not have sharp
eyes before and did not see all the different birds. Some of the pupils in

the school said that we would not have more than fifteen birds reported,

but we have thirty-four reported already.

I have seen more birds this year than I ever saw in my life before. I

have kept a good lookout for the birds ever since I wrote my first letter

to you. I am interested in the birds and all nature study more than ever

69
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before. We have had very nice times in our Audubon society since we
have learned what good the birds are to the people and that they do not
do any harm to people.

The hoys who persevered in making the trench jar Ike licdge

We have a bird for discussion in every meeting. We also have had a
few animals to study. Some of the birds that we have studied are the

English sparrow, bluebird, purple grackle, song sparrow, mourning dove,

vesper sparrow, and the kingfisher. We have had other birds, but I cannot
think of the names just now. The animals that we have studied are the

fox, coon, weasel and wolverine.

We have been on a few walks this 3^ear, and they have been very interest-

ing because we have learned so many things about nature that we did not

know.
I wish that you would come to our schoolhouse and see what we have

done this year. This year of school has been the most interesting year of

scho(jl that I have ever had. I am very sorry that we cannot have the

same teacher next year of school that we had this year because we all

like her very well and she makes everything interesting.

We have had the picture taken of the schoolhouse before we got it fixed

up and if we get the picture after the hedge is set out and our window
boxes fixed, I will send the pictures to you if you would like them.

We have only two weeks more school after this week. I am glad it is

near vacation time, and yet I do not like to see our teacher go.

Well, I think I have told you all that we are going to do so will close for

this time. Hoping to hear from you soon.

Yours sincerely,

ANGELEAN E. DEYOE
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Editors' note.— The letter from Angelean tells its own story. Here is

a wide-awake school, constantly doing things to improve the grounds, the

building, and the equipment, and to increase the pupils' knowledge and

interest. Behind it all there was a good teacher with whom, rather than

for whom, the boys and girls worked. We are sorry that she could not

stay to carry on the work another year, but we feel sure that with such

a start each year will be full of new and valuable experiences for the

children. We would like to receive more letters telling of work of thi?

kind.

District 11, Town of Lisle, Broome County

Marathon, R. D. 4, New York, December 15, 1914
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

My teacher and superintendent are anxious I should write you a letter

in regard to rabbits so I will do my best.

I have about thirty rabbits and enjoy their company first-rate. I have
all colors and all sizes. Some are black, some white, yellow, maltese,

and striped ones.

My rabbits are usually larger than the common gray rabbits of the
forest and when I wish to pick one up I usually take it by its long ears,

and they will ciirl up their little bodies like balls. My rabbits have very
long hind legs, too.

When a rabbit hears a noise like danger he moves his long ears as fast

as he can to locate the sound and when he moves away he always uses

his long hind legs to jump with. He always leaps and never runs.

The rabbit's nose is always sniffing, too, and this helps him to avoid

danger. Their eyes are very bright and round, and the white rabbitg

have pink eyes. The others have very dark eyes.

Did you know that rabbits have hair on the bottom of their feet?

What is that for?

They eat their food from the ground or from dishes or even your hand.
My rabbits dig holes in the ground but not very deep ones, and these

they use for nests for their little ones. They line them with fur from
their bellies, and grass and weeds which they pull, and when the old mother
rabbit leaves her babies for a little while she covers them up with this hair

and grass. When a rabbit is three or four weeks old it can run very fast.

Rabbits have two long teeth in front to gnaw with. It is these they
use when girdling young trees, and they have a little crease in the upper
lip so these teeth can work better.

This fall I had an old mother rabbit die and leave seven little ones.

These little ones were taken in by another mother rabbit that had seven
of her own about the same age and she and I together raised these rabbits

until they were old enough to wean. My mother let me keep them in the

kitchen behind the stove where it was warm, and it was lots of fun to watch
the old rabbit eat. It is amusing, too, to hear and see rabbits drum with
their hind legs to let the others know of danger coming.

I thinlc I have made you tired, but when I talk of rabbits I am wound up.

Yours truly,

BLENFORD HAMILTON
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Editors' note.— One of Blenford's schoolmates wrote us that he was

especially interested in rabbits, and so we asked him to tell us about his

experiences. His letter makes interesting reading and is full of observa-

tions that show his careful study of his pets. We are always glad when

a boy or girl does a piece of work well. It makes little difference what the

work is, so long as it helps the boy or the girl to grow in character and in

the capacity to take responsibility.

We have had Dr. Allen read Blenford's letter and thought that some of

his comments might interest the boys and girls. He said that the hair

on a rabbit's feet is for protection and is a special provision made in the

case of some of our smaller animals that live wholly on the surface of the

ground. He said, also, that in addition to the drumming that rabbits

make when nervous, they will give a single sharp stamp with one hind

foot before starting to run after being frightened. Dr. Allen mentioned

the difference between the true rabbits and the hares, or cottontails.

The domestic rabbits, such as Blenford has, belong to the true rabbits and

probably came originally from the Old World. They differ from the hares,

which include our wild " rabbits," or cottontails, in that they dig a shallow

hole to make a nest. Hares make a nest on the surface of the grovmd.

A LETTER AND TWO SUGGESTIONS

District I, Town of Kirkwood, Broome County

Great Bend, Pennsylvania, December 7, 1914

Dear Miss McCloskey and Mr. Tuttle:

We, the pupils of District i. Town of Kirkwood, County of Broome,

would like you to know what pleasure wc took in the ear of corn that our

superintendent, Mr. Hurlburt, brought us from Cornell. Tlie ear of

com came from Honeoye Falls, Monroe County. We shelled the com
and gave the resident farmers each a tablcspoonful in little boxes which

we made for drawing. One of the famicrs took interest enough to \Aiu\t

the corn and keep it separate, and found that he had forty-Lwo cars of

com. After we had distributed the com we wrote letters to the pupils

of that school, and what interesting letters we did receive in reply ! They
told us what fami products and different fruits they raised and how to

play some of their games. Friday we observed Corn Day. The ear

of com that I had came from the seed taken from the ear from Honeoye
Falls. My ear took the prize.

Very truly,

MILDRED CONKLIN

Editors' note.— We like the letter Mildred writes in behalf of her school.

It contains two definite ideas.

The first idea is that something worth while was done with the ear

of com that the pupils of another school selected. Their efforts were
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not wasted. Moreover, because this ear was well chosen, it produced

good com, and an ear of it represented the Broome County school at this

year's Farmers' Week. Com Day will mean a great deal more when there

are many schools taking the interest shown in this letter. We hope that

you will keep track of the ear of com sent by your school this year if

any one writes to you about it. Perhaps it won a prize and has been

retumed to you. If so, be sure that some one plants it this summer and

takes good care of the crop, for seed from such an ear becomes better and

better each year. Perhaps you have had a letter from a farmer or another

school telling you where your ear of com is. If so, do not fail to keep

in touch with them. At any rate, keep track of the com selected from

year to year in order that the work you do in selecting good ears on Corn

Day may be put to some good use.

The second idea in Mildred's letter is that her school and the school

in Monroe County wrote to each other and became acquainted in this

way. For some time we have considered suggesting to schools in the

mral districts that they write each year to some schools in other parts

of the State. This would be not only interesting, but it would help you

to become famiHar with farming conditions in various sections, and you

could tell each other about your school and home life. You could also

exchange information about the various industries in your locahty and

about the geography of the region.

We shall be glad to introduce your school to some other school if you

write us that you would like to have us do so. Should you have any

preference for corresponding with a school in a particular county, we shall

try to meet your wishes if we can. In writing to us, do not fail to give

your district number and township, and the name and address of some

one in your school who will be sure to receive the letters, preferably one

of the older pupils who is likely to be there during the whole year. All

of the pupils in one school should write to all of those in the other for a

year. Another school in a different section may be added the second

year, and so on. Discuss this matter with your teacher. She will be

glad to help in starting the correspondence.

TO THE OLDER BOYS AND GIRLS

There will come a day when you will leave the grades or the rural

school, either to go to high school or to go to work. We have been such

good friends through the leaflet that it is too bad for us to cease to keep

in touch with each other. If you are interested, suppose you send us

your name and address for a special list that we will keep, and in return

we will write to you occasionally, and send you whatever publications

from the College we think would be of interest and of help to you.
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As you grow older you will be in a position to do much for your own
and other rural schools. We know of a rural school where every time

there is an entertainment or some special occasion for a community gather-

ing, a large number of boys and girls fourteen to twenty-one years old

come back and help to make it a success. These are those who have

gone ahead, but who still keep fresh the memory of their first school and

have a desire to see that it prospers. We know that in the years to come

there will be more and more of this, and that you will be loyal to the

school that has given its best service to you. In order that you may
help intelligently, you will need to know some of the things that the

elementary schools are doing and planning, and it will be a pleasure to

us to keep in touch with you as closely as we may, and through you to

strengthen the schools of the State.

Therefore be sure to write to us when you leave the grades or the rural

school, asking to have your name placed on the Advanced List. Address

the Editors of the Cornell Rtiral School Leaflet, New York State College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

SOME THINGS TO DO IN SPRING, SUMMER, AND
EARLY FALL

1

.

Make a calendar of the wild flowers as they appear this spring.

If you find any that you cannot identify, leave a blank space, and send a

specimen to the College to be named. Try to find all that are given for

study this year— geranium, hepatica, strawberry, goldenrod, bluet,

columbine, bloodroot— for this will be a definite piece of work; but do

not neglect to list any others that you may see. In a few years you will

know when to expect each of the wild flowers in your neighborhood, and

this is always interesting. We are wondering who will find the first

hepatica and report its coming? the first wild geranium? Who will be

able to tell the teacher in the fall when the first goldenrod was in full

bloom ?

2. You may prefer to make a calendar of the time of the flowering of

the trees. This will be exceedingly interesting. Perhaps no one in your

class can tell when the chestnut tree will blossom, although every one of

you can tell when the chestnuts will be ripe. Find out when the first

blossom of apple, plum, beech, elm, locust, birch, chestnut, and cedar

appears.

3. The study of ferns is always full of interest, and although a large

part of their life history must be left until you are older and can use

microscopes, very young persons can learn much that will give new joy in

the woodland places. The dark wood banks that call you by the ferny
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odor, and the strange little fern forms creeping out from among the

rocks— all have some story, and the young and patient observer can read it.

A good quest will be to find out how many different kinds of ferns you

can recognize. Notice how and where the spores, which correspond to

the seeds of flowering plants, appear on the ferns. Do you find them on

central spikes or on the backs of the fronds (leaves) ? Have you ever

found spores on cultivated fenis? Notice the differences in the way the

fronds are cut. Plant a small fem in soil from the woods in a dish on

the teacher's desk or on the table at home. There is no more attractive

centerpiece for the dining room table than a fem.

4. Be able to tell us next year what you have done in helping to destroy

two of the most injurious insect pests, the house fly and the mosquito.

Read carefully the articles by Professor Herrick on the house fly and the

mosquito on page 1097. ^o harmful are these two pests that every one

should help to keep them in check. Ccnitinue your study of the tent cater-

pillar. Watch for the cocoons of the tent caterpillar, collect some of

them, and keep them until the fly-like parasites hatch, as was suggested

in the January leaflet, page 1052. The report to date on collecting the

egg rings is that 1,846 schools have collected 4,090,442 egg rings. Allow-

ing 150 eggs for each ring, 613,566,300 eggs have been destroyed.

5. Learn one or more of the bird quotations in this leaflet, page 10.=; 5,

and you will be very glad some day that you have done this.

6. Plant a tree or help to plant one. Take this piece of work seriously.

Plant the tree at the right time, in the right place, and be sure that the

tree is one that will be satisfactory when grown. See page 1078. You
have enjoyed the trees planted by others years before you were born —
the old apple-tree where the swing hangs, the maple or elm that gives

you shady places, the butternut tree, and the fine, old hickory. What
will you plant for others to enjoy?

7. Graft a tree for your very own. Have your teacher or your father

help. Read directions for this on page 1071;.

8. Plan to have your own grapevine. You will find interest in it even

if you have to wait two or three years for the fruit. Some day we are

planning to ask every boy and girl in the rural schools to plant a good

grapevine, and perhaps the report of your experience wiU help them.

You cannot plant your grapevine until fall, but there is always much to

be done before growing any new plant. You should know its habits of

growth, its favorite situation, the soil best adapted for it, and, above all,

the varieties that grow best in your locality. You probably know who
has the best grapes in the neighborhood. Consult the grower. The
article on the next page will help you to start the grapevine properly and

shotdd be read carefully.
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GROWING GRAPEVINES FROM CUTTINGS

C. E. HUNN

All grapevines that are used for vineyard purposes are grown from

cuttings, and it is only to obtain new varieties that vines are grown from

seed. The reason for growing the vines from cuttings is that by this

method one is sure to have the identical variety wanted, while in growing

vines from seed one cannot tell whether the resultant vine will have good

or poor fruit. It will be what is called a " seedling," or " natural fruit."

Grape cuttings are usually made late in the fall

after the leaves have dropped from the vines and after

the summer's growth of wood has become firm and well

ripened. Always use wood of the last summer's grovi1:h,

and select the best developed portions. It is better to

discard the ends of the shoots, for they are usually

only partly ripened. The cutting should have three

joints, or nodes. Make the lower cut just below the

lower node, and leave a short piece of the cane pro-

jecting above the upper node in order to protect the

bud. These cuttings should be set in the groimd in

the fall, having the two lower nodes in the soil and the

upper one above. A little straw or manure should be

placed over the cutting during the winter and taken

off in the spring. The cuttings will produce roots and

grow the following summer, and the second year they

may be planted where the vines are to remain per-

manently.

If the vines are grown on a trellis, they should be

planted nine or ten feet apart; but if they are to

cover an arbor, they should be planted closer— about

six feet apart on both sides of the arbor. One should be able to

obtain grape cuttings from persons near who have growing vines, for the

wood used for cuttings is usually cut from the vines in the annual pruning

and thrown away.

Start with a few of the best-known and strong-growing- varieties, such

as Concord, Worden, Niagara, or Catawba. Afterwards choicer varieties

may be added.

Grapevines thrive best in a gravelly loam soil, but they will grow well

on heavy soil if there is good water drainage under the roots.

Grapevine cuttings
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TWO HOUSEHOLD PESTS

Glenn W. Herrick

the house mosquito

Appearance of the mosquito.— The house mosquito is a small fly with

two wings, long, slender legs, and a slender proboscis, or beak, with which

it penetrates the skin and sucks the blood. The male mosquito has

hairy appendages on the head, but does not " bite."

Story of its life.— The house mosquito lays its eggs in boat-shaped

masses, which float on the surface of water in rain barrels, tin cans, ponds,

streams, and pools. The masses of eggs are dark brown, and look like

minute specks or soot floating on the water. In one or two days the eggs

hatch into tiny wigglers, or larval mosquitoes. These wigglers, or wrigglers,

are very active, but they have a tube on the end of the body through which

they take in air, and therefore they rest during a part of the time near the

top of the water with the head hanging downward and the tip end of the

tube projecting into the air. In about a week the wigglers change to

pupae, which appear to have large heads and slender tails.

The pupae live for four or five days, when the skin breaks open along the

back and the mosquito crawls out, dries its wings, and flies away.

Control.— Drain all pools and ponds of water, and empty tin cans and
rain barrels in which mosquitoes may breed; or pour oil on top of the

water, which will kill the wigglers. Sometimes small fish, such as minnows,

can be put into ponds and pools, and these will destroy the wigglers. The
windows and porches of houses may be screened as a protection from the

annoyance of mosquitoes.

THE HOUSE FLY

Appearance of the fly.— Several kinds of flies are often mistaken for

house flies. The house fly varies in size according to the quantity of food

that the maggots obtain and to the temperature surrounding them while

they are growing.

The house fly is grayish brown in color, with four dark lines on the

thorax just behind the head; and one of the main long veins in each wing

turns abruptly upward at the end. The body and the legs are covered

with rather long, stiff hairs.

Story of its life.— The small, white, slightly curved eggs are laid in

decaying vegetable material, especially horse manure. They hatch in

twenty-four hours into maggots, which reach their full growth in five or

six days and change to dark brown objects known as puparia. The
pupag, inside the puparia, rest quietly for about five days, and then trans-

form to the adult flies. There may be eight or ten generations each

season — each generation, of course, containing more flies than the pre-

ceding one.
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Injury and control.— House flies are known to be carriers of typhoid

fever, cholera, dysentery, and other intestinal diseases, and are there-

fore very dangerous insects to allow in the house.

All stable manure should be drawn to the fields once a week, or put in

a dark, tight room or pit. The closet or outhouse should be tight so that

no flies can enter it. The windows to kitchens and other rooms should

be screened against flies. Flies should be caught in traps or on tanglefoot

paper, or killed with formalin baits. Two tablespoonfiils of formaldehyde

(40 per cent) in a pint of equal parts of milk and water, set about the room

in plates, will attract the flies and kill many of them, provided there is no

other food or water for them to feed on. A piece of bread placed in the

middle of each plate for the flies to alight on will make the bait more

attractive. A constant warfare should be maintained against house flies.

Editors' note.—Ask your teacher to let you see the illustrations of the

mosquito and the house fly in the various stages of their development.

They can be foimd on pages 147 and 148 of the September leaflet.

An adult housefly. Much enlarged
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STARLIGHT

L. H. Bailey

I slept night long in the starlight

Under the calm great sky;

The cool of the depths was about me

As the silent hours went by.

The day had been one of dejection

It had followed me on to my rest,

And I took me out to the starlights

When the day went down in the west.

Often I woke from my slumber

And the silent stars were there.

In passionless steadfast legions

On guard in the welkin bare.

Under the gleam of the starshine

Motionless long I lay.

Knowing at last I had mastered,

—

As calm and as silent as they.

[1103]
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FOREWORD
The Editors

The purpose of this number of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet is to

give to the teachers of New York vState subject matter that may be use-

ful in teaching nature study and elementary agriculture as outlined in

the New York State Syllabus for the year 1915-1916. No teacher is

expected to make use of all the material presented in the following pages;

but according to the ages of the boys and girls and the amount of interest

and inspiration that a teacher has in the subjects, a selection from the

articles may be made. The various topics are presented by specialists

who, from their knowledge, have given what they consider important

in their lines of work in the education of children.

The leaflet is made up of two parts. In Part I will be found subject

matter that Avill be helpful in teaching nature study and elementary

agriculture as outlined in the syllabus. In Part II is given some material

that will doubtless be suggestive to many of the rural teachers who have

special interest in outdoor study.

In order to make the country-life instruction in the public schools

of greatest value, the following should be considered

:

1. Nature study is the study of nature. Every boy and girl should

be encouraged to find education and resources in the out-of-doors. They
should know the wild life about them — the birds, the trees, the flowers,

the weeds, the insects, the animals of field and wood. They should take

interest in the soils, the rocks, the brooks, the hills, the woodlot, the forest.

They should learn to love the music of the wind, the soughing of the pines,

the clear, true starlights, the restfulness of rains, and the magic of the

snows. Love of nature is a valuable asset in the lives of farm folk.

2. Agriculture is a dignified industry that, for its greatest develop-

ment, must be founded on science. Boys and girls even in the elementary

grades should be taught to seek the truth in all that has to do with farm

experiences and practices, and to turn to scientists for information that

relates to farm problems. They should know who are investigators

along the many lines of scientific agriculture in state and national insti-

tutions, and why they have the right to receive help from these persons.

3. Agriculture should not be taught from a printed page. The boys

and girls should enter during each school year some agricultural activity,

such as the making of a school or home garden, a farm or home project,

an exhibition of farm products, the planting of school groimds, or the

I1104]
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like. Books and bulletins may be used for reference and suggestion,

but the real education in this work will result from actual experience in

the out-of-doors. The school enterprise must be planned in such a way
that it will appeal to the young folk as important. Farm boys and girls

are not much interested in doll gardens on the school grounds.

In coimtry districts there is much need of a home garden on the farm,

and the boys and girls should take care of this. Fresh garden vegetables

for the home table will contribute to the well-being of the family. The
teacher who encourages this effort is doing a fundamental work in a com-

munity. There is need for a home fruit-garden. An interesting work

would be to find out the most desirable variety of grape for the locality

and teach the children how to procure and plant a cutting.

Boys and girls, with help at home and the encouragement of the teacher,

can do much in rai.sing poultry. Some teachers have fostered a small poultry

enterprise at the school. This has aroused interest in home poultry.

It is not the amount but the character of work done in nature study

and elementary agriculture in the rural school, that is important in edu-

cation. Studies in these subjects for young children should lead to out-

of-door interests and activities, in which the boys and girls take part

because they enjoy them. Teachers often hesitate to introduce such

subjects from a mistaken feeling that the children may know more about

them than the teachers themselves do. It is true that many boys and

girls have some knowledge of the natural world and of agricultural practices,

but, for the most part, this knowledge is superficial and general, and they

need to see that there is much that they have never learned. Teachers

and children can work together and learn together, and this is, perhaps,

the very best way. A large nmnber of rural teachers are accoinplishing

excellent results by suggestion and encouragement in this work for the

most part outside of school hours. Simple competitions in outdoor

quests in natural history, and in some farm or home practices, will bring

a wholesome interest into the schoolroom for days and often for weeks,

and will result in a closer relation between the children and their sur-

roundings. If encouragement is given in practical lines of study, the

parents will often become interested, and the school and the home will be

working together in the education of the boys and girls.





PART I

LIST OF SUBJECTS FOR 1915-1916 IN NATURE
STUDY AND IN ELEMENTARY AGRICULTURE AS
OUTLINED IN THE NEW YORK STATE.SYLLABUS

BIRDS

For special study, the chickadee and the hen; to be recognized, any
two of the winter birds and any five of the following: bluebird, chipping

sparrow, brown creeper, l^arn swallow, pewee, oriole, hawk, crow, flicker,

Maryland yellowthroat.

ANIMALS

For special study, the horse and the cow; to be recognized, any four

of the following: donkey, deer, turtle, field mouse, squirrel, woodchuck.

INSECTS

For special study, the monarch or (for Adirondack region) the sovereign

butterfly, and one biting and one sucking insect; to be recognized, any
four of the following: grasshopper, wasp, cricket, potato beetle, house

fly, luna moth, dragon fly.

PLANTS

For special study, the corn; to ]:)e recognized, one of the clovers, one

of the grains, one of the grasses, and any six of the following: violet, pansy,

aster, milkweed, skunk cabbage, claytonia, poppy, pear, lady's-slipper,

sweet clover, cabbage, carrot, also any four of the following weeds: bur-

dock, white daisy, shepherd's purse, wild carrot.

TREES

^

For special study, the oak and one conifer; to be recognized, two kinds

of fruit trees and any five of the following: American hop hornbeam, or

ironwood, arbor vitce, aspen, l)uttemut, catalpa, sassafras, shadbush,

sycamore, witch-hazel.

1 There is no tree work outlined in the syllabus for this year, but in this leaflet is giyen some material on
common trees in which many of the schools of the State are interested.

[1 107]
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BIRD STUDY

The Editors

N preparation for bird study for 1915-1916,

teachers should read over the material in this

publication and make simple plans for the year's

work, both as to method of instruction and as

to results to be accomplished. This does not

mean to have outlines made to be followed by

the children, for nature study should be largely

spontaneous. Instead of following outlines in bird study, the birds them-

selves should be followed. It is very important, however, for the teacher

to decide what will be most helpful in leading the boys and girls to make
the right kind of observations.

No one should plan to do too much, but should consider the following

suggestions carefully, and perhaps use one or more of them in outdoor

teaching.

1. As you read over the articles on birds in this leaflet, write down in

your notebook some things that you will be able to work out with the boys

and girls. During your reading you will get a fairly good knowledge of

the possibilities of educational work connected with the birds for study

this year. You may not know these birds, but when your interest is

once aroused, the knowledge comes easily and rapidly. Some teachers

have known only a few of the commonest birds at the beginning of the

school year, but with the aid of the children they have become familiar

with twenty-five, thirty, and even a larger number before the close of the

spring term.

2. Make a list of the birds given for this year's work that you do not

know. Try to become familiar with the descriptions of these birds, so

that if you should come across one of them you would recognize it. En-

courage the boys and girls to help.

3. Have a canary at school some day. Caged birds are most unsatis-

factory to any one who has associated with birds in the open, and from

the experience with the canary a desire to leave the birds free, and yet

have their companionship, can be encouraged. Any stories that you

know of the experiences of bird lovers with wild birds will be valuable.

Often some of the shy birds will respond to human kindness and become

very friendly (page 1114).

4. The boys and girls wnll take an interest in making bird houses. At
least one should be placed in every school yard in New York State. Some
of the most attractive birds, such as the bluebird, the wren, and the

purple martin, will build in houses. In view of the fact that children
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are often awakened to interest in work that will attract the attention of

the public, some competition in bird house structure among the schools

of a supervisory district is suggested. The bird houses might be made
and exhibited at the county fair, and then placed on the school grounds

to become well weathered before the birds return the next spring. On
this page will be seen an exhibition of bird houses made by the boys

and girls in Saratoga Springs. A thousand were completed, nine hundred

of which were of suitable material, and carefully made as to size, location

of entrance, and the like. A supervisory district could doubtless do as

well. There might be competitions in this work among the supervisory

districts in a county. Then there would be a more complete exhibition

of bird houces for the county fair.

Exhibition of bird houses at Saratoga Springs

5. The children should have knowledge of the economic importance

of birds, and a study of the feeding habits will help in this. They should

be taught to feed the birds during the winter.

6. A collection of old nests always has an interest for the children,

and much can be learned from them. The care with which some of the

nests are made, the materials that are used, and the like, increase observa-

tion as the children study them. Many mounted nests were sent to the

State College of Agriculture for the exhibition held during Farmers'

Week. In giving the description of birds' nests for identification, the

following points, prepared by Dr. Allen, should always be considered

:

Size:

a. Diameter, inside and outside

b. Depth, inside and outside
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Material

:

a. Outside

b. Inside (lining)

c. In some nests, as the robin's, there is a middle layer; this also

should be described

Location

:

a. General environment — woods, hedgerow, orchard, and the like

b. Name of tree or bush in which placed, as apple tree

c. Location in tree or bush, as end of branch, near trunk, and the

like

d. Height above ground

7. Bird Day in the schools is to be observed each year early in April,

as directed by the University of the State of New York. On this day
the work done in bird study during the year may be siunmarized and
reported to the older folk of the district. The value of birds to the farmer

should be emphasized at this time, and attention may be called to birds

of particular local interest. The bird houses located on the grounds

should be shown to the visitors, also the feeding station that has been

kept supplied during the winter, and a list given of the guests that visited

it. Each pupil might learn one of the bird quotations given on pages
II 3 7 to 1139. Designs made by the children for a bird calendar might be

exhibited. If outdoor conditions are favorable, an open road trip or a

field trip would be interesting. A record of the trip should be kept, which

would include a list of the birds seen and heard.

8. A few birds seem to be exceedingly destructive in some localities;

even the robin has a very bad reputation in one or two sections of New
York State. If this is the case in your community, why not start the

children making some investigations before the birds are destroyed,

and let them take up the matter with Dr. Allen, who has charge of

ornithology at the State College of Agriculture? He will be glad to

help them estimate the destruction, and will be able to advise what it is

best to do in the matter. The children should learn to turn to scientists

for information and advice on a question as important as the destruction

of wild life.

9. In the study of birds, as in all nature study, avoid having lessons

learned from a book. It is far better to have a few facts first-hand from

nature than to know what another person has written about a bird. When
the initial study has been made by observations in the out-of-doors, the

boys and girls may be taught to find answers to their questions in reference

books. Every schoolroom should have one good bird book. Perhaps

there is no inexpensive, publication more useful than Reed's Bird Guide.
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lo. The winter birds will give the best opportunity to prepare for the

spring migration. The birds' Christmas tree or a feeding station near

-4 ,* * ^

-1

4

Wm geese migrating

the school will attract many birds, and the children will enjoy watching

them. When winter birds appear that you do not know have the boys

and girls help 3'ou to describe them so that the authorities here at the

College can identify them for you. The description should give the

following: (a) size, w^hether larger or smaller than an English sparrow,

robin, orcrow^; (b) general color above and below; (c) specific color mark-

ings; (d) kind of bill and feet, if possible; (e) any peciiliarity as to note or

flight; (f) when and where seen.

1 1 . In the spring as the birds return, the preparation of a bird calendar

is interesting and instructive. The calendar may be prepared by the pupils

and should show the name of the bird, the date on w^hich it was seen, the

place where it was seen, and, if desirable, the name of the person who saw
it. If bird calendars are kept accurately and preserved from year to year,

they will serve as a valuable record of the migrations for the locality. Most
persons are familiar with but few of the commonest birds, and a bird cal-

endar will stimulate observation, which will lead to the identification of

the shyer birds that are more rarely seen, and of those that are not resi-

dent but pass through in migration. When one stops to consider that over

one hundred and fifty different species of birds may be observed in any

part of New York State during the course of a year, it is apparent that

the average person is familiar with a ver}^ small proportion of them.

The boys and girls will be interested to increase their knowledge and
to add to the bird calendar in order to make it more complete each year.

The following migration table will help in the work. It represents the

average date of spring arrival of birds at Ithaca, New York, for the past

ten years, and will be fairly accurate for almost oil parts of the

State.
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THE AVERAGE DATE OF THE SPRING ARRIVAL OF BIRDS

AT ITHACA, NEW YORK

February i to 21

Prairie homed lark

February 22 to March 15

Robin
Bluebird

Song sparrow
Canada goose

Red-winged blackbird

Bronzed grackle

March 16 to 25

Meadow lark

Killdeer

Black duck
Bufflehead

Paldpate
Pintail

Mallard
"Wood duck
Phoebe
Cowbird
Cedar waxwing
Rusty blackbird

Slate-colored junco

Fox sparrow
Hooded merganser

^Mourning dove
Ring-billed gvdl

March 26 to 31

Golden-cro\\Tied kinglet

Piu-ple finch

Sparrow hawk
Savanna sparrow

Vesper sparrow

Cooper's hawk
Sharp-shinned hawk
IMarsh hawk
Pied-billed grebe

- Belted kingfisher

Great blue heron

April I to 5

Coot
Field sparrow

Chipping sparrow

Green-winged teal

Woodcock
Flicker

YeUow-bellied sapsucker

Swamp sparrow

Lesser scaup duck

April 6 to 10

Tree swallow
Blue-winged teal

Pectoral sandpiper

Pipit

Winter wren
Osprey
Bittern

x\pril II to 15

Wilson's snipe

Red-breasted merganser

Hermit thrush

April 16 to 20

Goldfinch
Rub\--crowned kinglet

Louisiana water thrush

Bam swallow

Homed grebe

White-throated sparrow

Pine warbler

April 21 to 25

IMyrtle warbler

Towhee
Spotted sandpiper

Chimney swift

Virginia rail

Bank swallow

Broad-winged hawk
Green heron

April 26 to 30

Rough-\\-inged swallow

House wren
Brown thrasher

Blue-headed vireo

Black and white warbler

Yellow warbler

Veery
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Solitary sandpiper
Black-throated green warbler
Florida gallinule

Bonaparte's gull

Water thrush
Whippoorwill
Sora
Pine siskin

May I to 5

Redstart
Least flycatcher

Long-billed marsh wren
Lesser yellowlegs

Bartramian sandpiper

Parula warbler

Catbird
Grasshopper sparrow
Black-crowned night heron
Warbling virco

Yellow-throated vireo

Nashville warbler
Maryland yellowthroat
Palm warbler
Ovenbird
Black-throated blue warbler
Blackburnian warbler
Baltimore oriole

White-crowned sparrow
Magnolia w^arbler

Crested flycatcher

Bobolink
Wood thrush
Scarlet tanager
Kingbird
Rose-breasted grosbeak
Red-headed woodpecker
Red-breasted nuthatch

May 6 to 10

Chestnut-sided warbler
Worm-eating warbler
Red-eyed vireo

Olive-backed thrush
Canadian warbler
Least bittern

Greater yellowlegs

Purple martin
Ruby-throated humming bird

May II to 15

Mourning warbler
Wood pewee
Indigo bunting
Cape May warbler
Hooded warbler
Bay-breasted warbler
Cerulean warbler
Yellow-breasted chat

Philadeli)hia virco

Wilson's warbler
Lincoln's sparrow
Tennessee warbler
Orange-crowned warbler
Black-billed cuckoo
Yellow-billed cuckoo
Black tern

May 16 to 20

Orchard oriole

Alder flycatcher

Common tern

Least sandpiper

Red-backed sandpiper
Semipalmated sandpiper
Turnstone
Semipalmated plover

Nighthawk
Blackpoll warbler

Gray-cheeked thrush

May 21 to 30

White-eyed vireo

Yellow-bellied flycatcher

Black-bellied plover

Prothonotary warbler

-^
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HOW TO ATTRACT WILD BIRDS

Arthur A. Allen

OW would you like to have a wild bird come and feed

from your hand ? Would you like to stand at your

schoolroom window with the children and have a

hole flock of wild birds feeding on the window sill?

Would you like to feel that you are helping to

keep at least a few small birds from starving to

death through tlie long, cold winter? Then follow

these directions, and if your efforts do not meet

with success at first have a little jjatience, and

#\\\ a wealth of pleasure is in store for you and vour

pupils.

When to begin.— Do not wait until the ground is covered with snow

before any plans are made to attract the birds; begin now, or at least

before the middle of November, and you will succeed in keeping more

birds than might otherwise stay.

What food to use.— The winter birds in New York State are of two

kinds — seed eaters and insect eaters. The seed eaters that may be

expected to come to a feeding shelf are the tree sparrow, the song sparrow,

the junco, the redpoll, the pine siskin, the crossbill, and the pine eve-

ning grosbeaks. Horned larks and snow buntings prefer to feed in the

open, but they can be attracted to spaces in the school yard by scattering

seed on the ground. For seed-eating birds good foods to use are

cracked com, buckwheat, hemp, millet, and sunflower seed; or, better

still, mixed chicken feed, such as is sold for young chicks, sweepings from

a neighboring mill, or hayseed from the bam floor. The insect eaters are

the woodpeckers (the downy and the hairy in all parts of the State, with

the flicker, the red-headed, and the red-bellied, in the southern counties),

the nuthatches, the chickadee, and the brown creeper. The woodpeckers

find their natural food by drilling into the chambers of wood-boring larva

;

the others find hibernating insects, pupae, or eggs in the crevices of the

bark. All of them, however, are very fond of beef suet, and once they

have found a piece fastened in the tree they will return to it again and

again until it is all gone. Sunflower seeds and crumbs of raw peanuts are

preferred by chickadees and nuthatches to any other food, but these are

not always easily obtainable, and the suet is a good substitute.

Where to place the food.— Do not expect the birds to be tame at first,

or to come immediately to the window sill. One of the greatest pleasures

to be derived from feeding the birds is to watch the gradual loss of timidity

and the increase in confidence of the birds that come regularly to feed.

At first they will be as wild as any birds of the woods, but gradually, as
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they find themselves safe and unmolested, they will respond to kindness.

When a new bird arrives among the regular visitors, he is always noticeably

more timid than the others, and sometimes remains shy for se\'cral

days.

In placing the food it is well to bear in mind that eventually you want
all the birds coming to one place, either to a shelf at the window sill or

about the flagpole, where it will be easy to watch them. It will be well

first to select the place where you wish them to come, whether you im-

mediately build the shelf or not. Then, from this as a center, place the

food along radiating lines to a considerable distance from the school.

The more pieces of suet put up, the more quickly the birds will find it,

and the sooner they will come to the window sill. It is necessary for

only one bird to find one piece of suet in order to have eventually a con-

siderable troop coming regularly, for birds are ever on the alert watching

their fellows as well as searching for food on their own account. When one

bird finds the suet, the others will see him and soon follow. It is better

to begin by attracting the chickadees. They respond more quickly, and

the other birds seem to follow them about in their search for food, either

for the sake of their company, or, more probably, to take advantage

of their active habits and keen sight in locating spots where food is

abundant.

At first it will be necessary only to tie the pieces of suet to the branches

without protection of any kind, and the more conspicuous the places

selected, the better. Later, if there are many squirrels, or crows, or house

sparrows about, it will be more economical to move the suet to the trunk

of the tree, holding it in place by a piece of fine chicken wire (one-half-

inch mesh) through which the smaller birds can peck. This precaution

will keep squirrels and crows from carrying the suet away in one piece.

The house sparrows, moreover, seldom care to cling with their feet to

the vertical trunk while feeding, but the native birds find this the

most natural and easiest way. Another method is to suspend from the

outer branches, by strings, small wire baskets filled with suet. These

baskets can easily be made from an ordinary piece of wire by a small boy,

as the size and the shape are not important. Wire egg-baskets, soap-

shakers, and the like can be used, if one does not care to make his own
receptacles. Instead of using wire, some persons prefer to use a bag

knitted from string and of such coarse mesh that the birds can easily

peck through it. Making these bags would be good handwork for the

girls.

The feeding shelf.— As soon as any of the birds have been seen eating

the pieces of suet, it is time to put up the feeding shelf. This should be

placed at a window on the sheltered side of the school (usually the south),
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Jiinco at feeding shelf

preferably the one nearest to a tree. If the window sill is ver^^ broad,

it will be sufficient to nail a cleat along the outer edge to keep the food

from blowing ofT. Usually,

however, it is more satisfac-

tory to fasten a board from

eight to twelve inches wide to

the sill to act as a shelf. It

may be made the entire length

of the window sill or only a

part; but the larger it is, the

more birds will feed together,

for our native birds all want

l)lenty of elbowroom while

they are feeding. A narrow

strip should be fastened to

the edge of the shelf to keep the food from blowing off. At the westerly

end a small evergreen tree or a large branch should be fastened. This

offers shelter to the birds and proves as attractive as the food itself.

It may be nailed to the window casing, or a hole may be bored in the shelf

to hold it. It should be as large as can be conveniently held in

place.

In case there is not a suitable window sill for the shelf, the suggestion

of Mabel Osgood Wright for a flagpole feeding-shelf may prove even more
satisfactory.

" Every school has a flagpole, and while some are fastened to the build-

ing itself, many stand free and are planted in the yard.

" Around this pole a square or circular shelf about eight inches wide

can be fastened, four feet from the ground, and edged with a strip of l)ead-

ing, barrel hoops, or the like. A dozen tenpenny nails should be driven

on the outside edge at interv^als, like the spokes to a wheel, and the whole

neatly painted to match the pole.

" Then, each week one child should be appointed as bird steward, his

or her duties being to collect the scraps after the noon dinner hour and

place them neatly on the counter, the crusts and crumbs on the shelf

and the meat to be hung on the spikes.

" Nothing will come amiss— pine cones, beechnuts, the shells of hard-

boiled eggs broken fine, apple cores, half cleaned nuts; and if the chil-

dren will tell their parents of the counter, they will often put an extra

scrap or so in the dinner pail to help the feast. Or the fortunate children

whose fathers keep the market, the grocery store, or the mill may be able

to obtain enough of the wastage to leave an extra supply on Friday, so

that the little pensioners need not go hungry over Sunday.
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" All the while the flag will wave gaily above the little Citizen Bird,

as under its protection he feeds upon his htunan brother's bounty."

Once the birds have found the suet in the trees, those pieces farthest

from the feeding shelf should not be replenished or should be brought

closer and closer until the birds have found the shelf. When the shelf

has been found, there is no further need for the suet in the trees, and

efforts should be concentrated in keeping a bounteous supply of food always

ready on the shelf.

The author has personally had the greatest success in establishing

feeding stations by imitating natural conditions as nearly as possible.

In the absence of trees about the spot that was most convenient to

watch, a large discarded Christmas tree was erected, and about its base

was thrown a pile of brush. Close by a log was placed standing on end,

to resemble a dead tree for the woodpeckers. A shorter log was capped

with the top of a barrel, and protected from the weather by a hood impro-

vised from barrel
hoops and a piece of

cotton cloth. On the

ground was laid a de-

caying log slightly

hollowed to hold seed.

From time to time

the station was sup-

plied with food, and

the birds found rich

stores. Pieces of suet

were fastened to the

standing log, or

rammed into holes

bored in its sides.

Bread, cake, doughnut

crvimbs, small pieces

of suet, and mixed

chicken feed cracked

fine, were kept
beneath the hood,

and similar food was

placed on the ground

log. The feeding sta-

tion was only about

The feeding station described on this page,

waiting for junco to finish

Chickadee

twenty-five feet from the back door, yet it proved a veritable paradise

for the birds, not only during the winter months when the ground
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was covered with snow, but throughout the year. During one spring,

for instance, a flock of eleven of the rare evening grosbeaks paid

daily visits from the first of April until the middle of May, remaining

for nearly a month after the time they usually leave for the North.

As I write this (the twenty-first day of May), chickadees, downy

and hairy woodpeckers, and catbirds are tasting the suet; while song

sparrows, white-throated sparrows, chipping sparrows, and cowbirds are

scratching among the seeds. Of course there are house sparrows, many
of them; but they do not bother the other birds so long as I provide plenty

of food. I feel that I can afford to feed them becau.se their chirping

attracts other birds to the feast, and I have many more as a result. As

for driving the other birds away, my fears have proved groundless, for

next to the chickadee the house sparrow has shown himself the biggest

coward of the lot, and I have frequently seen a whole flock put to rout

by a single nuthatch.

Whatever type of feeding station is decided on, two things should

always be borne in mind: first, once the birds have come to depend on

the food supplied, it should not be discontinued for even a few days during

the winter when other food is scarce, for they might starve as a result;

second, the birds need shelter as well as food, shelter from the weather

and from their natural enemies. The Christmas tree at one end of the

shelf does very well to shelter the birds while they are feeding ; but if there

are no thick trees nor brush piles in the near vicinity into which they

can disappear at the approach of a hawk, some such shelter should be

created from, five to thirty feet from the feeding station. This can be done

by erecting a tepee of poles and evergreen boughs, or by bringing in

a pile of brush. Moreover, this will prove a great incentive to the birds

to come to the window, as they will hesitate to fly long distances through

the open even in order to get to food. If there are no trees at all in

the xdcinity of the school, it may be necessary to establish a series of

these shelters every fifty feet to the nearest trees. If properly arranged

with evergreen boughs there is no need of their being unsightly. An
admirable birds' tepee can be made of the poles used for lima beans with

the vines attached. This is also a good way of storing the poles over

winter. The need of these shelters will be emphasized if there are hawks

about. Only yesterday a sharp-shinned hawk swooped down at the

birds feeding at my station and made an attempt to catch them. He
was unsuccessful only because of the brush pile into which they all darted

at his approach.

As -many chickadees, nuthatches, and woodpeckers as I have ever

seen at a feeding station were assembled at one maintained on a balcony.

There was but one tree within five hundred feet, and the only shelter
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afforded was the evergreen boughs and the dead stub of a tree brought

in and erected at one corner of the balcony. Do not think, therefore,

that your school is too unfavorably located to attract the birds. If you

have never tried it, you little know what pleasure is in store for you.

THE CHICKADEE

(For special study)

Anna Botsford Comstock

Of all the birds that stay with us to make cheerful our northern winter,

the chickadee is easily the favorite. No matter how cold or gloomy

the day, its cheerful song and delightful personality charm the passer-by.

The chickadee in winter seems friendly, and it is friendly. It devotes its

entire energies all winter to hunting and eating insect eggs or the insects

tucked away in their winter quarters ready to attack the leaves as soon

as they push out from their buds in the spring. It is particularly fond

of the cankerworm's eggs; and an experiment made by the Massachusetts

State Board of Agriculture demonstrated that orchards to which chick-

adees were enticed during the winter were almost entirely free from this

insect pest, while neighboring orchards were destroyed by it.

As a winter visitant, the chickadee usually appears in company with

the nuthatch; and the downy woodpecker is frequently a follower of

this cheerful band. The nuthatches work on the trunks and larger

limbs of the trees, while the chickadees work industriously on the

twigs and buds. It is interesting to see a chickadee carefully examine

a twig for insect eggs. He looks it over carefully from above; then,

swinging over, head downward, inspects it from below.

The chickadee is gray above; the top of the head, the nape, and the

throat are black; the rest of the under parts and the sides of the head

are grayish white. The chickadee can be easily distinguished from the

nuthatch by its black bib; the nuthatch has a black cap, but it is white

at the throat. The chickadee's beak is short and pointed, making a

sharp little pick exactly fitted for getting the insect eggs and cocoons

hidden away among the leaf buds. The woodpecker's beak is a long,

strong chisel, fitted for cutting a passage to the burrow of the borer in

the tree or to the beetle under the bark.

One of the most charming things about the chickadee is its song.

Its cheerful chick-a-dee-dee has an inspiring quality, which brings

courage and cheer to the heart of the listener. In February, and as the

spring advances, the chickadee sings phcebe more distinctly than does

the phoebe bird and far more musically. The songs of the two birds

may be distinguished readily. In the phcebe note of the chickadee, the
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last syllable is at least one note lower than the first, is long drawn out,

and has a falling inflection; while the last syllable of the phoebe bird's

song is short and has a rising inflection. The chickadee has also a cheer-

ful little yodel, which it sings when it is very happy.

The chickadee builds its nest in a decaying stump or a post, oftcnest

in a birch stump, in a hole that the pair of birds excavate, working

together industriously. Sometimes a hole already made is used. The
bottom is lined with fine grass, feathers, hair, or moss. The eggs, from

five to eight in number, are white, speckled sparingly with reddish brown.

The nest is made in May.
The chickadees and the nuthatches may be induced to visit our orchards

and shade trees if we
put out strips of beef

fat about once a month
during the winter.
These strips should be

tied to the branches.

The birds seem to re-

gard this as a sign of

friendship on our part,

and will remain for

hours doing their best

to rid the trees near-by

of hidden enemies. If

the suet is placed on

branches that may be

seen from the ^\^ndows

of the schoolroom, the
A friendly chickadee m i i i j^

pupils may be able to

observe these interesting and useful birds every day and become familiar

with their habits and their economic value.

SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDY

Why does the chickadee remain in the North during the winter? Why
do the robin and the bluebird go South?

Where do you see the chickadees in winter? What are they doing?

What other birds are associated with the chickadees in winter? What
is there in the colors and the markings of the chickadee by which you can

tell it instantly from the nuthatch and the douTiy woodpecker?

Describe the colors of the chickadee as follows: top of head, back,

wings, tail, throat, and breast.

Compare the beak of the chickadee with that of the downy wood-

pecker, and tell why each is best adapted to procure food for its owner.
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Does the chickadee find its food on the trunks of trees or on the twigs?

What is the food that it finds in the North during the winter?

Describe the chickadee's actions when hunting for food.

Why is the chickadee of great value to the farmer and the fruit grower?

How can these birds be induced to visit orchards?

What is the chickadee's song? Did you ever hear it sing phcebe? At
what time of year?

Where do the chickadees build their nest? Of what material is it

made? When is the nest built?

What colors and marking are on the eggs?

BIRDS TO BE RECOGNIZED IN 1915-1916

Arthur A. Allen

TWO WINTER BIRDS 2

KINGLET

Size.— Much smaller than the English sparrow.

General color.— Olive-green above, whitish below.

Distinctive features.— The male golden-crowned kinglet has an orange

and yellow patch bordered with black

on top of the head; the female lacks

the orange. The male ruby-crowned

kinglet has a partly concealed red

patch on top of the head, which can

be seen plainly when he sings; the

female is without the patch. Both

have two white wing bars. These

points and the small size, will serve

to distinguish the kinglets.

The smallest of all the winter birds

are the kinglets. They are but four

inches long, and the only birds that are

smaller, are the htmiming birds. With

their thick coats of warm feathers,

the golden-crowned kinglets brave

even the severest winters, although

they always prefer the shelter

afforded by the evergreens, and are

seldom found far from them. They hop about on the smallest twigs, or

even hover before the very tips, much as do humming birds before flowers.

'Among the other birds to be recognized the brown creeper, the crow, and certain of the hawks are

also winter birds.

71
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Another species, the ruby-crowned kinglet, is found in New York State

only during its migrations in spring and fall. Both species have the power
of raising and lowering the crest feathers so that at times the bright color

patch appears much more brilliant than at others.

The ruby-crowned kinglet has a beautifully executed warble, which

is very sweet and surprisingly loud for the size of the bird; but the song

of the golden-crowned is rather insignificant, and so high-pitched that

some persons cannot hear it.

Most of the kinglets go farther north than New York State to nest,

but a few of the golden-crowned remain on the tops of the higher Adiron-

dacks and Catskills. The nest is made of bark, moss, and feathers,

and is suspended in the thicker parts of the branches of evergreen trees

from six to sixty feet from the ground. The nine or ten eggs are whitish

marked with brown.

BLUE JAY

Size.— Larger than a robin.

General color.— Blue above barred with black, gray below, white spots

on the tail and the wings.

Distinctive features.— Large size and blue color will distinguish it

from all but the kingfisher. Both the blue jay and the kingfisher have

crested heads and a dark band across the breast, but the blue jay has a

much longer tail tipped with white, and a shorter and more slender bill.

Jays are noisy, quarrelsome birds the world over, and blue jays are

no exception to the general rule. When a flock of them get together in the

fall or the winter, they make the woods ring with their resonant notes,

and woe betide the poor owl should he be discovered. The loud jay-jay

note of one of the flock announces the discovery, and in a moment every

bird in the woods has assembled and has begun to torment the sleepy

owl. They are wary birds, however, and should you try to approach

and learn the cause of the uproar, they will suddenly become quiet and
slink away so that not even one of them may be seen. At other times,

however, they show no fear of people, and they may venture close to the

house, take food from a window feeding-shelf, or even nest in oak trees

or cedars near-by.

Blue jays are somewhat unevenly distributed in New York State, being

rather common in the eastern and western parts but rare in many of

the central counties. They seem to prefer evergreen or mixed woods for

their abode, but feed largely on acorns, chestnuts, and beechnuts.

The nest of the blue jay is composed of sticks, leaves, and bark, and
is lined with rootlets or other finer materials. It is somewhat larger than

the nest of a robin. It is often placed in an evergreen tree, but some-

times in small deciduous trees from ten to twenty feet above the ground.
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From three to six pale olive-green eggs, spotted with brown, arc laid

during the last of April or the first of May.

During the nesting season blue jays incur the enmity of all the other
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Blue jay

birds and of mankind as well by their habit of robbing the nests of smaller

birds and eating the eggs or the young. At other times, however, they

do considerable good by destroying injurious insects.
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Bluebird

BLUEBIRD
Size.— Larger than an English sparrow,

smaller than a robin.

General color.— Above blue ; throat and

breast brownish red; belly white.

Distinctive features.— The shape is dis-

tinctive, for the bird appears as though

somewhat round-shouldered. The male

has a habit of fluttering one wing when
alighting. These features together with

the general color will distinguish the

bluebird.

The first robin has been seen in tlie

orchard, scolding at the drifts that cling

so long to the fence rows. An early

peeper chirps from the pond by the

roadside, and the whole landscape steams

beneath the bright March sun. A gentle breeze brings us news from

the southland and gives us the first fresh odor of spring. Then out

of the clear heavens comes the call of the bluebird, gentle and soft and

full of gladness, breathing of life and happiness and joy to come. What
a wealth of feeling comes with those first mellow notes, what friend-

liness, what good fellowship toward all nature. The robin scolds at

the surly snowdrifts, he sulks whenever the weather turns cold; but

not so the bluebird. The March winds with their snows and ice hold

no terrors for him, his merry call is never without optimism.

The bluebird sometimes arrives in Ithaca as early as the last week of

February, but usually it is the first week of March that brings him. We
always begin to listen for him on the day following the first robin, and many,

many times he has come just as we have expected him. Occasionally

the robin gets here a week or more before the bluebird. That is usually

a sign of more cold weather, for the bluebird is a better weather prophet

than the robin, and is not so often overtaken by the late snows. Then

come the song sparrow, the wild goose, the red-winged and the crow

blackbird; and it is the middle of March.

Now is the time to have the nesting box ready to coax the

bluebird from orchard or roadside to a more intimate place beneath

the window or on a post in the yard. The bluebird delights in a

nesting box, almost preferring it to a hollow limb in the orchard; and

now that the modem orchard has so few dead limbs and knot holes,

we should feel it our duty to build the nesting boxes. Almost any
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sort of box may be selected by a pair of bluebirds for their home, but

the one that looks most like the old hollow liinb in the orchard will prove

most attractive. The entrance hole should be made on one side near

the top, and should be about an inch and a half in diameter. No nesting

material should be placed in the box, unless perhaps a little sawdust

in order to make it seem more like a real cavity. When the bluebirds

have once found the box, they may return to it year after year.

The bluebird builds a well-fonned nest of rootlets and grasses, and from

three to five pale blue eggs are laid in it. Both birds take turns sitting on
the eggs, which hatch in less than two weeks. The young remain in the

nest about two weeks longer; and for some time after they have left the

nest, they are fed in the trees by their parents. Before the}^ are able to

shift for themselves, however, the parent birds begin a second nest.

Occasionally they pull out the first nest and build the second in the same
box, but oftener they move to another site; so that it is always well to

provide more than one box.

The 3'oung bluebirds when they leave the nest do not resemble either

of their parents, for their backs are marked with whitish and their breasts

have dark spots. In the latter respect they show their relationship to

the true thrushes, all of which in some plrunage have spotted breasts.

In the late summer and fall the bluebirds gather in scattered flocks,

often associating with chipping sparrows, and are found all through

the open farming country. Their call at this season, tur-ree, tur-ree,

while quite as friendly as the note of spring, has just a tinge of sadness,

and seems as much a part of the fall months as are the calls of the katy-

dids or the rustle of the dead leaves.

CHIPPING SPARROW
Size.— Smaller than an English

sparrow.

General color.— Above dark
brown, streaked; below grayish

white without streaks or spots.

Distinctive features.— The reddish

cap, a black line from the bill

through the eye, and the unstreaked

breast will distin<mish it.

With the exception of the robin,

perhaps no one of our native birds

is more sociably inclined than the

chipping sparrow. Hopping about Chipping sparrow
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our lawns and gardens, he soon 1)ecomes accustomed to persons passing

and often becomes so tame that one can approach within two or

three feet without frightening him. In fact, it is not a diffictdt task to

tame chipping sparrows so that they will feed from one's hand, and they

very readily respond to a little kindness, and come regularly to be fed if

seeds or bread cnmibs are habitually scattered in the same place.

The chipping sparrow arrives in central New York in the first week

of April, and leaves at the end of October, spending the winter months
-—

, in scattered flocks in the Southern States.

When the birds first arrive in the spring,

they are less friendly than later, and

spend their time in the tree tops. As
soon as the grass becomes green, how-

ever, and the dandelions are in seed,

they drop to the lawns where they find

a bountiful repast on the newly formed

seeds.

The first nests of the chipping spar-

rows are commenced about the begin-

ning of May, and are often placed very

near the house, in the vines on the porch,

in the lilac bushes, or near the tip of a

low branch on the apple or the evergreen

tree. The nest is a beautiful little struc-

ture composed largely of horsehair, with

a few grasses or rootlets on the outside.

For this reason the chippy is sometimes

called " hair bird." The eggs, ntmibering

four or five, are a delicate blue or greenish

blue, with a circlet of brown or black

markings about the larger end.

The chipping sparrow is one of the birds very frequently imposed

on by the parasitic cowbird.

-1^-
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Bruwn creeper

BROWN CREEPER
Size.— Smaller than an English sparrow.

General color.— Above streaked cinnamon brown; below grayish white.

Distinctive features.— This is the only small brown bird that will be seen

climbing up the trunk of a tree using its tail as a prop.

The brown creeper is a slender, brownish, streaked bird that seems to

spend its entire life searching for insects in the bark of trees. It has a

rather long tail of stiff feathers, which, like that of a woodpecker, helps
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support it ; the bill is long and curved for prying into the crevices of the

bark. It seldom seems to rest or even to break the monotony of its

search for insects by singing. The creeper's only note while with us

during the fall, the winter, and the spring, is a high-pitched sibilant whistle,

which is delivered without pausing. In searching for food the brown
creeper starts at the base of a tree and winds a spiral course to the top,

only to swoop quickly to the base of the next tree, and repeat its perform-

ance. As Dr. Meams has written, " The creeper has many ups and downs

in its life though, on the whole, it is a monotonous career of labor."

The creeper has but little fear of man, and ventures even to the center

of large cities. Often, if one remains quiet, it will fly to the base of a

tree only a few feet away, and creep up perfectly unconcerned, but at

the least movement it is quick to hitch around to the opposite side of

the tree.

Most of the brown creepers go farther north than New York State to

nest, but some remain in the Adirondacks, the Catskills, and the cooler

swamps in other parts of the State. The nest, which is made of fine

twigs, bark, and moss, is usually placed beneath loosened pieces of bark,

from two to twenty feet from the ground. The eggs number from five

to eight, and are white marked with brown and lavender chiefly about the

larger end.

BARN SWALLOW
Size.— About the size of an English sparrow, but much more slender.

General color.— Above steel blue; below brownish orange.

Distinctive features.— The long pointed wings, the deeply forked tail,

and the orange under parts will distinguish it.

There are six different kinds of swallows found in New York State,

of which the bam swallow is probably the most common and best known.
They all have long, pointed wings and peculiar flat heads with small

bills, but the bam swallow is the only one that has the deeply forked

tail. Two of the six swallows are brown above, and the other four are

dark steel blue.

Of the brown swallows, the bank, or sand, swallow can easily be distin-

guished from the rough-winged swallow by the conspicuous dark band
across its breast, contrasting with the white throat and under parts.

The entire throat of the rough-winged swallow is dark and the rest of

the under parts grayish white.

Of the blue-backed swallows, the purple martin is much larger than

any of the rest, and the under parts, as well as the back, are dark steel

blue. The female, however, is grayer. The tree swallow looks con-

siderably like the bam swallow, but has the under parts snow}' white

instead of dull orange, and does not have the deeply forked tail. The
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clilT, or eave, swallow likewise has a square tail, and while its under parts

are very much like those of the barn swallow, it can easily be distinguished

from it by a buff}^ patch on the rump.

The bank and the rough-winged swallows nest in holes in sand banks or

in cliffs, but all the others may nest about the house. The purple martins

and the tree swallows will nest in bird boxes placed on exposed poles,

and the bam and the cliff swallows build their nests of mud about the

bam. The barn swallow's nest is cuplike with the opening at the top,

and is usually placed inside of the bam near the gable. The cliff, or

eave, swallow, on the other hand, usually builds on the outside beneath

the eaves. Its nest is gourd-shaped with the opening at the side. Both

^^^•W.
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Barn swallow

species line their nests with feathers, and lay four or five white eggs spotted

with brown.

The bam swallow spends the winter in South and Central America,

but returns to central New York somewhat after the middle of April,

and begins to nest about a month later. For nesting purposes, it prefers

the old-fashioned bam, whose doors always stand hospitably open, but

it can be enticed to the more modem structures if the ventilation holes

beneath the gable are made sufficiently large, and the beams within are

not too smooth to hold the nests.

Swallows are valuable birds to have about the farm because they live

entirely on insects, and destroy great quantities of mosquitoes, moths,

flies, and other pests. There are cases on record of farms that have

been well protected by swallows from insect foes, while adjacent farms

that had no swallows, were entirely denuded.

As early as July the swallows begin assembling in large flocks in prep-

aration for their fall migration, and during August and early September
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we often see the telcj:jrai:>h wires, especially near marshes or bodies of

water where there is plenty of insect food, so covered with swallows that

it seems impossible for another one to crowd in. When something alarms

them, the air is suddenh' filled with thousands of graceful forms darting,

diving, and circling in a perfect maze of intricate figures.

WOOD PEWEE
Size.— About the size of an English sparrow.

General color.— Dark gray above; grayish white below.

Distinctivefeatures.— Its erect posture will place it among the fly-catchers.

Its grayish upper parts with

the bill pale beneath will dis-

tinguish it from the phoebe,

but its most distinctive
characteristic is its high-

pitched whistle, Pee

If the pewee were a silent ^

bird few persons would ever

know that he existed, so in-

conspicuous is he in his

brownish gray plumage high

up in the trees. As it is, most

persons know him by his

sweet, gentle call, but seldom

see him. The pewee does not

flit about among the leaves as

do the more active warblers

and vireos, but sits quietly

on some dead branch from

which he can surv^ey all sides,

until some passing insect attracts his attention, when he darts out after

it only to return again and resvune his quiet, restful pose.

The nest of the pewee is even more inconspicuous than the bird, and

is as perfect a structure of its kind as one can imagine. Saddled on a

horizontal branch, often a dead one, it is neatly woven of grasses and

rootlets in a compact and symmetrical form, with no waste of material.

The outside is so thickly covered with lichens that the whole nest appears

like a knot or an excrescence on the bark. The three or four eggs are

creamy or pinkish white with a wreath of chocolate and lavender spots

about the larger end.

Wood pewee
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Orchard oriole

ORIOLE
Size.— Larger than an English sparrow, smaller than a robin.

General color.— The male Baltimore oriole is brilliant orange and

black; the female is dull orange and

brownish black. The male orchard

oriole is deep chestnut and black; the

female is dull greenish yellow.

There are two species of orioles in

New York State, the Baltimore and

the orchard ; the latter, however, is not

common except in the lower Hudson
Valley, and, in most localities, is

extremely rare and is seldom seen.

The probability is that, except in the

vicinity of New York City, any oriole

that is seen will be the Baltimore

oriole.

The male Baltimore oriole, next to the scarlet tanager, is our most

brilliantly colored bird, and certainly one of the most conspicuous, for

he makes no attempt to hide his charms, and his loud, clear whistle of

several notes rings out as one of the most pleasing sounds from our or-

chards and shade trees. The song of the orchard oriole is a much more

varied and finished performance than

that of the Baltimore, and at times

is suggestive of that of the bobolink

and of the purple finch.

After the leaves have fallen in

autrnnn, the nests of the Baltimore

orioles are very striking as they

swing from the outermost branches

of our shade trees, particularly the

elms and the maples. In some trees

may be seen fragments of three or

four nests, for very often the oriole

returns to the same tree year after

year, and the nests are tightly woven

and so firmly fastened as to with-

stand the storms of many years. Bal-

timore orioles usually build their nests

of strong plant fibers of a grayish color, but they are quick to take

advantage of strings and yarn that are put out for them, and to weave

Baltimore oriole
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them into the nest. The orchard orioles, on the other hand, always

build their nests of wiry grasses of a straw color, and they never hang

them on the outer branches but prefer the tops of scrubby fruit trees.

The eggs of both species are white or bluish white, spotted and scratched

with black, those of the orchard oriole having more of the spots and

those of the Baltimore having more of the scratches.

HAWK
Thirteen species of hawks are found more or less regularly in New York

State; but three of these — the goshawk, the pigeon hawk, and the duck

hawk are too rare to be of great importance. All the hawks vary so much
in size and in coloration with both age and sex that it is difficult to de-

scribe any species in a few words, but four types are recognized in addition

to the bald eagle and the osprey, or fish hawk.

HARRIERS

The first of these types, the harriers, includes only the marsh hawk,

a long-winged, long-tailed hawk with a conspicuous white patch above

its tail. It is like the owls in having a facial disk of short feathers, and

very well-developed ears. The ears undoubtedly assist the bird in fol-

lounng its prey, consisting largely of mice, through the long grass of the

fields and marshes, which it inhabits. In addition to mice, the marsh
hawk feeds on snakes, frogs, insects, and small birds. Occasionally it

takes young chickens or small ducks; but of 124 stomachs examined by
Dr. Fisher, of the Biological Survey at Washington, D.C., only 7 showed

any sign of having taken poultry. This is, therefore, a highly beneficial

species, deserving of protection.

BROAD-WINGED OR FAN-TAILED HAWKS

The second type includes the red-shouldered, the red-tailed, the rough-

legged, and the broad-winged species. They are alike in possessing

broad, rounded wings, and broad, comparatively short tails, which they

usually spread in a fanlike manner while soaring. They are the most
conspicuous of all the hawks, being often seen soaring in great circles

overhead. Because of their conspicuousness they have had to suffer for

all the crimes of their more crafty relatives, and are frequently known as

hen hawks or chicken hawks. As a matter of fact they seldom, if ever,

visit the poultry yard, and the few times that they do are more than

offset by the numbers of obnoxious rodents that they destroy. Of 105

stomachs of the rough-legged and the broad-winged species examined,

not one contained poultry; of 782 of the red-tailed and the red-shouldered

hawks, only 57 contained poultry or game birds.
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FALCONS

The third type has rather heavy shoulders, short, pointed wings, and

narrow tail. In this type are included the duck hawk, the pigeon hawk,

and the sparrow hawk, but the last named is the only one of sufficiently

generally occurrence to have great importance in the State. It is com-

moij in most parts of the State about the borders of woods and pastures,

usually nesting in a deserted flicker's hole high up in a dead stub. The
duck hawk and the pigeon

hawk, when they do occur,

frequently destroy many
pigeons, but the sparrow

hawk feeds mostly on the

larger insects, meadow mice,

and the smaller birds. Of

320 stomachs examined by
the Department of Agricul-

ture, not one contained

poultry, 215 contained in-

sects, 89 contained mice, and

53 contained small birds.

SHORT-WINGED HAWKS, OR

ACCIPITERS

The fourth group contains

the real poultry' thieves.

These birds have short,

rounded wings and long,

narrow tails. Three species

arc found in the State, but

the largest, the goshawk, is

rare. Of the other two

species, the Cooper's hawk is

the larger, the females some-

times measuring nearly

twenty inches in length, although the males are barely sixteen inches

long. The largest (female) sharp-shinned hawks never measure over

fourteen inches, and the males measure less than twelve. Both species

are much alike in coloration, immature birds being brown above and

white below with longitudinal streaks of dark brown. Old birds are

slaty gray above and white below, heavily barred with brown. In addition

to its larger size, the Cooper's hawk differs from the sharp-shinned in

having a rounded tail, that of the sharp-shinned being square.

Immature red-shouldered hawk, a heneficial species
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Both birds frequent woodlands rather than open country, and are

seldom seen soaring high in the air. They dart through the thickets or

skim low OA-er the ground in search of their prey, or come to rest on a low

branch of a tree. The sharp-shinned hawk, because of its small size,

attacks mostly the smaller chickens, but the Cooper's hawk is able to

carr}" off nearly full-grown fowls. Because of their elusive ways, a poultry

o\\mer m.ay often hear commotion in the poultry }-ard and m.iss many a

fine fowl before he gets even a glimpse of the culprit; and many an inno-

cent, but more conspicuous, hawk of the broad-winged species has com.e

to an ignominious end by

the gun of a well-meaning

but uninformed hunter or

poultrvTnan.

About their nesting

grounds both species are

noisy, scolding from a safe

distance at any intruder.

The sharj^-shinned hawk

always nests in a thick

evergreen; the Cooper's

hawk nests indiscrimi-

nateh' in pines or hard-

woods, usually within

fifteen or twenty feet of

the ground but occa-

sionally in the tree tops.

Both birds sometimes

remodel the nests of

crows or squirrels, and

generally use a few green

leaves or evergreen twigs

for lining. The Cooper's

hawk begins to nest the last of April, but the sharp-shinned hawk

usually waits until the first of June. The eggs of the former are nearly

pure white; those of the latter are very heavily spotted with bro\\Ti.

As with other hawks, the period of incubation is long, and the young

develop slowly, so that it is between two or three months from the

time the eggs are laid until the young leave the nest. The young are

at first covered with white down, and resemble small chickens. They

are unsuspicious and lack the fierce natures of their parents until their

feathers begin to grow. Taken while verv^ yotmg they can be tamed,

some having been used as are the true falcons in hunting small game.

Photographed by g. a. bailey

The sparrow hawk with house sparrow
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CROW
In New York State the crow came in with civiUzation. Although

practically unknown while the country was covered with dense woods,

he has now become one of our most abundant and best-known birds.

Sociable in his nature, omnivorous in his feeding habits, sagacious in his

actions, he is eminently fitted to replace the solitary raven, which left

us with the forests. In no place is he more at home than in the farming

districts. Here he finds open country in which to feed, as well as timber

sufficient to shelter his nest. He usually escapes his few enemies. It is

seldom that he falls a victim to a hungry hawk or a starving owl, and he

avoids even more successfully the man with a -gun.

The crow is generally considered a thief and a scoundrel, and his better

side is overlooked entirely. He robs the nests of smaller birds, devours

a great deal of grain, and, in his zeal for hunting cutworms and grubs,

uproots enough young com to blacken his name with any farmer. Sel-

dom is his aid in destroying insect pests and vermin appreciated, although

these, if allowed to go unchecked, would do much more damage than

the crow himself.

The chief fault of a crow lies in the fact that he is lazy. An omnivo-

rous feeder, he takes whatever comes most easily •— locusts, cutworms,

white grubs, mice, frogs, fish, young birds, or grain. Whatever is most

abundant and most easily obtained forms his diet. In this wa\' he be-

comes of great assistance in checking the larger of our insect foes, for any

excessive increase in their numbers means to him simply " easy food,"

and he feeds entirely on them until their nimibers are reduced, and some-

thing else is more easily obtained. It is only when other food is scarce

that he does much damage to grain or young birds. Therefore, if we
can protect our grain without destroying the crow, we shall be doing a

service both to mankind and to nature.

The crow usually nests in a crotch of a large tree, seldom out on a limb.

The nest is composed of large sticks lined with finer twigs, grapevine

bark, and the like. The material is carried in the bill, never by the feet.

The eggs are light green, spotted with dark green, brown, or black, and

are about the size of a small hen's egg. Young crows stay in the nest

for about three weeks. They can fly fairly well, if not frightened from

the nest too soon. Experiments in feeding have shown that a young

crow requires food equal to one-half his own weight each day, and would

eat more if he could get it.

In order to prevent crows from eating the corn, the seed is sometimes

coated with coal tar or creosote. This is done by dipping a wooden

paddle into the hot liquid and stirring it among the kernels. This

process does not destroy the germinating quality of the com.
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FLICKER
Size.— A little larger than a robin.

General color.— Dark brown above; light brown below, marked with

round black dots. Quill feathers of tail and wings black above; golden

yellow below.

Distinctive features.— A scarlet crescent across nape of neck; white

spot to be seen on the

rump when flying. The
flicker is our only

brownish woodpecker.

The flicker is a noisy

bird. From the time

it arrives during the

latter part of March
or first part of April,

until it leaves again in

the fall, we can hear

its strident notes at all

times of the day. In

addition to quite a

variety of calls like

those of other wood-

peckers, the male also

indulges in a rolling

tattoo in the spring,

and seems to delight

in a hollow drain-pipe

or other resonant sur-

face that will cause his

drumming to be heard

for half a mile and to

wake up every one in

the neighborhood.
Another curious habit

of the flicker is that

whenever two of them get together they perfonn an elaborate ceremony
of bowing, bobbing, and strutting, during which the tail is stiffly spread,

and various comical attitudes are assiuned. It is at such times that

they utter the call that gives them their name, flicker-flicker-flicker, or

wick-awick-awick

.

Although the flicker is a woodpecker, it frequently departs from the

Flicker, or golden-winged woodpecker
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habits of its relatives and descends to the ground to feed on ants. Like

all other woodpeckers, however, it excavates a hole in a tree in which

to rear its young. The opening is usually about two and a quarter inches

in diameter, and the hole is from two to twenty-four inches deep, the

bottom of the hole being enlarged into a chamber on the floor of which

are laid the fi\'e to nine glossy white eggs.

Other common names for the flicker are high-hole, yellow-hammer,

and golden-winged woodpecker.

MARYLAND YELLOWTHROAT
Size.—Smaller than

an English sparrow.

General c olo r.—

•

Olive-green above;
yellow below.

Distinctive features.

— The black robber's

mask, bordered by
gray, and the yellow

under parts, brighter

on the throat, will

identify this bird.

The IVIaryland yel-

lowthroat lives in the

tangles of sedges and

J thickets that fringe

marshes or moist, low-

lying ground. It

would be impossible

to find the bird if it had a mind to hide, but the yellowthroat has such a

curious disposition that one cannot remain long in its haunts before it

gives an impatient chack and hops onto some log or other exposed perch

to obtain a better view. Then again it will run along the ground, threading

its way among the weeds. Its skulking habits and the peculiar black

mask of the male might lead one to suppose him a pygmy highwayman,

lying in wait for some unsuspecting passer-by. And, perhaps, he is the

most bloodthirsty of them all if we think of the traveler as being a fat

beetle or a juicy caterpillar.

If one remains in the yello^\1:hroat's haunts for any length of time, he

is sure to hear it sing, witchiiy, witchity, witchity, witchity, or perhaps we
might express it, wichery, wichery, wichery, as :nore suggestive of those

mysteries that enshroud the marshes.

\
I

Mar viand xellmvthroat
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The yellowthroat builds a rather bulky nest of dead leaves and coarse

grasses, lined with finer materials, and places it on the ground in a tussock,

of grass among the weeds, or in a thick bush near the ground. From
three to five white eggs, rather thinly speckled with brown, are laid.

The female yello\\i:hroat does not have the robber's mask of the male,

and is rather inconspicuous.

BIRD QUOTATIONS

CHICKADEE

When piped a tiny voice hard by,

Gay and polite, a cheerful cry.

Chic-chicadeedee ! saucy note
Out of sound and merry throat,

As if it said, " Good day, good sir!

Fine afternoon, old passenger!

Happy to meet you in these places.

Where January brings feiv faces."

From The Titmouse

_ . by RALPH WALDO EMERSON

BLUE JAY

Clad in blue with snow-white trimmings,

Clean and smooth in every feather,

Plumed and crested like a dandy,
Keen of vision, strong of muscle,

vShrcwd in mimicry and dodging.

Knowing every copse and thicket.

Warm in snow and cool in summer.
Is the blue jay still a villain?

Outlawed by all bird tribunals,

As a wretch disguised, he's branded.
Shunned by every feathered creature;

Yet he prospers, man admires him.

From Chocorua s Tenants

by FRANK BOLLES

'^-

KINGLET

The plaintive calls of bluebirds fill the air,

Wand'ring voices in the mom;
The ruby kinglet, flitting here and there.

Winds again his elfin horn.

From In October

by JOHN BURROUGHS
72
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bluebird

The world rolls round — mistrust it not,

Befalls again what once befell

;

All things return, both sphere and mote,

And I shall hear my bluebird's note,

And dream the dream of Auburn dell.

From May Day
by RALPH WALDO EMERSON

BARN SWALLOW
At play in April skies that spread

Their azure depths above my head
As onward to the woods I sped,

I heard the swallows twitter;

O skater in the fields of air

On steely wings that sweep and dare.

To gain these scenes thy only care.

Nor fear the winds are bitter.

From The Swallow
by JOHN BURROUGHS

WOOD PEWEE
Only a little forest brook
The farthest hem of silence shook:

When in the hollow shades I heard,

—

Was it a spirit, or a bird?

Or, strayed from Eden, desolate,

Some Peri calling to her mate,

Whom nevermore her mate would cheer?
" Pe-ri! pe-ri! peer!''

From The Pewee
by JOHN T. TROWBRIDGE

ORIOLE

How falls it, oriole, thou hast come to fly

In tropic splendor through our Northern sky?

At some glad moment was it nature's choice

To dower a scrap of sunset with a voice?

From To an Oriole

by EDGAR FAWCETT

HAWK
On outspread wings a hawk, far poised on high.

Quick swooping screams, and then is heard no more

:

The strident shrilling of a locust nigh

Breaks forth, and dies in silence as before.

From Summer Drought
by J. p. IRVINE
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CROW

Mv friend and neighbor through the year,

Self-appointed overseer

Of my crops of fruit and grain

Of my woods and furrowed plain,

Claim thy tithings right and left,

I shall never call it theft.

From The Crow
by JOHN BURROUGHS

flicker

Ah I golden shaft, 'twas he that laughed

And lifted up his bill;

Wick, wick; wick, wick; wake up, be quick;

The ant is on her hill.

From Arbutus Days
by JOHN BURROUGHS

MARYLAND YELLOWTHROAT

A liA-ing sunbeam, tipped with \\-ings;

A spark of light that shines and sings

Witchery — witchery — witchery.

From The Maryla^xd Yellowthroat

bv HENRY VAN DYKE
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POULTRY NOTES

The Editors

T would be an excellent arrangement if in every rural

district there were a well-developed poultry farm that

the teacher might find available for some school les-

l{,
sons and experiences. It would be all the more useful

fe, for educational work if turkeys, ducks, geese, and

Bji)^ guinea fowls were included among the domestic fowls,

ri^f^!,' for there is much intellectual and practical benefit

IPT"' /^l to be gained from studying the history, the modem

{j development, and the possibility of adding to the in-

come by using modem methods of raising poultry for

home use and for market. If there is no- such poultry

farm in the neighborhood, the teacher will doubtless

-^ be able to find some one who is a successful jjoultry

raiser, and may be able to secure his cooperation

in interesting the children in better and more

economical poultry raising.

All through the fall and winter days there will

be occasions for discussing poultry. Many teachers now have the

children bring a hen, chickens, or other kinds of poultr3% to school to be

studied there, and this adds interest. Young folk are specially interested

in this work about Thanksgiving time, and their efforts might be aroused

in making a survey of the poultr}^ in the community. The teacher could

direct the survey along the following lines

:

1. Who owns the largest flock of poultry in the district?

2. How many kinds of poultry are included in it? How many breeds

and varieties are represented? Why are these breeds and varieties se-

lected ?

3. How are the birds housed? How fed?

4. Make a list of all the breeds and varieties of poultry to be

found in the district, and leam the distinctive characters of each

(page 1144)-
,

5. How many farmers in the district raise poultry for market? How
are the products marketed ?

Perhaps it will be possible, in some communities, to raise a brood of

chickens at the school. This has already been done, and has afforded

some very interesting and profitable work for the boys and girls. Man\'

of the lessons in this leaflet could be taught in a concrete way that would

add value to the instruction.

Any rural teacher who contemplates having a brood of chickens at the

school next spring, will find the following plan suggestive:
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1. Read over carefully lesson vii on pag,e 1155 and discuss it with the

pupils.

2. Take a survey of the school premises, and decide which is the most
suitable place for keeping the hen. It should be quiet, dark, well-venti-

lated, and cool. A box placed in the woodshed might serve (illustration

on page 11 56). The preparations for raising the chickens might give

opportunity to have the woodshed thoroughly cleaned, which would be
a helpful exercise for the boys and girls.

3. About April i the nest can be prepared. Instructions for this will

be found on page 1 1 56.

A flock of poultry raised at the schooUwuse

4. Have the children watch the home flock for good, broody hens, and

discuss in school the relative merits of those available, covering such

points as breed, age, health, disposition, length of time that the hen has

been broody, and the lik§. The more familiar the children become with

available hens, the more observing they will be of poultry in future. If

the discussion is wisely guided, opinion will center on the best hen for

the purpose.

5. The next step will be to secure the eggs. Perhaps some successful

poultry man who has pure-bred stock, will contribute the eggs for this

school work. If the donor will come to the school with a basket of eggs,

and teach the children to select from it the most suitable eggs for a setting,

following the lesson on page 1154. ^t will add to the interest. In many
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communities teachers will be able to find young farmers who have had

instruction in poultry husbandry at an agricultural school or college, who
will be glad to make a contribution of information, eggs, or stock to the

school.

6. After the hen has been brought to school place her on the nest with

two or three eggs not taken from the setting. Care for her, and, in two

or three days, she will show whether she is going to sit; then the selected

eggs can be placed under her. Follow the directions given on page 1156

for the care of a sitting hen.

7. Instructions for placing the eggs under the hen, caring for the hen

during incubation, and the care of the hen and chickens at hatching

time, will be found on pages 11 55 and 11 56.

8. Directions for raising the chickens will be found on pages 11 59, 11 60,

and 1 162. The boys and girls should protect the chickens from their

many enemies: cats, rats, dogs, weasels, skunks, crows, hawks, and owls.

9. The teacher and children can work out a plan for the care of the flock

during the svunmer. The work should be in the hands of one person,

an older boy or girl. The flock may be kept at the schoolhouse, which

plan has been followed successfully, or it may be taken to the home of

the one who is to care for it, provided conditions are right to prevent

its mixing wdth other poultry.

10. The feed for the hen and chickens, both while school is in session

and during the sirmmer, should be provided for in one of two ways:

(i) The different feeds for the balanced ration should be contributed by

the pupils in sufficient quantities to meet the needs, or (2) there should

be a school fund to pay for the feed used. The fund may be raised in

any way that seems most desirable.

11. In the fall, selections should be made from the flock to exhibit

at local fairs, following the directions on page 11 69, and any premiums

should become the property of the school. After the fairs are over,

there should be two or three good lessons given on the entire flock of

poultry, in order to sum up the experience gained. For this purpose the

records that have been kept by the boys and girls should be used.

12. In disposing of the flock, a certain number of birds should first

be given to the boy or the girl who did the simimer work. A pen of four

pullets and one cockerel would be a just return for the effort, and would

make a good start toward a flock of pure-bred poultry. The remaining

pullets and cockerels, more or less in nimiber depending on the success

of the enterprise, may be sold to members of the school or to their parents,

or marketed; the money obtained for them should be placed in the school

fund. Unless there are exceptional facilities at the school, the flock

should not be kept over winter.
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PRACTICAL POULTRY LESSONS

I. TYPES OF FARM POULTRY

O. B. Kent

Nearly all breeds of poultry can be classified in three groups, depending

on their use. These groups are the meat breeds, the general-purpose

breeds, and the egg breeds.

The meat breeds are very large, are heavily and loosely feathered,

and have big frames. They lay a medium-sized dark brown egg, and

usually lay well in the winter, but do not have a very good reputation

as egg producers. They are rather slow and lazy, and, unless fed care-

fully, are likely to become overfat. They can stand cold very well.

The chicks of this group grow rather slowly but are very hardy. The

most common breeds are the brahmas, the cochins, and the langshans.

The general-purpose breeds were developed mainly in America by

combining, as far as possible, the good qualities of the meat breeds and

the egg breeds. As the name shows, they are intended for both eggs

and meat. This group is probably the most popular on the farms in

the United States. The general-purpose breeds are from medium to

large in size, and make fairly good meat birds. The birds are very active,

roaming freely about the fields, and picking up a great deal of their own

food. They are extremely hardy, and withstand very hot and very cold

weather. The hens make the best mothers, and will hatch and take

care of a good many chicks, which grow fairly rapidly and usually are

very strong. The hens are very good layers also, and their eggs are

medium in size, varying in color from a light to a dark brown. The

most popular breeds are the plymouth rocks, the wyandottes, and the

rhode island reds.

The egg breeds are those that have been bred almost entirely for eggs.

They are from small to medium in size, and their feathers lie nearly flat

on their bodies. They are active, nervous, and great fliers. Their

small size makes them undesirable as meat birds, but they have a good

reputation as egg producers, especially considering the amount of food

consumed. The eggs, from medium to large in size, are white and nearly

always hatch well; the chicks are quickly and easily raised. However,

because of their nervous temperament, the hens cannot be depended

on to hatch eggs or to care for chicks. The most common breeds are

the leghorns, the minorcas, and the anconas.

It must be remembered that frequently there is a greater difference

between the individuals of a breed than there is between the different

breeds. Some birds have wonderful records as egg layers, while other

hens of the same breed are very poor egg layers. Any of the breeds
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can be bred so that they will lay well if given good care. However,

more time and attention has been given to the egg laying qualities of

the egg breeds than to those of the other breeds.

II. THE COMMON BREEDS OF POULTRY

O. B. Kent

The following brief descriptions will help in the identification of the

more common breeds and varieties of poultry:

The brahmas are very large birds with fluffy feathers. They are erect

Brahma cock Brahma hen

in carriage and roundish in shape. The ear lobes are red; the shanks are

yellow and are covered with feathers on the outer sides. There are two

varieties: the light and the dark. Both have pea combs.

The cochins are large and very fluffy. They have so many fluffy

feathers that they appear much heavier than they really are. In shape

Cochin hen

they suggest a large ball. The ear lobes are red, and the yellow shanks

are almost covered with feathers. There are four varieties: the

buff, the partridge, the white, and the black. All have small single

combs.

The langshans are large and tall. The feathers, like those of the

brahmas, are rather fluffy, and there are a few feathers on the sides of

the shanks. The tail is almost as high as the top of the comb. The
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ear lobes are red, and the shanks are black in the black variety, and slaty

blue in the white variety. Both varieties have erect single combs.

Langshan cock Langshan hen

The Plymouth rocks are rather large birds with somewhat fluffy

feathers. In shape they are rectangular, though not so much so as

the rhode island reds. The ear lobes are red, and the yellow shanks are

free from feathers or down. The American Poultry Association recog-

Plymouth rock cock Plymouth rock hen

nizes the following varieties: barred, white, buff, silver penciled, par-

tridge, and Columbian. All varieties have medium-sized single combs.

The wyandottes are from medium to large in size with moderately fluffy

feathers. In shape they are ver}^ round, being known as the breed

Wyandotte cock Wyandotte hen

of curves. The ear lobes are red, and the shanks are yellow and free

from feathers. The following varieties are recognized by the American
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Poultry Association: silver, golden, white, buff, black, partridge, silver

penciled, and Columbian. All varieties have rose combs.

Rhode island red cock Rhode island red hen

The rhode island reds are fairly large in size with somewhat fluffy

feathers. In shape they are very rectangular, with long backs and long

bodies. They have red ear lobes, and the shanks, which are yellow or

reddish horn color, are free from feathers. The American Poultry Asso-

ciation recognizes both the single and the rose comb varieties.

Orpington cock Orpington hen

The Orpingtons are large birds with a great many fluffy feathers,

which make them appear larger than they really are. In shape

they are deep, blocky, and well-rounded. The ear lobes are red;

the shanks are white (except those of the black variety) and are

free from feathers. The American Poultry Association recognizes the

Leghorn cock

following varieties: buff, black, and white

Leghorn hen

All have single combs.

The leghorns are rather small birds with fairly close feathers. They
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better to have a pure breed of poultry than common stock. The}' should

remember, however, that not all pure-bred fowls are good fowls. Whether

pure-bred or mongrel stock is kept, it must be vigorous and healthy.

In ncarh- every flock of chickens or fowls there are good ones and poor

ones; in some flocks there are exceptionally good ones and exceptionally

poor ones. Very likely the good ones are profitable, and the poor ones

are kept at a loss. If money is to be made from fowls or chickens, only

good ones should be kept.

E\'ery chicken should be regarded as a living machine for making

food into meat or eggs. Unless the machine is a good one, satisfactory

results cannot be obtained from the food. ]\Iany flocks of chickens may
be divided into five classes: (i) chickens that are growing and not laying

(young pullets and cockerels); (2) those that arc laying and not growing

(mature hens); (3) those that are growing and laying (puUets)
; (4) those

that are neither gro\^ing nor laying

(old hens and roosters)
; (5) those

that are losing weight and not laying

(old or sick hens and roosters). All

five of these groups are eating

valuable food, and, if they are all

kept together, they will probably

eat more than they earn. If the last

two groups are disposed of, the

others may pay a good profit There

will be less work to do in caring

for those that remain, and they will have more room. Moreover, the

good chickens by themselves will look far more attractive, will grow

better, will lay better, and will be less likely to suffer from disease than

they would be if kept with the others.

There are several types of unprofitable chickens that should not be

kept

:

1. A chicken of any breed or age that shows signs of sickness or weak-

ness. All such should be removed at once and doctored, or killed and

burned. Prompt action may prevent further trouble. Delay is almost

certain, in the end, to have serious results on the rest of the flock.

2. Old hens that m.ay still be well and strong. Generally it does not

pay to keep hens after they are three or four years old unless they are

strong and especially valuable for breeding purposes. Fowls should

be marked so as to indicate their age.

3. Surplus cockerels. They are unprofitable boarders. It is a com-

mon mistake to keep too many males. This is frequently due to a natural

desire to avoid killing desirable breeders, and to a hope that if they are

Strong ^ , ,
Weak

c ockerels
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retained they may be sold alive for high prices. After they become
large enough for market, most cockerels do not make enough growth

to pay for the food that they eat. They also injure themselves or others

by fighting. The room that they occupy, the food that they eat, and the

labor that they require, might better be bestowed on early hatched pullets.

Immature cockerels should seldom be allowed to go into winter quarters.

They usually fail to grow well in cold weather, and occupy valuable space

that should be used by better stock. They are unable to compete with

larger individuals and generally remain undersized.

IV. WINTER QUARTERS FOR PULLETS

C. A. Rogers

As the fall advances the season's flock of pullets should be housed

in cozy, warm quarters where they can spend the winter in comfort.

This is a time when the chickens should be given careful attention, for

the cold nights and the occasional snow flurries soon put a stop to their

growth and development if they are exposed.

The pen.— Choose a comer of the bam or the shed that can be par-

titioned off into a pen of the desired size; or, better still, build a small

house for the pullets. If you have fifteen fowls, build the house eight

feet wide and ten feet long. If there are twenty-five fowls, make the

house twelve feet wide and ten feet long. Be sure to build it on a dry

place that is protected from the cold winds as much as possible. Have
the front face the south in

order to get all the warmth
of the sun's rays.

Fresh air and sitnligJit.—
Fresh air and sujilight are two

very important factors. Both

should be provided through

f_^i^_^jj,^^-j^^^_
*-

windows on the front (south)

v^KlM^MliBa i *^
'

^^^® °^ ^^^^ house. A small

window may be made near the

top, into which is fitted a cloth

curtain frame. During the

daytime in pleasant weather,

this curtain should be re-

moved, or, if the frame is

s\\amg on hinges, it should

be fastened out of the way,

thus letting in the sunshine and the fresh air. On cold stormy nights

the muslin curtain keeps the house warmer than it would be wnth an

A
Before putting the pullets into winter quarters, the

houses should be thoroughly cleaned and disin-

fected. Ne^v litter should be put in and all signs

of disease destroyed
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unprotected opening, and still allows abundant circulation of air. In

additicn to the cloth curtain there should be a glass window with eight-

by ten-inch panes. For the

best results this window

should be placed one and one-

half feet above the floor, and

should be high and narrow,

not short and broad.

Warmth.— Next in impor-

tance is the warmth of the

pen, on which depends largely

the coziness of the quarters.

One of the easiest ways of

insuring this is to line the

walls with paper and board

them up roughly. In addition 4 ^jj^.^^p ^,„j ^.^,^y satisfactory type of henhouse. It

to this, if the roof is high, is.neat and ivarm and gives opportunity for Jresh

, ., 1 1
•!• , air for the birds

build a loose ceilmg at a

height that allows plenty of headroom, and fill the space above with

straw.

Dryness.— The straw not only makes the pen warm, but also keeps it

dry. Dryness is equally as important as wannth. With the three walls

made tight with paper, the ceiling filled with straw, and a deep litter

of straw or hay chafT on the floor, the fowls will be more comfortable

and contented. Such conditions always increase the number of eggs

produced.

Roosts.— Make the inside arrangements neat and convenient. Small

poles or sticks of two-by-four inch lumber make the best perches. All

perches should be on the same level, because fowls seek to roost on the

highest if some are higher than others. The scrambling for the higher

places often results in injury to some fowls and always causes disturbance.

The best height for the perch is about two and one-half feet above the

floor.

Nests.— By natural instinct hens seek a secluded place in which to

lay eggs, and this should be provided. They will be likely to lay more

eggs when satisfied with their surroundings. An easy way to make
a good nest is to fasten a box on the side wall at about the same height

as the perches, leaving a small opening, through which the hen can enter

and from which the eggs can be gathered at the side of the box toward

the back wall. This nest is very inviting when kept clean and filled

with fresh straw or hay.

Freedom.— Fowls should be given their freedom in winter as well as
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in summer. This is particularly desirable when the house opens into

a dr>' barnyard in which the fowls can roam about and pick up bits of

food left by the other animals.

Cleanliness.— The pen ruiisi he kept clean. The health and comfort

of the fowls depend very largely on this. Do not wait until the litter

becomes wet and filthy, but change it as soon as it begins to pack. Pro-

vide a small box of screened coal ashes or road dust in which the hens

can dust, for this will help to keep the lice off their bodies. Whitewashing

the house will help to keep the lice in check; it also makes the pen lighter

and cheerier. If necessary, put kerosene on the perches and o\'er the

nesting boxes, and refill the nests with clean bedding.

By the method that has been outlined, the pullets can be made com-

fortable for the winter at a ver\^ small cost. The one thing before all

others that young poultry- raisers should remember is: Provide fowls

with wholesome surroundings and they will make it worth your while

to keep them.

v. FEEDING FOR WINTER EGGS

C. A. Rogers

Have you ever stopped to consider that fowls are fond of a variety

of food? This is especially so when the weather becomes cold, and they

are shut in their pens. Then they are away from the fields where in

summer they can nearly gain a living on bugs, scattered grain, seed,

and grass. It is true that they will live, even in the winter, on corn

and water given them at irregular intervals, but under such care they

cannot lay eggs. Notice how much better you feel after a meal of whole-

some, well-cooked food that you like. Fowls are just as partial, and

when well fed, show their appreciation by filling up the egg basket. There

is no one method of feeding that can be applied equalh' well under all

conditions. The method described in the following paragraphs, however,

may be followed to advantage under man}' conditions and ma}- also serv^e

to suggest ways of improving present practices.

Morning feeding.— In the moniing the fowls are hungry and ready

to work for their breakfast. It is well to let them keep as busy as possible,

for work keeps them warm, healthy, and contented. With this in mind,

scatter mixed grains in a deep, clean litter. Be rather sparing of the

feed in the morning, so that the fowls will not quickly oljtain their fill,

but will continue to work and hunt for the grain for the greater part

of the forenoon. This grain should be a mixture of all the kinds grown

on the farm. They may be mixed in the proportion of 2 pounds com,

2 pounds wheat, and i pound oats, to which may be added, if available,

I pound buckwheat and i pound barley. Fresh water should be given

to the fowls every morning in clean pails, which should be set up on boxes,
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where they cannot scratch the Utter into them. Fill the pails again

at noon if they are likely to become empty before night.

Noon feeding.— The midday meal is the best one for providing those

appetizing mixtures so greath' relished by the fowls and so success-

ful in helping to produce eggs. Take the scraps of meat, bread, vege-

tables, and oatmeal, from the table; mix them with com meal,

wheat bran, and wheat middlings. Moisten the mass with skimmed
milk until it is crumbly. When skimmed milk and table scraps are

not available, take a pailful of cut alfalfa or clover hay and pour boiling

water on it, allowing it to steam. Feed this while it is still warm.

A portion of this steamed alfalfa added to the noon mash gives it a pleasant,

appetizing odor. Salt may be added to the mash in about the same
proportion as is used in your own food. When it is not convenient to

make a moist mash, the same ground feeds may be given dry in a hopper,

which should be opened at noon and closed after the hens have gone

to roost at night. A good mixture for this purpose is: four parts com
meal, five parts wheat middlings, four parts wheat bran, three parts meat

scrap. The best results will be obtained if the hens eat about one-half

as much of the ground feed mixture as of the whole or cracked grain.

At noontime as much green feed — beets, cabbage, or lettuce —• as the

fow^s will clean up before night, should be given. At this time see that

the oyster-shell and grit hoppers are filled. When it is impossible

to follow the practice of feeding three times a day, the scraps and the

green feed should be given with the morning meal.

Night feeding.— Fowls go to roost very early, making it necessary

for them to eat before sundown. This requires feeding in the latter part

of the afternoon, while they can still see to find the grain in the litter.

When given the opportunity, a fowl will go to roost with its crop rounding

full of grain, which it gradually digests during the night. This process

of digestion warms the body and keeps it more comfortable. An empty
crop is a poor bedfellow for the fowl. The same grains may be fed at

night as in the morning, but in larger quantities, so that some will be

left over after the fowls' appetites have been entirely satisfied. The grain

that has been left well mixed with the litter at night, gives the birds

something to work for in the morning when they come off the roost.

Oyster shell, grit, and charcoal should be kept before the hens at all

times, so that they can help themselves whenever they choose. The
real secret of securing winter eggs is to give the hens a light, clean house,

well ventilated, but having no drafts, and to encourage them to eat

heartily of good, clean, wholesome food of as many kinds as can be

secured. Changes in the ration should be made somewhat gradually, but

best results will be obtained where the hens are given one or two differ-

ent kinds of food each day, or the same food prepared a little differently.

73
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VI. selecting and keeping eggs for hatching

James E. Rice

One of the easiest ways to increase the money-earning value of poultry

is to improve the quality of the eggs. The best customers usually are

willing to pay a higher price for eggs of superior quality. Frequently this

difference in price is as high as from five to ten cents a dozen. Each hen

in a good flock should lay on the average from ten to eleven dozen eggs

a year. If the eggs are of such quality that they will sell for even two cents

more a dozen than ordinary eggs, this would mean a net difference of

about twenty-five cents a hen in a year. This extra price is nearly all

clear profit, due to the uniformity in size, shape, and color of the eggs.

Croups of eggs showing the various sizes and shapes that are obtained from almost any
flock. All the eggs in the same row were laid by one hen. Note thai the eggs laid by

one hen have a characteristic shape. Only uniformly shaped eggs should be marked
as first-class

The kind of eggs that brings the highest price will depend somewhat

on the market. The poultry raiser should first find out what kind of

eggs will bring the highest price and pay the largest profit in his market

;

then produce that kind only.

There are several things that can be done that will help to improve the

selling quality of the eggs:

1. A pure breed of poultry that will lay eggs as nearly as possible the

right size, shape, and color to meet the requirements of the market, should

be kept. Such fowls cost little, if any, more to keep than fowls that

lay an inferior quality of eggs.

2. Only those eggs should be used for hatching that are of best market
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type as to size, color, and texture. Pure-bred fowls will be likely to lay

eggs similar to the eggs from which they were hatched. In other words,

the kind of eggs that are selected for hatching will determine the kind

of eggs that will be laid by the chickens that are hatched.

When eggs from the same variety of fowls are compared, the size of an

egg apparently determines to a considerable extent the size of the chicken

that will hatch from it. Therefore, in order to have chickens of good

size, good-sized eggs must be set. Hence, there are at least two good

reasons why all the eggs that are selected for hatching should be full

size, perfect in shape, and of the right color and texture.

Eggs for hatching should weigh at least two ounces and should not

exceed two and one-half ounces each. They should be perfect in shape

so that they will pack well in the shipping case, that is, so that they will

fill the compartments without danger of lireakage from top or side pressure.

They should be unifonn in color, that is, each egg should be of one color

and the right color over its entire surface, and all the eggs in the case

should be of the same color. The two colors that are most in demand
are pure white and pure brown. There are many degrees of white and

of brown in eggs, which will be seen only when the eggs are carefully

examined in a good light.

The texture of the eggshell should be smooth, hard, and free from

transparent spots when examined with a tester. Eggs having defective

shells are not so likely to hatch well or to produce strong chickens.

Eggs for hatching should be kept in a moist, cool place not over 50°

to 60° F. and for not more than a week or ten days if it can be avoided.

They should be turned every day or two, and should be kept covered so

as to prevent too rapid evaporation.

Selecting eggs for hatching is interesting and useful work for any boy

or girl. It will also prove to be profitable work.

vn. hatching eggs with a hen

Clara M. Nixon

Every one who has tried to set and care for a hen so that a good brood

of healthy chickens will hatch, knows that it is no slight task. Education

is needed for this as well as for other kinds of work.

The hen.— The hen should be all ready to receive the eggs when they

arrive. She should be of moderate size. If too heavy, she may break

the eggs; if too small, she can cover a few only. She should be quiet

and peaceable, a hen that may be handled without being frightened,

and one that is likely to stay on her nest in a l^usinesslike fashion.

Do not trust the hen with wiluable eggs until you are sure she intends

to sit. It will be better to give her two or three other eggs (china eggs
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Sitting hens should be separated from the rest of
the flock and placed in some quiet, cool retreat

will do) and let her sit on these for two or three days. She will probably

be more contented on the nest that she has chosen for herself, if it is

a suitable one.

In case you must change

the hen to another place, go

quietly after dark, lift her

gently, and put her on the

nest that has been prepared.

Gi\'e her two or three eggs,

one at a time, and let her place

them under her breast as best

pleases her. If she clucks

contentedly, and snuggles the

eggs cozily under her feathers,

she will usually sit on this nest. It is best, however, to put a crate or a

well-ventilated box over the nest. The top should be high enough not

to disturb her while sitting, but not high enough to allow her to stand

comfortably. If she sits quietly for two or three days, she will prob-

ably stay, and you may give her the setting of eggs. Keep the crate

over her for a few da}-s longer, allowing her to get off the nest every

day for exercise, food, and water, but have her go back in a reasonable

time.

The nest.— Have the nest comfortable, clean, and free from lice. It

should be large enough for the hen to change her position on the nest

and to turn her eggs, but not so large that the eggs will move out of the

warm hollow under her breast. First, place some earth in the bottom of

the box, then enough bright clean hay to make a good nest; the hen will

fix the curve of the nest to suit herself. She feels safer in a somewhat

dark, secluded place, and it is best to humor her.

Care of the hen.— The hen has undertaken a very confining task, which

will last three weeks. This is a long time. For twenty-one days and

nights she must stay in almost the same position. If }'ou do not think

this is tiresome, watch her when she first comes off the nest. She can

scarcely stand. The least that a person can do is to have things as well

prepared for her comfort as he can. Plenty of whole grain (com and wheat

are best), clean, fresh water, grit, and a dust bath should be placed where

she can reach them, and she should be allowed to exercise every day

if she wishes. Be sure to dust a Hi tie lice powder into her feathers occa-

sionally. This is a wise ]jrecaution, even if you do not find any lice. In

case she should break an egg, clean up the nest as well as yoti can, and

wash off the badly smeared eggs in lukewarm water. They will not be

likely to hatch if not cleaned.
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If the hen seems irritable when the eggs begin to hatch, the oldest

chickens may be taken from the nest as soon as they try to get from under

the hen, wrapped in a piece of flannel, and kept in a warm place until the

others are out. This will keep the hen more quiet, and she will not be

likely to kill the younger chickens in the nest or to leave the nest before

the remaining eggs are hatched. If the hen is quiet, it is best not to

disturb her while the eggs are hatching. The nesting box must be

deep enough to prevent the chickens from jumping out.

With careful attention to the instructions gi\^en, you should have good

success uith the eggs.

I

VIII. HATCHING EGGS WITH AN INCUBATOR

H. P. BUCHAN

The room.— If an incubator is used for hatching eggs, it is usually

best to follow, so far as possible, the instructions sent with it. Most

incubators will produce the best results if they are located in a room

where the temperature does not vary much, where the air can be kept

fresh by good ventilation and mdist by keeping the floor wet. A clean,

w^ell-ventilated cellar comes nearest to the kind of room desired.

Starting.— In order that the incubator shall work properly, it should

set level. Lay a carpenter's level across the top and put little wedges

under the legs until it is level each way. See that every part of the

incubator is in place. Warm the incubator with a rather low flame

until the thermometer shows a temperature of 103° F., then turn down

the thumbscrew until the little disk over the heater is raised about an

eighth of an inch above the opening. After the temperature has remained

103° for several hours, the eggs may be put in. It is usually better to

put the eggs in the incubator in the morning so that the temperature

can be watched closely while the eggs are being warmed to the proper

temperature. The germ within the egg is very delicate during the first

five or six days, and, if the temperature goes above 103°, it is very likely

to be injured and is sometimes killed.

The lamp.— The lamp should be filled and the wick trimmed every

morning. Be very careful about trimming the wick. It is better to

brush off the charred part than to cut the wick. Have a piece of cheese-

cloth handy for wiping the lamp and the burner clean every time the

lamp is filled.

Turning the eggs.— Beginning with the morning of the third day, turn

the eggs each morning and each night. In order to do this, remove the

tray from the incubator, place it on top of the incubator or on a table,

and roll the eggs on the tray with the palms of the hands. They should

be rolled in such a way that the eggs in the center will be moved toward
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the outer edges of the tray, and those at the outer edges toward the

center. It is not necessary that each egg be turned exactly halfway

over. When handling the eggs, care should be taken that no kerosene

touches them, for it will injure the growing germs within the eggs.

Cooling the eggs.— While the eggs are being incubated, and the chickens

are developing within the shells, they need a large amount of fresh air.

One of the ways of providing this is to leave the tray containing the eggs

outside of the incubator for a short time after the eggs have been turned.

This is called cooling the eggs. During the second week the eggs may be

cooled for a short time each day after they have been turned in the morn-

ing and while the lamp is being cared for. During the third week the

eggs may be cooled both morning and night. The length of time that the

eggs may be cooled, depends a great deal on the temperature of the room.

They should not be cooled until they feel cold to the hands, but they

should be slightly warm when returned to the incubator.

Care of the incubator after the eighteenth day.— The eggs should be turned

and cooled for the last time at the end of the eighteenth day. The incu-

bator should not be opened again from this time until the hatch is com-

pleted. The lamp should be cared for as usual, and the temperature

should be watched carefully. The eggs are giving off a considerable

amount of heat at this time, and the temperature is inclined to rise very

high, but it should be kept down to 104° F. b}- lowering the lamp flame.

If the temperature nms up to 105° F. for a short time, no harm will be

done. Very often when the hatch is nearly over, the temperatt:re will

go down very rapidly. Care must be taken that this does not happen

because a low temperature at this time will injure the wet chicks.

Cleaning the incubator.— As soon as the chicks are through hatching,

the incubator should be opened and the egg tray and all eggshells removed.

If there are any ventilators, they should be opened at this time. In the

absence of sufficient ventilation the door may l3e opened slightly to pre-

vent the chicks from panting. The chicks should be left in the incubator

about twenty-four hours and then removed to the brooder.

The incubator is always more or less soiled after a hatch is completed

and should be thoroughly cleaned by washing with warm soapy water.

It is also well to disinfect the incubator after every hatch, for this will

help to prevent disease among the little chicks. The incubator may be

disinfected by spraying the inside with a pint of warm water containing

a tablespoonful of zenoleum, creolin, or any other good disinfectant,

which can be purchased at a drug store.

Editors' note.— Many older boys and girls operate incul^ators in the

spring. It is worth while to know how chickens may be hatched artificially

with an incubator, as well as naturally with a hen.
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ix. brooding and care of chickens with a hen

Clara M. Nixon

When the eggs are hatched, as they should be by the end of the twenty-

first day, take the hen and chickens from the nest and put them in the

coop that you have prepared for them.

The coop.— The coop should be large enough to permit the hen to move
about, and high enough for her to stand comfortably in it. If it has no

floor, set the coop on a platform of boards. This will help to keep out

rats and weasels, as well as to keep the coop dry. The separate floor

The first meal. After chicks have been hatched for from 24 to j6 hours they will begin to

hunt for food. Feed little and often. Provide fine grit and pure ivater at all times and
a cleati grass sod for pasturage

is more easily cleaned and dried. The coop should be slatted in front,

but closed on the other sides; it should have a roof that will keep out thG

rain. It should face the south and be placed on clean ground on which no

chickens have recently been reared. This is a precaution against disease.

Everything should be clean, thoroughly disinfected with a coat of white-

wash, and kept dry. Dampness is fatal to young chickens.

During hot weather a shelter against the heat should be arranged on

the south side, unless the coop is located in the shade. The coop should

be turned over often and the floor set up on edge, so that the sunshine

may dry and cleanse every part.
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Care of hen and chicks.— It is usually best to keep the hen and chickens

confined to the coop for the first day or two. After this the chickens

may be allowed to run in a small covered yard attached to the coop.

This may be made by using three wide boards for the sides with some

poultry wire stapled on the top. After a few days, if the weather is

good, this yard may be removed and the chickens allowed to run. They
will not go far from the hen. As soon as the chickens can run well, the

hen may be allowed her freedom, but she should be fed near the coop and

shut in it every night. In the early morning when heaw dew is on the

grass, it is best to keep the hen in until the grass is nearly dry. In rainy

weather the hen and chickens should be kept out of the wet.

Enemies and disease.— Be sure that the hen and chickens are free from

lice. A wise precaution against these pests is to apply a little fresh lard

to the hen's body under the wings. An equal quantity of scotch snuff

mixed with the lard makes it more effective. A liberal application of

two parts kerosene and one part crude carbolic acid to the inside of the

coop several days before the hen and chickens are placed in it, will be

a wise precaution against red mites. In case of the mysterious disap-

pearance of the chickens, look for cats, rats, crows, hawks, weasels, and

other thieves. Crows and hawks catch the chickens in the daytime,

when they are roaming about. Rats and weasels often get into the coop

at night, and may destroy an entire brood in one visit. Cats are often

enemies. Your pet cat may be the one to eat your chickens. Watch
her until you know she is to be trusted.

The loss from disease will be greatly decreased if the chickens are always

well cared for and well fed and if their coops are kept clean and dr}'.

X. CARE OF BROODER AND CHICKENS

H. P. BUCHAN

Location.— In locating the brooder select a spot that is dry and pro-

tected as much as possible from the cold winds. During warm weather

the brooder should be shaded from the hot sun in the middle of the day.

It should be set as nearly level as possible; the floor should be covered

about one inch deep with dry chaff or cut straw to help keep the chicks

warm.

Temperature.— About the time the chicks begin to hatch in the incu-

bator, the lamp or the heater in the brooder may be lighted, and the tem-

perature under the hover allowed to rise to ioo° F. A higher temperature

is likely to be harmful unless the weather is very cold. Keep the tem-

perature as near ioo° F. as possible during the first two weeks. After

this it may be lowered about 5° each week, until the chickens no longer

require heat, which will be when they are from six to eight weeks old.
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Removal of chickens to brooder.— When the temperature in tlic brooder

has been nmninj,^ steadily at ioo° F. for a few hours, and the hatch is

completed, the chickens may be moved to the brooder. Care should be

taken that they are not chilled at this time. A basket or a box lined

with flannel is good for this work. The chickens should be removed to

the brooder about an hour before dark in order that they may spend the

first few hours quicth- under the hover. They should be placed under

the hover when they are brought from the incubator. This teaches

them quickly where to find the heat.

Management.— If the brooder is large, the chickens should be kept

from wandering away from the heat by means of some boards set up around

the hover. These boards ma}^ be moved out a little each day until they

can be removed permanently. After the chickens have been moved to

the brooder, they should be watched until they are settled for the night.

It would also be well to look at them again two or three hours later in

order to be sure that everything is all right. If the temperature under

the hover is right at this time, some of the chickens will be peeping out

from under the felt around the sides of the hover. If none of the chickens

can be seen, and if they are all back under the hover, there is danger

that the temperature may drop too low before morning.

Outdoor run.— During the first two or three days the chickens may be

confined to the brooder, but as soon as the}^ have the run of the whole

brooder floor and have learned where to find the heat when they need it,

they may be allowed to run out on the ground if the weather is favorable.

Some sods may be piled by the exit door so that it will be easy for the

chickens to run out and in. In order to prevent the chickens from wander-

ing too far from the brooder, a small yard may be made by setting up

some wide boards. This enclosure should be very small at first and may
be enlarged a little each day. When the chickens are let out on the

ground, they should be watched carefully the first day to be siire that

none of them remain out long enough to become chilled.

Cleaning the brooder.— If the young chickens are to live and grow

satisfactorily, ever^^thing around them must be clean and sanitary. The

brooder should be cleaned often, and new chaflf should be put on the

floor. Never let the floor become bare, for a bare floor is cold, easily

soiled, and therefore very injurious to young chickens.

Disinfecting.— In order to avoid disease it is a good plan to spray

the inside of the brooder occasionally with disinfectant. One of the

small hand sprayers of the plunger type is satisfactory for this work.

A good disinfectant can be made of one quart of wann water and two

tablespoonfuls of zenoleum, creolin, or any good stock-dip, which can

be purchased at a drug store.
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Preventing parasites.— The chickens shuiild be examined occasionally

to see whether there are any lice on them. If lice arc found, a little

fresh lard should be rubbed under the chickens' wings and on their heads.

Sometimes young chickens are attacked by head lice, which so weaken

them that they soon die.

Another parasite, which sometimes causes a great deal of trouble, is

the poultry mite. This mite does not like sunlight so it lives in the cracks

and the dark corners of the brooder, and at night comes out of its hiding

place to feed on the blood of the chickens. When the mites are present

in large numbers, the chickens soon show the effects by losing their ap-

petites, becoming weak, and huddling under the hover as if they were

cold. Mites should never be allowed to become established. This can

be prevented by painting the inside of the brooder with a good lice paint

at the time the brooder is set up and once every month while it is being

used. Care should be taken to get the lice paint into all the cracks be-

cause there the mites are most likely to be found. Nearly every drug

store has lice paint for sale, but a good one can be made by mixing one

quart of kerosene with one pint of crude carbolic acid.

xi. feeding young chickens

Clara M. Nixon

The feed.— The egg yolk is enclosed within the body of the chicken

just before hatching, and supplies nourishment to the chicken after it

leaves the shell. For this reason chickens should not be fed until they

arc thirty-six hours old. The
first meal may consist of rolled

oats, bread crmnbs, sifted beef

scrap, and bone meal mixed in

the following proportions: 8

pounds rolled oats, 8 pounds

bread crumbs, 2 pounds sifted

beef scrap (best grade), and

I pound bone meal. Take as

much of this mixture as is

needed for the first meal and

moisten it with a little butter-

milk or sour skimmed milk.

Use just enough milk to make
the mixture crumbly, not

sloppy. Sprinkle over this feed

a very little fine grit, such as is sold for pigeons, and some finely shred-

ded clover, lettuce, or chickweed.

Chick feed-trays of different sizes
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In addition to the moist feed, grain should be given. A good mixture

is 3 pounds cracked wheat, 2 pounds finely cracked com, and i pound

pinhead oatmeal, rolled oats, or hulled oats. A dry mash may be left

before the chickens at all times, but only as much should be given at

one time as will be eaten in a day. If any of the mash becomes dirty,

it should be removed. The mash may consist of 4 pounds wheat bran,

3 pounds wheat middlings, 3 pounds corn meal, 3 pounds sifted beef

scrap, and | pound bone meal, well mixed together. Beef scrap that is

not perfectly fresh should never be used. For chickens four weeks old

or over, the portion of bran may be reduced to three pounds.

Cottage cheese may be given in addition to the other feeds, but not

in large quantities. It may cause bowel trouble if the chickens eat too

much at first. Sour milk is a very valuable food for young chickens

and should always be used when it can be obtained. It seems better to

moisten the mash with it rather than to feed it separately when the chickens

are very young. All foods should be sweet and clean, never moldy nor

sour. All changes in the ration should be made gradually.

Method of feeding.— Care should be taken to have the hen well supplied

with whole grain and large grit. The chickens should be fed often at

first, usually live times a day. The moist feed may be given in a shallow

dish or on a piece of clean

board, and should be taken

away as soon as all the

chickens have had enough.

During the first few days

they will probably eat but

a small amount of grain ; it

may be scattered in a .shal-

low dish containing a little

dry mash made according

to the formula given. After

two or three days, the dry

mash alone may be fed in

the dish, and the grain

scattered on the ground or

the floor. Two meals of

the moist feed may then

be given, the other feed-

ings being of grain. The

dry mash may be left where

the chickens can get it at any time. After the first week the bread and

the rolled oats need not be given, but a little of the dry mash may be

moistened and given instead.

The interior of the outdoor feed hopper, showing com-
partments that may be used for grain, dry mash,
grit, and beef scrap
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As the chickens j^ow older, the number of meals may be decreased,

and larger grain may be fed. At four or five weeks of age chickens will

be able to eat whole wheat, hulled oats, and medium cracked com. Then,

if they have a large range and the weather is favora.ble so that they may
run about, the}^ need only two meals of grain and one of moist mash a

day. They can always come back to the dry mash if they become hungry.

Beginning with the first meal, green feed should be supplied, but the hen

will soon teach the chickens to peck at tender pieces of clover and the

like, if she is allowed to range with the brood. If a brooder is used, the

chickens may be permitted to run out on clover sod at the end of the

first week if the weather is favorable.

When the chickens are about eight weeks old, the grain and the ground

feed may be given from a large feed hopper, from which the chickens

may help themselves at any time. The grain mixture may consist of

equal parts of wheat and cracked com. The chickens should also have

free access to cracked bone, fine grit, screened 03'ster shell, and charcoal.

Chickens should have plenty of fresh, clean water in a vessel into which

they cannot jtmip. Ordinarily a water fountain is used for this purpose,

and a serviceable one can be made from a pint basin and a tomato can.

Cut half-inch notches in the can on opposite sides, fill it with water,

cover it with the inverted basin, and turn the whole over, holding basin

and can tightly together. The water will run into the basin but will not

overflow. If the basin does not become full enough, cut the notches

higher.

XII. FATTENING POL'LTRY

W. G. Krum

Fattening poultry means feeding it in such a way as to prodvice large,

soft muscles with sufficient fat so that when cooked they are tender,

juicy, and of fine flavor, rather than filling a fowl's body with a large

deposit of oily fat, such as is often found in old hens. Not only does

proper fattening improve the quality of poultr}^ for home use, but it

also increases the market value.

The best method of fattening poultry is to restrict exercise by placing

the birds in slatted coops about two feet square, with the bottom slatted

or covered with wire cloth of one-half-inch mesh. This will hold from

four to six fowls or from eight to ten young birds. The coop should be

located in a cool, shady place in hot weather and in a comfortable place

in cold weather.

Fairly good results can be obtained by confining the birds in small

yards in connection with the poultry house and by feeding them as though

they were in coops. This method of fattening poultry usually requires

a longer time than the coop method.
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The fowls should bo thoroughly dusted with lice powder, because fowls

infested with lice d<> not. fatten well. They sliould not l)e powdered

during the last five (la>s of fattening, for some powders taint the flesh.

Only health}', vigorous fowls should be selected, for it is almost impossible

to fatten fowls or chickens of low vitality.

Poultry should not be fed for from twenty-four to thirty-six hours before

feeding the fattening ration, which should be fed sparingly at first. After-

wards the fowls should be fed only as much as they will clean up in from

ten to twenty minutes. If they have more than they can digest for a meal

or two, they lose their appetites, fail to grow well, and may lose weight.

Fowls or mature young stock should be fed three times daily for about two

weeks, which is as long as they will do well under such heavy feeding.

A good fattening ration consists of 3 pounds corn meal, 3 pounds buck-

wheat middlings or ground

with hullsbuckwheat witn nuiis re

moved, 3 pounds red-dog

flour or white wheat mid-

dlings, I pound beef scrap,

and a little charcoal. This

mixture should be moistened

with sour skimmed milk or

buttermilk (the latter pre-

ferred) to the consistency of

batter, which is then allowed

to stand and sour twelve

hours before feeding. Ten
pounds of the dry mixture

usually require from seven to

Poultry may he fattened in coops or small pens
arranged in the shade. Wet inash may be fed

three times a day in. troughs

nine quarts of milk.

It is usually best in fattening broilers to give this ration at morning

and night only, and to give at noon a light meal of cracked com and wheat.

While the fowls will not use very much grit or water, yet it is best to

keep them where they can help themselves at any time.

When poultry fattened in this way is shipped to market, the packages

should always be marked " milk-fed," for this brand of poultry brings an

extra price.

Ordinarily in selling poultry from the farm it is marketed direct from

the range without fattening, and, because the birds are not in good con-

dition, they do not bring a high price. Two weeks of fattening should

increase not only the number of pounds, but the quality of the flesh as

well. A bird with firm, heavy drumsticks, a plump full breast, and a

well-fleshed keel will always bring a higher price and more than repay

the extra expense and labor of fattening.
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xin. candling market eggs on the farm

Earl W. Benjamin

Few persons realize the delicate structure of an egg. If it is kept at a

temperature of 65° F. or more, it will

become heated; if it is allowed to be

cooled to 28° F. or lower, it will

become chilled or frozen ; if it is kept

where the air is dry, it will become

evaporated ; if it is kept where the air

is moist, it will become molded or

nuisty; if it is handled roughly, the

air cell will be broken; if the shell is

cracked, bacteria may enter and cause

decomposition.

Market eggs should be sold fre-

quently, for eggs will spoil in a short

time if they are kept under wrong

conditions. Candle the market eggs

just before they are sold, and see how
they look. An efficient candling de-

vice may be arranged as shown in the

illustration. It is constructed b}'

wrai3]3ing a piece of cardboard around

an ordinary lamp. Cut one hole in the

cardboard for turning the wick and another about i j inches in diameter

for candling the eggs. Have the room

darkened, hold the egg against the

opening in front of the light, and give

the egg a quick twist which will start the

contents of the egg in motion so that

their condition may be determined.

Arrange the apparatus so that you can A good test for stale eggs can be made by

look down on the egg while candling

it; you can observe the size of the air

cell better.

A fresh egg will look clear with the

exception of an indistinct shadow made
by the yolk. The air cell will be about

the size of a dime. The yolk of a

heated egg will look darker than that of

a fresh one. Experience teaches a person to recognize a heated egg

quickly. An egg that is evaporated will have a larger air cell than

Homemade candling device

^>.

putting them into a dish of ptire water.

a, A very fresh egg. This lies fiat on

the bottom of the dish, b, A slightly

stale egg. This tips up slightly and
is 7iot of first-class quality, c, A stale

egg. Eggs that stand on end should

not be sold; they may be used at home if

they appear good when opened, d, A
very stale egg. This is probably unfit

for food use. e, A dried egg. Such
eggs are of no value for food
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a fresh one. Compare the appearance of the eggs examined with that

of eggs in the different stages of evaporation shown in the figure on the

opposite page. Fresh eggs often contain clots of blood or other sub-

stances, which appear as dark spots floating in the egg. Such eggs may

Rate of evaporation of hens' eggs, hetd at ordinary room temperature. The rate of evapora-
tion could be greatly lessened by keeping the egf^s cooler a nd by having more moisture in the air

1, A newly laid egg. When an egg is just laid and not yet cooled, it has no air cell at all.

While it is cooling, however, the contents contract, and an air cell of the size shown here

is formed. The air cell is usually at the large end of the egg

2, An egg one week old. The size of the air cell continually increases, due to evaporation

of the moisture

J, An egg ttvo iveeks old.

4, An egg three weeks old.

5, An egg four weeks old.

6, An egg five weeks old.

7, An egg six weeks old

S, An egg seven weeks old

Such eggs are not of first quality

By this time the ivhite of the egg begins to iveaken

The yolk appears as a darker shadow than before

Eggs evaporated as badly as this should not be sold

often be used at home, but should not be sold with the regular market

eggs. The best success will be obtained by selling only eggs that are

strictly fresh as determined by candling.

Editors' note. — No part of the poultry business is more important than

the marketing 01 the product. In order to be most successful and to sell

at the best price, one must establish a reputation for quality and never

depart from it. The article on "Candling Market Eggs " and the one on

"Grading and Packing Eggs" emphasize this thought. The candling

device makes it inexcusable for a poultry raiser to sell a poor egg along

with good ones, and he should always sell a product that is guaranteed to

be what it is marked to be.
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XIV. GRADING AND PACKING EGGS FOR MARKET

E. W. Benjamin

In order to sell eggs most profitably, the poultry raiser should know
how to grade and pack them for market.

As soon as the eggs are gathered, sort out all the soiled ones and clean

them. If they are only slightly stained, use a cloth moistened in water;

if they are badly soiled, use scouring soap or a like substance. Do not

soak eggs in water, for they will absorb undesirable flavors. Washed
eggs will not keep so well as clean, unwashed ones; therefore it is better

to keep the washed ones for home consimiption and use them while they

are fresh.

Market eggs should be carefully sorted and packed. In order to grade

eggs for private trade, make two groups according to size. The first

group shoidd contain eggs each weighing two ounces or more, that is,

one and one-half pound or more a dozen. The second group should

contain eggs weighing less than two ounces each. The grading will be

easier if a few eggs of two ounces each are weighed and used as samples.

Practice will enable one to grade eggs without weighing them. From each

group of eggs take out all except those having approximately the same

color, either uniform white or uniform bro^vn, and the same shape. After

all the eggs of small size, poor color, and abnormal shape have been taken

out, there will be two grades of first-class market eggs for which you

should be able to obtain higher prices than the ordinary market will pay.

Egg dealers in New York City have been known to pay ten cents more a

dozen for the large eggs than for the medium-sized eggs of the same color.

They have also paid from five to eighteen cents more a dozen for the

uniformly white eggs than for those of mixed color of the same size. The
eggs that go into the cull grade may often be sold for nearly market

price.

The best grade of eggs produced for the wholesale trade should be

packed in an ordinary case containing thirty dozen if express shipments

are to be made. A producer may be able to supply some private cus-

tomers in the city. This class of trade is not difficult to obtain if the

eggs are of superior quality. Establish a standard for each grade of eggs

sold and see that the eggs always conform to this standard, so that cus-

tomers will learn to expect and appreciate thoroughly high-grade products.

Consumers are usually glad to pay a premiiun for eggs of reliable quality.

With a little care and interest on the producer's part he can establish a

business that will afford some of the best profits and pleasures of farm

Hfe.

Remember the following suggestions: (i) breed and select your fowls

so that they will lay eggs that are uniform in size, shape, and color, and
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of the quality that will best suit your customer; (2) do not allow male
birds with the lajang hens during warm weather; (3) gather the eggs

daily; (4) keep the eggs clean; (5) carefully clean all soiled eggs; (6) sort

the eggs into at least two grades; (7) neatly pack the first-grade eggs in

cartons or other attractive packages, and they will command a considerable

increase in price; for local customers, grape baskets, four-quart peach

baskets, and the like, can be used to advantage; (8) furnish your customer

each time with a uniform grade of eggs; (9) up-to-date knowledge com-
bined with attention to details, absolute honesty, and good business

methods will bring success.

XV. EXHIBITING POULTRY

W. G. Krum

Boys and girls who own good poultry should take great pride in ex-

A rural school poultry show

hibiting it at fairs, especially such as are being held in many rural schools

each fall.

Birds at regular fairs and poultry shows are exhibited in singles or in

pens. A pen consists of four females and one male. Poultry exhibited

at school fairs is usually shown in pairs, one male and one female.

When birds are exhibited, they are on dress parade, and they should

present as fine an appearance as possible. Fanciers prepare birds for

74
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poultry shows by washing them in warm w^ater, using plenty of ivory

soap. Take the feet in one hand, and gently hold the body under the

water. Be careful not to get water or soap in the bird's eyes. Squeeze

or sponge the dirt from the feathers, but do not rub them. When the

dirt is off, rinse the bird in lukewarm water until all the soap is out of the

feathers. Scrub the feet clean. Dry the birds in a hot room or in a clean

coop before a hot fire. If it is impossible to wash them in this way, it would

be a good plan to sponge off some of the dirt from the surface of the

feathers, using a small amount of gasolene in the sponge. Do not handle

gasolene near a fire. The comb, wattles, beak, and feet should be washed

with soap and warm water.

A good exhibition coop for a pair of fowls may be made at home, and

should be about two feet square and two feet high, having a slatted front

with two of the slats removable so that the judge can take the birds out

if necessary. Grain and plenty of water should be provided during the

exhibition. Tin cups may be used, and they should be fastened on the

outside of the coop within reach of the birds. Plenty of clean shavings

or fine straw should be sprinkled on the floor of the coop.

The principal things to consider in selecting birds for exhibition are

size, shape, condition, and color. The parts to consider separately under

shape and color are comb, head, beak, eye, ear lobes, neck, wings, back,

breast, tail, body and fluff, legs, and toes. Under condition, the points

to consider are cleanliness and health. The birds may be judged by the

American Standard of Perfection. This type of judging will help the boys

and girls to know good poultry at sight. (See editors' note.)

Editors' note.— The article on exhibiting poultr\' is published because

many schools are holding poultr}^ shows, and, at almost all school fairs,

there is poultry exhibited by boys and girls. Ver\^ often the birds are

not properly selected nor well cared for, and the suggestions made by

Mr. Krum as to the number of birds to exhibit, the size and the arrange-

ment of the coop, and the care of the birds while confined, should be

helpful.

Poultry judging involves a wide knowledge because each of the varieties

has individual points. The best way to help the boys and girls to the

knowledge of how to select their birds for exhibition is to have some poultry

man give them lessons illustrating the points of some particular variety.

A number of such lessons covering the chief types and breeds would be

valuable and would give the children ability to determine between good

and poor birds. The American Standard of Perfection is a book issued

by the American Poultry Association, and is the basis for all jtidging at

poultry shows.
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ANIMAL STUDY

NOTES ON THE HORSE

The Editors

An Arabian horse

The horse is given for special study this year, and the work will present

difficulty to a large number of rural teachers. Many have frankly stated

that they cannot conduct a lesson with a horse because they have not

had enough experience to make them at ease with horses. Other teachers,

however, have given some very excellent lessons following the subject

matter given in previous leaflets, and have begun the work by having

a horse on the school grounds. In some cases a farmer has brought a

horse to the school; in other instances a boy has brought a horse from

his home for the lessons; and some teachers have gone to a farm where

there were good horses, and have secured the cooperation of the owner

in giving instruction.

Although a teacher may feel that she cannot have a horse brought

to the school for a lesson, she will be able to direct a good deal of valuable

study that can be done at home. Observation and reasoning can be

developed from an intelligent study of animal life on the farm, and when
such study becomes a part of the school work, the efforts of the children

are at once dignified, and the interest is much more manifest. Each
teacher will have a different method of working out the lessons for the year.

However, a few suggestions are given here that may be helpful to young

teachers, and that may add live interest to the topics.
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As a part of his education a child ought to consider the contribution that

horses make to human Hves. The class should consider the diflerent

uses made of horses at the present time. This will awaken a good deal

of thought. The next consideration should be the attitude of mankind

to this contribution— what is done for horses in return for their help-

fulness. The children might write an autobiography of one of the horses

at their homes; nearly all school children have read Black Beauty, and

it will interest them to do this. They can learn from their fathers some

of the facts relating to the lives of their horses— facts that they have

never known although the horses may have been on the farm for some

years. In the autobiographies they might have the horses tell where

they were bom, how many masters they have had, what work has been

given them to do, what kind of care, housing, and food have been pro-

vided for them, about illnesses they have had, how these illnesses were

treated, what they expect in looking forward to old age, what special

kindnesses have been received, and the like. Work of this kind will lead

to more interest in the horse than, perhaps, any class exercise.

No lesson in the following pages will lead the children to keener obser-

vation of horses than that on the proportions of the horse. Some teachers

have had the measuring instrument for this lesson made at school, and

this is valuable handwork. After the children have learned to use this

instrument, they might enjoy taking turns in using it to measure the

horses at their homes or at some other farm in the neighborhood where

they are acquainted. Careful records should be kept of the proportions

of the different horses measured. In this way it will be possible to

determine fairly closely the best-proportioned horse in the neighborhood,

and the horses that most nearly approach this one. It would also be

valuable, once this information is obtained, to know more about the

horses that are most nearly perfect in form, that is, to find out some-

thing of their past history, their value, whether they are in good con-

dition, something about the care that is taken of them, and like matters

of interest. It will usually be found that good proportion is directly

connected with good breeding

.

In connection with the lesson on feeding the horse, the children should

bring to school samples of some of the different kinds of feed given to

horses on their farms. These samples can be neatly arranged so that

all the children can see them, and a discussion of feeds will then have

a greater interest.

Last year the editors of this leaflet offered to send a book about horses

as a reward to the school that would prepare the best notebook on the

horse and send it to the College by May i . They were exceedingly pleased

with the work that w?.s received. Many schools collected material
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that was not sent because not sufficiently complete; therefore, the oppor-

tunity will be given again this year to schools to prepare notebooks, and

a first, a second, and a third prize mil be awarded for them. The note-

books will be judged on the value of the information contained in them,

with particular emphasis on first-hand knowledge that the boys and

girls show of horses in the neighborhood, which has been obtained by

observation, study, and discussion. The attractiveness of the work and

the character of the illustrations will also be considered. The note-

books should be sent to the Editors Cornell Rural School Leaflet, College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York, on or before May 1,1916. A suggestive

list of topics that would help the children in the preparation of the note-

books follows:

1. An account of the origin and the development of the horse. How
did the earliest horses differ from those of the present time?

2

.

Information as to what constitutes a well-proportioned horse. Every

boy and girl should make a drawing of a horse that is well proportioned.

3. Types of horses. How many types are there in the neighborhood?

Report of a surv^ey made to learn the niunber and the value of each type.

This will be a good experience for the older boys and girls.

4. The habits of the horse as determined by observation. This in-

cludes such things as how it lies down and gets up, how it sleeps, how
it walks, trots, or paces, and the like.

5. The care and the management of horses.

6. The harnessing of horses. Perhaps a lesson that has been worked

out on the parts of a harness, can be described.

7. Probably some of the boys have had experience in training horses.

There shoiild be at least one chapter in the book devoted to this

topic.

8. Who has the finest horses in the neighborhood? It would be a good

thing to ask the owner to visit the school and to tell something about

the history of his horses, the care they need, and other matters of interest.

An account of such an experience would make a valuable addition to the

book.

9. Has any boy or girl in the neighborhood a pet horse? Could it be

brought to the school yard to be studied there? If so, have this experience

described, and, if possible, illustrated with a photograph of the

horse.

10. A story of some famous horse of which one of the pupils has heard

or read.

In most cases the notebooks submitted in last year's competition showed

great care and originality in preparation. A niunber of them had very

attractive covers, and were well illustrated. Many valuable extracts
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regarding horses had been cut from newspapers and magazines and neatly

pasted in them. The following is a list of topics taken from the note-

books. It will be suggestive to schools that undertake a notebook this

year.

Origin and development of the horse

Early history of the horse

Countries from which the first horses came

Horses in history

The Arabs and their horses

Types of horses

Breeds of horses : their place of development and a description of each

Parts of a horse

Measuring a horse

A well-proportioned horse

Description of a United States cavalry horse

Ponies

How to buy a horse

How to tell the age of horses

Care of horses: kindness; feeding; bedding; shoeing; care of the feet;

fitting a new collar; clipping; driving; backing; docked tails; over-

drawn checkrein; dusty hay; a heavy load; how long a horse

should work; some stable rules

Parts of the harness

Care and purpose of the harness

How to harness a horse

Description of the horseshoe

Diseases of horses

Common defects in horses

Cause of shying and how to stop it

How to cure pawing

Horse training

Breaking horses

Horses for profit

A survey of horses

Horses in New York

Horses in the local district

Talk on horses by a horseman in the district

A history of the finest horses in the district

My mule colt

Pet horse in the neighborhood

Stories about horses

Poems about horses
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LESSONS ON HORSES

M. W. Harper

I. THE PROPORTIONS OF A HORSE

Every farm boy and every girl too, for that matter, should know what

characters constitute a good horse — what makes a horse wanting in form,

The parts of a horse: i, month; 2, nostrils; 3, chin; 4, nose; 5, face; 6, forehead; 7, eye;

8, ear; p, lower jaw; 10, throatlatch; 11, windpipe; 12, crest; ij, zvilhers; 14, shoulder;

IS, breast; 16, arm; ly, elboiu; 18, forearm; ig, knee; 20, cannon; 21, fetlock; 22, pastern;

2j, foot; 24, fore flaytk; 25, heart girth; 26, coupling; 2/, back; 28, loin; 2p, rear flank;

JO, belly; ji, hip; 32, croup; 33, tail; 34, buttock; 35, quarters; 36, thigh; 37, stifle;

38, lower thigh; 3g, hock

what makes it desirable. The various parts of an animal when studied

in detail exhibit dimensions of length, breadth, thickness, and direction.

It is in part because of these general relations, or proportions, that a

horse is distinguished at first sight from a zebra. These proportions may
be good or bad. If good, the animal is said to be well formed, or to have

a handsome form; if bad, he is said to be wanting in form.

In a study of these relationships, or proportions, some part of the horse

must be taken as a unit, or standard of measurement. The head is
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most used for this purpose, because it is the most noticeable, its length

is easily obtained, and variations are more rare than in other

parts.

If the total length of the horse's head, from the tip of the Ups to the

Students measuring a horse

top of the poll, is compared with the body of a well-formed horse, it

will be found that there are four other measurements almost exactly

equal to it, as follows:

1. The length of the neck, from the top of the withers to the poll.

If there is much difference between these measurements, either the head

is too long or the neck is too short.

2. The height of the shoulder, from the top of the withers to the point

of the shoulder.

3. The thickness of the body, from the middle of the abdomen to the

middle of the back.

4. The width of the body, from one side to the other. If there is a great

variation in these measurements, the horse has a poor form.

A horse must be in harmony with his surroundings. A light harness

horse, which is attractive when hitched to a light runabout, would appear
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very much out of place if hitched to a heavy draft wagon; whereas the

ponderous draft horse would seem in place when hitched to such a wagon
and would appear very much out of place when hitched to a light run-

about. If the beauties of a well-formed and handsome horse are to be

appreciated, he must be placed in surroundings in keeping with himself.

In this connection, the height and the length of the horse assume some

importance, as it is not an uncommon sight to see a small horse hitched

to a large buggy or to see a large horse hitched to a light buggy. In either

case the appearance of the horse is criticized; yet the animal may be

very well-proportioned.

As has been stated there is a relation between the parts of the horse's

body, that is, the length of the head is almost equal to the width and

the depth of the body, as well as to the length of the shoulder and the

length of the neck. There is also a relationship between the length of

the head, the total length of the body, and the total height of the body.

The length of the horse's body may be determined by placing the stationary

end of the bar, which is described in a later paragraph, against the point

of the elbow, and by sliding the square along the bar tmtil it reaches

the back of the buttock. The distance is equal to almost two and one-

half times the length of the head.

There are two points from which the height is measured: first, from

the highest point of the withers to the ground; and second, from the

highest part of the nunp to the ground. If the height is taken from the

highest point of the withers, by placing the stationary end of the bar on

the ground and sliding the square up the bar until it reaches the top

of the withers, this distance will be equal to almost two and one-half

times the length of the head. If the height of the horse is taken from

the highest point of the rump to the ground, this distance will also be found

to be almost two and one-half times the length of the head. There are,

Instrtmient for measuring horses

therefore, three measurements equal to two and one-half times the length

of the head: (i) the length of the horse's body from the point of the
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elbow to the buttock; (2) the height from the withers to the ground;

(3) the height from the rump to the ground.

Since some of the good points of the horse arc judged by proportion, the

pupils may make an instrument for taking measurements, as follows:

Procure a piece of soft white pine two inches wide, one-half inch thick, and

four feet long. To one end of this, and at right angles to it, tack securely

a similar piece of pine eighteen inches long; to the other end strap loosely

an ordinary carpenter's square so that it may slide back and forth.

Now mark off the long piece in inch and half-inch lengths, beginning

at the inside of the stationary bar. A yardstick may be used for making

the measurements of the horse, but in order to have them accurate the

instrument should be made.

II. TYPES OF HORSES

By comparing horses it may be seen that there are different fonns,

or types. Some possess a form that enables them to draw very heavy

loads, but at a slow pace. Some are so formed as to draw light loads

at a very rapid pace.

Between these two ex-

tremes there is a form

that is intended to

draw a \'eny' moderate

load, but with high

action and much style.

These are three dis-

tinct types, and they

are called draft

horses, driving horses,

and coach horses.

The draft horse has

short legs, a heavy

body, a short, thick

neck, broad, deep
chest and shoulders,

strong hocks , and

rather large joints and

feet. With the draft

type, weight is one of

the most important
Percheron. Draft type ., . .

considerations for a

true draft horse must be heavy as compared with the coach horse or

the driving horse. A draft horse in fair condition may weigh an}^here
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from fifteen hundred to two thousand pounds or more. The greater

the weight, as a rule, the more efficient the draft horse. As the draft

horse draws a heavy load, he brings greater power into the collar than does

Standard bred. Driving type

a light horse. The importance of weight is emphasized by the fact that

a horse can pull a heavier load with a man on his back than without

the added weight.

There are several different breeds of draft horses; percherons, belgians,

English shires, and clydesdales, are probably the most familiar. The
percherons came from France, and at first they were gray. Now
the blacks are most in favor. The belgians, usually chestnut or bay,

came from Belgiiim. The shires, commonly bay, brown, or sorrel, came

from England. The clydesdales, ver}^ similar in appearance to the

shires but often smaller and more active, came from Scotland.

The driving horse has a longer and more graceful neck, a narrower

chest, a longer body, and longer legs, than the draft horse. Weight is

not so important in the driving type as in the draft type. Speed and
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endurance seem to be the principal points sought in the roadster, or the

driving horse, and less unifomiity is found in this type than in the draft

or the coach types. The driving horse varies widely in height, weight,

and conformation. In conformation this type tends to be angular, the

muscles and joints showing prominence, with the ribs more or less notice-

able. There is relatively less body and more legs, and a thinner neck,

with muscularity at the croup and the quarters. The standard breed,

or the American trotter and pacer, is the common type used for driving.

These horses are bay, black, brown, roan — in fact they are likely to be

almost any color.

Hackneys. Coach type

The coach horse, or the carriage horse as it is frequently called, is

intended for the special purpose of drawing coaches and other fashionable

vehicles, such as are commonly seen on the streets of every city. In general

appearance the coach type shows smooth, graceful lines, with a general

fullness in all parts. The neck is of moderate length and gracefully

arched, the shoulders are long and slope well into the back, the body is

round, short on top and long below, and the legs are of good length, showing

cleanness, good bone, and plenty of muscle. In this type of horse, style

and action are the most important requirements. The coach type of

horse should possess rather high, bold knee action of a flashy sort. The
hocks should be slightly bent, or flexed, and the legs should be carried

well up to the body when in action.
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There are several breeds of coach horses, the hackney, the French

coach, and the German coach being the best known. Of these, the hack-

ney is perhaps the most desirable as a coach horse because of his high

action and pleasing style. The hackney came from England, where for

centuries he has been bred for a saddler and a roadster. In color the

hackney varies; chestnuts are at present in the greatest demand. The
French coach came from France. In color this type varies considerably,

bays and browns being the most common. The German coach came

from Germany, where these horses ha\'c been bred for centuries. In

color they are usualh' bay, black, or brown.

One must not get the idea that all the Iiorscs he observes on the street

will fall into one of these three types, for the horses that one usually

sees are common horses of no particular ty|)e and are used for a great

variety of purposes. These common horses have not been bred tioie to

any type, but are oftentimes the result of crossing the various types

mentioned, or are descendants of common horses. They arc not so efficient

for any given purpose, and are not so valuable, as when bred true to

a given type.

III. CARE AND 1\L\NAGEMENT OF THE HORSE

The efficiency of the horse and the comfort w^th w^hich he performs

his labor will depend largely' on the general care and management that

he receives. It should be remembered that the horse is a very sensitive

animal, and that no treatment of him can be too gentle. Jerking, striking,

whipping a horse, or shouting at him are inconsiderate practices, which

cause the animal to lose confidence in his master, and to become less

useful and manageable.

Feeding

A horse should be fed liberally and frequently. He has a good appetite,

a vigorous digestion, and responds to intelligent care. Regularity in

feeding, watering, and working brings comfort to the horse and will prob-

ably result in long years of usefulness ; while irregularity in these essentials

is likely to lead to digesri\'e disorders and other derangements.

While the amount of food to he given to an average horse can be esti-

mated closely, the rations should be modified so as to meet the needs of

each animal. One horse may need a little more than the regular allowance,

and another horse a little less, since some horses are kept in condition

less easily than are others doing the same amount of work under similar

circumstances.

Order of watering and feeding.— Because of the small size of the horse's

stomach, the order of supplying grain, hay, and water is of much impor-

tance. The horse should be fed and watered so frequently that he will
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feel neither hunj^er nor thirst at any time. He should therefore be fed at

least three times, and watered not less than four times — if convenient,

six times— each day. He should be watered in the morning before feed-

ing, and for the morning meal should receive approximately one-fourth of

the daily allowance at least one hour before going to work. This food

should be in a condition to be easily and rapidly consumed, so that it

will be well digested when the animal goes to work. As he goes to work

he should be watered, and after five hours of exhausting labor he should be

given his midday meal, a second quarter of the daily allowance. Before

being fed he should again have a drink of fresh, cool water, but care should

be taken that he does not drink too rapidly nor gorge himself if he is

very warm. If convenient the harness should be removed, so that the

horse can eat in comfort and have a few minutes of much-needed rest.

One hour should be allowed the horse in which to consume the midday

meal. After watering and feeding he is ready for the second half of his

day's work. When he has worked for five hours he should be given the

evening meal. As he comes to the stable in the evening he should first

of all be given a drink ; care must be exercised as before to see that he does

not drink too rapidly. He is now ready for the remainder of his daily

allowance. Thus hea^?y feeding comes at night, when the horse has ample

time to masticate and digest his food and is not obliged to go to work

immediately.

Feeds jor the work horse.— The feed for horses usually lacks variety.

If the rations of horses in a given locality are studied, they are found

to be composed of one kind, or at most tw^o kinds, of grain and one of

forage. The owner insists that this is the most practical and economical

ration that he can feed with safety to his horses. In a second locality,

at no great distance from the first, the list of food materials is found to

be changing, and in some cases entirely changed, yet wath the same claim

of superiority or necessity as before. Such study shows that the range

of suitable foods is very wide.

Most of the grains fed to the horse belong to the cereal group — oats,

com, barley, rye, and wheat. These grains are similar in composition.

They contain a fairly low water and protein content and a considerable

amount of nitrogen-free extract, fiber, and fat. They are palatable

and digestible. The choice of cereal grains for feeding the horse is largely

to be determined by relative cost.

No other grain is so safe for horse feed as old oats, and the animal

is rarely harmed if by accident an oversupply is given. This is due to

the oat hull, which causes a given weight of grain to possess considerable

vokune. It is said that horses fed on oats show a spirit that cannot

be produced by the use of any other feedstuff.
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Next to oats, com is the common grain for horses in America. It is

used largely in the Com Belt and to the southward. While much has

been said against the use of com because it is fattening and heating unless

fed in connection with some biilkier feed, it is the cheapest of all the

cereal grains, considering the amoimt of food value per unit of weight.

A given quantity furnishes more energy than does the same quantity of

any other food. It furnishes the largest amount of digestible nutrients at

the least cost, and is universally palatable.

Well fed and well groomed

Com and oats, mixed half and half according to weight, make a very

good grain ration for horses and are much cheaper than oats alone. The

bulk of oats overcomes, in large measure, the objectionable features of

corn; while com, with its large amount of easily digested materials,

furnishes the ration with the elements that supply energy.

Because of its physical effect, wheat bran is considered a valuable

addition to the ration of horses. Bran has a loosening effect on the bowels

and tends to allay feverish conditions. It is entirely too bulky to form

any considerable j^art of the feed for a hard-working animal.

Among the many dry forage crops fed to horses, timothy hay heads
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the list, although it is not particularly rich in digestible nutrients. The'-e

are many reasons for this po])ularity. Timothy forms the principal

market hay; it is difficult to adtdtcrate with other hays or weeds without

detection; it is relished by horses; it is free from dust. All these char-

acteristics commend timothy hay as a horse feed.

Grooming

The grooming of the horse deserves careful consideration. Nothing

else contributes so largely as efficient grooming to the beauty and the

luster of his coat. Because of this fact, the body usually receives sufficient

attention, but the legs receive entirely too little. If the horse's legs are

muddy when he arrives at the stable, they should be roughly cleaned with

a half-worn, common broom; the horse should be placed in the stall,

fed, unharnessed, groomed thoroughly, and blanketed. The legs should

then be given a thorough, rapid brushing. Time spent in cleaning and

rubbing the horse in the evening, after the day's work is done, is of much

greater benefit to the animal than the same amount of time thus spent

in the morning.

If the horse is working in mud, it is desirable that the hair be clipped

from his legs; if this is done, the legs may be kept clean with much less

difficulty than otherwise. In c;ise the legs are clipped, it is all the more

important that they should be thoroughly cleaned and rubbed each

evening after work. The hoofs should be examined and the cleft between

the sole and the frog should be cleaned. Horses cared for in this manner

will pay for the extra care many times over by coming from the stable

in the morning in the best of spirit and by their increased efficiency and

prolonged usefulness. This will be indicated by their pleasing appearance,

the snap and the vigor with which they lift their feet, and the complete

absence of stiffness in their joints. These horses will remain compara-

tively free from the many diseases to which the legs and the feet are

subject.

Bedding

Bedding should always be used liberally. A horse at hard work needs

rest at night, and much more rest is to be obtained if the horse is given

a good bed. The bedding should not be permitted to become foul, for

this will not only lessen the comfort of the animal, but will also promote

disease. Straw is the most satisfactory bedding material, but when

high in price it may be replaced by other materials, such as shavings

from the planing mill, rejected pieces of cornstalks, tanbark, or leaves.

Old straw is preferable to new, being drier and more elastic. The more

broken and bruised the straw is, the less bulk and elasticity it has; hence

a greater quantity is needed.
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Blanketing

In this climate the use of a blanket is indispensable. A horse will

be more efficient and will endure mtich longer if reasonably protected

against cold rains, heavy winds, and sudden changes in temperature.

If the horse is warm and sweating on his arrival at the stable, he should

not be l^lanketed until he has ceased to steam, nor should he be left in

a draft. When blanketed at once there is Httle opportunity for him
to dry, the blanket becomes damp, and the hair remains moist all night.

If the blanket is not used vmtil the animal lias ceased to steam and is

somewhat cool — which will be in a quarter of an hour — the hair will

be dry and smooth on the following morning.

Some caretakers of horses use two stable blankets. One is placed

on the animal immediately after he arrives in the stable; this is removed
in a quarter of an hour and is replaced by another that remains on the

animal during the night. This is perhaps advisaljle in very cold climates,

since the animal may cool off too quickly if not given some protection

on arriving at the stable.

IV. HARNESS AND HARNESSING

The work of the horse is accomplished by means of power transmitted

through the harness. Properly fitted harness adds much to the efficiency

and the comfort of a horse. A well-kept harness adds very materially

to the general appearance of the equipment. Hence it is important to

know what the various parts of the harness are and the use of each. A
set of harness is really very complicated, and if the parts were unbuckled

and mixed together, there are few persons who could buclde them together

quickly at the first trial.

The names of the parts of a harness and the uses are given as follows:

(Illustration, page 11 86.)

1. Bridle — used to hold the bit in the mouth and to restrain the

horse. The parts are: a, bit; b, noseband; c, chin band; d, face band; e,

blinds; f, winker braces; g, brow band; h, crown band; i, gag swivel;

j, side cheek; k, throatlatch.

2

.

Lines — used to control and restrain the horse.

3

.

Collar— used to protect the shoulder, thus enabling the horse to

draw heavy loads without injuring the shoulder.

4. Hames— used to distribute weight along the collar.

5. Hame tugs— used to fasten the traces to the hames.

6. Traces— used to connect the hame tugs to the load.

7. Martingale — often used to hold the collar in place in backing a

load, and sometimes attached to the lines to hold the horse's head in

position.

75
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8. Saddle— used to protect the back from the weight of the shafts, to

receive the checkrein, to hold the lines and the parts of the harness in

place.

9. Girth — used to hold the harness in place.

10. Shaft tug— used to hold the shafts in place.

1 1

.

Backstrap — used to hold the saddle, the hip straps, and the crupper

in place.

1 2

.

Crupper — used to hold the hip straps, and in connection with the

back band to hold the saddle in place.

13. Hip straps— used to hold the breeching in place.

14. Breeching — used in connection with backing the load.

h

Parts of a harness. See text

15. Holdback straps— used to connect the breeching with the load

in order to hold back and in backing.

16. Breast collar — often used in place of the shoulder collar when the

load is light.

Learning the various parts of the harness.— Perhaps the best way to

learn the name and the location of the various parts of the harness is to

unbuckle it, noting how each part is attached and where it comes from.

The parts should be named as they are separated. When the harness

is all apart, attempt should be made to put each part back again in its

proper place.

Purpose of the harness.— Harnesses are used for two purposes: first,

to enable the driver to control the horse; second, to enable the horse to
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control the load, to move it forward and backward. In order to control

the horse the driver must gain command of the head, and this is best

accomplished by the mouth, since it is well forward and tender. That
the mouth is tender and easily made sore by poorly fitting bridles must

not be forgotten, for many gentle horses are rendered unsafe by spoiling

the mouth with a ciiiel, ill-fitting bridle. Hence much care must be taken

in properly adjusting the bridle.

In order to enable the horse to control the load, the driver must attach

the animal to the load in such a manner as to give the horse perfect con-

trol over himself. This is best accomplished by attaching the shoulders

of the horse to the load ; and in order to

do this, collars, hames, and traces have

been devised. Since the compression

between the collar and the shoulder is

great, much attention must be given

to these parts or the shoulders will

become sore. In order to enable the

horse to back the load, the breeching

and the holdback have been devised.

In adjiisting the harness it must be

remembered that there are four places

on the horr,e likely to show abrasion

and to become sore. Poorly fitting

bridles and severe bits cause sore mouths; poorly fitting collars cause

sore shoulders; ])oorly fitting saddles, if there is much backing, cause sore

backs; and poorly fitting cruppers cause sore tails. Sores thus produced

give the horse much pain and arc likely to cause viciousness. A sore

mouth often provokes a horse to run away; sore shoulders and a sore

back often provoke balking; and a sore tail often provokes kicking.

Choosing and fitting the bridle.—In choosing a bridle the bit is the first

part to be considered. Bits of many types have been devised to meet the

various and peculiar habits of the horse. For most horses a good-sized

bar bit cannot be improved on. Care should be taken to see that it is

the proper length to fit the animal's mouth. After the bit has been decided

on, the adjustment of the bridle must be considered. Sometimes the head-

stall is so short as to draw the bit upward into the angles of the mouth;
it thus annoys the horse and may produce a sore mouth. Again, often

the headstall is too long and allows the bit to drop ; in such a case the horse

becomes unmindful of the driver's wish. After the adjustment of the

bridle, comes the arrangement of the lolinds. These should be carefully

adjusted and securely held in place so that they v/ill not flap and thus

annoy the horse.

Breast collar
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Fitting the collar.—Fitting the collar is not only of much importance,

but it is also a rather difficult task. The collar is very stiff, firm, and slow

to adjust itself to the shoulders. A good way to adjust the collar is as

follows: Choose the most perfectly fitting collar available, wrap it round

and round with a moist cloth, and let this wrapping remain overnight.

In the morning put the collar on the horse and work him moderately through

the day. After having been moistened in this way, the collar will adjust

itself to every inequality of the shoulder, and the horse will seldom be

troubled with soreness.

Fitting the crupper.—An ill-fitting crupper is a common cause of sore

tail, and a horse with a sore tail is often difficult to manage. This sore-

ness is often caused by having the backstrap too short, thus drawing the

crupper up tight against the tail, which soon becomes abraded. In order

to avoid this condition, the backstrap should be the proper length, in

which case there will be little likelihood that it will make the tail sore.

Care of the harness.—The harness should receive proper care as this will

increase its period of usefulness and also lessen the likelihood of its in-

juring the horse. The bearing parts should be kept scrupulously clean

at all times, particularly the collar, the saddle, and the crupper. It is

is not possible to prevent sore shoiilders, a sore back, and a sore tail, if

these parts are permitted to become dirty. Because of sweat and dandruff

the body beneath these parts should be carefully cleaned immediately

after the harness is removed.

Harnessing and hitching.— Properly speaking the operations of fitting

the bridle, the collar, and the crupper are included under the subject of

harnessing, but it is clear that once these parts are properly adjusted,

the harness may be put on and taken off an indefinite nirmber of times.

Usually the term harnessing is used in connection with the term hitching

to designate the operation of putting the harness on a horse and fastening

the horse to a vehicle.

In all the operations of harnessing, saddling, or handling a horse, the

work should be done from the left side, and the harness should be placed

on the animal gently but firmly. It should never be thrown on in such

a way as to annoy, frighten, or injure the animal.

No specific rules can be given for harnessing a horse. The practice

will vary under different conditions. If the horse is to be harnessed

before it is taken from the stall, the following method is generally used.

The collar is put on and fastened; the back pad is adjusted; the crupper

and the girth are fastened. Care should be taken that tlie latter passes

through the martingale. Lastly the bridle is put on ; the checkrein and the

top of the bridle should be taken in the right hand, and the bit in the left

hand. If the bridle is Hfted up over the horse's head, and the bit brought
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against the lips and the teeth and moved a Httle ]:)ack and forth, the horse

will usually o])cn its mouth and take the bit. Sometimes a horse is stub-

bom about taking the bit, and in this case, if the fingers of the left hand,

holding the bit, are inserted in the openings between the horse's front and
back teeth and the roof of the mouth tickled, the horse will instantly open
its mouth and take the bit. After the bit is inserted, the bridle should be
adjusted over the horse's ears, and the throatlatch fastened. The horse can

then be led from the stall. Before hitching the horse to the vehicle, the lines

shovild hie fastened to the bit, and ])laccd where they can be easily reached.

If the horse is taken from the stall and its harness put on in a shed or a

barn, the bridle is usually adjusted first. After the horse is led out the

collar and the back pad are put on in the order described.

In hitching a horse into a pair of shafts, the shafts should always be

raised, and the animal backed under them, or the vehicle should be drawn
forward, because the horse is likely to step on the shafts and break them
if backed in while the shafts are on the ground. When the shafts are

properly adjusted in the shaft tugs, the traces should be fastened to the

vehicle; then the holdback straps should be fastened to the shafts, pref-

erably with the trace between the straps instead of over both of them. •

Lastly the second girth, or the straps on the first girth that are to hold

the shafts down, should be fastened. This is important because other-

wise in going down hill or in backing, the shafts are likely to fly up and
frighten the horse.

:

In unhitching the order is reversed. Care should be taken to have the

horse entirely free from the vehicle before he is led away ; the lines should

be the last part unfastened.

In hitching a pair of horses each harness should be put on from the left

side; then the horses should be fastened together by the cross lines and the

neck yoke, which holds up the tongue of the wagon and is used in backing.

In this case the strain of backing is placed on the collar instead of on the

breeching.

Tying.—A horse should be tied by a strong rope or a strap about the

neck. The strap should be passed through the ring of the bit and tied

to the post. A horse should always be tied short; otherwise he may get

his foot over the strap, be unable to disengage it, break the strap or the

checkrein, become frightened, and cause an accident.

Editors' note.— Almost every boy and girl in the country learns to

harness and drive a horse, but they are not always thoughtful to be sure

each time that the harness is comfortably adjusted, and in driving they

are likely to let their enthusiasm lead them into bad habits. Best results

are obtained by treating a horse gently but firmly, and in the simplest

and most direct way.
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V. DRIVING

In driving, the manner of holding the lines is very important since it

is necessary to preserve the natural sensitiveness of the horse's mouth.

The lines shovdd be held in the left hand, the left line coming into the hand

over the forefinger and the right one between the middle and the ring

fingers. The guiding of the horse is done with the right hand, which also

carries the whip. The reins should be held so that the horse can feel the

bit, but to pull on the lines more than is necessary develops a hard mouth,

which makes the horse difficult to control. On the other hand, if the lines

hang loosely, the horse soon becomes careless in his action. Many drivers

Team of Shetland ponies

have a habit of jerking at the lines to excite the horse to increase his speed.

This is a bad practice and soon destroys the natural sensitiveness of the

animal's mouth.

In working a horse few signals should be used. These shotdd be used

to mean exactly the same thing at all times. Signals or commands
should be given gently, but firmly, and should always be carried out.

Whoa should always mean to sto]3, and nothing else; it should not

mean to go slow or steadily, or even to get ready to stop.

Steady should be used when it is desired to have the horse go slowly

or steadily.

Back should always mean to move backward, and should not mean
to stop.
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Get up should always mean to move forward in case the horse is hitched.

These four commands are sufficient for the horse at work. They
should be spoken clearly and distinctly and should never be combined, as

whoa-back, which is often used in the place of whoa.

VI. HORSE TRAINING

The profit and pleasure to be derived from the use of a horse depends

on his being subservient to his master's will. The more complete his

training, the better the horse will be. The problem is, then, so to train the

horse as to bring him to his maximiun usefulness.

A horse seems to have a rather limited reason, but a rather remarkable

memory. These facts must be taken advantage of in training the animal.

To begin with, there are two principles more or less opposite that must be

remembered by the trainer; the horse must be led to underestimate certain

of his powers, and at the same time be made to believe that there is no
limit to certain others. For example, the first time the horse is tied by
the head, he should be fastened so securely that the halter will hold in

case he pulls. If the horse pulls and fails to free himself in the first few

attempts there is little likeUhood of his trying it later; while if he suc-

ceeds in freeing himself at first, he will never cease trying to repeat what
he once accomplished. On the other hand, it is very important not to

overload the horse that is being trained, with the desire to create in him
the notion that he can pull anything. Thus in order to promote the

horse's usefulness, the trainer should exaggerate the horse's appreciation

of those powers that are useful to man and deceive him as to certain others

that are not useful and are perhaps positively dangerous.

A horse should never be trusted more than is necessary. Many dis-

tressing accidents occur from this cause. A good horseman never runs

risks when they can be avoided.

It may be added that not all men are fitted to train horses; in fact,

not all horse lovers are good horse-trainers. There is a particular adapta-

tion possessed by those unfamiliar, as well as by those familiar, with the

horse. A man possessing this particular adaptation, although unfamiliar

with the horse, will in a very short time, if given the opportunity, make
a better trainer than the man who is familiar with the horse but lacking

the special adaptation.

Training the colt

The colt should become familiar with man while young. In the very

beginning he should be taught subordination and should not be allowed

to become willful or headstrong. His future usefulness will depend
much on his courage and fearlessness, and in order to promote these

characteristics, the colt should become familiar with man at as early an
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age as possible. If taken in time and properly handled, he need never

know fear. A colt should never be frightened. Too many persons

thoughtlessly tr>' to tease the young colt by running at it or by throwing

sticks at it — practices that should never be indulged if a reliable animal

is to be developed. The colt should be taught useful lessons only.

Teaching the colt to lead.—The colt, or foal, should be taught very early

the uses of the halter, first to lead, then to drive. But even before halter-

ing, the colt may be taught to stand over, to have his foot raised, and to

back. In handling the colt the trainer should be careful about the ears,

the back of the forelegs, and the flanks, as these parts are often very sensi-

tive. The colt should be caught by putting one hand under the neck and

the other under the hams or around the buttocks ; he should never be caught

around the neck alone, for if this is done, he will go backward and perhaps

fall. If he attempts to go forward the trainer should press back with the

hand under his neck; and if he attempts to go backward, should press for-

ward with the hand around the buttocks. Colts caught in this way will

allow persons to walk up to them; whereas if they are caught aroiind the

neck, there may be difficulty in getting near them.

A strong, well-fitting halter should be chosen for the colt; it should not

be a new one that smells strangely to the colt, but one that has recently

been used. Care should be

taken not to pull heavily on

the noseband at any time;

occasionally deformed face

lines and imperfect necks are

caused in this way. It is not

necessary to drag a colt by

the halter in order to teach

him to follow. After such

treatment, the reverse effect

is usual ; the harder the colt is

l)ulled, the harder he pulls

back. If, on the contrary, he

is coaxed along the accustomed

route, for example, to the water-

ing trough and back, he will

soon follow promptly.

If the colt continues to re-

sist, however, other means

must be tried. At all events

the trainer should not stand in front of him and try to pull his head

forward, for he will roll his eyes, shake his head, and step back. Advan-

Catching a foal the first time
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Loin hitch to teach a foal to lead

tage must be taken of his natural tendency to step forward when pressure

is brought to bear on the buttocks. A small rope, the size of a sash cord

and about ten feet

long, with a noose or a

ring at one end, should

l)e i)laced gently over

his back just in front

of the hips, with the

noose or the ring on

the underside of the

body. When the other

end of the rope is run

through the noose, the

rope can be closely

drawn around the

flanlcs, passed along

under the body be-

tween the forelegs, and

then up through the

ring in the halter.

This is called the loin hitch. The trainer should pull gently on the halter

strap with one hand, and, as the colt begins to shake his head, give the

light rope a sharp pull with the other hand; the colt will immediately

stejj fonvard. If he is given time to become used to the lesson, he will

soon follow wherever he is led.

After the colt understands the uses of the halter and will lead, he may
be taught to drive with reins Ijy securing the lines to the rings of the

halter. A bit should not be used on the young colt.

Training to the uses of the bit.— It is perhaps best to train the horse

to the uses of the bit when he is about two years of age. The manner

in which this is done will go far toward determining his usefulness. Inas-

much as the master's desire is conveyed to the mind of the horse through

the medium of hands, reins, bit, and mouth, no progress can be made,

and none should be attempted, until this means of communication has

been established.

No other one thing contributes so much to the pleasure, the comfort,

and the safety of the driver of a horse as a responsive mouth that promptly

obeys the slightest instruction from the master. In general horses have

good mouths naturally. A bad mouth is usually the result of improper

handling, and often is the cause of many other imperfections, such as

tongue lolHng, crossing the jaws, hobbling, and irregular and unsteady

gaits, many of which, when well established, are difficult to overcome.
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The young horse can usually be made familiar with the uses of the

bit by the application of the bitting harness, or the dumVj jockey as it

is sometimes called. This bitting harness consists of an open bridle \vith

large, smooth bit, a checkrein, a surcingle, a crupper, and two side lines

running from the bit to buckles on each side of the surcingle. The
adjustment of the bridle is important. The length of the headstall must

be so adjusted as to bring the bit in mild contact with the bars of the

;#'V^

Billing harness

mouth. If the headstall is too short, the bars and the comers of the

mouth soon become sore, and the animal may become vicious; on the

other hand, if it is too long, the bit drops down in the mouth, and the

animal becomes careless. With the bitting harness properly adjusted,

the colt may be turned into the familiar open paddock in order to become

accustomed to having the bit in his mouth. The checkrein and the

side reins should be left slack at first. Gradually from day to day the

reins should be shortened, although care must be taken that they are
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never made so short as to place the head in an vmcomfortable position,

or to tighten the bit and make the comers of the mouth sore. Dtiring

a few hours each day for perhaps a week or less, the colt should be driven

in the bitting harness. Real lines may then be substituted for the side

reins, and the colt driven until he knows how to guide this way and that,

to stop at the word whoa, and to step forward at the command get up.

He should be trained to stand absolutely still while he is being harnessed

Driving with lines

or saddled, or at any time when it is desired that he should do so. A
horse that is continually stepping about while being harnessed is but

half-trained. The trainer should be gentle at all times, but he should

accomplish everything that is undertaken.

Poling the colt.— Before being harnessed or hitched, the colt should be

made familiar with the pressure caused by the harness and the shafts. In

order to do this, a light pole, from eight to ten feet long, should be held for

the colt to smell and to touch with his nose. The pole should be rubbed

gently over the nose, the side of the face, and up to the mane and the

crest. After scratching the crest the pole should be brought back to the

withers, down over the shoulders, and along the outside and inside of

the forelegs. The pole should then pass along the back to the hind quarters,

and down along the outside and the inside of the hind legs. The process

should be repeated fifst on one side and then on the other, and every part of

the body should be touched, until the colt becomes perfectly submissive.

Harnessing the colt.— After the colt has become familiar with the bitting

apparatus and has learned to obey simple commands, he may be harnessed.

The harness should be of good quality and in good repair, and should
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fit perfectly; if a part breaks, the colt may be ruined for all time. The
collar should receive special attention, since it is through this part of

the harness that the horse exerts his power, and the colt's shoulders are

likely to be tender and easily abraded. The collar must be kept scru-

pulously clean. If the colt loses flesh, the collar, which fitted perfectly in

the beginning, may become too large. A breast collar is admissible when
the load is fight. It must not be adjusted so high as to choke the animal,

nor should it be so low as to interfere with the action of his limbs. The
saddle and the crupper also need careful attention. They should fit

and should be kept clean, lest they abrade the back or the tail and make
the horse vicious.

Hitching single.— When the colt is desired for single use, it is often

advisable to train him to go single from the first. This may be done

after he has become familiar with the bit, the harness, and the use of the

lines. When training the colt to go single, a training cart, substantialh'

constructed with long shafts and with a seat so arranged that the driver can

mount and dismount quickly, should be employed. The shafts should

be twelve or fourteen feet long, with proxdsion at the ends for the attach-

ment of a strap from point to point in order to prevent the colt in rearing

from throwing his front leg over the end of the shaft. At first a kicking

strap attached to each shaft and passed over the rump should be used,

at least until the colt is accustomed to the shafts. When the colt is

first hitched, an assistant should hold him until the driver is ready, and

then he should be allowed to go. As soon as he has become familiar

with the vehicle, he should be taught to stand still until he is told to go.

Training the colt to walk fast.— There is no gait more valuable, more

appreciated, and more practically useftd in a horse than a fast, square

walk. It is not difficult to train the average colt to walk fast, provided

the proper methods are employed in early training. From the very

beginning he should be walked as swiftly as he is able to walk, in order

that he may form the habit of fast walking. He should never be allowed

to mope along, or the habit will become strongly fixed.

Training vicious horses

In training or handling vicious horses, it is iinportant to impress them

firmly with the idea that the trainer has complete control over them
and that they must obey. There are several ways of conveying this idea.

Perhaps the most effective means is to contrive a self-punishing harness.

With such a harness the vicious horse deals out liis own punishment

at the instant he violates his trainer's wish. While many appliances

have been devised for the control of vicious horses, perhaps that invented

by Mr. Rarey and used in his so-called " Rarey system" is as effective
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as any. This harness consists of two short straps fitted with D-shaped

rings, a surcingle, and a hing rope. The strains are buckled around the

front pasterns and the surcingle around the body. One end of the rope

Rarey's appliance for training vicious horses

is tied into the ring in the strap that goes around the pastern of the left,

or near, front foot. The free end is then passed through a ring on the

underside of the surcingle and down through the ring at the other pastern.

Then the rope end is brought up and passed through a ring, tied about

halfway down the right, or off, side of the surcingle. If the horse becomes

unruly it is necessary only to pull on the rope, which brings his front feet

up to his chest, and he comes down on his knees and his nose. A few hard

falls will usually teach submission to the most incorrigible, but such a

dangerous practice should be followed only as a last resort. It sometimes

happens that horses permanently injure their knees or even break their

necks as the result of a fall.

By the application of such methods as the one mentioned, the most

vicious animals can ordinarily be brought under control. If the horse

with a disposition to kick, rear, bolt, buck, or run can be taught that he

is merely punishing himself, he will soon understand that he must not in-

dulge in such practices. It should be remembered, however, that such

horses are not trustworthy and should never be left to the care of persons

incompetent to meet an emergency.

It is not uncommon for a horse to acquire whims or peculiar habits

that may prove very annoying to the caretaker and dangerous to the

horse as well. Some horses have the habit of rolling in the stall, making
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it difficult to keep them presentable; some tear their 1 blankets, which are

more or less expensive to replace; some acquire the habit of lying down
cow fashion, which often results in shoe boils that are considered an

unsoundness; .still others acquire the habit of gorging grain, thus endanger-

ing their health. If the horse is to reach his maximum efficiency, all such

habits must be avoided
or ovcrconie.

VII. SCORE CARD FOR

THE HORSE

The score card enu-

merates the various

parts of the horse and

attaches a relative

value to each. There

are so many points

to be considercxi in

examining a horse that

a person who has not

had much experience

is likely to omit some

of them if he does not

have a list. Because

of the niimber of

points to be consid-

ered, the score card is

rather long; but by

giving each point a

place and a value, a

person is enabled to

gain the desired infor-

mation much more

accuratel}-, and even

more quickly, than if the minor points are omitted or tlirown in with the

more important ones. A card on which the points are thus mixed leads

to confusion.

For convenience, and in order to aid in a clearer understanding, the

card is divided into five parts: general appearance, which has to do with

general make-up and is often the only part considered when the inex-

perienced person selects a horse; the head and the neck; the fore quarters;

the body; and the hind quarters. Each of these parts and the points

under them should be carefully noted, first collectively and then separately,

fpr in 130 other way can one be sure of hi& choice,

The horse at work
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Score Card for Horses

Scale of points

General appearance, 33
Age—estimate in years by teeth . . . .

Height—estimate in hands
Weight—estimate in pounds
Form—symmetrical, smooth, stylish.

Quality—skin fine, hair silky .......
Temperament—kind
Action—smooth, straight, regular . . .

Head and neck, 7
Head—lean
Muzzle—nostrils large, lips thin.

Eyes—full, bright, clear

Forehead—broad, full

Ears—mediiun size, pointed . . . .

Neck—well muscled, crest high

.

Fore quarters, 23
Shoulder—long, oblique
Arms—short, well muscled
Forearms—long, wide
Knees—clean, wide, straight, deep. .

.

Cannons—short, wide
Fetlocks—wide, straight

Pasterns—strong, sloping

Feet—medium, even size, horn dense

.

Body, 10
Withers—well muscled
Chest—deep, low, large girth

.

Ribs—long, well sprung
Back—straight, short

Loin—wide, short, thick ....
Underline—straight

Hind quarters, 27
Hips—smooth, wide apart
Croup—long, wide, muscular
Tail—attached high, well carried. ...

Thighs—long, muscular
Lower thigh , or gaskin—long, wide .

.

Hocks—clean, wide, straight. .......

.
Cannons—short, wide
Fetlocks—wide, straight

Pasterns—long, sloping
Feet—medium, even size, horn dense

.

Total

For draft

Perfect
score

15

4
4
4
6

2

2

I

2

2

5
2

2

3
6

100

Points
allowed

For driving

Perfect

score

6

4
4
15

2

2

I

2

2

5
2

2

3
6

100

Points
allowed
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COWS
The Editors

J IE cow is given for special study for the older

pupils each year, because of its importance in

the farming communities of New York State. It is

interesting to know that within the past few years

the total number of dairy cows in New York State

has actually decreased, so that, instead of being fore-

most among the States in this regard, New York now has

the second place and Wisconsin the first. It might be in-

v'u teresting to have the children seek for reasons for this

change— both for the decrease in New York State, and

for the increase in Wisconsin.

It is not expected that any teacher will use all of the material given

in the following pages, but that a selection will be made of parts that

are best adapted to the particular locality, and of most interest to the

school. Many points that are mentioned in the notes on the study of

horses can be used to good advantage in the study of cows, particularly

those with reference to a survey of cows in the community. Many
boys and girls on the farm help to take care of the cows and the young

stock, and it would be of particular advantage to encourage these children

to obtain information regarding the various points discussed, and to report

to the school. It might also be possible to visit one or more of the farms,

and on such an occasion the boy or girl living at the farm visited, would

find a great deal of pleasure in acting as host.

An exhibit of material related to cows and dairying might be collected

at the school, such things as samples of the different feeds given to cows,

dairy utensils illustrating sanitary practices, a Babcock tester, and illus-

trations of various kinds of cattle with short descriptions of their value

and uses. The collection of such an exhibit would be of great help to the

children in centering their attention on the many phases of the subject.

A school exercise relating to cows could be held to which the older folk

might be invited; at this time the children could explain what they have

learned from preparing and studying the material collected.

Many rural schools are now using a Babcock tester. The value of tliis

machine to the farmer is not thoroughly appreciated in some localities.

Too often it is felt that the tester is of use only to the manufacturer of

dairy products in determining the quality of the milk received, and the

fact is overlooked that this apparatus is of great value in detennining

which cows in a herd are profitable, and which are unprofitable. This

is determined by computing the value of the cows' feed and the value of

the milk produced, based on the quantity and the percentage of butter-
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fat in the milk, as determined by the Babcock test. It may often be

possible for a school to borrow a Babcock tester for a few days until the

pupils become familiar with the method of making the test. Aside from

the practical value derived, there is considerable educational value in

making the Babcock test, for it involves a little elementary chemistry

and a little elementary physics. These subjects are therefore presented

in a practical way. Moreover, the test teaches accuracy, carefulness,

and responsibiHty. The two- and four-bottle open testers are not de-

sirable to use in school because of the danger that may come from breaking

a bottle while whirling the machine. The six-bottle enclosed testers are

not much more expensive, and some of the schools of the vState have

already purchased these outfits as part of the permanent equipment of

the school. Such an outfit, complete and ready to use, will cost between

six and seven dollars.

The new article on the calf in this leaflet will be of particular interest,

for many boys and girls in the country are given calves to raise, some-

times as a part of their home duties, and sometimes for themselves. It

will be helpful to them to learn, through the article written by Professor

Savage, an approved way of bringing up a calf.

There is also a new article on the scoring and judging of dairy cows,

with a score card that calls attention to the various points to be consid-

ered. This lesson will quicken the interest and observation of the older

boys and girls, especially if it can be given at a neighlxjring farm where

a cow can be studied. The owner of the cow should Ije present, for he will

be able to contribute valuable information. Point by point the items on

the score card can be applied to the animal liefore the children, and oId-

servations made regarding them. It would add to the interest if a nmnber

of cows were scored in the same way, and, perhaps, at the same time,

in order that the variations in the dilTerent animals might be brought

out clearly. The score card is intended primarily to call attention to

the various points in the make-up of a good dairy cow. Experience in

judging animals by means of the score card is of great value when bviying

them.
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LESSONS ON COWS
I. A STUDY OF COWS

E. S. Savage

Young folks in the State of New York should be taught to love all

farm animals ; for cows can be loved and i:)ctted as well as dogs and horses,

and a child's friendliness will be as fully appreciated by cows as by other

animals.

Children in the schools can be taught to study animals at home and

to report their observations at school. The teacher of a rural school

should visit the homes of the children as much as possible and observe

the animal life with the children. In this way parents will become more
interested in the school work. In the ho]3e of gi\'ing some suggestions to

teachers, the writer has prepared the following topics and questions con-

cerning the cow:

1. The origin of cows

a. What two rather distinct types of cows are there?

b. In what countries are they found?

c. From what countries have the cows in the United States come?

2. The parts of the cow's body

a. Where is the milk produced?

b. What do the milk veins carry?

c. Where are the withers?

d. What is the wedge shape in the dairy cow?

e. How does a cow kick as compared with a horse?

3. The teeth

a. How many teeth has a cow? How many molars? How many
incisors? On which ja\y do the incisors grow?

b. How does a cow bite?

c. What other farm animal bites like the cow?

4. Telling the age by the teeth

a. How many incisors has the calf when it is born? When does

the calf get all its milk incisors?

b. When does the middle pair of permanent incisors appear? the

next pair? the next pair? the outside pair?

5. The digestion

a. How many compartments has the stomach of a cow?
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b. What other farm animal has the same number of compartments

in its stomach?

c. How many times does the cow chew her food?

d. Which is the true stomach?

e. For what puqDOse are the first three stomachs?

6. Food of the cow

a. What foods are adapted to the needs of the cow?

b. Why does a cow need succiilent food at all seasons of the year?

c. For convenience in studying the feeding of a cow, into what groups

of nutrients is her food divided?

d. Can the body of the cow be divided into the same groups of ma-
terials?

e. What is the interrelation of these materials in the food and in

the body ?

f. How is a ration computed?

g. What is the nutritive ratio?

7. Breeds of cows

a. What are the four principal dairy breeds in America?

b. What are the four principal beef breeds in America ?

c. In order of richness of milk, how do the dair^^ breeds stand?

d. In order of prominence and favor in the United States, how do

the beef breeds stand?

e. W^hat is New York, a dairy or a beef-producing State?

Answers to questions on cows

I. Prehistoric animals related to the modem cattle were domesticated

by the Swiss lake dwellers. These cattle existed in rather large numbers

down to historic times and were the ancestors of the domestic breeds of

the present day. The two kinds of domestic cattle that exist to-day are

the breeds found in Europe and America, and the h\imped zebu of the

eastern countries of the globe. The humped zebu was domesticated in

Eg>^pt two thousand years before the Christian Era.

The cattle of the United States have come chiefly from England, Scot-

land, the Channel Islands (the islands of Jersey and Guernsey in the

English Channel) , and Holland. The beef breeds and all the dairy breeds,

pxcept the Holstein-Friesian, originated in England, Scotland, and the

Channel Islands. The Holstein-Friesian cattle came from Holland.

The man who may be called the father of all modem breeding and improve-

ment of cattle was Robert Baj^ewell, who Ijyed in England from 172!; to

J795'
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2. The parts of the cow are shown in the illustration on this page and

require no further explanation. The udder and the milk veins make up

the mammary organs of the cow. The milk veins do not carry milk;

they drain the blood from the udder. The fresh blood from which the

milk is manufactured is su]:)plted to the udder froin the heart through

arteries and is drained away through the milk veins. The larger the

milk veins, the larger the probaljle amount of blood flowing through tlie

udder and the larger the milk production of the cow.

The parts of a anv: a, muzzle; b, eye; c, forehead; d, ear; e, horn; f, neck; ,!;, withers; h,

shoulder; i, hip; j, rump; k, thurl; I, thigh; m, leg; n, chest; o, abdomen; p, back; q, loin;

r, udder; s, teats; t, milk vein; u, switch

The wedge shape of the dairy cow is explained in the article in

this leaflet on " The Beef Type and the Dairy Type," by H. H. Wing,

page 12 19.

The body of the cow is so made up that she can reach much farther

forward when she kicks than can the horse. This enables her to protect

her udder to a greater extent. A horse usually kicks with both feet to

protect himself,
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3. A cow has lliirt\'-two permanent teeth: twenty-four molars— twelve

on each side, six above and six below— and eight incisors. The incisors

are all on the lower jaw. The place of the incisors on the upper jaw is

taken Ijy a hard jx'id of cartilage against which the lower, chisel-like teeth

strilce when the animal crops the herbage in the pasture. The arrange-

ment of tlic teeth of the sheep is the same as that of the cow.

4. A calf, when born, has two pairs of incisors. The other two pairs

appear during the first month. When a calf is

18 months old, he loses the middle pair of milk

incisors and .grows a pemianent pair. The next

pair, one on each side, is replaced at 27 months

of age, the third pair at 36 months, and the ' 7^"T
fovirth, or outside, pair at 45 months. The time Age of cattle told by per-

r ,1 r i-u • • •
•j.i.- mancfit incisors. The

of tlie appearance of these mcisors vanes within middle pair, marked i,

rather narrow limits, so that the age of young appears at eighleett

cattle can be told fairly accurately. A calf has ^marked 2^^appears at

also a temporary set of molars, which are later twettty-seven months;
1 1 •, , 1 i ii . the pair marked ? at

replaced with permanent ones; but they are not thirtv-six months the

considered in estimating the age of the animal. outer pair, marked 4,

5. The stomach of the cow and of the sheep mfntJi7
" J^r y-flve

has four compartments. The first three help in

the storage and the mechanical manipulation of the food. The fourth is

the true stomach of these animals, in which that part of the digestion

takes place that is ordinarily thought of as taking place in a stomach.

A cow chews most of her food twice. The first compartment of her

stomach is large and enables her to eat a large amoimt of food without

stopping to masticate it thoroughly. This food is stored temporarily in

the first compartment of her stomach. Later, at leisure, she can lie in.

the shade and re-chew all her food. After the second chewing, the food'

is swallowed and passes along to the true stomach and on into the in-

testines in the regular course of digestion. This subject is fully treated

under " Rumination in Cattle," page 1206.

6. The questions regarding the food of cows are all answered in the

article on " Food and Care of Cows," page 1209.

7. The breeds of cows are mentioned in some detail in the article in

this leaflet on" The Colors of Cows " (page 1221). In order of richness of

milk, the dairy breeds rank as follows: Guernsey, Jersey, Ayrshire, and
Holstein. The milk of the Guernsey and the Jersey contains from 5 per

cent to 6 per cent of butter-fat. The products of the Guernsey are golden

yellow; the products of the Jersey a somewhat. Eghter yellow, or cream
color. The milk of the Ayrshire will average abo^ 4 percent of butter-fat,

while the Holstein gives milk testing on the a^,^2rage. ahmxt 3.5, ger cent

butter-fat.
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The Shorthorn probably is held in higher favor in the United States

than the other beef breeds, with the Hereford second; the Aberdeen-

Angus stands third, and the Galloway fourth.

New York is primarily a dairy State. Very little beef is raised in this

State except, perhaps, in the western part. Most of the beef consumed is

imported into the State from the great western markets.

In order to make the study of the cow successful, the teacher should

use every opportunity to become acquainted with the details of dairy

work. There are excellent opportunities to use dairy problems in the

aritlimetic and bookkeeping classes. Children who become interested in

the business side of dairy farming will be a help and an inspiration to their

parents and will interest the parents in the school so that they will co-

operate with the boys and girls and the teacher.

"-•"^.^n.' •5'»c jc
^l'^e^

II. RUMINATION IN CATTLE"

E. SUNDERVILLE

(New York State Veterinary College)

Editors' note.— Since inquiries have been made from time to time on
rumination in cattle, and many teachers have asked for information that

will enable them to give intelligent answers to the questions asked on this

subject by boys and girls, the following lesson is included.

Many boys and girls on the farm have at some time watched the cow

eating, and, afterward, have watched her while she drowsily chewed her

cud. They have wondered what

the process was.

The cow, the sheep, and the

goat have a much more complex

system of chewing and digesting

food than have other domestic

animals, and, for that reason,

they are classed in one great

group known as ruminants. This

name is given to these animals

because they ruminate, or chew

the cud. Another characteristic

of ruminants is that they have

no front teeth on the upper jaw,

but, instead, a thick tough

cushion called the dental pad.

Ruminants, while feeding at the manger or grazing, take their food

'J.'.'ustratigns taljen from Sjsspn's Anatomy.

I

;--^.

Stomach of ruminant showing the four parts
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Mucous lining of the reticulum, or second compart
went. Arrow in the esophageal groove

rapidly, chew, or masticate, it V)ut little, and swallow it. Later the food

is returned to the mouth for a more complete mastication.

The stomach of a rumi-

nant is larger in proportion

to the size of the animal

than that of other animals.

In the average-sized cow, it

will hold from thirty to forty

gallons. It is di\'ided into

four parts, or cavities, called:

rumen, paunch, or first com-

partment; reticulmn, honey-

comb, or second compart-

ment; omasum, psalterium,

manyplies, or third compart-

ment; and abomasimi, reed,

rennet, or fourth compart-

ment.

All food taken into the

mouth is passed through the esophagus, or food pipe, to the stomach.

This tube, with walls of muscle, reaches from the mouth to the stomach

and is about one inch in diameter when normal, but it is capable of

being enlarged to accommodate masses of food. The outer walls of the

esophagus are made up of two sets of circular muscle fibers. One set

forces the food toward the stomach,

and the other forces it from the

stomach to the mouth. The esopha-

gus enters the rumen, or the first

compartment of the stomach, and

is continued to the abomasiun by a

muscular canal called the esophageal

groove. This groove is so arranged

that it enters the second and the

third compartments of the stomach.

All soHd food, when first swal-

lowed, passes down the esophagus

and enters the rumen, which is the

largest of the four parts of the

stomach and acts as a storehouse for

all the solid food. The inside of the

rumen is incompletely di\aded into four parts b\' four muscular pillars.

The inner lining, or mucous membrane, is covered with little pointed

Mucous memhraiic and leaves of the

omasum, or third compartment
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food

.

stj^ns

Mucous membrane of the abomasuni, or fourth compartment

finj^erlike processes called paj^ilL-c. After the animal has finished eating,

the food in the rumen is divided into parts large enough to be

returned through the esophagus to the

mouth. These are the cuds.

The second chewing, or mastication, of the

food is more complete than the first. The
time taken for a portion of the food to leave

the rumen, be remasticated, and returned to

the stomach, is about one minute. It is

estimated that the cow spends seven hours

a day nmiinating the

One of the first

of sickness in a

cow is the absence of

rumination.

After the second mas-

tication of the food, and
when it is well mixed with the saliva, or mouth fluid, it is again swal-

lowed and instead of passing to the nimen, it enters tlic esophageal

groove. In going through this muscular canal, tlic fluid part passes to

the reticuhun and the solid part to the omasum.

The reticulimi is the smallest of the four compartments of the stomach.

It opens through the esophageal groove into l^oth the nmicn and the

omasum. The inner lining of the reticulum is arranged like tlie cells of

a honeycomb. Each cell is about one-half an inch across and has from

four to six sides. It is in the cells of the reticular part of the stomach that

foreign bodies, such as small stones, nails, pieces of wire, and the like, arc

deposited. Occasionally sharp-pointed foreign bodies work their way
through the wall of the reticulum, and, on account of the nearness of the

reticulum to the heart, enter the heart and cause the death of the

animal.

The omastun, or third compartment, receives the solid ]:)arts of the food

after the second mastication. The inner mucous layer of the omasum is

made up of about one hundred leaves, var^nng in width from one to ten

inches. They are arranged as follows: a large leaf is followed b}- otic of

the smallest; then comes a mediimi-sized leaf followed again by one of

the smallest; then comes a large leaf again; and so on. Both sides of the

leaves are covered with small rounded projections about the size of a

millet seed. This gives to each leaf the appearance of a piece of sandpaper.

It is between these leaves that the food receives its final grinding, before

it is passed into the true digestive part of the stomach.

When the food has been divided into very small particles, it is passed
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into the abomasum. It is in this compartment that the food is mixed with

the gastric juice for stomach digestion. The inner mucous membrane
of the abomasum is soft and velvety and is arranged in spiral folds about

one and one-half inches wide. On the folds are found the cells that secrete

the gastric juice, and by the aid of these folds, the food is thoroughly

mixed with the digestive fluid.

From the abomasirm the digested food passes to the intestine. The
remainder of the digestive process in ruminants is similar to that of other

animals.

III. FOOD AND CARE OF COWS

E. S. Savage

All cows deserve better treatment tlian they receive, for they supply

milk, butter, and cream while they live, and even after they die their

skins are made into shoes and robes and coats to keep mankind warm.

Beef, the meat that they yield, is an im]oortant article of food.

Feed.—Coarse feeds are adapted to the requirements of the cow, and

she can consume large quantities of hay, cornstalks, and the like. Under

modern conditions, when cows are yielding large quantities of milk, a large

amount of grain also is fed. The grain is made up of ground cereals or of

gnnmd by-products from the manufacture of certain human foods.

Succulent foods are peculiarly adapted to the needs of the dairy cow.

The l)est food is, of course, green pasture grass, the naltuTil food of the

cow. At all times of the year when jiasture is not available, some

succulent food, such as corn silage or roots, should 1)e given. The cow
will respond in every way to special care, such as ])roviding a variety

in her ration, with some succulent food when possible.

For convenience in studying in detail the feeding of a cow, her food

is (li\'i(led into five groups of compounds: water, ash, protein, carbo-

hydrates, and fat. Her food is almost entirely of vegctal)le origin, and

the plants or the ])roducts of plants that she cats are made up entirely

of these groups of materials. The water in the plant is the same as any

pure water. It serves the plant in two important ways: by filling out

the cells and thus helping in the support of the plant ; and by transporting

the food from the roots, or from wherever it is made, to those cells that

need food. The ash of the plant is the mineral matter. The protein is

the nitrogenous part of the plant tissue. The earbohydratcs include the

sugars, the starches, and like materials. The fat is the oil of the plant.

All agricultural books use these terms; therefore the teacher should help

the children to become familiar with them.

It is not easy to give common examples of the ash or of the protein of

plants. These groups are intimately associated with the life of the plant

and are present in all parts of it.
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The plant may use any one or all three of the groups, protein, carbo-

hydrates, and fat, as a form in which to store reserve food. Mainly,

however, reserve food is stored in the form of carbohydrates, of which

starch is the most common example.

The body of a cow is built up from the food that she cats. It is com-

posed of the elements that also make up the plant body. These elements

form niunerous compounds, which may be grouped into the same live

groups into which the plant body, or the food of the cow, was separated

:

water, ash, protein, carbohydrates, and fat. The chemical formula for

an animal fat may not be the same as for the particular vegetable fat that

was in the animal's food; this will hold true also for proteins and carbohy-

drates. In the animal body there are few compounds that are carbohy-

drate in nature. The plant, as already noted, stores its sur]jlus food mainly

as carbohydrate, with some protein and fat. The animal, on the other

hand, stores its excess food material as fat. The proportion of protein

in the animal body as a whole is large because the lean meat of the muscle

tissue is nearly pure protein. A good example of animal protein is the

albumen of an egg; another is the casein, or curd, of milk. There is no

common animal carbohydrate. Lard and tallow are common forms of

animal fat.

What data there are show that in order to form the protein of the bod 3^

the animal must have protein in the food Any excess of protein in the

food that is not needed to form body protein wiU be broken up. A part

of the protein carrying the nitrogen will be excreted, and the remainder

will be used as carbohydrate material. The protein of the body can have

no source except in the protein of the food. The carbohydrate material

in the body can have as its source, protein, carbohydrates, or fat in the

food. The fat in the bod}' may be manufactured from the protein,

carbohydrates, or fat. Therefore, to siunmarize, there must be a siiflficient

amount of protein in the food in order to keep up the necessary protein of

the body, but the fat or carbohydrates of the body may be derived from

any one of the groups— protein, carbohydrates, or fat— in the

food.

The animal uses the water that it drinks and that it derives from its

food to keep up the supply in the body, much in the same way that the

plant uses water to help support the body by keeping the cells distended,

and as a transportation agent. The ash (mineral matter) taken into

the body forms the bones and furnishes the mineral matter that is present

in all the tissues. The protein makes up the muscle tissues of the body

and any nitrogenous matter in the other tissues. The carbohydrates are

used to furnish the energy for the muscles. Any excess of carbohydrates

may be transformed into fat and stored as reserve material. Fats in the
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body are used to give energy to the cells, or they may be stored as

body fat.

A cow or other animal has three uses for the food that it takes into its

body: (1) to furnish energy for the mechanical work of the body; (2) to

repair any loss of material in the make-up of the body itself; (3) to store as

fat any food material in excess of these needs. Fat, carbohydrates, and

excess protein over the protein requirements of the body, are used for

energy and fat production. Some protein and ash are used for the repair

work and for the new material added to the body in the case of the growing

animal.

A ration is the amount of food that is fed to an animal in twenty-four

hours for the needs stated. The needs as to digestible protein, digestible

carbohydrates, and digestible fat for animals have been carefully calcu-

lated. Estimating the amount of food to meet these needs is called com-

puting a balanced ration.

It has been found that there is a certain relation between the necessary

amount of protein and of carbohydrates and fat in a ration. This relation

has been called the nutritive ratio. The ratio is expressed between one

pound of digestible protein and the necessary number of pounds of digesti-

ble carbohydrates and digestible fat. When the first term of the ratio is

expressed as one, the second term is found by multiplying the fat by 2j,

adding to it the carbohydrates, and dividing this amount by the protein.

The digestible fat is multiplied by 2^ because fat is considered to yield

to the body 2j times as much energy as carbohydrates.

For dairy cows, it has been found that a nutritive ratio between i H-S
and 1 : 6 seems to give the best results in milk flow.

In order to compute a ration for a dairy cow weighing about one thou-

sand pounds, suitable food should be furnished in sufficient quantity to

yield about twenty-four pounds of dry matter, in which the relation of the

protein to the carbohydrates plus 2 1 times the fat is between 1:4.5

and 1 : 6.

Care.—In addition to her food a good cow is entitled to six things from

her master: (i) kindness; (2) a clean, dry home; (3) plenty of light; (4)

pure air; (5) pure water; and (6) an abundance of salt. Every caretaker

of cows should see that these things are supplied, as well as that his cows

have plenty to eat.

Every animal in a well-managed dairy herd will be so tame that the

owner and attendants can easily catch her in the open lot at any time.

A dog, be he ever so gentle, is of little use in connection with a dairy herd.

A club or a whip should have no place in a dairy bam.

All the light and the pure air possible must be supplied. It is not costly

^Q provide %ht iu ^ stable; geither i§ it very cQstly to provide efficient
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means of ventilation in old stables if the owner is a wide-awake manager
with his mind open to the best in his power for the comfort of his

animals. All the dairy papers and the experiment stations are ready at

any time to help and to suggest means of bettering stable conditions, with

jjlans that may be had for the asking. Most of these i)lans are simjjle

and ccont)mical, and farmers arc fully capable of putting tlicm into

execution.

Cows should be watered at least twice a day. The water should be

pure, and, if possible, it should be free from ice at all times of the year.

If cows have a place to drink where ice does not form, and if they are

watered twice a day, it does not seem necessary to warm the water arti-

ficially. It is important to avoid chilling the animal so that she will not

shiver after drinking. Any system is a good watering-system that

will furnish pure water and that works so that the cow gets all that she

requires at least twice in twenty-four hours.

A cow should be furnished with about one ounce of salt every day.

The practice of the best dairymen varies. The writer would suggest

feeding each cow about two ounces of salt three times a week, either

mixing it in the grain feed or merely throwing it into the manger any

time during the day.

If boys and girls, in helping their fathers to take care of the cows, will

keep in mind the foregoing suggestions, New York State will have some of

the finest, cleanest, and tamest cows in the world.

IV. THE CALF

E. S. Savage

The proper feeding and care of calves are fully as important as the feeding

and the care of the older cattle, for poorly nourished and neglected calves

cannot become well-developed cattle. No one knows just how far-reaching

may be the consequences of the treatment given young cattle in the first

twelve or fifteen months of their lives, what the effect of stunting may
be even though they are properly fed afterwards, or what the effect of

ideal treatment may be on high production during the mature years.

The little evidence there is shows that the calves must not be

neglected.

There is great satisfaction in having a bunch of sleek, healthy calves.

The proper management and feeding of calves may often be the source

of self-satisfaction and self-respect to farm boys and girls because on many
small farms this work is left to the children, particularly to the boys.

This is as it should be. All boys should have chores to do, and the feeding

of calves may well form part of their home duties. It brings a boy in

contact with animals, and if he is furnished with the proper feeds for them
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he will take pjrcat pains with his work, and will gain much satisfaction in

watching the growth and well-being of his charges.

Feeding the calf

The first two weeks.— After the calf is born it should be left with the

mother for two or three days, perhaps until the eighth milking. The
writer has always considered the milk of the eighth milking good to save

for home or market purposes. That of the first six or seven milkings

is called colostrum, and is necessary to the health of the calf because it

is laxative and has a good effect on the digestive system. The best way
for the calf to obtain the colostrum is by suckling the mother, and this

method is best for the mother also. If the calf does not attempt to suckle

by the time it is three or four hours old, it should be helped up and assisted

in getting the first meal.

After the seventh milking the calf should be taught to drink. This

may be done in the following way. Use a small pail into which the calf

can easily get its head. Put about two quarts of warm, fresh milk into

the pail, back the calf into a corner of the pen, and straddle his neck.

Grip the pail with the left hand, and with the right hand hold the calf's

nose down in the milk. The first two fingers should partly enter the

calf's mouth and should be slightly apart so that the milk will be drawn

in between them. Gradually withdraw the fingers. After a few attempts,

and as soon as it gets a good taste of the milk, the calf will usually drink

properly. Whole milk should be given for at least ten days. If at all

practicable it is best to feed the calf three times a day, one quart at a meal,

for the first ten days. After the tenth day, if the calf is strong, it may
be fed twice a day and should receive two quarts (four pounds) at a meal.

The temperature of the milk should be between 90° and 100° Fahrenheit.

A thermometer should always be used to take the temperature of the

milk so that it is sure to be the proper temperature when fed; and one

can be bought for twenty-five cents. This is one of the most important

points to practice in feeding. Beginning with the eleventh to the four-

teenth day the calf may be fed skimmed milk.

The third week.— The change from whole milk to skimmed milk should

extend over a full week and should be at the rate of one pound per day.

The skimmed milk must be sweet, free from foam, and at a temperature

of from Qo° to 100° Fahrenheit.

The fourth week and thereafter.— After the third week the calf may
have more milk as its appetite and condition demand it, but it should

not be overfed. There is much more danger from overfeeding than

from underfeeding. Into each feeding of skimmed milk should be mixed

a teaspoonful of blood flour, which is ground dried blood and a by-product
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Ca/f raised on skimmed milk

Calf raised on meal A

Calf raised on meal B

from the lar^je abattoirs. It

may be obtained from the

feed dealer. It must be very

finely ground because coarsely

ground dried blood will not

stay suspended in the milk

while the calf is drinking, but

will settle and be lost. Blood

flour is expensive, but the

amount fed is very small and

is worth many times its cost

for two reasons. First, it is

a very good high protein food

in itself; second, it keeps the

bowels of the calf in good con-

dition and overcomes any ten-

dency to digestive troubles.

Roughage.— At four weeks

of age the calf will begin to

eat food other than milk. The
best roughage is bright, well-

cured alfalfa hay from the

second or the third cutting.

On farms where alfalfa hay is

not available, the second cut-

ting of clover hay may be sub-

stituted for the alfalfa. With

a little care practically every

faraicr in the State of New
York can cut and store a

small amount of clover hay

from the second cutting for

his calves. If neither of these

two kinds of hay is available,

the best quality of hay that

can be secured, should be

used. The calf should have

all the hay it will eat. After

it is six months old, it may
have a little silage.

The grain mixture.— At

about the time at which the

calf will begin to eat a
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wasp of hay, it will eat dry grain. A very good mixture is the fol-

lowing :

30 pounds wheat bran

30 pounds ground oats

30 pounds com meal

10 pounds oil meal

This mixture should be placed in a box nailed to the side of the pen. A
calf should never be fed dry grain in the pail from which it takes milk, and

Group of calves raised on skimmed milk, hay, and grain

the grain should never be mixed, with the milk. When the calf is three

or four weeks old, and after it has finished drinking milk, some of the

grain mixture should be put into its mouth. At the same time some of

the grain should be left in the feed box. The calf will soon learn to like

grain, will find the box, and will eat it regularly. A calf should be fed

all the grain it will eat up clean after having its milk. Some persons

keep grain before their calves all the time.

Raising calves when little milk is available

Substitutes for skimmed milk.— On many farms all the milk is sent to

market in the raw state. Raising calves on such farms is much more
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difficult than it is on farms where skimmed milk is available. The best

advice that can be offered in such a case is to purchase a calf food

from a feed dealer and feed it exactly in accordance with the directions

that are su]}]jlied by the manufacturer. Two such commercial foods have

been found fairly satisfactory in work with the Cornell University herd;

these are designated in the accompanying table as A and B. The tal)le

shows the results obtained froin these two foods as compared with the

results from skimmed milk.
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pick their own living without some extra food; therefore it seems best to

feed them in the bam during the first summer. Moreover, in the day-

pasture, flies ])lague them so that they do not grow well.

Dehorning calves.— In herds where it is desirable that all the animals

be dehorned, the best time to dehorn calves is before they are three weeks

old. This may be done by rubbing the little nubs of horns with a stick

of caustic potash, which may be purchased at any drug store. When
using it, precaution should be taken that it does not come in contact

with the hands; for this reason the end of the stick that is held in the hand,

should be wrapped in paper.

The hair should be clipped away from the button of the horn. The
end of the stick of caustic potash should be dipped in water and the horn

nibbed hard with it until the skin all around the button is raw and bleeds

a little. This is necessary in order to wholly destroy the horn tissue.

Care should be used that the caustic liquid does not run down into the

eyes of the calf.

This seems like cruel practice, but in reality it is most humane because

it does not hurt the calf very much. Dehorning a mature animal is

very painful and more or less dangerous. Cattle that have been dehorned

are more docile, cannot injure each other or the attendant, and are prob-

ably more productive. The sores made by dehorning calves with caustic

potash will quickly heal and need no attention. The thing of greatest

importance is to do a thorough job, making sure that the horn button

is absolutely destroyed. If only a part is destroyed, a stubby, misshapen

horn will grow, and a poorly shaped head will result.

Competition in raising calves

A competition in raising calves is a good home project. The children

should Ijc encouraged in such an undertaking, and jjerhaps several in

the school will caiTy on the work at the same time. Much interest could

be stimulated by keeping, at the school, a table of gains made by the

calves. The conditions under which the calves are raised will vary

somewhat on the dilTcrent faims, jparticularly in the matter of the avail-

able foods especially as the animals grow older. It will be valuable to

discuss these matters in the school for a few minutes from time to time

in order that all may have the benefit of the experience that each child

raising a calf gains from this actual piece of work. At the close of the

competition a show of the calves raised could be held at the school, and

an interesting half day could be spent with profit to all. Some of the older

folk could be invited in and the results of the work explained to them.

A well-raised calf is the result of well-directed effort, which if done in

connection with the school life gains dignity and importance in the mind
of the child.

77
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V. THE DISTRIBUTION OF COWS

E. S. Savage

The cattle-bearing sections of the United States.— There are in the United

States about fifteen million cows, both beef and dairy. The question

naturally arises, in what States are they found? There are some cows

in every State; but there arc six States in the Union that deserve the

title " The Six Great Dairy States," and five States that deserve the

title " The Five Great Beef States." The great agricultural State of

Iowa is found in both these lists; therefore is has the title " The Greatest

Stock-Growing State." Texas, also, is found in both lists, but it does

not stand so high as Iowa because of the vastness of its area.

Based on ntmiber of cows, Wisconsin is the greatest dairy State in

the Union, with 1,626,000 cows, according to the figures given in the

Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture for 191 4.

New York has 1,509,000; Iowa, 1,377,000; Minnesota, 1,186,000; Texas,

1,086,000; and IlHnois, i ,.007,000. No other State has a million dairy

cows.

In nimibers of beef cows, Texas outranlvs the others by far, having

2,469,321 head. It must be remembered that the area of Texas is

vast. Nebraska has 705,191 beef cows; Iowa, 614,930; Kansas, 558.153".

and Montana, 372,798. No other State in the Union has more than

200,000 beef cows. Thus it is seen that, in this country, cattle are raised

in largest numbers in the northern tier of States and in the Mississippi

Valley.

Elgin, Illinois, is the greatest butter market in the United States, and

the Elgin Board of Trade governs the price of butter in the ]\Iiddle West.

New York City is the greatest milk-consuming city in the United States.

Chicago is the greatest market for beef cattle. Other great beef markets

are Kansas City, St. Louis, and St. Joseph. Buffalo has a large beef-

cattle market. Of course all the larger cities are great markets for raw

milk and for beef in retail form.

""'"k^^
''
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VL THE BEEF TYPE AND THE DAIRY TYPE

H. H. Wing

Cattle are kept for two main purposes: for the production of milk

and for the production of beef. These two purposes make quite differ-

ent demands on the vital energies of the animal. For this reason, by

Hereford. Beef type

selection through many generations of those animals, on the one hand,

that are best developed for meat production, and of those, on the other

hand, that give the largest amount of milk, there have arisen two types

more or less distinct in form and in certain other characters, one known
as the beef form, or type, and the other known as the milk form, or

type.
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It must not be supposed that these two types arc entirely distinct

or separate, for the cows of the beef type always give some milk, and

animals of the dairy type will furnish bocf of reasonably good quality

when properly fattened. Then, too, while the types may be readily

recognized in the best-developed individuals of either, there are a great

many animals of intermediate form that would be difficult to assign

to either t>'pe, since the two types tend to merge into each other Ij}- \xry

slight gradations.

The chief differences in form that distinguisli ihc beef and the dairy

types are:

Holstein-Friesian. Dairy type

1. Outline of body, especially as viewed from the side.

2. Depth and sinoothness of flesh.

3. Size of udder and external blood vessels connected therewith.

In the beef form, the outline of the body approaches the rectangular.

The general direction of the top and bottom lines is straight and ^xarrdlel,

and the general dimensions of the body approximate those of a Ijrick;

that is, length twice the depth, and depth twice the thickness.

In the dairy type the general outline of the body is " wedge-shaped

from before backward"; that is, the general direction of the top and

bottom lines diverges from the front toward the rear. This is brought

about by a relatively large development of the hind quarters and some-
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times by relatively low and thin shoulders. The height of the animal at

the hips is from one-half to one and one-half inches p;reater than at the

shoulders. The wedy;c-shaped api)earancc is increased by a larj^e, pen-

dulous abdomen and l^y a large, well-developed udder.

In the best beef animal, even when not fully fattened, the whole body

is thickly and smoothly covered with flesh (muscle) so that the angles

of the bones are nowhere prominent. This is seen particularly over the

upper part of the ribs immediately back of the shoulder, on the loins,

in the thighs, and on the shoulder. The neck is short and blends smoothly

into the shoulder, and the whole body has a rounded appearance.

In the dairy animal, the lack of muscular development gives rise to

a spare angular appearance. The angles and joints of the bones are

])rominent, particularly in the pelvis and the spinous processes. This

does not mean that the animal is poor or emaciated, for there may be

al)undant fat, as indicated by a soft, jiliable skin, and Ijy rolls of fat in

the fold of the skin in the flanks; yet the animal may present a spare

appearance.

In the dairy type, the udder is, of course, much larger and fuller than

in the beef type, and the so-called " milk veins " stand out prominently

on the abdomen, extending well forward to the chest. In the beef type,

not only is the udder small and comparatively insignificant, but the

exterior veins leading from it are small and more or less embedded in

the surrounding muscular and fatty tissue.

VII. THE colors of COWS

E. S. Savage

Puro-brod cows constitute only about 1.5 per cent of the cows raised

in New York State. This nvunber should be increased, for it costs no

more to keep pure-bred animals than grade animals; and the profit from

pure-bred animals is likely to be larger than that from grades. Further-

more, it is a great satisfaction to own a fine herd of pure-bred cows.

Boys and girls should be taught to recognize the four leading dairy breeds

of cattle and the four leading beef breeds. The lessons will give some

interesting study in color and in markings, and the young persons will

make a beginning on observation of cattle in the neighborhood.

The four great dairy breeds in New York State, in order of numbers

of cows, are the Holstein-Friesian, called simply Holstein, the Jersey, the

Guernsey, and the Ayrshire. The color of the pure-bred animals in each

of these breeds is always the same within rather narrow limits. A pure-

bred Jersey would never be mistaken for a Holstein or an Ayrshire, and

very rarely indeed would she be mistaken for a Guernsey by any one with

any real knowledge of the l^reeds.
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This color characteristic is the one, perhaps, which is most surely

transmitted from parents to offspring among pure-bred animals. Among
grade animals, the color, in most cases, will be that of the breed of which

the grade animal carries the most blood.

One way to become familiar with the different breeds of cattle is to see,

as often as possible, copies of farm papers that give considerable attention

to live-stock production.

The dairy breeds

The Jersey.— The color of the Jersey, in general, is solid fa^^^l, varying

through all the shades from light to dark, and becoming almost black

in some cases. White is allowable and occurs in patches with sharply

defined outlines in the general fawn color of the body. Jersey cows

showing white are comparatively few in nvimber. A Jersey usually has

a black nose, a black tongue, and a black switch, but these jooints are

not required for eligibility to registration. The hair along the back

and under the abdomen, and that immediately surrounding the muzzle

and the eyes, is usually lighter than on other parts of the body. The
skin should be a rich yellow.

The Guernsey.—The Guernsey cow is generally larger than the Jersey

and perhaps a little coarser. The color is yellowish, brownish, or reddish

fawn. This is wholly unlike the fawn of the Jersey, and is not likely

to be mistaken after a few individuals of each of the breeds have been

seen. The reddish fawn prevails. White markings are more common
with Guernseys than with Jerseys. White occurs most often on the limbs

and the under part of the body. The muzzle of the Guernsey is bujf or

flesh-colored, and is surrounded by a circle of light hair. The eyes are

surrounded by the same kind of marldng. The Guernsey cow usually

has a white switch.

The Guernsey is noted for the rich yellow color of the skin and of the

secretions coming from the skin. There is supposed to be a relation-

ship between this rich skin-color and the bright, rich yellow of Guernsey

butter and cream.

The Holstcin-Fricsian.— The color of the Holstein-Fricsian is black

and white. There is no variation in shade, the only variation among
individuals being in the amount of each color. At various times in the

history of the breed, more white has been popular than at other tiines.

For example, at present a Holstein bull calf having more than fifty per

cent white will bring a larger price than an equally good animal ha\'ing

less white.

The Ayrshire.—The Ayrshire cow is red and white, although occasion-

ally a brown and white animal may appear. In such cases, the brown

always has a reddish tinge. As with Holsteins, a large proportion of white
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is popular. The color markings in the Ayrshire are not so regiilar as the

black and white of the Holstein. Often a white Ayrshire cow will be

flecked with red instead of being marked in large patches or in any regular

way.
;

The best way to learn the different characteristics in color is to see

animals of each breed. It is suggested to teachers that the children

be encouraged to tell what kinds of cows they have at home and to describe

the colors. Visits to good dairy herds in the vicinity of the school will

increase the interest in the subject and give the children first-hand study

of animal life. Farmers who are good dairymen arc proud of their herds

and are pleased to have them noticed.

The beef breeds

There are comparatively few of the four great beef breeds— Shorthorn,

Hereford, Halloway, and Aberdeen-Angus — in New York, as this is

primarily a dairy State. At one time Shorthorn cattle were in demand
in New York, however, and in 1873, the highest price ever paid for a cow,

$40,000, was paid for 8th Duchess of Geneva, a Shorthorn. Beef cattle

have given way to dairy cattle, and there are no large herds of beef animals

except in one or two places. The influence of the Shorthorn blood has

been left in the grade and the scinb herds, however, and there are many
animals resembling Shorthorns. The grades of the other beef breeds

are not nearly so nmnerous.

The Shorthorn.— The colors found among Shorthorn cattle are red

and white in great diversity of proportions. There are wholly red animals

and wholly white animals. Then there is found in large numbers the

roan, a mixture of the red and the white with the colors grading impercep-

tibly into each other through a mixture of the red and white hairs.

In some cases the colors are distinct, and the outlines of the patches of

red are clearly defined. The illustration on page 1226 is that of a roan

Shorthorn cow with some parts of the body graded into clear white and

with other parts nearly a clear red.

The Hereford.— The characteristic color markings of the Hereford cow
are her white face, white line on the back, white underline, white mark-

ings on the legs, and white switch. There is no definite extent prescribed

for these colors, but the face is always clear white, and the outlines of

the other white markings are distinct. The body is a solid dark red.

The Aberdeen-Angus.— The Aberdeen-Angus cow is solid black and is

distinguished from the Galloway by having shorter and straighter hair.

The Angus cow is polled; that is, from birth she has no horns.

The Galloway.— The Galloway cow is also solid black with the best

coat of hair of any of the breeds of cattle. The hair is rather long and
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wavy. The hide of the Galloway is especially prized for robes and fur

coats. This is a polled breed, also.

The cows of the different breeds cannot always be distinguished by

color alone. Other characteristics, which have not been mentioned, may
need to be considered; but the color will enable one to determine the

breed in the great majority of cases.

VIII. SCORING AND JUDGING DAIRY COWS

E. S. Savage

There is a noticeable connection between the form of a dairy cow and

her ability to produce milk, and it is a knowledge of this fact that enables

a dairyman to select a good producer. Familiarity with the relationships

between form and function may be gained by practice in scoring and

judging cows. For this purpose a score card, like the one given on the

next page, is used. It shows the various parts to be considered, describes

their ideal form, and gives a value to each. It will be seen at once, for

instance, that the milk-secreting organs -7- udder, teats, and milk veins—
are given thirty-six points out of one hundred, more than a third. They
are, therefore, more important than the other parts. The chest is given

ten points, because on its size and development the general health depends

as far as it is controlled by the lung power, the heart, and the circulation

of the blood. Thus each part receives a value, and it is important to

know which are most essential and when they are well developed and

proportioned. A single animal can be scored, deducting from the points

allowed for each part as much as the animal seems to fall short of the

ideal, and the simi of the points remaining will be the final score. Of

course, to do this well requires experience and the scoring of a large

number of animals.

Method of inspection.— The cow should be studied as a whole for her

general appearance. She should be viewed first from the front, and

her wedge-shaped form from the top of her withers downward noted.

This will give an indication of her heart girth and the size and the strength

of her lungs. The appearance of the head and the neck and the symmetry

of this part of her body compared with the rest should be noted for

balance, feminine appearance, spareness, and a general lack of beefiness

or heaviness of neck and shoulder

The cow should be viewed next from the side and the wedge shape

as formed by the top and the bottom lines should be noticed. If these

lines were extended, they would form the point of the wedge somewhere

in front of the cow. A large well-supported abdomen and udder, and

a straight back line make a well-defined wedge shape. The cow should

be spare in appearance with lack of beefiness along the ribs and the loin.
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This point may be determined by feeling the condition of the skin over the

ribs, testing it for looseness, thickness, and pliability.

Score Card for Dairy Cow

Scale of points

General appearance, 27
Weight—estimated pounds; actual

Form—wedge shape as viewed from front, side, and top

Form—spare as indicated by prominent joints and clean bone and

lack of muscular development along ribs and loins

Ouality—hair fine, soft; skin pliable, loose, medium thickness;
*"

secretion yellow, abundant ;•••.
Constitution—vigorous as indicated by alert expression, evidently

active vital functions, and general healthy appearance

Head and neck, 6
Muzzle—clean cut; mouth large; nostrils large

Eyes—large, bright

Face—lean, long; quiet expression

Forehead—broad, slightly dished

Ears—medium size; fine texture

Neck—fine, medium length ;. throat clean; light dewlap.

Fore and hind quarters, 1

1

Withers—lean, thin; shoulders, ang^ilar, not fleshy.

Hips—far apart; not lower than spine

Rump—long, wide, comparatively level

Thurls—high, wide apart

Thighs—thin, long

Legs—straight, short; shank fine

Body, 20
Chest—deep; with large girth and broad on floor of chest; well-

sprung ribs

Abdomen—large, deep; indicative of capacity; well supported .

Back—lean, straight, chine open. Tail, long, slim, with fine

switch
Loin—broad

Milk-secreting organs, 36
Udder—large, long, attached high and full behind; extending far

in front and full
;
quarters even

Udder—capacious, flexible, with loose, pliable skin covered with

short, fine hair

Teats—convenient size, evenly placed

Milk veins—large tortuous, long, branching, with large milk wells

Total.

Perfect

score

10

4

20

10
2

4

100

Points
idlowcd

From the rear of the cow, the wedge shape from the top should be

noted. The withers form the point of this wedge, and the lines from the

withers to the points of the hip bones form the sides, During the entire
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study of the cow evidences of constitutional weakness should be looked

for carefully.

After this preliminary study of form, quality, and constitution has

been made, the cow should be studied in detail as outlined by the score

card.

In general the ability of a cow to produce milk will be indicated by her

strength of constitution, her capacity to utilize large amounts of food,

and by a large, flexible, uniform udder ca])able of j^roducing much milk.

Judging.— In judging a ring of three or more cows in order to decide

how they compare with each other, the score card is seldom vised, but

the things learned from the score card are remembered and used as a

basis of determining the good and bad points of the animals. Later

they may be scored if desired to check the judgments made, or some

expert dairyman may be asked to give his judgment. After much practice

one can learn to choose the best-producing animals with a fair degree

of accuracy.

IX. THE BABCOCK TEST FOR BUTTER-FAT IN MILK

R. A. Pearson

The Babcock test is a quick and accurate method of determining the

richness of milk, which means its percentage of fat.

Materials.— The materials needed arc: a hand-power centrifugal tester,

at least two milk test-bottles (Fig. i), one pipette in which to measure

the milk (Fig. 2), one acid measure (Fig. 3), one dairy thermometer,

about one pint of sulfuric acid with specific gravity between. 1.8 2 and

1.83, a few ounces of milk, and some hot water. All the necessary appa-

ratus and acid can be bought for from six to seven dollars from any dairy

supply company. They can be ordered through a hardware dealer.

Sulfuric acid is sold also at drug stores.

Sampling the milk.— The milk to be tested should be thoroughly mixed

just before the sample is taken, so as to make sure that the fat, or cream, is

evenly distributed. This can best be done by gently pouring it back

and forth between two vessels several times. The temperature of the milk

should be between 60° and 70° F.

Place the small end of the pipette at the center of the milk and suck

the milk up above the 17.6-c.c. mark. Quickly place the index finger over

the upper end of the pipette, and by releasing the pressure allow the

milk to run out until its upper surface is even with the 1 7.6-c.c. mark when
the pipette is held straight up and down.

Place the point of the pipette a short distance into the neck of the

test bottle, holding it against the glass with both pipette and bottle at

an angle (Fig. 4). Remove the finger so as to allow the milk to flow
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Fig. I.— Test

bottle

into the l)oltle. Be sure to get ever}- drop of the milk, taking care to

drain the pipette and to blow the last drop into the bottle. A little

practice should make any one proficient with the j)ipette.

It is best always to make the test in duplicate; hence

two bottles are needed for each lot of milk.

Using the acid.— The acid is very strong and must be

handled with great care. If any gets on the hands, face, or

clothing, it should be washed off quickly, and water should

always be ready for this purpose. Do not leave

the acid where children can get it.

After all the samples of milk to be tested have

been measured, the acid should be added. Fill

the acid measure to the 17.5-c.c. mark with acid

that is between 60° and 70° F. Pour this into

the bottle with the milk, holding the bottle in a

slanting position. The acid will then carry down any milk left

in the neck and will follow the glass surface to the bottom of

the bottle and form a layer under the milk.

Hold the bottle by the neck and mix the contents with a

whirling motion for a few minutes, until no milk nor clear acid

is \nsible (Fig. 5). By this time the contents will be dark-

colored and hot. This change is due to the acid dissolving all

the solid constituents of the milk except the fat, which it does

not affect.

Whirling the bottles.— The bottles are whirled in order to

separate the fat so that it can be measured. They should be

hot when whirled. If necessary they may be heated by standing

in hot water before being put into the machine. A steam

machine is easily kept hot when in use. Other kinds shoidd

have boiling water placed in them.

Place the bottles in the machine so that each one

will have another directly opposite, in order to keep

the machine in Ijalance. Whirl the bottles for five

minutes at the proper speed for the machine in use

(Fig. 6). With the pipette or other convenient

means, add hot water to each bottle until the contents come
up to the bottom of the neck. Whirl the bottles for two more

minutes. Add enough hot water to bring the top of the fat

nearly to the top of the graduations on the neck of the

bottles. Whirl the bottles for another minute. The fat should

then form a clear column in the neck of the bottle.

Reading the percentage.— Keep the fat warrn so that it will be in a fluid

l^
Fig. 2.—
Pipette,

or milk
meastire

Fig. 3.-
Actd

measure
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condition. Hold the bottle by the upper end of the neck, letting il hanjj;

in a perpendicular position, on a le\a'l with the eye. Read the marks,

or <2;raduations, at the extreme top and
bottom of the column of fat. The difference

l^etween these is the percentaj^e of fat in

the milk. Some test bottles are made to

read as high as lo per cent, while others

read only to 8 per cent. Each percentage

g ~^^^^a^H^^H ^^^ ^^^ number marked on the glass, and on

L L-JHBHBBKBBH the lo-per-cent bottles there are five small

spaces each representing 0.2 per cent be-

tween these principal marks. Thus, if the

top of the column of fat is even with the

third short mark above the 7 mark, the

top reading would be 7.6; and if the bottom
is halfway ])elweon the first and the second short marks above the 3

mark, tlic bottom reading would be 3.3; the

difference is 4.3, which is the percentage of

fat, or the number of pounds of fat in 100

pounds of the milk tested. On the 8-per-

cent bottles there are ten small spaces be-

tween each percentage mark, and each space

represents one-tenth of one per cent.

Fig. 4.— Putting the milk into

the test bottle. The pipette is

held at an angle with the test

bottle and its point against the

inside of the neck

One c.c. nieans

about 20 drops.

Notes

I cubic centimeter, or

Fig. 5.— Mixing milk and acid.

A rotary motion with the bottle

not pointed toward the face

If the column of fat is clouded with white specks,

probably the acid was not strong enough, or not

enough was used, or the heat was not high enough.

If the column of fat is clouded with dark sj^ecks,

probably the acid was too strong, or too much was

used, or the heat was too great.

Always keep the acid bottle closed when not in

use, or the acid will lose strength. Remember that

it is a poison and corrosive.

POINTS TO BE ESPECIALLY NOTED IN MAKING THE

BAB COCK TEST

H. E. Ross

I. Be sure to mix the sample of milk thoroughly before drawing it

out with the pipette, but avoid making air bubbles.

Fig. 6.— Whirling the

samples
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2. \VlR'n measuring a sample of milk with the pipette keep the index

fin^^er dry.

3. When measurin*;; a sample of milk, keep the mark on the pipette

on a level with the eye. The same precaution should be observed when
readinjj; the percentage of fat after the test is completed.

4. Do not tr}^ to measure a sample of milk by drawing the milk just

to the mark on the pipette. Draw the milk above the mark, as directed.

5. When adding milk or acid to the test bottle, slant the bottle. The
liquid will then run down the lower inside of the neck of the bottle, and

will not be forced out by outcoming air.

6. Do not hold the bottle so that its mouth points toward yourself

or any one else. The action of the acid on the milk produces great heat.

This heat often causes the contents of the bottle to spurt out violently.

7. After adding the acid to the milk, shake the bottle thoroughly until

the contents become dark in color.

8. After using the pipette wash it thorouglily, preferably in hot w^ater.

This will tend to prevent the transmission of disease germs from the

mouth of one person to another, should any such germs be present.

9. The tester should Ijc firmly fastened to a solid bench or table.

10. The person operating the machine should give his or her whole

attention to it, and not allow the fingers or the clothing to get in the

path of the bottle cups on an open machine.

1 1

.

Remove all objects from the vicinity of the tester. This will pre-

vent their being hit by the bottle cups when the machine is in motion.

12. If acid is spilled use plenty of water, and then add an alkali, such

as lime or baking soda, in order to neutralize the acid.

13. Do not leave the acid bottle uncorked.

14. Keep all glassware perfectly clean.

15. After wasliing the glassware, it is important to rinse it thoroughly

in clean w^ater so as to remove soap powder.

78
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ANIMALS TO BE RECOGNIZED IN 1915-1916

THE DONKEY AND THE MULE

M. W. TIari'ER

The donkey is closely related to the horse, and was formerly used as

a beast of burden to a greater extent than tlic horse. The earliest literature

makes frequent mention of the donkey and its general usefulness to

mankind . With the

increasing usefulness

of the horse, however,

the donkey's influence

rapidly diminished

particularly in the

new centers of ci\al-

ization. Even to-day

the donkey is exten-

sively used in the

older countries, par-

ticularly Asia and
Africa.

At the present time,

however, the donkey

is attracting increas-

ing attention in west-

ern civilization be-

cause of the great

economic usefulness of

the mule. The mule

is a hyl~)rid produced

1 )y mating a jack, or a

male donkey, with a

mare. Since mules

and horses are used

for the same kinds of

work, there is a ten-

dency to develop types of donkeys somewhat similar to the types of

horses. Thus there are a niunber of breeds of donkeys varying in size,

conformation, and general activity. Most of the useful breeds of donkeys

were developed in the countries of southern Europe, particularly

Spain, Italy, and France.

The United States makes greater use of the mule than any other country

in the world. Fully one-half of the total number are found in the United

States. This seems strange in \dew of the fact that the older nations

Donkey
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i^.',^\.-:..-.

Mule

of the world have developed most of the breeds of horses, and all of the

breeds of donkeys.

VIRGINL\ DEER

A. H. Wright

Virginia deer are about six feet in length and stand three feet high.

Their general color in summer is bright rufous chestnut, with a dark

band on chin and throat; the belly, the underside of the legs, and

the underside of the tail are white. The winter covering is coarse and

is tinged with gray, or may be very bluish in early fall. The coat is shed

twice a year, in June and in September. The change is gradual and does

not affect all the parts at once. The antlers, possessed only by the buck,

are about twenty-one inches in length and four and three-quarters inches

in circumference at the base. They curve outward and upward, the tips

turning in toward each other. A short, upright spike is given off near

the base, beyond which the beam develops two upright branches, making

three nearly equal prongs. In battle the animals approach with bowed

heads and the tines meet, shielding each animal from the points of the

Other, Sometimes the antlers interlock so that the animals cannot sepa-
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rate and as a result starve. The growth of an antler is very rapid.

Starting as a mere buttonlike growth in the middle of May, it attains

its full size by Septeml)cr. It is covered with velvet, which carries a

blood suijply until the Inick is full grown, when he rubs the velvet oil

by scraping his horns on bushes and rock ledges.

Virginia deer do not migrate, and the incUviduals have a very small

home range. Ordinarily they have a low, smooth, bounding gait, with

an occasional high jump. Their footprints arc aiTanged alternately in

a double row. The hind foot falls exactly in the mark of the fore foot,

which makes an impression al:)OUt five and one-half inches in length. The

two parts of the hoof are very sharply defined and are often unequal in

size. Deer are good

swimmers.

These animals do

not make a nest. The
young are bom in

the middle of May,
usually two fawns at

a time. The mother

hides them in some

sheltering underbrush,

whither she comes to

nm"se them. The coat

of the young is a rich

bay, with clear white

spots, which coloring

is lost after about four

months. These little

animals are exceed-'

ingly graceful. The
males follow the

years. They have many

Virginia deer

mother for one year, the females for two

enemies, including bears, wolves, panthers, lynxes, foxes, and eagles.

In summer, deer follow the watercourses, and they feed on herbs,

grasses, marsh or aquatic plants, leaves of deciduous trees and shrubs,

berries and fruits whenever within reach, and as many beechnuts as can

be found. As winter approaches they gather in bands, and when the

weather grows severe they congregate in a " yard," which is a cleared,

stamped-out space with a wall of snow about it. Here their food con-

sists of buds, low deciduous trees, twigs and foUage of arbor viise, hemlock,

and balsam, and a few mosses and lichens.

Deer can be readily semidomesticated for park purposes, but they

are treacherous and dangerou.s as pets.
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TURTLES

A. H. Wright

Editor's note.— Of the small animals in wild life few are so valuable

for schoolroom study as are the turtles. The snapping turtle and the

soft-shelled turtle are not safe to handle, but the smaller turtles that

the children find can easily be studied, and are so interesting in appearance

and habit that children never cease to find wonder in them. It is c(mi-

paratively easy to provide proper quarters for turtles in the schoolroom

in a terrarimii, or a cage where earth, plants, and a basin of water can

be arranged. A painted turtle once became the pet of a class of children

in a village school, and the children took turns in taking it home over-

night. Familiarity with this one sj^ecies led to a ciuest for others. The
teacher, through the inspiration that the turtle brought to the school,

was able to encourage the children to work harder on some of the essential

school subjects in order to have more time for the out-of-door work.

N the whole, turtles are harmless, timid, cold-blooded

creatures, with bony shells made in two parts, the

upper part being called the carapace and the l<)wer

part being called the plastron. The more aquatic

species feed mainly on animal food, and have webbed

feet and flattened shells ; while the land forms have

highly arched shells and club-shaped feet, and feed largely,

if not solely, on vegetable matter. Usually the sexes can

be told apart. The male has the plastron concave instead of

convex or full, and the tail of the male is much thicker and

longer than that of the female. All tm-tles lay their eggs in sand, mud,

clay, or htunus, and cover them up after depositing them. The hole may
be dug with the fore feet or with the hind feet or with both. The eggs

are white, usually elliptical but sometimes spherical in shape, and have a

tough shell. Most turtles' eggs hatch in the fall, but sometimes they

winter over and hatch the following spring or early summer.

The kinds of fresh-water turtles in New York State are twelve in nimiber,

and fall into four groups: (i) snapping turtles; (2) soft-shelled turtles,,

or leatherbacks; (3) mud turtles; (4) pond turtles.

I. The snapping turtles are represented by one species, the common

snapper, which ranges from Canada to Ecuador. The shell reaches a

length of fourteen or fifteen inches, and the larger specimens weigh

from twenty to forty pounds. Its upper shell is a dark or dull brown

or olive, and its under shell is pale yellow. In the young there are three

keels, or ridges, on the back, but in the adult these are much reduced.

It differs from the very large alligator snapper (not found in New York

State) in having five instead of seven rows of plates on the upper shell.

The other distinguishing marks are a cross-shaped under shell, or plastron,
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The spiny soft-shelled turtle is the only species in New York State.

It has a series of spines on the front edge of the carapace, and can com-

pletely retract the hcatl and the feet. In color it is olive brown, slaty,

or greenish. On the carapace are round brown spots, each margined with

a ring of black. These spots are largest in the middle of the upper sheU.

The under shell, or plastron, is pure white. The broadly webbed feet

are white, spotted with black.

The spiny soft-shelled turtle is common in the Central States and the

Great Lakes region, and is occasionally found in New York State. It

comes out of hibernation the last of March and throughout April. It may

float on the surface of the water or, very commonly, bask on some floating

log or perch. It seldom leaves the vicinity of water, is an excellent

swimmer, and under water it can breathe as well as any fresh-water

turtle. When danger approaches, no turtle is quicker to escape. It can

bur\' itself in sand or mud in an incredil^ly

short time, and, when tormented on land,

can leap its whole length. When caught it

is ferocious, and can give a savage bite.

Its food is largely, if not solely, animal

in nature and consists of insects, cra>^sh,

small fish, and frogs.

In June and Jul\- the shy female seeks

the sandy or clayey edges of lakes and

ponds, or sandy fields near swamps, and
. , „ ,

. . n \ • ^ oioK^ .soft-shelled turtle, natural
deposits her eighteen to twenty-hve spheri- ^^3^; j,/,,/, i^.„ tj,„f,s larger

cal eggs from six to eight inches deep in

the earth. The eggs are about the size of those of the snapping turtle,

one inch in diameter, or slightly larger. In August or early September

the young appear, and about a month later they and the adults of this

fearless species Ixirrow into the mud of ponds and lakes, where they

remain over winter.

3. The mud turtles of New York State are small in size, and two in

number: the common mud turtle and the musk turtle.

(a) The mud turtle has a shell from three and one-half to six inches

long, and dark or dusky brown or olive in color. The mud turtle is

found in the United States east of the Mississippi Valley, but is rare

north of Pennsylvania. It differs from the musk turtle in having a larger

under shell, or plastron, which protects the legs. The plastron of the

mud turtle has a hinge across the middle so that it can close up and pro-

tect the animal. The rear margin of the plastron is notched instead of

even, as in the musk turtle, and the head of the mud turtle has no

stripes on it. The male has a sharp, nail-like point at the end of
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Young musk turtle, nat-

ural size. Adult six

times larvcr

his short, stubby tail. The mud turtle has less odor than the musk
turtle.

'V\\v mud turtles appear from hiljernation in April. They frequent

ponds, muddy streams, side inlets, stagnant cd}j;es of swamps, and large

railroad ditches, where they usually remain crawlinj^

about on the muddy bottom for fresh insects,

worms, and the like. If they are alarmed when
on land, they usually withdraw into their sliells,

l)ut at times they give their enemies severe bites.

When in the water, however, they l^ury them-

selves in the mud at the approach of danger.

They do not bask as much as the pond turtles,

usually showing only the head above water.

In June the female seeks out inuddy or sandy

soils, or decaying humus or rotten wood in woody places or other situ-

ations, and lays from four to eight eggs at a depth of from three to four

inches beneath the surface. The eggs are elliptical, one and one-eighth

inches long, and seven-eighths inch in diameter, and have a brittle shell.

Some snakes are particularly fond of them.

(I3) The musk turtle looks somewhat like a small snapping turtle be-

cause of its very narrow plastron, which does not protect the fleshy inider

parts. The plastron is more or less cross-shaped, and cannot be closed.

The musk turtle has two yellow head-stripes from the snout to the neck,

and the upper shell is more arched, or dome-shaped, than that of the mud
turtle.

The musk turtle is found in North America east of the Rocky Mountain.-^.

It appears from hibernation about April i, and may choose deeper water

than the mud turtle, but at times they are found together in shallow,

muddy ditches or stagnant swamps. Its obscure

color, the slight swellings on the naked parts, and

the algae growing on the upper shell, make the

musk tvirtle very inconsi)icuous while crawling

in the weedy bottom. It may or may not l^ask

in the air, but, usually, only the yellow-strijjed

head protrudes through the pond scum or the

alga) at the surface of the water.

The musk turtle receives its name from the

musky secretion of glands in the region of the

hind legs; this doubtless serves as a means of defense, for, although the

musk turtle avoids danger whenever possible, it mil defend itself with

spirit. This turtle is a nuisance to fishermen, and straightens more than

one hook, or forces the fisherman to cut off the hook rather than extract

Young musk turtle, nat-

ural size
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it. The food of the musk turtle is any kind of refuse, prefcral)ly animal

niattcr. It is recorded that the male musk turtles can produce music,

which resembles grasshoppers' singing. On the hind legs there arc two

patches of small homy knobs, and by rubbing the lower set on the upper

one, the music is produced. Probably these sounds arc made only at

the breeding season.

The laying season seems to be from June 10 to July i. The female

has only from three to six eggs to lay, and she usually seeks decaying

wood or htmius in which she digs a nest \\4th all four feet. The nest

is only from two to three inches deep, and is always covered. Mr. T. S.

Hankinson records that occasionally all of the females of an area lay

together in an old muskrat house, and in one such house he has found

from seventy to ninety eggs. The eggs are elliptical, one inch long,

and five-eighths of an inch in diameter. In Octol:)er musk tmlles go into

hibernation.

4. The pond turtles, or the terrapins of the fresh waters of New York,

are eight in number. They are the painted,

the western painted, the Muhlenberg's, the

spotted, the wood, the geographic, the box, and

the Blanding's turtles.

(a) The commonest and one of the best-

known water turtles of the eastern United States

is the painted turtle, the shell of which reaches

a length of six inches. The color is greenish

black, dark green, or dark olive on the upper ,. ^ , , . ,1' >^ ' '^^ Youtig painted turtle, vat-

shell, or carapace. The edge of each scale on tmilsize. Adult six times

the back has a yellowish margin. The under j"''^'^''- Note markings on
^ ^ lower edge oj carapace

shell, or plastron, is clear yellow, and the under

margin of the carapace is conspicuously marked with crimson. The

head is black with numerous yellow stripes on its lower side, and the

limbs have prominent stripes of crimson.

The painted turtles are fond of basking on logs, driftwood, stumps,

and banks, sometimes wholly out of water, and sometimes partly in the

water, which may explain the frequent growi^h of alga; on the rear portions

of the carapace. These turtles are timid, and when approached, tumble

into the water, where they often rest under the surface alga? with only

their heads out. They quite often travel on land for short distances

from the water. When teased they may try to bite, but they usually

rely on the protection of their shell. Their food may be either animal

or vegetable matter, the latter especially when they are on land. They

feed principally, however, on dead or live fishes, insects, tadpoles, and

the like.
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Male Muhlenberg's turtle, one-

fourth natural size. Note
concave plastron and thick

tail

The male of the painted turtle has the liabit at the l^rccding season

of opposing the path of the female. When he has stopped her, he begins

to beat her hcafl and eyes with his long finger nails. She escapes to be

captured again, when the male repeats the performance. The female

sometimes travels some distance from the

water to lay her eight to ten eggs in clayey

or sandy soil. The eggs are elliptical, about

one and one-fourth inches long, and from five-

eighths to three-fourths of an inch in diameter.

Usually the eggs hatch in September, but

sometimes they winter over, and the young

issue forth the following May or June. Rarely

in the middle of October one may find the

painted turtles betaking themselves from

clearer waters, to swampy or muddy ponds where they hibernate.

(b) The western painted turtle

has the same habits and appear-

ance as the painted turtle, except

that the three rows of scales on

the back do not form straight cross

rows of three, but alternate with

each other.

(c) The Muhlenberg's turtle is

very rare and peculiar in its dis-

tribution. It has been recorded

near Geneva, near Ithaca, in the headwaters of the Delaware River,

in southeastern parts of New York State, in New Jersey, and in Penn-

sylvania. Its carapace is somewhat like that of the spotted turtle, l^ui is

higher and narrower. The blackish or brownish black plates may have a

series of grooves, one within the other, or they may be smooth. The
plastron is the same color as the carapace,

or it may have a slight splash of yellow or

brown. The distinguishing mark is a roimd

orange spot on each side of the head. The
upper jaw has a deep notch. The Muhlen-

berg's turtle appears from hibernation be-

tween April lo and May i. It inhabits

the clear waters of marl ponds, the narrow,

grassy streams of sphagnum moss swamps, and the cold, clear water

of alder swamps and thickets. It is a smaller turtle than its common
swamp associate, the spotted turtle. Its shell seldom exceeds four

inches in length. It is not so active as the spotted turtle, and when

Female western painted turtle, one-fourth
natural size

Male Muhlenberg s turtle, one-

fourth natural size
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alarmed seeks protection in the grassy shallow water of its environment.

Its food may be cither animal or vegetable matter. Of its breeding

habits there is a single record of a female in captivity laying her eggs

between July 20 and August 5.

(d) The spotted ttn^tle is second

to the painted turtle in abun-

dance in New York State. Its

carapace is black, with round

orange sjjots, which are also on

the head, and it is just as flat

as the painted turtle. The plas- -^''"'"/e spotted turtle, one-fourth milural size

tron may be black, or yellow or orange-red heavily blotched with

black. The fleshy parts are orange and black, and the upper jaw

is slightly notched. The spotted turtle's shell is from four and one-half

to five inches long — slightly smaller than that of the painted turtle.

The spotted turtle ranges from New England to Indiana and North

Carolina. It appears from hibernation in the spring about the last of

March or the first of AjdHI, and frequents ponds, swamps, inlets, and
small waterholes. It seems to prefer swampy places more than most

other species, and is common in marly ponds and sphagnum moss swamps,

and may be found in some of the most transient pools. It is fond of

basking with others of its kind on logs or any rest above the water, and

hurriedly falls into the water at the approach of a person. Like the

painted turtle it will live on animal and vegetable food, and is a scavenger.

It feeds mostly on fish, frogs, tadpoles, insects, and worms. In the middle

of June the female digs a hole in the muck or the dirt of swamps or wet

woods, and lays a few eggs. These are elliptical, about one and one-fourth

inches long, and three-fourths of an inch in diameter. As in the case

of the painted turtles, the young

hatch in August or September.

(e) The wood turtle, called

also wood terrapin and wood
tortoivSe, is much larger than the

Muhlenberg's turtle, its shell

reaching a length of seven or

eight inches. The carapace is

more or less keeled, or ridged

down the middle and has Female spotted turtle, one-fourth natural size

prominent raised ridges, one within the other, on each plate. These
rough plates also have yellowish or brownish radiating lines. The
plastron is prominently notched behind like that of the Muhlenberg's

turtle, and each plate is yellow with a prominent black blotch on the
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Female wood turtle, one-fourth natural size

outer edge. The same coloration is found on the under margin of the

carapace. The fleshy parts, except the head and the chin, are a beautiful

reddish brown or

vivid orange-red.
The top of the head

is black, and the

chin is yellow with

irregular darker

markings.

The wood turtle

is often found in

the Eastern States

as far north as

Pennsylvania. It is not a common fonn in New York. It usually appears

from hibernation the last of April. It frequents the paths of upland

streams, and the banks of lowland watercourses. In the spring this species

may be found in the water, but, in general, it lives on land in damp places,

and almost invariably in shady wooded districts. The male has a sweet

piping note, which it gives when it approaches the female. This obser-

vation has been made in May and June when several wood turtles occasion-

ally congregate in woody, sandy flats along some stream. Little is known
of the breeding habits. Agassiz says that their eggs are elliptical and

gives the dimensions as one and one-half inches long by seven-eighths

of an inch in diameter. The food of these turtles is largely vegetable

in nature, but some insects, worms, and the like, enter into the diet.

Few wood turtles are seen after the last of September; in fact the species

is a solitary one except at the breeding season.

(f) The geographic

turtle, or map ter-

rapin, is not uncom-

mon in the Central

States, but it is

found rarely along

Lake Ontario and in

the western part of

New York State. It

is a broad turtle,

mth a more or less

depressed shell from

eight to twelve in-

ches long. On the middle of the back is a keel, or ridge, which is con-

tinuous instead of knobbed. In color the carapace is yellow brown or

Female wood turtle, one-fourth natural size
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dark olive, with a network of }:;;reenish or yellow lines on each |)late.

The markings give rise to the common names of this species. The
broad plastron is wholly or largely yellow, and is notched behind.

The soft parts are also striped with greenish yellow lines. A bright

yellow comma-shaped spot behind each.eye distinguishes the geographic

turtle from Le Sueur's terrapin, which is not found in New York State.

The geographic turtle is one of the most strictly water species, fre-

quenting lakes, inlets, streams, and rivers. Early in April it apiiears

from hibernation, and is very often found basking. With its webbed

feet it can swim very readily, and because of its sensitiveness to danger,

it is one of the most difficult turtles to capture in midsummer. The
diet of the geographic turtle seems to be limited to shellfish and molluscs,

and, for this reason, it may be difficult to keep this species in captivity.

It seldom attempts to use its strong jaws on a person.

The female seeks out plowed land or sandy places, and in a flask-shaped

hole lays two layers of eggs. These are carefully covered, and are usually

from twelve to fifteen in number. They are elliptical in shape, and

have rather soft shells. In August and September the young hatch,

although they occasionally issue from the nest the following April or

May. In the fall this species hibernates in the mud of ponds and inlets.

(g) The box turtle, or tortoise, has a very high, arched carapace, giving

it a hemispherical or a globiilar appearance. The plastron has a trans-

verse hinge by means of which the animal can close itself up securely

within its shell. The carapace is bluntly keeled, and may be brown-

black with irregular yellow spots. In the male the rear section of the

plastron is concave, and some zoologists state that the males have red eyes.

The feet are more or less club-shaped, which suggests the land habits

of this form. Box turtles seldom appear in the water, but usually fre-

quent dry, moist woods, grassy thickets, tilled fields, and sidehills. The
box turtle has a mixed diet, feeding on insects, worms, and plants. By
nature it is a timid and harmless creature. When danger appears, it

withdraws into its shell, and the front and the rear halves of the plastron

completely close over the soft parts. Many box turtles that have been

marked on the shells have been seen from twenty to seventy years later,

and in several instances, these individuals apparently have not traveled far

from the one locality. In captivity box turtles have been known to live

from ten to twenty years. During very hot summers these animals

temporarily burrow into the moist ground, and in the winter they remain

buried in the soft earth. In June or later the female may lay her four

to seven eggs beneath leaves or in soft earth, a few inches below the surface.

The eggs are oval, about one and one-half inches long, and three-fourths

of an inch wide.
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(h) Blanding's turtle, or the semibox turtle, is a native of the Central

States but is found in Ontario and rarely in western New York. The
shell measures eight or nine inches in length, averaging about two inches

longer than that of the box turtle, but it is not quite so high. Unlike the

box turtle, its feet are fully webbed. The carapace is black with nu-

merous small yellowish spots. The plastron has a ligament connecting it

with the carapace on each side, and has a good transverse hinge, which

enables its owner to close up like a box turtle. The notched plastron

and hooked upper beak of the box turtle are not present in the Blanding's

turtle. This species is more or less aquatic, frequenting large streams,

ponds, and occasionally swampy areas. It often takes to the land like

the box tortoise, and relies for protection on withdrawing into its shell.

Usually it escapes into the water as readily as a painted turtle, and can

swim nearly as well. It probably deposits its eggs in sandy places.

Agassiz says that the female la}'s from seven to nine eggs, which are

oval, one and three-eighths inches long, and one inch wide. The eggshell

is thick, hard, and smooth.

field mouse

A. H. Wright

The field mouse, or meadow vole, is six and one-half inches in length,

and has a thick, compact body, short legs, and very short ears. In color it is

dark brown above, sprinkled with black, the under parts gra}', often washed

with buff. Field mice are abundant in fields and meadows, and feed

mainly on grains and roots of grasses. They make considerable inroads

on grain when it is in the shocks, but seldom occur in sufficient niunbers

to do serious damage. . In win-

ter they sometimes injure trees

by gnawing the bark, especially

when the snow is deep.

Field mice are active either

by day or by night, and re-

main on the ground. They dig

simple burrows, barely a foot

in length, with a nest of grass

at the end; or they may have

Field mouse galleries under a board or a

woodpile. They are very pro-

lific, having from fotu* to eight young at a time and raising several

litters a season. In the spring they nest just below the surface of

the ground; later the nest is often found in a little depression on the

surface. In winter they live in nests above grotmd, having runways
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leading out under the snow. These tunnels have frequent doorways

to the surface, but the mice seldom come out in winter. Their small

footprints are arranged in twos, the hind feet falling exactly in the prints

of the fore feet. They have many natural enemies, such as marsh and

rough-legged hawks, all the smaller hawks and owls, shrikes, skunks,

weasels, and the diminutive mole-shrew.

SQUIRRELS

A. H. Wright

There are several kinds of squin-els in this State, which differ widely

in their appearance and habits — red, gray, fox, and flying squirrels,

chipmunks, and woodchucks.

Red squirrel

The red squirrels, or chickarees, are well-known little " chatterboxes,"

found in all our woods, even among the densest evergreens. Their size

is small— they are twelve and one-half inches in length ; their backs

are red, varying in shade, and the under parts are white or gray. They

arc the proud possessors of bushy tails. They are c^ueer bundles of

characteristics, inquisitive, audacious, insolent, and mischief-loving, but

intelligent, persevering, industrious, and clever, with an iiTcsistible sense

of humor. Chattering and busy throughout the day, they cut off pine

cones before they arc rii)c and chestnuts while still in the l:)ur. They
store mushrooms in the forks of trees, awaiting the time of need. Their

food is varied: nuts, acorns, seeds and roots, buds and leaf stems of

certain trees, several species of toadstools and other fungi, seeds from

cones of pines and spruces, fruits and berries, beetles, birds' eggs, and

even young Ijirds. Scraps of meat or fish prove very acceptable whenever

availaljle. The red squirrels are expert climbers and good swimmers,

and make good time in covering the ground. They travel l^y bounds,

and leave footprints that consist of three or four impressions, the hind

feet falling just ahead of and outside the fore feet. Unlike the track of

the ral^bit, the toe marks arc distinct. In the tree tops the red squirrels

are perfectly at home and can climb out on the smallest twigs. They

often establish regular paths from their nests to their feeding grounds,

passing from tree top to tree top with quick, light jumps. These squirrels

do not hibernate, but retire to their nests for the worst storms. The

nests may be located in a hollow limb, a hollow in the ground, or a hollow

log; or sometimes the squirrels build outside nests of twigs and bark, which

are great, ball-like structures, sixteen inches across with a chamber of six

inches. These they often place high up in evergreen trees. The four to

six young are bom about the first of April.
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Gray squirrel

The gray squirrels are larger than the red, being nineteen and three-

quarters inches in length. Their V)acks are a clear silvery gray in winter,

tinged with yellow in summer;

the under parts are white, oc-

casionally blotched with rust

color; the ears are whitish.

A Ijlack phase of this animal

is rather common, both colors

being found in one litter. Oc-

casionally white forms are

recorded, as is true also of

the red squirrel. The gray

squirrels are not fond of ever-

green forests, as their smaller

brother is, Ijut prefer the hard-

wood groves, especially the

beeches, which supply them
both nuts and favorable sites

Gray squirrel

for their outside nests. These water-tight apartments are built wherever

the weather is not too severe, and whenever a convenient wood-

pecker's hole or a hollow tree or limb is not found. From below,

these structures look like crows' nests, as they are built on platforms

of twigs. They arc so well covered that they shed the rain. Leaves

are used to a consideraVjle extent in the construction of all the nests.

Nuts are the principal food of these squirrels, and they begin to eat these

long before they are ripe; and they store large quantities for winter and

spring. They do not gather these together in one place, but prefer to

hide a few in one spot. To find them again, they must be largely dependent

on their acute sense of smell. They have a saucy cry of qua-qita-qua—
qua-a-a. These alert squirrels usually escape capture by clinging to

the side of the branch or tn.ml<: of the tree opposite the enemy, whether

hawk or boy; but in captivity they are easily tamed and make very in-

telligent petS".

Fox squirrel

The largest of the squirrels found in New York are the fox squirrels,

which are twenty-tliree inches long. They are very scarce in this State

except in the lower part. Their backs are always tinged with rust color;

the under parts are never pure white, varying from bright rust color to

rusty white; and the ears are rust-colored. Black and semiblack individ-

uals are found also in this species.
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Flying squirrel

The little flying squirrels, only nine inches long, are quite unlike the

other squirrels. They have what none of the others have— broad,

furry membranes connecting their front and hind legs. With their beauti-

ful bright eyes, their drab backs somewhat shaded with russet, and their

white under parts, they are as dainty animals as one could wish to see.

They live on nuts, seeds, and buds, and also on beetles and perhaps other

insects. Occasionally they eat flesh. Their nests are in hollow trees,

often in deserted woodpeckers' holes. Here several of them often

live together, and they may be aroused easily and driven out by hammering

on the tree trunk. In accordance with their nocturnal habits they come

out just at nightfall, climb to the top of a tree, and sail to the foot of

another tree perhaps fifty yards away. Then, climbing this tree, they

glide to another. They live in seclusion during the severest weather,

but it is not known that they regularly hibernate. The young, numbering

from three to six, are bom early in April.

Chipmunk

The chipmunks are ten inches in length and reddish or yellowish brown

in color, with five black and two whitish stripes down their backs. They-

are very fond of nuts, preferring beechnuts; but they will eat roots, com,

and other grain, and the larvae of certain insects. They put away large

stores in their burrows, for they stay in winter quarters from the middle

of November until March or April. Sometimes they come out and look

around on a bright winter day. From one nest occupied by four chip-

munks there was once taken a quart of beaked hazelnuts, a peck of acorns,

some Indian com, two

quarts of buckwheat,

and a very small

quantity of grass
seeds. All this they

had industriously
gathered and carried

to their storehouse in

the large pouches of

their cheeks. They
often have temporary
" caches " carefully

hidden among the

leaves for one of their

" cheek-loads." The chipmunks are diurnal in habit and stay on the

ground most of the time, except when some venturesome sprite goes after

79

Flying squirrels
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seeds in a tree. When surprised by a passer-by, they utter a sharp chip-

pcr-r-r-r and dash for a retreat, preferring a loose brush heap, a rail fence,

or a similar structure, where they can watch readily and change their

position frequently. Their homes arc long, crooked tunnels in a bank,

with entrances in a thicket. The burrows are one and one-half or two

inches in diameter, and have a network of branches. The nests are

deep in tlie ground. The four or live young leave the nest by June and

arc full-grown by August.
Woodchuck

One scarcely associates the slow-moving woodchuck with its stout

heavy body, with the other spry squirrels to which it is related. Its tail

is short and densely covered

with long, rather stiff hairs.

In color the coat is grizzly

gray varied with chestnut,

yellow, or black, with the

tuidcr i)arts reddish. Partly

or wholly black individuals

arc not uncommon, and white

ones are seen occasionally.

The woodchuck is a wood-

land animal, but prefers to

have its home on the edge of

a sunny opening or near a

rolling pasture. The burrows

are of varying complexity

from seven to fifty feet in

length, and with one or more

nesting chambers. The wood-

chuck chooses woodland burrows in which to hibernate with its mate.

Although sluggish in. movement, rarely climljing trees, swimming poorly,

and returning to its burrow whenever pursued, it is, when at bay, a

fighter that knows no surrender.

The four or five undeveloped young are bom in the underground nest

about the end of April and remain in the den until mid-June. The male

woodchuck sometimes returns home when the young can venture forth.

It has been reported that the woodchuck can sing, producing birdlike

notes resembling those of canaries.

Although the woodchuck is a profound hibemator, it sometimes comes

out while the ground is still covered with several feet of snow. The

tracks it makes are commonly in pairs, a few inches apart, one a little in

advance and showing distinct thumb marks.

The favorite foods of the woodchuck are grass and clover.

SMii
Woodchuck
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INSECT STUDY
The Editors

ANY teachers find that the study of insect life is

\'akial3le, both from the point of view of general

natural history and from that of economic agri-

culture. The life histories of some of the

insects are among the most interesting in the

living world. The loss to the famicr, due

to insect pests, is very great; therefore a

ki lowledge of the most troublesome insects and the

methods of controlling them is important.

The article by Professor Glenn W. Merrick, on page

1255, entitled "Are Insect Foes Increasing? " is especially

timely, and will afford a good background for the study of

insect life. It would be well to discuss with the boys and girls

some of the general methods of controlling insect pests as well

as the more specific measures for each insect studied. Among
the general practices spraying is one of the most important and

far-reaching, and in these days has become almost universal

among progressive farmers. The importance of birds in de-

stroying insect pests has not been sufiticiently realized in the

past, and the destruction of and the indifference toward l)ird life have

had a direct influence on the increase of insect enemies. Now the

birds are being protected and encouraged because of both their esthetic

and their economic value. Crop rotation aids in the control of hamiful

insects. If the same crop is grown year after year on one field, its insect

enemies will multiply in that locality, and after a time become very much
more troublesome than they would be if the crops were changed from field

to field each year. It is important that waste and wild places on a

farm be cleaned up and kept in such condition that they do not afford

breeding places for harmful insects. This apjilies to fence rows and comers,

abandoned pastures, and like jjlaccs. That apple-tree tent caterpillars

have gained such headway in the State has been due, somewhat, to the fact

that there have been such large niunbers of wild cherry trees in out-of-the-

way places, which have not been properly inspected.

In making a study of insects, the living forms should be used as far as

possible, and it is comparatively easy to keep them in the schoolroom for

a few days in a terrarium. or a temporary cage made of a lamp chimney

covered on top with a piece of cheesecloth. In this way the transformations

that occur in the lives of practically all insects can be observed, as well as

the identifying characteristics of each species.
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For various reasons it is not dcsiral)lc in rural schools to attempt to

make a general collection of insect life. First, some of the insects that

would be collected in such cases are beneficial instead of harmful; second,

children should be taught to observe and appreciate these forms in the

living state; and third, insect collections are very difificult to preserve

for more than a year or two with the materials that are available in the

school.

It is desirable, however, to make each year collections of the injurious

insects that will show the different stages in the life history of each species.

With the collection there should be given a statement of the method of

control, which will be based largely on the life history and the habits of

the insect.

In addition to the insects given in the State syllabus for special study

and recognition during the coming year, it is recommended that one

biting and one sucking insect be studied. On pages 1264 to 1274 there is a

series of short articles on several of the more important biting and sucking

insects. In the list there is included one insect that is beneficial instead

of harmful in the belief that it is as important to recognize the insects

that are a help to the farmer as it is to know those that are injurious.

From time to time the attention of teachers and children will be called to

some of the insects that are beneficial.

In the list of biting and sucking insects, the article on the apple-tree

tent caterpillar is reprinted from the leaflet of last year. This is done

because the apple-tree tent caterpillar is still a serious menace, and because

it affords a good opportunity for boys and girls to assist in the control of

a harmful insect. For the past two years school children in all parts of

the State have been collecting and destroying the egg masses of the tent

caterpillar during the fall and winter, and reports have been received at

the College showing that by actual count more than four million egg

clusters have been collected and destroyed, which at an average rate of

one hundred and fifty eggs a cluster would make a total of over six hundred

million eggs, a large percentage of which would have hatched into cater-

pillars had they been allowed to remain on the trees. Experience has shown

that it is very easy to strip off the egg rings without injuring the twigs,

and this is the most satisfactory way.

Another phase of insect life can be studied in connection with the apple-

tree tent caterpillar, for it has as an enemy a wasplike insect that kills

the tent caterpillar in the pupa stage in the cocoon. Therefore wholesale

destruction of the cocoons as well as of the egg rings is not recom-

mended because many of the beneficial parasites might be destroyed in the

former case. The cocoons can be found during June and July and may
be collected and kept in jars covered with cheesecloth or netting until
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Ihc insects emerge. \\'lieu this happens, the wasphkc parasites can be

released to continue their work against the tent caterpillars, and any

old cocoons and tent-caterpillar moths remaining can be destroyed.

At best the effort that man makes to control insect pests would have

comparatively little effect if it were the only means of their destruction.

The natural enemies of insects do a tremendous work for the farmer, and

these beneficial fomis should be recognized and protected.

Perhaps the most common mistake made by teachers in connection

with lessons on insects is in teaching the differences between moths and

butterflies, and the stages in the development of these insects. The
following will be helpful to those who have not the necessary knowledge for

giving accurate information on this subiect

:

^i
Moth Butterfly

period in its history the insect

MOTHS AND BUTTERFLIES

The most important thing to remember in the stiidy of moths and

butterflies is that they appear in four different fonns during their lives.

These forms are the egg, the larva, the pupa, the adult.

The egg.— The eggs are laid singly

or in clusters. The}' are usually

found on the plant that is the favorite

food of the young. The shining

masses of the eggs of the tent cater-

pillar may be found on the twigs of

apple and wild cherry trees.

The larva.—The larva, or "worm,"

hatches from the egg. During this

eats and grows. One of the most interesting things to notice in the study

of larv^, or caterpillars, is that as the insect grows it sheds its skin.

The pupa.— Of all the forms in which the moths and butterflies appear,

the pupa is the strangest. Although

this period in the life of the insect is

spoken of as one of rest or sleep, it is

the time when the most wonderful

changes take place in its body. On
this page are shown the chrysalids

of a butterfly, the mourning cloak.

When the caterpillars are about to

shed their coats for the last time,

they hang themselves head downward
from a twig by means of a silken

button, which they spin. Then they cast off their skins, leaving the

chrysalids, or naked pupae, hanging; they are protected from birds and

Chrysalids of the moiirning-cloah but-

terfly
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AntenncB, or feelers: B, of butterflies; S, of skip
pers; M, of moths

from many enemies, even from young naturalists, by their colors, which

often closely resemble the support from which they are suspended.

The pupa of a moth is nearly

always inside a covering, ^^•hich

is called a cocoon. If a per-

son examines carefully the fruit

trees or the shade trees about

his home, he may find a cocoon

of the cecropia moth. This

cocoon is made of silk and was
spun by the larva of the giant

silkworm as a protection against

the storms of winter. The pupa
is inside.

When studjdng pupa? it should

be remembered that butterflies

do not come out of cocoons.

Their chrysalis, or pupa, is always naked. In the case of moths, how-
ever, the pupa is either pro-

tected inside a cocoon or by
being either underground or

in some well-sheltered place.

The adult.— The fourth
period in the lives of moths

and butterflies is spent in the

adult form, and it will be well

to learn the distinguishing

characteristics of each.

Butterflies have naked pu-

pae attached to a button of

silk. They fly by day. The
wings are held erect over the

back when at rest. The an-

tennae, or feelers, have knobs

on the apex. The body is

slender.

Moths have pup« pro-

tected either inside cocoons,

or by being underground, or

in some sheltered place. Many
moths fly at night. The antennas are threadlike or feather}^ and ne^'er

knobbed at the apex. The wings are folded flat along the back when at

rest. The body is stout.

Cocoon of the cecropia moth. It is often attached to

the twig of a fruit tree
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Occasionally insects will be found that very closely resemble butterflies,

yet have some characteristics that are similar to those of moths. They

are the skippers, so named because of their peculiar skipping method

of flight. The antennas have knobs, but these knobs are drawn out

and turned back in the form of a hook. The body is rather stout. The

pupa is sometimes covered by a thin cocoon. The wings are held vertically

or horizontally when at rest.

Boys and girls often ask what they shall feed moths and butterflies.

Many of the insects do not eat. Some sip the nectar of flowers or the

sap of trees. Oftentimes they will drink sweetened water or the juice

of fruit.

An excellent book, which will afford a background for instruction on

insect life, and which would be a valuable addition to the school library

or to the teacher's personal library, is Insect Life, by J. H. Comstock.

(See page 1434)

ARE INSECT FOES INCREASING >

Glenn W. Herrick

We often hear our fathers say

:

" Why, I can remember when we didn't have any bugs to fight in

this country. I can remember when there were no potato bugs, and

when our cherries never had a worm in them, and when we used to get

apples out of my father's orchard without a speck on them or a worm
in them."

Are these statements true in fact, or are they largely based on memories

made rosy by the passage of many years — memories of a boy who could

eat Baldwins from the tree in June and wormy apples by the dozen and

call them good?

Away out in western Texas in a branch of the Toyah Valley, a little val-

ley following a beautiful stream between two magnificent spurs of the Davis

Mountains, apples, pears, grapes, and alfalfa grew in their pristine abun-

dance and perfectness a few^ years ago. Insect pests were unknown, and

the apples and the pears were exceptionally large in size, perfectly free from

knots or blemishes, and as smooth and shapely as the cheeks of a child.

It was a new region, practically untouched by the disturbing elements of

human civilization. So it was in the fruit sections of New York State

when they were first planted, but conditions are certainly not the same

to-day. It is safe to say that there are a dozen fruit pests in western

New York to-day that were unnoticed or unknown thirty years ago.

One has only to recall San Jose scale, blister mite and redbugs on apples,

and grape root-worm, to be reminded of the truth of the foregoing state-
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ment. It is interesting to note the manner in which S'jnie of these new

pests have originated. It will help to answer the question, " Are insect

fees increasing?
"

Onl of seventy-three of our worst

insect pests, thirty-seven, or over half

of them, have been imported from

foreign countries. The three worst

])ests now menacing the agrictdtural

^^/W^^- ^HL interests of the United States, namely,

the g>'psy moth, the brown-tail

moth, and the Mexican cotton-boll

weevil, are all comparatively recent

importations from foreign countries.

The gypsy moth was introduced into

this country about i86g by a French

artist and naturalist who was carrying

on some experiments at Medford,

Massachusetts, in the production of

silk. Some of the moths escaped
LarvcB of the gypsy moth ^^^^ j^is cages, and from these the

pest has gradually increased and spread until it has become a most

serious enemy to the agricultural interests of New England. The

brown-tail moth was probably introduced about 1890 on roses im-

ported from France and Holland by

a nursery in Somer\dlle, Massachu-

setts. The Mexican cotton-boll weevil

came into the United States about 1892

from its original feeding grounds in

Mexico. The San Jose scale, the widely

known pest of fruit trees; the codling

moth, the parent of the ever present
" worm " in apples; the Hessian fly

in wheat; the common cabbage worm;
the " green bug," or wheat louse; the

angoumois grain moth; the croton bug

and the buffalo moth in dwelling houses

;

and other common pests, many of them
totally unknown to our fathers, may
be cited as foreign insects that have Full-grown codling moth larva hurroiving

entered this country and have become "' "" '^PP^^

our most inveterate insect foes. But we cannot by any means imimle
all of our new insect troubles to the pests imported from other countries.
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We arc constantly and unwittingly creating troubles of our own of this

kind. The Colorado potato beetle is an interesting and illuminating case

in point.

Prior to 1850 the Colorado potato beetle was confined to the eastern

slopes of the Rocky Mountains, notably in Colorado, where it fed on its

wild food plant, the sand bur, a relative of the Irish potato. When the

settlers began to cultivate the Irish potato in the West, the beetle spread

from its original food plant, the sand bur, to the potato, on which it throve

prodigiously. It had suddenly found a tender, succulent food plant,

eminently suited to its taste and conveniently growing in large patches,

extending from Colorado to the Atlantic seaboard and south to the Gulf

of Mexico. Nothing was more inevitable than that this insect should

gradually extend its territory to coincide with its newly found food plant.

From 1868 to 1870 it

entered New York State

and has since remained

as a pest wth which

wemust contend yearly.

Thus we find that in-

sects once imknown as

injurious suddenl}' be-

come serious pests

through the disturbing

influences of man.

The natural food

plants of the common
p,,^/^- ^j ^ cabbage leaf slwwing stages in the life history of

white grubs are the the imported cabbage butterfly, with eggs at A ,
caterpillars

,,-- , T at B, and chrysalis at C
different grasses. in

the pasttire lands and in many of the older meadow areas of this

country there will always be found more or less of these larvae of the

June bugs. When old pasture or meadow is plowed, and when corn is

planted on the sod, injuries from white grubs are very likely to become

serious. So long as the food plants of the June bug larvae stand on the

soil in abundance, the grubs will thrive and multiply, but their injuries

may remain wholly unnoticed. On the other hand, when the grasses,

standing thick on the ground, are destroyed by plowing, and com is planted

here and there instead, the ravages of the grubs often become prominent

and widespread. The nimiber of grubs remains practically the same,

but the food plants are tremendously reduced in number; consequently

the injuries become very much more noticeable and serious. It is simply

another case in which man has unwittingly destroyed the balance in nature

and brought troubles on his own shoulders.
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Undoubtedly, insect foes arc increasing. It is an inevitable result of

the destruction of our forests and the bringing of much of the virgin soil

under cultivation with the consequent disturbance of the normal conditions

of insect life in those areas. It is the result also of the wholesale destruc-

tion of our birds for food, millinery purposes, and so-called sport; of

increased population and wider occupation of the land by which many
of the small animals that normally aid in holding insects in check have

been driven away or destroyed; and of the importation of foreign plants

and animals. In short, it is the inevitable result of the march of civiliza-

tion by which general and profound disturbances of the forces that tend

to hold the balance in nature have been brought about.

THE MONARCH BUTTERFLY

(For special study)

Anna Botsford Comstock

In September the monarch butterfly is rather common. It is easily

distinguished from other butterflies by its brilliant copper-red color, its

large size, and its slow, indolent, fearless flight. It shows by its every

movement that it is not afraid of birds.

On the upper side, the central portion of each wing is brilliant copper-

red; the veins are narrowly outlined in black; and the edges are bordered

in black. The triangular tip of the front wing is black, spotted with pale

orange. The black margins of the wings are set with a double row of white

dots, two pairs between each two veins, and the edges are marked with white

to correspond. Below, the front wings are copper-red on the hind margin

covered by the lower wings, while the ground color of the hind wings and

the tips of the front wings is buff; the veins are more strongly marked

with black than on the upper sides, and the white dots in the black borders

are large. The body is black with numerous white dots, especially on

the underside. The antennce are about two-thirds as long as the body,

and each is tipped with a long Icnob. Sometimes an imprisoned butterfly

will partake of nectar if flowers, such as petunias or nasturtiums, are put

in its cage, and thus it may displa}; its long sucking tongue; but if it

refuses to do so, the tongue may be uncoiled by gently lifting it out with

a pin. This butterfly really has six legs, although only four can be seen

;

the first pair is reduced in size and is folded under the head out

of sight.

The male monarch has on one of the veins on the upper side of the

hind wing a black spot, which makes that vein appear swollen. This Ls

a little pocket filled with peculiarly shaped scales, which give off an

odor too delicate for man's coarse senses to detect. This odor, however.
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is supposed to be \'cry attractive in Ijutterfly circles and helps him to win

his mate.

The monarch in all of its stages is distasteful to birds. The reason

for this is not known, but the fact is. There is a similar butterfly in nowise

related to the monarch, which has assumed the monarch's colors and mark-

ings. This resemblance

is so close that the dis-

guised butterfly is avoided

by the birds, although its

relatives are regarded as

delicate tidbits by all in-

sect-eating birds. This

butterfly is called the

viceroy. (See article on

the sovereign butterflies,

page 1262.)

The monarch is a na-
r , • 1 A • Monarch butterfly

tive of tropical America,

and every year it comes north with the spring and the warm weather.

As soon as the milkrweed appears, the monarch butterfly appears also, and

the female lays her eggs on its leaves. From these eggs hatch the mon-
arch caterpillars. One of them when fully grown is a striking object; its

ground color is green with cross stripes of yellow and black. On the

second segment back of the head are two long, slender organs, like

whiplashes, and near the end of the abdomen is a similar, but shorter

pair. If the caterpillar is disturbed, the front pair of whiplashes twitches

wamingly; when the caterpillar walks, they move back and forth.

These whiplash filaments are probably used to frighten away the parasitic

flies that attack the caterpillar.

The caterpillars feed only on the milkweed, which they eat industriously

day and night, except during a few moments of rest now and then. As
the milkweed leaves are very succulent, the caterpillars may attain their

growth in eleven days, meantime, like all other insects, shedding their

skeleton skins to allow for further growth.

When fully grown the caterijillar hangs itself by the tip end of its body
and sheds its last caterpillar skin. A most marvelous transformation

has meanwhile taken place; now it is a little, oblong object of exquisite

delicate green, ornamented with flecks and tubercles and dots of gold.

There is a band of gold across the third segment of the abdomen, the

lower edge of which is dotted with black. The chrysalis is attached by
a little black knob ending in hooks to a button of silk, spun by the cater-

pillar for this purpose. After a few days the chr^^salis changes to a darker
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and nicn'c bluish j;rccn ; and as tlie tinie nears for the IjuLlerfly to emerge,

the hue becomes darker and dtiller. Al)out twelve days after the chrys-

^, alis is formed, the butterfly emerges. At
first its wings are very mucli cnmipled

from being confined in so sinall a space,

but soon they expand in all their beauty;

and a new monarch drifts lazily and con-

fidently off into the world.

Chrysalis of the monarch butterfly

OBSERVATIONS FOR PUPILS

The adult

I. How can you tell the monarch but-

terfly from other butterflies when you see

it flying? How does it compare in size

with any other copper-colored butterfly?

What is peculiar about its flight ? Notice whether it flaps its wings often

or seems afraid.

2. How many colors does the monarch butterfly show on the upper

side of its wings? Make a sketch or describe the part that is copper-

red, the parts that are black, and where the white apjDears. Can }'ou

see white marks on the edges of the wings?

3. Is there any copper-red on the

lower side of the wangs? What is

the general color of the wings below?

How are the white spots arranged on

the lower side of the front wings?

4. What colors do you find on the

monarch's body? Sketch or describe

the antennae and the eyes.

5. If you have a captive butterfly,

bring in bouquets of nasturtiums or

salvia and place the butterfly on

•them. Describe how it reaches the

nectar. Can you see the butterfly's

tongue coiled up underneath the

head? How long is it when uncoiled?

6. How many legs has the monarch?

How many legs have insects in

general? Do you think, then, that
, -1 1. •

.
•

. :i Larva of the monarch butterfly
the monarch is not an insect? • -^

7. Look at the monarch butterfly and note whether there is on the

upper side of each hind wing a long, black spot near one of the veins.

What is this for? Are these spots on all monarch Initterflies?
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8. Do you know why the vStriking colors of the monarch butterfly

arc an advantage to it? Do you know the viceroy butterfly, which

closely resembles the monarch? What advantage is this to the viceroy?

The caterpillar

g. On what plant does the monarch caterpillar feed? Do you find it

on the upper or lower side of the leaves? Do you think the mother

luitterfly laid her eggs, which later hatched into the caterpillars, on the

milkweed plant?

TO. How many colors do you find on the caterpillar? How are these

colors arranged?

11. Can yovi see some httle filaments like whiplashes on the cater-

pillar? On which segments are they? Which pair is the longer, the

front or the hind pair? If you touch the caterpillar, which pair twitches

the more excitedly? Of what use do you think these little hving whips

are to the caterpillar?

12. Describe how the caterpillar eats the milkweed leaf. Does it

eat constantly, or does it now and then rest?

13. Watch the caterpillar; then describe how it sheds its skin. Why
does it shed its skin ?

The chrysalis

14. When the caterpillar is fully grown and is ready to change to a

chrysalis, how does it hang itself up? Describe how it sheds its skin.

15. Describe the shape of the chrysalis. What is its color? How
is it ornamented?

16. Watch the colors of the chrysalis day by day and note whether

they change. Do the markings change?

17. How does the butterfly get out of the chrysalis? How does it

look when it first comes out? How does it act at first? How does the

empty chrysalis look?

TO A BUTTERFLY

Birds have their nests; they rear their eager young

And flit on errands all the livelong day;

Each field mouse keeps the homestead where it sprung;

But thou art nature's freeman— free to stray

Unfettered through the wood,

Seeking thine airy food,

The sweetness spiced on every blossomed spray.

T. W. HIGGINSON
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two are common.

Red-spotted purple

THE SOVEREIGN BUTTERFLIES

(For special study)

Anna Botsford Comstock

There are three sovereign butterflies found in New York State, but only

They are large butterflies with rounded wings.

The red-spotted purple.—
The red-spotted purple has

velvety black wings. The
front wings are reddish at

the tips, and the hind ones

show a dark metallic green

luster, while the triple rows

of spots near the edges may
be green, blue, or purple.

This species is found only

in the southern part of the

State and is not very com-

mon.

The banded purple.—The
banded purple, or the white admiral as it is usually called, has choco-

late-black velvety wings with a broad white band crossing both front and
hind pairs. This is a common butterfly throughout New York State.

The viceroy.—The viceroy has quite forsaken the general coloring of its

family and appears in a uniform of brilliant orange-red with veins and
borders black, in imitation of the monarch. Since the monarch is avoided

by birds, it is much to the viceroy's advantage to resemble the monarch
as closely as possible, and the imitation is very perfect, except that the

viceroy has a narrow black band across the middle of the hind wings.

The habits of the caterpillars

of the sovereigns are very

much alike and are ver}^ in-

teresting. There are two broods

each year. The egg of the first

brood is laid by the adult

female at the tip of the leaf of

the food plant, w^hich in the

case of the white admiral is

black birch or poplar, in the

case of the viceroy willow or

]Doplar. The newly hatched

caterpillar feeds across the end of the leaf, leaving the midrib. It rests on

the naked midrib during the day and feeds at night. Soon it makes a

Banded purple, or white admiral
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bundle out of bits of the leaf and fastens tliis to the midrib near the

uneaten part. It moves this bundle down as fast as it eats the leaf. At

first it is a slender, warty,

little caterpillar, but as

it grows and sheds its

skin, it becomes hiunp-

backed and is orna-

mented with spines. The
second large segment

back of the head bears

two tall branched spines.

The caterpillar is a for-

midable looking creature,

and when it finally chan-

ges to a chyrsalis, it has

a large excrescence in

front, which looks like a

Roman nose. It requires

about a month from the

time the egg is laid for

the insect to develop

into its winged, or adult,

form.

The story of the sec-

ond broody is very differ-

ent and is one of the mysterious happenings of the insect world. When
the caterpillar of the second brood hatches, it feeds, as did its parents,

Viceroy above, monarch below, showing relaHve sizes and
imitative coloring.

Larva and partly eaten leaf, above.

Winter home of second-brood
larva, below

Larva and chrysalis of sovereign

butterfly

on the tip of the leaf; but when it is about half-grown, it selects a leaf

and fastens the petiole to the twig wnth silk. It then gnaws the tip of
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the leaf squarely off, leaving the midrib bare, folds the remaining poiiinn

of the leaf into a tube, fastens it, and lines it with silk. Into this little

house, which is just large enough to accommodate its body, the cater-

pillar crawls, its last warty segment making a closed door to tlic

opening. There it remains safe during the winter and does not come
out until spring spreads a feast of fresh leaves on the tree, on which it

can feed and complete its growth. The interesting question concerning

this winter habit of the sovereign caterpillars is, how do they know when
and how to make a winter house? They never experienced a winter, and

their parents never experienced a winter, yet they often make their

winter houses during the warm days of autumn.

BITING AND SUCKING INSECTS

Glenn W. Herrick

Name of insect Mouth parts

European praying mantis Biting

Peach-tree borer Larva, biting; adult, sucking

Cherry maggots Larvae, biting; adults, sucking

Apple-leaf aphis Sucking

San Jose scale Sucking

Imported currant worm Biting

Apple-tree tent caterpillar Larva, biting; adult, sucking

THE EUROPEAN PRAYING MANTIS

Mantis rcligiosa

(A beneficial insect)

Many of the worst insect pests have come from foreign countries. It

seems to be an easy matter for these injurious species to find their way

into this country, Ijut exceedingly hard for beneficial insects to be intro-

duced. A notable instance, however, of a beneficial insect being accidentally

introduced is that of the European praying mantis. In 1899 this insect

was found near Rochester, New York, and now it seems to be fairly widely

distributed in the central part of the State. The praying mantis is com-

mon in southern Europe, especially in France. It is also found in Asia

and in parts of Africa. It probably came into New York State on nur-

sery stock imported from Europe.

Appearance of the insect.—The mantis is a slender green insect two and

one-half inches in length. Its most characteristic feature is the long

slender portion of the body just behind the head, known as the prothorax,

which bears the front pair of pecidiarly fomicd legs. These legs are fitted

for seizing and holding other insects, which constitute the food of the mantis.
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While the Insect is at rest, the front legs are held up in the attitude of

prayer, " but the only prayer that could

ever enter the mind of a mantis would

be that some unwary insect might come

near enough for him to grab it with his

hypocritical claws and so get a meal."

The appearance of the insect is well shown

in the illustration taken several years ago

by Professor Slingerland.

Story of its life.—The eggs of the mantis

are laid in a large thick light brown mass,

known as an egg case, or ootheca. Two
of these egg cases are shown in the ac-

companying illustration. They are often

found attached to branches of trees, stems

of grasses, or the sides of houses during

the winter, for the eggs are laid in the

fall and remain unhatched until the fol-

lowing spring. During the last of May or

the fore part of June the eggs hatch. The
young mantes grow slowly, gradually ac-

quire wings, and finally become adults

during the first part of August. There is
Two egg cases of the praying mantis

Adult praying mantis

but one generation a year, and probably many
of the nymphs that hatch from a single egg

case die before they ever become fully gi^own.

TJie habits and the usefulness of this insect.—
The praying mantis belongs to the saine group

of insects as do the grasshoppers and the

crickets. It, therefore, has biting mouth-

parts but does not eat plants. Its food con-

sists almost wholly of other insects, many of

which are serious pests of farm crops. The

praying mantis, therefore, is a great aid to

man in fighting insect enemies and is

entitled to respect and protection. Its

movements are slow and deliberate, and,

when its prey is sighted, it often "creeps

up silently much like a cat, and when
close enough makes a quick dash, seizing

its prey with its spined forelegs." It is

^^erv voraeiovis and eats several insects

each day if it has the good luck to fmd them.

80
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THE PEACH-TREE BORER

Sanninoidea exiiiosa

Appearance oj the insect.—The mother of the peach-tree borer is a hand-

some moth, with a wing expanse of a little more than an inch, steel-blue

in color-with a single or a double orange-yeUow band around the abdo-

men. The fore wings are covered with steel-blue scales, but the hind

wings are largely transparent. All four wings of the male moth are

transparent. The borer, or the larva of this moth, is a whitish cater-

pillar about one inch long when full-grown.

Adult moths of the peach-tree borer, natural size. The upper one and
the one at the right are females

Story of its life.—The female moth deposits her tiny eggs on the trunk

of a peach tree in July and August. They hatch, and the small larv^as

go down the trunk to the ground where they gnaw their way into the irmer

bark and sapwood of the tree. They become partly grown by fall and pass

the winter either in their burrows beneath the bark or in silken coverings

made for protection during this inactive period. In the spring they become

active and complete their growth during June and July. Each lar\^a

when full-grown, forms a rough brown elongated cocoon made of silk with

bits of bark and waste materials entangled in it. The cocoons are placed

at the base of the tree at or near the surface of the ground. After three
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Peach-tree borers

or four weeks the moth emerges from the

cocoon. There is one generation a year.

Injury and control.—The larvas injure

the peach trees by eating out burrows

partly in the inner bark and partly in the

sapwood just below the surface of the

ground at the bases of the trunks and on

the larger roots. Large quantities of gum
exude from the injured trees.

The general method of control is to dig

the borers out by hand with a knife. This

is sometimes done in the fall, but more

usually in the spring. The borers are

larger and more easily seen in the spring,

but they should be dug out before the

middle of June. Mounding the trees with

soil to the height of eight or ten inches

after the borers have been dug out in the

spring, seems to protect the trees consider-

ably.

Within the last year, it has been shown that a tree can be very effectively

protected from borers by fitting a piece of tarred paper, properly cut,

tightly about the base of the trunk. These

mechanical protectors are now being man-

ufactured on a commercial scale and can

be bought on the market.

Several protective washes have been

tried for the prevention of this pest, but

none of them have proved wholly satis-

factory. Gas tar has been used in some

cases with good effect, while in other

instances it has injured and killed the

trees to which it was applied. It should

be painted on the trunl<s of the trees to

the height of from eighteen inches to two

feet and should extend three or four

inches below the surface of the earth. It

should not be applied to unhealthy trees,

nor to trees less than two years old, nor

should it be used in the fall. If applied in

the spring to healthy trees while growth is
of p6(lch-tT€€ OOTCYS

natural size
' active, there is least danger of injury.

Cocoons
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THE CHERRY MAGGOTS

Rhagoletis cingulata

Rhagoleiis jausta

Upper and side views of maggot of the cherry fly.
enlarged

Natural size and much

Appearance of the insects.—There are two kinds of flies that lay their

eggs in cherries in New York State and cause maggots in the fniit. Both

of them are much alike in appearance. They are smaller than the house

fly, and their wings are crossed with dark bands. In one species there is

a small clear circular spot on each wing that looks like a bullet hole. The
maggots are yellowish white, straight, and about one-fourth of an inch

in length. The larva of the plum curculio, which is also found in cherries,

is larger and assiunes a more or less curved attitude in tlie fruit.

Story oj their lives.—The life histories of the flies are ver}- similar.

They begin to deposit their eggs in the cherries in June, just about

the time that the fruits are reddening. The eggs soon hatch, and the

maggots live in the cherries for three or foiir weeks. When full-grown

the maggots drop to the ground and buiTow into it to the depth of

about one inch. Here they change to brownish oval objects called

puparia, and remain until the following June. There is thvis but one

generation a year.

Injury and control.—The best looking cherries may contain maggots

although no outward sign of their presence can be seen. The infested
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Female fly of cherry maggot, Rhagoleh's faiista, natural size and
enlarged

Adult fly of cherry maggot, Rhagolctis cingulata, natural size and enlarged,
with wings spread and in the normal position when the fly is at rest. The
enlarged wing below illustrates a variation in the markings
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cherries remain hanging on the tree and ripen, but they finally sink in on

one side and decay. Sweet as well as sour cherries are attacked.

These flies may be controlled by lightly spra\-ing the foliage of the lower

limbs, or of all the branches if desired, with arsenate of lead, at the rate

of 5 pounds to loo gallons of water, which has been sweetened by the ad-

dition of 3 gallons of cheap molasses. A pint of this material is sufficient

for a medium-sized tree. The flies suck up the sweetened drops of liquid

and are killed before they lay their eggs if the spraying is done just before

the fruit begins to redden. If the sweetened poison is washed off by rain,

another application should be made.

Winter

THE APPLE-LEAF APHIS

Aphis pomi

Appearance oj the insect.—There are three

species of plant lice that are found on the apple

tree in considerable numbers, two of which are

often very injurious both to the fniit and to

the foliage. One of these is the apple-leaf

aphis, a species found in this coimtn.^ since

1897. It was imported from Europe, probably

on nursery stock, and is now widely distributed.

The body of the insect is pear-shaped, bright

green in color, and the aphides of the first

eggs of apple-leaf generation found on the opening buds in the

(^P^i^ spring are wingless. The second generation of

aphides usually contains a large proportion

of winged forms, which fly to other parts of

the same tree or to other trees where a new

colony is produced. The aphides live all

the year on the apple tree.

Story of its life.— In the fall the true

mother aphis deposits small black shining

eggs on the bark of the smaller twigs,

especially on the suckers. The eggs remain

on the tree aU winter and hatch in the

spring as the buds begin to break. Genera-

tion after generation of the aphides are

produced throughout the siunmer on the

apple tree. Many of the aphides of these

generations are wingless; but usualh' some

of each generation, especially of the later

ones, are bom with wings. In October, Young aphid-es
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however, the true mother aphides, which are always without wings, are

produced ; these deposit the eggs, thus completing the life, cycle.

Injury and control.—The aphides suck the juices from the leaves and
cause them to curl and remain small and stunted. They also prevent the

yovmg twigs from making their regular amount of growth. Moreover, the

fruit itself is dwarfed and deformed through the presence of the aphides.

These plant lice are very hard to control. They must be hit with some

substance that wnll kill them, for they cannot be poisoned. Moreover,

they must be hit before they become hidden within the curled leaves.

Therefore, the spraying must be done early. The most effective method

of control so far devised is to hit the lice on the opening buds with " black

leaf 40 " and soap just after the lice have hatched from the eggs. "Black

leaf 40 " is a tobacco extract and should be used at the rate of | of a pint

or a pint to every 100 gallons of water. To this mixture should be added

4 or 5 pounds of whale-oil soap or good laundry soap. The soap aids the

material in sticking and spreading, thus making it more effective. When
the trees are badly infested a second application may well be made just

after the petals have fallen from the blossoms.

THE SAN JOSE SCALE

Aspidiotus perniciosus

Appearance of the insect.— The San Jose scale is a very small insect

about the size of the head of a pin. The body is soft, yellowish white,

and wholly hidden beneath a grayish, waxy scale. The scale is circular

in outline and somewhat conical in shape with a fine point at the apex

often surrounded by a grayish ring. In fact the scale, when magnified,

resembles a small, low, circular mound. It serves as a fine protective

covering for the insect beneath. When a peach twig is infested with a

multitude of these scales, it looks as though it were covered with a layer

of ash-gray sctuf

.

Story of its life.— The San Jose scale passes the winter in a partly

grown condition on the branches of the plants that it infests. The scale

that covers the body in the winter is dark brown or very nearly black

and smaller than when the insect is full-grown. In the spring, when the

plant starts growth, the insect grows rapidly and usually becomes mature

in June. The young are then produced in great numbers. The young

insects look like tiny mites as they crawl about over the branches in search

of a place to settle down and insert their tiny beaks into the bark. After

a few hours each one settles and begins to secrete its waxy scale. In

the course of forty to forty-five days they become full-grown, and another

generation is bom. There may be three or four generations in New York
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in a season. The last generation passes the winter on the branches in

a partly grown condition.

Injury and control.— Each scale insect has a long, slender, threadlike

proboscis, which it thnists tlirough the l)ark down to the sappy layers

just beneath. It then begins to pump the sap of the tree into its small

yet always hungry body. When a tree becomes covered with untold

numbers of these tiny insects, they deprive it of all of its nutritious sap

and finally literally starve the tree by stealing its food.

The San Jose scale may be

controlled by spraying the

infested trees with lime-sulfur

during the dormant period,

preferably late in the spring

just before the buds start.

Severely infested trees may
need to have two sprayings,

one in the autumn after the

leaves fall and another in the

spring. The spraying should

be done thoroughly and with

care and intelligence.

THE IMPORTED CURRANT

WORM

Pteronus rihesii

Appearance of the insect.—
The mother insect of the im-

ported currant worm is a

wasplike sawfly about one-

third of an inch in length,

with foiu- clear wings, a dark

head and thorax, and a reddish yellow abdomen. The worms, or larvae,

are about three-fourths of an inch in length when full-grown, and green

in color with each end of the body tinged with yellow. The younger

larva? are green but spotted with black dots.

Story of its life.— The adult sawflies appear early in the spring and
deposit their conspicuous white eggs along the principal veins on the

undersides of the currant leaves. The eggs hatch in a week or ten days,

and the larvse eat holes in the leaves and become full-grown in two or three

weeks. They then go into the ground or beneath rubbish on the surface

of the earth and spin cocoons, within which they change to pupas. The
adults appear in late June or early July and deposit eggs for a second

il^^^
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brood of larvcT, which arc often more numerous than those of the first

brood. The larvcC of the second brood remain in their cocoons until the

following spring. There may,

in favorable seasons, be a

small third brood.

Injury and control.— The

larvae eat the currant leaves,

and, if abundant, defoliate

the currant l_)ushes in a short

time.

They may be controlled

by spraying the bushes early

Eggs of the imported currant worm

Larva- of the imported currant

worm

in the spring with arse-

nate of lead, 2 pounds to

50 gallons of water.

Later, as the fruit begins

to ripen, the bushes may
be dusted with fresh

white hellebore, i pound

in 5 pounds of flour or

air-slaked lime.

THE APPLE-TREE TENT CATERPILLAR

Malacosoma americana

Appearance of the insect.—^ The mother moth of the apple-tree tent

caterpillar is dull yellowish or reddish brown, with two whitish or pale

yellow stripes across each wing. The caterpillars, or larva?, are two inches

or more in length, and are velvety brown spotted with ptirple and yellow

and have a whitish line the whole length of the back. They are also

more or less clothed with long, yellowish hairs (see figure)

.

Story of its life.— The mother moth deposits her eggs in a ringlike mass

around the smaller twigs of a tree, and covers them with a firm cement,

like varnish, which holds the eggs in place and keeps out the rain. Here
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AdiiU moth of the apple-tree tent

caterpillar

the eggs remain all winter, and hatch in

the spring about as soon as the buds burst.

The caterpillars eat the buds and the

leaves, grow very fast, and by the first

week in June become mature. Each one

then finds a nook or a cranny in which to

s]3in a thick, silken cocoon, covered with a

yellowish powder. Inside of the cocoon

the caterpillar changes to a pupa, which

transforms to a moth in the latter part of

June. The moths soon deposit their ring-

like masses of eggs; then they

die.

Injury aiid control.— The
moths do no harm, but the

caterpillars eat the buds and

the leaves and defoliate the trees.

This weakens the trees, stops the new
growth, and prevents the production

of fruit.

The insect can be controlled by
collecting the egg rings during the

fall and winter (page 1252), and by

spraying the trees with arsenate of

lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons of water,

once after the leaves appear but before Egg mass of the

the blossoms open, and again after the
^ f̂erHilar

^^^'^

petals fall.

Apple-tree tent cater-

pillars

Cocoons of the apple-tree tent caterpillar
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INSECTS TO BE RECOGNIZED IN 1915-1916

the grasshopper

Anna Botsford Comstock

For schoolroom study it is best to place a grasshopper in a tumbler on
a spray of fresh herbage, and allow the pupils to observe it at leisure.

The grasshopper earns its name by its powerful jumping, and it per-

forms its jump after the most approved athletic methods. The long hind

legs are folded together parallel with the insect's body, and the entire

foot, with a spine in the heel, is' pressed to the ground. Then, like a

steel spring, the long legs straighten, and the insect makes a jimip that,

translated into human temis, would be equal to a man making a standing

jump of five hundred feet. Of course this is an excellent method for

the grasshopper to escape its enemies, such as birds, skunks, and other

animals.

The grasshopper's face has a most comical expression. It is a long

face, with the compound eyes placed high on it; and in front of each big

eye, and between and below them, are the three tiny simple eyes. The
antennae are short, but alert. There are two pairs of jaws, which move
sidewise, and connected with these are the palpi, or feelers, which con-

tinually tap the food while the insect is eating.

Back of the head is a sunbonnet-shaped piece, bent down at the sides,

which forms a cover for the middle part of the body, called the thorax.

To the thorax are attached the three pairs of legs, the wings, and the wing

covers. The wing covers are not meant for flying, but are held stiff

and straight up in the air during flight. The true wings when at rest

are folded lengthwise, like a fan, beneath the wing covers. They are

strongly veined and circular, and are capable of either short, swift flights,

or long-continued flights when the insects are in hordes and migrate into

new territory.

The abdomen consists of rings, as in all insects, and along the lower

sides there are two lengthwise creases, which open and shut when the

grasshopper breathes. The spiracles, or breathing pores, can be seen

on each segment, just above this suture. The ears are two large disks,

one on each side of the first segment of the abdomen, and can be seen

by lifting the wings. The long-horned grasshoppers have their ears

in the front elbow, like the katydid.

In the fall grasshoppers lay their eggs in oval masses protected by a

tough covering in the ground or in decaying wood. The eggs hatch early

in the spring, and the young are therefore ready to attack the tender

crops.
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WASPS

Anna Botsford Comstock

The wasps and the bees are near relatives; many unobserving persons

do not know them apart. The writer had some poHte neighbors once

who came to her and told her apologetically that her bees had swarmed

into their kitchen and were helping themselves to preserves that were

being made. She hastened to the besieged kitchen and found that the

neighbors did not know bees from yellow jackets, for there were only

wasps taking toll of preserves in that kitchen. Yet honeybees and yellow

jackets are very unlike. The bee is fuzzy and broad-waisted, while the

yellow jacket is polished and narrow-waisted. However, the feature by

which entomologists always distinguish

bees from wasps is the pollen basket

\\'ith which the bee is provided on each

f^l/T^^^^JUF °^ ^^^ hind legs. Wasps never have

these baskets.

There are many kinds of wasps. In

general they belong to two groups, the

solitary and the social.

The solitary wasps.— The solitary wasps

are so called because each family lives by

^itself; that is, the mother wasp makes a

nest for her young in the spring, and

only the members of one family grow

up together. The mud daubers, the

mason wasps, the carpenter wasps, and the

digger wasps are all solitary. Their wings

when closed lie folded across the back.

The mud dauber may be used to illustrate the habits of the soHtary

wasps. The female is a black slender creatiire with blue-purple, irides-

cent wings, and is very common in New York State. She builds her nest

of mud, which she finds in puddles and on muddy roadsides. She collects

a pellet of mud in her jaws and by mixing it with saliva changes it to cement.

She plasters these soft pellets under the roof boards of some shed or garret.

She has to make many trips in building a cell, which needs to be an inch

long and perhaps a half inch in width. The walls are about one-eighth

of an inch thick; and, while the outside may be rough, the inside is very

smooth. When one of these tubes is finished except for an opening left

at one end, the mud dauber changes her labors and starts off spider

hunting. As soon as she sees a spider hanging snugly in its web, she

pounces down on it and stings it at just the right place in its nervous system
to paralyze it but not to kill it. In her jaws she carries the helpless spider

Yell07V jacket and nest
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A mason wasp

to her ncsl and packs it into the far end. vShe captures more spiders

and packs them away until the nest is fairly full; then she lays her

egg in the cell and walls it up
— spiders, egg, and all. From
the egg hatches a white grub,

for the young of all wasps arc Xr-—

grublike creatures. The little

grub starts in at once to eat

the helpless spiders and eats

heartily, like most young crea-

tures, until it has devoured all

the spider meat so miraculously i

preserved for its vise. It then

changes to a pupa, and later

changes to a wasp and gnaws its way out into the world.

The mason wasps build jug-shaped nests fastened to twigs, and pro-

vision them with caterpillars. The digger wasps make holes in the ground

for their nests and provision them with caterpillars or grasshoppers.

The carpenter wasps excavate tunnels in deadwood or in the pith of

shrubs and use various insects for the food of their young. There are

many solitary wasps that use any cavity which they happen to find already

made, but they all have the peculiar way of preserving the insect meat

fresh for the food of their young. The sting of the solitary wasps gives

a person little pain and is very different from the sting of a 3'ellow jacket.

The social zvasps.—The social

wasps also are divided into

many species and include those

known as yellow jackets and

hornets— a large species being

the white-faced black hornet,

much feared e\'en by brave

boys. The social wasps fold

their wings peculiarly; each

wing is folded lengthwise, like

a fan, and extends down on

each side of the body when at

rest, instead of being closed

above the back as is the case with

the solitary wasps and the bees.

The story of the yellow jacket
The mud daubers, solitary wasps

will ilhistrate the habits of all the social wasps. The queen mother

survives the winter in some protected place, and in the spring builds
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a little nest of paper. She bites off bits of wood and chews them into

a pulp, and with this material she makes several cells and surrounds

them with a protectini^ envelope. She lays an egg in each cell; these

eggs hatch into little white grubs, which she feeds dutifully at first

with partially digested food from her own stomach and then with any

food that she happens to find which is acceptable to them. Thus they

gain their growth, and each spins a little veil over its cell, changes to

a pujDa, and later emerges as a full-grown worker ready for business. These

workers at once assume all the duties of the queen except that of laying

eggs. They enlarge the nest and feed the young and protect the nest from

enemies.

Often one of these wasp nests will show several combs, one below the

other. They differ from the combs in a beehive in the following respects:

the}^ are made of paper instead of wax; the cells open only on the lower

side; they are not used for storing honey, but merely as cradles for the

young wasps. It is interesting to see one of these combs with each cell

filled to its utmost with a chubby little grub that has a head like a drop

of amber honey—a head that is always protruding from the cell in order

to attract the attention of the worker niu'scs when they bring in food.

One might suppose that, hanging head down, these legless creatures would

fall out of the nest ; but nature has pro\'ided each with a sticky disk at the

end of the body which holds it fast in the cell.

Usually a yellow jacket's nest is inhabited for one year only. All

the inmates die off in the fall except a queen, which was developed late

in the fall. However, the writer has heard of one or two instances when a

clever young queen took advantage of the old nest and used it for a second

summer.

Although wasps are fond of sweets, their chief food consists of insects,

and usually the insects that can best be spared, for they destroy many
flies, mosquitoes, and injurious caterpillars.

the black cricket

Anna Botsford Comstock

The haunts of the cricket are usually sunny ; it digs a little cave beneath

a stone or a clod in some field, where, it can have the whole benefit of

all the sunshine when it issues from its door. The black cricket cannot

fly, since it has no wings under its wing covers as have the grasshoppers.

The hind legs have a strong femiu", and a short but strong tibia with

downward-slanting spines along the hind edge, which undoubtedly help

the insect in scrambling through the grass. At the end of the tibia, next

to the foot, is a rosette of five spines, the two longer ones slanting to
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meet the foot ; these spines give the insect a finn hold when making ready

for its spring. When walking, the cricket places the whole hind foot

flat on the ground, but rests only on the claw and the segment next to

it of the front pairs of feet. The claws have no pads like those of the

katydid or the grasshopper; the segment of the tarsus next the claw has

long spines on the hind feet and shorter spines on the middle and the front

feet, thus showing that the feet are not made for climbing but for scrambling

along the ground. When getting ready to jmnp, the cricket crouches

so that the tibia and the femur of the hind legs are shut together and
almost on the ground. The dynamics of the cricket's leap are well worth

studying.

The patent-leather finish of the cricket's clothes is of great use; for,

although the cricket is

an efficient jumper, it P
is, after all, mostly by
nmning between grass

blades that it escapes

its enemies. If a per-

son tries to catch one,

he realizes how slip-

pen,^ it is, and how
efficiently it is able

to slide through the

fingers.

The cricket's fea-

tures are not ver\-

easily made out, be-

cause the head is

polished and black; the compound eyes are not so polished as the head,

and the simple eyes are present but are discerned with difficult}'. The
antenna; are longer than the body and are very active; there is a globular

segment where they join the face. The lens reveals that the flexibility of

the antennas is due to the fact that they are many-jointed. The palpi

are easily seen, a large pair above and a smaller pair beneath the " chin."

The palpi are used for testing food and in order to prove whether it be

palatable. The crickets are fond of melons and other sweet, juicy finiits,

and by putting such food into the cage the insects can be seen biting out

pieces with their sidewise-working jaws, chewing the toothsome morsels

with gusto. They take hold of the substance they are eating witli the

front feet, as if to make sure of it.

The wing covers of the cricket are bent down at the sides at right

angles, like a box cover. The wing covers are much shorter than the

Black crickets
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abdomen, and beneath them are vestiges of wings, which are never used.

The male has larger wing covers than the female, and they are veined in

a peculiar scroll pattern. This veining seems to be a framework for

the purpose of making a sounding board of the wing membrane, by stretch-

ing it out as a diiimhcad is stretched. Near the base of the wing cover

there is a heavy cross vein covered with transverse ridges, which is called

the file; on the inner edge of the same wing, near the base, is a hardened

part called the scraper. When he makes his cr>', the cricket lifts his

wing centers at an angle of forty-five degrees and draws the scraper of

the under wing against the file of the overlapping one; lest his musical

apparatus become worn out, he can change by putting the other wing

cover above. The wing covers are excellent sounding boards, and they

quiver as the note is made, setting the air in vibration and sending the

sound a long distance. The wing covers of the female cricket are more

nonnal in venation. The female may always be distinguished from her

spouse by the long, swordlike ovipositor at the end of her body; this

she thrusts into the ground when she lays her eggs, thus placing them

where they will remain safely protected during the winter. Both sexes

have a pair of " tail feathers," as the children call them, which are known
as the cerei (singular, cercus) and are fleshy prongs at the end of the

abdomen.

There would be no use of the cricket's playing his mandolin if there

were not an appreciative ear to listen to his music. This ear is placed

most conveniently in the tibia of the front leg, so that the crickets literally

hear with their elbows, as do the katydids and the meadow grasshoppers.

The ear is easily seen with the naked eye as a little, white, disklike spot.

The chirp of the cricket is, in literature, usually associated with the

coming of autumn; but the careful listener may hear it in early summer,

although the song is not then so insistent as later in the season. The

cricket usually commences singing in the afternoon and keeps it up period-

ically all night. The writer has always been an admirer of the manly,

dignified methods of this little " minnesinger," who does not wander

abroad to seek his lady love but stands sturdily at his own gate, playing

his mandolin the best he is able; he has faith that his sable sweetheart is

not far away, and that if she likes his song she will come to him of her

own free will. The cricket is ever a lover of warmth, and his mandolin

gets out of tune soon after the evenings become frosty. He is a jealous

musician. When he hears the note of a rival, he at once bristles up,

lifting his wings at a higher angle and giving off a sharp mlHtant note.

If the two rivals come in sight of each other, there is a fierce duel. They

rush at each other with wide open jaws, and fight until one is conquered

and retreats, often minus an antenna, a cercus, or even a leg.
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A cricket cage for schoolroom study may be made in the following

manner : Plant in a small flowerpot a root of fresh grass or clover. Place

over this and press well into the soil a lantern or lamp chimney. Cover

the top with mosquito netting. Place the pot in its saucer, so that it

may be watered by keeping the saucer filled. Ask the pupils to collect

some crickets. In each cage place a male and one or more females, the

latter being readily

distinguished by the

long ovipositors.
Place the cages in a

sunny window, where

the pupils may ob-

serve them at recess.

In studying the

cricket closeh\ it

may be well to put

one in a vial and

pass it around. In

observing the crick-

ets eat, it is well to

give them a piece of

sweet apple or melon

rind, as they are very

fond of pulpy fruits.

THE COLORADO PO-

TATO BEETLE

Leptinotarsa dccan-

lineata

Glenn W. Herrick

Appearance of the

beetle.— The Colo-

rado potato beetle is

a robust-looking in-

sect nearlv half an -^^''^'^ ^/o/a; with beetles at u<ork: A
,
beetle; B, grub, or slug; C,

eggs
inch long, with a

ground color of light brownish yellow, almost reddish 3^ellow at tim.es.

Each of the wing covers is ornamented with five black lines running

lengthwise. The thorax is marked with ten or m^ore dark spots, while

the head is small and bears one dark, three-cornered spot.

The mouth parts of the beetle consist of two pairs of jaws, the upper

pair being dark-colored, hard, and horny. These enable the beetle to

bite off bits of leaves and stems, wliicli it chews and swallows.

81
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Story 0} its lije.— In the fall of the year the adult beetles burrow into

the ground, where they pass the winter. In spring they work their way
out of the ground early, and, after feeding on the potato plants for a few

days, deposit their orange-colored eggs' in clusters on the undersides of

the leaves. The eggs hatch in a week or ten days, and the soft red grubs

begin eating the leaves of the plant greedily. The grubs become full-

grown in two or three weeks and go down into the ground, where each one

changes to a pupa. The pupa, after resting for ten days or two weeks,

transforms to a beetle, which comes forth ready to lay eggs for another

generation.

Injury and control.— The beetles and grubs eat the plants and destroy

whole fields of potatoes if not checked. Moreover, the tubers in the

ground are of a poorer quality when the plants are injured by this insect.

Since the beetles and grubs have biting mouth parts, they may be

controlled by spraying the plants with paris green, i pound to 100 gallons

of water, to which 2 or 3 pounds of freshly slaked lime should be added

in order to prevent burning of the plants. Arsenate of lead may be

substituted for the paris green, and should be used at the rate of 4 pounds

to 50 gallons of water. In many cases two or more applications of poison

may be necessary.

Natural enemies.— Perhaps the most efficient enemies of the potato

beetles are the ladybird beetles. At least eight different kinds of lady-

birds attack and destroy the potato beetle in some of its stages. Both

the adult ladybirds and their larvae feed on the eggs and grubs of the

potato beetle and destroy great numbers of them.

There are also several kinds of rather large, dark-colored beetles,

known as groimd beetles, which prey on the potato beetle and its grubs.

A certain fiy, called a tachina fly, lays its eggs on the grubs. The

eggs hatch and the maggots bore through the skin of the grub and live

inside its body, finally killing it.

THE HOUSE FLY

Musca domestica

Glenn W. Herrick

Appearance of the fiy-
— Several kinds of flies are often mistaken for

house flies. House flies vary in size according to the quantity of food

that the maggots obtain and to the temperature surrounding them while

they are growing.

The house fly is grayish brown in color, with four dark lines on the thorax

just behind the head; and the fifth vein in each wing turns abruptly up-

ward at the end. The body and the legs are covered with rather long,

stiff hairs.
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Story of its lije.— The small, white, slightly curved eggs are laid among
decaying vegetable material, especially horse manure. They hatcli in

Eggs of a house fly. Enlarged

twenty-four hours into maggots, which reach their full .growth in five or

six days and change to dark brown objects known as puparia. The
pupas, inside the puparia, rest quietly for about five days, and then trans-

form to the adult flies. There may be eight or ten generations each

season— each generation, of course, containing more flies than the pre-

ceding one.

Injury and control.—House flies are known to be carriers of typhoid

fever, cholera, dysentery, and other intestinal diseases, and are there-

fore very dangerous insects to allow in the house.

All stable manure should be drawn to the fields once a week, or put
in a dark, tight room or pit. The closet or outhouse should be tight so

Larva, or maggot, and pupa of a housefly. Much enlarged

that no flies can enter it. The windows to kitchens and other rooms shoidd

be screened against flies. Flies should be caught in traps or on tanglefoot
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paper, or killed with formalin baits. Two tablespoonfuls of formaldehyde

(40 per cent) in a pint of equal parts of milk and water, set about the room
in plates, will attract the flies and kill many of them, provided there is no
other food or water for them to feed on. A piece of bread placed in the

middle of each plate for the flies to alight on will make the bait more at-

tractive. A constant warfare should be maintained against house flies.

Av adult house fly. Much enlarged

the luna moth

Anna Botsford Comstock

Every year the entomologists at Cornell receive several luna moths

through the mails, and the senders always believe that this wonderful

creature was never before discovered. When one looks at this exquisite

moth he does not wonder that it is thus regarded. The first time the

writer saw a luna was in her childhood, when she fotmd one hanging,

wings down, from a shrub in the forest mantle, and she cried "What a

beautiful leaf! " But as she started to pluck it she discovered that it was a

great green moth. The luna is the moth of one of the four native American

silkwonns; the three others are the cecropia, the promethea, and the

polyphemus. Of them all the luna is the most beautiful. It may often

be seen flying around electric lights during May and June, and has been

likened to a great white ghost of a bird, appearing for a moment and then

vanishing in the darlcness.
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The delicate green of the hma's ^\ings is set off by the rose-purple

velvet border of the front

wings, and the while fur

on the body and the

inner edge of the hind

wings. It has been called

the Empress of the Night

probably because of its

ermine covering. The
prolongations of the hind

wings give the moth a

most graceful shape, and

at the same time prob-

ably protect it from oIj-

ser\^ation. for dining the

da}i:inie themoth usualh'

hangs, wings down, be-

neath green leaves, and

the long projection of the
• • , ' r 1 J J i Larva of the luna mothhmd wings tolded to-

-^

gether resembles a petiole, making the insect look much like a large leaf.

The female luna is not merel}^

graceful, she is also a knomng
mother. She knows just what

species of trees have leaves that

will be acceptable food for her

young. She always selects hick-

ory, birch, oak, butternut, wal-

nut, and some others, but could

never be induced to lay her eggs

on a hemlock or a cedar. The

eggs are white and are laid a few

in a row on a leaf. If the weather

is warm, the eggs will hatch about

a fortnight after they are laid.

The little caterpillars that

- Jdmr hatch from these eggs are \"eUow-

^^ ish green. They eat the leaves

^^ with great a\'idity. The luna

^J¥ caterpillar, like other insects,

grows by shedding its skeleton

skin w^hen this becomes too tight;

after the fourth molt a yellow line appears along the side of its body. When

/

Cocoon of the htna moth
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it is fully grown, it is a beautiful pca-grecn creature ornanieutcd with

tubercles that vary from red to rose color and yellow, those on the abdom-

inal segments sometimes being blue. There is a strong likeness between

the caterpillar of the luna and that of the polyphemus, and it takes an

expert to tell them apart when they are fully grown.

When the caterpillar gets ready to spin its cocoon, it draws two leaves

closely around itself and weaves a cocoon within them. In the winter

it usually falls with the leaves to the ground; there it remains safe and

sound until the springtime comes, and the moth within it bursts the pupa

skin and pushes its way out into the world.

Luna moth

Editors* note.— The editors are sometimes asked by teachers and children

who have found what to them is a strange insect, whether it may be dis-

posed of at a profit. The large biological supply houses have their own
corps of collectors in the field, and there is little opportunity for an

amateur collector to sell specimens. Moreover, it is only the more com-

mon forms that the inexperienced collector usually takes, and even then

he is often likely to preserve them in such fonn that they are unaccept-

able to a supply company. It is a difficult field to enter successfully.
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the dragon flies

Anna Botsford Comstock

The dragon flies are chil-

bright day they may be seen

over the brooksides and the

cloud obscures the sun, they

There are two general di-

which are easily recognized if

The true dragon flies extend

while they bask in the sun or

damsel flies fold their wings

resting. The damsel flics also

dren of the sun. On any

darting hither and thither

margins of ponds, but, if a

disappear as if by magic,

visions of the dragon flies,

the creatures are seen at rest,

both wings, as if in flight,

rest in the shadow, but the

together over the back when

have bodies more brilliantly

colored than do the dragon flies, and they are more slender and delicate

in form.

It is only during the winged stage that dragon flies and damsel flies are

creatures of the sunshine and the air. They lay their eggs in the water,

and from these eggs hatch creatures that are real ogres to other creatures

that Hve on the bottom of the ponds. These young dragon flies are called

nymphs; they are dingy in color, have six legs and no wings, although

the wing pads on the back show where the wings are to be. Each one has

a lower lip that covers the lower part of the face like a mask, but that can

be thrust out far beyond the head to seize some insect not suspecting

danger. The dragon fly and the damsel fly nymphs move so slowly and

so harmonize with the color of their background that they are always in

ambush awaiting their victims.

The ti*ue dragon fly n^anph has a peculiar method of breathing. There

is an enlargement in the rear end of the alimentary canal from which the

breathing tubes lead in all directions. The nymph draws water into this

cavnty, thus bringing with the water air that is taken into the breathing

tubes and purifies the blood. The nymph then expels the water with

such force that its body is propelled forward, so that this act serves as a

method of swimming as well as of breathing. The damsel fly nymph
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has at the rear end of its body three long, platehke gills filled with

breathing tubes, which extract air from the water.

All the n\-mphs grow by shedding

their skins as often as they become

too small. When they finally have

completed their growth, they crawl

up and cling fast to some object

above the surface of the water and

shed their n^Tnph skins. Hence-

forth they dart about on strong

wings above the stream or the

pond in the bottom of which was

their early home. The dragon flies

are very beneficial to mankind, for,

as they fly swiftly, they capture

and eat many mosquitoes.

The dragon fly and the damsel fly

nymphs may be found on the bot-

tom of any shallow pond or brook,

and may be placed in an aquaritmi

where their habits may be observed.

However, only one should be put

in a jar, since, if two are put in the same receptacle, the larger will eat

the smaller. A jelly tumbler makes the best aquarium for one of these

creatures. A little sand should be placed on the bottom and a small water

weed should be planted in the sand. After the timibler has been filled

with water, it is ready to receive the captive n>Tnph. Often the trans-

formation from the nymph to the winged adult will take place in the

schoolroom, and it is well worth while taking the time to have children

watch this interesting process.

Nymph oj dragon fly

1

Nymph oj damsel fly
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PLANT STUDY
CORN

(For special study)

The Editors

>EACHERS in rural schools \vill find that the

com plant has educational possibilities if

one carries to its study the enthusiasm and

interest that grow out of field experience. There are

few teachers who will be indifferent to this subject if

they will prepare themselves to teach it, for the de-

velopment of the com plant has had much to do

with the historv^ of this country, as well as with its

agriculture. Teachers should read the following pages,

and make a selection for lessons relating to com. The material on com

has been prepared by specialists, and contains facts that will be of real

interest to the children as they discover them first-hand under the

teacher's direction.

In the autumn days from some mral schools in the State, classes will

start out with the teachers to visit comfields. Under the blue October

sky, with dark clouds drifting here and there, the teacher will feel the

spirit of the har\^est time, and the children will be in sympathy with it.

Between the har\'ested fields, the open road with its autumn roadside

flora will be full of interest and of charm. During the trip the teacher

may feel like calling the attention of the children to the autimm coloring

of trees and plants. While all of the class may not respond to this, there

are always some boys and girls who are impressed, and the experience \vill

become a part of their joy in Hfe in all the years to come. The ripened

grain, the golden pvimpkins, the blues, the greens, the yellows, the reds,

the purples of fmit and foliage, and the hazy hillsides in the distance,

will be suggestive for new and interesting studies.

In some fields there will, doubtless, be enough com in condition for

study so that many of the points for obser\^ation given on pages 1291 and

1292 can be considered. The opportunity to make observations on the

plants where they have grown, will greatly increase the value of the

information that the children gain. There is, perhaps, no other one plant

that is more interesting in its full development than is com. Boys in

the country, many of whom will some day ha\'e fields of corn on their

own farms, should learn the life history of this plant and the important

place it holds in the agriculture of the United States.

In connection with the study of corn during the early fall, plans should

be made for the celebration of Corn Day on Friday, December 3. (See

page 1378.)
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THE CORN PLANT
Anna Botsford CoxMstock

jVERYsludcnt of i)lant life is interested in corn, one of the most

beantifvil plants in the world. It is a native of America, and

the first white men who came to these shores found it exten-

sively cultivated by the Indians. In studying corn it is

well to keep before the pupils' minds that its worst enemy
is the wind, which lays it low; it has therefore been

obliged to develop certain forms of stalk, leaf, and root that

enable it to withstand wind.

The cornstalk is a strong cylinder with a pithy center strengthened

at short intervals by hard nodes, or joints. If all the stalk were as com-

pact and rigid as the nodes, it would be inelastic and would break instead

of bend; as it is, the stalk is elastic and will bend far over without break-

ing. The nodes are near together at the bottom, thus giving strength

to the base; they are farther apart at the top where the wind strikes

the stalk and forces it to either bow or break.

The corn leaf is attached to the stalk at a node, and its base clasps the

stalk completely for some distance, thus rendering the latter stronger.

Just where the leaf bends away from the stem is a little growth, which

fits tightly around the stalk and is called the rain guard, since it pre-

vents rain from seeping down between the stalls and the clasping leaf,

where dampness would harbor destructive fungi.

The structure of the corn leaf is especially adapted to escape injury

from the wind; the strong veins arc parallel, and there is a flexible but

strong midrib at the center. Severe windstorms injure only the tips

of the leaves. The edges of the leaf are ruffled; this allows for a sidewise

movement without breaking the margins.

The true roots of the corn plant penetrate the soil rather deeply, but

they are hardly able to hold firm a stalk so slender and tall as that of

the corn when the wind blows fiercely against it. Hence all about the

base of the stalk are certain roots called brace roots, the oflfice of which

is to hold the stalk erect.

Each fertile cornstalk has two kinds of blossoms, staminate and pistillate.

The staminate flowers, those that bear the pollen, appear at the tip of

the stalk. They are called corn tassels and consist merely of anthers

filled with pollen. The pistillate flowers are those that develop the seed

and are called the ears of corn. They consist of many little w^iite o\ailes

set on a central stalk, or cob, and each ovule has a long style, called the

corn silk. These pistillate flowers are very delicately wrapped about with

leaves, which are changed to the soft protective clothing called the husks.
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Each wliite ovule thrusts its thread of silk upward luitil its tip pushes out

beyond the top of the husk; each silk is tipped with a stigma, which is

ready to reeei\'e the poUcn that falls upon it from the tassels of its own
stalk or that is blown upon it from the tassels of other corn plants. If one

of these ovules fails to receive pollen at the stigmatic tip of its long silken

st^de, it does not develop into a kernel of com, and the car ^^ill then be

imperfect. Such undeveloped kernels are said to be blasted. The ovides

are set on the stem, or cob, in twin rows; thus each row is double, being

made up of pairs of ovules. If different varieties of corn are planted near

together, the pollen from one kind may be carried by the wind over to the

ears of the other kinds, and the restilt will be a mixture of two varieties

on the same cob.

The ears are bonie at the joints, or nodes; and where the ear presses

against it, the stalk is grooved to hold it more snugly. The husks show

plainly that they are modified leaves, in the following ways: The husk

has the same structure as the leaf; the outside husks are green and

therefore do the work of leaves. The husk often changes to leaf shape

at the tip of the ear, thus showing that the husk itself is that part of

the leaf that nomiaUy clasps the stalk. As a matter of fact, the ear

of com is on a branch stalk, which has been much shortened so that the

nodes are ver}' close together, and the leaves therefore are arranged close

together. By stripping the husks back, one by one, from the outside stifl

green leaf to the inner stalk, the papery wrapping for the seed ma}' be seen

in all its stages.

Formerly seed com was selected according to the following rule:

" The ear should be of good length, cyHndrical rather than pointed,

the cob firm and well filled from butt to tip with kernels uniformly

large, of good color, and in regtdar rows that show no space between."

The modem method requires that seed com be selected in the field from

thrifty, high-yielding plants. After the ears have been selected, typical

kernels should be germinated in a seed tester to prove the vigor of the

seed before it is planted.

OBSERVATIONS FOR PUPILS

1

.

Describe the central stem of a stalk of ripe corn. How many joints,

or nodes, are there in it? Of what use to the plant are these nodes?

Are they near together at the top or at the bottom of the stalk?

2. Cut a cornstalk across and describe its structure. Which is the

stronger, the outer or the inner portion?

3

.

Where are the leaves attached to the stem ? Take off a leaf and note

how miuch of it clasps the stem. (Jf what use to the plant is the extra

strength given by the clasping leaf?
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4. Note the liille j^rowth on llic leaf where it comes off at an an^'le

from the stalk. Do }'0U think this [)revents the rain from flowing down
between the stalk and the clasping leaf?

5. Describe the veins in tlie corn leaf. How do the veins running in

a lengthwise direction help to strengthen the leaf? Are the edges of the

leaf straight or ruffled? Why has the leaf such an edge?

6. Describe the roots of the corn plant. Do they go deep into the

ground? Describe the brace roots. How do they help the plant to

stand firm against the force of the wind? From how far up the stem

do the brace roots spring?

7. Where on the cornstalk are the ears borne? How many ears are

there on a stalk? Remove an ear and describe how the stalk is shaped

to fit the ear.

8. Examine the outside, husks and compare them with the com leaves.

W^hat facts indicate that the corn husk is an adapted leaf?

g. Describe how the inner husks differ from those outside in color

and in texture.

10. After removing all the husks, carefully examine the ear and note

whether there is a thread of corn silk for every kernel. Is there an equal

amount of the silk lying between every tw^o rows of kernels? Does the

tip of each thread of silk reach up to the tip of the ear?

11. How many rows of kernels are there on the ear of corn? How
many kernels in a row?

12. How many kernels are there on the whole ear?

13. Do any of the row^s of kernels disappear tow^ard the tip of the ear?

If so, do they disappear in pairs?

14. Study a corn cob with no com on it and note whether the rows of

sockets in which the kernels grew are in distinct pairs.

15. Break an ear of corn in two and sketch the broken end, showing

the relation of the cob to the kernels.

16. How many kinds of fiov/ers are there on the cornstalk? Describe

the flowers in which the pollen is borne. How" does the pollen reach

the pistillate flower, which is to grow into an ear of corn?

17. If you find that on an ear of corn a kernel is blasted, what

happened to it?

18. If you ]3lant sweet corn and field com or black and white vari-

eties of sweet com near each other, what is the result? Why does this

happen?

19. How does the com look during a di'ought?

20. What are the points to consider in selecting com for seed?

21. How many varieties of com do you know"? What is the difference

between the dent and the flint varieties? Which rij^ens earlier? Which

is more used for silage? W^hy?
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SOME FACTS ABOUT CORN
J. L. Stone

The corn grown in New York State is chiefly put into silos for feed-

ing dairy cows. To a less extent it is grown to maturity, husked, and

cribbed for feeding pigs, horses, poultry, and other farm animals. To

some extent, also, it is used as human food.

The climatic and soil conditions of New York State are not ideal for

com growing. Usually the suminers are too cool and too short, and the

soil lacks the abundant fertility that enables corn to reach its highest

development. In many seasons the yield is

not what might be desired. It is important

that varieties or strains should be developed

which have the best possible adaptation to

conditions in New York State.

There are several types of com of varvnng

importance grown in the State. The children

are chiefly familiar with and interested in pop

corn and sweet com; but these are of lesser

economic importance than the kinds of corn

used for feeding stock. Of these latter there

are two well-recognized types, the flint corn,

or so-called state com, and the dent Com, or

western com. The flint varieties have smooth

glossy kernels that suggest the name because

of their hardness. As a rule they require a

shorter period of developmicnt and conse-

quently are better adapted to localities where

the seasons are considered rather short for

com. The dent varieties also get the type

name from the character of the kernel,

which is usually somew^hat shrunken or indented and gives the ear a

rough appearance. Dent corn is about the only kind grown in the West

and the South, the great corn-growing sections. In localities where

the dents wall properly mature, they often outyield the flint varieties

by a considerable percentage, and there is much effort being put forth

at the present time to develop early maturing dent varieties. "Whether

these early maturing sorts, when obtained, will outyield the flint

varieties is an open question.

Among the mistakes made l)y farmers regarding seed com one of the

most commion is that of depending on selecting the best ears from the

crib at planting time rather than selecting the ears from the best stalks

at harv^esting time. The seed ears must be thoroughly dried before

Flint corn plant
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being exposed to winter's cole); in faet, it is better if they can be stored

in such a way that they a,rc never exposed to very low temperature,

although thoroughly dried corn is i)robaljly not much injured by low

temjjcrature.

Many ears of corn handled in tlic way the average fanner handles

them will not furnisli seeds that germinate at all. Even among those

ears that have been most carefully dried and cared for, ears are often

found having no seeds that germinate. It therefore becomes imj^ortant

that the fanner should ascertain the germinating quality of his seed

even though it has been carefully selected and stored.

Experience teaches that the best results are secured

by the use of seed that has been carefully selected

for a scries of years with reference to the locality in

which iL is to be grown. If, therefore, the farmer

is to have tb.e vcr^' best seed, he will ]orobably

have to grow and care for it himself. Although

there are seedsmen who are now making a specialty

of corn, who can furnish seed of most excellent

quality for certain localities, the difficulty is that

these seedsmen in their eagerness to sell will recom-

mend the seed that is known to be excellent for

Illinois for planting in New York or Maine. The

chances are that seed grown in New York or Maine

would be better for these sections.

Although corn is not so much at home in New
York as in some other States, yet the fact remains

that often on many New York soils the corn plant

will produce a larger amount of good palatable

animal food per acre or per a given amount of labor

expense than almost any other crop.

Because of its large succulent stalks it is not so easy to cure and

save corn by drying as some of the finer grasses. Owing to this fact

the making of silage has come to be recognized as one of the best ways

of utilizing the corn crop. It is found to be more economical both as

to labor and as to waste to put the crop into the silo at harvest time rather

than to handle it in other ways. Most animals require more or less

succulent food during the winter, and silage meets this reqtiirement.

Properly made silage when judiciously fed is one of the mo.st palatable,

healthful, and profitable cattle feeds.

Every normal pcrsr)n should feel an earnest desire to leave the world

morally, intellectually, and physically better than it was when he came

into it. To give to the world or to a community a variety of farm crop

Dent corn plant
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thai is better than anything of its kind that preceded it, is certainly

an amljition worthy of any one. Each individual farmer can con-

tribute something toward the attainment of such an end. A few per-

sons have been able to contriljute to the public good such acquisitions

as the Concord grape, the Burbank potato, and the Baldwin apple.

But usually such new varieties are the result of the labors of a large

number of persons who cooperate toward a common end. It is the

effort that counts. Character is not so much dependent on the things

accomplished as on the things attempted. Endeavor earnestly put

forth to contribute a share toward the improvement of agricultural interest

will be a marked factor in the development of a character whether

distinction is achieved in that line or not.

Most farmers do not have any adequate conception of the importance

of improving plants and animals, if they think of the matter at all; and

the indi\'idual who persistently awakens their thoughts in this direction

by his own work, or b\' his interest in social gatherings where such questions

are discussed, will soon lake high' place among his fellows. When the

children of the public schools come to an understanding of the importance

and the possibility of improving the things they work with, they will be

much more interested in home aft'airs and less inclined to seek the city a

little later.

It is a fact now well recognized that there is educational value in work
done in discovering the secrets and the moods of nature as well as in the

modes and tenses of languages that have long ceased to be spoken.

HOW TO GROW CORN
E. R. Minns*

Preparation.— In the fall before the corn is cut, select from a field of

of ripe corn some good ears from good sta,lks. Before planting time a

few kernels from each ear of seed corn should be tested to make sure that

they will sprout vigorously.

The soil on which to grow a successful crop of corn should be chosen

if possible from the most fertile part of the farm. Sod land that grew

a crop of clover last year, and that has had a coat of barnyard manure
scattered on it during the winter or the early spring, is an ideal place to

plant corn. It should be carefully plowed early in the spring and harrowed

several times before the date for planting arrives, so that the top three

inches of soil will be fine and level.

Planting.— It will not be best to plant corn before the weather is

warm, and all danger of frost is past, for corn needs warmth in the soil and
air. Such weather as corn needs may be expected some time during

May or early June
* Revised by the editors.
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Make furrows three and a half feet apart the lonj^^ way of the eorufiekl

if possible, for that will faeilitate the; work of eiiltivation. The furrow

marker drawn by one or two horses will be found the best means of fur-

rowing the rows. It can also be used for check marking the field.

Plant the corn in hills, five kernels in each hill. Make the hills three

and a half feet apart in the row for large-growing varieties, a less dis-

tance apart for small varieties, especially sweet com and pop com. Cover

each hill with fine mellow soil so that the kernels lie buried about one

and a half inches below the surface. In stiff, clayey soils a planting

depth of one inch is better. If the soil is rather dry, pat the surface

lightly with the back of the hoe blade to bring the soil moisture up around

the buried kernels and make them sprout faster.

Hand planters are made that will drop from two to five kernels in

each hill, and it will save time to use them; but one should be careful

to see that enough loose soil

falls in upon the com to cover

it well after the open blades

of the planter are withdrawn

from the soil.

If a horse-drawn corn
planter can be secured in the

neighborhood, it will save

making furrows before plant-

ing, and, if the field is level,

will leave the rows in better

condition for cultivation.

Cultivation.— In order to

kill the sprouting weeds that lie near the surface of the soil, the field

should be harrowed lightly or stirred with a weeder. About a week

after the com shoots can be plainly seen in the rows, it is time to'

begin using the cultivator. A quiet, steady horse hitched to a single

cultivator, or a team and a wheel cultivator with small blades, should

be used to stir the soil between the rows of com. Cultivation kills

the weeds, airs the soil, and prevents the evaporation of moistiu*e from

the deeper soil. Com is benefited by frequent cultivation, at first

moderately deep, then more shallow as the roots spread out through the

soil. When the hot dry days of stunmer come, and the com is tasseling,

a small-toothed cultivator, which leaves the surface soil fine and nearly

level, will be most useful. Unless weather conditions interfere, the

cornfield should be cultivated four times or more. The soil between

the hills in the row needs to be hoed as often as weeds appear. Never

hoe or cultivate the cornfield when the soil is so moist that it feels sticky

if squeezed in the hands.

Typical corncrib
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Enemies.— The young com plant has many enemies, among the most
serious being crows, blackbirds, and cutwoniis. Various measures are

used to frighten away the birds, among them the erection of a scarecrow

or keeping a live crow captive in the held. The seed corn is sometimes

coated Hghtly with coal tar, by dipping a wooden paddle into hot tar and
stirring it rapidly among the kernels of com. The coat of tar repels some
of the enemiies. Cutworms can often be caught in the neighborhood of

indi\4dual hills, but for large areas

they are controlled by fall plow-

ing, and by the use of poisoned

bait. The bait is made by mois-

tening wheat bran with water that

has been sweetened with molasses

and treated with a poison, such

as paris green or arsenate of lead. ^
The mixture when spread along

the rows, attracts the cutworms

and kills them.

Thi n nin g.— When the com
plants are about six inches high

and danger from birds and insects

seems to be past, evevf hill that

has more than three stalks should

have the extra ones removed by

pulling them out. The three

most vigorous ones shoiild be left.

Harvesting.— In Septemberwhen
the lower leaves on the comstalks

begin to wither and many of the

husks are becoming dry, it is time

to cut and shock the com crop if

the stalks are to be used for fodder. Cutting com hy hand

About sixty hills of com may be gathered into a shock and the tops bound
together to make the shock stand up. Too large a shock will not cure

properly, and some of the ears may thus be spoiled. Six weeks of good

autumn weather will cure the com shocks sufficiently for husking. After

husking the ears the fodder should be tied in bundles to make handling

easier, and stored under cover for winter feeding. If the com is not to be

for fodder, the ears will be better if left on the standing stalks until the

latter are dead and dry and the ears are thoroughly ripened. After

husking, the ears shotdd be stored where air can circulate between them,

and where rats and mice cannot destroy them.

82 -
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SILOS AND SILAGE

E. R. Minns

More than a hundred years ago some farmers in Europe learned how

to preser\^e green forage plants, prineipally grasses, in pits so that they

could be used as winter feed for domestic animals. The farmers excluded

the air from the green grasses by covering them with earth ; the grasses

fermented somewhat, but when fed to the animals were highly relished.

Forty-five years ago this system of joreserving green fodders was intro-

duced into France, and there the names silo and ensilage originated.

These terms are still used.

A silo is a structure, which may be built of wood, stone, brick, concrete,

or building blocks, in which green fodders are preserved for future feeding.

The process of packing the fodder into the silo is known as ensiling it.

Ensilage is the name given to the presei*ved fodder. This word has been

shortened to silage, a term which is now used oftener than ensilage.

Why silage keeps.— Green fodder piled in the open air soon decays

and becomes worthless for feed. If it is confined in an air-tight vessel and

the air it contains driven out of it, the fermentation soon stops. In a

silo the weight of the fodder and the tightness of the walls exclude enough

of the air to preserve the silage for a year or even longer. It keeps because

air does not get in, except at the top where the silage is removed for feeding.

Silos.— The first silos were built entirely underground, and the silage

was weighted down with earth or other heavy material in order to drive

out the air and better preserve the fodder. Now silos are built mainly

above ground, though sometimes partly in the ground and partly above

ground. The first silos were square or rectangular in shape. A few

square silos are still in use, but by far the larger number are now built

circular. It has been found that a silo that is round inside and fairly

deep, has the best shape for preserving silage. The deeper the silo the

tighter the silage is packed, and the better it keeps. Many silos have

been built in this country of wooden frames lined with thin lumber and

building paper, fastened tightly together so that air cannot enter through

the walls. Many are built of upright staves, like those in a water tank,

and held together with metal hoops. Some have been built of stone or

brick laid in mortar, and in recent years silos have been built of reinforced

concrete— a mixture of sand, gravel, and cement, with steel rods bedded

in the concrete to give it more strength. Every year brings out some

new method of building silos to meet the conditions in different parts

of the United States. All silos need to have a good foundation, prefer-

ably of stone or concrete. A good many silos have a floor of concrete.

In order to be convenient in use, a silo must have openings, one above

another, on the side so that the silage can be taken out as it is wanted
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for feed. The size of a silo should be in proportion to the number of ani-

mals to be fed from it.

Silage crops.— Although there are several farm erops that can be

preserved in the silo, Indian eorn is the most widely used for this purpose.

The first man to make silage from Indian corn was a German sugar

manufacturer, who was trying to grow varieties of corn imported from

the United States. Because he could not ri])en these varieties in his

country and because he had been successful in making silage from sugar

beet pulp and leaves, he thought of preserving the Indian com, stalks,

ears, and all, in his silos. In doing this he was very successful. The
first silos built in the United States for preserving green fodder were

erected in Michigan in 1875. Other crops that have been preserved

successfully in this way are sorghum, wheat, oats, rs'e, alfalfa, clovers,

and grasses. Some crops can be mixed with corn fodder for silage more

successfully than they can be preserved alone. Sunflowers, soy beans,

and alfalfa have been used in this way. It is easier to make good silage

from Indian com than from any of the other crops named, but some-

times the other crops can be preserved in the silo more economically

than they can be dried and preserv^ed as hay.

The silo furnishes the most economical means of preserving these

farm crops, especially where the weather is likely to interfere with their

being cured and stored in other ways. Besides this, the quality. of suc-

culence, or juiciness, found in the fodder is mostly preserved in the silage.

Some chemical changes take place as the silage ferments, which, if properly

controlled, make the silage easily digested and very palatable for domestic

animals.

In order to pack the com fodder into the silo and drive out the air

so that the fodder will keep, it has been found best to use a machine called

a silage cutter to cut up the stems and leaves into pieces about two inches

or less in length. The freshly cut fodder is elevated to the top of the

silo and distributed inside from a spout. There are two types of ele-

vators, one an endless conveyor running in a wooden trough, the other

a long pipe up which the cut fodder is blown by a strong cirrrent of air

from a fan. Men are placed in the silo to tramp down this fodder and

see that it is properly distributed, especially near the walls of the silo

where the greatest danger from spoiling is found. If a silo is deep the

weight of the fodder put into it forces the air out of the fodder gradually,

and it settles down into a compact mass of silage, except at the top, where

a little spoils. It is cheaper to throw away some of the spoiled silage

on top than to hoist heavy weights up into the silo to press down the top

of the silage. Some farmers after tramping down the silage at the top,

pour on water, and sow oats thickly on the surface. Growing oats lessen
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the danger of spoiling before the silo is opened. It requires from two

weeks to a month for freshly cut fodder to change into good silage. Feed-

ing may be begun from the top of the silo as soon as it is filled, thus

avoiding any waste. If the silage is not fed fast enough from the top of

the mass in a silo, the exposure to the air allows it to spoil on top. In

order to keep the top in good condition it has been found best to feed

the silage at the rate of two inches a day.

The uses of silage.— Silage can be fed to cattle, horses, and sheep,

but is of doubtful value for feeding swine. It is best adapted to feeding

dairy cattle, in order to maintain the flow of milk through the winter

months and dtu^ng simimer droughts when pastures are bare. It has

been found that cattle being fattened for beef thrive and make good

gains when com silage is a considerable part of their food. A large cow

or steer can eat forty poimds of silage a day. Silage should not be fed

so freely to horses and sheep as to cattle; but if fed in hmited quantities,

it helps to keep them in good condition during the winter months. Some

kinds of silage, especially those made from alfalfa, clover, and other

leguminous plants, are likely to have a strong odor and a blackened ap-

pearance, but this does not hinder the animals from liking them. Alfalfa

and clover silage may to some extent be fed to poultry.

WHEN TO CUT CORN FOR THE SILO AND THE
VARIETY TO GROW

G. F. Warren

Many farmers are deceived as to the best variety of com to grow

for the silo because of" the large yield of material that they get if the com
is cut green. Some persons cut com in the milk stage. As will be seen

by the table on the next page, this was the stage when com gave the great-

est yield of material, 16.3 tons per acre; but this large yield was all water

except the 2.3 tons of dry matter. When ripe the com yielded only 14.2

tons of silage
;
yet there was almost twice as much dr^^ matter as in that

cut at the earlier stage. Persons are often deceived by the large weight

that they handle and forget that it is largely water. It is cheaper to

get water out of a well. Com shoiild be thoroughly glazed before it

is cut for the silo; that is, the kemels should begin to be hard, and no

milk should come out of them when they are mashed. It ought to be

just as mature as possible and yet keep. In spite of its large size, the

stalk contains only about the same amount of dry matter as the ear,

and the ear is worth much more for feed.

A variety tliat matures to the glazed stage in ordinary' seasons, should

be grown for the silo. Nothing but water is gained by raising bigger

com that does not mature to this stage.
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greatest problem has been to determine just what points to use and what

value to give each. The general tendency, however, has been to shift

the weight from fancy characters to practical characters. The following

score card is patterned after several now in use.

SCORE CARD FOR CORN

Practical points indicating adaptation and viabihty Perfect score

Maturity lo

Plumpness of kernel lo

Color of kernel .' lo

Quality of gcnn lo

Size of shank .'

5

Fancy points indicating trueness to type

Shape and proportions of ear 10

Tips 5

Butts 5

Spacing of rows 5

Shape of kernels 10

Unifomiity of ears

Size 5

Shape : . 5

Indentation. 5

Kernel 5

Total 1 00

explanation of SCORE CARD

The points allowed under each division of the score card represent

the ideal, or perfect, score. Each car, or set of ears, scored will fall more

or less short of the ideal, and it is only by practice and the develoi^ment

of judgment that one becomes able to decide qviickly and accurately how
much should be deducted from a perfect score for the ear, or set of ears,

under consideration. The following explanation of the score card will

serve as a guide, but practice and experience in scoring com are the only

ways to develop a safe judgment.

Practical points

Maturity.-—-A lack of maturity is indicated in several ways: (i) the

ear is soft so it can be twisted whh the hands; (2) the kernels are dis-

colored at the tips, due to poor drying; (3) the kernels are blistered, the
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hull being raised in places due to frost or freezing while green
; (4) the kernels

are badly pinched at top, indicating lack of full development.

Plumpness oj kernel.—A kernel pointed at the tip is likely to indicate

lack of maturity and poor germinating quality. A kernel pinched at the

top may indicate (i) lack of adaptation; (2) com too large for soil, thus

not being able to fully mature; (3) lack of maturity due to frost.

Color or luster.— Discoloration usually indicates immaturity or injured

germinating quality. Grain with a bright luster and no discolor always

germinates well, and comes from sound, mature ears that have been well

preserved. Discoloration on the tip or the back of kernel always means

a wet cob or soggy ear and poor curing.

Off-colored grains, such as white grains in yellow corn, mean mixture.

All ears showing signs of mixture should be disqualified.

Quality oj germ.— The appearance of germs in ears that have been tested

and are known to be of good germinating quality, should be studied. A
good germ should have a cream-white color, should be waxHke in texture,

and should have only a small air-s]3ace about the plumule. Poor germs

are most commonly indicated by (i) dark color in some part; (2) dry or

shrunken appearance.

Size 0} shank.— A large, heavy shank (i) makes corn difficult to husk;

(2) is likely to go with a large, wet cob that cures slowly. A very small

shank will break easily, allowing the ear to fall to the ground. The

shank should be from one-half to three-quarters the diameter of the

cob.

Fancy points

Shape and proportions.—An ideal ear of the variety to be judged, should

be examined first. In general the shape should be cylindrical, except in

certain varieties. The proportions of circumference to length for dent

corn are about 7 or 8 to 10, for flint corn 6 to 10.

Tips of ears.— Three characters are considered in examining the tip:

(i) straight, regvdar rows; (2) depth of kernel— the kernels should be ap-

proximately as deep near the tip as in the middle of the ear; (3) exposure

of cob. A slight exposure is not objected to if the tip is good in other

points. Much exposed cob, however, is taken to indicate lack of adapta-

tion.

Butts of ears.—The butt should (i) have regular rows; (2) the kernels

should be full depth and shapely; (3) the shank scar should be mcdimn

in size; (4) the grains should be well rounded about the shank; (5) the butt

should be neither expanded, due to enlarged cob, nor contracted, due to

short grains or irregular rows.

Spacing of rows.—The spacing of rows and the shape of kernels can be

examined at one time. For this purpose several kernels should be removed
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near the middle of the car. The kernels should l)e jjlunip and of sueh

shape that the crowns fit close together making tight rows.

Shape of kernels.—A few ears having kernels of good shape should be

examined. The kernels should not be too narrow nor thin. They should

be of sueh shape as to fit neatly with

no lost spaces, and the tip especially

should be plum]3. A keystone sug-

gests the ideal shape, although flint

corn kernels may be rounded.

Uniformity.—In scoring a single

ear the matter of uniformity cannot

be considered to any great extent,

and. so long as the ear is know'n
A well-filled tip

^^ ^^ ^^g ^^ ^ypg^ .g ^f average

size and shape, and the variety is unmixed, it will usually be given

nearly full credit for uniformity. In scoring a set of a number, for

example ten ears, it is important to consider the uniformity of the

ears in the whole set with regard to (i) size of ear; (2) shape of ear;

(3) indentation, which will apply only to dent com; (4) kernel. Uni-

formity is a strong indication of trueness to type. A good exhibit is

assumed to be uniform. In judging uniformity the ears are best sorted

according to type in each case. For example, ears having similar indenta-

tions are placed together. In a certain case there may be six ears with one

kind of indentation, three with another, and one with another. The

exhibit should be given credit for six, the largest number of a kind.

This same method should be followed with the other characters.

PRACTICE WORK IN SCORING CORN

In learning to judge corn it is best

to confme attention at first to single

characters, until the ideal for each

character has been firmiy fixed in

mind. The following method has been

found very practical

:

1

.

With a ten-ears exhibit for prac-

tice, select the ear that is most mature.

Next select the least mature; then

arrange the ten ears in order of merit

when this point only is considered.

2. Take the next point on the score card, arrange the ears according

to plumpness of kernel, and so on through all the points.

3. Select the best ear when practical points only are considered.

Well-covered butts and medium shank
scars
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4. Select the best ear when fancy points only are considered.

5. Select the best ear all points considered.

6. Repeat this method with other ten-ears exhibits.

Teachers will find the boys and girls much interested in corn judging,

and, if an occasional opportunity is made during the fall to practice the

scoring of com, the results will be found worth while from an educational

point of view, and from the point of view of general interest. The prac-

tice exercises may well look forward to, and reach their eubnination in,

Com Day (page 1378),

TESTING THE GERMINATION OF SEED CORN
Milton Pr.\tt Jones'*

It is highly important every year that the ears of com that are to be

used for seed be tested as to their ability to genninate. The boys and girls

can test the seed com to be used on the whole farm and can feel that their

work really amounts to something.

The first process in the preparation of the seed com is the selection of

the best ears. This should be done at harvest time by selecting good ears

from good stalks. A considerable number more than will be necessary to

plant a crop of the size desired should be selected; then the germination

of each of the ears should be tested by the following method.

Method of testing germination

The simplest way to test seed corn is by means of the germinating box.

Almost any sort of a box from four to eight inches deep and of a size

depending on the number of ears to be tested can be used. The box, how-
ever, should not be too large for one person to carry easily. Soap boxes

or tomato can boxes, which may be obtained at a grocery store, are per-

fectly satisfactory. The box should be half filled with sand or sawdust,

preferably sawdust, thoroughly moistened but not saturated. The saw-

dust should be two or three inches deep, and should be packed down so

that the surface is even and smooth.

A piece of white cloth slightly larger than the size of the box should

be ruled off with a lead pencil, checkerboard fashion, into squares from

one and one-half to two and one-half inches in size. Each square should

be numbered. This cloth should be placed over and in close contact with

the sawdust or the sand, and tacked to the comers and the sides of the

box.

Then the seed ears that are to be tested for germination, should be

arranged in a row on the floor, a table, or a shelf, in a place where they

'Revised by the editors.
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will not be (listurl)C(l. In order to avoid mistakes it is well to number

every ear. This can be done by writing the number on a little pieee

of thin cardboard and inserting it between the rows of kernels; or the

number may be written on a piece of paper, and this paper fastened to

the ear by pushing a pin through it into the butt of the cob, or it may be

held by a rubber band put around the ear. If there is no possibility that

the position of the ears will ])e disturbed, this precaution may not be

necessary.

At the time of starting the germination test each ear should be care-

fully studied, and a few notes made covering the following points: (i)

Is the appearance of the corn bright or dull? (2) Are there any dis-

colored areas on the backs or the tips of the grain kernels? (3) Are the

tips of the kernels pointed or plump ? (4) Is the general texture of the grain

hard or soft? (5) Is the covering of the germ smooth or blistered? (6)

Is the texture of the germ soft, medium, or dry? (7) Is there an air

space around the plmnulc? If present, is the air space large or small?

(8) Is the color of the germ the normal cream-white, or is it yellowish

or dark""

At the end of the germination test when the results are being deter-

mined these records of each ear should be considered in connection

with the germinating power of the ear. It will soon be found that there

is a distinct correlation between the general appearance of the ear of

corn and its germinating power, and it is important that one should

become skilled, as far as possible, in determining the germinating power

from the appearance of the ears. This will naturally reduce the number

of ears that it is necessary to test for germination because there will be

fewer eliminated by the germination test.

Six kernels should be removed from each ear with a pocket knife. One
kernel should be taken from near the tip, one from the middle, and one

from the butt, on each side of the ear. These six kernels should be care-

fully laid in the square in the box corresponding to the number of the

ear. Thus six kernels from ear no. i will go into square nf). i, and six

kernels from ear no. 2 into square no. 2, and so on. It is best to place

the kernels all pointing one way and with the germ side up.

After the squares in the box are filled with kernels from as many cor-

respondingly niunbered ears, a piece of thin cloth should be placed over

them, care being taken not to disarrange or change the position of the

kernels. This cloth should be gently sprinkled with water, and on top

of it two thoroughly wet burlap bags should be laid and pressed down
closely at the corners and along the sides of the box in order to keep all

the kernels unifonnly moist. The box should be placed near a stove,

where it is warm and where the temperature never goes below freezing.
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The kitchen is usually a <;ood ]jlace. The bajj;s on the top of the box

should be sprinkled if there is any danger of their drying out.

Within from four to seven days, depending to a great extent on the

temperature at which the gemiinating box is kept, the kernels will

have germinated sufhcienlly to allow the selection of the ears to be made.

The ba'^s and the cloth should l)c taken off with great care so that the

Com tested for germination

corn will not be distturbed. The kernels of each square should be ex-

amined in connection with the ear from which they were taken and com-

pared with the germinating kernels of the other cars. Great differences

will at once l:)e apparent. Some ears will be represented by kernels part

of which, as in ear no. 8 in the illustration, show no germination. All

such ears should be discarded. Other ears will be represented by kernels
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that, as in no. 7, germinate weakly. The roots will be thin, yellow, and

sickly. Perhaps some kernels \vill be moldy, and by their appearance

as a whole show clearly lack of vigor. Those ears, all or part of whose

kernels germinate weakly, should be discarded. The kernels of still

other ears will germinate vigorously with strong, healthy sprouts, as is

the case in ears nos. 3 and 4. Ears represented by such kernels should

be used for planting.

If it is found necessary to buy seed corn in bulk, a sample should be

obtained from the seed merchant and several hundred kernels tested by

the method described. A germination test of such bulk samples can also

easily be made by putting a piece of blotting paper in the bottom of a

pan, thoroughly moistening this, and putting the kernels on it. The com
should be covered with some more wet blotting paper or wet cloths and

a pane of glass should be placed over the top of the pan to prevent drying

out. The blotting paper and cloths must be kept damp. At the end of

five or six days examine the com; if less than eighty out of one hundred

kernels germinate vigorously, it cannot be considered good seed com.

Every farmer in the State should test the germination of his seed corn.

It is important to begin this year and test the seed intended for next

spring's planting. The work had best be done during some of the winter

evenings before the spring work begins. The boys and girls should do

the seed testing.

CORN FOODS
Flora Rose

corn meal mush
• I cupful corn meal ^ teaspoonful salt

5I cupfuls water

Mix the corn meal with i cupful cold water, and add 4! cupfuls of

boiling water. Add the salt. Cook this mixtiu-e over direct heat for

five minutes; then set it over hot water and cook for one hour or longer.

Com meal mush is better if cooked for several hours.

CORN MEAL GEMS

I cupful thick sour milk i level teaspoonful butter, or lard,

I level teaspoonful soda or drippings, melted

I beaten egg i cupful white flour mixed with i

f to I cupful com meal level teaspoonful baking powder

Mix the soda and the sour milk. Add the egg, the melted butter, the

flour, and the corn meal, and stir the batter thoroughly. Pour it into

well-buttered gem pans, and bake the gems in a medium hot oven for

about 25 minutes.
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corn pudding

I can corn 2 eggs

or 2 level tcaspoonfuls butter, melted

I pint grated fresh com Salt

I cupful milk Pepper

Mix all the ingredients together. Pour the mixture into a buttered

baking-dish. Set the dish in a pan of water, and bake the pudding until

the custard is firm. A knife blade nm into the custard shows the firmness.

INDIAN PUDDING

I quart milk i cupful seeded raisins

^ cupful yellow corn meal _ | cupful finely chopped suet or

3 eggs J cupful butter

J teaspoonful salt j cupful brown sugar 1

I teaspoonful cinnamon | cupful molasses /

1 teaspoonful allspice or

2 teaspoonfuls ginger | cupful sugar or h cupful molasses

Scald I pint of the milk. Mix the corn meal with i cupful of the

remaining milk. Add this mixture gradually to the scalded milk and

cook it for 5 minutes or until it thickens, stining it constantly to prevent

lumping. Stir into this the remainder of the milk, the beaten eggs, the

suet, the sugar, the molasses, the salt, and the spices. Pour the mixture

into a buttered baking-dish and bake it slowly for 3 hours. If butter is

used, baking may be completed in 2 or 2^ hours. An hour after the

baking begins, a cupful of seeded raisins sprinkled with flour may be

stirred in.

JOHNNY CAKE

I cupful sour milk i^ cupfuls white flour

1 level teaspoonful soda 3 level teaspoonfuls baking pow-

2 eggs der

\ cupful shortening, melted j cupful Indian meal

I cupful sugar I teaspoonful salt

Mix the soda and the sour milk. Add the beaten eggs, the shortening,

the sugar, the white flour, which has been mixed with the baking powder,

the Indian meal, and the salt. Pour the batter into a shallow buttered

pan, and bake it from 20 to 30 minutes.
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ONE GRASS, ONE CLOVER. AND ONE GRAIN FOR IDENTIFICATION
IN 1913-1916

Pail J. White

KENTUCKY BLUE CRASS

• Although Kentucky blue grass is not the most ini-

ix)rtant grass in this State, it is one of the most common.

It grows wherever the soil is good and the land has not

been plowed for a number of years. Farmers seldom
*^ sow this gi-ass, yet it is nearly always present in old

meadows and pastures. In fact, it is the most valuable

pasture grass that there is in the State. It comes in

naturally if a field is left to itself; of course, if it is sown

it will appear much more quickly. It is the grass most

used for lawns.

Blue grass may be distinguished from other grasses by

the leaf. If the end of the leaf be examined, it will be

found to be closed; that is, the edges of the leaf comiC

together at the end, forming what is known as a keel-

shaped leaf. The end of the leaf resembles the keel of a

boat. If the end of the blue grass leaf is smoothed out by

drawing the leaf between thumb and finger, the leaf wiU

sjilit, and a notch will be formed at the end.

When in blossom, blue grass is distinct from other

grasses with the exception of redtop. But as blue grass

blossoms three or four weeks before redtop, there is little

danger of confusing the two. Blue grass blossoms in

June, while redtop does not blossom until July. The

illustration shows a good specimen of blue grass.

It would be a good plan to have the children bring into

the schoolroom as many grasses as they can find, and see

whether they can distinguish the blue grass by the descrip-

Keiitucky blue

grass

tion here given.

RED CLOVER

Red clover is one of the most valuable plants to the fanner in New York
State. It is vakiable because it is so useful for making hay and for pas-

tures, and also because it greatly improves any soil in wliich it grows.

It may be found in almost any part of the State, yet it must have fairly

good soil in order to grow well.

Red clover is so common that it scarcely seems necessary to describe

the plant. There are two kinds grown in this vState: one is known as

medium red, which is the ordinary kind; the other is called mammoth.
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or pea-vine. The only difference between the two is that mammoth
clover is inuch larger tlian medium-red clover, and blossoms about three

weeks later.

Red clover grows from one to two feet in height. It blossoms twice

during the summer, first in June and

again in August. The blossoms are red

and present a very beautiful appearance

w^hen a whole field is covered with them.

There arc several kinds of clover that

grow in this »State, all of which

are easy to name when in

flower. It is not easy, how-

ever, to tell them apart when
only the stems and the leaves are

to be seen. The leaves of red

clover are hairy all over and arc

composed of three small leaflets.

There is a whitish mark on the

leaflet that looks somewhat like an

arrowhead. Clover leaves that have this

mark and are hairy, are sure to Ijc those

of red clover.

Teachers should have all the clovers

that can be found in the neighljorhood

brought into the schoolroom so

that the children can learn to dis-

tinguish the red clover.

WHEAT

Without doubt, wheat

most valuable grain plant

world for several reasons.

is the

in the

It will

Red clover

grow in nearly any part of the world

in which man is able to live. It

has been grown for thousands of

years in the hot climate of Egypt,

and it is one of the chief crops of

northern Europe. Wheat is the chief

article of diet of nearly all civilized nations. It can be used in a great

variety of ways. In this country it is the cheapest food, with the possible

exception of corn. With the exception of rye, wheat is the only grain

that can be made into yeast bread. When yeast is added to dough made of

rye or wheat flour, it rises by reason of the gluten that the flour contains,.
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In this State, wheat is usually planted in the fall. In the Northwestern

States, however, it may be sown in the spring. Not all the seeds that

are planted mature grain, but those that do mature generally produce

from one to six stalks, each of which bears a head of from fifteen to thirty

kernels.

Wheat, barley, and rye look very much alike when matured. Barley

grains do not shell out of the huU when threshed as do wheat and rye.

Moreover, there are either one or three kernels of barley in each little

group that forms a part of the head. The rye head is made up of groups

of two kernels, while wheat may have from two to five kernels in a group.

GENERAL PLANT STUDY

The Editors

[T IvS important for the rural teacher to take every opportu-

nity to give boys and girls an intelligent interest in plant

life. This subject carries with it a means to mental devel-

opment and opens the way to a permanent resource, which,

through all time, plant lovers have enjoyed.

Intimacy with a single plant will make a good beginning in

plant study. The plant may be growing out of doors, or it

may be a house plant. The observations of the children

should be so directed that they will become interested in the

changes in the leaves, the blossom, and the seed, that take

place from day to day.

The school time should never be so filled that there is no opportunity

to discuss the coming of the spring flowers, or to talk over the seed time

in autumn. Those who are acquainted with the late siunmer and autiimn

woods and waysides, where the fruits of jack-in-the-pulpit, Solomon's

seal, and blue cohosh, red rose hips, and witch-hazel blossoms give rare

and rich color, will find abundant material for encouraging out-of-door

observation, and when springtime comes, each day bringing some new
blossom on wood or roadside plant, the teacher can do no better work
than to open the eyes of the boys and girls to the richness of interest in

their out-of-door surroundings.

Each year in the New York State syllabus special plants are given for

study. This does not mean that other plants may not be studied, but

it gives a suggestive list, which teachers may find interesting for class

lessons. This list should be placed on the blackboard or the bulletin

board, so that the children may know what to look for during the year

in order to complete the work before the last day of school. Some of

these plants will furnish material for an interesting quest, which is always

valuable in out-of-door study. Who will find the first clavtonia. or
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spring beauty? Where was it growing? What plant associates did it

have?

It is not advisable to require young children to make a very detailed

observation of plants. A broad, wholesome field knowledge will probably

be most satisfactory for the elementary grades. The boys and girls should

be able to make a mental picture, at any time, of a large ntmiber of the

common plants in the country round. They should be able to give the

approximate height, the habit of growth, the kind of leaf (whether simple

or compound), perhaps the margin of the leaf, the color of the blossoms,

the shape of the corolla (whether regular or irregular), and some of the

larger likenesses of each plant to one or more plants of the same kin.

If the teacher is a good botanist and is interested in the subject, she may
encourage the children to more intensive work; but good general observa-

tion and happy, wholesome interest will probably make the best foun-

dation for scientific study in the secondary schools and the universities.

Before beginning the work on the recognition of plants for 1915-1916,

it would be well for the teachers to read the following article. In the

autumn the children enjoy the study of leaves, and much can be learned

as to shapes, margins, and the like.

HELPS IN THE STUDY OF PLANTS

E. L. Palmer

When one wishes to learn the name of any flower that he may happen

to pick up, he usually does one of two things : either he asks some person

to name it for him, or he attempts to look it up for himself in a book.

There are two kinds of books on plants, the popular and the scientific.

The former is usually the more convenient for general work, but as a rule

the scientific book is the more accurate. The difficulty with scientific

books is that to most persons they are unintelligible because of the terms

used in describing the parts of the plant. It is hoped that this article

will explain clearly the meaning of some of the more common terms used.

In the first place, the parts of a flower should be learned. The parts

of flowers are arranged in groups, usually four. In the trillium, for example,

there is on the outside a set of three green, leaflike structures. Each

of these is known as a sepal, and the three together make up what is known
as the calyx. In most flowers the calyx is green. Within the calyx there

is a second set of structures, which are either white or conspicuously colored.

This set of structures is known as the corolla, and the separate parts are

the petals. The corolla and the calyx constitute what is known as the

floral envelope, which is usually made up of structures that are more or

less leaflike. The floral envelope is not really essential in the production

of seeds.

83
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The essential parts are the two inner series. The outer of these is

usually made up of stmctures that look like stalks with a thickened i^art

on the end. These structures are known as the stamens; the stalk is

known as the filament, and the thickened part on the end as the anther.

When the anther is ripe it breaks and gives off a powdery substance

known as pollen.

The inner series of structures is made up of carpels, these being often

united to foiTn the pistil. The pistil bears the seeds. The pistil may
be com])Osed of cither one or more carpels; in cither case it is subdivided

into three parts. The lowest part, which is usually the largest part, is called

the ovary. This contains the seed or seeds. Aljove the ovary the pistil

is elongated into a structure known as the style, at the top of which is

the stigma. The nuinbcr of branches, or lobes, in the stigma usually

indicates the nimiber of carpels in the pistil.

The stem that bears a flower is known as the pedicel; and the end of

the pedicel, or the part that the parts of the flower actually touch, is

called the receptacle, or torus.

Now that the parts have been named, some of the variations and the

combinations that occur, should be considered. In the first place, not all

the parts are always present. Often, as in the anemone, one of the sets

of the floral envelope is absent, and in that case the remaining set is con-

sidered, the calyx. In many flowers the stamens are absent; in that case

there occur also on the same plant, or on another plant of the same species,

flowers with the pistils absent. In such plants the flowers are said to be

unisexual. When pistils a,nd stamens occur in separate flowers on the

same plant, the plant is said to be moncecious; and when pistillate flowers

(those without stamens) occur on one plant and staminate flowers (those

without pistils) on another, the plant is said to be dicecious. ' In a perfect

flower, the pistils and the stamens are in the same flower.

Another variation that is commonly found has the parts of a series

united. When the sepals are united, the term gamosepalous is used, and

when the petals are united the term gamopetalous. A good example of a

gamopetalous flower is the morning-glory. The terms used in case the

petals are separate and the sepals are separate are polypetalous and poly-

scpalous, respectively. Besides the parts of a series being united, the

different series are sometimes united. Difl^erent terms are used in these

cases, also. When all the series are separate, as in figure i, the flower is

said to be hypogynous. The flower of a buttercup is hypogynous. It is

rather common to find the calyx, the corolla, and the stamens united, as

in figure 2. In this case the term perigynous is vised. When all the series

are united, and the petals, the stamens, and the sepals seem to come from

the top of the ovary, as in figure 3, the term epigynous is used. The com-
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men elderberry is epig^'nous. In the case of hypogynous llovvers the ovary

is said to be superior, since it is situated above the other parts. In the

case of epigynous flowers the ovary is said to be inferior, because it is sit-

uated below the other parts. In case the anthers of the stamens are united,

the term syngenesious is used.

In the foregoing have been given most of the terms used in describing

the parts of a single flower. Groups of flowers will now be considered.

A flower-bearing part of a plant, or the plan of flower arrangement, is

called the inflorescence. The most simple type of inflorescence is the

solitary' arrangement (Fig. 4). Here one flower appears in the axil of the

leaf and terminates growth in that direction.

If the flower is borne close to the main stem, and is without a stem, or

pedicel, of its own, the flower is said to be sessile. This leads to the next

form of inflorescence, the spike. In a spike there is a series of flowers

that are sessile, or nearly so, arranged along a more or less elongated

common axis (Fig. 5). The common blue vervain shows a good example

of a spike. A form of spike that is fairly common is the caikin. A
catkin is a flexuous, scaly spike, such as is found in poplars, birches, and

the like. A catkin is illustrated in figure 6.

There is still another form of inflorescence in which the flowers are sessile.

This is found in sunflow^ers and daisies and is called a head. The arrange-

ment of clover flowers also is called a head. A sunflower head is called

a composite head. In it, as is shown in figure 13, there are two kinds

of flowers. The center flowers are short and densely massed together,

and are called disk flowers. The outer flowers (a) are usually conspicuous

and are called ray flowers. Outside of the ray flowers there is a series of

green bracts, which apparently bind together the flowers of the head.

This series of structures is called the involucre, and its parts are the bracts

of the involucre. The broad structure on which the flowers are borne

(d) is called the receptacle. A composite head may be composed en-

tirely of ray flowers, or the ray flowers may V>c entirely absent.

The remaining forms of inflorescence have the fl.owers borne on pedicels

instead of being sessile. One of the simplest forms is the raceme (Fig. 7).

In this case the flowers are borne on pedicels arranged along a common
axis, as in a spike, the difference being that here the flowers are not sessile.

In a raceme the lower flowers are the older, and usually the larger. Growth

continues for an indefinite time and is said to be indeterminate. A cyme

differs from a raceme in that the terminal flowers are the older and larger.

New flowers appear below the old ones, and growth in length ceases with

the first flowers. A growth of this type is called a determinate grow^th.

A cyme is shown diagrammatically in figure 8.
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In a cyme and a raceme the pedicels on which the flowers are borne

are shorter than the main axis, and the flowers are arranged in a sort of

pyramid. A form of inflorescence exists, however, in which the flower

cluster is flat-topped, as in the common yarrow. This form of inflores-

cence is called a corymb. A corymb may be a determinate or an indeter-

minate form of inflorescence, in the general use of the term. Figure 9

shows a determinate corymb.

In the forms previously described, the flowers have arisen from diflcrent

points on the same or different axes. A form is found rather commonly,

however, in which all the flower axes arise from the same point. Such

an inflorescence is called an umbel (Fig. 12).

Various modifications of the forms given exist. A raceme, a cyme,

a corymb, or an umbel may be compound ; that is, the axiUary branches of

an inflorescence may in turn be divided into the given type. A compound

raceme of a loose, irregular nature is called a panicle.

Leaves are simple or compound. A simple leaf has but one blade.

A compound leaf has more than one blade. The various types of leaves

are illustrated on page 13 18. There are other types, but most of the com-

mon forms are shown. Compound leaves are of two types, pinnately

compound and palmately compound (Figs. 10 and 11). A pinnately com-

pound leaf has the leaflets arranged along the main axis, arising from dif-

ferent points. A palmately compound leaf has the leaflets arising from

the same point. If this is learned well, it will be easy to remember the

different types of leaf venation. These are discussed later in the next

paragraph. Leaves are considered as compound if the leaflets are distinct.

If there seems to be a tendency toward division into leaflets, the leaves

are said to be lobed. Here, again, there are two types, pinnately lobed

and palmately lobed. A good example of a pinnately lobed leaf is the dan-

delion; of a palmately lobed leaf, the common sugar maple. The shapes

of different leaves can best be shown by the diagrams. The commoner

types of margins also are shown.

Leaf venation is interesting and important. The simplest type is the

parallel-veined type (Fig. 14). Here the veins start at one end and extend

along beside one another to the opposite etid of the leaf. In case the veins

start together and extend in the same direction but do not come together

again, as in figure iq, the term palmately veined is used. In a large number
of leaves, however, there is one main vein called the midrib from which

smaller veins branch (Fig. 17) in which case the tenn pinnately veined

is used. Pinnately veined leaves and palmately veined leaves usually

have many smaller veins branching in all directions from, the larger veins

and giving rise to the term netted-veined.
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PLANTS TO BE RECOGNIZED IN 1915-1916

The Editors

From a study of the syllabus topic " Plants to be recognized," the pupils

should become familiar with some of the important characteristics of each

plant that can be learned in the field. A few suggestions as to such char-

acteristics, are made here, and, if the teacher wishes to give further work,

additional material can be found in any good botany.

\ 'iolet.—Violet family. How many varieties of violets are there in the

neighborhood? Have the children ever seen any that are neither yellow,

white, blue, nor purple? Let the pupils find

out whether some violets are stemless, and

^^'hether some have leafy stems. Call atten-

tion to the Httlc spur, or nectarv^ which is

visited by the bees and the butterflies. When
seen through a lens, the stamens and the

pistils will be interesting to the children.

\Vhat plants are found growing with violets?

Call attention to the fact that the pansy

belongs to the violet family. In what ways 'p

does it resemble the violet, and in what ways ^

does it difi^er? How many children have seen

the wild pansy as well as the cultivated

variety ?

Aster. Composite family, to which the

daisy, the dandehon, and many well-known

plants belong. The children should be sent

on a quest for asters, since doubtless there

will be many varieties in the neighborhood.

With a little help they will see the differences

in many of the species, and this will be a

valuable preparation for the study of varia-

tion in plants. They should note the color

of the blossoms, how they are arranged, whether all of them are at the top

of the stem, or whether some are along the side. They should note whether

the leaves are close to the stalk, whether some have petioles, whether some

arc clasping, whether they are thin or thick, harsh or smooth, long or broad.

Milkweed. Milkweed family. Milkweed is one of the most attractive

plants in the autumn. The children are familiar with the milky juice and

with the heavy pendulous flower cluster, which has many insect \asitors.

They should notice the broad leaves and that both stem and leaves are

often downy. Are any smooth kinds found? The boys and girls are

familiar w4th the seed pod, full of white down that carries the flat seeds

sometimes long distances from the parent plant.

Violet
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Aster

Skunk cabbage. Arum family, which also

includes sweet flag, calla, jack-in-the-pul-

pit, and other interesting plants. A large

number of boys and girls do not know the

skunk cabbage, although it i^roduces one

of the most interesting of the very early

spring blossoms. Its likeness to jack-in-

the-pulpit can be easily seen, since it has a

leaflike sheath called a spathc inside of

which grows the stout flower stalk, or

spadix. The spathe is sometimes very

wonderfully colored. If the children gather

this plant, they will recognize the odor,

which has been likened to that of a skunk.

Their attention should be called to the

leaves, which, in their early development,

are rolled tightly together forming a spike-

like structure beside the flower; later these

unfold and become very large.

Claytonia, or spring beauty. Purslane

family. The claytonia, or spring beauty,

is one of the

most charming of the flora of this State.

Children often call the hepatica or the

anemone spring beauty, but the name is

most widely given to the claytonia. It is

rose color, sometimes white, with deeper

coloring in the veining. The children may
be encouraged to take a few blossoms to

their homes and notice how long they will

last. Their attention should be called to

the way the blossoms close at night, and

open by day. Observations may be made
of the little bulblike structure at the base

of the leaves and of the kind of flower,

whether regular or irregular. Have the

children on the lookout for the insects that

visit the claytonia.

Poppy. Poppy family. To this family

belong bloodroot, celandine, and other plants

not so well known to boys and girls. Per-

haps the best way to have young persons be-

come interested in this plant is to have them Milkweed
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grow poppies in their flower gardens. They should be

encouraged to grow some of the shirley poppies, which

have been developed from the common wild field

poppy of Europe. True shirley poppies are single;

they always have a white base with yellow or white

stamens, anthers, and pollen, and never have any

black in them. The flowers last longer than those of

the common poppies.

The attention of the children should be called to the

milky juice of the poppies, to the margin of the leaves,

to the nodding buds, and to the color of the flowers.

At what time of day do poppies usually open? How
many petals has the flower, and how are they arranged ?

Do all poppies have leaves on the flower stem? The
development of the seed capsule should be observed

by the children. The seeds when looked at through

a lens are most interesting.

Pear. Rose family. In many schools earty blos-

soms of trees are studied by forcing the leaf buds

and the flower buds. The
children bring twigs into the

schoolroom, place them in

water, and watch them develop,

the way for observation later in the out-of-doors.

In connection with the pear some points of in-

terest are as follows:

The pear thrives best on a rather heavy soil

with a friable clay subsoil. The fruit is improved

in quality if allowed to ripen indoors. Pears

should be picked as soon as they have reached

full size, and about two weeks in advance of

their normal ripening. Attention should be

called to the insect enemies of the pear, the

borers and the codling moth. The pear trees

in the neighborhood should be observed to

see whether any are attacked by blight.

Lady's-slipper. Orchid family. The lady's-

slipper with its showy blossoms always has

an interest for young persons. Their observa-

tion may be so directed that they will notice

the stems, whether they are smooth or hairy,

Lady's-slipper how the leaves grow, the shape, the veining,

Clayton ia

This prepares
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whether the .flowers arc solitary, whether the blossom is yellow, whether

they find any other colors in these flowers. In what kind of soil do

they grow?

The lady's-slipper, or moccasin flower, is bccominj^ scarce in many
places, owing to the carelessness with which it is gathered. It is in con-

nection with these rarer blossoms that boys and girls may be taught

respect for rights of others, and to guard against the extermination of a

species. It may be well to make any observation of these plants in the

wood, without gathering the blossoms. Children can easily be taught to

overcome the desire to gather every

flower they see.

Sweet clover. Pulse family. To this

family belong the many forms of

clover famihar to the children, and

also alfalfa, which has become an

important farm crop. Sweet clover

is known to all country children,

growing as it does along the waysides,

and giving pleasure by its fragrance.

There are two kinds of sweet clover

found in New York State, the large

white and the large yellow.

The children will be interested to

notice the blossom stem of the sweet

clover, which is at first short ajid

packed closely with little green buds,

and to watch the stem and the blos-

soms as they develop. Which buds

open first, those lower down on the

stem, or those nearer the tipr It

will also be interesting to notice the

likeness of the sweet clover blossom

to that of the sweet pea. The sweet odor comes from the leaves when
drying, and not from the blossoms. The sweet clover is frequently

\nsited by honeybees, and beekeepers often plant it in waste places.

Cabbage. Mustard family, which, among other plants, includes mus-

tard, water cress, shepherd's-purse, radish, and turnip. In some schools

the children grow cabbage plants in flats to transplant later. This will

give opportunity for the teacher to call attention to somic facts that will

interest the young gardeners.

Cabbage and its close relatives, cauliflower, brussels sprouts, and kale,

have all been developed from a wild plant growing on the chalk clifls of
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the English Channel. There are several hundred varieties of cabbage

sold by seedsmen in the United States.

The plants need well-drained, well-fertilized soil. The insect pests

should be discussed, particularly the cabbage womi. The children should

know the hfe history of this insect. They can find the eggs on the cab-

bage leaves. The young caterpillars change to chrysahds and then to

butterflies.

Carrot. Parsley family. To this family belong poison hemlock,

parsley, meadow parsnip, and other plants. In its wild form the carrot

is a bad weed known as Queen Anne's lace. The boys and girls may be

interested in the carrot in both its wild and its crdtivated form. Culti-

vated carrots are used for the table and for feeding stock. A }'ellow

coloring matter is extracted from the carrot, which is used to color

butter.

The children should notice the imibrellalike form of the blossoms of

the wild carrot. The seed cluster is also interesting, resembling, as it

does, a bird's nest.

WEEDS
K. M. WiEGAND

The word weed is in general use among all classes of people, but there

is perhaps no term more difficult to define. Though most persons have

a definite idea about a weed, it will be found that they do not all agree

as to what such a plant really is. Plants that are weeds to some persons

may be of economic importance to others, or may even be grown as crops.

As an example of this, a letter recently came to the Department of Botany

at this College, inclosing a plant and containing the request that " this

weed " be named. The " weed " was alfalfa. The conception of a weed,

therefore, is a more or less personal one. Perhaps a weed is best defined

as a plant out of place, or still better a plant that grows where it is

not desired. From this point of view, alfalfa growing in a garden

where it was not wanted and where it interfered with cultivation

was, to the person mentioned, a weed, as much as quack grass or

Canada thistle.

It happens, however, that a large proportion of plants that grow where

they are not wanted, are plants that very generalh' have this particular

habit; therefore weeds as a whole form a rather definite class of plants.

If a person takes pains to find out the native land of the weeds of this

country, he will find that most of them are not natives of North America,

but of other countries. They are in reality immigrants from abroad.

Not more than five per cent of the worst weeds are natives of New York

State. Fully eighty per cent have immigrated from Europe, and it has
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always been a question why European j^lants are more i)rone to become

weeds than are plants from other countries. The daisy, the orange

hawkweed, the Canada thistle, the ma^^weed, the chickweed, and many
others have migrated from the Old World. Ragweed and black-eyed

susan are examples of the few native plants that are weeds. Perhaps the

best explanation so far advanced for the predominance of European plants

is that the European weed plants come from a region where the native

vegetation is more scanty and open than that of this countr}\ When
the farmer clears the soil and opens up the country, planting a part to

a crop and leaving other portions fallow, exactly the right conditions

are produced for these European plants.

Many persons are prone to think of the weed as a very aggressive plant,

pushing and crowding the more valuable vegetation until like the English

sparrow, it becomes dominant. This is only true of a few weeds, primarily

those adapted to rich soil and those having the habit of spreading by branch-

ing stems below or on the surface of the ground. Most weeds, on the con-

trary, are simply squatters on the soil, occupying space not taken by other

plants and readily gi\^ng way to the other plants when they become at

all aggressive. This will be seen very plainly, if the repopulation of

deserted gardens or fields is watched. During the first year after desertion,

the field is well populated with a great variety of weeds. During the

second 3'ear, the variety of weeds has become noticeably less; clover and

grasses have begun to grow. By the third year, a fairly well-developed

sod of grass and clover has superseded the varied display of weeds of the

first year. Within five years, practically all the original w'eed flora has

disappeared. What has happened is that the grasses and the clover,

spreading by underground connection, have crowded out the weed flora.

In many cases, the weed flora is tolerated only because the soil is too

infertile to support the more aggressive economic plants or plants of the

native flora. Enriching the soil frequently causes the disappearance of

weeds because the economic plants then become m.ore thrifty, and the

weeds are crowded out. If more humus is added to the soil, the native

vegetation may be stimulated, and the wild plants may replace the

weeds.

Weeds have both their good and their bad sides. Before speaking of

the undesirable featiu*es of these plants, it may be well to point out the

fact that some of the weeds are among the most beautiful flowering plants

there are, and that if it were not for them the summer and autrram land-

scape would lack much of its color. A weedy field covered, as it is, with

the succession of dandelions, buttercups, daisies, goldenrods, and asters,

forms one of the most beautiful pieces of planting that the writer

knows.
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There is no doubt, however, that the damage to the farmer exceeds the

aesthetic value of weeds. They make use of the nutriment and the water

in the soil, rob the crop plant of sunlight, and in various ways prevent the

full development of the crop. Moreover, -the foliage of most weeds

is unpalatable or injurious to stock, and forage crops are greatly reduced

in value if they are badly infested. Several weed plants are distinctly

poisonous. Weeds may produce burs, which lodge in the fur of domestic

animals, or seeds, which, when mixed and ground with grain, render the

flour unpalatable. In a very great many ways, therefore, the growth of

weeds on a farm tends to reduce the income of the farm.

A field of wild carrots in full bloom. A beautiful sight but an evidence of poor farming

The weedy farm is like the untidy and undusted house — it represents

untidy and inefficient housekeeping. It is more serious perhaps because

it represents a distinct money loss. The modem farmer who looks care-

fully after the greatest income from his farm and who in the best sense

of the word is efficient, will be found to be the farmer who among other

things maintains a tidy farm, free from weeds in the fields, along the roads,

in fence corners, and around the farm buildings. The farmer who allows

his farm to become a hotbed of weeds makes it a distinct menace to his

neighbors, for from his infested ground weed seeds will be distributed

to his neighbors' farms, and any attempt made by them to maintain clean

farms wiU be very much more difficult. It is easy to see, therefore, that

anything that can be done toward bringing the farmer to realize the serious-
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ncss of the weed pest will be worth while. Ainlhinj; that the schools can

do to make the pupils realize the necessity of clean farming will be valu-

able work.

What can be done toward the promotion of clean farms? First of

all and most important, is the problem of clean seeds. More weeds are

brought to the farm in impure crop seeds than from any other source.

In fact from three-fourths to seven-eighths of all weeds are introduced on the

farm in this way. The realization of the importance of pure seed is rapidly

growing. In most States, laboratories are being established where com-
mercial seeds are analyzed and graded according to impurity. The
impurities are analyzed, and the seriousness determined. However, much
of the common impurity of crop seeds can be determined by the farmer

after a Httle training and experience. In the future, farmers will give

much attention to this, and, if they cannot determine the purity of seeds

themselves, will send samples to some laboratory for analysis. By the

study of common seed adulterations and weed seeds in the school, much
can be done toward acquainting the farmer with the common adulterations

and the necessity for care in buying seeds.

If, however, the farm has become infested with weeds, something must
be done to retiu^n it to its original condition. The weeds must be erad-

icated and to accomplish this is often a much more serious problem than

to prevent their introduction at the start. Annual weeds in plowed,

hoed, or cultivated crops, are kept in check by clean cultivation. In

hay fields, the problem is a more serious one. If few in number, the weeds

should be pulled out ; a great deal more can be accomplished by prohibit-

ing the spread of new weeds than by later attempting to clean up a badly

infested field. Often when the infestation is bad, it is necessary to plow

up a field and reseed it with pure seed.

In pasture land the problem of extermination is still more serious and some-
times almost impossible after the weeds have become finnly established.

Weeds should not be allowed to grow in fence comers and roadsides, for the

seeds will spread over the adjoining fields and make constant labor for the

farmer. The school can do excellent work for the farmer by stimulating

the realization of the seriousness of allowing seeds to develop The farmer

should see that the fence corners and the roadsides are clean, and that

newly introduced weeds not seen before in the neighborhood are exter-

minated. If the weeds are unknown, specimens should be sent to the Col-

lege in order that they may be identified, and the probable seriousness

determined. This will increase the interest of the pupils. The Depart-

ments of Rural Education and Botany are always ready to answer queries

in regard to weeds and to identify unknown specimens. It is hoped,

however, that before writing to either of these departments, every possible
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source of local information will be exhausted, for not nearly so much good

comes to the pupil if he sends off-hand for infomiation without first having

studied and investigated, the problem as far as he can. Many schools

have taken up the study of weeds and. have found that with a little in-

genuity on the part of the teacher, it has become a great source of interest

to the pupil and of success to the school, as well as a distinct benefit to

the community in which the school is located.

WEEDS FOR STUDY IN 1915-1916

P. J. White

BURDOCK

Burdock is a prominent weed found in all parts of New York State.

It is especially common in rich land that has been neglected for a few

years. The dooryards of unoccupied farmhouses are often overrun with

it.

Burdock belongs to that class of plants called biennials, which live

but two years. It spends its

energies the first year in be-

coming well established. A
deep, thick root is produced,

which bears a cluster of large

prominent leaves. No stem is

produced the first year.

The second year the plant

sends up a branched stem

from three to six feet in

height. The flowers, which

are purple and are produced

in dense heads, appear during

July and August. These seeds

are ripe in September. The
clusters of seeds, called burs,

are covered with projections,

which end in hooks and enable

the seed clusters to become

attached to passing objects

and thus to become scattered.

The wool of sheep and the

tails of horses are often filled

with these burs.

Burdocks may easily be destroyed during the first year by cutting

them with a sharp instnmient just below the surface of the ground. If

84

Burdock
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not destroyed until the second year, they should be cut off before seeds

are produced.

This weed is used extensively in medicine. Large quantities of the roots

and seeds arc gathered and used as a cure for V)lood and skin diseases.

WILD CARROT

It is said that the wild carrot is the parent of the garden carrot. If

a person pulls up one of these plants and

smells it, he will understand why.

The gardener grows carrot seeds by

setting out in the spring carrots that

were grown the previous year. After pro-

ducing seeds the plant dies. This is also

the habit of the \vild carrots. They do

not produce seed the first year. Conse-

quently if they are cut off near the

ground two or three times during the

second year, their life history is finished.

Wild carrots do not spread from the

roots like the thistle, but they produce

a great number of seeds. These seeds

have been known to live in the ground

several years before growing. Therefore

wild caiTots must be repeatedly pulled or

cut oft" in order to keep the field free from

them. They are not troublesome in plowed

land, but are common in old meadows.

WHITE DAISY

The white daisy is a perennial; there-

fore it lives more than two years. The

roots are rather shallow and branching.

The plant propagates itself to a limited

extent by means of iinderground stems.

The seeds of daisies are produced in flat-

topped heads, which closely resemble the

heads of sunflowers. There is a large

Wild carrot number of seeds in each head. White

daisies are common in pastures and meadows in New York State, and

especially in those that have not been recently plowed. During the

last weeks of June and the first weeks of July, many fields are white with

daisies. They are cut with the grass at haymaking time, and cured
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with the hay. If cut before they are too old and tough,

they are eaten by cattle with apparent relish. In pas-

tures sheep and even cows will eat daisies although they

prefer grass and clover. If a field once becomes infested

with daisies, the only cure is to plow the soil and grow

on it a cultivated crop, such as corn or potatoes, for one

or two years.

Grass and clover seed used on the farm often con-

tain daisy seeds. The use of weed-infested farm seeds

is largely responsible for the spread of troublesome weeds.

Good seeds cost a httle more, but they are always safer

to use.

shepherd's-purse

Shepherd's-purse gets its name from the peculiar

shape of the seed pods. It is a winter annual, that is,

it begins to grow in the autumn and Hves over winter,

after the manner of winter wheat. On account of this

habit it is one of the first plants to

flower in the spring. However, not

all the plants start in the fall.

Many of them begin their growth

in the spring or the early summer

and live until autumn.

The seeds are very small and

are produced in great numbers.

They are found in all kinds of small

farm seeds and are often sown with

them.

Shepherd's-purse is found grow-

ing under all sorts of conditions, although it seldom

causes any serious trouble. The chief difficulty

arises when it becomes established in a lawn or

other grass land where the grass is too thin. Being

an annual it is very easily destroyed in cultivated land.

In grass land it may be killed by cutting the stem

below the leaves, with a sharp hoe or other tool.

Editors' note.— In addition to the four weeds

described, which have been prescribed for study by

the State syllabus, many teachers will find it easy and

profitable to extend the weed study to include all the

more common weeds of the neighborhood. In the fall

Shepherd's-purse it is interesting work tomake collections ofweed seeds.

,^9

f

White daisy
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STUDIES WITH CULTIVATED PLANTS

E. A. White

HERE is much natural plant life that is

interesting in every rural district . When-
ever possible this should be brought to the

attention of children and made a basis for

study. Children should l)e taught to have a

keen appreciation of beauty in native plants

and flowers, but these may be supplemented

to a considerable degree by species of plants

tliat are not native.

Among the writer's most pleasant reminiscences of child-

hood in the country, is the joy of springtime, when on the

way to and from school, he would rush eagerly to some

secluded spot to find the first arbutus, trillimn, and coKmi-

bine. In addition to the joy of these flowers of nature, how-

ever, there was the old-fashioned garden, neglected as to

culture it is true, where sweet williams, daffodils, lady's-

delight, and other similar flowers vied with each other for the control of

the garden.

This was long before the reign of nature study and school gardens,

but among the recollections that have come down through the years is

that of one teacher in particular who had a love for plants. It was at

her suggestion that the little garden in the comer by the old stone wall was

started. Ne^'-er were there more enthusiastic workers than those who made
recess and noontime periods merry, clearing out the brush and stones,

digging up the sod, and spading in the fertilizer furnished by a generous

farmer in the neighborhood. Those who " carried their dinners " were

looked on with envy by those who lived near enough to go homic for

luncheon. It was counted a special privilege and honor to be allowed

to work for awhile in the garden as a reward for a well-prepared lesson.

Backaches were forgotten in the joy of outdoor work. At last the

ground was prepared, the seeds were planted, and water was brought

from a faniihouse near to aid their germination. The developing seed-

lings were carefully watched, and all too soon for the garden workers

came the " last day of school."

Then followed the long smnmer vacation when no care was given the

garden, and weeds ran riot over the plot. All the children were too

busily occupied at home to give the garden any attention, and with the

fall came a new teacher with no knowledge of plants, and, more unfortunate

still, little interest in them. The garden was no more, yet the seed of the

love of plants had been sown in at least one country boy's life, to develop
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as years went on. This should be a sufficient incentive to encourage much
garden work in the rural schools of New York.

One of the discouraging elements in garden work at the school building,

is the fact that in so many locations the soil is deficient in plant food.

The site for the building has been chosen because of its cheapness, and little

attention has been paid to natural beauty or to soil fertility; consequently

the problem of outside garden work becomes complex. There is hardly a

location, however, that does not have some spot where the soil may be

enriched to a degree sufficient to grow attractive flowering plants. Even
if it be very poor, there are some plants that may be grown. Herbaceous

perennials will give much better satisfaction than will annuals.

Fall is not considered an ideal time to begin garden work, for every

one is thinking of the harvest of nuts and fall fruits. Yet there is interest-

ing garden work that may be done even in the fall.

STUDIES WITH OUTDOOR BULBS

Have the children send to some of the prominent bulb dealers for their

fall catalogues so that they may study the varieties of bulbs that are

adapted to the school or home grounds. Let the children have the feeling

of ownership in these catalogues, and encourage them to make a scrap-

book from them, showing the different types of biilbs that may be used and

different ways in which they may be planted. Bulb dealers are generous

with their catalogues, and will usually send them if they are requested.

If the catalogue contains colored illustrations, so much the better.

Bulbs are exceedingly valuable for school work, for nutriment sufficient

to produce blooms is already stored in the thickened bases of the leaves,

which constitute the larger number of so-called bulbs. They are there-

fore easy to grow. They furnish valuable material for detailed studies

and drawings, for the simplicity of their form and structure makes it

possible for even the youngest pupil to sketch them. They are inexpensive

and may be bought at a price within the means of any group of children.

As soon as school opens in the fall, order the bulbs and give the children

a drawing lesson on one of each species, so that they may know what a

tulip, a narcissus, or a hyacinth bulb or a crocus conn looks like. Then
let the pupils prepare the soil and plant the bulbs.

Bulbs may be planted in a variety of ways, but for the average school

yard an informal planting is preferred. Select a secluded comer where

the children's play will not be interfered with, and let them spade this

carefully and deeply. All bulbs like mellow vSoil to a considerable depth,

for they send their roots rather deeply into the soil. If some well-rotted

stable manure is available, this should be spaded in so deep that it will

not touch the bulb. While it is true that there is sufficient food in the
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bulb to nourish it, nevertheless it will flower to a greater perfection if

additional food be easily available in the soil. If bone meal can be had,

this should be spaded in, using about a quart to ten square feet of ground

area.

There are man}' kinds of bulbs suited to school grounds, but among the

cheapest are narcissus, tulip, and crocus. The narcissi, such as daffodils,

jonquils, trumpet and poet's narcissi, are especially good. These are

in varying shades of yellow and white. They are truly beloved flowers

of the springtime and will add brightness and cheer to the school gardens.

They may be bought for from two to five dollars a hundred, depending

on the variety, and, when once established, they will flower for several

years provided they are allowed to ripen the foliage before it is cut after

they are through flowering. Among the best varieties are Empress

and Golden Spur, which are large trumpet narcissi, poet's narcissus, the

more delicate, smaller jonquils, and double Von Sion. They may be

planted in a formal bed; the top of the bulbs should be placed about four

inches below the surface of the soil, and the bulbs about four inches apart.

If it is desirable, they may be planted directly in the sod, and here they

^^dll flower for years, provided they are not trodden on in the early spring

just as the new growth is springing up. A hole about seven inches deep

should first be dug in the sod with a trowel; about two inches of fine rich

soil should be dropped in the bottom and the bulb placed on this. The
remainder of the hole should then be filled with fine loam, but the sod

should not be replaced. " Narcissi are also attractive when planted infor-

mally in groups under shrubs.

Tulips are excellent for school grounds, and furnish a wide range of

form and color. The price is also reasonable; they can be bought for

from a dollar and fifty cents to eight dollars a hundred. Among the best

of the early flowering varieties are: Due von Thol, Joost Van Vondel,

Yellow Prince, Keizcrkroon, and Sir Thomas Moore. Later varieties

of value are: La JVIerveille, Inglescomb Pink, and Golden Crown. The
long-stemmed Darwin tulips in solid colors are especially fine. Tulips

should be planted in a similar manner to narcissus, but they are less

suited for planting in an informal way in sod.

Hyacinths are among the more expensive bulbs, and they are not well

adapted for outdoor planting on school grounds. They are more formal

and better suited to symmetrical beds.

Bulbs for border plantings are: grape hyacinth {Muscari hotryoides),

scilla, crocus, and snow"drop. The crocus and the snowdrop are among
the earliest spring-flowering bulbs and are through blooming long before

daffodils and tulips bloom.

After the bulbs are planted, the beds should be left vmcovered until the
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ground is solidly frozen. They should then be covered with about four

inches of leaves, and boards should be laid over the leaves to prevent them

from blowing away during the winter. These leaves should be removed

as soon as the first warm days of spring start the young gardeners from

the schoolroom. The advantage of using bulbs in school yard planting

is that the full season of planting, growth, and flowering, comes within the

school year.

A field of daffodils -

STUDIES WITH INDOOR BULBS

Not all the bulbs should be planted in the ground for spring blooming.

Each child should have a few to watch indoors, and these will brighten

the schoolroom diiring the early spring months. Tulips, paper-white

and other narcissi, roman and dutch hyacinths, oxalis, and freesias are

especially good for this pm-pose.

When the children are planting the bulbs outdoors, prepare some soil

that is a little richer than that used in the outdoor beds. If earthen

pots cannot be obtained, do not hesitate to use tin cans, especially coffee

cans, for later these may be covered with various materials, which add
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to their attractiveness. Oftentimes a crude receptacle accentuates the

beauty of the plant or the fiower. Be sure that there are openings in the

bottom for drainage, and make these by driving nails through the bottom
of the tin cans if necessary. Put considerable drainage material, such

as broken stones or small cobbles, in the bottom of each receptacle. Bulbs

must have a well-drained soil. Place sufficient soil above the drainage

material so that there will be plenty of room for root development; then

set the bull) lightly on this and fill around it with soil. Cover the top

of the bulbs slightly, but leave about half an inch of space from the top

of the pot in order that there will be room for water later. Plant the bulbs

in the receptacles in such a manner that they will be attractive when
they bloom. Hyacinths are often grown singly in a pot, but all other bulbs

are generally more efifective if there are three or four of the same variety

in one receptacle. The crocus and the grape hyacinth are attractive when
grown in this way, provided six or eight are planted closely together in a pot.

After the bulbs are planted, water them so thoroughly that there is

no question that the water has soaked to the bottom of the soil in the

receptacle. Do not neglect this, for on the moisture content of the soil

depends in a large measure the success of root development. This is

essential for the production of an attractive flower spike. Select a pro-

tected spot for storing the bulbs until root development has started.

With the exception of freesias and oxalis, all bulbs should be stored in

a cool, dark, damp spot so that they will develop a strong root system

before the top develops. An outdoor location is best, but they may
be stored in a cellar if the conditions are favorable. The majority

of cellars, especially in school buildings, are too warm and dry. A pro-

tected comer of the building is ideal. First level the soil and if pos-

sible place a layer of coal ashes about two inches thick for the pots

to stand on. This prevents earthworms from getting into the soil, and

while these do not feed on the roots, they open air passages through

the soil, which dry out the feeding roots.

Place the pots of bulbs closely together, after having each child label

the bulbs he or she has planted. There is a pride among children in

individual work, and this should be fostered in every way possible. Shovel

about three inches of soil over the pots, covering them sufficiently so

that they will not freeze, and then cover this soil with about four inches

of leaves. Place a few boards over the leaves to hold them in place.

Here the bulbs are to remain until a strong root system has developed.

The paper-white narcissi and the roman hyacinths should be placed

in a group by themselves, for they may be brought in the schoolroom

by the middle of November. The other bulbs should not be brought

in before the middle of January, and if they are left until the first of

February, the later development will be more satisfactory.
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To maintain the interest in plants until those kinds that are developing

roots are ready to be brought in, each child should have a few freesia

and oxalis bulbs. These should be potted in the same way as other

bulbs, but after they are watered thoroughly, they should be placed

at once in a window. Here they will develop and flower in from six to

eight weeks. Chinese sacred lilies also may be obtained cheaply. These

grow better in water than in soil. Place the bulb in a bowl and hold

it firmly in place with clean, attractive pebbles; then fill the bowl with

water. Place the lily in a window where there will be sufficient light

to produce a sturdy-, compact growth. If the light is not intense enough,

the plant will make a weak,

spindling growth, which is

not sufficiently strong to hold

the flower cluster upright.

When the outdoor potted

bulbs are brought into the

schoolroom, they should be

placed in a shaded spot or

covered with an inverted
flowerpot for a few days in

order to draw the flower stem

well above the foliage. If a

flowerpot is not available, a

cone of thick paper may be

used. After a few days the
Poet's narcissi naturalised in sod

pots of bulbs may be placed in the window.

WINDOW GARDENING

One of the problems of the country school is to care for plants from

Friday night until Monday morning. When fires are kept continuously

and a plant-loving janitor is available, the solution of the problem is

simple; but with no fires and no janitor or one who will not bother with

plants, the question is serious. In a room having only north light, plant

growing is difficult, yet here a study of the species suited for diminished

light will suggest many plants that may be grown. There are few flowering

species, however, that are adapted for such an environment.

As soon as the bulb planting season is over, work may be commenced

with window boxes. These are usually more satisfactory for school-

rooms than are potted plants, for, as a rule, potted plants need more

attention and are more susceptible to neglect, lack of water, and the like.

Window boxes should be made of some durable material, such as hem-

lock or cypress boards. The children should be encouraged to raake them.
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but the lumber should be sawed in the proper sizes so it may be put to-

gether easily. The boxes should be about ten inches wide, eight inches

deep, and of any length desired. They should be so placed that the top

of the box will come about even with the window sill. After the boxes

are in place, they should be painted a shade of green that will harmonize

with the foliage of the plants. These boxes should be the winter gardens.

Similar boxes may be placed outside the windows, and if filled with small

hemlock and pine trees, the winter aspect will be a cheery one.

A few well-berried plants of Japanese barberries or the native black

alder {Ilex verticillaia) , add to the attractiveness of the winter outdoor

window boxes, and between them may be planted the evergreen shield

fern {Aspidium marginale) and the so-called Christmas feni {Polysiichum

acrostichoides)

.

The soil for the inside boxes should be rich; a medium light garden

soil well enriched with one-third thoroughly rotted cow manure, makes

an excellent soil. There should be some stones in the bottom of the boxes

to insure perfect drainage. After the soil and the manure are well mixed,

the boxes should be filled with the compost. Some of the inside boxes

may be used for planting seeds, and some for larger plants propagated

by cuttings. One difficulty in satisfactorily growing seedlings in window

boxes is that the seed is sown too thickly and too many seedlings develop,

so that the resulting plants are weak and deficient in flowers. If possible,

it is best to transplant the seedlings once or even twice, so that strong,

healthy plants may result.

For the seed boxes it would be well to have a border of some estabhshed

vine to give a decorative setting for the seedlings. In almost any locaHty

it is possible to get considerable inch plant, or wandering jew {Trades-

cantia fluminensis) , and this may be readily rooted by placing it for a

week or two in glass jars filled with water. It is interesting for the

children to watch the roots develop from the nodes of the stem. This

may furnish material for a lesson on the formation of roots from various

parts of the stem. Seeds of climbing nasturtiums may also be inserted

in the soil along the borders of the boxes to form traiHng vines. Another

attractive combination may be made by sowing a border of trailing sweet

alyssum, alternating here and there by trailing lobelia. The border of

blue and white flowers is very eflfective. Other seeds that may be started

in the boxes and that will later give attractive flowering plants, are

ageratum, bachelor's-button, dwarf nasturtiums, African golden daisy,

California poppy, marigolds, forget-me-nots, petunias, scarlet sage {Sal-

via splendens), butterfly flower (Schizanthus) , stocks, and verbenas. It

takes many of these a long time to germinate, develop, and flower; there-

fore unless it is desired to demonstrate to the children the successive
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stages in plant development, it is better to obtain larger plants for the

window boxes.

For quicker effects, it is possible to take plants from the garden and

plant them in window boxes. Geraniums are very satisfactory when
treated in this way; petunias, heliotrope, and salvia are also satisfactory.

Just before frost in the fall, these plants may be carefully lifted from the

soil with a garden spade. Most of the soil is shaken from the roots, and

the plants should be severely cut back so that Httle foliage is left on them.

They should then be planted in the center of the window boxes and watered

A border planting of tulips

thoroughly. They are rather unsightly for the first few weeks, but soon

young leaves appear, and in a short time the stems are covered with a mass

of green foliage. Flowers soon develop. Old plants are much more

prolific of bloom during the winter than are those propagated from cuttings.

Usually some liberal-hearted flower grower may be found in every com-

mimity, who will gladly contribute the plants from his garden for this

purpose. These will form a setting for the window boxes, and among
them freesia bulbs may be planted. When the outdoor potted bulbs

have developed a strong root system, they may be carefully rapped

from the pots and planted in the window boxes. Here they will flower

much better even than in pots. Care should be taken not to injure the

root system severely in transplanting.
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It is always well to root some cuttings in the schoolroom, so that the

pupils may see iiow new roots develop on plants. Besides the tradescan-

tia mentioned, geranium, coleus, heliotrope, salvia, petunia, and other

garden flowers may be easily propagated by cuttings. Before frost has

injured the parent plants, terminal shoots should be cut about two and

one-half inches from the end. A smooth cut should be made with a sharp

knife straight across the shoot. If made just where a leaf is attached to

the stem (node), the cutting will generally root better. Most of the

side leaves should be carefully removed to reduce the leaf surface; only

about two leaves shoidd be left at the top. If the leaves are large, it may
be necessary to clip the edges. The cuttings should then be put into a

bottle of water, and roots will usually develop.

A better and surer method of i:ooting cuttings for the window box is

to plug up the hole in the bottom of a seven-inch pot and fill it with sand.

A four-inch pot with the hole in the bottom tightly scaled, should be

inserted in the sand contained in the seven-inch pot. The four-inch pot

should then be filled with water; enough moisture will percolate through

this porous pot to keep the sand in the seven-inch pot constantly saturated.

The cuttings should be inserted in the sand around the inside of the seven-

inch pot, and should be shaded for a few days and then put into full sun-

light. When roots about one-half inch in length have formed, the cuttings

may be placed in the window box. The top of the rooted cutting should

then be pinched out in order to cause the cutting to branch and make a

stocky plant.

If established plants of abutilons, ageratum, begonias, petunias. Aspar-

agus sprengerii, salvia, or vincas, can be obtained in the fall, the window

boxes will become attractive more quickly. However, the joy of growing

the plants from the start will be lost.

Attractive window boxes for north windows are a more difficult problem.

Foliage plants must be largely adopted, for few flowering plants are shade

enduring. Nearly all kinds of ferns are excellent, and if such plants as

tradescantia, the imibrella pabn {Cyperus alternijalius), the aspidistra,

rex begonias, and the various forms of asparagus are available, the suc-

cess of the shady window box is assured.

The window garden need not be given up, however, even if the plants

mentioned are not available. As has been before stated, the children

should be taught the beauty of the native material. During the last

winter, a student at Cornell has been testing the adaptation of native

plants to growing indoors. His investigations have proved that such

flowering plants as spring beauty {Claytonia caroliniana) , marsh marigold

(Caltha pahistris), liverleaf (Hepatica triloba), columbine {Aquilegia

canadensis), sho^^'y lady's-slipper (Cypripedium spectabile), yellow lady's-
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slipper {Cypripedium pubescens), wake robin (Trillium grandiflorum)

,

dog-tooth violet (Erythroiiium americamun), and many other native

speeies, develop and flower perfectly under house conditions. Every

country boy knows the habitat of these woodland flowers, and Mother

Nature has such an abundance that a few tal-cen from the woodland will

not exhaust the supply. The plants should be gathered from the woods

before the ground freezes, 'and potted in some sort of a receptacle. They
should then be allowed to freeze solidly several times before they are planted

in the window boxes. A moderate temperatirre and a liberal supply of

water, will then cause them to develop rapidly, and the results are most

gratifying. As a rule, these plants adapt themselves better to the varying

temperattxres of the schoolroom than do the more tender species from the

garden and the greenhouse. Most of the native ferns are adapted for

growing in the window box, especially where there is only northern light.

It is not expected that all the foregoing suggestions will be carried

out in any one school. Some conditions may permit only outdoor bulb

planting ; in other locations outdoor window boxes alone may be feasible

;

while in others, indoor window gardening or work with bulbs may form

the basis for plant study. In or about every school in the State there

should be some ornamental plant life, and the children should be taught

the value of the beauty of simplicity.

The tulip bed on the school grounds
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TREE STUDY
The Editors

'S the State syllabus has not outlined any special

tree work for 1915-1916, in this leaflet is presented

some material in which teachers have expressed

an interest and which is not included in the four-

years work outlined in the syllabus.

As a preliminary step to the tree study, teachers

will find it helpful to read carefully the article by
Professor Moody on " Forestry' in the Rural

Schools " (page 1343). There is no more inter-

esting and important study than that of the native

trees, both from the standpoint of natural history

and from that of their economic value. When one

considers the place that they occupy in the land-

scape, the fact that they will grow on land un-

, suited for other purposes, the service that they

^ render in regulating the flow of water in the

streams, and the value of the wood for fuel and lumber, it is easy to see

the pleasure and profit that greater familiarity will afford.

Trees are available for study the year round, and present many varying

phases as they pass through the winter period and the stages of developing

foliage, flowers, and fruit. No piece of work in the rural school will be

found to be of greater value than a thorougli study of the trees in the

neighborhood. A report has been received from a teacher who, one

morning in the early springtime, told the children to take pencils and

pads and follow her single file. She led them on a field trip, which she

had previously planned to include the largest number of different kinds

of trees in a short distance. She paused for a moment under each of

eighteen species, and requested the children to write the name of the

tree opposite a corresponding nimiber. There was no interchange of

opinions among the childi'en, the trip was completed in a short time,

and the results were discussed after returning to the schoolhouse. The
children found (as was revealed in their letters accompanying the one

from the teacher) that they knew from, eleven to eighteen of the trees

visited. One child knew all of them. Those who were not able to identify

one or more trees, were asked to make a special study during the following

week of the species not known, so that in the event of another test of

similar nature they would not fail. This work was worth while, and

it can be developed in any rural school. As the children become familiar

with the more common species, the range may be extended until, finally,
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every pupil can recognize and distinguish the forty, fifty, or more kinds of

trees growing in the locality.

In connection with the study of trees, it is desirable, as well as interesting,

to make a collection of tree specimens that will show for each species the

young and the old bark, the leaves, the flowers, the fruit, a cross section,

and a longitudinal section of the wood. The diff:erent parts from a given

tree may be mounted on a neat background and preserved for exhibition

and study. Further information regarding tree mounts will be found

on page 1387.

One caution is necessary and concerns the matter of respect for property,

which should be taught in making the tree collections. No tree should

be mutilated or destroyed in order to secure specimens of wood or bark.

The length of time it takes to grow a tree may be emphasized. There

are many opportunities, if the children are on the lookout for them, to

secure specimens of wood and bark when trees are cut down by the owners

or from the stumps of trees that have been cut down in the past.

In addition to the study of trees from the natural history point of

view, it is desirable to consider, with the boys and girls, the importance

of properly caring for the farm woodlot in order that the greatest amount
of wood shall be grown in the shortest possible time. There are many
uses for wood on the farms aside from its value as fuel, and these uses

may be considered when the treatment of the woodlot is discussed.

FORESTRY IN THE RU RAL SCHOOLS

Frank B. Moody

In the new educational movement to have children in the mral districts

taught in terms of their daily life, agriculture, domestic science, and other

practical subjects are being introduced into school work. Some educators

who are deeply interested in having boys and girls take an interest in all

phases of agriculture consider that a little forestry, such as the care of

the woods, might have a place; that side by side with instruction in the

care of the orchard and of the shade trees about buildings and along

highways, tlie raising of a useful crop of wood might give opportunity

for educational work.

Forestry experience teaches the following principles:

I. Certain phases of forestry, such as the planting and the care of the

woods, are a real part of agriculture, since they have to do with raising

a crop from the land. The methods are simple, and the results are even

more certain than those of other lines of agriculture. Forestry can make
the land profitable. It is especially suited to this country, in so far as it

is developed with less labor and can make a larger income from poor lands—
such as a rough and mountainous country— than any other form of
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fanning; and it has served in Europe to prevent millions of acres from

becoming useless, barren waste.

2. Forestry helps to regulate the distribution of water and to lessen the

rigors of climate, and in so doing it aids all forms of agriculture. It cares

for nature's greatest means for beautifying the earth.

3. It provides a local supply of timber and protects the farmer and the

townsman against exorbitant prices of importation; it stimulates local

industries, :md thus creates a local market for produce.

4. It is not a new and untried industr}^ but has been in actual practice

for more than a thousand

^xars and has not failed in

any locality where it has been

correctly and consistently

practiced.

5. It is of particular interest

to farmers, since it adds to

the value and the beauty of

the farm and to the safety,

the comfort, and the income

of the farmer; and it does all

this without great expenditure

of capital or labor.

6. It is well suited to state,

count}^ and townshij? owner-

ship and enterprise, and could

well be utilized in this State,

A plantation of Nonvay spruce, twenty-two
years old

as it is in the Old World, to maintain larger tracts of inferior lands in

useful condition and at the same time lessen the tax burden in the very

locality where the taxes weigh heavily.

To sum up, then, the forest is needed everywhere because people must be

supplied with wood and timber; it makes the best crop on all rough and

poor lands; it regulates water disttibution and local climate; and it

beautifies the land. The question now comes. What can the rural school

do in forestry? This question has not yet been answered, nor will it be

until much thought and experiment have developed good pedagogy of

forestry. All teachers in niral schools can help in this, and it is hoped

that some useful and interesting work will result this year. The following

are a few suggestions:

I. Help the children to organize what they already know of trees and

woods, and by demonstrations help them to knowledge that wnll be more

definite and exact. Most farm boys know an oak from an elm, but the

knowledge is not clear, exact, and reliable as it may be. A few questions,
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and a simple comparison of leaf, fruit, and the like, will make a good

beginning in this work.

2

.

The boys and girls should be encouraged to talk about the woods —
where they arc, to whom they belong, how large they are, what is being

done with them. The children will begin to see the woodlot in a new

light. They will realize that some one cares about the trees, and they

will bring to the schoolroom not only specimens, but also observations

and information.

3. Economic interest in forestry may be stimulated by some sug-

gestions, such as the following: How logs are taken to mill; to workshop;

the value of this to the farmer and to men in mill and workshop; how
the workers spend their money to buy produce, hay and feed, provisions

for their homes, and the like. Let the pupils follow up these considera-

tions to a discussion of big markets, transportation, and general manufac-

ture, and lead them to see what timber and the products of the woods

mean to people.

Help the boys and girls to realize how the forest influences rainfall;

the springs and the rivers ; how it keeps the land from gullying and washing

;

how it breaks the force of cold and drying winds, and therefore helps

the farm crops. Also develop an appreciation of trees and shrubs and

woods as the great decorative feature in the landscape.

The economic losses due to waste land will be of value in discussions

of forestry. Any farm boy or girl readily appreciates that there is loss

every time an acre of land is allowed to lie unused during a growing season,

and that this loss is real, immediate, and irredeemable, and may be

measured by the value of the crop that the land could grow. The amount

of this loss in the vicinity and township leads up to a few figures regarding

the county and the State, and brings home the importance of this subject.

4. In many ways the teacher can help the pupils to realize the pleasure

that comes from trees and woods — the shade and shelter about the house

and on the highway, the place for camping, berrying, and nutting, for

finding w41d flowers, birds, squirrels, rabbits, and other interesting animal

life, for fishing and other outdoor experiences. The children may also be

taught that it is a duty to try to keep the farm, the township, and the

county as beautiful and homelike as possible, and that the trees help

in this.

5. The pupils should be encoiu-aged to gather tree seeds, to plant

forest and shade trees and shrubs, and to trim, thin, and protect them;

these processes are all so intimately connected with farm work that very

little teaching, in the ordinary sense, is required. Every farm boy of

twelve knows how and where to gather a few nuts, acorns, seeds of maple,

ash, and the like. He also knows how to sow or plant seeds, and how to

85
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place a small tree so that it will grow. He may be taught that with a
spacing of four feet by four feet these trees, before long, will suffer if left

alone; that they \vill crowd one another, and pinch and cripple their

crowns; that the weaker will die oft"; and that it is better to thin such a

thicket rather than to leave too many trees to injure one another and

retard the growth of the entire stand.

The matter of protection of trees is important. The children know
that trees vSuffer if mutilated, and that a forest fire is always serious.

When children learn from teacher and parents about the value of the

woodlot, they will not be so likely to commit vandalism in the woods.

THE OAKS OF NEW YORK

(For special study)

John Bentley, Jr.^

" The genus Quercus, which consists almost wholly of trees, comprises

about three hundred species. Most of them attain a great age and are

very widely distributed over the American continent. There are nearly

fifty different species of oaks in the United States, and if the varieties,

some of which are indistinct, are also included, the list would be so long

that it would be discouraging to try to learn all the kinds. Fortunately

one can learn to distinguish those that are common in New York.

Although there are some fifteen or sixteen kinds of oaks reported as grow-

ing in this State, only eleven are described in this article. The others

are rare or of very local occurrence. It will be necessary to have not

only the leaves but the acorns, and sometimes the twigs and the winter

buds,. in order to distinguish all of the oaks described.

In the first place the oaks can be divided into two general groups

:

those that have acorns maturing in one season, known as the white oaks;

and those that have acorns maturing in two seasons, known as the black

oaks.

White oak group Black oak group

White oak Black oak

Swamp white oak Red oak

Post oak Scarlet oak

Chestnut oak Pin oak

Bur oak Scrub oak

Blackjack oak

A further distinction between these two groups is that the black oaks

have leaves the pointed lobes of which are tipped with bristles, while the

lobes of the leaves of the white oaks are smooth and rounded. Between

6 Revised by Frank B. Moody.
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the lobes are indentations, which botanists call sinuses. These sinuses are

variable and are often a help in identifying the different species. The
following is a key for identifying the different species of oaks. The use

of the term sinus in this key should be noted.
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Chestnut oak

Swamp white oak

White oak Bur oak
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Red oak Scarlet oak
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(b) Lobes usually five in ntimber; acorn not so pointed, and cup
enclosing from one-third to one-half of the nut .... Post oak

AA. Acorns maturing in two seasons; leaves with pointed, bristle-tipped

IoVjcs and rounded sinuses black oak group
1. Leaves green on both sides

(a) Sinuses very broad, broader than the lobes between

them

(i) Acorn small and flat, the nut almost hemispherical.

Usually found growing in moist, rich soil on the

banks of streams or the borders of swamps..Pin oak

(ii) Acorn slightly larger and more nearly round.

Kernel whitish. Ustially prefers dry soils on

ridges and well-drained situations .... Scarlet oak

(b) Sinuses usually not so broad as the lobes between them
(i) Leaves thick and firm; dark green, lustrous above;

more or less fuzzy on the underside. .Black oak

(ii) Leaves thin and finn; dark, dull green above;

on the lower side usually smooth, or with fuzzy

hairs near the veins only R.ed oak

Or by their acorns these two oaks can be dis-

tinguished as follows:

Cup very flat, saucer-shaped Red oak

Cup not so flat, enclosing nearly half the

nut Black oak

2. Leaves green above, covered with silvery down, below; usually

five lobed Scrub oak

3. Leaves green above, gray-green or yellownsh green and scurfy

on the lower side; usually with only three lobes. (Found

in New York State only on Long Island) Blackjack

As a family the oaks are very useful; btit there is a great difl'erence

between the several species, especially as to rate of growi^h, hardness of

wood, and usefulness of wood. In general white oaks arc harder and

more dural:)le than black oaks, and when a carpenter or a woodworker

wants a piece of very hard, heavy, durable wood that will hold its shape

without shrinking, warping, or checking, he will be likely to choose a

piece of white oak in preference to any other kind of oak. In the market,

swamp white oak passes for white oak, and sometimes a small quantity

of chestnut oak may be included with true white oak; but the wood of

chestnut oak is not so strong and good as that of time white oak.

In form the oaks present a great variety. White oak growing in the

woods has a long, clear stem for perhaps fifty or sixty feet and reaches
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a height of over one hundred feet. In the open fields, where it has plenty

of room to develop a big crown, the form is likely to be short and round-

headed, with a stout, much-branched trunk. The oak always presents an

appearance of great strength and sturdincss; the winds of winter have

Httle effect on its tough, strong branches, but these are frequently gnarled

and irregular as a result of exposure to storms. The acorns of the white

oak will germinate soon after falling in autumn if conditions are

favorable; but be-

cause so many acorns

are eaten by squirrels,

and because so many
others do not find the

right conditions of

soil and moisture, only

a small number suc-

ceed in growing.

Although a widely

distributed tree, the

white oak is found

most commonly on

good moist soil in rich

bottom lands or in

protected hollows. In

the country adjacent

to the Ohio River

valley the white oak

finds the best condi-

tions of soil, climate,

and rainfall. It will

grow also on rather

dry, stony soil, but

it never reaches such

good size under these

conditions.

Of the black oaks,

the common red oak is the most desirable because of the rapidity

of its growth and the general quality of its wood. Although not nearly

so strong as white oak, it is heavy and rather hard and is useful

where great strength is not required. The grain of the wood is

rather coarse, and it never seasons so well as does the white oak. In

form the red oak develops a very large, wide-spreading crown, with a

number of large branches; but it almost always has a well-formed stem,

Red oak
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making possible the cutting of good saw logs from it. The red oak grows

farther north than any of the native oaks, and is not nearly so particular

as the white oak as to quality of soil.

The common black oak is of relatively little importance. The tree

does not grow to such good proportions as the red oak, and the wood is

poorer in quality. It is used for railroad ties and rough timbers, but

it is not so durable as the red oak.

The scarlet oak is a much smaller tree than either the red or the black

oak and it is almost always found growing on sandy or gravelly soils.

Its form is not good enough to make it an important timber tree.

An oak tree in summer foliage

The pin oak is a very graceful tree shaped like a pyramid with a straight

trunk and numerous slender branches. It is one of the best oaks for

ornamental purposes.

The scrub oak and the blackjack oak, which are reall}- little more than

shrubs, cover vast areas that have been burned over and are often the

obstacle to having better trees on this kind of land. It is better, however,

to have them growing on the land than to have nothing at all, for in the

latter case the soil might be washed away by heav^* rains; and perhaps

it will be possible to start more desirable kinds of trees where the scrub

oaks are now gi-o\\dng, taking advantage of the protection that they

afford.
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. THE PINES OF NEW YORK

John Bentley, Jr.

In the winter months, when most of the forest trees are leafless, the

firs, the spruces, and the pines, with their dark green foliage, are a cheer-

ful sight. It makes one feel, somehow, that after all the woods are not

lifeless in winter, and that there are some trees bold and hardy enough

to withstand the snow and the cold. Pines are particularly noticeable,

because there is more motion and life in their foliage than in the stiff,

rigid foliage of spruces and firs. Then, too, pines are more familar to

most of the boys and girls in the State, because spruces and firs belong

to the cold climate of the mountains.

There are five pines that are native to New York State, besides several

others that may be found occasionally in the parks. The five native

trees are (i) the white pine, (2) the pitch pine, (3) the red, or Norv/ay,

pine, (4) the jack pine, and (5) the Jersey scrub pine. The last two are

not very common, however, and generally only the three first mentioned

will be found.

The pines as a group are inarked by three characteristics, which all

boys and girls should notice first of all. They are (i) the needle-shaped

leaves, borne in clusters of two, three, or five needles; (2) the cones, in

which the little seeds are borne; and (3) the wood, which always contains

more or less pitch, or resin. These characters distinguish the coniferous

(cone-bearing) trees from the broad-leaved trees. The term evergreen

should not be applied to the pines, the spruces, and the firs, because

there are other trees, such as the holly and the live oak, which retain

their leaves throughout the winter and are just as truly evergreen as is

the pine or the spruce. Then there is the larch, which bears cones and

yet sheds its leaves every year. The leaves of the larch are needle-shaped,

it bears cones, and there is some resin in the wood; therefore it clearly

belongs to the same family as do pines, firs, spruces, and hemlocks. In

order to avoid all confusion, therefore, it is suggested that pupils learn

to call all cone-bearing trees conifers, which means cone-bearers. The
others may be called broadleaf trees; this will properly include the live

oaks and the holly, and will do away with the confusing term deciduous

(leaf-shedding) trees. Another term that is frequently heard is hard-

woods. As generally used, this tenn means the broadleaf trees, although

there are some conifers with very hard wood— yellow pine, for example
— and some hardwoods, or broadleaf trees, with very soft wood, such

as the poplar and the willow. The use of confusing terms should be

abandoned, and the terms conifer and broadleaf, while sounding a little

strange at first, will express the meaning more closely.

The pines are nearly all of great value because of their wood, which
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is strong for its weight, straight-grained, and easily worked — that is,

carpenters have Httle difficulty in planing and shaping it to their pur-

poses. Some pines have very hard, heavy, resinous wood, as the Southern

yellow pine; but the Northern white pine is light and soft and contains

only a moderate amount of resin. The white pine was formerly the

most important timber tree of all the Northeastern States, and many
millions of board feet of white pine have been cut from the forests of

New York within the past century. It is still considered a very valuable

tree, and lumbermen are always glad when they can find any white pine

to cut, because they know that it will bring a good price in the markets.

The white pine is a tall, straight-trunked tree, often reaching a

height of one hundred and twenty-five feet in the dense forests of

the Adirondack Mountains. When growing in the woods the

trunk is frequently clear of all branches for sixty or seventy feet;

but when grown in the open, where it has plenty of room, the

crown is broad, with many lim.bs growing to within fifteen or

twenty feet of the ground. Under these conditions the tree

never grows very tall. The kunberman likes best of all the tall,

straight trees of the forests, for they yield fine, straight-grained

lumber with few knots.

The white pine can be distinguished from the other pines of

this State by the needles, which grow in clusters of five. If the

foliage of a pine tree is examined it will be seen that the needles,

instead of growing singly, grow in bundles, or chisters. In the

white pine there are always five needles in a cluster. The indi-

\ddual needles are from two and one-half to five inches long, slender,

flexible, bluish green, with a fine white streak. Some cones may

be found growing on the tree, or those that have fallen from the

tree and are now lying on the ground may be examined. The
White

^yi^iiQ p{ne cone is about five inches in length, is usually slightly
PlflC ...
needle curved, and is slender, rarely exceeding an inch in thickness.

duster ^^ jg £j.gg ixom. spines, or prickles. If a dry cone has been picked

up the seeds have doubtless been shed and scattered ; but if a fresh one

can be found with seeds in it, it may be seen how each seed is provided

with a thin wing, which enables the wind to blow it for long dis-

tances.

The pitch pine is probably the second commonest pine tree of this

State. It is generally found growng on very poor soils, where only the

hardiest trees or shrubs will thrive. This tree can grow in these poor

situations because of its thick bark, which is often two inches thick at the

base of the tree, and because it can resist fire much better than can the

white pine. It is not nearly so neat in appearance as the white pine;
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its branches are irregular, the trunk is not so tall and straight, and the old

cones frequently hang on the tree for years. The foliage is stiff and the

needles are borne in clusters of three ; this at once distinguishes it from the

white pine. The needles are a dark yellow-green instead of a blue-green.

The cones are short and stout, about two or three inches long and two

inches thick, and each cone scale is armed with a prickle. There is not

the slightest resemblance between the white pine and the pitch pine, in

either needles, cones, or bark; and if the wood is examined after the tree

has been cut, no resemblance will be found there. The wood of the pitch

pine is coarse-grained, full of pitch, and not adapted to the fine work for

which white pine is used. Indeed, the wood of pitch pine is of little value

except for coarse, rough lumber and for excelsior.

The red pine, or Norway pine as it is frequently called,

is a tree that is not found in many parts of this State.

It is common only in the Adirondack region, where it

grows on light, sandy soils and has plenty of sunlight.

It may be found occasionally, however, in other parts

of northern New York. It can be distinguished by its

long, flexible needles (four to six inches long), which are

borne two in a cluster. The cones are from two to two

and one-half inches long and have no prickles. Taking

the cones and the needles together, there is no danger

of confusing this tree with the other two pines mentioned.

The red pine reaches a height of seventy-five or eighty

feet. The wood is harder than that of the white pine,

yet like white pine, it is not durable in contact with the

soil. Because of its hardness it is not so valuable a

timber as white pine, but the red pine possesses the great

advantage of being a tree that will grow well on land too

poor to produce a satisfactor}' crop of white pine. It

rarely makes close forests, because it is a tree tliat demands a great

amount of light for its growth. Red pine trees are never found in large

numbers together, at least in this State, but are found mixed with other

trees, especially at the edge of lakes or in openings throughout the

sandy stretches of country that are common in the Adirondack Moun-
tains.

The jack, or scrub, pine is not frequently seen in this State except in

dry, sandy, barren soils in the northern part. It is usually a small, scrubby

tree, with irregular branches, and of such poor form that it is practically

worthless for lumber. The leaves are bluish green, covered with a gray

bloom, and about two inches in length. They are borne in clusters of

two, are twisted, and have a tendency to spread apart. The cones are

Pitch pine needle

cluster
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small, rarely more than two inches long, and are armed with small prickles,

which, however, may drop off.

The Jersey scrub j^inc is still more irre^^ular and worthless as a lumber-

producing tree. It grows in poor, sandy soil and is found growing wild

only on Long Island. The needles are borne in clusters of two and the

cones have prickles.

TREES TO BE RECOGNIZED IN 1915-1916

Frank B. Moody

american hop hornbeam

The American hop hornbeam, or iron-

wood, is a small, slender tree from twenty

to fifty feet high and is almost always

found growing under other trees in the

forest. Because of their close resem-

blance, it is often mistaken for the elm.

However, the hoplike fruit clusters afford

a ready means of identification. (See illus-

tration.) The wood is very strong, hard,

and durable, and is used for fence posts,

tool handles, and mallets. Because it can

withstand shade, the hop hornbeam is

found throughout the entire North Woods
region, and often makes up quite a por-

tion of the lower tier of trees. The
relatively small size and the slow growth

American hop hornheam, leaves and ^f ^j^g ^j-ee, render it unsuited for forest
ITUlt

planting, although it is adapted for

planting in lawns and parks.

ARBOR VIT^

The arbor vitae, also known as the white cedar, is one of the most valuable

trees for ornamental purposes and for hedges. The flat spray of the arbor

vita; distinguishes it from other evergreens. Unfortunately the name
white cedar has become attached to this tree, thus confusing it with

the true cedar. It may be distinguished from the latter by its more

flattened and larger sprays, which are also more fan-shaped. The fruit

of the arbor vitaj is oblong with thin oblong scales, while that of the white

cedar is spherical, with thick, shield-shaped scales. Arbor vita? is used

for fence posts, rails, shingles, ties, spools, woodenware, and in building

boats. It is usually found growing in low, swampy places with tamarack

and spruce, but it often occupies high, dry land.
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ASPEN

The American aspen, also known as quaking aspen, trembling aspen,

popple aspen, and small-toothed aspen, may be distinguished by the roimd

or ovate leaves, which have finely saw-toothed margins and short points.

The aspen is more conspicuous in simimer, when the constant treinbling

motion of its leaves attracts the attention, than it is in winter, although

in some individual trees the

smooth, green bark of the

trunk is very attractive in

contrast with the snow. The

large-toothed aspen may be

distinguished by its coarsely

wavy-toothed leaves, which

are larger than those of the

American aspen, which it re-

sembles. (See illustration.)

Both species are ver>' common
throughout New York State,

especially on abandoned fields,

on land from which the trees

have been cut, and on burned

areas. The aspen reproduces

very easily from seed, and

often it is the first tree to

spring up after a woodlot

has been cut over. It grows

rapidly and is short lived, but

is of value because it covers

the soil rapidly and acts as a

temporary shelter for more

valuable trees while they are

young. The wood is from

light brown to white in color

and is neither strong nor dur-

able. It is the first wood that

was used in making paper pulp. It is used, also, for buckets, pails,

kegs, wooden dishes, and boxes.

Arbor vitcz

BUTTERNUT

The butternut, sometimes known as white walnut, is in size usually small

to meditmi reaching a height of from thirty to fifty feet and a diameter

of from one to two feet. Many, however, reach a height of one hundred
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Above, largc-loothed aspen;
belo2u, trembling aspen

Sycamore, leaf and fruit

Sassafras leaves, showing variations Butternut, leaf and fruit
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feet and a diameter of four feet. It may easily be distinguished from

the black walnut by the trunk, which is shorter and has light-colored

bark, dark brown chambered pith, and larger and more flattened ter-

minal buds. Among all the native trees, the butternut is probably the

most interesting for winter study. The naked buds, the irregular leaf

scars with horseshoe bundle scars, and the brown chambered pith make

the tree easily distinguishable at any season of the year. The butternut

is widely distributed in the eastern United vStates, and is found locally

throughout New York State in rich bottom lands and on fertile hillsides.

It is not classified as a valuable timber tree, but it has been used rather

extensively for ornamental purposes.

The wood of the butternut is light

brown in color. It is easily worked

since it is light and soft, and is much
used for ftuniture, gunstocks, interior

finishing, and flooring. The inner

bark is used for medicinal purposes,

and a d}'e is made from the bark and

the nutshells. It is a short-lived tree

and will not grow under shade. It

is found, therefore, along the border

of woods, fences, and in open fields.

CATALP

A

The catalpa belongs to a family

that comprises about one hundred

genera and fifteen hundred species.

Most of the representatives of this

family are found in the tropics, only a few being found in the temperate

zones. The eastern catalpa, which is often called Indian bean and cigar

tree, can be distinguished in summer by its leaves,, which are opposite

or whorled, and by its very large white flowers. The cigar, or beanlike

fruit, is a characteristic in autumn and winter.

This tree has been planted for ornamental purposes in many parts of

the State and has been widely advertised as a tree suitable for mxaking

fence posts and railroad ties. It is not suitable,. however, for these pur-

poses in New York State because of the too severe climatic conditions.

Bark of the btdlermU

SASSAFRAS

Few trees are more interesting than the sassafras. In simuner it may
be identified easily by the leaves, which have different .^Ijapes and present

quite a variation. (See illustration.) The sassafras is of little com-
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mercial importance in the State on account of its limited distribution

and its small size. The seeds furnish a valuable food for birds, while

the wood, the bark, and the roots, yield an aromatic oil extensively used

to flavor medicine and candy and to perfume soaps. The wood is also

used for posts, rails, furniture, interior finishing, and making barrels

and casks. The sassafras tree grows rapidl}' and thrives on a rich sandy

loam. In autumn when the

leaves turn yellow and red, it

is a picturesque tree.

SHADBUSH

The shadbush is a small

tree from ten to twenty-five

feet in height, with a diameter

of from two to twelve inches,

and is often found in open

situations and in moist soils.

It is often called service berry

and June berr^^ In the early

spring the shadbush is very

attractive because of the

beautiful white flowers that

appear before the leaves, and

it is ver}^ common in the un-

derstory of hardwood forests.

The wood is heavy and hard,

and checks and warps easily.

The close-grained wood takes

polish readily, and for this
Branch of witch-hazelin blossom •. • , • 1 rreason it is used mamly for

turned articles. Because of its small size and little value commercially,

the shadbush is used chiefly for ornamental purposes.

SYCAMORE

The sycamore, or buttonwood, can readily be distinguished in summer
by its massive form and by the whitish, yellowish, or greenish bark of the

upper branches, which at times are covered with large, thin, dark brown

scales of outer bark. The shedding of the bark makes the tree easy to

identify, since the process is more noticeable than in an}- other species.

The sycamore may also be distinguished by the fruit, which is borne

singly in browil heads about one inch in diameter, suspended from a

slender stalk. The fruit matures in October but often persists far into
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the winter. The growth of the sycamore is very rapid, and a tree may
live to be six hundred years old. The sycamore is distributed from

Maine and Ontario south to Florida, west to Minnesota, Nebraska, and

Texas. In New York State it is found along the streams and prefers

moist, fertile soils. The wood is used for interior finishing and in the

manufacture of furniture, crates, tobacco boxes, and charcoal.

WITCH-HAZEL

The witch-hazel is a small tree or shrub sometimes reaching a height

of twent\'-five feet, but usually smaller, with a short trunk, bearing numer-

ous spreading, crooked branches, which form a broad open head. It is

a tree of ver\^ wide distribution, and in all probability may be found

in every county in New York State. In the fall it may easily be dis-

tinguished since it blossoms at this time, when most of the trees have

shed their leaves and are preparing for winter. The witch-hazel is of no

commercial importance, although the bark is used for medicinal purposes.

The fruit ripens in October and November at the sam.e time that the

blossoms appear.

TWO FRUIT TREES FOR STUDY IN 1915-1916

H. B. Knapp

THE PEACH

The apple has been called the king of fruits, and justly so because

of its popularity and widespread use. If the apple deserves this title,

then the peach is just as surely the queen of fruits, possessing the qualities

of beauty, tenderness, and luscious flavor to a degree that no other

of the northern fruits can boast. It is an old. old fruit, originating either

in Persia or, more probably, farther eastward. The species name Pcr-

sica, to which this fruit belongs, is derived from Persia, where it was

long thought that the peach was first grown. There are several groups

of peaches now grown in this countr\^ just as there are several groups of

cherries. These groups differ in the size, the shape, and the flavor of the

fruit and in the manner of growth of the tree. Only two of these groups

are of commercial importance in New York State: the North China group,

to which the Elberta belongs, and the Persian group, of which the Craw-

ford is an example.

The peach is the tenderest of all the commercial fruits. It can be

grown with the greatest success only in the more favored sections of the

State, namely, those regions in which the climate is tempered by nearness

to large bodies of water. For example, the Ontario Lake region of New
York State is recognized as one of the foremost peach-growing sections'

86 r:
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in this country. This does not mean that the peach may not be grown
in less favored sections of the State, but it does mean that it will require

more attention in those parts because it is not naturally adapted to them.

On the whole, to grow this fruit successfully requires more care and skill

than to grow any other of the orchard fruits. It is very susceptible to

cold, to fungous diseases, and to the attacks of insects. It is wholly

intolerant of sod or grass, and, unlike the cherry, it is a decided failure

when planted in an out-of-the-way corner of the garden and left to shift

for itself. The peach will thrive in proportion to the care bestowed on

it ; while some fruits will thrive in spite of lack of management by the

grower, this is not true of the peach.

The peach is grown on a variety of soils, and the types on which it

succeeds best are inore definitely known than in the case of any other

fruit. A soil that is light and warm, such as a sandy or gravelly loam,

gives best results. The peach does not relish a wet soil, and those just

mentioned are, of course, well drained b}^ nature. The peach is sometimes

grown on heavy soils, but the finiit is less likely to mature at the proper

season. In addition, the tree often makes wood growth at the expense

of its fruit-bearing habit, and frequently the buds are not mature when
cold weather sets in.

The best time to plant the peach is in the spring. If planted in the

fall it is very likely to succumb to the cold of winter. The land, which

should have grown a cultivated crop the previous year, should be plowed

and put into condition for planting just as early in spring as possible;

for the earlier the tree is set, the better is its opportunity to becotne es-

tablished before dry weather arrives. The trees are commonly set twenty

feet apart, although at the present time many fruit growers are planting

them twenty-two feet apart. The peach tree is alwa^^s set when one

year old. At tliis age it will be from four to six feet tall, with a niunber

of side branches. These branches are usualh^ pruned off when the tree is

set, and the top is cut back to three feet or less in height. The peach

is headed miich lower than are other tree fruits; and the closer to the

ground the head is desired, the shorter should be the whip left when
priming. The top is usually cut back and thinned out rather severely

each year, as the productivity of the tree depends on the stimulation

of new growth.

All fruit trees thrive best if given good cultivation, but none is such

an absolute failure when left in sod as is the peach. In this condition

the vitality of the tree is so weakened that it becomes an easy prey to

insect enemies and fungous diseases. The life of the peach tree is short

at best, being about twelve years, but if grown in sod it will not last more

than five or six years.
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The ground about the trees should be plowed in early spring and

cultivated every week or ten days until late July or early August. At

this time a cover crop shovdd be sown, to remain on the ground during

the ensuing winter and to be plowed under in the spring. This covet

crop may be r\-c, vetch, or some of the clovers. The cover crop affords

one of the most inexpensive means that there is of furnishing fertilizer

to the trees, and in some cases it may furnish all the plant-food necessary

if the land is rich naturally. Oftentimes, however, commercial fertilizers

are needed in addition, chiefly phosphoric acid and potash. The amounts

to be applied can be determined only by actual experiment.

The peach tree begins to bear fruit when three years old, the average

yield at that time being about one-third of a bushel. With good care

the yield will usually increase until the tree is ten years old. At this

time the production of each tree will be in the neighborhood of three

bushels. These figures will, of course, van*- ^^•ith the varieties and the

conditions under which the fruit is grow^n. The fruit-bearing habits

of the peach differ from those of other tree fruits in that all the fruit is

borne on wood of the previous season's growth. This is sometimes called

one-year wood. The upper and lower parts of the previous season's

growth usually contain single buds. These are leaf buds. In the central

part of the branch, however, the buds are generally in clusters of three.

The central buds of these clusters are always leaf buds, \vhile the outer

ones are fruit buds, each containing a single blossom. It is often the case

that only a small proportion of these buds develop sufficiently to bear

fruit. It is well that this is so, because if all the fniit buds that form each

year were to produce fmit the trees would be overloaded and considerable

time and money would have to be expended in thinning the fruit. Even
as it is, the growers of fancy peaches practice thinning the fruit each year.

It will probably be necessarv' to spray the peach. Insects and dis-

eases will vary with the different sections and with the conditions

under which the fruit is grown. For information on these subjects,

a publication devoted to their treatment should be consulted.

It is not possible to recommend varieties for planting with any assurance

that they are the best varieties for the purpose, without first knowing

the conditions under which they will be grown. Persons are likely to

feel that those fruits that are grown at a considerable distance and are

unknown in their own community, are superior to those found at home;

but the safer \\'ay is to plant those varieties that have proved suitable

for local conditions.

The peach is one of the finest fruits and should be found in every home
garden where the tree will grow. It will not thrive without care, bi;t

it mH repay the caretaker for the time spent on it.
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the cherry

The cultivated cherry is not a native of this country; it came from

southeastern Europe, where many fniits originated. There are many
species of the cherry growing wild in the United States. A few of these

give promise of being useful and valuable some day, but as yet they do

not compare with those from the Old World.

This frtiit is steadily growing in importance. There are already a

large mmiber of cherry orchards in western New York and in other sections

of the United States. The fmit is used chiefly for canning, and is very

delicious for this purpose.

Cherries may be divided into two groui)S— the sweet and the sour.

The trees differ greatly in appearance and in habits of growth. The sweet

cherries are large, vigorous, upright-growing trees with reddish brown
bark, which separates in rings. The flowers appear at the same time as

the leaves. The sour chen-ies are low-growing trees with spreading, bushy

heads, much resembling in size and shape the head of the peach tree.

The flowers appear before the leaves. It is the sour cherry that is

chiefly grown on a commercial scale, although the sweet cherry is

gaining in favor for this purpose.

Both sweet and sour cherries are divided into groups, and these groups

in turn are made up of different varieties. There are four distinct groups

of sweet cherries : the Mazzards, which grow wild in eastern United States,

not desirable in themselves but furnishing good stocks for other groups;

the Hearts, large soft, heart-shaped cherries, either light or dark in color,

represented by Tartarian and Wood; the Bigarreaus, also heart-shaped,

but very firm and meaty, Napoleon being a common variety; and finally,

the Dukes, light-colored, not so sweet as the other groups, and represented

by May Duke. These classes have been mixed by crossing, until now
it is very difficult in many cases to tell in which group a variety belongs.

The sour cherries are separated into the Amarellcs and the Morellos.

The Amarellcs are light red cherries with uncolored juice, Richmond and
Montmorency being well-known varieties. The Morellos are dark red,

more acid than the Amarellcs, and have a colored juice. The Morello,

grown for so many years, belongs to this last-named group.

The cherry is propagated by budding, in the same way as are the apple

and the pear. The stocks used are the Mazzard, which has been men-
tioned, and the Mahaleb, a European species. Of the two stocks the

Mazzard is the better, because it makes a larger, more vigorous tree.

The nurseryman prefers to use the Mahaleb, however, as it effects a union

with the scion more readily and does better in the nursery row. Cherry

trees are usually set out at two years from the bud, although one-year-old

trees may be used. Sour cherries are set from sixteen to eighteen feet
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apart, and the larger-growing sweet cherries are planted from twenty-

five to thirty feet apart.

The tree does not require much pruning. Most of the fruit is borne

on spurs on two- or three-years wood, although spurs are found on much
older wood. Some fruit is often found at the base of the one-year wood,

and these cherries are usually the largest and best. Tliese do not grow
on spurs, but come from a single bud; consequently, as soon as the fruit

is borne, no further growth takes place. This accounts for the long, bare

spaces often found at the base of the one-year wood. In general, a large

amount of wood growth in a single year should not be encouraged, and,

since heavy pnming induces wood growth, young cherry trees should be

pruned but lightly. From three to five branches are used to form the

head. In the sweet cherry the central-growing shoot, or leader, is removed,

in order to keep the head as close to the ground as possible. The head

of the sour cherry is thinned out and cut back but little.

Cherries thrive in a warm, well-drained soil that is not too heavy. A
gravel is suitable for most varieties, although the sour cherries do better

on the heavier soils than do the sweet cherries. Clean shallow culture

should always be practiced. A cover crop should be sown in midsummer,
to remain on the ground until the following spring.

Cherries arc picked a few days before they are fully ripe. They should

always be picked with the stems on unless they are to be canned at once.

They should be gathered by the stems instead of by the fruit.

The cherry tree will thrive with as little care as an}^ of the fruit trees,

and responds as readily to skillful treatment. It should be planted on
every farm and in every garden.

Rural school children planting a tree
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THE RURAL SCHOOL AND THE COMMUNITY

The program needed to unite rural school and

farm community is then, first, to enrich the course

of study by adding nature-study and agriculture,

and about these coordinating the conventional

school subjects; second, to encourage the cooper-

ation of the pupils, especially for the improvement

of the school and its surroundings; third, to bring

together for discussion and acquaintance the

teachers and the patrons of the school ; fourth, so

far as possible to make the schoolhouse a meet-

ing-place for the community, for young people

as well as for older people, where music, art,

social culture, literature, study of farming and, in

fact, anything that has to do with rural education,

may be fostered ; and fifth, to expect the teacher

to have a knowledge of the industrial and gen-

eral social conditions of agriculture, especially

those of the community in which her lot is cast.

Chapters in Rural Progress

Kenyon L. Butterfield
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PART II

A MESSAGE TO TEACHERS

Beverly T. Galloway

•HE Cornell Rural School Leaflet is intended as

! a help toward keeping the outdoor viewpoint

1 before both teachers and pupils, who Hving

i and working in an agricultural community

!
should give reasonable consideration to the

I
possibilities of an agricultural application of

j their knowledge. Knowledge unused is as

'' worthless as buried money; and to confine our

I
knowledge to that which is not applicable to

I6s4^.-i,-- ,- i..^ t^«fc...«/«..<j:...^^
the living conditions in our own locality, is like

acquiring money of a foreign coinage. It is therefore wise, since we

believe in rural life and in its benefits, to acquire the sort of learning

that can be used in our intimate everyday affairs. Then, too, since rural

life is an outdoor life, a great deal of work should be done out of doors.

The pupUs should gather their own materials and should work with these

materials. They should be given opportunities to apply their knowledge

to problems in and around the school, as in the improvement of the school

grounds by planting trees and shrubs or in the development and care of

lawns; they should be given opportunities for school and home garden

work.

Each year finds further development of agricidtural teaching not only

in the higher institutions of learning, such as the colleges and the imi-

versities, but in agricultural high schools, and even in the rural grades.

If such work has not been undertaken in any school, simple beginnings

can be made, and in the course of time will lead to great advancement.

There is no need of forcing matters or of trying to seek more than a gradual

development. As far as possible this development should be natural and

spontaneous, and should depend rather on the child's natural desire to

learn than on the teacher's inclination to impart knowledge. Moreover,

this is the best way to secure an interest on the part of the pupil in all

subjects taught in the school.

Over the portal of the children's room in the Smithsonian Institution

at Washington, these words are blazoned in gold: " Knowledge begins

in wonder." As soon as children begin to wonder about the whys and

wherefores of the things they see around them, then are their minds in

condition for receiving the impressions that will be of most use to them in

after years. The wonders of nature are not inside the covers of books;

they are in the air we breathe and spring from the ground we tread. Books
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are a necessary and a convenient part of the educational equipment, but

if one learns from books alone, his grip on the vital facts of life is not likely

to be a sure one.

TO TEACHERS IN COUNTRY SCHOOLS
George A. Works

Do not start the year with the impression that because you are in a

district school you can make no contribution to school progress. What
this year is to mean to the boys and girls of this State depends more on you

than on any other group of persons. Neither trustees nor district super-

intendents are in position to exert so great an influence on the school life

of the children as you are. To-day much is being said and written about

the improvement of the school in rural communities, but eventually it all

comes back to you. You are face to face wdth its problems every day.

What we most need to-day are not men and women in universities, colleges,

and normal schools, telling what should be done to redirect the rural

schools, but teachers in these schools demonstrating what really can be

done to secure effective teaching of country life subjects. You have some

opportunity, no one can tell you what it is, to render your pupils and

progress a service. Find it, live up to it, and later help your fellow teachers

to grow as you have grown. This does not mean that daily you are to go

to yonr work weighed down with a load of responsibility, but rather that

you are to go with enthusiasm and spirit because of the opportimity that

is at hand.

The rural school presents many opportunities
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A CHAT WITH RURAL TEACHERS
Alice G. McCloskey

11'
IS September, and the school year has begun. Here

and there along the countryside farmhouse doors will

open, and boys and girls will come out and start hope-

lYilly along the open road to the schoolhouse. The
teacher will be ready to meet them— the one who is

to inspire and guide these young minds toward useful

and happy li\dng. A little child is always a sacred

charge, and there is no greater opportunity than to

(Urect a young mind toward wholesome gro^\i;h and a

realization of the abundance of Hfe.

As these young children leave their homes on the

first day of school, there cannot but be anxiety for

their future. The sturdy little lad scuffling along

among the falling leaves cannot know, without teaching,

the things that will give him a richer manhood and the

opportunity to do a more definite work in the days

of his greatest usefulness. He cannot know, unless

some one teaches him, that health must be his portion

if his life is to be joyous, and if his work is to be well

done ; that he must have clean teeth ; that he must be

controlled in his social relations; that he must strive

daily to have charity and tolerance; that he must form

habits of kindl}^ judgment; that he must daily make a contribution to

the welfare of the home; that he must avoid boorish manners. The little

lad cannot know, unless some one teaches him, that a great part of his

education must come from reading good books, and that his life will be

enriched by intimate association with the out-of-doors.

There is also the chubby little maid coming out of the farmhouse door,

which, perhaps, she closes with difficulty; then trudges along among the

falling leaves. She does not know, unless some one teaches her, that she,

too, must have this preparation for life that her brother has ; that she must
be clean, and wholesome, and healthy; and that education must give to

her the great resources of literature and the out-of-doors, which will make
a glorious background for any life, however difficult. She cannot know,

unless some one teaches her, the importance of refined and gentle manners

;

this does not mean that she may not enter into any gladsome sport and

pastime that her brothers enjoy. She must learn that out-of-door exercise,

such as skating and skiing, helps to make for vigorous happy woman
hood. She, too, must learn to have charity and tolerance for all. And
fully as important as any other lessons, this little maid must learn the

dignity and the importance of household work well done.

/

ii
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Now, who will teach these little children? Some of the lessons of life

will be learned in the homes. There are parents throughout the country

who realize the importance of good food, of fresh air in sleeping rooms,

of daily care of the teeth, of cheerful fireplaces, of happy and useful home
life, of the growth in out-of-door sports, and of association with good

books, and the value, particularly to the farm child, of a knowledge of

nature. Many children, however, who wiU enter the schoolhouse door

some day this month of September, will have had but little right teaching;

therefore, opportunity will come to the school-teacher who wiU help by her

life work to leave behind those who, because of her inspiration and help,

will doubtless go further than she. Toward this end the teachers this

year, each and every one, are asked to consider some of the following

suggestions that may help to make a stronger and more useful manhood
and womanhood in the country districts of New York State.

A meeting of the parents.—At a meeting of the parents the teacher should

present as fuUy as possible the plans for th6 year's work. If the parents

in the district have not previously cooperated with the teacher, it might

be well to mention only a few of the results desired, because many commu-
nities at the present day need to be educated along new ideas and ideals

for the development of the rural school. Too many requests at one time

might defeat the work.

The improvement of the school building and grounds.—Much has been

done to improve the physical surroundings of the school, in many rural

districts. In some of them, however, nothing of this kind has as yet been

accomplished. This year a beginning will doubtless be made in almost

all, because the success of the teacher is now measured not alone by the

textbook work of the school, but by the progress of the school as an edu-

cational district. If the community is not willing to give any money for

improving the school, the teacher and the boys and girls can make a be-

ginning by having an ideal of neatness and cleanliness. When the people

in a community see something accomplished in this respect, they will be

more ready to help the enterprise financially. It does not take much
money to make things clean, to have neat curtains or shades at the windows,

and the like. Some trustees recognizing the earnest endeavor of teacher

and pupils have planed, sandpapered, and varnished the desks; still others

have helped in redecorating the interior of the building as well as. in im-

proving the general outside conditions. The children will be glad to help

in cleaning up the groimds, and in taking part in some simple planting.

Physical background.—The health of boys and girls of school age should

receive constant attention. If children are breathing through their mouths

instead of through their noses, the cause should be investigated. Fresh

air in the sleeping room should be discussed. Care of the teeth is most
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important. Many persons have been handicapped through life because

their teeth were not taken care of in childhood. A salt solution has been

recommended by a good dentist as a very valuable mouth wash in country

districts where children do not have some of the preparations now of value

in keeping the teeth in good condition.

Habits.—Teachers often have better opportunity to observe the habits

of boys and girls than do their parents. The entire future life depends

largely on the habits formed in childhood; and because of this, those who

are constantly with children, must take some responsibility so that each

day the good habits strengthen and the weak habits gradually decrease.

It is important for children to form the following habits: (i) Habits

that lead to good health: cleanliness; ventilating living and sleeping

rooms; cleaning the teeth; caring for the eyes; taking exercise; standing

erect; and the like. (2) Habits that are of value in personal association

with others: thoughtfulness of parents and older persons; courtesy; a

quiet voice; good manners; an aversion to gossip; avoidance of petty or

unjust judgments; punctuality. (3) Habits that strengthen honesty:

playing the game straight. (4) The habit of finishing a piece of work in

detail. (5) The habit of committing good literature to memory. (6)

Habits of close observation. It is important for children to appreciate

that a person of culture is always able to see the other person's point of view.

Good manners.—The teacher might express at one of the meetings of

parents her willingness to aid in teaching the children good manners.

Many parents will appreciate such help, realizing as they do the importance

of social fitness. Loud voices, boorish ways, lack of consideration of

older persons, and rough, boisterous habits of intercourse, will often defeat

young persons in many opportunities for growth and for pleasure that

might otherwise be theirs. Children should be taught the reasons why

definite social forms are observed. If this work is done with earnestness

and with sufficient frequency, the children will soon realize its importance.

Nature study and agriculture.—If the plans of the teacher include in-

struction in nature study and agriculture, parents should understand the

place that these subjects now have in the educational world. Many parents

will say that they know more of agriculture than does the school-teacher.

This is doubtless true, but all lines of endeavor are dignified when made a

part of the educational system; and when boys and girls work out with

the teacher some problem in farm practice, the lesson may be connected

with other school subjects, such as geography, language, arithmetic, and

the like. Some parents object to nature study because they have not fully

realized that all boys and girls on the farm need for their best success a

natural-history background. Many farmers possess this without knowing

how it was obtained. Since natural-history subjects have eduQ^-tjonaJ

value, they may well be presented with other school work.
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In the teaching of nature study and elementary agriculture, it may be
helpful to have in mind the following

:

During the first six grades in school, out-of-door study should develop

the spirit of the naturalist — a general interest in the out-of-doors. If

properly taught, at the end of this period the child interested in natural

forces and objects will have acquired a spirit of patient inquiry and accuracy

in observation. He will begin to realize the kinship of out-of-door objects

and the possibilities of interest and resource in them.

Teachers in country schools will find, however, that many boys and girls

are not interested in nature study from the viewpoint of the naturalist.

The pupils should not be forced into this interest, but should be allowed

to turn their minds to the more practical side of the subject. There are

very young children much interested in the commercial side of poultry

raising, growing potatoes, and the like. These boys and girls shoiild be

encouraged so that they will get the point of view of the naturalist. A
field of timothy is as beautiful as a field of violets. Who has not felt his

spirit quicken at the sight of a field of oats in the sunlight or in the early

evening? Who has failed to see the beauty of pumpkins in the cornfield

in the " blue October weather"? What form of animal life is more at-

tractive than young chicks or ducklings ?

The work for the seventh and the eighth grades, as outlined in the

elementary syllabus, has relation to agriculture and may be intensified ac-

cording to the amount of time given to it and the interest of teachers and
pupils. Each lesson shoidd lay the foundation for agricultural knowledge,

which will be introductory to high school and college work in these subjects.

Teachers of the seventh and the eighth grades are advised to follow the

work outlined by the syllabus for these grades, choosing for the most
serious study, however, the subject that is of greatest interest in the com-

munity— as fruit growing, raising of farm crops, dairying, or the like.

Fruit growing.—If fruit growing is the special interest in the community,

the marketing of apples or other fruit should be discussed in autumn.

An exhibit of frtnt collected from the neighborhood by the children and
identified and labeled as to species and varieties has a distinct educational

value. If there is one particularly popular variety of fruit in the commu-
jiity, the pupils should be sent on a quest for the reason. A successful

fruit grower might be asked to tell the school of his methods. Sometime
during the school year the pupils should plant a fruit tree on the school

grounds if there is a suitable place. The children should be made to realize,

even in the most elementary way, the interrelation and the interdepend-

ence of outdoor things. For example, the study of soils will be most inter-

esting and will have added value if made in the interest of a tree to be

planted. The advantage of having a home fruit garden should be discussed.
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Dairying.—If dairying is the chief industry in the community, the sub-

ject matter as outlined in the syllabus for which specific material can be

found, should be used.

In country places a visit should be made to a farm in order that the

children may learn the types of cows and begin to think about pure breeds

of cattle. A Babcock test machine might be placed in the schoolroom,

and milk from different farms tested by the pupils. When the test has

been successfully made in the schoolroom it would be valuable to have

the class make this test at a grange meeting or a farmers' institute. The

matter of balanced rations may be studied, also other subjects of interest

on a dairy farm (pages 1200 to 1233).

Nature study corner.—In order to encourage the children in their general

out-of-door observations, many teachers have found it helpful to have in

the schoolroom a nature study comer. There should be a table on which

specimens may be kept, and above this a shelf containing reference books.

The children may be taught to bring to the schoolroom specimens of plants

to be left on this table until the teacher has time to identify them. If the

teacher is unable to identify any plant, it should be sent to the College

for identification. A good-sized specimen should be sent, showing roots,

leaves, and flowers or fruit, if possible.

Terrarium.—A terrarium, which is an enclosed piece of earth on which

things may live and grow, has been found very interesting in some of the

schoolrooms in New York State. Many kinds of animal life have been

housed in terraria. The writer has seen salamanders, toads, snakes,

butterflies, caterpillars, beetles, rabbits, hens, guinea pigs, and kittens,

in terraria in different schools. Children have been allowed to watch

the animal life during leisure hours.

Aquaria.—^Aquaria have not been very successful in most schools,

but any teacher can use to advantage battery jars, or even mason fruit-

cans, in which aquatic forms of life may be kept for a limited time.

Gardening.—There should be opportunity for gardening if only on

a small scale. The gardening connected with the rural school might well

have relation to the planting of the grounds with some of the native vines

and shrubs that can be found along the waysides and in the woods. There

should be some experimental work that will have relation to farm interests.

Com, potatoes, a plat of alfalfa, or the like, will lead to observation of

the home crops.

For the cultivation of a large piece of ground for children's gardens it

is well to buy the seeds in bulk. Some of the older children will enjoy

putting them in packets and marking them. The teacher, with some of

the children, might estimate the number of lineal feet to be planted with

each kind of seed. If the teacher does not know the quantity needed

for this estimate, the seedsman will tell her.
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John Burroughs

Naturalist and farmer

Away with clocks and sundials! Time and I

Have made a compact— this to be my boon—
To hear the evening thrush, and know the hour,

Yet feel it noon.

JEAN DWIGHT FRANKLIN"

'Courtesy of the Atlantic Monthly.
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John James Audubon
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Every boy and girl should have a vegetable garden at home. Later

in the year the editors hope to send a special leaflet on gardening to all

rural schools, in which this work will be discussed.

Books.—One of the greatest needs in the country school to-day is that

boys and girls should have an opportunity to become intelligent readers.

Interest in good books will open up the world in far-reaching ways and will

give a resource for the future that all boys and girls in the country should

have. The rural school library need not be large, but it should be well

chosen according to the age of the pupils, and should contain a few works

of history, travel, poetry, and fiction, and a few good reference books in

nature study and agriculture, for boys and girls living in the country should

have intelligent knowledge of country surroundings. (See page 1433.)

The value of reading aloud to the boys and girls cannot be overestimated.

If the teacher will begin by reading fairy tales and stories that have an

absorbing interest, she will gradually be able to read aloud some of the other

kinds of literature that will be of lasting importance in the lives of the

young persons. Some teachers have read passages from the works of John

Burroughs, farmer and naturalist, and have afterward lent to the children

the books from which they read, thus giving to the pupils a new interest

in good literature and a desire to imitate one whose life is spent in joyful

appreciation of the out-of-doors. A brief talk on the work of John James

Audubon and the reading aloud of some sketch of his life, will increase

the interest in the study of birds and will also awaken an appreciation of

one who sacrificed much to do his work fundamentally and well. It will

be well to have the pupils commit to memory at least one good poem
during the year. Memorizing verse often develops appreciation of it, and

poetry should be a part of the education of every individual.

i, Exhibitions.—A most valuable way of arousing the interest of young

persons in any new work is to have exhibitions. There is educational value

in such endeavor, as the children nearly always make their very best effort

in preparing the individual exhibits, and they have opportunity to compare

their work with that of other pupils. The small school exhibits are doubt-

less as valuable as any, and the children should be encouraged to prepare

for them. An exhibit of fruit or com or of the eggs and feathers of poultry,

or a general nature study exhibit, will bring about a broader interest

than will many formal lessons in agriculture. Often schools prepare

exhibits for the county fair, and some for the State fair. Many send ex-

hibits to the State College for Farmers' Week. This year it is hoped that

each rural school in New York State will send at least one nature study

exhibit and two ears of com. (See pages 1378 to 1398.) These should be

sent to Ithaca by January 31, addressed to Edward M. Tuttle, College of

Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.
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Field trips.—^There should be at least one field trip each year, in which

the children have an opportunity to share out-of-door experiences ^vith

the teacher. No matter how Httle knowledge of nature any of the group

may have, the trip %\t11 be worth the while. In the springtime many
specimens of plant life can be collected for future discussion at school.

In winter a short trip into the snow-covered fields or woodland will give

joys that wdU never be forgotten. And autimin is, perhaps, best of all,

with the spirit of har\'est over the land, the golden pumpkins in the field,

the falling of the leaves, and the stores of nuts that dehght both the red

squirrels and the boys and girls. It should be remembered that a field

trip has a purpose, that it is a part of the school activity. Teachers

should expect the children to pay attention, and to listen to what is

discussed. Each one should have something to contribute before the

end of the trip, and all the others should profit by it.

Agricultural clubs, contests, ccnnpetitions

.

—In this leaflet is a statement

from Mr. La^-ton S. Hawkins of the University of the State of New York,

on the organization of countr\^ Hfe work in the rural schools. The staff

of the New York State College of Agricultiire is in sympathy with the

ideas presented by Mr. Hawkins, and wiU give hearty cooperation in an

effort to standardize them. Education in agriculttire and in home making

must become a part of the school life to be fully worth the effort. When-
ever the residts of home project work, directed by the school organization,

are worthy of wholesome competitions at school fairs, cotmty fairs, teachers'

associations, state college exhibitions, and the Hke, additional interest

win be added. The club plan often does more harm than good, and it

does not stand for permanence. Hastily organized contests, without

constant local supervision, cannot be educational. Agriculture, home
making, and the study of nature, are dignified and valuable means to

education, and the sooner instruction in these subjects becomes a part

of the school day, the sooner they wriU become a definite part of the prep-

aration for life of all boys and girls in rural districts.
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CORN DAY
(Friday, December 3, 191 5)

Edward M. Tuttle

'AST year showed that the spirit of Com Day is growing,' in the schools

of New York State. Coming as it does on the first Friday in

December of each year, it affords an opportunity for the cele-

1)ratiCHI of the harv^est, and while the interest centers primarily

on the com crop, the scope of the occasion is often broadened

to include many other things. In any year it is desirable to

take advantage of the opportunity offered during

September, October, and November, to make a study

of the com crop in the local district, but it is par-

ticularly important in 19 15 because com is outlined by the State

syllabus for special study. Between the time that school opens and
Com Day, the teacher should encourage and guide the pupils in making
a study of the local com crop, and the information so obtained may
be condensed and presented to the visitors at Com Day. There are

many points on which it would be interesting to obtain local facts.

Among them are : the acreages devoted to com on the different farms ; the

total acreage for the district; the yield per acre, highest, lowest, and
average; the place that com occupies in crop rotation; how the land is

fitted for com ; what varieties are grown most extensively ; how the com
is cidtivated; what use is made of the crop— whether most of it is cut

for the silo, or whether most of it is allowed to mature and is then cut

and husked; where the farmers obtain their seed com; if they select it

themselves, what method they use; how the com is stored over winter; how
many farmers test their seed com. Questions such as these, answered

by the pupils on Com Day from information that they have gained by
actual study during the fall, will be highly interesting and exceedingly

instructive.

It has been said sometimes that when Com Day is held annually, the

interest flags after the first year or two. This may be true in some dis-

tricts, and where there is no special interest to make a worth while cele-

bration. Com Day should be omitted and something else substituted.

Even in such schools, however, a Com Day celebration should be held

at least once in three or four years in order that the children may have an
opportunity to study this important crop and to present to their elders

the work that they have done. There are many schools that find it de-

sirable to celebrate Com Day annually, and that obtain excellent results.

There is an unboimded wealth of information that can be learned about

com. It can be approached from many different angles, and wide-awake
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teachers w-ill center the interest one year around some particular phase,

and another year around a different phase.

In connection with the study of the com plant during the fall and in

preparation for Farmers' Week, teachers will find the material on pages

12S9 to 1309 full of suggestions. The article on com judging on page 1301

\s-ill be particularly usefiil in teaching the boys and girls to recognize

quality in seed com, and in proportion as they gain ability in this regard,

the exhibit at the school on Com Day wiU improve.

It is impossible, even were it desirable, to attempt to outline any fixed

mode of procedure for the celebration of Com Day. As it becomes a more

General view of the rural school corn show at the New York State College of Agriculture

during Farmers' Week, February, iQij

established custom in the schools, various modifications and local adap-

tations present themselves. From a large number of reports of Com
Day experiences, several that may be of interest have been selected.

Hvmt, New York, Januan.- 27, 19 15
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

By the same mail I am sending you an ear of com. It is not what we
have learned constitutes a perfect ear of com, but to encotuage agri-

cultural interests with the pupils and the inhabitants we obsen'ed the
day, and I am ver\- much pleased to say it was a success and created

much interest in the entire community. Alany remarked that they would
certainly tv}' their best to make it more possible to have better com from
which to select an ear another year.
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I am also sending a few printed words about our Corn Day.
Yours sincerely,

MARION CHASE

The extract from the local paper, sent by Miss Chase, reads as follows:

Com Day was observed by the school at Big
Bend December 4, with the following program:
An essay, " The Past and the Present History
of Corn," by Sheldon Raquet, proved ver}^ inter-

esting as it not only gave the early history of

corn, and what it meant to the Indians and the

early white settlers, but some important facts of

what it means to otu* country at the present time.
" Cultural Directions," as given by Ivan New-
ville, gave even the experienced farmers many
profitable hints which were highly commented on.

Other numbers on the program also deserv^e much
•^_4 #j^,v credit, especially the talks and the readings given

by those in attendance. The schoolroom was
appropriately decorated with corn products. Mr.

-^ -f T "^^r-^'S?*' Walker acted as com judge. The exercises were
well attended, which is greatly appreciated by the

""f ^''Tr")^' school, especially the attendance of the farmers,

-* / T ^s32h-'-^' which tends to show the interest they take in the

agricultural work of the school.
-" if——

—•lit*--'*?3 ^-

""iw^--

4

Union Springs, New York, December 16, 1914

My dear Mr. Tuttle

:

As several of my children tell me that thc}^

have written you about our successful Com Day,
I presxmie there is little you do not know about it.

Yes, it was a success in every way. But I

know of nothing which was more gratifying to

m.e than to stand aside and watch the men,
mostly farmers, coming in. Frequently one was
heard to say " I've never been in this building

before," or, "I haven't been here since I was a
boy in school," and when they were going home,
" I had no idea what Com Day was like," "I'm
coming again next year," and the like.

And such a crowd! Of course we started ad-

vertising weeks before. Each week the local

paper published a notice for us; the drawing
classes made posters; the English classes wrote
invitations

;
postal cards were sent to all the near-

by farmers; Mr. Yawger announced it at the grange, and, best of all, the

Httle people talked com. One mother told me that her family had had

com three times a day. Having the program at night, parents neces-

sarily came with the children. The main room was filled, and as many
as possible were seated in the north room.

State prize dent corn. Farm-
ers' Week, 1915. Sent by

District 11, Town of

Seneca, Ontario County
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Mr. Teal, manager of the farm bureau, talked on "What Constitutes a

Good Ear of Com," and Dr. Barrus of Cornell interested the children

very much with his illustrations and lesson on corn smut.

Many helpfvd suggestions were made to me that evening, and I feel

confident that next year our exhibit will be even better. The braid of

King Philip corn, which was lent to us, was really quite an exhibit in

itself. Many of the farmers offered to make l^raids for me next year.

My one regret is that we didn't have a flash light taken so that you might

see how it all looked.

Just now is a busy time, but I shall try to send you our corn in a few days.

Sincerely,

VERA E. COTTER

District 10, Town of Hector, Schuyler County

Lodi, New York, February 2, 191

5

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

Please find enclosed the program for our Com Day. We had a splendid

time, and there was a nice display of com. We have sent to the Farmers'

Week the best ear that we have.

The pupils and teacher from another school spent the afternoon with us.

After the program we played games till time to go home.
Trusting that our ear of com will win a prize, I remain.

Yours truly,

LENA GRANT

The program sent by Lena Grant, is as follows:

/

PROGRAM FOR CORN DAY

Pupils

A $1000 ear of com Lena Grant

The largest yield of com Chester Houseworth

Com products John Covert

Seed com Herbert Robinson

Patrons

Com judging Walter Gordnier

Types of com suitable for Schuyler County Wilbur Horton

Dairy com Elvin Horton

Growing com in Missouri A. B. Stevens

Com in other States Mr. Wiemes
The yellow flint Marion Pierson

Com recipes The Ladies of the District

Com Fun George Robinson

Com Cob Social, for Old Codgers

It is usually customary to have some local farmer judge the exhibit of

com that the children have selected for Com Day, making a final decision
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as to the best ear of the flint type, and the best ear of the dent type. These

two ears, or one ear if both types are not available, may be sent to the

College of Agriculture to represent the school in the general com show
during Fanners' Week, held each year in February. It is worth while

for several reasons for a school to make an effort to be so represented, and
it can well afford to furnish an ear or two of com, even the best in the dis-

trict for this purpose. It is impossible for any one person to acquire

complete knowledge of all subjects and the best alternative is to know
where to obtain reliable information when it is needed. Any touch, there-

fore, with a center of knowledge, is of real and lasting value. The State

College of Agriculture belongs to the people of the State, and is a source

of the most up-to-date information in matters pertaining to agriculture

and to country life.

The ears of com selected on Com Day shotild be properly labeled at

the school with a strip of paper one inch wide on which is written the fol-

lowing information

:

County
District number... Town of

, Teacher

Post office.. , New York
-.- , District Superintendent

The label should be wrapped around the middle of the ear so that it is

right side up when the butt is held in the hand; it should be fastened in

some way at the back, preferably by gluing. The ears when labeled

should be carefully wrapped and mailed by parcel post to

Edward M. Tuttle,

College of Agriculture,

Ithaca, New York

so that they will reach the College not later than January 31, 19 16.

Last year eight hundred and ninety-two rural schools sent com to the

Farmers' Week exhibition. It began to arrive shortly after Com Day,

although the bulk of it was received during the latter part of January,

Several schools reported that their ears of com were destroyed by mice,

or in other ways, before they could be sent to the College. For this

reason and because every precaution is taken to preserve the com after it

arrives at the College, it woidd seem better to send the ears as promptly

as possible after Com Day.

At the time of the Farmers' Week exhibition the com is sorted and

arranged for display by counties, supervisory districts, and townships.

It is therefore possible for visitors to find quickly the ear of com that
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represents a certain district. Ribbon prizes are given for the best ear of

dent com and the best ear of flint com in each county. Naturally, in

some counties the competition is much more close than in others, and,

consequently, the honor of winning is greater. From the fifty or more

ears of each type winning the county prize, the two best

ears for the State as a whole are selected.

All of the prize ears are returned to the schools from

which they came, and for two years past the remaining ears

have been given away to farmers and to other interested

persons diiring Friday and Saturday of Farmers' Week.

Those taking the ears are asked to put them to some

practical use and to write to the schools that sent them

to the College. In this way the best ears return to the

rural districts of the State, and there is little or no real

loss to the State as a whole. Thus a school sending com
even though it does not win a prize, may feel that the

effort has not been wasted. If a letter shotdd be received

from some person in another section of the State who

has taken the ear of com, the teacher should not fail to

encourage the children to answer it because there is an

opportunity to give them an interest outside themselves

that may have far-reaching results. Letters have been

received from schools that have kept in touch with their

com in this way. Old and young have an interest in it.

It is especially interesting to know whether any of the

com that comes to the College from the schools, is the

product of prize ears in years past. Last year there was one

instance of this kind, and the ear again took the county

prize. When such ears are sent, they shoiild be distin-

guished by a red ribbon and should be accompanied by a

letter describing their histor}'.

By following the work that is done from year to year

and by steadily developing and extending the interest

and the study. Com Day will come to have a ver}' real

and significant influence on the history of the com crop „ • ^•
. T.- ^^ , ^ ^ , , ,

. , . , . . , State prize flintm New York State. Lnough has been said m this article com, Farmers'

4 '^'^
'

to enable teachers to m.ake definite plans for Com Da}' on

December 3. The November leaflet for boys and girls

will contain further information designed to stimulate

the interest of the children, and it will also contain a com-

plete report of the schools represented in the com show held during

Farmers' Week in Februar}^ 191 5, and a list of the schools winning prizes.

Week, 1915.
Sent by Dis-

trict 1 , Town
of Arcadia,
Wayne County
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GENERAL EXHIBIT FOR FARMERS* WEEK, FEBRUARY, 1916

The Editors

WTiat is the purpose of the exhibition of school and home work in agri-

culture and nature study at Cornell during Farmers' Week? At this

time a brief statement of the chief reasons for holding this exhibition are

given in the belief that, with realization of its purpose, rural teachers will

give the enterprise their earnest

support.

Country life teaching is com-

]jaratively new in the rural

schools of the vState. If this

work, recognized now by aU

educators as essential in the

training of boys and girls in

the country-, is to receive the

necessary attention that will

promote its success, yotmg and

old in country districts must
recognize its dignity and im-

])ortancc as a part of educa-

tion. When farm and home
projects under school direction

are considered important for

presentation at all gatherings

of rural folk, such as fairs,

grange meetings, farmers'
meetings, county teachers'

associations, and the like, the

persons who have not under-

stood this new educational

movement will be helped to

see its importance. A school

exhibition provides one means

for concrete teaching, and

Fart of the general exhibit of school work. Farmers'
Week, February, iQij. Tree mounts in fore-

ground, poultry feather mounts in background

great interest has been shown in the one held at Cornell during Farmers'

Week. At this time the College of Agriculture is visited by rural superin-

tendents, grangers, trustees and teachers of rural schools, a number of

philanthropic workers in rural districts, and many country boys and girls;

all of these persons take back to the country districts new knowledge of

this educational work that is to teach children in terms of their en\'i-

ronment, and to more closely unite school and home interests.

Another reason for considering the exhibit at Cornell important is the
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eflort made by the boys and girls to produce a representative piece of

work worthy to be exhibited as an example of coimtry life teaching. The

fact that their work is to be in competition with that sent from hundreds

of other schools, gives impetus to their efforts. If the children are taught

to mount and pack the material neatly for mailing, and to communicate

with the University concerning it, additional educational results will

be accomplished.

A third reason for encourag- I T \ V--^; j pf

ing an exliibition of school

work representing coimtry life

study, is that in this way the

staff of the College of Agri-

culture is kept more closely in

touch with the boys and girls

of school age in the countr}'

.

This is important because the

specialists in the various agri-

cultural lines can best suggest

what is important for funda-

mental instruction, and it is

helpful to them to see what

cliildren of the different grades

can do, and to find some of

the strength and weakness in

the instruction already given.

While the best of the work ac-

com^jlished bythe children can-

not be sent to the exhibition,

since it must be the study of

life, nevertheless their school

reports, mounts, and drawings

are very suggestive of their

methods of working and think-

ing. The State College of

Agriculture is therefore greatly aided in its efforts to cooperate with the

State educational system by the helpfulness of rural teachers and chil-

dren in sending exhibits each year, and this work, illustrating the various

phases of the activities in natural history', agriculture, and home making,

is becoming a very popular and instructive feature of the annual Farmers'

Week. Last year two hundred and thirty-six schools under rural super-

\'ision sent exhibits in the several classes outlined in the leaflet ; there were

four hundred and sixty-one different exhibits in all. These were arranged

Part of the general exhibit of school work. Farmers'

Week, February, iQij. Sewingin foreground, bird-

calendars and weather records in background
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in the same room with the com show. First, second, and third ribbon

prizes were awarded in each of the thirteen classes.

In preparation for the next Farmers' Week, February 7-12, 1916, the

attention of teachers is called to the twenty classes of articles outlined in

this leaflet, and to the instructional matter regarding each class that is

given on the following pages. It is hoped that a large ntmibcr of schools

will avail themselves of the

opportunity to be represented

at the State College of Agri-

culture at a time when thou-

sands of visitors will be present

to view the exhibitions. At-

tention is called particiilarly

to a few simple requirements.

I . A single school may send

an exhibit in any or all of

the twenty classes, but only

one exhibit from each class

should be sent.

. 2. Each article should be

labeled with the class number,

with the district number of

the school, the name of the

township, the name of the

county, and with the name
and the address of the teacher.

3. The material should be

sent to Edward M. Tuttle,

College of Agriculture, Ithaca,

New York, and should be

mailed so that it will reach

the College not later than

Januar}^ 31, 19 16.

4. First, second, and third

ribbon prizes will be awarded

in each of the twenty classes,

and two sets of ribbons, for subdivisions A and B, will be awarded in the

apron class.

5. The prize winning exhibits and all sewing work will be returned to

the schools from which they came. No other exhibits will be returned

unless a special request is made at the time of sending the exhibits.

The twenty classes and an explanation of the standards for each class,

are as follows:

Part of the general exhibit of school work. Farmers'
Week, February, IQIS- Corn show in foreground,
specimen window boxes in center, and bird's

nest mounts in background
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classes of exhibits

1. One tree mount showing if possible leaves, flowers, fruit, young and

old bark, and longitudinal and cross sections of the wood of a single

species.

2. One bird's nest well mounted, with description and drawing of the

species of bird to which it belonged.

3. Two movints of poultry feathers arranged on outlines of the birds:

one moimt of the feathers of a hen, the other mount of the feathers of a

cock, both of the same breed and variety.

4. Collection of ten wild flowers mounted on separate sheets, repre-

senting selections from the school herbarium, and accompanied by a

statement from the teacher of the total nimiber of specimens in the her-

barium.

5. Collection of three mounts: one grain, one grass, and one clover.

6. Collection of five weeds mounted on separate sheets, with descrip-

tions of the injury and the method of control of each species.

7. One mount showing the different feeds given to horses in the local

district.

8. One mount showing the products from cattle.

9. One mount showing the life history of some injurious insect, accom-

panied by a description of the method of control.

10. One bird house made by a pupil of the school.

11. One fl3rtrap made by a pupil of the school.

12. One kitchen apron made by a pupil of the school either (a) hand-

made or (b) machine-made.

13. One stocking with a fair-sized hole darned.

14. One napkin hemmed by hand.

15. One linen napkin ring, handmade.

16. One bird calendar showing observations of the fall or the spring

migration.

17. One weather record showing observations for a month.

18. One drawing of natural scenery.

19. One drawing of some natural history object.

20. One drawing of domestic animals.

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES

I. Tree mount

The following information on the collection, the preparation, and the

mounting of tree specimens, prepared by Professor Moody of the Depart-

ment of Forestry, will be of value to teachers in standardizing the

work.
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Specimens of wood, bark, fniit, and leaves can usually be collected

by the boys in the woodlot from which the winter's supply of fuel is being
cut. In no case should the trees be cut down for the purpose of securing

BARK OF OLD TREE ( OF YOUNG TREE

WHITE PINE

LONG ITUDmAL SECTION

Specimen inoitnt of white pine

specimens for an exhibit. Pupils must always remember that it takes

from twenty to forty years to grow a tree six inches in diameter, and that

it takes only five minutes, perhaps, to destroy it. Forest preservation and
not forest destruction should be practiced.
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The specimens for the illustration were collected in the university

woodlots, which have been placed under the management of the Depart-
ment of Forestry. The rough bark was taken from the stump of a tree

that had been cut last winter, while the smooth-bark specimen was cut

from a branch and shows very clearly the difference in the bark of the

trunk and the limbs of a single tree. The specimens of wood were
cut four and one-half inches long, and about three inches ^vide by three-

fourths of an inch thick. The longitudinal section can be smoothed
oft" with a plane or a drawshave. The cross section, which will show the

annual rings of growth as well as the presence or absence of heartwood,

should be about three-fourths of an inch thick and three or four inches in

diameter. The leaves, flowers, and fruit of most species will have to be
collected at different seasons and added to the mount to complete the

story of the tree.

The wood specimens in the illustration were tacked to the cardboard
with No. 8 cut tacks. Leaves and seed of the broad-leaved trees may be
fastened with stickers and glue. Attention is called to the two pine cones

in the white pine mount. It talces two years for the white pine cone to

mature, and the small cone shows the average size of cones at the end of

the first season. The mature cone was secured to the cardboard by run-

ning a twine string around each end of the cone and through the cardboard.

In order to show the marked difference in the appearance of the bark
of young and old growth, it is suggested that specimens be collected,

showing these differences, and that they be mounted side by side as shown
in the picture. For the schoolroom collection, the specimens can be
mounted on ordinary cardboard mounts 10 x 12 inches in size and hung
from a nail through the top, in the schoolroom or cabinet.

The exhibit for Farmers' Week in this class should show specimens illus-

trating the various parts of a single species of tree. It would be most desir-

able, perhaps, to select some tree given in the list for study this year. On
page 1343 attention is called to the necessity for teaching children to respect

property rights in making their collections. Opportvmities for securing

a desired specimen will arise naturally on some of the woodlots in the

community, and the boys and girls should be ready to take advantage of

these occasions, but should refrain from mutilating a tree simply for the

purpose of securing specimens.

2. Bird's nest mount

Very few birds use their nests the second season ; therefore it is perfectly

legitimate to collect and make a study of abandoned birds' nests in the

fall of the year. The study will be more worth while if the nests are

discovered during the spring and summer while the birds are still in them,

so that identification is certain. One bird's nest should be mounted
securely on a clean stiff background to which there should be attached a

brief description of the bird and its nest prepared by gjie of the pupils
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and also, if possible, a drawing of the bird. Such a mount will constitute

an exhibit for Farmers' Week in this class.

3. Poultry feather mounts

Mr. Krum, of the Department of Poultry Husbandry, has furnished the

following information that will be helpful in preparing the feather mounts,

and he has provided the illustration.

Each section of the body of a fowl is given a name and a number, as is

shown on this page, as a help in identifying the different kinds of feathers.

Poultry feather mounts

First make a study of the feathers on the live fowl if possible, comparing
the shape of the feathers with those shown in the illustration. Make
large outline drawings of the hen and the cock. They may be on sej^arate

mounts or on the same mount. Then collect the feathers, taking one
from each section of the bird and always from the side that will be shown
on the mount. The best way to obtain the feathers without injury to the
bird is to cut each one off close to the body with a pair of scissors. Mark
the feathers in some way as they are collected. A good method is to place

each one in an envelope bearing the name of the part from which it came.
When the feathers and the outline drawings are ready, the feathers should
be fastened in the proper places on the outlines with small pasters. A
number should be given to each feather, and the name of the part to which
the feather belongs should be placed opposite the corresponding ntunber
at the bottom of the mount (illustration). The name of the breed and
the variety of fowl represented, should also appear on the mount.
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It is important that the mounts of the feathers of the hen and the cock
sent for the Farmers' Week exhibition shall be of the same breed and
variety. The mounts will be judged on the completeness of the collections of

feathers, on the accuracy of placing them, and on the neatness of the work,
including the outline drawings.

It may appear to some persons that the collection and study of feathers

is unprofitable, but it affords an excellent starting point from which to

interest children in poultry', to teach them to handle the birds, and to

train their powers of observation.

4. Ten herbarium specimens

Each rural school should gradually be collecting an herbarium of the

wild flowers of the neighborhood; many schools already have very fine

collections. The exhibit in this class should consist of ten specimen

sheets from the school herbarium, each sheet representing a single plant

included among the wild flowers. It would be desirable, if possible, to

include as many of the plants for study this year as are available. Com-
paratively few of the wild flowers are available after school begins in the

fall, and this class may, consequently, be more difficult to secure unless

there are herbarium specimens that have been prepared during the

previous spring. Accompanying the ten sheets, there should be a state-

ment of the total number of different kinds of wild flowers that are included

in the school herbarium in order that visitors may obtain some idea of

the completeness with which the school has studied this subject.

5. Grain, grass, and clover mounts

The State syllabus requires that each year one grain, one grass, and
one clover shall be studied. The exhibit in this class should consist of

three separate mounts on uniform backgrounds, one of a grain, one of a

grass, and one of a clover, showing the complete plant in each case.

6. Five weed mounts

The exhibit of weed mounts should consist of five separate sheets, each

sheet showing a specimen of some injurious weed. Attached to each mount
there should be a short statement of the injury that the weed does and of

the methods of controlling it. Many of the weeds can be obtained in the

fall of the year, and it should be easy to meet the requirements in this

class after school opens.

7

.

Horse feed mount

The horse is given for special study in the animal division this year.

In this connection it would be interesting for schools to endeavor to pre-
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pare a mount showing specimens of the various feeds given to horses in

the local districts. Both the grain feeds and the forage feeds should be

represented, and it is left to the ingenuity of the various schools as to how
they can best be attached to the mount. Awards will be made on a basis

of the apparent amount of local study, the arrangement, and the educational

value of the exhibit.

8. Cattle product mount

There are a large number of products obtained from cattle, and some
teachers will be interested in having the boys and girls make a study of

some of these products and in obtaining specimens, if possible. Two years

ago a school sent to the general exhibit, which was not at that time divided

into specific classes, a mount showing the products that are obtained from

sheep and all the various ways in which wool is manufactured. It was a

most instructive mount, and it has seemed as though some similar effort

could be made in the study of the products from cattle. There may
be some little difficulty in devising ways to preserv^e and mount such

things as milk, butter, and cheese, but schools wiU probably be able to

solve the problem in some satisfactory way by the use of small air-tight

bottles, and the like. The exhibit in this class should be of special interest

if w^ell worked out.

9. Injurious insect mount

It is well known that the method of controlling an injurious insect

depends very largely on the life history of the insect ; it is valuable, there-

fore, to become familiar with the life histories of injurious insects. The
exhibit in this class should consist of a mount showing the complete life

history of some one injurious insect in the local district and including

a short description of the method of controlling the insect, which shows

how the control is related to the life history.

10. Bird house

Thousands of bird houses are made by boys and girls during the year.

Many of them are well and correctly made, as is evidenced b}^ the fact

that they are approved by the birds and used as homes. It sometimes

happens, however, that a bird house is not suitable for the purpose for

which it is designed, and it is desirable to recognize a few of the standard

requirements. In the first place, for all birds except purple martins, no

house should be built with more than one compartment and one entrance

;

this compartment should not be too large — from six to eight inches square

is ample. The opening should var}^ somewhat with the kind of bird

the house is designed to attract; one inch in diameter is about right for

wrens and chickadees, and an inch and a half for bluebirds and swallows.
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Secondly, bright-colored paints should not be used on bird houses. A
natural-colored wood that has been exposed to the open air for some time,

is best. Birds, in making their nests, seek protection, and will not be

attracted by a bird house that is painted a shiny white, blue, red, or other

])right color. The bird houses sent to the College for the Farmers' Week
exhibition will be judged on their suitability and their workmanship.

II. Flytrap

There are various simple flytraps, which can be made by boys and

girls. The following is a description by Dr. Winslow, of the State Depart-

ment of Health, of one such trap that has proved satisfactory:

The trap shown in

the illustration may be
made from a grocery

box by substituting wire

netting for the top and
two sides, cutting a

round hole in the bot-

tom, and inserting a

wire cone with an eight-

inch opening at the bot-

tom and a half-inch

opening at the top. A
suitable bait— a fish's

head, for example —
may be placed under
the box, and the flics

that seek it will fly from
it upward toward the

light and through the

small top opening into

the box. Dead flies

may be shaken out
through a small open-
ing ordinarily closed by
a sliding door.

There are many modi-

fications, and it is not

necessary that the traps sent to the College for Fanners' Week should

conform to this pattern, but they should be simple, easily made, and

practicable.

12. Kitchen apron

Miss Blackmore, of the Department of Home Economics, has prepared

the following suggestions that will be of assistance to girls in making a

kitchen apron. Teachers will be able to explain the suggestions to the

88

Flytrap
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children, and to assist them in standardizing their work and making the

effort that they expend of value. It has seemed desirable to separate the

machine-made from the handmade aprons, for the two kinds are distinct,

and will be judged separately. Wherever a sewing machine is available,

it is not economically worth while to make an apron by hand.

Pattern.— Use any pattern desired that is appropriate to the purpose

for which the apron is intended.

Material.— Gingham, print, percale, long cloth, indianhead, cambric,

muslin, and linen are all suitable materials.

Trimming.— Stickerei braiding, scalloped tape, bias binding, ruffles,

stitching, or bias bands of the same material, are good for trimming.

It is better to keep the apron in one color as much as possible, not using

complementary or contrasting colors.

Making.— (i) Placing pattern. The general rule is to place the largest

pieces of the pattern first and the largest end of the pattern toward the

cut end of the goods. Pin all of the pattern in place before cutting any
part.

(2) Cutting, a orb. (a) Trace around the edge of the pattern. Remove
the pattern and cut beyond the tracing the scam allowance if the seams are

not allowed on the pattern. (The seam allowance depends on the type of

seam used. An enclosed seam is most appropriate for any wash garment.

See general directions at end.) (b) Cut the cloth allowing for seams
while the pattern is still pinned to the goods.

(3) Basting. Match and pin together corresponding notches as in-

dicated by the pattern. Then baste the garment together always holding

the more bias edge toward the sewer. (Whether garment is basted on
right or wrong side depends on the type of seam used. The kind of seam
must be decided on before the garment is cut.)

(4) Fitting. Try the garment on and make any necessary alterations,

rebasting all changes.

(5) Stitching seams. Stitch seams following general directions given

under that heading.

(6) Hems. First baste the hems on the back sides of the apron from the

top to the bottom. Then baste in the bottom hem and try on the apron.

If the apron is slightly circular at the bottom, lay the garment out fiat on
the table, wrong side up, and turn the hem away from the sewer on to

the garment. Match the seams. Any extra fullness should be placed

in small plaits before the last turn of the hem is made. Plaits should all

turn in the same direction. The second turn should preferabh' be one-

quarter inch wide and not more than one-half inch. The edge must be

clean and straight before it is turned in. Make the second turn, baste the

hem, and stitch it. The stitching of the bottom hem should only extend

as far as the stitching of the back hems, and the back hems should only

be stitched down to the stitching of the bottom hem. The open ends of the

hem should be overhanded together. If there is to be a band on the apron,

it should be sewed on at this time.

(7) Trimming. All desired trimming should now be applied. If a pocket

is desired, it should usually be placed on the right side, a few inches below
the waist line, or wherever it is most convenient for the wearer.
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(8) Buttonholes. Buttonholes are worked on the right side of double
material. The work should be done from right to left. The thread must
be turned about the needle in the direction in which the work is advancing.
For flat buttons the hole should be cut the length of the diameter of the
button, for ball buttons somewhat longer, and always even with the thread
of the material. Hold the buttonhole slanting across the first finger of the
left hand, ^dth the edge of cloth toward the outside of the hand. Begin
at the lower right-hand corner.

First strand the buttonhole by taking one or more long stitches to the
extreme end of the slit and back again on the opposite side. The button-
hole stitches will cover these, and will be strengthened by them. Then
overcast over the stranding using about three stitches on each side of the
hole.

Now bring the needle to the right side close to the edge of the slit at the
lower right-hand corner. Take the first buttonhole stitch by putting the
needle into the slit close to the end, and bring it out far enovigh from the

edge of the slit to avoid danger from raveling. Before pulling the needle

entirely through, put the thread from the eye around from right to left

under the point of the needle. The needle should be drawn away from
the sewer so that the purl comes on the edge of the slit. Make the stitches

upright, of the same depth, and with about one thread of material between
each stitch.

At the end that will stand the strain of the button, make a fan. The
stitches of the fan are slightly longer, and the purl is pulled a little more on
top. There are usually from five to nine stitches in the fan, the center

stitch alwaj^s in direct line with the hole itself. When the other end of the
hole is reached either a fan or a bar ma}^ be made. To make the bar,

bring the needle out beyond the slit on a line with the depth of stitches

just completed. Strand several threads across the end, then make blanket
stitches over these threads, pulling the purl toward the buttonhole. The
two or three stitches opposite the hole should be caught into the material
in order to hold the bar from slipping.

Be sure that the thread is long enough— about three-quarters of a yard
will make a mcdiimi-sized hole. Coarse thread may be used for coarse

material, but for medium gingham No. 60 or No. 70 is coarse enough.

(9) Buttons. Always sew on buttons with a single thread and without
a knot. Take a backstitch in the top side of the cloth at the point where
the button is to be placed. Run the needle through the button and down
through the other hole. Place a pin under this stitch on top of the button
and continue making all stitches over the pin. Remove the pin, bring

the thread to the underside of the button, and twist the thread from the

needle around the stitches between the cloth and the button several times,

making a shank. Fasten the thread through the shank.

(10) Press the apron.

General directions.— Good machine stitching means from sixteen to

eighteen stitches per inch.

French or stitched fell seams are most appropriate for a wash garment.

A French seam is a seam within a seam. In order to make it stitch two
wrong sides of a gannent together. Then trim the edges to within one-

eighth inch of th? ?eam, open the seam and crease it flat, and turn the
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cloth placing the two right sides together. Baste the seam on the wrong

side close to the edge, and stitch it deep enough to include all unfinished

edges. A stitched fell always appears on the right side of the gannent.

Place the two wrong sides together, baste them, and stitch them about

three-eighths inch from the edge. Remove the basting. Decide which

way the scam is to tvim (generalh' away from the bias edge), trim the

under edge down to within one-eighth inch of the stitching, turn the u]:)per

edge over it, and double the raw edge under about one-eighth inch. Press

the seam down fiat on the garment, and stitch it very close to the edge.

13. Stocking darning

Miss Titsworth, of the Department of Home Economics, has prepared

the following instructions on darning, which will be helpful in preparing

the exhibit in this class.

Use a stocking with a hole not larger than a nicklc. The darning cotton

shoxild be chosen so that it will not make the mended place hea\'ier than

the rest of the stocking. It is better to use line darning cotton doubled

than coarse darning cotton. The part with the hole may be basted on a

piece of tablecloth, or stiff paper, or held over a darning ball, but in the

latter case the work is likely to be stretched so that it docs not lie smooth.

Work on the wrong side. Begin at the lower right-hand side of the hole

to take up a few small stitches; then cross over the hole, and take up a

few more stitches. Work back and forth over the hole in this way, lca\dng

a small loop at the turning point to allow for shrinkage of the darning

threads, until the hole is filled with threads close together, and the ends

of the threads form a diamond shape. This is done so that the strain of

the darn will not be in one line, as it would be if the dam were square.

Put in the crosswise threads in the same way, and dam over and under

the lengthwise stitches, alternating with each return thread. The frayed

edges of the stocking should be caught as they happen to come, and held

firmly between the woven threads.

14. Napkin hemming

Miss Blackmore has prepared the following suggestions on napkin

hemming

:

Use the napery stitch, or overhanding, on linen. Ordinary hemming
is not strong enough for damask, and overhanding is used in its place.

This work takes a long time, and it is therefore not profitable to put it

on an inferior grade of linen.

Turn and baste as narrow a hem as possible, for the narrower the hem
is, the better the effect. The hem should then be turned back on itself,

the exact width of the hem. Overhand the fold to the main body of the

linen.

Overhanding is done from right to left. The form of the stitch is a

slanting line meeting a straight one. The work is done on the wrong side

of the material so that the slanting part of the stitch is on the WTong side,

and the; straight part on the right side, The straight part of the stitch
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should fall in the direction in which the threads of the material are woven,
and thus show less.

The material should be held horizontally in the left hand with the edges

h'ing along the first finger. The thumb and the first finger should keep
the material in place. In each stitch the needle shoidd point to the

chest. A knot may be used but is not so neat as slipping the thread through
the folded edge at the beginning, and catching it in the first few stitches

to make it secure. The stitches should be several threads deep, and
should not be crowded in order that a flat seam may result. When opened
the hem should lie perfectly flat, and the stitches shoiild be scarcely visible.

15. Napkin ring

Miss Titsworth has prepared the material on making a linen napkin

ring. Special attention in this clasi, will be given to the buttonhole and

to the way the button is sewed on.

Use two pieces of linen large enough to make an oblong two and one-

quarter by seven and one-quarter inches and allow at least a half inch

margin around the oblong. One end should be cut square, and the other

should be a rounded point. Before marldng and cutting the linen make a
paper pattern.

The linen may be new or a part of an old white tablecloth. The pieces

for the napkin ring should be cut so that the long tlireads run with the

length of the piece. Baste the two pieces together firmly. With a small

thread spool mark even scallops around the edges of the oblong, and
embroider them using a mediiun-sized embroidery floss. The stitch used
is called einbroider}^ buttonhole, and is worked from left to right with the

thread from the work carried under the needle from left to right — the

reverse of the true buttonhole. The stitches may be padded or worked
flat, but, for the napkin ring, it is just as well to work them flat and close

together.

One-half inch from the pointed end, work a buttonhole; one inch from
the square end, sew on a small button (page 1395). Press the napkin ring

flat, and send it unlaundered; therefore try to keep it as clean as possible.

16. Bird calendar

The bird calendar should be an actual record that has been kept in the

school of the migration of the birds either in the spring or the fall, and, in

general, should show the name of the bird, the date on which it was seen,

the place where it was seen, and the name of the person who made the

observation. The calendar may be illustrated artistically if desired.

Several very attractive ones were received last year. More consideration

will be given, however, to the amount of actual study that is evidenced,

than to the artistic character of the calendar.

17. Weather record

Many schools are in the habit of keeping weather records during the

year, and have de\dsed a number of original schemes for doing this. The
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exhibit in this class should consist of an actual weather record kept by
the school for one month.

1 8. Drawing of natural scenery

In judging the drawings of natural scenery, preference will be given

to scenes drawn from local views. It is often possible to make a drawing

that is full of interest of a scene from a schoolroom window. Original

work rather than copy work should always be sent.

19. Drawing of natural history article

There are many objects in the natural world that are excellent subjects

for drawing, and the exhibit in this class will consist of such a drawing.

Anything may be represented in this way — leaves, flowers, fruit, trees,

insects, birds, wild animals, and the like.

20. Drawing of domestic animals

Children are always interested in drawing domestic animals. The
exhibit in this class will consist of a single drawing of one anim.al or a

drawing of a group of animals.

Prize •winning boys, ipi^ school fair First Supervisory District, Delaware County
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THE SCHOOL AND THE HOME

Editors' note.— The following is a scries of communications and articles

dealing with various jjhases of work in natural histor^^ agricidture, and
home making. These subjects are the means of uniting more closely the

school and the home, and of affording boys and girls an opportunity for

practical endeavor under educational direction.

University of the State of New York

Albany, New York, July i, 191

5

To the Editors of the Cornell Rtiral School Leaflet:

In response to 3^our request for a statement concerning contest or club

work, I make the following suggestions to all those interested in the boys

and girls who live in the country.

1

.

Let us use the educational possibilities of the countr}^ for the develop-

ment of our boys and girls rather than use our boys and girls for the

development of agriculture, an idea, an institution, or an individual.

2. Let us change the name contests or clubs to projects. The term

club implies an organization separate from or at least not identical with

the school. The word contest implies a primary aim to beat some one

else rather than to secure the greatest individual development. A proj-

ect is a piece of productive or constructive work with study directly

related to that work.

3. Let us minimize cash prizes, but magnify honesty and personal effort.

4. Let us recognize all commendable projects rather than select only

one or two from each class.

5. Let us think of the l^oys and girls who are carrying on projects as

operators rather than as contestants or club members.

6. Let us classify projects on the basis of size and comprehensiveness

of operations into two general groups, junior and senior.

7. Let us plan junior projects for boys and girls between the ages of

eight and fourteen, and senior projects for boys and girls between the ages

of twelve and eighteen.

8. Let us concentrate on a few projects until we have had experience

enough to warrant branching out into several lines. Junior and senior

potato projects for boys and junior and senior projects in tomato canning

for girls, make plenty of work for a year.

9. Let us look to the district superintendent of schools for the organi-

zation of this work in his or her district, and to the teachers in each school

for the incorporation of it into the school program for the year.

10. Let us expect from the Education Department direction and

assistance in the organization of the project plans ; from the State College of

Agriculture a correspondence course for teachers and bulletins on subjects
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related to the projects, from teachers of vocational agriculture assistance

in summer visitation of projects; and from farm bureau men assistance

in converting parents to the idea that they owe more to their children

in an educational way than the pa^Tiient of the school tax.

1 1

.

Let us remember that agricultural and home-making projects are but

a part of an educational plan. Exhibits and fairs then ought to represent

all school activities.

1 2

.

Let us remember that the small local fair or field day means reaching

the people at home who are really interested in and know the boys and girls.

Sincerely yours,

S(/?^ L-«-C-t^

Specialist in Agricultural Education

AGRICULTURAL CONTESTS

Ruth M. Johnston

(Superintendent of Third District, Lewis County)

My first attempt at agricultural contests was in 19 13. I decided to

try the experiment in one township only. Accordingly I asked the

strongest grange in my district to help me with money for prizes and to

furnish their hall and assistance for our picnic dinner on exhibit day. As
I expected, my proposals were not greeted with enthusiasm at first. How-
ever, after about five trips to the village the vote to help was carried in the

grange by a majority of one, and we set to work.

I was fortunate in having a Ycvy capable and intelligent committee of

grangers to assist me in making the plans. We decided to have the

contests as simple as possible, a potato-growing contest for boys and girls

imder sixteen and a bread-making contest for girls between twelve and

sixteen. Prizes were five dollars and two dollars and a half in each case.

We made the Cornell Rural School Leaflet dealing with agricultural con-

tests our guide and final authority.

As soon as our plans were settled, I drove one day to the ten schools in

the township chosen, a drive of about thirty-five miles over ven,- hilly

roads, stopping at each place long enough to explain the contest work and
leave enrollment blanks and leaflets on the subject, and then hurr\'ing

on to the next school. At each school I tried to emphasize the following

points

:

1

.

That while we wished as many jxipils as possible to enter the contests,

"we wished them to do so voluntarily.

2. If they did enter we expected them to work until the end, no matter

how tired they might become, and to exhibit the results of their work
whether they were proud of them or not.
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3. That we expected them to be absolutely honorable in carrying out

the niles of the contest and in doing the work without help.

4. That they had better not enter the contests unless they could be

good losers ; that it was better to be game about not securing a prize than

to be conceited about winning one.

5. That we expected them to do the work carefiilly and to learn all they

could al)out potato growing or bread making.

I talked with the teachers about intelligent direction of the work and

about keeping up the interest of the pupils as long as school was in session,

and urged them to take up the topic of potato growing in connection

with the work in elementary agriculture.

Twenty-four boys and sixteen girls enrolled. Of these on exhibit day

the next October, twenty boys and sixteen girls entered exhibits. One
of the missing boys was unfortunate enough to have his potatoes all eaten

up by the hens; another had m.oved from the township. During the

summ.er the father of one of the contestants sold his farni located six or

seven miles back on the hills and moved into the village. When the sale

was made he reserved the land on which the boy's potatoes were planted,

and his son, about twelve years old, went back and forth all those m.iles

to give his potatoes necessary care and to dig them in the fall. It is need-

less to say that he had the right kind of a father. As I had known how
manfully the boy had worked, I could not help hoping secretly that he

w^ould win a prize. When the prizes were announced on exhibit day, and

his name was not among the winners, I watched the boy's face. If there

was disappointment in his heart, he gave no sign. I was glad when

a public-spirited man gave fifty cents to every contestant who had com-

pleted his work, but had not won a prize.

Through the kindness of the State College of Agriculture, two judges

were sent to us, which added greatly to the enthusiasm and interest of the

grangers. On exhibit day there were about two hundred and fifty persons

in attendance despite the fact that the morning was ver}^ rainy, and that

the great majority present had to drive through deep mud. After the

dinner we had a brief program at the close of which both judges from

Ithaca made remarks and the prizes were awarded. Two of the smallest

boys who had entered the contest, so small that I had felt doubtful the

spring before about encouraging them to attempt the work, won the

potato prizes. Most of the potatoes exhibited were very good specimens,

and many of the boys went home contented because they had sold their

product at a good price to persons who wanted them for seed. The
grangers seemed pleased with the results and began to talk that day about

what we could do the following year.

In the spring of 19 14 there was no difficulty in getting the Turin grange
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to vote money. In fact they voted more than they had the year before,

and I was fortunate in ha\dng the same wide-awake committee to assist me.

We decided that in each contest it would be wiser to have more prizes of

less value. It was also agreed to have not only a potato-growing contest,

but com and vegetable contests as well, also a bread-making contest.

We were anxious to have the bread and the potato contests a second year

because we all felt that doing the work a second time ought to clinch a

few facts in the children's minds, and they ought to learn much more than

from the first trial.

We decided, also, to make our exhibit day more especially a school day

than it was the year before. Each school was asked to contribute one

selection to the program. They were all to sing patriotic songs together.

There was to be an opportunity for any pupil to exhibit anything he

had made or raised, whether it was entered in the regular contest

work or not. There was also to be an exhibit of school work. All these

things added greatly to the interest when exhibit day came. The day

before the exhibition I felt a trifle uneasy lest the entertainment part of

our plans were not carefully enough worked out. So I drove up to the

village school and appealed directly to the boys and girls in the academic

department to constitute themselves an entertainment committee the

following day, to which appeal they responded most heartily. They

did much to add to the success of the occasion.

On exhibit day the hall was as well filled as it could be comfortably.

The exhibits were good except that the com was conspicuous by its scarcity.

The program was vuiquestionably a success. Aside from the prizes we
had blue and red ribbons, which were awarded not only for the regular

contest work, but for other exhibits as well. At the close of the program

the exhibitors desiring to do so, were allowed to auction off their product?,

causing much amusement, and, in some cases, much gratification to the

young gardeners.

Aside from the Turin contest, there were two others in my supervisory

district last year. After noticing what Turin had done the year before,

the Greig grange volunteered ten dollars in prizes and asked me to start

corn-growing and bread-making contests in their township.

We had an exhibit day similar to those described. Much of the com
was not so satisfactory as in other cases because the contestants had

trouble in obtaining good seed. Lewis County is not a com-growing

county. The season is so short that com is almost always cut by the frost

before it ripens, and most of the com raised is used for silos. While we

had some very good com exhibits, still there was not a large enough pro-

portion of it good. The chief fault was in our not securing good seed

early enough and in not starting instmction in com growing earlier. The
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district superintendent was to blame for this, not the grange. I think these

mistakes have been corrected in the contest held this year in the town of

Greig.

In the township of Alartinsburg we held a contest assisted only by a

few ladies, one very public-spirited woman giving the prizes. The two

exhibits for which prizes were offered were bread and potatoes. We had

some excellent potatoes, which represented faithful work on the part of

the contestants. Some very good ones were brought in by a little girl

nine years old, who had done all the work herself except the plowing, and

who seemed to have learned more on the subject than some of her older

competitors. The general exhibit from this town was unusually good,

and the attendance large. We were not so successful in holding all our

children who had enrolled as I had hoped, but I attributed this to two

reasons. The township is so large, and the schools are so scattered that

it was absolutely impossil^le for m.e to reach all of them personally before

the pupils enrolled. Also, in a large section of the township there is a

very shifting population, some families continually moving in and out.

In reviewing the contest work of the past two years, I can see several

ways in which it must be improved if it is to be of the fundamental value

desired. We must have more definite superv^ision of the work during the

summer when the schools are closed. For this reason one of the granges

this year has appointed some one in ever}^ section of the town to watch

the work of the boys and girls, to consult with them, and to receive reports

from the contestants m that locality at least once during the summer.

I am inclined to thinlc that the girls sometimes have been too haphazard

in bread making, that they have often waited iintil the last few weeks, and

then have made hasty experiments instead of doing intelHgent work all

summer. The conditions for the baking contests this year require that

the article in question shall have been made a certain number of times

before a contestant shall submit an exhibit for a prize.

This year plans for contest work were completed in February so that

definite detailed instruction might be given in the schools beforehand

rather than in a great rush as the contestants are enrolling. This also

gave the contestants an opportunity to look for the kind of seed they

want. In the town of Greig the grange has furnished all the seed corn

and potatoes, so that the contestants will have an equal opportunity in

this respect.

Whatever has been done in this supervisory district in contest work has

been of extremely elementary character. Many of the pupils have done

excellent work, but it is ob\aous that we are still far from accomplishing

what we wish to do. However, the standards have been raised a little

each year. I think now that the sense of honor many of the boys and
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girls have shown in exhibiting results of which they were honestly ashamed,

simply because they had promised to do so, and in refusing proffered aid,

may be worth infinitely more than the good ears of com that failed to

appear in some particular cases.

SCHOOL CLUBS AND SCHOOL CONTESTS

M. G. Nelson

(Superintendent of Fifth District, Delaware County)

The editors of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet have asked me to relate

my experience with club work. It has been experimental, and, Hke all

experiments, contains errors. The slogan " Back to the farm " does not

appeal to me, but "Stay on the farm" does. The principal reason I

left the city and entered on my present work was that great opportunities

are given a district superintendent to influence the rising generation

to stay on the farm and to prevent the drift toward the city shops. Too
often have I seen my boys, after a year in the factories, lose every vestige

of color and take on that sickly palor caused by smoke, bad air, and lack

of sunlight.

A certain boy disliked to mill<:. In his mind this department of farm

work was a necessary evil. It happened that his father purchased a

Babcock testing machine. The boy learned to operate it and proceeded

to test the various cows. Milking became a little more interesting. It

occurred to him that a cow was a machine, which must be rightly managed

in order to produce the best results. He began to realize that the quality

and the amount of food given to the cow had an influence on the amount

of milk produced. While before this boy ha.d seen nothing but drudgery

on the farm, he came to see, through his newly opened eyes, that farming

is a business that furnishes many interesting problems to the thoughtful

mind and that the working out of these problems is most fascinating.

This boy by accident discovered that farming is an occupation furnishing

infinitely more interest and freedom than the front platform of a trolley

car or work in the shop can ever give. He is at present managing a farm

of two hundred acres and having worlds of fun doing it.

The agricultural club reaches such boys not by accident, which happens

to a very few, but by design, which touches many. In the Fifth Supervi-

sor>' District of Delaware County we have an experiment club and a boys'

and girls' agricultural club the work of which culminates in an annual

school fair. The experiment club is composed of the teacher and the

pupils of District No. 4 of the town of Davenport, which is a general farm-

ing commtmity. This district supports an ordinary' school, which has

small but level and well-drained grounds. The teacher of this school is a
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graduate, not of the high school, but of the training class, which she en-

tered on eighteen academic counts.

The experiment club was organized in the early spring. It was decided

to have a portion of the school grounds plowed for the work of this club,

and one of the residents of the district offered to do this. The children

did all of the rem.aining work.

The plat was divided crosswise into four equal parts. The first part was

treated with a dressing of nitrogen, the second with phosphoric acid, the

third with potash, and the fourth with a mixture comprised of equal parts

of these three fertilizers. The plat was then di\'ided lengthwise into three

equal parts. The first part was planted to soy beans, the second to com,

and the third to potatoes. In planting the potatoes, each seed potato

was cut into four parts, and each part was planted in a separate hiU.

The three crops were cidtivated and kept free from weeds. A wire fence

was built around the plat to keci3 out stray cattle.

The soy beans proved to be a failure, but the com and the potatoes did

well. When the corn was ready to har\'est, the pupils concluded that the

grotmd treated with nitrogen grew the largest stalks, that treated with

phosphoric acid the most m.ature ears, that treated with potash a complete

failure, and that treated with the mixture a little better crop than that

treated with potash, but not so good as with the nitrogen or the phos-

phoric acid. It was decided that, on this groimd, if ensilage was desired,

nitrogen should be used, that if well-matured ears were desired, phos-

phoric acid should be applied.

When the potatoes were har\'ested, the four hiUs from the same seed

potato were piled together, and the best piles saved for seed. The pupils

concluded that the potash treatment produced the best yield, while the

mixture produced the next best yield. The nitrogen treatment produced

rank ^'ines, but poor yield.

Unfortunately there was no untreated check plat. The plat of ground

at the disposal of the school was too small to be divided into five parts.

It is hoped that in the future more land can be secured.

After all crops were harvested, a cover crop of rye and winter vetch was

sown. In the spring this will be plowed under; one-half of the plat will

be treated with lime, lea\4ng one-half as a check; then oats and grass

seed consisting mainly of clovers will be sown on the whole plat.

I do not consider that the outcome of these experiments is important;

however, I do consider that the interest in rural problems engendered in

both teacher and pupils is of great importance. I hope that District No. 4,

Davenport, has blazed a trail that all the districts in the Fifth Supervisory

District of Delaware County will follow. The teacher. Miss Blanche

Burdick, and the pupils will see to it that all other districts will be at least
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one year behind in this work, for they have not only an interest in rural

studies, but a determination to succeed.

The agricultural club furnishes both weapons and ammunition with

which to check the city migration. The people who inhabit Delaware

County are, as a rule, very conservative and chary of new and strange

movements. The school agricultural contest was new to the coiuity, and

few had even read of this movement in the West. They did not think

that it woiild be possible to carry on such a club and were loath to support

the movement.

The first agricultural club was organized during the winter of 1913.

The children were eager to take part and to hold what was called a school

fair. In spite of all efforts, the parents and the older people looked on the

contest as a joke. The fair was held October 30. Three rooms in the

Franklin school building were filled with exhibits. A majority of the

estimates placed the attendance at about five himdred persons. The
adults came out of curiosity, they remained out of interest in the exercises'

they approved of the exhibits, they endorsed the movement, and they

insisted that it be made an annual feature. A few days after the fair

several schools were asked the question, "Shall we hold a school fair

next year?" If there was a dissenting voice, it was lost in the chorus of

assent.

Plans for the 1914 contest were begun at once. Registration cards were

printed, three inches by five inches in size so that they might be filed in

a standard cabinet. Each contestant filled out the cards in duplicate

and had his parent sign one of them. The duplicate card was for the

county farm bureau agent, who could assist in supplying the contestants

with the best ctdtural directions. Contests were arranged for in canning,

com raising, garden making, potato culture, poidtr^' raising, and bread

making. Each contestant was furnished with a complete set of directions

giving the best methods of working out his individual contest. Consid-

erable use was made of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet on agricultural

contests.

From time to time written commiinications containing helpful sugges-

tions and words of encouragement were mailed to the contestants. Each

boy and girl was encouraged to write to me, telling how the contest work

was progressing. Many contestants did write. One boy wrote to me each

month, and it may be interesting to know that he took the sweepstakes

prize for the garden exhibit. As often as possible personal inspection was

made of the work being done. However, a district superintendent does

not often have the time to inspect personally the progress made by the

contestants.

In September printed blanks were sent out for the written report, an
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outline of which was included with the contest instructions. These

blanks were to be returned about one week before the contest day.

In 1914 the contest was held on October 16. During the evening of

October 15 it began to rain. It rained all night and was still raining

the next morning. Many times during the past two years I have wondered

what I should do if it rained on the day of the school fair. I perceived that

this question was about to be answered. It was answered. As soon as

the telephone office was open, persons began to ask "Will the school fair

be postponed.^" My sincere wish was to have it postponed, but, of course,

postponement was not possible. A few exhibits, a few wet and bedrag-

gled children, and a few ill-natured parents, were expected.

It had been planned to register the exhibits from nine to ten-thirty

o'clock. From ten-thirty to twelve, while the exhibits were being arranged

and judged, an athletic contest, consisting of dashes, high jump, broad

jump, slack rope climbing, tugs of war, and the like, had been planned.

From twelve to one a basket lunch under the trees was scheduled. The
exhibits were to be inspected at one, and the address of the day was to be

given at two, followed by the award of prizes.

How early the exhibits began to arrive was a disputed question. Suffice

it to saj^ that eighty-three separate exhibits were registered. The rooms

were crowded at ten-thirty, and it was still raining. The use of a hall

was secured, and the games were held there. The children were kept

busy until after twelve o'clock.

While the athletic contests were in progress, the exhibits were being

judged. When each exhibitor registered, the person in charge took down
his name, his age, his school district, his town, and the kind of exhibit.

Then the exhibitor was given a card bearing a number, the age of the con-

testant, the district num.ber, and the town, which card was attached to

the exhibit. Thus the judges did not know to whom they were awarding

the prizes. After the judging was completed, the ratings were placed

opposite the proper numbers on the registration sheet, which of course

gave the contestant's name. Suitable ribbons were placed on the prize-

^vinning exhibits. In addition to the prize ribbons each exhibitor was

given a badge when he registered, which signified that he had completed

his contest work. When the prizes were awarded both the exhibitor's

number and name were given.

Our aim in the agricultural contest is to teach the child to perceive the

honor there is in carrA,dng a piece of work to its logical conclusion and not

to work for a prize alone. In order to realize this aim better, we try not

to have the prizes too large and to distribute them so that about fifty per

cent of the exhibitors shall get something, however small it may be. As

I have before stated, we had eighty-three exhibits this year. All the

prizes were not won, yet thirty-five were awarded.
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The basket luncheon was held in one of the high school rooms, and the

exhibits were inspected by parents, children, and friends at one o'clock.

Mr. Edward M. Tuttle was present and talked to the children and older

folk at two o'clock.

About fifty per cent of the children registered in the spring completed

the contest work. I believe that in most cases the children who failed

to complete the work were not to blame. I shall give a few illustrations.

The wet weather in June and July killed much of the com. The boy who
won the poultry sweepstakes prize last year set fifteen eggs and hatched

thirteen fine chicks. He took the best care of them and raised twelve. The
rule was that each poultry contestant was to exhibit one cockerel and one

pullet. This boy found that he had all pullets and was debarred. Another

boy in the same school district raised all cockerels. Floyd Clark had a

fine garden, yet when he come to har\^est it, he found that all of the root

crops had spoiled. However, he took the first prize on cabbages, and
both he and his father were as proud as kings.

The highest prize awarded was five dollars in cash as a sweepstakes

prize. It happened that this prize went to a boy who sent his fowls in

care of his sister, for he was sick in bed. We find that cash prizes are

satisfactory. Merchandise is of great value especially if it is something

that the pupil can keep. Pure-bred fowls, aluminum cooking utensils,

and many other things are excellent, while pocket knives never come
amiss.

Two of the first questions asked by those who are planning to organize

these contests are: "What is the expense, and how do you raise the nec-

essary funds?" Our expenses for this year's contest and fair were : postage

and supplies, $5.95; printing, $5.50; judges, $3; and prizes, $47; a grand

total of $61.45. vSeveral prizes were not earned, among them being one

of twenty-five dollars for a half-acre potato contest for boys over sixteen

and under twenty-one years. As a rule the bill for printing will be nearer

$15 than $5.

It was hard to get contributions for the first contest. The people were

skeptical. When the account was closed, there was a deficit of about

$20. This year there have been ten small contributions to one of the

year before. Small contributions are the ones to seek. The ultimate aim

with us is to get the support of each family. Only fifteen or twenty

cents from each family will be necessary to furnish funds in plenty;

yet these people by contributing will become cooperators, and as co-

operators will have a deeper and more lasting interest in the movement.

Some communities desire to contribute as school districts. This year the

smallest and poorest district contributed $2.75. This district offered to

contribute and was pleased to feel that it had a share in the enterprise.
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I am positive that the period of financial trials is passed. Even now
neariy enough aid has been secured to finance the contest another season.

Is all of this trouble and work worth while? Let me answer this ques-

tions by asking some others. Is it worth while for a boy to be responsible

for some one thing for an entire season.? Is it worth while for a girl to

learn to make better bread than her mother, and to gain from the expe-

rience an intelligent interest in domestic work.f" Is it worth while for

young people to see a pleasant side of rural life? Is it worth while for an

entire community to assemble with children and teachers in honor of the

schools because of interest in the efforts of the boys and girls ? Evidently

the people of Delaware County think it worth while when nearly five

hundred of them care to journey from one to twenty miles in the rain and

mud to take part in a contest exhibit.

CHEMUNG COUNTY CONTEST WORK

Martha M. Cox McWhorter
(Superintendent of Second District, Chemung County)

The contest work in Chemung County has done a great deal to unite

the home and the school. The aims of the work have been: first, to make
Chemung County a poultry center; second, to raise more vegetables in

the home gardens; and third, to make more baked stuffs in the home.

Some of the results of the contest work are: first, home labors have

been greatly dignified, putting them on an equal basis with school work;

second, boys and girls who were aiming solely for a " Working Certificate
"

take vital interest in the contest activities; third, parents visit the schools

in connection with the school fairs; fourth, boys and girls have been given

an opportunity to express themselves; lastly, the contest work has given

inspiration for better school life.

The funds to carry on this work have come from the Business Men's

Association of Elmira and from the granges of the county. The granges

have given funds to send the contest winners to Cornell for a day during

Farmers' Week.

The work of 1913-1914 was, in part, as follows: During April, 1914,

illustrated lectures on poultry raising were given at various school centers

throughout the county by Mr. Knmi from Cornell. At this time definite

instruction was also given on potato raising and bread making. To
these lectures the public were invited, and in many centers the schools

were filled.

Every boy and girl from ten to sixteen years of age, was given an op-

portunity to enroll in the contest work. Examinations were then given

in the three contests, and the papers were marked by the district super-

89 .
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intendents. The children getting seventy-five per cent or above on their

papers, were given a setting of white leghorn eggs, four Rural New-Yorker

potatoes, or a bread tin, according to the contest chosen. Each school

chose a group leader, on whom fell the responsibility for the summer work,

for each member was expected

to fill out on a printed report

what he was doing each month.

These reports were signed by

the leader, and sent to the

farni bureau, where they were

put on file as definite records

of each boy's and girl's ad-

vancement.

In October, at various cen-

ters, harv^est festivals were

held, some lasting all day. At
this time each contestant who
exhibited one pair of white

leghorn chickens, one hill of
Raising vegetables for the school festival

potatoes, or "one loaf of bread, and who had sent in reports during the

summer, was given a bronze button. Silver buttons were given to the

contestants making the best exhibits of poultry, potatoes, or bread at each

festival. Gold buttons were awarded to the contestants making the best

exhibit in each supervisory district. Finally gold star buttons were given

to the three contestants making the best exhibits of poultry, potatoes,

and bread in the entire county.

To the contestants who made out some of their reports, and also made
exhibits, blue ribbons were awarded. Besides making exhibits of the

three things mentioned, the children were encouraged to bring other vege-

tables raised by themselves, other baked stuffs, and sewing, to the festivals.

Niimerous pets w^ere put on exhibition. To all these children red rib-

bons were awarded.

In the county the total number enrolled in contest work was 1049, of

whom 527 exhibited the results of their labors.

EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER

February i, 19 15

Early last spring I held a conference with the masters of the several

granges in this supervisory district and with the farm bureau agent,

W. L. Markham, to talk over and arrange tentative plans for agricultural

contest work among the boys and girls in the district. We concluded

to promote a peck-potato-growing contest and selected the plan as out-
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lined in the Cornell Rural vSchool Leaflet on agricultural contests. The

master of each grange pledged himself to provide fifteen dollars as a first

prize to the boy or the girl who would grow the best peck of potatoes in

compliance with the rules and regulations, such money to be used to

defray the expenses of the contestant to Farmers' Week at Ithaca.

Nineteen boys entered the contest; seventeen continued to the end.

One was disqualified for good reasons, and one had his potatoes washed

from the ground by a heavy fall of rain.

During the growing period of the potatoes. Farm Bureau Agent Mark-

ham and myself visited the several contestants, went with them to their

plots, and discussed the subject of potato growing in general.

On October 30, at East Aurora High School, teachers, pupils, and

patrons of the several schools of this district assembled with the contestants

A I work in his potato patch. This lad ivas successful in the competition in the Third

Supervisory District, Erie County

to participate in the exercises held in connection with the exhibit of the

potatoes grown by the seventeen boys. The potatoes were judged by

Mr. E. V. Hardenburg of Cornell University, and five prize awards were

made as follows

:

Under the jurisdiction of the East Aurora Grange, Glenn Foss of

District No. i, Aurora, was awarded first prize; under the jurisdiction

of the South Wales Grange, Harry Adams of District No. 8, Aurora, was

awarded first prize; under the jurisdiction of the Griffins Mills Grange,

Harold Grover of District No. 5, Aurora, was awarded first prize; and
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under the jurisdiction of the Marilla Grange, William Foster of District

No. I, Elma, was awarded first prize. The grand prize, special, was
awarded to Edward Jerge, District No. 6, Marilla.

There were present at the exercises, Mr. W. L. Markham and Miss

Katherine H. Mills, of the Erie County Farm Bureau, and Miss Claribel

Nye and Mr. Edward M. Tuttle, of Cornell University. Mr. Tuttle will

be glad, I am sure, to testify to the general enthusiasm of those present.

We were considerably handicapped by the inclement weather.

Under the direction of Miss Katherine Mills of the farm bureau,

two bread-making contests have been held in Districts No. 2 and No. 8,

Aurora. One of the girls in the contest held at South Wales (District

No. 8, Aurora) was awarded a prize of $15 to defray her expenses while

in attendance at Farmers' Week, Ithaca, this month. The bread baked

by the South Wales girls was exhibited in connection with the potato

exhibit held at East Aurora on the thirtieth of October.

Sincerely yours,

W. E. PIERCE,

Superintendent of Third District, Erie County

SCHOOL FAIRS

May Firman

(Superintendent of Fourth District, Otsego County)

Wishing to increase the interest of parents and of the general public

in the schools, and at the same time to stimulate in the minds of the

pupils a love of nature and an interest in their home work, I decided last

year to hold a school fair in each of the four towns in my stipervisory

district.

During the summer vacation of from two to four months, var^dng in

length in the different districts, the boys and girls usually spend their

time in an aimless sort of way; the time often hangs heaxdly on their

hands. Even when pupils spend the greater part of the vacation period

in work, on the farm or elsewhere, the work is done in a way that develops

little or no thought or interest in the thing that is being done.

Of the animal life and the plant life that abotmd in the open country,

of the farm sciences of cultivation and animal husbandry, of the home

sciences of sewing and cooking, pupils learn next to nothing during the

vacation. Consequently they return to school in the fall with little, if

any, more m_ental power, and with even less information than they pos-

sessed when the vacation began.

As a means of remedying this condition, I determined to have contest

exhibits at our fairs, which would require advance preparation, and would
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keep the boys and the p^rls employed at useful and interesting tasks for

at least a part of the time when the schools were closed.

In Otsego County, we were fortunate in having a fami bureau. In

each town I presented my plans to the farm bureau committeemen,

Rural school fair, Fourth Supervisory District, Otsego County

whom I found verv' ready to cooperate with me, and who appointed a

committee of their members to have charge of the agricultural and the

poultry contests, and who solicited the prizes to be offered. A teacher

was appointed chairman of a committee that had charge of the other

contests, and this committee appointed subcommittees to look after

special contests that were arranged.

The prizes for the various contests were obtained in different ways.

In some towns the prizes were offered by individuals for whom the con-

tests were named. For example, in the town of Milford, the prize for the

potato contest was given by Supervisor Charles Armstrong, and in the

list of contests it was called the Supervisor Armstrong Potato Contest.

In some of the towns the money for the prizes was solicited by the teachers.

After the contests had been decided on and the prizes had been offered,

announcements were made in a local paper in each of the four towns.

The fairs were held during the latter part of September, and the con-

tests were open to all pupils who had attended school in the town during

the previous year, or who had enrolled for the fall term.

In each town there were special agricultural contests, the potato contest

being the most important one. The conditions required that the potatoes
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should be planted !>} the tuber-unit method. The winner lA the first

prize in each town was entitled to compete for a county prize offered by the

Farm Bureau Agent, Mr. Floyd Barlow. Gilbert Cummings of Milford

won the county prize.

There were, also, contests in bread making, in cake making, in sewing,

and in darning. A
]jrize was offered for

the best bouquet of

cultivated flowers.

Another was oflfered

for the best collection

of specimens of native

woods. The scholastic

contests included work

in reading, in multi-

plication, and in draw-

ing.

A school parade was

a very important fea-

ture of each fair.

Nearly all the districts

were represented by
school floats some of

which were elaborately

decorated, while the

float of one small rural

district was a child's

express wagon well

decorated and dra-\vn

by faithful dog Tray.

Each float had a ban-

ner, which gave the

nam.e of the school.

In more than one

town, the parade was

declared to have been more spectacular and pleasing than an}^ pageant

ever presented there.

Various athletic contests, in which old and young participated, were

held at each fair and were heartily enjoyed by all.

Mr. Edward M. Tuttle, of the State College of Agriculture, was present

and made an address at each of the four fairs, which added much to the

interest in the boys' and girls' leaflets.

Schoolfloat, prepared by District 7, Town of Oneojita, Otsego

Count V
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It requires a great deal of time and effort on the part of a district super-

intendent to conduct school fairs; but I know of nothing that creates

more interest in the schools on the part of the public in general, or that

does so much to arouse the interest of the pupils in things that are real,

useful, and practical.

Parade of floats. School fair, Oneonta Plains, New York

District I, Town of Milford, Otsego County
Milford, New York, April 14, 191

5

Dear Mr. Tuttle:

I first became interested in the potato contest last spring soon after I

noticed in the papers that there was to be a contest. I decided to enter

and see what I could do raising potatoes. I thought I would stand as good
a chance of \\4nning the prize as any one because I had always lived on a

farm, had always taken an interest in farm work, and was familiar

with it.

The place where I decided to plant my potatoes was near a small stream.
The ground was of rather a dark color. I planted Green Mountain
potatoes. I used twenty-five potatoes, cutting each potato into four

parts. I manured the ground, and after that I put phosphate in each
hill. After my potatoes came out of the ground I hoed them; and soon
after that I put ashes around among the stalks and hoed them again.

As soon as the potato bugs appeared, I put on paris green, and I did this

by mixing the paris green with plaster. This mixture consisted of one
pound of paris green to eighty pounds of plaster. After that I didn't

have any trouble with potato bugs.

Two or three days before our school festival, which comes the latter

part of September, I dug my potatoes, I kept a record of the potatoes
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which had come from each potato that I had planted to see which was the
poorest tmit and which the best. After that I weighed all of the potatoes
and put them away where they might be seen by any one who might be
interested. All of these potatoes weighed five hundred and seventy-one
pounds. I picked out ten of the smoothest, nicest looking potatoes and
entered them at our school festival. Four of them weighed nearlv two

_
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Holstein. He has wintered well. He is a little over six months old now
and he weighs three hundred and fifty pounds.

Sincerely,

GILBERT CUMMINGS

Editors' note.— Gilbert Cummings lives on a farm. At the time of

writing this letter he was sixteen years old, and in his second year in the

Milford High School.

CHILDREN'S LETTERS
Edward M. Tuttle

Letter writing is an important part of a child's education. It is easier

to encourage children in their efforts when they know that their letters

will be sent through the mail to some one who is interested to receive and

read what they have written.

The editors of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet have always felt the

desirability of establishing as personal a relationship as possible with the

schools. It is of advantage to both sides. The children come to have a

better understanding of the State College of Agriculture and an acquaint-

ance with the specialists in many of the different branches of natural

histor}^ agriculture, and home making. They gain an interest outside of

themselves, and an outlet for their thoughts. The coiTespondence has a

value, also, to the teacher, which was well expressed in a letter received

last spring from a teacher in Highland. She said, " I am glad to have

access to my children's letters to you. I do not have them corrected or

rewritten, for I fear to spoil their freedom and joy in talking to you.

They need no urging to do their original best. I glean from their letters

things I wordd never know except that their self-expression gives vent

because of their belief in you." The editors, on the other hand, profit

greatly by the touch with the children, for it keeps them acquainted with

local conditions and the outlook that boys and girls have to the things

around them.

The correspondence must, of necessity, be somewhat one-sided, but it

need not lose interest thereby. Each number of the leaflet for boys and

girls contains a signed letter addressed to all readers. It is the object in

writing these letters to make each child look on them as personal messages.

The children are encouraged to reply, addressing their letters to Edward
M. Tuttle, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York. The letters may be

written in school or out of school, they may be long or short, and may
treat of anything in which the child is interested. More and more the

letters received at the College present an individuality that is gratifying.

The ideal toward which to strive is that the letters shall be the spon-

taneous expressions of the writers.
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The letters from boys and girls are not read critically; they are read

sympathetically. Ideas have m.ore weight than the method of expression,

although quality in the latter is recognized and appreciated. No judg-

ment is passed on the teacher because of the nature of the letters from the

children. Interest is the keynote, with educational progress as a back-

ground.

It is impossible, of course, to answer personally ever}'-, letter that is

received at the College. The general answers are contained in the letters

in the leaflets. Each year, however, several thousand personal letters are

written, whenever the children have asked intelligent questions that

warrant an answer, whenever some praiseworthy piece of work is described,

and whenever the general interest is marked. Naturally the oftener a

child writes, the more likely he is to receive a direct reply. In all cases,

however, when a boy or a girl has received credit for three letters between

September i of one year and September i of the following year, a small

gift picture is sent as a reward of merit. To receive credit a letter must
contain at the top, the school district number, the name of the township,

and the name of the county. (See specimen letters that follow.)

During the year a dozen or so selected letters are published in the

leaflet, with editorial comment. Effort is made to select letters that

contain suggestions of interest and value to all boys and girls. Teachers

can do much to maintain the children's interest in the letter writing, and

to help them to feel the personal friendship that the editors of the leaflet

extend to them. Several typical letters follow:

District 6, Town of Otsego, Otsego County

Cooperstown, New York, April 30, 19 15
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

I am eleven years old. As I have read several of the other letters that

have been written to you, I thought I would write and tell you about our
school float that we had at the county fair last fall.

There were five floats that entered and we took the first premium.
The trustees supplied us with a large wagon, and a team of pretty black

horses. In front of the wagon we had a tree loaded with beautiful red

apples, and at the back of the wagon another tree with a few small worm-
eaten apples on it and a tent caterpillar's nest in the top. The largest

boy in school stood under the front tree spraying it. In the center of

the wagon was a large umbrella covered with flowers and ribbon. All

the school children, dressed in white and carrying bouquets of flowers

that they had raised, sat under the umbrella. The wagon was draped
in white and green. We have a large picture of it framed and hanging
in the schoolhouse.

We intend to try something again this year.

Yours sincerely,

BERNICE E. WRIGHT
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The school float prepared by District 6, Town of Otsego, Otsego County

District 1 2 , Town of Galen, Wayne County

Clyde, New York, April 23, 19 15
Dear Mr. Tuttle:

We received the leaflets and have read them almost through.

We had Bird Day but did not go to the woods because it was so cold.

We studied the birds and pinned the pictures of birds upon the wall.

We waited luitil another day when it was warm to go to the woods. We
had a nice time. We started at half past twelve, as the woods we went to

was quite a ways from the schoolhouse. We w^ent in groups of four,

but the teacher took the little children with her. We had to be very quiet

so we could see the birds. We all had little account books and pencils

so we could w^rite down the different kinds of birds we saw. About three

o'clock we all sat down on a log and counted up the things we had seen.

We found that all the school together had seen twenty-three kinds of birds,

eleven kinds of trees and nine kinds of flowers.

Sincerely yours,

MILDRED E. M.\TTHEWS

District 2, Town of Pittsford, Monroe County

Pittsford, New York, Februar}^ 18, 19 15
Dear Air. Tuttle:

Our teacher has been receiving some of the little leaflets which you have
sent. She has given them to the pupils. I enjoyed reading the letters,

and about the poultr\% so I thought I woiild write and tell you about my
hens. Two years ago my father bought me twenty single comb bro\\Ti

leghorns, but I did not like them. In the spring I bought an incubator,
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and also one hundred l^arred rock eggs. I had good hick with llicni. I

l)ought a brooder, and the chicks grew good, and in the fall I kept the best
pullets and sold the cockerels and other pullets. My henhouse is in the
i)asement. It is dry and wann. The pullets la\'ed good. In Mai'ch.

1913, I bought eight white orpington hens, and a cockerel. Last summer
I hatched thirty white orjiingtons and eighty barred rock pullets. This
winter I took the or]jingtons to the Tower City show, and won several

]jrizes. I won good at Pittsford, and at the Rochester exposition. I keep
clean litter on the floor, which is cement, and clean out the henhouse
every two weeks, and put in clean wheat straw. I spray my henhouse
on?e a week, and clean the dropping boards every morning. My nests are

under the dropping boards. I keep clean straw in them. In the morning
I feed a scratch feed made of sixty pounds of cracked com, sixty pounds
of wheat, and thirty pounds of oats. I feed this at night, too. I have a
mash which I keep in hoppers all the time, composed of bran, middlings,

gluten meal, pea meal, fish scraps, oat meal, low-grade wheat flour, and
corn meal, and ground alfalfa meal. I feed green bone at noon every
other day, but not enough to force them. I hang cabbage in the pen
every day. I keep grit, oyster shells, and charcoal in hoppers. I give

them fresh warm w^ater twice a da}% in a w^ater fountain which I won at

the show. This month I bought a two hundred and fifty egg incubator,

which cost thirty dollars, and from September I have made a profit of

eight dollars and twenty-nine cents, and the incubator, feed, and every-

thing paid for.

I now have sixty-three barred rocks and thirty white orpingtons; all

are pullets, except seven hens which are white orpingtons. The first of

February I got thirty-two eggs, thirteen being orpingtons. I am thirteen

years old.

Respectfully yours,

EDWIN BLODGETT

District 4, Town of Pharsalia, Chenango County

East Pharsalia, New York, February 23, 191

5

Dear Mr. Tuttle

:

I am going to write you a letter telling you how I enjoyed Farmers'
Week. Do you remember .a little girl with a red hat and a green coat? I

had a good time. I saw the rural school exhibit. Our school sent a bird's

nest mount, and an ear of com. I saw them. I wish I had gone with you
and the children in the afternoon. My mother is a school-teacher. I was
never to Cornell before. I went with her this year. I want to thank 3-ou

for the good time you gave me that day.

I have received the January leaflet and we are reading in it for a read-

ing lesson.

We have a thermometer in the schoolhouse and we tr}- not to let it get

over 68° F. Our stove is a large round oak. It has no metal jacket.

I am gathering tent cateq^illar egg clusters. I have got 862 now, but I

am going to get some m.ore.
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A\"e have an organ but it is not a very good one, but it is better than
none. We sing two or three songs every morning ; we are learning three

songs so when you come to our school we can sing them.

Your little friend,

HAZEL LUCY THOMPSON

District I , Town of Wilson, Niagara County

Wilson, New York, September 6, 19 14
My dear Mr. Tuttle:

Our teacher, Mrs, Martin, received your letter in answer to the picture

of the apple exhibit, and I was the one selected to write you a letter.

The apple exhibit in District i, Town of Wilson, Niagara County

We had forty-five varieties of apples and about forty visitors besides
the pupils of the other departments. We had many new varieties which
are not common around here, and also some potatoes and Niagara grapes.
Each pupil brought a different variety of apple, and some we had three of

a kind, and others, five.

We have also taken up in agriculture, the codling moth and other
insects, trees, birds, and the com plant which you see in the picture.
We went to the woods one afternoon, and there found many interesting

things to study. We are now taking up the maple trees, and expect to
watch the buds through the winter. I remain

Your friend,

ESTHER JOHNSON
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WHAT SOME TEACHERS ARE DOING

Editors' note.— Teachers are always interested in what their colleagues

are doing in situations resembling their own. From a large number of

reports that have come to the College several illustrating different phases

of work relating to natural history, agriculture, home making, and the

general development of rural schools, have been selected. These will be

found on the following pages.

Newfane, New York, June 15, 191

5

The boys and girls of District No. 10, Town of Newfane, Niagara County
wish me to extend their thanks for the book recently received, and for

returning to us the notebook, which was considered worthy of first prize.

We found so much pleasure and learned so many things about horses

while preparing our notebook that we thought that sufficient reward for

our work. Last year we received three blue ribbons and a book for our
Farmers' Week exhibits, but serious illness in my home made it impossible
for me to get anything in shape for it this year. This was a disappoint-

ment to us all, for we wanted to do all we could to show our appreciation

for the many things you have done for us.

When we found in the leaflet about the horse notebooks, we thought
that was our chance; but the result was far above our expectations. One
of the men of our district asked to see your letter, and a few days later it

appeared in our local paper. It has aroused much interest, and I am
questioned about it from all sides.

I hope that more of our teachers wnll take a greater interest in the

out-of-doors. So m.any think it takes too much time, but if they would
only try it out, they would find it a timesaver. School work goes so much
better after a few minutes spent in observing som.e living, growing thing.

Fort Edward, New York, February i, 191

5

All are very much interested in the improvement of our school and
grounds, and I think when spring comes wc will act on your suggestion

in regard to the planting of some shrubs, and we also wish to get the ground
in shape and seed it.

There is certainly room for much improvement, but I wish I might
send you a photograph of the building as it was at the beginning of school

last fall. The fotmdation had fallen away leaving the building resting

in the mud on one side. Many of the clapboards were loose. On the

inside the floor in many places was worn through, an old jackknife-carv^ed

bench extended all the way around the room, which was ceiled up ^^•ith

wide, rough boards. The windows were small (having seven by nine glass

in some places, and in others none), and they were so high that when a
person was seated it was impossible to see anything outside except the

sky. Even the yard outside was untenable, being filled mth poison i\^'.

Our district superintendent, I believe, condemned the school, and for a
time it was almost decided to abandon it and unite with an adjoining

district. But this did not meet wnth favor with those having little folk

to go, as the distance was considerable. So during a two-weeks vacation
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last fall our truslfc, with the help of some of the other i)eople of the district,

undertook to improve conditions. First the yard was plowed, and the

ivy disposed of. Th<ni the huildini:; was raised and placed on a concrete

foundation with a cement doorstep. The windows were then removed,

cut down lower, and replaced by new casings and sash; after which the

clapboards were removed and replaced, after lining with building paper.

The old benches were removed, the room was lined with Georgia pine

ceiling, and a new floor laid, so that, after new doors were hung, the room
was snug and warm. Our windows are provided with stops so that we
may have good ventilation all the time, and we hope to have the " new
stove " a little later.

Next spring we are going to hav/j a coat of paint outside and in, and
some new curtains. The boys and girls are very enthusiastic in the work
and take much pride in the improvement of our school. They are also

learning to enjoy the great out-of-doors, and fin^l the leaflets ver}^ interest-

ing.

I am sending you the letters which some of them have written, and if

you knew the eft'ort they have made to write them all alone, I know that

you would be pleased.

I have found the teachers' leaflet very helpful, and I believe that the

study of nature is a great factor in the building of character, as well as

clear minds and strong, clean bodies, and those are the things which count.

Newfield, New York, November 28, 19 14

I have intended to write you before this, and tell you about our fair.

Early last spring my pupils (twenty) determined to have a garden on a
small plot of ground for their own, on which they might plant anything
they desired.

We read the leaflets thoughtfully and discussed many points. Nothing
more was said about what they were to do. On October 23, being Con-
vocation Day at Albany. I requested each pupil to bring the best speci-

mens of the things he had planted and cared for. I told them I would
give two prizes — one of fifteen cents and one of ten cents for the first

and second best exhibit or exhibits.

Could you have seen their faces you would have had no difficulty in

detecting the strife that was sure to follow. As we had never had a parent-
teacher meeting, each pupil was requested to invite his parents. Well,
Friday morning came, and on looking out of the window, I saw wheel-
barrows, baskets, pails, pans, and one mother with a horse and small
wagon — all loaded with products. The children had the privilege of

bringing any animal that belonged to them. Friday morning at ten-

thirty our schoolroom was a pleasing picture. Bouquets of salvias,

chr^'santhemums, asters, sweet peas, geraniums, and asparagus were in

profusion.

In one comer stood com over eleven feet tall, and on each end of the
platform rested two huge pumpkins. The pumpkins came from my
home. They were the largest ev^r grown in our neighborhood. On
entering I heard one lady say, " What a restful place! " After the judging,
selections were read, poems recited, and I had one recitation in nimiber
work by my third-grade pupils.
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My part now bein^ over, I had time to speak of anything that the
parents wished to mention. During the few moments we were engaged,
the four largest girls and two of the largest boys made ready the refresh-

ments.
I am sure every parent present enjoyed every moment hugely. And,

as for me, I have never spent that amount of time and money and received
the pleasure and satisfaction that I did on that afternoon. The children

talked about it for several days thereafter.

Lynnbrook, New York, January 13, 1915

I am sending under separate cover an exhibit of hen feathers for the
Farmers' Week display. It was the best of twenty my children made.

I teach the seventh grade in a suburban school. About one-half of my
pupils have recently come from the city and never heard of nature study,

the other half are the natives who began by scoffing at the fad. The out-
look was not inspiring, but the results have been very gratifying.

We began in the fall by a study of seed dispersal, including the habits
of the commonest weeds. Then in the weeks when the woods were most
glorious, we made leaf scrapbooks. Some of the drawings the children

made in the fall with crayons are very good.

Next, we turned our attention to cattle. I made four mounts, labeling

them with the names of the breeds commonest about here, and the chil-

dren filled them with pictures, clippings, photographs, and rem^arks.

We visited the only dairy farm of any size around here, and learned a great

deal. The board has since allowed me to buy a Babcock tester, which
we shall use as soon as the examinations are over.

When I mentioned the poultry- outlines, their enthusiasm was boundless.

One boy brought his pet bantam rooster to school for an afternoon, and
we had a splendid lesson. Two boys made mounts of turkey feathers, and
one of pigeon feathers. We had a little competition of our own to decide

which was the most worthy of being sent to you.

We made such an interesting collection of insects' homes — a hornet's

nest, the nest of a polistes wasp, a mud dauber's nest with the paralyzed
spiders in it, and a mason wasp's nest containing the grubs and remains
of caterpillars.

Glens Falls, New York, April 22, 19 14

Until I came here, three years ago, nature study and agriculture had
been taught only one year, and were therefore comparatively new,
both to the pupils and to myself, as I have been teaching but a short time,

so we have worked together. The first thing I attempted was to arouse

the interest of the children. One way, which worked out very successfully,

was to assign to each child a certain number of points to observe on what-
ever we might be studying, whether bird, animal, tree, plant, or insect.

These he was to observe carefully with the aid of his parents, thus bring-

ing the parents into touch with us. The interest this aroused was astonish-

ing. We made the recitation period more of a visiting period, and each

child was most anxious to tell all he or she had learned. If more than one
had been given the same points, and disagreed on the result of their
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observations, as they often did, it was amusing to see how anxious they were
to make the second observation, as I never put them right when they
might find out for themselves, as the fact was more firmly fixed in their

minds when placed there through their own efforts.

For those things that we are unable to learn from observation, we use

the Cornell Rural vSchool Leaflet, and books from a very fine library which
we have.

Each year we take the plant that is given for special study, and start

it from the seed, watching it in its difterent stages of growth, the older

pupils keeping notes on it. One year we got some frog's eggs, placed them
in a glass fruit can, and watched them hatch and develop. We have tamed
several squirrels so they will come and eat on the doorstep, giving the
children an excellent chance to watch them. Many birds, such as winter
birds and birds of early spring, have become very friendly by being fed

and treated kindly by us, giving us opportunity to study them closely.

And with the books on birds that I have with colored cuts and descrip-

tions, it is remarkable how many of these little creatures we have become
acquainted with in so short a time. The boys have made a very^ nice

bird house, which they hope will be used this summer.
In studying plants and weeds I connect this work with drawing, thus

fixing more clearly in the children's minds the joining of leaf to stem,
leaf forms, seed pods, and the like. I also bring specimens of different

grasses, grains, and weeds to the school. *****
In poultry interest is shown also. The henhouses have been cleaned,

nests improved, fowls fed regularly with proper kind of food and water
for each meal according to season. Good results have already been
obtained, which, of course, are very gratifying to all of us.

Binghamton, New York, April 8, 1914

On the east side of our schoolhouse there is a lot in which young fruit

trees, apple and pear, are growing. The owner of the lot, a florist and
gardener of Binghamton, New York, sent liis son down to spray the trees

last Arbor Day. I immediately went out into the lot and asked him if he
had any objections to my bringing my pupils over there to watch him
spray the trees. He said, " No," and then he stopped and showed us
how the hand pmnp worked, told us what solution he was using— the
bordeaux mixture — how it was made, how many times he used it, and
what for. He told me he was a graduate of the Cornell College of Agricul-

ture, so feeling sure that his information was correct, I had the sixth

and seventh grades write it down in their notebooks when we returned
to the schoolroom.

On the west side of the schoolhouse there is a large field which was
planted to com last year. Ever}^ morning recess and noon we watched
the plowing, harrowing and planting, noticed how long it was after the
seed was planted before the com peeped above the ground, its growth
during the summer, and its han^esting for ensilage in the fall.

I didn't tell the children that they must watch that comfield. Not
at all. I simply said that I enjoyed seeing the work and was going to
watch it. Of course, the children wanted to do just as their teacher did,

so we all watched it. I asked the older bovs a good many questions, and
90
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they were dclijj^lited to tell me tliiiij.^s about raising corn, as a nmnber of

them were raising some at home. Pope says, " You must teach men as if

you taught them not," and, as the boy is father to the man. it works very
well on boys also.

*****
There are nineteen large maple trees in the school yard where I teach.

These trees are very large, and some of them have been growing nearly
forty years. It is needless for me to say that plants or shrubs will not grow
in that yard. The children in former years have tried having flowers and
plants, but were not successful. Now I do not encourage planting a tree

or shrubbery in our yard on Arbor Day, and I explain to them that the
large roots take all the moisture and nourishment from the soil and the
foliage the sunlight, but that our beautiful maples more than compensate
for that, and that the survival of the fittest is best here as elsewhere.

Sandy Creek, New York, April 16, 19 14

We try to study, as far as possible, the real not the printed things. For
instance, we are taking up the study of poultry. We selected one person
in the district who has the best conditions for making the poultry business
a successful one. To that farmer's home we went in a bod}', during a noon
intermission, each pupil taking notes on facts that he or she was to obtain.

(These had been previously planned out and listed.) Some of them were
care, food, water, description of the henhouse including size, lighting,

ventilation, and inside conveniences for the hens. We also collected

specimens of the different kinds of feed. At the end of this trip we knew
more about the care of hens than three weeks of patient studying would
have given us. We intend to study cattle in the same way. * * * *

Our trips about the district prove to the skeptical that we are doing
som.ething worth while. Our appliance of nature study to practical things

of life, such as the identification of forest trees and shrubs and the iden-

tification of birds and birds' nests, teaches us to love and respect those
things of God's creation as well as those of man's.

Our plans for the coming weeks are as full of interest as those of the

past. We are planning to form an Audubon Club, which we think will be
of great help in our bird study. We are trying to do our own work so

neatly that we can enter it at the school exhibit at our county fair, and,

perhaps, gain some prize. One of our best plans is to have a good garden.

Each year we have had a small one on the school ground, and, though
it has been satisfactory as far as it went, we think we can do better. We
have rented a plot of land forty feet long and fifteen feet wide, from a
farmer whose house is near-by.

In order to transact our business properly we have formed a board of

managers. This consists of a president, a vice-president, a secretary,

a treasurer, a business manager, and a collector. In the treasurer's

hands I have placed four dollars to defray all necessar\' expenses. From
this sum the business manager will draw enough, at different times, to

pay rent, cost of seeds and fertilizers, and for incidentals.

As our vegetables mature we are planning to sell them to the occupants
of the cottages, and to the hotels at a summer resort close by, and to the

grocers of our nearest village as they pass on their delivery trips. The
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proceeds from this garden, after repaying the four dollars, will go to pur-
chase something for the schoolroom, possibly a nice picture.

Each member of th(^ board plans to keep a record book and in this a
strict account of all business pertaining to his or her office. The books
are of uniform size, made by the pupil, and decorated with different

designs. In this way I am planning to correlate manual training, drawing,
arithmetic, English, spelling, banking, bookkeeping, and honesty. We
are sure that our garden will be a success, and later will be glad to send you
some pictures and accounts of real results obtained.

Nature study, thoroughly understood and happily applied, keeps the
school machinery' running smoothly, and, when night comes on, causes
pupil and teacher to think that that day was not lived in vain.

Editors' note.— The following communication from the teacher was

published in the East Aurora Advertiser of May 27, 1915, under the heading
" Home Economics in District No. 7, Hamburg ":

We began our work in home economics in the autumn soon after school opened.
Interest among the children was awakened by a bread contest conducted under the
direction of the district superintendent with the cooperation of the Home Economics
Department of the Erie County Farm Bureau. It was decided to hold the contest

as a part of our program for Corn Day. The exercises were well attended by patrons
of the school and at the close of the program a few words explained to the parents
the nature of the work which we wished the children to take up.

In the basement of the schoolhouse the trustee has built a stationary cupboard and
put in a two-burner hot plate. This is so arranged that the cupboard can be closed and
locked, thus placing the gas out of reach of the children when playing. Above the

shelf on which the hot plate is kept are two large shelves for the cooking dishes. We
have an old bookcase with glass doors and a drawer in which we keep the china and
to.wels. -

Our class was organized immediately after Corn Day and consisted of twenty-four
enthusiastic girls and boys ranging in ages from eight to sixteen years. Each family
represented in the class was asked to give twenty-five cents (if this was impossible

they might give less) to purchase the necessary dishes. Each child was required to have
a notebook, a spoon, a cup, a plate, an apron, and a hand towel and soap. We met
every Wednesday afternoon, directly at the close of school.

With the money furnished by the children and a part of our prize money from our
school exhibit at the Erie County Fair, we bought the remainder of our equipment:
towels, two dish pans, one granite kettle (eight quarts), one granite saucepan (six

quarts), one basin, one dipper, one measuring cup, two toasters, one strainer, or sieve,

two large spoons, one paring knife. We bought large granite dishes so we might use
them for preparing a warm food for lunch at noon as explained later. Soap, matches,
holders, and the like, were donated by some of the mothers. We also bought a small

washboard which could be used in the dish pan to wash out the towels after using,

and each week some child took them home to be washed there.

Our term consisted of twelve lessons, and since we had no oven, the recipes used
were those which could be prepared without it. Our aim in choosing the recipes was
twofold: (i) to teach economy; (2) to use left-overs in a palatable and practical way.
Each Wednesday afternoon the class met in the schoolroom at the close of school, and
copied the recipe from the blackboard into notebooks. After the explanation of the

recipe we went to the basement where discarded desks were placed so that the class,

when seated, could see the hot plate. Then the recipe was demonstrated by one of the

teachers, and as there are two of us, each taught the recipe on alternate weeks. Each
child was asked to try the recipe at home before the next lesson and if good results were
obtained he was given one credit. A credit was allowed for class attendance, another
for neat notebook work, making a total of three credits on each recipe possible for each

child.

The interest and enthusiasm of the children was keen throughout the term's work
and all wish to continue the course next year. At the close of the course, just before
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the Easter vacation, members of the class invited their parents to a " spread " one
afternoon at the time of the usual lesson. Lunch was prepared and served by members
of the class.

Warm lunches.— All except two of the children in the school come a long distance

and so carry a lunch. After the class in cooking was well started we began to plan for

warm food at noon. Those desiring something warm formed themselves into a " warm-
food club " and each family took turns bringing food which could be heated and eaten
with the cold lunch. Some of the favorite dishes were cocoa, soup, stew, boiled rice

with raisins, and the like. We would choose two older girls to take charge of the lunch,

and they appointed two or more helpers. Different children did the work each day
and all were willing and eager to do their share. Preparation of the food was begun
before school or at recess, and at a quarter to twelve the two girls left the room quietly

and finished preparing it.

At noon the children passed to the basements and washed their hands, then taking
their lunches, sat at a desk. The girls and their helpers served the cocoa or soup,

and when all had been served we ate together like a large famUy. Most of the time
there were forty-five children who had something hot for lunch daily. After lunch the
same girls washed the dishes and put them back in the cupboard. Every one enjoyed
this lunch, and we continued it until the warm spring days began.

After we were fairly started, we found that there was not a great deal of extra work
connected with this plan. Once a week a committee of the children met with me and
we planned the menu for a week and appointed those who were to furnish the food and
those who were to do the work. Except for the planning and supervision the children

did all the work themselves.

I feel that results obtained in union of interest, creating a new bond between the home
and school, beside the value of the hot food to the child, were weW worth the effort

and time required.

THE NATIONAL AUDUBON ASSOCIATION

T. Gilbert Pearson

Editor's note.— The study of birds is one of the most interesting and
valuable in the field of natural history. It is often desirable to organize

the boys and girls for bird study, and, inasmuch as the National Association

of Audubon Societies is the recognized ccntor of ornithological activity,

Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary of the association, has been asked to

prepare the following article outlining the work done by the Avidubon
societies and particularly dealing with the Junior Audubon classes into

which schools may be organized.

The headquarters of the National Association of Audubon Societies

is No. 1974 Broadway, New York City.

The National Association of Audubon Societies for the Protection of

Wild Birds and Animals is an endowed institution, incorporated under the

Laws of New York.

The objects of the association are to arouse in a greater degree the

public conscience on the important subject of preserving the wild birds

and the game animals of the countr}', and to secure protection at all

times for the valuable non-game bird life.

The activities of the association are directed primarily to the follomng

fields

:

I. It cooperates with the state Audubon societies, state agricultural

colleges, natural-history organizations, and local, state, and federal
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authorities, in promoting the study of birds, the dissemination of knowledge

concerning bird life, and the protection and the increase of useful species.

2. It conducts legislative campaigns in the interest of state and federal

laws to conserv^e useful birds and animals.

3. It conducts ornithological surveys, recommends the establishment

of bird sanctuaries to

state and federal au-

thorities, and aids

financially in protect-

ing these reservations.

4. It employs a

force of wardens to

protect the more im-

portant colonies of

ducks, geese, gulls,

terns, pelicans, and

other water birds
throughout theUnited

States.

5. It maintains a

corps of field agents

and lecturers who are

constantly bringing to

public attention the

value of \vild birds

and animals.

6. It is actively in-

terested in regulating

the plumage trade

and the suppression of

traffic in the feathers

of native birds.

7. It has been large-

ly instnimental i n

suppressing the sys-

tematic trapping of

thousands of mocking birds, cardinals, and other native song birds, for sale

in North America or for shipment abroad.

8. It is organizing annually more than one hundred thousand school

children into classes for the study of birds ; and it aids in giving at stimmer

schools courses in bird study most useful to teachers.

9. It publishes and distributes millions of colored pictures of North

Yclkno-billed cuckoo. This illustration has been reduced from
large four-color illustration of the Audubon Society bird

picture
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American birds, accompanied by leaflets containing a concise accoimt, in

popular language, of the latest known facts regarding the feeding habits

and the general acti\'ities of the birds described.

lo. Through the magazine Bird-Lore and by correspondence, the home
ofhcc serves as a clearing house for ever^'thing pertaining to methods of

attracting and preserving birds.

JUNIOR AUDUBON CLASSES

Special contributions amounting in 191 5 to about $25,000 have been

subscribed to the association to be used in aiding teachers and pupils

during the school year 1915-1916.

Any teacher or other person who will interest not less than ten children

in contributing a fee of ten cents each to become junior members, and will

send the money to the oflfice of the national association, will receive for

each child ten colored pictures of wild birds. With each one of these ten

pictures there is an outline drawing intended to be used by the child for

filling in the proper colors with crayons. Each picture is also accompanied

by a four-page leaflet discussing the habits and the general activities

of the bird treated. Every child receives also an Audubon button. The
cost of publishing and mailing this m.aterial is a little more than twice

as much as the child's fee, the excess being defrayed from the contribution

of $25,000 already mentioned. During the school year ending June 15,

191 5, more than one hundred and fifty thousand children were enrolled

in Junior Audubon classes.

The teacher who forms such a class receives, without cost to herself,

one full year's subscription to the beautiful illustrated magazine Bird-Lore.

This is the leading publication in the world for bird study. To the teacher

there are sent, also, other free publications containing many hints on

methods of putting up bird boxes and of feeding birds in winter, and

descriptions of methods of attracting birds.

The accompanying illustration will give some idea of the character

of these pictures, which are in natural colors, printed on cards of sufficient

size to make attractive schoolroom decorations.

The ten subjects to be supplied to children during the coming year will

be passenger pigeon, mourning dove, chickadee, cuckoo, screech owl,

tree sparrow, pin-tailed duck, robin, herring gull, and crow.

Endorsing this work. Dr. P. P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of

Education, says: "I consider the work of the Junior Audubon classes

very important for both educational and economic results, and I con-

gratulate you upon the opportunity of extending it. The bird clause in

the Mosaic Law ends with the words ' That it may be well with thee, and

that thou mayest prolong thy days.' The principle stiU holds. I hope
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that through your efforts the American people may soon be better informed

in regard to our wild birds and their value."

For further information address

T. Gilbert Pearson, Secretary

National Association of Audubon Societies,

1974 Broadway, New York City

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CORNELL RURAL SCHOOL
LEAFLET

The Editors

As the demand for the Cornell Rural School Leaflet constantly increases

and many persons are newly added to the lists each year, it may be well

to describe briefly the methods employed in distributing the publication.

The first number of the leaflet for each school year is published in

September and is known as the September, or subject-matter, leaflet.

It reaches all teachers of elementary grades without individual request

on their part. The names of all teachers under rural supervision are

obtained at the earliest possible date from the district superintendents,

and a copy of the September leaflet is sent directly to each teacher. Grade

teachers in cities and villages having a superintendent of schools receive

the leaflet from their superintendent, to whom copies are sent in bulk

for distribution. •

Every teacher in New York State below the high school is entitled

to a copy of the September leaflet. In the case of teachers under city

or village supervision, this in the only leaflet available to them during

the year. In the case of teachers under rural supervision, additional

copies of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet are available. They may be

obtained as follows:

Accompanying the September teachers' leaflet will be found a blank

form for the names of pupils. This blank should be filled out immediately

and returned to Miss Alice G. McCloskey, College of Agriculture, Ithaca,

New York. The pupils' names will then be placed on file, and each

teacher will be sent a siiificient niimber of copies of the leaflets for boys

and girls to supply the school. The editors hope to send three leaflets

for children— one in November, one in January, and one in March.

These are distributed to the pupils by the teacher.

To summarize: In order to perfect the method of distribution, teachers

in elementary schools under rural supervision should remember the

following

:

1. A copy of the September number of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet

for teachers will be received through the mail early in the school year.

2. A blank accompanies the teachers' leaflet, which is to be used only
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by teachers of elementary grades under the supervision of district super-

intendents of rural schools (page 1437).

3. The blank should be carefully filled out with name and address,

district number, township, county, name of district superintendent, and

names of pupils.

4. The blank should be returned at once to Miss Alice G. McCloskey,

College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

5. Three times during the year a package of children's leaflets wnll be

received through the mails.

6. These leaflets should be distributed to the pupils whose names were

on the list sent.

7. Any changes of teacher or pupils in the school should be reported

in detail at once, in order that the records at the College of Agriculture

may be complete and accurate, thus enabling prompt, correct, and effective

distribution of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet.

DISTRIBUTION IN 1914-1915

It may be of interest to teachers and others to examine the following

report of the distribution of the Cornell Rural School Leaflet last year:

Persons receiving leaflets

Rural teachers 14, 409

City and village teachers 27,105

Training-class pupils 1.522

Training- and normal-school pupils 791

Pupils in rural schools 183 , 533

Total 227 ,360

Number of copies distributed

Total rural teachers (one number) 14, 409

9793 teachers who returned lists of pupils (three additional

numbers) 29,379

City and village teachers (one number) 27 , 105

Training classes (four numbers) 6 ,088

Training and normal schools (one number) 791

Pupils, 183,533 (three numbers) 55° > 599.

Total 628,371
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REFERENCE BOOKS

The publications listed below range in price from sums of less than $1

to as much as $4. Prices can be obtained on application to the publishers.

I. Nature Study and Elementary Agriculture

Nature-study leaflets (bound volume). College of Agriculture, Ithaca,

New York

The nature-study idea. Bailey. The Macmillan Company, New York

Nature-study and life. Hodge. Ginn & Co., Boston

Handbook of nature-study. Comstock. Comstock Publishing Company,

Ithaca, New York

Elements of agriculture. Warren. The Macmillan Company, New York

Agriciilture for beginners. Burkett, Stevens, and Hill. Ginn & Co., Boston

Beginnings in agriculture. Mann. The Macmillan Company, New York

New elementar}' agriculture. Bessey and others. University Publish-

ing Company, Lincoln, Nebraska

Essentials of agriculture. Waters. Ginn & Co., Boston

The great world's farm. Gaye. The Macmillan Company, New York

Sharp eyes. Gibson. Harper & Bros., New York

Eye Spy. Gibson. Harper & Bros., New York

2. Home Making

Textiles. Woolman and McGowan. The Macmillan Company, New York

A sewing course. Mary Schenck Woolman. Frederick A. Femald,

Washington, D. C.

Food products. Henry C. Sherman. The Macmillan Company, New York

Foods and household management. Kinne and Cooley. The Macmillan

Company, New York. 19 14

3. Plant Life

Plants and their uses. Sargent. Henry Holt & Company, New York

Principles of botany. Bergen and Davis. Ginn & Co., Boston

Manual of botany. Gray. American Book Company, New York
Our native trees. Keeler. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York

Our northern shrubs. Keeler. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York

Trees of northern United States. Apgar. American Book Company.

New York
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A first book of forestry. Roth. Ginn & Co., Boston

Manual of gardening'- Bailc\'. The Macmillan Company, New York
Garden-making. Bailey. The Macmillan Company, New York
Cereals in America. Hunt. Orange Judd Company, New York
Com plants. Sargent. Houghton Mifflin Co., New York
Field crops. Wilson and Warburton. The Webb PubHshing Co., St. Paul,

Minnesota

Textbook of grasses. Hitchcock. The Macmillan Company, New York
Field book of American wild flowers. Mathews. G. P. Putnam's Sons,

New York

A manual of weeds. Georgia. The Macmillan Company, New York
Our ferns in their haunts. Clute. Frederick A. Stokes & Co., New York
Mosses with a hand lens. Grout. 0. T. Louis Company, New York
Mushrooms. Atkinson. Henry Holt & Co., New York

4. Animal Life

Handbook of birds of eastern North America. Chapman. D. Apple-

ton & Co., New York

Bird guide. Reed. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York

Bird homes. Dugmore. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York
Manual of the vertebrates. Jordan. A. C. McClurg & Co., New York
American animals. Stone and Cram. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York

American food and game fishes. Jordan and Everman. Doubleday,

Page & Co., New York

The reptile book. Ditmar. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York
Beginnings in animal husbandr}^ Plumb. The Webb Publishing Co.,

St. Paul, Minnesota

Feeds and feeding. Henry. W. A. Henr^', Madison, Wisconsin

Milk and its products. Wing. The Macmillan Company, New York
The horse. Roberts. The Macmillan Company, New York
Insect life. Comstock. D. Appleton & Co., New York
Moths and butterflies. Dickerson. Ginn & Co., Boston

The spider book. Comstock. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York

5. Earth Science and Astronomy

New physical geography. Tarr. The Macmillan Company, New York

Soils. King. The Macmillan Company, New York

The children's book of stars. Mitton. The Macmillan Company, New York

6. Nature Poetry

A child's garden of verses. Stevenson. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York

Songs of nature. Edited by John Burroughs. McClure, Phillips & Co.,

New York
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INDEX
Agricultural contests 1400

Animal study 1171

Apple-leaf aphis 1270

Apple-tree tent caterpillar 1^73
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Bam swallow 1127
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Butternut 1357
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Carrot 1325
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Catalpa I359

Cherry 1364
Cherr\- maggots 1 268
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Chemung County- contest work 1 409
Children's letters 141

7

Chipping sparrow 1 125
Cla\-tonia 1322
Clover, red 1310
Clover, sweet - 1324
Contests, agricultural 1 400
Com - 1289
Com dav • 137S
Com foods • .

.

1308
Com for the silo 1300
Com, how to grow 1 295
Com judging 1301

Com plant, the 1290
Com, some facts about 1 293
Cora, testing the germination of seed 1305
Cows 1 200
Cows, lessons on 1202

Cricket, the black 1278
Crow 1 134
Currant worm, the imported 1272
Daisy, white 1330
Deer 1235
Donkey , 1234
Dragon flies 1 287
Exhibit, general, for Farmers' Week 1384
Farmers' Week, general exhibit for 1384
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Fruit trees, two 1361
Grain, one 1311
Grasshopper 1275
Grass, Kentucky' blue 1310
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Home projects

Hop hornbeam, American
Horse, notes on the
Horses, lessons on
House fly

Insect foes increasing? are

Insects, biting and sucking

Insect study
Kinglet
Lady's-slipper
Leaflet, distribution of

Letter, extract from (contests)

Letters, children's

Luna moth
Mantis, European praying
Maryland yellowthroat
Milkweed
Monarch butterfly

Mule
Oaks of New York, the
Oriole

Peach
Peach-tree borer
Pear
Pewee
Pines of New York, the

Plants, helps in the study of

Plants, studies with cultivated

Plant study
Plant study, general

Poppy
Potato beetle, the Colorado
Poultry lessons, practical

Poultry notes
Projects, home
Rural school and the community (quotation)

,

Rural teachers, a chat with

San Jose scale

Sassafras

School and the home, the

School clubs and school contests

School fairs

Shadbush
Shepherd' s-purse
Silos and silage

Skunk cabbage
Sovereign butterflies

Squirrels

Starlight (poem)
Sycamore
Syllabus, list of subjects in

Teachers, a chat with rural

Teachers, a message to

Teachers are doing, what some
Teachers in country schools, to

Tree study
Turtles
Violet

Wasps
Weeds
Wheat
Wild carrot

Witch-hazel
Woodchuck

PAGE
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
ui-;aij carefully article on page 1431

Two or three leaflets for Ijovs and ,L,nrls will he sent during the

year to elementaiy schools tinder nu'al sti])cr\'ision. There are

not sufficient funds to send children's leaflets to city schools.

Your boys and girls should have the leaflets. Please write their

names and the other infonnation called for on this sheet and send

it to (Miss) Alice G. McCloskey

College of Agriculture

Ithaca, New York

How many books dealing with natural history, agriculture, and

home making are there in the school librar}"?

What playground equipment is there at the school?

How is drinking water kept at the school, and from what do the

children drink?

Teacher's name

Post-office address.

Nvmiber of school district _..

Name of township

Name of county....

Name of district superintendent.....

Ntmiber of teachers in the school.

Number of pupils in your charge...

NAMES OF PUPILS

6

10.
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12 34

13 35
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MAKING CAKE.—PART I

Katherine H. Mills

HOSE housekeepers are few who do not

recall more than one failure in making

cake for the celebration of special occa-

sions. But how great is the satisfaction

when the work is successful! The joy of

good cooker\', as of all good work, comes

from the abihty to perform the task skill-

fully and well. Resulting from many
experiments, both successful and unsuc-

cessful, this lesson is laid before the house-

keeper in the hope that by means of it

her failures may be fewer and success in

cake making will be practically certain.

The dictionary' defines " cake " in some-

what cumbersome style, as "a sweetened composition of floiir and

other ingredients, leavened or vmleavened, baked in a loaf of any size or

shape." This definition includes, of course, the cakes of the Old World

which are made with yeast and are allowed to rise before baking. Only

loaf and layer cakes made by some method other than by the use of

veast will be discussed in Parts I and II of this lesson.

REQUIREMENTS OF A GOOD CAKE

A well-made cake properly baked, shoidd be of uniform thickness, that

is, it should not have risen high in the middle or at one side of the tin

and have fallen at other places. Unevenness shows either the use of too

much flour or carelessness in baking.

It should be fine and even grained and delicate in texture. Poor

te.Kture and grain indicate careless mixing or measuring, or the use of a

poor recipe.

[1439]
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It should be light, tender, and moist but not sticky. If cake is sticky

too much sugar has been used, or the baking has not been completed. If

it is dry too much flour has been used. Heaviness in cake is due to a

variety of causes : baking in too cool or too hot an oven ; the use of too

little or too much baking powder, too much fat, too much sugar.

It should be friable, or, in other words, it should easily break in pieces,

although it should not crumble.

There should be no suggestion of rawness, or, on the other hand, of

over-baking with dryness and breadiness.

The crust should be tender and friable, of uniform light brown color,

and should tend to thinness rather than thickness.

UTENSILS NEEDED

In choosing utensils for this work it is well to remember that success

depends to a large extent on thorough mixing of the ingredients. It is

wise, therefore, to choose utensils that will most efifectually aid in the

process.

Bowl.— A round-bottomed earthenware bowl lends its shape best to

the thorough beating of the cake batter.

Spoons.— Any large spoon may be used for stirring the batter, but a

wooden spoon prevents noise, does not darken the mixture, and is easy

and light to manipulate. Several uniform tablespoons and teaspoons

should form a part of the kitchen equipment. If teaspoons and table-

spoons of varying capacity are used, it is impossible to get the same result

twice from any recipe.

Egg beaters.— A heavy dover egg beater, although noisy, is rapid,

efficient, and thorough, causes much air to be included in the eggs, and

may be used with a bowl in place of a cake mixer for mixing the batter.

A strong, large beater should be chosen for this purpose, since it is not so

hard to manipulate as is a small one, and the cogwheels are less likely

to slip when flour is added to the mixture. Of course the dover egg beater

cannot be vised in beating a stiff and heavy batter, such as fruit-cake

batter after the fruit has been added, for the fruit will clog the wheels.

A wire whisk is valuable for beating eggs when lightness, rather than

fineness of grain, is desired. If no egg beater is at hand, a four-tined

silver fork is an excellent utensil for beating eggs.

Measuring cups.— Uniform results cannot be expected by inexperienced

cooks without the use of a measuring cup. In all modern recipes such

a cup is used as a basis for measuring. Measuring cups cost only a small

sum and can be bought at any good hardware store. It is a great con-

venience to have several cups— one or more of tin for dry or hot ingredi-

ents, and at least one of glass for measuring liquids.
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Spatula.— A spatula, or kiiifc having a round, blunt blade that bends

easily, is especially useful in remo\dng the cake from the tin after baking

and in scraping the batter from the bowl.

Flour sifter.— Any good flour sifter may be chosen, but many cooks

prefer a round-bottomed, wdre-handled, wire sieve of the kind used for

straining soups. Such a sieve may be pushed dowTi into the flour, and

the flour will work its way up through the meshes. In this way the

flour is sifted once by the mere process of pushing it down into the con-

tainer, and the usual method of shaking the sieve gives a second sifting.

This is a quick method of sifting flour, and the strainer is small enough

to be left in the flour box when not in use.

Cake mixers.— Probabh' the most rapid method of mixing cake is by

the use of a cake mixer. This utensil costs S1.75, and if large quantities

of cake are to be made, or if cake must be made frequently, the expense

is quite justifiable.

Cake pans.— An old tin pan, one that has been used frequently, is

better for baking cake than a new one, as the cake is less likely to scorch

or to stick to tin that has been seasoned by use than to new tin.

New tin should be seasoned by greasing it well wdth unsalted fat

and baking it thoroughly in the oven until it has a bluish, unglazed

appearance.

The tube pan is the most satisfactory for some kinds of cake. The tube

allows a cturent of warm air to rise through the center of the cake, so that

it bakes very evenly; and the tendency is for the cake to rise lighter in

the tube pan than in a tin that has no tube. A broad, shallow pan is,

in general, more desirable than a deep, narrow one. This is because the

shallowness of the tin makes it possible for the heat to penetrate quickly

and evenly through all parts of the batter. With the deep pan, while

the center of the cake is being baked through, the crust is Hkely to become

thick, tough, and dr^-. The shallow pan obviates this. In rich fruit

cakes, however, in which lightness is not essential, this drxdng-out is not

undesirable. Cakes of this kind are frequently baked in deep pans, and
some precautions are taken to keep the under and upper crusts soft —
as a slow oven, heavy paper placed over the cake, and asbestos placed

under it.

INGREDIENTS

Of course it goes without saying that the ingredients used in making
cake should be of good quality, fine flavor, and agreeable odor. While
it is often possible to substitute a cheaper ingredient for the more expensive

one called for, no attempt should be made to substitute one that is inferior

of its kind.

91
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Flour

A good grade of flour is essential, and, even with good flour of standard

grade, each new jmrchase of flour presents a new problem in the quantity

of water that the flour will absorb— a problem which the housekeeper

can solve only through experimentation. Moreover, bakers state that

the last of the flour in a barrel may differ from that which was used first

from the same barrel, because of the effect of aging, and because the barrel

may have been stored in a damp place where it has absorbed moisture, or

in a warm, dry place where the flour may have dried somewhat.

Quantity of flour to use

All modern recipes require that flour be sifted before being measured.

It is interesting to note that, even with careful measuring, the same house-

keeper, measuring a number of cupfuls of flour by the same cup, will

vary the amount of each cupful. The following table shows these wide,

variations in amount, and thereby shows why a second sifting of flour

before measuring is desirable for accuracy. It will be noted that flour

that has been sifted twice varies less in the weight of different cupfuls

than flour that has been sifted only once or not at all.

TABLE I. Variation in Weight of One Cupful of Flour

(28.35 grams = i ounce)

Unsifted one cupful flour weighs 118 to 133 grams
Sifted once one cupful flour weighs 118 to 121 .5 grams
Sifted twice one cupful flour weighs 11 7.5 to 1 18.5 grams

For the above reason, no entirely definite or accurate amount of flour

by measure can be specified successfully in a recipe for cake. The only

way to accomplish good results is to learn through experience what

special degree of stiffness is necessary to success, or to weigh instead of

measure the materials to be used.

Bread and pastry flour

Bread flour to which fifteen per cent of cornstarch has been added makes

an excellent substitute for pastry flour, and is preferred by many for making

cake. It produces more uniform and better results than can be gained

with the average pastry flours, which are of inferior grade. The sub-

stitution of two tablespoonfuls of cornstarch to each cupful of bread

flour is sufficiently accurate for any recipe, and will produce good pastry

flour. Thus, in a cake requiring three cupfuls of flour, six tablespoonfuls

(or one third of a cupful) of cornstarch, and two and two thirds cupfuls

of bread flour, would be rcqviired. Bread flour contains more gluten

than does pastry flour, and thus it gives a more elastic, stiffer dough than
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does a flour containin.s: more starch and less gluten. Therefore, if bread

flour is used witliout beinj^ mixed with cornstarch, less floiu- than the recipe

calls for is needed, or else more fat than is specified should be included

in the cake; otherwise it may be tough and bread-like. The same con-

ditions would result from the use of too much pastr>' flour. If there is

too little flour in a calve, it will fall, because there is not enough gluten to

stiffen on baking and to hold the cake up. The starch in flour acts as

a binder. It absorbs water, thickens the cake, softens it, and gives it

body.

Sugar

Granulated sugar

Sugar to be used for cake should be fine-grained rather than coarse-

grained, since fine-grained sugar dissolves in smaller particles than does

coarse-grained, and thus it may be more thoroughly and easily incorporated

into the batter; and when fine-grained sugar is used in making cake,

more air is included than when coarse-grained sugar is used, and the cake

has a finer grain.

Brown or powdered sugar

If brown or powdered sugars are to be substituted for granulated sugar,

the substitution should be by weight instead of by measure. This is

because the same measure, both of brown and of powdered sugar, ^vill

vary greatlv in weight. If sifted and piled lightly into a measuring cup,

one and one third to one and one half cupful of powdered or brown sugar

will be required to equal one cupful of gi-anulated sugar ; while either may
be packed very closely into the cvip, and the weight will then approxi-

mately equal one cupful of granulated sugar. There is no doubt that the

baker's method of weighing rather than measuring ingredients for cake

making would improve results in the household if only the housekeeper

would accustom herself to the same practice.

Sugar adds moisture to the cake. If too little sugar is used, the result-

ing cake may be light, but it will tend to be bread-like and coarse in texture.

On the other hand, too much sugar causes the cake to rise very light in

the oven at first, but it may fall before the baking is finished. The crumb

mil then be moist and sticky, and the crust will be sugary and gummy.

Baking powders and soda

Baking powder is a chemical preparation made from soda, an acid

substance, and a dr}4ng agent. When brought into contact with water

the acid acts on the soda, and a gas, carbon dioxid, is produced, which

helps to make batter and dough mixtures light.
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The strength of baking powder depends on its ability to produce carbon

dioxid. It is essential, therefore, that the mixture of soda and acid be

kept dry if the ingredients are not to combine. In order to prevent loss

of strength, a drying agent such as starch, which will absorb moisture,

is added to the mixture of soda and acid and the baking powder is kept

in sealed tin cans or glass jars.

Types of commercial baking powders

There are three types of baking powder on the market. All of them

contain bicarbonate of soda and starch, and they differ only in the acid

constituents.

Cream-of-tartar baking powder.—The average standard high-priced baking

powders contain, as the acid constituent, cream of tartar or tartaric acid,

or a mixture of the two. Soda and a dr}'ing agent constitute the other

ingredients.

Phosphate baking powder.— In a second type of baking powder the

soda and starch are combined with an acid phosphate, and this type is

therefore called phosphate baking powder.

Alumic baking powders.— The third type of baking powder is the alum

powder. If the label on the box of baking powder contains the words
" altmiinum " or " alumic," the purchaser may know that an alum baking

powder forms the contents of the box. As with the other baking powders,

soda and a drying agent form part of the mixture.

Homemade baking powder

A very satisfactory baking powder may be made at home after the

following recipe:

\ pound of cream of tartar

\ pound of soda

I ounce of cornstarch

Weigh carefully and mix very thoroughly by shaking the soda and starch

together in a tin or glass can. Add the cream of tartar last, and shake

again thoroughly and vigorously for several minutes. Or mix all ingredi-

ents together and sift twelve times. The secret of success is very thorough

mixing of the three ingredients.

This baking powder deteriorates if kept for any length of time, and

should therefore be prepared in quantities small enough to last for only

ten days or two weeks.

Do not attempt to keep baking powder, either commercial or home-

made, in a paper bag. It should be placed in a dry tin or glass receptacle,

covered tightly, and stored in a dry place.
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Soda and cream oj tartar

Soda and cream of tartar may be substituted for baking powder by-

using them in the sa,me proportion as is given in the recipe for home-

made baking powder, and using a quantity equivalent to that called for

in the recipe. Thus, if a recipe calls for three teaspoonfuls of baking

powder, a very little less than one teaspoonful of soda and two scant

teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar may be used, disregarding the starch

filler entirely.

Sour milk, molasses, fruit, and chocolate all contain acid substances

that react with soda, and may take the place of a part or all of the acid

needed to act with soda.

If more soda is put into the cake than is needed to neutralize the acid

used -svdth it, this excess of soda mil give the cake a yellow color. Also,

the excess of soda will unite with the fat in the cake, and this accounts

for the peciiliar soap-like taste sometimes found in a cake that contains

too much soda. If the soda is not thoroughly mixed into the batter,

little brown specks or spots will appear in the cake. It is therefore better

to stir the soda into the liquid than to add it to the dry ingredients. In

this way thorough solution and mixing is assured.

The use of soda with sour milk or buttermilk will be discussed more
fully in another part of the lesson.

Eggs

Fresh and preserved eggs, and egg powders

The eggs to be used for cake do not need to be strictly fresh in order

to produce a light cake or even acake of good flavor. They must, however,

be soiind and in good condition. When eggs are high in price, good,

soiuid, cold-storage or water-glass eggs may be used instead of fresh eggs.

When the price of eggs is above twenty-six or twenty-seven cents a dozen,

egg powders may be used successfully in making cakes containing fats;

but, so far, in cakes of the sponge-cake type the substitution of egg powders '

for fresh eggs has proved unsuccessful. ;

Effect of eggs on cake

Eggs give to cake a certain lightness and a marked fineness of texture.

They help to hold together the various ingredients. This is particularly

noticeable in rich cake, in which, as the amount of fat and the tenderness

of the cake increase, an increase in the number of eggs will help to

overcome the tendency of the cake to fall apart. This property is

possessed to a greater extent by the white of the egg than by the yolk.
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On the amount of air entangled in the eggs and held up by the gluteti

in the flour depends the hghtness of cakes of the sponge-cake type, which,

after all, are a form of omelet rather than of cake. In this type of cake

no baking powder is needed, because the air included in the eggs is sufflcient

to lighten the comparatively small quantity of flour used. For this reason,

in making sponge cakes the yolks and whites of the eggs are beaten

separately, so as to include as much air as possible in the whites. The
whites should be beaten until they are stiff, but not too dry, other\vise

some of the air cells will be ruptured and the cake will shrink more than

it should when taken from the oven.

Effect of heat on eggs

The coagulation of eggs takes place at a comparatively low temperature,

and they are toughened if cooked too long or at too high a temperature;

hence the necessity of a moderate oven if the sponge or angel cake is to

rise to its fullest height and be tender. The addition of cream of tartar

or of lemon juice helps the egg to coagulate at a still lower temperature

than it otherwise would, and also probably dissolves some of the gluten

of the flour, thus helping to make the cake tender. On the other hand,

too cool an oven causes the sponge cake to expand until it is very light,

and then to fall because there is not sufficient heat to cause the cake to

harden; or else the cake does not bake through, and, although sufficiently

cooked on the outside, is raw in the center.

Effect of beating an egg

The question is often asked why the yolks of eggs cannot be beaten

as light as can the whites. One third of the yolk of an egg consists of

fat, and the presence of fat prevents the yolks from being elastic enough

to entangle and hold air. For the same reason, when the white of the

egg is mixed with the yolk the mixture cannot be beaten to a stiff

lightness.

Effect of increasing or decreasing egg substance in cakes

If a cake recipe is altered so that additional egg whites are used in the

place of egg yolks, more fat should be added, the proportion being one tea-

spoonful of fat for each additional white. If the number of eggs in a cake

is increased, the amount of baking powder should be decreased, provided

the quantity of flour and sugar remains in the same proportion. A general

statement may be made to the effect that one teaspoonful of baking

powder will replace one egg. This is illustrated in formula I as compared

with formula IV (page 1457)-
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Fat

Types of fat good for use in cake making

Fat to be used in making cake should possess a good flavor and odor.

The substitution of fresh lard for part of the butter can hardly be detected

in the flavor or the texture of the product. Cake made of a good grade

of cottonseed oil tastes and smells slightly of the oil when the cake is warm;

but when it is cold the flavor is nutty and pleasing, the cake is fine-grained,

light, and soft, due to the use of the soft fat, and the keeping quality is

excellent. Cottonseed cooking oil may be obtained for $1.25 a gallon,

and it is therefore economical for use in the place of butter. Chicken fat,

properly tried out, is an excellent substitute for butter. The pieces of

fat should be put into the double boiler and tried out over hot water.

This prevents the fat from becoming too hot and from developing a strong

flavor.

How to substitute other fats for butter

The following table will assist the housekeeper who wishes to substitute

a fat that is cheaper than butter, for all or a part of the butter, in making

a cake. The table is arranged on the basis of what wotdd be the correct

substitute if the recipe called for one half cupful of butter, and may,

of course, be increased or decreased according to the amount of fat called

for in the recipe:

TABLE 2. Substitutes for Pat

I cupful chicken fat ^

I cupful lard less i tablespoonful

I cupful lard substitute less i| tablespoonful

I cupful butter plus 3 tablespoonfuls lard

J cupful butter plus 3 tablespoonfuls lard substitute

^ cupful cottonseed oil less i tablespoonful

/•

Equivalent of

h cup ^

of butter

I

The reason why a less amount of the softer fats than of butter is

needed, is in part because the former contain less moisture, and therefore

possess greater shortening power, than does butter; and in part because

of the absence in the softer fats of foreign substances, such as the curd,

salt, and buttermilk found in butter.

When an unsalted fat is used in making cake, a little salt should be

aided to the mixture; otherwise an essential flavor may be missed.

The ejfect on cake of a large amount of fat

A very rich cake — that is, a cake that contains a large amount of

fat — will be close-grained ; while one that contains a small amount of
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shortening will be porous, and will dry out quickly. Too much fat will

cause a cake to crumble, and will make its removal from the tin without

breaking into pieces a difficult process. A large excess of fat will also

cause the cake to be heavy. If the proportion of fat given in a recipe

is increased, there should be a corresponding increase in the amount of

flour, and also in the amount of either baking powder or eggs.

Melted fat

When melted fat is added to a cake batter it should not be hot, as hot

fat is likely to make the cake tough, coarse in grain, and not so light

as it shoidd be.

Cream

The use of sour cream and sweet cream will be discussed under the

subject of liquids.

Liquids

Milk and water

Sweet milk, either whole or skimmed, is the liquid most generally used

in making cake. Other liquids may be used, however, with good results,

if their nature is thoroughly understood. Water may be substituted

for milk, although its use may cause a slight toughness in the cake.

Solids form about twelve per cent, or one eighth, of the composition of

milk; therefore seven eighths of a cup of water is equivalent to one cup

of skimmed milk.

Whey

Sweet fresh whey, or sour whey to which a very little soda has been

ad,ded, is an excellent substitute for sweet milk. Not over one eighth

of a teaspoonful of soda should be added to one cupful of sour whey.

With either of these the amount of baking powder that the recipe required

shpuld be used.

Potato water

Water in which potatoes have been boiled may be used as a substitute

for sweet milk in making cake. The result in this case will be a moist

cake and one that does not dry out quickly. Merely substitute the

potato water for the full amount of liquid as required by the recipe.

Sweet cream

Sweet cream may be used in place of sweet rmlk; in that case less fat

than is called for in the recipe, and more cream than the amount of milk
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called for, should be used. If the cream is used as a substitute for both

butter and liquid, the following table will give the approximate equivalents,

according to the quality of the cream:

TABLE 3. Approximate Amounts of Fat and of Milk in One Cupful of Sweet
Cream of Different Grades

Grade of cream
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Again, a recipe usiiij; one half of a cupful of sweet milk and four tea-

spoonfuls of baking powder will require, with one half of a cupful of sour

milk in place of the sweet milk, one eighth of a teaspoonful of soda and
three and one half teaspoonfuls of baking powder; since in this case, one

eighth of a teaspoonful of soda is the equivalent of only one half a tea-

spoonful of baking powder.

Sour cream

Sour cream may be used in the place of both fat and sour milk, or

buttermilk in some recipes.

Thick sour cream varies from 33^ per cent to 50 per cent, roughly,

in the amount of fat it contains ; very thick sour cream unmixed with sour

milk contains at least 50 per cent of fat.

Since one cupful of sour cream woiild be equivalent to one third to

one half of a cupful of fat plus two thirds to one half of a cupful of sour

milk or buttermilk, it is evident that sour cream should be substituted

only when the proportion of fat to liquid called for in the recipe is at

least one third of a cupful of fat to one cupful of liquid. In cake formula

III (page 1457) is given a good illustration of this substitution. This

recipe calls for three fourths of a cupful of fat, three fourths of a cupful

of liquid, and three to four teaspoonfuls of baking powder. One and one

half of a cupful of very thick cream would be the equivalent of both fat

and liquid, and no additional fat would be required.

Sour cream should be treated as though it were sour milk, however,

in adding soda and baking powder. Since one fourth of a teaspoonful

of soda neutralizes one cupful of sour milk or buttermilk, it will also

neutralize one cupful of sour cream.

Fruit

Fruit is added to cake in order to give flavor, to add weight, and to

improve the keeping qualities.

Types of fruit.— Several types of fruit are commonly used in making
cake; first, dried fruits and candied fruits, such as currants, raisins, citron,

cherries, pineapple; second, fresh raw fruits, such as blueberries and
cherries; third, cooked fruit pulp, such as apple sauce and blackberry jam.

Effect of fruits on batter.— As a general rule it may be said that when
fruit is used in inaking cake, the batter will need to be stiffer than for

ordinary cake, the stiffness depending on the weight of the pieces of

the fruit to be held in place. Thus, a cake dough containing raisins

will need to be stiffer than one containing blueberries, and a cake dough

containing blueberries will need to be stiffer than one made with apple

sauce or jam.
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Effect of fruit on shorlcnin^.— A'lorc shorteninj^ should be used for

cakes made with dried finiil than for those made with fresh fruit or fruit

pulp, because more flour is needed with the former.

Effect of fruit on baking.— The presence of particles of dried fruit in-

creases the difficulties in baking cake, as fruit scorches easily and some

of the fruit will be at the surface of the cake. Rich fruit cakes should

therefore be baked in a very slow oven. This not only prevents scorching,

but also improves the flavor, since the fruit flavor blends with the flavor

of the other ingredients.*t>*

Chocolate and cocoa

Chocolate.— Chocolate contains a hard fat which adds richness to

cake, but which tends to make it stiff as it dries out or if the cake is kept

in a very cold place. Chocolate cake that is made with sour milk and

soda is usually softer and darker in color than that made with sweet

milk and baking powder. Chocolate contains starch, which thickens the

batter, so that less flour is needed for chocolate cake than for white cakes.

Alkali darkens a chocolate mixture, and a little soda added to the melted

chocolate before putting it into the batter will not only darken the cake,

but also neutralize any free fatty acid in the chocolate and help to make
the cake light. The large amount of soda in some recipes for chocolate

cake serves the same purpose.

Cocoa.— Cocoa should be substituted for chocolate by weight instead

of by measure. In manufacturing cocoa nearly all of the fat has been

removed from it, so that cakes made by substituting cocoa in a recipe

calling for chocolate are likely to be bready unless a small quantity of

additional fat is added (the equivalent of about one half tablespoonful

of butter for each ounce, or one fourth cupful, of cocoa used).

Molasses

Molasses contains free acid, and when used in cake the acid should be

neutralized by adding one half of a teaspoonful of soda for each cupful of

molasses. Molasses may be substituted for sugar in rich fruit cake;

when this is done the amount of liquid should be decreased proportionately

to the amount of molasses used. One cupful of molasses contains only

as much sugar as seven tenths of a cupful of sugar.

Spice

When spice is added to cake, it should first be scalded with boiling

water; about two teaspoonfuls of boiHng water should be added to each

teaspoonful of spice. The boiling water thickens the spice, insures better

mixing, takes away any raw taste of spice in the cake, and gives a rich
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dark color. A second method of addinj^ spice to cake is to sift it with

the l)akinj^ powder and the flour. The former method is preferable,

however, since unmoistened sj^ice has a tendency to make cake dry and
bread-like, and does not give the cake so fine a flavor as when the spice

is scalded.

Nuts

Nuts are lighter than fruit and are not likely to settle to the bottom
of the tin; therefore they do not need to be floured. They contain fat.

and, when added to rich cake, the amount of fat in the recipe should be

decreased in proportion to the richness added by the nuts. One to one

and one half tablespoonful less of fat to each cupful of nuts is usually

sufficient. A good method of preparing nuts for cake is to grind them
through the coarse knife of the food chopper. When English walnuts

or other nut meats are bought already shelled, they should be washed
and dried in the oven before being used.

Flavoring extracts

Vanilla, lemon, and other flavoring extracts, should be used sparingly

if at all. A strongly flavored cake is not so pleasing as one of delicate

flavor. In fact, the very noticeable flavor or odor seems to imply that

the main ingredients of which the cake is made are of inferior grade

and that there is some unpleasant quality about the cake that it is desirable

to conceal. Good cake, made from sweet, clean materials, needs no

strong extracts to make it desirable.

steps in the process of making cake

Time is usually saved if all utensils and ingredients are brought together

ready for use before beginning to make a cake.

Read the recipe carefully two or three times, so as to get the idea

of it thoroughly in mind.

The flour should be sifted twice, measured, mixed with the baking

powder, and sifted again.

The cake pans should be greased with unsalted fat, then lightly dredged

or sifted over with flour, and the flour shaken out. Lard is a very satis-

factory fat for greasing a cake tin. If butter is used, it should first be

clarified by melting it and then allowing it to stand until the salt and the

curds of sour milk have settled. Only the clear melted fat should be

used in greasing the pan; if the salt and curds are used with the fat, that

may cause the cake to stick to the pan. If the pan is very black because

of bumt-in substances, is much dented, or is inclined to rust, it is well

to line the bottom with waxed or greased paper and grease only the sides.
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See that the oven is ready to receive the cake. Too hot an oven is

more destructive to good results in making cake than one that is too cool.

If coal is used, do not attempt to use the oven for baking just after coal

has been put into the stove nor after it has been nearly burned out; in

the latter case the coal must be replenished before the cake is done, thus

cooling the oven.

Selection of a recipe

In selecting the recipe, the housekeeper should consider the occasion

for which the cake is to be used, how long it is to last, and the limitation

of her purse. In the days of our grandmothers, pound cake was ser\^ed

to company at tea. That was because pound cake is rich and its richness

makes it keep well. Our thrifty grandmothers were thus provided for

the unexpected. On the other hand, for children, or when the cake is

to be eaten soon after baking, or in summer, when the appetite craves

light food, or to serve with ice cream, already rich, the less rich cakes

are preferable to those containing a large quantity of shortening.

Methods oj mixing cake

There are several ways of mixing cake, and much controversy has

arisen among housekeepers as to the method that will give the best results.

It has been the experience of the wTiter that, if the mixing of ingredients

has been very thorough, the method of mixing does not greatly influence

the result obtained. Differences in resiilts are due to variations in the

thoroughness with which the ingredients have been mixed, rather than

to the order or manner of mixing.

Method I for mixing cake

1. Cream or soften the fat by stirring it with a spoon or a fork until

it is of the consistency of thick, smooth cream. In cold weather, or if

the butter is cold, it may be broken into small pieces and placed in a

warm bowl while the creaming is being done, and time will thus be

saved.

2. Add the sugar gradually to the creamed butter, and beat or stir

thoroughly until the mixture is light, fluffy, fine-grained, and moist.

This is called creaming the butter and sugar together. When much sugar

and little butter are used, cream only a part of the sugar with the fat

and do not add the remainder of the sugar until after the egg yolks have
been stirred into the creamed butter and sugar.

3. Separate the whites and yolks of the eggs, and beat each separately,

beating the whites imtil stiff but not too dry, and the yolks until light

and creamy.
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4. Add the egg yolks to the creamed butter and sugar, and beat until

no suggestion of unmixed yolks may be found.

5. Add the milk alternately with the flour, which has been mixed and

sifted with the baking powder; stir \4gorously until the mixture is thor-

oughly blended and of velvety smoothness. This stirring will take about

two to five minutes.

6. Fold the stiffly beaten egg whites carefully, but thoroughly, into

the mixture, or, in other words, mix them in with as little breaking as

possible. The motion, but not the vigorous action, of beating accom-

pHshes this better than the stirring motion. When finished, tiny flecks

of egg white should ba seen distributed evenly throughout the mixture.

Method II for mixing cake

1. Break the eggs into the mixing bowl without separating the whites

and the yolks, and beat them.

2. Add the sugar, and beat thoroughly.

3. Add the milk, and then the flour, mixed and sifted with the baking

powder, and beat again.

4. Add the melted fat. The fat should be barely melted and warm,

not partially cooked and hot.

5. Beat all thoroughly before putting the mixture into the cake pan.

Method III for mixing cake

1. Measure into the mixing bowl all the liquid ingredients except tne

melted fat, and beat thoroughly.

2. Measure and add the dry ingredients, and beat thoroughly.

3. Add the melted fat, and beat again.

This method is usually employed for the quick making of plain cakes,

when the amount of butter is moderate.

Method I V— the cake-mixer method

1. Measure into the cake mixer all the ingredients.

2. Ttim the mixture until the batter is thoroughly mixed. This will

require three to ten minutes. In making cake by this method, the butter

must be soft before it is added; otherwise it \vill be merely broken into

small particles by the wires of the mixer and will not be thoroughh- iix-or-

porated into the batter, but will coat over the flour, producing the result

of pastry.

Relative merits of various methods

While method I will probably produce the best results with pound

cake, and should be used by beginners since it insures the thorough mixing
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which is essential to good cake making, the experienced person will find

that all methods will ])roduce good results with nearly every cake, pro-

vided the ingredients arc thoroughly mixed.

Tlie baking of cake

More cakes are spoiled by defects in baking than by defects in either

the recipe or the method of mixing the batter. Experience must be the

guide to success until reliable oven thermometers have been devised.

It is well for the inexperienced to remember that great haste and a very

hot oven contribute oftener to failures in the making of cake than do

any other causes.

The way to fill the pan.— When the batter is put into the pan it should

be brought up against the sides of the pan, by using the spoon or the

spatula, so that the center of the cake may be slightly lower than the sides.

This helps to prevent the cake from rising higher in the center than at

the sides, and brings a large proportion of the batter into direct contact

with the heat at the sides of the pan. A pan shoiild never be filled more

than two thirds full of batter, for if a cake rises over the sides of the pan

it is almost certain to fall afterward.

The location of the pan in the oven.— The pan should be placed on the

lower grate of the oven, so that the greatest amount of heat will reach

it from underneath and force it to rise to its fullest capacity before the

crust is formed on top. If the top crust becomes set too quickly, the

cake may later crack and rise in the center while it is much depressed

on the sides.
...

The temperature of the oven.— When a cake rises unevenly because of

the uneven temperatiire of the oven, it wiU readily be observed that the

part of the cake that becomes the lightest is on the cool side of the oven.

This is proof that an oven should not be too hot for successful cake making.

This applies to practically all types of cake, whether rich or poor in fat

and whether many or few eggs are used. If the oven is too hot, the cake

does not rise normally; if it is too cool, the cake may become overHght,

with subsequent danger of falling.

Experience is the best teacher in determining the correct temperature

for baking cake. It is, however, safer to err on the side of coolness rather

than have too great heat, in preparing the oven for baking cake.

The time for turning the cake.— If a cake is baking unevenly, it may
be turned in the oven, provided the turning be done before the top crust

has begim to harden. If the attempt is made after the crust is formed

the cake may fall, and it will not rise again. If it falls a little while it

is still in the batter stage, it will probably rise again in a normal way.
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The length of time Jor baking a cake.— The time for bakinj^^ a cake niav

be divided into four quarters:

First quarter: The cake rises; little bubbles form on the top.

Second quarter: The cake continues to rise, and it browns in spots.

Third quarter: The cake browns all over.

Fourth quarter: The cake shrinks from the sides of the tin, becomes

elastic to the touch, and stops singing.

During the baking, the oven heat should be increased gradually but

very slightly until the cake is brown, then it may be slightly reduced.

On the average a thin loaf of cake will bake in forty minutes, while a thick

loaf should bake for at least an hour. Fruit cakes may require several

hours.

Methods oj cooling the oven.— If the oven is too hot, it may be cooled

by leaving the door slightly ajar or by placing a dish of cold water on the

grate in the oven. If the cake bakes too fast on top, cover the upper

grate above the cake with a piece of heavy paper. If the paper is laid

directly on the cake itself and the cake splits open, the paper will probably

cling to the batter. If this should happen, the paper should not be removed

untn after the cake has cooled, when it may be gently torn or scraped off.

The way to determine when a cake is done.— When a cake is thoroughly

cooked it will be elastic and will shrink from the sides of the pan. It will

spring back and not sink if lightly touched. The singing sound of a cake,

when it is still losing gases before the final hardening, will have diminished

or will have disappeared when the cake is firm. A clean toothpick stuck

into the cake will come out clean or with particles of cooked crumb adhering

to it.

The time Jor removing a cake from the pan.— A few minutes after the

cake is taken from the oven, and while it is still warm, remove it from

the tin and carefully puU off the paper. If the cake is removed too soon,

it falls a little; if not soon enough, it becomes soggy and may stick to

the pan.

cake formulas

The underlying principle of all cake making is to obtain a proper re-

lationship between the ingredients of which the cake is made, so that

there may be a balance between lightness, tenderness, moisture, and

texture. In one case lightness may be the important quality ; in another,

tenderness; in another, fineness of grain; and so on.

A little study of the following formulas will show the principles governing

the amounts of the different materials that may be combined in a cake

recipe. It is advisable, however, not to experiment with the formulas

until after reading and digesting this lesson.
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TABLE 4. Amounts of Various Ingredients Used
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Cake formula No. II

By this formula is also produced a cake that is light and ])()rous in

texture, although finer-grained than that from formula No. I. It keej^s

longer, and is a good cake to be used on any ordinary occasion. It may
be varied in inany ways, as follows:

For layer cake, use one half the amounts called for in the recipe and

bake the batter in two or three layers.

For chocolate cake, add two squares of chocolate (2 ounces, or | cupful)

and two tablespoonfuls less of flour than is called for in the formula;

or while melting the chocolate reduce it to a thick paste with four table-

spoonfuls of boiling water, cooking it until thick and of about the same

consistency as the cake batter. In the latter case the whole amount of

flour may be used.

For nut cake, add one cup of finely chopped or coarsely ground nut

meats and two tablespoonfuls less of fat than is called for in the formula.

For spice cake, add one teaspoonful of cinnamon and one half teaspoonful

of cloves, wet with two teaspoonfuls of boiling water.

For very dark spice cake, use brown sugar in place of white sugar, and

one teaspoonful each of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg.

For ribbon cake, add to one third of the batter one half teaspoonful

of cinnamon, one half teaspoonful of cloves, one half teaspoonful of nut-

meg, and one half cupful of raisins that have been cut into small pieces.

Bake the dark batter as one layer and the light batter as two layers, and

put the dark layer between the two light layers with a raisin, jelly, or

fruit filling.

For white cake, omit the egg yolks and add one tablespoonful of butter

to the amount required. Use three more egg whites than is called for

in the formula.

Cake formulas No. Ill and No. 11^

These formulas produce cakes of the poimd-cake type, which are fine

and close in grain and which will keep for some time.

Cakes may be mixed according to the directions given under methods

I, II, III, and IV, as described on pages 1453 to 1455. Cakes of the type

of formula III and formula IV are in general better made by method I,

because this method insures more thorough mixing than do the other

methods described, and when much shortening is used the difficulty of

thorough mixing is increased.
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DISCUSSION PAPER

By means of the disciission papers we have an opportimin' to become

acquainted. We 5h;-ll :ake i: as an indication on yotu" part that you are

interes:ei if .:•-: answer :he questions and return them, to us. The staff

of the Dec?-rTr".rr_: :: H:~e Ecor-omics is ready to assist ir. vour study

c" Slier.: •If.: r:~e-:r..\'-::r.c. We want your assistance as well. Ask

questions. :~er sug^esticr.s. let us have the benefit of your experience.

You thus bee:me a \-ital part of the Department of Home Economics in

its efforts for scientific housekeeping.

Will vou please send your opinions on the following points to the Super-

\-isor of the Cornell Reading-Course for :r.e Farm Home?

I. Have you Had experience in making cake as a means of earning

monev? If so, briefly describe yxrar methods, including advertising,

selling, and dehven.'.

[ 14591
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2. What are your uses for stale cake? How do you keep cake moist?

3. What method or what labor-saving device have you found to be the

most useful in making cake?

4. Which are the more economical of time, labor, and monev— cakes

or puddings?

Name.

.

Address

,

Date. .

.
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MAKING CAKE.—PART n
Katherixe H. Mills

Success in making cake depends not on the perfect proportion of the

recipe but on the thorough understanding of the principles governing

the making of cake. In Part I of the lesson on making cake these prin-

ciples were discussed, in order that the housekeeper might become more
certain of her results in making cake and that she might know the reasons

for her failures. This part of the lesson should be carefully studied

before the recipes given here are tried.

For this same reason a short discussion of the principles of sugar cookery

is given before the recipes for cake frostings and fillings. A well-made

frosting or filling adds much to the attractiveness as well as the palatability

of a cake. It also helps to retain the moisture of the cake and in this

way adds to the keeping quality. Cakes may be simply frosted with

a quickly made frosting or they may be put together with a rich nut

and fruit filling and elaborately decorated. It should be remembered,

however, in decorating a cake, or any other object, that the fundamentals

are simplicity and good quality.

SELECTED AND TESTED RECIPES FOR CAKE

Sour cream cake

2 cupfuls sour cream 3I cupftds flour

2 cupfvils sugar 3 teaspoonfuls baking powder

4 eggs I teaspoonful soda (scant)

Thick sour cream is equivalent to one third to one half of its measure

in fat. The above recipe corresponds ver\' closely to formula 11.^ Two
cupfuls of sour cream corresponds to about i^ cupful of liquid plus f

cupful of fat, or, reduced to the exact terms of the formula, 15- cupful

of liquid and about % cupful of fat (if sweet milk and fat were used instead

of sour cream). The baking powder plus the soda corresponds to 5

teaspoonfuls of baking powder alone if used without soda and with sweet

1 Making Cake.— Part I. page 1457. The Cornell Reading-Courses. Lesson for the Farm Home, No. 73.

[1461I
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milk, or. in terms of the form.ula, 4^ teaspoonfuls of baking powder.

Buttermilk or sour milk may be substituted for sour cream in this recipe

by using 13 cupful of either liquid and adding f cupful of fat. The same

amount of soda and baking powder that the recipe calls for should be used

in this case. The cake made from this recipe may be baked in one

large or two medium-sized cake pans.

Sweet cream cake

2 eggs 4 teaspoonfuls baking powder

Sweet cream, of medium grade ^ teaspoonful salt

1 cupful of sugar Flavoring if desired

1 1 cupful flour

Break the eggs into a measuring cup and fill the cup with sweet cream

of medium grade. Pour the contents of the cup into a mixing bowl,

add the sugar and salt, and beat thoroughly until the mixture is well

blended. Then add the flour, which has been mixed and sifted with the

baking powder. This recipe makes one loaf of cake that is delicious

if eaten soon after it is baked, but it dries out quickly.

Lightning cake

\ cupful butter i cupful sugar

2 eggs 1 1 cupful fiour

Sweet milk 2 teaspoonfids baking powder

Melt the butter in a measuring cup, but do not let it become hot. Add
the unbeaten eggs to the melted butter, fill the cup with sweet milk,

and beat the contents of the cup two minutes with a dover egg beater.

Add the sugar and beat again. Then add the flour, which has been mixed

and sifted with the baking powder, and beat the whole mixture again.

The cake made from this recipe may be baked as drop cakes, and sprinkled

with powdered sugar; or it may be baked in one loaf in a small bread

pan or in two layer cake tins. Grated orange peel or orange extract

may be used for flavoring, or nuts may be added. Frost the cake with

a fruit-flavored frosting.

Prize cake

Yolks 4 eggs ^ cupful milk

Whites 2 eggs 2 cupfuls flour

I cupful sugar 2I teaspoonfuls baking powder

I cupful melted butter

Mix by method II - and bake the cake in one loaf.

FANNIE MERRITT FARMER

'All references made to methods I, II, III, and IV of mixing cake in this lesson refer to Making Cake.

—

Part I, pages 14S3-I45S. Reading-Course for the Farm Home, No. 73-
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White layer cake

\ cupful butter 3 teaspoonfuls baking powder
I aipful su^ar if cupful flour '

\ cupful milk Whites of 4 eggs, beaten stifT

Mix by method I, leaving out the yolks of the eggs. Bake in two
layers or in a loaf. The layers may be put together with any desired

frosting.

Ice cream cake

f cupful butter 2 cupfuls flour

I J cupful sugar \ teaspoonful soda

Grated rind and juice of \ lemon Whites 6 eggs

Mix by method I, leaving out the yolks of the eggs. This cake, if

properly made and baked, is fine grained and very good. In this case

the lemon juice is the acid constituent that takes the place of cream

of tartar.

JANET MACKENZIE HILL

Bride's cake

I cupful butter 4 cupfuls flour

25 cupfuls sugar 3 teaspoonfuls baking powder

I cupful milk Whites 12 eggs

I teaspoonful vanilla or almond extract

Mix by method I, leaving out the yolks of the eggs. Care should be

taken not to beat the whites of eggs until they are too dry.

Lady Baltimore cake

1 cupful butter . 3 cupfuls flour

2 cupfuls sugar 4 teaspoonfuls baking powder

I cupful milk I teaspoonful vanilla

Whites 6 eggs

Mix by method I, leaving out the yolks of the eggs; bake in three layers;

put together with Lady Baltimore filling; and frost with twice-cooked

frosting. This cake may be made with two, three, four, five, or even

six teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and it offers an interesting illustration

of the effect of baking powder on cake. With two teaspoonfuls of baking

powder, the cake will be close grained, and inclined to be bready. With
six teaspoonfuls of baking powder, if the cake is carefully baked, it will
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rise very light, falling slightly during the last part of the baking, but

will still be very light when the baking is finished. It will be more open

in texture and more tender than the cake made with two teaspoonfuls

of baking powder. The use of so much baking powder is not advocated,

however, since it is not really needed, and it is believed that it is unwhole-

some to eat a great deal of baking powder. The housekeeper may be

interested, however, in experimenting for herself to see the effect of the

varying amounts of baking powder in a cake mixture.

Gold cake

I cupful sugar if cupful flour

Yolks 8 eggs 4 teaspoonfuls baking powder

\ cupful milk I teaspoonful vanilla

\ cupful butter

Mix by method II. Bake in tube cake pans or in small individual

cake pans.

Lord Baltimore cake

Use the same recipe as that given for gold cake. Bake in three

layers; put together with Lord Baltimore filling; and frost with twice-

cooked frosting.

Pound cake {recipe i)

1 cupful butter 4 eggs

1 5 cupful powdered sugar i teaspoonful baking powder

2 cupfuls flour I cupful milk

Mix by method I ; bake the cake carefully in a moderate oven.

JANET MACKENZIE HILL

Pound cake {recipe 2)

I pound butter Whites 10 eggs

I pound sugar i teaspoonful mace

Yolks 10 eggs I pound flour

2 tablespoonfuls milk

Mix by method I. Powdered sugar will make a finer-grained pound

cake than granulated sugar, but the general appearance of the crust

is better when granulated sugar is used.

Sponge cake

4 eggs I cupful sugar

I cupful flour 4 teaspoonfuls lemon juice
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Separate eggs; beat the yolks until lemon colored; add sugar and beat;

fold in flour and then stiffly beaten whites of eggs; bake in an ungreased

pan in a moderate oven.

Hot-water sponge cake

2 eggs 2 tablespoonful lemon juice

f cupful sugar i cupful flour

6 tablespoonfuls hot water i| teaspconful baking jjowder

I teaspoonful salt

Beat yolks of eggs until thick; add half the sugar, then the water,

lemon juice, and remaining sugar; fold in the stiffly beaten whites of the

eggs and the flour, which has been mixed and sifted with the baking powder;

bake in a greased tin.

Chocolate sponge cake

Use the recipe given for hot-water sponge cake; add two ounces of

chocolate which has been reduced, to a thick smooth paste with 4 table-

spoonfuls of hot water.

Sponge jelly roll

2 eggs 2 1 teaspoonfuls baking powder

I cupful sugar | teaspoonful salt

I cupful flour I teaspoonful vanilla, if desired

^ cupful hot milk

Mix the ingredients in the order in which they are given. Bake in

a well-greased dripping pan in a thin sheet. Be sure that the heat of

the oven is such that it will give a good under crust. Turn out on a clean

towel or bread board, spread with jelly, and roll.

Angel cake

Whites 8 eggs i cupful sugar

f teaspoonful cream of tartar f cupful flour

I teaspoonful vanilla Pinch of salt

Sift the sugar twice and the flour and salt four times, measuring the

flour after the second sifting as usual. Beat the whites of the eggs until

frothy, add the cream of tartar, and continue beating until the whites

are stiff, but not too dry. Add the sugar gradually and continue beating.

Carefully fold in the flour, salt, and vanilla. Pour the batter into an

ungreased tube cake pan, and bake in a very moderate oven. Invert

the pan when the cake is removed from the oven, and place it in such
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a position that a current of air will surround the cake on all sides. If

a chocolate-flavored cake is desired, { cupful of cocoa may be substituted

for I cupful of flour.

Mock angel cake

I cupful sugar g teaspoonful salt

I § cupful flour I cupful scalded milk

3 teaspoonfuls baking powder i teaspoonful vanilla

Whites 2 eggs

Mix and sift the sugar, flour, baking powder, and salt three times.

Pour the scalded milk on this mixture and stir until smooth. Add the

flavoring, and fold in the stiffly beaten whites of the eggs. Bake in an

ungreased tube cake pan in a moderate oven. This is a good cake to

eat with ice cream. It is better if made on the day it is to be eaten,

since it toughens and dries out if kept several days.

Soft gingerbread

I egg if cupful flour

5 cupful sugar i teaspoonful ginger

5 cupful New Orleans molasses i teaspoonful cinnamon

f teaspoonful soda mixed | teaspoonful salt

with I cupful sour milk | cupful butter

Mix by method II; bake the cake for one half hour in a shallow,

paper-lined pan.

Maggie's molasses cookies

I egg 3 cupfuls flour

I cupful sugar i teaspoonful cinnamon

I cupful molasses | teaspoonful cloves

I teaspoonful soda mixed with | teaspoonful salt

I cupful sweet milk I cupful butter

I cupful lard

Mix by method II, bake the mixture in muffin pans.

Apple sauce cake

I cupful sugar 1-2 cupful unsweetened apple sauce

1 tablespoonful cinnamon 2I cupftds flour

^ tablespoonful cloves | cupful butter

2 teaspoonfuls soda i cupful raisins
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Mix the first three ingredients in the order in which they are given

in the recipe. Stir the soda into the apple sauce, and let this mixture

foam over into the ingredients already mixed. Add the flour, the butter

which has been melted, and the raisins which have been dredged with two

tablespoonfuls of flour. In this cake the large amount of soda helps to

make the cake soft and light. The large amount of spices and fruit

prevent the soda from gi\4ng the cake a soapy taste.

Boiled-raisin cake

I cupful raisins i teaspoonful soda

i^ cupful water i teaspoonful cinnamon

I cupful sugar i teaspoonful nutmeg

1 egg • I teaspoonful cloves

2 cupfuls flour \ teaspoonful vanilla

\ cupfiil shortening

Boil the raisins slowly in the water until there is one cupful of water

left and the raisins are plump, and allow the mixture to cool. Then

add the sugar, egg, flour which has been mixed and sifted with the soda,

spices which have been wet wdth 3 teaspoonfuls of boiling water, and

the melted shortening. If the cake is to be eaten \\ithin a day or two,

the amount of shortening may be reduced to \ cupful.

Date cake

1 1 cupful browTi sugar ^ teaspoonful cinnamon

2 eggs I teaspoonful nutmeg

I cupful milk I teaspoonful cloves

if cupful flour \ teaspoonful salt

3 teaspoonfuls baking powder \ cupfiil shortening

\ pound dates, stoned, cut in pieces, and lightly floured

Mix the ingredients in the order in which they are given, using method
II.

ladies home journal

English gingerbread cake

if cupful flour \ cupful butter

I cupful raisins i cupful molasses

1 cupful nut meats, broken in | cupful sugar

pieces i^ teaspoonful cinnamon

2 eggs i^ teaspoonful cloves

I teaspoonful soda i teaspoonful ground ginger
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Mix together flour, soda, raisins, and nuts. Put butter, molasses, and

sugar into a saucepan, and boil the mixture for one minute after boiling

commences. Beat the eggs and stir the boiling mixture into them, stirring

vigorously. Add this mixture to the dry ingredients, and mix thoroughly.

This recipe makes one loaf of cake which can be kept for a long time.

Spice cake

I egg

^ cupful sugar

I cupful molasses

^ cupful sour milk

^ teaspoonful soda stirred into

milk

if cupful flour

teaspoonfuls baking powder

teaspoonful cloves

teaspoonful cinnamon

teaspoonful allspice

cupful shortening

cupful raisins, cut into small

pieces and floured lightly

Mix the ingredients in the order in which they are given. This recipe

may be varied by omitting the raisins and adding nuts, currants, or

citron.

Nut spice cake

^ cupful butter

I cupful brown sugar

^ cupful molasses

Yolks 4 eggs

I cupful sour milk

^ teaspoonful soda

25 cupfuls flour

i^ teaspoonful baking powder

^ teaspoonful cloves

I teaspoonful cinnamon

J nutmeg, grated

I cupful raisins

^ cupful currants

^ cupful English walnut meats

Sweet milk and 3^ teaspoonfuls baking powder may be used instead

of sour milk and soda. It will be noted that this recipe differs from

the one given above for spice cake in the amount of each essential ingre-

dients except molasses and fat. Each one of these recipes, however,

is well balanced and cake made by either of them will keep moist for

several days.

Cofee cake

3 cupfuls flour

I pound raisins 1 or 2 pounds

I pound currants j raisins

I teaspoonful cinnamon

I teaspoonful cloves

1 cupful butter

2 cupfiils brown sugar

5 eggs

I cupful black coffee

I teaspoonful soda

\ teaspoonful allspice
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Compared with the formulas '\ this rcciijc corresponds to cake formula

IV, except that the amount of liquid is increased in order to balance

the larj:;;e amount of dry fruit that is included. The soda should be mixed

with the coffee.

Dried-apple cake

I cupful dried apples i egg

I cupful molasses i cupful sugar

^ cupful butter 32~4 cupfuls flour

I teaspoonful soda dissolved in i teaspoonful cinnamon

I cupful sour milk or butter- i teaspoonful cloves

milk I teaspoonful nutmeg

I cupful raisins, lightly floured

Soak the dried apples over night, drain them, and cook them with

the molasses until the mixture is thick. The cooking will require about

half an hour. Add the butter to the hot mixture and allow it to cool

before adding the remaining ingredients. Bake this cake in a good-sized

loaf; it can be kept for some time.

Weddi}ig fruit-cake

I pound flour (browned) i pound figs

I pound brown sugar i pound currants

I pound butter i nutmeg, grated

I pound almonds, bleached and 3 tablespoonfiils cinnamon

cut fine I tablespoonful cloves

i^ pound raisins | pound citron, cut fine

1 2 eggs I teaspoonful soda dissolved in

Juice of 2 oranges ^ cupful black coffee

Juice of 2 lemons

Mix fruit and nuts together and dredge with browned flour. Beat

sugar and butter to a cream, and add beaten eggs, fruit juice, and coffee.

Add the other ingredients and stir the whole mixture well. Place thick

buttered paper in the pans before pouring in the cake mixture. Bake

the cake in a very slow oven.

Chocolate caramel cake

\ cupful grated chocolate 2 eggs

(2 squares, or 2 ounces) | cupful milk

J cupful butter i cupful flour

I cupful sugar 2 teaspoonfuls baking powder

3 Given on page 1457 of Making Cake.—Part I.
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Steam the chocolate until it is soft, add the butter, and slir until the

butter is melterl. Add the suj^'ar, and allow this mixture to cool before

addinj; the remaining; ingredients. Bake the cake in two or three layers

and put them together with caramel filling.

Dom econ cake'^

2 ounces (2 squares) chocolate, i cupful flour

grated f teaspoonful soda mixed with

\ cupful butter \ cupful sour milk

I cupful boiling water i egg

I cupful sugar

Mix the ingredients in the order in which they are given. The boiling

water will melt the chocolate and butter. Do not wait for the mixture

of chocolate, butter, and water, to cool before adding the other ingredients.

The cake batter will be exceedingly thin but must not be thickened.

Bake as a loaf cake and frost with twice-cooked frosting flavored with

chocolate. A delicious variation of this cake is to bake it in two layers

in a moderate oven, put it together with chocolate filling, and ice it with

boiled or twice-cooked frosting. If properly baked this cake will be

deHcious and moist. It can be kept for several days.

Chocolate puffs

i\ cupful flour \ teaspoonful salt

1 cupful sugar i egg

2 teaspoonfuls baking powder Milk

I tablespoonful melted butter 2 squares chocolate, melted

Mix and sift together the flour, sugar, baking powder, and salt. Break

one egg into a measuring cup, fill the cup with milk, and add the contents

of the cup to the dry ingredients. Beat this mixture thoroughly and add

the melted butter and the melted chocolate. This cake is easily and

quickly made. It should be baked in small gem pans. It is deHcious

when eaten at once, but dries out very quickly.

Chocolate judge cake

2 1 cupfuls flour

I teaspoonful soda mixed with

I cupful hot water

3 squares chocolate, melted

cupful melted butter

JANET MACKENZIE HILL"

< Dom econ, a shortening of domestic economy, is the popular name among the students at the College

for the Department of Home Economics. This recipe for cake has been gradually evolved by the students

and teachers in their work in the Department and has received its name from the girls.

2 eggs
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Devil's food

4 eggvS 4 teaspoonfuls baking powder

2 cupfuls sugar i teaspoonful vanilla

I cupful milk ^ cupful butter

2^ cui^fuls flour ^ cupful (2 squares, or 2 ounces)

grated chocolate, melted

Mix the ingredients by method I or II, putting them together in the

order in which they are given.

JANET MACKENZIE HILL

Chocolate cake without eggs

3 squares (3 ounces) chocolate i cupful sour milk

I cupful sugar 2 cupfuls flour

I cupful sweet milk i teaspoonful soda

1 cupful sugar \ teaspoonful salt

f cupful shortening \ teaspoonful vanilla or

I teaspoonful ground cloves

Cook together the chocolate, one half cupful of the sugar, and the sweet

milk until the mixture is thick. Add the remaining cupful of sugar, sour

milk which has been mixed with the soda, flour, salt, and shortening.

Potato chocolate cake

4 eggs 3 1 teaspoonfuls baking powder

2 cupfuls sugar 2 squares chocolate, melted

I cupful hot mashed potatoes f cupful shortening

1 cupful milk I teaspoonful cinnamon

2 cupfuls flour \ teaspoonful cloves

I cupful chopped nut meats i teaspoonful grated nutmeg

Mix the ingredients by method II. This recipe makes two loaves of

cake that can be kept moist for some time.

SUGAR COOKERY

Boiled frosting is one of the most popular as well as the most delicious

of all cake frostings. To be successful in making it, however, requires

a certain amount of care and a knowledge of some of the essential points

in sugar cookery. Many otherwise delicious cakes are spoiled by the

addition of unsuccessful frostings, and because of these failures many
housewives hesitate to attempt the making of boiled frostings. Therefore
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in order to encourage housewives in this kind of cookery as well as to guard

them against failure when trying some of the recipes for frostings and

fillings given in this lesson, the following points essential to a thorough

knowledge of sugar cookery are given.

Certain properties of cane sugar

The ordinary sugar of commerce is known as cane sugar. This name

was originally given to indicate the source from which the sugar was

made, but it is now used instead to distinguish cane sugar from other

sugars, such as glucose, maltose, lactose, and the like, and may refer

to sugar produced from either sugar cane or sugar beets. Cane sugar

possesses properties that differ greatly from those possessed by glucose.

1. Cane sugar cr^^stallizes readily and in large crystals from a con-

centrated cane sugar solution. Glucose is crystallized with great difficulty

and the crystals formed from a concentrated glucose solution are extremely

fine.

2. The presence of glucose in a cane sugar solution prevents or retards

crystallization and decidedly modifies the kind of crystals formed. When
sufficient glucose is added to a concentrated cane sugar solution and the

solution is made to crystallize, instead of the large cane sugar crystals,

very fine crystals are formed and the mixture has a creamy consistency.

This fact is fundamental to the making of certain frostings and candies.

3. When cane sugar is cooked with an acid, it is gradually changed to

glucose and fructose. The amount of glucose and fructose produced

depends on the amount of acid used and the length of time required to

concentrate the solution.

Relation of temperature to concentration in sugar cookery

Sugar cookery means the process of concentrating a sugar solution.

When sugar and water are cooked together the mixture becomes thicker,

or more concentrated, in proportion to the amount of time the mixture

is cooked. There is a very interesting relationship between the con-

centration of a sugar solution by heat and the temperature of the solution.

At a given concentration a sugar solution always has the same temperature.

A fact of equal value in sugar cookery is the reverse of the last statement

;

that is, at a given temperature a sugar solution in process of cooking always

has the same concentration. These facts make the use of a thermometer

that can register high temperatures of great value in making cooked

frostings and candy. It is possible by using a thermometer to know the

exact concentration of a sugar solution. It is also possible by testing

the concentration of a sugar solution to know about what the tern-
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perature is. The following tests will help the housekeeper in obtaining

accurate results when cooking a sugar solution with or without the use of

a thermometer.

1

.

Soft ball stage.— If a sugar solution is cooked until the thermometer

registers a temperature of 234° F. to 242° F., the concentration will be

such that a little of the sirup poured into cold water will form a ball that

holds its shape under water but that loses its shape when lifted from

water/ This is called the soft ball stage of concentration and this is the

degree of concentration used for cooking almost all boiled frostings and for

such candies as fudge, panocha, and fondant. Another test for this

stage is that the sirup begins to thread when some of it is dropped from

the tines of a fork.

2. Hard ball stage.— A temperature of 246° F. to 250° F. in cooking a

sugar solution gives a sirup sufficiently concentrated to form a ball that

is firm under cold water and that still holds its shape when lifted from

the water. This is known as the hard ball stage.

3. Soft crack stage.—-When a sugar solution in process of cooking

/caches a temperature of 290° F., the sirup is sufficiently concentrated

to form small balls or threads that will snap when kept under cold water

but that lose their brittle quality when removed from the water. This

is called the soft crack stage.

4. Hard crack stage.— A temperature of 310° F. in a sugar solution

gives a sirup suificiently concentrated to form balls or strings that snap

when held under cold water and that retain their brittleness when removed

from the water. This is called the hard crack stage, and a sugar solution

cooked to this degree is used for coating nuts and in making candies such

as peanut brittle.

5. Caramel stage.— When a sugar solution reaches a temperature of

350* F., the sirup turns brown, loses its power of crystallization, and

develops a peculiar agreeable flavor. This substance is known as caramel.

The presence of caramel in a cane sugar solution helps to retard or prevent

cr^'Stallization and when the solution does crystallize it has a creamy

consistency. Caramel is frequently added to sugar solutions for flavoring

and in order to influence crystallization. It is also used in other foods,

such as soups and desserts, for flavoring and in order to give color. Af cer

sugar has been caramelized, it wall harden into a brittle mass and it may
be used in that form or may be dissolved in a small amount of water and

bottled ready for use.

6. Carbonizing stage.— If a sugar solution is cooked beyond the tem-

perature of 350° F., it begins to decompose, or carbonize.

' Fahrenheit temperatures rnay be chan;;ed to centigrade by using the following formula: Fahrenheit
temperature — jj x | = centigrade temperature.

93
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Use of acids and glucose in sugar cookery

If a cane sugar solution is cooked with an acid, such as lemon juice,

cream of tartar, sour milk, or vinegar, the cane sugar is gradually changed

to glucose and fructose. If there is a sufficient amount of acid or if the

cooking is continued for a sufficiently long time, all the cane sugar will

be changed to glucose and fructose. Glucose is only about three fifths

as sweet as cane sugar, and, as has been said before, it is very difficult

to crystallize glucose and the crystals that form are very fine. Its presence

in a cane sugar solution, therefore, modifies the type of crystallization that

takes place when the solution is cooked, and decreases the sweetness of

the solution. Acids are used in making candy and in making frosting

because of their effect in producing glucose. Very small quantities of

acids are used because there is a limit to the amount of glucose desired

and because they affect the flavor of the mixture. If too much glucose is

produced in a sugar solution, a sticky mixture results instead of a creamy

one. Instead of cooking a cane sugar solution with acid in order to

produce glucose, glucose may be purchased as such and may be added

directly to the sugar mixture. This is the common practice in making

candy on a large scale. Acid impurities in some grades of sugar cause

the change from cane sugar to glucose. In making candy and frosting

from brown sugar no acid need be added, since the sugar contains sufficient

acid impurities to aid in producing glucose.

Effects of premature formation of crystals in a sugar solution

If crystals are allowed to collect on the sides of the pan while a cane

sugar solution is cooking, they may cause a coarse recrystallization of the

mass. These crystals, therefore, should be kept washed down with a

wet cloth or a small wet brush. If the pan in which the sugar solution

is cooking is covered for the first part of the cooking period (about five

minutes) , sugar crystals are not likely to form in any quantity on the sides

of the pan. The steam formed by the boiling of the solution will dissolve

any such crystals.

Method of reducing an overcooked sugar solution

Success in sugar cookery depends on the ability of a person to cook a

sugar solution to the proper degree of concentration for the use that is

to be made of it. vSometimes in cooking a sugar solution for frosting

cake it becomes overcooked, or, in other words, it becomes too concen-

trated. If the sugar mixture has not reached the caramel stage, it is a

simple process to reduce the amount of concentration by adding more
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water. Good results may not always be obtained, however, by this

method, for the addition of more water makes it necessary to prolong the

time of cooking the solution and that in turn means a continuation of the

action of any acid that may have been used and an increased production

of glucose. In most cases, however, only enough glucose has been pro-

duced in this way to effect the desired crystallization.

SELECTED AND TESTED RECIPES FOR FROSTINGS AND FILLINGS

Any kind of work is materially aided by the use of the proper kind of

tools for that work. Therefore, a list of the utensils that have been foimd

to be most suitable in making frostings and fillings for cake are given here.

A smooth aluminum or granite-ware dish with a handle is the best

kind to use in cooking a sugar solution. A dish that is deep enough

to hold a candy thermometer is better than a broad, shallow dish, because,

during the last stages of boiling, the sirup may be \vatched more closely

and the changes in its concentration are not so rapid as in a shallow dish.

Besides the usual measuring cup, stirring spoon, round-bottomed bowl,

and dover egg beater, a double boiler, a spatula, a small brush with which

to wash down the sides of the pan, and a candy thermometer are useful.

The thermometer may be dispensed with, but its use saves much trouble

in testing the frosting. A copper-hooded candy thermometer that will

be found sufficiently accurate for household use may be purchased for

seventy-five cents.

Boiled frosting

In making boiled frosting, just as in making cake, it is possible to vary

the amounts of ingredients used in proportion to the time of cooking.

There are three ingredients essential to the making of any so-called boiled

frosting, water, sugar, and white of egg. Cream of tartar may be used

with good effect, for it gives the frosting a creamy consistenc}-, but if none

is at hand the same effect may be produced by substituting vinegar or

by increasing the amount of water and thus prolonging the time of cooking.

When the amount of white of egg used in a recipe is increased, the tem-

perature to which the sugar solution is cooked should be increased. The

following are three recipes for making boiled frosting. Any one of the

three methods given may be followed in using these recipes.

Recipe I

I cupful sugar -re teaspoonful cream of tartar

^ cupful water White i egg

This is the old standard recipe and it makes a rather dense, sweet

frosting. The sugar solution should be cooked to 238° F., the soft ball

stage.
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Recipe 11

I cupful sugar h teaspoonful cream of tartar

I cupful water Whites of 2 eggs

This recipe makes a flufify frosting. The sugar solution should be

cooked to a temperature of 244° F., the beginning of the hard ball stage,

because of the increased amount of white of egg used.

Recipe III

I cupful sugar iV teaspoonful cream of tartar

I cupfid water ^ cupfiil white of egg

This recipe for boiled frosting is the best one to use because it calls

for the careful measurement of all ingredients, including the white of egg.

Eggs vary in size and when they are used in making frosting this varia-

tion may make the difference of success or failure of the frosting. By
measuring, all inaccuracy can be avoided. This recipe will make enough

frosting for the top of a cake about nine inches in diameter. The amount
of frosting desired may be easily increased or diminished by taking the

amount of sugar as a basis. Use one half as much water as sugar, one

sixteenth of a teaspoonful of cream of tartar to a cupful of sugar, one

sixth as much white of egg as sugar.

Any one of the three following methods of making boiled frosting may
be used with any one of the three recipes already given.

Method I

Dissolve the sugar and cream of tartar in the water. If one egg is to

be used, let the sugar mixture boil until it reaches the soft ball stage

(238° F.), or until it forms threads when some of it is dropped from the

tines of a fork. If two eggs are to be used, boil the sugar mixture until

it reaches a higher temperature, about 244° F., the hard ball stage.

Do not move the dish or stir the sirup during this period of cooking.

Cover the pan during the first few minutes that the sugar solution is

boiling, so that steam may collect on the sides of the pan. This will

help to prevent the formation of large crystals that would cause the

sirup to crystallize in coarse grains and that would spoil the texture

of the frosting. After removing the cover of -the pan, insert the candy

thermometer and wash from the sides of the pan any cr\'stals that

may form, using a brush or cloth that has been wet with cold water.

When the sirup is cooked, pour it slowly on the beaten white of the

egg, using the dover egg beater and beating continually while pouring.

Continue beating until the frosting is cooled and is stiff enough to
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spread on the cake and remain in place. If the mixture does not thicken

properly it may be cooked again by method III, twice-cooked frosting.

Method 11

Melt the sugar in the water, add the cream of tartar, and boil the mixture,

following carefully the directions given luider method I for making boiled

frosting. As soon as the sirup boils, begin to add it slowly, a tablespoon-

ful at a time, to the stiffly beaten white of egg, beating vigorously after

the addition of each tablespoonful of sirup. Continue to add the sirup

in this manner until about half of it has been used, and the white of egg

is very light and frothy. Cook the remainder of the sirup to the hard

ball stage (246° F.). Wash down the sides of the pan with a brush when-

ever it becomes necessary. Add this sirup gradually to the mixture of

eggs and sirup already made, beating continually with a dover egg beater

until the frosting is stiff enough to spread on the cake and remain in place.

If the frosting proves to be too thin, put it in a double boiler, stir constantly,

and cook the mixture until it rises. This indicates that the white of

egg is cooked, and it should be removed from the fire at once. After

the frosting has cooled, it should be thick enough to spread and should

have the proper consistency.

Method III

Melt the sugar in the water and boil the mixture without stirring until

it reaches the hard ball stage (246° F.), or until the sirup when dropped

from a spoon will form a long thread with short threads branching from the

main one. Remove the sirup carefully from the fire and allow it to cool

while the whites of the eggs are being beaten until they are stiff and dry.

They should be beaten in the upper part of the double boiler, as this will

save utensils, materials, and time. Pour the sirup slowly over the beaten

whites of the eggs, beating the mixture as long as possible with a dover egg

beater and after that with a spoon, imtil the mixture is light and stiff. Set

the dish containing the frosting over hot water and allow the mixture to

cook. Beat the mixture constantly until it is light and fluft"y , rises slightly in

the pan, and as it is stirred begins to give a slight scraping sound against

the sides of the dish. This scraping sound may be learned only through

experience, but it is easily detected. Remove the dish of frosting at once

from the hot water. If the frosting is cooked too long over the hot water

it will be granular. The frosting will probably be stiff enough to spread

at once, if it is not, stir it until it has reached the proper consistency.

This frosting may be piled on a cake to any desired thickness, or it may be

used in a tube to make ornamental frosting. When it is properly made
this frosting will be very light, fine grained, soft, and springy. After it
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has been spread on a cake, it will form a thin crust on top and will keep

moist and soft underneath for several days. This method makes a frosting

known as twice-cooked frosting.

Twice-cooked frosting may be varied by allowing a thin layer of melted

sweet chocolate to flow over the top of the frosting after it has been spread

on the cake and a thin crust has formed on the top. The cake should

then be cut with a thin-bladed knife that has been wet in boiling water.

Twice-cooked frosting may be made from brown sugar or maple sugar as

well as from white sugar and when these sugars are used the sirup should

be cooked to a slightly higher temperature.

Other variations of boiled frosting may be made in the following ways:

1. Brown sugar may be substituted for white sugar. When brown

sugar is used, the sirup must be boiled to a higher temperature (240° F.)

before the mixture will reach the soft ball stage.

2

.

Use I cupful of dark-colored strained honey and f cupful of granulated

sugar, or use | cupful light-colored strained honey and | cupful granulated

sugar. Add 3 tablespoonfuls of water and boil the mixture until it reaches

the soft ball stage (240° F.), or until it begins to form threads when some

of it is dropped from the tines of a fork. Add the sirup to the white of

egg in the manner described in method I. This frosting stiffens but

does not grain, and should be spread on the cake immediately before

using.

3. Freshly grated coconut may be liberally sprinkled on the top of a

cake immediately after the frosting has been spread on it.

4. Chocolate frosting may be made by recipe I for boiled frosting

by adding 2 squares (2 ounces) of chocolate to the sugar and water mixture

before it has been cooked. The directions given under method I may
be followed. Another method is to add melted chocolate to the white

frosting after it has been beaten and is stiff enough to spread. The
amount of chocolate may be varied to suit the individual taste.

5. One half cupful of chopped nuts, figs, raisins, dates, or any com-

bination of nuts and these fruits, may be added to the frosting just before

spreading it on cake.

In frosting a layer cake, it has been found helpful to pin a strip of glazed

paper about an inch higher than the cake around it. This will serve as

a retainer when the frosting is poured on the cake. After the frosting

has set, remove the strip of paper, using a thin-bladed knife that has been

wet in hot water.
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Marshmalloif frosting

I J cupful brown sugar White of i egg

J cupful water j pound marshmallows

FoUow the directions given under method I for making boiled frosting.

Before the frosting cools, add the marshmallows that have been partially-

melted over hot water. This frosting may be made in another way,

omitting the white of egg. Cook the sugar and water together until the

sirup reaches a temperature of 230° F. Pour this sirup over the par-

tially melted marshmallows and beat the mixture until it is cool. The

frosting is then ready to spread on the cake.

Caramel frosting
;

i^ cupful light brown sugar 3 tablespoonfuls butter

^ cupful cream 5 teaspoonful vanilla

Boil the sugar, cream, and butter together until the sirup will form a

very soft ball in cold water (21,4° to 236° F.). In a rather deep dish this

will take about fifteen minutes. Remove the mixture from the fire and

beat it until cool. Add the flavoring and spread the frosting on the

cake quickly. One half cupful sweet milk or j cupful of evaporated or

condensed milk may be used instead of cream in making this frosting.

For chocolate frosting add 2 squares of chocolate, which have been

grated, to the sugar solution before it is cooked.

For nut fudge frosting or for coconut fudge frosting, add chopped nuts'

or grated coconut to caramel frosting just before it is ready to put on the

cake. Raisins may also be added at this time or marshmallows cut in

pieces.

Mocha cream

I cupful butter 2^ cupfuls confectioners', or

I to 2 tablespoonfuls cofiEee essence xxxx, sugar

Creami the butter, add the sugar gradually, and beat until the mixture

is smooth and creamy. It will also be somewhat hght and fluffy in appear-

ance. Flavor this mixture to stiit the taste with essence of coffee that has

been made by cooking one part coffee ^^•ith three parts water for about

ten minutes and draining off the liquid. If the mixture is inclined to

curdle when the coffee is added, the coffee essence is too weak. When
finished the frosting should be a light straw color. It will not spread

smoothly on the cake. It is delicious, quickly made, and it can be kept

in a cool place for an indefinite time before using on cake.
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Chocolate mocha cream

Use the recipe and method given for making mocha cream. During

the last moments of beating the mixture, add two squares of chocolate

which have been melted. If the coffee flavor is not desired, the coffee

essence may be omitted, and one teaspoonful of vanilla used instead.

Orange frosting

2 tablespoonfuls orange juice, part of orange peel (grated), confectioners',

or xxxx, sugar

Mix the orange juice and grated orange peel together, add confectioners',

or xxxx, sugar until the mixture is thick enough to spread on cake.

Jelly coconut frosting

Spread the top of cup cakes with slightly melted fruit-juice jelly, and

while it is still waiTn, sprinkle grated coconut on the jelly.

Pineapple filling

I cupful grated pineapple 2 tablespoonfuls lemon juice

I tablespoonfu] grated orange peel Confectioners', or xxxx, sugar

Mix the pineapple, fruit juice, and orange peel together. Add enough

confectioners' sugar to make the mixture the right consistency to spread

on cake.

Chocolate cream filling

I cupful sugar 2 cupfuls scalded milk

I cupful (6 tablespoonfuls) flour 2 ounces chocolate

^ teaspoonful salt i teaspoonful vanilla

Yolks 2 eggs

Mix the dry ingredients, including the chocolate which has been grated,

add the yolks of eggs slightly beaten, and add this mixture gradually to

the scalded milk. Cook the mixture for fifteen minutes in a double

boiler, stirring it constantly until it is thickened, and after that stirring

it occasionally. Cool the mixture and flavor it with the vanilla. The

filling is then ready to spread on cake.

Plaint cream filling

This may be made by the same recipe and method used in making

chocolate cream filling except that the chocolate is omitted.
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Coffee cream filling

Use the same recipe and method given under chocolate cream filling,

substituting, however, if cupful coffee in place of the milk called for in

the recipe, and omitting the chocolate.

Coconut cream filling

Add I to f cupful of grated coconut to chocolate cream filling made
by the recipe and method given on the preceding page. The filling should

be cool before the coconut is added. The chocolate may be omitted, and
if this is done, vise ^ instead of | cupful flour. When the cake, put together

with the filling, is to be used immediately, the filling may be varied by
omitting the chocolate and coconut and adding sliced ripe bananas to the

filling after it has been thoroughly cooled.

Fig filling

I pound chopped figs | cupful boiling water

^ cupful sugar ' i tablespoonful lemon juice

IMix the ingredients in the order in which they are given in the recipe.

Cook the mixture until it is thick enough to spread on cake.

This recipe may be varied by substituting an equal quantity of raisins

for part of the figs, and by adding I cupful of chopped nut meats.

FANNIE MERRITT FARMER

Apple-butter and nut filling

I cupful chopped nut meats f cupful apple butter

Stir the nut meats into the apple butter and sweeten the mixture if it

is necessary. This filling is especially good for winter use. Lightning

cake made by the recipe given on page 1462 of this lesson is delicious when
baked in two layers and put together with this filling.

Orange filling

\ cupful sugar i tablespoonful lemon juice

3 tablespoonfuls flour Grated rind i orange

I cupftil water i egg

J cupful orange juice i teaspoonful butter

Mix together the dry ingredients, add the egg which has been slightly

beaten, the orange peel, water, and fruit juice. Cook the mixture for ten

minutes in a double boiler, stirring it constantly. Remove from the
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fire and add the butter. After the filHng has cooled it is ready to spread

between layers of cake.

Lemon filling

I cupful sugar f cupful lemon juice

25 tablespoonfuls flour i egg

Grated rind 2 lemons i teaspoonful butter

Mix together the dry ingredients, add the lemon juice and egg which

has been slightly beaten. Cook the mixture in a double boiler for ten

minutes, remove it from the fire, and add the butter.

FANNIE MERRITT FARMER

Fruit and nut filling for Lady Baltimore cake

3 cupfuls sugar i cupful raisins, seeded and

I cupful water chopped

Whites 3 eggs i cupful pecan meats, chopped

5 figs, cut in strips

Boil the sugar and water together until the sirup reaches the soft ball

stage (238° F.), or until it forms a thread when some of it is dropped from

the tines of a fork. Pour the sirup gradually into the whites of the eggs,

which have been beaten stifiE. During this process beat the mixture

constantly. Continue beating until the mixture is of the right consistency

to spread;- then add the raisins, nut meats, and figs. Spread this filling

between the layers and on the top of the cake and cover the top with

twice-cooked frosting. One half of the quantity of this recipe may be made,

and the filling put between the layers of the cake only.

FANNIE MERRITT FARMER

Filling for Lord Baltimore cake

3 cupfuls sugar j cupful blanched almonds,

I cupful water chopped

Whites 2 eggs 12 candied cherries

5 cupful rolled dry macaroons j teaspoonful orange extract

J cupful pecan meats, chopped 2 teaspoonfuls lemon juice

Follow the directions given for making filling for Lady Baltimore cake.

The lemon juice and orange extract should be added to the sugar solu-

tion before it is cooked. Spread the filling between the layers of the cake

and frost the top layer with twice-cooked frosting as suggested in the

preceding recipe.
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TABLE OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

2 tablespoonfuls butter . . i ounce

1 cupful butter ^ pound

2 cupfuls granulated sugar i pound

4 cupfuls pastry flour i pound

16 tablespoonfuls i cupful

3 teaspoonfuls i tablespoonful

SUGGESTIONS FOR A CAKE CONTEST

Within the last few years there has been a greatly increased apprecia-

tion of the value of contests between individuals and organizations

engaged in many kinds of work. This is especially true of rural com-

munities where the com clubs for the boys and canning clubs for the

girls have become exceedingly popular. The idea of a cake contest is

not a new one but the following rules have been used with success by the

Department of Home Economics at the State College of Agriculture and

they are here offered as suggestions.

1. Each competitor must bring two loaves of cake made from any

two of the formulas given in this lesson. One of these cakes must be

made from cake formula No. II and may be a modification of that formula.

2. Only the formulas given in this lesson shall be used. The com-

petitor must state which formula has been used and any modification

she has made in the formula.

3. The cakes must be baked in tins of uniform size and the measure-

ments made by cups of uniform capacity.

4. Two cupfuls of batter must be the amount baked in each tin. One
half of each recipe will be sufficient to make at least two cupfuls of batter.

Any batter left over may be baked in muffin tins and need not be wasted.

5. If possible, the cakes must be made on the day before the contest.

Cakes should be submitted the day after baking.

Cake formulas to be used in contest

Amounts of Various Ingredients Used

Number of

cake formula
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Characteristics a cake should possess

1. The flavor and odor should be sweet, free from taste or smell of poor

and strong-flavored ingredients.

2. The texture must be judged for grain, lightness, moisture, and tender-

ness. The grain should be even and fine. The richer a cake is, the

finer the grain will be. Lightness means that the cake should not be

heavy in spots due to lack of thoroughness in mixing and carelessness

in baking. The correct amount of moisture in a cake means that it be

free from doughiness or staleness. A cake should be tender, breaking

easily without crumbling. It should not be bready.

3. The shape should be s^niimetrical, not noticeably higher on one side

or in the middle.

4. The crust should be light golden brown in color, thin and even over

the entire surface of the cake, not gummy or sticky in texture, and easy

to break.

Score card for cake

In scoring the cakes submitted in the contest the following credits

should be given for a perfect loaf:

Crumb

flavor 15

odor S

texture

.

r grain lo

lightness 20

moisture 10

, tenderness '
. 10

2. Loaf (shape) 10

'color 5

depth 5

texture 5

, tenderness 5

3. Crust.
1

Perfect score 100
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MAKING CAKE.— PART II

DISCUSSION PAPER

By means of the discussion papers we have an opportunity to become

acquainted. We shall take it as an indication on your part that you are

interested if you answer the questions and return them to us. The staff

of the Department of Home Economics is ready to assist in your study

of scientific home-making. We want your assistance as well. Ask

questions, offer suggestions, let us have the benefit of your experience.

You thus become a vital part of the Department of Home Economics in

its efforts for scientific housekeeping.

Will you please send your opinions on the following points to the Super-

visor of the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm Home?

I. Under what conditions is cake a wholesome part of the dietary?

[1485I
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2. Is cake an expensive form of food? Give reasons.

3. Experiment with one of the formulas for making cake given in Parts

I and II of this lesson and describe your results.

4. If you should hold a cake contest in your community tell us of your

results.

Name

Address.

Date-.-..
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SONGS THAT LIVE

Rose Morgan

The child who grown old finds himself in possession of the blest tra-

ditions and memories of the places and things of his childhood, enjoys

a legacy whose worth increases with the years, whose meaning unfolds

with life. Probably there is no form of early home influence more

enduring than the home song; and its power is continuous in propor-

tion to the place it occupied in that early home influence. The home
song, therefore, should be fundamentally a thing of truth. It should

not be the woven tinsel of fancy and sentimentality, but it should be

composed of words and melody that are coined from the heart's pure

gold. Such a song lives. There are few homes in this State where a

good song, if once it became installed, would not be appreciated, and

there is no home that would willfully cancel or lose the power of that song

as a memory-maker and as a character-builder. Unworthy songs have

crept in not because our home-making hearts are wrong but because our

home-making heads and hands are so full of the work of the insistent

present and the foreshadowing future that we do not often stop to weigh

the values in songs as in other things.

We believe the song to be a character-making force. We believe that

there are better songs for the country school, the grange, and the occasional

country-life program than are ordinarily used in them. We believe that

there are better hymns for the country church and Sunday school services.

We believe, and it is this phase of the question we wish to deal with

especially, that the home is the natural center of that power for good which

we rest in song, and that there are better songs for it than the average

home of to-day provides.

Already work has begun to meet the problem, which our weighing of the

values has revealed to us, touching song in the home. The conclusion

that the country home should, and can, and will, make a radical change

in the character of its songs is being reached by the consent and coopera-

tion of fathers, mothers, teachers, preachers, and others who are vitally-

interested. These men and women are working to the end that the

[1487]
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cotintry home shall be clean of the " praise that cannot purify," of the

passing lilt wherein life's sacred relations are made a joke, of the song

that cannot possibly h)ring a sweet home-memor}^ in the after years to

the children who have gone out from the home.

This subject of songs for the home has been discussed in country-life

conferences, institutes, extension schools, and at Farmers' Week at the

State College of Agriculture. The speakers at these meetings have

tried first of all to impress upon their audiences the hold that trashy

popular songs have gained in homes. At the close of a recent conference

a New York State mother called attention to the March (19 13) issue of

the Woman's World, through whose coltmins Mr. George Weston has

made a strong appeal to the makers of homes for their support in a demand
for better songs. Read what Mr. Weston has to say of trashy songs. It is

a just attack, and having read or re-read what we here quote from it, it

may be that you will wish to go through the words of the songs that have

collected about your organs and pianos so that you may be certain of what

really constitutes your home songs. It may be that in these days when
there are many worthless new songs in comparison with the few that

are worthy, some latest hit entirely foreign to the tone of true home
songs may have intruded itself.

Mr. Weston says:

Without a doubt it may be accepted that songs have a deep influence upon man-
kind. This influence shovdd always be for good. But we sometimes, indeed in these
days often, find it working for evil. The latter reflection is aroused by the shocking
decline which has recently taken place in American song writing. Think of the tender
humanity in that old favorite, My Old Kentucky Home. And then think of such near-

filth as Oh You Beautiful Doll and those similar outbursts which stand at the head of

our popular songs to-day. Tnily, ' the old order changeth.'
Let us consider, for a moment, what a wonderful thing is the spread of a popular

song. Suppose the president of the nation rises to-daj' and, dealing with a subject
of vital influence to our welfare, speaks a few sentences of wisdom. How many would
be able to repeat his words a month hence? Would a thousand men have them stored

away in memory? But suppose that a catchy popular song is launched, with some
such refrain as

' Polly WoUy used to work
But she's too wise now!

'

In a few short months it will be known by millions. It is interesting to trace the popu-
lar song to its lair and to see its effect.

It is the home which is the final lair of the popiilar song. The piano, the cabinet
organ, the talking machine, and every other musical instrument call for the popular
song. It needs only a short memory to recollect the time when such a call was answered
by songs like Kathleen Mavourneen, Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms,
or In Days of Old. Now, however, if your daughter is entertaining a caller they no
longer sing such simple songs. Listen and you will hear them shouting: Put Your
Arms Around Me Honey, or Cuddle Up Closer, or some similar erotic syncopation.
Moreover, it isn't necessarily your daughter's ' steady ' young man who is singing

these songs with her. It's any young man. And their only excuse for singing such
stuff is that they're the latest popular successes. Songs of romance have changed to

lyrics of license, and virtue finds itself assailed in its last retreat.

Let us go back a long, long way and ask ourselves how people ever started to sing,

and why they go on singing. In its purest sense, song is a mode of expression used
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when the spirit of life is so stirred that it bursts from the confines of ordinary speech
and rises into harmony. Speech was bom of the mind, but song is a child of the spirit.

Then what a pity, when we ought to be rejoicing and uphfting our souls in song, to
find that the wells of harmony are being polluted vi-ith a moral poison. We search for
reasons. Why are such songs sung? For the slightest and yet for the strongest of
reasons. Why does a brids wear a veil? And why does a man have lapels on his
coat? Because such things are the style. So, too, with suggestive ragtime songs.
They're the style, the latest popular successes. If you don't know them, you're not
up to date. It is a mournful commentary upon public manners that our sons and
daughters must be in touch with filth in order to be up to date. But it isn't only
a mournful commentary. It is a fact. And, as a fact, it's a thing to be faced.

It is true that most of the cheap and xicious songs originate in cities,

but all too quickly they find their way into rural communities and

homes. During the last two years many persons have gone over the

matter together, have given testimony, and have compared conditions

and experiences. From data that have been collected it has been found

that for some reason it is true that to-day the }-oung people in the country

homes are almost or quite as much exposed to the bhght and contamina-

tion of trashy and filthy songs as if their homes were not aloof from and
independent of the sources and sites of such songs. The reason for this

has been searched for and has been found. Mr. Weston stated it in the

part of his article that was quoted. Dr. L. H. Bailey stated it when he

once said in speaking to us of the country- that we " are in danger of a

cr\-ing foohshness, that of the fear of not being up to date."

The "fear of not being up to date" in the matter of songs, and the

eagerness to have cotmtn.' homes and boys and girls enjoy what purports

to be created for the gi\'ing of pleastire as exploited in the city, has set

countr\^ people to hasty and indiscriminate buying of " the latest " music.

The unworthy type of city music has been adopted, and it has been called

representative; the vast amotint of worthy music that is heard at its

perfection in the city has been temporarily forgotten. Think of the

church music, the operas, s^-mphonies, and oratorios, the concerts and

recitals of high grade! Many of these musical entertainments are free

to the pubHc and are even organized to be carried free to even- part

of the city. Think of the great choral societies, the carefully taught

m.usic in high schools and graded schools, the chances for the best of

training in ever%' phase of music — all of which tends to shorten the

life and the influence of the bad song in the city, even though its spread

is universal.

Better songs in the countn.- home is quietly becoming one of the work-

ing texts in many communities of this State. There is not only the desire

on the part of people in rural communities to choose between the good and
the bad in songs, but there is the ability when thought and care are given

to the judging. As proof we are about to quote from letters written by
men, women, and children, telling of their appreciation of the theme

94
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of good songs; better yet, telling what is to be done in the particular

home or community of the writer; best of all, telling what has been done.

All reports of work begun quicken our appreciation of Dr. T. N. Carver's

remarks made in opening his address before the Rural Community
Interests Convention in New York City last winter:

" We all believe, of course, in religious work, Christian work. We all

sing, 'Work, for the night is coming.' It seems to me if we could make
that a little more pointed and instead of singing ' Work '— everybody

wants to work, but does not know what to do first — say, ' Clean out

these fence comers, for the night is coming,' ' Build better bridges and

schoolhouses, for the night is coming, * we would get somewhere." " Sing

better songs, for the night is coming " has added itself. The following

extracts from letters that have been received recently seem a fulfillment

of Doctor Carver's injunction to us regarding this phase of rural com-

munity interests:

Cuba, Allegany County
" We had a bonfire last night and we've mighty few songs left."

Canton, Saint Lawrence County
" There has been a general house cleaning with us and we were surprised to find

how much musical rubbish had collected. It won't occur again."

Worcester, Otsego County
" Will you please send me a list of good victrola records, old and modern. I don't

want the children to play the others any more."

Lockport, Niagara County
" I'm that one who was afraid of being known as an old fogy. The staff is burned

that I always knew ought to be."

Manlius, Onondaga County
" I mean that my little daughter shall have as good home songs as I was raised on."

WaUkill-on-Hudson, Ulster County
' "I came away from Farmers* Week determined to use my influence for better music.
I have ' begun at home.'

"

Schuylerville, Saratoga County
^ " I don't think I've heard that song Tomhigbee River since war days. Us G. A. R.
boys need seme good songs bad. I've been thinking up some old ones and we'd be
obliged to you if you'd help us get hold of them."

Dansville, Livingston County
" We want to get rid of our jig tune Sunday school book and try to put one in that

will live. What is good? "

Riverhead, Long Island

" Father used to forbid the ' rags ' on Sunday and now my brother and I are sifting

out the worst week-day ones. My father says what are left are good enough for Sunday."
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When the trashy song secures a place in the country community, what
is there with which to meet and am^ul its power for lowering the tone of

life and the "blessedness of the country"? Perhaps there is a pastor

and choir with appreciation of the value of good songs, perhaps there is

a high grade music teacher or school teacher. It may be that the com-

munity has a patron saint who invests thought and time and patience

and money to the end that good music shall meet and conquer the invad-

ing bad. The most effective influence for good in songs is the influence

that emanates from the home, for it is lasting. The solution of the

problem, however, rests largely with the individuals that make up each

household. They may show their devotion to the high ideals of the

country by refusing to buy, sing, or tolerate besmirching songs of the hour.

Suggestion is the birth of thought;

Thought dwelt upon becomes action

;

Action repeated becomes habit;

Habit is character.

Because of the comparative isolation of the country home many desir-

able features of good home-making must come to it slowly. Its very

isolation and independence make it the natural friend and advocate of

the good song. Its open windows do not let in, perforce, the contaminating

street song. Its doors can remain closed to the rap of a blighting " best

seller " until the family within have taken time to pass upon the merits

of that song, to discover whether or not it is in harmony with the family's

aspiration to secure good things for itself, and whether it voices the

family's spirit of independence in the obtaining of these things. Here-

tofore, the people of rural communities have hardly considered their

responsibility in the setting of standards for good home and community

songs. Now that the whole American people are waking — slowly, it

is true!— to the question of good and bad songs for their homes, is it not

reasonable that the countr}^ people should assimie a strong leadership

in the matter? Should they not be the ones to say what shall and what

shall not constitute their home and community songs?

The meaning of a song is conveyed by the combined force of its words

and its melody. In a good song the melody seems to give rise to the

words and the words to the melody. Men naturally sing of what fills cheir

heads and their hearts. The resulting song is good to the degree in which

it suggests the good and the beautiful through its words or melody, or

through both. A song is to be neither approved nor condemned because

it is new. Nor should it be counted without merit if in actual use it seems

to touch the hearts of young and old as it finds its way out into the world.

But time and opportimity are as precious as they are fleeting; and what
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family is there that can afford to rest its family traditions and future

memories on songs of uncertain quality when good ones can be had?

FOUNDATION FOR THE MOVEMENT FOR GOOD SONGS

In order that the reader may know that the present movement for the

betterment of songs for homes is not a new idea, the following quotations

are given. These quotations are the thoughts of some well-known men and

women who lived long enough before they spoke to realize that they were

saying neither new nor startling things, but that they were speaking

the belief of all and the experience of many.

The first of the quotations is from the preacher Phillips Brooks, who
loved boys and girls and was loved by them:

Much stress shoiild be laid upon the fact that the youthful memory being exceedingly
tenacious, impressions :nade upon the child are likely to be indelible. The great
incidents in the history of the Israelites were woven into song, and these eucharistic

epics were required to be diligently taught to their children. So, in the present day,
the simple doctrines and thrilling events of Christianity should be wrought into verse
and impressed upon the mind of the teacher by the power of music. Truths thus
inculcated will cling to the soul forever. We all know that cherished memories of

home and friends are ours with such enduring vividness that the record can never
be effaced. But in all the reminiscences of days gone by there is nothing that so haunts
the spirit as the songs to which we were accustomed in childhood. The sweet tones
of a mother's voice will live and speak in the heart long after the voice has been hushed
to silence. The recollection of the hymns which were first heard amid the throng
of worshipers in the city, or in the embowered country church, may remain in morning
freshness long after the sanctuary has mouldered into ruins. We may cross oceans,
and wander in foreign climes; the erect frame may be bowed with the weight of years,
and raven ringlets may be changed to locks of snowy whiteness; but the old home
songs heard in the distance in the still morning, or sung by ourselves in some calm hour
of reflection, or by the home-circle on a winter's evening, will bring around tis the friends
and the scenes of other days and of far-off lands; and while the dim eye of age sparkles
with unwonted brilliancy, the heart will beat with the buoyancy of early youth. It is

not at all improbable that the songs learned in the nursery, or around the fireside, will

be used by the Holy Spirit in after years as a means of conversion toabetter life, it may
be our final salvation from endless ruin. On the contrary, bacchanalian or ribald
Bongs, which are apt to be learned and used by those who are unaccustomed to religious

melodies, are, in the hands of the Destroyer, a potent means of ruin. Shall we quietly
allow this tremendous power to pass into the hands of the enemy, or shall we not eagerly
seize itpon it as our lawful right, and wield it for the good of our race and the glory of
our God?

The second is from Henry Ward Beecher, the singing of whose congre-

gation would have served as a model and inspiration to the country church

:

The tunes which burden our modern books, in hundreds and thousands, utterly
devoid of character, without meaning or substance, may be sung a hundred times, and
not a person in the congregation will remember them. There is nothing to remember.
They are the very emptiness of fluent noise. But let a true tune be sung, and every
person of sensibility, every person of feeling, every child even, is aroused and touched.
The melody chngs to them. On the way home snatches of it will be heard on this side
and on that; and when the next Sabbath, the same song is heard, one after another of
the people fall in, and the volume grows with each verse, until at length the song,
breaking forth as a many-rilled stream from the hills, grows deeper and flows on, broad
as a mighty river! Such tunes are never forgotten. They cUng to us through our
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whole life. We carry them with us upon our journey. We sing them in the forest.

The workman follows the plow with sacred songs. Children catch them, and singing
only for the joy it gives them now, are yet laying up for all their life food of the sweetest
joy. Such tunes give new harmony and sweetness even to the hymns which float upon
their current. And when some celestial hymn of Wesley or of the scarcely less than
inspired Watts, is wafted upon such music, the soul is lifted up above all its ailments
and rises into the very presence of God, with joys no longer unspeakable, though full

of glory. In selecting music, we should not allow any fastidiousness of taste to set

aside the lessons of experience. A tune which has always interested a congregation,
which inspires the young, and lends to enthusiasm a fit expression, ought not to be set

aside because it does not follow the reigning fashion or conform to the whims of technical
science. There is such a thing as Pharisaism in music. Tunes may be faulty in

structure, and yet convey a full-hearted current that will sweep out of the way the
worthless, heartless trash whose only merit is a literal correctness. When a tune has
been found to do good work, it should be used for what it does and can do.

The third is from Dr. P. P. Claxton, chief of the United States Bureau
of Education:

Whatever has at any time appealed to the best emotions and moved the heart of
a people must have for their children and their children's children, political, historical,

and cultural value. This is especially true of folk tales and folk songs.

The fourth is from Frances E. Willard, " a national defender of the

Nation's homes ":

In the spring of 1863 two great armies encamped on either side of the Rappahannock
River, one in blue and the other in gray. One evening as twilight fell, the bands of
music on the Union side began to play their martial music, The 5iar spangled Banner
and Rally Round the Flag; and that challenge of music was taken up by those
upon the other side, who responded with The Bonnie Blue Flag and Away Down
South in Dixie. It was borne in upon the soul of a single soldier in one of those army
bands to begin a sweeter and more tender air, and slowly, as he played it, they joined
in a sort of chorus of all the instruments upon the Union side, until finally a great and
mighty tide of harmony swelled up and down our army— Home, Sweet Home.
When they had finished there was no challenge yonder, for every band upon that farther
shore had taken up the lovely air, so attuned to all that is holiest and dearest, and one
grand chorus of the two great hosts went up to God. When they had finished, from
the boys in gray came a challenge, " Three cheers for home! " and as they went resound-
ing through the skies from both sides of the river, " something upon the soldiers' cheeks
washed off the stains of powder."

The fifth is by Mary Anderson, a great actress and a noble mother:

Listen to a bit of advice from a woman who has been as young as any of you, who
is a mother now, and who would have thanked somebody if she had said the same to
her at your age. If you have a voice, whether remarkable for strength or sweetness,
or neither, strive to cultivate it. A woman who cannot sing is as a flower without per-
fume. I do not mean you must sing scales and trills by the hour; these notions have
left me long ago. Learn operatic wonders, if you like, only be sure to learn them
correctly ; but they are easily forgotten, rest assured. Learn a hundred or more beautiful
little ballads. Not the kind that take a town by storm and die out in one season,
but real songs that never grow old, whose tunes are melody, and whose words are
poetry. The years are coming when you will find that your joy and your love, your
modesty and your pride, blend more sweetly as you sing Annie Laurie or Within a
Mile of Edinboro' Town than in executing the most wonderful gymnastics with your
vocal organs. In sorrow, too, some such song, with all the sweet memories of the past
cHnging about its tender notes, will call forth tears to ease an aching heart. And there
may come a time when a weary little head lies on its mother's bosom; little eyelids
are drooping, twilight is drawing about her — too early for a lamp, too early for any
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but little folks to sleep; then it is that all the accomplishments of her girlhood are as
nothing compared with one simple song that lulls a tired baby to sleep. There is

something soothing to the child in the mother's voice at any time, and it instinctively
loves the melody of a song; so, girls, while you can, think of the mine of wealth you
may lay up for the childi'en that may one day come with their smiles and their kisses
to brighten the way.

The last is by the author and poet, Richard Le GalHenne, author of An
Old Country House. This extract is from his A Defense of Old Songs

(Harper's Magazine, December, 191 2). Young men in the country may
also defend old songs. The song life of the farm home that is about to

be established can be made the best illustration of such defense. In Mr.

Le Gallienne's a.rticle he tells us that he found a songbook on the piano in

the Connecticut farmhouse where he was living:

The book itself is not old, being, in fact, a cheap paper-backed collection made com-
paratively recently, such as can be bought in any music-store; and it is, therefore, the
more significant, for it is thus not merely reminiscent of the tastes of the past, but
representative of the tastes of the present, too, as it bears witness also to the remarkable
longevity of popular favorites. It would seem, indeed, that when a song possesses the
peculiar kind of vitality to capture the popular heart or the popular fancy, it can never
quite lose its hold; but, indeed, goes on strengthening it, generation after generation, by
the cumulative power of association.

The fashions of human feeling change not, and though new forms of its expression
naturally arise and have their hour, man in his realer moments is best pleased by those
old forms, consecrated and endeared by familiar usage, the words he is most at home
with, and the tunes he used to whistle when a boy. And it must be a " superior,"

sophisticated eye, indeed, that would not soften and fill as it glanced over the titles

alone of the book of " home songs '.' that is before me as I write. Take the first

dozen, just as they come:
Alice, Where Art Thou? Annie Laurie. Auld Lang Syne. Be Kind to the Loved

Ones at Home. Ben Boll. The Blue Bells of Scotland. The Blue Juniata. By the

Sad Sea Waves. The Campbells are Coming. Come Back to Erin. Comin' Thro'

the Rye. Darby and Joan.
What doors of memory fly open with each quaint old-fashioned name.
* * * * Old Folks at Home, the magnetism of the melody is undeniable, but con-

sider, so to say, the emotional voltage of the mere subject-matter of the words.
There is the advantage for the writer of popular songs. The very words he tises—
"Home" — "Mother" — "Country" — are poems in themselves, traditionally

charged with human feeling. They are things rather than words, conveying their

meaning as directly, and awakening as immediate response, as a national flag. * * *

Yet man's feelings are crude, or at least strong and simple when he feels at all ; and it

is hard to imagine such a theme, say, as a man's love for his mother— perhaps the

most favorite theme of these popular songs — treated otherwise than with the heart-

felt directness of simple affection; though, doubtless, there are some who would con-

sider that the proper way to treat a mother in art is Whistler's way, merely dispas-

sionately, as a " study " or an " arrangement."
The world at large, however, has decided in favor of Eliza Cooke's method in The

Old Ar,,ichair. " Reeking sentimentality! Maudlin emotionalism!" one can hear
some one — our old sophomoric selves, maybe— exclaim; yet one may well ask how
an excess of sentiment or emotion is possible on such a subject as a mother's memory,
or what object could more naturally focus our wistful affection than an old chair in

which a beloved mother so long has sat and now sits no more. Here surely is an occasion

on which the human heart may let itself go in unrestrained simplicity of its sorrow,

however naive and unlettered in its expression.

Often we refer to the preacher, the teacher, and the author, as we have

just done, for a formal answer to a question regarding the moral and
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intellectual welfare of our homes. Often, too, that answer differs little

in meaning from the one we have already made to ourselves. It helps,

however, to clear our thinking and to add further conviction. Having
read what these men and women said on the question of good songs, we
feel quickened in our judgment as to the elements that combine to make
a good song. We study the component factors; we apply to songs the

tests that will bring an answer which shall represent our personal esti-

mate of their worth ; our power to judge grows ; we become censors of our

home songs.

TESTS TO BE APPLIED TO A SONG

Has it lived?

Though time is not an absolute test of a song, yet long life becomes a

guarantee of its worth. The critics say that half a century should be

asked of a song before it can be said to have lived. The maxims say
" a good song is sung by more generations than its own," and " a song is

good that sees a man through his lifetime."

Songs that have lived may be grouped in three classes, the folk song,

the folk ballad, and the art song.

1. The folk song.— Louis Elson describes the folk song as the " wild

brier rose of music springing up by the wayside of art, and coming into

being without any care being lavi-shed upon it, without the artificial aids

of music ; it represents the natural side of an art that has gradually become
scientific." Folk songs are the outgrowth of experience and feeling on

the part of persons whose names the world, which has kept the songs

alive for years and centuries, may never have known. The special value

of these songs is their quality of recording folk, racial, and national char-

acteristics in the simplest of songs. " History is punctuated with folk

song," Carlyle wrote.

2. The folk ballad and the national song.—-There seems to be no hard

and fast rules whereby folk songs and folk ballads may be distinguished.

However, the folk ballad ordinarily records its authorship, and it tells its

story with more attempt at verse and at melody. Unlike the folk song,

it asks the world to yield to its spirit by joining in a refrain or chorus.

Sir Hubert Parry tells us that the opposite of a pure folk-song is the song

made with commercial intention out of " snippets of musical slang,"

—

he refers to the cheap song of the day. In between this song and the pure

folk-song the folk ballad seems to have its place, Longfellow in speaking

of ballads says:

They are the gypsy children of song, born under green hedgerows, in the leafy lanes
and bypaths of literature in the genial summer time, and many a life story is con-
tained in the simple words of a favorite ballad. Nevertheless we seldom realize what
lies beneath the surface of the words, when we hear some of the simple old songs of our
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youth. Many of them, indeed, arc more or less epitomized versions of incidents in
their author's lives, thus accounting for the sympathetic interest they awaken. They
contain, although in veiled form, that one " touch of nature that makes the whole world
kin."

The folk ballad may call people to a lively sense of patriotism, and may
remain the lilting narrative; or it may lend its tune to other words, or

vice versa, and may develop into a serious national song. The national

song, however, may be bom as Professor Brander Matthews has said:

A national song is one of the things which, it would seem, cannot be made to order.
No man has ever yet sat him down and taken up his pen and said, " I will write a national
hymn," and composed either words or music which the nation was willing to take
for its own. The making of the song of a people is a happy accident, not to be accom-
plished by taking thought. It must be the result of fiery feeling long confined, and
suddenly finding vent in burning words or moving strains. Sometimes the heat and the
pressure of emotion have been fierce enough and intense enough to call forth at once
both words and music, and to weld them together indissolubly once and for all. Almost
always the maker of the song does not suspect the abiding value of his work; he has
wrought imconsciously, moved by a power within; he has written for immediate relief

to himself, and with no thought of fame or the future; he has builded better than he
knew. The great national lyric is the result of the conjunction of the hour and the
man.

A national song of the kind Professor Matthews describes may properly

take its place among art songs.

3. The art song.— This type of songs that have lived is spoken of as

classic. Ordinarily the classic song is the combined work of the poet and

the musician, the result of the skillful treatment of carefully chosen subject-

matter. There are instances, however, of folk songs and ballads with

authorship unknown or htunble, being accepted as song-classics because

of their artistic trueness to type and their simple beauty. The art song

that time as well as art has marked with the stamp of worth has double

value, the song's own beauty and its standardizing qualities for song-

making.

Will it live?

We do not sing songs merely because they have lived. We sing as a

mode of self-expression ; and if the song that is new to our ears and possibly

newly created answers us, we sing it with much the same right that we use

in adopting the style of the hour in house-furnishing or in dress. There

are few of us, however, who fail to appreciate that a song, by its very

nature, is more a matter of the spirit than is dress, and singing a more

permanent influence in the home than is house-furnishing. Yet we are

careful to-day to teach ourselves that the home that is artistically fur-

nished, however simply, has a moral advantage over the home that is

filled with the useless and the unbeautiful; and that the latest fashions

in dress may make of us caricatures of our real selves if in adopting these
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styles \vc forget that clothing should indicate self-expression as well as

confonnity to mode. This second test of a song, " Will it live?" refers to

the modern song and includes an answer to the question, " Are there no

good popular songs?"

1. TJie popular song.— The vogue of the present day popular song is

due to its " ragtime," pretty, often very pretty, and full of sprightliness

and suggestion. The word-maker knows this and the suggestive rhythm

of " ragtime " seems to be his license. The " ragtime " becomes the color,

gaudy but attractive, when skillfully used; the words -^ what do they

become in this song which is claiming a place in the home as expressing

the spirit of that home? Study them, read them separated from the

tune. You will know if that song be not the dime novel of music. Its

very tune, pretty as it may seem with its tinkly rhythm, is bad becavise it

suggests and supports words that should never have been printed, much

less sold or sung.

Study again some of the songs and ballads that have lived. Many of them

were at one time so-called popular songs and " best sellers." Why did not

they, too, perish within the year of their birth ? Read their words separated

from their tunes. Now take the tunes and see if they were once popular

merely because they tinkled; is there not something more there than the

suggestion of a clog dance? Compare these century-old songs that were

once " best sellers " w^ith the popular songs of to-day that have crowded

them out. The result of this comparison will be a thinning out of the

songs on the organ or piano, and many of the latest hits will go to the

flames at once.

2

.

Other modern songs.— The unworthy popular song, though threatening

a defeat of our good sense and musical taste, does not claim the whole

field of modem songs by any means. Do you know Ethelbert Nevins'

melodies for Eugene Field's and James Whitcomb Riley's words? Do
you know the songs of Coleridge Taylor and of MacDowell, of Cowen

and Cowles and Buck and Homer and Denee, and of IMrs. Beach and

Margaret Ruthven Lang and Carrie Jacobs Bond? These names are

but a few from the list of modem song writers. Apply your songs-that-

have-lived yardstick to their songs and discover how well you invested

when you brought them, or the phonograph and victrola records of them,

into }'our home. Get more of the songs by these writers along with

the time-tried ones that " age has not withered nor custom made stale."

Remember that modem songs whether popular, semi-classic, or classic,

that merit the will-live stamp, will in time become songs that haA^e lived.

Remember, too, that we Americans are not always to be the people of

a new country, bearing the more or less just jibes put upon us for not

being able to sing a single American or national song through without
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the text before our eyes. Use good-song standards, measure American

songs by these standards, learn them, sing them. The country home,

with its agricultural " backbone of the nation " to keep straight and

to make use of, has a privilege and a duty to perform in the founding

of a musical system that will bring credit to America from the nations

that now choose to judge her by American " ragtime."

The test of personal possession

Has the song lived? Will the song live? In addition to these tests

of a song there is a third, which we may call the test of personal possession.

Does or will the song live for me, the individual? Has it a place in my
life for reasons personal and of value to me? Has it had the power with

me to suggest thought, action, habit, character? As a memory, does

it leave me unashamed and glad to recall it ? Is it a song by which I shall

be happy to have my children remember their home? All these are

questions that the test of personal possession applies to a song. Songs

that can stand this test may be folk songs and folk ballads, the class

of which Dr. Claxton spoke, or they may be the " old songs " defended

by Richard Le Gallienne. To whatever class they may belong, they are

our songs and we are quick to defend them, with or without the test

proofs of their having lived for any one else than ourselves. They may
be recent, but more than likely they are good songs to us because they

are the songs of our early homes. They have stood the test of personal

possession. These songs are the children's heritage.

A HERITAGE OF SONG

There is no life so well favored that it has no need of a heritage of

home song. Few there be of that great family of persons whose child-

hood lies well in the past who do not consciously realize from such an

inheritance. A very few songs may constitute their riches and these

of little intrinsic merit, a mother's bedtime croon, a father's simple old

hymn, a family chorus or glee, some favorite from old days that association

has kept. Yet no price could buy this heritage of song.

The sons and daughters of other lands, seeking better opportunities

for living for themselves and for their children, cross to the American

shore. In New York State are to be found thousands of men, women,

and children whose native land lies far away from this new home of their

adoption. Many families that thus bravely began home-building in

a strange country brought with them very little of this world's goods,

yet not one came without a heritage of song as a gift to the community

into whose life the members of that family went to become citizens. In
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many instances we have heard the fathers and mothers in their farm

homes,
" Sing to their sons those melodies,

Those songs their fathers sung."

How welcome such songs are with their age-long standards of loyalty

and i)urity and truth! Songs that have lived years and centuries in

the Old World because they sang of country, and home, and mother,

and God, should go on living in the New World, singing of country, and

home, and mother, and God. Richard of Saltoun said, " Let me write

the songs of a nation and I care not who makes its laws." Sing the songs

of the country whose blood you bring to America and you will help make
the laws that must best govern song-making and song-singing in this "land

of the free and home of the brave." If we are to become a music-loving

nation, we must have American music; it must smack of our soil; it must

embody the character and express the tendency and trend of American

life ; it must bear the marks of our weal and woe ; it must show in strongly

marked rhythms the effect of our developed and developing national

energy; it must be the faithful interpreter of the true American.

Last year the December number of the ReacUng-Course for the Farm
Home was entitled The Christmas Festival, and on the last page of the

pamphlet were the music and words of the beautiful carol. Silent Night,

Holy Night. It was sung around miany Christmas firesides last year

and it will be sung again this year. We want all of the readers of the

Reading-Course for the Farm Home to sing on this Christmas Day.

We want you to sing songs that have lived and that will live. Therefore.

we are devoting the remaining pages of this number to a program of

songs for the home for Christmas Day. You will find included songs

for the old and for the young, brave songs and tender songs, songs of

the Christ child and of home and of native land. Add to these songs

those that are particularly loved in your own home and let us all join

in this Christmas festival of songs that live.
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THE NATIONAL HYMN OF THE WESTERN HOMELAND

AMERICA
S. F. Smith
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THE SONG OF THE HOME FLAG

Francis Scx)tt Key
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Julia Ward Howe

Allerrrtto.

A SONG OF AMERICAN PATRIOTISM

BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC
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A STORY OF YANKEE DOODLE
Anon\-mous
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3. John sent
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mar - tial band, when near the land,
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That no e - lee - lions should be held,
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Then Jon - a - than to pout be - gan,

"Van • kee doo - die— keep it up!

Cute Jon - a -than to see them fly,
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all his sons and daugh - ters."

Yan - kee doo • die dan - dy."

said he, "I'll tax the tea Of
of wax, your tea I'll tax-
no tea, dear sir I" so he Threw o • ver - board the

son with a tax your cup, Yan - kee doo - die

said he, "suits to a T, I'll sing it ev - er

car • go.
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6. With " Hail Columbia !

" it is sung.

In chorus full and hearty;

On land and main we breathe the straio,

John made for bis tea-party.

"Yaiikee doodle—ho! ha! he!

Yankee doodle dandy,

We kept the tune but not the tea,

Yankee doodle dandy!"

'. No matter how we rhyme the words,
The music speaks them handy.

And Where's the fair can't sing the air

Of "Yankee doodle dandy!''
"Yankee doodle, firm and true,

Yankee doodle dandy,
Yankee doodle, doodle doo!
Yankee doodle dandy.
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AN AMERICAN'S SONG OF HOME

John Howard Payne
HOME, SWEET HOME
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I. 'Mid pleasures and pal - a-ces.. though we may roam, Be it ev - er so

3. I gaze on the moon as I tread the drear Wild, And., feel that my
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Give me them, and that peace of mind,. dear - er than all.
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A SONG OF HOME MEMORIES BY AMERICA'S BEST-KNOWN
"OLD SONG" WRITER

Stephen C. Foster
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME
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gat; The corn-top's ripe and the meadow's in the bloom, While the birds make mu-eic all the
shore; They sing no more by the glinimcr of the moon. On the bench by the old cab-ia
go; A few more days, and the troub-lc all, will end. In the field where the su- gar- canes
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day. The young folks roll on the lit - tie cab -in floor, Allmer-ry, all hap-py and bright;
door 'J'he day goes by like a shad-ow o'er the heart. With sor-row where all was de-light;
grow, A few more days for to tote the wea - ry load,— No mat-ter, 'twill nev - er be light;
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By'm-by hard times comes a-knocking at the door. Then my old Ken-tuck-y home, good-night I

The time has come when the darkies have to part. Then my old Ken-tuck-y home, good-night I

A few more days till we lot-ter on the road, Then my old Ken-tuck-y home, good-night!
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-#-4=--

:^r=tg—1?—

r

-^—*^ 5^
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ANOTHER AMERICAN'S SONG OF MEMORY

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET
Samuel Woodworth

1^0 ito •^ •»
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THE SONG OF AN AMERICAN BOY GROWN OLD

Thomas Dunn English
BEN BOLT

18S=^ f?=1^
l:==:t£^

1. Oh! doa't vou
2. Un - der

3. And don't you

re-mem-ber sweet Al - ice, Ben Bolt, Sweet Al - ice whose hair was so

the hick -o - ry tree, Ben Boll, Which stood at the foot of the

re-mem-ber tlie school, Ben Bolt, With the mas - ter so kind and so

brown,
hill,

true.

Who
To
And the

wept with de - light when
geth - er we've lain in

sha - ded nook by

you
the
the

gave her
uoon - day
run - ning

SI

smile. And
shade. And
brook. Where the

gIII

^^^^ =^^^^^

trembled with fear
lis-tened to Ap
fair - est wild

at your frown?
pie-ton's mill,

tlow-ers grew?

^

In the old churchyard, in the val-ley, Ben Bolt, In a
The mill-wheel has fall-en to piec-es, Ben Bolt, The
Grass grows on the mas -ter' s grave, Ben Bolt, The

cor - ner
raft - ers

spring of

ob-scure and
have turn - bled
the brook is . .

,

lone,

in,

dry,

They
And
And

have fit - ted
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AN OLD SLAVE HYMN

SWING LOW, SWEET CH.-\RIOT
Folk Song
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A NEGRO LOVE BALLAD

TOMBIGBEE RIVER
S. S. Steele

. (Jn Tomhi^T-hec riv-er so brirht I1. (Jn Tomhifj-hec riv-er so bright I *is born, In a hut mncie of husks of the tnll yellow corn. And
2. All the day in ihe fiold the sofr cotton I hoe, And think of my Ju-lia and sing as I go; Oh, I

3. With my hand^on the banjo and toe on the oar. I sing to the sound of the river's soft roar: While the

4. One night the stream bore us so far, far away. We couldn't come back.sowetho't we'd ju^t stay, I'ut wc

l^^^aaS
ia^i^ifpiii^iPi

Chorus

^=&:

there I first met with my Ju - lia so true, And I rowed her about in my Gum-tree canoe,

catch her a bird, with a uingoftrue blue, An' at night sail her 'round in my Gtim-tree canoe.

Stan; they look down at my Julia so true, And dance in her eye in my Gum-tree canoe,

spied a tall ship with a flag of true blue. And it took us in tow, with our Gum-tree canoe.

Singing

Singing

Singing

Singing

row a -way, row, o'er the waters so blue, Like a feather we'll float in my Gum-tree ca-noe.

row a- way, row, o'er the waters so blue. Like a feather we'll float in my Gum-tree ca-noe.
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A BALLAD OF THE SOUTH

Alice Hawthorne
Mcderato.

LISTEN TO THE MOCKING BIRD

1. I'm dreaming now of Hal lie,

2. Ah! well I yet re - mem-ber,

3. When the charms of spring awaken,

1 _i— I 1

sweet Hal - lie, sweet Hal -lie, I'm dreaming now 0^
re - member, re member. Ah! well 1 yet re-

a - wak -en, a • waken,\Vhen the charms of spring a-

^t^

?^=i
Hal - lie,

mem her,

wak - en.

k k i.^ > - r r u
For the thought of her is one that nev ei dies; She's sleep -ing in the

When we gathered in the cot • ton side by side; 'Twas in the mild Sep
And the mocking bird is sing • ing on the bough, I feel like one for •

val - ley,

tem - ber,

sak - en.

the val • ley,

Sep tem -ber,

for - sak - en,

the val - ley, She's sleeping in tlie val • ley, And the

Sep • tem ber, 'Twas in the mild Sep - tem ber. And the

for - sak en, I feel like one for - sak en. Since my

$1^^
^zti-^yizrJ^z^̂

^^^^^^'

L* S h N N Chorus.

^ EE L-^-^Mf^^
mocking bird is singing where she lies

mocking bird was singing far and wide.

Hal - lie is no longer with me now

-#-^-*-*- 3^^
^J^

^^izi^M'^m
-lirzjTzgr:^
Listen to the

Listen to the

Listen to the

B^ J?--^-

^ >» ^ '^

Listen to the mocking bird.

Listen to the mockmg bird,

Listen to the mocking bird.

-t^—t^—6^

J=Jtz=^sr:q: =^C=^^=t!= i===^r:^=:^--rj

mock ing bird. The mock • ing bird still sing -ing o'er her grave; Lis -ten to the

^ f» ^

7=?-

mocking bird. Listen to the mocking bird. Still singing wh«re the weeping willows wave.

221
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A POPULAR BALLAD OF '6i

Stephen C. Foster
GENTLE ANNIE

1. Thou wilt come no more, gen - tie An - nie, Like a flower thy spir - it did de -

2. We have roamed in youth 'mid the bow • ers When thy down - y cheeks were in their

3. Ah! the hours grow sad while I pon-der Near the si lent spot where thou art

gd-i-f
-^-^ 4»—m-

fe£ S^^ Ei^FE 1=^

^=F
i I J J—^—

^

g
^v=1^PS :St=^^r-j ij 3

:?E=*i=

«=rk̂^
part, Thou art gone, a - las, like the ma-ny That have bloomed in the summer of my
bloom, Now I stand a - lone 'mid the flowers. While they mingle their perfume o'er thy

laid. And my heart bows down when I wander By the stream and the meadows where we

heart. Shall we nev • er

tomb. Shall we nev - er

strayed. Shall we nev - er

more be - hold

more be - hold

more be - hold

thee. Never hear thy winning voice a
thee. Never hear thy winning voice a •

thee. Never hear thy winning voice a

gain. When the spring-time comes, gentle Apnie, When the wild flow'rs are scattered o'er the plain?

H*^
I^

^ .* ^ -

-cv h r c g

*=*=^^=ft.
~f' - -

-x=t ^^
-'^—m w » 0-^0-

U U U L* U 5-
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AN OLD SCHOOL SONG

Anonymous
.1

JOLLY OLD SAINT NICHOLAS

^^^^^^^:^Ef

1. Jol - ly old Saint Nich - o - las, Lean your ear this way t Don't you tell a
2. When the clock is strik - ing twelve, When I'm fast a - sleep, Down the chimney,

3. John-ny wants a pair ' of skates; Su - sy wants a doUy; Nel - ly wants a

mm
-I L^^^ ^-ici:

sin - gle soul What I'm going to say; Christmas Eve is com • ing soon;

broad and black, With your pack you'll creep; All the stockings yoU will find

sto - ry • book; She thinks dolls are folly; As for me, my - lit • tie brain

m^ :pz: ^^^-p—]/ L>*—V: --^c==^-

*.«:^^S^^^^^^
Now, you dear old man, WTiisper what you'll bring to me ; Tell me if you can.

Hanging in a row; Mine will be the sliortest one; You'll be sure to know.
Is - n't ve - ry bright; Choose for me, Old San- ta Claus, What you think is right

S^C-^-V^fc^E^ -r—r-
w"—t^

—

^
'^ ^ :k^^t2: JZ

1. (Round,)

^^
A SINGING-vSCHOOL ROUND

rqirrr =1:

Row, row, row your boat.

-K-^-K

Gent • ly down the stream;

4.

J^IlfcZ^ 3ti*zat
?^=-h-1^ ^1^ atn:^

Mer-ri- ly, mer-ri- ly, mer-ri-ly, mer-ri - ly; Life is but a dream.

m
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Phillips Brooks

AN AMERICAN CHRISTMAS CAROL

O LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM *

1

' -j— |-i(— I M -ji 1 rSi-r- -« • € ii J i-

I O lit • tie town of Beth - le-hem, How still we see thee lie; A • bov9 -thy deep and

^-S>-
=T^

I I

<:;<-=-

-5-J_4

7
dreamless sleep The si - lent stars go by : Yet in thy dark streets shin-eth The ev - er-

:*: — +t^J ^-A--#-_ -^-*-** -#-.J#- i^- -S- * I !

:«iz£:

^^ zSap

*i^^:: ^ ^
dfe:last -ing Light; The hopes and fears of all theyearsAre met in thee to-night. A-MEN.

-#—#-

I^ZIK -T 1 1 1

—

^r^T
For Christ is born of ^L1ry ;

And gathered all above,

\Vhile mortals sleep, the angels keep
Their watch of wondering love.

O morning stars, together

Proclaim the holy birth
;

And praises sing to God the King,

.And peace to men on earth.

How silently, how silently,

The wondrous gift is given !

So God imparts to human hearts

The blessings of His heaven.

No ear may hear His coming.

But m this world of sin,

Where meek souls will receive Him still

The dear Christ enters in.

4 O holy Child of Bethlehem,

Descend to us, we pray
;

Cast out our sin, and enter in.

Be born in us to-day.

We hear the Christmas angels

The great glad tidings tell

;

O come to us, abide with u?.

Our Lord Emmanuel.

* Taien by permission from Christmas Songs and Easter Carols, published by E. P. Dutton
md Company, New York City.
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ANOTHER AMERICAN CHRISTMAS CAROL

IT CAME UPON THE MIDNIGHT CLE^\R
Sears

I

It came up - on the mid-night clear, That glo - rious song of old,

Stillthrough theclo - ven skies they come. With peace -ful wings un'- furled,

ye, be -neath life's crush-ing load, Whose forms are bend-ing low.
For lol the days are hast-'ning on, By proph - et- bards fore- told,

^ " '
\

- ' - ' ^ -
-

|-

1^

From an - gels bend-ing near the earth To touch their harps of gold

;

And still their heav'n-ly mu - sic floats O'er all the wea - ry world

;

Who toil a - long the climb - ing way With pain - ful steps and slow,

When with the ev - er - cir - cling y^ars Comes round the age^ of gold;

I

—

•-

ft •- -•- S (i-i-.fi

Peace on the earth,good will to men. From heav'n's all - gra - cious King;
A - bove its sad and low - ly plains They bend on heav'n-ly wing.
Look now I for glad and gold- en hours Come swift -ly on the wing;
When peace shall o - ver all the earth Its an - cient splen-dors fling,

^^_
-rs-

-f,-^
i^zztzp

rn 1 I

:=Jzii&=i:Jz:tif=p^=:|i=i^=r|=?nrzt
n,.

-p-
^t-
iiil

1^-rzH;^=T,zin

i^-.

u
The world in sol -emn still -ness lay To hear the an - gels sing

And ev - er o'er its Ba - bel sounds The bless -ed an - gels sing

rest be -side the wea- ry road, And hear the an- gels sing

And the whole world send back the song Which now the an - gels sing,

-a. -
A -men.

^^9
1

6=p:
-•-
-I

—

-•-
-I

—

-»-

T"

^^^-r ^5-Tr^r
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AN AMERICAN MOTHER'S SONG OF THE HOMELAND

1515

Mrs. Ellen Gates
HOME OF THE SOUL

I. I will sing you a

3» Oh, that home of the

3. Oh, how sweet it will

4. There the great trees of

song
soul,

be

life

SEfcT
-3Hr4

[^ [^

%itarJK e=;5=*

of that beau - ti - ful laud,

in my vis - ions and dreams,

in that beau - ti - ful land,

in their beau - ty do grow.

lyThe I'ar

Its bright jasper

So free from all

And the riv - er of

:e2
4^=tc

IBESEi^^H

home
walls

sor -

life

of the

I can
row and
floweth

soul, WHiere no storms ev - er beat on the glit

see ; Till I fan - cy but dim - ly the veil

pain; With songs on our lips, and with harps

by ; For no death ev - er en - ters that ci -

ter-ing strand. While the

in- ter- venes Be-

rn our hands,

t)', you know.
To
And

years

tween
meet
noth-

of e - ter

that fair • ci

one an
ingthat

ni-ty
ty and

oth - er a

maketh a

roll,

me,
gain

lie.

While the years of e - ter

Be - tween that fair ci •

To nteet one an - oth

And nothing that mak

ni - ty roll ; Where no
ty and me, Till I

er a - gain, With
eth a lie. For no

Storms ev - er beat on the glit -

fan - cy but dim - ly '•.he veil

songs on our lips, and with harps

death ev - er en - ters that ci -

ter-ing strand, WTiile the years of e - ter - ni - ty

in-tervenes Be - tween that fair cit - y and

in our hands. To meet one an- oth- cr a -

ty, you know, And noth - ing that mak-cth a

roll.

me.
gam.
lie.

V̂ ^^^:^S^:^^f^
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PROGRAMS FOR USE IN STUDY CLUBS

Miriam Birdseye

The programs given in this lesson are based on A Syllabus of Lessons

for Extension Schools in Home Economics,^ which was pubhshed last

year as the February issue of the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm

Home. Members of extension schools often wish to continue their study

of home economics in study clubs, and these programs have been planned

with this end in view. They may be used in the order in which they

are given, or any one or ones may be omitted, according to the preference

of each club.

In preparing the papers outlined in the programs the syllabus will be

found indispensable, but more complete books are needed for constant

reference. For this purpose Foods and Household Management, by Helen

Kinne and Anna M. Cooley, and Food Values, are recommended, and

each club is advised to get two copies of each. The former, although

written as a textbook for high school students, is a practical, up-to-date,

and readable guide for the home maker as well. The latter is a bulletin

published by the American School of Home Economics, and gives practical

methods in diet calculations. The farmers' bulletins, published by the

United States Department of Agriculture, and the Cornell reading-course

lessons that are cited as references for some of the papers, may be obtained

in the manner described on page no of the syllabus. For persons who
wish to go deeper into the study of foods, A Laboratory Hand-book for

Dietetics, by Mary Swartz Rose, and Food Products, by Henry C. Sherman,

are recommended.

In addition to the reference books, each club should own or have the use

of a tested scale that will register half ounces. A reliable letter scale

will be satisfactory ; such a scale may be bought at a hardware store for

about a dollar and a half. A blackboard may be used to good advantage.

A set of large food charts in color, which make excellent illustrations for

'The following corrections should be made: Page 138, first line, the words "legumes, and nuts"
should be omitted; page 143, under Boiled dressing in quantity, "4 teaspoonfuls salt" should be
changed to " 2 teaspoonfuls."

[1517]
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the study of foods and which later might be presented to the local school,

may be bought from the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C, for one dollar.

The secretary of the club should make a list of the reference books

and all material needed, and should see that everything is at hand before

an attempt is made to carry out any of the programs.

THE DAILY EXPENDITURE OF ENERGY

Roll call.— Each member should respond with some quotation relating

to food.

Paper.— The body's need for energy-giving material

Suggestive outline

1. The three needs that the body must satisfy from its food

a. Energy requirement

b. Body building substances

c. Body regulating substances

2. The purpose for which the body spends energy each day

a. Internal work

b. External work

c. Maintaining the warmth of the body

3. Foodstuffs from which the body obtains energy

4. Foods that are recognized as valuable sources of energy

5. The factors that govern the amount of energy expended daily

6. The Calorie, or measure of energy, and its equivalent in work
and in heat

7. The housekeeper's dietary short cut, the loo-Calorie portion

8. Method of determining the daily energ>' requirement, some-

times called the fuel need, of the body on the basis of body
weight and of work done

9. A specimen energy requirement for one day, worked out by
the writer of the paper

References

Cost of food. Cornell reading-course for the farm home. Vol. II,

No. 29

Principles of nutrition and nutritive value of food. U. S. Dept.

Agr. Farmers' bulletin 142

Foods and household management, p. 7-12, 295-303. Kinne
and Cooley

Paper.— Sugar as a food

Suggestive outline

1. The way in which plants manufacture sugars and starches

2, Representative foods rich in sugar
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3. Digestion of sugar; storage of unused sugar as fat

4. The use and abuse of sugar in the diet

5. Sugar as an energy-yielding foodstuff

References

Sugar and its value as food. U.S. Dept. Agr. Farmers' bulletin 53 5

Rules for planning the family dietary, p. 189. Cornell reading-

course for the faiTn home, Vol. II, No. 41

Foods and household management, p. 164-168. Kinne and Cooley

Discussion

.

— The members of the club should question the writer of the

first paper until they understand clearly the methods of calculating

the daily requirement for energy, in order that each member may
calculate her own requirement on the basis of her weight and the

kinds of work done so that she can report it at the roll call of the

next meeting.

A simple method of estimating a person's probable daily expendi-

ture of energy is suggested by the following tables.

Energy requirement for each pound of body weight

For a person at complete rest 1 4 to 1 6 Calories

For a person doing light work 1 6 to 18 Calories

For a person doing moderate work 18 to 20 Calories

For a person doing hard work 20 to 23 Calories

Complete rest includes reading, resting, and sitting at meals.

Light work includes walking; standing at one's work, as in cooking, dish

washing, or bed making ; hand and machine sewing ; typewriting ; and the like.

Moderate work includes washing, sweeping, and other equally vigorous

forms of housework; bicycling; carpentering; and the like.

Hard work not only involves a good many muscles, but also causes

enough strain to harden and enlarge them. House cleaning and heavy

sweeping are included under this heading. Lumbermen, excavators, and

a few others do even heavier work than this.

Energy requirement during growth ^

Calories per
Age in years pound per day

Under i 45
1-2 45-40

2-5 40-36

6-9 36-30

10-13 30-27

14-17 27-20

1 7-2 5 Not less than 18

' This table is taken from Foods and Household Management, by Kinne and Cooley,
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The data given in the tables may be worked out in the following way:

Mrs. B weighs one hundred and thirty pounds. If she sleeps eight

hours, spends two hours a day dressing, two hours sitting at meals, two

hours in reading and recreation, four hours in preparing and clearing

away meals, four hours in house cleaning, and two hours doing hand

sewing, she does a day's moderate work and expends eighteen to twenty

Calories for each pound of her weight. Therefore her daily expenditure

of energy is 2340 to 2600 Calories.

Exhibit.— During the discussion, two members should be appointed to

weigh, measure, and label loo-Calorie, or " standard," portions of gran-

ulated, lump, and brown sugar, maple sirup, molasses, dried and

fresh fruits.^ A tested scale that will register half ounces should be

used. Members should fix the measures carefully in their minds, as

well as make a list of loo-Calorie portions to be inserted on an extra

page in the syllabus. The loo-Calorie portions of nonperishable

foods may be put in small paper bags and saved for more complete

exhibits in the future. These portions should be carefully labeled,

and a suggestive form for a label is given here.

loo-Calorie Portion
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cereals and other starchy foods

Roll call.— Each member should respond by giving her own energy re-

quirement for one day, based on her weight and the kind of work

she does, as outlined in the preceding program. These figures should

be tabulated on the blackboard.

Paper.— Starchy foods

Suggestive outline

1. The way in which starch is manufactured and stored as a

source of potential energy by the plant

2. Representative foods rich in starch

3. The starch grain

4. The parts played by the starch grains, the plant fiber, or

I the cellulose, and the water in the cooking of starchy foods

5. Reasons for the difference in the time necessary for the proper

cooking of potatoes and of cracked wheat; of rice and of

oatmeal

6. The digestion of starch and the necessity for the thorough

chewing of starchy foods

7. The use made of starch by the body and the way in which the

potential energy stored up by the plant is Hberated for the

use of the animal

8. Starch versus sugar as an energ^'-yielding food

9. Storage of surplus energy-yielding digestive products in the

form of fat

10. The place of starchy foods in the diet

References

Foods and household management, p. 134-137. Kinne and Cooley

Rules for planning the family dietary, p. 187-190. Cornell

reading-course for the farm home, Vol. II, No. 41 . , -

Potatoes and other root crops as food. U. S. Dept. Agr. Fann-

ers' bulletin 295

Course in cereal foods and their preparation for movable schools

of agriculture, p. 24-26, 34-36. U. S. Office of Experiment

Stations. Bulletin 200

Paper.— Breakfast cereals .

Suggestive outline

1. Place of the breakfast cereal in the diet for young and old

2. Kinds of breakfast cereals

3. Comparison of the amount of energy contained in ten cents'

worth of the most-used breakfast cereals and of other starchy

foods

96 ...
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4. Breakfast cereals as sources of protein; a comparison with

other foods rich in starch in this regard

5. Breakfast cereals as sources of mineral matter; a comparison

with other foods rich in starch in this regard

6. The cooking of breakfast cereals

7. Cereals and the fireless cooker

8. Various methods of serving cereals

9. Cereals preferable for young children

References

Cereal breakfast foods. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers' bulletin 249

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course

for the farm home, Vol. II, No. 41

Cost of food. Cornell reading-course for the farm home, Vol. II,

No. 29

Foods and household management, p. 126-137. Kinne and

Cooley

Discussion.— The following is a list of questions that may be used in

leading the discussion: Why is it poor economy to serve potatoes

and rice or potatoes and macaroni at the same meal? What are the

qualities of a well-boiled potato? a well-baked potato? How may
baked potatoes be kept from becoming soggy if they are not used

immediately? Should the skin of a baked potato be eaten? Has a

potato boiled in its skin a higher nutritive value than one which is

pared or scraped before it is boiled?

Exhibit.— One-hundred-Calorie portions of common starchy foods, such

as bread, uncooked macaroni, potatoes, rice, flour, and cereals should

be prepared by the method given on page 1520.

Refreshments.— Chocolate cornstarch pudding Served in individual cups

is a suitable refreshment to serve at this meeting. The cost and the

energy value of the whole amount and of each portion should be

calculated. Six-tenths of an ounce of chocolate is a loo-Calorie

portion.

Suggestions for next meeting.— If a bread contest is to be held at the next

meeting, all necessary preliminary arrangements shoiild be made at

this time.

For the next meeting each member should prepare a written state-

ment of the following facts to be read at roll call

:

I. Name and price per package and per pound of the cereal best

liked by each member. Cereals that are sold in packages

have the net weight printed on the package.
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2. Xumber of half-pint cupfuls in a package and in a pound of

the cereal selected.

3. Energ}- value of a half pint of the iincooked cereal. All

uncooked cereal products, except oatmeal, have an energy

value of about one hundred Calories an ounce; oatmeal has

an energ}^ value of about one hundred and ten Calories

an ounce.

4. Amotmt of cooked cereal made from a half pint of the uncooked

cereal.

5. Energ\' value of the portion of cereal usually sensed.

6. Cost of a loo-Calorie portion of the cereal.

BREAD-MAKIXG COXIEST

Roll call.— Members should respond with facts concerning cereals (page

152 1), which the secretary should tabulate on the board as they are

read.

Paper.— Flour

Suggestive outline

1. Cereals used in making flour

2. The structure and composition of wheat: parts of the grain

valuable in making flour for bread

3. Milling of wheat

a. Methods of making flour used by primitive women
b. Later methods of milling

c. The modem roller process

d. Grades of flour

4. Characteristics of good flour

5. Comparisons between bread flour and pastn,- flour, white flour

and whole wheat flour

References

Foods and household management, p. 191-197. Kinne and

Cooley

Bread and break making. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers' bulletin

389

Paper.— Scoring bread: brief explanation of the score card to be used

by the committee in scoring and judging the bread

Reference

Some points in the making and pudging of bread. University of

Illinois, jBiilletin 25
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Rules for the contest.—
1. All contestants must use standard half-pint measuring cups, bread

tins of uniform size, and the same recipe. This recipe may be

chosen from the syllabus, from a reference book, or from some
standard cookbook.

2. The secretary should assign to each member a number to be used

in labeling her entry, and should record these names and numbers
in a book. Thus the committee that judges the bread will not

be influenced by knowing who baked the loaves entered in the

contest.

3. Each contestant must submit one sample loaf of standard size.

This loaf must have been baked the previous day, and must
be labeled, not with the contestant's name, but with the number
assigned to her by the secretary.

4. A committee of three persons must be appointed to judge the

bread. The following score card may be used

:

Flavor |
odor 20

1 taste 20

Crumb.
i

moisture... 10

lightness ... 5

texture. ... 10

, color 5

f
color 5

Crust \
depth 5

crispness ... 5

texture .... 5

General appearance J size 5

\ shape 5

Perfect score 100

5. A score card must be filled out for each loaf of bread judged by
the committee. These cards will serve as the basis for the dis-

cussion, which is the most important part of this program.

6. A prize' may be awarded to the maker of the loaf receiving the

highest score.

Discussion.— The committee should comment on the different loaves of
'

: . bread and give reasons for scoring them as it did. Members should

ask questions and discuss these points, for this is the most helpful

part of the lesson, and should not be passed over hastily or carelessly.
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Refreshments.— Sandwiches made of graham nut bread with dates (page

114 of the syllabus) should be included in the refreshments.

FATS

Roll call.— Each member should respond by giving the name of some

home-rendered fat, other than lard, which she has used in floiir mix-

tures or in deep frying.

Paper.— Fats and fried foods in the diet of young and old

Suggestive outline

1. Energy value of fat as compared with that of carbohydrates

and of protein

2. Balance to be maintained between fats and carbohydrates in

the diet

3. Growth-stimulating fats: simple dishes suitable for children in

which foods containing such fats play a prominent part

4. The effect on a school child or an ofhce worker of a breakfast

or a noon meal overrich in fat

5. Kinds of fat and types of cooked food that are difficult of

digestion, and therefore should not be given to young chil-

dren or to persons of delicate digestion

6. The place of fat in the diet of the active out-of-door worker

7. The place of fruit in the meal rich in fat

8. Three menus for a farm breakfast that shall provide simple

food for the growing children and at the same time satisfy

the needs of the hearty man of the family

References

Foods and household management, p. 158-162, 309. Kinne and

Cooley

Food for school boys and girls. Teachers College, Columbia

University. Technical education bulletin 23

The feeding of young children. Teachers College, Columbia

University. Technical education bulletin 3

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course

for the farm home, Vol. II, No. 41

Paper.— Fat as used in cooking

Suggestive outHne

1

.

The effect of fats in making a flour mixture tender

2. Forms of fat suitable for use as shortening

3. Methods of trying out, or rendering, fat that insvire the least

waste and the best flavor
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4. The use of fats in making sauces and gravies that are smooth
and free from floating grease

5. Cooking in deep and in shallow fat

a. Comparative wholesomeness of food cooked by these two
methods: reasons

b. Reliable tests for proper temperatures of fats for frying

cooked and uncooked mixtures

c. Draining of food cooked in deep fat

d. Clarifying fat after use in frying

e. Forms of fat suitable for use in deep frying

References

Foods and household management, p. 163. Kinne and Cooley

Making cake.— Part I. Cornell reading-course for the farm

home, Vol. IV, No. 73

Any standard cookbook

Discussion.— The following points should be brought out in the discussion:

the uses and the limitations of various butter or lard substitutes;

reasons why it is dangerous to pour water on burning fat; materials

that should be used to put out such a fire.

Exhibit.— One-hundred-Calorie portions of foods rich in fat, including 1.8

ounces of ordinary cream testing 20 per cent fat, .9 ounce of thick

cream testing 40 per cent fat, and .6 ounce of chocolate, should be

prepared.

Refreshments.— Fried cakes should be included in the refreshments. Try
dipping the fried cakes for an instant into a kettle of boiling water

immediately after they are taken from the hot fat. In order to show

how much grease is removed from the fried cakes by this process,

chill the water, and remove and measure the grease.

MILK

Roll call.— Each member should name some simple dish of which milk is

the chief constituent, and which is suitable for a young child or an

invalid.

Paper.— Milk as a growth-promoting food : its place in the diet of the

young child and of the adolescent boy and girl

References

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course

for the farm home. Vol. II, No. 41

The feeding of young children. Teachers College, Columbia

yniversity. Technical fducatjoja bulletin 3
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Food for school boys and girls. Teachers College, Columbia
University. Technical education bulletin 23

The use of milk as food. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers' bulletin 363

Foods and household management, p. 146-152. Kinne and Cooley

Suggestive topics for town and city clubs.—
1. Local standards for the cleanliness of market milk and ways in

which these standards compare with those enforced in other

communities of the same size

2. The attitude of members of the club, as consiamers, as mothers of

children, and as club women, toward the local milk question

References

The milk question. M.J. Rosenau

The control of bulk milk in stores. U. S. Bureau of Animal
Industry'. Circular 217

Publications of the Rochester Board of Health relating to clean

milk. Obtainable from the secretar}'- of the board

Discussion.— The discussion should be based on the folloviing questions:

What improvements in the milk supply of this to\\Ti or in methods of

distribution are still to be desired? How may such improvements be

brought about?

Suggestive topic for country clubs.— Sources of contamination of milk on

the farm ; effect of dirt on milk ; equipment and methods that may be

used on the small farm in order to instire cleanliness of milk for home
use or for the local market

References

Clean milk. S. D. Belcher

The milk question, Chapter IV. M. J. Rosenau

Disciissicni.— The following question may be used in starting the dis-

cussion: What share of moral responsibility has the woman of the

small dairy farm in regard to the selling of clean milk?

Exhibit.— The exhibit should consist of loo-Calorie portions of whole

milk, skimmed milk, buttermilk, thick cream (40 per cent fat), and
thin cream (iS-20 per cent fat).

Refreshments.— A caramel or vanilla junket, served with chopped nuts

and whipped cream, or a junket ice cream are suitable refreshments

to serve at this meeting. The energ}^ value and the cost of the whole

amotmt and of an indixddual portion should be calculated.

CHEESE

Roll call.— Each member should respond by naming, without describing,

a well-liked dish that contains cheese.
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Paper.— Feeding and serving the invalid

References

Foods and household management, p. 273, 275, 318-320. Kinne

and Cooley

Paper.— Cheese as a food: some attractive and novel ways of serving it

References

Foods and household management, p. 154-156. Kinne and

Cooley

Cheese and its economical uses in the diet. U. S. Dept. Agr.

Farmers' bulletin 487

Discussion.— The making and serving of cottage cheese should be dis-

cussed in this connection, and the following questions may be used

in directing the discussion: In making cottage cheese how may even

texture and tenderness be secured? How may cottage cheese be used

in salads? in sandwiches? How does cheese made from buttermilk

compare with that made from sour milk ?

Exhibit.— The exhibit should consist of loo-Calorie portions of bread,

butter, lean meat, eggs (in shell), dried beans, shelled nuts, and any

kinds of cheese that can be obtained in the local markets, also a 100-

Calorie cheese sandwich.

Refreshments.— For refreshments serve, with coffee, any one of the deli-

cious cheese dishes made by the recipes given in Farmers' Bulletin 487.

meat substitutes

Roll call.— Each member should respond with the name of a dish that

contains sufBcient protein to be substituted for the meat dish of a

meal.

Paper.— Protein in the diet

Suggestive outline

1. The unique service that protein renders in supplying nitrogen

for building tissue

2. Value of protein as a source of energy

3. Common foods rich in protein

4. Foods containing protein especially valuable for growth

5. The place of meat in the diet

6. The main factor in determining the daily protein requirement

of the healthy adult

7. The daily protein requirement measured in ounces, and meas-

ured in ratio of protein calories to total calories

8. The amount of protein needed by growing children compared

with that needed by persons fully grown
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References

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course

for the farm home, Vol. II, No. 41

Cost of food. Cornell reading-course for the farm home, Vol. II,

No. 29

Foods and household management, p. 11, 301-305. Kinne and

Cooley

Economical use of meat in the home. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers'

bulletin 391

Paper.— Meat substitutes and ways of extending the flavor of meat
References

Beans, peas, and other legumes as food. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farm-
ers' bulletin 121

Foods and household management, p. 243-245. Kinne and Cooley

Economical use of meat in the home. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers'

bulletin 391

Discussion.— The members should give their experiences in using fireless

cookers. The following questions may be asked : Can a workable fire-

less cooker be made at home? What materials would be needed for

making such a cooker ? What would be the cost of these materials ? What
are satisfactory commercial makes of fireless cookers? insulated ovens?

Exhibit.— The exhibit should consist of portions of food containing ap-

proximately a quarter oimce of protein, or from one-eighth to one-

thirteenth the total daily protein requirement. The following list of

such portions has been calciilated from .4 Laboratory Hand-hook for

Dietetics, by Mary Swartz Rose: . .^ -^ Approximate weight
in ounces of portion

containing one-fourth
Food ounce protein

Beef, salted, smoked, edible portion .9

Eggs, in shell '. 2.1
Codfish, salt, boneless, as purchased .9

Cheese, American pale .9

Cheese, cottage 1.2
Milk, whole 7.5
Milk, skimmed 7.4
Lentils, dried 1 .0

Beans, dried i . o
Beans, baked, canned 3.7
Rolled oats, dry 1.5
Bread, white (average) 2.7
Macaroni 19
Wheat flour, patent 2.2

Walnuts, California, shelled 1.3
Peanuts, shelled i .0

Peanut butter .8

Lean meat, (beef, veal, lamb, mutton, chicken) , edible portion, raw* 1.2

* The same meat cooked would probably furnish about one-fourth ounce protein for each ounce of meat.
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Refreshments.— Appropriate refreshments for this meeting are thin slices

of cold veal loaf, pork loaf, or salmon loaf, served with bread and

butter; a tart jelly or pickle; coffee; and dates stuffed with peanuts

or with dairy cheese.

meat

Roll call.— Each member should respond with the name of the cut of meat

from which she obtains the most satisfactory return for the money
expended, and the present price of it per pound.

Paper.— The selection, the care, and the cooking of meat, with especial

emphasis on the treatment of the tougher cuts, particularly tough

steak

References

Foods and household management, p. 209-221. Kinne and Cooley

Any good cookbook

Economical use of meat in the home. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers'

bulletin 391

Market classes and grades of meat. University of Illinois. Bul-

letin 147

Relative economy, composition and nutritive value of the various

cuts of beef . University of Illinois. Bulletin 158

Paper.— The sanitary market

Suggestive outline

1. Conditions under which a careful housekeeper would like to

have meats marketed

2. Market conditions that could be insisted on by the housekeeper

3. The accepted requirements of a sanitary market as shown by

a study of sanitary score cards

4. Local sanitary standards of food distribution that have been

established by groups of women
5. Outline of a practicable plan by which women and local dealers

could cooperate in establishing sanitary market conditions

Reference

The pure food victory won by the women of Grand Forks. Kath-

arine G. Leonard. The American city, June, 19 13

Score cards for use in judging provision stores may be obtained

from the boards of health of most large cities and from the Housewives'

League, New York City. Several popular magazines publish articles

regularly concerning the work of club women for town betterment. The

Women's Municipal League of Boston publishes reports on its successful

methods of market inspection. The following is a specimen sanitary

score card:
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sanitary score card

Issued by Food Committee of the National Consumers' League

General surroundings Perfect

Clean 5. Fairly clean 3. Dirty o 5

Ventilation

Good 3. Fair i . Bad o 3

Light itig

Good 3. Fair i . Bad o 3

Walls, windows, and ceiling

Clean 3. Fairly clean i . Dirty o 3

Floor and fixtures

Clean 3. Fairly clean i . Dirty o 3

Blocks, counters, and the like

Clean 5. Fairly clean 3. Dirty o 5

Utensils, instruments, and tools

Clean 5. Fairly clean 3. Dirty o 5

Refrigeration

Adequate 5. Inadequate 2. No refrigeration o 5

Refrigerators

Clean 5. Fair 3. Dirty o 5

Sewage arrangement *

Sanitary 3. Unsanitary o 3

Plumbing
Open 3. Closed o 3

Cellar floors, walls, windows, ceiling

Clean 4. Fairly clean 2. Dirty o 4

Cellar ventilation

Good I . Bad o I

Employees

Healthy and apparently free from contagious disease 5
Cleanly in habits 5
Wear clean clothing 5

Store unconnected by door with living room 10

Store above street level 5

Store in basement o

Food, meat, etc., kept in cleanly manner after receipt 5

Food, meat, etc., not exposed to air 7

Door and window screens in summer 3
Delivery of goods (whether by individual o; wagon) conducted

m a cleanly manner 7

Grand total 1 00

Sanitary sewage arrangement means a condition that confgrtRS to local health regujatjpiis, Tbis
term will have to be defined separately in each community, "* ..

-
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Discussion.— The following question should be used in starting the dis-

cussion: What specific improvements shotdd the members of a study

club, as consimiers and as club women, seek to bring about in the

handling of the food supplies of a town?

Exhibit.— Score cards for stores that handle foods should be collected

for the exhibit.

VEGETABLES

Roll call.— Each member should name the vegetable, except the potato,

that she has served most frequently during the past twelve months.

The secretary should tabulate the answers given.

Paper.— The part played by mineral matter in building tissues and in

regulating the processes of the body; and the place of fruits and

vegetables in the diet

References

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course for

the farm home. Vol. II, No. 41

Foods and household management, p. 303-305. Kinne and

Cooley

Paper.— Selecting and cooking vegetables

Suggestive outline

1. Deterioration of vegetables after picking

2. Methods to be used in selecting vegetables in the market

3. Loss of mineral salts and other nutrients during the cooking of

vegetables: ways of preventing or remedying this loss

4. Some practical yet unusual ways of preparing common vege-

tables

References

Preparation of vegetables for the table. U. S. Dept. Agr.

Farmers' bulletin 256

Foods and household management, p. 109-125. Kinne and

Cooley

Any standard cookbook

Losses in the cooking of vegetables. Josephine T. Berry. Journal

of home economics, December, 19 12

Discussion.— The discussion should center around the subject, tested

methods of storing Vegetables. A Hst of the vegetables commonly

stored should be given by one member. A simple prize— a packet

of vegetable or flower seeds, for instance— might be given to the

member who succeeded in keeping the greatest nurnber of vegetables

until the latest date of the previous spring.
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Exhibit.— One-hundred-Calorie portions of common vegetables should be

prepared according to the method given on page 1520. Vegetables

that are particularly rich in iron should be so labeled.

If

GARDEN-PLANNING CONTEST

Roll call.— Each member should name some rather uncommon vegetable

she has used for a green salad.

References

Home-garden planning. Cornell reading-course for the farm,

Vol. II, No. 34

Vegetable-gardening. Cornell reading-course for the farm home,

Vol. II, No. 33

Rules for the contest.— Each member should bring a plan of her last season's

vegetable garden, drawn on the scale of one-quarter of an inch for

each foot, a list of the vegetables raised, and a statement of the size

of her family and the quantity of vegetables canned from this garden.

After the club has seen all the plans, a vote should be taken to decide

which garden most successfully met the needs of its owners.

A comic prize may be given to the member whose family proves

to have the best educated taste in vegetables, judged on the following

basis: Provide a list of the common fresh and canned vegetables.

As the name of each vegetable is read, each member should score one

point for each person in her family over four years of age who eats

this vegetable. Each member should divide her total number of

points by the number of persons in her household over four years

of age in order to obtain the final score. The highest score wins

the prize.

For another contest a list should be made of the green potherbs

and green salad vegetables, cultivated and wild, used by members of

the club. A prize should be given to the woman who has used the

largest variety.

Exhibit.— Samples of home-grown and home-canned vegetables would

make a suitable exhibit.

AGRICULTURAL CLUBS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Roll call.— Each member should give the name of some child of her

acquaintance who might be interested in agricultural club work.

Paper.— The agricultural club work being done by the United States

Government for school children: A description of the garden clubs,

canning clubs, poultry clubs, pig clubs, potato clubs, corn clubs, and
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other clubs, organized by the Office of Farm Management of the

United States Department of Agriculture

References

What the Government is doing for the farmers' boys and

girls. The country gentleman, November 15, 19 13

The Government's men have to hustle to keep up with this

woman. The country gentleman, November 29, 1913

What the farmers' boys and girls are doing for the government.

The country gentleman, December 6, 19 13

Paper.— The Cornell canning clubs

References

A canning business for the farm home. Cornell reading-course

for the farm home, Vol. II, No. 47

Canning clubs in New York State.— Part I. Organization. Cor-

nell reading-course for the farm home. Vol. Ill, No. 67

Canning clubs in New York State.— Part II. Principles and

methods of canning. Cornell reading-course for the farm home,

.

Vol. Ill, No. 69

Canning clubs in New York State.— Part III. Canning equipment.

Cornell reading-course for the farm home, Vol. Ill, No. 71

Discussion.— The discussion should include the following question : Would

it be advisable for the members of a club as such to promote, through

the school or otherwise, some form of agricultural club work among

the boys and girls?

Exhibit.— Sample instructions, forms, and the like may be obtained from

the Department of Home Economics, New York State College of

Agriculture, Ithaca, New York. This material should be mounted on

large sheets of cardboard or suspended from cord stretched across

one side of the room.

CANNING

Roll call.— Each member should give as nearly as she can remember the

number of cans of vegetables put up in canneries that she has used

in the last twelve months.

Paper.— Standards used by commercial canners in grading their fruits

and vegetables for packing

References

Principles of jelly-making. Cornell reading-course for the

farm home, Vol. I, No. 15

The preservation of food in the home.— Part I. Cornell

reading-course for the farm home. Vol. I, No. 17
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The presentation of food in the home.— Part II. Cornell

reading-course for the farm home, Vol. I, Xo. 19

Canned foods: fniits and vegetables. Teachers College,

Columbia University. Technical education biilletin iS

Canned fruits, preser\'es, and jellies: household methods of

preparation. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers' bulletin 203

Paper.— "What shall the consiimer demand of the commercial canner, and

how may these demands be made effective?

References

Same as those given for first paper

Discussion and exhibit.— Samples of two or more brands of tomatoes and

com bought at the local stores should be examined for truthfiilness of

labeling and comparative ret'oms on money invested. This is easily

done by folloA^-ing the directions in the bulletin on canned foods given

for reference.

FRUITS .\XD S.^L.^DS

Roll call.— Each member should name, without describing, some well-

Hked or imusual salad.

Paper.— Salads

Suggestive outline

1. Salad greens available in the neighborhood in early spring,

summer, autumn, and winter

2. Wa^-s of preparing salad greens for the table

3. Vegetables, meats, and fruits, which combine well with salad

greens

4. Marinating a salad

5. The dietar\* mission of green salads in winter and spring

6. Hearty salads for supper during the hot weather

References

Foods and household management, p. 247-2 53 . Kinne and Cooley

Rice and rice cooker}\ Cornell reading-course for the farm home,

Vol. III. No. 55

Any good cookbook or book on salads

Paper.— Dried fruits: their value in the diet; old and new ways of using

them

References

Use of fruit as food. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers' bulletin 293

Any good cookbook

Foods and household management, p. 95. Kinne and Cooley
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Discussion.— Each member should give her most-used recipe for salad

dressing. The subject of palatable and inexpensive substitutes for

olive oil in salad dressings should be discussed.

Exhibit.— Each member should bring a sample of some home-canned frmt,

preserves, marmalade, jelly, or the like, plainly labeled. If possible

the recipe should be brought with the sample.

Refreshments.— A rice or a fruit salad, bread and butter sandwiches, and

coflce would be suitable for refreshments.

PLANNING A DIETARY FOR ONE PERSON

Roll call.

Paper.— Factors to be considered in planning the dietary of an adult

References

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course for

the farm home, Vol. II, No. 41

Foods and household management, p. 308-3 1 5 . Kinne and Cooley

Paper.— A dietary for one day for a woman 30 years old, weighing 120

pounds, and doing light work. This dietary should supply approxi-

mately 2160 Calories and 2 ounces of protein,^ and should include

as well generous amounts of the foods that will supply iron, lime, and

phosphorus. There should also be bome in mind the necessity for

neutralizing the inorganic acids left behind in the body when certain

high-protein foods are used (syllabus, p. 128) by the basic residues,

which result from the free use of milk, legumes, fruits, and vegetables.

References

Foods and household management, p. 299-315. Kinne and

Cooley

Food values, p. 14-20. American school of home economics.

Suggestions.—The menu should be very simple and loo-Calorie portions, or

fractions of them, should be used. The following points should be

brought out concerning each food: (i) the nimiber of portions used,

(2) the measure, (3) the energy value in Calories, (4) the weight of

protein present in the high protein foods calculated from the table

given on page 1529. The small quantities of protein present in butter,

watery fruits, and vegetables should be disregarded.

* Two ounces of protein consumed in the body yield 226.8 Calories, thus providing in this dietary about
II Calories derived from protein alone for every 100 Calories derived from the total food. The advocates
of a low protein diet suggest a proportion of about 10 so-called protein Calories to every 100 total Calories,

while the authorities who favor a larger proportion of protein in the diet suggest a proportion of 15 protein
Calories to each 100 total Calories. The advocates of a diet rich in protein would therefore prefer about
2.g ounces, instead of 2 ounces, of protein for a dietary providing 2160 Calories from the total food.

The opinion seems to be gaining ground to-day, however, that the amount of protein provided is less

important than the kind of protein foods selected, and preference is being given to those forms of protein
that do not readily putrefy in the large intestine or leave behind them m the k)ody a large amount of

inorganic acids.
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Before this paper is presented the dietary should be written on

the blackboard or on very large sheets of wrapping paper with ink and

a camel' s-hair brush. The reasons for choosing the foods that consti-

tute the dietary and the methods of calculating the results should be

fully and clearly explained. This paper should be assigned to a member
who figures accurately and easily, and who is able to lead the discussion.

PLANNING THE FAMILY DIETARY

Roll call.

Paper.— How to plan diets for growth^

References

Foods and household management, p. 300-307, 311. Kinne and

Cooley

Rules for planning the family dietary. Cornell reading-course for

the farm home, Vol. II, No. 41

The feeding of young children. Teachers College, Colimibia Uni-

versity. Technical education bulletin 3

Food for school boys and girls. Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

versity. Technical education bulletin 23

The box luncheon. Cornell reading-course for the farm home,

Vol. II, No. 43

Food Requirements

Members of family
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Paper.— A simple dietary for one day for a fajnily of four persons, as

indicated in the table given. The protein should furnish from ten

to fifteen per cent of the total Calories, and this should be compared

with the protein requirements of the dietary outHned in the preceding

program

References

Foods and household management, p. 302, 307-314. Kinne and

Cooley

Food values. American school of home economics

Discussion.— Members shovild discuss the dietary to see whether it pro-

vides sufficient lime, iron, and easily utilized protein for the growing

children and for the adults.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A FINAL MEETING

As a social meeting to conclude the series of programs outlined in this

lesson a " Calorie supper " might be planned somewhat as follows:

Small groups of members should be appointed to submit menus and

estimates for a supper in which all dishes would be served in individual

loo-Calorie portions, or multiples thereof. The total estimated cost of

the materials should be divided by the number of loo-Calorie portions

they supply, in order to obtain the cost per 100 Calories of food. The

menu that provides the most attractive supper at the lowest cost per 100

Calories and the smallest expenditure of human energy for preparation,

should be selected. A menu card in the form of a dietary should be placed

on each table. The energy value and the cost per 100 Calories of each

portion should be shown on each card. The columns should be totaled

so that each person can see the total energy value, the total cost, and the

average cost per 100 Calories for the meal.

CORNELL STUDY CLUBS IN HOME ECONOMICS
The Cornell Study Clubs in Home Economics are an outgrowth of

the reading-course for the farm home. There are now 40,000 members
enrolled in the reading-course, and in numerous study clubs the women
are using the lessons as a basis of study and of program making. The
clubs meet in some cases monthly throughout the year and in others

bimonthly at a central place in the community. The program is made
in advance. The lessons are studied at home and discussed at the meet-
ings, and the members prepare and present papers on various subjects

relating to the reading-course. In many instances other subjects form

a part of the program.
The Department of Home Economics of the New York State College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York, will be glad to correspond with any
group of women who desire to form a club. Sometimes a member of

the staff may be sent to assist in organizing, and later on assistance may
be given in lectures and demonstrations before the clubs. At the present
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time the follownng clubs are organized either as separate clubs or as

branches of larger clubs.
Date of

Place Name of club organization

Adams December, 1913

Adams Center University Extension October, 1909

Albany Mothers' Club January, 1914
Auburn Cornell Study Club May, 191

1

Auburn Housekeepers' Club April, 1913
Baldwinsville Pleasant Hour August, 1912

Baldwinsville Beaver Lake February, 1914
Ballston Lake Charlton Cornell Study Club 1907

Ballston Springs Ballston Center Study Club January, 191

3

Batavia Oakfield Road Ladies' Aid Society February, 1913
Bay Pond St. Regis July, 1914
Bellona Farmers' Wives' Club October, 1909
Belmont Amity 1906

Black Creek January, 1914
Blodgett Mills Canning Club (Group I) June, 1914
Blodgett Mills Canning Club (Group H) June, 1914
Breakabeen Cornell Reading Club June, 1912

Brewerton Neighborhood Sunshine November, 1909
Brookhaven Fireplace Library Club October, 1913
Burdett Wednesday Afternoon Club January, 1908
Cassville Bridgewater Valley 1904
Cassville Pokanoket July, 1912

Chadwicks Sagh-da-qui-da September, 1908
Cincinnatus Canning Club June, 1914
Clayville Valley Club January, 1913
Clinton Brimfield Street 1906
Clinton Chuckery October, 1906
Clinton United Progressive November, 191

2

Constableville Farm and Village Club 1914
Coopers Plains November, 1912
Cortland Canning Club June, 1914
Cortland (R. F. D.) June, 1914
Cuba Domestic Science Club January, 1914
Cuyler Cuyler Canning Club 1914
Deansboro Hill-en-dale January, 1914
Demster The Kountry Sisters June, 1914
Dolgeville August, 1914
Eastchester January, 1915
East Homer Canning Club June, 1914
East Smithiield, Penn-

sylvania Cornell Reading Club July, 1913
East Worcester Pine Hill Avenue Club January, 1912
Erieville May, 1914
Fillmore Rural Improvement 1909
Fredonia Cornell Reading Circle 1909
Genoa Farm Home Reading Circle October, 191

1

Gowanda Singing Social Society May, 1912
Groton East Groton Political Equality November, 1912
Hall The Round Table February, 1910
Hamilton Hamilton Center Club March, 1913
Hannibal Mutual Help Club January, 1912
Hannibal Political and Domestic Economy Club 1909
Hannibal Stone Schoolhouse March, 1912
Igerna Cornell Study Club of the Gore April, 1913
Ilion Tourists' Club October, 1912
Ithaca Ladies' Wednesday Club February, 1910
Jay December, 1914
Lawtons Home Economics Club March, 1914
Ledyard September, 1912
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Date of

Pkc5e Nime 6f dub organization

Leeds Friday Club October, 1910
Lewiston January, 191

3

Little Falls Rural Progress June, 1914
Little York Canning Club June, 1914
Locke East Genoa Club February, 1915
Lockport October, 191

1

McGraw Canning Club June, 1914
Madison The Indian Opening Club February, 19 15
Marathon Canning Club June, 1914
Merrificld Bolt's Comers February, 191

5

Messengerville February, 1915
Milan, Pennsylvania Jnly. 1913
Moira March, 1914
Mongaup Valley 1910
Moravia Four Town Canning Club October, 1914
Morrisonville December, 1914
Morrisville Pleasant Valley June, 1912
Newfield Ladies' Monday Club 1893
New York City College Settlement December, 1910
North Collins.' April, 1914
North Rose Assodoms Camp Fire Girls October, 1914
Ossining Women's Neighborhood November, 1914
Ovid Twentieth Century Club 1909
Owasco Ladies' Aid Society February, 1913
Oxford Thursday Afternoon Club March, 1910
Paris Hilltop Club 1908
Penn Yan March, 1915
Portland Oneida Club May, 191

2

Preble Canning Club May, 1914
Richmondville Marion 1906
Richville Grange 1907
Roxbury Morse Settlement November, 1912
Sangerfield Sangerfield Center Club August, 1914
Saranac vSaranac Valley Club December, 1914
Sauquoit Meadow Lark July, 1914
Sauquoit Hillside Club November, 1907
Sauquoit Hill-Dale Cornell Club August, 1913
Sauquoit Norwich Comers Jnly, 1914
Schenectady December, 1912

Schenectady Alplaus January, 1914
Scipioville June, 1913
Sidney American University March, 1915
Sidney Center , Women's Club 1910

Smithville South The Mothers' Society November, 1913

Springville Home Economics Club November, 191

1

Syracuse National Railway Mail Clerks' Association . October, 191

2

Trumansburg Deh-ge-wa-nas Camp Fire Febmary, 1914
Truxton Canning Club 1914
Union Si)rings Barber's Corners Reading Club November, 1908

Waterville Beaver Creek January, 191

4

Waterville Sangerfield July, 1913

Waterville Sunnyside Club July, 1912

Wayland July, 1914
Webster Discovery Club November, 1906

Westfield Round-the-Corncr Club December, 1912

West Winficld East Winfield November, 1913

West Winfield North Winfield November, 1912

West Winfield Hackley Street December, 1908

Williamsville Auld Lang Syne 1905

WoodhuU Sunnyvale Social Improvement Society August, 1914

Yorkshire Farm Home Reading Club December, 1909

Yorktown Heights November, 1914
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' FOOD^ series

POTATOES IN THE DIETARY

Helen Canon

Of the millions of bushels of potatoes produced annually in the United

States, by far the greater proportion is used as food. This is due largely

(i) to the mild flavor, of which the appetite does not tire; (2) to the estab-

lished wholesomeness of the vegetable; (3) to the low price, considering the

nutriment furnished; (4) to the comparative success of storage. The
demand in the American market is for potatoes from two to three inches

in length and from five to ten ounces in weight. These cook more uni-

formly, give a better appearance when served, and insure a more accurate

weight when sold by measure than do large potatoes. Moreover, the

waste involved in cutting a large potato is eliminated.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

QUALIFICATIONS FOR COOKING PURPOSES

Much attention is now being paid to improving the potato for cooking

purposes. In America the market demand is for potatoes having a starchy

flavor, a mealy texture when cooked, and a white appearance. Mealiness

appears to be due to the presence of a certain amount of starch in the

cells. The grains expand with heat, and if sufificiently numerous they

will cause the walls of the potato structure to break down, while an in-

adequate nvunber will result in the potato's retaining its form and be-

coming soggy. Potatoes with a starch content of from 18 to 20 per cent

usually have a mealy qualit}^ although this content may not be the direct

cause. Other factors also enter into the question. From Professor

Gilmore's^ investigations it seems that the cooking value of the potato

depends on its structure, together with the arrangement and distribution

of the starch and water areas. Even experts have difficulty in judging the

quality of potatoes by appearance. In general, however, the following

characteristics will be of help to the housewife in selecting a potato:

(i) a netted skin with a corky appearance; (2) crispness when cut.

'J. W. Gilmore. Quality in potatoes. Cornell Univ Agr. E.xp. Sta. Bui. 230. 1905.

[1541]
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AlUiouj^h tlicre seems to be a j^rcater demand lor \arieties with a >el-

low or a whitish skin, experiments show that the pinlc-skinned varieties are

equally good for table use. Europeans, more discriminating than Amer-

icans in their selection, choose with reference to the method of cooking.

They prefer a more waxy potato— one low in starch content and high in

protein— for frying in deep fat or for salad, in which cases mealiness is not

desired, but prefer the mealy potato for baking, mashing, and such

purposes. Passing by the several important factors influencing the pro-

duction of a good quality, the fact remains that handling and storing

both play an important part in the condition of the potato at the time of

cooking.

place IX THE GENERAL DIET

It has been shown from the data of fifteen American dietary studies

representative of ordinary food habits that potatoes represent 3.9 per

cent of the total cost of food, and that they furnish 5.3 per cent of the

total Calori,es, 4.2 per cent of the total protein, 8.7 per cent of the total

phosphorus, and 13.5 per cent of the total iron. Since phosphorus and iron

compounds are as important to include in the dietary as protein and fuel

foods, it is seen that for the small percentage of money expended for

potatoes a generous supply of nutrients is obtained.

DIGESTIBILITY

There has been some contention over the digestibility of potatoes.

While there may be individual peculiarities in this respect, experiments

have shown that from 68 to 7 3 per cent of the protein and from 92 to 99 per

cent of the carbohydrate of potatoes is digested by the average person.

The occasional statement that its large content of cellulose makes the

potato difficult to digest has been answered by the fact that nearly all

the cereal and vegetable foods contain as much cellulose as does the potato,

or more. The method of cooking probably has a slight effect on digesti-

bility, the well-cooked meal}^ potato probably being in better condition

for the action of the digestive juices than the poorly cooked one in which

the starch grains have not broken the cell walls.

FUNCTIONS OF FOOD

The purpose of food is to supply the body and all its parts with material

for its growth and repair and with the energy required by its daily activi-

ties, and to keep it in good running order. We have long realized our

dependence on starches, sugars, and fats for energy with which to do

our work and keep wann; on proteins, as furnished by milk, eggs, meat,

and legumes, for building material both in the development and in the
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repair of ilic b(xl>'; on water for its im-portant part in the transportation

of the food within the body, for keeping the food in dilute form, and for

washing out waste from tissues and intestines. However, the majority

of housewives have not reaHzed the importance of another group of food-

stuffs, the mineral, or ash, constituents of our food.

Although their percentage in foods is small, the part the ash constit-

uents play in constructing tissue and in keeping the body in good working

order is by no means a minor one. Calcium is important in building

bones and teeth; phosphorus is essential not only to build tissue but also

to stimulate gro\\1:h ; iron is necessar>^ for making red blood cells and other

tissues. Vegetables furnish iron in larger proportions than do most

animal foods.

All the fluids of the l>of1\- must be kept slightly alkaline. This is best

accomplished by including sufficient base-yielding substances in our foods.

Certain of the ash constituents in the food materials are so changed in their

course through the body that the final product is an acid; others yield as

a final product a base, or alkaH. In most of our food materials both these

kinds of ash constituents are included. The quantity of the acid-forming

elements as compared with the quantity of the base-forming elements

therefore determines whether a particular food material is acid-forming

or base-forming in the system. The acid-forming foods, which are meats,

eggs, and cereals, should be balanced in every meal by those that are base-

forming, namely, fruits, vegetables, legumes, and milk, in order that an add
condition in the system may not result. An excess of bases in the daily

dietary is probably more favorable to health conditions than an excess

of acids. This explains why a meal of meat and cereal, while being fairly

well balanced as to starch and protein, needs the addition of a fruit or a

vegetable. In vegetables lies our chief dependence for salts of potassiimi

and magnesium, two of the important base-forming elements.

SPECIFIC functions AS SERVED BY THE POTATO

Consiihicnts

Turning now to the potato it is found that a very high proportion, from

75 to 79 per cent, is water; from 18 to 20 per cent is carbohydrate, chiefly

starch; from 2 to 2.5 per cent is protein; about i per cent, a relatively

large amount, is ash; and an inconsiderable proportion is fat.

From this it is seen that the potato is rightly called a starchy food. Its

value is not dependent on its high starch content alone, however, for it

supplies also bulk,- another requirement in the diet. Further, in the

mineral content are found moderate amounts of the necessary compounds

^ By bulk is meant that part of a food which is not digested and absorbed and which therefore is

of service in hastening waste products along the intestinal tract.
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of calcium and phosphorus, a relatively high percentage of iron, and a

very high percentage of the base-yielding potassium.

From the standpoint of acid-forming and base-forming qualities it

is fairly exact to say that one medium-sized potato furnishes enough bases

to neutralize the acids of two average slices of roast beef. Now if we
should substitute rice for potato in such a meal, we should find that, w'hile

rice supplied the necessary starch, it did not serve to counteract the acids

produced by the meat, but rather increased them. Consequently we
should have to restore the balance by adding a vegetable or a fruit or both.

Another property, or constituent, possessed by the p6tato is of consider-

able importance although it is not yet fully understood. For want of a

better name it is often called vitamine, because it is essential to life.

Speaking of the property of preventing scurvy, possessed by fruits, vege-

tables, and milk. Dr. Sherman-^ says: "The e\adence has seemed to

favor the view that this property is chiefly due to the predominance

of base-forming ash constituents, but recent work indicates that vitamines

must also be taken into account in this connection." This makes it

appear that there is still more to be learned about the constituents of

the potato that make it a valuable article in our meals. In this regard

it is especially beneficial in a dietary in which white bread is used, because

in the refining process the wheat loses this vitamine property, or con-

stituent.

Cost as compared with flour and bread

The low price of the potato has been mentioned as one cause of its ex-

tensive use as food. A comparison of the values to be obtained from ten

cents' worth of potatoes, of patent flour, and of white bread, respectively,

shows the following: When potatoes are selling at 60 cents a bushel, or

I cent a pound, after removing the inedible portion (in this case the skin)

the cost of the edible portion is really 1.2 cents a pound; when they are

selling for $1 a bushel the cost of the edible portion is 1.9 cents a pound.

Patent flour at $1.10 for 25 pounds costs 4.4 cents a pound. White

bread, averaging twelve ounces to a five-cent loaf, costs 6.6 cents a pound.

In ten cents' worth of each of these three articles, potatoes give from 62

to 99 grams of protein (depending on the price paid), flour 115 grams,

and bread 64 grams. Comparing the energy value, one of the main pur-

poses for which these foods are usually included in our meals, potatoes

furnish from 2362 to 3780 Calories,* flour 3639 Calories, and bread 1773

Calories; thus, from potatoes at either price we are getting considerably

more energy than from bread. Of the minerals, ten cents spent for potatoes

may buy from three to four times as much calciimi and from three to

'H. C. Sherman. Food products, p. 356. 1015.
' * In measuring the energy value of food a unit is necessary, just as in measuring weight. The Calorie

is this energy, or heat, unit.
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five times as much phosphorus as in the flour or the bread purchased;

from two to four times as much iron as in the flour, and about ten times

as much as in the bread. From the standpoint of acid-forming and base-

forming materials, the excess of base-forming elements in ten cents' worth

of potatoes may be i6i to 258 units; while in flour there may be an excess

of yt; units and in bread of 48 units of acid-forming elements. The ac-

comjianying table shows these facts clearly and in condensed form:

What Ten Cents Will Buy in Grams

Food
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a large amount of surface to the water, as when the potato is cut in dice,

(3) in soaking before cooking, (4) in the use of cold water at the beginning

of the cooking.

It has been estimated that in paring a potato tlbe loss may be 20 per

cent. When it is remembered that the larger proportion of the valuable

protein and mineral matter is in ilie outer layers, it is seen how serious this

loss is. Must the skin be eaten, then, in order to get all the nutriment?

The skin is not palatable to all persons, although some like it. But if

it is to be removed, it should l)c Iconic in mind that the waste of total

substance is about twice as great when the paring is done before the boiling

as when it is done afterward. The skin tends to hold Ijack the mineral

salts, the protein, and the starch. Since the juice of the potato contains 85

per cent of the protein and 85 per cent of the ash, these sul^stances are

easily extracted without this ])rotection. Only the skin comes off after

cooking, and it peels off with mucli greater ease; there is thus a saving

of both nutriment and time in removing the skin after cooking.

If the potato is cut into dice before cooking, the increased amount
of stu-face exposed will result in still greater extraction of nutriment,

although if prepared just before cooking and plunged immediately into

boiling water the loss is minimized.

If potatoes are pared somewhat in advance of the time of cooking,

it is noticed that on standing they become dark. In order to overcome

this difhculty the potatoes are covered with water and allowed to stand

until it is time to cook them. Old potatoes are often soaked in cold water.

Experiments have shown that a pared potato soaked for from three to

five hours loses about three times as much of its mineral matter and seven

times as much of its protein as one that is pared and put on to cook im-

mediately. When potatoes are both pared and soaked, the loss in one

bushel is estimated as equivalent to one pound of sirloin steak. This

indicates that time should not be taken " by the forelock " when preparing

vegetables for a meal, except in case of emergency. If old potatoes must

be soaked in order to improve their condition, let it be with the skins on.

Another factor influencing loss of nutriment is the temperature of the

water in which the potatoes are put on to cook. Here again experiments

prove that there has been waste of the materials for which money has

been spent. In this case the use of cold water instead of boiling water at

the beginning gives an inconsiderable loss of ash, but over twice as great

a loss of protein. If the potatoes are washed thoroughly, and then, with-

out being pared or soaked, are put on to cook in boiling water, there is

practically no loss.

In other words, when potatoes are cooked by the most wasteful method

(skins removed, potatoes soaked, cooking started in cold water) the loss
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of protein is 51 per cent and that of ash is 38 per cent; when cooked by the

least wasteful method (skins not removed, potatoes not soaked, cooking

started in boihng water) the loss of protein is 1.6 per cent and that of ash

is 4.9 per cent.

The following conclusions, then, are inevitable: (i) potatoes should

be cooked in such a way as to retain the valuable nutritive matter; or

(2) the material extracted from them should be used in soups, sauces

gravies, and the like.

RECIPES FOR USING POTATOES

It will be found that practically all potato dishes may be made
successfully and at the same time the above principles of economy be

observed. In the following rcci]:)es, therefore, let it be understood that

baking, steaming, or cooking in boiling water with the skins on, is the

preparatory step to any of the more complicated processes. If the skins

are imperfect and paring is necessary, do not let the potatoes soak, but

plunge them immediately into boiling water.

Left-over potatoes inay be used successfully in the recipes that are in-

dicated by an asterisk (*).

BAKED potatoes

Select potatoes of unifonn size; wash them with a vegetable brush;

place them on the grate in a hot oven; and bake them for forty-five minutes

or until soft. Crack the skin in order to let out the steam which otherwise

would condense and cause sogginess.-"bt)^

Stuffed potatoes

Cut baked potatoes in half, remove the pulp, mash it, add enough

milk for the usual consistency of mashed potatoes, and season with

butter, salt, an.d pepper. Fill the cases with this mixture, dot the tops

with butter or brush with milk, and bake for eight or ten minutes in a

hot oven. Potatoes may be stuffed in the morning and heated at noon

or in the evening for dinner.

Variations.—To the mashed potatoes, before the cases are filled, may
be added any one or a combination of the following:

a. Beaten white of egg (i egg to 3 medium-sized potatoes)

b. Grated cheese (| cupful to 3 meditmi-sized potatoes)

c. Chopped meat (| cupful to 3 medium-sized potatoes)

d. Chopped parsley (i tablespoonful to 3 mediimi-sized potatoes)

Scalloped potatoes *

Remove the skin from boiled potatoes and cut in slices one-fourth

inch thick. Arrange the sliced potatoes in layers in a buttered baking
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dish, covering each layer with white sauce (recipe below). vSprinkle

the top with buttered crumbs and bake for about twenty minutes.

Raw potatoes may be used, the loss being minimized by careful paring.

In this case, sprinkle each layer with flour, butter, pepper, salt, and lastly

pour in just enough milk to be seen through the top layer. Bake for

about an hour, or until the potatoes are tender.

Variations.—Add in layers:

a. Hard-cooked egg, sliced

b. Grated cheese

c. Minced ham
White sauce

2 tablespoonfuls butter \ teaspoonful salt

2 tablespoonfuls flour Pepper

I cupful milk

Melt the butter, remove it from the fire, add the flour, the salt, and the

pepper, and stir the mixture until smooth. Replace the mixture on the

fire, add the milk, and stir the sauce until it thickens. Cook it for fifteen

minutes over boiling water or for five minutes directly over the fire, stirring

it constantly.

potatoes cooked in boiling water or steam

Boiled potatoes

Select potatoes of uniform size; wash them with a brush; and plunge

them into boiling salted water (i teaspoonful salt to i quart water).

Cook them with the cover of kettle ajar, until tender, from twenty to

thirty minutes. Drain the potatoes; remove the skins; dress the potatoes

with butter if desired; and serve them immediately. If it is necessary

for the potatoes to stand a few minutes before being served, cover them
with a cloth, not a lid, in order that the steam as it condenses may be

absorbed by the cloth and not returned to the potatoes to make them soggy.

This is the reason for serving potatoes in an imcovered dish.

Variations.—
a. Add white sauce

b. Sprinkle with chopped parsley

Potato salad*

6 cold boiled potatoes ^ tablespoonful salt

4 tablespoonfuls salad oil or melted Cayenne pepper

butter 2 tablespoonfuls chopped parsley

2 tablespoonfuls vinegar Few drops onion jmce
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Cut the potatoes in one-half inch cubes. Make a dressing by mixing

thoroughly the other ingredients. Pour this dressing over the potatoes,

and allow them to stand for fifteen minutes. Drain off any dressing that

may not have been absorbed by the potatoes. Garnish the salad with

sprigs of parsley and serve with cream dressing or mayonnaise.^

Variations.—Add any of the following

:

a. I cupful chopped celery

b. 2 cucumbers, chopped or, as a garnish, sliced

c. 2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped or, as a garnish, sliced

Steamed potatoes

Prepare the potatoes as for boiling. Place them in a steamer, cover

tightly, and steam for about thirty minutes, or until tender. Serve them
in the same way as boiled potatoes.

Diced potatoes

Cut cooked potatoes in dice of uniform size; season, and sprinkle them

with chopped parsley.

Variations.—These variations may also be used for sHced cooked

potatoes:

a. Creamed*: Add white sauce.

b. Au gratin*: Put creamed potatoes into a buttered baking dish;

cover the top with buttered bread crumbs. Bake until brown.

c. Delmonico*: Arrange creamed potatoes and grated cheese in

alternate layers in a buttered baking dish. Cover the top of the

dish with buttered bread crumbs, and bake until they are brown.

Riced potatoes

Force cooked potatoes through a ricer or a coarse strainer into a hot

vegetable dish. Avoid rehandling in order to keep the potatoes light

and attractive in appearance.

Variation.—Brown in a buttered baking dish in the oven.

Mashed potatoes

Thoroughly mash cooked potatoes. Add four tablespoonfuls of hot

milk, one tablespoonful of butter, and a little salt and pepper, to each

pint of potatoes. Beat the mixture with a fork until light and pile it

lightly in a hot serving dish.

Variations.—
a. Cakes*: Shape mashed potatoes into small cakes. Brown them

in a frying pan in a small amount of hot fat.

^See page 1553 for recipes for salad dressing.
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b. Puff*: Add Ijcatcn whites of eggs (2 eggs to 6 medium-sized

jjolatoes). Pile the mixture lightly in a baking dish, and bake it

in the oven until it puffs and browns. The yolks of the eggs and

grated cheese also may be added.

c. Croquettes*: Add a Httle chopped parsley and the \-olk of an

egg (i yolk to 6 meditim-sized potatoes). Shape this mixture

into balls; roll them in bread cnunl^s, beaten egg, and cnmibs again;

fry them in deep fat.

d. Croquettes en surprise*: Use the reci])e gix'cn for croquettes, fill

the center of the balls with peas, minced chicken, or small frank-

furters, before frying them.

e. Potato border* : Spread a wall of mashed potatoes one inch thick

around the outside of a buttered pan. Remove the pan, and

fill the center with creamed meat or fish. Reheat before serving.

Potato soup

2 cupfuls hot riced or mashed 2 tablespoonfuls flour

potatoes 1 1 teaspoonfuls salt

1 quart milk Celery salt

2 slices onion Pepper

5 tablespoonfuls butter Cayenne

I teaspoonful chopped parsley

Scald the milk with the onion; remove the onion; add the milk slowly

to the potatoes. Melt the butter; add to it the dry ingredients; stir the

mixture until it is well blended. Add this to the Hquid mixture, stirring

constantly, and boil the soup for one minute. Strain it if necessary, add

the ]3arsley, and serve.

Meat loaf*

Riced or mashed potatoes may be very satisfactorily substituted for

part or all of the bread crumbs generally used in making a meat loaf.

They may also be used with the meat in sausage cakes.

Codfish balls*

2 cupfuls mashed potatoes i egg

1 1 cupfuls shredded codfish (freshened i tal3lcs])oonful butter

slightly and parboiled until soft) i tablespoonful milk

To the mashed potatoes add the codfish, the butter, and the milk. Beat

the mixture until light. Add the egg which has been well beaten.

Drop spoonfuls of this mixture into a kettle of hot fat, frying not more

than six or seven brils at a time. Remove the balls when a delicate brown

and drain them on txnglazed paper.
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Potato stuffing for fowl

2 aipfuls hot mashed potatoes i teaspoonful salt

I J cupfuls bread crumbs i teaspoonful sage

f cupful butter j cupful finely chopped fat salt pork

I egg I finely chopped onion

Add to the potatoes the other ingredients in the order in which they

are given.

FANNIE MERRITT FARMER

ROASTED POTATOES

Franconia potatoes

Parboil potatoes for ten minutes. Remove the skins and place the

potatoes on a roasting rack with meat. Bake until the potatoes are soft,

or for about forty minutes, basting them occasionally.

Sliced potatoes

Prepare potatoes as for Franconia. Cut them in one-fourth-inch slices,

and s])rinkle with a little flour. Put them into a pan containing a small

amount of hot fat, and cook them in an oven until evenl}^ browned.

FRIED POTATOES

French fried potatoes

Pare potatoes wnth as Httle waste as possible. Cut them lengthwise

into eight or ten uniform pieces. Lay these jDieccs on a towel in order to

absorb moisture. Fry in deep fat. Drain on unglazed paper, and sprinkle

with salt. Serve immediately.

THE SUBSTITUTION OF MASHED POTATOES FOR PART OF FLOUR

In the following recipes the best results are obtained by the use of

freshly cooked potatoes that have been forced through a fine strainer,

wliich makes them more easily blended with the other ingredients than

mashed or riced potatoes although these may be used. Cold left-over

potatoes may be used but they cannot he inixed with the other ingre-

dients so thoroughl3^ nor is the flavor so pleasing as when freshly cooked

potatoes are used.

Biscuit

I cupful potatoes | teaspoonful salt

I cupful flour I tablespoonful butter

4 teaspoonfuls baking powder i tablespoonful lard

Milk, about | cupful
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Sift the dry ingredients. Add these to the potatoes, mixing with a knife.

Work the fat into this mixture lightly. Add gradual!}- enough milk to

make a soft dough. Toss the dough onto a floured board, pat and roll

it lightly to one-half inch in thickness. Cut it into shapes with a biscuit

cutter. Place the biscuits on greased pans and bake for from twelve to

fifteen minutes in a hot oven.

Dumplings

I cupful potatoes 2 teaspoon fuls l^utter

I cupful flour Milk, about f cupful

5 teaspoonful salt

Mix and roll out the dough according to directions given for biscuits

in the preceding recipe. Place the dimiplings close together in a buttered

steamer; place the steamer over boiling water; cover it closely and steam

the dumplings for twelve minutes.

Muffins

4 tablespoonfuls butter i cupful flour

4 tablespoonfuls sugar 4 teaspoonftds baking powder

I egg Salt

I cupful potatoes i cupful milk

Cream the butter and the sugar; add the egg which has been well beaten,

then the potatoes; and mix these ingredients thoroughly. Sift the flour,

the baking powder, and the salt together, and add them and the milk to

the mixture alternately. Bake the muffins in greased gem-pans for from

twenty-five to thirty minutes.

Rolls

2 cupfuls potatoes i egg

I tablespoonful lard i cupful milk

I tablespoonful sugar Yeast

Flour

To the hot potatoes add the lard, the sugar, and the salt. When the

mixture is cool, add the egg and the milk in which the yeast cake has been

dissolved. Beat the mixture well ; then mix in enough flour to make a soft

dough. Put the dough to rise in a greased bowl. When light, turn it

out on a floured board and roll it into a sheet one-half inch thick. Cut

it into shapes with a biscuit cutter, brush them with melted butter, and

fold them over like Parker House rolls. Place the rolls on a greased pan;

let them rise; and bake them in a quick oven.
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Yeast bread

2 cupfuls potatoes i cupful milk

I tablespoonful lard Yeast

I tablespoonful sugar Flour, enough to make medium
dough

Mix the ingredients according to the directions given for rolls, and follow

the general rules for bread making.

Doughnuts

4 tablespoonfuls butter i cupful milk

1 cupful sugar 3 teaspoonfuls baking powder

2 eggs Spices, if desired

I cupful potatoes Flour, enough to make soft dough

Cream the butter; add the sugar, the eggs, and the potatoes. Then add

the milk, and sift in the dry ingredients. Turn the dough out on a floured

board. Pat and roll it into a sheet one-half inch thick. Cut out rings

with a doughnut cutter, and fry them in deep fat.

RECIPES FOR SALAD DRESSING

Mustard dressing

I tablespoonful cornstarch 3 eggs

I tablespoonful mustard § cupful vinegar

I teaspoonful salt § cupful water

Scald the vinegar and the water. While hot, pour them slowly over

the other ingredients, stirring the mixture well. Cook the mixture over hot

water until it is thick, stirring it constantly.

Whipped cream dressing

1 cupful vinegar i teaspoonful salt

2 teaspoonfuls sugar 2 eggs or 4 egg yolks

I cupful heavy cream

Beat the eggs until they are well broken and add to them the vinegar,

the sugar, and the salt. Cook this mixture over hot water until it

thickens. Cool it, and when cold add the cream, which has been whipped.

German salad dressing

I cupful cream (sweet or sour) ^ teaspoonful salt

I tablespoonful vinegar I teaspoonful paprika

Whip the cream until it is stiff. Add the other ingredients slowly. The
dressing is then ready to serve.
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Quick mayonnaise dressing

I egg .
I teaspoonful salt

1 to 2 cupfuls oil I teaspoonful cayenne pepper

I tablespoonful vinegar

Break the egg into a small, deep bowl. Add to the unbeaten egg three

tablespoonfuls of the oil and all the other ingredients. Beat this mixture

vigorously with a dover beater for two minutes. Continue beating while

the remaining oil is being added. Add sufficient oil to make the dressing

stiff enough to stand. If only the yolk is used, less oil will be required

to make a stiff dressing. This dressing may be kept for a week or two

if it is kept cool. An equal quantity of whipped cream may be added as

the dressing is used.

Boiled mayonnaise dressing

4 eggs Red pepper

2 tablespoonfuls sugar i teaspoonful salt

I teaspoonful mustard | cupful vinegar

I cupful oil

Beat the yolks of the eggs and add to them the sugar, the mustard, the

red pepper, the salt, and the vinegar. Add the oil, and the whites of the

eggs beaten until stiff. Cook the mixture over hot water until it thickens,

stirring it constantly. Do not cook it too long.

Cornstarch thickening in mayonnaise dressing

4 tablespoonfuls cornstarch

I cupful vinegar

I cupful water

Dissolve the cornstarch in a small amount of the water, add the

remainder of the water and the vinegar. Cook the mixture until it

becomes thick and clear. While it is hot, add it to mayonnaise dressing

in the proportion of one part of the cornstarch mixture to two parts of

mayonnaise. This makes a less oily dressing than mayonnaise alone, and

for this reason is sometimes preferable.
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POTATOES IN THE DIETARY

DISCUSSION PAPER

By means of the discussion papers we have an opportunity to become

acquainted. We shall take it as an indication on your part that you are

interested if you answer the questions and return them to us. The stafif

of the Department of Home Economics is ready to assist in your study

of scientific home-making. We want your assistance as well. Ask

questions, offer suggestions, let us have the benefit of your experience.

You thus become a vital part of the Department of Home Economics in

its effort for scientific housekeeping.

Will you please send your opinions on the following points to the

Supervisor of the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm Home?

I. What reason, if any, have you for using potatoes more extensively

at the present time than in the past ?

2. What method of cooking potatoes have you most commonly used.?
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3. In what ways have you used potatoes as a substitute for wheat flour

before this bulletin reached you? Give any good, tested recipes you

ma}' have.

4. If potatoes are the most common vegetable in your family dietary,

what have been your reasons for including them?

Name .

.

Address

Date . .

.
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RAISING VEGETABLES FOR CANNING

Albert E. Wilkinson

The interest in canning has increased so remarkably in recent years

that ahnost every housewife is famihar with the canning process. Many
desire more information, however, and in order to meet this need a country-

wide movement has developed. Canning clubs have been and are being

Fig. I.— Groiving hearts for canning

formed in many sections, and children, especially girls, are encouraged

to join. This movement has resulted in a wider knowledge of modern

methods. At the same time, knowledge regarding the growing of vege-

tables for canning is much needed, for, in order to obtain a good canned

product, it is necessary to grow vegetables that are the best. To this

end, certain definite work must be performed, and certain favorable con-

ditions must be provided; growers who are willing to study these factors

and to follow the best practices are able to offer a better finished product.

The character and the general requirements of the leading vegetables that

are grown for canning are discussed in this lesson.

[1559I
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BEANS

The bean, one of the oldest and most useful of the ves^etables grown for

human food, has been a well-known crop in New York State from very-

early times.

Site.—Farmers are likely to plant beans on sites unsuited to their best

growth. For example, in some sections, beans are placed on thin hilltops

and dry knolls ; this is a mistake, because beans require good soil for their

best development. For early maturing varieties, a southern exposure is

preferable, though if a poor northern exposure or a hilltop is the only site

available, certain soil improvements may be made, by the addition of

manure or fertilizer and by the proper rotation of crops, which wnll coun-

teract the influences of a poor site.

Soil and its preparations

.

—Beans will grow, however, on a variety of

soils, though profitable bean growing requires good, fertile soils well

adapted to the crop. Leguminous plants seem to be partial to limestone

soils, and beans are no exception to this rule. Soils possessing a great

abundance of organic matter are undesirable, as they produce a rank

growth of vine and a corresponding decrease in the crop yield. Gravelly

loams, containing considerable amounts of fine silt and some humus,

with an application of fertilizer, will grow profitable crops of beans.

Moderately heavy clay loams may also be favorable for their gro\vth, if

well drained and supplied with humus. Very hea\'y clay and very light

sandy soils are less suitable. A medium loam is probably the best. Land
that will produce good com or good wheat will produce beans, though beans

will not thrive on as heavy a soil as wheat will, nor on as light a soil as

com. Early plowing is essential to best results with beans. As the seed

is not to be planted until late spring, the average farmer delays plowing

until the latter part of May, much to the disadvantage of the crop. The

soil should be plowed five or six weeks before the time of planting and

should receive frequent harrowings to bring it into the best possible con-

dition. The plowing should be as deep as possible, and the harrowing

should be very thorough, because this treatment retains a larger amount

of moisture in the subsoil to become available for the use of the plants

later in the season. More frequently than otherwise, the crop suffers for

moisture at some time during the season, and the early plowing and the

thorough tilling are the best means of guarding against this.

Rotation.—Beans seem to fit naturally into ordinar}^ farm crop rota-

tions. They follow com or potatoes to advantage. In some cases beans

have been successful on freshly turned sod land. In rotation, the bean

crop exhausts the soil less than most others, and it is noticeable that crops

following beans are benefited, due no doubt to the nitrogen-gathering

bacteria of the root nodules of the beans, in common with other legumes.
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Manure and fertilizers.—If the crop preceding beans has been heavily-

manured or if a clover crop has been i)lowed under, the addition of manure
may not give as good results as the use of commercial fertilizers, Ijccausc

the use of too much manure is followed by an ovcri)roduction of leaves

and stems. Where inanures have not been used, an application of from

eight to ten tons of manure })er acre, prcferaljly well rotted, will prove

satisfactory. Manure should be broadcasted in the fall or whenever made.

A 1-8-3 or 1-8-4 commercial fertilizer gives good results. Sometimes one

hundred and fifty pounds acid phosphate per acre will give very good

results on land in good tilth, though where the land is decidedly poor and

when nothing but commercial fertilizer is available, it may be advisable

to use from three hundred and fifty to five hundred pounds per acre of a

2-8-10 fertilizer. The fertilizer, if used in small amounts, should be placed

in the drill.

Varieties.—A great many varieties are listed in the seed catalogues,

and with beans, as with other vegetables, seeds vary from different seeds-

men. Some seedsmen have specialized in developing certain sorts, and

it is usually advisable to buy from such seedsmen, and thus gain the ad-

vantages derived from their special study. Some seedsmen are intro-

ducing new varieties, which may well be tried out in a limited way until

their worth can be proved for the individual. For the green type of

dwarf beans, Stringless Green-podded Valentine, Refugee, and Bountiful

are very good sorts. Desirable pole beans of the green type are : Kentucky

Wonder, White Creaseback, and Lazy Wife's. Wardwell's Kidney Wax,
Refugee Wax, Saddleback Wax, Golden Wax are good types of dwarf wax
beans; Kentucky Wonder Wax and Golden Cluster are desirable pole

beans of the wax type. These lists do not begin to exhaust the possi-

bilities, and other varieties may prove just as satisfactory in certain loca-

tions. Where shell beans are in demand. Red Kidney, White Marrowfat,

Horticultural, and Goddard Horticultural are desirable.

Climate is a deciding factor in the growing of lima beans, because

most varieties require a long growing-season. Limas also prefer a more
sandy soil, which must be well supplied with plant-food and humus. In

western New York, Henderson, because of its hardiness and earliness,

seems to be most commonly grown for canning purposes. Other good

sorts of bush limas are Burpee-Improved, Fordhook, and Dreer's

Wonder. Of the pole types, Carpenteria, King of the Garden, and

Leviathan are good.

Time and methods of planting.—The time of planting varies somewhat
with the locality, but mainly in accordance with the variety of beans

grown. Some of the sorts mentioned are hardier than others, and hard-

iness may be readily tested by the grower for a specific locality. As a
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general nilc, however, early planting is not to be recommended. The
seeds rot, quickly if the soil is too cold or too wet for quick germination,

and even though there is a fair stand, the young plants do not get an even

start because the stronger seeds start first and the weaker ones later. If

planting is delayed until the soil is thoroughly warmed and in condition

to produce quick germination and rapid growth, an even start is obtained,

and a large number of pods or seeds may be harvested at each picking.

Nearly all growers plant beans, except limas, in drills, which are about

twenty-eight inches apart, though the distance varies from twenty-four

to thirty-two inches. Lima beans are planted in drills from three to four

feet apart. If the beans are to be cultivated with hand tools, the drills

may be less than twenty-four inches apart. It is important that the rows

should be straight and that the seeding should not be too thick. From
four to eight seeds per foot of row is enough. If comparatively small

plantings are made, the well-known planters operated by man power are

used, and they may be adjusted to plant the beans in drills or in hills at

the required depth, about one to one and one-half inches. If plantings

are made on a large scale, the ordinary grain drill is widely used, especially

for planting the smaller varieties, by closing some of the tubes. In some

cases special bean planters are used, particularly for lima beans and other

large sorts. The amount of seed required per acre varies slightly with

the variety— for pea beans from two to three pecks is the correct amount,

for kidney and other similar beans from five to six pecks, and for lima

beans six pecks. If the seed has strong germinating power, and if the

soil is in prime condition, it is evident that a smaller amount of seed is

required to get a good stand than if the seed is poor and soil conditions

less favorable. If the hill system is to be used, from three to five seeds

should be dropped from every twelve to fifteen inches in the row. On a

small plot, which is to be worked by hand, the hill system may be

adopted, and the rows may be only eighteen inches apart.

Cultivation.—If soil conditions are favorable, beans come up quickly,

and cultivation may begin as soon as possible. When the young plants

first appear above ground, they are tender and break easily; therefore

care should be used in working among them. The culture required by

beans is similar to that of other intertilled crops. Cultivation should

be frequent enough to keep the weeds from starting and a crust from

forming on the surface of the soil; for in this way, moisture that was held

in the soil by early plowing and harrowing may be conserved. Cultivation

should be shallow because the bean roots are relatively surface feeders.

Beans should not be cultivated while their leaves are wet with dew or rain,

for at that time disease may be can-ied by the tools from plant to plant

and from field to field. On small patches man-power tools may be used,
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but shallow cultivation may be done with horse-i)ower tools if they are

handled properly. For this purpose they should have eleven or twelve

small teeth. Between the jjlants in the row or between the hills, the hoe

should be used in order to break the soil just under the surface and to

destroy weeds at the same time. Some persons prefer to use the light

onion hoes, so that they may work quickly and easily near the plants.

For climbing beans, poles should be erected or a trellis constructed.

A single pole from five to nine or ten feet high should be set in the center

of each hill, or a trellis may be made of chicken wire four or five feet high

or a system of strings running from one wire to another.

Diseases and their remedies.—There are a number of diseases afTecting

the bean in New York, and the most destructive of thevSe is the bean

anthracnose, though the bean blight often causes considerable loss. In

order to avoid anthracnose, only clean seed, obtained by selecting seed

from pods free from the diseased spots, should be planted. Hand sorting

of seed and seed treatment will not control this disease, but spraying the

plants thoroughly by hand with bordeaux mixture 5-5-50 is a good remedy.

The plants should be sprayed three times : first, when they break through

the ground; second, when the first pairs of leaves are unfolded; third,

when the pods have set.

Blight aflfects the leaves chiefi3% forming large dead spots. Spraying

with bordeaux mixture, as for anthracnose, is said to reduce the injury.

Insect pests and methods of control.—The principal insect enemy of the

bean in New York State is the bean weevil. This pest proves very destruc-

tive when attempt is made to grow beans in the southern counties of the

State, but ordinarily it does little damage in the northern counties. As

a means of controlling this insect, the bean seed should be treated in the

following way: Place two or three bushels of beans in an ordinary tight

barrel, such as an oil barrel, and pour over them six ounces of bisulfide

of carbon for each bushel of seed. Close the top of the barrel with a tight-

fitting head, seal it by covering the top with moistened newspapers, and

leave it thus for forty-eight hours. Bisulfide of carbon is highly explosive,

and care should be exercised not to have lighted cigars, pipes, or matches

near the barrel. After the beans are removed from the barrel, they should

be tested in water before they are planted. All good seeds will sink, but

those infested with weevil will float.

Harvesting.—Beans should not be harvested when the pods are moist,

tor this is conducive to the spread of anthracnose on the pods. Beans

should be harvested when they are of the proper size and are tender. If

the small, or French, beans are desired for canning, the pods should be

picked when very small, three-sixteenths inch in diameter and from two

to three inches long; otherwise, harvesting can be delayed until the pods
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arc larj^cr. Beans are tender when the pods will break with a snap and

when there are no strings. Lima beans should be harvested w^hen the

seeds are of larger size, but before they become too hard. Beans should be

picked with the least possible injury to the pod and the plants, for it should

be remembered that the plants are tender, living things, and they should

be treated as such. Beans may be put into any convenient receptacle

as they are being picked, but a basket holding a peck or a half bushel is

very serviceable. One picking may be followed by another in a very

short time, and with some varieties of beans two pickings are all that can

be made satisfactorily. After the frost has killed the plants, the patch

Fig. 2.— Harvesting snap beans

should be cleaned up either by plowing or by burning or composting the

weeds and vines.

Yields.—Green, or snap, beans yield from seventy-five to one hundred

and twenty bushels per acre, lima beans, not shelled, from seventy-five

to one hundred bushels, and shell beans from ten to twenty-five bushels.

BEETS

The most valuable part of the beet plant is its root, which, in order to

be of high quality, must be tender, smooth, and symmetrical. These

high qualities are produced by rapid growth in a deep, rich, loose soil

during a cool season. If the soil is very hard or shallow, the roots are

short, have a tendency to branch, and are irregular in form. In growing

beets good tilth is an important factor, for it produces quick growth.

Beets are rather hardy and relatively easy to grow.
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Soil and its preparation.—The best soil for beets is a sandy loam that

contains a large amount of plant-food in the form of hiimus from well-

rotted manure or from green crops plowed under. Manure, if used, should

be applied at the rate of about ten to fifteen tons or more per acre, and
should be well rotted, for fresh manure has a tendency to increase scab.

The soil should be plowed as deeply and as thoroughly as possible— from

six to seven inches is none too deep — and it should be harrowed very fre-

quently until it is fine. Some growers practice the back-furrowing method
of preparing the ground, which is as follows: The soil is plowed in the

fall or very early in the spring to the depth of from six and one-half to

seven inches or more, and, after a short time and just before the crop is

planted, it is plowed a second time four inches deep. It is better to begin

the plowing in the middle of the garden or the field. The furrows should be

thrown against each other, that is, as the plow moves from north to south,

the first furrow is thrown toward the west, and as the plow returns from

south to north, the second furrow is thrown toward the east, or against

the first furrow. Hand raking may be begun after four fuiTows have been

turned, and all coarse material should be raked into the dead furrows.

If the work of plowing and raking has been done careftilly, the topsoil

to the depth of four inches will be in fine condition for planting or culti-

vation. Back furrowing is one of the best intensive methods of crop

production, and, although it is expensive, it is justified by the returns re-

ceived from the crops grown. If back furrowing is not practiced, and

if very fine soil is desired, plowing may be followed by harrowing with the

disk, the spike-tooth, and the Meeker harrows, which will level and fine

the soil and leave it in good condition for planting.

Varieties.—Probably the variety of beets grown more for canning than

any other is Detroit Dark Red; however, Crosby Improved Egyptian and

Edmand's Blood Turnip are good sorts for this purpose. Just as in the

case of bean seed, there is a variation in the beet seed from different seeds-

men, for some give special attention to the improvement of this crop. In

buying seed, growers should take advantage of this work in seed selection.

Time and methods of planting.— Owing to the fact that most persons

wish to do all their canning at one time, it is sometimes advisable not to

plant beets until late in the spring. They may, however, be planted

any time from May to August. They are ready for use from sixty to

eighty-five days after planting, and the date of planting should be governed,

therefore, by the time one desires to can the beets.

.

Beet seed is generally sown in drills. If the beets are to be cultivated

by horse power, the rows should be from twenty-four to thirty-!;ix inches

apart; btit if they are to be ctiltivated by hand, from twelve to twenty-

four inches is sufficient. In both cases the seed should be planted not
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deeper than one inch, and one-half inch is deep enou<(h if soil conditions

are right. The rows should be marked out straight with a common home-

made marker or with stakes and line.

Beet seed may be planted with one of the man-power planters, which will

regulate the depth and the replacement of the soil over the seed. These

planters will work efficiently only when the soil is thoroughly prepared.

The use of machines for planting is discussed in Planting the Home Vege-

table Garden, Reading-Course for the Farm, Vol. Ill, No. 58. If one of

these machines is not available, the seed may be planted by hand. The

rows should be marked out with stakes and line, and the furrows should

be opened with a hoe, which should be used to cover the seed and firm

the soil over it. If beet seed is planted by hand, it may be soaked over-

night in lukewarm water, thus hastening germination.

When the plants are from three to five inches tall, they should be thinned

so that there are from four to six plants to every foot of row. The leaves

of these young plants make very good greens. As a rule, each so-called

seed contains more than one real seed, and this fact may account for an

over-thick stand of beets.

Cultivation.—Beets should be given frequent but shallow cultivation,

for they are surface feeders. The soil should be kept free of weeds, and

moisture should be conserved by preventing the fomiation of a soil crust.

If beets are cultivated by horse power, the best tools to use are those with

small teeth, such as the twelve-point cultivators; and if they are culti-

vated by hand, any of the several good man-power cultivators ma}^ be

used. With the latter tools it is possible to cultivate very close to the

rows, thus eliminating to a very large extent the tedious work of hand

weeding. The hoe should be used two or three times during the season

in addition to the cultivator, in order that all weeds in the rows may be

destroyed.

Insect pests and methods of control.— The beet leaf-miner sometimes

causes great loss by destroying the leaves. The best method of control

is to cut out and destroy the leaves containing miners. Another method

is to eradicate pigweed, for it furnishes a breeding place for the leaf miner.

Cutworms occasionally do considerable damage to beets, but they may
be controlled by placing poison bait, consisting of bran, molasses, and some

arsenical poison, along the rows of beets.

Diseases and their remedies.—Scab, similar to potato scab, is sometimes

prevalent on beets. The most satisfactory remedies are rotation of crops

and planting beets in acid soils.

Harvesting.—The following method is used in harvesting beets. They

are pulled from the ground, and the tops are twisted or cut off an inch

or so from the crowns. It is important that a small part of the leaf stems
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should be left on each beet in order to avoid bleedin^^ whieh would injure

the appearance and the quality of the root. For canning purposes small

beets are generally required, and it is therefore necessary to harvest them

when rather young. It must be remembered that beets are tender plants

and should not l)e injured, but should be handled with care and taken

from the field or garden and washed as soon as possible after they are

juillcd. Leaves trimmed from beets should be gathered together and

I)laced in the compost pile or destroyed.

]'iclds.—Beets yield from four hundred to seven hundred bushels per

acre.

SWEET CORN

Soil and its preparation.— Sweet corn seems to be cosmopolitan as far

as soil conditions are concerned. It thrives best, however, in a fairly

rich loam, and it is not advisable to plant it in soil that is too hard or

clayey and therefore rather baclcward. Sandy or gravelly loams or even

a silty loam, if they are deeply tilled, will ]jroduce good sweet corn. In

crop rotation, corn may follow any other crop, but as a general thing,

it is grown where sod, preferably clover sod, has been plowed under.

The ground should be plowed deeply early in the spring, from six and

one-half to seven inches or even deeper. Care should be taken not to

mix too much of the new subsoil with the topsoil, from one to one and

one-half inches being sufficient in any one year. Following the plowing,

the ground should be harrowed thoroughly, that is, tliree or four times

rather than once. Good practice is to han'ow twice with a disk harrow

and several times with a spike-tooth harrow. If the land is plowed early,

especially sod land, and thoroughly harrowed, a larger amount of moisture

will be conserved, particularly if harrowing follows soon after rain, than

if the plowing and harrowing is done at a later time.

Manures and fertilizers.—If manure is used, it should be applied broad-

cast at the rate of from ten to fifteen tons per acre. If possible, it should

be well rotted, though com is less injured by fresh manure than some other

garden crops. If the soil is of a relatively heavy type and backward,

high-grade fertilizer in addition to manure may be applied to good effect

at the rate of from two hundred and fifty to five hundred pounds per acre.

If manure is not available, a fertilizer containing two per cent nitrogen,

eight per cent phosphoric acid, and ten per cent potash will give satis-

factory results if applied in the hill at the rate of about five htmdred

pounds per acre. This fertilizer produces better results if used on soil

where sod has been plowed under than if used on bare ground.

Varieties.—In the eastern United States, the variety of com used for can-

ning more than any other is Crosby Early, which is a second early variety

among the named sorts in time of maturing. It has an ear of fairly large
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size and very choice kernels, and, owin^ to its earliness, the j^rower is

practically assured of o]:)taining a crop. Stowell's Evergreen, whicli bears

very large ears and white kernels of high quality, is the standard late

corn for canning purposes. However, in the last two or three years,

owing to the early frosts in the fall and the length of season required

to mature this variety, it has proved a failure in this State. Country

Gentleman is a good type if shoe-peg kernels are desired, for the ears are

fairly large and the kernels are deep and placed irregularly on the cob.

Where the length of the growing season must be considered, it is better

to plant the early rather than the late sorts for canning purposes. It is

well to take advantage of improved types of seed.

Time and methods 0} planting.—Com should not be planted too early

in the spring, or, as a general rule, while there is danger of frost; the best

time is probably from May 15 to June i or even a little later in some

localities. By that time the soil should be warm.

If the seed is to be planted by hand, the following method may be used:

After the rows have been marked out in some way, small holes should be

dug with a hoe where the hills are to be located. Fertilizer may be placed

in these holes, and, if so, it should be covered with a little soil before the

seed is dropped. After the seed is covered, the soil should be firmed over

it with the hoe or the foot. If man-power planters are used, fertilizer has

to be broadcasted. If the horse-power corn-planter is available, this may
be utilized. It plants the seeds and distributes the fertilizer at the same

time. It is sometimes advantageous to use the hand method of planting

corn, for then the patch may be marked out in rows running at right angles,

and the corn planted at the intersection of these rows. It is then possible

to cultivate on every side of a hill of com, and the amount of hand hoeing,

if indeed any is necessary, is decreased materially. If corn is to be culti-

vated by horse labor, the rows should be from thirty to forty-two inches

apart, and the so-called hills from eighteen to thirty-six inches apart in the

row. Five or six seeds should be planted in a hill, but the young plants

should be thinned so that only three strong stalks remain in each hill.

If the com is to be cultivated by hand labor, the rows may be somewhat

closer together, from eighteen to twenty-eight inches apart, but the hills

should be from eighteen to thirty-six inches apart in the row. In some

instances, com may be planted in rows and later thinned so that the

stalks are one foot apart. The seed should be planted not deeper than

one and one-half.inches, and one inch is even better. Some kind of marker

should be used to make the rows straight, or if the planting is a small one,

stakes and line may be used.

Cidtivation.—Com should be given clean but shallow culture, for com
roots are relatively surface feeders. For this work a good horse-power
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cultivator is the t\velv-c-point, which has fine teeth made in such a way that

they will not di<,^ deeply into the soil. For hand tools, there are many
wheel-hoes. Besides these tools, the hand hoe is recommended, especially

for work close to the plants.

It is advisable to remove the suckers that spring up around the base of

the stalks, for they tend to decrease the productiveness of the plants.

Corn is a hot weather plant and thrives best in the fullest ex]30sure to

sunlight. It is not able to withstand drought so well as many other crops;

therefore conservation of moisture by maintaining a dust mulch is

essential.

An insect pest.—The corn-ear worm, or bollworm, is injurious to sweet

Fig. 3.— Pole lima beasts, growing under favorable conditions

corn in several sections of New York State, but no satisfactory means
of control has been found.

A disease and its remedy.—The same smut that attacks field corn is

found on sweet corn. The following remedy for this disease is recom-

mended: Plant corn on soil free from the disease, do not use manure
containing smutted fodder for this crop, and destroy any portions of the

plant found diseased.

Harvesting.—When the silk at the end of the ear of com has become
dried and brown, the corn, as a rule, is ready for harvesting; but this is

not always a relial)lc indication. If the car appears plump and mature,

it is ready to har\-est ; but if a person is not experienced in judging these

appearances, it may be best to open the husk far enough to look at the

kernels. They should be in the milk stage, plump, dull white— not glossy—
99
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and soft. Sweet corn should Ijc harvested earefully so that the stalks are

not broken as the ears are severed from them, and so that the kernels are

not pressed too hard. After all the corn has been harvested from the

entire plot or after there have been killing frosts, the stalks should be cut

down and the garden made as attractive as possible. The stalks may be

fed to stock, composted, or destroyed.

Yields.—Sweet com can be made to ^aeld per acre from eight to nine

thousand ears, or from two and one-half to five tons of husk, cob, and

kernels.

PEAS

Peas, which are native to Europe as well as many sections of the United

States, have been cultivated for centuries; they were, in fact, commonly
grown l3y the early Greeks and Romans. In this country, peas are most

generally grown in the northern states, for they thrive in a cool, moist

climate.

Site.—The best site for the late varieties of peas is a northern exposure,

because it is cooler and more moist than any other location. The early

varieties, however, should be planted on a southern exposure, for the grower

must sacrifice a small amount of the yield in order to obtain early maturity.

Soil and its preparation.—The writer has found by careful observation

that a nonacid clay soil or a silty loam is best for the late varieties of peas,

whereas a sandy loam is seemingly best for the early sorts. Muck soils

have an abundance of moisture and a relatively cool temperature ; however,

they are not as a rule desirable for growing peas, because they produce

a rank growth of vines but a limited amount of pods. The very light

sandy soils are not suitable, because they produce neither thrifty vines nor

pods of good size.

As a rule, peas should be grown on diilerent soil each year. If an acre

or more is planted, they may follow sweet com, cabbage, potatoes, or some
other cultivated crop. In the garden, peas may be planted after root

crops or other crops that have been weed free.

For peas heavy soil should be plowed in the fall and lighter soils, such

as sandy or gravelly loams, in the spring. In either case, the ground should

be thoroughly harrowed and smoothed a short time before the seed is

planted. A disk harrow is adapted for use on hea\y soil, and either a

spring-tooth harrow or a spike-tooth harrow for use on light soils. The
preparation of the seed bed for this crop is very important.

Manures and fertilizers.— For peas the soil may be oversupplied with

nitrogen and humus, and stable manure must be used sparingly. As

a rule, it had better be applied the year previous on some other crop.

There is rarely too much a\'ailable potash and phosphoric acid in soil

for peas; wood ashes and well-composted hen manure will supply these
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ingredients with very good results. It is better to apply these substances

separately, and they should never be mixed together any length of time

before they are used. A eommereial fertilizer suital^le for this crop should

contain one per cent nitrogen, from six to eight per cent phosphoric acid,

and from five to seven per cent potash, and should be broadcasted at the

rate of from three hundred and fifty to five hundred pounds per acre. In

some cases where the soil was very rich, a half-and-half mixture of potash

and phosj)horic acid broadcasted at the rate of from four hundred to

five hundred pounds per acre has given good results.

Inoculation.—The inoculation of soil to which leguminous plants are

not native or on which they grow only in a limited way, has been found

to produce an increased number of nodules on the pea roots, but no very

striking benefit to the pea crop itself. However, the benefit comes to

the crop following the peas. Inoculation of the soil for peas may be tested

on a limited area, by the same method as that used for clover, alfalfa, or

other legumes.

Varieties.—For canning, Alaska is one of the most common early

varieties, though it is not of high quality. Good sorts maturing a little

later than Alaska are Surprise, Gradus, Thomas Laxton, McLean's Ad-

vancer, Duke of Albany, and British Wonder; good late maturing varieties

are French Canner (Petit Pais), Everbearing, Champion of England,

Telephone, Stratagem, and Carter's Daisy, or Dwarf Telephone. For

a succession, Alaska could be j^lanted first, followed by vSurprise, Thomas
Laxton, and Duke of Albany. There are many other sorts good for can-

ning, and it is recommended that they be tested whenever practicable.

Good pea seed, which is essential to the production of a good crop, may
be bought from growers or seedsmen whose pea seed is produced in New
York, New England, other northern states, or Canada. As a rule, pea seed

produced in the northern sections of the United States and in Canada
is to be preferred to seed produced in the southern part of the United

States. Seed from reliable seedsmen who have made a specialty of certain

varieties should be bought in preference to the ordinary run.

Time and methods cj planting.—The time for planting peas will vary

somewhat according to the locality and the variety selected, but the gen-

eral rule is to plant them as soon as the soil is in condition in the spring,

which generally means from April 20 to May 15 in this State.

Peas should be planted from one and one-half to two inches deep. If

they are planted three or four or more inches deep, it is likely that the

small seeds will be unable to thrust stalks and leaves through this amount
of soil and make the proper growth. Sometimes nature will overcome

this difficulty, but if it is desired to plant peas three or four inches deep,

the following method may be used: Sow the peas in a trench three or
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four inches deep, but cover them with only an inch of soil. After the

seedlings come above the ground, gradually draw the soil towards them,

and continue to do this as the plants grow, until the trench is filled.

Peas grown on a large scale for canning purposes are generally sown

with a grain drill. The old practice was to sow them in drills running

but one way across the field, using from two to three bushels of seed to the

acre; the more modem practice, which gives better results, is to plant half

the peas in drills running lengthwise of the field and the other half in

drills running crosswise, using at least four bushels of seed to the acre. A
more uniform stand and a larger yield are thus obtained. If a grain drill

is not availaVjle, peas may be sown by hand and harrowed into the soil,

which in this case should be in very fine tilth and weed free. In a small

garden, the one-row seeder may be used, and, if so, the seed should be

planted from one to two inches deep in rows from tweh-e to eighteen

inches or more apart, according to the habits of the variety used.

The amount of seed to plant varies from two to six bushels per acre

according to the soil and the variety. In general, four bushels per acre is

the best amount, but if the peas are grown in a small garden and the

pods hand picked, six bushels may be necessary.

Cultivation.—If peas are sown with a grain drill or broadcasted, no

cultivation is possible; therefore, in that case, the preparation of the

ground should be most thorough. If they are planted in rows that are

some space apart, cultivation should begin soon after the plants appear

above the ground and should be repeated very frequently. Some persons

think it advisable to cultivate peas at least every five daj^s. It is im-

portant to conserve all moisture possible in the soil, for this crop requires

four hundred and seventy-seven pounds of water to produce one pound

of dry matter. Shallow cultivation will give the best results, because

the roots of this plant come very near the surface of the soil and spread

so far that deep cultivation would injure them seriously.

In home gardens, where tall-growing varieties of peas ma}^ be desirable,

some form of a support is necessary. Brush, chicken wire, or a trellis

made with strings will be found satisfactory.

Insect pests and methods of control.—Pea weevil is one of the most com-

mon pests, and the method of control is the same as that given for bean

weevil on page 1563.

The annual loss caused by pea louse is very large. On small plantings,

this insect may be controlled by spraying the plants with a ten or twelve

per cent solution of kerosene emulsion or a solution of nicotine, laundry

soap, and water, mixed in the following proportions— three-fourths pint

nicotine, five pounds laundry soap, and one hundred gallons water. Many
birds and insects are the natural enemies of the pea louse. During the
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summer of 191 2 the writer saw the work of the swallows and the martins,

which destroyed millons of these insects on his patch of peas. Another

method of controlling this pest is to cultivate the peas immediately after a

person has gone along the rows and Knocked the insects from the vines;

in this way they are buried by the cultivator.

A disease and its remedy.—Mildew is a whitish or grayish coating generally

found on the leaves late in the season and after the weather has become

somewhat warm ; the remedy for it is dusting with sulfur the plants that

are affected. Peas grown on cool sites are less likely to be troubled with

this pest.

Harvesting.—As soon as the pea pods become filled with seed, the vines

should be cut. This may be done with a scythe or a mowing machine. If

the latter is used, the vines may be collected in small piles with an ordinary

hand rake, and these piles may be combined with a fork into larger ones,

which are thrown on a wagon. If peas are raised on a large scale, it

would be advisable to own a pea swather for harvesting the crop. The
swather lifts the vines with long finger guards, which are placed on the

cutter bar; cuts the vines with specially constructed knives, and throws

them to one side in a swath. Under favorable conditions ten acres of peas

can be harvested per day by this method. The vines should then be

collected in wagons and taken from the field to the cannery without

delay.

If peas are grown on a comparatively small scale, they are generally

picked from the growing vines by hand into baskets and carried to the

house for canning. Care should be taken not to injure the pods or the

vines. The average price for picking a bushel of peas by hand varies

from fifteen to twenty-five cents according to the labor supply and the

heaviness of the yield. If peas are to be held in the pod for any length

of time, they should be kept cool, for they heat very quickly.

Yields.—This crop often yields from fifteen to twenty-five hundred

pounds of shelled peas per acre and under very favorable conditions as

high as two tons per acre on plantings of one acre or more. The average

yield for the garden of less than one acre is from seventy-five to one

hundred and fifty bushels of unshelled peas per acre, according to the

method of planting and the variety grown. In a garden of less than an

acre, a row about one hundred feet long will yield froin one to three bushels

of unshelled peas. Canneries pay from two to two and one-half cents

a pound for shelled peas. Oftentimes the small gardener will sell the

earliest peas for immediate consumption at from one to three dollars a

bushel, and after the price has dropped to less than a dollar he will use

them for canning purposes. On plantings of more than an acre, the cost

of producing an acre of peas for canning varies from thirty to forty-five
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dollars, and the profit varies from fifteen to twenty-five dollars or more
per acre if conditions are favorable or if good methods of culture are used.

In the small garden where but one acre or less is raised, and some of the

peas are sold as a green vegetable, the cost ranges from forty to seventy-

five dollars, according to the method of planting and the yield, and the

profit varies from fifty to seventy-five dollars. In the small garden, after

peas have been harvested, another crop may often be grown on the same
soil during the remainder of the summer.

SPINACH

Spinach is one of the most- important crops grown for greens in the

United States.

Soil and its preparation.—For spinach, rich, sandy loams are satisfactory

for the early spring crop, and muck soils after being subdued are especially

adapted to the early summer or fall crop. Poor soils that dry out can be

improved by applications of humus-making material. As this crop is

relatively hardy, it can be grown where the temperature falls rather low

in the spring. This plant will not grow on a soil that is in a highly acid

condition. It is therefore very important that lime should be used.

Soil for spinach should be plowed deep, and harrowed and smoothed

until the topsoil to the depth of four inches is in very fine condition and

level on the surface. The more thorough the preparation is, the better

will be the crop. Muck soils should be "planked" before the spinach is

planted.

Manures and fertilizers.—Composted manures are of the greatest value

with this crop on soils other than muck, as they bring about the best

conditions of the soil. These manures should be applied in the spring at

the rate of from twenty-five to fifty tons per acre, depending on the con-

dition of the soil.

If the crop preceding has been fertilized very lightly, a fertilizer con-

taining two per cent nitrogen, five per cent phosphoric acid, and seven

per cent potash, if broadcasted on the soil before the spinach is planted,

will give good results. vSpinach requires no additional fertilizer if it is

grown in rotation on muck soil and follows a crop that has been heavily

fertilized. Care must be taken not to oversupply nitrogen.

Rotation.—As spinach is a crop that requires only a short period to

mature, it can be used advantageously in rotation with other crops. Ail

crops preceding spinach should be kept free of weeds. Good rotations

are: spinach followed by late celery the same year, onions, and spinach;

or spinach and tomatoes; or peas and spinach. On soils other than muck,

manure or clover should play an important part in the rotation, on account

of the humus that is derived from them.
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Varieties.—Some of the best varieties of spinacli are Victoria, Long
Standing, Giant Thick Leaf, and Savoy Leaf. The seed of spinach is

so cheap that very Httle attention has been given to producing high quality

strains.

Time and methods of planting.—Li New York State fall plantings of

spinach should be made during August; spring plantings as soon as the

ground is ready, which is probably during April. For fall harvesting,

spinach should be planted about the fifteenth of July.

In some localities, especially near cities, spinach is planted on soils

other, than muck in the fall in beds consisting of four or five rows from

ten to fourteen inches apart. The seed should be planted from one-half

to one inch deep, and a one-row drill operated by man power or a larger

drill that will sow four or five rows at a time may be used. If spinach is

planted in the spring, particularly in muck soils and other good garden

soils, raised beds are not made because drainage is generally not necessary

during the summer months, but seed is planted from one-half to one inch

deep with a one-row drill in rows from ten to fourteen inches apart. Spin-

ach should be planted at the rate of from fifteen to thirty pounds of seed

to an acre, and some growers use as much as from forty-five to fifty pounds

per acre. If the seed is sown in upland soils, it may be necessary to thin

the plants in order to obtain the best growth. There should be from

four to six inches between each plant, for if the rows are from ten to

fourteen inches apart, the plants will soon spread and cover this entire

space. Spinach planted on muck soils is not thinned.

Ctdtivation.—Spinach should be cultivated every four or five days dur-

ing the early stages of growth, for it soon grows and covers the ground,

and cannot be tilled. One of the wheel hoes operated by man power
or a scuffle hoe is a good tool to use for this work.

Insect pests and methods of control.—Early in the spring this plant is

not troubled very much with insects, but during the early summer the two
following pests may become serious.

The leaf miner affects the spinach in the same way that it affects the

beet, and the same methods of control should be used (page 1566).

There is a green fly, or aphis, that injures spinach by checking its growth.

No effective method of controlling this insect has been found, but rain

or cold weather hinders its progress, and if the plants are kept in thrifty

condition they are less likely to be injured.

Harvesting.—Spinach should be harvested when the plants have grown
to large size and have completely covered the ground. In a soft soil,

such as muck, a wheel hoe or a scuffle hoe can be used to cut the root

just below the crown, or if particular care is required, a good knife may
be used. In the harder soils, such as the gravelly loams, a butcher knife
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is the best implement. Spinach should "be harvested with as little injury

to the plants as possible. As soon as it has been cut, it should be placed

in baskets, taken to the house, washed, and placed on a rack to drain.

It is then ready to be prepared for canning.

Yields.—Spinach often yields from two to two hundred and fifty barrels

per acre, four to six tons, if it is grown on sandy or gravelly loam, or from

seven to ten tons if it is grown on muck soil. In a small home garden, a

row one hundred feet long should yield from two to four bushels, according

to the cultivation given.

tomatoes

The tomato, one of the vegetables most commonly grown for canning

in the United States, requires a long, warm season for its best development.

Site.—The best location for a field of tomatoes is a southern slope, where

there is sufficient air drainage to insure the tomatoes from injury by light

frosts. Tomatoes will grow fairly well on less suitable sites in favorable

seasons, but considerable risk is involved.

Soil and its preparation.—From tests made in various sections of the

United States, it has been found that the tomato is adapted to a wide

range of soils. In experiments carried on by Will W. Tracy, the ten

largest yields of tomatoes were obtained from a great variety of soils,

ranging from hea\'A' clay loam to the Ughtest types. If it is possible to

choose the soil, a deep, fertile, sandy loam will probably give the best

results. On farms that are managed systematically, the soils are generally

well maintained and in good condition to grow a satisfactory crop of

tomatoes.

The tomato has an extremely large root system ; therefore the soil should

be plowed six inches or more deep. It should then be harrowed and cross-

harrowed until the soil is fine and in good condition for transplanting the

young i^lants.

Tomatoes, as well as other vegetables, should be grown on different

soils each year. Tomatoes may successfully follow corn, cabbage, or

almost any hoed crop or clover sod. They should not follow timothy sod,

for great injur}' may result from cutworms and grubs.

Manures and fertilizers.—-It is seldom wise to use fresh manure on to-

matoes, for it causes the plants to produce an excessive amount of \'ines.

However, it may be the only kind of manure available; if so, it is well to

apply it the previous year. If well-rotted stable manure is to be had, it

may be applied to the soil, just before the young tomatoes are planted,

at the rate of from ten to fifteen tons per acre, depending on soil conditions.

For the average soil, if commercial fertihzer is used, one containing two

per cent nitrogen, eight per cent phosphoric acid, and ten per cent potash

is recommended. It should be applied either in the hills or broadca :t
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at the rate of about five hundred to one thousand pounds per acre, ac-

cording to the richness of the soil. For soils poorer .he average,

a 4-8-10 fertilizer applied at about the same rate is recommended. In

some localities, fertilizer containing two pcT cent nitrogen, ten per cent

phosphoric acid, and six per cent potash has produced good resTilts. A
good formula to use in mixing this type of fertilizer at home is : one hundred

and thirty pounds nitrate of soda, tw"o htmdred and fifty pounds high-

grade tankage, or one hundred and :. /junds dried blood, fourteen

hundred and thirty pounds acid phosphate, and two hvmdred and fifty

pounds sulfate of potash. In case the plants are small and seemingly

backward, if part of the fertilizer is applied in the hills, it quickeiLs growth

and has a tendency to promote early maturity of the crop. If soil con-

ditions are right, and the plants are thrifty, it makes but little difference

whether the fertilizer is applied in the hills or broadcasted.

Varieties.—Many varieties, some of which are of questionable value

as far as canning is concerned, are listed by the seedsmen. The following

varieties are recommended: for the early crops, Bonny Best and Chalk's

Early Jewel; for the midseason crop. Trucker's Favorite, Success, My
Mar>'land, Greater Baltimore, and Globe; for the late crop, Ponderosa

and Stone. The following small-fruited varieties are recommended for

preserving: Yellow Plum, Red Plum, Yellow Pear, Red Pear, Peach,

Yellow Cherry, Red Cherry, Red Currant, Yellow Ctirrant, and Straw-

berry, or Husk— all of which, except the last, somewhat resemble the fruits

of the same name. The fruit of the last-named variety is a small berry

enclosed in a husk. Many seedsmen offer other sorts than those listed

here, and some of them are results of work on the part of the seedsmen

to develop something better than the original varieties. In tests carried

on at one or two of the experiment stations, it has been found that seed

of one variety bought from different seedsmen may vary so much that

there will be a difference of two or three tons per acre in the yields. Seed

bought from the firms that specialized in a certain va-' *• produced the

highest 5'ields. Tests of the comparative yields of ^....rent varieties

have been made, and, at the Illinois Experiment Station, Greater Balti-

more was shown to be the heaviest yielding tomato.

Time and methods of planting.—Good plants may often be bought if

there is a grower of tomato plants in the community. The price for

these plants will var\^ from ten to twenty-five cents a dozen, or from a

dollar and a half to eight or ten dollars per thousand, according to the

character of the plants and the variety. When purchasing plants, the

color and the shape should be taken into consideration. The stem of the

plant and the top leaves should be tinged with purple, not a yellowish

green, Vjecause a purplish tinge denotes that the plant has hardened and
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is fit to be set in the garden or the field. The plants should be as broad

as they are tall; spindling plants are not desirable.

It is not difficult to grow tomato plants, if one has hotbeds or a green-

house. Suggestions about plant growing may be found in Reading-

Course for the Farm, Vol. Ill, No. 58, page ttt. The seed should be

sown six or eight weeks before the plants are needed in the field. Special

attention to watering and ventilation should be given; the amount will

depend on the amount of sunlight and the outside temperature. Tomato
plants require a high temperature for their best growth, but toward the

end of the eight weeks, the sash should be raised a few inches during the

daytime in order to harden the plants so that they will be in a condition

Fig. 4.— Tomatoes growing at will, the general practice where grown for canning

to withstand the outside temperature. This subject is discussed in fur-

ther detail in Reading-Course for the Fann, Vol. IV, No. 90. If the plants

are transplanted once or twice, they will have better-developed root-

systems than if they are left in their original positions. If they are to be

transplanted once, the seed shoiild be started nine or ten weeks before

the plants are needed in the field; if more than once, from ten days to two

weeks shovild be added for each transplanting. Growing tomato plants

in paper pots or veneer bands is one of the most successful methods.

The plants may be started in a greenhouse, a hotbed, a cold frame, or a

box in the house, and when they show the third leaf, they should be trans-

planted to four-inch paper pots or veneer bands. The plants shottld

then be given careful attention as to ventilation and watering and should

be properly hardened, or gradually brought under outdoor conditions.
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They should be ready to set in the field from ten to twelve weeks from

the time the seed is sown. The plants at that time should be about one

foot tall and as broad as they are tall.

If early varieties are grown on very thin soils, the young plants should

be set three feet apart in rows that are three feet apart ; on heavier, richer

soils, the distance between the rows should be increased to from three and

one-half to four feet. The late varieties need more room, for the plants

are larger than those of the early varieties; therefore they should be set

four feet apart in rows four or five feet apart. If early tomatoes are

grown by the stake method, the plants may be set as close as eighteen

inches apart in rows that are three feet apart. The stake method is

particularly adapted to the production of early tomatoes on a limited

scale.

The rows should be marked out either with a homemade marker drawn

by horse power or man power, or with stakes and line. In some cases the

rows may be marked off by plowing furrows the proper distance apart.

If the rows are to be cultivated crosswise as well as lengthwise, it will be

necessary to mark off the field in both these directions so that the plants

may be correctly placed.

The tomato plants may be set either by hand or by horse-power planters.

If the former method is used, the plants may be set in the following ways

:

A small hole should be dug with a trowel, a spade, or some other implement,

the plant should be placed in the hole, and the soil should be firmed rather

tightly against the roots. Or if a furrow has been opened with a plow,

all that is necessary is to place the plant in this furrow and to pack the

soil about the roots. Plants grown in paper pots or veneer bands have
to be set by hand, for the plants are taken to the field in these receptacles

and the paper pots or the bands removed from around the roots, leaving

them as undisturbed as possible. There are several good planters operated

by horse power on the market. If tomatoes are to be planted on a large

scale, one of these machines will be found of great value. They open
the furrow, place the plant in position, water the soil around the roots

of the plant, press the soil against the roots, and leave the surface of the

soil smooth. With skilled labor, five or six acres can be planted in a day
with one of these machines.

Cultivation.—Careful attention to cultivation throughout the season

insures conservation of soil moisture. No weeds should be allowed to

grow in the tomato patch, as they rob the plant of sunlight above the

ground and of moisture and plant-food below the ground. Cultivation

should be shallow, for the roots of the plants come rather close to the sur-

face. A nine- or eleven-tooth cultivator, having small teeth, is preferred

for this work, and if the plants are staked and grown close together, a
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man-power cultivator is found useful. If it is not possible to cultivate

close to the ]3lant with a machine, the plants shotild be hoed by hand.

If the tomato plants are to be staked, a six-foot stake should be set

securely on the north side of each plant. As the plant grows, it should

•be tied to this stake, at first three or four inches from the ground and then

every foot above this mark. If the plant is to be pruned, as well as staked,

all side shoots should be removed as they develop. The side shoots

spring from the axils of the leaves, which are formed by the joining of the

leaves to the stems of the plant. Early, clean, bright-colored fruit that

can be easily harvested is the result of staking.

Insect pests and methods of control.—Cutworms frequently destroy

tomato plants by cutting them off near the ground. If a small portion

of poison bait made by the following recipe is placed near the plants, this

pest may be controlled: bran, two quarts; paris green, one tablespoonful

;

molasses, one-half cupful; water, enough to wet the mixture thoroughly.

Flea beetles often injure newly set tomato plants to a considerable

extent. Spraying with bordeaux mixture is the best method of control

known for this insect.

The large green tomato-woiTn is sometimes a serious pest. The best

way of controlling it is to pick the worms from the vines and kill them.

Diseases arid their remedies.—The tomato is susceptible to a great

many diseases. A rot that affects the blossom end of the fruit sometimes

causes great loss because no complete remedy for it is known. Con-

servation of moisture in the soil is a partial remedy. This disease is es-

pecially prevalent during dry seasons and on dry sites.

Septoria, leaf spot, is a disease that often attacks tomato plants before

they have been transplanted from the seed bed, and it is controlled with

difficulty because it is canicd over winter in the diseased leaves and stems

that fall to the ground. When the plants are set out^ all the leaves that

touch the ground and others that show suspicious-looking dead spots

should be pinched off. The plants, especially the underside of the leaves,

should be sprayed then and afterwards at intervals of a week or ten days

very thoroughly with bordeaux mixture 5-5-50. The plants should be

staked and tied for greater convenience in spraying.

Harvesting.—For canning, tomatoes should be picked when fully ripe

and showing good color. They should not be pulled from the vines, but

the stems should be broken at the joint that nature has provided at a

little distance below the cal3rx. Before placing the fruit in the basket,

it is well to remove the calyx and stem by bending the stem sHghtly. It

is necessary to handle the fruit very carefully; hence a rigid basket is

the best to use for this work because it does not bend, and therefore crowd

the tomatoes. They should be removed from the field quickly and used
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as soon as possible. If they are to be sold, they must be <^raded. to meet

the requirements of the purchaser. After the crop has been fully har-

vested, the vines should be destroyed in order to prevent the spread of

disease.

Yields.—Yields vary greatly. One hundred bushels per acre is an

average yield in several states, though this is exceedingly small. In some

sections of this State, tomatoes yield from two to five hundred bushels,

or from six to fifteen tons, per acre, and under intensive methods of cul-

ture as high as from eight hundred to a thousand bushels, or twenty or

more tons, per acre. For canning, the price paid for tomatoes is from seven

to twelve dollars per ton. A fair profit may be realized if nine or ten

dollars per ton is paid, providing labor is reasonable in price, the haul to

market is not too great, and other conditions are favorable. The cost of

growing an acre of tomatoes varies from fifty to sixty-five dollars. There

is, therefore, from twenty-five to forty dollars profit per acre in this crop.
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By means of the discussion papers we have an opportunity to become

acquainted. We shall take it as an indication on your part that you are

interested if you answer the questions and return them to us. The staff

of the Department of Home Economics is ready to assist in your study

of scientific home-making. We want your assistance as well. Ask

questions, offer suggestions, let us have the benefit of your experience.

You thus become a vital part of the Department of Home Economics in

its effort for scientific housekeeping.

Will you please send your opinions on the following points to the Super-

visor of the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm Home?

I. What differences in the beans, the beets, the sweet corn, the peas,

the spinach, and the tomatoes that you have grown from year to year

have you noticed that can be directly traced to sources of seed?

I1583]
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2. In growing beans, beets, sweet corn, peas, spinach, and tomatoes,

have you found that growth or yields have been influenced by the diiler-

ences in soil ? Explain.

3. State your method of preparing soil for any one of these crops?

4. Would you consider rotations of crops a valuable practice in growing

these vegetables? Why?
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5. Under what conditions have you obtained large yields of beans,

beets, sweet com, peas, spinach, or tomatoes?

6. Are there problems in the growing of the vegetables discussed in

this lesson that you would like to have solved? Explain.

Name.

.

Address

.

Date. .

.
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THE ARRANGEMENT OF HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

Helen Binkerd Young

T IS the common experience of mankind that the

himian race cannot live much above its envi-

ronment. The grandeur of purpose of some rare

souls has lifted them above the touch of mere

earthly trappings, but, for the most part, men are

molded by the thoughts and things that are about

them. Slowly and silently an exchange of influence

takes place between the individual and his environ-

ment. Each gradually absorbs the most conspicu-

ous qualities of the other. Stupid and commonplace

surroundings at length breed a dull and unimaginative outlook on life and

render the mind insensitive to new ideas and impressions.

Still more baneful are such influences as untidy yards and buildings,

which are in the first place the result and later the cause of careless habits

of work and of thought; on the other hand, orderly, attractive homesteads

not only express but in their turn create orderly habits of thought and

of work. In the last analysis, disorder and ugliness are destructive

agencies, while order and comeliness are constructive agencies in a person's

environment.

A sound home environment is, therefore, nothing more nor less than

a set of outward conditions so adjusted as to encourage the richest living.

While the amount of human energ\^ that is lost through working against

unfavorable conditions is not measurable, the evidence of all nature, as

well as the intelligence of mankind, points in the direction of harmony

or cooperation of forces as favoring healthy growth. This elemental

fact justifies the spending of serious thought on the subject of home
environment. If dwelling places can be made, first of all, sound for

their use, and second, comely to view, both the practical and the aesthetic

needs of the home will be recognized.

[1587]
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The ability to create frictionlcss home surroundings depends chiefly

on the cultivation of two qualities, a sense of arrangement and a sense of

selection.

By arrangement is meant the systematic pladng of objects within a

given space, as the placing of rugs on a floor, pictures on a wall, furniture

in a room, shrubs, lawn, and paths in a yard, or even such lesser things as

dishes on a dinner table.

By selection is meant the choosing of materials or objects that will

suitably fit into the proposed plan, as the selection of rugs, wall papers,

furniture, pictures, dishes, or plants.

THE MEANING OF A FURNISHING SCHEME

In order that success may attend the housewife's efforts at creating a

sound environment, a study of arrangement should precede any attempt

at furnishing, or even the selection of new articles. To be sure, many
of the practical problems of the home arise quite the other way round,

that is, certain articles have been inherited or have been acquired through

a number of years, and the main problem is to find a place for them. Such

a method is, however, a back-handed approach to the problem of furnish-

ing, and has been the original cause of the usual conglomerate effects;

for if furnishings are bought under pressure of immediate need and without

any relation to a comprehensive scheme of arrangement, the rooms where

they are used will naturally lack unity of idea and therefore of effect.

Although it will take more time, it is, in the end, far more satisfactory

to work out a definite plan for the completed room, arranged and equipped

according to its use, and, as time and means permit, to assemble the

various objects that are needed. Whether old or new furnishings are to

be used, the most pleasing and livable interior will result from such a

procedure. Little by little the plan can then be developed until the

rooms are completed. Such a result is sure to be more rational, more

simple, and more effective than if an attempt is made to combine an

tmstudied assortment of objects.

A STUDY OF ARRANGEMENT

When a number of useful objects are to be disposed in a given space, it

is necessary to consider first the practical and then the decorative aspect

of the arrangement. To use a homely example, the contents of a jelly

closet should, for convenience sake, be arranged on shelves in neat, orderly

rows, with like kinds of fruit grouped together. While the use of many
kinds of jars is entirely feasible, it is evident that if only those of a uniform

size and shape are used, the display will be more shipshape and impressive.

Indeed so friendlv are the elements of beauty and of convenience that
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ordinarily if a number of articles arc arranged in the most attractive

way, they will be found to be arranged at the same time in the most con-

venient way. Thus the neatest looking arrangement of a closetful of

clothes results from hanging garments on a row of hangers suspended

from a single rod. This is, at the same time, the most sensible arrange-

ment, since it not only keeps the clothes in shape but displays the contents

of the closet without search.

Althovigh the fiiiit closet and the clothespress represent the idea of

arrangement in condensed form, they illustrate the fact that the basis of

both convenient and effective arrangement is system, order, classification,

and common sense, and that the arrangement in any case will depend on

the needs of the problem and the space at one's disposal.

If such familiar ideas of arrangement are applied to the larger problem

of furnishing, a similar solution is possible. The exact use of the room is,

B- -C-

Fig. 5.— Three furnishing arrangements worked out on plan

or should be, definitely settled in order that the furnishings may be so

selected and arranged as to fit it for its use. The spaces in which the

furnishings may be disposed are determined by the size of the room,

the location and the size of the various windows and doors, and the size

and the shape of the resulting wall spaces. In brief, the problem is to

arrange the necessary furniture within a given space, in a way that will

be reasonable for use and pleasant to see.

The plan of a living room fourteen feet wide and twenty feet long is

shown in figure 5. This room has four openings, two windows (one of

them double) and two doors; each of these openings is located in the

middle of a wall, thus leaving large equal spaces to right and to left. As a

result, each wall of the room is symmetrical and is therefore balanced

and dignified in appearance. Diagrams A, B, and C represent three

possible arrangements of the same furnishings, with the exception of rugs.

The instant impression given by diagram A is one of confusion and unrest;

by diagrams B and C, one of order and repose.
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In A the eye glances restlessly from one object to another. Diagrams

B and C are instantly pictorial because they are in keeping with the

principles of good arrangement. They are characterized by large open

spaces and by furniture placed around the walls. The eye is at rest in

either of these arrangements.

In diagram A the objects are scattered about the room, creating an

impression of too many things and too little free space. The placing of

the furniture is irregular and unexpected, so that persons are likely to

bump into things when moving about the room. The larger pieces are

placed diagonally across the corners. Each time this is done, a triangle

of space is wasted behind the object, and two comers are awkwardly

projected into the room. Consequently each object so placed not only

appears to, but actually does, occupy more room than if placed against

the wall. Furthermore, the space behind the piece becomes a dust hole,

so that the furniture must be moved for cleaning. A diagonal arrangement

cannot therefore be considered a sensible one except perhaps for chairs,

which can be moved easily and which are often of a suitable shape to fit

into the comers. Nor is a diagonal arrangement of fumiture an effective

one, for the main lines set at defiance the outlines of the room, which

are rectangular. Consequently the objects seem to be located without

reference to the space that contains them. In diagram A small rugs

are used in place of large ones, thus breaking up the central space and

giving a scrappy appearance to the floor. Moreover, for a room used

by a number of persons small rugs are likely to be kicked up at the comers

and to slip as they are stepped on. The style of rug used, whether it

be a rag rug or an oriental one, does not in the least alter the manner

of arrangement.

In diagram B the furniture is arranged parallel with the walls, thus

following the outline of the room. The pieces that are related in use

are grouped— desk, books, library table, and comfortable chairs occupy-

ing one end of the room, and piano, music cabinet, and more seats, the

other end. The room thus has two centers of a rather definite nature

and use; one center is quiet in character; the other is sociable. A large

central rug laid parallel with the walls of the rocm unites the two groups

and at the same time defines the open space that is free for passage.

With such an arrangement, persons moving about the room are in no

danger of running into oddly placed objects. This arrangement is both

more reasonable and more restful than arrangement A.

Diagram C is an alternate arrangement for carrying out the two-center

idea already explained. Here the reading center has been emphasized by

placing the table on the longitudinal axis of the room and by using a

separate rug for each group. The location of the divan and the piano
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A

along the width rather than the length of the room, tends to make the

room look wider and shorter than in B. This suggestion is an important

one to remember when furnishing a narrow room; objects placed across

the ends seem to widen and shorten the space, while objects placed along

the sides tend to increase the already great length and to decrease the

already narrow width. The arrangement shown in C is both livable

and restful.

the essentials of arrangement

From the foregoing analysis it is evident that good arrangement results

from observing two general principles: first, the arrangement of objects

should follow, repeat,

or fit the structural

outlines of the space

used; second, objects

should not be scattered

over the space, but

should be disposed in

groups or masses in

order that large open

spaces may be left to

set off the arrange-

ment.

The diagrams shown

in figure 6 illustrate

the first essential of

good arrangement.
The long side of a room

is shownwith draperies

at window and door,

and with couch and

pictures between.

In arrangement A
there is a continual

use of diagonal lines

in the disposition of

the furnishings; the curtains are draped back, the pictures are hung in

steps, and the couch has an irregular sloping back. As a result the

general impression of the arrangement is spotty and fancy.

In B the furnishings are all arranged in straight lines, thereby creating

a simpler, more restful, and more dignified effect than the one shown

in A. In B the window and door curtains hang in straight folds, following-

the structural shape of the openings; a couch of simple, rectangular form

•B-

Fig. 6.— Arrangements of furnishings along an interior

wall. Diagram A illustrates poor arrangement; diagram
B good arrangement
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c

Fig.

D
7.

—

Good and poor arrangements of
mats on a table

is placed centrally on the large wall space between window and door;

above it are grouped three pictures of equal size, hung in a straight row

from straight wires. The tops of win-

dow and door are on the same level,

and so may be joined by a molding.

Other illustrations of the foregoing

principle are shown in figures 7 and 8.

The arrangement of square mats in

diagrams A and B of figure 7 is illogical

and poor, because it does not follow,

repeat, or fit the structural outlines of

the table top. By the same analysis

the arrangements shown in diagrams

C and D are good. By similar reason-

ing it is evident that the arrangement

of pictures on a page, illustrated in

figure 8, is poor in diagrams A and

B and good in diagrams C and D.

Both reason and visual repose are expressed in the good arrangements

of figures 7 and 8.

The diagrams in figure 9 illustrate the second essential of good

arrangement. In diagram A three windows are placed at wide intervals

along a wall, thereby breaking both

the lighting and the wall area into

several insignificant parts. In diagram

B the windows are grouped. This

arrangement is not only more interest-

ing than the one shown in A, but it is

more sensible, since it leaves large wall

spaces on either hand for furniture.

Furthermore, a single flood of light

coming through a group of windows

is more effective than three separate

shafts of light that so cross and recross

each other that it is almost impossible

to place a piece of furniture or to work

out a color scheme with any certainty

of effect. Therefore both sense and

beauty favor arrangment B.

These two essential ideas of arrange-

ment are general, and hence may be applied to any problem of arrangement

whether large or small. For instance, thus tested, the old nursery
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method of planting shrubs and trees was a violation of good arrangement,

since it merely scattered them here and there over an oi)en lawn.
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In acquiring a sense of arrangement one must keep constantly in mind
the purpose for which objects or materials are chosen and used. They
must be true to the function for which they stand. Qualities that would

be unbearable in a picture can be forgiven in a chair, for, if a chair is

comfortable and soundly built, it must be granted a grudging respect

even though it be cursed with poor ornament. But a weak or an inane

picture has no excuse for being, since its only value is an aesthetic one,

and if it fails in this, its very presence gives the lie to its apparent purpose.

Unless objects that pretend to be artistic are of a superior quality, they

are of no use whatever; the space they leave unoccupied is more
valuable than their presence. Better an excess of empty space than one

article too many, for space is expressive of dignity and repose and acts

healingly on the tired mind and body. It has been said that the sculptor

is thrilled at the sight of an uncut block of marble because of the enormous

possibilities it suggests to his imagination; likewise that the artist is

stimulated to great dreams before a stretch of empty canvas. Even so

do the free spaces of an uncrowded home react on the minds of the occu-

pants.

THE VALUE OF A PLANNED ARRANGEMENT FOR FURNISHING

The diagrams in figure 5 are suggestive of the way in which the

arrangement of other rooms may be worked out. Not only the living

room but also the study, the office, the dining room, the kitchen, and the

bedrooms may be completely planned out with pencil and paper.

The advantages of furnishing or refurnishing according to a definite

arrangement are several:

First, the plan is fixed before it is carried out. In this way every decision

can be wisely balanced without the pressure of hurry.

Second, a plan makes for economy, for it reduces the usual mistakes

in purchasing to a minimum, and puts a check on needless and impulsive

buying. At the same time it finds a place for and uses to advantage

present belongings.

Third, it eliminates trash and bric-a-brac. No one would seriously

include in a furnishing scheme the mass of trifling stuff that is allowed

to accvmiulate in the home.

Fourth, it simplifies the problem of selecting new articles, for the nature

and the use of the various things are defined by the plan.

Fifth, it secures a coherent result.

Last and best, the planning of the arrangement gives play to the

imagination. It becomes, for the time being, a game. It is so easy,

so inexpensive, and so delightful after a hard day's work, to sit down in

an easy chair and give vent to a dream. Without waste, disorder, or a
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penny's worth of expense, one can mentally sweep a room bare of its

furnishings and work out a new furnishing scheme as one would like to

have it. The next day that scheme may be discarded and replaced by a

different one. The third day a fresh idea may arrive, until the one desired

result is finally crystallized, after many moods and thoughts have been

brought to bear on the problem, and impressions have taken shape. Then
it is time to get pencil and paper so that all the data on walls, floors,

curtains, chairs, and the like, may be grouped together and used as refer-

ence material.

The room or rooms in question should then be accurately measured and

drawn out on paper at a scale of perhaps one-quarter of an inch to the

foot. Every window, door, jog, or built-in feature should be exactly

located on the drawing, and its size marked. The various pieces of

furniture to be reused should be measured, and their sizes recorded. A
person thus has in graphic form the actual sizes and the structural con-

ditions of the space and the furniture at his disposal.

some general suggestions

It is evident that the task of selecting new furnishings becomes simple

in proportion as the plan of arrangement becomes definite. In order to

experiment intelligently with the problem of final arrangement, it is

necessary to canvass the details of the whole situation. The selection of

new things then becomes a matter of choosing such objects as will fit a

definite place, a definite purpose, and a more or less definite color scheme.

Nothing so helps a tradesman to show a customer the right goods,

as a specific description of the article desired. If a customer asks to be

shown plain or two-toned wall papers in warm gray, tan, or brown, he

immediately classifies his request in such a way that the salesman can

without waste of time show whatever goods he has of the sort described.

Then, too, the purchaser not only sees what he asks for, but is spared

the bewilderment that usually results from being shown an array of

undesirable showy papers.

A salesman has no way of knowing what is wanted if the customer

himself is vague in his request. Consequently the clerk is forced to

show his whole stock and to use whatever powers of suasion he has to

make some sort of a sale. Frequently the maze of material that is shown

confuses rather than clarifies the mind of the customer, so that he is

easily persuaded to buy something, which, on reflection, his common
sense or taste would declare unfit. Two or more trips to the store are

usually better than one, unless one's taste and decision have proved

especially reliable. Several shopping excursions are hardly more waste-

ful of time and effort than the energy that is lost through disliking or

regretting or even enduring for years a misfit purchase.
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No one should count as lost the time that is consumed in a personal

cultivation of taste. There is in every human bcinj;, and especially in

every woman, an innate yearning to express herself in the things around

her. If she can learn to translate human qualities into material ones,

that is, if she can learn to see the relation between orderliness of arrange-

ment and tranquility of soul, between confusion and nervousness, between

harmony of color and harmony of mind, between honesty of form and

directness of thought,— then she will have realized the essential meaning

of art in daily life and will be able to mold the home surroundings, not

according to outward rules and conventions, but according to inward needs.
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THE CORNELL READING-COURSE FOR THE FARM HOME
This course was instituted so that the problems of the farm home could

be studied in the same scientific way as are those of the farm. The lessons

are on such household subjects as relate to food, shelter, and clothing, and

are accompanied by discussion papers. The discussion papers contain

questions that bring out the point of view of the practical housekeeper.

As a result there has been a large personal correspondence with the women
of the State, who are at liberty to ask questions at any time relating to

their home problems. The Reading-Course for the Farm Home is free

to residents of New York State. A lesson is issued each month. For

further information address the Department of Home Economics, College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

The lessons available in the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm Home
are as follows:

13 Cornell study clubs

1 5 Principles of jelly-making

17 The preservation of food in the

home.— Part I

19 The preservation of food in the

home.— Part II

2 1 The preservation of food in the

home.— Part III

23 Rules for cleaning

25 Saving strength

2 7 Choice and care of utensils

2g Cost of food

31 Household bacteriology

33 Vegetable-gardening

35 The flower garden

37 Home economics at the New
York State College of Agri-

ciilture

39 The farmhouse

41 Rules for plamiing the family

dietary

43 The box luncheon

45 Hints on choosing textiles

47 A canning business for the

farm home

49 Household insects and meth-

ods of control

51 A story of certain table fur-

nishings

53 The Christmas festival

55 Rice and rice cookery

57 A syllabus of lessons for ex-

tension schools in home
economics

59 Sewage disposal for country

homes

61 Attic dust and treasures

63 The young woman on the

farm

65 Farmhouse amusements for

girls and boys

67 Canning clubs in New York
State.— Part I. Organiza-

tion

69 Canning clubs in New York

State.— Part II. Prin-

ciples and methods of can-

mng
71 Canning clubs in New York

State.— Part HI. Can-

ning equipment

73 Making cake.— Part I

75 Making cake.— Part II

77 Songs that live
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79 Programs for use in study 83 Raising vegetables for canning

clubs 85 The arrangement of household

81 Potatoes in the dietary furnishings

The preceding list is correct to April i, 191 5. The demand may at

any time exhaust the supply of particular numbers. Requests will be

filled as long as the supply lasts.
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FARMHO^USE SERIES

THE ARRANGEMENT OF HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

DISCUSSION PAPER

By means of the discussion papers we have an opportunity to become

acquainted. We shall take it as an indication on your part that you are

interested if you answer the questions and return them to us. The staff

of the Department of Home Economics is ready to assist in your study

of scientific home-making. We want your assistance as well. Ask
questions, offer suggestions, let us have the benefit of your experience.

You thus become a vital part of the Department of Home Economics in

its effort for scientific housekeeping.

Will you please send your opinions on the following points to the Super-

visors of the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm Home?

[1599]
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I. What points do you consider important in the arrangement of a

dining room?

2. What features have troubled 3^ou most about the arrangement of

your kitchen?

3. What points do you consider important in the arrangement of a bed-

room?
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4. Do you notice and enjoy the pictures on your walls, or do you regard

them as space fillers?

0- What three features about your home are most restful to you?

Name.

.

Address

.

Date...
lOI
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THE DECORATIVE USE OF FLOWERS

Annette J. Warner

N THE reading books used in school two or three

generations ago, there was a poem by Mar}^ Howitt,

entitled The Use of Flowers in which was advanced

the startling proposition that

God might have made the earth bring forth

Enough for great and small,

The oak tree and the cedar tree

Without a flower at all.

The world would be empty indeed if from mountain

and plain, garden and greenery, literature and song,

art, language, and the soul of man, had been absent the potent influence

of the gentle race of flowers. Gems and birds, dawns and sunsets, earth

and ocean, would have given manifestations of nature's superabundant

wealth, but not with that intimate sympathy with which the flowers,

nestling deep into the heart of man, have interpreted the wonderftil color

possibilities in a ray of light, and expressed nature in her most friendl}'

mood. A few grasses, the warm earth after rain, the salt tonic of the

sea, might have suggested a secret garden beyond sight and sound, where

the air was imbued with a new vitality; but without the flowers where

would have been found the key to this perfimied paradise or the vocab-

ulary^ wherewith to name its treasures?

With no consideration of the part that strvicture and odor of flowers

play in the perpetuation of plants, or of their value as reservoirs of honey

or as storehouses of medicine, this lesson deals with only their aesthetic

service, " To minister delight to man, to beautify the earth."

Before men were bidden nearly two thousand years ago to " consider

the lilies," flowers were used in decorative design and religious ceremonial,

probably for their symbolism rather than for real delight in their beauty.

The poets of Japan, however, celebrated the beauties of flower and tree

[1603]
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in verse and song as early as the seventh centur}'. But, thoiigh Chaucer

and vShakespeare were close observers of nature, it was not until the time

of Wordsworth and Ruskin that there was among western nations the

human response to nature's appeal that is known to-day. Now there

is no important function in the social world,

A wedding or a funeral,

A mourning or a festival,

in which so-called floral decorations do not play a part. There is much yet

to learn from the canons of good taste as to the appropriateness of a mere

lavish display, especially of exotics and forced hothouse flowers. The

Japanese would be as ready to wear stmimer clothes in winter as to use

flowers that are out of season for decorative purposes.

The term flowers, as used in the title of this lesson, refers not only to

blossoms but to leaves, berries, seed packs, and any other form of plant

life that has decorative possibilities.

An arrangement of flowers may be a work of art in which ever}^ essential

of design in form and color may be exemplified. In such creative work

there are four steps:

1. Gathering the plant materials

2. Selection of the receptacle that is to contain them

3. Effective placing of the arrangement

4. Manner of arranging the flowers in the receptacle

GATHERING THE PLANT MATERIALS

The three general sources from which to obtain plant materials are

the greenhouse, the garden, and the fields and woods.

The greenhouse.— The greenhouse is the most specialized and expensive

source for plant material. While on certain occasions and at certain

times of the year it is necessary to use hothouse plants, the greenhouse

cannot be considered a general source of supply for ever\'day use. Hot-

house flowers bear about the same relation to garden and wild plant

materials as fresh tomatoes in winter bear to the bulk of the family diet.

For this reason the hothouse prodvict will not be further considered in this

lesson.

The garden.— By the garden is meant any place where plants are in\4ted

to grow, in fence comers, beside walks, against buildings, around door^

ways, in beds or borders.

It is not necessary^ to have a large plot cultivated as a garden, but from

frost to frost let no one who has even a bit of land connected with his home

be without a succession of bloom, which may be gathered to grace the
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table, enliven the living room, give welcome to the guest, or bear a message

of sympathy or congratulation to other households. A carefiil study of

any good seed catalogue will supply a list suited to the needs of all homes.

Even so limited a variety as small beds of lilies of the valley, pansies, and

nasturtiums, with a row of sweet peas, should furnish a succession of

flowers throughout the season. All of these flow^ers are grateful for being

picked, are delicate in odor, have great variety in color and form, and

would add to ever}^ meal a touch that would lift it from the plane of mere

physical necessity to one where the spirit also is refreshed. In some

Fig. 10.

—

It is a pity to despoil the roadsides of flowers, sprays of berries, and other groivths

flower-loving cities, such as Washington, Baltimore, IndianajDolis, and the

cities of California, the markets afford an opportunity to buy flowers as

well as foods.
" If I had two loaves of bread,"

Mohammed said,
" I would sell one that I might buy
Sweet hyacinths to satisfy

My hungry soul."

By planting one new shrub or one or two perennials each year a person

would, ahnost before he is aware of it, have a group of garden materials

that would never be without blossoms. Such a planting would furnish
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a variety of color schemes from month to month, which would make a

decorative feature on the outside of the house, and which would be ready-

to add its quota to the special occasion in home, church, or town. There

are plants, such as hollyhocks, foxglove, and some other border plants

and shrubs, that should not be asked to spare their flowers for any ordinary

occasion, but when placed within view of the windows such flowers help

to complete the adornment of the room.

The school may also have its garden. There is a wonderful sense of

proprietorship in the flowers brought up by hand in the school yard.

Here again formal beds and garden plots are not desirable. Flowering

plants are much more decorative when planted near fences and steps, or

beside walks, walls, and buildings. If seed catalogues were carefully

studied in the winter, and if each child or a group of children were respon-

sible for flowers certain weeks in spring and fall, what joyous lessons in

gardening, in color, and in design might result! Hardy perennials

that are early or late bloomers would be the better choices, of course;

otherwise arrangement must be made for the care of the plants during

the long vacation. It would be better to have no plants at all than for the

children to grow weary and leave a group of famished flowers to testify to

a passing alTection.

Nowhere are flowers more appropriate than in the church. Here

the scale or the size of the flower arrangement is an important consideration.

The charming little nosegay suitable at home is entirely lost in this larger

place. Only large blossoms or sprays are adapted to church decoration;

therefore, when the garden is planned it should include not only small,

intimate flowers, but some of a bolder nature.

The fields and woods.—The school, with its many eager messengers,

can easily depend for its decorative material on field, forest, mountain,

and meadow. The supply is boundless, the season a complete circle.

Experience teaches, however, that some flowers, which are exquisite in

their native haunts, do not lend themselves happily to the conventional

environment of the interior of buildings. Children should be taught

what flowers to gather and how to gather those.

Any one who has an extended acquaintance with children or with

schools, is familiar with the bunches of flowers gathered, short-stemmed

and leafless, by eager little perspiring hands and brought as offerings of

devotion to the teacher, who crowds them all — violets and buttercups,

sturdy growths and dainty growths— into one receptacle, where color and

form flght with each other and not even the fittest survive. One teacher

takes her children on a collecting expedition, but instead of handfuls of

flowers they bring home mental pictures. After studying the flowers

carefully in the places where they grow, they shut their eyes and describe
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them. If they have an incomplete picture, they open their eyes and
study the plants again. Such pictures are indelible and may be referred

to at will through life. A single flower or sometimes a bunch of flowers

may be taken for the schoolroom, but thoughtless waste of a harvest

that one has neither planted nor watered should be discouraged. vSuch

verses as the following by Juliana Horatia Ewing may well be com-

mitted to memor}':

Little kings and queens of the May,
Listen to me!
If you want to be
Every one of you very good.

In that beautiful, beautiful, beautiful wood.
Whatever you pluck
Leave some for good luck.r5^

Picked from the stalk or pulled up from the root,

From overhead or from under foot.

Water wonders of pond or brook;
Wherever you look and whatever }'ou find.

Leave something behind.

Some for the Naiads, some for the Dryads,
And a bit for the Nixies and Pixies.

O little sisters and little brothers.

Think for others and care for others!

And of all your little fingers find

Leave something behind!

Children are not the only offenders: The ruthless devastation of some

of the choicest plants by grown persons is even less excusable. The dainty

arbutus, which ten years ago used to steal out from under the snowdrifts

to lay a carpet for the coming spring, is nearly extinct now in many locali-

ties. There are street venders who make it a business to go out to the

country to capture these babes of the wood, tie a cord tightly aroiind

their necks, surround them with galax, and offer them for public sale

in the city streets. The few native Nantucketers who know it could not

be induced to tell the cherished secret of the hiding place of the heather.

They know too well the greed of the siunmer visitor, which would not leave

a single plant to tell the romantic tale of these little wanderers from

over the sea who have found a few rare places in this country where they

feel at home. The finger of shame should be pointed at any one who brings

home from his woodland walk an armful of orchids or trilliums or cardinal

flowers. Such vandalism defeats its own end, for nature has indicated,

by the rarity with which she has placed them, that one, or at most three,

are enough for one person. The distinction of the orchid is in its form.
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One plant of the Cypripedium acaule is better than many to show the

forceful curve of the stem rising from the ground with its one rare

blossom. No line of this untisual plant, from the root leaves to the toe of

the moccasin with its fluttering ribbon ties, should be lost.

It is a pity to despoil the roadvsides of flowers, sprays of berries, and

other growths that have been arranged so picturesquely by the landscape

gardener, Nature. By going a bit out of the way into wood or pasture

one can usually get any quantity of the same flower and thus leave un-

molested those by the wayside to gladden the eyes of all later passers-by.

The amateur botanist has doubtless been responsible for the disappear-

ance of some rare plants. It used to be " accounted for righteousness
"

in the schools to capture as many specimens as possible, press, mount,

label, and file them for future reference. One enthusiastic high school

teacher was accustomed to require each member of her class to secure

seventy-five specimens. A better test is suggested by Emerson:

Hast thou named all the birds without a gun.
Loved the wood rose, and left it on its stalk?

There is one hopeful element in this greedy appropriation of the wild

flowers. It indicates a growing appreciation of nature, which may lead

in time to the perpetuation of some of the fast vanishing species, and

the growing of them in their native haunts where the right conditions

of soil, water, light, and heat can best be obtained. There are waste

lands suitable for such plants, which might be made to yield a good income,

and a new industry, the intelligent propagation of wild flowers for city

markets, might be established.

There are many flowers, such as daisies and buttercups, asters and

goldenrod. Queen Anne's lace and black-eyed susans, that may be picked

in unlimited quantities. If pulled up by the roots, the approbation

of the farmer, who regards them as pests, would be secured. Most of

these flowers are attractive, too, in large masses, and nature will see

to it that these little Ishmaelites of the fields do not perish from the earth.

The gentian is not " the year's last child," and resources for decorative

motives for home, school, and church, are not exhausted when the snow

comes. One drawing teacher never begins a winter without some sprightly

little sedges in one particular vase, some cotton grass in another, some

branches of the bayberry, and a mass of russet oak leaves, which are

quite as appealing in color and form as in their green youth. The scarlet

berries of the black alder, or Ilex vcrticillata, the bittersweet, the gray-

green boats of the milkweed with their silk-winged crew just peeping

out, and many berries and seed packs, are as effective for decoration as

are flowers.
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Fields and woods are replete with decorative material of a siifficiently

large and generous gro^^i;h to be smtable for the church. Foliage is often

more effective than flowers. The evergreens are all good. Small spruces

and cedars, potted from the pastures and standing straight as Christmas

candles and sjTTimetrical as bay trees, are excellent decoration. Masses

of oak leaves, laurel, or evergreen are in general more appropriate than

palms for the northern latitude. Nor need one be confined to green in

the use of foliage. One of the most effective decorations in a gray and

ivory, red-carpeted, colonial chiirch, was produced by the use of sprays

of grapevine arranged in jardinieres and trailed along the choir rail so

that the soft whitish undersides of the leaves appeared like so many
blossoms. The new gro\\i;h of the oak and the maple on burnt-over or

pasture lands is as exquisite in color as are flowers. One sumac bush,

with its \dgorous leaves and upright cones of red standing before the

pulpit, should inspire shepherd and flock alike to lift up their hearts in

thanksgiving to Him ^^•ho made all things beautiful in their season.

There are always organizations, the Christian Endeavor, the Priscilla, the

Girls' Friendly, and the women's societies, that woiild tmdertake to make
the church beautiful ever}^ Sunday if onh' there could be found a leader

to organize the work. In one countr\- town a women's club arranged

to furnish the flowers from both garden and field according to the list

given at the end of this lesson.

If every one but realized the decorative resources supplied by the native

trees and shrubs, which grow all about, school, church, or grange hall

would never be disfigured by silly festoons of brilliantl}' colored paper

and bimting— an artificial attempt at decoration excusable onh- in cities

where natural materials are not available.

In order that the flowers may keep, as well as to protect the plants,

flowers should be cut, not picked nor " piilled," preferably in the morning

or the evening. When cut they should be plunged as soon as possible into

deep water and allowed to stand in a cool room or a cellar for two or

three hours before they are arranged. If some time elapses before they

are arranged, it is better to snip the ends of the stems again. They should

be placed so that the blossoms are supported, especially if they are fragile;

often long-stemmed blossoms will keep much longer if " rested " in this

way during the night.

Flowers stay fresh much longer if the temperature in which they are

grown can be maintained. Sometimes such flowers as heliotrope and

dahlias will keep much longer if the stems are thrust into boiling water or

into a direct flame for a moment, and immediately after plunged into

cold water. Green branches cut in winter should be placed in ice

water.
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Fig. II.— For many floivers nothing is better than plain glass bowls or vases, which may
be obtained in a great variety of shapes at a department store, a, Water-color painting

cup. b, Olive bottle, c, Oil bottle, d, Square glass dish, e, Straw-covered bottle.

f, Glass flower holder, g, Glassware

Flowers keep fresh longer if the leaves below the water are removed,

for the decaying vegetable matter poisons the water. If glass vases are

used, it would not, of course, be desirable to strip the stems of the foliage,

but the water should be changed very frequently. The ends of the stems

should not rest on the bottom of the container. With a large surface of

water exposed to the air flowers will remain fresh longer than when the

surface is small and confined.

SELECTION OF THE VASE OR THE RECEPTACLE

Simplicity and fitness are guide words to use in the selection of a recep-

tacle for any decorative arrangement of flowers, and every home maker,

teacher, and church society should have a large variety. Celia Thaxter,

Fig. 12.— A collection of pottery in good neutral coloring obtainable in the housekeepers'

section of a department store
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Fig. 13.— Reasonably priced vases of good shape and texture in neutral tones of

various colors

who spent most of her summers in a garden on the island of Appledore,

had over a hundred containers of all shapes and sizes, in low neutral

colors. This does not necessarily entail a large expense. Only one of

those used in the illustrations given herewith cost more than a dollar,

and some of them were obtained without money and without price, being

the containers for olives, mustard, oil, ginger, or other commodities. The

purveyors of some brands of goods believe that a well-designed receptacle

will aid in the sale of their products. These are much better than the

vases, ugly in line, unwieldy in shape, aggressive in color, overloaded

with decoration, that are manufactured to sell to the innocent and the

unwary for Christmas presents. The color or the decoration on the

receptacle should be in accord with that which it contains, echoing its

Fig. 14.— Good flower containers, a, Confectionery container, b, Mustard jar.

d, .Section of bamboo, f, Blacking bottle, h, Ginger jar. c, e, and g, Odd shapes
picked up in travel
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color, line, or shape, but never vying with these. The province of

the receptacle is to serve; its highest use is to supplement, to enhance,

the beauty of the composition, as does the accompanist the song, as does

the frame the picture, as does the gown the woman.

A suggestion for the color of receptacles may be taken from the natural

environment 'of the flowers. Swamp orchids spring from gray-green

beds of moss, delicately colored flowers of the springtime from the brown

leaves of the previous autumn, and later summer flowers from the soft

green tints of the sod land.

For many flowers nothing is better than plain glass bowls or vases, which

may be obtained in a variety of shapes at a good department store (Fig.

ii). The stems showing through the glass add an effect of color sure to

harmonize with the whole. Sweet peas are never more effective than in a

straight glass tumbler; pansies need a low bowl, and the lily a high flaring

vase. Each arrangement calls for its special shape, and the true lover

of flowers will keep an eye open for these, not scorning hiunble sources

(Figs. 12 and 14).

EFFECTIVE PLACING OF THE ARRANGEMENT

The placing of an arrangement of flowers often determines its form;

therefore the position it is to occupy should be considered from the first.

The observer's point of view should influence the arrangement. Some
plants look their best in a jar placed on the floor. Pond lilies never look

so well as when floating in a shallow dish on a taboret or a stand that is

lower than an ordinary table. Some plants or bouquets are most attractive

when placed on a window sill and silhouetted against the light. White

lilies or golden glow light up a dark comer effectiveh'. Drooping branches

or vines arrange themselves naturally when placed on a mantelpiece

(Fig. 15) or in baskets or other receptacles hung against the wall. If

the walls of the room were thought of as the background for flowers and

pictures, many designs and colorings in wall papers would never be

chosen (Fig. 16). The plain or soft-toned papers in neutral colorings

make the best backgrounds (Fig. 17). Various flowers suit various moods,

different occasions, different rooms. The flowers that supply the most

charming and intimate features of the home breakfast table wovild probably

be out of place at a banquet.

In decorating a church, a hall, or a home for some special occasion, or

even when decorating a temporary structure, such as a band stand or

a booth at a fair, many mistakes would easily be avoided if the structure

of the building were taken as a guide. It is a principle in art to decorate

construction rather than to construct decoration. A rude dining room

on the Maine seacoast, with unplaned posts and crossbeams, was trans-
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Fig. 15.— Drooping branches or vines arrange themselves naturallywhen placed on a

mantelpiece
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formed into a handsome banquet hall by covering the important structural

features with the bayberry shrubs that grow abundantly in that vicinity.

Usually there is a

reason for emphasizing

the decoration in one

l)lace more than in any

other, as the puljjit

end of the church, the

])latform at a gradu-

ation, the place of cere-

mony at a wedding. If

there is no reason for

decorating some spe-

cial place, and if the

room does not suggest

it, a center of interest

should be assumed
somewhere for the sake

of the better effect

produced by a domi-

nating feature.

No phase of flower

arrangement is more

constantly recurring

than that of table deco-

ration. The restraint

and the simplicity now
recognized as marks of

refinement in the prep-

aration and serving

of meals, in contrast

to the table overloaded

\\-ith a great variety of

food, which was the

exaggerated expres-
sion of old Saxon hos-

pitality, should also

characterize the deco-

ration of the table.

Beauty resides in

quality rather than in
Fig. i6.—If the walls of the room were thought of as the back-

(-|,,q^-t-{f^ oj-,(^ ig often
ground for flowers and pictures, many designs and colorings " "

_
-'

in wall paper would never be chosen more in evidence when
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stem and leaf and growth are seen than when these have been obHterated

by a mere mass of color. Table decoration should be low so that conver-

sation may be general,

and so that persons

sitting opposite each

other need not play

hide and seek. Flowers

with a very delicate

odor, or with no odor

at all, should be se-

lected for the table.

If the table were the

size of King Arthur's

round table or of the

large central table in a

great banqueting hall,

treelike masses with

slender vases to sup-

port the stems, or,

better still, baskets

hanging above the

height of heads, would

be good, though the

room as a whole rather

than the table would

be affected by such an

arrangement. How-
ever, decoration for

the home table and

for village fetes is the

chief concern in this

lesson. Garlands of

flowers or vines wan-

dering in and out

among the dishes, or

any forms of deco-

ration that interfere

with service, are out

of place.

There may be either

a central arrangement

(Fig. 18) or something pjQ_ ^^^^xhe plain or soft-toned papers in neutral colorings

at each plate, or, for a make the best backgrounds
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very special occasion, a combination of both (Fig. 19). Little flat water

cups, such as are shown in figure 19, cost only forty cents a dozen and are

very appropriate for certain flowers. For a small table one low central

composition is usually most desirable. For a long table there may be a

central arrangement and others that are subordinate. The shape of the

centerpiece should repeat the shape of the table; it should be round

for a round table, or long and narrow if the table is that shape. The color

of the flowers should harmonize with the color, of the china and of the

room. The decorations shoidd be appropriate to the occasion and should

reflect its spirit. Forget-me-nots, daisies, and buttercups are suitable

Fig. 18.

—

-The shape of the centerpiece should repeat the shape of the table; it should be

round for a round table, or long and narrow if the table is that shape

for the child's birthday; rosebuds, wild clematis, or virgin's bower, sweet

peas, and dafi^odils for a young girl, unless lilies, marigolds, black-eyed

susans, peach blossoms, iris, or other flowers in season happen to have

a happier significance. Bride's roses, lilies of the valley, apple, peach,

or any other fruit blossoms, are a good selection for the bride. For the

mother's birthday, violets, many of the roses, and other flowers, among

which her favorite should be given first choice, would be appropriate.

Bachelor's-buttons, sweet williams, or johnny-jump-ups may suitably

celebrate the young man's coming of age. Laurel, oak leaves, chr>^san-

themums (a court flower and one associated with longevity in Japan),

and other stately blossoms would be appropriate decorations for a dinner

in honor of a town or state official or the victor in a village tournament
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or other contest. In Japan certain flowers each month are considered

especially felicitous. All this sjonbolism is in line with Emerson's sug-

gestion: _ . , , , ,,
Let statue, picture, park and hall,

Ballad, flag and festival

The past restore, the day adorn.
And make to-morrow a new mom.

MANNER OF ARRANGEMENT

As in other forms of design there must first be an idea to express. To
the expression of the idea ever}'' blossom, leaf, and stem, the spaces between

Fig. 19.— There may be a central arrangement, or something at each plate, or, for a very

special occasion, a combination of both

them, the receptacle containing them, and the decoration on the receptacle,

if there is any, should contribute.

The decorative elements in plants are line, form, and color. Those

plants whose chief attraction is in form or line shoidd be used singly or

in small groups so that these qualities may be seen to best advantage.

Those whose preeminent attraction is their color may be massed. Those,

which are thrice blessed, possessing beauty of form, line, and color may be

arranged singly, in small groups, or in large masses, according to the

characteristic to be emphasized or the place and the purpose for which

they are chosen.

Line is the dominant attribute of goldenrod. One stem, or at most

three, is more effective than a large mass. When goldenrod is bunched
102
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in the usual manner, the forceful grace of its wandlike stem is lost entirely

;

also the greenish yellow of the flowers as seen in mass is disappointing.

In orchids, lilies, and iris, form is the chief clement of beauty and should

have first consideration. Such flowers should never be massed.

Fig. 20.— Peonies are difficult to arrange singly ajid are much more splendid massed

Color is the dominant attraction in pansies, sweet peas, violets, and

lasturtiums ; therefore the more of these the better. Peonies are difficult

to arrange singly and are much more splendid when massed (Fig. 20).

In many plants form and color are both so attractive that the plant

may be selected for either characteristic, but in the decorative arrange-

ment one idea should be dominant.

The rose is one of the best examples of threefold adaptability. One
long-stemmed rose in a slender vase, which will keep it in position, is

a thing of beauty in line, which should give joy to a whole household

(Fig. 23) ; a group of three at different stages of opening, with their leaves,

is an example of beauty of form, which would furnish a notable decoration

;

and a mass of full-blown roses would present a glory of color, which might

well be the special decorative feature at a wedding, a graduation, or

a church service in Jtme. The chr^^santhemum and the poppy are almost

equally adaptable.

In some cases foliage is the attractive feature, and it possesses the same

elements of hne, form, and color. Rushes and grasses are lovely in line.

Some varieties of oak are so impressive in form that they should be
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arranged so that the shape of each leaf in the spray may be seen. The
acanthus and the iv}^ have furnished inspiration for generations of sculp-

tors. The begonia and many varieties of autumn foliage rival flowers in

brilliancy of color; more often, however, foliage is the background and
should be subordinate to flowers. In many cases it is necessar}^ to remove

some of the leaves so that they do not compete wiith the flowers in

interest. Carnations should preferably be arranged with their own
foliage. Often they come from the florist accompanied by asparagus

or sword ferns, a combination incongruous in both form and color. Perhaps

some day a lover of carnations will develop a variety of them profuse in

leafage and will grow it to furnish foliage for the flowering varieties.

Nattire is very careful about the foliage she uses with flowers, and uses

a different green with white lilacs from the one she uses w4th the colored

species. At times she sends the flowers before the leaves, as in the case

of the azaleas and many of the fruit blossoms, so that the contrasting

character of the erratic stems is not missed. There are ahvays leaves

when xaolets and sweet peas and nasturtiums blossom. Fewer blossoms

Fig. 21.— Violets or hepaticas, ripple grass or dandelions, carefully selected and some-
times pruned, are charming

with a little of the foliage make a much more attractive arrangement

than a mass of blossoms and no leaves. Even though buds must be

picked with the blossoms in order to secure enough foliage, it should be

considered no sacrifice since they, too, contribute to the general effeC/t.
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The nature of the plant growth should suggest the manner of arrange-

ment. Branches of trees should be arranged so that their strong, rugged

character is preserved. Vines should appear to run or droop or climb.

When grace and delicacy distinguish plants these characteristics should

not be lost in arrangement.

Whole plants, such as the primrose (Fig. 22), the cyclamen, and many
bulbs, such as daffodils, jonquils, and tulips, furnish a ready-made arrange-

ment difficult to equal. Violets or hcpaticas, ripple grass or dandelions,

carefully selected and sometimes judiciously pruned, are charming (Fig. 21).

One bit of sod from a New England pasture has been known to furnish

ten varieties of i:)lants, and is a wild garden in itself. Taken early in

March and brought into the favoring warmth of the house, it is a prophecy

of the spring easily read by a family of children, who receive thereby

a vision of the beauty of a little grass plant not so easily perceived when
the plants comx in battalions.

The life histor}^ of the plant may be implied by flower, bud, and pod,

as in the poppy (Fig. 24), or the habitat may be suggested, as in

the arrangement of buttercups and grasses (Fig. 26). Clover and daisies

also feel at home among the grasses, as do poppies and cornflowers in the

grain. Water plants are in their element literally when arranged in a

large, flat bowl of water. Other plants whose attraction is in their form

of growth look well in such a receptacle, for the broad, low lines, in the

case of land plants, stand for the ground (Fig. 18). The perforated glass

holders (Fig. 1 1 , f), which may be obtained at almost any department store,

are very helpful in such arrangements. By means of these or the Japanese

supports (Fig. 13, front center) in the bottom of a jardiniere, it is possible

to make more characteristic arrangements with fewer branches than it has

been the custom to employ. The use of these and other ingenious siip-

ports for the stems is an art in Japan, where the arrangement of flowers

has its literature and professors and is considered no mean employment

for persons in the highest ranks of society. Just such effects may be

obtained b}^ strips of lead bent in various ways, by filling the bowl or the

receptacle with sand or small stones, or by using forked or split sticks

fitted tightly across the bowl or the vase so as to hold the stem or the

branches threaded through them firmly in place.

THE RELATION OF FLOWER ARRANGEMENT TO THE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

It is a matter of common experience that a thoughtful combining of

objects or materials will in general be more satisfactory than a thoughtless,

haphazard one. When order, reason, and thought for the finished effect

control any arrangement, the result becomes what is technically called a

design. Any one may learn to apply design to such ever^'da}- problems
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as the arrangement of furniture, of a dinner table, or of a bunch of flowers,

if a few essentials, or principles, of design are kept in mind. Summed

Fig. 22.— Whole plants, such as the primrose, the cyclamen, and many bulbs,

such as daffodils, jonquils, and tulips, furnish a ready-made arrangement

difficult to equal

up in simple form, the principles may be expressed by three terms:

harmony, balance, and rhythm.
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Harmony.— Harmony implies a degree of likeness, relationship, or

congeniality between parts. This is more easily obtained by the use of

one than of several kinds of plants, for in

nature there is a degree of harmony in the

different parts of one plant. The line of

leaf, stem, and flower is the common bond in

the lily. The same is true of the goldcnrod.

Color in the foliage of many plants changes

after the blossoms disappear and again when
the fruit is ripe ; constantly there is hannony
between blossoms, fruit, and leaves. When
apple trees bloom, there are very few leaves,

and those are a grayed tint of yellow-green.

When the blossoms fall, the leaves become

a deeper, more vivid green. As the fruit

ripens, the leaves lose their summer bril-

liancy, thus subordinating themselves to

the fruit.

Texture is another characteristic that

enters into the making of a harmonious

flower arrangement. The texture of the

hyacinth blossom harmonizes with the tex-

ture of its leaves, and the texture of the ge-

ranium with that of its leaves; but the foliage

of these plants could not be interchanged

effectively.

The receptacle should have some element

in common with the plant in a perfectly

harmonious arrangement. In figure 20 the

rounded bowl harmonizes in shape with the

form of the peonies; in figure 23 the tall, slim

vase is in keeping with the slender grace of

the rose. The second vase in figure 13 is

well adapted to the wandlike variety of

goldenrod. If the general shape of the plant

arrangement is short and rounded, low,

broad, bulbous vases are good. If the

bouquet is tall and slender, the vase should

be that shape. In figure 26 both the color

and the decoration of the bowl harmonize

with the sod from which the buttercups and

the grasses grew-

Fig. 23.— One long-stemmed rose

in a slender vase is a tiling of

beauty in line
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Balance.— Balance is concerned with stability. The arrangement

when complete should look secure, that is, it should not look top-heavy

or lopsided. This does not imply a sym-

metrical arrangement in which the oppo-

site sides of the bouquet are alike, but

rather a natural, easy grouping of var3ang

masses and lengths, such as nature

affords. This principle is well illustrated

by the familiar seesaw, in which equal

weights balance at equal distances from

the center, and unequal weights at

unequal distances from the center. In

flower arrangements equal or similar

masses of color or form arranged sym-

metrically would present a formal aspect

agreeable in the appearance of a building,

in furniture, and in many forms of per-

manent construction, but not in accord

with the free, picturesque balance favored

by nature. Therefore, while one should

aim for an arrangement that looks se-

cure, single blossoms or masses should

be disposed freely at unequal distances

from the center. Large or brilliant blos-

soms or masses placed nearer the center,

as is the heavier body in the seesaw, may
be balanced by smaller or less brilliant

or more scattered blossoms farther from

the center.

Rhythm.—Rhythm has been variously

defined and explained, but it always

implies a measured or a regular differ-

ence of some kind. This difference may
range from small to large in blossoms,

foliage, fruits, or other masses; from

short to long in stems or spaces (Fig. 25) ;

from less to greater in curve or angle

(Fig. 25, 4 and 6); from white through

deepening tints as in the varying

tones of pink in peonies and roses,

or through a series of hues as in the

gradations of color from yellow to

Fig. 24.— The life history of the plant

may be implied by flower, bud, and
pod
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orange in nasturtiums or calendulas or from blue to violet in sweet peas

or pansies.

Often flowers borne singly, such as carnations or chrysanthemums,

daisies or lilies, are cut with stems the same length and i^laced without

thought in a vase. A feeling for rhythm would lead one to cut the stems

in different, related lengths; then the flowers of themselves would fall

into a fairly agreeable arrangement.

This principle of rhythm is observed in man}- arrangements made by

the Japanese and is secured by them by the use of poetical s\Tnbolism,

which gives fanciful names, such as man and woman, or principal and

support, to the important and less important features in a two-stem

arrangement (Fig. 25, i); principal, secondary, and tertiary, or father,

mother, and child, or heaven, earth, and man, to the three-stem arrange-

Principal PnncipttI

Sub prtncipa

TerTi

Fig. 25.— Japanese fioiver arrangements: 1, Iwn-line arrangement; 2, three-line arrange-

ment; 3 five-line arrangement; 4, 5, 6, 7, various three-line arrangements

ment (Fig. 25, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7); center, north, south, east, and west, or earth,

fire, water, metal, and wood, or heart, help, the guest, skill, and the

finishing touch, to the five-part aiTangement (Fig. 25, 3), according to the

school or the nature of the arrangement.

But, remarkable as these arrangements are, it is not necessary to study

oriental symbolism or legend or custom to make others that are equally

good. The principles of art are fundamental and eternal; they know
no Orient nor Occident. Their forms of expression, to be sure, may vary ac-

cording to the people, the climate, and the age, but in the last analysis

any artistic product measures its worth according to its obedience to these

principles. They are obeyed as implicitly in a good arrangement of flowers

as in the making of any other good design. These principles, like the

Japanese symbolism, mean simply that in a good arrangement of flowers

there should always be a dominant, or central, feature— blossom or mass

or line — that the other features should be rhythmically related to it,
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Fig. 26.— The habitat of the plant may he suggested, as in this arrangement of buttercups

and grasses
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that the whole should be balanced on a central vertical in order to con-

stitute with the receptacle a harmony in line, form, and color, which will

appeal to the eye as a unit.

A LIST OF FLOWERS

The following list of flowers was arranged by a women's club for the

decoration of a country church with gray and ivory walls, and red pew
cushions and carpet:

WILD FLOWERS GARDEN FLOWERS

Pussy willow {Salix cordata)

Alder {Alnus serrnlata)

March

April

Marsh marigold, or cowslips (Caltha Daffodil (Narcissus pseudonarcissus)

palustris) Poet's narcissus ( Narcissus poeticus)

Shadbush, or June berry {Amelan- Forsythia (Forsythia), various
chier canadensis) species

Cydonia: scarlet japonica, or Ja]D-

anese quince {Cydonia japonica),

and other species

Ttilips (Tulipa), various species

May

Hobblebush ( Vibtirmini lantanoidcs)

Flowering dogwood {Cornns florida)

Am.erican crab apple (Pyrus 'coro-

naria)

Purple azalea, or pinkstcr flower

{Rhododendron nudijlormn)

Red maple {Acer rubrum) . Use the

winged fruit, the keys
Hawthorn {Craicegiis coccinea; C.

crus-galli; C. tomentosa)

vulgaris var.White lilac {Syringa

alba)

Viburnum {Viburnum lantana or

V. rugosmn)
Common, apple {Pyrus malus)
Iris (Iris), various species. Iris

Jragrans, a beautiful white species

Lily of the valley {Convallaria

majalis)

Wistaria (Wisteria), various species

Common horse-chestnut {ALsculus

hippocastanum)
Spiraea {Spircea arguta; S. pruni-

folia; S. thunbergii)

June

Tall buttercup {Ranunculus acris)

Black-berried elder (5 a m b u c u s

canadensis)

Dwarf wild rose {Rosa lucida)

Early wild rose {Rosa blanda)

Sweetbrier {Rosa rubiginosa)

Coneflower {Rudbeckia hirta)

Oxeye daisy iChrysantJicmnm Icii-

canthenlum)

Mountain laurel {Kalmia latifolia)

Peony (Paeonia), various species

Rose (Rosa), various species

Delphinitmi (Delphinium) larkspur

Canterbury bells {C a m p a n u I a

medium)
Old-fashioned snow-ball {Viburnum

opubis var. sterilis)

Japanese snowball {V i b u r n um
plicatum)

Spirsea {Spircza vanhouitei)
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WILD flowers GARDEN FLOWERS

July

Meadow lily (Lilium canadense) Spanish bayonet (I'Mccayi/am^nto^a)

American Turk's-cap lily (Lihum Golden glow {Rudheckia speciosa

siiperbiini) var. fiore pleno)

Tall meadow rue (Thalictrmn poly- Spirsa {Spircea salicijolia; S. sorbi-

gamu})i) folia; S. discolor var. aricefolia)

August

Staghom sumac {Rhus typlujui) with

fmit
Goldenrod (Solidago), v a r i o ii s

species

Queen Anne's lace (Daucus carota)

Common barbem' {Berhcris vul-

garis) . The fruit very decorative

from Atigust to November
\^irgin's bower (Clematis mrginiana).

The flowers beautiful in August;
the fruit in September

September

Salpiglossis (Salpiglossis) , various

species

Blanket flower (Gaillardia) , various

species

Zinnia (Zinnia), various species

Hydrangea {Hydrangea arborescens

var. grandiflora alba)

Stunac {RJms iyphina), autumn
coloring

High blackberry {Rubits villosus),

autumn coloring

Aster (Aster), various species

American mountain ash {Pyrus
americana), fruit

China aster (Callistephus), various

species

Scarlet sage {Salvia splendens)

Dahlia (Dalilia), various species

Marigold {Calendula officinalis)

Gladiolus (Gladiolus)

Grapevine (Vitis)

Japanese barberry {Berberis thnn-

bergii). Foliage decorative
through September and October

Bittersweet {Celastrus scandens)

Red maple (Acer rubrum)
Sugar maple (Acer saccharinum)
Oak (Quercus), various species

October

Chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum)

,

various species

Cosmos (Cosmos), various species

THE CORNELL READING COURSE FOR THE FARM HOME
This course was instituted so that the problems of the farm home could

be studied in the same scientific wa}^ as are those of the farm. The lessons

are on such household subjects as relate to food, shelter, and clothing, and are

generally accompanied by discussion papers, which contain questions that

bring out the point of view of the practical housekeeper. As a result there

has been a large personal correspondence with the women of the State,

who are at liberty to ask questions at any time relating to their home
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problems. The Reading Course for the Farm Home is free to residents

of New York State. A lesson is issued each month. For further infor-

mation address the Department of Home Economics, College of Agricul-

ture, Ithaca, New York.

The lessons available in the Cornell Reading Course for the Farm Home
are as follows:

1 5 Principles of jelly-making

1 7 The preservation of food in the

home.— Part I

19 The preservation of food in the

home.— Part H
2 i The preservation of food in the

home.— Part HI
23 Rules for cleaning

25 Saving strength

27 Choice and care of utensils

29 Cost of food

31 Household bacteriology

33 Vegetable-gardening

35 The flower garden

37 Home economics at the New
York State College of Agri-

culture

39 The farmhouse

41 Rules for planning the family

dietary

43 The box luncheon

45 Hints on choosing textiles

47 A canning business for the

farm home

49 Household insects and meth-

ods of control

51 A story of certain table fur-

nishings

53 The Christmas festival

55 Rice and rice cookery

57 A syllabus of lessons for ex-

tension schools in home
economics

59 Sewage disposal for country

homes

61 Attic dust and treasures

63 The }^oung woman on the

farm

65 Farmhouse amusements for

girls and boys

67 Canning clubs in New York
State.— Part I. Organiza-

tion

69 Canning clubs in New York
State.^— Part 11. Principles

and methods of canning

71 Canning clubs in New York
State.— Part III. Can-

ning equipment

73 Making cake.— Part I

75 Making cake.— Part II

77 Songs that live

79 Programs for use in study

clubs

81 Potatoes in the dietary

83 Raising vegetables for canning

85 The arrangement of household

furnishings

The preceding list is correct to August i, 191 5. The demand may at

any time exhaust the supply of particular numbers. Requests will be

^ed as long as the supply lasts.
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BEANS AND SIMILAR VEGETABLES AS FOOD
LuciLE Brewer and Helen Canon

EANS and other plants of the legiime family are of

immense importance because of their ability

to furnish nitrogen to the soil, to animals, and to

human beings.^ Certain microorganisms living in

the roots of rightly cultivated legumes take up
nitrogen from the air and furnish it to the plant

body. The plant is then either plowed under or

gathered for food. If it is plowed under, the

nitrogen increases the fertility of the soil; if it is used as a forage crop

or a human food, the nitrogen furnishes material for building animal

tissue.

The legumes that are most commonly used for human food are the

bean, the pea, the lentil, and the peanut. These foods deserve an important

place in the dietary because they furnish the body with material for the

development and the repair of tissues, they help to keep the body in good

running-order, and, generally speaking, they are cheaper than other pro-

tein foods. The extent to which the nutrients of the legimies may be used

by the body, as well as the ease with which they may be digested, is in-

fluenced by the method of cooking them. Their value has long been recog-

nized.

LONG AND EXTENSIVE USE OF LEGUMES AS FOOD

Beans and peas have been used as human food since early times. Ac-

cording to historical records, beans were cultivated by the Egyptians, the

Greeks, and the Romans. Peas do not seem to have been known to the

Greeks and the Romans. They were introduced into Europe in the Middle

Ages, but even in the time of Queen Elizabeth the English obtained them
only from Holland and considered them " a dainty dish for ladies, they

1 For suggestions in regard to the cultivation of beans and peas, the reader is referred to Raising Vege-
tables for Canning, by Albert E. Wilkinson, Reading Course Lesson for the Farm Home, No. 83.

[1629]
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came so far and cost so dear." It is said that before 1600 a. d. beans were

cultivated on this continent as far north as the St. Lawrence River. It

is evident that both beans and peas have been cultivated by the Indians

of North and South America at least since the time of the early voyages

of the white men to this continent. Of local interest is the fact .that in

the United States beans were first grown commercially in Orleans County,

New York, in 1839.

The cowpea and the soy bean have only within recent years come into

common use in this country. As yet they are being planted chiefly for

their value as a fertilizer and a forage crop, although the people of the

Southern States arc beginning to realize the value of these two legumes as

a human food. The cowpea was introduced into this country from the

West Indies about two hundred years ago, and there is a record of its

having been planted on George Washington's farm about 1797. It was

long ago used in China, and it was known in Asia Minor and Arabia as

early as the beginning of the Christian era. The cowpea is said to be the

chief leguminous crop of the Southern States.

The first reference to the soy bean in American literature was in 1829;

it had been grown in the botanical garden at Cambridge, Massachusetts,

and was referred to as "a luxury, affording the well-known sauce, soy,

which at this time is only prepared in China and Japan." About twenty-

five years later, seed of the soy bean, or Japan pea as it was then called,

was brought from Japan to California, and thence to Illinois and Ohio.

Within the last twenty-five years, it has come to be a crop of great economic

importance in the United States.

The lentil was probably one of the first plants to be brought under cul-

tivation. It is thought that the "red pottage" of Esau may have been

made from the reddish Egyptian lentil. The plant is a native of the

Mediterranean region. It is cultivated in Egypt and the East, and in

southern Europe, although not so extensively there as the pea and the bean.

On this continent, a small variety is grown in Mexico and the southwestern

section of the United States, but practically all the lentils on the market

are imported. With the increase of foreign population in tlie United

States, the use of lentils is steadily increasing.

The peanut, popularly classed with the nuts, is thought to be a native

of tropical America. It has long been grown in Africa, the East Indies,

China, and Japan. It \s said that in the seventeenth century it had be-

come so important an article of food in Africa that the slave dealers loaded

their vessels with it as food for their captives. Since the Civil War, the

peanut has become important in the Southern States as a human food, a

forage crop, and a fertilizer.
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nutritive value

In a discussion of the nutritive value of a food it is not sufficient to con-

sider only the amounts and the properties of the various nutrients contained

;

of equal importance is the extent to which these nutrients may be used

by the body, or, in other words, their digestibility. Hence, a conclusion in

regard to the nutritive value of the legumes must rest on a consideration

of their digestibility as well as of their composition.

Nutrients contained by the legttnies

The legumes are called a protein food because of their high protein con-

tent; like many other vegetable foods, however, the majority of them show

a high percentage of carbohydrate. Soy beans are conspicuously lacking

in carbohydrate, and for this reason they are of use in diabetic dietaries.

Peanuts are characterized among the legumes by their high fat content,

which has caused their extensive use commercially for the manufacture

of peanut oil and peanut butter. Protein is used by the body for the de-

velopment and the repair of tissue; it is also a source of energy, but in a

properly balanced dietary it should furnish only from 10 to 15 per cent of

the total energy value, the rest being supplied by carbohydrates and

fats.

In addition to furnishing protein and energy-giving substances in large

proportions, the legumes are a valuable source of potassium, phosphorus,

iron, and calcium. Like milk, fruit, and vegetables in general, the legtimes,

with the exception of peanuts and lentils, belong to the group of foods

that are so necessary in the diet for the purpose of preventing an excess

of acid in the system, which condition might arise from a too exclusive

use of meat, eggs, and cereals.

Composition of the various forms of legumes.—The percentage composition

of the legumes is influenced by the form in which they are used. Thus,

the forms in most common use are: (i) in the pod, such as string beans;

(2) shelled, such as green peas and green lima beans; (3) shelled and dried,

such as navy beans, kidney beans, lima beans, peas, and lentils. In a

given weight of these three forms there is the least amount of water in those

that are dried; consequently, the percentage of protein and other nutrients

is higher than in the case of the fresh legumes. The added amount of

carbohydrate contained in the pods also tends to decrease the percentage

of protein in the fresh, unshelled legume, such as the string bean. This

concentration of nutrients is shown in the dried bean, for example, which

contains 22.5 per cent protein in contrast to 2.3 per cent contained by the '

fresh string bean.

Although the green legumes do not show so high a concentration of

nutriment as do the dried legumes, their value in the diet must not be
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underestimated. Like the other green vegetables, by virtue of their bulk

they serve an important function in hastening waste products along the

intestinal tract; and they are an important source of the ash, or mineral,

constituents so neccssar}' in the diet.

Composition oj legumes as compared with that of other foods.— In the

green state, legumes either equal or surpass other green vegetables in

nutritive value. In the matured, dried state they show even a higher

proportion of protein than is shown by some of the other so-called

protein foods, such as meat, eggs, and nuts ; however, in general they do

not show so high a proportion of protein as is shown by cheese. In

fuel value dried legimies somewhat surpass meat and greatly surpass eggs.

Digestibility

On the other hand, experience has revealed the fact that legumes,

especially in the dried state, may be somewhat difficult to digest. They

often produce a feeling of flatulence on account of the formation of an

excess of gas, and they have consequently been termed an " indigestible
"

food.

It is true that the protein of legumes is not so completely utilized as

are other proteins, and that it requires more work on the part of the

digestive tract to digest it. However, as explained further on, favorable

dietar}^ conditions may increase the amount of the legume protein available

for use by the body. Of course, as is the case with many foods, the pro-

tein of legimies is more thoroughly and more easily digested by some

persons than by others.

Evidence from dietary habits.— Among the rural classes of Japan, meat

is used only on special feast days, perhaps not more than three or four

times a year; milk is used there scarcely at all, and fish only infrequently

by those who live inland. Their chief source of protein is the soy bean,

conspicuous among the legimies for its high proportions of protein and

fat. In Japan the soy bean is grown almost entirely for human food.

According to Mr. Oshima,- next to rice in the Japanese diet are the

legumes, which are universally used. Likewise the peasants of many of

the European countries are dependent on vegetable sources, such as the

legumes and the cereals, for their supply of protein. The lumbermen in

the Maine woods, at severe labor during cold weather, were found to

obtain about 60 per cent of their total protein from vegetable sources, chief

of which was baked beans. Even though the beans were eaten twice a

day generally, under these conditions of active life in the open air no

unsatisfactory results were experienced in either digestion or nutrition.

= Kintaro Oshima. A digest of Japanese investigations on the nutrition of man. Bulletin i59, U. S.

Office of Experiment Stations. 1905.
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Methods of rendering legumes most digestible

Favorable conditions for the greatest utilization of the protein of the

dried legumes require: (i) the removal of the skins; (2) thorough cooking

in soft water to which a small amount of soda has been added; (3) their

moderate use in combination with other foods in a meal.

With the removal of the skins, some of the germ is also removed; it is

believed that these are the parts of the legume that cause the formation

of gas by fermenting in the intestine. Persons in good health, leading an

active life, seldom experience any discomfort from eating the skins; but

since there is the possibility of discomfort, especially on the part of less

robust persons and of those engaged in sedentary occupations, the removal

of the skins is often advisable and, as described further on, requires very

little additional time or work. In addition to rendering the beans more

easily digestible, the removal of the skins renders them more thoroughly

digestible, because the bulk furnished by the skins, as well as the formation

of gas resulting from their fermentation, may cause the food to be hastened

along the alimentary tract to such an extent that there is not sufficient

time for the greatest extraction of the nutrients.

Thorough cooking is necessary in order to break down the cell walls

of the plant and thus render the protein more accessible to the digestive

juices. The amount of protein available when legumes are cooked in

soft water has been found to be reduced 7 per cent when they are

cooked in hard water. A small amount of soda used in cooking

legumes, aids in rendering the protein more digestible and in softening

the water.

Experiments have shown that more of the protein of the legumes is

utilized when they form part of a mixed diet and are eaten in a moderate

quantity than when they are eaten alone and to excess. Therefore, it is

obviously wise not to make them the sole article of food in a meal, but

to combine them with other foods, especially those of less concentration,

such as green vegetables and fruits.

Roasted peanuts should not be eaten alone in too great an abundance,

and they should be thoroughly masticated. Difficulty in digesting pea-

nuts may be caused in part by their high concentration of nutriment, as

well as by the fact that a large amount of fat in combination with protein

tends to retard digestion in the stomach, which is the part of the alimen-

tary tract where one is most conscious of the digestive processes.

COST

Under ordinary conditions dried legumes are the cheapest source of

protein. For the purpose of reducing the cost of a diet they may very

satisfactorily, in part, take the place of meat. Ten cents spent for dried
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legumes will obtain from two to three times as much protein as if spent

for meat at an average price. Moreover, a variety in the kind of protein

supplied to the body is desirable in a proper diet. If other protein foods

were substituted in part for meat in the average dietary, it is thought

that conditions would be more favorable to health. The people of the

United States consume fully twice as much meat per capita as do the

people of Europe. Dietary habits have led too many persons to believe

that a meal for a laboring man is incomplete without meat ; but this notion

has been disproved by various dietary studies, some of which have been

already mentioned. The dried legumes may be used advantageously to

a much greater extent than at present in this country, particularly by

out-of-door workers and during the colder months, under which con-

ditions an increased amount of protein in the dietary is permissible.
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teresting to note that dried lentils supply the greatest amount of protein

and energy for a given cost. The amounts of potassium, phosphorus, and

iron furnished by the dried legumes are conspicuously large. The con-

trast between the fresh legumes and the other foods as to the amounts

of protein and energy furnished might be misleading were it not recalled

that the green vegetables are particularly valuable in the diet on account

of their bulk, their ash constituents, and their excess of base-forming

elements.

THE COOKING OF LEGUMES

As is the case with other fresh vegetables, the sooner green peas and

beans are cooked after they are gathered, the better will be the result.

In an investigation made in a cannery, it was learned that the sugar

content of green peas increases slightly after the vines are cut and while

the peas still remain in the pod, but that after the peas are removed

from the pod their sugar content begins to decrease. From this evidence

the conclusion is drawn that if the full sweetness is desired, it is not a

good practice to shell the peas in the morning and allow them to stand

until evening before cooking them. Green peas and beans should be

cooked only until tender; if they are overcooked, they lose much of their

palatability, as well as their fresh green color.

'The unfavorable influence of the skins of dried legumes on the ease

and the completeness of digestion has been referred to. The fact that

the skins prevent the body from getting the greatest possible amount of

nutriment from the food should cause one to consider whether the time

required for removing the skins or the food thereby rendered useful to

the body is the more valuable. The skin is more easily removed from the

dried pea and the lentil than from the bean. The skins of beans may
be easily removed by cooking the beans in rapidly boiling water with a

small amount of soda for about thirty minutes, then lifting them out

into cold water and rubbing them together. For soups and other dishes

calling for bean pulp, the skins may quickly be removed by nibbing the

beans through a sieve.

Unless the water in which the legumes are cooked is to be used, the

salt should not be added until toward the end of the cooking process,

because a dilute salt solution extracts more of the protein than does

fresh water. Retention of the protein is aided by its coagulation by heat

before the addition of the salt. In an experiment with mature peas it

was found that a dilute salt solution extracted 8 per cent more protein

than did fresh water. This applies in a greater or less measure to all

protein foods.

The dried legumes are usually soaked in water for at least eight hours

before being cooked, in order that they may be softened by gradually
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absorbing their original content of moisture. The custom of draining off

and discarding the water in which the legumes are soaked or cooked is

to be discouraged because the ash content of the food is thus decreased.

Occasionally there is a bitter taste extracted by the water, which neces-

sitates its being discarded; especially is this true in the case of lentils.

Usually, however, the finished product is equally as palatable when the

water used in tlic soaking is also used in the cooking, as when it is drained

off and fresh water is added. Some persons parboil the dried legumes

for a few minutes in so strong a soda solution that the water cannot be

used. This large amount of soda, however, is unnecessary ; a small amount,

one-fourth of a teaspoonful of soda to one quart of water, serves to loosen

the skins, to render the protein more digestible, and to soften water of

average hardness, as will be explained. In the case of the green legumes,

one-fourth of a teaspoonful of soda to one quart of green vegetables is

the proportion recommended to preserve the fresh green color. As has

been shown by scientific investigation, the soda neutralizes the vegetable

acids and prevents their destroying the coloring matter as they would

otherwise do when heated.

Soft water, either distilled or rain water, is the best in which to soak

and cook the legumes. Hard water interferes with their becoming soft,

and also with their digestibility. Hardness of water caused by the car-

bonate of lime or magnesium, may be remedied for use in the cooking of

legumes by boiling the water, pouring it from the sediment, and adding

a small amount of soda; when the hardness is caused by the sulfate

of lime or magnesium, boiling has no effect, but soda may improve it

for this purpose.

There is no good reason for discarding the liquor on canned peas that

have been put up in glass; it contains nutritive material and should be

used. If the peas have been canned in tin, however, the liquor is likely

to contain certain tin compounds, which it seems advisable not to intro-

duce into the system.

Fats are often combined with the legumes in such dishes as baked

beans and pork, and split peas and bacon. This gives a dish in which

protein, fat, and carbohydrate are well represented. Since, as has been

mentioned, fat tends to retard the digestion of protein in the stomach,

a meal in which the two are combined will tend to postpone the feeling

of hunger and consequently is especially good when one wishes food that

will " stand by " him, as when there is strenuous outdoor work to be done.

Also, fat, as well as vegetables of pronounced flavor, such as onions and

tomatoes, improves the flavor of the dried legumes, which by themselves

are somewhat flat.
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RECIPES FOR USING LEGUMES

In general, the recipes given for dried beans apply also to dried peas

and lentils. In like manner the recipes for string beans may be adapted

to green peas and green lima beans. •

Baked beans

T pint navy beans

4 pints cold water

^ teaspoonful soda

I teaspoonful mustard

Salt

J pound salt pork

1 tablespoonful minced onion

2 tablespoonfuls molasses

J teaspoonful paprika

2 tablespoonfuls tomato sauce

Fig. 27.— Baked beans

Wash the beans and soak them overnight in the cold water, to which

the soda has been added. Cook them in the same water in which they

have been soaked, adding more if necessary, for about thirty minutes,

or until the skins slip off easily. Stir the beans until the skins rise to the

surface and can be skimmed off. Put the beans into an earthen crock or

bean jar; add the salt pork cut in small cubes, the onion, the molasses,

and the paprika. Cover the jar, and bake the beans slowly for six or

eight hours. Slow cooking develops the flavor. When the beans are
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almost done, add the salt and the tomato sauce, which may be made
according to the following recipe.

Tomato sauce

I cupful strained tomato juice i bay leaf

I tablespoonful flour i clove

I tablespoonful butter Salt and paprika

Melt the butter, add the flour, and rub the mixture to a smooth paste.

Add the tomato juice and the seasoning, stir the mixture constantly, and

cook it until it thickens.

Boiled dried beans

Wash the beans. Soak them overnight or for about eight hours in

four times their quantity of soft water, to which soda has been added in

the proportion of one-fourth of a teaspoonful of soda to one quart of

water. Remove the skins by stirring the beans in water or, in the case

of the large lima beans, by pressing them between the fingers. Cook the

beans slowly in the same water, adding more if necessary, for from two

to four hours, adding onion or flavoring herbs as may be desired. Add
salt to the beans when they are nearly done. Serve with strips of crisp

bacon or one tablespoonful of chopped parsley.

If the skins are hard to remove after the beans have been soaked, cook-

ing them for twenty or thirty minutes will usually loosen the skins suffi-

ciently to allow them to be slipped off easily. If the bean pulp is desired

for use in other dishes, it is somewhat easier to remove the skins by putting

the beans through a sieve after they are cooked than to remove them

before the cooking.

Baked-bean loaf

I pint cold baked beans i tablespoonful finely minced

I egg, beaten onion

I cupful bread crtunbs 2 tablespoonfuls tomato catsup

Salt and pepper

Combine the ingredients, and shape the mixture into a loaf. Bake it

for twenty-five minutes. Serve with strips of broiled bacon on the

top.
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Fig. 28.— Baked-bean loaf

Bean muffins

2 eggs, well beaten | cupful melted fat

I cupful cold boiled-bean pulp i teaspoonful salt

^ cupful milk 2 cupfuls flour

2 teaspoonfuls baking powder

Combine the ingredients in the order in which they are given. Bake

the muffins in greased muffin pans for twenty or twenty-five minutes.

These muffins make a good border for a pot roast served with brown

gravy.

Fig. 29.— Bean muffins
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Bean timbales

I cupful cold boiled- or baked- i tablespoonful melted butter

bean pulp 5 teaspoonful salt

1 cupful milk I teaspoonful paprika

2 eggs, well beaten
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Bean souffle

I pint hot boiled-bean pulp i teaspoonful onion juice

1641

2 eggs 2 tablespoonfuls finely chopped

parsley

Fig. 31.— Bean souffle

Beat the yolks of the eggs, and add to them the other ingredients.

Fold in the well-beaten whites of the eggs. Heap the mixture lightly in

a baking dish. Bake it in a slow oven for about twenty minutes or until

it is set. Serve it immediately.

Mexican frijoles

Soak about one pint of beans overnight. Boil them for four hours.

Melt two tablespoonfuls of lard in a frying pan; add the beans; cook

them for ten minutes. Serve with sauce made by the following recipe.

I tomato

5 green chilies, minced

Sauce for jrijoles

I small onion, minced

I teaspoonful salt

Rub the ingredients together until they form a paste,

just long enough for it to become heated through.

Cook the mixture
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Fig. 32.— Baked-bean croquettes

Baked-bean croquettes

I cupful baked-bean pulp ^ cupful white sauce

I teaspoonful onion juice Salt and pepper

Combine the ingredients, and allow them to stand for two or three

hours. Shape this mixture into croquettes. Roll them in bread cnrmbs,

beaten egg, and crumbs again; fry them in deep fat.

Fig. 33.— Bean sandwiches
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Fig. 34.— Scalloped lima beans

Bean sandunches

I cupful cold baked-bean pulp

I tablespoonful melted butter or cream

I teaspoonful -finely minced onion

Salad dressing, enough to moisten

Spread the mixture on thin slices of buttered bread.

Fig. 35.— Bean-crust pies
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Scalloped lima beans

Put a layer of boiled lima beans into a buttered baking-dish. Sprinkle

them with salt, pepper, and bread crumbs. Over several such layers

pour sufficient white sauce to cover. Sprinkle buttered crumbs over the

top. Bake for twenty minutes in a moderate oven.

White sauce

2 tablespoonfuls butter \ teaspoonful salt

2 tablespoonfuls flour Pepper

I cupful milk

Melt the butter; remove it from the fire; add the flour, the salt, and the

pepper; and stir the mixture until it is smooth. Return the mixture to

the heat; add the milk; and stir the sauce until it thickens. Cook it for

fifteen minutes over boiling water or for five minutes directl}^ over the

fire, stirring it constantly.

Bean crust

I cupful boiled-bean pulp i egg, beaten

5 teaspoonful salt 2 tablespoonfuls melted fat

I teaspoonful baking powder Flour, enough to make soft

dough

Combine the ingredients. Roll out the mixture to about one-eighth

of an inch in thickness on a well-floured board. Cut strips of suitable

size, when folded, for individual pies. Fill the pies with chopped cooked

meat or vegetables. Fold the crust over, and press it together along the

edges. Bake the pies in a moderate oven until they are well browmed.

Scalloped onions with peanuts

8 mediimi-sized onions, cooked i\ cupfuls white sauce

I cupful peanuts, finely chopped | cupful buttered crumbs

Arrange the ingredients in a buttered baking-dish in alternate layers,

beginning with a layer of onions. Sprinkle buttered crumbs over the

top. Bake in a moderate oven for twenty minutes.

Peanut loaf

I cupful mashed potato i cupful milk

I cupful finely ground peanuts 2 eggs, beaten

Seasoning

Combine the ingredients, and shape the mixture into a loaf. Bake it iri

a moderate oven for twenty minutes.
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Lentil-ham loaf

2 cupfuls cooked lentils i egg. beaten

2 cupfuls cooked ham, minced h cupful bread crumbs

I onion, minced h cupful milk

2 tablespoonfuls butter

Combine the ingredients. Shape the mixture into a loaf. Bake it in

a moderate oven for thirty minutes.

Stewed string beans

The beans should be young and tender. Wash them thoroughly,

string them, and break them into pieces of the desired length. Plunge

them into boiling water to which soda has been added in the proportion

of one-fovirth of a teaspoonful of soda to one quart of beans. Cook them

at simmering temperatiire only until they are tender. Add the salt when

the beans are nearly done. The water should be of such quantity that

there vnll be little to drain off when the cooking is finished. Any such

water may be used in soups or sauces.

Stuffed peppers

I pint cooked string beans,

chopped

I cupful tomatoes

I small onion, minced

^ cupful bread crumbs

4 tablespoonfiils finely minced

bacon

2 hard-cooked eggs, minced

Salt and paprika

Green peppers

Cut the green peppers lengthwise; remove all the seeds. Mix the

remaining ingredients well. Fill the pepper cups with the mixture;

sprinkle buttered cnmibs over the tops; place in a shallow pan. Add
sufficient boiling water to half cover the peppers, and bake them in a

moderate oven until thev are tender.

Canned string beans, lima beaiis. and peas

String beans, fresh lima beans, and peas may be successfully canned for

winter use by following the directions for canning that are given in Canning

Clubs in Xeii.' York State.— Part II, Reading Course Lesson for the Farm
Home, Vol. Ill, No. 69.

Lima bean salad

Recipe I

Line a salad dish with lettuce leaves. Fill it with cold boiled lima

beans. Arrange sliced fresh tomatoes around the beans as a border,

Serve the salad ^s-ith French dressing or boiled dressing.
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Recipe II

I pint cold boiled lima beans

I small onit)n, minced

I pimento, cut in small pieces

I teaspoonful celery salt

Salt and pepper

Mix the ingredients well with boiled salad dressing. Serve the salad

on lettuce.

Fig. 36.— Lima bean salad

String bean salad

I pint cold cooked string beans i small onion, minced

I medium-sized carrot, cooked Yolk of i hard-cooked egg

and cut in dice Salt and paprika

Mix the ingredients with boiled salad dressing, and use egg rings as a

garnish.

Jellied beans

1 pint tomato juice i tablespoonful finely minced

2 tablespoonfuls gelatine onion

^ cupful cold water i bay leaf

Salt and paprika i cupful cold cooked string beans

Make a plain tomato jelly by dissolving the gelatine in the cold water

and pouring over this the hot tomato juice, in which the seasoning

ingredients have been cooked. Add to this mixture one cupful of cold

string beans cut in small pieces. Pour the mixture into molds and allow

it to chill. Serve with either boiled or oil dressing.
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String bean sotip

1 1 cupfuls cooked string beans, i cupful tomato juice

finelv cut i small green pepper, minced

I pint beef stock i tablespoonful onion, minced

Combine the ingredients; simmer the mixture for ten or fifteen minutes.

Sers'e this soup \\-ith slices of hard-cooked eee as a eamish.

Fig. 37.— String bean salad
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BEANS AND SIMILAR VEGETABLES AS FOOD
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The desirability of using legumes as food and the large quantities in

which they are grown in New York State have led to the publishing of

this lesson. The staff of the Department of Home Economics is aided

in its work by questions and suggestions based on your experience. The
discussion papers offer opportunity for keeping in touch with you. By
answering the following questions and returning the discussion paper to

the Supervisors of the Cornell Reading Course for the Farm Home, you

will indicate your interest.

I. What success have you had in canning peas and beans? What
method have you used?
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2. How many quarts of peas and beans did you can last year?

3. What varieties of peas and beans have you found to be good for

cooking fresh and for canning?

4. Has it been customary in your household to use dried legumes as a

substitute in part for meat ?
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5. Have you ever used dried cowpeas or soy beans as food?

6. Have you any good recipes to offer for the cooking of legumes?

Name.

Address

,
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THE LIFE OF PRIMITIVE WOMAN
Blanche Evans Hazard

O know how the Eskimo mother keeps house, feeds

and clothes her husband and children, teaches

her daughters to cook and to dress skins, would

be a source of interesting study for any woman
in New York, and such knowledge would seem

like a veritable treasure-trove to her boy and his

comrades. In a small community a boy whose

mother knows so much about Indians that vShe

can actually help him " play Indian," is one to

be envied by his playmates.

Yet to the civilized woman of to-day, the

daily life of the uncivilized or primitive woman of

the past or present time is a matter of indifference.

She tolerates rather than understands her boy's delight in all things

connected with Indians and Eskimos, and is glad that he is not the Fiji

Islander he aspires to be. When she has bought him an Indian play-

suit, a feathered headdress, and a bow and arrow, she dismisses all thought

of primitive boys or men, girls or women. Yet few efforts on her part

to please that boy could be productive of more enjoyment to him or of

more interest to herself, than the telling of good stories about Eskimo
or other primitive boys and their mothers.

It is not for their children alone, however, that the mothers in farm-

houses all over this State are urged to inform themselves as to the life

and the achievements of primitive women of all countries and centuries.

It is as a citizen and as a probable future voter that she may well take

an interest, based on knowledge, in the women of the Indian reservations,

which are scattered over the State from Cattaraugus to St. Regis. What
are the rights, the hopes, the abihties of these Indian women? What
can the New York farmer's wife give to this Indian sister, and what
can she receive from her? Will she be ready to welcome the successful
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Indian artist, or craftsman, or farmer, who settles in her midst? Will

she be willing to aid actively in securing for the Indians on the reserva-

tions the best and fairest means of civilization and its benefits?

These are real questions for New York women in ckibs, reading circlas,

and homes to discuss and then decide intelligently. A winter's study of

primitive women, including the Eskimo of the Northeast, the Alaskan of

the Northwest, the women of the Pueblo regions of the vSouthwest, and the

Filipinas across the Pacific, will help to make the New York woman ready

for such discussion and decision. She will find her interest widening

beyond the Indian women of her State and reaching all the primitive

women and their families who are wards of this nation. What the citizens

of the United States are to do with the Filipinos is a live question to

American statesmen. While the men are thinking about giving the vote to

the men of the Philippines, it will be a good thing to have the women
thinking about the women and children of those islands. What will be

best for them—more or less of American ways and education, more or less

of American law and government? vShall they leave their old crafts, and

make with their skillful fingers only the things Americans and Europeans

want them to produce ? Or shall American and European women leani to

appreciate and to use the time-honored crafts and designs of these Filipino

women just as they have come gradually to prize the Navajo rugs and the

baskets from the Hupas of California? From these primitive peoples

Americans should want to get the best their inheritance can furnish.

Their case is akin to that of the European emigrants to this land.

" In Old Nuremburg one day a famous wood carver, fashioning the

wooden draperies of a statue, whereof the delicate work betokened a

lifetime of artisanship, paused to say to one who watched him, ' You
are from America. I have a son in America. He is working in a furni-

ture factory, fitting the amis upon chairs. He is not happy in that new

land fitting arms to chairs, because he is the son and the grandson and

the great grandson of wood carvers in Old Nuremburg.' The old Ger-

man's words raise the query ' Is the United States making the most out

of its immigrants? ' In these times of specialists and machine-made

articles, in a period when the immigrant is so rapidly formed into a mere

cog in the wheel of vast industrial enterprises, is it not often forgotten

that some of these men at least are offering to the western world the

heritage of great talent which is slowly being crushed beneath the wheels

of a materialistic Juggernaut? " ^

The civilized woman of Europe needs to join her American sister in

an interest in the welfare of primitive women and in seeking for knowledge

of their physical, intellectual, and spiritual developrnent, which has come

iQnot^i frona the Christian Science MQnitor for April 6, ipij*
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through their own efforts and through contact with the civilized people

who have entered their midst. These women and their children are the

wards of the more highly developed world races, whether the husbands

and the fathers are uncivilized men of their own race, or white men from

Europe and America. Which of their many myths and legends, games

and amusements, shall Americans encourage and perpetuate? Americans

have already taken " Brer Rabbit " from African negroes, and lacrosse

from the Indians of the western plains. Shall they hope and help to

educate primitive peoples, keeping the best and worthiest results these

peoples have attained while they add the finest of their own? Or, are

they to keep on giving only the white man's fire-water to make the Indians

drunk, teaching deceit in trade and selfishness to the islanders of the

Pacific at the same time they take the Christian faith and ideals to them?

All American women, whether in cities or in the country, ought to

know and care about their primitive sisters. There are persons who

have traveled among them with seeing, sympathetic eyes, and have put

their stories in print. There are books to read that will make a woman

quickly and surely know and care about the daily life of primitive

woman and all her problems and achievements. Certain phases of her

life, certain duties and privileges, can be taken for each program of

the club for a series of eighteen meetings. Programs that have been

used by some of the Cornell study clubs last winter, are given here for

future use in scores of other clubs, with the encouraging assurance that

they have already proved practicable as well as stimulating to many

women in this State.

PROGRAMS AND STUDY TOPICS FOR CLUB MEETINGS

On the following pages are given programs for each of the eighteen meet-

ings to be devoted to the study of primitive woman. Since fewer topics

can be treated in any one meeting than will serve to give each club member

a satisfactory view of the main topic for that day, a carefully selected

Hst of study topics is given for each member to use in her own preparation,

in order that she may be ready to appreciate the papers and to join in-

the general discussion.

The titles and authors of books with definite references are printed on

pages 1674 to 1692 of this lesson, following a discussion of libraries and

special collections of books that are available in the State of New York

for the study of primitive woman.

The club members who are responsible for papers on programs should

be notified in writing by the secretary or the chairman of the program

committee at least two months ahead. A leader should always be

chosen beforehand for the general discussion that is arranged for a pro-

gram.
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PROGRAM 1

INTRODUCTION TO PRIMITIVE WOMAN AND HER DAILY LIFE

Roll call.— A Iembers should respond by giving the name of some primitive

people or race living anywhere in the world to-day.

Paper.— Does civilized woman owe anything to primitive woman as her

neighbor and as her nation's ward?

General discussion.

Paper.— Illustrated talk on the stone and bone implements with which

primitive woman has had to do all her housework, that is, cooking,

weaving, skin dressing, basket and pottery making. Pictures of some

of these tools drawn on a large scale on a blackboard or big sheets of

paper will help the speaker to hold the attention of her audience.

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 1

Interest to be derived

1. From considering the primitive woman of to-day as the neighbor

and the ward of the civilized woman.

2. From realizing and appreciating her skill.

3. From estimating her contributions to the arts and crafts of present

civilized peoples.

4. From following sympathetically not only her material but her in-

tellectual and spiritual development.

5. From a careful consideration of her gains and losses by voluntary

or compulsory contact with civilization.

Stud}^ of details of stone and bone tools, which primitive woman has

used. Note the material, the shape, the size, and the hafting of

each tool, and consider the handicap each presented to the worker.

PROGRAM 2

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS FOOD BRINGER
Roll call.— Members should respond by giving the name of a vegetable

or a meat and one way it may be cooked.

Fig. 38.— Beginning at the left: a rough stone ax from Arizona; a Mexican grinding
stone for making meal; a less primitive scraper made of steel fastened with thongs to a
deer's leg hone; a mortar atid pestle from lower California; a stone ax from the country
of the Shenandoahs in Virginia; a scoop made of musk ox horn from Alaska
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Paper.— How primitive woman cured, preserved, and stored meat and

fish.

Paper.— Primitive ways of planting and cooking grains and vegetables.

Reading.—• Kipling's The Cat That Walked by Himself in Just So Stories.

Paper.— Humorous and realistic story of primitive woman's escape from

death by poison while she tasted and experimented on foods for her

family.

Fig. 39.—- Indian caches for storing acorns used for food in California

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 2

Finding, preser\-ing, storing such foods as grain, roots, meats, and

fruits.

Struggles of primitive woman to discover food in the "three kingdoms."

Appetites and needs of the primitive family considered and met, with

no aid from books or recipes except traditions. Rule and process was

to taste and find out what was satisfying, nutritious, and non-poisonous.

Discoveries made from results of the planting of seeds by winds and birds

led to cultivation of grains with better harvest.

Invention of implements, such as stone hoes, knives, mortars, and pestles,

for use in producing and preparing foodstuffs.

Invention and need of granaries. Use of baskets for picking, dr^dng,

sifting, and storing berries and grains.

Skin cases for pemmican, which is the primitive woman's sausage or

canned meat in all cold countries.

Domestication of animals — goats for milk, cats to guard granaries,

horses to help in transportation.

Drinks; their discovery, preparation, and effects.
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PROGRAM 3

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS COOK
Roll call.— Members should respond by giving the name of a kitchen

utensil that is now considered absolutely necessary in the prepara-

tion of meals, and that they are sure a primitive woman did not have.

Paper and discussion.— Relative success in boiling, roasting, and steaming

meats and vegetables to-day.

Paper.— Description of ovens, pots, and kettles used by primitive woman
all over the world.

Paper.— Discoveries of primitive woman in cooking, viewed from a

modern scientific standpoint.

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 3

Cooking and serving grains, roots, meats.

Methods of cooking: boiling, roasting, steaming.

Ovens and the primitive fireless cooker.

Pots and kettles.

Experiments with tough vegetables and meats, made tender by cooking;

with roots and fruits that can be made to lose poisons and acids by

cooking.

Fig. 40.— The work of American Indians of the Southwest. The basket on the extreme

left is from California, all the others are from Arizona and Neiv Mexico. The bottle-

shaped one is a water container, being made water-tight by smears of pitch. The large

flat one is a winnowing basket for tossing threshed grain into the air so that the wind
will blow the chaff away as tlie grain falls
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Yeast for bread.

Summary.— The discoveries and inventions of primitive woman reviewed

from a modem, scientific point of view.

Fig. 41.— Navajo weavers

PROGRAM 4

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS BASKET MAKER
Roll call.— Each member should respond by naming a use for a basket

among civiHzed peoples to-day.

Paper.—• Material, shapes, sizes, and uses of baskets made by primitive

woman.

Paper.^ Experiences, difficulties, and triumphs of a modern basket

maker.

Study and discussion.— Baskets made by civilized and by uncivilized

women.
STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 4

Need of baskets

1. For storing and carrying grain and dried fruit.

2. For carr\'ing water.

Invention of baskets ; whence came the idea ? Can it be traced to the use

of gourds and vshells?
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Methods of making baskets: (i) coiled; (2) woven.

Shapes and designs of baskets.

Colors, natural juices and pigments, used for dyeing baskets.

Materials used, such as palm leaf, cedar bark, twigs of elm, osier, and wil-

low, rattan, reeds, hard woods, splints, yucca fiber.

Mud-lined and mud-coated baskets, the forerunners of pottery.

PROGRAM 5

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS WEAVER

Roll call.— Members should respond by giving rapidly names of dif-

ferent fabrics used by modern civilized women.

Paper.— Primitive woman's supply of materials and colors for cloth.

Forum.— Members should show (for five minutes) bits of cloth woven

in their own families between 1750 and 1850.

Paper.—• Description of the essential parts of all looms and the essential

processes for weaving of any kind or any time. Simple illustrations,

such as are found in Woolman and McGowan's Textiles, should be drawn

on the blackboard to illustrate this topic.

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 5

Need of clothing for warmth, ornament, or protection.

'

Sources of the present knowledge of primitive weaving.

Patterns and designs found now on prehistoric pottery.

Grave wrappings, for example, in Egypt and Peru.

Heirlooms among primitive people.

Survivals of ways of weaving among Navajos and Filipinos.

Material

:

1. Qualities and quantities provided by nature.

2. Differences and difficulties in use.

3. Cotton and flax, rabbits' hair, palm leaf fiber, stripped bird and rab-

bit skin, goats' hair, cedar bark.

Spimiing: forms and uses of spindles; skill required; position of spinners.

Weaving; forms and uses of looms.

1. Parts of looms: frame, treadle, shutter, batten.

2. Processes: shedding, picking, battening.

Colors of fabrics

:

1. Natural colors.

2

.

Use of vegetable and mineral dyes.

3. Use of applied pigments.

Fashions and patterns of clothes made of woven materials.

PROGRAM 6

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS SKIN DRESSER

Roll ca//.— Each member should respond by naming an article made

nowadays of leather or fiir.
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Paper.— Skin dressing b}^ the primitive hunter's wife. Processes de-

scribed and explained.

Paper.—Fur clothes for the hunter's children. Patterns, needles, and

sinews for making such clothes for Eskimo children. The Department

of Home Economics has a set of slides to illustrate this topic. They
can be borrowed by a Cornell study club if request is made to the

Department of Home Economics.

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 6

The naturalness of using the skins of animals for clothes in cold countries.

Processes and skill required for curing skins in order to make leather

and fur.

Knives of stone, thread of sinew, needles of bone, for cutting and sewing

fur.

Use of leather for tents, parfleche cases, harnesses, and furniture.

Visualization of the duties of the hunter's wife from the time the game
is shot until the skin is made into garments for the household.

PROGRAM 7

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS POTTER AND DISH MAKER
Roll call.— Members should respond by giving the name and the material

of a dish for cooking or serving food that they consider necessary for

comfortable and efficient housekeeping.

Paper.—The materials and processes necessary for making dishes and

jars used by primitive women.
Demonstration.— Shapes, colors, and designs that have appeared in the

pottery made by primitive women. The leader would do well to make
colored charts, copying and enlarging colored plates given in reference

books.

Fig. 42.— Pottery made by women of American Indiaft tribes.

right are from Peru
The two pieces on the
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STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 7

Transition from clay-coatcd and cla}'-lined Ijaskets to pottery jars and
dishes.

Summary of experiences that have determined shapes and patterns of

pottery, such as handles, legs, lips, necks, and the like.

Processes in making pottery:

1. Moulding from lumps.

2. Building by coils.

Miniature animal-shaped dishes for cliildren's use.

Sources of information concerning primitive pottery:

1. Survivals in burial mounds and n.iins. .

2. Pictures on walls of tombs and caves.

3. Present day repetitions.

PROGRAM 8

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS ARTIST

Roll call.— In place of the roll call

it would be well to have three

children of ages from ten to

twelve speak parts of Longfel-

low's Hiawatha.

General discussion.— Ideas of beauty

held and expressed by primitive

woman:
1. Ideas that civilized woman of

to-day admires, for example,

in Pueblo potten,% Navajo

rugs, and Chilcat blankets.

2. Ideas that civilized woman of

to-day discards or scorns, for

example, nose rings and tat-

tooing.

The leader chosen for this discus-

sion should organize her subject

matter well and have at least five

members prepared to speak for

two minutes in order to make the discussion lively from the start.

Songs.—A group of Indian songs. MacDowell's To a Water Lily and

Cadman's Land of the Sky Blue Water are particularly appropriate-

songs for this meeting and could be delightfully combined ^^'ith a group

of three native Indian songs.

Paper.—Nature as the primitive woman's art teacher in form and

color.

FlG."43.

—

A birch bark wigwam of the present

day on a Wisconsin Indian reservation
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STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 8

Crafts and customs in which primitive woman shows artistic desires and

ability

:

1

.

In weaving baskets and fabrics.

2

.

In pottery ; form, color, design.

3. In clothing.

4. In furnishing and decorating tents or other shelter.

5. In personal adornment of hair, skin, Hps, ears, teeth, ankles, and

arms.

6. In music.

7. In story-telling.

8. In religious rites.

Fig. 44.— The tepee of an Indian family in Idaho

PROGRAM 9

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS HOUSEBUILDER
Roll call.— Each member should read and then give to her right-hand

neighbor a simple question on any topic that puzzles her in the first

eight programs. This neighbor should bring a written answer to the

question to the next meeting.
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Paper.— Descriptions of different kinds of shelter used by primitive

women in America, such as the snow igloo, the bark house, the skin

tent, and the pueblo. Illustrations and ground plans drawn either on

the blackboard or on large sheets of paper should be used to illustrate

this paper.

Paper.— Furniture in ])rimitive houses.
STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 9

Determining factors in the shelter

of ]3rimitive people:

1. Natural conditions and re-

sources; that is, climate,

supply of wood, snow, skins,

and granite.

2. Race habits; that is, whether

the peoples are sedentary or

nomadic.

Ground plans and illustrations for

the kinds of shelter made by

primitive peoples in America,

Africa, and the Philippines.

Necessary furniture; details of pat-

tern, material, and arrangement.

Accommodations for the children

of the primitive family.

PROGRAM 10

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS HOME
MAKER

Roll call.—Members should respond

by mentioning one duty of any

woman as home maker in her

efforts to secure the well-being

of her family.

Paper.—A brief sum.mar\^ of a

primitive woman's duties and

privileges in securing creature

comforts for her family through

cooking, planting, storing, spin-

ning, weaving, skin dressing, basket and pottery making, with the aid

of her children.

Paper.— The education of the Indian girl in arts and crafts by her mother.

Discussion.— Why civilized woman ought to respect primitive woman as

a housekeeper and a home maker.

Fig. 45.— Statue of Sacajawea, who guided
Lewis and Clark on their expedition to the

Northwest
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Paper.—Modem Indian homes on Indian resei-vations in the State of

New York. This paper should be given by a member who has seen

these homes.
STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 10

Each member should review all the topics of the earlier programs from

the point of view of primitive woman as a home maker and see \o it

that she grasps the significance

of each phase of primitive

woman's daily work, whether

it be cooking or planting, build-

ing or weaving, and that she

\'isualizes the processes. This

program should round out the

previous study of primitive

woman's daily life and achieve-

ments. It should also suggest

her possibiUties and duties as

a mother, as well as a house-

keeper, and as a counsellor and

guide for her children. In

giving this program in Cort-

land County in the spring of

19 1 5, the leader emphasized

the primitive mothers' inti-

mate care and teaching of

the daughters who were just

coming into womanhood and

wifehood, with the suggestion

of the lessons civilized mothers

might take from primitive

women in this respect.

So far, the club members have

followed primitive woman in

the work of her hands for the

material welfare of her family.

This and later programs will

follow her into the more intellectual and spiritual phases of her life

and work.
PROGRAM 11

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS BEAST OF BURDEN
Roll call.— Each member should respond by mentioning and illustrating

by silent gestures one way employed by housekeepers to-day in lifting

their burdens: for example, a tub of water, a basket of eggs, a baby,

or a bolster.
105

Fig. 46.— Sioux mother and child,

as a baby carriage

The back
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Paper.— Baskets and packs for burdens of babies and baggage.

Paper.— Sleds and kaiaks used by the Eskimos.

Paper.— Modem survivals in Europe, Asia, and Africa of primitive

methods and means of transportation.

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 11

Animals and forces of nature as teachers of primitive woman in solving

the problems of transportation.

Agencies and devices forconveyance

of persons:

1. Back, shoulders, hips, for

babies.

2. Boats and sleds.

Agencies and devices for the freight-

ing of baggage:

1. Poles, yokes, headrings.

2. Forehead and back straps.

3. Trays and suspended shelves.

4. Back, knees, hips, arms.

5. Trailing poles.

PROGRAM 12

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS LINGUIST,
STORY-TELLER, AND MYTH MAKER
Roll call.— Each member should re-

spond by giving one verb or noun

that came from a woman's daily

occupation: for example, sew,

cook, jar.

Paper.— Brief, interesting report on

some of the nature myths of the

Greeks and Romans.

Paper.— Explain the need and the growth of language in the home life

of primitive woman.

Reading.— Kipling's How the Alphabet Was Made or How the First Letter

Was Written.
STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 12

Memories of primitive women trained by the need and the custom of

carrying traditions, myths, and legends.

Woman's part in the invention and the development of speech.

Picture writing on tents and cliffs.

The beautiful word-picturing in myths should be noted, and the charac-

teristic religious myths of the Iroquois Indians should be studied for

both content and expression.

Fig. 47.— With the Cocopas, mother's hip is

baby's saddle
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Pjq 48.— A Moki Indian mother
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The growth of language should be traced, its modifications, its use in song

and story among primitive peoples in Africa, Eiirope, and America.

African myths about "Brer Rabbit" should be followed to the planta-

tions in the South.
PROGRAM 13

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS FOUNDER OF SOCIETY

Roll call.— As a substitute for roll call one member might read the lines

from Matthew Arnold's Sohrab and Rustam that tell of the love-making

of Sohrab and his oriental bride and of the birth and the care of the

baby Rustam.

Paper.— Primitive woman as wife, mother, and widow.

General discussion.— Is there romantic love among primitive people?

Paper.— A summar}' of the political, social, maternal, civil, and religious

rights of the Iroquois women of New York in olden times.

Paper.— Contrast the early Iroquois woman's rights with those of the

white woman of New York State to-day. (A study in woman's suf-

frage.)
STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 13

The clan system among primitive peoples.

Birth of a child in savagery.

Training of the primitive girl and maiden.

Is there romantic love among primitive people?

Marriage customs and forms; polyandry.

Descent in female line ; in male line.

Divorce among savages and barbarians.

Provisions for widows and childi^en.

Abstinence and morality among primitive women.
Courage and adaptability among primitive women.

Summary of the political, social, maternal, civil, and religious rights of

the Iroquois woman.
Primitive women in councils and in battle.

PROGRAM 14

THE AMUSEMENTS OF PRIMITIVE WOMAN AND HER FAMILY

^

(An evening meeting for the club members and their families)

Roll call.— Each member should respond by reporting a game that she

and some of her family will play, or by giving the name of a toy made
after the pattern of some primitive t03^

Games.-— Games of primitive boys and girls. These should be enacted

by children of members of the club.

Games.— Games of primitive men and women. These should be played

by club members and their husbands.

- Substitutes for these games and papers can be found in the moving picture film entitled The Cheva-
lier's Return. It shows a group of Iroquois Indians at play. This film is owned and will be lent on appli-
cation by the New York State College of Agriculture to any club that has the proper apparatus for

using it.
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Paper.— Eskimo, Hopi, and Iroquois dolls. It woiild be interesting to

have a group of small children pia\-ing with toys like those of Indian
and Eskimo children.

Paper.— Pipes and smoking among primitive men and women.

STXTOY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 14

The common hviman need of amusements; therefore, games of chance

and dexterity for grown-ups, and toys for small children.

Three classes of toys:

1. For attracting, soothing, and amusing infants: for example, rattles.

2

.

Those invented or appropriated by chil-

dren for their own use; for example,

bits of wood, rags, and the hke.

idealized by imagination.

3

.

Those supplied by adults from religious,

educational, or aesthetic motives: for

example, doUs, miniature implements,

and dishes.

World-wide de\"elopment of games:

1. Games of chance.

2. Games of dexteritj^.

Summaiy- of modem games

those of primitive peoples:

lacrosse and jackstones. Ij ^j i j

derived from

for example.

1
Fig. 49.— A corn husk doll, such

as Iroquois children have
always enjoyed. This was
made by an Iroquois woman

PROGR.\M 15

PRIMITR'E WOMAN AS PATROX OF RELIGION

Roll call.— Each member should name an
object or a force in nature that might be

feared and worshipped by primitivewoman.
Paper.— Iroquois reUgious beliefs and the

priestesses, or keepers of the faith.

Discussion.— Are primitive people at all religious in the modem sense?

Paper.— Religious dances and their meaning to primitive people. Sur-

\4vals among the Hopi and the Iroquois. Parts of Roosevelt's article

on this subject from The OtUlook, October i8, 19 13, and of Morgan's

League of the Ho-de-no-saii-nee , or Iroquois, should be read aloud.

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 15

Definition of creed and cult.

Altars, totems, and s],-mbols used ia primitive religious ceremonies.

Common elements in religious beliefs and worship of aU primitive peoples

:

that is, worship of sun, moon, stars, winds, thunder, and other forces

of nature.
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Personification of the elements of nature. Belief in their volition and
their good or ill will; therefore practice of propitiation, which becomes

worship.

Altars and votive offerings froni flocks and herds, from gardens and hunt.

Use of symbolic offerings, such as feathers and honey.

Creation and God myths of all times and peoples.

Religious festivals; rites, games, dances.

Detailed study of the Iroquois creed, cults, and customs. Religious

societies and fraternities.

Beliefs and practices of medicine men.

PROGRAM 16

BURIAL CUSTOMS OF PRIMITIVE WOMAN
Roll call.— Each member should name one of the present day mourning

customs practiced before or after

funerals.

Paper.— Descriptions of different

kinds of burials.

Paper.— Duties, privileges, appear-

ance, and probable future of prim-

itive woman in her widowhood.

General discussion.—• What relics of

barbarism in the mourning cus-

toms of to-day should be dis-

carded or modified ? What mourn-

ing customs might be adopted

from primitive peoples?

Fig. 50.— An Indian grave of the present

day in Minnesota

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 16

Disposition of the dead by (i) cremation or (2) burial.

Modes of burial; in urns; under floor of tent or hut; scaffold or aerial

burial ; aquatic burial ; canoe burial ; mound burial ; cliff burial.

Care of dead body and preparation for burial; embalmment. Eg\'ptian

and Peruvian mtimmies should be compared.

Funeral ceremonies: songs, mourning feasts, dances.

Postfuneral care of the dead; food and ofterings at the grave. Customs

of the Greeks and the Romans should be compared with those of the

American Indians.

Customs of mourners, especially the women.
" Burial of the name " of the dead —• ceasing to use or mention it.

Significance of certain funeral customs with regard to

:

1. The spirit of the deceased.

2. The surviving relatives and friends.

The willow token of the Omaha mourners. The tribal moccasin.
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PROGRAM 17

EFFECTS OF CONTACT WITH THE CIVILIZATION OF WHITE MEN
ON PRIMITIVE WOMAN

Roll call.— Members should respond by giving the name of any coun-

try where white men are trading with primitive men and women to-day.

Paper.— The effect of the tastes and the demands of civiUzed women as

customers on primitive basketry, pottery, and weaving.

Paper.— The usual fate of the primitive woman as the wife of a white

man and as the mother of half-breed children. Glory of the Morning

by Leonard should be read aloud.

Discussion.— Should intermarriage of primitive woman and dvilized

white man be encouraged or discouraged, and under what conditions

as to the care and the education of the children bom to the uncivilized

mother?
STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 17

Primitive woman's relations with the white man coming from Europe

and America: (i) as trader; (2) as husband; (3) as father of her children.

Gradual change in the character of design and skill used in making com-

mercial pottery, basketry, and weaving. Assumption of these crafts

by men for commercial supplies.

General adoption by primitive woman of red flannel, glass beads, clothing,

pots, pans, and kettles, manufactured and sold by civilized man.

Conditions and results of intermarriage. Is this intermarriage good for

the world?

Caie and future prospects of half-breed children.

PROGRAM 18

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. FUTURE RELATIONS OF PRIMITIVE AND
CIVILIZED WOMEN

Roll call.— Each member should respond by mentioning one gift or inher-

itance from primitive woman: for example, the use of yeast, coiled

basketry, nature myths, and the like.

Paper.— Civilized man's inlieritance from primitive woman.

Paper.— The Indian agency system. Is it valuable, and is it fair?

Paper.—Civilized woman's responsibilities toward the primitive woman
of to-day.

General discussion.— Is it fair to unsettle or to destroy creeds, customs,

and crafts of primitive woman and her children without giving them

something definite and better in their place ?

STUDY TOPICS FOR PROGRAM 18

Review all arts and crafts, creeds and customs, of the primitive women
of all times that have led to something that is cherished or depended

on to-daj^.
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Indian good faith to clan, guest, and friend.

Is not primitive woman the neighbor, in the Bible sense, of all eivilized

women to-day?

If Indians in America, Negroes in Africa, Bushmen in Australia, have

been driven from then- old hunting grounds and fishing stations to

make room for farms and city lots for civilized men, do the latter owe
them the education and the sympathy that will fit them for the new
sort of existence?

Should world's fairs and circuses present false ideas of the real or the

would-be life of uncivilized peoples?

REFERENCES FOR THE STUDY OF THE LIFE OF PRIMITIVE
WOMAN

For all club members:

When the call came last winter from some of the Cornell study clubs

for programs, study topics, and references to aid in the study of primitive

woman's life and achievements, it seemed likely that other clubs might

join in this work another year, and accordingly the programs were care-

fully made to fit the needs and the library facilities of the average rural

community in New York State. Knowing full well that some commun-
ities would be shut off by winter storms from towns where libraries could

be used, one book was given as a steady source, Woman's Share in Prim-

itive Culture, by Otis Tufton Mason. It is hoped and advised that at

least one copy of this textbook will be bought and used in common by

the members of each club.^ It can be kept at a central place or at the

club secretary's house if that is centrally located. This book should be

placed where it will be accessible at all times to any member, who in

turn should be held to definite rules regarding the time for holding and

returning it. This one book. Woman's Share in Primitive Culture, can

in and of itself supply enough material to stimulate interest and to answer

questions on nearly all the topics suggested. It can be most advan-

tageously supplemented, however, by the Handbook of American Indians

North oj Mexico, issued in two large volumes by the American Bureau

of Ethnology as Bulletin 30. This handbook is a veritable treasure

bag, full of just the pieces of information that not only the mother but

the boys and girls of the family can use with profit and enjoyment. These

volumes are arranged alphabetically and are very fully illustrated. The

articles are written by specialists on each subject, and they represent

the latest information from research and observation. These books

would make a valuable addition to the grammar school library of the

village when the club members have finished their studies in them.

' Woman's Share in Primitive Culture, published by D. Appleton and Company. Cornell study club
members can buy this book at a discount by ordering it through the club secretary.
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As a supplement to these principal sources of information on primitive

woman that can be available for each study club, there may be found

material in books on travel in Africa, Labrador, and vSouth America

in the public librarj^ of the village or on private bookshelves. If any one

in the community is taking The National Geographic Magazine and has

by happy chance a file of back numbers, she should be courted by others

and made enthusiastic enough to use them to advantage for the interest

and the information of the whole study club.

There are, besides, two small, inexpensive books written and published

by the curators of ethnology at the New York Museum of Natural History

in New York City. These books are well illustrated, carefully indexed,

and can be ordered and delivered by mail. To both of them, Wissler's

North American Indians of the Plains and Goddard's Indians of the South-

west, references have been made throughout these lists. The ethnological

department at Albany has issued several bulletins on Indian affairs, which

can be bought from the department or borrowed from the State Library

at Albany. To these, frequent references have been given.

This leads to the question of how far the traveling libraries can be made
a\'ailable to meet the needs of study classes at work on the primitive

woman course. The State Librar\' authorities at Albany will send on

application books of travel and some United States Government docu-

ments, such as the annual reports of the Smithsonian Institution and the

reports of the Bureau of Ethnology, in so far as they can make their sup-

ply meet demands. In Cortland County, for example, where over a

dozen clubs have been eager for the same books for working up these

programs, a set of books has been furnished by the Albany library on

condition of its being kept together in the farm bureau office in Cortland,

the most central and the largest town in the group. Because such wonder-

fully interesting and valuable accounts are given and fully illustrated in

these reports, references are given to them under each program, so that

special papers suggested in the outlines can be prepared by those members
who can obtain the use of these reports. There is opportunity for choice

among the numerous references given under each program. If one of the

club members happens to be in a city, such as Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse,

or Utica, where she could use the books in the public library, she could

go with speed and surety to the very volume and page cited in the refer-

ence lists. The list, then, is longer than any one club or club member
needs to use, and it is graded as to the probabiUties of securing the books.

It need not discourage any one, but rather it should offer to each woman
who owns this reading course lesson a stimulating sense of further possi-

bilities during a lifetime for finding out more about a subject in which

she has become interested.
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The references for each program are divided into two groups. The

first group is to books suggested as texts; the second group, arranged

alphabetically, is to books recommended for wider reading on special

topics.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM I

INTRODUCTION TO PRIMITIVE WOMAN AND HER DAILY LIFE

GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter I.

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 50-55.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 23-28, 69-76.

Mason, Otis T.

1910 The origins of invention : a study of industry among primitive

peoples. Chapters II and IV.

Wilson, Thomas
1897 Arrowpoints, spearheads, and knives of prehistoric times.

U. S. National Museum. Report for 1897, p. 811-988.

GROUP II

Bernard, Kate
1914 Friend of friendless Indian children. The Quarterly Journal

of the Society of American Indians, October-December,

1914, p. 312-314.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,

part I, p. 601-603 (Implements, tools, utensils).

Kershaw, William J.

1914 The red man's appeal. The Quarterly Journal of the Society

of American Indians, October-December, 1914, p. 275-276.

Parker, Arthur C.

1914 The awakened American Indians. The Quarterly Journal of

the Society of American Indians, October-December, 19 14,

p. 269-274.

Frachtenberg, Leo J.

1914 Our indebtedness to the American Indian. The Quarterly

Journal of the Society of American Indians, July-Sep-
tember, 1914, p. 197-202.
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(CompilalJon)
Tenth report of the director of the state museum and science

department. New York State Museum. Museum bulletin

173. P- 93-102, 143-156.

Worcester, Dean C.

1913 The non-Christian peoples of the Philippine Islands. The
National Geographic Magazine, November, 19 13.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 2

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS FOOD BRINGER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture. Chapter II and p. 142-1 50.

1910 The origins of invention ; a study of industry among primitive
peoples. Chapters VI and VIII.

(Compilation)

Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-
sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology.
Bulletin 30, part i, p. 461-463 (Fishing), 466-469 (Food),
580-581 (Hunting), 790-791 (Maize).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 39-41, 79-85, 136-140.

Parker, Arthur C.

1910 Iroquois uses of maize and other food plants. New York
State Museum. Museum bulletin 144, p. 9-45, 89-109.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 19-29.

GROUP n

Joyce, T. Athol, and Thomas, N. W., editors

191 1 Women of all nations; a record of their characteristics, habits,

manners, customs, and influence.

Kipling, Rudyard
1902 Just so stories. The cat that walked by himself.

Parker, K. Langloh
1905 The Euahlayi tribe: a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Chapter XIII.

Roscoe, John
191 1 The Baganda; an account of their native customs and beliefs.

Chapters XIII and XIV.
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Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapter VI.

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapter VIII.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapters VI and VIII,

p. 176-185.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 3

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS COOK
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter II.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 456 (Fermentation), 459-460 (Fire-making);

part 2, p. 176-177 (Ovens), 295-299 (Pottery).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 15, 33, 83-84, 136-140.

Parker, Arthur C.

1910 Iroquois uses of maize and other food plants. New York
State Museum. Museum bulletin 144, p. 45-So.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 26-29, 51, 69-71,

72-75-
GROUP n

Parker, K. Langloh

1905 The Euahla\i tribe: a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Chapter XIII.

Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and beliefs.

Chapter XIII.

Weeks, John H.
19 14 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapter VIII.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapter VI.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 4

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS BASKET MAKER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter III, p. 41-53.
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(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 97-99 (Arts and industries), 130-132 (Bark),

132-135 (Basketry)
;
part 2, p. 643-644 (Storage and caching).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 45-48, 94-95.

Parker, Arthur C.

1910 Iroquois uses of maize and other food plants. New York
State Museum. Museum bulletin 144.

GROUP n

James, George Wharton
1903 Indian basketry, and how to make Indian and other baskets.

Lane, Franklin K.
1915 From the war-path to the plow. The National Geographic

Magazine, Januar^^ 1915, p. 81. (Illustration.)

Mason, Otis T.

1902 Aboriginal American basketry : studies in a textile art without
machinery. U. S. National Museum. Report for 1902,

p. 171-548 and plates 1-248. • '

Simpich, Frederick and Margaret

1914 Where Adam and Eve lived. The National Geographic
Magazine, December, 19 14, p. 555, 571. (Illustrations.)

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapter VIII.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 5

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS WEAVER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture. Chapter III, p. 53-69.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,

part I, p. 310-313 (Clothing); part 2, p. 928-929 (Weaving).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 49-53.

Joyce, T. Athol, and Thomas, N. W., editors

191 1 Women of all nations; a record of their characteristics, habits,

manners, customs, and influence.
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Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 52.

Woolman, Mary Schenck, and McGowan, Ellen Beers
1914 Textiles, Chapters I and III.

GROUP n
Holmes, W. H.

1881-82 Prehistoric textile fabrics of the United States, derived from
impressions on pottery. Third annual report of the
Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution for 1881-82, p. 397-425.

Mason, Otis T.

1910 The origins of invention: a study of industry among primitive
peoples. Chapter VII.

Matthews, Washington
1881-82 Navajo weavers. Third annual report of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

for 1881-82, p. 371-391.

Parker, K. Langloh
1905 The Euahlavi tribe: a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Chapter XIV.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, p. 195-201.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 6

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS SKIN DRESSER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture. Chapter IV.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,

part 2, p. 591-594 (Skin and skin dressing).

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 41-50, 52-69.

GROUP n
Boaz, Frank

1884-85 The central Eskimo. Sixth annual report of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

for 1884-85, p. 471-516.

Joyce, T. Athol, and Thomas, N. W., editors

191 1 Women of all nations; a record of their characteristics, habits,

manners, customs, and influence.
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Murdoch, John
1887-88 Ethnological results of the Point Barrow expedition. Ninth

annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution for 1887-88, p. 109-149.

Raphael, John R.

19 14 Through unknown Nigeria, Chapter XIII.

Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and beliefs.

Chapter XIV.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 7

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS POTTER AND DISH MAKER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter V.

(Compilation)

Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian
Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,
part I, p. 94-96 (Art); part 2, p 149-155 (Ornament),
295-299 (Pottery).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 41, 43, 45, 90-93, 143-145.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 69-72.

GROUP n
Gushing, Frank H.

1882-83 A study of Pueblo pottery as illustrative of Zuni culture-

growth. Fourth annual report of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

for 1882-83, p. 473-521.

Holmes, William H.
1882-83 Origin and development of form and ornament in ceramic

art. Ancient pottery of the Mississippi valley. Foiirth

annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution for 1882-83, p. 367-436,
443-465-

Joyce, T. Athol, and Thomas, N. W,, editors

191 1 Women of all nations; a record of their characteristics, habits,

manners, customs, and influence.

Mason, Otis T.

191o The origins of invention: a study of industry among primitive

peoples. Chapter V.
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Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, p. 204-206.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 8

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS ARTIST
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter VIII.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,

part I, p. 94-96 (Art), 958-961 (Music and musical instru-

ments).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 26, 41-42, 44-47, 49, 76, 91-93,
142, 145-146, 148-149, 150, 157, 159-160, 167-168, 171.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 41, 120-123, 124.

GROUP U
Boaz, Frank

1884-85 The central Eskimo. Sixth annual report of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

for 1884-85, p. 648-658.

'

Hoffman, W. J.

1885-86 The mide'wiwin, or "grand medicine society," of the

Ojibwa. Seventh annual report of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

for 1885-86, p. 207-208, 213-216.

Joyce, T. Athol, and Thomas, N. W., editors

191 1 Women of all nations; a record of their characteristics, habits,

manners, customs, and influence.

Talbot, P. Amaury
1912 In the shadow of the bush. Chapter XXVII.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapters IV and V.

Wanneh, Gawasa
1914 Situwaka, chief of the Chilcats. The Quarterly Journal of

the Society of American Indians, October-December, 19 14,

p. 280-283.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapters V and IX.
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REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 9

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS HOUSEBUILDER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter VII, p. 152-154.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 476-479 (Furniture), 515-519 (Habitations).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 74-79, 132-136.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 35-40.

GROUP n
Billings, L. G.

191 5 Some personal experiences with earthquakes. The National
Geographic Magazine, January, 19 15, p. 61. (Illustration.)

Dorsey, James Owen
1891-92 Omaha dwelUngs, furniture, and implements. Thirteenth

annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the secre-

tary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1891-92, p.

269-278.

Lane, Franklin K.
19 1 5 From the war-path to the plow. The National Geographic

^vlagazine, Januarys 1915. P- 75~77- (Illustrations.)

Mason, Otis T.

1887 Cradles of the American aborigines. U. S. National Museum.
Report for 1887, p. 161-212.

Murdoch, John
1887-88 Ethnological results of the Point Barrow expedition.

Ninth armual report of the Bureau of Ethnology' to the
secretar}^ of the Smithsonian Institution for 1887-88,

p. 72-86, 109-149.

Raphael, John R.

1914 Through unknown Nigeria, Chapter XI.

Simpich, Frederick and Margaret
1914 Where Adam and Eve lived. The National Geographic

Magazine, December, 1914, p. 575. (Illustration.)

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapter V.

106
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Townley-FuUam, C.

1914 Hungary : a land of shepherd kings. The National Geographic
Magazine, October, 1914, p. 322, 333, 337. (Illustrations.)

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapter VI.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 10

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS HOME MAKER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture. Chapter VII and review
of Chapters I-VI.

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 88-89, 9i"~95. i33. i37. 152-153.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, parts I and 2. Review of previous references.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 86-88, 93-95.

GROUP II

Calkins, Franklin Welles
1902 Two wilderness voyagers : a true tale of Indian life.

Deming, Therese Osterheld

1899 Indian child life.

1902 Red folk and wild folk.

Hazard, Blanch Evans, and Button, Samuel T.

1913 Indians and pioneers, p. 60-63, 65-66, 76-78. Revised edition.

Lane, Franklin K.
1915 From the war-path to the plow. The National Geographic

Magazine, January, 191 5.

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth
1855 Hiawatha.

Parsons, Elsie Clews
1906 The family.

Talbot, P. Amaury
19 1 2 In the shadow of the bush. Chapters IX and X.

Thomas, William I.

1907 Sex and society.
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True, John Preston

1899 The iron star, and what it saw on its journey through the ages.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapters V and "VI.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 11

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS BEAST OF BURDEN
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter VI.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians noith of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 156-157 (Boats), 330-332 (Commerce); part 2,

p. 799-801 (Trails and trade routes), 802 (Travel).

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 29-35.

GROUP II

Albrecht, Florence Craig

1915 The city of Jacqueline. The National Geographic Magazine,
January, 191 5, p. 36, 47. (Illustrations.)

Calkins, Franklin Welles
1902 Two wilderness voyagers: a true tale of Indian life.

Grosvenor, Gilbert H.
1914 Young Russia. The National Geographic Magazine, November,

1914, p. 479. (Illustration.)

Lane, Franklin K.
19 1 5 From the war-path to the plow. The National Geographic

Magazine, January, 191 5, p. 85. (Illustration.)

Mason, Otis T.

1894 Primitive travel and transportation. U. S. National Museum.
Report for 1894, p. 237-593.

1910 The origins of invention : a study of industry among primitive

peoples. Chapter X.

Murdoch, John
1887-88 Ethnological results of the Point Barrow expedition.

Ninth annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1887-88,

p. 3-441-
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Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and behefs.

Chapter XII.

Showalter, William Joseph
1915 Partitioned Poland. The National Geographic Magazine,

January, 191 5, p. 104. (Illustration.)

Townley-FuUam, C.

1914 Hungary : a land of shepherd kings. The National Geographic
Magazine, October, 19 14, p. 325, 360, 368. (Illustrations.)

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 12

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS LINGUIST, STORY-TELLER, AND MYTH MAKER
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter IX.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 757-75? (Languages), 964-972 (Mythology);
part 2, p. 242-245 (Pictographs)

.

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 68, 70, 174, 178.

Wissler, Clark

191

2

North American Indians of the plains, p. 97-100, 127-131,
139-140.

GROUP n
Bulfinch, Thomas

1868 The age of fable; or beauties of mythology.

Converse, Harriet Maxwell, and Parker, Arthur Caswell
1908 Myths and legends of the New York State Iroquois. New

York State Museum. Museum bulletin 125.

Guerber, H. A.

1893 Myths of Greece and Rome.

Kidd, Dudley
1906 Savage childliood: a study of Kafir children. Chapter VII.

Kipling, Rudyard
1902 Just so stories. How the first letter was written.

Mooney, James
1897-98 Myths of the Cherokee. Nineteenth annual report of the

Bureau of American Ethnology to the secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution for 1897-98, part i, p. 35-38.
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Powell, J. W.
1879 80 Sketch of the mythology of the North American Indians.

First annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1879-80,

p. 17-56.

Skinner, Alanson B.

1915 The value of recording Indian folklore. The Quarterly Journal

of the Society of American Indians, January-March, 19 15,

p. 46-48.

Smith, Erminnie A.

1880-81 JMyths of the Iroquois. vSecond annual report of the

Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution for 1880-81, p. 47-116.

Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and beliefs.

Chapter XVII.

Talbot, P. Amaury
19 1

2

In the shadow of the bush, Chapter XXXI.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapter XV.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapter X,

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 13

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS FOUNDER OF SOCIETY
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter X.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,

part I, p. 303-305 (Clan and gens); part 2, p. 608-612

(Social organization)

.

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 97-107.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 86-87, 95-96.

GROUP n

Converse, Harriet Maxwell, and Parker, Arthur Caswell

1908 Myths and legends of the New York State Iroquois. New
York State Museum. Museum bulletin 125, p. 135-138.
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Dorsey, J. Owen
1881-82 Omaha sociology. Third annual report of the Bureau of

Ethnology to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

for 1881-82, p. 205-370.

Kidd, Dudley
1906 Savage childhood: a study of Kafir children. Chapter I.

Morgan, Lewis H.
1878 Ancient society.

1901 League of the Ho-de'-no-sau-nee, or Iroquois. (Edited by
Herbert M. Lloyd.)

Parker, K. Langloh

1905 The Euahlavi tribe: a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Chapters VII and VHI.

Raphael, John R.

1914 Through unknown Nigeria, Chapters XIV and XXXII.

Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and beliefs.

Chapters II and III.

Talbot, P. Amaury
1912 In the shadow of the bush, Chapters IX-XII.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapters IX and X.

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapters V, IX, X, XI, and

XIII.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapters V and VI.

Westermarck, Edward
1914 Marriage ceremonies in Morocco.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 14

THE AMUSEMENTS OF PRIMITIVE WOMAN AND HER FAMILY
GROUP I

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnolog>'. Bulletin 30,

part I. p. 265-266 (Child life), 395-396 (Dolls), 483-486
(Games); part 2, p. 797 (Toys).
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Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 164-165.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 78-80.

GROUP n

Culin, Stewart
1902-1903 Games of the North American Indians. Twenty-fourth

annual report of the Bureau of American Ethnology

to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for

1902-1903.

Kidd, Dudley
1906 Savage childhood: a studv of Kafir children. Chapters V,

VII, and VIII.

McGuire, Joseph D.

1897 Pipes and smoking customs of the American aborigines, based

on material in the U. S. National Museum. U. S. National

Museimi. Report for 1897, p. 351-645.

Morgan, Lewis H.
1 90 1 League of the Ho-de'-no-sau-nee, or Iroquois. (Edited by

Herbert M. Lloyd.)

Murdoch, John
1887-88 Ethnological results of the Point Barrow expedition.

Ninth annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1887-88,

P- 376-385-

Parker, K. Langloh

1905 The Euahlavi tribe: a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Chapter XV.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapter VII. . .

• „

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapter XII.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapters V, IX, and X.

Worcester, Dean C.

191 1 Field sports among the wild men of northern Luzon. The
National Geographic Magazine, March, 191 1.
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REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 15

PRIMITIVE WOMAN AS PATRON OF RELIGION
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter XI.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 46-47 (Altar); part 2, p. 365-371 (Religion),

662-664 (Symbolism), 787-795 (Totem and totem poles).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 107-126.

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 97-102, 105, 119.

GROUP II

Bourke, John G.
1887-88 The medicine-men of the Apache. Ninth annual report

of the Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution for 1887-88, p. 451-496.

Converse, Harriet Maxwell, and Parker, Arthur Caswell

1908 Myths and legends of the New York State Iroquois. New
York State Museum. Museum bulletin 125.

Fewkes, Jesse Walter
1894-95 Tusayan snake ceremonies. Sixteenth annual report of

the Bureau of American Ethnology to the secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution for 1894-95, p. 267-312.

Kingsley, Mary H.
1899 West African studies. Chapter VII.

Mooney, James
1885-86 The sacred formulas of the Cherokees. vSeventh annual

report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution for 1885-86, p. 301-397.

1892-93 The ghost-dance religion and the vSioux outbreak of 1890.

Fourteenth annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology
to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1892-

93, part 2, p. 641-1136.

Morgan, Lewis H.
1901 League of the Ho-de'-no-sau-nee, or Iroquois. (Edited by

Herbert M. Lloyd.)
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Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and bcHefs.

Chapter IX.

Roosevelt, Theodore
19 13 The Hopi snake dance. The Outlook, October 18, 19 13.

Talbot, P. Amaury
191

2

In the shadow of the bush, Chapters II, III, and XVIII.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapter XIII.

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapters XIV, XX, XXI, and

XXV.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapters III and IV.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 16

BURIAL CUSTOMS OF PRIMITIVE WOMAN
GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture. Chapter XI, p. 250-254.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 945-947 (Mortuary customs).

Goddard, Pliny Earle

1913 Indians of the Southwest, p. 24, 57, 104-105, 162-163, i73~i74-

Wissler, Clark

1912 North American Indians of the plains, p. 88.

GROUP II

Joyce, T. Athol, and Thomas, N. W., editors

191

1

Women of all nations; a record of their characteristics, habits,

manners, customs, and influence.

Murdoch, John
1887-88 Ethnological results of the Point Barrow expedition.

Ninth annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1887-88,

p. 423-427.

Murray, J. H. P.

1912 Papua, or British New Guinea, Chapter V.
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Parker, K. Langloh

1905 The Euahlayi tribe : a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Chapter X.

Raphael, John R.

1914 Through unknown Nigeria, Chapter XXXII.

Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their native customs and beliefs.

Chapter IV.

Talbot, P. Amaury
1912 In the shadow of the bush, Chapter XXI.

Thomas, Cyrus
1883-84 Burial mounds of the northern sections of the United

States. Fifth annual leport of the Bureau of Ethnology
to the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1883-

84, p. 9-1 19.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia, Chapter XII.

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapter XXIV.

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa, Chapter VII.

Yarrow, H. C.

1879-80 A further contribution to the study of the mortuary
customs of the North American Indians. First annual
report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution for 1879-80, p. 87-203.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 17

EFFECTS OF CONTACT WITH THE CIVILIZATION OF WHITE MEN ON
PRIMITIVE WOMAN

GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture, Chapter XII.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smith-

sonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin

30, part I, p. 850 (Metis), 913-914 (Mixed-bloods); part 2,

p. 282-286 (Popular fallacies).

GROUP n
Boaz, Frank

1894 The half-blood Indian; an anthropometric study. The Popular
Science Monthly, October, 1894.
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Havard, V.

1879 The French half-breeds of the Northwest. Smithsonian
Institution. Report for 1879, p. 309-327.

(Anon\-nious)

1914 Indian blood. Blood mixture amonj^ races. The Quarterly

Journal of the Society of American Indians, October-

December, 19 14, p. 261-265.

Johnston, Mary
1902 Audrey.

Kingsley, Mary H.
1899 West African studies, Chapter XVI.

Leonard, William EUery
1914 Glory of the Morning. In Wisconsin plays.

Murray, J. H. P.

1912 Papua, or British New Guinea, Chapter XV.

Parker, Arthur C.

1914 The awakened American Indian. The Quarterly Journal of

The Society of American Indians, October-December,

1914, p. 269-274.

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo, Chapter XIX.

REFERENCES FOR PROGRAM 18

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. FUTURE RELATIONS OF PRIMITIVE AND
CIVILIZED WOMEN

GROUP I

Mason, Otis T.

1907 Woman's share in primitive culture. Review of Chapters

I-XII.

(Compilation)
Handbook of American Indians north of Mexico. Smithsonian

Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30,

part I, p. 21-24 (Agency system), 499-503 (Governmental
poHcy), 874-909 (Missions); part 2, p. 372-391 (Reser-

vations), 803-814 (Treaties).

GROUP II

Converse, Harriet Marwell, and Parker, Arthur Caswell

1908 Myths and legends of the New York State Iroquois. New
York State Museum. Museimi bulletin 125, p. 7-13,

128-138.
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Converse, John W.
1915 TIkj Indian's capacity to advance. The Quarterly Journal of

the Society of American Indians, January-March, 1915, p. 16.

Eastman, Charles A.

1915 The Indian's gift to the nation. The Quarterly Journal of the

Society of American Indians, January-March, 1915, p. 17-23.

Frachtenberg, Leo J.

19 14 Our indebtedness to the American Indian. The Quarterly
Journal of the Society of American Indians, July-September,

1914, p. 197-202.

Kingsley, Mary H.
1899 West African studies, Chapter XVI.

Murray, J. H. P.

1912 Papua, or British New Guinea, Chapter XV.

Robe, Chauncey Yellow

1914 The menace of the wild west show. The Quarterly Journal of

the Society of American Indians, July-September, 19 14,

p. 224-225.

Gohl, E. H.
1914 The effect of wild westing. The Quarterly Journal of the

Society of American Indians, July-September, 19 14, p. 226-

228.

Some of the best books of travel and of description of primitive life

are listed below as a guide to club members in their requests and search

and also in future buying, when Christmas or their children's birthdays

come.

A club secretary or a member can obtain from a book-store or a stationer

the names of publishers and the prices of these books.

Starred titles designate books already owned by the State and sent

out fromAlbany in the traveling libraries. Correspondence on this subject

should be addressed to Division of Educational Extension, University of

the State of New York, Albany, New York.

AUSTRALIA
Parker, K. Langloh

1905 The Euahlayi tribe: a study of aboriginal life in Australia.

Thomas, N. W.
1906 Natives of Australia. (One hundred and thirty-two full-page

illustrations.)
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AFRICA
*Johnston, Harry

1908 George Grenfcll and the Congo. (In two volumes, with index
and illustrations.)

*Kidd, Dudley
1906 Savage childhood: a study of Kafir children. (Thirty-two

full-page illustrations.)

*Kingsley, Mary H.
1904 Travels in West Africa.

Raphael, John R.
19 14 Through unknown Nigeria. (Illustrated.)

Roscoe, John
191

1

The Baganda; an account of their nacive customs and beliefs.

Talbot, P. Amaury
19 1

2

In the shadow of the bush.

Weeks, John H.
1914 Among the primitive Bakongo. (Forty illustrations and

a map.)

Werner, A.

1906 The natives of British Central Africa.

Westermarck, Edward
1914 Marriage ceremonies in Morocco.

NEW GUINEA
Murray, J. H. P.

1912 Papua, or British New Guinea.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

Calkins, Franklin Welles
1902 Two wilderness voyagers: a true tale of Indian life. (Suitable

for boys and girls from ten to fifteen years of age.)

*Deming, Theresa Osterheld

1899 Indian child life. (Illustrated in color by Edwin Willard

Deming. Suitable for children from five to ten years

of age.)

1902 Red folk and wild folk. (Illustrated in color by Edwin Willard

Deming. Suitable for children from five to eight years of age.)

*Hazard, Blanche Evans, and Button, Samuel T.

1913 Indians and pioneers. (Illustrated in black and white. Suit-

able for children from eight to ten years of age.)
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*True, John Preston

1899 'J'lic iron star, and what it saw on its journey throuj:h the aj^es.

(Illustrated in black and white. Suitable for boys and girls

from ten to fifteen years of age.)

SOCIAL PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH PRIMITIVE WOMAN
*Ellis, Havelock

191 1 Man and woman.

*Morgan, Lewis H.
1901 League of the Ho-de'-no-sau-nee, or Iroquois. (Edited by

Herbert M. Lloyd.)

*Parsons, Elsie Clews
1906 The family. (An ethnological and historical outline.)

*Thomas, William I.

1907 Sex and society: studies in the social psychology of sex.

1909 Source book for social origins: ethnological materials, psycho-

logical standpoint, classified and annotated bibliographies for

the interpretation of savage society,

A LIST OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS ON INDIANS

The following list of government publications is taken verbatim from

a price list published in December, 19 14, entitled Indians of North America,

which may be obtained on request from the vSuperintendent of Documents,

Washington, D. C.
AGRICULTURE

Demonstration farms [for Indians]. 19 10. 4 pages. (Indian Bulletin 2.)

Paper, 5c.

Indian fairs. 1909. 6 pages. (Indian Bulletin i.) Paper, 5c.

BURIAL CUSTOMS
Account of burial of Indian squaw, San Bernardino Co., Cal., May, 1874.

(In Smithsonian Report, 1874, page 350.) Cloth, 60c.

CRADLES

Cradles of American aborigines; by 0. T. Mason. (In National Museum
Report, 1887, pages 161 to 212, illus.) Cloth, 90c.

EDUCATION

Indian education and civilization; by A. C. Fletcher. 1888. 693 pages.

(48th Cong., 2d sess., S. Ex. Doc. 95. Vol. 2, pt. 2; serial no. 2264.)

Sheep, $1.15.

Contents.— History from 19th century. Reservations. Tribes of New York.
Missionary work during the 19th century.

FRENCH HALF-BREEDS

French half-breeds of the northwest; by V. Havard. (In Smithsonian
Report, 1879, pages 309 to 327.) Cloth, 75c.
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GAMES
Games of North American Indians; by Stewart Culin. (In 24th Ethnology

Report, 1903, pages 3 to 809, illus., large 8°.) Cloth, $1.50.

INDIAN HOME
Memorial of Richard C. Adams on behalf of Delaware and other Indians

in Oklahoma [asking for establishment of Indian home in Oklahoma].
1908. 3 pages. (60th Cong., 2d sess., S. Doc. 592.) Paper, sc.

IROQUOIS INDIANS

Iroquoian cosmology, ist part; by J. N. B. Hewitt. (In 21st Ethnology
Report, 1900, pages 127 to 360, illus., large 8°.) Cloth, $1.75.

MEDICINE-MEN

Medicine-men of the Apache; by J. G. Bourke. (In gth Ethnology
Report, 1888, pages 443 to 603, illus., large 8°.) Cloth, $1.20.

MONEY
Ethno-conchology, study of primitive money; by R. E. C. Steams. (In

National Museum Report, 1887, pages 297 to 334, illus.) Cloth, 90c.

NAVAJO INDIANS

Navajo weavers; by Washington Matthews. (In 3d Ethnology Report,

1882, 371 to 391, illus., large 8°.) Cloth, $1.15.

OMAHA INDIANS

Omaha sociology; by J. 0. Dorsey. (In 3d Ethnology Report, 1882,

pages 205 to 370, illus., large 8°.) Cloth, $1.15.

POTTERY

Aboriginal pottery of eastern United States; by W. H. Holmes. (In

20th Ethnology Report, 1899, pages i to 201, illus., map, large 8°.)

Cloth, $2.15.

Origin and development of form and ornament in ceramic art; by W. H.
Holmes. (In 4th Ethnology Report, 1883, pages 437 to 465, illus.,

large 8°.) Cloth, $1.30.
PUEBLO INDIANS

Study of pueblo architecture, Tusayan and Cibola; by Victor Mindeleff.

(In 8th Ethnology Report, 1887, pages 3 to 228, illus., 3 plates in pocket,

large 8°.) Cloth, $1.45.
SCHOOLS

Discontinuance of non-reservation Indian schools. Speech of Elmer A.

Morse of Wis., in House, Feb. 6, 1908. (In Congressional Record of

Feb. 10, vol. 42, no. 40, pages 1859 to 1861.) Paper, 14c.

Indian schools and their results. Speech of Marlin E. Olmsted of Pa. in

House, Feb. 6, 1908. (In Congressional Record of Feb. 10, vol. 42,

no. 40, pages 1781 to 1785.) Paper, 14c.

TRADE

Ancient aboriginal trade in North America; by Charles Rau. (In Smith-

sonian Report, 1872, pages 348 to 394.) Cloth, 60c.
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TRAVELING

Primitive travel and transportation; by O. T. Mason. (In National

Museum Report, 1894, pages 237 to 593, illus.) Cloth, $1.20.

TUCKAHOE
Tuckahoe, or Indian bread. (In Smithsonian Report, 188 1, pages 687

to 701, illus.) Cloth, 70c.

PRIMITIVE WOMAN'S DISCOVERIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN

COOKING

Mabel L. Flumerfelt

Quite unconscious of the fact that definite scientific principles govern

the processes of cooking and food preparation, primitive woman has

worked out, by her own daily experience, many of the most important

principles with which we are now familiar in relation to food and

diet.

We may well call attention first to her selection of food. In this,

nature proved to be woman's greatest helper, since it provided different

types of food for different seasons of the year and for different climates.

We know that in a cold climate the body requires more of the heat-

yielding foods to keep it in working condition than are necessary in a

warm climate; fats, such as whale blubber and oils, are liberally used

by the inhabitants. Large quantities of meat consisting of deer, musk
ox, sea mammals, and the like, are also consimied in the cold regions.

Here only small amounts of the less concentrated fruit and vegetable

foods are available; fortunately the body can adapt itself to the con-

ditions and get on well without large quantities of them. Thus, the bulk

of food eaten is not large as compared with the immense fuel value or

energy that it furnishes to the body.

On the other hand, the warmer climate, where less concentrated food

is required to furnish sufficient body energ^^ has a much more luxuriant

vegetable growth. In either case, the three principal types of food mate-

rial —• namely, carbohydrate, protein, and fat— are present, and it has

only remained for primitive woman to make the jDroper selections. The

Eskimo has always obtained fat from fat meat and oils, protein largely

from meat, and carbohydrate from the few vegetables, or plants, or the

juices of plants, which she found growing in the warmer seasons of the

year. The South American Indian woman has required less protein food

and more carbohydrate material in the form of vegetables and fruit. She

has used fish and eggs and animal meat, but in smaller quantities than

the Eskimo has. Sweetened sap, grains, roots of plants, and plant leaves

have furnished her with carbohydrate; and nuts have given her a very

valuable source for fat, which she needs in smaller amounts than the

Eskimo does.
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Primitive vroman has combined her foodstims very wiselv. F:- ex-

amole, she has made a preparation from, maize, beans, meat, and veee-

tables, which has often served as a com.plete meal for herself and family.

A" "" ""-"7." V Z''-' ^
"'

'

" "-?" " "rnxm-can. which is a combination of
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Primitive woman's reasons for cooking food have been in the main to

make it more palatable, to improve its appearance, and to give variety.

She has known nothing of the chemical changes that heat produces in

foods, though she has learned by experience that cooking removes certain

disagreeable poisons or acid substances, since they dissolve in the hot

water and are rendered harmless. She also has known that starchy vege-

tables are better cooked than raw, but she has not been aware of the

fact that heat renders starchy substances more available for use by the

body than they would otherwise be.

One of the most remarkable discoveries of primitive woman is the

use of yeast in bread making. She has chewed grain for a long time,

then removed it from her mouth and left it exposed to the air for some

time before adding it to the dough. What happened to this grain while

it was exposed to the air, primitive woman has not understood as we do

now; but that some change took place in the portion of grain thus treated,

and that this change made a difference in the dough to which such material

was added, she has been certain, for the dough was made lighter, of better

flavor, and, in general, more palatable.

The pit oven so often used by primitive woman was a very near ap-

proach to our modem tireless cooker, which we consider such a wonderful

invention. In it hot stones were used to furnish the necessary heat,

and these were kept excluded from air as much as possible by packing

earth around them and the food during the cooking process. Other

methods of cooking, such as boiling, roasting, and broiling, have had

exactly the same principles involved as ours to-day, though they were then

unrecognized. Only by studying the experiences of primitive woman in

food selection and preparation do we come to realize how great is the

debt of modem woman to her. Science has done much to give us a

better understanding of food combinations and cooking processes, yet

we cannot but accept with much gratitude the remarkable discoveries

and achievements that primitive woman, with nature as her onl}^ guide,

has made in this respect.

THE CAYUGA INDIAN FESTIVAL

The story of the Cayuga Strawberry Festival, which was given by some
of the students in the College of Agriculture on the shores of Lake Beebe

in May, 19 14, is reprinted here from the program that was distributed to

the guests at the first performance. It will be a guide for entertainments

in rural communities where the mothers and the older daughters of the

family have been making a winter's study of the subject of primitive

woman. The illustrations will give an idea of details and suggestions

for costuming. It would make a good program for the Fourth of July

celebration of any community.
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SCENE OF THE FESTIVAL

The scene is laid by the side of Lake Beebc in a Cayuga Indian

village of the Wolf clan. Some women and young girls are busy at their

daily work, while most of the men are absent on a hunting expedition.

Preparations are being made for the annual strawberry festival, which

is one of thanksgiving to the Great Spirit for the " first fruits of the earth."

Fig. 51.— Some of the actors cooking supper after the Indian play was over

Some small children are playing in canoes near the shore. One is listening

intently to the old chief who smokes and dozes by tunis near the long

house, or talks in snatches to the boy. Some of the children are picking

strawberries ; others are watching the woman and the girls who are working

at pottery, basketry, and the dressing of skins. An old arrow maker

is teaching one boy who seems likely to become an apt learner. A matron,

busy hoeing in the cornfield, is keeping watch of her papoose and of the

little girls near-by v/ho are amusing both themselves and the papoose

with coni-husk dolls.

TIME OF THE FESTIVAL

The spring of 1737.
NARRATIVE 4

The afternoon quiet of the Httle Cayuga village is suddenly disturbed

by a sound of shots and loud calls in the woods on the opposite shore.

The women and children remain more or less indifferent to the noise,

however, until they see a band of men, two white men in European dress

•• Since the action must necessarily be in pantomime it is thought best to give a key to the action and
a brief narrative of the actual historical events on which that is based. Interested readers can find the

details in Schoolcraft's Archives of Aboriginal Knowledge, Vol. IV, p. 324-341, and in Beauchamp's History

of the New York Iroquois, p. 274-278.
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and three Indians, emerging from the woods, and motioning for persons

to bring canoes across to them.

One of the women recognizes the voice of her husband, Tawaragat,

who has been absent for a long time acting as guide in the South. With

two of her sisters she jtunps into a canoe to comply with his demands,

and the party is brought over to the village. One of the white men
proves to be Conrad Weiser (the official interpreter for the Province of

Pennsylvania and the agent for both the Iroquois and the whites), who

Fig. 52.— Some of the girls who took part in the play in costumes that they made after

Iroquois patterns and designs

finds in the old warrior, Teyorongkeh, and the arrow maker, Dyonwadon,

friendly Indians who had known him formerly at Schoharie, New York.

These men cordially greet the others, Stoeffel Stump, the white companion,

Owisgera, an Onondaga Indian guide, and Shikelimo, an Oneida Indian.

The latter is already known to the village group as a viceroy who has been

sent to eastern Pennsylvania by the Onondaga Council, and as a member

by marriage of their own Cayuga nation though not of their Wolf clan.

(This Shikelimo was the father of the famous Logan whose wonderful

speeches to Lord Dunmore excited the admiration of Thomas Jefferson.

The latter quoted them, and therefore they have been preserved in print.)
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While Tawaragat is talking]; to his wife and looking around the plan-

tation followed by the children, the white men sit down beside the old

chief. He is the representative of the Wolf clan of Cayugas to the Onon-

daga Council of the Six Nations. It is to this council that Weiser is bound

as an envoy with gifts from Governor Gooch of Virginia and President

Logan of Pennsylvania, who are desirous of establishing peace between

the allied Six Nations of the North (Senecas, Cayugas, Onondagas,

Mohawks, Oneidas, and Tuscaroras) and the Cherokees and the Catawbas

to the South, who are making trouble on their frontiers.

The whole Cayuga village gradualh^ clusters about these men, and when

they fall to discussing the probable outcome of the embassy, Weiser slips

Fig. 53.— The arrival of Conrad Weiser and Stoeffel Stump.
century costumes

Note the eighteenth

away to the long house, where he has spied an old woman working at her

herb cleaning and bunching. To her he shows and then offers twenty-

four needles and six shoe strings, begging in return some Indian com
bread. She waddles off to bring this bread, and for five small loaves she

greedily takes the needles and the strings. By this time the Indian matrons

are ready with true Iroquois hospitality to offer food to their guests, and

all join in urging the strangers to remain in the village until their straw-

berry thanksgiving festival has been celebrated. The hunters, who have

meanwhile returned laden with game, have heard the news from Tawara-

gat and join heartily in offering a friendly welcome. (The game was
brought into the village by the hunters on this occasion, for it was meant
for the use of the whole community. Othenvise, they would have had to
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leave it outside the bounds, eaeh hunter sendinj^ out his wife to cut it up

and fetch it in for his own family's use.)

THE SA-NUN-DAT-HA WA-TA, OR CONFESSION DAY

The ho-nun-de-ont, or Keepers of the Faith, have summoned the Cayuga

Indians of the Wolf clan to the Council of General Confession, which pre-

cedes each religious festival of the Iroquois Indians. The men, women,

,
and children stand together in a

circle. Each in turn holds the

string of white wampum while he

confesses his faults, with the hope

and promise of future amendments

rather than any idea of atonement.

After this, in solemn procession the

Indians walk with great precision

a straight line on a trail towards

the east; by this symbol they sig-

nify their intention to live aright

in the coming year. During this

time two of the Keepers of the

Faith are exhorting them to do

good and to avoid evil speech and

action.

HA-NUN-DA YO, OR THE STRAWBERRY
FESTIVAL, A DAY OF THANKSGIVING

It is early morning. Active prep-

arations for the feast are being

made. The children busy them-

selves with picking strawberries,

and the women with pots and ket-

tles, fish and meat. Then at a

call from the Keepers of the Faith,

all the community gathers in coun-

cil. Speeches of thanksgiving are

reverently addressed to the Great

Spirit for the gift of the strawberry, and exhortations to duty and virtue

are made to the Indians by the Faith Keepers, in these words: ^

Friends and Relatives:— The sun, the ruler of the day, is high in his path, and we
must hasten to do our duty. We are assembled to observe an ancient custom. It is

an institution handed down to us by our forefathers. It was given to them by the
Great Spirit. He has ever required of his people to return thanks to him for all blessings

received. We have always endeavored to live faithful to this wise command.

5 Quoted from Lewis H. Morgan's League of the Ho-d;'-no-sau-nee, or Iroquois, p. 1S9-190, which is

the chief source of all the present knowledje of eariy Iroquois religious ceremonials.

COPYRIGHTED G. F. MORGAN

Fig. 54.— Eli, the chief of the Onondagas,
who led the pageant dances. He is the

leader of religious ceremonials on the

reservation
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Friends and Relatives, continue to listen:— It is to perform this duty that we are this

day gathered. The season when the strawberry plant yields its sweet fruit has again
returned. We are all thankful that it is so. We therefore expect all of you to join

in our general thanksgiving to the strawberry. We also expect you to join in a thanks-
giving to the Great Spirit, who has wisely made this plant for the good of man. We
hope and expect that order and harmony will prevail.

Friends and Relatives:— We are gratified to see so many here, and we thank you
all that yoii have thought well of this matter. We thank the Great Spirit, that he has
been kind to so many of us, in sparing our lives to participate again in the festivities

of this season. Na-ho'.

The Great Feather Dance, the 0-sto-weh-go-wa, now follows. This

has always been a prominent feature in religious festivals of the Iroquois.

The steps and motions are controlled by traditions hundreds of years

old. The water drum has always been used to make the weird notes.

At last the music dies away, the men, women, and children rest from

their dancing, and another series of thanksgiving addresses are given.

That. rite is followed by the burning of tobacco to the Great Spirit, who
can be reached best by the incense that accompanies the Cayugas' prayer

for protection and prosperity. This brings the religious ceremonies to an

end.

The feast that follows the dance is in sharp contrast. Signs of joyous

revelry break out; appetizing odors come on the evening air; and all the

non-Ca\aiga men, their guests, are invited to share in the sunset feast

of venison and fish, cakes and strawberries.

PERSONS REPRESENTED IN THE PAGEANT
MATRONS

Keeper of the Faith

Tawaragat's wife

Basket maker

Pottery maker

Herb woman
Keeper of the Faith

Skin dresser

Maker of corn-husk mats

MAIDENS

Skin dresser

Girl in canoe, decorating pottery

Girl in canoe, making coni-husk dolls

Cook and water carrier

Girl pounding com and cooking

YOUNG MEN

Two fishers

Four hunters
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WHITE MEN

Conrad Weiser, the envoy from Governor Gooch of Virginia

Stoeffel Stump, member of the Gooch embassy

INDIAN guides

Shikelimo

Tawaragat

Owisgera

INDIAN chiefs

Arrow maker, Keeper of the Faith

Old chief. Keeper of the Faith and representative of Cayuga village to

the Onondago Council

children

Four girls and eight boys ranging from eight to ten years of age

Three native Onondaga Indians participated in the festival; one as

basket maker, one as cook, and another as musician and leader of the

Great Feather Dance.
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THE CHEVALIER'S RETURN

Another set of local but typical Iroquois scenes was presented on the

shore of Lake Beebe at Ithaca in May, 191 5. For a plot, the drama called

The Glory of the Morning, a Winnebago tale," was used in the main. By
permission of the author, Mr. William Ellery Leonard, and with the

generous aid of Mr. Arthur C. Parker of the Bureau of Ethnology at

Albany, the proper names and the allusions were changed so as to make
the play fit the Cayuga region and the traditions and customs of Iroquois

Fig. 55.— Indian hunters on the shore of Lake Beebe

Indians. With this plot was combined a detailed background of indus-

tries and amusements for young and old, men, women, and children.

Over a thousand feet of moving picture film was made of these scenes,

and is entitled The Chevalier's Return. By request and by making proper

guarantees for the use of this film, these scenes can be repeated for the

pleasure of thousands of persons throughout New York State this winter

in granges and schools, in vestries and town halls. The scenario is given

here in brief.

' This play is published in Wisconsin Plays and is copyrighted by B. W. Huebsch of New York City.
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SCENARIO

When the scene opens, a group of boys arc shootini^ bows and arrows

at a target under the instruction of an old Indian, Black Wolf, who is

chipping arrowheads on a tree stump near-by. Three or four boys are

playing in canoes at the water's edge, and one of them is teasing a group

of small girls who arc busy with their dolls and cradle boards. An older

girl is making more dolls for them from a pile of com shucks, and a woman
is making a mat of the same stuff. Under a big tree to the right is a group

of women and girls kneading and coiling clay into jars, and others making

baskets of willow and rafha. A big iron kettle is hanging over a fire of

hickory wood, and women and girls are making an appetizing soup.

Just then a shout is raised by the small boys who, in searching for arrows,

have spied their fathers and brothers returning from the hunt. This

party approaches in a few moments with game, a deer and some rabbits,

and the women rush to their work of caring for it. While some begin

to dress the skins, others cut up the meat, disposing of it for immediate

or future use. Before this work is completed two men come down the lake

in a canoe and land with their good string of fish, which are taken by

a young girl, who deftly prepares them for cooking. The men, both the

young and the old, settle down to rest from their labors and to talk, while

the women are busy over the food supply.

Meanwhile, in front of the Iroquois long house, a matron. Glory of the

Morning, has returned to her sewing, which she had left with undisguised

reluctance when the hunters came in with their game. She picks up the

buckskin shirt, which she is embroidering with beads, and quickly becomes

unconscious of her neighbors. She looks eagerly and frequently up the

lake, and is evidently watching and listening for the approach of a canoe.

She notices that her boy. Red Wing, has returned from a hunting quest

of his own during her absence, for a quarry of squirrels lie there at the

door. Now seeing her, he returns, picks them up with pride to show

her. After an enthusiastic account of his hunting, little Red Wing talks

of Black Wolf, the old medicine man, and of his grandfather, Big Canoe.

Glory of the Morning tells him that Black Wolf has been telling her a

story that morning of his dream that Half Moon, Red Wing's French

father, is coming back. She is very happy over it and still watches and

listens for his canoe, even while she talks. But Red Wing is stolidly

indifferent. He has only contempt for Half Moon, who, though a rich

trader and kind father, is not an Iroquois Indian like his mother and grand-

father. Just then, Oak Leaf, a fair-haired, blue-eyed, white-skinned

maiden, dressed like the other Indian maids, comes running to the lodge

followed by Black Wolf, who carries a calumet on which he has been

binding sacred eagle feathers. She, too, has heard from Black Wolf of
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the dream that foretells the return of Half Moon. vShe is full of joy

and excitement; she wonders what presents he will bring her, and is

indignant at Red Wing's attitude toward their French father, whom she

adores. Black Wolf settles down and tries to talk to Glor>' of the Morning,

who roams restlessly about. He wishes to complete the telling of his

dream, which forbodes evil days as the outcome of Half Moon's return.

He reiterates his belief that " good will not come forever to the Indian

who is married in the white man's way." This spurs Glory of the Morning

Fig. 56.— flaking fire ivitJi a friction board

into a defence of her marriage to Half Moon by Pere La Rou by the " white

man's way," after the children, Oak Leaf and Red Wing, were born.

Just here, the chevalier, called Half Moon among the Indians, returns

by way of the lake. He is dressed like a trapper, with pack and gun.

but wears a French military jacket and cap. The greeting from each

of the group is characteristic. Glory of the Morning with a cry buries

her head on his shoulder; Oak Leaf is openly delighted; Red Wing avoids

his father's touch ; Black Wolf treats him with friendly but formal dignity.

Glory of the Morning wonders at the military coat, and is disappointed

that the chevalier will not put on the new buckskin shirt. All too soon

she is made to understand that Half Moon has come to take his leave.
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for he is to return now not to Montreal but to France to take up his

duties as a chevalier, because his father has died and he is his only heir.

She learns, too, that France and his chateau is no i)roper ])lace for Half

Moon's beautiful Indian wife, with her dusky skin and Iroquois ways

of life. Oak Leaf, his beautiful fair-skinned daughter, and Red Wing
are to go with him, however, and see the " great king," live in the

chevalier's chateau, and Red Wing is to be his heir. All this delights

Oak Leaf, who parts with Glory of the Morning with some regret, which

is overborne with anticipated joy. Red Wing stoutly and doggedly

rejects all such plans for his future. Black Wolf, the wise old medicine

man, urges the right of each child to decide the question. The mother's

almost silent agony after her first wondering appeals has all the Indian

stoical dignity. The scene at the lodge closes with the departure of

the chevalier and Oak Leaf, while the calm despair of Glory of the Morning,

as she watches them go, moves Black Wolf to prophesy a great future

for her son, Red Wing, as chief of his own people in his own land.

The neighboring groups, meanwhile, show some curiosity but keep

apart. The girls play football near enough to watch furtively, but not

to listen to Oak Leaf. The young men practice lacrosse with great glee,

and the older men settle down to the moccasin game with the women
to watch. The children become visibly sleepy and inactive. By the

time the canoe bearing Half Moon and Oak Leaf is out of sight and sound,

Glory of the Morning and Black Wolf have joined the group at the game

of moccasin, and Red Wing is following eagerly the movements of the

lacrosse players.

Gradually the Indian matrons lead their children off to bed within

the long house, and active sport ends in the twilight.
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FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS
Farm home demonstration schools have been held in New York State

for the past two years. From October, 19 14, to May, 191 5, thirty-eight

demonstration schools, with an average membership of about thirty-five,

were held in twentv-five different counties. When this nimiber of women

Fig. 57.— A demonstration school in foods and cookery at Cherry Valley, New York

come together to plan better things for the home and the community,

there is a tremendous influence set at work.

Through these demonstration schools, the New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell, in cooperation with the United States Department

of Agriculture, under the Smith-Lever Act, endeavors to bring to interested

groups of women meeting together in their home towns or villages, some

of the newer knowledge on the centuries-old problems connected with

home-making.
[1709]
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Farm home demonstration schools can be held only between October

first and June first, each school lasting for five days, with one session each

day. The school begins on Monday at one-thirty or two o'clock, as

dctcniiined l^y the local committee. The lecture and demonstration

together last about two and one-half hours. Although as yet the school

in foods and cookery has been the onl\' one definitely organized, it is the

aim to organize, as soon as circumstances pennit, schools in sewing and

dressmaking, house planning, household management, household sani-

tation, home furnishing, and kindred subject s. At the present time it is

possible to maintain only one school at a time in the State; consequently

it is impossible to grant all requests for schools. Those communities are

favored first that show the keenest interest in the work, and that have

not already received special attention from the College.

THE ORGANIZATION OF A DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL
The community in which a group of women desire a farm home demon-

stration school, may make application to the College. Whenever it is

possible, the request is granted. If a demonstration school in agriculture

is to be held in a community and a school in home economics is desired,

it is best to request that the two schools be held at the same time in order

that the arrangements may be made cooperatively. If agriculture is not

to be a part of the week's work, and if at least twenty-five women pledge

attendance for a school in home economics, request should be made to

the Department of Home Economics of the New York State College of

Agriculture at Ithaca for material with which to organize the school.

The following is a sample of the application blanks used:

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY
THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS

APPLICATION FOR FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

Name of place where school will be held County

Railroad Express __ ..Telegraph -

Dates preferred for meeting

Room or building where classes will be held .—

Can a two-burner kerosene stove and an oven be furnished?

Name of hotel or boarding place for instructor

Number of persons pledged for regular attendance at school at fee of

seventy-five cents each for the week

Signature of local correspondent

Name J

Address

Date .-—
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The entire community should then be canvassed in order to interest

not only a few but all housekeepers. It is higlily important that there

should be a vigorous local chairman, who should divide the tenitory for

the purjjose of publicity among meml:)crs of a committee representing

the grange, the church, the school, and other organizations.

On the receipt of the application blank by the department, pledge

cards are sent to the chairman of the local committee. These pledge

cards are to be signed by persons purposing to attend the school, and to be

returned to the department as an assurance of sufficient interest to warrant

the placing of the school. The form of the card is as follows

:

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS H^ ^

REGISTRATION FOR FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

Place -—

Date, from - - -—

to --- 191—
Will you be able to attend daily during the school ?...._

In what subjects are you especially interested?

Name _. -

Home address -—

The payment of seventy-five cents, with the return of the pledge card

to the local chairman, entitles the member to the five lessons of the school.

The chairman retains all fees until the close of the school.

If a school in agriculture is being held during the same days as is the

school in home econoinics, by paying an additional fee of twenty-five

cents, women may attend the forenoon sessions of the agricultural school,

which by reason of a larger teaching force, has two sessions. In this

case, the total fee is one dollar, instead of seventy-five cents.

Before the school can be secured there must be a paid membership

of at least twenty-five, and there should be many more. The greater

the community interest, the more widespread and potent are the results.

All agencies that are interested in community affairs shotdd be asked to

cooperate— the church, the school, the grange, and all women's organi-

zations. It is a community meeting.

Admissions for single lessons are not encouraged because the five lessons

form a single, unified discussion; the loss of one lesson, especially the first

one of the week, means difficulty in following the later lessons of the

series. However, persons unable to attend all the demonstrations may
secure single admissions at twenty-five cents each. If there are com-
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pellinp; reasons why persons having membership for the week are unable

to attend some of the meetings, a sul)stitute may be sent on such occasions.

The membership fee of seventy-five cents is nominal. Its object

is to guarantee local interest and at the same time to defray a part

of the traveling expenses of the speakers. The State pays the salary

of the instructor and furnishes all the cooking supplies for demonstra-

tions and such equipment and illustrative material as are easily trans-

ported. The local committee supplies a place of meeting, arranges for

Fig. 58.— A demonstration in foods and cookery

adequate janitor service, and, for a school in foods and cookery, furnishes

the following pieces of equipment, which are difficult to ship: one long

table for literature; two side tables; two tables for demonstrating, size

and shape of kitchen tables; two small, deep dishpans; one teakettle;

one waste-paper basket; one small, covered stone crock, for garbage;

one three-burner kerosene or alcohol stove, trimmed and filled; kerosene

or alcohol for refilling; one portable oven, preferably with a glass door;

some provision for keeping food overnight — window box, cold closet,

or refrigerator. If there is no sink in the part of the hall used by the

lecturer, the following are needed: two zinc or enameled water pails;

one dipper.

It is a great accommodation to the lecturer if she is provided with a

local assistant who helps for perhaps half an hour both before and after

the meeting, as well as during the demonstration, if necessary. Member-
ship in the school is the compensation for such assistance.

Board may be secured for the instructor in a home or at a hotel.

Experience with extension schools in home making has shown that no

one makes a keener or more interested student than does the woman who
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has her hands full with the real problems of bringing up a family, and who
is searching for definite guidance toward meeting these problems. The
school is intended to be especially helpful to young housekeepers, and
particularly to the mothers of growing children.

The problem of taking care of the small children during the meeting

may be solved by organizing a day nursery in a near-by house. Some
competent woman may be engaged, or may volunteer, to look out for the

little ones. This plan has proved successful in more than one school.

Fig. 59.— The qtuirtet at an old-fashioned singing school

If the seating accommodations are ample, the older girls of the high

school may be invited to attend the sessions of the demonstration school

free of charge. If no course in home economics is given in the local school,

it may be possible, with the cooperation of the school authorities, for a

group of students, such as a teachers' training class, to attend the entire

course, taking notes and afterwards being held responsible to their instruc-

tor for a written report of the work covered.

Music has been a means of uniting community interest in the furtherance

of the demonstration-school idea. As there is no special appropriation

for this work, only a limited number of communities can in one season

enjoy this feature. With the assistance of the choirs and the Sunday
schools of the neighborhood, an instructor sent by the College brings

108
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together all lovers of music to practice old songs. The week then ends

in an old-fashioned singing school, the atmosphere of which is carried out

by old costumes resuiTcctcd from attic tnniks.

At the termination of the school the local committee makes a general

report to the College, according to the following form:

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

REPORT FROM LOCAL COMMITTEE

Place.. Date of school _„

Number of members Single admissions

Was the program of work on the whole satisfactory?..

What suggestions will you make for our guidance in future schools?

Will a school probably be asked for another year?

Can a Cornell study club be organized in your community?

Were there any special sessions for school children?

Name -.

Address -- -

Date..

It is greatly to be desired that the demonstration school should not end

the study of home economics in the community. The Department of

Home Economics, wherever practicable, continues the work by means

of a study club, with the use of the reading course lessons as a basis of

work and of correspondence on subjects relating to the home. Suggestive

programs for study clubs may be obtained from the department.

DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS IN FOODS AND COOKERY

Recent study of foods and of hygiene has shown the reasons for success

or failiire in many practices heretofore accepted without question. Thus

the housekeeper is enabled to appreciate and hold fast that which is

good, to eliminate that which is unnecessary or harmful, and to add

much that is valuable and intensely practical. The call has come to

home makers everywhere to restudy their food problems in the light of

newer knowledge in order to be capable of dealing with them intelligently

and successfully.

The school of foods and cookery lasts from Monday through Friday.

Each lesson is divided into two parts, one dealing with practical ele-

mentary dietetics, the other with cookery.

The first year's work, as usually given, considers: (i) the food needs of

the body, the make-up of the commonly used foods, and their value as
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sources of power, as building material, and as regulators of body processes;

(2) the feeding of young and of growing children; (3) the planning of

balanced and satisfying meals. The talks are supplemented by colored

food-charts, printed outlines, and other reference material. Members

of the school are furnished with A Syllabus of Lessons for Extension Schools

in Home Economics, The Cornell Reading Courses, Course for the Farm
Home, Lesson 57, a pamphlet that outlines the talks of the series and

contains numerous illustrative recipes. Notebook material and bulletins

are distributed during the week.

The part of the lesson devoted to cooking is illustrated by a demon-

stration of the preparation of one or more dishes belonging to the class of

Fig. 60.— A demonstration school held in a church

foods under discussion. Sj^ecial emphasis is laid on the principles that

underlie the cooking of such foods as cereals, meats, vegetables, and flour

mixtures.

A sample outline of the first year's work follows:

Monday: The needs of the body and how these are met by the food

materials. Water, sugars, and starches in the diet;

cereals. Demonstration: Rice cookery.

Tuesday: Fats and fatty foods in the diet. Milk as a food. Demon-
stration: Some things one cup of milk will make.

Wednesday: Nitrogen in the diet. The cooking of meats. Demon-
stration: Pork chops; how to make and use a simple

fireless cooker.

Thursday : Why we need to supply mineral matter in the diet. Demon-
stration : Salads.

Friday : Planning meals. Demonstration : Desserts.
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The work to be given the second year is determined by the needs of the

class. The discussions on foods are continued. Subjects for demonstra-

tions may be chosen from the following list:

Potatoes

Egg cookery

Bread making

Cooking the tougher cuts of meat; canning meat

Meat substitutes; cheese dishes

The principles of jelly making

Feeding the invalid and caring for the sick room

Food for the school boy and girl

The convenient kitchen

AN IDEAL FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL
When all the people of a community gather together for instruction,

exchange of ideas, and social enjoyment, a perfect farm home demon-

stration school is practically insured. A close approach to the ideal was

the school held at Jacksonville in August, 1915. It was carried on largely

by the members of a summer-school class in extension in home economics.

Jacksonville, wliich is only about fourteen miles from the College, was

selected because of its accessibility. The people of the community

cooperated admirably, offering the grange hall, the church, and the school

biiilding for the meetings. The entire commimity within a radius of

several miles was represented in the enrollment for the six days.

The program included a five-session sewing school, a five-session cooldng

school, a five-session school in junior cookery, and a singing school each

evening, with considerable additional work in music during the day. The
program was as follows:

Friday: 2.30-3.00 Sewing demonstration : Skirt, Miss Wilder

.

Grange Hall
3.00-4.30 Dressmaking shop Grange Hall
2.30-3.30 Junior games and music School Building
3.30-4.30 Junior home economics: Bread making,

"Miss Nye vSchool Building
8.00 Food demonstration: Beans, Miss Brewer. Grange Hall
8.00 Music: Folk and part songs, in charge of

Miss Huff Church
Saturday: 2.30-3.00 Sewing demonstration: Waist, Miss Wilder Grange Hall

3.00-4.30 Dressmaking shop Grange Hall
2.30-3.30 Junior games and music School Building
3.30-4.30 Junior home economics: Canning, Miss Nye School Building
8.00 Food demonstration: Canning, Miss

Thayer Grange Hall
8.00 Music: Folk and part songs, in charge of

Miss Huff Church
Sunday: 12.00 Sunday school: Drilling in sacred songs,

Miss Huff Church -

8.00 Public song service, in charge of Miss Huff. . Church
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Monday: 2.30-3.00 Sewing demonstration: Sleeve and wool
dress, IMiss Grant Grange Hall

3.00-4.30 Dressmaking shop Grange Hall
2.30-3.30 Junior games and music School Building
3.30-4.30 Junior home economics: Poultry, Mr. Krum School Building
8.00 Food demonstration: Meats, Miss Walker

.

Grange Hall
8.00 Music: Folk and part songs, in charge of

Miss Huff Church
Tuesday: 2.30-3.30 Sewing demonstration: Collar and cuff.

Miss Wilder Grange Hall
3.00-4.30 Dressmaking shop Grange Hall
2.30-3.30 Junior games and music School Building
3.30-4.30 Junior home economics: Uses of bread and

bread judging, Miss Nye vSchool Building
8.00 Food demonstration: A balanced meal.

Miss Brewer Grange Hall
8.00 Music: Folk and part songs, in charge of

Miss HufT Church
Wednesday: 2.30-3.30 Sewing demonstration: Children's clothes,

Miss Wilder Grange Hall
3.00-4.30 Dressmaking shop Grange Hall

2.30-3.30 Junior games and music School Building
3.30-4.30 Junior home economics: Candy making.

Miss Nye School Building

4.30 Food demonstration: Preparation of a
picnic- and a school-lunch. Miss Brewer. . . Grange Hall

6.00 Community picnic Grange Hall

8.00 Old-fashioned singing school Church

Meetings will begin on time in order that they may close at a rea&onable hour.

The dressmaking demonstrations and the food demonstrations will be open to every-

body who is interested. All persons attending are requested to be prepared to take

notes.

The dressmaking class, immediately following the demonstration, can be open to

only fifteen persons. Every one in the dressmaking class should bring a thimble,

scissors, a paper of number 5-10 needles, a paper of pins, a tape measure, and all the

materials to be used in the making of a cotton dress for either house or afternoon wear.

At the first lesson samples will be shown and advice given in regard to the selection of

materials and designs. Persons already having material may work on it in the shop.

Each person attending the food demonstration is asked to bring a teaspoon.

Men, women, and children are invited to the singing school.

The sewing school, which was held in the grange hall, began each after-

noon with a short demonstration, which covered various processes in

garment making. During the remainder of each period, the school

became a dressmaking shop, and the women sewed on materials that

they brought with them. Assistance and suggestions were given in the

selection of materials and patterns, as well as in the cutting, the fitting,

and the finishing of garments. The average attendance at the sewing

school was thirty; the enrollment in the dressmaking shop was limited

to fifteen, but all persons interested in dressmaking were admitted to the

demonstrations

.

From two-thirty until four-thirty o'clock each afternoon the children

were assembled at the schoolhouse. The first hour was spent in playing

games, either outdoors or indoors, according to the weather. Following

the hour of play the children were given instruction in cooker}^ The
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lessons included a bread demonstration as preparation for a bread contest

;

a lesson in canning, in which each boy and girl canned berries brought from
home; a lesson in making candy, which included suggestions for making
simple, wholesome candies; and a lesson on the uses of bread. At the

last session the boys and girls who were present at the bread demon-
stration brought bread that they had made according to a recipe given

to them by the instructor. The bread was then judged and the points in

the scoring of bread were explained in detail. Simple prizes were given;

each contestant received some recognition for the careful work done.

There were two meetings each evening: a cookery demonstration

held in the grange hall, and a singing school held in the church. In the

Fig. 6i.— The community picnic at Jacksonville

cookery class fifty or sixty women were enrolled. Demonstrations were

given on beans, meats, canning, and a balanced meal. The demonstrations

were in charge of members of the extension class of the Department of

Home Economics.

On the last afternoon of the school, there was held a community picnic,

preceded by a demonstration of the preparation of lunches for school

and for picnics. Because of rain the picnic was held in the grange hall.

Some of the people of Jacksonville are shown in figure 6i seated at the

tables enjoying the picnic supper. The dish washing was not a burden

to any one because paper was used to cover the table, paper napkins were

used, the food was served on paper plates, and the ice cream was served

in paper cups.
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In the church each evening nearly two hundred persons gathered to

practice the old songs that wiM ahva\-s be loved and will always live.

The church choir and other singers, as well as many who were confident

that they never could sing, enjoyed working together under the direction

of the instructor in charge of the music, in preparation for the old-fashioned

singing school, which was a fitting close to the week's work. The program

of this school is given as follows:

YE FIRST PUBLICK MEETINGE OF YE JACKSOX\TLLE SINGING SCHOOL
AT TE CHURCH IX YE V.1LDW00D

ON TE ELEVENTH DA^-E OF ^T FULLSOMTE MONTH OF AUGUST

Sara Buchanan Huft", ^-e Mistress of ye Singing School

"If Singing be so good a Thinge
I woulde all Men might Leame to Singe."

Ye School assembles itself at ye twentieth Hour, being just Candlelite,

in goodly Companie with:

Many of ye Friends from near and far.

Ye Minister of ye Church, and Dame.
Ye Deacons and ye Elders of ye» Church, and Dames.
Ye Leader of ye Sabbath School, and Dame.
Ye Master of ye Grange and divers High Officials of 3'e Grange,

and Dames.
Ye Players upon ye Harpsichord in Church and Grange.
Ye Superintendent of Schools of ye First District, Tompkins

Coimty. and Dame.
Ye Members of ye School Board, and Dames.
Ye Teacher of ye District School, and Goodman.

Ye School is Called

Then: Takes place, as is ye Custom, ye Tuning of ye Voices.

Then: Ye Singing of divers Melodies led by ye School:

Song of ye Ancient Timepiece.

Melodic by Dvorak.
Glee: Come "V^liere the Lilies Bloom.
Tenting To-night.

Then: Ye Candles are extinguished.

Note: Ye ^Minister of ye Church admonisheth Youths and
Maidens as to seemly Beha\-iour diiring Absence of CandleHte.

Ye Magick Lanteme Pictures are shown on ye Sheete.

All present join lustilie in singing ye olde-time Songs of Home,
Church, and Countr^^

Then: Ye Candles are set aHght.

Then: Ye little Maiden Ruth Updike, but five years of age. sings bravely

and alone a Song of ye Merrie Robin.

Then: Dame Osbom plays upon ye Harpsichord and sings: Song of ye
Olde Cabin Home, which Song was writ by ye Dame's Music
Master fifty years ago.

Then : Village Maidens give out Tunes of ye College. All present join in

ve Refrains.
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Then: Ye Mistress of ye School, Mistress Huff, sings, and ye Sister,

Mistress Sharleigh Lake, plays upon ye Harpsichord.

Then: Ye Boy Scouts sing and whistle right merrily ye National Scout
Song.

Then: Dame Osborn sings: 'Way Down in Maine — a Tale of exceeding

Sadness to be lightened only by ye Song of Mary and her Lamb
with Music of ye Dame's own composing.

Then: Mistress Stephens of ye far City of Washington sings: Ye Ballad

of Bonnie Sweet Bessie.

Fig. 62.— The gathering for the old-fashioned singing school at Jacksonville

Then: Ye Singer Tommy Hopkins sings: RoUin' through an Unfren'ly
World. Ye School joins in.

Note: Ye Goodman Deacon Beardsley is one of ye most
sympathetic Rollers.

Note : On Sundays Tommy is Precentor, he then being Thomas.
Divers Members of ye School during the session recite pieces.

These being:

Tragedy of a Gentleman of Color and a Mule, declaimed by
Joshua Hamlet Ganoung.

A Just Estimate of ye New Church Organ, by Sister Prudence
Pinter.

True History of Barbara Frietchie, by Sweet Katrina Sweet.

A Learned Discourse on Equal Rights, by Evalina Nazimova
Wallenbeck.

Rightfull Account of her own Visit to ye Opery, by Aunt
Sophrony Tabor (nee Guyda Rumsey).

And lastly: A Skillful Exhibition of Ability; Katrina Sweet
relating one Tale, Joshua Ganoung relating another Tale,

1 Dotty Beardsley relating yet another Tale, all speaking at

one and ve same. Time.
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The illustration on page 1720 was taken in the church directly after the

sinj^ing school. Nearly three hundred persons were present; about sixty

from Jacksonville assisted in the program. The children sang, the girls

sang, the men sang, the church quartet sang, and the entire audience

sang. Although the preparation had been brief, it was an evening of

delightful entertainment, of spontaneous fun and merriment, dignified by
the singing of the old songs. Old-fashioned costumes (Fig. 63) added to

the enjoyment ; a grandmother's wedding dress attracted special attention.

Fig. 63.— An old-fashioned singing school is a fitting close to the week' s work

Members of the community and friends brought out old songbooks and

some valued manuscripts for use in the singing school.

• While it would be impossible to duplicate such a school in other parts

of the State, because of lack of funds and of persons to give instruction,

every community that asks for a demonstration school can give the

enthusiastic, hearty support that characterized the one at Jacksonville.

Such cooperation is the result when a strong local committee, well informed

as to the purpose and the details of the school, spreads this information

through the community until every woman is enrolled for the week.

REPORT OF FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS FOR
1914-1915

The report of the farm home demonstration schools for last year is

as follows:

Number of schools held 38

Counties reached 25

Total em'ollment 1,238

Average enrollment for each school 32.5
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Largest enrollment 60

Smallest enrollment 14

Average percentage of attendance of ennjlled members (16 schools) 88
.

3

Highest ])ercentage of attendance recorded of enrolled members . . 96

Single paid admissions 583

Average attendance 32.9

Average number of instructors i . i

Average nimiber of schools a week 1.5

Number of schools held in connection with farm demonstration

schools 23

Number of schools held independently of farm demonstration

schools 15

Number of schools with one session each day 36

Number of schools with two sessions each day 2

County
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County
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69 Canning clubs in New York
State.— Part II. Principles

and methods of canning

71 Canning clubs in New York

State.— Part III. Can-

ning equipment

73 Making cake.— Part I

77 Songs that live

79 Programs for use in study

clubs

81 Potatoes in the dietary

83 Raising vegetables for canning

85 The arrangement of household

furnishings

87 The decorative use of flowers

89 Beans and similar vegetables

as food

The life of primitive woman
(In press)

Farm home demonstration

schools

91

93

The preceding Hst is correct to November i, 191 5. The demand may
at any time exhaust the supply of particular numbers. Requests will be

filled as long as the supply lasts.
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FARM HOME DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS
DISCUSSION PAPER

If you have been a member of a farm home demonstration school,

your reply to the following questions will be appreciated. Your criticisms

are invited for the good of future schools.

I. Have you, as a result of the discussion in the farm home demon-

stration school, made any changes in the feeding of the family; for example,

the more liberal use of milk, vegetables, or fruits, the restriction of meat,

or a more thoughtful regulation of the children's diet?

[1725I
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2. Have you had a better garden; canned a greater variety of summer
vegetables; or paid more attention to the stoiing or the use of winter

vegetables ?

3. Have you taken greater interest in housekeeping through knowledge

of the composition of everyday foods and their effects when used by the

body?

4. Have you been stimulated to further study of household problems:

a. In general?

b. In using the Reading Course for the Farm Home?
c. As a member of a study club?
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5. Ha\'c }'ou made changes wliich you consider to be for the better in:

a. Sanitary conveniences? If so, what?

b. Homemade or commercial labor-savers? If so, what?

6. Have you made or bought a fireless cooker? If so, do you find

it as serviceable as you hoped it would be?

7. Have any steps been taken by the women of the community toward

the improvement of sanitary conditions in schools, markets, or other

parts of the community household?
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8. Have you noticed any difference in community spirit as a result

of the five days' session of the demonstration school? If so, in what
direction ?

9. Please name the three subjects that would be most helpful to you

if it were possible to hold another demonstration school in your neigh-

borhood.

First choice:

Second choice:

Third choice:

Name

Address

Date

Member of farm home demonstration school at 19,
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No. 9

THE FIRELESS COOKER AND ITS USES
Helen Canon and Lucile Brewer

To any one interested in labor-saving devices the possibilities of the

fireless cooker are alluring.

Within the last ten or fif-

teen years much ingenuity

has been exercised in per-

fecting the construction of

commercial fireless

cookers, with the result

that at the present time

the principles of physics

and sanitation are so well

observed that the fireless

cooker is in many house-

holds and institutions an

indispensable piece of

equipment.

THE PRINCIPLE AND
ITS APPLICATION

The principle underlying

the construction of home-

made and commercial fire-

less cookers, including in-

sulated ovens, is the main-

tenance of a constant

temperatiire, high or low,

by surrounding the food

compartment with some

good insulator, which

tends to prevent the passage of heat. The food to be cooked

thoroughly heated; it is then placed in the cooker where the

109 [1729]

Fl<;. 64. A HOMEMADE FIRELESS COOKER IN USE

is first

stored
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heat is locked up and utilized for cooking iiLStcad of beinj^' allowed

to escape.

Primitive people have made use of leaves and earth to prevent the

escape of heat from food being cooked by means of hot stones or hot

ashes. Campers, who necessarily employ the more primitive ways of

cooking, can testify to the long time that heat can be retained by covering

hot ashes with earth.

The bean hole of lumber camps continues the cooking of parboiled beans

for twelve or fourteen hours by the heat stored up in the food, the bean

pot, and the stones, and retained by a covering of earth. The following

extract is taken from a government bulletin entitled Studies of the Food

of Maine Lumbermen, by C. D. Woods and E. R. Mansfield:

The beans are not baked in the cookroom, but in the bean hole, which
is simply a hole in the ground protected by a small log bmlding. The
beans are parboiled during the forenoon in an ordinary iron kettle on the

stove in the cookroom. The bean pot in which they are baked is of

iron with an overhanging iron cover, and it is filled with alternate layers

of salt pork and parboiled beans. A fire is then built in the bean hole

with both soft and hard wood to a depth of two feet, and when well under
way is covered with stones and old iron, when the covered pot of beans

is suspended over the fire. By the time the pot of beans has been heated

to the boiling point the fire is burned to coals, and the stones and pieces

of iron are red hot. The pot of beans is then placed directly upon these,

covered with hot ashes and earth, and left to cook overnight, usually

twelve to fourteen hours. In the morning the beans come from the hole

steaming hot and are served for breakfast.

Feathers have been used as an insulator by the peasant folk of certain

countries; they have followed the practice of placing kettles of boiling

soup in feather beds, thus keeping the soup warm overnight.

The idea of a special box for conserving heat for cooking purposes

seems to have originated in Norway, where hay was commonly used as

the insulator. However, a close approach to this apparatus, according

to one of the old Roman poets, was the Jewish beggar women's baskets

lined with hay to keep warm the bits of food given to them. The farmer

who lines with hay the box in which he carries home ice from town, makes

use of the principle on which the fireless cooker is constructed. Many
interesting applications of the principle could doubtless be brought to

light by a definite search for them.

The Scientific American of October 28, 191 1, in an article entitled

Inventions Ahead of the Times, says: " Frequently inventions are made

before the time is ripe for them to go into general use. This is illustrated

in the so-called fireless cooker which has recently come into popularity

and is now used to a great extent." The article mentions an English

patent of 1857 and a United States patent of 1866, both of which embody
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principles used in modern cookers. At the World's Fair in Paris in 1867,

a Norwegian automatic cooker was exhibited and attracted fairly wide-

spread attention. It is within only about the last ten years, however,

that the fireless cooker has come to be a common piece of kitchen equip-

ment. In 1905 a United States consular report calling attention to

the use of the hay box in Germany led to an investigation of this method

of cooking by the commissary general of the War Department Present-

day scientific knowledge has made possible many modifications tending

toward efficiency and convenience.

INSULATION

Heat moves from one place to another place of lower temperature

by conduction, by convection, or by radiation. Conduction is the method

by which heat moves from one part of a substance to another without

visible motion of the parts of the substance; the heating of a flatiron

is accomplished by conduction. Convection is the method by which heat

moves from one place to another by the movement of the heated matter;

the heating of a room by a stove is accomplished in part by convection

currents in the air. Radiation is the method by which heat moves from

one place to another by means of ether waves; in tliis way the earth

receives heat from the sun.

Certain substances are better conductors of heat than are others;

thus, metals are good conductors of heat, and nonmetals are poor con-

ductors of heat. This fact is well exemplified by the use of a fireless cooker.

First, the food is placed in a metal container, which readily conducts the

heat from the stove to the food; then the metal container is quickly passed

from the stove to its hole in the fireless cooker where it is surrounded

by some nonconducting material, which tends to prevent the escape of

the heat. Various nonconducting materials, or insulators, are used

for this purpose.

The table (page 1732) from Carleton John Lynde's Physics of the House-

hold compares certain substances on the basis of the number of heat units

that pass through a layer of given thickness under given conditions.

Air is shown by this table to be the best nonconductor of heat, but

since it carries heat by convection currents, it would not be a good

insulator if used alone. The best results are obtained by using one of

the other substances of low-conducting power, packing it loosely enough

to contain air, but closely enough to prevent convection currents in the

air. The nonconducting property of the substances most often used is

due largely to the air that they contain. A vacuum is the most efficient

insulator, and it is used in the thermos bottle and in certain fireless

cookers.
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Relative Thermal Conductivity of Substances

Substance
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considered in estimating the cost of the fuel. If such a fire without

replenishment of fuel would complete the cooking process, there would

obviously be no saving in fuel effected by the use of the fireless cooker.

However, there might be a saving in time and labor, as discussed further on.

Fig. 65. A COMMERCIAL FIRELESS COOKER WITH UTENSILS

A slow fire continued for the greater part of the day to boil a ham,

for example, may be well utihzed in winter for heating the house, heating

water, and cooking other foods; in summer such a fire may be the cause

of so much discomfort to the workers in the house that it is wiser to use

the fireless cooker for long cooking processes, and to use the stove only

during the cool part of the day and for short cooking processes.

The same is true when wood is used as the fuel, but in this case there

is likely to be a greater saving in labor, because a wood fire generally

requires more frequent replenishment than docs a coal fire.
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With such fuels as kerosene, gas, and electricity, a slow, even heat

may be maintained at a comparatively low cost, depending on the local

prices. However, for long cooking processes, the amount of heat needed

to bring the food and the radiator to the required temperature before

their being placed in the cooker, is generally less than the amount needed

to cook the food on the stove.

ECONOMY OF TIME

If fuel is being burned, there is always more or less uneasiness about

leaving the house or the room in which food is being cooked. Variation

in the amount of heat may occur or the food may be forgotten, with

the result that it may stick to the bottom of the utensil and bum. The
fireless cooker makes it possil^le to leave the food without worrying about

the results, although, as stated further on, there is a certain point at

which the cooked product is at its best and should be removed from the

cooker.

In households where it is necessary for the woman to be away from

home all day, the fireless cooker helps to solve many a problem. Especially

is this true in the case of families having small incomes, which necessitate

obtaining the most nutriment at the lowest cost, because the nutritious

foods of low cost, such as cereals, dried legumes, and tough cuts of meat,

are those that require long, slow cooking to be made most palatable

and of greatest use to the body. Under such conditions the fireless cooker

is an absolute necessity if the family is to be properly nourished.

Whenever it is necessary for the various members of a household to

have their meals at different hours, the fireless cooker is found to be a time-

saver because the food may be kept hot in it until each member is ready

to be served.

The fact that the cooking process need not be interrupted during trans-

portation has led to the wide use of the fireless cooker by armies on the

march; at the end of the journey the meal is ready to be served.

COMMERCIAL AND HOMEMADE FIRELESS COOKERS
The commercial fireless cooker costs more than does the homemade

one; on the other hand, it is likely to be more durable, it seldom has any

absorbent material exposed to the odor and the steam from food, the

cooking compartment can be more easily kept clean, and it is frequently

provided with a ventilating valve or some such device that makes baking

and roasting possible. However, the homemade fireless cooker has

proved to be wholly satisfactory for such foods as cereals, vegetables,

dried fruits, custard, fowls, and certain cuts of meat.

There is practically no danger of fire from a homemade cooker unless
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very hot radiators are used. Since thermometers are not used in the

average home, and the radiators may be heated to an unnecessarily high

temperature, it seems safest to advise against the use of radiators unless

the insulator is not inflammable. Under no conditions can a very hot

radiator above the food be safe, because it is too near the muslin of

the cushion. While baking is impossible without the use of radiators,

there are sufficient other processes for which the homemade cooker may
be used to warrant the trouble and the small cost of making one.

The cost of a homemade fireless cooker may range from about one dollar

and a half to eight dollars or more, depending on the materials used.

If several sizes of aluminum pails with clamps and covers are bought

for food containers, the cost may equal that of a small commercial cooker.

Fig. 66. a homemade and a commercial fireless cooker
These are slightly more than one foot high, which is the smallest size practicable

The insulated oven, or automatic cookstove, has the advantage over

che ordinary fireless cooker of being still more economical in regard to

heat and labor and of eliminating an additional piece of equipment in

the kitchen, because, as ordinarily made, it has top burners also, and

hence takes the place of the usual range. In the insulated oven both

the preliminarv^ heating of the food and the complete cooking process

are accomplished; consequently, both the loss of heat occasioned by

transferring the food container from the stove to the cooker and the labor

of this motion are eliminated. Moreover, the walls of the oven itself

are heated and do not draw the heat from the food. There are now
on the market insulated ovens, adapted to the use of gas, electricity, and
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Fig. 67. AN INSULATED OVEN
This has an advantage over the ordinary fireless cooker in being still more economical Of heat and labor
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kerosene. The heat supply in some of these ovens is controlled by

a dial hand that may be adjusted for the number of minutes for which

the heat is required, at the end of which time the heat is cut off with-

out further attention. A large insulated oven, modeled somewhat

like an ordinar}^ gas stove, is more

expensive than is a fireless cooker:

but the cost of a moderate-sized

range with an insulated oven is

practically the same as that of both

a gas range and a fireless cooker.

This is a subject worthy of inves-

tigation by one who is purchasing

new kitchen equipment.

POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN
BUYING A FIRELESS COOKER

INSULATION

The more perfect the insulation,

the better are the results. There

are certain trade mixtures of insulat-

ing materials, the secrets of which

are not di\"Tilged. However, a re-

liable manufacturing compan}' ma\-

be trusted to offer a good product.

EXTERIOR CASE

Attention should be paid to the

durability of construction, and to

the ease and thoroughness with

which the cooker may be cleaned.

The outer case may be made of

well-seasoned and well-finished hardwood or of metal. Wood is better

than metal as a nonconductor of heat, but metal is more easilv cleaned.

Fig. 68. .wother type of insulated
OVEN

The heat is furnished by gas, the supply c£ which
is controlled bv a dial hand

INTERIOR LINING

The material used for lining the interior should be durable and such

that it may be easily and thoroughly cleaned. Seamless altmiintmi,

also nickle-copper, and enamel are used for this purpose. The old models

containing flannel-covered cushions were distinctly inferior to the present

models that have nothing but metal exposed on the interior and are

consequently nonabsorbent and easily cleaned. In this respect the home-

made cooker is necessarily deficient. Special attention should be paid

in the case of an electric insulated oven to a seamless lining for the food
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compartment, because without this the moisture due to the condensation

of steam in the cooking compartment may reach the coils through which

the electric current passes.

COOKING UTENSILS

The utensils used for food containers should be durable and free from

crevices and seams where particles of food and harmful microorganisms

may lodge. Seamless aluminum is perhaps most commonly used for this

purpose. Each utensil should be supplied with a tight-fitting cover that

can be clamped down.
VENT VALVE

For baking or roasting, a vent valve or a similar device for the escape

of steam is desirable to produce the best results.

HOT PLATES

All fireless cookers are not equipped with hot plates, or radiators. For

some cookery processes they are not necessary; but their use makes a

baking temperature possible, and also prolongs the time for which a lower

cooking temperature can be maintained. The plates are commonly

made of soapstone, or steatite; iron is occasionally used. For baking,

there are various kinds of racks on which to rest the plates, usually one

plate being placed below and one above the food to be baked.

LOCKS AND HINGES

The locks, or clamps, and the hinges should be strong and well-fitted

to insure absolute tightness. Some cookers are provided with stop

hinges to prevent the lid from swinging back when it is opened.

SIZE

The quantity and the kind of food ordinarily to be cooked should

determine the size of the cooker. In most cases a small amount of food

in a large container does not hold the heat satisfactorily, but this difficulty

_jB.y be overcome to a certain extent by using a small food container

placed in a larger kettle and filling the intervening space with boiling

water. Cookers with food compartments of various sizes are convenient

because they allow the cooking of such foods as ham and chicken, as well

as small quantities of vegetables, cereals, and the like.

COST

The cost varies with the size, the materials used in construction, and

the number of conveniences and appliances furnished; it ranges from

about five dollars to sixty dollars or more. Some cookers are supplied

with bases, which raise the cooker to a good working level, thus eliminating

unnecessary labor. Others that are so equipped utilize the space under

the cooker for the storage of the cooking utensils and the radiators. There

is also a cooker made as a part of a kitchen cabinet.
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A FIRELESS COOKER
A wooden box, a tniiik, an ice box, a galvanized iron ash-can, and a

wooden candy-bucket are among the articles that have been successfully

used in the construction of a fiieless cooker. If an ordinary box is used,

it should be of heavy^ enough material to permit the use of good hinges and

fastenings.

The inside container for the food utensil may be a bucket of agate,

galvanized iron, or tin. It should have a tight-fitting cover.

Ground cork, sawdust, excelsior, min-

eral wool, paper torn in small pieces and

crumpled, powdered asbestos, shavings,

straw, hay, wool, and cotton batting are

commonly used as insulators. Mineral

wool and powdered asbestos are both

good insulators and have the additional

merit of not being inflammable ; but they

are harder to work

with than are the

other materials.

Gloves should be worn

by the person doing

the packing, and care

should be taken not

to allow the material

to enter the nose and the mouth. Cork is light in weight and has proved

to be good. Excelsior is good and is easily obtained. Sheet asbestos

one-eighth of an inch thick has proved to be the best weight for lining

the outer case and covering the inner bucket; it is more durable and
efficient than is the lighter weight, and it can be made to fit the curved

surfaces more easily than can the heavier weight.

1. Select a box, a bucket, or a can of suitable size, and line it with

sheet asbestos of one-eighth inch thickness. There should be a close-

fitting cover, and this, too, should be lined with sheet asbestos.

2. Select an inner bucket or kettle with a tight-fitting cover and of

such a size that there may be a space of at least tliree inches between the

outer box or bucket and the inner bucket. Cover the outside of the

inner bucket and its lid with sheet asbestos of one-eighth inch thickness.

3. Pack into the bottom of the asbestos-lined outer box or bucket a

layer at least three inches deep of whatever nonconducting material is to be

used.

4. Place the asbestos-covered inner bucket on the layer of noncon-

ducting material in the bottom of the outer box or bucket, and pack the

Fig. 69. A HOMEMADE FIRELESS COOKER
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space between the outer box or bucket and the inner bucket with more of

the nonconducting material, filHng the space to within about one-half

inch from the top of the inner bucket.

5. Make a collar of zinc, cardboard, or sheet asbestos, to cover the

exposed surface of the insulating material. Zinc is good for this purpose

because it does not tear with

constant use as do the other

materials, it can be washed, and
it does not rust. An old piece of

muslin, which can be washed fre-

quently, may instead serve the

purpose of keeping the insulating

material clean and in its proper

place.

6. Make a cushion of such

material as muslin, which when
filled with the nonconducting

material will be at least three

inches thick and will, as exactly

as possible, fit into the space

between the top of the inner

bucket and that of the outer box

or bucket. This cushion may be

made by cutting out of the ma-
terial two pieces of the desired

shape and size, and putting them
together with a straight strip of

the desired width, with extra al-

lowance for seams.

Pig. 70. DIAGRAM OF A HOMEMADE FIRE-
LESS COOKER

Horizontal section: A, rim of outer bucket; B, rim
of inner bucket; C, collar for keeping insulator in

place
Longitudinal section: A, outer bucket; B, cushion;

C, inner bucket; D, food container; E, insulator

THE CARE OF A FIRELESS
COOKER

The interior of the fireless

cooker should be kept absolutely

clean. It should be washed, dried,

and sunned, if possible, each time after being used. It should remain

open for several hours after use, and it should never be tightly closed

when not in use. The observance of these precautions prevents the

food from acquiring an unpleasant taste from odors or remnants of

food previously cooked.

For convenience, all equipment to be used in connection with the cooker,

such as hot plates, hooks, racks, and cooking utensils, should be kept near
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the cooker. A shelf, a cupboard, or an improvised cabinet made from

a box may serv^e as a convenient storage place.

The cooker itself should be placed near the stove both to prevent

unnecessary loss of heat in transferring the food from the stove to the

cooker and to save labor on the part of the worker.

The soapstone radiators when not in use may be kept warm on the back

of the stove or in the sun in order to reduce the length of time required

to bring them to the desired temperature when they are needed.

Fig. 71. A FIRELESS COOKER COMBINED WITH A CABINET FOR UTENSILb

THE USE OF A FIRELESS COOKER
The fireless cooker, like any other piece of equipment, should be used

intelligently in order that the best results may be obtained. As pre\dously

stated, for certain cooking processes and under certain conditions it may
be no more economical in fuel, time, or labor, than is the ordinary' range;

therefore, fireless cookery should be studied carefully by the housewife

in order that she may discover its best applications. A few experiments

with various kinds of foods, based on recipes adapted to the use of a

fireless cooker, are necessary in order to give one the desired mastery.
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The efficiency of insulation, the quantity of food, and the rapidity of

the transfer from the stove to the cooker, influence the length of time

required for the cooking. The temperature to which the radiator is heated

also determines to a certain extent the length of time the food should

remain in the cooker. The period that gives the best results is more or

less definite for each food. However, since individual tastes differ, definite

statements in regard to the required time should be verified for each

household.

Care should be given to correct proportions, because there is no oppor-

tunity for the evaporation of excess moisture in the cooker.

Foods, such as pancakes, that require rapid cooking over a hot fire,

are not weU suited to the fireless-cooker method. Biscuits may be

successfully baked in the cooker, but since the heat required to raise

the radiators to the proper temperature will bake the biscuits in an

ordinary oven, there seems to be no justification for its use in this case.

However, for foods that require long cooking in order to be made more
palatable and digestible, the fireless cooker is admirably suited.

Cereal products, such as rolled oats, cracked wheat, and hominy, give

excellent results when cooked in a sufficient quantity of water in a fireless

cooker. The first rapid cooking on the stove bursts the starch granules;

the long-continued, slow cooking in the fireless cooker softens the fiber

and completes the cooking of the starch, thereby making the nutritive

matter available for use by the body.

The tough, and consequently cheap, cuts of meat are equally as nutritious

as are the more tender and more expensive cuts, but they require long

cooking at a low temperature in order to be made palatable. Intense

heat shrinks and hardens meat fiber. The extraction of meat juices for

soup, which necessitates long cooking at a low temperature, is well accom-

plished in the fireless cooker. If it is desired to retain the juices in the

meat, the outside of the meat should be seared for a few minutes at a

high temperature; the meat should then be cooked at a temperature

somewhat below the boiling point of water until it becomes tender. The

meat should be thoroughly heated to the ver}' center before being trans-

ferred to the cooker. Fowls are especially good when cooked by this long,

slow method.

Steamed breads and puddings are well' adapted to the fireless-cooker

method.

Hot beverages and sauces may be set aside in the cooker to be kept

hot for serving

.

The use of the fireless cooker for canning fruits is recommended by some

persons. The juices of fruits may be satisfactorily extracted for jelly

making. Various conditions, however, determine the practicability of its

use for this purpose.
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By means of the fireless cooker, frozen mixtures may be kept for several

hours without melting; or a frozen mixture that does not require being

stirred may be surrounded with ice and salt and placed in the food

compartment to freeze, because, as stated above, proper insulation

tends to prevent the passage of heat from either the inside or the

outside of the cooker. A well-insulated cooker maintains a high

temperature in one hole and a low temperature in another at the same

time.

As a means of enabling one to have warm water at hand without keeping

a fire, the fireless cooker is of use in homes where there is no boiler connected

with the range, and especially where the fuel used is coal or wood, which

necessitates building a fire.

RECIPES TESTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS

In testing the following recipes it was found that there was only a slight

variation between the time required by the commercial cooker with one

radiator and that required by the homemade cooker in which one radiator

was used. The homemade cooker contained powdered asbestos as an

insulator, which made the use of one radiator safe. In the recipes in

which no mention is made of a radiator, none was used. If no radiator

is to be used, the time as stated with the use of a radiator may in some

cases need to be increased; and the food may have to be reheated on the

stove before being served.

BOILED BEEF

A piece of the under part of the round of beef, weighing three pounds,

was boiled for fifteen minutes on the range, transferred to the fireless

cooker, which contained one hot radiator, and cooked for three hours.

This meat required ten minutes' heating before being served. It was

tender and palatable.

FLANK ROLL

A piece of the cheapest, toughest part of beef flank, weighing three

pounds, was rolled and fastened with skewers. It was then rolled in flour,

seared well, and seasoned. One cupful of boiling water was added, and

the meat was boiled for five minutes and transferred to the cooker. With

two radiators in a commercial cooker, it was done at the end of two and

one-half hours. With one radiator in the homemade cooker it was

done at the end of three and one-fourth hours. As it was to be served

cold, it was not reheated; otherwise reheating would have been necessary.

It was perfectly tender.
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BROWN STEW

3 pounds beef i bay leaf

4 tablespoonfuls fat i small celery stalk

2 tablespoonfuls flour ^ green pepper

1 small onion Salt and pepper

I quart boiling water

The beef was cut from just above the soup shank and was ver}^ tough.

It was cut into one-inch pieces and seared well in the hot fat. The flour

was added and mixed to a smooth paste. The remaining ingredients

were then added, and the meat was cooked for five minutes before being

transferred to the cooker. Two radiators were used in the commercial

cooker. The meat was tender and hot enough to serve at the end of four

hours.
BEEF CASSEROLE

2 pounds beef 2 green peppers, minced

3 tablespoonfuls fat i turnip, diced

2 carrots, diced i cupful tomato juice

I onion, sliced Salt and pepper

The beef was a tough cut from the neck. It was seared well and placed

in a hot casserole. The other ingredients were added. The contents were

allowed to boil for five minutes before being transferred to the cooker.

The casserole was left in the cooker for four hours. The beef was tender

and had a deHcious flavor.

ROAST PORK

A roast of pork weighing two poinds was seared and placed in the

commercial cooker with two radiators. At the end of one and one-half

hours it was thoroughly roasted and was hot enough to serve.

DRIED PRUNES

The prunes were washed and soaked overnight in twice their quantity

of cold water. They were then boiled for five minutes in the same water

in which they had been soaked, and were cooked in the fireless cooker

for four hours. No sugar was added. The result was about the same

as if the prunes had been cooked on the range for two hours, with the

possible exception of a slightly better flavor in the fireless-cooker product.

STEWED APPLES

The apples were pared and quartered, and the cores were removed.

The apples were boiled in a thin sirup for three minutes before being
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transferred to the cooker. One radiator was used. One and one-half

hours were required for cooking the apples, which were somewhat pink

from the long, slow cooking. They kept their shape well, and the flavor

was good.
RHUBARB SAUCE

The rhubarb was washed and cut in pieces one inch long without being

peeled. Three layers each of fruit and sugar were placed alternately

in the kettle. The amoiuit of sugar used depends on the desired richness

of the sauce. No water was used. The kettle was placed over the fire

until the boiling point was reached. It was then transferred to the

cooker, where it remained for two and one-half hours. The sauce was a

rich red color and had an excellent flavor.

EXTRACTION OF FRUIT JUICE FOR JELLY

A mixture of currants and raspberries was used. Enough cold water

was added to just cover the fruit. The mixture was brought to the boiling

point and placed in the homemade cooker overnight. The juice was

clear and rich in appearance. The same method was used satisfactorily

for the first and the second extractions of grape juice.

CANNED RASPBERRIES

Raspberries were prepared and packed into the jar, the rubber was
adjusted, and the jar was completely filled with hot sirup. The cover

was adjusted, and the jar was sealed immediately. It was placed in the

fireless-cooker kettle, which had been wanned in order to prevent the

jar from breaking, and was covered completely with boiling water. The
kettle was covered at once and set away in the cooker overnight. This

method proved to be particularly good for raspberries, plums, and peaches.

BAKED BEANS

I pint navy beans i tablespoonful minced onion

4 pints cold water 2 tablespoonfuls molasses

^ teaspoonful soda J teaspoonful paprika

I teaspoonful mustard Salt

J pound salt pork

The beans were washed and soaked overnight in the cold water to

which the soda was added. They were then cooked in the same water

for about thirty minutes, or until the skins slipped off easily. The remain-

ing ingredients were then added, and the kettle was transferred to the

commercial cooker. Two radiators were used. The beans were brown
and tender at the end of six hoiu"S.

no
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STRING BEANS

The beans were plunged into boiling salted water to which soda was
added in the proportion of one-fourth teaspoonful to one quart of beans.

They were brought to the boiling point and then transferred to the cooker.

They were well done at the end of two hours.

RECIPES NOT TESTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME
ECONOMICS

BEEF STEW WITH DUMPLINGS

2 cupfuls cooked beef, cut in i teaspoonful salt

cubes Pepper

2 cupfuls potatoes, cut in cubes | cupful flour

f cupful tomato juice i tablespoonful parsley, minced

1 onion, sliced 2 cupfuls water

4 tablespoonfuls fat

Make a brown sauce of the fat, the flour, the seasoning, and the water.

Add the vegetables, the meat, and enough water to almost cover the

stew. Place the dumplings on the top. Boil the stew for five minutes,

and cook it in the fireless cooker for one and one-half hours.

DUMPLINGS FOR STEW

2 cupfuls flour I teaspoonful salt

2 teaspoonfuls fat Milk, alDout f cupful

3 teaspoonfuls baking powder

Sift together the iloiu*, the baking powder, and the salt; work the fat

into this mixture with the tips of the fingers or with a knife. Add enough

milk to make a stiff dough. Drop the mixture by spoonfuls on the top

of the stew in order that the dumplings may steam without being covered

with the gravy.
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS

2 pounds veal cutlets . i pint water or stock

^ cupful dry bread crumbs ^ cupful fat

Salt 4 tablespoonfuls flour

Pepper i tablespoonful parsley, minced

I egg, slightly beaten

Prepare the cutlets in pieces suitable for serving. Dip them in the

crumbs, the egg, and the crumbs again, and brown them in the hot fat,

using one-half the total amount of fat. Place the cutlets in the food

container, and poiu* over them a brown sauce made from the remaining
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ingredients. Reheat the contents to the boiling point before placing the

kettle in the fireless cooker. Allow it to remain in the cooker for from

two to four hours.

MACARONI ITALIENNE

1 cupful macaroni, broken in one- i bay leaf

inch pieces i teaspoonful salt

2 cupfuls stewed tomatoes, 2 teaspoonfuls sugar

strained Pepper

I cupful stock or water i cupful cheese, grated or shaved

1 medium-sized onion

Soak the macaroni in cold water for one hour, drain it, and place it in

the food container. Add the other ingredients, except the cheese, bring

the mixtiu-e to the boiling point, and set it in the cooker for tw'o hours.

Remove the onion and the bay leaf, and add the cheese. Allow the

kettle to remain in the cooker until the cheese is melted.

TURKISH PILAU

^ cupful rice I tablespoonful butter

2 tablespoonfuls green pepper or i teaspoonful sugar

onion, chopped ij cupfuls stock or water

1 cupful tomatoes i teaspoonful salt

Wash the rice. If the pepper is used, discard the seeds. If fresh

tomatoes are used, remove the skins, and cut the tomatoes in pieces before

measuring them. Place aU the ingredients together in the food container,

bring the mixture to the boiling point, and transfer the kettle to the

fireless cooker. Allow it to remain in the cooker for one hour. Stir

the pilau lightly with a fork before serving it.

STEAMED CORN BREAD

2 cupfuls sour milk i teaspoonful soda

f cupfiil molasses i teaspoonful baking powder

2 eggs I teaspoonful salt

2 cupfuls commeal | cupful lard or drippings

1 1 cupfuls white flour

Beat the eggs, and add to them the milk and the molasses. Sift the

dr\^ ingredients, and add them to the liquid. Then add the melted fat.

Pour the mixture into a well-buttered mold. Place the mold in a kettle,

9,nd surround it with boiling water. Allow it to boil for thirty minutes;

transfer the kettle to th§ cooker, and steam the bread for five hours.
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GRAHAM PUDDING

I cupful butter ^ teaspoonful baking powder

^ cupful molasses | teaspoonful soda

^ cupful sweet milk i teaspoonful salt

I egg I cupful raisins, seeded

I I cupfuls graham flour

Melt the butter, add the well-beaten egg, the molasses, and the milk.

Mix the dry ingredients, and add to them the liquid mixture. Pour

the 'mixture into a well-buttered one-quart mold or into several smaller

molds, filling them not more than two-thirds full. Place the molds on

a rack, such as a perforated can, in the cooker pail
;
pour warm water around

the rack, bring the water quickly to the boiling point, and allow it to

boil for- thirty minutes if a large mold is used or for fifteen minutes if

small molds are used. Place the pudding in the cooker for five hours.

If sour milk is available, omit the baking powder, and add an extra one-

fourth teaspoonful of soda.

MARGARET J. MITCHELL

STEAMED PUDDING

I cupful sweet milk | cupful raisins or currants

I cupful molasses ^ teaspoonful cinnamon

I cupful butter j teaspoonful ginger

3 1 cupfuls flour I teaspoonful salt

I teaspoonful soda

Stir the soda into the molasses, add the milk and the melted butter.

Add the flour sifted with the spices and the salt, and lastly the raisins

or the currants dredged with some of the flour. Turn the mixture into a

buttered mold, place it in a kettle of boihng water, and boil it for thirty

minutes. Transfer the kettle to the cooker, and allow the pudding to

steam for five hours.

STEAMED APPLE OR BERRY PUDDING

1 cupful flour I tablespoonful butter

2 teaspoonfuls baking powder f cupful sweet milk

J teaspoonful salt 4 apples cut in eighths or

2 tablespoonfuls sugar i cupful berries

Mix and sift the dry ingredients; cut the butter into them or rub it

in with the fingers; add the milk, cutting it in lightly with a knife. When
the dough is barely mixed and no loose flour is left, toss it on a floured

board, and pat or roll it lightly into a sheet one-half inch thick. Spread
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the apples on it, and roll it as you would a jelly roll. Carefully place it in a

well-buttered one-quart bread mold or a water-tight can. Cover it tightly,

and place it in a cooker pail with enough wann water surrounding it to

come two-thirds of the way to the top. Bring the water quickly to the

boiling point, and allow it to boil for thirty minutes. Transfer the pail

to the cooker, and allow it to remain there for three hours. Serve the

pudding immediately, with wann apple sauce and hard sauce. If pre-

ferred, instead of the apples add one cupful of berries to the dough, and

serve the pudding with berry sauce instead of apple sauce.

MARGARET J. MITCHELL

SUET PUDDING

^ cupful chopped suet f teaspoonful salt

^ cupful molasses . 5 teaspoonful ginger

^ cupful sour milk | teaspoonful grated nutmeg

1 1 cupfuls flour f teaspoonful ground cloves

f teaspoonful soda I teaspoonful ground cinnamon

Mix and sift the dry ingredients, and add the suet. Mix the milk

and the molasses, and add them to the dry mixture. Turn the dough into

a buttered one-quart bread mold or water-tight covered can, place the

can in a cooker kettle, and surround it with warm water to within three

inches of the top of the can. Boil the pudding for thirty minutes on the

stove, transfer it to the cooker, and cook it for five hours.

MARGARET J. MITCHELL

STEAMED CRANBERRY PUDDING

I cupful butter i tablespoonful baking powder
cupful sugar ^ cupful milk

2 eggs
'

I cupful cranberries

2 1 cupfuls flour

Cream the butter, and add the sugar gradually. Separate the eggs,

and add the beaten yolks to the butter and sugar. Sift the baking

powder and the flour together, and add this alternately wdth the milk

to the mixture. Add the stiffly beaten whites of the eggs and the berries.

Turn the mixture into a buttered one-quart mold, set the mold in hot

water, and bring the water gradually to the boiling point, allowing it

to boil for thirty minutes. Place the kettle in the cooker for five hours.

Serve the pudding with sweetened cream or with hard sauce.

MARGARET J. MITCHELL
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HARVARD PUDDING

^ cupful butter i tcaspoonful salt

^ cupful sugar 25 cupfuls flour

I egg I cupful milk

3^ teaspoonfuls baking powder

Cream the butter, add the sugar and the well-beaten egg. Sift the

dry ingredients together, and add them to the mixture alternately with

the milk. Turn the mixture into a buttered one-quart mold, set the mold

in a kettle of warm water, and boil it for half an hour. Transfer the

kettle to the cooker, and allow the pudding to cook for five hours.

Serve it with warm apple sauce and hard sauce.

MARGARET J. MITCHELL

TAPIOCA FRUIT PUDDING

^ cupful pearl tapioca f cupful sugar

I quart water | teaspoonful salt

6 apples, pared, cored, and sliced 2 tablespoonfuls butter

Soak the tapioca for one hour, place it and the other ingredients in a

cooker kettle, and bring the mixture to the boiling point. Place the

kettle in the cooker for one hour. Serve the pudding cold with cream.

If it is preferred to serve the pudding warm, use only three cupfuls of

water.

MARGARET J. MITCHELL

ST. JAMES PUDDING

3 tablespoonfuls butter j teaspoonful salt

^ cupful molasses j teaspoonful cloves

^ cupful thick sour milk j teaspoonful allspice

I f cupfuls flour J teaspoonful nutmeg

I teaspoonful soda ^ pound dates, stoned and

cut in pieces

Mix the molasses, the melted butter, and the milk, and add them to

the dry ingredients, which have been mixed and sifted. Add the dates,

and turn the dough into a buttered one-quart mold. Place the mold in

water in the pail of a cooker, and boil the pudding for one-half hour.

Place it in the cooker for five hours. Serve the pudding with hard

sauce,

MARGARET J. MITCHELL
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TIME TABLE FOR USE WITH A FIRELESS COOKER

Food

Propor-
tion of

food to

water

Cereals
Cornmeal
Cracked wheat
Cream of wheat
Farina
Hominy grits

Macaroni
Rice
Rolled oats

Vegetables
Beans, dried (soaked and cooked in the
same water)

Beans, string

Cabbage
Carrots
Onions
Potatoes

Dried fruits

Apples
Apricots
Peaches
Prunes (soaked and cooked in the same

water)
Meats

Beef, boiled

Beef, pot roast

Chicken, stewed
Ham, boiled

Mutton leg or shoulder, boiled

Mutton stew
Breads and puddings
Brown bread
Cup custard, steamed
Suet pudding

I to 6
I to 5
I to 6
I to 7
I to 5
I to 4
I to 4
I to 3

to 4
to I

to I

to I

to I

to I

I to 2

I to 2

I to 2

I to 2

Minutes
for

boiling

on the
stove

10

25

5

5
15

5

5

5

15

30
30
20
20
ID

30

Hours
in the
cooker

30

6 or all night
8 or all night
2 or all night
2 or all night
8 or all night
2

2

3 or all night

6 or more
2

2

2

2

4 or all night

4 or all night

4 or all night

4 or all night

3

5

3

7
6

4

5
I

5
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THE FIRELESS COOKER AND ITS USES
discussion paper

The discussion papers offer an opportunity for the staff of the Depart-

ment of Home Economics to become acquainted with the readers of

the lessons in the course for the farm home. Will you ask questions,

offer suggestions, and let us have the benefit of your experience in our

effort to improve the home of to-day? Please answer the following

questions, and return the discussion paper to the Supervisors of the Cornell

Reading Course for the Farm Home.

I. Have you a fireless cooker?

2. For what foods do you most often use the fireless cooker?

[1753]
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3. What foods have you cooked successfully in the fireless cooker!

4. If you use a homemade fireless cooker, describe how it is made.

Is it a success ?

5. What methods based on the fireless cooker principle have you seen

used for keeping foods either hot or cold?

Name.

.

Address

.

Date. .

.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF SOIL FERTILITY

Elmer 0. Pippin

This lesson is the first of a series deaUng with the maintenance

of a proper physical condition and

adequate productiveness of the soil.

It points out the primary means by

which soils are made productive,

and outlines and introduces the

discussion of the various factors by

which this is accomplished.

MAINTENANCE OF FERTILITY OP

THE SOIL

The most fundamental prob-

lem in agriculture is the main-

tenance and increase of the

productive capacity of the

soil. All important forms of

plant as well as of animal life

depend on the soil for the

ultimate supply of material

necessary to their growth.

The materials that come

from the soil are the most

likely to become the

limiting factors in crop

production. Therefore

the great problem

identified with agricul-

ture, and ultimately
vv, 11 i^v, A -^^ ^^^- I- — ^^^^ diagram represents the essential factors in a

witn au otner maustry,
j^^^^^ ^^-^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ .^,;„-^;j ^^^^y should be adjusted, he-

is the maintenance of ginning at the base. 'It also calls attention to the primary

adequate productive-
^'''''''''' ^^ ""^''^ '^'' essential factors are controlled

jiess of the soil, commonly considered tmder the head of soil fertility,
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The soil is a great natural resource and its proper conservation is a

problem of public concern.

The soil is productive just in proportion to its ability to meet the needs

of plants for their best growth. These needs are diverse, including food,

water, oxygen, heat, light, physical support, and sanitation. With one

exception— light— these requirements are largely met by the mechanism
and the constitution of the soil. This is accompHshed by three inter-

acting properties of the soil — its physical nature, its chemical constitu-

tion, and its biological activity. Each of these properties has many
variations, which react on and largely affect the other two; so that the

maintenance of fertility— the ultimate rational aim of all agriculture—
presents an exceedingly complex array of problems. In farm practice

the soil is changed for the better or for the worse by a variety of treat-

ments, such as manuring, applications of lime, tillage, drainage, and
fertilizers. Intelligent soil management involves the treatment of the

soil by the most convenient and economic methods, so that the desired

change in its character will resvdt. The findings of the laboratory must
be translated into terms of farm practice and reduced to the simplest

form for the guidance of the busy tiller of the soil, taking into account

the normal nature of the soil, the requirements of plants, and the limita-

tions of farm practice.

The diagram on the preceding page represents, by a succession of courses

built into the form of a monument, the essential factors in a fertile soil.

The conditions represented by these courses are arranged, beginning at

the base, in the order of their breadth of influence on the properties of

the soil. They are also arranged so that one set of conditions will con-

tribute most to the efficiency of the conditions represented by succeeding

courses. Every person, in proceeding to improve his soil, should, so

far as is practicable, eliminate the need of these treatments in the order

suggested, so that the highest efficiency of the soil and the greatest benefit

from the treatments and materials applied may be realized. In order to

understand the reasons for the arrangement of the means of soil improve-

ment in the order given, and to know when as well as how to apply them
to a particular soil, it is essential that one have a considerable knowledge

of the nature of the soil, of its modes of formation, of the many inter-

acting properties of moisture, ventilation, food supj^ly, temperature, and

biological characters, and of the ways by which these are controlled.

No sim.ple rules will suffice. The variety of soils is so great that each

farmer must to a large degree decide what is the best method of managing

his particular soil, in the light of the principles involved. The preliminary

statement in this lesson, together with the introductory diagram, perhaps

as nearly as is possible summarizes the principles involved in the main-

tenance of permanent fertility of the soil. It has been well said by
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Dr. W. H. Jordan that " the art of agriculture will rise no higher than the

man on the land." The farmer must have a considerable knowledge

of the intricate processes that com-

bine to make a soil fertile, and his

function is to cooperate with natural

agencies and to direct their operation

in his interest.

Soil moisture

Underlying all other requisites for

maintaining the fertility of the soil

is the proper regulation of the mois-

ture supply. It determines the

solution of plant-food, the physical

condition of the soil, the efficiency

of tillage, the effect of fertilizers, and

the biological activity. It is there-

fore the first thing to be adjusted.

This may involve irrigation, as in

arid sections; or it may necessitate

drainage, as in New York. Always,

however, it means the proper hand-

ling of the soil in order to conserve

and effectively use the water received

and stored therein. Large areas of

land in New York require better

drainage, particularly of the subsoil.

Lime

Lime stands second in range of

importance. It maintains the proper

balance between the acid and the

alkaline constituents of the soil. As

a result of tillage and cropping, soils

may become more acid— a condition

unfavorable to most of the important

to counteract this tendency. It may be

on the local situation of the farm.

Fig. 2.— Ideal section of soil, showing
tlie large distribution of roots in the

topsoil and their somewhat smaller
distribution in the subsoil. Roots of
many plants will penetrate to a depth

of several feet if the drainage is good.

The topsoil is generally richer hi decay-

ing organic matter, which gives it a
darker color

farm crops. Lime is best suited

used in different forms, depending

Organic matter, or humus

The maintenance of a fair amount of deca^nng organic matter is essential

because of the nitrogen which it contains and which is most economically
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OxLfqen
OxLjqen

^^arbon dioxide

secured by the aid of certain soil bacteria and leguminous crops, and be-

cause of its many beneficial physical effects on the soil. Its increase

is accomplished, according to circumstances, by means of large crop

residues to which rotation and inoculation contribute, by the use of stock

manure, and by the

7he afmosphere utilization of green-

manure crops.

Tillage

Tillage, deep and

thorough, stirs and

fines the soil, incor-

porates manures and

fertilizers that may be

added, and contributes

to general ventilation

and sanitation.
Various implements

may be employed,

according to the needs

of the soil.

Fertilizers

Carb

Root h<iii;s-' ^^^--Tubercles

The soil atmosphere

soil

Water

The chemical
nature of the average

soil is such that, by
the proper adjustment

of the conditions of

moisture, lime, organic

Diagram of a leguminous plant {clover), showing matter, and tillage,

the largest possible

quantity o f plant-

food will be made
available and the soil

will be maintained in

a sanitar}^ condition.

Nitrogen should be suppHed through the organic matter. On many
soils devoted to the deep-rooted, slow-growing crops, such as fruit,

commercial fertilizers may not be needed. In other cases their use

should be reduced to such quantities and forms as will give the greatest

economic results. The treatments preceding the application of a fertilizer

should all contribute to a rise in its efficiency.

^19- 3-
. .

its parts m relation to the soil and the atmosphere, and
something of the circulation of the plant-food elements.

From the atmosphere and water the plant derives carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen. From the soil it derives potassium,
phosphorus, sulfur, iron, calcium, and magnesium. Nitrogen

from the soil atmosphere is elaborated in the root tubercles by
certain bacteria. Products of growth are given of by the

leaves
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constitution of the soil

The most evident fact to a person examining any soil is that it is a mass
of more or less pulverized rock thrown together either in layers or pro-

miscuously. Mixed with this rock material is partly decayed plant and
animal material, which gradually takes on a uniform dark color and pul-

verized condition and is known as humus. In the spaces between the

particles of this mass of pulverized rock and organic material, water

and air are held, and usually there is present a numerous flora of micro-

scopic plants. The mass has a temperature that depends on the physical

nature of the soil as well as on the prevailing climate.

The food for plants is derived from the soil particles, from the soil

atmosphere, and from water, by chemical, physical, and biological proc-

esses.

formation of soils, and classification

We may first consider the ways by which soils are formed and the

chief properties that result therefrom. While the farmer can materially

modify any soil, the extent of such change is usually limited by economic

considerations. In practice the agricultural development of any region

that has been settled for a generation or more is a very reliable index

to the soil resources of that region. The variation in agricultural develop-

ment of different sections is largely a reflection of the inherent differences

in soil conditions.

In the study of soil conditions in the United States up to the present

date, more than sixteen hundred different soils have been recognized

and many others remain to be identified. In New York State, which

has an unusual variety of soils, more than one hundred types have been

identified and described and many others will doubtless be recognized as

the investigation proceeds.

The source of this information is the soil survey reports published

by the United States Department of Agriculture and by many States.

These are the most reliable general guides to the soil conditions and possi-

bilities of any region. The soils are classified into types that include

all material of essentially the same crop relation. This takes account of

the material to a depth of three or more feet, since the subsoil, quite as

much as the topsoil, influences plant growth, and in the subsoil the roots

of plants are usually distributed. The occurrence of the types of soil is

represented on maps; and in the accompanying report the types are

described, together with the general agricultural situation of the region
;

and its agricultural history.

The usual unit of these surveys is the county. In New York twenty

areas have been surveyed or are in process of survey, and these have an
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aggregate area of about fifteen thousand square miles. Not all the areas

embrace an entire county, as smaller areas were sometimes made the

unit in earlier work. The reports on many of these surveys are out of

print, but they can usually be consulted in the Annual Reports on the

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils of the United States Department

of Agriculture, usually to be fotmd in the larger libraries. Every public

Fig. 4.^ Map showing the distribution of the important types of soil-forming rocks in

the State

1, Calcareous (lime-bearing) rocks. Includes limestone, dolomite, and calcareous shales

and sandstone

2, Gray, blue, and a little brown shale and sandstone. Non-calcareous, horizontally

bedded

3, Red shale and sandstone. Non-calcareous

4, Gray and blue shale, slate, and sandstone. Much folded and somewhat metamor-
phosed

5, Igneous rocks. Mostly siliceous

6, Unconsolidated material of the Atlantic coastal plain

library should have a complete set of these reports, the cuiTcnt vokunes

of which can be procured through the Congressman from the district.

The making oj soil

Rain, wind, frost, glacial ice, streams, waves, plants and animals, and

the solvent power of water, are at work continually on every exposed

rock. By these agencies mountains have been reduced to plains, and

lakes, and even oceans, have been filled to the condition of dry land.
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We may see these processes in operation by the roadside after a shower

of rain, or in the garden, as well as in mountain parks. In the Alps

Moimtains, in Switzerland, the moiintain tops are capped by snow and

ice which slide down the gorges uith a tremendous grinding force; the

m^mmmum
Fig. 5.— Map showing the distribution of the more important groups of soils in the

State

1, Calcareous (lime-bearing) glacial soils. Mostly gray to broivn heavy loam. Ontario

series dominant
2, Sotithern New York highland region. Glacial soils, yellow to brown stony loam. Volusia

series dominant. Non-calcareous. Valleys occupied by gravelly and sandy terraces

3, Red glacial soil. Mostly stony loam. Highland region. Non-calcareous. Lacka-
wanna series

4, Hudson valley upland. Gray to yellow and brown glacial stony loam. Surface

very uneven. Rock exposures frequent. Non-calcareous. Dutchess series dominant,

5, Glacial granitic and gneissic soils. Stony and non-calcareous. Heavy sandy loams.

Gloucester series dominant
6, Igneous, mountain country. Non-agricultural

7, Lake bottom soils, stratified. Range from heavy clay to loose sand and gravel. Silt

loam and clay loam predominate. Moderately calcareous. Dunkirk and Vergennes
series dominant

8, Atlatitic coastal plain soils. Chiefly rather loose quartz sand and gravel, with yellow

silt loam topsail

9, Catskill mountain region. Very thin, rough glacial soils of shale and sandstone
origin. Largely non-agricultural

ice melts, and the great volume of water resulting flows away with such

violence as to furrow the rock slopes and carry away every bit of loose

material. Trees and smaller plants pr\^ their roots into the fissures, and

winds send blasts of sand and dust against the ledges. Thus by degrees

the mountain of rock becomes a plain of soil.

Ill
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One may see these results wherever he is, and may observe the processes

that have given rise to them. They may differ in magnitude, but not in

kind. Note how frost breaks up clods of clay and even of stone; how
the rivulets after a rain gully the hillside and leave a mass of gravel or

mud where the water comes to rest. Then note the plants that spring up,

and observe their roots — how they thread their way about through the

spaces in rock and soil,

expanding each a little

by their growth and

tlu'ir search for water

and food.

:.o

Fig. 6.— Diagram representing a characteristic section of
glacial till soil, and showing the lack of sorting and
stratification. Coarse and fine material are mixed
together promiscuously

Scheme of classification

The differences in

the physical and
chemical properties of

soil which determine

its crop relations and

its tillage properties

are due to (i) the

method by which the

soil was formed, (2) the

kind of material from

which it was formed,

and (3) the condition

under which it has
of all natural objects,

These in

existed since it was laid down. As in the case

soils are classified according to a regular system of factors.

the order in which they are applied, beginning with those of widest area

of influence, are

:

I. Mode of formation

Under this head come the various processes by which rocks and other

soil materials are broken down to form soils, and by which they are carried,

sorted, and deposited. They are:

(a) The natural weathering or decay of rocks to form residual soils.— The

decay of many feet of limestone may form only a few feet of soil. Shale

rock may be changed to soil with very little loss. In New York residual

soils are of limited extent and are found south of the Allegheny river in

southwestern New York where they form rough land derived from shale

and sandstone rock.
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(b) The growth and accumulation of plants to form peat and muck soils.—
Many small areas of these are scattered throughout the State, usually

in swampy places.

(c) The transportation, sorting, and deposition of soil material by water.—
This includes stream bottoms, and material laid down by lakes and by

the ocean. Such soil is always stratified, or banded, each layer with

nearly one size of

material. Much of the

best land in New York

belongs in this group.

It includes the rich

river and creek bot-

toms, the clays and

sandy loam soils of the

larger valleys and

adjacent to nearly all

the lakes, and the

greater part of Long

Island.

(d) The transpor-

tation, sorting, and

deposition of soil

material by wind.—
This includes sand
dimes, and probably

also great areas of fine

soil in the Middle West,

called loess. There is

no such soil in New
York.

{e) The mixing and

transportation of so il

material by glacial ice.—

ing nearly all of New

Fig. 7.— Diagram representing a section of stratified

(layers) soil deposited by water. The different sizes of
particles that make up each layer were sorted out by flow-
ing water. The more rapid the flow, the larger is the

size of the particles deposited. Clay is formed only in

very quiet water

- The northern half of the United States, includ-

York, was at one time, ages ago, covered by a

great mass of ice that pushed down from the North. The influence of

this experience on our soils was profound, and accounts for the great

variety of rock usually found in our soils and for their heterogeneous

nature. Nearly all the hill land belongs in this group. It includes

practically the entire State above an elevation of eight hundred to one

thousand feet, and considerable areas below that elevation adjacent to

Lake Ontario. It has a great variation in agricultural value, depending

on its thickness, the amount of stone, and the kind of rock from which

it was formed. Such soils are without layers or stratification.
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(/) Gravity.— A further agency in soil formation, which is of small

importance in this State, is gravity, which accumulates a mass of rock

debris at the foot of steep slopes.

2. Source oj soil material

Soils are made up chiefly of pulverized rock, and the kind or kinds of

rock from which a particular soil was formed has a considerable effect on

both its physical and its chemical nature. A large number of kinds of

rock are recognized by geologists. A few of the groups that cause con-

siderable differences in soils are: (a) original crystalline rocks, such as

granite; (b) sandstone, shales, rocks, and slates; and (c) limestones and

marbles. The proportion of lime in a soil is determined to a large extent

by the kind of rock from which it was formed, as well as the way in which

it was formed. Where the rock is pulverized without much washing, this

effect is especially marked. In New York the most calcareous soils occur

in the neighborhood of the limestone formations, but not necessarily on

them, due to the movement and mixing by glacial ice and water. They

are especially well developed in a strip of country ten to twenty miles wide

and extending southward from a line through Utica, Syracuse, Rochester,

and Niagara Falls. They are also found in detached areas in the St. Law-

rence valley, the Mohawk valley, and the Hudson valley region.

J. The series properties

The color, drainage, content of organic matter, and lime, have important

influence on the productive power of soil, and are therefore recognized

in their classification. This is called the series division.

4. The type properties

Finally, and perhaps most important in practice of any single propert^^

there is the fineness, or texture, of the material — whether gravel, sand,

silt, clay, or some mixture of these. As a result of mixture, there are

produced loams, clay loams, sandy loams, and silt loams. The composition

of these will be described in a subsequent lesson.

FACTORS THAT MAKE A SOIL FERTILE

The soil must be viewed as a factory, in which the various materials

essential to plants are contained and in which many processes that con-

tribute to fertility are carried out. The efficiency of the soil depends

very largely on the nature and openness of the soil structure, and this in

turn is largely determined by the fineness of the soil particles and their

arrangement. If the soil is too open and porous, sufficient water is not

retained, the soil is inclined to be warm and droughty, and crops do not

thrive. On the other hand, if the soil is too compact and impervious.
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sufficient water is not retained, or is unavailable, ventilation is poor, the

growth of the microscopic organisms that contribute to fertility is hindered,

and the plant-food that the soil may contain is largely unavailable.

Through the fineness of the soil, and its tilth, or condition of granula-

tion, all these properties are largely regulated; and the function of tillage

is to exercise some measure of control over them. But if a soil is too fiill

of water, it has poor ventilation, and, when tilled, is inclined to run

together and become puddled and hard. Hence reasonable drainage is

essential to good tillage.

The proportion of humus, or well-decayed organic material, has a great

influence on the tilth of the soil. Not only does the humus help to keep

the soil loose and friable, but also it makes the color dark; thereby the

soil better absorbs the rays of the sun, which results in a higher average

soil temperature. Humus is also the chief storehouse of nitrogenous

plant-food in the soil. The successful farmer has always assigned great

value to the presence of this constituent in the soil, and its gradual exhaus-

tion under unwise management is one of the most noticeable changes

in the process of soil exhaustion. In fact, soil exhaustion frequently

means merely a change to such a bad physical condition that the soil

camiot carry on its proper functions, and the plant-food that may be

present is therefore not available.

Plants use large quantities of water dtuing their growth, and practically

aU of this must come from the soil. It is held in the pores in the soil,

much as a sponge retains water.

In all sections of New York the rainfall is sufficient to produce maximum
crop yields if the water can all be used effectively. Not only must the

soil be able to collect and hold this water in forms that plants can use,

but also loss of the water by evaporation must be prevented as far as pos-

sible by the maintenance of a mulch. Tillage at the right time and in

the right manner is an important aid in securing this result. An intimate

understanding of all the processes of moisture retention, movement, and
loss, together with the means for their control, is essential to the best

utilization of the rainfall.

The adjustment of the water supply in the soil largely controls the

ventilation of the soil, which is essential to the growth of the beneficial

forms of soil organisms and to the penetration of plant roots.

The amount of water in the soil, and the color of the soil, largely regulate

the soil temperature.

Plants use ten elements as food. These are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, sulfur, calcium, magnesium, and iron.

The first three of these are obtained from the air and from water. The
last six are obtained entirely from the rock particles of the soil. Nitrogen
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stands alone. Available nitrogen is derived from the decay of the organic

matter in the soil. The original supply of the element is the atmosphere,

of which it forms about eighty per cent. But this free nitrogen is not

available to the higher plants, and the operation of certain microscopic

plants in the soil, called bacteria, is essential to its collection and elabora-

tion into available forms.

The plant-foods derived from the rock particles are termed mineral

elements and are used in different quantities by different plants. They
are arranged above in the order of the quantities used by plants. In

the soil particles they occur in various chemical combinations, and the

amounts present vary greatly in different soils. In an acre of soil a foot

Fig. 8.

—

A clay soil in bad tilth (physical condition). Too lumpy and coarse

deep, there is usually many hundred times as much of these plant-food

elements as is used by a single crop. Similar amounts occur in the subsoil.

The elements are taken up by plants in solution in the soil water. In

the soil particles they are very slightly soluble, and their availability is

largely controlled by the fineness of the soil, its permeability, the amount
of water present, the temperature and ventilation, and the amount of

humus and lime in the soil. These constitute a further reason for the

proper adjustment of the soil factory. The" use of commercial fertilizer

in a soil in poor condition would have small effect to make it fertile. This

is the reason for presenting the diagram on the first page, in which com-

mercial fertilizers are placed as the last instead of the first means usually

to be employed in order to increase crop yields.

It is not usually possible to determine by chemical analysis the kind

of fertilizer needed by a particular soil , since such analysis gives no infor-
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mation about the availability of the large amounts of plant-food already

present in the soil. Trials of fertilizers on growing crops in the field are

the most reliable guide.

CONCLUSION

It may be evident from this brief discussion, how complicated is the

soil in which plants grow, as well as the processes, natural and artificial,

by which it is rendered productive. It is the part of the farmer to direct

those processes by his various treatments, such as drainage, irrigation,

the use of lime, organic matter, and fertilizer, and the practice of tillage,

manuring, and crop rotation. He must consider not merely the thin

Fig. 9.— Soil in good tilth. Fine and granular, and in proper condition to have
a good relation to moisture and ventilation

surface layer turned by his plow, but also the subsoil to a depth of at

least three feet, which may be as capable of holding water and feeding

plants as the topsoil when it is put in proper condition. Neglect of the

subsoil is frequently the cause of poor crops.

The soil, and the subsoil to a depth of two, three, or even five and six

feet, should be in condition to permit the growth of crop roots. When
that is possible there will be much less complaint because of the lack of

rainfall and the exhaustion of plant-food. That such use is possible is

frequently shown on individual farms in many parts of the State, and

especially by the use made by plants of the deep subsoil in arid and semi-

arid regions under small rainfall but where wise irrigation is practiced.

Deeper farming is one of the great needs for better soil management.
This means much more than deeper plowing, helpful as that will prove.

The depth of soil that can be turned by the plow is greatly limited. Deeper

farming means the better use of the subsoil, which is to be accom-

plished by good underdrainage and by the use of deep-rooted crops in
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rotation, so that the large store of plant-food in the subsoil, and its capacity

when in good physical condition to hold available moisture, are utilized.

A root zone of three to four feet should be the aim; and when this is

realized and well managed, there will be much less need of fertilizers and
of irrigation in New York.

The recuperative power of the soil is very great, and if deeply utilized

and well managed it will continue to produce good crops for imnumbered

centuries. The accomplishment of this possible production is one of the

most fundamental general benefits that can be conferred, for through

the products of the soil all persons are ultimately touched. An imder-

standing of these fundamental facts and principles in soil management
should be possessed by all persons as a basis for wise public policies.

To secure, by means of local experiments, the information that will per-

mit the correct application of these basal principles to each important

type of soil in the State, should be the common purpose of the farmer

and of the public institutions charged with such studies.

advanced reading

The Reading-Course lessons are designed merely to introduce the sub-

ject; they are elementary and brief, and are intended to arouse a desire

for more complete knowledge along particular lines. The study of Reading-

Course lessons should be introductory to the study of standard agricultural

books, and of bulletins of the United States Department of Agriculture and

the state experiment stations. The Supervisor of the Reading-Course

will suggest, as far as possible, agricultural literature to meet the needs

of any reader. Particular books or bulletins are recommended because

they are thought to be of special interest to the reader in his individual

study, not because they are considered superior to others on the same

subject. The following is a list of books in which the data presented

in this lesson are much amplified and to which the student will naturally

turn for more complete information:

Principles of soil fertility. By Alfred Vivian. Orange Judd Company,

New York. $1.

Principles of soil management. By T. L. Lyon and E. 0. Pippin. The

Macmillan Company, New York. $1.75.

Soil fertility and permanent agriculture. By C. G. Hopkins. Ginn & Co.,

Boston. $2.25.

Fertilizers and crops. By L. L. Van Slyke. Orange Judd Company,

New York. $1.

Engineering for farm drainage. By C. G. Elliott. John Wiley & Sons,

New York. $1.25.
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CORNELL STUDY CLUBS

Cornell study clubs are local organizations of farmers and their families,

aiming to promote the study of Cornell Reading-Course lessons. One of

the chief benefits of these clubs is that they furnish an opportunity and

an incentive for study. Often a helpful lesson will reach a farm home at

a time when the members are too busy to give it attention and it is soon

forgotten. If, however, a special time is set aside for the study of Reading-

Course lessons at a club, it is likely that much more reading \vill be accom-

plished. The secondary purpose of Cornell study clubs is to increase

a neighborly feeling in the community and to ofifer an opportunity for an

exchange of thought on subjects of common interest. In the meetings of

a club the members should find enjoyment in an interchange of ideas and

a training for free and orderly self-expression.

The organization of a Cornell study club can be easily effected even if

at first only half a dozen persons desire to form a group. The president

and the secretary of the club should be chosen, and the dates and places

for meetings decided upon. The meetings should be held frequently

enough to maintain an active interest in them; regularly every two weeks

during the fall and wdnter is usually considered sufficiently often. If it

is not advisable to meet every fortnight in spring and summer, monthly

meetings are suggested. Study clubs hold their meetings in churches,

grange halls, and at the homes of the members. The meetings should

proceed under a definite order of business.

Each study club should first become fully informed as to the material

available in the two Reading-Cotirses. The Reading-Course for the

Farm discusses farm practices and important rural problems. The
Reading-Course for the Farm Home takes up such household subjects as

sanitation, foods, household management, and household furnishing. If

the study club is composed of men, the lessons should be related to local

agricultural conditions and shotdd deal with operations in progress at the

time of year in which they are being discussed. If the club is composed

of both men and women, the lessons in the two courses may be alternated,

or two separate groups may be formed, holding part of the program in

common. If the club is composed of women, a niunber of valuable sug-

gestions will be found in Reading-Coiu-se Lesson for the Farm Home,
No. 13, Cornell Study Clubs. The clubs are most successful when the

programs are plarmed carefully several weeks in advance and leaders are

selected to be responsible for the success of each meeting. The super-

visors of the Reading-Courses will be pleased to suggest reference books

and bulletins to leaders who desire additional material for study. Read-

ing-Course lessons should be distributed to the members of the clubs at
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least one week in advance, so that the members may be prepared for

a general discussion, which should follow the opening talk given by the

leader.

Cornell study clubs may bring about cooperation in matters of public

concern, and may grow to be influential factors in promoting community
welfare. They may also prove of financial benefit by becoming agencies

for cooperative buying and selling. The success of the Cornell study clulj

must depend principally upon local leadership. It is hoped that public-

spirited iDcrsons will find in the Cornell study clubs a means of improving

the agricultural and social conditions in their communities. Visits from

representatives of the college will be arranged when possible. Cordial

cooperation in establishing study clubs may be obtained by writing to

the Supervisor, Reading-Course for the Farm, or the Supervisor,

Reading-Course for the Fann Home, College of Agriculture, Ithaca,

New York.

Whenever desired, study clubs may be conducted in connection with

the educational work of granges, chtirches, schools, and local agricultural

societies. The following three ways are suggested in which Reading-

Course lessons may prove valuable to a study club or to any other organi-

zation :

1. For study by the entire membership previous to a general discussion

at a regular meeting.

2. To aid leaders in preparing for a program at a regular meeting.

3. For reference. A set of available lessons may be obtained for use

by a study club or for the library of any church, school, grange, or

other organizations.

Bulletins and circulars of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment

Station may also be obtained for the above purpose by writing to the Mailing

Division, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.
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A supplement called the discussion paper is sent with each Reading-

Course lesson, for the purpose of bringing out the main points covered

and of calling attention to related agricultural facts, practices, or methods.

The College encourages an expression of opinion or a statement of experi-

ence by means of the questions asked. Each discussion paper filled out

and returned will be read carefully and a personal reply will be made if

agricultural information is desired regarding personal or community
problems or the subject studied.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

Reading-Course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT-GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK-

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT-BREEDING, COUNTRY LIFE. The
first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and subsequent

lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion papers. There-

fore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, readers should sign

and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are answered or not.

As an aid to students taking Reading-Courses, study clubs may be formed

in various localities. References for advanced reading will be given

on request. The space below on this page is reserved for correspondence

concerning Reading-Course work, and also for names and addresses of any

persons likely to become interested on receipt of information.
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

The following questions wiU call attention to the soil conditions in your

home region. We should be glad to have you direct our attention to any

soil conditions that you consider need special investigation, or to any

practices that you consider especially successful or especially unwise as

applied to your soils.

I. In what way have the soils in your region been formed?

2. What is the general character of the soil and the subsoil in your

region ?

3. Are the soils as productive now as when first cleared? How do you

account for any change that may have occurred?
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4. Are all the soils in your region being utilized in the way that will give

the best permanent returns? What is the percentage of waste lands?

What suggestions can you offer?

5. Name the practices that are followed in your region to maintain the

productiveness of the soil. Are they applied in the proper order?

6. What crop rotation or rotations are followed in your region, and under

what conditions?

7 . To what extent is attention given to growing on each soil the crop to

which it is best adapted, through either selection of seed or systematic

plant-breeding?
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8. Are fertilizers used in your region? What is their composition ? On
what crops are they used ? Are you satisfied that the best fertilizer is being

used in each case?

9. Is lime ever used on the land? Do you think its use would be bene-

ficial in any way?

10. Point out any local or unusual methods of soil management in use

in your locality.

Name. .

Address

.

Date ...
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BIRDS IN THEIR RELATION TO AGRICULTURE IN

NEW YORK STATE

Each year in the United States there is a loss to agriculture of more

than seven hundred millions of dollars owing to the ravages of insects;

our forestry and timber interests suffer to an extent of over one hundred

millions of dollars. Each year the people of New York State pay a toll

of over ten million dollars to the insects. And yet there are still persons

who do not appreciate the value of protecting our native birds, the enemies

of the insects and one of the chief factors in their control.

Nor is it only because of the destruction of

insects that we owe a great debt to the birds.

Certain species, especially during fall and

winter, feed almost entirely on the seeds of

weeds; a single species, the tree sparrow,

which visits New York State from October

to April, probably consumes each year not

less than nine hundred tons of weed seed.

Again, in some parts of the State, field mice

and other small rodents are causing consid-

erable damage to grain and forage crops, and

young orchards have to be protected against

them. The chief enemies of these rodents are

the hawks and the owls, and yet these birds

are most persistently persecuted. A con-

servative estimate states that each hawk or

owl in the State kills an average of a thousand

mice a year— a saving of at least twenty

dollars to the farmer whose property it selects

for its residence. Thus we might go on enumerating the various ways

in which birds are necessary to agriculture, until we arrived at the

same conclusion as did H. W. Henshaw, Chief of the United States

Biological Survey at Washington, who says that without the birds "
it is

more than likely— nay, it is almost certain— that within a limited time

not only would successful agriculture become impossible, but the

destruction of the greater part of the vegetation would follow."

It must not be assiimed from this, however, that all birds are at all times

perfect machines for the destruction of the farmer's foes and entirely ben-

eficial in their food habits. It cannot be denied that some of the insects

destroyed by birds are beneficial rather than detrimental, and that a few

species of birds consume some grain, while others do damage to the smaller

fruits, and to poultry. There are no birds, however, that are entirely

Fig. 10.— The army worm



FRIENDS AND FOES OF AGRICULTURE
1. GREAT HORNED OWL WITH FOWL
2. COOPER'S HAWK WITH PIGEON

3. SHARP-SHINNED HAWK WITH ROBIN

4. MARSH HAWK (MALE) WITH MEADOW
MOUSE

5. MARSH HAWK (FEMALE)

6. RED-TAILED HAWK WITH MEADOW
MOUSE

7. RED-SHOUlDERED HAWK
8. BARRED OWL WITH RAT
9. SPARROW HAWK (FEMALE) IN FLIGHT

10 SPARROW HAWK (MALE) WITH LOCUST

The first three are foes of agriculture; all of the others and the smaller species
of owls (not iilustrated I are friends.
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detrimental, and those that do more harm than good are exceedingly few.

In New York State the sharp-shiimed hawk, the Cooper's hawk, the

goshawk, and the great homed owl are the only birds that can be said

to be uniformly more destructive than beneficial, and even these do con-

siderable good. In restricted localities at certain periods of the year,

it is doubtless true

that crows and black-

birds are injurious to

grain and robins are

injiuious to cherries;

but it must be re-

membered that in

other parts of the

State, and at all

other seasons of the

year, these birds are

highly beneficial.

Nor should all the

individuals of a

species be judged by

the actions of a few,

any more than all

mankind should be

judged by the theft

or knavery of a few.

Frequently individu-

al birds depart so far

from the customary

habits of the species,

feeding on valuable

produce of the farm,

as to bring all birds

of that kind into disrepute. For example, there are isolated cases of the

kingbird, one of our most beneficial birds, feeding on honeybees. The
owners of the bees had an econom-ic right to dislike the birds, and if

necessary to remove them, pro\'ided they first ascertained whether the

kingbirds were not feeding exclusively on the superfluous drones, as has

often been the case.

Great care should always be exercised to correctly determine the

culprit, for many unfortunate mistakes are made. For example, the other

day a broad-winged hawk, which had been shot by a farmer who accused

it of having taken his small chickens, was brought into the laboratory.

1X2

Fig. II.— The broad-winged haick.

taking chickens

Unjustly accused of
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He had seen it, he claimed, fly down into the chicken yard, and he naturally

believed that it was to be blamed for the disappearance of his chickens.

Inasmuch as this species of hawk has never been known to feed

on poultry, the writer was inclined to doubt that the farmer had

located the real thief; and an examination of the bird's stomach proved

the surmise to be correct, for it contained only four large June beetles

(the larvae of which, known as white grubs, do considerable damage to the

roots of strawberries and other crops) and the hair of a meadow mouse.

The chickens had probably been taken by the smaller and much less con-

spicuous sharp-shinned hawk, which had slipped away without being

seen, while the more conspicuous and highly beneficial broad-wing had

paid the penalty. Another case is cited by Sylvester D. Judd in his

" Birds of a Maryland Farm." In this case the catbirds, which were

abundant about a certain tomato patch, were accused of pecking the

ripening fruit at a time when the high price made this a considerable loss.

A careful investigation, however, proved that the destruction was due

entirely to a neighbor's chickens. These are but examples of the inaccu-

rate observations being made all over the United States, which have done

more than anything else to condemn wrongfully many beneficial birds.

It is this lack of knowledge that has caused many States in the past to

offer bounties for the killing of certain birds, notably hawks and owls.

Pennsylvania, for example, in 1885 passed an ordinance offering a bounty

of fifty cents for every hawk and owl killed within the State, and in eighteen

months $90,000 had been paid out in bounties. At the end of that time

small rodents had so increased that the ordinance was hastily repealed.

It was estimated that during the short time that it was in force, the

agricultural interests in the State suffered a loss of nearly four million

dollars, not to mention that of ensuing years owing to the increase of the

mice caused by the destruction of the hawks and owls, their natural con-

trol. A wholesale slaughter is never to be recommended, even if the species

in question has been, beyond a doubt, more detrimental than beneficial.

The following pages are intended to show in a general way the food

of the various groups of birds found in New York State, and their

relation to agriculture, and to encourage more careful observation and

greater appreciation of the services rendered by our native birds. One

thing should always be borne in mind. Within certain limitations birds

are adaptable in selecting their food, and their tendency is always to

take the food that is most abundant and most easily secured. Thus,

while they never exterminate any insect, they tend to keep the numbers

within bounds, and as soon as a particular species is greatly reduced they

turn their attention to some other insect that is more abundant and more

easily secured. In this way they serve as valves, or regulators, on the
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increase of insects, especially because by their freedom of flight they are

quickly mobilized to points where food suddenly becomes abimdant— as

happened this year by the outbreak of grasshoppers and army worms.

Another example of this occurred in Utah in 1848, when the Mormon
settlers were saved from actual starvation by the thousands of giills that

flocked to their fields to feed on the hordes of crickets which had completely

destroyed their first year's crops and were fast consuming the planting

of the second year. In describing the advent of the gulls, an eyewitness.

Honorable Geo. Q. Cannon, says: " Black crickets came down by mil-

lions and destroyed our grain crops
;
promising fields of wheat in the morning

were by evening as smooth as a man's hand,—-devoured by crickets....
At this juncture sea gulls came by hundreds and thousands, and before the

crops were entirely destroyed these gulls destroyed the insects, so that our

fields were entirely freed from them. .
." It was regarded by some of

the settlers as a heaven-sent miracle, and in the past year (19 13) an elabo-

rate monument and fountain were erected in Salt Lake City " to the gulls

that saved the settlers from starvation."

Similar services were rendered by birds during the locust invasions fol-

lowing the settlement of the Mississippi valley, when all birds, large and

small, fell to feeding on grasshoppers. The value of the birds in saving

the crops was evidenced in letters written by farmers in answer to ques-

tions sent them regarding the work of the birds. The following is quoted

verbatim

:

Dear Sir.—In answer to your question about birds and locusts, I must say this:

every farmer that shoots birds must be a fool. I had wheat this last spring on new
breaking. The grasshoppers came out apparently as thick as the wheat itself, and
indeed much thicker. I gave up the field for lost. Just then great numbers of plover
came, and flocks of blackbirds and some quail, and commenced feeding upon this field.

They cleaned out the locusts so well that I had at least three fourths of a crop, and I

know that without the birds I would not have had any. I know other farmers whose
wheat was saved in the same way.

S. E. GOODMORE
Fremont, Nebraska.

In this connection the quantity of food that birds can eat is convincing.

Few persons realize how much food birds require in order to maintain their

ordinary activities. The bird's temperature is much higher than that

of man, and its life processes go on with correspondingly increased rapidity.

It requires but thirty minutes for some foods to pass entirely through a

bird's alimentary canal, and all foods are assimilated and the residue

excreted within two and one half hours. Since birds in a natural state

^at continuously, we can consider the quantity eaten as the equivalent

of about eight full meals every day. In the work of the Biological Survey

at Washington to determine the economic value of the different species

of birds, many thousands of birds' stornachs have beei; eji^mined. Fr§-
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quently stomachs have been so packed with insects that when opened the

contents have made a pile much larger than the original size of the stomach.

For example, the stomach of one yellow-billed cuckoo contained 250 tent

caterpillers, that of a nighthawk 500 mosquitoes, that of a cedar waxwing

(cherry bird) 100 cankenvorms. The crop and stomach of a red-winged

blackbird were found to contain 1800 seeds of ragweed, that of a bobwhite

5000 seeds of pigeon grass, and that of a mourning dove 9200 seeds of

pigeon grass. These figures represent single meals of the birds in question.

Fig. 12.— "Young birds require even more food tJian old birds." Louisiana
water thrush feeding its young

probably consumed where the food was very abundant, as it is in the case

of insect outbreaks or where weeds have become troublesome. Obser-

vations made in the field are no less convincing, and corroborate the

laboratory studies. We find recorded a scarlet tanager which devoured

630 gypsy moth caterpillars in 18 minutes— a rate of 2100 in an hour. A
Maryland yellow-throat consumed 3500 plant lice in 40 minutes— a rate

of 5250 in an hour.

Young birds require even more food than do old birds, as any one who
has watched young birds being fed in the nest will testify. The quantity

of food that they require increases with their age, reaching a maximimi at

about the time they leave the nest. Many nests have been watched by
persons interested, and the number of times that the young were fed

recorded. A family of young martins was fed 312 times in a single day,
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grosbeaks were fed 426 times, and wrens 600 times. Experiments have

been performed with young crows in order to determine the exact amount

of food reqmred by them in maintaining strength and growth, and it has

been discovered that they lose weight unless given food equal to one half

their own weight every day. Young robins have been known to eat

their full weight of earthworms in a day.

When we stop to consider these facts we begin to reaHze what efficient

machines the birds are for the destruction of insects. They maintain a

natural balance and check the undue increase of any species. But they

work so quietly that few persons realize their value until for one reason

or another their control is suddenly removed, and some insect pest, such

as the grasshoppers and army worms during the current year, spreads over

the land. Much more conspicuous is the damage that a few individuals

occasionally do in the poultry yard or in the cherry orchard. The news

of such a loss from birds becomes greatly exaggerated, and overrides com-

pletely the really tremendous saving that the birds have more quietly

brought about.

FOOD HABITS OF BIRDS

From the fishes that dart through the streams, and the grubs that bur-

row in the soil, to the insects that flit over the top of the forest, there is

scarcely a plant or an animal substance that does not furnish the food of

some group of birds. .The water plants and mollusks that grow at the

bottom of the lake are not safe from ducks ; fishes are pursued through the

dark waters by loons and grebes, or speared from above by herons and

kingfishers; the grubs and worms in the soil are probed for by the snipe

and the woodcock, or seized when they come to the surface by blackbirds

and thrushes; the cutworms and beetles that crawl on the ground are

caught by larks and sparrows ; the insects that mount into the bushes and

trees are seized by the hosts of smaller vireos and warblers, while those

that hide within the trunks and branches are drilled out by the wood-

peckers. If they have wings they are pursued by the flycatchers and

swallows, so that none of them are safe. It would obviously be impossible

to treat thoroughly, in these few pages, all the varied foods of .birds, nor

is it necessary if we bear in mind our need of all kinds of birds to hold in

check the great variety of foes that the agriculturist has to meet. Rather

wiU we outline the various groups of birds according to their food, and

emphasize only those that have the most immediate bearing on agricrd-

ture in New York State.

The general nature of a bird's food can frequently be determined by

the general structure of the bird itself. The varied proportions of wing

and body, the size and shape of bill and feet, which in addition to their

colors give birds their great variety, are due largely to the differences in

their food and in their methods of securing it.
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In the first place we can divide all birds into two groups : those that feed

on animal substance, and those that feed on vegetable substance. Of the

animal feeders we have those that feed on other birds and on small mam-
mals, those that feed on fish, frogs, crayfish, and the like, and those that

feed on insects and worms. Let us first consider the bird and mammal
eaters— the hawks, the owls, and the shrikes.

Bird and mammal eaters

The hawks and the owls arc alike in possessing strong, sharp talons

for seizing their prey, and strong hooked bills for tearing it apart. The

hawks have keen sight and hunt by day. The owls hunt by night, and,

although they have very large eyes,

locate their prey more by sound, for

they have very keen hearing. Small

birds and poultry, being silent at

night, are seldom molested by owls;

but rats and mice, being active, are

taken in large numbers. In addition

to birds and mammals, a large part

of the food of hawks and owls is

composed of the larger insects, such

as grasshoppers, crickets, and June

beetles. In fact, it was found by Dr.

A. K. Fisher, of the United States

Department of Agriculture, in study-

ing over two thousand stomachs of

,

hawks and owls taken in all parts

of the United States, that 2 7 per cent of

the birds had fed on insects while only

3 J per cent had eaten poultry or game.

Fig. 13.— Marsh hawk about to alight

Hawks

Thirteen species of hawks are fou'nd

more or less regularly in New York
State; but three of these—the goshawk, the pigeon hawk, and the duck

hawk are too rare to be of great importance. All the hawks vary so much
in size and in coloration with both age and sex that it is difficult to

describe any species in a few words, but four types are recognized in

addition to the bald eagle and the osprey, or fish hawk.

Harriers.—The first of these types, the harriers, includes only the marsh

hawk, a long-winged, long-tailed hawk with a conspicuous white patch

above its tail, It is like the owls 'm having a facial disk of short feathers.
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and very well-developed ears. The ears undoubtedly assist the bird in

following its prey, consisting largely of mice, through the long grass of the

fields and marshes which it inhabits. In addition to mice, the marsh

hawk feeds on snakes, frogs, insects, and small birds. Occasionally it

takes young chickens or small ducks; but of 124 stomachs examined by

Dr. Fisher, only 7 showed any sign of ha\dng taken poultry. This is

therefore a highl}^ beneficial

species, deserving of pro-

tection.

Broad-winged orfan-tailed

hawks.—The second type

includes the red-shouldered,

red-tailed, rough-legged,

and broad-winged species.

They are alike in possess-

ing broad, rounded wings,

and broad, comparatively

short tails which they usu-

ally spread in a fan-like

manner while soaring. They

are the most conspicuous

of all the hawks, being

often seen soaring in great

circles overhead. Because

of their conspicuousness

they have had to suffer for

all the crimes of their more

crafty relatives, and are

frequently known as hen

hawks or chicken hawks.

As a matter of fact they

seldom, if ever, visit the

poultry yard, and the few

times that they do are more than offset by the nimibers of obnoxious

rodents that they destroy. Of 105 stomachs of the rough-legged and

broad-winged species examined, not one contained poultry; of 782 of

the red-tailed and red-shouldered hawks, only 57 contained poultry or

game birds.

Falcons.—The third type has rather heavy shoulders, short, pointed

wings, and narrow tail. In this type are included the duck hawk, the

pigeon hawk, and the sparrow hawk, but the last named is the only one of

sufficiently general occurrence to have great importance in the State. It is

common in most parts of the State about the borders of woods and pas-

FiG. 14. -Immature red-shouldered hawk, a beneficial

species
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tures, usually nesting in a deserted flicker's hole high up in a dead stub.

The duck hawk and the pigeon hawk, when they do occur, frequently

destroy many pigeons, but the sparrow hawk feeds mostly on the larger

insects, meadow mice, and the smaller birds. Of 320 stomachs examined
by the Department of Agriculture, not one contained poultry, 215 con-

tained insects, 89 contained mice, and 53 contained small birds.

Short-winged hawks, or Accipiters.—The fourth group contains the real

poultry thieves. These

birds have short, rotmded

wings and long, narrow

tails. Three species are

found in the State, but

the largest, the goshawk,

is rare. Of the other two
species, the Cooper's hawk
is the larger, the females

sometimes measuring
nearly twenty inches in

length, although the males

are barely sixteen inches

long. The largest (female)

sharp-shinned hawks
never measure over four-

teen inches, and the males

measure less than twelve.

Both species are much
alike in coloration, im-

mature birds being brown

above and white below

with longitudinal streaks

of dark brown. Old birds are slaty gray above and below white, heavily

barred with brown. In addition to its larger size, the Cooper's hawk
differs from the sharp-shinned in having a roiuided tail, that of the sharp-

shinned being square.

Both birds frequent woodlands rather than open country, and are

seldom seen soaring high in the air. They dart through the thickets or

skim low over the ground in search of their prey, or come to rest on a low

branch of a tree. The sharp-shinned hawk, because of its small size,

attacks mostly the smaller chickens, but the Cooper's hawk is able to

carry off nearly full-grown fowls. Because of their elusive ways, a poultry

owner may often hear commotion in the poultry yard and miss many a

fine fowl before he gets even a glimpse of the culprit; and many an inno-

cent, but more conspicuous, hawk of the broad-winged species has come

PHOTOGRAPHED BY G. A. BAILEY

Fig. 15.— The sparrow hawk with house sparroiu
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to an ignominious end by the gun of a well-meaning but uninformed hunter

or poultryman.

About their nesting grounds both species are noisy, scolding from

a safe distance at any intruder. The sharp-shinned hawk always nests

in a thick evergreen; the Cooper's hawk nests indiscriminately in pines

or hardwoods, usually within fifteen or twenty feet of the ground but

occasionally in the tree tops. Both birds sometimes remodel the nests

of crows or squirrels, and usually use a few green leaves or evergreen

twigs for lining. The Cooper's hawk begins to nest the last of April,

but the sharp-shinned hawk usually waits iintil the first of June. The

Fig. 16.— A litter of young field mice

eggs of the former are nearly pure white; those of the latter are very

heavily spotted with brown. As with other hawks, the period of incuba-

tion is long and the young develop slowly, so that it is between two or

three months from the time the eggs are laid until the young leave the

nest. The young are at first covered with white down, and resemble

small chickens. They are unsuspicious and lack the fierce natures of

their parents until their feathers begin to grow. Taken while very young

they can be tamed, some having been used as are the true falcons in hunt-

ing small game.

Owls

In general it may be stated that, with the exception of the great homed
owl, the owls are among the most beneficial birds of the State; and the
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great homed owl, in spite of its poultry-thieving habits, is not without its

value because of the numbers of rabbits, rats, and mice that it destroys.

The value of owls is best appreciated in nursery districts, where losses

of thousands of dollars have been entailed by mice and rabbits girdling

the young trees in winter. In some places it is imperative to wrap the

young trees in tarred paper or otherwise protect them from the ravages

of these small rodents.

At times when conditions for their growth and reproduction have been

advantageous for several years, great plagues of these mice have occurred,

&
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.^

The number of mice destroyed by a single one of these birds will speak

for itself to any one who will search the ground beneath a tree where one

of the birds is known to roost habitually, for the owls swallow their prey

whole when it is not too large, and later throw up the bones, hair, and

other indigestible parts in the form of pellets. By soaking these in water

the skulls of several mice can usually be teased out of every pellet, speak-

ing strongly for the value of these birds and the need of protecting them

.

There are sLx species of owls found regularly throughout New York State,

two others occasionally,

and one more very

rarely. The great hom-

ed and the barred owl

(colored plate) are the

largest, being nearly

two feet in length and

thus exceeding the crow

in size; the long-eared

and the short-eared owl

arc next in size, being

about fifteen inches in

length; and the screech

owl and the saw-whet

owl are the smallest,

being less than ten

inches in length. The

great horned, long-

eared, and screech owls

have tufts of feathers

on their heads, resem-

bling horns. These are

absent from the barred owl and the saw-whet owl. The great homed
owl, which is the only one that should ever be killed, is easily distinguished

by its large size, conspicuous " horns," and white throat patch. As many
indi\dduals never visit the poultry yard and are of considerable value

in reducing the nimiber of obnoxious rodents, even this species should

not be killed unless it takes up its abode near the poultry yard. The

great homed owl nests in late February or early March, laying two or

three white eggs in a hollow tree or in an old crow's nest.

Fig. 18. Nest and eggs of great horned oiul, a rat and
a bi/d in storage

The shrikes, or butcher birds

The shrikes resemble the hawks only in the form of the bill, which

has become hooked for tearing flesh. They are still primarily insectivorous
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birds, however, feeding to a large extent on grasshoppers and crickets,

and have come to a carnivorous diet only secondarily, feeding to some

extent on small birds and field mice. They have the curious habit of

impaling their superfluous food on thorns or on barbs of fences; and since

they do not have strong talons, like the hawks, they drive their prey, if

too large to manage with the bill, into the fork of a limb where they can

tear it apart.

Two species are found in New York State, the northern shrike in winter

PHOTOGRAPHED BY G. A. BAILEY

Fig. 19.— Migrant shrikes at their nest in a thorn bush

and the migrant shrike in simimer— the latter nesting in thoni bushes or

similar places rather commonly in the western part of the State. The
birds of both species are gray, with black wings and tail and black band
through the eye. The northern species is somewhat the larger, and slightly

exceeds the robin in length.

Shrikes are usually seen perched on a dead or exposed branch, in the

open country or about bushy pastures. They do not go in search of

their prey as do most birds, but await its coining to them, having very
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keen sight which enables them to see grasshoppers or meadow mice at

a considerable distance. These they destroy in much greater ntimbers

than they do small birds, and they are therefore deserving of protection

and encouragement. They build bulky nests of sticks, straws, and wool,

usually in thorn bushes, and lay five to seven grayish eggs spotted with

brown.

Fish, frog, and crayfish eaters .
'

Fish, frogs, crayfish, and similar forms are food for many of our most

striking and interesting birds. The fish taken are largely of the non-

commercial varieties, such

as minnows and suckers;

although occasionally about

fish hatcheries and trout

ponds these birds are said

to do considerable damage

to the trout fry. Careful

investigation should be

made, however, before con-

demning them, for the

secretive habits and active

dispositions of the trout

preclude their frequent

capture as long as there are

the conspicuous minnows

and sluggish suckers to

provide an easier forage.

This group of birds can

be further subdivided

according to their methods

of capturing their prey.

There are the herons and

the bitterns, which stalk

their prey and spear it with their javelin-like bills; there are the fish

hawks, the kingfishers, and the terns, which watch the water from

on high and plunge like animated spears from above ; and there are- the

loons, the grebes, and the mergansers, which pursue the fish beneath the

water.

Fig. 20.— Green heron near nest in the alders

The stalkers

In this group are included the great blue heron (incorrectly called the

crane) , the black-crowned night heron, the little green heron, the bittern, and

the least bittern. They have long legs for wading and long toes to keep
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them from sinking into the mud, long necks to enable them to reach the

water without stooping, and long, javelin-like bills for spearing their prey.

The edges of their bills are very sharp and in some cases have minute serra-

tions, which enable them to cut through the slime and to hold their slippery

game. The bitterns keep to the marshes, where their streaked brown

pltimage so harmonizes with the cat-tails and the sedges as to make them

very inconspicuous. The herons are seen along the shores of lakes, streams,

and ponds, either silently waiting until some luckless fish comes their way

or gracefully stalking through the shallow water in search of frogs and

crayfish. So much do they add to the landscape, and so valueless are the

few species of fish that they destroy, that it is little short of criminal to

kill them unless it has been absolutely determined that they are destroying

valuable trout fry.

In flight herons stretch their feet out behind and throw their heads

back on their shoulders. The great blue heron in flight appears larger

than an eagle, measuring more than six feet across. The green heron is

about the size of a crow, even resembling it in flight. At close range it

appears blue rather than green, as the green is restricted to the wings while

the back and the shoulders are bluish gray. The neck and the under-

parts are chestnut.

The night heron is larger than a crow. The adult birds are pure white

below and pearl gray above, the upper back and the top of the head being

black. Immature birds closely resemble the bittern. They are nocturnal

in their feeding habits, usually seen toward dusk or early in the morning.

The plungers

These include the fish hawk, or osprey, the kingfisher, and the terns.

The fish hawk, unlike the others of this group, seizes its prey in its talons,

which have been modified from those of other hawks so that two toes are

directed forward and two backward; and the soles of its feet are covered

with sharp, homy scales to help in holding the slippery fish. It frequently

catches fish weighing several pounds, but they are always of a species

that swims close to the surface or lies in the shallows. As few of the fresh-

water commercial fishes except the pikes have this habit, the depreda-

tions by the fish hawks are not great— as is evidenced by the fact that

fishermen are their best friends, always welcoming their appearance in

the spring. Their only enemy save the bald eagle, which frequently

pursues them and steals their well-earned catch, is the thoughtless man
with a gun.

The kingfisher is common along every stream and lake shore in the

State, occasionally sta^dng all winter about streams that do not freeze.

It is possible that along trout streams this bird sometimes catches trout

fry, but the bulk of evidence points toward its feeding on the non-commer-
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cial minnows and suckers. At any rate, as long as there is no good evidence

against it, the kingfisher's striking appearance and interesting habits

make it deserving of protection. In catching fish the kingfisher either

waits on a dead branch overhanging the water until a fish passes beneath,

or hovers over the spot where a fish is seen, and at the proper instant

plunges abruptly downward, spearing the fish with its strong, pointed

bill, the force of its impact sometimes carrying it entirely beneath the

surface.

The terns are largely maritime in their habits, although a few species

are occasionally seen about

the larger bodies of water

throughout the State. They

have been called sea

swallows because of their

long, pointed wings, their

usually forked tails, and

their gracefiil flight. Their

bills are strong and pointed,

however, and most species

feed entirely on fish, which

they catch by plunging like

the kingfisher. The black

tern is less maritime than

the other species, sometimes

nesting about some of the

more extensive marshes in

the State, and being not

uncommon along lake
shores in the fall. In

summer the head and the underparts are black, and the back and

the wings are slaty gray; but during the fall the black is replaced by

white. During the siunmer the bird feeds on insects as well as fish, but

during the remainder of the year it restricts itself largely to the smaller

fishes, such as minnows and killifish, which travel in schools. The common
tern and the least tern also are occasionally common about the larger

bodies of water during spring and fall, and nest on some of the islands in

Lake Erie. It is very doubtful that they do any appreciable harm, as

they also feed on small fish that are of no commercial value. They are

nearly pure white in color, with pearl-gray wings and black caps.

The divers

This group includes the grebes, the loons, and the mergansers— duck-

like birds which secure their fish by diving and pursuing them beneath

Fig. 21.- Kingfisher with small sucker, a non-com-
mercial fish
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the water. The grebes, or hell-divers, are about the size of small ducks,

with short wings, pointed bills, and lobed feet attached at the posterior

end of the body. The bills are not so strong nor so sharply pointed as

those of the preceding groups, or as those of the loon, for the grebes feed

also on aquatic insects and water plants.

The loon is about the size of a small goose, black, speckled with white

above, with webbed feet and a strong, pointed bill.

The mergansers are species

of ducks that have developed

very narrow, fluted bills for

a diet largely of fish.

As with the other fish

eaters, the economic value

of these birds is not very

appreciable. So long as

they are not detrimental,

however, they

protected and

It should not

that their value be reckoned

in dollars and cents, when

they add so much interest

and life to the out of-doors.

;

should be

encouraged,

be required

Fig. 22.— The pie-hilled grebe, a diver

The scavengers

One group of fish-eat-

ing birds remains to be

considered— the scavengers.

These include the various

species of sea gulls, of which

bald eagle, and at times thethe herring gull is most common, the

crows and the grackles. The food of these birds is dead and dying fish,

and they render a service to huinanity and to the health of communities

living near large bodies of water by removing the carrion. When
pressed by hunger the gulls leave the lakes and feed about city garbage

dumps and similar places, and they regularly feed about ploughed fields,

where they are undoubtedly very beneficial in eating insects and grubs.

Mention was made in the introductory paragraphs of the value of the

gulls in Utah, at the time of its settlement by the Mormons, in saving

them from actual starvation. They are certainly among our most bene

ficial birds.
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In spite of its apparent power, the bald eagle, which is used as our

national emblem, feeds almost entirely on dead fish cast up by the waves

or stolen from the fish hawks.

Crows and grackles are also fond of dead fish, and sometimes congre-

gate along lake shores in large numbers. They even fly out over the lake

in search of fish floating at the surface.

Insect eaters

Just as we recognize among the fish-eating birds several groups according

to their method of securing their food, so can we divide the insect eaters

Fig. 23.— Herring gulls and crows feeding on garbage within the city of Ithaca.

Both are efficient scavengers

into strainers, probers, scratchers, borers, flycatchers, and gleaners, accord-

ing to their respective methods of securing their food.

The strainers

These include ducks, geese, and swans— birds having broad, fiat bills

with fluted edges, to permit the water and silt to pass out while the insects,

worms, and mollusks are retained.

Two groups of ducks are recognized— the river or pond ducks, and the

sea ducks. The former group includes the mallard, black duck, gadwall,

baldpate (or widgeon), green-winged teal, blue-winged teal, shoveler,

pintail, and wood duck. They secure their food chiefly by dabbling in the

shallow water, diving only as occasion demands. The second group

includes the redhead, the canvasback, the greater and lesser scaup ducks

(or bluebills), the ring-necked ducks, the scoters, and the curious little

113
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ruddy duck. These species secure their food by diving, frequently in watei

one hundred and fifty feet deep, which fact forces them to remain beneath

the surface for minutes at a time. Their food consists chiefly of small

clams, snails, cra^^sh, shrimps, and the seeds and roots of aquatic plants.

Their greatest value lies, not in the nature of their food, but in supplying

food and sport for the hunting population. While spring shooting was

allowed in many States, so that the strong breeding stock that had sur-

vived the winter was largely depleted each year, the nimiber of our wild

Fig. 24.— Wild ducks (bluebills) coming to be fed, within the city of Ithaca

ducks very rapidly diminished until some species were on the verge of

extinction. Since the stopping of spring shooting, however, their nimibei'

has gradually increased; and now that the uniform laws of the United

States Department of Agriculture have been passed, it is hoped that these

birds will soon regain their own, and once more be common on all our lakes

and streams.

In former years many species nested in New York State, and breeding

birds with their families of ducklings were not uncommon sights about

our lakes and marshes. Most of these have been killed, however, and,

as no effort has been made to encourage others to remain, most of them

go farther north to breed. There is no reason why our numerous marshes
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should not be made to yield an ever-increasing supply of wild ducks,

and wide areas that are at present valueless, to give some return to the

people of the State. Some effort will have to be made at first in order to

establish the breeding birds; for, even though conditions be made very

favorable, it will take many years for the birds to become established,

because all birds tend to return to the place of their birth and most of

the ducks have been hatched farther north. If, however, a breeding race

should become established in New York State, the same homing instinct

would tend to insure their returning to the people of the State rather than

going elsewhere.

Few persons watching the flocks

of wild ducks as they wing their

way southward, or drift about the

middle of our lakes out of reach

of the hundreds of gunners who
pursue them, realize that they are

wild and wary only because they

have been shot at until they look

on man only as their enemy. Few
persons know that when the hunt-

ing season closes and the birds find

it safe to venture near the shores

and the abodes of man, they be-

come nearly as tame and unsus-

picious as domestic fowls. The
accompanying photograph shows a

flock of wild ducks (bluebills) in a

creek within the city of Ithaca,

which swam toward people approaching, rather than away from them,

because they had been kindly treated and fed when their natural food

supply was scarce. If these ducks could be encouraged to nest in New
York State, how much they would add to our lakes and streams, as well

as to the table and the enjoyment of the sportsman

!

The probers

In this group are found the snipe, the woodcock, the sandpipers, and the

plovers— birds with long, slender bills, with which they probe in the soft

mud or between the stones of the beach for insects, mollusks, and crusta-

ceans. The snipe and the woodcock have the longest bills, the plovers

have the shortest; the last named not probing for their food so much as

do the others.

These birds are found along shores, wet meadows, or, in the case of the

woodcock, moist woods. Few species .nest in New York State, but on

Fig. 25.— The yellowlegs, a prober
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their migrations, especially during the fall, they throng our lake shores

and mud flats. Many of the larger species, such as the yellowlegs, black-

bellied and golden plovers, Wilson's snipe, and woodcock, are game birds.

The spotted sandpiper and the killdeer are the only two that nest abun-

dantly in New York State; two others, the Bartramian sandpiper, or upland

plover, and the woodcock, were formerly abundant, but have been nearly

exterminated in most places by excessive shooting. The Wilson's snipe

occasionally nests in extensive grassy marshes. The spotted sandpiper

keeps to the lake shores and margins of streams, and feeds entirely

on insects such as gnats, mosquitoes, caddis flies, and May flies, and their

larvae. The killdeer and the upland plover feed more on the upland

fields, and destroy quantities of grasshoppers, army worms, crickets,

weevils, white grubs, and the like. All species feed so much on insects

which are annoying to man or which destroy his crops, that they

are without question deserving of the protection and encouragement

which the present laws give them.

The scratchers

These include the birds with strong legs and toes, similar to those of

the domestic fowl. Their food is secured largely by scratching, but it

inclvides also insects that run over the ground or live on the lower veg-

etation, as well as acorns, beechnuts, grain, and weed seed. The rafted

grouse, the bobwhite, and the pheasant belong to this group. While they

are of service to mankind in destroying potato beetles, grasshoppers, army
worms, cutworms, and weevils, their greatest value is their preeminence

as game birds. The niunbers of both grouse and bobwhites, but especially

the latter (or quail, as they are commonly called), has been greatly depleted

throughout the State. Both species respond well to artificial propaga-

tion, but little has been done in this State to restore their numbers. It is

to be hoped that in the near future steps will be taken to restock our woods

and fields with our native game birds, as well as to introduce the

pheasant, which has responded so well to artificial propagation.

The borers

In this group are all the woodpeckers, birds highly specialized for climb-

ing the trunks and branches of trees and drilling for wood-boring insects.

Their feet, with two toes directed forward and two backward, act as pin-

cers in grasping the bark. Their tail feathers are stiffened and serve as

a prop to support them, relieving their legs from the weight of the body.

Their bills are large, strong, and tipped with a chisel-like edge for chipping

the wood, and their tongues are extremely long, spear-like, and barbed

for removing the larvae from their burrows. The downy and the hairy
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woodpeckers, both of black and white streaked plumage, are the com-

monest in New York State. The flicker, our only brown woodpecker,

has departed so far from the habits of the remainder of the family that

it frequently descends to the ground and feeds on grubs and ants, which

it finds by probing in the soil or in ants' nests. The red-headed woodpecker

is common in some parts of the State, especially in the southern and west-

em parts, and the red-bellied woodpecker is more rarely found in the same
territory.

All the woodpeckers are among our

most valuable birds, because they

destroy the wood-boring insects, which

arc very difficult to combat in any

other way. Every effort should he

made to encourage and protect them.

A very simple method of attracting

them to the orchard or to trees about

the house is by hanging pieces of suet

or beef scraps on the trees, especially

during the winter months. This is

discussed under " How to attract

birds," page 49. The birds will more

than pay for the small trouble, not

only by their interesting habits, but

also by searching the neighboring trees

very thoroughly for boring larvae or

pupae concealed beneath loose bark.

Slingerland and Crosby, in their

"Manual of Fruit Insects," state con-

cerning the codling moth: " Its most

effective natural enemies are the birds,

over a dozen species of which are

known to feed on it. The downy

woodpecker, nuthatch, and chickadee

destroy great nvmibers of the hiber-

nating larvae, under loose flakes of bark. In fact, it requires diligent

search to find larvae towards spring even where empty cocoons are

abundant. Usually a tell-tale hole through the bark flake into the

cocoon explains the absence of its occupant. These birds are such efficient

aids to man in controlling the codlln-moth that they should be carefully

protected. During the winter they feed in small flocks, going over the

^me territory day after day, carefully examining every portion of the

bark for insect food. They may be induced to visit an orchard regularly

Fig. 26.— The hairy woodpecker, a borer
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by tying strips of beef fat to a few of the branches and the destniction of

the codlin-moth larvae will more than pay for the trouble involved."

It is true that during a few weeks in summer the red-headed woodpecker

because of its fondness for fruit, sometimes docs some damage in cherry

orchards ; but it should be borne in mind that throughout the rest of the

year it is an extremely beneficial bird. The yellow-bellied sapsucker,

on the other hand, has departed from the usual habits of the family, getting

a large part of its food from the sap of trees, which it taps with its sharp

bill. The little round holes,

close together in horizontal

rows, frequently almost girdle

the tree and considerably

weaken it. It has been esti-

mated that a loss of more

than a million dollars is

suffered ever}'- year in the

United States by the blem-

ishes caused by this bird to

hickory, oak, cypress, and

yellow poplar timber. It

attacks many kinds of trees,

including most of the fruit

trees, and is said sometimes

to become drunk or stupefied

from imbibing fermented sap.

It feeds its young on wood-

l3oring larvae, and is there-

fore partially beneficial.

TJic flycatchers

In addition to the birds

usually spoken of as fly-

catchers, this group includes

much more higlily specialized

Pig. 27.— Yellow-bellied sapsucker at work

many other birds, some of which are

for a fly-catching habit than are the true flycatchers. Notable among these

in New York State are the nighthawk and the whippoorwill, the chimney

swift, and the six species of swallows— the bam, cliff, tree, bank, and

rough-winged swallows, and the large purple martin. They are all birds

of strong flight, and have long, pointed wings, and extremely wide mouths

for the capture of insects, which they seize while on the wing. Since they

are entirely insectivorous they are highly beneficial, and every means

of protecting them and of attracting them about the farm should be

employed.
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In some places nighthawks are still shot by thoughtless persons, merely

because they make good targets as they fly over the pasture. This prac-

tice is of course highly to be condemned and is punishable by law. From
the stomach of one nighthawk 60 grasshoppers were taken, and from
another 500 mosquitoes.

The various species of swallows, also, are among our most beneficial

birds, but unfortunately they have shown decrease in recent years. The
purple martin, for example,

is very rare in most parts

of the State; but by the

erection of bird houses for

it to nest in, it could easily

be encouraged to become

one of our common birds.

The martins nest in

colonies. Houses for their

nesting should contain

many compartments, each

opening to the outside.

The house should be

moimted on a pole at least

fifteen feet from the ground,

or on a shorter pole on top

of a building. Houses for

tree swallows should be

single, like bluebirds' boxes,

with an opening about two

inches in diameter toward

the top of one side. They
should be placed on a pole

in an open space in the

yard, or on an open side

of the house below an

upper window. The decrease in numbers of bam swallows is largely

accounted for by the construction of the modem bams, with no

openings for the entrance of the birds. Owners of such bams should

make the proper openings beneath the gable, for the swallows are one of

the most' valuable natural assets of the farm. The bank swallows nest

in colonies in sandy banks, especially where large excavations have been

made. There is no very satisfactory means of increasing their numbers,

nor the numbers of the rough-winged swallows which associate with them,

except by giving them the protection that they so much deserve.

Fig. 28.— Tree swallow, a fly-catching bird, teaching

its young to capture insects on the wing
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Of the true flycatchers, the kingbird, phoebe, wood pewee, and least fly-

catcher are the most abundant and the best known. The crested flycatcher

is less common, but it will sometimes nest in a box put up for a bluebird

and makes a most acceptable substitute. The phoebe makes a nest of mud
and moss beneath a bridge, about bams, or over windows, and is much to

be desired. It is well to nail ledges in various places about the house or

the barn, to supply the birds with available nesting sites. These ledges

should be placed less than a foot below some projecting cave or ledge

which will protect the

nest from the rains. The
wood pewee nests on a

horizontal limb in the

orchard, making a neat

little nest covered with

lichens. The kingbird

builds a more bulky struc-

ture toward the end of a

branch. The kingbird

gets its name from its

habit of dri\dng away
hawks— for which alone

it is desirable, not to

mention its value in de-

stroying injurious insects.

It has been accused in

some places of destrojdng

honeybees, but an ex-

amination of 634 stomachs

by the Department of

Agriculture showed that

only 22 contained honey-

Thc kingbird is therefore

Fig. 29.— A
PHOTOGRAPHED BY G. A. BAILEY

successful martin house

bees and five sixths of these bees were drones

deserving of the greatest protection.

The chimney swift originally nested in hollow trees of the forest, but,

with the disappearance of these and the erection of chimneys, it has taken

kindly to the unused chimneys and, since it has few enemies, has prob-

ably greatly increased in numbers. It is entirely insectivorous and highly

beneficial, destroying countless numbers of gnats and mosquitoes.

The gleaners

This group includes the largest number of our common birds— those

that run about on the ground in woods and fields, and those that creep
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about the branches of trees or flutter about the outermost twigs, gleaning

insects and their larvae from their nimierous hiding places. Leaves, twigs,

branches, bark, the grasses of the

fields, and the leaves of the forest

floor, are all carefully scrutinized.

Where these birds are abundant,

insect pests are few. As there are

more than one hundred species in-

cluded under this head, we must

content ourselves with taking up only

the major groups.

First, there are the ground gleaners,

including crows, larks, Ijlackbirds,

bobolinks, meadow larks, finches, and

thrushes, all of which are birds of

Fig. 30.— The phahe, a flycatcher

medium size and generalized struc-

tvire. In addition to feeding on

insects, most species feed also on

seeds, especially during spring and

fall. Their bills are finely pointed

and sharply edged for holding the

insects, as well as strong and heavy

for cracking seeds. Because of this

seed-eating habit, crows and black-

birds sometimes gain the enmity of

farmers; and, while there are un-

doubtedly instances of their doing

considerable damage to newly planted

com or to ripening grain, such

instances are comparatively few and

are more than balanced by their

beneficial habits of destroying injurious insects and weed seed.

Secondly, there are the leaf gleaners, birds that search over branches

Fig. 31.— Female red-winged blackbird.

This bird feeds largely oil the ground
and is one of the ground gleaners, an
enemy of cutworms, army worms, and
locusts
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and leaves for the innumerable insects that feed there. In this group are

included the brightly colored, energetic little warblers, feeding on aphids

and young caterpillars; the somewhat larger and more slowly moving

vireos; the tanagers, orioles, cuckoos, wrens, and kinglets; and some

of the ground gleaners that habitually spend part of their time in the trees

The birds in this group are of small or medium size, with small, sharply

pointed bills for picking even the most minute insect eggs. They come

to us with the bursting of the leaves in spring, when they are most needed,

and leave again in the fall as the leaves begin to turn. It is needless to

say they are deserving of protection, for they are of inestimable value.

A third and smaller group includes the bark gleaners, birds that find

their food by

prying about

the crevices in

the bark of the

trunk and
larger branches

of a tree, where

many insects

conceal their

eggs or crawl

away to hiber-

nate. Under
this head are

included the
two nuthatches

—the common
white-breasted and the more migratory red-breasted species—the black

and white creeper (a warbler), the brown creeper and the chickadee.

All these birds are highly beneficial, and, with the exception of the black

and white creeper, are easily attracted to the house and garden by

pieces of suet, as was suggested for the woodpeckers.

Fig. 32.

—

Chickadee, a leaf and bark gleaner , and afriend ofthefarmer

Vegetable feeders

Of the vegetable feeders, the seed eaters form the largest class. Their

food includes also small fruits, buds, soft shoots, or even leaves, and one

species, the humming bird, derives a large part of its food from the nectar

of flowers.

The seed eaters

This group includes many of the ground gleaners such as sparrows,

blackbirds, larks, and crows, together with a few specialized forms such
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as the crossbills, which live almost entirely on seeds. As a rule the birds

in this group have rather generalized wings and feet, and heavy bills

for crushing seeds or removing hard outer seed coats.

By far the greater part of the food of these birds consists of the seeds

of weeds, which fact makes the birds highly beneficial ; and when one con-

siders also the fact that most species feed to a large extent on insects during

the summer, and feed

their young entirely on

insects, their true value

will be better realized.

Unfortunately some
species find the culti-

vated grains as much
to their taste as the

weed seeds, but com-

plaints to this effect are

local and can usually

be e a s il y remedied.

The crows and the

blackbirds, for example,

which sometimes feed

on cultivated grain, are

wary and suspicious

birds, and, while this

makes them more diffi-

cult to shoot, they are

for the same reason

more easily frightened

away. The old-fashion-

ed scarecrow still proves

very efficient, provided

it is not left too long in

one place. If left for

many days in the same

spot, it becomes but a

part of the landscape to

the crows and they do not mind it. If, however, it is moved about

they remain suspicious of it. The same is true of strings stretched

about the field with pieces of fluttering paper or rag attached. They
work well for a time, but should be changed as soon as the crows show

signs of getting used to them. Another method of preserving the corn is

to soak it in creosote or coal tar before planting. This does not effect its

PHOTOGRAPHED BY C. R.CROSBY

Fig. 33.— Where ojeaners are necessary. A cherry tree

denuded by tent caterpillars. Orioles are fond of the young
caterpillars; cuckoos devour them even after they become
large and hairy
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Fig. 34.— The tree sparrow, a seed

eater, on an anti-sparrow food shelf

germinating properties, but the crows will not eat it. A little waste grain

scattered about the edge of the field will sometimes preserve all that has
been planted. Occasionally there will be found a few crows so wise that

none of these ruses will keep them from
the cornfield, but these birds are so

wary that the mere discharge of a gun
in their direction is sufficient to keep

them from the field for all time. The
gun should be reserved for these

occasions only, and it should always

be remembered that crows are at most
times highly beneficial birds.

Blackbirds are a little more difficult

to deal with, but fortunately their

depredations in New York State are

less common. They attack the ripen-

ing com while it is still " in the milk,"

or the grain after it is in the shock.

No very satisfactory way of combat-

ing them has yet been discovered except by the noise of a gun. The
sound is as effective as the shot in scaring them awa^^ and the fewer

that are killed, the bet'er; for, like the crows, they are very beneficial at

other times of the year.

The fruit eaters

There are but few of the larger birds that do not eat fruit in its season.

As it ripens it forms a bounteous food supply, taking the place of the

insects, the supply of which has then begun to wane. Most of the larger

gleaners, including crows, blackbirds, waxwings, orioles, thrashers, cat-

birds, and thrushes, and some of the sparrows; the flicker and the red-

headed woodpecker among the borers ; the grouse and the bobwhite among
the scratchers; and even some of the larger flycatchers, such as the king-

bird— these turn their attention to the ripening fruits. Fortunately most

species confine their attacks to wild fruits, and it is probable that all

species prefer the wild varieties to the cultivated fruits when the fonner

are available. Unfortunately the wild fruits are seldom, if ever, available

about cherry orchards, and, as a result, many complaints are registered

against the birds. Proper attention has never been given to the planting

of wild fruits about the edges of orchards to lure birds from the more

valuable fruit. Where it has been tried it has proved verj^ successful.

The fruit tree usually planted is the Russian mulberry, which ripens its

fruit at the same time as the early sweet cherry. As the birds prefer

its fruit to cherries, it proves an efficient protection.
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Firearms should not be resorted to except as a last measiire; for, while

they may be effective in protecting the ripening fruit, they deprive the

orchard of one of its most valuable allies at other seasons of the year.

There are certified instances of orchards to which birds have been attracted,

that have been saved from the ravages of the insects despoiling neigh-

boring orchards. In case resort is made to the gun, it will be just as

effective to save the shot and let the sound frighten the birds away.

Only two small groups remain to be considered—the nectar eaters,

including among our New York State birds only the ruby-throated hum-

ming bird; and the leaf and bud eaters, including the ruffed grouse and the

purple finch. The latter do not destroy enough buds of fruit trees to be

obnoxious, and are highly beneficial in their other food habits.
.

"-^

-*;^

FiG- 35-— ^^^ 'wo^'2 Jiotise {English) sparrow

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ECONOMIC VALINE OF BIRDS

In general it may be stated that the birds of New York State, as a w^hole,

are highly beneficial to the various agricultural interests of the people;

a few^ are rather negative in their importance, and a very few are detri-

mental. Of the last-named, the sharp-shinned hawk, the Cooper's hawk,

and the great homed owd are so destructive to poultry that it is desirable

to kiU them ; but poultry-men should learn to distinguish between them and

the other hawks and owls, so that the real culprit will alwa^^s be the one

taken. The yellow-bellied sapsucker is detrimental to orchard and shade

trees, and to the timber of forest trees. In most parts of New York State,

however, its depredations are restricted to a comparative short interval

in spring and fall, and no great damage is done. Crows, blackbirds, and

fruit eaters such as the robin and the waxwing, are highly beneficial during
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most of the year, and should not be killed until competent examination

has proved that there is no other remedy for their stealing the grain and

fruit.

There remains to be mentioned the problem of the house (English)

sparrow, which in many localities is highly obnoxious, not only because

of its grain-eating habit and its fondness for fruit, peas, beans, and other

vegetables, btit also because it crowds out the more beneficial birds and
usurps their nest holes. It is

undoubtedly highly desirable that

the nimibers of house sparrows

should be greatly diminished.

Shooting is not recommended

because after the first few shots

the birds become extremely wary,

and, besides, the sound frightens

away other birds. Poisoning is

dangerous, and usually results

in the death of many native birds

as well, if in nothing worse.

There remains only the method

of tra-pping, v/hich if properly

carried out proves very success-

ful. Readers are referred to

Farmers' Bulletins Nos. 383 and

493 for diagrams, and methods of

using traps. These bulletins can

be obtained on request by writ-

ing to the Secretary of Agricul-

ture at Washington, D. C. In

using the traps they should not be

left too long in one place ; for after

a nimiber of sparrows have been

caught, the others grow suspicious.

Inasmuch as our birds are so beneficial, every effort should be expended

to protect them, encourage them, and attract them about the orchard

and garden. In the following paragraphs is offered a suggestive outline

for some of the simpler methods of increasing the niunbers of native

birds about the farm.

The simplest way to a bird's heart is through its stomach. Every one

must realize the difficulty which birds, especially those that are courageous

enough to brave the cold winter months, have in finding sufficient food

to keep themselves alive and warm. Wherever they find an abundant

Fig. 36.

—

"Fasten pieces of suet to the branches

and trunks oj trees," and thus protect your

orchard. An appreciative downy woodpecker
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food supply they linger much longer than where food is scarce; and, while

it is easier to attract the winter birds when food of all kinds is scarce,

it is also possible to attract many birds at

all seasons of the year.

Our winter birds are of two kinds— those

that feed on insect larvae, pupae, and eggs,

which they find in the crevices of bark or drill

for in the trunks and branches of trees; and

those that feed on seeds and fruits. The
former include, among our common birds, the

chickadee, nuthatch, downy woodpecker, hairy

woodpecker, brown creeper, flicker, and the

red-headed and red-bellied woodpeckers in

southern parts of the State. The latter include

the junco, tree sparrow, homed lark, redpoll,

pine and evening grosbeaks, pine siskin, and

song sparrow. It is comparatively easy to

attract many of these birds about the house

and even to a feeding shelf at the window,

while chickadees and nuthatches often become

so tame that they wHl feed out of one's

Fig. 37.— A hairy woodpecker
on the window casing

hand.

HOW TO ATTRACT BIRDS

Let us suppose that you wish to have a merry troop of bird visitors

passing to and from your dining-room window, where you can watch them

diuing the breakfast and the noon hour; that you wish sometimes to open

the window and have a confiding chickadee fly in and pick crumbs from

the table. Do not expect the birds to come immediately to the window.

Begin this fall, or as soon as you read these lines, to fasten pieces of suet,

beef fat, or pork rind to the branches and trunks of the trees. The more

pieces you put up and the farther from the house you extend the supply,

the sooner they will be found by the birds. The quickest returns are

brought by fastening the pieces of meat in trees in radiating directions

from the window to which you want the birds eventually to come. Then,

as soon as one piece of suet is found, the bird that finds it will fly from

that piece to another, and so on until it finds the one at the window. This

last piece may be fastened to the window casing, or preferably to an ever-

green branch fastened to one side of the window.

As soon as a bird finds a piece of suet it will return again and again, and

other birds, seeing this bird, will do likewise, until a whole flock frequents

the trees about the house. It is then time to remove the pieces that are
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farther from the house, and cease replenishing any but the one at thc> Avin-

dow. Soon all the birds will be coming to that one.

Now, suppose you wish to have some of the seed eaters— a flock of

juncos and tree sparrows, for example— feeding at the window. If the

window ledge is wide, it will be sufficient to nail a cleat along the outer

edge in order to keep the seed from blowing off. But a wider shelf wall

be more satisfactory, as it gives the birds more room, none but the house

sparrows being willing to be crowded while they are eating. This shelf

can be made the full length of the window, or smaller; but the larger it

is, the more satisfactory it will be. At one end of the shelf should be

fastened a small Christmas tree or evergreen branch, to break the wind.

r

,..x»V--IL. I

Fig. 38.— The simplest form of window feeding-shelf and a nuthatch visitor

and to give the birds a place into which they may retreat when frightened.

It may be sufificient merely to place the proper food on the shelf in order

to attract these other birds, for they often travel in company with the

chickadees and nuthatches. But if there are no bushes near the house

to afford them shelter, they will probably hesitate to fly long distances

through the open in order to get to the window. In case there is no natural

shelter near the house, artificial brush piles should be made, as by leaning

together the lima bean poles with the vines attached. This has been

called " the bird's tepee," and it affords shelter during the winter snows.

It is always well to include evergreen branches in it, so as to keep the snow
from sifting through and filling all the open spaces below. Beneath this

" tepee " or brush pile, food should be scattered similar to that on the

shelf.
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The cheapest food to use is cracked grain, such as is fed to young chicks;

but hemp and millet are preferable if available. Another food, which is

chosen before all others by chickadees and nuthatches as well as by juncos

and tree sparrows, is crumbs of raw peanuts. Bread, cake, and dough-

nut crumbs, or bread crumbs soaked in grease, are also good bird food.

For the cardinal where it occurs

and for the grosbeaks, sunflower

seed is the best, and this is relished

by other species as well. The

writer detained a flock of evening

grosbeaks at his feeding station

for over a month after their usual

time of departure for the North-

west by keeping them bountifully

supplied with sunflower seed. A
row of sunflowers about the border

of the garden, and a small patch

of millet in one corner will easily

supply all the seed necessary, and

will likewise attract some of the

summer birds. Goldfinches, for

example, one of our most beauti-

fid birds, will tlirong to a garden

where sunflowers are planted,

pulling seeds from the flowers

as fast as they ripen. If the sun-

flowers are left standing, the gold-

finches will continue to visit the garden all through the fall and winter,

even after they have exchanged their bright simimer plumage for the

duller garb of winter. The patch of millet will detain the migrating

birds and direct them toward the feeding station.

Many other plants, shrubs, and trees are attractive to birds either

because of their fruits or because of the shelter that they afford. A little

observation in the field will show the species about which the birds con-

gregate, and these should be planted about the garden. Among the most

conspicuous of these and the ones best adapted for planting may be men-

tioned the various species of evergreen cone-bearing trees, chokecherries,

shadbush, mountain ash, hawthorn (or thorn apple), mulberry, osiers,

sumacs, elders, Virginia creeper, nightshade, and wild grape. Most of

these lend themselves to very attractive planting about the house and

garden.

These are the simplest ways of attracting birds. It is suq^rising with

114

^
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what readiness they respond to a Httle kindness and how tame they soon

become. They show no fear of a person sitting by the window if the

window is down, and soon lose their nervousness even when it is open,

sometimes even feeding from one's hand.

Care should always be exercised not to leave the window open if there

is a cat in the house, for the temptation to jump at the birds on the shelf

would be too great for any cat to resist, and that woiild do more than

anything else to frighten the birds and stop their coming. For the cat

is the greatest enemy
of the birds. More
birds are destroyed

annually by cats, says

our eminent naturalist,

John Burroughs, than

by all their other

enemies put together.

E. N. Forbush, the

State Ornithologist of

]\ Iassachusetts ,

' e s t i -

mates that in that

State alone cats kill

more than seven hun-

dred thousand birds

every year. As a result

the birds have come
instinctively to recog-

nize the cat as their

enemy, and are not

easily attracted nor

will they become tame
where cats are kept.

The stray or underfed

cat is of course the

worst, and it should be considered a crime to turn a cat adrift on the

neighborhood, as is often done by persons mo\'ing away or tiring of

caring for their pets. Pet cats should always be severely punished when-

ever they catch birds or break up nests, and many of them can be broken

of the habit.

If one is willing to expend a little more labor in his desire to watch the

birds, a more elaborate form of feeding shelf is the window box. Here the

shelf is placed on the inside of the window and enclosed with glass, forming

a sort of glass box projecting into the room. This has the advantage

Fig. 40. Another simple form ofJeeding shelj.

waiting for junco to finish

Chickadee
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of being protected from the weather, and the birds while feeding are always

inside the house, lending a very friendly atmosphere.

Another form of feeding shelf, and one that can be used in conjunction

with the window shelf, is that here illustrated (page 1810), placed on a pole

about five feet from the ground. It is made of the top of a barrel, the hood
being formed of parts of the hoops and covered with canvas or other heavy

cloth. The object

of the hood, which

should cover a

little more than

half of the shelf,

is to protect the

food from the

weather so that

it will be available

when most needed

without the neces-

sity of brushing

away the snow.

If house spar-

rows prove obnox-

ious on the shelf,

they can be elimi-

nated by hinging

the shelf to the

window sill and

holding it in place

with strings from

the comers tied

to a light spring

which in turn is

fastened to the

window frame.

When a bird
alights on this kind of shelf, the shelf bobs up and down. Our native

birds, which are accustomed to feeding about the branches of trees, do

not mind this; but the house sparrow is naturally so suspicious

that he probably fears some trap when the shelf gives way beneath his

weight, and immediately flies away, not stopping to investigate.

So much for the winter birds. If the supply of food is kept up during

the spring, many of the migrating birds will come with no further trouble.

White- throated, white-crowned, song, and chipping sparrows, blackbirds,

Fig. 41.— The anti-sparrow food shelf at an upstairs window
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robins, cowbirds, catbirds, thrashers, towhees, and even scarlet tanagers,

can be attracted in this way. The last named birds, however, prefer

a shelf stocked with cake and doughnut crumbs not so near the window.

The regular summer birds find plenty of natural insect food and do not

respond so readily to feeding. The woodpeckers, however, will continue

to visit the suet all through the summer, and will even bring their young.

Although most of the summer birds do not respond to feeding,

some of them are easily

attracted about the home
by placing nest boxes in

the trees or on the house.

There are many firms that

manufacture these boxes,

building them in the form of

miniature houses, hollowed

limbs, and the like ; but any

one with a knife and a

hammer can make boxes

acceptable to the birds. * The
wren here illustrated deserted

a somewhat elaborate box

fastened in a tree, for this

rather crude one fastened to

one of the posts on the'

porch within arm's reach of

the door. Boxes of this

general form are entirely

satisfactor}\ The opening

should be made on one side

toward the top, not at the

bottom. For wrens this

opening should be an inch

and a half in diameter (the

size of a half dollar) ; for bluebirds, tree swallows, and crested

flycatchers, about two inches; and for flickers and screech owls, larger

proportionately. Purple martins nest in colonies, and for them only,

more than one compartment should be built in the box. A large

house made of a barrel or half a barrel, capped with a conical tin

roof and divided into sixteen or more compartments, is quite as

satisfactory to the martins as the more elaborate boxes made in imitation

of dwellings. The openings should be about two inches in diameter.

* Detailed directions for building nesting boxes can be found in Bird Houses and How to Build Them,
Farmers' Bulletin 609, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Fig. 42.

—

House wren building nest in box provided
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The size of any nesting box should vary with the size of the opening

and of the bird for which it is intended. The one here illustrated has

about the correct proportions. An empty chalk box has the right

proportions for a wren house, and makes a good one if somewhat rein-

forced with wires or small nails.

The interesting ways of any of these hole-nesting birds will more than

repay the small effort expended in building the box, not to mention the

value of having the whole bird family raised on the insects that are preying

on the garden. There are numerous cases on record of farmers who have

raised perfect fruit in an infested country without the use of sprays,

Fig. 43.— A friendly chickadee

through the protection of a colony of purple martins and other birds

attracted to the orchard.

Another method of attracting the summer birds is by supplying them

with water for drinking and bathing. Birds are always more abundant

along streams or about springs, where water is available. If there is no

natural supply, artificial fountains or baths will prove very attractive

to many species. If more elaborate provision seems impracticable, a

shallow tray— the larger the better — with water one or two inches deep

will serve the purpose quite as well.

CONCLUSION

We have now considered the relation of birds to agriculture in New York

State, and have found that with very few exceptions they are of inesti-
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mable value in suppressing the ravages of insects and rodents and in

destroying the seeds of weeds. Much as we have dwelt on this, it should

not be thought that this is their only value, their only place in nature,

their only excuse for living. The greatest value of birds lies not in the

number of insects that they destroy, great as that is, but in the beauty

and interest that they bring into human life. The study of birds, more

than any other pursuit, gives one a healthy interest in the out-of-doors

and provides a never-failing resource— a resource which if attained in

childhood grows only richer with maturity, and forms one of the few

links between childhood and old age. One should learn to know the

birds and should teach his children to know them.
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number
the ansivers.)

I. Name three ways in which birds are beneficial to agriculture. Which
is most important in your locality? Why?

2. Name three ways In which birds are detrimental to agriculture.

Which is commonest in your locality? Why?

3. Which of the hawks and owls are beneficial and which are detri-

mental, and how can the various species be distinguished?

4. Are the following birds beneficial or detrimental in your locality,

and why: crow, red-winged blackbird, crow blackbird, robin, waxwing

(cherry bird), bobolink, oriole, red-headed woodpecker, house sparrow?
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5. Do you think the same holds tnic in all parts of the State for each

species named?

6. What is done in your locality to protect the farm from the depre-

dations of birds? How successful is the work?

7. What is done to attract the beneficial birds? What success has been

attained ?

8. Name three birds with which you are familiar belonging to each of

the following groups: bird and mammal eaters, fish eaters, scavengers,

probers, borers, flycatchers, gleaners, seed eaters, fruit eaters.
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9. Which l)irds would you consider most beneficial in controlling each

of the following insect pests: army worms, grasshoppers, codling moths,

scale insects, plant lice, tent caterpillars, cutworms, peach-tree borers?

10. What has been your experience with cats, and what suggestions

have you to offer as to their control?

1 1 . Do you believe in bird study ? Why ?

Name.

.

Address.

Date . .

.
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The underdrainage of the soil in order to remove quickly the excess

of free water in the pores is quite as important as the practice of those

methods of tillage that collect and conserve the rainfall. In fact, the

starting point in such conservation is frequently underdrainage, which aids

in putting the

soil in such phys-

ical condition

that it shall have ' "^

•-'3^ ''

~T.

•>^',''(i'lV: P'^MJWli^rf'Wp'^iO***'^^
"

the maximimi

capacity for the

storage of mois-

ture. It also per-

mits the roots

of plants to pen-

etrate deeply
into the soil

where they can

readily draw
upon this stored

moisture.

The necessity

for reasonable

drainage of the

soil for the production of nearly all of the common farm and garden

crops is recognized by all persons connected with agriculture. Farmers

generally know that a saturated condition of the soil is unfavorable for

the growth of the staple plants. As to what constitutes reasonable

drainage of the soil, there is much difference of opinion. This fact is

especially evident when one studies the farm land of the State in the

[1819J

Fig. 44.— View of system of underdrains placed at regular intervals.

Adapted to land wet throughout and on which intensive cropping is

to be practiced
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light of the results of modern investigation into the causes of soil

fertility.

To the minds of some persons, land is well drained if its surface has

a good slope. Land on the surface of which water does not stand during

most of the crop season, may seem well drained. Continued saturation

during the winter or protracted periods of subsoil saturation in the summer
does not seem particularly objectionable to such minds.

On the other hand, the fact is that land that is intermittently wet
for two or three days at a time is the cause of much greater loss to the

farmer than land that is flooded the year round and is commonly known
as swampy. Such land is let alone and not used for farming purposes

until it is at least partially drained. On the other class of land, that

which is intermittently wet, any attempt that is made to use it for tilled

crops entails a loss of labor, seed, and fertilizers that cuts deeply into

profits.

EXTENT OF SWAMP LAND IN NEW YORK STATE

There are about twenty-five hundred square miles of swamp land

in New York State. This is distributed in many scattered areas, large

and small, found in nearly every part of the State. Some of it is tidal

salt marsh around New York City and on Long Island, but the greater

part is in the northern parts of the State. Of this area about eight hundred

square miles is composed of muck soil, and it is in this kind of land in

particular that financial interests are concerned. Nearly all the soil

in areas not classed as muck is dark in color, due to the accumulation

of organic matter, and this soil will usually produce good crops when
it is drained.

LAND THAT IS PERIODICALLY WET

The real agricultural drainage problem, however, has to do with those

large areas of land which are now used for farming purposes but which

are too wet to give good crop yields. It is the land that is springy and
seepy; the land where fruit trees are missing, singly or in blocks; the

land where com is weak and patchy; the land where the wheat freezes

out; and the land where the grass is supplanted by plantain in large,

blotchy areas. A large part of the tilled area of the State falls within

this class in that it needs more or less drainage. A careful study of soil

types in several counties shows the proportion of such land to range

from 43 per cent in Dutchess County to nearly 60 per cent in Niagara

County and over 80 per cent in Livingston County. This does not mean
that all this area needs systematic drainage, but rather that a consider-

able amount of drainage is needed in order to prevent needless waste

and in order to increase net returns.
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some types of wet land *

Flat clay land generally needs systematic drainage. Such land occurs

in large areas in the central part of the State along Lake Erie and

Lake Ontario, in the Saint Lawrence valley, the Champlain valley, and

the upper part of the Hudson valley as far south as Newburgh. Drainage

of such soil is needed because its fine texture causes water to circulate

very slowly. Moisture is likely to be retained so long that the productive

capacity of the soil is reduced.

In the same regions where the clay soils occur, there are many other

conditions that may prodtice wet soils. There are terraces of gravelly

and sandy loam that are often wet along the base due to the water that has

percolated down from the topsoil and that has been brought to the sur-

face by some impervious substratiun. There may be the outcrop of

some porous strata through which the water moves freely, and on the hill-

sides this produces a seepage line or zone of wet soil. There are large

rounded hills of stony loam soil that often contain wet areas. Their

structiu-e consists of glacial till interstratified with layers and pockets

of gravel and sand in which water acctunulates. The dnmilin-shaped

hills typically developed in Wayne County are of this sort. Springs

and wet areas are of frequent occurrence.

Some of the most misleading soil in reference to wetness is found in

the hill lands of southern New York. Much of this land has a good

slope and sometimes it is almost precipitous. The slope wordd seem to

insure good drainage, but the structure of the soil is such that good drain-

age does not exist. Much of the land has a moderately porous soil under-

lain by an impervious or hardpan subsoil. The rainfall is absorbed into

this loose topsoil and trapped by the subsoil, so that it is removed only

by slow percolation and by evaporation. In addition, springs are of

common occurrence and spread down the slope in the form of a fan of

wet soil.

Many other special types of wet soil occur, but the kinds mentioned

above are those that are most frequently met. Indications of wet soil

are, heaving in winter, failure of seed to germinate, bare patches

or missing, trees, pale green leaves, slow and stunted growth of crops,

and either a black or a pale and washed-out, mottled color of the soil.

The tendency of the soil to puddle and to become lumpy under tillage

is further evidence of wetness.

EFFECTS OF DRAINAGE

The reasons for the importance of thorough drainage will be better

understood after a consideration of the far-reaching effects of drainage

on nearly all the factors of soil fertility.
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I. The first effect of drainage is to remove the excess of water from

the pores in the soil and to replace it with air. This means better soil ven-

tilation. Ventilation is

as essential for the

roots of most plants as

it is for animals. Cut

off their air supply by
submersion or other

means, and the roots of

plants soon die. Inter-

mittent wetness does

this. There is a re-

peated pruning of the

small roots as the soil

Fig. 45.

—

Sectionalview of soil ayidrock formation, shoiinngthe changes from a dry to
underground tnovement of water and the position of result-

ing wet areas on the surface. In addition to the springy ^ prolonged wet COn-

places, the soil is kept wet by the seepage of water along dition. By produc-
the top of the compact subsoil. This figure also illustrates . .

'

the reason for locating a cross drain above the springy l^g deeper aramage
area in order to effect drainage. This method cuts off the and better ventila-
water supply . .^ . , - .

tion, artificial dram-

age promotes deeper penetration of the roots of plants.

2. The tilth of the soil is improved, and less cultivation is required

in order to get the soil in condition for a crop. Drainage is the first

requisite for good tilth and the efficient use of tillage implements. Not

only can the land be worked sooner after each rain, but it can be worked

more days in the year. Consequently a smaller equipment of tools, teams,

and men is required in order to handle a given area of well-drained land

than for .that which is wet-. The waste of energy and returns is especially

large where there are wet spots. All the soil is never in condition to

work at the same time, and the crop does not ripen evenly. These con-

ditions entail increased cost and reduced returns.

3. Drainage does not remove any water that would be beneficial if it

remained. It removes the standing water. On the other hand, the

improvement of the tilth of the soil and the deeper penetration of plant

roots make a larger amount of film water available to the crop. On
drained land, crops usually stand dry weather better than those on inter-

mittently wet land. If a person goes into a cornfield in August after

a dry spell, it will be possible to pick out the wet spots in the soil by the

curled leaves on the plants.

Near the surface of the soil the fluctuation in the moisture content

is greatest. Deep in the soil the supply is more uniform. Consequently,

the deeper the roots of a crop can maintain themselves, the more uniform

is their water supply likely to be.
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4. Drainage results in a higher average temperature of the soil and

in a quicker warming in the spring. The difference in warmth between

sandy and clay soils is due to their different capacities to hold water.

Either kind of soil is cold, and slow in becoming warm, when saturated

with water. A low temperature hinders the starting of seed and the

growth of plants. A drained soil will probably be eight or ten degrees

warmer than the same soil undrained.

5. The supply of available plant-food is increased by the better ven-

tilation, higher temperature, deeper root penetration, better tilth, better

moisture supply, and more active and favorable bacterial growth in

the soil — all of which conditions result from improved drainage of a wet

soil. The organisms that cause the decay of roots and manure and those

that use the free nitrogen of the air are particularly affected in a beneficial

way. All these benefits help to reduce the need for commercial fertilizers,

thereby effecting a material saving to the farmer, which saving goes on

from year to year.

6. The winter heaving of plants is largely prevented by drainage.

Heaving is due to the freezing of water in a saturated soil. Water
in freezing expands, and, since in the process it cannot expand in any other

direction, expansion is manifested by a lifting of the surface. The frozen

soil carries small plants with it. When the ground thaws the soil falls

back around the roots of the plants. Each time the freezing is repeated,

the heaving is in-

creased; and on wet

land in some seasons,

tap-rooted plants, such

as clover, may be raised

to the extent of twelve

or fifteen inches, and

literally spewed out of

the soil and left on the

surface to dry up. All

winter crops are partic-

ularly subject to this

type of injury, which

is frequently called
"winterkilling." Wet-
ness of the soil is its cause and drainage its remedy

Fig. 46.— Area of land nearly level, but having compact
subsoil with undulating subsurface, thereby causing wet

pockets that force plants to form short roots. Weeds
are abundant in such areas. Drainage removes the water

and permits deeper penetration of the plant roots, thtis

enlarging their feeding zone

PURPOSE OF DRAINAGE

The object of drainage is to remove quickly from the root zone of the

soil the excess of water above that which may be retained in thin films
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on the soil particles, which is commonly known as capillary water.'

Any sort of a channel that accomplishes this purpose is effective and many
methods of drainage may be employed. Some are less efficient and per-

manent than others.

OBJECTION TO SURFACE DITCHES

Surface ditches and canals are used where temporary results are desired,

or where a large volume of water must be removed. For agricultural

purposes the common surface ditches, or furrows, are of low efficiency

and very expensive. They do not remove the water from a sufficient

depth of soil; their grade is usually poor; the water flows slowly or not

at all, or, if it flows rapidly, cutting results. The earth thrown out in

forming the ditch hinders the entrance and removal of water; the ditch

obstructs the surface, interferes with tillage and harvesting operations,

and harbors weeds. Further, such ditches must be renewed from year

to year— all of which make them more expensive over a period of years

than covered drains.

DLD-FASHIONED COVERED DRAINS

Poles, brush, and stone have been used in constructing covered drains

and have done good service in affording drainage. Their use was much
more permissible in former years than at present when a good quality of

drain tile can be had in most sections of the country. All these materials

have the disadvantage of short life and often high cost of construction.

If stones are used they had best be arranged without any definite throat.

The ditch should be relatively large. The stones should be dumped in

promiscuously, except that the small, flat stones should be on the top and

the bottom. The water finds its way through the large spaces, and the

small stones on top reduce the danger of clogging. Flat stones may be

arranged face to face, with the flat sides parallel to the walls of the

ditch. The top should be covered with small, flat stones.

TILE drains; the best quality of tile

The preeminent material for modern land drainage is tile. It comes

in different shapes and quality. By a process of evolution we have come to

prefer round or hexagonal tiles because they are easiest to lay and least

likely to clog. They may be made of burned clay or of concrete. Clay

tile may be either vitrified or unvitrified. The fonner is the more durable

because its walls are less porous. The difference lies in the quality of clay

used and the degree of heat applied in burning. Vitrification means partial

> This subject was explained in Soil Moisture and Crop Production. Reading-Course Lesson for the

Farm, No. 70.
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melting of the clay particles, which run together in a very dense mass

A low degree of porosity coincident with a moderate degree of vitrifica-

tion is especially desired

where the tile is likely to

freeze. In the soil the

pores in the tile become

filled with water, and if

it freezes in this condition

the walls of the tile may
be fractured and broken

up into scales. If even

one or two tiles in a long

line are thus destroyed,

the service of the drain is

jeopardized. Since vitri-

fied tile cost no more on

the average than soft tile, Fig. 47

there is no excuse for tak-

ing the risk in using the

soft tile. The drainage

efficiency of the tile is not

affected by the difference

in the porosity of the walls,

since the water enters at

the joints.

Cement tile that are of

fairly good quality may
be made by hand or in

machines. It is doubtful

whether they can be made
as durable as the best clay tile. They should be carefully made of a rich

mixture. Sand that is a little loamy improves the quality, if the mixing

is thorough, as it reduces the amount of pore space. Whether cement

tile can be made at prices to compete with clay tile depends on the

size made and on the local situation in labor and materials for the two

kinds of tile.

Only sound tile giving a true ring should be put in the ground.

The ends should be reasonably square and smooth, so that a good

joint can be made. This is most important when laying tile in

soil of a quicksand nature. Here special precautions against clogging

are necessary.

The most common types of drainage tile and
other materials used for land drainage

1. Cobblestones with smaller pieces of stone on top
2. Flat stones placed face to face and parallel to line of

ditch

3 and 4. Throated drains constructed of flat stones

used in different ways
5. Pole drain
6. Triangtdar box draitt

7. Square box drain. Note construction for admis-
sion of water along lower edge

8. Horseshoe tile laid on a board

9. Horseshoe tile, bottom attached

Single sole tile with round opening
Double sole tile

Hexagonal tile

13. Round tile

14. Y-shaped junction piece

15. Elbow piece

10

1

1

12

115
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protection of joints

The upper half of the joint either should be very close, or should be
covered with a strip of tar paper or burlap or a handful of thick cement
mortar. This will force the water to enter from the under side of the joint.

In heavy clay soil a very close joint is not desirable, and openings to an
eighth of an inch in width are permissible, especially if the upper part of

the joint is protected, as indicated above. Collars and bell-shaped ends,

like those on sewer tile, are not necessary, although the latter may be
serviceable in soil inclined to afford a soft bottom on which the tile rests.

Such construction will protect the alignment.

ARRANGEMENT OF DRAINS

The arrangement of the drains, of course, will always depend on the

structure of the soil and the slope of the land, a factor that determines

the direction of movement of the water. The aim should be to intercept

the flow of the water and to remove it from the land by the shortest prac-

ticable course.

On flat land the drains must be arranged generally in more or less

parallel lines at such intervals as will accommodate the soil. Their

purpose is to remove the water derived from rainfall on that area.

In clay land they may be forty to sixty feet apart for the common field

crops. On sandy soil that is moderately porous they may be eighty to

one hundred and fifty feet apart. For intensive cultivation, as in grow-

ing truck crops, a greater frequency may be justified. Where the surface

is undulating and where there are strata more porous than others, so that

the surface or the underground water is concentrated, the drain should

be located only after careful study, in order to determine the way in which

the water moves. Much land that is unditlating is particularly wet
only in the low places, and a line or two of tile through these places will

suffice. Sometimes surface water from a hillside accumulates at the foot

of the slope and spreads out over the low land. In that case there should

be a drain near the foot of the slope. If there is seepage from the hill-

side, the drain should be cut near the upper edge of the wet soil and should

be deep enough, if possible, to let the tile be laid on the impervious sub-

stratum and thereby intercept the flow. Whether the drains shall be laid

across the slope or down the slope depends much on the local conditions.

In many cases an arrangement diagonally across the slope at a high angle

is best, for it combines many of the advantages of both the other arrange-

ments.

Clearly defined springs should be tapped by the most direct route. If

the water seeps out of a considerable area of ground around the spring,

Y-shaped spur drains may be helpful.
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DEPTH OF DRAINS

The depth of drains will range from about twenty inches to three and

a half or four feet. The commonest depth is two to three feet. In

sandy land the drains may be placed deeper than in clay land. Up to a

depth of four feet an increase in the depth of the drain will permit an

increase in the interval between drains of about two rods for each foot in

depth. In clay land an increase in the depth of laying the tile will usually

not permit an increase in the interval between the drains.

GRADE

Drains must always have some grade in order to insure the flow of

water. If the direction or extent of the natural grade is questionable,

a leveling instrument should be used in order to determine the conditions.

Often a homemade instnmient, using a carpenter's level, is very serviceable.

A very small grade will suffice for the flow of water in a tile. Tile

drains will operate on a grade of a half inch per hundred feet, but a fall of

six inches to a foot per hundred feet is much more desirable. The less

the fall, the more careful all the construction must be in order to insure

permanency. Relatively larger tile must be used also. In soils of a

quicksand nature it is important that the lateral drains should have no

greater grade than the main, or that silt wells be constructed at intervals

in order to collect the

sediment and permit

its removal.

SILT WELLS

A silt well is a pit in

the course of the drain,

the bottom of which

extends two or three

feet below the line of

tile. The water comes

in at one side and

goes out at the other.

Any coarse material

will settle at the bot-

tom. One or two sec-

tions of sewer tile placed on end with junction connections make the most

simple and permanent construction. Surface water may be admitted to

advantage through the silt wells, thereby protecting the system of

drains from surface wash.

Fig. 48.— Section across tile drain at joint, showing the

entrance oj water at the bottom of the joint, the protection

by burlap on top oj the joint to keep out silt, and the shape

of the surface of the water table in a drained field, a short

time after it had been in operation following a rain. TJte

water table, or zone of saturated soil, rises between the tile
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SIZE OF TILE

The size of tile will, of course, vary with the area drained, and with the

grade and presence of surface and underground courses. The tendency

of the day is to increase rather than decrease the minimiim size of the

tile used. From the minimum size the tile will increase in size according

to the extent of the system. It is now not uncommon for tile as large as

two feet in diameter to be used. Three-inch tile in lines not more than

six hundred feet long are usually best for lateral drains. For drains up

to fifteen hundred feet in length, four-inch tile may be used, provided

the grade is not less than four inches per hundred feet. It is difficult to

make an exact statement concerning the proper size of main drains. In

general they should be capable of removing one fourth of an inch of water

from the drainage area in twenty-four hours. Treatises on drainage give

tables and formulce by which these relations may be calculated. An
increase in the grade increases the rate of flow of water. Doubling

the grade increases the carrying capacity of the drain about one third.

The following figures give some idea of the area of land drained by some

common sizes of tile when laid at difiEerent grades:

Number of Acres from Which One Fourth Inch of Water Will Be Removed in

Twenty-four Hours by Outlet Tile Dr.\insof Different Diameters and Dif-
ferent Lengths with Different Grades
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the main, so that the water from the lateral will have a slight drop. The
grade of the last few feet of the lateral drain may need to be increased

in order to secure this construction. It is a good plan to use junction

tile that have the proper size of connection. For example, a lo-inch by

4-inch junction means a ten-inch tile that is cut to receive a four-inch

lateral. If the junction is made by cutting the tile by hand with a trowel,

the union should be well bedded in cement, after first laying around the

tile a single layer of paper in order to prevent the cement from running

into the tile.

construction of trenches

Short ditches may be dug by hand, using spade, pick, and shovel. The

lack of adequate help often makes it difficult to get extensive drainage

systems constructed in this way. The use of horse and machine powers

reduces the difficulty of construction somewhat. If the land is very

stony or full of roots, hand labor must be employed, perhaps with the use

of dynamite. On land that is not too stony, the ditching plow drawn by

one or more teams is very helpful. There areon the market a number of

plows that are very useful for this purpose. Next in complexity is the

large ditching plow equipped with wheels and drawn by several teams.

This plow tears up the soil and elevates it out of the ditch. There are

two or three machines of this type, such as the Cyclone and the Bennett.

Finally, there are the large engine-driven ditching tractors, including

the Buckeye, the Austin, and the Pawling machines, which cost upward of

twenty-five hundred

dollars.

The large plow is

suitable for the in-

dividual farmer who
has a considerable

area to drain and

has the horses for

other purposes. The

tractor ditcher costs

so much that it is

seldom a single farm

is large enough to

justify its purchase.

It may be purchased

conjointly by a

number of farmers who have drains to be constructed, or it may be pur-

chased by one person and the ditches may be dug by contract. Machines

of this kind have been put into several communities for this purpose.

Fig. 49.

—

Ditching plow used for loosening the earth in the

bottom of the ditch. A number of patterns of plows of

this type are on the market. The handles and the hitch

are usually adjustable, in order to suit the depth of the

trench. The plow is draivn by two or more horses, attached

to along evener so that they travel on either side of the trench
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For tile drains the ditches are usually dug twelve to fifteen inches

wide, according to depth, and with vertical sides in order to minimize

the amount of earth moved. The bottom is finished with a compact

surface and a small lateral curvature, in order to afford a good base for the

tile.

LAYING THE TILE

The tile are best laid by hand by a person in the ditch, who should work

backward and place each tile firmly in position, and if necessary wedge it

a little with pebbles or earth in order to hold it in place. Where the

ditch is deep and narrow, a hook is sometimes used to place the tile.

Fig. 50.— Tools Jor ditching

I and 2. Ditching spades for removing the major part of the earth from the ditch

3. Grading scoop used to finish the bottom of the ditch and the grade

4. Skeleton spade adapted for use iji very plastic soil

5. Shovel for removing crumbs and loose earth

6. Hook used to place tile in deep, narrow trenches

7. Pick for loosening stone and hard earth

BLINDING THE TILE

As soon as the tile are laid they should be lightly covered with earth,

which process is known as back filling, or blinding. The sides of the ditch

may be trimmed off with a sharp spade. This should be done carefully,

as should also the tramping, in order to avoid pushing the tile out of line.

As soon as the tile are covered three or fovu- inches deep, one may proceed

to fill the ditch roughly, using shovels, a team hitched to a plow with a long

evener, or a horse and a dump scraper. On long lines of ditch the filling is

sometimes done with a road scraper.
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entrance of roots into tile

The tile is sometimes clogged b}' the development of roots that gain

entrance through the joints of the tile. The depth at which the tile are laid

has very little to do with this difficulty. It is determined by the presence of

a perpetual flow of water in the tile from some spring. In dry periods

this water seeps from the joints and moistens the soil, which condition

attracts the roots. Protection of the upper half of the joint against the

admission of silt is some aid in preventing the entrance of roots into the

tile.

CONSTRUCTION OF OUTLETS

The construction of a drainage system should begin at the outlet and
end at the same place. There must be a sufficient grade to dispose of the

water at the outlet. After the remainder of the system is constructed, the

outlet should be carefully protected, especially if the grade is sHght. This

part of the system is especially in danger of being closed by tramping,

caving of banks, freezing, gro^i;h of roots, and other obstructive processes.

If possible the water should have a free drop from the end of the tile. It

is usually ad\nsable to build up an abutment of concrete or stone, with an
apron on which the water may fall without cutting out the bottom of

the ditch.

In laying out the ditch as few outlets should be provided as practicable.

Where several laterals might empty into an open ditch, it is often better

to drop back a couple of rods from the open ditch and put in a submain

to receive all these laterals. This arrangement gives one outlet,

instead of several, to be finished and cared for from year to year.

COST OF DRAINAGE

The cost of drainage varies greatly, depending on the nature of the soil,

the presence of stones and roots, the depth, the size of tile, the season when
the work is done, the method of construction, and the local labor conditions.

For 3- or 4-inch tile the cost of the finished ditch per rod in soil not par-

ticularly foul with stone and roots is 60 to 90 cents per rod. On a system

of 2560 rods constructed by hand where the size of tile ranged from

3 to 10 inches, the average cost per rod including all charges was 68 cents.

Systems aggregating 8398 rods were constructed under the same manage-

ment and on the same farm by using a traction ditching machine. The
size of tile ranged from 3 to 13 inches, and the average cost was 63 cents

per rod. Some of the work done with the machine was more difficult

than any done by hand. The range in the cost of tile per rod was 17.5

cents to 94.5 cents. The average cost of trenching with the machine

was 17 cents per rod. The cost of drainage on this farm was $29.74 to
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$43.80 per acre. The soil was a clay loam containing a few stones. A large

part of the drains were arranged systematically.

In New York State much of the land is stony and frequently has a

subsoil that exhibits hardpan properties. Such soil is more difficult to

excavate, the cost per rod is higher, and the drains must be more fre-

quent — all of which increase the cost of drainage per acre.

Where a few lines of tile are laid in wet places, the cost per acre wiU be

less than where the drains are placed at regular intervals. The farmer

had best begin by draining the wettest places, having in mind that he may
wish to extend the system.

returns from drainage

The returns from drainage are large. As a matter of fact very little

land is well drained naturally. Drainage will usually increase the yield

of crops. The value of such increase depends on the nature of the crop.

Some special crops, such as flowers, ginseng, and certain vegetables, will

quickly pay for a very frequent system of drains even as close as ten feet,

if the land is naturally wet. In mixed farming and fruit-growing it is

the observation of many practical farmers that the need for drainage

is increasingly apparent under the usual system of cropping, and that a

moderate amount of drains well placed is about the best investment that

can be made on the farm. Systems of drains in land that had been tilled

but that was more or less wet have usually paid for themselves in four or

five years, and often in much less time.

A very considerable part of the returns from underdrainage is due to

increased efhciency of the farm equipment. Since drained land quickly

comes into condition to permit tillage in the spring and after rains, the

farmer has more time to work the land. The seasons are made longer,

and less preparation is necessary in order to get land ready for a crop,

for the soil has less tendency to puddle. Further, the crop grows more

uniformly and ripens at one time. Not only is the nonnal yield con-

siderably increased, but the risk of loss of labor, seed, and fertilizer

is much reduced. An experienced farmer has remarked that " under-

drainage is the acme of good farming."

The life of a well-constructed tile drain should be measured by decades

and centuries, rather than by years.

LAWS relative TO DRAINAGE

It is frequently necessary for a farmer to seek an outlet for drainage

water across or on a neighbor's land. The value of land drainage to the

public is being more and more recognized, and provision is being made
for its installation. It is now possible for a person to require his neighbor
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to let him have a ri<^ht of way to a suitable outlet for drainage water.

The person benefited must of course pay the cost of construction in order

to secure the outlet. In these cases, where a large area of land embodied

in several farms is involved, cooperative action is essential.

There are two provisions in the law of New York for the drainage of

wet land for agricultural purposes. The first of these is under the Agri-

cultural Drainage Statute, Consolidated Laws of the State of New York,

chapter 15, as amended by chapter 624 of the Laws of 19 10. The second

provision is contained in the act establishing the State Conservation

Commission, Consolidated Laws, chapter 65, article 8. The general

procedure is the same under both acts, and the cost of securing the right of

way and constructing the drainage ditch is assessed against the land

benefited. These laws usually deal with the large outlet canals, but are

applicable in securing an outlet for the drain from a single farm.

In a general way, advantage may be taken of the natural fall of the land

in establishing an outlet for a drainage system, and adjoining property

owners must provide for the drainage water so discharged as surface water.

As yet no such obligation is recognized to apply to water collected and

discharged by tile drains except as it reaches the adjoining property as

surface water in a natural drainage course. There are very few cases of

drainage that are not provided for in the existing drainage laws of the

State.

ADVANCED READING

The Reading-Course lessons are designed merely to introduce the sub-

ject ; they are elementary and brief, and are intended to arouse a desire

for more complete knowledge along particular lines. The study of Reading-

Course lessons should be introductory to the study of standard agricultural

books, and of bulletins of the United vStates Department of Agriculture and

the state experiment stations. The Supervisor of the Reading-Course

will suggest, as far as possible, agricultural literature to meet the needs

of any reader. Particular books or bulletins are recommended because

they are thought to be of special interest to the reader in his individual

study, not because they are considered superior to others on the same

subject. The following is a list of books in which the data presented

in this lesson are much amplified and to which the student will naturally

turn for more complete information

:

Engineering for land drainage. By Charles G. Elliott. John Wiley

and Sons. 1912. $1.25.

Physics of agriculture. (Chapters XII-XV.) By F. H. King. Pub-

lished by the author, Madison, Wisconsin. 1907. $1.40.

Land draining; a handbook for farmers. By Manley Miles. Orange

Judd Company. 1892. $1.
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Proceedings of the New York State Drainage Association. For the

years 1910-1911, p. 1-96, 25 cents; for the years 1912-1913, p. 1-140,

35 cents. Address E. O. Fippin, Secretary of the Association, Ithaca,

New York. (These pamphlets contain much practical data on the

methods and cost of and the returns from drainage.)

Tile drainage on the farm. By A. G. Smith. Farmers' Bulletin No.

524, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

advanced reading-course in fruit growing

The Advanced Reading-Course in Fruit Growing aims to assist those

who desire to make a careful and systematic study of fruit growing at

home. It is especially provided for those who have completed a study of

the available Reading-Course lessons in fruit growing. The particular

advantage of this course consists in an opportunity of preparing state-

ments on important questions of orchard management, which are graded

by a specialist and returned with helpful comments and suggestions.

Individual attention is thus given to each member of the course. A text-

book and correspondence are used, so that the course is conducted in a

manner somewhat similar to a correspondence course. The textbook may
be obtained at a cost of $1.35, which is the only expense connected with

the course except the necessary postage.

Any resident of New York State who desires to enroll for the Advanced

Reading-Course in Fruit Growing should write for further directions to

the Supervisor of the Reading-Course for the Farm, College of Agriculture,

Ithaca, New York.
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LAND DRAINAGE AND SOIL EFFICIENCY

DISCUSSION PAPER

A supplement called the discussion paper is sent with each Reading-

Course lesson, for the purpose of bringing out the main points covered

and of calling attention to related agricultural facts, practices, or methods.

The College encourages an expression of opinion or a statement of experi-

ence by means of the questions asked. Each discussion paper filled out

and returned will be read carefully and a personal reply will be made if

agricultural information is desired regarding personal or community
problems or the subjects studied.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

Reading-Course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRL'IT-GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK-

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT-BREEDING, COUNTRY LIFE. The
first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and subsequent

lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion papers. There-

fore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, readers should sign

and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are answered or not.

As an aid to students taking Reading-Courses, study clubs may be formed

in various localities. References for advanced reading will be given

on request. The space below on this page is reserved for correspondence

concerning Reading-Course work, and also for names and addresses of any

persons likely to become interested on receipt of information.
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed a-nd number the

answers.)

The following questions will call attention to the soil conditions in your

home region. We should be glad to have you direct our attention to any
soil conditions that you consider as needing special investigation, or to

any practices that you consider especially successful or especially unwise

as applied to yovir soils.

I. Explain the- relation of underdrainage to the forms and amounts
of moisture in the soil.

2 . Entunerate and explain twelve beneficial effects of land drainage.

3 . Explain why hill land may need drainage.
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4. Describe four materials that may be used for drainage purposes, and

point out the advantages and disadvantages of each.

5. Does your farm or your neighborhood need more underdrainage ?

What are the indications of such need?

6. Enimierate and explain briefly the indications of poor drainage of

the soil. •
•

7. State briefly any personal observation you may have made of the

effects of underdrainage, enumerating benefits.
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8. State how you would decide on the plan of arrangement of drains.

What chief factors would vou take into account?

g. Name the most im.portant operations in constructing underdrains,

and briefly state why you consider these the most important.

10. State the more important legal privileges and restrictions involved

in land drainage in this State.

Name . . ,

Address

Date . .

.
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INCUBATION

F. T. FixchI

The essentials for successful incubation are: (i) eggs possessing strong

hatching qualities, (2) a good hatching device, (3) correct methods of oper-

ation, (4) a favorable environment. The absence of one or more of these

factors means that a lower percentage of the eggs will be hatched than

should be, and that the chickens hatched will be weak.

In order to secure the quality of eggs desired for hatching purposes,

there must be strong, active breeding-stock that is skillfully housed, yarded,

and fed ; and the eggs must be properly handled and selected before incuba-

tion. It is the purpose of this lesson to discuss how the other three essen-

tials of successful incubation may be secured.

NATURAL INCUBATION

In most respects a hen is still superior to an artificial incubator as far as

methods and results are concerned. However, there is as much opportun-

ity for choice between the different breeds of hens for incubation purposes,

and between different hens of the same breed, as between the difterent

types of incubators.

If the natural method of hatching chickens is to be employed, it will be

well to choose sitters from the general-purpose breeds, such as the plymouth

rock, the wyandotte, the Rhode Island red, the orpington, and others

of this type. Sitters from the breeds of the type most suitable for use as

meat, such as the cochin, the brahma, and the like, are usually faithful

but clumsy. Hens from the breeds of the type most valuable for egg pro-

duction, or the so-called non-sitting breeds, such as the leghorn, the ham-

burg, and the like, are too small, usually Hght, and untrustworthy. In

selecting hens for brooding purposes, it is well to choose those that are the

least excitable when approached. A nervous hen is likely to break some of

the eggs in the nest or to step on the Httle chicks.

» Revised by H. P. Buchan.

[1839]
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The success of natural mcubation depends not only on the hen's ability

to hatch fertile eggs, but also on the nesting place and the surrounding

conditions. The hen that steals her nest and sits undisturbed usually

hatches a good brood of chickens. The conditions existing in a henhouse

or any building where hens are set should be made as nearly like the natural

conditions as possible. Hens should be set where laying hens cannot be

with them, and where they may have free access to a dust bath, to fresh

water, and to a supply of grain. If necessary a small coop may be used,

provided it is placed in a shady spot and the hen is allowed her freedom

or the run of a small yard. If a broody hen is to be moved, this should

be done at night in as gentle and careful manner as possible. The nest-

ing box should be placed where the hen will have easy access to it, preferably

on the floor or on the ground. If it is placed on the ground, the bottom

of the box should be knocked out and the earth underneath should be

covered with clean straw or leaves.

If the box is elevated, or if it is on

the floor, some damp soil may be

placed in the bottom of the box.

This soil should be arranged to con-

form to the hen's body, and should

be covered with a layer of straw.

(Fig. 51.) The box should not be

too deep, lest the hen break the

eggs when she jimips down into the nest. On the other hand, if the box

is too shallow the chicks may get out of the nest at hatching time and
may be unable to get back. The most satisfactory nesting box is about

fourteen inches square and twelve inches deep.

• When all is prepared for sitting, the hen and the nest should be thoroughly

dusted with lice powder, and this dusting should be repeated three or four

days before the eggs hatch. ^ The hen should be set on china eggs until she

becomes accustomed to her new surroundings. If she settles down at once,

the hens' eggs may be placed under her the following night. It is best to

keep her shut in the nesting box at first, in order to make sure that she does

not leave the eggs. In case any eggs are broken in the nest, they should be

removed at once, and the straw should be replaced by a fresh supply. If

any of the remaining eggs become smeared, they should be washed with

warm water.

2 Lawry lice powder may be used ver>' successfully for dusting hens or young chicks. It consists of J

pint of crude carbolic acid, } pint of gasoline, and 2 J pounds of plaster of paris. The liquids should be
mixed thoroughly before adding the plaster of paris. The latter should be well mixed with the liquids and
rubbed between the hands, then the mixture should be passed through a mosquito-wire screen and allowed
to dry. Great care should be used in applying this powder; otherwise both hen and chicks may be injured.

A small pinch of the powder is sufficient for each fowl. This should be worked in through the feathers,

especially about the vent and under the wings. The powder may be kept indefinitely if it is placed in a
tight package. It should not be applied until several days have elapsed after it is made. It should not be
kept in a hot place.

Fig. 51.

—

Box nest
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After the eggs have been incubated far seven days they may be tested,

and those that contain dead germs or those that are infertile may be re-

moved. If several hens are set at the same time, the eggs from two hens

may often be placed under one hen after the undesirable eggs have been re-

moved. The other hens may then be set again, or may be placed in a special

coop for broody hens.

Before the chicks are hatched, provision should be made for the hen
and her brood. When the chicks are twenty-four to thirty-six hours old

they may be removed from the nest and placed in coops provided for them.

After the hen and the chicks have been removed to a coop, the nest should

be disinfected and the litter burned. • A liquid disinfectant is best for this

purpose, and it should be used with a spray pump.

ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION

The operation of the incubator is but one of the several factors deter-

mining the success of a hatch; yet it is possible, through carelessness or

neglect in such operation or through ignorance of the principles of incuba-

tion, to destroy completely the hatching power of strong and fertile eggs.

On the other hand, careful and intelligent operation may secure excellent

results from strong eggs and really

satisfactory^ results from weaker eggs.

By slightly changing his methods the

experienced operator is able to counter-

act, to some extent, the effect of

certain mistakes in operation. Success

in artificial incubation comes only

through a thorough understanding of

the factors discussed in this lesson.

Incubators may be divided into

two classes: those heated by hot air,

and those heated by hot water. The former system is employed more

extensively in heating incubators ranging in capacity from sixty to six

hundred eggs. Incubators holding one thousand eggs or more are heated by

a hot-water system. There is little reason why either one of the means of

heating should have greater success in hatching eggs than the other, pro-

vided the same method of supplying heat to the eggs is used and other fac-

tors are equal.

The most successful methods of supplying heat to the egg chamber of an

incubator are by diffusion and by radiation. There are incubators that

combine these two methods successfully, and others that use one or the

other method with good results.

116

Fig. 52.

—

Diffusion method. A, Hot-air
pipe; B, porous diaphragm; C, egg tray;

D, space between bottom boards for
ventilation
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Diffusion.—By the diffusion method the fresh air enters the heater, is

warmed, passes into the upper part of the egg chamber, and is diffused

through the pores of a diaphragm of

burlap or other materiaL It then

passes down over and around the eggs,

and out of the incubator through the

ventilators or the heater.^ (Fig- 52.)

Radiation.—By the radiation method

heat is supplied to the egg chamber by
direct radiation from a hot-air or a hot-

water tank or pipes. (Fig. 53.)

The contact method of supplying heat to eggs that are being incubated

is little used. Although this method approaches natural incubation most

nearly, it is the least successful. (Fig. 54.)

a'^99cfe^^>C)rf^ -B

Fig. 53.

—

Radiation method. A , Metal
radiator; B, C, egg tray; D, ventilators

QUALITY AND CAPACITY OF INCUBATORS

Quality should be the first consideration. The main qualification of a

good incubator should be first-class material put together in such a way that

the process of incubation may be carried on successfully, conveniently,

and inexpensively. The value of an incubator should not be based on a

record hatch that was obtained when the incubator was operated by an

expert ; neither should an incubator be condemned because an inexperienced

operator fails at first to get good results. The best incubators for average

operators are those by which the problems of supplying heat, moisture, and

ventilation, are so simplified and controlled that good hatches may be

obtained in various localities and under varying atmospheric conditions.

If enough chickens are to be hatched each season to make it advisable to

incubate by artificial means, a con-

siderable amount of time and extra

expense may be saved by installing

incubators of large capacity. Incu-

bators holding two hundred and fifty

to four hundred eggs are desirable.

The expense for oil and labor required

in operating large incubators is surpris-

ingly small in comparison with the

amount used in operating enough 60-

or loo-egg incubators to hold the same

number of eggs ; and the results usually obtained with the former are

enough better to warrant their use. The smaller the incubator, the more

' Nearly every company manufacturing incubators has its own method of letting out of its incubator the
air that has been used.

l//h^
-r

iJrTyrx^cr

D^P^-

Fig. 54.— Contact method. A heated

surface is brought in contact with the

eggs. A, Hot-air pipe; B, heated

surface; C, egg tray; D, ventilators
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easily is the temperature of the egg chamber influenced by the outside

temperature. The size of the incubator should be governed by the

number of chickens to be hatched each season, due consideration being

given to the possible desire to increase the number.

DIRECTIONS FOR SETTING UP INCUBATORS

When an incubator is received from the manufacturer, the first thing to

be done is to remove the crating and to place the incubator in the room in

which it is to be operated. A list of the different parts should be

checked with the parts in order to make sure that no mistake has been made
by the shipper. The detachable parts shovdd be removed from the incuba-

tor, and the legs should be fastened in place. The front legs should be

securely fastened first, and the machine should be raised to an upright

position; then the rear legs should be screwed on in the same way, and the

incubator should be placed v/here it is to be operated.

The machine should be perfectly level in order to afford an even distribu-

tion of heat. In order to insure this, a spirit level should be laid on the top,

both crosswise and lengthwise. When the incubator is properly leveled,

small blocks of wood or pieces of shingle may be placed under the legs,

where necessary, in order to keep it in that position.

The regulating device

The regulating device for most incubators consists chiefly of (i) a wire

connecting-rod, (2) a thumbscrew, (3) a counterpoise rod, (4) a coimter-

poise weight, (5) a regulator bar, (6) a thermostat, (7) a metal connecting-

PiQ_ gg.

—

A common type of regulating device with the parts properly connected

tube, (8) a base and pivot casting, and (9) a disk. (Fig. 55.) These parts of

the regulating device are named in the order in which they are numbered

in the figure, but they are discussed in the following paragraphs in the order

of their importance. The apparatus shown represents only one type of
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Fig. 56.

—

Several styles of thermostats

regulator, and this is used because it happens to be the one at hand. How-
ever, the principles followed are very similar in all incubators.

The thermostat.—
The thermostat is a

most important part

of an incubator.
The ability of an in-

cubator to hatch eggs

depends largely on

the sensitiveness and

the power of the

thermostat. As the

heat expands the
thermostat, the latter, if it is properly connected, pulls down on the connect-

ing rod that is fastened to the regulator bar by the thumbscrew, raising

the disk that is hooked to the end of the regulator bar over the heater, and

thus allowing the surplus heat to escape. As the amount of heat de-

creases, the thermostat contracts, allowing the disk to drop down on the

heater. The thermostat is usually in place when the incubator comes

from the factory, but if it is found loose or detached, little difficulty should

be found in screwing it into place.

There are several styles of thermostats now on the market, as seen in

Fig. 56. This illustration shows (i) the six-bar type, (2) the double-disk

type, (3) the single-disk type, (4) the three-bar type. The style most com-

monly used is composed of three metal bars, usually a bar of steel between

two bars of zinc. These bars are riveted together at both ends and ex-

pand in the center when heated; therefore the connecting rod is passed

through the bars at this point and is fastened to the lowest bar (Fig. 56, 4).

The six-bar thermostat is merely two three-bar thermostats riveted to-

gether (Fig. 56, i). Both these types are very satisfactory. The disk, or

wafer, thermostats (Fig. 56, 2 and 3) are usually made of copper and are

filled with a very sensitive fluid. They are very susceptible to a slight

change in temperature.

In addition to the types shown in .Fig. 56, there is a four-bar thermostat

that is both sensitive

and powerful (Fig. 57).

It is composed of two

bars of steel and two

bars of zinc, which are

riveted together in

such a way that the expansion is greatest at one end. To this end
the connecting rod is fastened.

Fig. 57.

—

Four-bar thermostat
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The regulator bar.—The regulator bar should be placed so that the pivot

casting rests squarely on the base casting, as indicated in Fig. 55, with the

disk, when it is attached, hanging directly over the exhaust in the top of the

heater. The disk should cover the exhaust hole evenly, entirely closing it

when it is down; otherwise some heat will be lost and the effectiveness of

the action of the thermostat will be lessened.

The connecting rod.—The connecting rod should be passed down through

the connecting tube and into the hole in the top of the thermostat. In

some incubators the connecting rod passes through the thermostat and is

fastened by screwing a nut to the bottom of the rod ; in others, the rod

merely screws into the thermostat; either way is satisfactory.

The counterpoise rod and weight.—The counterpoise weight is usually

adjusted on the rod

before the incubator

leaves the factory, and

should not be moved
unless it has been

pushed back so that

it overbalances the

bar, thus preventing

an easy action of the

bar when it is lightly

pressed down from

the wire connecting-

rod. In the latter

case, the weight may
be moved until the bar works freely when the thumbscrew on the con-

necting rod is loose above the bar. The counterpoise weight should

never be moved in order to regulate the heat.

Fig. 58.— Parts of heater, i, Screen; 2, fume exit; j (below

2), fresh-air entrance; 4 (below j), metal cap; 5, asbestos

jacket

The heater

The heater is attached to the incubator when it comes from the factory,

and no changes should be made unless it has been damaged. The heater

should be gas-tight, fireproof, and strong, and it should be constructed of a

material that will hold all the heat given off by the lamp, thereby making it

necessary to run only an ordinary flame with an economical use of oil. The

heater should be cleaned very carefully and thoroughly, especially if the lamp

has smoked. A wire with a cloth fastened to one end should be used, and the

cleaning should be done by inserting the cloth into the opening and twisting

it until all the soot is removed. The isinglass should be cleaned thoroughly

after the soot has been removed ; otherwise it will be difficult to see the flame.

An oily cloth should never be used in cleaning incubator heaters. In case
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the isinglass has been broken, it should be replaced in order to prevent

fumes from getting into the egg chamber and in order to protect the flame

from drafts. The different parts of the heater are shown in Fig. 58.

Felts and diaphragms

One type of incubator has felts or burlap diaphragms in the bottom.

The operator should be sure that these are arranged properly before

undertaking to heat the incubator. To remove these felts or diaphragms

while eggs are being incubated, except as advised by the maker of the

incubator, would greatly lessen its hatching power in most cases.

The thermometer

When an incubator is in operation, the thermometer should be kept

in the place designated by the manufacturer. No other make of ther-

FiG. 59.

—

Several styles of thermometers, i and 2, Hanging; j and 4, contact; 5
and 6, standing

mometer than the one recommended by the manufacturer of the incubator

should be used. The most common types of thermometers are the contact,

the standing, and the hanging (Fig. 59).

A new thermometer should be tested before it is used ; an old one should

be tested each season. In order to test a thermometer successfully,

a physician's clinical thermometer should be used as a standard, or any

standard thermometer that registers correctly between 100° and 110° F.

The two bulbs should be dipped at the same time into water registering

about 100° F. If the temperature recorded by the thermometer being

tested varies from the temperature recorded by the thermometer being

used as a standard, the amount of variation should be marked on the back

of the thermometer or on a tag tied to it, and allowance should be made
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for this variation when the thermometer is used in the incubator. If the

variation is great, the thermometer should be returned to the company
that furnished it.

If the mercury in a thermometer should become separated, it may usually

be brought together by swinging the bulb downward quickly, or by running

the temperature up several degrees above the point indicated by the

separated mercury.

INCUBATING CELLARS

An ideal incubating cellar is a very valuable factor on a large poultry

farm, or in case enough eggs are to be incubated each year to make it

necessary to operate several incubators. Otherwise, a clean, well-venti-

lated cellar in a dwelling house or any other suitable room may be used

if proper precautions are taken. If a cellar originally designed for other

purposes is available, it should be

thoroughly cleaned before being used

as an incubating cellar. Good venti-

lation should be provided, and this

may be obtained by opening the

windows and placing a thin muslin

curtain over each opening. There

should be at least two windows arranged

in this manner, even if only one incu-

bator is to be operated. In very cold ^^^- ^^•—^^
f"''^ ^^^"f/""

>'' '^^ ^'"^w-
' bating cellar

weather the windows should be partly

closed, especially on cold nights. When a cellar is not available, a room

above ground may be used, but the best conditions for successful arti-

ficial incubation prevail in a room that is partly underground. There it

is easier to keep an even temperature and to retain moisture.

If possible, incubators should be operated in a building used for no other

purpose.

The location.— If a cellar is to be built especially for incubators, a site

should be chosen far enough from the other farm buildings to avoid great

loss from fire in case of accident, but not so far away as to be inconvenient.

Sloping ground is an ideal building site for an incubating cellar. The
building may then be erected parallel with the slope, having one end of

the incubating room almost entirely below ground and the other end

coming out above ground, or nearly so, thereby making it possible to

secure good air and drainage. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 60.

The building.— A room ten feet high, with a distance of seven feet

from the floor to the bottom of the windows, is very satisfactory. A
high ceiling is especially beneficial. If the windows are placed properly,

they are not at aU objectionable in an incubating cellar. If the windows
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are hinged at the bottom, they may be allowed to drop part of the way
open and they may be fastened securely in this position by a small chain

or a strong cord. By this method of ventilation the air passes over the

windows and into the room, an arrangement that does not permit direct

drafts to reach the incubators. It is also advisable to place muslin curtains

over the windows that are left open permanently, depending on the other

windows for most of the light. The latter may be shaded in case the

sun shines through them on the incubators or in case the sunlight affects

the temperature of the room.

The writer's idea of a very good incubating cellar is represented in

Fig. 61.4

Fig. 61.

—

A good incubating cellar

THE OIL SUPPLY

A considerable amount of labor may be saved by piping the oil to

the incubating room. This is often done by placing an oil tank under-

ground a few feet from the cellar wall, the oil being conveyed from the

tank to the cellar by means of a small pipe. This pipe is connected

with one or more faucets. A very simple and inexpensive arrangement

is shown in Figs. 62 and 63. The framework on which the barrel of oil

rests is made of planks about twelve inches wide. The upper edges

of these planks are cut so that they conform to the shape of the barrel.

The barrel should be placed in the shade in order to prevent evaporation

of the oil, and if possible it should be placed on the north side of the build-

ing. If this position is inconvenient, the barrel may be placed on the

east or the west side of the building, under an open shed.

* The incubating cellar in the illustration belongs to Mr. Joseph Tolman of Rockland, Massachusetts.
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Fig. 62.

—

-The oil barrel in position

A short pipe, with a faucet attached, should be screwed into the spigot

opening of the barrel. The barrel may then be rolled into place, and

the faucet connected with

the pipe leading into the

cellar by means of a short

rubber hose.

The oil faucet in the

cellar should be placed in

a convenient location, pref-

erably in a corner at some

distance from the incu-

bators. A pan should be

placed underneath the

faucet in order to catch

the dripping and to prevent

waste of the oil. A small table on which to place the lamps should be

provided near the faucet.

THE LAMP

The results of incubation will depend largely on the care given to the

lamp, for which one person should be responsible. No one else should

raise or lower the flame, or interfere with the lamp in any way except

in order to prevent an accident.

The lamp should be filled, the

wick trimmed, and the burner

cleaned, once each day.

Filling the lamp.-— A regular

hour should be assigned for filling

the lamp, preferably in the morn-

ing and never at night, and all

other work should be arranged to

conform to this time ; otherwise

the lamp may be neglected and
serious results may follow. The
best time in the morning for this

work is immediately after the eggs

have been cared for. If the lamp

is handled before the eggs are

turned, the hands may become

oily and thus the eggs may be

soiled. Incubator lamps should be filled to within one half inch of the

top, and never completely full. Only the best grade of oil should

Fig. 63. The interior arrangement for draw-
ing the oil
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be used. Before replacing the lamp, the oil should be carefully wiped

off with a cloth kept for the purpose.

Trimming the wick.— The wick should be trimmed so that it will

produce a square, clean-cut flame. The proper method of trimming

the wick is to throw back the top of burner, turn the wick down sHghtly,

and cut away the burned part. A putty knife is best for this purpose.

The charred part shoiild be simply shaved off, and no attempt should

be made to cut into the wick. Scissors should not be used, for too

much of the wick is likely to be cut away or the wick tube may be pinched.

Cleaning the burner.— Before cleaning the wick tube, the wick should

be turned down in order that it may not be disturbed and the flame thus

be made irregular. All the black material should be removed by sand-

paper, a knife, or any sharp instrument, and the tube should be wiped

with a cloth. Care should be taken not to bend the wick tube; such

bending will prevent the wick from working freely. The other parts

of the burner should be cleaned thoroughly. The screen around the

wick tube should be cleaned once each week, and the burner should be

boiled at least once each season in hot water containing washing powder.

Regulating the flame.—^A new wick or one that is newly trimmed should

be watched at first in order to prevent the flame from running up and

smoking. The flame should be maintained sufficiently high to keep the

temperature at the proper degree and to keep the disk raised slightly during

the day. In case the room temperature drops at night, the surplus heat

will be used to prevent a drop in temperature in the egg chamber. If the

flame flickers, the operator should look for a broken isinglass in the heater

and should see that the burner is in place and is working properly.

Regulating the heat.—• The heat is regiilated by turning the adjustment

nut that is above the regulator bar on the connecting rod. By turning

the adjustment nut to the left until the disk over the heater drops flat

on the exliaust of the heater, all the heat will pass into the incubator

and the temperature will be increased. By turning the adjustment nut

to the right and thus raising the disk, the heat will be allowed to escape.

When the proper degree of temperature has been reached, the thumb-

screw should be turned until the^disk is about one eighth of an inch above

the heater. When the amount of heat is once correctly regulated, the

temperature will vary only slightly if proper care is given to the lamp

flame. Changes in the temperature of the air outside should be met

by altering the lamp flame, not by changing the regulator; as the chicks

develop, however, more heat will be given off from the eggs, and the result-

ing increase in temperature will necessitate changing the regulator. The

eggs should never be placed in the incubator until the temperature is

properly regulated.
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temperature, moisture, and ventilation

Temperature

After the eggs have been placed in the incubator, the temperature

will drop and will remain low for several hours; it will then gradually

rise, taking perhaps twelve to fourteen hours to reach the desired degree.

The operator should not attempt to increase the heat too rapidly, but

should allow it to increase gradually. When the correct degree of

temperature is reached, there should be only slight variations of tem-

perature during the period of incubation. Although it is best to maintain

an even temperature, it is not always possible to do so, and an occasional

variation of one half degree, or slightly more, will not result seriously

if the average temperature is correct. A high temperature should be

avoided, especially at the beginning of incubation. The temperature

should be read through the glass door of the incubator, and this door

should be opened as few times as possible.

Temperature during the first week of incubation.— The position of the

thermometer should always be considered in determining the proper

degree of temperature to be maintained. If the thermometer hangs

above the trays of eggs, as it does in some incubators, thereby registering

the temperature of the air and not that of the eggs, the actual temperature

of the eggs is i to i| degree lower during the first week than the registered

temperature of the egg chamber. Therefore, in order to give the eggs

the proper amount of heat during the first week, if hanging thermometers

are used, it is necessary to keep the temperature at 102.5° or 103° F.;

if contact thermometers are used, the temperature should be 102° F.

Contact thermometers should always be placed between two fertile eggs.

Temperature during the second week of incubation.— The temperature

within the incubator is less influenced b}^ that outside after the first week,

owing to the increasing amount of animal heat given off by the growing

embryos. If hanging thermometers are used, the mercury should be

held at 103° F.; if contact thermometers are used, the heat should be

increased to 103° F.

Temperature during the third week of incubation.—-The temperature

should be maintained as near 103° F. as possible until about the eighteenth

day, when it may be allowed to rise to 104° F.^

Moisture and ventilation

Oxygen is essential for the normal development of the embryo chick,

the amount required increasing with the growth of the embryo. Eggs

that are being incubated give off carbon dioxide, which is formed in the

5 Directions for controlling the temperature after the eighteenth day are given under the heading "The
hatching period."
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developing chick by the combining of carbon and oxygen, and this in-

creases in amount as the embryo grows. The eggs need, therefore, only

a comparatively small amount of air during the first few days of incubation,

as only a smaU amount of carbon dioxide is given off during this period.

It is asserted by some authorities that the natural amount of carbon

dioxide given off by the eggs is beneficial, on the ground that it aids in

dissolving the carbonate of lime in the shells. Some experimenters go

so far as to assert that it is really necessary for the successful development

of the embryos. The writer is not yet ready to indorse this statement.

Excessive ventilation, permitting a rapid circulation of air in the egg

chamber, would result in rapid evaporation of the moisture. Hence, for

normal development of the embryos it is necessary to provide moderate,

well-controlled ventilation throughout the period of incubation, or to

check ventilation during the first part of the period and then to increase

it as it becomes necessary. With either method it is essential that mois-

ture shall be present in order to prevent undue evaporation. If the

ventilation is checked, it is not considered so necessary to supply moisture

as it is in cases where ventilation is continued through the entire period

of incubation, because evaporation takes place much more slowly when

the change of air in the egg chamber is lessened than when it is increased.

The amount of evaporation of the egg contents may be controlled very

successfully by maintaining a proper degree of humidity in air that is

taken into the incubator. The humidity under a sitting hen usually

registers about 60 per cent. If a non-moisture incubator is operated

in a room in which the air is dry, owing to climatic conditions, or a room

in which several incubators are being operated, it may be necessary to

supply moisture.

Supplying moisture.— Unless the manufacturers so direct, moisture

should never be suppHed in an incubator.^ If non-moisture incubators

are operated in a dry place, the floor of the room may be kept wet unless

it is of wood, in which event pans containing water may be placed under

the incubators. The amount of moisture exhaled from a surface in

a given space of time is governed by the extent of the surface and not

by the depth of the receptacle. This principle should be remembered

when supplying moisture in a room or in an incubator. In using incu-

bators in which arrangements have been made for supplying moisture,

certain days should be set for looking after the supply in order to avoid

a possible chance of the moisture receptacle's becoming dry. The correct

amoimt of moisture to be supplied to a given nimiber of eggs can be

determined only by watching and studying the size of the air cells.

« The same amount of moisture placed above the eggs that is often placed underneath them would cause

Stattlfete saturation a-nd wc
sM6uia aVways be followed.
cctottlfe'te satttration a-nd would damage the hatch in most incubators; hence the manufacturers directions
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Moisture on the glass door of tlie incubator at pipping time usually in-

dicates a good hatch. This moisture is due to the large amoimt evaporated

from the chicks.

Controlling ventilation.— In some cases ventilation is controlled by-

slides over the ventilator openings, which are usually in the bottom of

the incubator. In using incubators of this type, it is a good practice

to restrict ventilation during the first five days of incubation by keeping

the slides closed, opening them gradually after the fifth day until the\' ai-e

wide open. The temperature of the room must be considered in regulating

the ventilators ; and the warmer the weather is, the wider the ventilators

may be opened. Some incubators have additional ventilators to be

opened only after the chicks are through hatching; these must not be

mistaken for the ventilators that are to be used during incubation. Con-
stant ventilation is provided in some types of incubators that are not

fitted with slides. Such machines should never be tampered with. The
necessity of following the manufacturers' directions in regard to venti-

lation cannot be too strongly impressed on the mind of the novice.

HANDLING THE EGGS

The eggs should not be placed in the incubator until it has been heated

for several days and properly regulated, and all directions have been

followed in regard to adjustment of parts, special attention having been

given to the manufacturers' directions

concerning ventilators, felts, trays,

and the like. Eggs of a uniform size,

shape, and color shotdd be chosen so

far as possible, and those with very

porous or otherwise defective shells

should be eliminated (Fig. 64). A
few more hours are usuallv required Fig. 6j^.—Eggs for incubation; i, Se-

, , . .
, ,

'
lected; 2, non-selectedm hatchmg eggs from the hea\'^' type

of fowls than are needed for leghorn eggs; therefore it is not advisable

to set the two kinds of eggs together in an incubator.

Turning the eggs.— From the time when the eggs become thoroughly

heated until the chicks issue from the shells, more or less evaporation

of the egg contents takes place. The yolk being lighter than the albumen,

unless the position of the egg is changed at frequent intervals, there

is a tendency for the yolk to gradually rise; and, as the developing germ
retains its position on the upper side of the yolk, it will in time be forced

against the inner shell membrane and become dried fast to it, this condition

resulting in death to the germ. It is said that the sitting hen turns her

eggs several times during the day and night; but conditions existing
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in artificial incubation do not admit of so many turnings. However,

it has been found essential to turn the eggs twice daily, beginning twenty-

four to thirty-six hours after they are put in the incubator and continuing

until the nineteenth day of incubation, on and after which the incubator

should be kept closed. The additional fact that, as a rule, incubators

do not supply an even distribution of heat to all parts of the egg tray,

makes it doubly necessary not only that the eggs shall be turned twice

each day, but that their positions on the trays shall be changed as regularly

as the eggs are turned. Regularity in turning the eggs has mucli to

do with the success of the hatch. The best time to turn the eggs in the

morning is before any other work has been done in connection with the

care of the incubator. The eggs must be turned again in the evening.

These times for turning the eggs should be twelve hours apart, as nearly

as possible. Not only does this ar-

rangement enable the operator to have

a specified time for doing the work,

btit it keeps the times for turning the

eggs as far apart as is conveniently

possible, and it equalizes the space

of time between turnings ^— two im-

portant factors.

Since the principal reasons for

turning eggs are (i) to prevent the
iG. 5.

urning eggs
germ from drydng to the shell and (2)

to equahze the heat, it is necessary that the eggs be given a thorough

shuffling (Fig. 65). This may be done satisfactorily by removing a few

eggs from the center of the tray and by rolling the remaining eggs

with the palms of the hands. The eggs should be rolled in such a way

that those around the outer edges of the tray and in the comers

will be worked toward the center, and those from the center toward

the outer edges. The eggs taken from the center of the tray at the

beginning of the operation should be placed in the comers of the tray.

The eggs must not be shoved roughly against one another, nor rolled

too vigorously. The tray may be turned end for end at each tuming

of the eggs; and if two trays are used they may be interchanged at one

tuming and turned end for end the next time.

Cooling the eggs.— The successful cooling of eggs during incubation

counterbalances, to some extent, the still imperfect methods of ventilation.

In order to cool eggs properly, the operator must consider the length

of time they have been incubated, the weather conditions, and the room

temperature. It is not known just how much cooling is necessary for

the best results, nor can a time-table be made that will work successfully
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with all types of incubators and under varying atmospheric condi-

tions. But the fact that eggs incubated by hens undergo more or less

cooling and yet hatch well, makes it appear essential that those artificially

incubated shall be treated correspondingly. Results prove this theory

io be true.

It has been proved that excessive ventilation causes a too rapid

evaporation of the egg contents. Eggs cooled too much are affected

similarly. Therefore, for the first seven days of incubation it is best

not to leave them out of the incubator longer than is necessary for proper

turning. The length of time to cool eggs may be determined by touching

several of the eggs to the eyelid or to the lips. If the eggs are cooled suffi-

ciently, they will feel cool at the first touch. They should never be

left out of the incubator long enough to become cold. The expert operator

can tell when the eggs are cooled to the proper point by placing the palms

of the hands on the eggs. In this way he gets the average ^temperature

of several eggs. The loss of heat from all eggs is not the same in amount

during a given time. Eggs containing embryos of low vitality give up
their heat much more rapidly than do eggs containing embryos of high

vitality. Eggs should be cooled to the point at which they cease to

give off heat and are about to become cold.

When cooling is begun, it will take only a very few minutes, perhaps

four or five, to cool the eggs sufhciently; the length of time depends on

the temperature of the room. The coohng should be gradually extended

over a longer period as the embryos grow. In warm weather thirty

to sixty minutes may be needed in order to air the eggs properly during

the latter stages of incubation. On very sultry days extra cooling is

beneficial; less is desirable on cool days. In cold weather only a com-

paratively short time will be required in order to cool the eggs sufhciently.

Cooling may be done after either the morning or the evening turning

of the eggs, or at both times. If the eggs are cooled twice each day,

a period of only half the length of time mentioned above should be re-

quired each time.

Eggs may be cooled on a table, or perhaps on the top of the incubator.

Care shoiild be taken that no part of the tray containing the eggs shall

project over the edge of the table or the incubator, for the eggs on the

projecting part of the tray would be likely to become overcooled. Some
authorities advise cooling the eggs in the incubator by opening the doors.

This is not good practice. While the doors remain open the heat is con-

stantly escaping, and the incubator bcx^omes cooled as well as the eggs.

A longer time is then required in order to bring the temperature of the

egg chamber back to the proper degree than when the eggs are cooled

outside and the incubator kept closed. Cooling should be discontinued

on the nineteenth day of incubation.
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Many accidents may be avoided if the operator forms tie habit of

looking at the incubators before leaving the room, making sure that

the doors are closed and that everything is in place.

TESTING THE EGGS

Probably the most important of the several reasons for testing eggs

during the period of incubation is that the person operating the incubator

may learn the percentage of fertile eggs and the strength of the germs.

If those are known to be unsatisfactory, it may be possible to make such

changes in the mating of the breeding stock or in the environment surround-

ing the breeding stock as will add to the fertility of the eggs and will

1^^^^^—-B^^^^^^^^M strengthen the germs in them,

'W ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H thereby increasing the percentage of

. ^1 ^^HjF^^^^^^^^^^HH eggs that will hatch and also im-

i. Ti '-''

'^'^^^^^9BM^'--

'

" 'm proving the quality of the chickens

BitfWi. eP S hatched from them. If infertile eggs

^fe-'t:^^-- J^'"'-^^«>t«tediiUL^edH are left m the incubator, they are

j^^^^^^^-^:l!iill>^^j^|r^jB likely to make the temperature

^^^BHMI^^ '"^^^i^^^M registered by the thermometer non-

Y^ IH^BBHiMiiifriiii^iiBBi representative of the eggs as a whole

^ ^^ ^ . ^ . if a contact thermometer is used, for
Fig. 66.

—

Testing eggs: i, Common testitig . . . ..

device; 2, egg properly held; 3, incubator the temperature of an mfertlle egg
lamp; 4, untested eggs; 5, infertile eggs; q^ of ^^^ containing a dead germ is
0, good eggs

I r
considerably lower than that of an

egg containing a strong, living germ. The value of testing eggs during

the period of incubation is shown particularly when three or four

incubators are set at the same time, for the fertile eggs left in one

incubator may be divided among the other incubators, thus saving

oil and lessening the amount of labor. Removing the eggs containing

dead germs helps to prevent the bad odors that are sure to accumulate

during the time when eggs are being incubated. Odors from ducks'

eggs are more noticeable than those from hens' eggs, and if they are

incubated artificially, it is the more necessary that the bad eggs be removed

from the incubator.

Infertile incubated eggs that have been carefully tested may be sold

for a certain percentage of their original value if they are put on the

market promptly. Incubated eggs offered for sale should always be

labeled as such. In large cities they are used in bakeries and in house-

holds for cooking purposes. There is no reason why eggs of this kind

should not be used in this way. They are, without doubt, as good as or

better than many of the so-called fresh eggs on the market. If white

eggs are being incubated and those that are infertile are to b'e sold for
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cooking purposes, they may be tested on the fourth or the fifth day.

Brown eggs are less easily tested, and it is usually advisable not to test

them before the sixth or the seventh day.

In order to obtain the best results, the eggs should be tested first on

the seventh day of incubation and again on the fourteenth day. A common
method of testing is illustrated in Fig. 66. If the germs are strong and

the eggs have been properly incubated, only a few dead germs should be

found on testing the eggs a second time. It is better to do the testing

at night unless the room can be darkened during the day. A convenient

movable room for testing eggs either during the day or at night is easily

constructed at a low cost in the following way : The framework should be

made of 2 x 2 -inch lumber. The side and back walls should be made of

thin lumber down to about one and one half inch from the floor, and

these walls should be painted black on the inside. Heavy black cloth or

paper may be used in place of the

Itimber. Black cloth is preferable

to lumber for use in covering the

top, as the former will allow the heat

to escape. The size of the room is

governed by the space it is to occupy

and by the size of the egg trays. A
dark-colored window shade or a black

cloth curtain should be hung over

the entrance. A hole a little smaller

than an ordinary egg should be cut in

the rear wall of the room sufficiently

high and at the proper distance from

the side walls to be convenient in

testing eggs held in the right hand.

The work is less tiresome if this open-

ing is directly opposite the right arm,

and as low as possible without caus-

ing the operator to stoop. Brackets

for the egg trays should be placed

inside of the room along the sides,

and boards the width of the tray

should be placed on the brackets

before the tray of eggs is placed on them in order to prevent the eggs

from cooHng too rapidly. A shelf is placed lower down in order to hold

the trays for the infertile eggs and those containing dead germs. On

the outside of the rear wall a third shelf should be provided for holding

the lamp that is used in testing. Any ordinary lamp that can be fitted

Fig. 67.

—

Interior view of testing room:

I, Curtain rolled; 2, shelf and tray for

untested eggs; j, tray for infertile and
dead germ eggs

117
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with an egg-testing device will answer the purpose, provided it gives a

good flame; or a Rochester burner may be used without the testing device

by placing a sheet of asbestos between the testing room and the lamp

chimney. In case a testing device is used, the opening in it should be

placed against the small hole in the rear wall of the testing room. By
placing casters on the four legs of the testing room it may be moved
from one incubator to another, thus avoiding the extra labor of carrying

the eggs to and from the place where they are tested. This arrangement

will prove a decided advantage in connection with incubators of large

capacity; also, testing may be done

very accurately during the daytime.

The construction of this testing room

is shown in Figs. 67 and 68.^

If the operator prefers to do the

testing at night, a common testing

device and a house lamp are sufficient

for the purpose. On bright, sun-

)2 shiny days testing may be done

^ accurately without a testing room by
'3 using a frame that fits tightly against

a window facing toward the sun. This

frame should be covered with heavy

black cloth or paper, in which is cut

a round or oval opening about the

size of an egg. This arrangement is

illustrated in Fig. 69.

During the winter it is advisable to

cover the trays of eggs while they
Fig. 68.

—

Sideview of testine room, wall , • . . j o^i • • j.

cutaway,s}wwing:i, Testing device;
are bcmg tested. This IS not ncces-

2, lamp; 3, egg tray; 4, tray for in- sary in a warm roofn unless the eggs
fertile and dead germ eg? - r ,1 • 1 , r' if.*

j^j-g Q^^ Qj: ^j^g mcubator for some

time. In case the first test is made on the seventh day of incubation,

the live germ, if it is strong, will show distinctly the blood vessels

branching in various directions. The germ should be centrally located in

this network of blood vessels, and it is usually found near the air cell,

provided the egg is held with the large end up. A live embryo is easily

moved by turning the egg about. Occasionally the germ will be hardly

visible, but its presence is readily detected by a darker appearance of

the egg contents than is shown by an infertile egg. If for any reason

the person doing the testing is in doubt as to whether a germ is alive

or dead, it is well to mark the egg and test it later; this practice will

' Mr. Robert Herman of Lakewood, New Jersey, designed a room very similar to the one shown here.
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help to make the person testing the eggs more expert, and will add
interest to the work.

An infertile egg that is being tested has the same appearance as a fresh

egg, the only apparent difference being in the size of the air cell. In Fig. 70

may be seen several types of eggs and conditions of development as they

appear after seven days of incubation. Dead germs are found on the

seventh day in various forms and sizes, the most common of which are

shown in Fig. 71 (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6). All these types should be discarded.

Blood rings, also shown in Fig. 7 1 , are caused by the bursting of the blood

vessels, due to overheating or to other reasons causing a weakened condi-

tion of the embryos.

Fig. 69.—^1 convenient arrangement for sunlight testing: i, Tray for untested eggs; 2,

tray for good eggs; j and 4, trays for infertile and dead germ eggs; ^, curtain -in place

The second test is more difficult to make than is the first. Many of the

weaker germs will not differ materially in appearance from those that are

dead, and some that have died within a few days of the time of the test

cannot be distinguished from the living embryos. However, if an egg

contains a strong living germ, the germ will be dark in color and apparently

fairly well developed ; the space below the membrane forming the air cell

will be filled, making the division dark and firm; and occasionally life will

be denoted by motion within the egg. The less developed the embryo

appears to be, the fewer are the chances of its hatching. If the egg con-

tents immediately below the air cell appear uneven and indistinct, and if

the remainder of this division shows no development of the embr^^o as in

the other eggs, it may be concluded that the germ is dead.
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In Fig. 72 are shown drawings of some eggs containing living germs on

the fourteenth day of incubation, and of other eggs in which the embryo is

dead. By comparing the air cells as shown in Figs. 70 and 71 with those

shown in Fig. 72, it will be seen that the air cell increases in size during the

first two weeks of incubation. This increase continues until about the

H S 6 9^H„
Fig. 70.

—

Eggs as they appear when held before tester after seven days of incubation,
compared with fresh egg: i, Fresh egg; 2, infertile egg; j, weak germ; 4, strong germ as
most commonly found; 5, strong germ very near air cell; 6, germ not visible

nineteenth day, the size of the cell varying somewhat with the individual

eggs in the same incubator or under the same hen. The air cells in eggs un-

der the hen are usually smaller than those in eggs artificially incubated.

Eggs incubated in moisture incubators generally have smaller air cells than

those incubated in non-moisture incubators. The air cell is found or-
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dinarily at the large end of the egg, but occasionally one is found a little

at one side or near the small end. Various positions of the air cell, and

also the comparative sizes of the air cell at different periods of incubation,

are shown in Figs. 73 and 74.

Fig. 71.—Dead germs after seven days of incubation (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6), to be compared with

a live germ as seen in i and in Fig. 70 {4 and 5); i, Live germs in a double-yolked egg; 2,

blood ring and germ stnck to shell; 3, blood ri^ig; 4, floating germ; 5, floating germ and

blood ring; 6, blood ring

THE HATCHING PERIOD

Hatching time is a critical period in incubation, and special attention is

necessary to the successful operation of the incubator. In most cases the

incubator door should not be opened after the nineteenth day, and all work

requiring handling of the eggs or opening of the door should be completed
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on the eighteenth day. The trays should be so arranged that the chicks

will drop into the nursery as they come toward the light. If the ther-

mometer in use stands on the tray it shoiild be securely fastened ; other-

wise the chicks will upset it, and this will necessitate opening the door

Fig. 72.

—

Eggs at fourteenth day of incubation: i, Strong live embryo; 2, lie embryo; 3,
weak live embryo; 4, 5, 6, dead embryos

of the incubator in order to right the thermometer, or running the

risk of a wide variation in temperature.

A temperature higher than 105° F. and one lower than 103° F. should

be avoided at this time. Both these undesired extremes will occur at

some time during the hatching period unless careful provision is made
against them. It would be much better to remove the lamp for a time
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Fig. 73.— Various positions

of air cells

than to permit the great increase in temperature that usually occurs

when the chicks are coming out of the shell in greatest numbers.

Generally, this increase may be overcome by
turning down the lamp flame. Very often,

toward the end of the hatching period it is

necessary to raise the flame in order to keep

the required temperature. These two changes

in temperature in so short a time will be readily

understood when it is remembered that the

eggs supply a great amount of animal heat

during the last week of incubation, and that

this animal heat naturally increases as the chicks

commence to work their way out of the sheUs.

After the chicks are all hatched, and after they

A .>^^*^"—-^^^ have drop-
" ped into

the nursery, the heat decreases.

There is also more or less condensa-

tion of moisture from the newly

hatched chicks at this time, and

this has a tendency to lower the

temperature.

The position of the ventilators at

hatching time depends on the make
of the incubator. It is not considered

advisable to permit a very great

change of air imtil the chicks are all

out of the shell. After the hatch is

completed, the egg trays should be

„ c^- r , 1, , JIT .
removed, together with any eggshells

Fig. 74.

—

Size of the air cell at different ' ^^ / .
,

periods of incubation: i day
, 7 days, 14 that may have dropped into the

days, and 19 days of incubation nursery, and the ventilators shoidd

be opened to their full width. If the room is warm, the incubator

door may be fastened open one half inch at the top.

The chicks should be left in the

nursery until the day after the hatch.

They should be thirty-six to forty-

eight hours old when they are removed

to the brooder. A box for transferring

chicks to the brooder is shown in

Fig. 75. If a market basket is used it should be lined with burlap, and a

burlap blanket should be placed over the chicks.

Fig. 75.

—

A serviceable box for moving
chicksfrom the incubator to the brooder
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DISINFECTING

Absolute cleanliness is essential to the successful operation of incubators.

The germs of the various communicable diseases most common among
young chicks are sometimes carried on the eggshells. In order to guard

against future infection, the incubator should be thoroughly cleaned and

disinfected after each hatch. If eggs are used from flocks that are not ab-

solutely free from disease, they should first be dipped in grain alcohol that

is 95 per cent pure. The eggs should be dipped quickly and dried im-

mediately. However, dipping the eggs kills only those disease germs that

are on the outside of the shells. Dipping is of very little use if the breeding

Fig. 76.

—

Stages in the escape of the chick from the shell

stock is affected with white diarrhea, for the germ of it is carried from parent

to offspring by a disease germ within the egg.

In order to prepare an incubator for disinfection, all the portable parts

should be removed, as shown in Fig. 77, and these parts should be washed

with warm water containing a little soap powder. A putty knife or a

stiff brush is excellent to use in removing the pieces of shell and the down
that stick to the egg trays and the nursery trays. As soon as the burlap

in the bottom of the nursery becomes soiled, it should be replaced with

clean burlap sacking.

After the removable parts of the incubator have been thoroughly cleaned,
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they should be disinfected and placed in the sun to dry. A disinfectant

should also be applied to the inside of the incubator. A spray pump or a

hard brush is a convenient instrument for distributing the disinfectant.

The disinfectants used in the incubating cellar at the New York State

College of Agriculture are crcolin and zenoleum.^ Either creolin or ze-

noleuni may be recommended to do the work without having an injurious

Fig. 77.— The parts of an incubator and the spraying outfit, ready for disinfecting

effect on the hatch, provided the directions are followed. The odor from

these disinfectants is mild and inoffensive. Of these two disinfectants

creolin is the more expensive. In using any one of the two disinfecting

agents, the proper proportion is one part of the disinfectant to nineteen

parts of water, and the mixture should be stirred thoroughly.

The incubator should be carefully dried and aired before it is used again.

It is well to close the door of the incubator for a day, keeping the lamp

lighted, after which the door may be left open over night or until the

incubator is well aired.

* Creolin and zenoleum may be bought at most drug stores.
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CORNELL STUDY CLUBS

Cornell study clubs are local organizations of farmers and their families,

and their aim is to promote the study of Cornell Reading-Course lessons

for the farm and for the farm home. One of the chief benefits of these

clubs is that they furnish an opportunity and an incentive for study.

Often a helpful lesson will reach a farm home at a time when the mem-
bers are too busy to give it attention, and it is soon forgotten. If, how-

ever, a special time is set aside for the study of reading-course lessons at

a club, it is likely that much more reading will be accomplished. The

secondary purpose of Cornell study clubs is to increase a neighborly feel-

ing in the community and to offer an opportunity for an exchange of

thought on subjects of common interest. In the meetings of a club the

member should find enjoyment in an interchange of ideas and a training

for free and orderly self-expression.

The organization of a Cornell study club can be easily effected even if

at first only half a dozen persons desire to form a group. The president

and the secretary of the club should be chosen, and the dates and places

for meetings decided on. The meetings should be held frequently

enough to maintain an active interest in them ; regularly every two weeks

during the fall and winter is usually considered sufficiently often. If it

is not advisable to meet every fortnight in spring and summer, monthly

meetings are suggested. Study clubs hold their meetings in churches,

grange halls, and at the homes of the members. The meetings should

proceed under a definite order of business.

Cornell study clubs may bring about cooperation in matters of public

concern, and may grow to be influential factors in promoting community

welfare. They may also prove of financial benefit by becoming agencies

for cooperative buying and selling. The success of the Cornell study club

must depend principally upon local leadership. It is hoped that public-

spirited persons will find in the Cornell study clubs a means of improving

the agricultural and social conditions in their communities. Visits from

representatives of the college will be arranged when possible. Cordial

cooperation in establishing study clubs may be obtained by writing to

the Supervisor, Reading-Course for the Farm, or the Supervisor, Reading-

Course for the Farm Home, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.
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{In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

I. Name the four factors essential for successful incubation.

2 . What are the characteristics of the diffusion type and the radiation

type of incubator?

3. Why is a cellar preferable to a room above ground, for incubation

purposes?
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4. At what temperature would you incubate eggs during the first week

of incubation? the second week? the third week?

5 . What are the conditions of temperature and of moisture in the room

in which your incubator is operated? What results have you obtained?

6. Would you place eggs from different breeds of fowls in the same in-

cubator? Have you noticed any difference in the time required to hatch

brown eggs and white eggs when both these kinds were placed in the same

incubator ?

7. How would you determine the necessary amount of cooling of eggs

during incubation ? How should this vary during the incubating period ?
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8. Describe how the following types of eggs should appear when they

are tested : (a) fertile eggs
;
(b) infertile eggs

;
(c) eggs containing dead germs

;

(d) eggs containing blood rings. What conditions are likely to be found on

the seventh day, and what on the fourteenth?

9. How would you determine whether or not the eggs are becoming

too dry? If moisture is needed, how would you supply it?

10. Describe fully the manner of disinfecting an incubator.

Name.

.

Address

.

Date. . .
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CREAM SEPARATION

E. S. Guthrie

REAM SEPARATION
is one of the important

processes in the handling

of dairy products. The
dairyman who uses a

cream separator is in-

terested- not only in the

proper operation of his

machine in order to pre-

vent imdue loss of milk-

fat, but also in the prop-

er location of the sepa-

rator from the stand-

point of sanitation and

convenience. The pur-

pose of this lesson is to give the persons operating cream separators an

understanding of the principles of separation as well as a few suggestions

concerning the operation, the location, and the care of separators.

SEPARATION BY THE FORCE OF GRAVITY

The separation of cream and skimmed milk is possible because of the dif-

ference in the specific gravity of these two substances. The specific gravity

of cream is difficult to obtain because cream is exceedingly variable in fat

content and because it has a tendency to incorporate air. The specific

gravity of milk-fat is .90 or .91. In view of the fact that about one-fourth

to one-half of cream is milk-fat, it is readily seen that cream is much lighter

than skimmed milk. The force of gravity acts in direct proportion to th^

[1871I
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Fig. 78.— The shalloiv-pati method

weight of matter. Skimmed milk is attracted to the earth with greater

force than milk-fat because it is heavier. The lighter substance, cream,

is crowded away from the earth, or to the

surface of the vessel that contains whole

milk. In ordinary phraseolog}^, there-

fore, cream "rises."

There are three methods of cream

separation depending on the force of

gravity. They are the shallow-pan

method, the deep-setting method, and the water-dilution method. In the

first method, the cream is skimmed off with a

shallow dipper, and in the other two methods

the skimmed milk is drawn oft" leaving the

cream. These gravity methods, however, have

distinct disadvantages, one of the most im-

portant of these disadvantages being the loss

of a small amount of milk -fat each time they

are used. Tests of the relative merits of the

gravity methods of separation have been made
in order to deteiTnine how great this loss is.

According to experiments made by Hun-
ziker,^ the percentage of milk-fat in the

skimmed milk separated from cream by these

gravity methods of cream separation is as follows: water-dilution method,

.68 of I percent of fat; shallow-pan

method, .44 of i per cent of fat;

deep-setting method, .17 of i per cent

of fat.

This loss of milk-fat from the milk

of a single cow giving 5000 pounds of

milk each year, is shown in Figure 81.

The skimmed milk usually amounts to

about eighty-five per cent of the whole

milk, which in this case would mean
eighty-five per cent of 5000 pounds of

whole milk, or 4250 pounds of skimmed

milk. In the manufacture of butter

certain amounts of moisture, salt, and

casein are incorporated. Thus it is

possible to make more butter from a

certain amovmt of milk-fat than there was original fat. This in-

FiG. 79.— The deep-setting

method

I

' 1

Fig. 80.— The water-dilution method

• The hand separator and the gravity systems of creaming.
Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin ii6.

By O. F. Hunziker. Purdue University
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crease is known as overrun. In the computation shown in Figure 81

allowance was made for an overrun of one-sixth of the original amount of

milk-fat.

According to the statements given, if the price of butter were 30

cents a pound there would be an annual loss of $9.60 on each cow by the

use of the water-dilution method, and $2.25 on each cow by the use of

the deep-setting method. These losses are computed on the basis of the

amount of milk-fat lost through the use of these methods as compared

with the amount lost if a modem centrifugal separator were used.

SEPARATION BY CENTRIFUGAL FORCE

Centrifugal force acts in direct proportion to the weight of matter. The
specific gravity of skimmed milk is greater than that of cream ; therefore

.-- -its

Fig. 81.— A comparison of the amount of butter lost in the skimmed milk from one
cow producing 5 ,000 pounds of milk in one year, hy the use of different methods of
cream separation. Reading from left to right: zoater-dilution method, JJ pounds;
shallow-pan method, 22 pounds; deep-setting method, 5.5 pounds; centrifugal

method, i pound

the skimmed milk is forced from the center of a separator bowl with a

greater velocity, and the cream is crowded, or concentrated, toward the

center of the bowl.

The purpose of the bowl devices in separators

There is a device in all separator bowls which guides or feeds the whole

milk into the region of the greatest centrifugal force. With one exception,

all centrifugal separators with which the author is .familiar have internal

bowl parts, such as disks, cones, blades, and the like. The purpose of these

parts is to form pathways for the skimmed milk and cream to pass each
118
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other. It must be remembered that these devices do not cause separation

;

they simply aid the centrifugal force. The introduction of these devices

has made possible the use of a much smaller bowl for a given capacity. In

the evolution of improvement in this direction, the bowls of cream separa-

tors have become lighter, and they are consequently easier to turn and to

handle. The separator referred to as being the one exception has a long

and narrow tube-like bowl in the smaller sizes in which it is manufactured.

The regulation of the percentage of fat in cream

The richness, or the percentage of fat, in cream derived from whole

milk by the use of a centrifugal separator is regulated by either a cream

screw or a skimmed

milk screw. Two main
facts shotdd be re-

membered in this con-

nection by the person

operating a centrifugal

separator when he

sets either of these

screws. The first of

these facts is that the

richness of the cream

depends on the point

in the bowl from

which it is drawn.

The richest crearri is

that which is drawn

from the center of the

Fig. 82.— A comparison of the amounts of cream from one ^q^\ q^^^ ^^^q richness
can of whole milk separated at different temperatures. The '

1 j-
pounds of fat in the whole milk and in each pail of cream decreases as the dis-

arm practically the same ^^^^^^ ^^^^ the center

of the bowl increases. The other fact is that the smaller the proportion

of cream is to skimmed milk, the richer the cream is in fat. The

percentage of fat in cream should be regulated according to the

use that is to be made of the cream. Ordinarily for churning

purposes, the proportion of cream to skimmed milk should be approxi-

mately one to eight, or one to ten. For example, in one hundred poimds

of whole milk testing four per cent fat, there are four pounds of fat

(100 poimds X 4 per cent = 4 pounds fat). In ten pounds of

cream that have been separated from the given 100 pounds of

whole milk and that test forty per cent fat, there are approximately four

pounds of fat (10 pounds x 40 per cent = 4 pounds). If there is no waste,
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there are ninety pounds of skimmed milk (100 pounds — 10 pounds = 90
pounds). The ratio of the cream (10 pounds) to the skimmed milk (90

pounds) is one to nine. If cream having a lower percentage of fat is desired,

this ratio will be less. Cream with a lower percentage of fat is often

used on the table and for making ice cream. In separating cream for these

purposes the ratio of cream to skimmed milk should be about one to four,

to five, or to six, depending on the percentage of fat in the whole milk. It

is readily seen that a comparison of the quantities of cream and skimmed
milk obtained in separation gives a close approximation of the percentage

of fat in the cream. These ratios are shown in Figure 82, which also gives

the results of temperature study of one separator. This topic is discussed

later in the lesson. The figure makes clear the fact that if cream with a

high percentage of fat has been separated, no more fat has been obtained

from a given amount of whole milk than if the cream has a low fat con-

tent, for the weight of the cream is less.

If a well-made centrifugal separator is operated properly, it will separate

cream containing as high as forty-five to fifty per cent of fat, and there will

be only the normal loss of fat in the skimmed milk. Usually it is not de-

sirable that cream should contain more than forty to forty-five per cent of

fat, for very rich cream is wasted by sticking to cans, dippers, and other

utensils, and it is difficult to obtain a representative sample of it for testing.

The fat content of cream cannot be controlled to a definite percentage by

the regulation of the cream screw or the skimmed milk screw, and the per-

centage of fat in cream will not remain constant even when these screws are

not changed. There are certain factors that affect the percentage of fat

in cream to a greater or less degree as it is being separated.^ The effect of

these factors on the percentage of fat in skimmed milk is not so noticeable

as their effect on the percentage of fat in cream.

Factors that affect the percentage offat in cream and in skimmed milk separated

by a hand centrifugal separator

The temperature of the whole milk.—The temperature of milk that is being

separated should be such that the milk will flow easily, in order to facilitate

rapid and thorough separation of the cream and the skimmed milk. The

temperature does not need to be as high as the body temperature of a cow,

which is normally about 101.4° F.; however, if the separation is done on

the farm, milk should be separated as soon as possible after it has been

milked, especially in the winter. In creameries and in other places where

milk is separated after it has cooled, the temperature of the milk should

be raised to 85° to 90" F. before it is separated. The temperature of the

' A more complete study of the conditions that affect cream separation is recorded in Bulletin 360 of

the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station. This bulletin will be ready for distribution July
IS, 1915.
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whole milk has a direct effect on the percentage of fat in the cream and

the skimmed milk. In order to show the exact effect of variation in tem-

perature, tests of cream and skimmed milk that had been separated by five

different types of separators were made. The results of these tests are given

90" 80" 75'

Separator 1

90" 75" 70'

Separator 2

90° 80°

Separator 3

90" 75"

Separator 4

90° 80°

Separator 5

Fig. 83.— A diagram representing percentage of fat in cream as influenced by the tem-

perature oj the 'ivhole milk. Temperatures are expressed in degrees Fahrenheit

in Figures 83 and 84. The cream and the skimmed milk separated by all

of the separators were not affected alike by different temperatures. From a

study of Figure 83, it may be thought that there is an advantage in having

the whole milk at a low temperature because the cream from two of the

separators contained a much higher percentage of fat when the temperature

was low than when it was normal. However, the loss of fat in the skimmed

milk was comparatively greater, as shown in Figure 84. When the amount

of fat in the skimmed milk does not vary greatly, the amount of cream from
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a certain quantity of whole milk decreases in direct proportion to the in-

•crease of the amount of milk-fat in the cream. This fact is clearly brought

out in Figure 82. It should be noticed in Figure 82 that the weight of the

fat in the whole milk and in all three pails of cream was approximately the

same, but that there was a distinct variation in the weight of the cream.

The rate of speed.—The centrifugal force that causes separation in the

modem separator is produced by the rapid revolving of the bowl. The

separator bowl about four inches in diameter makes approximately nine

thousand revolutions per minute. Thus a point on the circumference of

the bowl travels at the rate of somewhat less than two miles per minute.

Fig.
the

90° 80° 75

Separator 1

90" 75" 70

Separator 2

90° 8o°

Separator 3

90" 75"

Separator 4

90° 8o°

Separator 5

84.— A diagram representing percentage of fat in skimmed milk as influenced^ by

temperature of the whole milk. Temperatures are expressed in degrees Fahrenheit

The number of turns of the crank necessary to effect thorough separation of

milk varies for different machines from forty-five to sixty-five turns per

minute. A slight variation in the speed of the crank has a great effect on the

velocity of the bowl; and care must be exercised in producing a uniform

speed, if uniform results are to be expected. The effect of a decrease of

six or ten revolutions of the crank per minute on the percentage of fat

in the cream is considerable, as shown in Figure 85; and the effect on the

percentage of fat in the skimmed milk is very slight, as shown in Figure 86.

A slight variation in the speed of the crank does not affect the amount

of fat separated from the whole milk, but it does affect the quantity of

the cream separated.
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All hand separators have the number of revolutions of the crank neces-

sary for efficient separation marked on the crank, and all power separators

have instructions as to the proper rate of speed at which they should be op-

Revolutiona 60 54 50 60 SO 45 38 55 45 60 SO

Separator 1 Separator 2 Separator 3 Separator 4 Separator 5

Fig. 85.—• A diagram representing percentage of fat in cream as influenced by the number
of revolutions of the separator crank per minute

crated. Naturally the manufacturer is careful not to state a rate of

speed for his separator that will give results just above the border line

of poor separation. If these instructions given by the manufacturers are

Revolutions 60 54 50 60 50 45 38 SS 45 60 50

Separator 1 Separator 2 Separator 3 Separator 4 Separator 6

Fig. 86.— A diagram representing percentage of fat in skimmed milk as influenced by
the number of revolutions of the separator crank per minute

followed carefully, the separation of milk will be found to be thorough.

The fact is, however, that the rate of speed may drop several hundred

revolutions of the bowl below the number designated for correct speed, and
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still the skimmed milk will contain approximately the same percentage of

milk-fat as when the bowl is revolving at the so-called normal speed. In

the case of the hand separators p^"-
^ cent-

this amounts to five or ten revo- ^^^

lutions of the crank less than the

number given for normal speed.

Percentage of fat in whole

milk.—The percentage of fat in

whole milk is variable. In this

respect the milk from individual

cows may /ary as much as two or

three per cent from one milking

to another, and yet the cow may
appear to be in a normal con-

dition. The fat content of the

milk of a herd is not so variable

as the fat content of the milk

from a single cow. Other things

being equal, the larger the herd

is, the smaller is the variation of

the fat content of the milk. The
difference in the percentage of

fat in milk is not so great from

day to day as it is from milking

to milking, and this variation is

still less from week to week and

from month to month. The in-

fluence of a variation in the fat

content of the whole milk on the

percentage of fat in the cream is

shown in Figure 87. The per-

centage of fat in the cream is in

almost direct proportion to the

percentage of fat in the whole

Percentage 3 4 5 3 4 5
Separator 1 Separator 2

Fig. 87.

—

A diagram representing the percentage

of fat in cream as influenced by the percent-

age of fat in whole milk. The figures on the

left of the diagram rep/esent percentage of fat
in cream, and those underneath represent per-

centage of fat in whole milkmilk.

Variation in the quantity of whole milk or in the amount of liquid used for

flushing.— There is a variation in the quantity of milk from one milking to

another, and this causes a variation in the amount to be separated from one

time to another. There are very few persons operating separators who use

a fixed amount of skimmed milk or water for flushing the separator bowl.

For the hand machines two or three quarts of flushing material are sufficient.

The amount of flushing material that goes into the cream is only a small
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percentage of the total, and it aflfects only slightly the percentage of fat in

the cream. Under average conditions these factors are not of much im-

portance if approximately the same quantities of milk and flushing material

are used each time.

Slime deposit.— If the passages for the cream and the skimmed milk in a

separator are closed or partly closed by slime deposit, the efficiency of the

separator will be affected. The slime deposit is composed of fibrin from

Fig. 88.— The barn is not a desirable location for a separator

the milk and of dirt, and it accumulates in a greater or less amount even

from the best of milk. Generally, this accumulation is not sufficient to

cause excessive loss of fat in the skimmed milk if the separator is run the

length of time of the average separation. The length of the period of sep-

aration will be considered later in the lesson.

ADVANTAGES OF THE CENTRIFUGAL METHOD OF CREAM SEPARATION OVER

THE GRAVITY METHODS

I. Ordinarily, fewer utensils are used in the centrifugal method than in

the gravity methods. If the herd is composed of only two or three cows,

this may not be true; but if there are eight to ten cows, it is true.
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2

.

The skimmed milk that has been separated from the cream by a cen-

trifugal separator is fresher and warmer for use in feeding stock than the

skimmed milk produced by the old methods. This may not be an advan-

tage in some cases; however, in no case is it a detriment.

3. The fat, which is the most valuable constituent of milk, is immediately

obtained in a small quantity and is therefore more readily cooled and

Fig. 89.— A woodshed may be a suitable place for a separator

otherwise handled. If the old gravity methods of separation are used,

about thirty-six hours are required for the cream to "rise."

4. Cream separation by the centrifugal method is more thorough than

by the gravity methods because less milk-fat is left in the skimmed milk.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN BUYING A CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR

A question that comes to the purchaser of a cream separator is, "Which

is the best separator? " Since improvements in the construction of separa-
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tors are being made constantly, it is impossible for any one person to collect

sufficient data to determine this point. However, there are a few points

concerning separators that should help to guide the buyer of one. The

following is a list of these points:

I. Size.— Ordinarily for farm use, a separator should be of such a size

or such a capacity that it will separate the milk produced by a herd at one

milking in one-half hour or less time. Usually a farmer's time is worth

enough to make it cheaper for him to buy a separator that is large enough

to do his separating in the proper length of time than it is for him to use

more of his time in operating a smaller machine.

There are conditions on the farm that must be considered in the selection

of a separator of proper size. It may be the plan of the farmer to increase or

Fig. 90.— A convenient and inexpensive building in which to make farm butter.

The gasoline engine is located in the lean-to

decrease the size of his dairy herd, and, since a separator willwear for many
years, these plans for the future must be borne in mind. In buying a

separator for creamery use, both the maximum and minimum amounts of

milk for different seasons of the year should be considered.

2. Supplies for repairing pttrposes.— The obtaining of supplies without

difficulty is one of the most important considerations in bu}'ing a separator,

and this point should be especially emphasized in localities where trans-

portation facilities are rather limited. Most of the companies manufac-

turing cream separators have supply centers in many sections of the

country, so that in case of a breakdown new parts can be quickly obtained.

Some dealers in separators carry a stock of supplies.

3. Other factors.—The other factors to be considered need but little dis-

cussion. The following ones are mentioned so that the prospective buyer

of a separator may have a fairly complete list of the points to be considered.
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The factors are : preference to certain makes
;
price ; amount of power re-

quired for operation ; accessibility to parts and number of parts to be cleaned

;

simplicity of entire construction ; indication of durability ; efficiency, as shown
in the amount of milk-fat left in the skimmed milk and as shown in the ability

of the separator to separate the guaranteed number of pounds of whole milk

per hour.
THE LOCATION OF A CREAM SEPARATOR

The location of a separator in a creamery is not so difficult a problem as

the finding of a suitable place for a separator on some farms. The two main

Fig. 91.

—

A satisfactory building in which milk may be handled in a sanitary manner,
and a good location for a separator

considerations in either case are sanitation and convenience. The separa-

tor should be placed in such a position that during the period of separation

the milk and the cream will not come in contact with bad odors and sources

of contamination from microorganisms. In creameries or other large dairy

plants, no such sources of trouble should exist. On farms separators are

often placed in bams and in some cases behind the cows, as shown in Fig-

ure 88. Under no circumstances should a separator be placed in such a

position, even though it is convenient to the cows, and to th§ calf pens

and the pigpens where the skimmed milk is fed.
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There are probably more hand separators located in the kitchen than in

any other one place on the farm, especially during the winter. The kitchen

is a convenient location for a separator because it is a comfortable place in

which to work, and it is near the source of hot water, which is absolutely

essential in the proper care of dairy products. The woodshed is also usually

near the source of hot water and is likewise a convenient place for a sepa-

rator. Either the kitchen or the woodshed may be used with satisfactory

results if the floor is sufficiently solid to prevent vibration of the machine

Fig. 92.— Interior view of the building shown in Figure gi

when it is in operation, and if proper precaution is exercised in ventilation

and in the prevention of such odors as those coming from burned bacon,

cabbage, onions, and the like. The one great objection to handling dairy

products in the kitchen, which is often the living room of the house, is caused

by the danger of spreading pathogenic organisms, in case any member
of the family has a contagious disease. It is therefore preferable to have

the separator in a separate room or building, even if it is necessary to take

the movable parts to the kitchen for cleaning.

A separate milkhouse, or dairy building, is recommended in cases where

the dairy herds are larger than the average, which is probably less than ten
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cows if cream is separated on the farm; in cases where cream of a special

grade is being produced; in cases where conditions in the house are too

crowded; or in cases where it is desirable to use a power-driven separator.

Examples of neat and simple buildings are shown in Figures 90 and 91.

The dairy house in Figure 90 is a plain building with unfinished interior.

It is twelve feet by sixteen feet in size, and the cost of construction, according

to the owner's statement, was about $65. The drainage is through a trap

into a drain leading to a gravel bed. This building houses a complete out-

fit for making butter on the farm, including a cream separator. The
building in Figure 91 is a little more expensive and is better finished than

the building just described. The view of it in Figure 92 shows a brick

veneer that makes cleaning a little easier than when the inteiior of the

building is left unfinished. The size of this building is ten feet and six

inches by fourteen feet.

«••

SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD TO THE PLACING AND THE OPERATING OF
A CREAM SEPARATOR

1

.

The placing of the separator.— A centrifugal separator is a very deli-

cate piece of machinery. It should be carefully placed in a level position

on a solid and sanitary base. It should be held in place firmly but not

rigidly. It is therefore advisable not to screw the lag screws down tight

unless it is so directed by the manufacturers in the printed instructions

that accompany each machine.

2

.

The adjustment of the parts of the bowl.— The bowl devices of a separa-

tor must be placed in the bowl in proper position so that the bowl will

nm with perfe.ct poise. Many separators are turned with difficulty be-

cause the bowls are not properly balanced, and a separator cannot do effi-

cient work when the bowl is not in proper working order. The rubber ring

that is used to seal the bowl must be sufficiently soft in order to make the

joint milk-tight. If the nibber ring is hard, it should be held in warm
water until it is softened.

3. The oiling of the separator.— Constant care of a separator is necessary

in order to supply the proper kind and amount of oil. Manufacturers of

separators give directions concerning this subject.

4. The temperatiire of the whole milk.—Milk that is to be separated should

be of a proper temperature. This is essential to the efficient operation of

the separator, and this fact is brought out in Figures 83 and 84.

5. The place for the milk when the separator i'^ started.—The supply tank

should be filled with whole milk before the separator is started.

6. The cream container and the skimmed milk container.—A pail and a milk

can may be used as receptacles under the skimmed milk spout and the

cream spout, respectively.
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7. The rate of speed.— The rate of speed at which the separator is

operated is important, as shown in Figures 85 and 86. The subject is

discussed in connection with these figures.

8. The inflow.—^When a separator is running at the proper rate of speed,

the gate of the supply tank should be opened wide so that the proper

amount of milk will flow into the bowl. If this is not done, the separator

is not likely to separate at its rated capacity. The float, if working

properly, will maintain a uniform flow of milk into the bowl.

9. The flushing oj the bowl.—The bowl should be flushed with enough

skimmed milk or water to force the cream out of it. Usually skimmed milk

should be used for this purpose because no additional microorganisms can

get into the cream and the skimmed milk through its use ; whereas if water

is used, there might be some bacteria present that would cause the cream and

the skimmed milk to become tainted with undesirable flavors, even though

the water is good for drinking purposes. Usually two quarts of skimmed
milk run through the bowl while it is revolving at the full rate of speed is

sufficient for flushing, but the amount depends more or less on the size of

the separator bowl, the percentage of milk-fat in the cream, and the tem-

perature of the whole milk. If the cream is rich in milk-fat and the tem-

perature of the whole milk is low, some warm water, having a temperature

of about 120° F., shotild be run through the bowl in order to carry out the

milk-fat. This should be done after the bowl has been flushed with

skimmed milk. Care should be exercised not to use so much water that the

cream will be greatly diluted.

10. The setting of the cream screw or the skimmed milk screw.—In case the

percentage of fat in the separated cream has not been regulated, it is a good

plan to run water through the separator bowl while it is revolving at the

proper speed. The screws shoidd be set so that about one-eighth or one-

tenth of the water should flow from the cream spout, if the cream is to be

used for churning purposes. A more complete discussion of this subject is

given on page 1874.

suggestions concerning the cleaning of a separator

1. Rinsing the parts of a separator.—The interior parts of the separator

that have come in contact with the milk should be rinsed with lukewarm

or cold water. If hot water is used, the casein of the milk is likely to be

precipitated on the utensils, and it is rather difficult to remove after it has

hardened because it adheres very closely.

2. Cleaning the parts of a separator with washing solution.— Water alone

is not sufficient to use for cleaning a separator. A very good washing so-

lution may be made by dissolving about a level tablespoonful of washing

powder or a svifficient amount of soap in a gallon of water that is as hot as
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the hands can bear. The solution should be strong enough to remove all

grease from the parts of the separator; and a brush, not a cloth, should

be used in washing them, for the use of the brush is a more sanitary practice.

3. Thorough scalding of the parts of the separator.—All removable parts of

the separator should either be plunged in water that is near the boiling

point and kept there for at least a minute, or be thoroughly steamed. If

hot water is used, it will kill most of the bacteria on the parts of the sep-

arator, will rinse off the washing solution, and will give sufficient heat to

dry the parts. Do not use a cloth for drying these parts, for the bacteria

on it are likely to be smeared on the clean surfaces. The hot-water recep-

tacle should be large enough to hold a pail while it is being scalded, and

it should be suitable for placing on the stove or over a steam jet. If the

dairyman does not have such a receptacle, boiling water may be poured

over the parts of the separator; however, this is not so effective as plunging

the utensils beneath the surface of the boiling water. After the parts are

dry, they should be placed where dust and flies cannot reach them.

The directions given for cleaning a separator should be followed in

cleaning all of the utensils that are used in the care and handling of milk.

Cleanliness concerning these utensils cannot be overemphasized.

CORNELL STUDY CLUBS

Cornell study clubs are local organizations of farmers and their families,

which aim to promote the study of Cornell reading-course lessons. One of

the chief benefits of these clubs is that they furnish an opportunity and

an incentive for study. Often a helpfvil lesson will reach a farm home at

a time when the members are too busy to give it attention, and it is soon

forgotten. If, however, a special time is set aside for the study of reading-

course lessons at a club, it is likely that much more reading will be accom-

plished. The secondary purpose of Cornell study clubs is to increase

a neighborly feeling in the community and to offer an opportunity for an

exchange of thought on subjects of common interest. In the meetings of

a club the members should find enjoyment in an interchange of ideas and

a training for free and orderly self-expression.

The organization of' a Cornell study club can be easily effected even if

at first only half a dozen persons desire to form a group. The president

and the secretary of the club should be chosen, and the dates and places

for meetings decided on. The meetings should be held frequently

enough to maintain an active interest in them; regularly every two weeks

during the fall and winter is usually considered sufficiently often. If it

is not advisable to meet every fortnight in spring and summer, monthly

meetings are suggested. Study clubs hold their meetings in churches,
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grange halls, and at the homes of the members. The meetings shoiild

proceed under a definite order of business, the programs should be planned

carefully several weeks in advance, and the leaders should be selected and

held responsible for the success of the meetings. The supervisors of the

reading-courses will be pleased to suggest reference books and bulletins

to leaders who desire additional material for study, Reading-course

lessons should be obtained by the secretary of the club and distributed

to the members at least one week in advance of a meeting, so that the

members may be prepared for a general discussion, which should follow the

opening talk given by the leader.

Each study club should first become fully informed as to the material

available in the two reading-courses. The reading-course for the farm

discusses farm practices and important rural problems. The reading-

course for the farm home takes up such household subjects as sanitation,

foods, household management, and household furnishing. If the study

club is composed of men, the lessons shoiild be related to local agricultural

conditions, and should deal with operations in progress at the time of

year in which they are being discussed. Valuable suggestions for a club

composed of women will be found in Cornell Study Clubs, Cornell Reading-

Course for the Farm Home, Vol. I, No. 13. A number of Cornell study

clubs are promoting very successfully the study of the two reading-courses,

and are reaching both the men and the women of the commimity. Some

of the clubs discuss farm subjects and farm home subjects on the same

program; others divide into two groups for separate discussions, and hold

the remainder of the program in common. If a club desires to undertake

this more general organization, it may prove mutually advantageous to

men, women, and young people in many practical ways. Moreover, such

a club may have the inspiration of a larger membership and may exert

a wider influence.

Cornell study clubs may bring about cooperation in matters of public

concern, and may grow to be influential factors in promoting community

welfare. They may also prove of financial benefit by becoming agencies

for cooperative buying and selling. The success of the Cornell study

club must depend principally on local leadership. It is hoped that public-

spirited persons will find in the Cornell study clubs a means of improving

the agricultural and social conditions in their communities. Visits from

representatives of the college will be arranged when possible. Cordial

cooperation in establishing study clubs may be obtained by writing to

the Supervisor, Reading-Course for the Farm, or the Supervisor, Reading-

Course for the Farm Home, College of Agricultiire, Ithaca, New York.

• Whenever desired, study clubs may be conducted in connection with

the educational work of granges, churches, schools, and local agricultural
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societies. The following three ways are suggested in which reading-

course lessons may prove valuable to a study club or to any other organi-

zation :

1. For study by the entire membership previous to a general discussion

at a regular meeting.

2. To aid leaders in preparing for a program at a regular meeting.

3. For reference. A set of available lessons may be obtained for use

by a study club or for the library of any church, school, grange, or other

organization.

Bulletins and circulars of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment

Station may also he obtained Jar the above purpose by writing to the Mailing

Room, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

AVAILABLE READING-COURSE LESSONS FOR THE FARM,
ARRANGED BY SERIES

Residents of New York State may register for one or more of the series

mentioned below by addressing The Cornell Reading-Course for the

Farm, College of Agriciilture, Ithaca, New York.

SERIES LESSONS

The soil 74 Introduction to the principles of soil fer-

tility

42 Tilth and tillage of the soil

50 Nature, effects, and maintenance of humus
in the soil

70 Soil moisture and crop production

78 Land drainage and soil efficiency

Poultry 80 Incubation

10 Feeding young chickens

Rural engineering 8 Knots, hitches, and splices

*59 Sewage disposal for country homes

Farm forestry 12 The improvement of the woodlot

28 Recent New York State Laws giving relief

from taxation on lands used for forestry

purposes

40 County, town, and village forests

62 Methods of determining the value of timber

in the farm woodlot

The horse 46 Feeding and care of the horse

56 Practical horse-breeding

* Lesson for the Farm Home.
119
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SERIES

Dairying. . . .

Frtiit growing

.

16

32

54

60

82

84

22

36

48

52

72

Farm crops 20

24

66

Stock feeding 26

Vegetable gardening. . 34

58

Plant breeding. '. 38

44

68

Country life 64

76

LESSONS

Practical dairy problems

Composition of milk and some of its products

The dairy herd

Farm butter-making

Cream separation

The production of -clean milk (in press)

The culture of the currant and the goose-

berry

Culture of red and black raspberries and of

purple-cane varieties

Culture of the cherry

Culture of the blackberry

Culture of the grape

Alfalfa for New York

The rotation of farm crops

Meadows in New York
Computing rations for farm animals

Home-garden planning

Planting the home vegetable garden

Principles and methods of plant-breeding

Methods of breeding oats

Improving the potato crop by selection

The rural school and the community

Birds in their relation to agriculture in New
York State

The above list is correct to March 15, 1915. The demand may at any

time exhaust the supply of particular nimibers. Requests will be filled

as long as the supply lasts.
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DAIRYING SERIES

CREAM SEPARATION

DISCUSSION PAPER

A discussion paper is sent with each reading-course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying the most important points. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, observation, and self-expression. Each

discussion paper filled out and returned will be read carefully and a

personal reply will be made if further information or references for

advanced reading are desired. Practical suggestions on fami problems

will be sent gladl3^

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

reading-course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm

FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, COUNTRY LIFE. The

first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and subsequent

lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion papers. There-

fore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, the reader should sign

and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are answered or not.

By means of reading-course lessons, study clubs may be promoted, which

may become important factors in community welfare. Assistance will

be given in organizing and conducting clubs. The space below on this

page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading-course work, and also

for names and addresses of residents of New York State likely to become

interested on receipt of information.

[1891]
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper ij needed and number the

answers.)

I. Are you using one of the gravity methods of skimming cream? If so,

what one are you using, and what percentage of fat is left in the skimmed

milk?

2. If you are using a gravity method, are you experiencing difficulty in

churning because of a low percentage of fat in the cream?

3. If you are using one of the gravity methods, is the cream sold for

consiimption as sweet cream? If so, have you experienced any difficulty

in keeping it sweet?
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4. Arc you using a modem centrifugal separator? If so, what per-

centage of fat is left in the skimmed milk?

5. Have you found a variation in the percentage of fat in the cream
and in the skimmed milk from one period to another ? If so, how great

was the variation?

6. Are you able to attribute the variations noted in question 5 to any
conditions of separation? If so, what are the conditions?

7 . Where is your separator located ?
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8. Is the base of your separator level? Of what material is this base

composed; and is it easily cleaned?

9. What are the important considerations to be observed in washing the

separator ?

10. What do you think is the most important consideration in buying a

separator ?

Name.

.

Address

.

Date . . .
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE FRUIT OF THE APPLE

C. R. Crosby and M. D. Leonard

N'
'EARLY five hundred species of insects

have been reported as feeding on the

apple; however, a relatively small number
of species are responsible for the heavy losses.

In this lesson are discussed only the more
important insects that attack the fruit itself:

namely, codling moth, apple maggot, apple

redbugs, fruit-tree leaf-roller, and green fruit-

worms. The San Jose scale often stunts the

fruit and disfigures it with red spots; but, as

the more important injury is to the twigs and
branches, this insect will be discussed in a

future lesson. The plum curculio also causes

the fruit to become knotty and deformed; it

will be treated as a plum pest.

Owing to the stringent requirements of the apple packing law of 19 14,

fruit growers have been forced to take a greater interest in producing

fruit free from all blemishes caused by insects. In order to produce

clean fruit it is necessary that the fruit grower should be famihar with the

various types of injury caused by the more important insect enemies of

his crop, and that he should be acquainted with the more important facts

in their life history. Most injurious insects have at least one vulnerable

point in their life cycle when it is possible to do the most effective work in

destroying them. .Familiarity with the various stages of each pest is

necessary in order to ascertain which are these weak spots and when they

occur.

THE CODLING MOTH

Carpocapsa pomonella Linnasus

For nearly a century the codling moth has been the most serious insect

enemy of the apple in New York. A native of Europe it was introduced

into New England in the early part of the eighteenth century, whence
[1895]
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it gradually spread westward, reaching California about 1874. The losses

caused by the codling moth are often severe; from one-fourth to one-half

of the crop in the improtected orchards of New York State is sometimes

destroyed in this way. As a rule the percentage of infested apples is

greater during years when there is a short crop than when the yield is

large. The explanation of this is simple: when the crop is small there

are more caterpillars in proportion to the number of apples. The esti-

mated apple crop for New York State in 1914 was 6,500,000 barrels.

Asstmiing that one-fourth of the crop was destroyed by the codling moth,

the production of that year would have been 8,666,666 barrels. Thus
the loss was 2,166,666 barrels, or $2,166,666, estimating these apples at

$1 per barrel. According to the census of 1910 there were 11,248,203

bearing apple trees in New York State. It is estimated that 40 per cent

of these trees are sprayed at least once for the codling moth. The cost

of this work is not far from 10 cents per tree, or about $45,000. The sum
of the loss of the fruit and the cost of spraying necessitated by the codling

moth is at least $2,211,500, which represents the annual tax levied on

New York State by this insect.

Owing to its great economic importance the codling moth has received

more attention at the hands of entomologists than any other insect

injurious to fruits, and the facts of its life history have been worked out

with greater detail. Ranging throughout North America wherever the

apple is grown, it has adapted itself to the variations in climate by modify-

ing the length and number of generations produced annually. In New York
State there are one brood and a partial second brood annually, but in

the Lake Champlain district the second brood is so small as to be of little

importance. The insect is, therefore, not so destructive in this State

as it is farther south' where the longer growing season permits more

generations to develop.

Life history.— In New York the codling moth passes the winter as

a full-grown caterpillar, curled up in a tough silken cocoon under flakes

of bark or in crevices in the trees. While the greater niimber find suitable

winter quarters on the trees, a few occasionally secrete themselves- in

piles of rubbish, in adjacent fences, or in other dry, protected places.

Occasionally on yoimg smooth-barked trees the caterpillars do not find

a suitable hiding place on the trunk or branches, and they may then be

forced to spin their cocoons under stones or in the space between the

trunk and the soil; it is very doubtful if any of the caterpillars in these

situations survive the winter. The cocoon measures from one-half to

five-eighths inch in length and is composed of a thin tough layer of silken

thread, in which is mixed bits of the bark or wood to which it is fastened.

It is lined with white silk and the outside is rendered inconspicuous by
the addition of bits of dirt and bark
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Fig. 93.— Pupce of codling moth, in their cocoons. Enlarged

With the first warm days of spring the caterpillars begin to transform to

dark brownish pupae. The transformation usually takes place within the

cocoon in which

the caterpillar

spent the winter,

but in case the

cocoon is in a

deep crevice or

under a tight

flake of bark, the

caterpillar may
leave its winter

quarters to con-

struct a new
cocoon nearer

the surface; in the latter pupation takes place. Sometimes the cater-

pillar, without leaving the cocoon, merely opens the end and spins a silken

tube out to the surface through which the moth is easily able to gain its

freedom.

The pupa (Fig. 93) is about one-half inch in length; it is at first yellowish

in color, but later it turns brown. The rate at which the caterpillars trans-

form to pupae depends considerably on the temperature, and pupation is

greatly retarded by cold, backward weather. The average time spent in

the pupa state is about four weeks for the spring brood.

The moths emerge during a period of several weeks, but the time at

which the greater number appear

varies considerably with the season;

it is, however, usually about two

weeks after the blossoms fall. The
moths with wings expanded measure

about three-fourths of an inch. The
front wings have the general appear-

ance of watered silk, which effect is

produced by alternating irregular

lines of brown and bluish gray.

Near the hind angle is a large light

brown area, bounded on the inner

side by an irregular chocolate brown

band, and crossed by two similar

bands of a coppery or golden color

in certain Hghts. The hind wings are coppery brown, darker towards

the margin. The two sexes are very similar in appearance (Fig. 94).

Fig. 94.— Codling moth, enlarged
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Fig. 95.— Codling moth
greatly enlarged

egg,

If the weather is warm, egg laying begins in from three to five days

after the moths have emerged; but if the weather is cold, it may be deferred

for some time. The average life of the moth
is about ten days, and each female lays from

thirty to over one himdred eggs. The glisten-

ing, flat, oval, scalelike eggs are about half

the size of a pinhead in diameter (Fig. 95).

Those of the spring generation are laid mostly

on the leaves, though a few are sometimes

placed on the frtiit and branches. Though the

eggs are deposited throughout a period of

several weeks, the greatest number are laid

about three weeks after the blossoms fall. The
eggs of the spring brood hatch in from six to

ten days. In general in New York, though the condition of the weather

will alter this somewhat, the earliest laid eggs will begin to hatch about

three weeks after the petals fall, and hatching will be at its height about a

week later, or about four weeks after the petals fall This point is impor-

tant from the standpoint of control and should be borne well in mind.

The newly hatched caterpillars are about one-sixteenth inch in length

and semitransparent whitish in color with a blackish plate just behind the

head and another at the hinder end, which are known respectively as the

thoracic and anal shields. On the back are small blackish tubercles,

which become less distinct with age. These little larvse at first feed to a

slight extent on the leaves, but most of them make their way directly to

the young fruit where they begin feeding within the calyx lobes. Seventy

per cent or more of the caterpillars enter

the apples at the blossom end. It is this

fact that is taken advantage of in spraying

for the first brood of codling moth. After

feeding for a short time in the calyx cavity

(Fig. 96) the larva burrows to the core,

eats the seeds, and hollows out a large

cavity, which becomes filled with masses

of excrement loosely webbed together with

silk (Fig. 97). The length of time spent

in the apple by each larva varies con-

siderably, but averages about four weeks

for the first brood. The larva then bur-

rows to the surface and makes an exit

hole, usually on 'the side of the apple, which it keeps plugged with frass

(Fig. 98). When full grown the larva measures about three-fourths inch

Fig. 96.— Young codling moth
larva feeding in calyx cavity
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Fig. 98.— Exit hole

of codling moth
larva, plugged
with frass

97.— Full-grown codling moth
Imrroiving in an apple

in length and is pinkish white in color with the head darker brown and

the thoracic and anal shields lighter brown (Fig 99).

Most of the larvae come out of the

fruit before it falls, and crawl down

the branches until they find a suitable

place in which to spin cocoons. The
caterpillars of the spring brood are

divided into two classes: first, over-

wintering caterpillars, those that do

not transform to

pupifi until the fol-

lowing spring;

second, transforming

larvae, those that -

transform during the

same season pro-

ducing another gen-

eration. The larvae Fig.

that winter over spin

thicker, stronger cocoons than those that are destined

to transform during the same season. The cocoons of

the transforming larvae are used only for a short time, are therefore more

loosely woven, and are provided

with an exit tube for the moth. In

New York the transforming larvae,

as a rule, leave the fruit before

August I , but they comprise only a

small percentage of the total num-

ber that spin cocoons before that

date. The moths of the second

brood begin to emerge about the

first of August and continue until

the early part of September. Within

a few days these moths begin to

lay eggs, which hatch in about ten

days. A larger proportion of the

eggs of the second brood are laid

on the fruit than is the case with

the first brood, and a larger pro-

portion of the larvae of the second

brood enter the fruit at the side than did the first brood. These cater-

pillars remain in the fruit, on an average, between five and six weeks

Fig. 99.— Full-grown codling moth larva,

enlarged about three times
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The second-brood moths begin to appear in New York during the latter

part of July and the first of August, but the exact date of emergence

differs somewhat with the condition of the weather and the locality. If

May and June are cool and backward months, egg laying by the spring

brood of moths will be retarded, and consequently a much smaller number
of the caterpillars will complete their growth and leave the fruit before

the first of August. Since the moths that lay the eggs for the summer
brood of caterpillars must come from caterpillars that spin cocoons before

August I, under such circumstances this second, or summer, brood is

greatly reduced in numbers. On the other hand, a warm May and June
will accelerate the activities of the insects of the spring brood, so that

a greater number of caterpillars will spin cocoons before August i , thus

producing a larger and more important summer brood.

The time of emergence of the second brood can easily be determined

for any given locality by banding a few trees with burlap. A suitable

band may be made from a strip from ten to fourteen inches wide, folded

once lengthwise, and long enough to reach around the tree and have the

ends lap. The ends of the band are held in place by a nail driven lightly

into the tree where the ends meet. The bands should be in place by about

the first of July in order to get the first caterpillars that leave the fruit.

Some of the first-brood larv« will take shelter under these bands and spin

cocoons there. From about the middle of July on, these bands should

be examined every few days; and when empty cocoons are found, it is an

indication that the moths have begun to emerge, and that the 3^oung

caterpillars of the second, or summer, brood will be entering the apples

in about two weeks, depending, however, somewhat on the weather.

This is the only sure method of determining when the second-brood moths

are emerging, for the two broods overlap somewhat at times, and thus the

first individuals of the second brood are often on the wing before the last

of the first-brood moths have disappeared.

Natural enemies.— The eggs of the codling moth are often destroyed

by a tiny wasplike parasite that' deposits its eggs within the egg of the

codling moth. The minute larvae that hatch from these eggs devour the

contents of the egg of the host, transform to pupse within the eggshell,

and finally emerge as adult parasites through a hole in the shell. Four

of these parasites have been reared from a single egg. Other parasites

attack the larvae and pupae of the codling moth, and it is subject in all

stages to the ravages of predaceous insect enemies. In addition to the

parasitic and predaceous insect enemies that attack the codling moth in

its various stages, birds are efficient agents in holding the pest in check.

Over a dozen species feed on it. The downy woodpecker, the nuthatch, and

the chickadee destroy great nimibers of the larvae that winter under bark
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Fig. 100.— Bark flake showing hole

through which codling moth larva has

been extracted by woodpecker: a, inner

surface; b, outer surface

flakes. Small flocks of these birds may be seen in the orchard during the

fall and winter months carefully going over the trunk and branches of

the trees searching for insect food.

In Figure 100 a is shown an empty
codling moth cocoon on the inner

surface of a bark flake, and in b is

shown the outer surface of the flake

with a hole made by a woodpecker

in extracting the larva. Many such

flakes of bark may be found on

apple trees infested by the codling

moth. These birds are svich efficient

aids in destroying the codling moth
that it will pay the orchardist not

only to protect them but also in

many cases to attract them to the

trees by tying strips of beef fat or

suet to a few branches. Birds will

visit beef fat daily, and then spend hours in searching for insect food on

the trees.

Means ofcontrol.—As has already been

stated, seventy per cent or more of the

first-brood larvae enter the fruit at the

blossom end. On this important habit

of the codling moth rests the present

system of controlHng it with poison

sprays. When the petals fall from the

blossoms, the calyx lobes are spread

apart enclosing a cavity, the bottom of

which is formed by the bases of the

stamens standing close together on the

inner surface of the calyx cup, as shown

in Figure loi. In the control of the

codling moth an arsenical poison is

sprayed into this calyx cup. In a week

or so after the petals fall, the calyx

lobes close over the cavity and prevent

the poison from being washed out by

the rain. On entering the apple the

young caterpillar feeds for some time in

the calyx cup, and is thus killed by the poison before the fruit is injured.

The poison is applied just as the last of the petals are falling, because at

FiG. loi.— Section through newly set

apple showing calyx cavity, enlarged
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this time it can be sprayed into the calyx cup most easily. This is the

most important spray for the codling moth and should be applied with

great thoroughness. The material now almost always employed against

the codling moth is arsenate of lead. It may be used either in the paste

form or in the dry, or powdered, form. From four to six pounds of the

paste or from two to three pounds of the powder should be mixed with one

hundred gallons of water. It is necessary that the spray be applied with

a pump giving a pressure of from one hundred to two hundred pounds

per square inch, and the spray should be directed downward so as to hit

the young fruits squarely in the blossom end. In order to do satisfactory

work on the higher branches, the man handling the nozzle should stand

on an elevated tower high enough so that with an extension rod twelve or

fourteen feet long he can reach out over the top of the tree and by means

of an angle nozzle direct the spray downward into the ends of the young

apples. In the case of very tall trees it is impossible to thoroughly spray

the tops; and under such circimistances it is better to head in the trees

by judicious pruning. By doing very thorough work with this first spray

it is possible to produce a crop of apples from ninety-five to ninety-eight

per cent free from codling moth injury without making any later applica-

tions of the poison.

As has already been stated, the codling moths do not begin to emerge

until about a week after the petals fall, and the eggs do not begin to hatch

until about two weeks later, or three weeks after the petals fall. If an

additional poison spray is applied at the time when the young caterpillars

are hatching, many of them wiU be poisoned by feeding on the foliage

before reaching the apples, since a large proportion of the eggs are laid

on the leaves at some distance from the fruit. The spra}^ will also coat

the surface of the young fruits with, poison, and thus kill many of the

caterpillars that attempt to enter at the side. While this application is

not absolutely necessary for the control of the codling moth, nevertheless

a spray is usually applied about this time for the control of apple scab,

and it will do enough good to more than pay for the arsenate of lead used,

which is the only additional expense involved.

The best way to control the second brood of codling moths is to do

such thorough and careful work in spraying for the first brood that prac-

tically no caterpillars will survive to give rise to moths of the second

generation. In case, however, a person has been unsuccessful with the

earlier applications of the poison, it is sometimes advisable to spray for

the second brood about the first of August. As has been stated, the size

and the importance of this second brood depend on the earliness of the

first brood, and this in turn depends on the temperature during May and

June, When the season has been early, there is more danger that the
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crop will suffer from the attacks of second-brood larvse, and under such

circumstances, the late spray is more important than in years when growth

has been more backward in the early part of the season. Here again, it

is often desirable that poison be applied in combination with a fungicide

in order to prevent late infections of apple scab.

Spraying schedule for the codling moth

A. When the last of the petals are falling

Arsenate of lead, 4 to 6 pounds in 100 gallons of lime-sulfur (32°

Baume) diluted i to 40. This is the most important spray for

the control of codling moth and should never be omitted.

B. About three weeks after the petals have fallen

Arsenate of lead, 4 to 6 pounds in 100 gallons of lime-sulfiu- (32°

Baume) diluted i to 40.

C. About August I

Arsenate of lead, 4 to 6 pounds in 100 gallons of lime-sulfur (32°

Baume) diluted i to 40.

the apple maggot

Rhagoletis pomonella Walsh

Summer and early fall apples in New York vState are often badly infested

by small whitish maggots (Fig. 102)

about one-fourth inch in length, which

tunnel through the fruit in all direc-

tions. Although simmier and early

fall varieties are most susceptible,

winter apples are often seriously in-

jured. Subacid and sweet varieties

are most liable to infestation, but acid

varieties, such as Baldwin, Rhode

Island Greening, and Oldenburg, and

even crab apples are sometimes at-

tacked. Fameuse is very susceptible
, , .

, ^1 , 4. • 4.1, Fig. 102.— Lateral and dorsal view of
to mjury by the apple maggot m the

Jull-grown apple maggots. Enlarged

Lake Champlain district.

Life history.— The parents of this maggot are two-winged blackish

flies somewhat smaller than the house fly, with yellowish head and legs

and three or four transverse whitish bands on the abdomen. The wings

are marked with four confluent brownish bands (Fig. 103). In New York

these flies first appear in the orchard in early July, usually from about

the fourth to the middle of the month, and are common until the latter
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Fig. 103.— Female apple maggot fly

part of September. The flies feed for from one to three weeks before

egg laying begins. During this

time they may be observed lap-

ping drops of moisture from the

fruit. The manner in which they

take their food is interesting and

also important from the stand-

point of control. The mouth-

parts of these fruit flies are fitted

for lapping or licking rather than

for sucking or biting. The pro-

boscis (Fig. 104) is a tonguelike

organ roughened and somewhat

enlarged on the end, by means of which fluid or semifluid substances

may be lapped up.

As has been stated, from one to three weeks

of feeding must take place before the eggs are

fully matured within the body of the female.

At the end of this period egg laying begins.

The female bears on the end of the abdomen a

sharp ovipositor with which she inserts her

minute, elongate, whitish eggs into the pulp of

the fruit just beneath the skin (Fig. 105). Each
female is probably capable of laying between

three hundred and four hundred eggs. The eggs

hatch in from two to six days. Immediately on

hatching, the little maggots begin to tunnel just

beneath the skin or into the fruit, but they grow slowly until the fruit

begins to ripen or to decay (Fig. 106). Badly in-

fested fruit often shows large brown areas on the

skin, where decay has set in due to the presence of

the maggots. Sometimes the maggots tunnel just

beneath the skin, and in the light-colored varieties

these burrows show through as winding darker

areas. From this habit the insect has received,

in many localities, the name of railroad worm.

In many cases the apples are apparently sound at

picking time, but later when they begin to soften

in storage or in shipment, the maggots develop and

render them unfit for use.

The length of time that the maggots spend in

the apples varies considerably with the condition of the fruit and of the

Fig. 104.— Head of apple
maggot fly showing lap-

ping type of mouth parts

Fig. 105.

—

Egg of apple
maggot inserted in the

flesh of an apple just

beneath the skin.

Greatly enlarged
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weather. If the fniit is ripening and if the weather is warm, the larvse

may become fuUy developed within two weeks after hatching from the eggs;

while on the other hand if the fruit is hard and green and if the weather

Fig. 106.— Apples infested by apple maggots, cut open in order to show decaying
interior

is cold, the maggots do not mature so quickly, and the time of emergence

from the apples may be deferred for months. A case is on record where in

January maggots were observed leaving the apples in storage. The presence

of maggots in the fruit usually hastens decay and causes the apples to drop

to the ground. When the larva becomes full-grown, it leaves the fruit

by a small ragged exit-hole in the skin, burrows an inch or so into the

ground, and its skin contracts and hardens to fonii a tough leathery

protective covering known as a

puparium (Fig. 107), which some-

what resembles a grain of wheat.

Within this puparium a series of

remarkable changes takes place, in

which the organs of the larva are

broken down and made over into

those of the adult, or fly. By the

end of the second day the true pupa

is formed within this protective

covering, and the head, legs, and

wings of the fly become apparent.

In this stage the insect spends the

winter, and the following spring the fly emerges through a circular spHt at

the head end of the pupariimi. In New York, however, during the
120

Fig. 107.— Puparium of apple maggot,

enlarged. Natural size shown in upper
right-hand corner
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latter part of September a few of the puparia transform to flies and thus

produce a partial second brood. This brood is small and probably does

but little damage.

Means of control.-— Injury by the apple maggot is most severe in

neglected, unpruncd, unciiltivated, and unsprayed orchards. As a nile

it is rarely troublesome in orchards that are' properly cvdtivated and

that have regularly received the usual sprays made for the codling moth.

In orchards which for the past few years have been seriously infested

it would be advisable to make three or four applications of sweetened

arsenate of lead at intervals of a week, beginning when the flies first

appear on the trees. The sweetened spray is prepared according to

the following formvda:

Arsenate of lead 6 pounds.

Cheap molasses 2 gallons

Water 100 gallons

The sweetened spray need not be applied with the care used in ordinary

arsenical spraying, because it is in the nature of a bait to which the flies

are attracted and on which they feed and die.

THE APPLE REDBUGS

Heterocordylus malinus Reuter and Lygidea mendax Reuter

Although apple redbugs had

been iinder observation for some

years at Ithaca, the first serious

outbreak in New York State was

in the spring of 1908 in a large

orchard near Syracuse. Since that

time they have been increasing in

importance as an apple pest tmtil

they are now fairly common
through the apple-growing regions

of New York except in the northern

part of the State.

There are two kinds of apple

redbugs that are closely related

and resemble each other in general

appearance. For convenience in

referring to them, one has been
Fig. 108.— Adult apple redhug, enlarged n 1 ,1 1 n 1 .1

called the apple redbug and the

other the false apple redbug. The adult apple redbug is about one-foiirth

inch in length (Fig. 108) and varies in color from red to black, and the
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whole upper surface of the body is thinly covered with conspicuous

white, flattened, scalelike hairs. The

adult of the false redbug (Fig. 109) is

of aknost the same size as the preceding,

but the color is generally a lighter red,

and there are no white hairs on the upper

surface of the body.

Life history.—The life histories of these

two redbugs are similar. The insects

spend the winter in the egg stage. The

eggs are dull whitish, sharply curved,

and slightly compressed. These are in-

serted by the females, during late June

or early July, their full length into the

bark of the smaller branches, preferably

of the previous season's growth. As far

as is known, the eggs of the redbug are

Fig. 109.— Adidt false apple redbug,

enlarged

Fieri 10.— Section of twig showing egg

of false apple redbug

placed in a sHt in the bark at the

base of the fruit spurs and around

the buds, while those of the false

redbug are usually inserted in the

lenticels of the smooth two-year-old

wood (Fig. no). The eggs of the

redbug hatch after the fruit buds

burst, and hatching is about over by

the time the blossoms open. Those

of the false redbug hatch about a

week later, or while the trees are in

blossom.

The young nymphs of the two

species are very similar in appearance.

Those of the false redbug (Fig. in)

may be distinguished by their brighter

red color, the absence of darker mark-

ings on the thorax, and by the body's

being covered with fine short black

hairs. This species retains its bright

color until full-grown, but the redbug

(Fig. 112) becomes nearly black on

the thorax after the third molt.

The redbugs pass through five

immature, or nymphal, stages, the

wing pads becoming more apparent each time the skin is shed until
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Fig. III. Fifth stage nymph of false apple
redbug

with the fifth molt the wings are fully developed. The insects reach

maturity in about a month after hatching.

vShortly after hatching the young
nymphs make their way to the

leaves from which they suck the

juices by means of the slender

bristles within their beaks. The
leaves become spotted with minute

reddish dots due to the small

feeding-punctures of the nymphs.

This condition is often the first

indication of the presence of red-

bugs, since the insects themselves

are very shy and extremely dif-

ficult to locate among the opening

buds in an orchard. The nymphs
may live on the foliage until full-grown, but usually they attack the

fruit as soon as it sets (Fig. 113). The injury to the foliage though often

conspicuous is of little importance, and it is to the fruit that the

greatest damage is done. When the fruit is very young the bristles of

the young bug's beak may penetrate to the center. The tissue about

this puncture becomes discolored (Fig. 114) and hardens so that a

corky thread extends to the core. Many of the injured apples fall to

the ground, others dry up on the

trees, while the remaining ones

mature but are knotty and un-

marketable.

Apparently Rhode Island Green-

ing, Pumpkin Sweet (Pound Sweet),

Ben Davis, and Northern Spy, in

the order named, are the most

susceptible to injury, but other

varieties are also somewhat liable

to attack. Occasionally the entire

crop may be rendered worthless for

market, but ordinarily the extent

of the injury is much less. It

sometimes happens that about

twenty-five per cent of the crop

is rendered immarketable. Knotty

apples are also caused by curculio punctures and by aphis injury. Red-
bug injury may be distinguished from that of the plum curculio by

Fig. 112.— Fifth stage nymph of apple
redbug
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the fact that no tissue is removed, the juice merely being sucked out,

causing a smooth depression in the fruit (Fig. 115). The feeding and

egg-laying p u n c-

tures of the cur-

culio cause char-

acteristic scars, as

shown in Figure

116. Apliis injury

is characterized by

a puckering about

the blow end of the

fruit, which does

not appear in typi-

cal redbug injury.

Means of control.

— If onlv the true

redbug of the apple

is present in the

orchard, it can be

effectually con-

trolled by a thor-

ough application of
" black leaf in " ^^^' ^^^'— ^y^ph of apple redbug feeding on a young apple

tobacco extract. It should be mixed in the proportion of i pint to 100

gallons of water, and 4

or 5 pounds of soap

should be added to the

mixtiire in order to make
it stick and spread bet-

ter. This spray should

be applied about the

time the blossoms show

pink, in order to kill the

nymphs while they are

still yoimg. If, however^

as is usually the case,

the false redbug is also

present, the application

should be repeated just

after the blossoms fall

f>

Fig. 114.— Small apples cut open to show discolored

areas around the punctures made by redbugs

in order to kill the young of this species.

The two applications coincide with the first scab spray and the calyx
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Fig. 115.

—

Mature apple, showing
injury by redbugs

spray for the codling moth. " Black leaf 40 " can be satisfactorily com-

bined with the dilute lime-sulphur and arsenate of lead used at these

times. In this case the soap cannot be

added. These applications should be siiffi-

cient to control an ordinary infestation of

redbugs. In case, however, the insects are

present in great numbers, it is necessary to

use such large quantities of the spray liquid

that there is danger of foliage injury from

the lime-sulfur. Under such circumstances

the " black leaf 40 " spray should be applied

separately. It is necessary to spray for

redbugs at the times indicated, because a

little later, when the redbugs have become
larger, they are very resistant to the

sprays, and it is then much more difficult

to kill them. If the spraying is done too early some of the eggs will not

have hatched.

In order to spray successfully for redbugs ver}^ thorough work must

be done. The insects have mouth parts of the sucking type, and it is

therefore necessary to hit every insect with the spray so as to wet it

thoroughly. Moreover, the yoimg nymphs are extremely agile and

readily dodge to the other side of a branch or take refuge among partly

expanded clusters of leaves. In order to be most effective the spraying

shoi-dd be done on a warm day when the yoimg bugs are most active,

for in cool weather they often secrete themselves in the curls of the

unopened leaves where it is impos-

sible to reach them with a spray.

A fairly coarse nozzle with a moderate

pressure, from 100 to 120 pounds, will

be found the most satisfactory. When
the nicotine solution is combined with

lime-sulfur and arsenate of lead, a

finer nozzle should be used.

It is often desirable to determine

in advance of the spraying season

whether or not an orchard is infested.

This may be easily done by bringing

small branches indoors any time after

the first of March and by placing

them in dishes of water to force out the buds. If eggs are present on

these branches, the young redbugs wiU appear at the proper time and

Fig. 116.— Apple scarred by egg-laying

punctures of the plum curcidio
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will begin feeding on the leaves and the blossoms, and in this way a

person is easily able to determine which species is present.

"

the fruit-tree leaf-roller

Archips argyrospila Walker

For some years past, in Colorado and Missouri orchards this leaf

roller has been one of the most serious insect pests with which apple

growers have had to contend. It has been found in New York State

since 1874, and in 1888 and 1892 it was recorded as injuring apples and

pears to a slight extent, but it was not until 191 1 that it suddenly became

a serious apple pest. During the spring of that year the

insects appeared in very large numbers in an orchard in

Genesee County and in varying numbers in many other

orchards in the State. Since then it has been increasing

in importance as an apple pest, until during the past

season it caused more or less injury in most orchards

throughout the apple-growing sections and was very

injurious in certain widely separated orchards in western

New York.

The fruit-tree leaf-roller, though an apple pest, by no

means confines its attacks to this fruit. It is also very

destructive to pears and has been found feeding in this

State on sweet cherry, wild cherry, plum, quince, black

v^^alnut, and mountain ash. In the West it has been

Fig. 117.— Egg observed on rose, currant, gooseberry, apricot, Osage

Tree^ leaf-roller, orange, box elder, sassafras, and hazel, in addition to its

showing holes more common orchard food plants. It has also been
through which

collected from a number of different kinds of shade and
the young cater-

pillars emerged, forest trees.

^ ^^^^
Although this insect is not equally injurious from year

to year in any given locality, on account of its wide range of food

plants it is easily able to maintain itself in a section until such time as

conditions are favorable to its rapid increase. It may then suddenly

become one of the most serious pests with which the apple grower has

to deal.

Life history.— This insect spends the winter in the egg stage. The

eggs are laid on the smaller twigs and frtiit spurs in small oval, flat,

grayish patches, about one-fourth inch in diameter (Fig. 117). The

average ntmibcr of eggs in one of these masses is about one hundred and

fifty though this often varies considerably. Each egg mass is protected by

a smooth varnish-like substance. In New York State the eggs hatch

just as the buds are bursting, and by the time the blossoms show pink
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Fig. 1 1 8.— Mature apple, show-

ing scar of wound made by

fruit-tree leaf-roller when the

fruit was small

hatching is practically complete. The young caterpillars are about

one-twenty-fifth inch in length and of a light green color with a black

head and a black thoracic plate just behind

the head. They bore into the opening buds

and feed on the expanding leaves, which

they web together to form a loose nest. As

soon as the blossoms fall, the partly grown

caterpillars attack the fruit, first devouring

the calyx lobes and then eating large irregu-

lar holes in the young apples. It is to the

fruit that the chief injury is done, though

frequently many buds and much of the

foliage are destroyed, and in a number of

cases large orchards have been completely

defoliated by this insect. The most severely

injured apples soon drop from the tree ; those which are not so badly eaten

mature but are knotty.

The woimds made by the

caterpillars heal over,

leaving large, brownish,

corky scars, which render

the apples misshapen and

unmarketable (Fig. ii8).

The scars caused by the

leaf roller are, as a rule,

deeper than those made
by the green fruit-worm.

The caterpillars become

full-grown in about three weeks, at which time they measure about

one inch in length and are of a

light green color with head, legs,

and thoracic shield varying from

brown to black (Fig. 119.) They
then transform to brown pupse

(Fig. 120) within a rolled leaf

(Fig. 121) and in about ten days,

or early in June, the moths emerge.

These insects have a wing expanse

of from three-fourths of an inch

to one inch. The front wings are

mottled with various shades of rich

brown and yellowish white. Some are much darker than others, and

the distinctness of the markings varies considerably (Fig. 122).

Fig. 119.— Full-grown leaf-roller caterpillar

Fig. 120.— PupcB of fruit-tree leaf-roller
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The female moth lays her eggs in flat masses usually on the twigs and
smaller branches. In New York most of the eggs are laid by the last

of June, but they do not

hatch until the following

spring. There is only one

brood annually, about ten

months being spent in the

egg stage.

Means of control.— The
fruit-tree leaf-roller has

been found to be a diffi-

cult insect to control. It

often happens that its

most destructive out- p,^ ,^ t r » j u ^ . . , r „Jr'iG. 121.— Leaf rolled by fruit-tree leaf-roller
breaks occur in well-

sprayed, weU-cared-for orchards. This is because the eggs are not injured

by the lime-sulfur spray usually applied, and because the caterpillars

feed in the open only for a short time after the buds have burst, at

which time no arsenical is ordinarily applied to the trees. Thus this

insect is able to escape the applications usually given in a spraying

schedule.

The method employed in controlling the leaf roller will depend entirely

on the amount of infestation. This can be estimated by the amount

of injury done to the crop of the preceding year or less readily by an

examination of the trees for egg inasses. In cases where only a moderate

infestation is in-

dicated, a reason-

able degree of

control can be

obtained by thor-

ough spraying
with arsenate of

lead, 2I to 3

pounds in 100

gallons of water.

This should be

applied as soon

as the leaves of

Fig. 122.— Moth of fruit-tree leaf-roller the cluster buds

begin to open.

In cases of severe infestation, experience has shown that the pest can-

not be controlled by the use of arsenical sprays alone. In such cases
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the trees should be sprayed just before the buds open with a miscible

oil, I gallon in 15 gallons of water. Great care should be taken to do
thorough work and to apply the liquid so as to wet each egg mass. In

this way from seventy to ninety per cent of the eggs can be destroyed,

but this treatment alone cannot be relied on to control the pest. It must
be supplemented by one or two thorough applications of arsenate of

lead, 2 1 to 3 pounds in 100 gallons of water, made just after the buds

have opened. That is, the trees should be sprayed as soon as the buds

burst and then resprayed immediately.

green fruit-worms

Xylina antennata Walker, and other species

Although green fruit-worms are generally distributed throughout the

State they do not often become of importance as apple pests. They are

primarily forest insects feeding on the foliage of poplar, soft

maple, hickory, and wild cherry. Serious outbreaks have

occurred at long intervals, 1877, 1896, and again in 1913.

For the past two years they have been especially trouble-

some in the orchards of Clinton County. The scarcit}^

of these insects over long periods of time has been at-

tributed to adverse climatic conditions and to the depre-

dations of parasitic enemies. In years of abundance

these caterpillars are capable of causing great losses to

j^ „ the apple crop, and growers shoiild be familiar with the

of green fruit- nature of the injury and should understand the best
worm on twig, means of preventing such loss.
enlarged

Although there are three closely related species of green

fruit-worms commonly destructive to apples, they are all very similar in

appearance and habits. The parent moths appear in the orchard in

March or April and deposit their small, nearly globular, ridged, yellowish

eggs (Fig. 123) singly on the smaller branches or sometimes on the under-

side of the leaves. The moth has an

expanse of about one and one-half inches.

The fore wings are brownish gray with

obscure darker markings ; the hind wings

are lighter in color (Fig. 124). The
moths are sometimes a nuisance in sugar

maple groves, where they are attracted

to the sap and collect in great numbers
p^^ ^^^ _ ^^^j^ of green fruit-worm

in the sap pails.

The eggs hatch as the buds are biu-sting, and the young caterpillars

at first feed on the opening leaves. By the time the fruit sets most of
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Fig. 125. Green fruit-worms feeding on young
apples

the caterpillars are half grown, and they soon turn their attention to

the young apples. They begin feeding on the side of the apple and eat

out large rather shallow cavi-

ties, often continuing their

work until nearly half the

fruit is devoured (Fig. 125).

If the portion injured is not

too large, the wound heals

over, leaving a large, corky

scar, and the apple matures.

The scars made by the green

fruit-wonn are similar to

those caused by the fruit-tree

leaf-roller iDut, as a rule, are

not so deep, although in

many cases it is impossible

to determine from the

mature fruit which insect was

responsible for the injury.

Green fruit-worms work on

the fruit chiefly during May
though some continue feeding until nearly the middle of June. When
full-grown they range from an inch to an inch and a half in length and

are light yellowish or apple green in color. A narrow

cream-colored stripe extends down the middle of the

back and a wide cream-colored stripe along each side

with many similarly colored mottlings or spots, which

sometimes fojTn quite distinct stripes along the body

above the broad lateral stripes.

By the first week in June most of the caterpillars

have attained their full growth. They then burrow

into the soil beneath the trees to a depth of from one to

three inches where they roll and twist their bodies

about until a smooth earthen cell is formed. Most
of them then spin about themselves a thin silken

cocoon; others spin no cocoon.

Soon after entering the ground the caterpillars trans-

form within the cocoon or earthen cell to dark brown
pupae (Fig. 126). At the end of three months, or

about the middle of September, most of the moths

emerge and go into hibernation. Some of the pupge, however, remain

in the ground and do not trangifomi into moths until the following spring,

Fig. 126.—
Pupa ofgreen

fruit-worm,
enlarged
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Means of control.— When the caterpillars begin feeding on the fniit

most of them are about half grown. At this time they are very resistant

to poison sprays and it is then too late to do effective work against

them. The newly hatched caterpillars are more easily poisoned. Their

numbers may be greatly reduced by making one or two applications of

arsenate of lead, 5 or 6 pounds in 100 gallons of water, before the blossoms

open. In this case one of these sprays will coincide with the first scab

spray when the blossoms show pink, and the arsenate of lead should

be used in combination with the dilute lime-sulfur. In cases of severe

infestation it is important that a poison spray be applied just before the

blossom clusters separate.

ADVANCED READING-COURSES
Two advanced reading-courses are now offered by the Cornell Reading-

Course for the Farm: the advanced reading-course in fruit growing and

the advanced reading-course in vegetable gardening. These courses aim

to assist persons who desire to make a careful and systematic study of

these subjects. They are especially provided for members of the reading-

course for the farm who have completed a study of the available reading-

course lessons and who are now ready to specialize. A textbook, questions,

and correspondence are used in conducting each course. Statements on

important questions are prepared by the students, and are graded by an

instructor and retiirned with helpful comments and suggestions. This

provides an opportunity to have opinions and conclusions that are the

result of study or experience, judged and corrected by an expert. The
requirement of effort and thought on the part of the student by means

of questions, and the returning of corrected papers with the grades, offer

to the student some of the advantages of a correspondence course. The
only expense connected with the courses is the purchase of the textbook.

As this remains in the possession of the student, it may well be looked

on as a permanent investment. The cost for the textbook in the advanced

reading-course in fruit growing is $1.35, and in the advanced reading-

course in vegetable gardening is $1.65.

The following is an outline of the nature and the requirements of the

work given in the advanced reading-courses. The chapters in the text-

book are studied consecutively, one at a time. The student's purpose

should be to stud}% and not merely to read. Each chapter should receive

considerable time and thought. The best results will be obtained by

setting aside a definite time each day for the work. After making a careful

study of each chapter, clear and concise answers should be made to the

questions on it without referring to the text. In general it is expected

that the course will be completed within six months. The student should
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do the work regularly, covering at least one chapter every week, for by
so doing interest in the course will not drag, and better results will be

obtained.

Any resident of New York State who desires to enroll in either of the

advanced reading-courses should write for further information to the

Supervisor of the Reading-Course for the Farm, College of Agriculture,

Ithaca, New York.

AVAILABLE READING-COURSE LESSONS FOR THE FARM,
ARRANGED BY SERIES

Residents of New York State may register for one or more of the series

mentioned below b}^ addressing The Cornell Reading-Course for the

Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

series

The soil 74

42

50

Poultry

.

Rural engineering.

Farm forestn,^

70

78

80

10

8

12

28

40

62

The horse 46

56

Dair^dng 16

32

54

60

82

86

Lesson for the Farm Home.

LESSONS

Introduction to the principles of soil fer-

liHty

Tilth and tillage of the soil

Natiu*e, effects, and maintenance of humus
in the soil

Soil moisture and crop production

Land drainage and soil efficiency

Incubation

Feeding young chickens

Knots, hitches, and splices

Sewage disposal for countr\" homes

The impro^'ement of the woodlot

Recent New York State Laws gi\"ing relief

from taxation on lands used for forestry

purposes

Coiuity, touTi, and \allage forests

Methods of determining the ^^alue of timber

in the farm woodlot

Feeding and care of the horse

Practical horse-breeding

Practical dairy problems

Composition of milk and some of its products

The dairy herd

Farm butter-making

Cream separation

The production of clean milk (in press)
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SERIES

Fruit growing.

.

22

36

48

52

72

Farm crops 20

24

66

Stock feeding 26

Vegetable gardening. . 34

58

Plant breeding 38

44

68

Country life 64

76

Insect 84

lessons

The culture of the currant and the goose-

berry-

Culture of red and black raspberries and of

purple-cane varieties

Culture of the cherry

Culture of the blackberry

Culture of the grape

Alfalfa for New York

The rotation of fann crops

Meadows in New York
Computing rations for farm animals

Home-garden planning

Planting the home vegetable garden

Principles and methods of plant-breeding

Methods of breeding oats

Improving the potato crop by selection

The rural school and the conmiunity

Birds in their relation to agriculture in New
York State

Insects injurious to the fruit of the apple

The above list is correct to April 15, 191 5. The demand may at any

time exhaust the supply of particular numbers. Requests will be filled

as long as the supply lasts.



SUPPLEMENT TO

The Cornell Reading-Courses
PUBLISHED BY THE

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

B. T. Galloway, Dean

COURSE FOR THE FARM, ROYAL GILKEY, Supervisor

Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Ithaca, New York

VOL. IV. No. 84 MARCH 15, 191 5
INSECT SERIES

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE FRUIT OF THE APPLE

DISCUSSION PAPER

A discussion paper is sent with each reading-course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying the most important points. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, observation, and self-expression. Each
discussion paper filled out and returned will be read carefully, and a

personal reply will be made if further information cr references for

advanced reading are desired. Practical suggestions on fami problems

will be sent gladly.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

reading-course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, COUNTRY LIFE. The
first lesson in each series desired is sent on enroUm.ent, and subsequent

lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion papers. There-

fore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, the reader should sign

and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are answered or not.

By incans of reading-course lessons, study clubs may be promoted, which

may become important factors in community welfare. Assistance will

be given in organizing and conducting clubs. The space below on this

page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading-course work, and also

for names and addresses of any residents of New York State likely to become

interested in the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm.

[1919]
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

I. Describe the injury caused by codling moth, apple maggot, apple

redbugs, fruit-tree leaf-roller, and green fruit-worms.

2. Outline briefly the life history of the codling moth.

3. When would you spray for the codling moth? Give reasons.
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4. If at any time you have been unsuccessful in controlling the codling

moth, to what do you attribute your failure?

5. What varieties of apples have you observ^ed infested by the apple

maggot, and which of these were most severely injured?

6. What has been your experience in attempting to control the apple

maggot ?

7. Have you ever observed in your locality any apples injured by red-

bugs? What varieties are most subject to attack in your region?

121
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8. How can the injury to the fruit by redbugs be distinguished from

that caused by the plum curculio or the apple aphis?

9. Have you ever used a miscible oil as a dormant spray on the apple

to control the leaf roller? If so, with what results?

10. How would you spray an apple orchard badly infested with codling

moth, redbugs, and green fruit-worm?

Name. .

Address

.

Date . . .
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PUBLISHED BY THE

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

B. T. Galloway, Dean

COURSE FOR THE FARM, ROYAL GILKEY. Supervisor

Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Ithaca, New York

VOL. IV. No. 86 APRIL 15, 1915
DAIRYING SERIES

No. 6

THE PRODUCTION OF CLEAN MILK

T. J. McInerney

The va\\k ordinance which went into effect in New York on January i

,

19 1 5, is of importance to all milk producers within the State, unless their

Fig. i7j. An inexpensive lam hut one in which clean milk is produced by means
of careful attention to methods

milk has been graded by some local regulation or ordinance established

prior to September i, 19 14.

The chief provisions of this ordinance may be briefly stated as follows:

The milk is to be graded, with the exception of certified milk, according

to the health of the cows, the sanitary conditions existing in the dairy

barn and the milk house as determined by the dairy score, the bacteria

content of the milk or the cream, and the fact that the milk or the cream
[1923]
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has or has not been pasteurized. With the exception of certified milk, the

different grades of milk are defined in the code as follows:

" Grade A Raw "

" Grade A Pasteurized
"

" Grade B Raw "

" Grade B Pasteurized
"

" Grade C Raw "

" Grade C Pasteurized
"

Since the Government score card endorsed by the Official Dairy

Instructors' Association is to be used in scoring the dairies, it may be

'-r-

11 1

Fig. 128.— Interior of ham shown in figure i2y

well to give a brief explanation of it here. This score card (pages 1925

and 1926) attempts to enumerate the points that a good dair}^ should

possess, and gives these points a nimierical value. This card may be

cut out and used in scoring the reader's dairy. Probably the dairy score

card is most valuable in an educational way. It is educational to the

farmer or dairyman because it points out certain defects and shows wherein

he can improve; it is educational to the consumer because he can see

which dairies are best from a sanitary standpoint. The score card is

divided into two parts, equipment and methods. The equipment is
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SCORE CARD USED IX EXFORCIXG THE MILK ORDIXAXCE

Indorsed by the Official Dairy Instructors' Association

Owner or lessee of farm

P. O. Address State _

Total number of cows Number milking

Gallons of milk produced daily _ !

Product is sold by producer to families, hotels, restaurants, stores,

or to dealer

For milk supply of _

Permit No Date of inspection 191....

Remarks _„

{Signed}.

Inspector
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SCORE

Equipment

cows
Health

Apparently in good health. . . . i

If tested with tubercuhn with-
in a year and no tubercu-
losis is found, or if tested
within six months and all

reacting animals removed . . 5
(If tested within a year and

reacting animals are found and
removed, 3)
Food, clean and wholesome
Water, clean and fresh

Location of stable
Well drained I

Free from contaminating sur-

roundings I

Construction of stable

Tight, sound floor and proper
gutter .2

Smooth, tight walls and ceil-

ing I

Proper stall, tie, and manger. . 1

Provision for light: Four sq. ft.

of glass per cow
(Three sq. ft., 3; 2 sq. ft., 2; i

sq. ft., I. Deduct for uneven dis-

tribution.)
Bedding
Ventilation

Provision for fresh air, control-
lable flue system 3

(Windows hinged at bottom,
1.50; sliding windows, i; other
openings, .50)

Cubic feet of space per cow,
500 feet 3

(Less than 500 ft., 2; less than
400 ft., i; less than 300 ft., o)

Provision for controlling tem-
perature I

UTENSILS

Construction and condition
utensils

Water for cleaning
(Clean, convenient, and abun

dant)
Small top milk pail

Milk cooler
Clean milking suits

of

MILK ROOM OR MILK HOUSE
Location free from contaminat-

ing surroundings
Construction of milk room

Floor, walls, and ceiling '. i

Light, ventilation, screens. . . . i

Separate rooms for washing
utensils and handling milk. . . .

Facilities for steam (Hot water,
0.5)

Total

Score

PerfectiAUowed

40

Methods

COWS
Clean

(Free from visible dirt, 6)

Cleanliness of stable
Floor 2

Walls I

Ceiling and ledges i

Mangers and partitions i

Windows i

Stable air at milking time
Freedom from dust 3
Freedom from odors 2

Cleanliness of bedding
Barnyard

Clean I

Well drained i

Removal of manure daily
To 50 feet or more from stable

MILK ROOM OR MILK HOUSE
Cleanliness of milk room

Total

.

Score

Perfect Allowed

UTENSILS AND MILKING

Care and cleanliness of utensils

.

Thoroughly washed 2

Sterilized in steam for 15
minutes 3

(Placed over steam jet or
scalded with boiling water, 2.)

Protected from contamination 3
Cleanliness of milking

Clean, dry hands 3
Udders washed and wiped ... 6
(Udders cleaned with mcist

cloth, 4; cleaned with dry cloth
or brush at least 15 minutes be-
fore milking, i)

H.\NDLING THE MILK

Cleanliness of attendants in milk
room

Milk removed immediately from
stable without pouring from
pail

Cooled immediately after milk-
ing each cow

Cooled below 50° F
(51° to 55°, 4; 56° to 60°, 2)

Stored below 50° F
(51° to 55°. 2; 56° to 60°, i)

Transportation below 50° F
(51° to 55°, 1.50; 56° to 60°, I)

(If delivered twice a day allow
perfect score for storage and
transportation.)

60

Equipment + Methods

.

-Final Score

Note i — If any exceptionally filthy condition is found, particularly dirty utensils, the total score may
be further limited.
Note 2 — If the water is exposed to dangerous contamination, or if there is evidence of the presence

of a dangerous disease in animals or attendants, the score shall be o.
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given a value of 40 per cent and the methods 60 per cent. The reason

for this difference is that a man may have a poor dairy barn, that

is, a poor equipment as to

buildings and the like, but
•
i- 1 • , 11 • Not brushed, 1200 bacteria

if he IS neat and clean m
his methods, he can pro-

duce a good grade of milk B^^^^ed. 2280 bacteria

and receive credit for his

clean methods on the score

card. In figures 127 and increase, loSo bacteria

128 are shown the exterior

and the interior of an ine.X- Fig. 129.— A diagram showing the increase in the

1 T> r 1 bacteria content of milk caused bv brushing the
pensive bam. B>^ careful ^^.^^ immediately before milking

'

attention to methods, milk

was produced in this bam that had an average for one year of 5133

bacteria per cubic centimeter in morning's milk' and 5000 bacteria per cubic

centimeter in night's milk.

Because a man may have an excellent or a very expensive dairy farm,

it does not follow that a good grade of milk is produced. If the methods

are unclean, the milk will be of an inferior quality, and the score will be

reduced under methods.

THE cow

First of aU in the production of clean milk, it is necessary to have healthy

cows. If the cows are diseased, their milk may contain disease-producing

bacteria or be othen\4se unfit for use. Special attention should be given

to the condition of the udder, and any milk that appears slimy, ropy,

watery, colored, or otherwise abnormal should be discarded. A skilled

veterinarian may do much to determine the general health of a cow by

giving her a thorough physical examination. Clean and wholesome

food, as well as plenty of clean fresh water, are essential. If the watering

trough and surroundings arc kept clean, there is less chance of the water

supply's being contaminated.

The surface of the cow's body is one of the most important sources

of milk contamination. It is therefore essential that extra care be given

to keep the cow clean. Cows kept on pasture usually keep cleaner than

those kept in the bam, but in either case thorough grooming is necessary

to remove loose hairs, dust, microorganisms, and the like, so that they

will not fall into the milk pail. The process of grooming, feeding, or

bedding the cows tends to fill the air with dust and bacteria; therefore

these operations should be done long enough before milking to give the

dust plenty of time to settle. The increase in the bacteria count in milk

drawn shortly after grooming and feeding is shown in figures 129 and
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130. The data used in the construction of these diagrams were taken
from experiments conducted at the Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural

Experiment Station. 1

A damp cloth used on

the cow's udder and
flanks just before milk-

ing will remove most of

the dust and loose hairs

that might otherwise fall

into the milk pail. This

will reduce the bacteria

count, as is shown in

figure 131.

Before feeding, 1230 bacteria

After feeding, 3650 bacteria

Increase, 2420 bacteria

Fig. 130.—A diagram showing the increase in the bacteria

content of milk caused by feeding the cows dry corn stover

immediately before milking

THE STABLE

High ground sloping toward the south or the east is an ideal site for a

barnyard in this State, for a slope in either of these directions protects

the animals from the prevailing winter winds. Pigpens, outhouses, piles of

manure, and . the hke, left standing in the barnyard, may be sources of

contamination.

The construction of the stable may be of less importance than careful

methods in the production of clean milk, but it should be such as to lighten

the labor necessary for keeping the stable and its equipment clean. The
most common defect in dairy stables is a lack of cleanliness. The interior

of the barn should be so constructed that dirt, cobwebs, and the like,

cannot easily collect. The stable floor and the gutter should be made
of some material, such as cement, that will not absorb moisture, but

that is easy to clean and disinfect in case of necessity. A swing stan-

chion is more comfort-

Not wiped, 705s bacteriaable for a cow than a

rigid one, and should be

so constructed that it

does not collect dirt.

The length of the stalls

should be such that the

cows can stand comfort-

ably and the droppings p^^, \t,\.~ A diagram showing the decrease in the bacteria

fall into the gutter. A content of milk caused by wiping the cows' udders with a
rn • , . r 1 damp cloth immediately before milking

sufficient amount oi clean ^ .
&

bedding should be used to insure the comfort and the cleanliness

of the cows.

Wiped, 715 bacteria

Decrease, 6240 bacteria

1 Quality of milk affected by common dairy practices. By W. A. Stocking, jr.

Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 42.

Connecticut (Storrs)
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Another requirement of a sanitary cow stable is good light, which is

necessary in order that the work may be properly done and that the

general health of the animals may
be good. A good coat of white-

wash applied to the interior of the

stable at least twice a year is a

ver^' inexpensive and cfificicnt

method of keeping it light and

clean; a bright, clean stable is a

great incentive to the production

of clean milk. Sunlight is one of

our greatest natural disinfectants,

and the stable should have plenty

of window space so that the sun-

light can enter. If light is lacking

on the underground side of a

basement stable, a window may
be cut in the floor above according

figure 132.

Good ventilation, as well as plenty of sunlight, is necessary for the

health of the animals. I?very dairy stable should have soinc system of

ventilation to keep the air fresh and pure and the cows comfortable and

unexposed to injurious drafts. Poor ventilation usually means poor

sanitary conditions. One good method of ventilation is the King system,

but this will not work unless the building is tight. Simple direct openings
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Open

Coi^erecf

Open

Coi/ered

Open

Cot/ered

Open

Cot^ered

GOOD CONDITIONS
Barn 1

!t>iO bacteria

280 bacteria,63 per cent excluded

Batn 2
bOOO bacteria

2000 bactena, bbpercent ex^cluded

THE CONSTRUCTION AND THE CARE OF DAIRY UTENSILS

Probably no one thing will have a more beneficial effect on the pro-

duction of clean milk than

the use of a small top, or a

covered, milk pail (Fig.

134). There seems to be a

prejudice on the part of

many dairymen against this

type of pail, based on the

ground that it is difficult

to use. Perhaps a part of

this 'prejudice is due to the

fact that some impractical

pails have been put on the

market. There are, how-

ever, many good types of

sanitary pails (Fig. 133), and

careful inquiry has shown

that not a single dairyman

who has given this type

of pail a fair trial would

go back to using the old

wide mouth type. A pail

that is about two-thirds or

general use.

/i^eraqe of B pails

MEDIUM CONDITIONS
33150 bacteria

17-^0 bacteria, 95per cent excluded

POOR CONDITIONS
3^39,000 bactena

'

lOSpOO bacteriaj97per cent excluded

Fig. 134.

—

A diagram showing the effect of a small top,

or covered, niUk pail in eliminating bacteriafrom milk.

The relative number of bacteria in each case is shown
by the length of the lines, but a different scale is re-

quired in each of the four cases because of the great

variation in the riiiniber of bacteria, as shown by the

figures

three-fourths covered is

All dairy utensils

should be so con-

structed that they can

be easily cleaned. This

means that all crevices

and seams of the uten-

sils must be well flushed

with solder (Fig. 135).

If the seams and crev-

ices are left open, as

in diagram A, milk will

accumulate in these
places; it is practically

impossible to thor-

oughly wash and steri-

lize such utensils. This

Fig. 135.

—

A diagram showing the wrong and the right kinds

of a" milk pail. A shows the ordinary type, which has

a sharp angle between the sides and the bottom; B shows

the same pail properly flushed with solder, so as to

facilitate thorough cleaning. The lower figure represents

a joint as ordinarily made in tinware. The depression (a)

affords a place of refuge for bacteria, from which they

are not readily dislodged. This joint should be filled

completely with solder

deposit of partly decomposed milk forms an excellent breeding place

for bacteria, which contaminate each fresh lot of milk put into the
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utensil. This contamination may be so great as to very seriously affect

the keeping quality of the milk.

The proper procedure in cleaning any dairy utensil is as follows: First,

rinse the utensil in lukewarm water; second, wash it thoroughly with a
brush in a strong solution of hot water and washing powder, about a hand-
ful to a 12- or 14-quart pail of water; third, scald it with boiling water
or place it in a steam sterilizer. The reason for each step in the pro-

cedure is as follows: Lukewarm water is used for rinsing the utensil

because milk contains about .7 of i per cent of albumen, which is

coagulated and precipitated on the utensil so that it is very hard to remove
if water of a temperature of 160° F. or above is used. The utensil should

be washed in a strong solution of alkali powder and hot water because

normal milk contains about 4 per cent of milk-fat, and this solution will

dissolve any fat that is on the utensil. A brush is best to use for this

work because it enters the seams and crevices better and can be kept

clean much more easily than a cloth, which may be a breeding place

for bacteria unless great care is given to cleaning it each time after using.

The utensil must be sterilized in order to be perfectly clean. If water

is used for this purpose, it must have a temperature of 180° F. or higher

in order to kill all bacteria that may be present. The utensil should be

left in this water for at least several minutes in order to become sterile.

The value of thorough sterilizing of utensils is shown by the following

results of bacteriological tests of milk samples taken from dairies where

the utensils were properly scalded and where they were not scalded.

All these samples were taken on the same days, as the producers delivered

the milk to the dealer. A's utensils were properly washed and scalded

twice a day, but B's were not scalded.

Date, of taking sample

1913
November i . .

.

1914
January 20
January 30
March 14
March 28
April II

April 20
May 18

May 25
June I

June 9
June 18

June 26

Average

Bacteria
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The figures in the preceding table show the very important part the

steriHzation of utensils plays in the production of clean milk.

On the official dairy score card, the two dairies showed the following

score

:

Equipment + Methods - I'inal Score

A= 29.3 + 48.1 = 77.4

B= 28.0 + 37.2 = 65.2

The equipment in B's case was about the same as in A's, but the

methods in A's case were nearly 11 per cent better; methods and not

equipment count most in the production of clean milk.

THE MILK, ROOM OR THE MILK HOUSE

The location and the construction of the room or the house in which the

milk is handled and the utensils washed is also a very important factor in

clean milk production. The
milk house, should be so

located that it will have

good drainage and be free

from any contamination.

The principal purpose in

building a milk house is to

provide a place where the

milk and the utensils may
be handled apart from all

other dairy operations.

The millc room or milk

house should be so con-

structed and cared for that

it will be thoroughly clean.

Smooth, tight walls and

ceilings are desirable for

the same reason here as in

the dairy bam, that is, they

prevent the collection of

dirt. Milk house floors made of cement are more sanitary and

durable than wood floors, because they do not readily absorb moisture,

are more easily cleaned, and are not injured by water used in

cleaning the utensils and the floor itself. The milk house should be well

supplied* with fresh air and sunlight, and special care should be taken to

have the air free from odors. It is a well-known fact that milk will readily

take up odors, and, for this reason if no other, a clean milk house is neces-

FiG. 136 - A galvanized iron sterilizer,

inexpensive and saves labor

This [is
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sar}^ if the milk is to be properly handled. FHes and other insects may-

be kept out of the milk house by having the doors and the windows

properly screened. A good supply of fresh water is one of the require-

ments of a well-equipped milk house.

The milk room should be provided with faciHties for heating a liberal

supply of water for

washing and sterilizing

the utensils. This may
be done on a stove or

by turning steam into

a half barrel. Either

boiling water or steam

will do efficient steriliz-

ing if properly used. If

a supply of steam can

be had, the sterilizing

process can be simpli-

fied by placing all of the

utensils in a sterilizer,

where they are all

treated at one time

with less labor than is

necessary to thoroughly

scald each piece with

boiling water. There

are several forms of

good, efficient sterilizers

on the market of the

general type shown in

figure 136. All of the

utensils used during the

entire day can be steri-

lized at one time in

one of these machines.

Larger forms of stationary sterilizers can be built of concrete or hollow

tile, as shown in figure 137. If a steam sterilizer is used, the utensils

will be dried by their own heat if the steam is allowed to escape immedi-

ately after the heating period. The door can then be closed, and the

utensils are thus protected from contamination until ready for use. The

length of time necessary to sterilize the utensils, or to heat the sterilizer

and its contents to the temperature of the steam, should be determined.

In the small iron sterilizers, this requires only a few njinutes, while in

Fici. 137.— A stationary sterilizer constructed of concrete

and hollow tile. The racks and doors are of wood
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the large concrete or tile sterilizers, it may require from twenty to thirty

minutes.

COOLING

If the bacteria count of milk is to be kept low, it is absolutely necessary

to keep milk cool. Not all bacteria multiply at the same rate, but some
of them multiply as often as every twenty minutes under favorable con-

ditions. It is easily seen that even with a small initial contamination,

the bacteria count of a sample of milk would, under favorable conditions,

soon amount to hundreds of thousands of germs per cubic centimeter.

The manner of cooling milk on farms varies, but the method used does

not matter provided a few precautions are observed. The milk should

be cooled quickly in order to prevent bacterial growth, as shown by the

following table

:

Effect of Different Temperatures for Twelve Hours on the Growth of
Bacteria and on the Keeping Quality of Milk

I II

Kept at 45° F.
*

Kept at 50° F.

Number of bacteria, 9,300 Number of bacteria, 18,000
Curdled in 75 hours Curdled in 72 hours

III IV
Kept at 55° F. Kept at 60° F.

Number of bacteria, 38,000 Number of bacteria, 453,000
Curdled in 49 hours Curdled in 43 hours

V VI
Kept at 70° F. Kept at 80° F.

Number of bacteria, 8,800,000 Number of bacteria, 55,300,000
Curdled in 32 hours Curdled in 28 hours

The cooling should be done in a place free from dust, odors, flies, and

contamination from cats and dogs. The cooler, or the utensil in which the

milk is cooled, must be clean and, as far as possible, sterile. Care must

be taken to prevent the refrigerating substances from spattering into

the milk. Probably one of the most satisfactory methods of cooling

milk on farms is to set the cans of milk in a tank of ice water. Any tank

may be used for the purpose, but one made of cement is best because it

is durable and easy to clean. One thing must be emphasized, that is, the

necessity of stirring the milk at least every ten minutes during the process

of cooling. If the milk is not stirred, that around the inside of the can

will cool rapidly, while that in the center of the can will remain com-

paratively warm.

THE CARE OF MILK IN THE HOME

If the producer and the dealer follow out the suggestions given in this

lesson, the consurner will receive clean, cold milk, After the milkman
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has left the milk at the consumer's door, the constimer should see that

the milk is properly cared for until time for use. If possible, the consumer
should buy bottled milk and should keep it in the bottle until used. If

unbottled milk is bought, it should, if possible, be received from the

miUcman by some member of the household and poured at once into a

clean vessel. Milk may be contaminated by cats or dogs if it is not prop-

erly cared for immediately after delivery. Even bottled milk may be

so contaminated if the cap is not protected. Milk should not be allowed

to remain exposed to the ra}\s of the sun, for milk thus exposed, even if

it has been delivered in good condition, may sour within a few hours.

Milk should be placed in a refrigerator or some other cool place, because,

except in cold weather, it cannot be kept without some cooling agent,

such as ice or cold air. The atmosphere in which milk is kept should

be free from odors. The top of the bottle should be carefully wiped or

rinsed before the milk is poured from it, so that the dirt that may have

collected there will not get in the milk. After the bottle has been emptied,

it should be cleaned and set in its proper place so that the millonan may
collect it when delivering the next day's supply of milk. If any infectious

or contagious disease, such as typhoid fever, scarlet fever, diphtheria, and

the like, should break out in the family, no bottles should be returned to

the milkman without the knowledge of the attending physician, as this

may be a means of transmitting the disease to another family.

ADVANCED READING-COURSES

In order to meet the growing demand for systematic home study courses

made by those who are unable to attend even a twelve weeks' winter course

at Cornell, advanced reading-courses are offered in fruit growang and vege-

table gardening. A third course in poultry keeping is in preparation.

Poultry keepers who desire to study further than is possible by means of

the reading-course lessons on poultry may register now for informa-

tion that will be available later in regard to the advanced reading-course

in poultry husbandr}\

The two courses now offered arc conducted by means of a textbook,

questions, and correspondence. Statements on important points are

prepared by the students, and are graded by an instructor and returned

with helpful comments and suggestions. In this way the courses present

an opportunity to have opinions and conclusions that are the result of

study or experience, reviewed by an expert. The only expense connected

with either course is the purchase of a textbook at a nominal price. As

the textbook is recognized as a standard book, it is well worth owning,

especially at the reduced price offered to members of the course.
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The advanced reading-course in fruit growing offers to fruit growers

up-to-date information on successful orchard practices and marketing

problems. Some of the subjects covered in the course are: selecting

varieties, orchard culture, fertilizers, cover crops, priming, orchard insects,

diseases of finut trees, spraying, renovating old orchards, picking and

handling fruit, storing fruit, grading and packing, marketing, and adver-

tizing. The course is composed of tw^enty-two lessons. The student is

encouraged to cany forward his work in the light of his own experience,

and to make the connection between text and orchard as intimate as

possible. The following is an outline of the nature and the requirements

of the work given in this courvSe. The chapters in the textbook are studied

consecutively, one at a time. The student's purpose should l)e to study,

and not merely to read; therefore each chapter shoidd receive consider-

able time and thought. The best results will be obtained by setting aside

a definite time each day for the work. After making a careftd study of

each chapter, clear and concise answers should be made to the questions

on it without referring to the text. In general, it is expected that the

course will be completed within six months. The student should do the

work regularly, covering at least one chapter every week, for by so doing

the interest in the course will not drag and better results will be obtained.

The advanced reading-course in vegetable gardening is conducted

similarly to the course in fruit growing. Additional references to books

and periodicals, to which the reader may have access, are suggested, and

supplementary reading is encouraged. A list of free bulletins and direc-

tions for obtaining them is furnished. Every effort is made to help the

student make application of his studies to his local problems. This course

is composed of sixty lessons, forty of which offer brief, complete discus-

sions on as many different vegetables, making the coiirse especially thor-

ough and practical. Although the problems of vegetable gardening are

discussed from a commercial standpoint, the home gardener may easily

adapt the information to his needs.

An}^ resident of New York State who desires to enroll in the advanced

reading-courses in either fioiit growing or vegetable gardening, or wishes

to receive infonnation later on the advanced reading-course in poultry

htisbandry, should write to the Supervisor of the Reading-Course for

the Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.
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AVAILABLE READING-COURSE LESSONS FOR THE FARM,
ARRANGED BY SERIES

Residents of New York State may register for one or more of the series

mentioned below by addressing The Cornell Reading-Course for the

Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

SERIES

The soil 74

42

50

Poultry

.

Rural engineering.

Farm forestry. . .

.

The horse.

Dairying.

Fruit growing.

70

78

80

10

8

12

28

40

62

46

56

16

32

54

60

82

86

22

36

48

52

72

LESSONS

Introduction to the principles of soil fer-

tility

Tilth and tillage of the soil

Nature, effects, and maintenance of humus
in the soil

Soil moisture and crop production

Land drainage and soil efificiency

Incubation

Feeding young chickens

Knots, hitches, and spHces

Sewage disposal for country homes

The improvement of the woodlot

Recent New York State Laws giving rehef

from taxation on lands used for forestry

purposes

County, town, and village forests

Methods of determining the value of timber

in the farm woodlot

Feeding and care of the horse

Practical horse-breeding

Practical dairy problems

Composition of milk and some of its products

The dairy herd

Farm butter-making

Cream separation

The production of clean milk

The culture of the currant and the goose-

berry

Culture of red and black raspberries and of

purple-cane varieties

Culture of the cherry

Culture of the blackberry

Culture of the grape

Lesson for the Farm Home.
122
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SERIES

Farm crops 20

24

66

Stock feeding 26

Vegetable gardening. . 34

S8

Plant breeding 38

44

68

Country life 64

76

Insect 84

LESSONS

Alfalfa for New York

The rotation of farm crops

Meadows in New York
Computing rations for farm animals

Home-garden planning

Planting the home vegetable garden

Principles and methods of plant-breeding

Methods of breeding oats

Improving the potato crop by selection

The rural school and the comm.unity

Birds in their relation to agriculture in New
York State

Insects injurious to the fruit of the apple

The above list is correct to April 15, 191 5. The demand may at any

time exhaust the supply of particular numbers. Requests will be filled

as long as the supply lasts.
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THE PRODUCTION OF CLEAN MILK

DISCUSSION PAPER

A discussion paper is sent with each reading-course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying the rtiost important points. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, observation, and self-expression. Each
discussion paper filled out and returned will be read carefully, and a

personal reply will be made if further information or references for ad-

• vanced reading are desired. Practical suggestions on farm problems will

be sent gladly.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

reading-course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, INSECT, COUNTRY LIFE.

The first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and subsequent

lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion papers. There-

fore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, readers should sign

and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are answered or not.

By means of reading-coiu-se lessons, study clubs may be promoted, which

may become important factors in community welfare. Assistance will

be given in organizing and conducting clubs. The space below on this

page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading-course work, and also

for names and addresses of any residents of New York State likely to become

interested in the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm,

lm9]
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{In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number tlie

answers.)

I. '\\'liicli do you feel is more important in producing clean milk,

methods or equipment?

2. Is it very much more expensive to produce clean milk than

dirty milk?

3. What are the most important steps in keeping the bacteria count

of the milk low?
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4. What is the proper method of cleaning dairy utensils?

5. What should be the temperature of the water used for scalding

dairy utensils?

6. Why are healthy cows necessary in the production of clean milk:
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7. What arc the five most important points mentioned under equipment

in the score card?

8. What are the six most important points mentioned under methods

in the score card?

g. What do you think is the chief value of a score card?

[o. What are you doing to raise the score of your dairv'?

Name.

Adress

.

Pate.,
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FEEDING YOUNG CHICKENS

Clara Nixon^

The important objects to be accomplished in the feeding of young

chickens are : (i) To bring to maturity or to marketable size and age as

large a proportion of the hatch of chicks as possible; (2) to enable

the chicks to develop large, strong, well-proportioned frames and good

plumage for their variety; (3) to provide for as rapid a growth as is attain-

able, at as low a cost as is consistent with other requirements. In the

fulfillment of these purposes the following factors must be considered:

(i) The eggs must be incubated properly. (2) The chicks must not be

left too long in the incubator after the completion of the hatch; they

should be removed to a nursery, or a brooder, when they are thirty-six

hours old. (3) The chicks must be strong and vigorous when taken from

the incubator. (4) They must be properly cared for and skillfully fed.

ESSENTIALS IN FEEDING

Cleanliness.— All the pens, the food and water dishes, and everything

used about the chicks should be carefully cleaned and disinfected at

> Revised by H. P. Buchan.

[1943]
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frequent periods. This care should begin before the chicks are put

in the brooders and should continue throughout the entire time of brood-

ing. As soon as the litter becomes damp or soiled, it should be removed,

and the pens should be thoroughly swept and disinfected before the litter

is renewed. To a considerable degree, careful cleaning will prevent the

tracking of filth into the food. The food dishes should be cleaned fre-

quently in order to prevent contamination of the food supply, and the

dishes for water should be washed once daily and scalded once each week.

Drinking water should be supplied in vessels of such a form as will render

impossible the fouHng of the water by the chicks. Food should never

be allowed to acciunulate in the litter, since it is thus likely to become
spoiled and unfit for the chicks. Neglect of sanitary precautions fur-

nishes a fruitful source of disease.

Fresh, untainted food.— Spoiled food or musty food of any kind should

never be given to young chickens. Moistened food spoils very quickly in

summer, and for this reason only a quantity sufficient for one meal should

be mixed and any food that becomes even slightly soured or moldy should

be thrown away. Cracked grain often heats and becomes musty and, if

fed, will cause serious bowel trouble in chicks; therefore, if only one

ingredient in a quantity of chick feed of this kind has become musty
while in storage or in any other manner, the entire lot should be discarded.

Beef scrap manufactured from tainted meats may also prove dangerous

food. A convenient method of testing beef scrap is to warm a small

quantity by holding it in the hand. If the odor of the warm beef scrap

is like that of cooked or even scorched meat, there is probably nothing

unwholesome about it; but if the odor is similar to that of decaying flesh,

the scrap is wholly unfit for young chickens. Slight mustiness in grain

may be detected in the same way.

Quantity and quality of food.— It will readily be conceded that if chicks

are not given sufficient food to supply their bodily requirements, they

cannot be expected to grow satisfactorily. It is equally true that the

food may be abundant but of such a quality that it will not yield sufficient

nourishment. For example, chicks fed on a ration consisting largely

of bran or some other material containing a large proportion of indigestible

fiber could not eat enough of the food to supply the needs of their bodies,

although their crops might be constantly full. On the other hand, chicks

fed chiefly on beef scrap or on sour milk curd would, in their efforts to

fiU their crops, get more food material than they could possibly digest.

In the first case the chicks would be starved, and in the second they

would be overfed. Chick foods sometimes contain a high percentage

of small seeds encased in a hard shell, such as millet. The digestive

organs of young chickens may not be able to crush this shell, and the
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chicks may thus eat a large quantity of the grain while obtaining little

nourishment from it.

Young chickens should be given as much wholesome food as they will

eat, but they should be made to clean it up once a day. If they fail to

do this the remaining food should be removed, and no more should be

given until signs of hunger appear. The chicks should be kept in such

condition that, they are eager for food at feeding times, but should be sent

to roost with full crops; and unless the attendant is to be at the brooder

by daylight or soon after, a little grain. should be left in the litter at night

so that the chicks may find it the first thing in the morning. The best

time to stint the chicks is at the morning meal ; they are then more active

and will hunt vigorously for every scrap of food left in the litter.

Cracked and ground grains.— Chicks appear to need both cracked and

ground grain : the latter, because the nourishment is more easily and

quickly available; the former, because the additional energy needed to

reduce the larger food to available form tends to strengthen the digestive

system. The difference in the form of the food also furnishes a variety

in the ration, and the chicks tire less quickly of their 'food. If ground

food is given at night, the crops of the chicks are more quickly emptied

than is the case when their evening meal is of cracked grain.

Animal foods.— Fowls seem to need animal food. In the natural state

the chicks are reared at a season when the supply of insects and earth-

worms is abundant, and the mother hen exerts herself to procure this

food for her brood. Since chicks reared in brooders are under artificial

conditions, the supply of insects is very limited and animal food of some

sort must be furnished to remedy this deficiency. The material generally

preferred for this purpose is beef scrap. If fresh and untainted, this gives

very good results when fed in such a manner that the chicks are not

obliged to eat more of it than they desire. In an experiment conducted

at this experiment station in 1909, chicks allowed free access to beef

scrap from the first meal ate, during the first six weeks, from 5 to 8 per

cent of their total food in this material. In another experiment, the

data of which have not been published, the chicks that had hopper-fed

beef scrap with cracked grain and ground food, consumed in beef scrap,

during the first eight weeks, from 8 to 10 per cent of their total food,

excluding green food; the results were apparently good. One flock, how-

ever, was given the mash mixture and beef scrap, with no cracked grain.

For this flock the quantity of beef scrap consumed was more at times

than all the other food. Eighty-nine per cent of these chicks died of

digestive troubles before they were seven weeks old, probably because

of their abnormal consumption of a highly concentrated food.

Infertile eggs are sometimes used for the animal food. These should
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be given with caution, however, as they are very concentrated and may
cause digestive troubles if fed in too large quantity.

Sour skimmed milk and its products are greatly relished. They are

desirable foods and should be used whenever they can be obtained at

a reasonable cost. In the Department of Poultry Husbandry at this

college, sour skimmed milk or buttermilk is considered almost a necessity

in feeding and rearing young chickens. If sour milk curd is fed, care

must be taken that the chicks do not get too much. If the milk is given

as drink, an unlimited supply at first might cause bowel trouble; after

the chicks have become accustomed to it, they may have all they want.

Skimmed milk is not to be used as a substitute for water.

The value of commercial milk albumen.has been tested at this experiment

station, but in this case it did not give so good results as did skimmed

milk. How far milk products may be substituted for meat scraps and

meat meals in chick feeding has not been proved, although in a test of

seven methods of feeding chicks, those chicks that had no milk ate from

5 to 7^ per cent of their total food, excluding green food, in beef scrap,

while those given a mash moistened with skimmed milk or a powdered

milk solution ate only from 4I to 5I per cent of their total food in beef

scrap.

Green foods.— Green foods are greatly relished by chicks and seem

necessary to their best growth. These foods furnish wholesome nourish-

ment at low cost and supply bulk to a chick ration without excess of

fiber. Chicks should be given all the green food they will eat. After

the first few days this is best supplied by giving the chicks access to a

grass run. Until the chicks can go out into the yards, green food should

be furnished them.

Lawn clippings are often obtainable in the summer. These are much
relished, but they should be used when fresh and crisp. Fresh clover or

alfalfa is very good; it should be shredded fine if given to the youngest

chickens. The very young chickens like fresh sod, chickweed, or lettuce,

and they are able to pick off the tender leaves; lettuce, however, is often

too expensive to use in this way. The older chicks enjoy the leaves

and the blossoms of vetch. Sprouted oats are very good and may be

provided at any time of the year. The following description of the pro-

cess of sprouting grain is reprinted from a bulletin of the Cornell University

Agricultural Experiment Station:

The operation of sprouting grain as a green food requires considerable expense for

labor. Sprouted grain, however, appears to have some advantages over other forms
of green food, which justify the expense. This is particularly true in the feeding of

young chickens during the season when they cannot have access to the ground.

One of the difficulties v/hich has been experienced in the feeding of sprouted grain

is the development of molds. In order to kill smut or mold spores, it is recommended
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that the grain used for sprouting be treated with formalin. To do this, a large quantity
of grain should be treated at one time in order to save expense. One pint of formalin
added to thirty gallons of water will treat thirty bushels of oats. The liquid should
be sprinkled over the grain, and thoroughly mixed with it. Success will depend largely
on the thoroughness of the mixing. The pile of wet grain should then be covered with
blankets and allowed to remain for twelve hours. The blankets should be removed
and the grain stirred twice a day, until dry, recjuiring usually about two days. It

should then be bagged in sacks, which have been sprayed with a formalin mixture of
the same strength as used in treating the oats. The grain can then be used as desired
for sprouting. The trays should be sprayed thoroughly with the formalin mixture
each time they are used.

For sprouting, soak in warm water one ten-quart pailful of oats for twenty-four
hours. Pour this grain on a tray. It will fill the tray level full. Sprinkle each trayful
of grain with warm water each morning. The grain must be kept damp all the way
through the mass if it is to sprout uniformly. The time required for the grain to sprout
and grow will depend largely upon the temperature of the room, which, ordinarily,
should be kept at sixty to seventy degrees Fahrenheit, or warmer. In a room not
artificially heated, during the spring of the year, in this State, about seven to ten days
are required to sprout the grain and grow the leaf about three inches high.

For young chickens it is best to feed the grain when the sprouts have

reached a length of t^^•o inches ; if allowed

to grow longer, they are likely to be-

come tough. Chicks will eat both

sprouts and roots, and they will eat

the grain also as soon as they are large

enough to swallow it. For the first

week it is better to shred some 'of the

material and scatter it over the food,

so that all the chicks will learn to eat

the green food. The sprouted grain

may be cut in squares from the trays

and placed in the pens for the chicks

to peck at. Care should be taken to

give not more than will be eaten.

The grain may be sprouted in

shallow boxes or in well-drained flats

kept in a living room, if needed for

only a few chickens. In case a larger

quantity is desired, a rack similar to

that shown in figure 138 may be used.

This was adapted from a device used

at the Maine Agricultural Experiment

Station.

.

Ash, grit, and charcoal.— Growing chicks need a certain amount of

mineral matter for use in bones, muscles, and feathers, consisting in large

part of lime in some form. Ash is not supplied in sufficient quantity by

the grains and the green foods; in the natural environment the birds

Fig. 138.

—

A rack for sprouting oats
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probably obtained it from the soil. Most grain foods contain less than

I per cent of ash, while meat scrap and meat meals have from 4 to 5 per

cent; animal meal has from 30 to 40 per cent of ash, and bone meal and

granulated bone contain from 60 to 70 per cent. That additional mineral

matter is needed by fowls was proved by experiments at the Cornell Uni-

versity Agricultural Experiment Station, where it was shown that the

bones of fowls that were kept from the ground and deprived of additional

lime in the form of oyster shells, bone meal, and similar substances, had

much lower breaking strength than had those of other fowls kept under

similar conditions but supplied with oyster shells. Oyster shells do

not seem to be desirable for young chickens, but the mineral matter

needed may be supplied easily and cheaply in the form of bone meal

or of fine granulated bone. The bone meal seems better for the younger

chicks, and it may be given with the dry mash or with the moist foods.

If granulated bone is used, care should be taken that it contains no fine,

sharp splinters, as these might injure the digestive tract of the chicks.

Grit seems necessary for the health of the chicks, and from the first

meal this should be supplied in the food in such a manner that the chicks

must find it. They will soon learn to look for it.

P'ine granulated charcoal should be included in the food because of its

good effect on the health of the chicks. It seems to be a preventive

of some digestive troubles. The chicks eat this material with great

relish, and they may be given as much of it as they desire.

Palatability of Jood.— If chicks are forced to eat food that is distasteful

to them, they will eat 'as little as possible. vSuch feeding soon results

in slow growth and high mortality, especially if the stock is very young;

an unpalatable ration is therefore an expensive one, even though the first

cost may be small. A single food material that the chicks do not relish

may spoil the effect of an entire ration, particularly if the material is in

a ground food mixture. Food that the chicks like is looked for eagerly

and eaten with a relish, an active scramble often being an accompaniment

of the meal. If a sufficient quantity is given so that the smaller chickens

are not robbed of their share, all are benefited by the exercise. Eager

anticipation is said to promote the flow of the digestive juices, thus aiding

in the digestion of food.

Variety.— Variety in a ration is essential for the following reasons

:

(i) It renders the food mo"^ palatable; (2) it is likely to result in a better

supply of the materials necessary for growth and for bodily maintenance;

(3) there is less danger of injury from overfeeding or from underfeeding

the chicks. If chicks are given only one or two kinds of food, they

are likely to become repelled by its sameness. No one nor two foods

will supply all the materials needed,
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Variety in a ration may be defined as the result 01 an effort to furnish

all the necessary materials and conditions of food. For example : Chicks

fed altogether on com products would be given an excess of fat-forming

materials, or carbohydrates, and would receive very little of the food

elements required for the formation of bone, muscle, and feathers; on the

other hand, chicks fed entirely on beef scrap would receive an excess

of muscle-forming material, or protein, with too little of the food elements

necessary for the production of fat, heat, and energy. In either case the

chicks would be insufficiently nourished, even if they were given all

they could eat. A combination of these foods would be more satisfactory,

though the ration might still be lacking in bulk. In order to overcome

this deficiency some bulky food, such as bran or alfalfa meal, might be

added. Either or both of the last-mentioned foods would not make a

particularly appetizing mash, and therefore com meal, and perhaps

wheat middlings, should be supplied in order to render the ground food

more tempting; and some bone meal should be added to make up the

deficiency in ash. Chicks would tire of corn alone as a cracked grain,

and so it should be mixed with wheat and perhaps w4th hulled oats.

This ration would still be very dry and somewhat concentrated, and

therefore green food should be supplied.

Such a combination of materials as described would make a good variety

of palatable foods, and not a large amount of any one food would be eaten.

If there were not enough of one food, there would probably be plenty of

another, and the chicks would not become too hungry. If they did not

have all the mash they could eat, and the lack were made up with cracked

grain, they would not become cloyed with concentrated foods.

Changes in ration or in methods of feeding.— Whenever it is desired to

change from one food to another, the change should be gradual. To the

original ration a little of the new food should be added, the proportion

being increased at each feeding time until the change. of ration will have

been accomplished. If the new ration is a suitable one, the gradual

change is likely to prevent any digestive trouble, which might otherwise

occur. In case it is desired to give the chicks some concentrated food

that they particularly like, such as green cut bone, only a very small

quantity should be given at first, the amount being increased by slow

degrees until the chicks are receiving as much of the food as it is

advisable to give them.

As chicks grow older, the number of feedings should be decreased.

The number should not be dropped at once from five to three, but should

be changed first from five to four, then from four to three, chicks in

confinement being given for a day or two a little chopped onion or other
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shaped so that the chicks cannot i)crch on it and foul the water.

A serviceable drinking fountain may be made from a tomato can and

a pie tin. The tin should be large enough so that the sjiacc Ijetween

its edge and the side of the can will i)ermit the chicks to drink with ease.

The open end of the can shovtld be unsoldered and three or four notches

cut in the edge, the notches being a little shorter than the depth of the

pie tin. The can may then be filled, covered tightly with the pie tin,
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and reversed. The water will rise in the tin to the height of the top

of the notches.

Access to fresh earth.— Chicks appear to obtain from fresh earth

something necessary to their health, and the\- should be suppHed with

some fresh soil soon after they are removed from the incubator. Sand or

dry earth does not satisfy the need. Fresh sod or a chickweed or a lettuce

plant with a handful of soil on the roots, gi\'es the right combination,

supph'ing green food and earth and tempting the chicks to acti\dty.

Exercise.— Healthy chicks kept in small pens and properly fed will

grow very rapidly for the first week or ten da.ys, 1 'of course get

little exercise. They usually become restless at this age and appear

anxious to get out of the brooder. If after two weeks they are removed

to a larger run, it will be four-^
^''"

r they are much weaker and less active

than others of the same age ..-:... ..ave been similarh' fed but have had

wider range. In most cases the subsequent mjortality is considerably

higher in flocks that have bee Ined in small pens.

When chicks are hatched earl}' in the season, it is often impossible to

give them an outdoor run. An incentive to exercise must then be sup-

plied. Cracked grain scattered in litter, a piece of sod, a chickweed or

some other greer
-

"' ' \ or a block of sprouted oats v.-ill keep the chicks

busy for some time uniess they are having other foods in too great quantity.

A small amc""" '
'

" "":ion or of fresh, lean meat, chopped fine, will be

scrambled afi;.. ught for as long as a scrap remains.

Chicks kept ir .1 yards, if allowed to become idle, are likely to

develop bad habits, such as pecking one another's toes, pulling feathers,

or crowding. Unless something is otherwise materially wrong, any ten-

dency to these vices may be broken up by attracting the attention of the

chicks in another direction and by keeping them occupied. If the

tendency -
" ' become -a habit, however, it will be hard to over-

come. Aca\e, rju^j, jjroperly fed chicks do no" '----- arily acquire bad

habits, although they may crowd if the brooder .., i-^i opened early in

the morning; and in their efforts to get out, there is danger that some

may be trampled to death.

Care.— The rapid development of young chickens renders constant

care and watchfulness of the utmost importance. Any slight appear-

ance of discomfort or of drooping may be the first indication of a con-

dition that will prove a menace to the flock. It is never safe to wait

long for developments; the cause of the wrong condition should be sought

and reme^-'- -^ --'mediately— to-morrow may be too late to save the flock.

By carCi... ^.^servation from the beginning, the person who feeds the

chicks may learn to know them and will be able to detect at once a

change in their condition that the castial observer would never see. For
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instance, carelessness in feeding may induce a slight digestive disorder.

If the condition is observed at once, the evil may be corrected, while con-

tinued carelessness will cause serious loss to the owner. Persistent care

and watchfulness will very often prevent trouble and loss. The removal

of damp litter will obviate a menace to every chick in the brooder, as

one of the common molds, aspergillus, adapts itself readily to the mem-
brane lining the air passages and air sacs of the chick, sometimes causing

high mortality.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that untiring care is absolutely

essential to the success of any method of chick feeding. Yoimg chickens

are very small creatures, and the loss of a few may seem a trifling matter;

but in a flock of fifty, one chick is two per cent of the flock. Any

method of feeding is expensive if it permits a high mortaHty. Vigilance

will often greatly reduce miortality.

general details of feeding

Time of first feeding.— It is believed that the chick derives nourish-

ment from the yolk of the egg, which is enclosed within its abdomen just

before it breaks from the shell; and that too early feeding prevents, or at

least hinders, the proper absorption of this yolk. Chicks begin to show

signs of hunger from thirty-six to forty-eight hours after hatching. They

peck at one another's toes and beaks and rush to the front of the incu-

bator when they hear a tapping on the glass door. If given water, they

drink eagerly. They are usually transferred to the brooder at this time

and are then given their first meal.

The first meal.— Whatever the method of feeding may be, the first food

should contain grit, charcoal, and granulated bone, all of very small-sized

grains. These should be mixed with the other foods in sufficient quantity

to be easily noticed. Cracked grain may be fed at first in a shallow tray

or dish containing a small quantity of bran. If a dry mash is used, this

will take the place of the bran. Moist food may be given in trays from

ten to twelve inches wide, having low vertical sides to prevent loss of the

food; enough of these trays should be used to furnish plenty of feeding

surface. Common cake tins are satisfactory substitutes for wooden

trays. Bone meal should be suppHed in the first moist food given.

Tender green food should be finely shredded and a small quantity scat-

tered over the other food, and a sod or a green plant with soil on its roots

should also be given to the chicks.

Should food he kept before young chickens at all times?— For the first two

or three days it seems best that the cracked grain, and the bran or dry

mash, should be kept before the chicks in order to make certain that all

have plenty of food. The moist food should be removed after each meal
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as soon as all have had opportunity to eat. The latter should be given in

small quantities in order to prevent waste, and any food that becomes
soiled or soured should be thrown away at once.

When the chicks are four or five days old, they should be able to

scratch for food in light litter, and the cracked grain fed in this litter

should be cleaned up once a day. When dry mash is fed, this is always

accessible to the chicks, but it should be given in such quantity that it

will be eaten in one day. Any dry mash remaining in the tray should be

removed if it becomes soiled.

Training the chicks.— Incubator chicks have no knowledge of what
to eat or of where to find food. They will pick up one thing as readily

as they will another if it is of convenient size; for this reason, great care

is necessary as to any materials left in the brooder. If sawdust is used

as Htter, the chicks may eat enough of it to cause high mortality. The
use of bran as litter is objectionable on the same ground, although in a

lower degree; it contains a large proportion of indigestible fiber, and may
be eaten instead of more nutritious food. Bright, clean straw, cut an inch

or two in length, makes the best litter.

In order to teach chicks what to eat and where to find it, some signal

is necessary. From the first, chicks recognize the call of the mother

hen. They will come almost as quickly in answer to a sound of tapping,

running directly to the source of the sound and following it from place to

place. This signal is very useful in teaching them to find food and drink.

When the chicks are called to the food dishes their attention should be

directed to the food by picking up a small quantity and scattering it

before them, dropping some bits on their down. Repeated tapping on

the trays and scattering of the food among the chicks seems to awaken

their curiosity, and they soon begin to pick the particles from one an-

other's backs and from the food trays. Chicks quickly imitate one

another, and when a few begin eating, their example is followed by others.

The majority of the chicks should eat a little when first fed, although

a few of the youngest may not be hungry. The latter may safely wait

until the next meal. It may be necessary to push the chicks back

under the hover after the first feedings, because they are not yet wise

enough to return to a warm place and may become chilled if left outside

the hover. In the morning of the second day the hover should be raised,

and all the chicks should be forced out to the food dishes. By this

time the greater proportion will know where to find food and drink;

the backward ones should be encouraged, otherwise some of them may
starve. A small quantity of cracked grain may now be scattered in light

litter, the attention of the chicks being attracted to this action. If

some of the grains strike the chicks in falling, the food is more quickly seen.

123
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After the first few days, or as soon as all the chicks have learned to

find the different kinds of food, the grit, the charcoal, and the granulated

bone may be put into a separate dish, and the green food need not be

so finely shredded. Under favorable circumstances the chicks should be

allowed to leave the brooder when three days old, but they should not

be forced outside. In order to teach the chicks the way back into the

brooder, a little train of food may be laid from the ground along the

entrance and to the inside of the brooder. When a few of the chicks

find this food, most of the others will follow them inside, but care should

be taken that even the most backward learn quickly the way to the source

of heat. A little food scattered outside the brooder will encourage the

chicks to get out on the ground; but the greater part of their food, including

some of the green food, should still be put in the brooder. On rainy

days, when the chicks remain indoors, it is especially necessary that they

be kept busy. The meals should be somewhat lighter on such occasions,

and between feeding times a little onion, lean meat, or other " chickens'

dainty," cut to a suitable fineness, should be scattered in the litter. Only

a quantity sufficient to induce a scramble should be given.

The daily meals.— For the first two weeks the chicks are usually fed

five times a day, and should be given all they will eat. After the second

or third day they should be required to clean up their food once daily.

Fairly good results can be obtained by feeding chicks three times instead

of five times a day from the start, but, for rapid growth, five times a day

will produce the best results. The number of meals is later reduced

to four and then to three, and finally the method is changed to hopper

feeding; the age at which these changes are made being influenced by the

conditions under which the chicks are reared. If kept in small yards, the

chicks should be fed more often and given a smaller quantity at a feeding

than if allowed a larger run. In case chicks accustomed to range are

kept for a day in the brooder, it may be best to increase the nimiber of

feedings, giving a less amount at each meal.

The morning meal should consist of grain, and the conditions should

be such that the chicks will be obliged to hunt for the food. The amount

fed must be controlled by the appetites of the chicks. If they become

overfed, no more food should be given until they are eager for it. They

should not be fed with any particular material that becomes distasteful

to them. The subsequent feedings should be sufficient to satisfy the appe-

tite. Green food should be given at least twice a day. At night the

chicks should have all the food they will eat, with just a little left over to

be eaten by the earliest light. They should not be fed in the morning

until they are hungry.

Small hoppers or boxes should be used for grit or for charcoal; one
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style of hopper is illustrated in figure 141. These should be placed in

the pens at the end of the first week and should be fastened securely so that

they cannot tip over, being so placed that it will Ijc impossible for

the chicks to crowd behind them.

The trays used for dry ground food are shown

in figure 142. These trays are made of smoothly

planed wood, and are thirty inches long, four

inches wide, and of three different heights: two

inches for the youngest chickens, three inches for

the next size, and four inches for those still larger.

A piece of wire screening of one-half inch mesh is

loosely fitted into the tray, being placed over the

food in order to prevent waste.

When the chicks are from six to eight weeks old,

a covered feed trough may be used as shown in

figure 143. This trough is made of planed wood,

and has a raised cover attached to two upright

pieces that slide loosely into guide irons at each

end of the trough. It is sometimes necessary

to fasten projecting strips of wood along the

top edge of the trough, running upright wires

between these and the

Fig. 141.

—

Grit hopper.

This hopper is used in

feeding the mixture of

grit, granulated bone,

and charcoal to chicks

more than one week old

raised

cover at intervals of three

inches, in order to prevent

wasting the food.

Culling.—Chicks of different

sizes should not be fed together,

as the smaller ones may be

robbed of their rightful share

of the food. Healthy chicks of

the same age and breed and

similarly fed are usually much
alike in size and in activity.

If the flocks show uneven

growth, the smaller chicks

Fig. i42.-Trays used in feeding baby chicks. A should be separated from the

loose piece of wire screening, slightly smaller larger ones. Chicks of the
than the top of the tray, is placed over the food . __^ +^„^fUr^.,.
to prevent waste. The mesh of the screening same Size may run together,

should be of half-inch size unless those that are older are

very small for their age; in such a case the lack of development should

be regarded as a sign of disease.

Diseased and healthy chicks should not be allowed to run together.
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The most frequent cause of the communication of disease from one bird to

another is by means of food and water. By providing fresh, wholesome

food and drink and by removing the sickly chicks from among the healthy

ones, this danger is largely avoided.

Feeding growing stock.-— The grow-

ing stock should be placed on larger

range, the cockerels being removed

to separate quarters except such as

^^^L •'F-—'^
^'''^'""

'r''^]'
^"^ '^'^

ir^^' are to be kept for breeding purposes.
chtcks. I his IS used indoors, or placed ^ o r- i

under the colony houses. The top is re- These chickens may now be hopper
movable thus making the trough easy to

fg^j ^^d the ration should be a
fill and to clean

generous one. The grain ration may
contain a larger proportion of com and no hulled oats. Very early pullets

may be fed largely on whole grain if it is desired that they shall not begin

.laying early. Later pullets may be hurried on to early laying by feeding

them with a ration containing a larger proportion of ground grain and of

beef scrap.

An outdoor hopper is desirable for growing stock. This should be set in

a place sheltered from the prevailing winds and where the sun will shine

on it. The Cornell outdoor hopper is illustrated in figures 144 and

145. This hopper is 32 inches wide, 40 inches high, and 4 feet and 9

inches long. It is divided into separate compartments for whole grain,

dry mash, grit, and beef scrap.

The dishes for water should be large and numerous enough to supply

a liberal quantity, so that the chickens may never be obliged to remain

thirsty.

Shall unmixed beef scrap

be always accessible to the

chicks?— Opinions differ as

to the best method of in-

suring a plentiful supply

of meat food to the chicks.

Some poultrymen would

add another part of beef

scrap to the food mixtures;

others would supply beef

scrap in a tray or a hopper

after the first two or three

weeks, giving a limited

amount at first and
gradually increasing the quantity until beef scrap was before the chicks

at all times; still others would allow the chicks all the beef scrap they

Fig. 144.— An outdoor hopper used in feeding
growing slock when on range
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wished from the first meal. Any one of these methods would probably
be satisfactory, if the ration pro\'ides plenty of food materials in good
proportion and condition.

At the Cornell Experiment Station it was found that no injury resulted

from feeding unmixed beef

scrap to chicks of any age,

provided the}' had plenty of

other food suitable to their

needs. If the ration was

deficient in the necessary

food elements, however, the

chicks in their eft'ort to

supply the lack, ate enough

beef scrap to cause a high

mortality in the flock. It

was also found that 3-oung

chickens ha\'ing constantly

before them a mash con-

taining from twenty to

twenty-five per cent of

beef scrap, grew very

satisfactorily without hop-

per-fed beef scrap. Since

a good dry mash contain-

ing a liberal supply of meat food appears to answer all requirements for

young chickens, this is safer food for them than is unmixed beef scrap.

A wet mash may also be used, if desired. Growing stock on range, having

plenty of exercise and finding an ample supply of insects, will not eat

enough beef scrap to cause injury.

Beef scrap should always be carefully inspected before it is fed, in order

to make sure that it is free from taint and from mustiness. Sifted beef

scrap sometimes becomes musty in storage unless it is kept in a very dry

place. In any case, beef scrap should never be supplied to chicks in

sufficiently large quantities or under such conditions that it may possibly

become musty before being consumed.

The use of condimental foods and salt.— Alany preparations guaranteed

to produce better health and growth in chicks, with perhaps much less

food consimiption, are on the market. These condimental foods are

expensive and in most instances are of little or no value. If chicks are

strong and healthy at the start and are reared under proper conditions,

they do not need these foods; on the other hand, if they are weak or have

been injured by improper care or food, condimental mixtures alone will

not correct the wrong.

Fig. 145.— The interior of the outdoor feed hopper,
showing compartments that may be used for grain,
dry mash, grit, and beef scrap
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Salt does not appear to be so necessary to fowls as to other domestic

animals, and it may cause death if given in too large quantity; but mash
salted as for human food often seems to be better relished than when
fed without the salt. Whether or not salt promotes digestion in fowls

has not been proved.

The use of prepared chick foods.— Commercial chick foods that are

free from mustiness and do not contain too much millet are often fed

with excellent results. As a rule, however, they are too expensive in case

the number of chicks to be reared is large. The poultryman who pre-

pares his own chick foods usually saves something on the cost, and by

using only the best and cleanest of materials he is, with reasonable care,

always sure of the quality of food given. A large variety of grains is not

necessary to the growth of the chicks. Corn, wheat, oats (minus the

hulls), are sufficient; or wheat fed alone as a grain food or with cracked

corn, will give good results.

Cornell Ration for Chick Feeding

THE RATION

Mixture No. i

8 pounds rolled oats

8 pounds bread crumbs or

cracker waste
2 pounds sifted beef scrap

(best grade)
1 pound bone meal

Mixture No. 2

3 pounds wheat (cracked)

2 pounds cracked corn (fine)

1 pound pinhead oatmeal

Mixture No. 3

3 pounds wheat bran

3 pounds corn meal

3 pounds wheat middlings

2 pounds beef scrap (best

grade)
1 pound bone meal

Mixture No. 4-

3 pounds wheat (whole)

2 pounds cracked corn
I pound hulled oats

Mixture No. 5

3 pounds wheat

3 pounds cracked corn

THE METHOD
One to five days

Mixture No. i, moistened with sour skimmed
milk, fed five times a day; Mixture No. 2 in

shallow tray containing a little of No. 3 (dry)

always before chicks. Shredded green food
and fine grit and charcoal scattered over food.

Five days to two weeks
No. 2 in light litter twice a day; No. 3 moistened

with sour skimmed milk, fed three times a day;
No. 3 (dry) always available.

Two to four weeks
As above, except

twice a day.
that the moist mash is given

Four to six weeks (or until chicks are on range)
Reduce meals of moist mash to one a day;

Mixture No. 4 in litter twice a day; dry mash
always available.

Six weeks to maturity
No. 3 and No. 5 hopper fed. One meal a day

of moist mash if it is desired to hasten develop-
ment.

Further Directions

1. Provide fine grit, charcoal, shell, and bone from the start

2. Give grass range or plenty of green food

3. Have fresh, clean water always available

4. Feed only sweet, wholesome foods

5. Avoid damp and soiled litter

6. Disinfect brooders frequently
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7. Test all beef scrap before feeding
8. Keep chickens active by allowing them to become hungry once daily
9. Feed moist mash sparingly

10. Keep dry mash always before the chicks

So far as results of experimental work at the Cornell Station are now
available, it seems probable that the proportion of beef scrap in these

mixtures might be somewhat increased with benefit to the chicks, pro-

vided the scrap used were good and wholesome.

If it is desired that the chickens shall develop slowly, the moist food

may be gradually discontinued after the third week.

These mixtures may be continued for the growing stock, being fed

from hoppers, and clear beef scrap may be added to the ration if desired.

Adaptation of the ration to conditions.— The above method of feeding

has been proved good for large nimibers of chicks reared in brooders;

it may be adapted to the farmer's flock so that materials that would
otherwise be wasted may be given to the chicks. A little cooked break-

fast food left from the morning meal may be combined with bread crtmibs,

a few bits of finely chopped lean meat, or a little hard-boiled egg, and, if

bone meal is not at hand, some of the powder from a well-burned bone.

Bread slightly moistened with milk may be used without the breakfast

food. If finely cracked com and pinhead oats are not available, wheat

screenings usually are, and chicks three or four days old will swallow

the smaller kernels. Buckwheat, barley, and rye should not be fed to

the chicks.

Table scraps will largely take the place of beef scrap for chicks on

a free range, especially if the chicks are reared by hens. If the farmer

has animal meal for his stock, it may be used instead of beef scrap in a

moist mash, with the table scraps. This will furnish mineral matter if

bone meal cannot be obtained. Burned bones will provide bone ash

when nothing else is handy.

Good, bright alfalfa or clover chaff (leaves), sifted to remove the dust,

is excellent for chicks. It may be scalded and allowed to stand for a

few hours, and then given in addition to the green food, or a small amoimt

added to the ground food, after the chicks are a week old.

When chicks are reared by the natural method, the mother hen teaches

them what to eat and when to eat it, and their owner has far less trouble

about their diet. If possible, hen and chicks should be allowed free

range. Plenty of food should be furnished for both and whole corn should

be included for the hen. Oats in the hull are not good for chicks because

of the undesirable shuck.

A useful feeding coop.— In case chickens of all ages must run together,

a feeding coop is desirable. The foundation of the coop is a strong frame

three feet by four feet, and two feet high. On the sides of this frame
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lath are nailed, far enough apart to admit only the smaller chickens. A
tight cover having a hinged trapdoor sufficiently large to allow the food

dishes to be passed through, completes the coop. This coop provides a

place where the younger chickens may be fed their extra meals and may
eat their mash mixture undisturbed. It should be shifted to a clean

place from time to time. More than one coop should be furnished, if

necessary.

A feeding enclosure large enough to admit a person is preferable when
large numbers of chicks are to be reared. This may be of woven wire

fencing of the necessary height with mesh of a size that will admit only

the smaller chickens.

It is true that in chick rearing, care and feeding must be largely depended

on to produce satisfactory results; but good food and effort are wasted on

sickly chicks. An absolutely essential factor in the successful rearing

of poultry is native health and vigor in the flocks. In order to make
possible the production of vigorous chicks the parent stock must be strong

and healthy, and must be kept under conditions as nearly as possible like

those of the natural state.

ADVANCED READING-COURSES

In order to meet the growing demand for systematic home study courses

made by those who are unable to attend even a twelve weeks' winter

course at Cornell, advanced reading-courses are offered in fruit growing

and vegetable gardening. A third course in poiiltr>' keeping is in prep-

aration. Poultry keepers who desire to study further than is possible by

means of the reading-course lessons on poultry may register now for

information that will be available later in regard to the advanced reading-

course in poultry husbandry.

The two coiirses now offered are conducted by means of a textbook,

questions, and correspondence. Statements on important points are

prepared by the students, and are graded by an instructor and returned

with helpful comments and suggestions. In this way the courses present

an opportunity to have opinions and conclusions that are the result of

study or experience, reviewed by an expert. The only expense connected

with either course is the purchase of a textbook at a nominal price. As

the textbook is recognized as a standard book, it is well worth owning,

especially at the reduced price offered to members of the course.

The advanced reading-course in fruit growing offers to fruit growers

up-to-date information on successful orchard practices and marketing

problems. Some of the subjects covered in the course are: selecting

varieties, orchard culture, fertilizers, cover crops, pruning, orchard insects,
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diseases of fruit trees, spra\-ing, renovating old orchards, picking and

handling fruit, storing fruit, grading and packing, marketing, and adver-

tizing. The course is composed of twenty-two lessons. The student is

encouraged to carr}' forward his work in the light of his own experience,

and to make the connection between text and orchard as intimate as

possible. The following is an outline of the nature and the requirements

of the work given in this course. The chapters in the textbook are studied

consecutively, one at a time. The student's purpose should be to study,

and not merely to read; therefore each chapter shoxild receive consider-

able time and thought. The best results will be obtained by setting aside

a definite time each day for the work. After making a careftd study of

each chapter, clear and concise answers should be made to the questions

on it without referring to the text. In general, it is expected that the

course will be completed within six months. The student should do the

work regularly, covering at least one chapter even.- week, for by so doing

the interest in the course will not drag and better results will be obtained.

The ad\-anced reading-course in vegetable gardening is conducted

similarly to the course in fruit growing. Additional references to books

and periodicals, to which the reader may have access, are suggested, and

supplementan.- reading is encotiraged. A list of free bulletins and direc-

tions for obtaining them is fvimished. Ever\- effort is made to help the

student make application of his studies to his local problems. This course

is composed of sixtA- lessons, forty of which offer brief, complete discus-

sions on as many different vegetables, making the course especially thor-

ough and practical. Although the problems of vegetable gardening are

discussed from a commercial standpoint, the home gardener may easily

adapt the information to his needs.

Any resident of New York State who desires to enroll in the advanced

reading-courses in either fruit growing or vegetable gardening, or wishes

to receive information later on the advanced reading-course in poultn.-

husbandn.', should write to the Superx'isor of the Reading-Course for

the Farm. College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.
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DISCUSSION PAPER

A discussion paper is sent with each reading-course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying the most important points. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, observation, and self-expression. Each
discussion pai:)cr filled out and returned will be read carefully, and a per-

sonal reply will be made if further information or references for advanced

reading are desired. Practical suggestions on farm problems will be sent

gladly.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

reading-course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYIIi^G, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

feeding, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, INSECT, COUNTRY

LIFE. The first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and

subsequent lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion

papers. Therefore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, the

reader shoidd sign and return this discussion paper, whether the questions

are answered or not. By means of reading-coiu^se lessons, study clubs may
be promoted, which may become important factors in community wel-

fare. Assistance will ])e given in organizing and conducting clubs. The

space below on this page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading-

course work, and also for names and addresses of residents of New York

State likely to become interested in the Cornell Reading-Course for the Farm.

[1963]
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

I. What time do your pullets usually begin to lay? What are some
of the essential factors in raising early layers?

2 . What are the most common sources of animal food for chicks ? Which
is preferable?

3. How may green food be supplied to chicks?

4. What is the function of mineral matter in the ration, and how may
it be supplied?
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5. How may a ration be prepared so as to have palatability, variety,

and bulk ?

6. Name some of the ways by which the mortahty of the chicks may
be kept low.

7. When should chicks be given their first food, and of what should it

consist ?
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8. How may incubator chicks be trained to find food and warmth, and

to return to the brooder?

g. How may labor be saved in feeding growing-stock?

10. Give a good ration for chick feeding, and state how it shoukl be fed.

Name

Address

Ly^VV ' ; I I r I f I t ' r I r r»trff«f?ft;??ff?»»jf»pppfr?rf'ff»»t»»»*i?
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ALFALFA FOR NEW YORK
E. G. Montgomery

Alfalfa is one of the oldest cultivated plants of Asia and of southern

Europe. It was brought into Mexico

by the S])amards during the sixteenth

century. About 1854 it was introduced

into California, and its culture has de-

veloped rapidly since that time in all

States as far east as the Missouri River.

The plant has been cultivated con-

tinuously for more than one hundred

3^ears in the limestone region of New
York with considerable success. Al-

though alfalfa was grown in New York

State before its introduction into Cali-

fornia, the acreage of alfalfa in this

State has not shown much increase until

recently. According to the Twelfth

United States Census there were only

5582 acres of alfalfa in New York in

1899, against 455,000 acres in Colorado,

298,000 in California, and 267,000 in

Kansas. The Thirteenth Census, how-

ever, shows 35,343 acres in New York

in 1909, a sixfold increase in ten years,

as compared with 508,000 in Colorado,

484,000 in California, and 956,000 in

Kansas.

Doubtless the reason for the slow Yig.ij^G.—One season's growth of alfalfa

development of alfalfa grovnng in New in New York; first, second, and third

York' and other Eastern States is lack
'^^ ^^^^

of sufficient lime and of the bacteria necessary for cultivation of the crop

in practically all soils except those of certain restricted areas. This

[1967]
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deficiency was not known until a few years ago; but with the present

knowledge of the subject and of the means for overcoming such difficulties,

there is no reason why alfalfa culture should not have a rapid develop-

ment in the Eastern States.

VALUE OF the CROP

According to the Thirteenth Census, New York State produced in

1909 the following yields of hay and nutrients per acre:

Crop
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the alfalfa family

Alfalfa is related, in a botanical sense, to both red clover and sweet

clover, being one of that large tribe of leguminous plants having compound
leaves made up of three leaflets and known as the Trifolieas.

In the genus Medicago, to which alfalfa belongs— so called because

alfalfa was originally supposed to have come from Media— there are

at least fifty species. Those most commonly found in cultivation are

the common alfalfa (M. sativa), bur clover {M. denticulata) , black medick

(M. lupiiUna), yellow alfalfa {M. falcata), and sand lucern {M. media);

the common alfalfa (M. sativa), however, is the only one of the family in

extensive cultivation.

Some of these species and several varieties derived from them range

in hardiness from semitropical forms to those adapted to extremely cold

climates. In general these are arranged according to hardiness as follows:

Kinds suited to the coldest parts of the temperate zone
Siberian, or sickle

Kinds suited to warm to cool temperate climates; the first four kinds
are the so-called hardy alfalfas

Sand lucern

Grimm
Ontario variegated

Hardy Blackhill

Common
Turkestan

Kinds suited to semitropical climates

Peruvian
Arabian

The yellow, or sickle, alfalfa is a native of Siberia and never winterkills,

but is not very productive, yielding only one cutting a season.

The common and the Turkestan, which is a variet}' of the common,

are hardy as far north as North Dakota and central New York. The

Turkestan is considered somewhat less productive than the common, but

it is a little more drought resistant. Both these kinds are blue flowered.

The so-called hardy alfalfas can be grown from t^^'0 hundred to three

hundred miles farther north than the common and the Turkestan. They

have flowers ranging in color from blue through yellow, green, and white.

In New York State the common alfalfa should be grown wherever it

does well. The more hardy kinds, while more resistant to cold, are not

so productive and should be tried only in exposed elevations and in parts

of the State where common alfalfa often fails to winter satisfactorily.

The two semitropical kinds are hardy only in climates such as those

in southern Texas and southern California.

124
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SOIL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALFALFA

The best alfalfa soils are medium to heavy in texture, with porous

subsoil. At one time it was thought that alfalfa was adapted only to

deep soils with porous subsoil, so that the roots might penetrate easily

to a depth of several feet; at present, however, alfalfa is grown in every

State, on practically every type of productive soil except those that are

acid. On very heavy soils or on those with a hardpan subsoil, while alfalfa

often will grow very well, it is much more likely to winterkill; and on

some of the hardpan soils of New York, alfalfa culture is uncertain because

of winterkilling.

Tile drainage on these heavy soils not only improves the yield, but also

increases the ability to withstand winter freezing. In fact, alfalfa wdll

winterkill on even the best

land if it is not properly

drained. It is particularly

sensitive to standing water

during the winter months.

In general, the water table

should be not nearer than

two feet from the surface for

more than a few days at a

time, and is better at about

four feet below the surface.

The root system of alfalfa varies with soil conditions.

In a porous soil, easy 'to penetrate, the taproot will

extend almost straight downward for from lo to 20

feet, or until the water table is reached. However, if a

stratum of hard soil is encountered, the taproot will

break up into a much-branched root system. In a

very compact soil the roots may not penetrate more

,. r ,
'^""1 than s or 4 feet, even when the plants are several

Hon of roots ma deep o -^ t t-

porous soil, and in a years old.
compact soil. In Lime

Field and forage crops vary in their requirements

Redtop and

Fig. 147. -;- Distribu-

soil. In
the first case a long
taproot is developed,

while in the second ^ ,. , .
, ,

. ,, .,

case the aproot ^t lime or basic substances m the soil.

breaks up into many alsike clover will tolerate some acid in the soil, while

many of the most important field crops, such as

oats and buckwheat, seem to be quite indifferent to the presence of lime

so long as the soil is not acid. Certain crops, notedly red clover and

alfalfa, are very sensitive to the lack of lime. In order to grow alfalfa,

lime must be applied to at least three-fourths of the cultivated soils of

New York.
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The map herewith (Fig. 148) shows the State divided into four
principal soil areas, according to lime requirements for alfalfa. Where
the soil has been derived in general from a limestone formation, as in

section I, it usually will not be necessary to add more lime. The presence

Fig. 148.— This chart is intended to show in a general way the variation in lime require-

ment for alfalfa in New York State. It must be borne in mind that the map is very general,

since there are considerable areas even in section III where lime is not required for alfalfa

culture.

In general, th^ valleys require less lime than do th€ hills. This is quite true in section

I V, where most of the valleys have sufficient lime and most of the hills are deficient. Keep-
ing this in mind, the following statements will serve as a general guide in determining
the amount of lime to apply:

Section I, generally enough lime, but where required about ^00 to 1000 pounds of quick-

lime per acre is sufficient.

Section II. 1000 to 2000 pounds of quicklime per acre on hills and half as much in valleys.

Section III, 2000 to 4000 pounds of quicklime per acre on hills and half as much in valleys.

Section I]' is very irregular, ^fany local areas and most of the valleys have sufficient

lime, but hills in general will require about the same amount as do sections II and III

of limestone pebbles or stones ordinarih- indicates sufficient lime, while

the absence of limestone pebbles usually, but not always, indicates the

need of lime.

When lime is required, in section I generally from 500 to 1000 pounds of

quicklime per acre will b^ sufificient, pr tv^ice this amount of ground lirrj^^
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stone. In section II, from looo to 2000 pounds of quicklime per acre, or

twice this amount of ground limestone, will usually be sufficient. In

section III the soil is generally very deficient in lime, and from 2000 to

4000 pounds of quicklime per acre, one-half as much more of hydratcd

lime, or twice as much ground limestone, is required. The land in section

IV is very irregular. Many of the valleys are supplied with lime, but

most of the hill lands require about the same amount per acre as do sec-

tions II and III.

There are certain areas in the State, such as the limestone soils, where
most of the productive soils will grow alfalfa. However, for a large

section of the State, designated as section III on the chart, only the best

land should be used for alfalfa at first. Its culture should be tried first.

on well-drained bottom land and extended to upland as experience is

Fig. 149.— Root nodules of alfalfa

gained and as experiment indicates the best method of procedure. On
the hardpan soils of southern New York, alfalfa culture should be tried

only on the most favorable land at present.

Forms of lime.— There are three forms of lime. When 100 pounds of

pure raw lime rock is burned, it is reduced to 56 pounds, because certain

gases are driven off. When tliis burnt lime, or quicklime, is water-slaked,

it takes up 18 pounds of water, giving a weight of 74 pounds. Therefore,

the amount of each form of lime, if pure, to give equivalent results is ex-

pressed as follows

:

Burnt lime, or quicklime 56 pounds

Hydratcd lime 74 pounds

Ground limestone 100 pounds

INOCULATION FOR ALFALFA

Alfalfa requires large amounts of nitrogen. If the soil is very rich in

easily available nitrogen, th? alfalfa plants will acquire a sufficient amount
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for good growth. In ordinary soils, however, alfalfa is not able to obtain

its nitrogen from the soil, but must have the aid of certain bacteria that

fix free nitrogen from the air in such form that it can be utilized by the plant.

Root nodules are found abundantly on the roots during most of the

growing season. These nodules are the home of the bacteria that have

the power of assimilating free nitrogen from the air in the soil, fixing

it in the nodules, and ]jassing it on to the alfalfa plant.

Where alfalfa has never been grown, the bacteria are probably not

present, unless sweet clover is found growing. The proper bacteria may
be present in soil to which sweet clover is native; in fact, its presence

usualh' indicates a good alfalfa soil. In the absence of sweet clover,

bacteria must be introduced artificially. A good method of inoculation

is to procure soil from an old alfalfa field and to apph^ it at the rate of

from 200 to 300 pounds per acre to the new field just before sowing. The

soil shotdd not be allowed to dry before applying. As sweet clover has

the same form of bacteria, soil from an old sweet clover patch may also

be used with success. An equally good method of inoculation is by

means of cultures of the bacteria. There are many prepared cultures on

the market, or they can be obtained in limited quantity without charge

from the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

This College sends cultures to residents of New York State at cost; the

charge at present is 25 cents for enough of the culture to inoculate an

acre. Persons should address Laboratory of Plant Physiology, College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

Inoculation is not necessary in limestone soils where alfalfa has been

culti\'ated in the neighborhood for many years. Under such conditions

the proper bacteria for effecting inoculation seem to be present. Also

on very fertile, heavily manured soils alfalfa will often live \\'ithout in-

oculation for tw^o or more seasons, when natural inociilation often seems

to take place.

Manuring the land before plowing for alfalfa is a great help, especially

in soils on which liming and inoculation are necessar\^ The manure not

only furnishes a needed stimulus to the young alfalfa, but, what is more

important, it helps to make the soil favorable for the rapid development

and spread of the alfalfa bacteria.

SOWING THE SEED

Amount of seed

Twenty pounds per acre is the usual rate of seeding. On good alfalfa

land a satisfactory stand sometimes results with from 12 to 15 pounds, but

with 20 pounds the stand obtained is oftener too thin than too thick.
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Time of seeding

There are three general times of seeding, early spring (April), late

spring (June), and midsummer (August). When the soil is suitable,

midsummer seeding is probably preferred by the majority of growers,

as it not only enables them to secure some other crop from the land the

same year, but does away with the necessity of clipping in order to keep

down weeds and wdth general care of the crop for the first year. The

Fig. 150.— Showing advantage of midsummer sowing, as compared with early fall

solving. Beginning at the left of the picture, the seed was sown August ig, September

75, and October i, respectively. All were dug up April ij of the following spring.

{At Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station)

commonest cause of failure in spring-sown alfalfa is weeds; but these

seldom give trouble in midsummer seeding, as the summer w^eed crop

has practically been destroyed by that time. Midsummer seeding should

be from July 25 to August 10, and never later than August 15. The

soil should be in good preparation and thoroughly packed, as alfalfa,

will Tiot; "winter well in a, loose seed-becJ.
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The two principal objections to midsummer seeding are: (i) the season

may be too dry to prepare the land and sow the seed by August 10;

(2) on heavy soils or those with hardpan subsoil the young plants are

not strong enough to withstand winterkilling. There is a large area of

such heavy soil in New York State, especially the type known as Volusia

silt loam and the hardpan hill lands in the south-central part of the State.

For the heavy types of soil mentioned above, the land should be thor-

oughly prepared and sowed about May i ; or, if the land is weedy and not
in first-class tilth, it should be plowed early and fallowed for about two
months, killing the spring crop of weeds and putting the soil in fine tilth.

Sowing should be done about June i to 10.

m -^

f'fltt

>

V. . !:, MITCHELL, SOLTn DAKOTA

Fig. 151.— Tlogs in alfalfa pasture. Not troubled about the high cost of living

A nurse crop is seldom used except on land especially well adapted to

alfalfa. In the latter case in New York, it is generally sown either with

oats in the spring or on fall wheat in the spring in the same way as clover.

The young plants are delicate and must be favored in early growth. How-

ever, in spring sowing it is often good practice to sow a half-seeding (one

bushel per acre) of oats or barley to be cut green at heading time for hay.

Method of sowing

Drilling is a good practice, but the land must be harrowed smooth after

the drill. If the drill marks are left, a heav>' rain within six or eight

weeks after sowing may wash enough soil on the young plants to kill

them. Broadcasting ahead of a disk drill or a spring-tooth harrow and

rolling afterward is very satisfactory.
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CARE OF THE STAND

If the alfalfa is spring- or summer-sown without a nurse crop, the weeas

must not be allowed to get ahead of

the seeding. They should be clipped

back with a mower, the cutter bar

being set from five to six inches high.

It is important not to clip the young

alfalfa close to the ground, below

the leaves, during the first four

months, as good stands are often

killed by so doing.

The established field

Alfalfa should be cut when the

new growth that starts up from the

base of the plant as itrnears maturity,

is from one to three inches high.

If the new growth is allowed to

become longer than this, there is

danger of injuring the next crop

when cutting the present one. At

this time usually not more than one-

tenth of the plants should be in

bloom. The most successfiil alfalfa

growers judge the time of cutting

by the shoots at the base of the

plant rather than by the bloom. It

is not safe to judge by the blooming

alone, for alfalfa often fails to bloom

when the season is cool or wet.

Disking the alfalfa field early in

the spring or after the first cutting

3 is often practiced in dry climates,

but in humid climates, such as that

of New York, the plants injured

by the disk are very likely to develop

root rot and thus, on the whole,

decrease the stand in time. How-
ever, on an old stand that is thin

Fig. 152.— Portion of alfalfa stem showing
new shoots, natural size: i, new shoots; 2,

old stem showing height at which previous

crop was cut; j, soil line. Alfalfa should
not be cut before the new shoots appear, and
the mowing should be completed before the and must be broken Up in another
shoots get tall enough to be clipped i- 1 • -n ^- 1 ^ i--u^ '^^

year, diskmg will stimulate growth

for at least one season and destroy many of the weeds and much of the
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grass that may be coming in. Therefore disking is good practice under

such conditions, but it is not good practice on a new stand. It is reported

W. A. /iMELLEH, MITCHELL, SuUTM DAKOTA

Fig. 153.— Curing alfalfa under hay caps. It is wise to have enough hay caps for
a part of the crop

that thorough harrowing with a spring-tooth and a peg-tooth harrow in

the early spring and after the first cutting will control weeds and grass,

Fig. 154.— Baling alfalfa from the windrow in the field. A practical method in

good haying weather

the latter especially often gives much trouble in alfalfa fields. This harrow-

ing mil not injure the alfalfa if done before the growth is far advanced.
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Pasturing

Alfalfa is the ideal pasture for hogs and horses, but if cattle are pastured

on it, they are likely to bloat. For cattle pastiire alfalfa should be mixed

with grass, about half and half. It is important not to pasture close,

as a good stand may be killed in a single season by close cropping. Ordi-

narily, enough forage should be on the land at any time to cut at least

three-fourths of a ton of hay per acre. The best practice is to cut for hay
about twice a season while pasturing. Treated in tliis way the stand

will last for from ten to twenty years.

care of the hay

Two points are to be remembered : first, that alfalfa hay cut young —

•

when one-tenth in bloom— is more digestible and better than when
older; second, that the leaves of alfalfa are from three to four times as

valuable as the stems. Good alfalfa hay should be about one-half leaves,

but unless handled mth.care a large proportion of the leaves may be lost.

How to cure

The first crop, which is usually harvested the middle of June, is handled

very much as a heavy clover crop. The first crop is generally heavy,

and the stems are coarse; this crop is not easy to cure. Coming at a

time when hajdng

weather is not

the best, the first

crop is usually
cured in small

cocks. The second

and third crops, be-

ing lighter, \\dth

finer stems, and

coming in July and

late August when
haying weather is

good, are easily

cured . The sec-

ond and third

crops are often

cured in windrows and stacked or put in the mow directly, without cocking.

***

)

Fig. 155.— Alfalfa seeds below, compared with dodder seeds

above {enlarged)

FERTILIZER AND MANURE FOR OLD SODS

No crop responds more readily to barnyard manure than does alfalfa.

'Whenever an established stand is not doing well — yielding less than three

tons per acre — it will pay to manure. The manure should be applied

during the winter.
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Many successful alfalfa growers have used from 200 to 300 pounds of

acid phosphate per acre with very good results. It is worthy of careful

trial.

alfalfa seed growing

Usually the second crop, and sometimes the third, is used for seed.

Dry weather is required during the blooming period to secure a set of

alfalfa seed, and Jul}- is the month when the proper weather conditions

are most likely to occur. In New York, however, it is seldom that a

good seed crop can be se-

cured, and it is not to be

expected oftener than once

in three or four years.

The seed is harvested very

much as is clover seed ; as

soon as the alfalfa is cured,

it is threshed, either from

the field or from the stack.

alfalfa enemies

Dodder

The effect of dodder in

alfalfa fields is shown l)y

the appearance of dead

areas near the margin of

which is a tangled mass

of slender yellowish cords

entwined about the alfalfa

plants. Infested spots
should be closely mowed,

the stubble sprinkled with

kerosene, covered with dry

hay, and burned. Seed

free from dodder shoxild

be used. Samples of seed

may be sent to the Geneva

Experiment Station for

examination. A 20x20

mesh sieve made of No. 34 wire will remove the dodder from alfalfa seed,

if care is taken to screen a small amount of seed at a time.

Leaf spot

Leaf spot causes the leaves to become spotted and yellow, and to fall

prematurely. Affected field§ should be tnpwed early in order to save a.^

Fig. 156.— Alfalfa dodder, showing its habit of growth
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much of the foliage as possible. The succeeding growth is usually un-

injured by the disease.

experlment to determine what a given soil requires for growing
ALFALFA

Every farmer who plans to grow alfalfa extensively at some future

time may determine for himself the needs of his soil by a very simple

experiment. In fact, it would not be advisable to undertake alfalfa culture

extensively in a region where it had not been cultivated previously, with-

out first experimenting. The plan of the experiment is as follows:

Lay off a plat of land eight rods long and four rods wide and divide it

into eight square plats of one-fortieth acre each, as shown in the plan,

setting stakes at the comer of each plat. Great care should be taken

to see that the soil is uniform in quality.

I

Inoculated

Lime
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The experiment should be allowed to stand at least two years, as the

most marked effect of the treatment is to be expected the second year.

references

The book of alfalfa. F. D. Coburn.

Alfalfa in America. Joseph E. Wing.

Alfalfa. F'armers' Bulletin 339, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

THE CORNELL READING COURSE FOR THE FARM
This College offers to those who desire to learn but are unable to leave

their work, a course of reading on the principles and the practices of success-

ful farming. The course is conducted by means of lessons specially prepared

for the farmer who desires to keep in touch with the latest information

available, and to understand the why as well as the how of farming. The
aim of the reading course is to provide consecutive agricultural infor-

mation in the form most satisfactory to the busy farmer. Practical

subjects are treated, and each reader may register for those of particular

interest. The lessons are made as clear, interesting, and much to the

point, as possible. Direction is given to the reading by the arrangement

of the lessons in series and by sending the lessons in each series consecu-

tively.

On registering for one or more subjects, the reader receives the first

lesson in each series. The lesson furnishes the text for reading and is

accompanied by a supplement called a discussion paper. The discussion

paper serves three purposes: First, by returning the discussion paper

the reader acknowledges the receipt of the lesson and indicates his interest.

As soon as the discussion paper is returned to the College, a second lesson

in the series is sent. This method is continued until the reader has com-

pleted the study of all the subjects in which he is interested. Second,

the discussion paper furnishes questions to encourage thought and self-

expression by those who wish to make a careful study of the lessons.

Answering the questions therefore is optional, but in order to continue to

receive the lessons by series it is necessary to sign and return the dis-

cussion papers. Third, the discussion paper furnishes a ready means of

inquiring for information on any agricultural subject. Requests for

information are referred to si)ecialists for a personal reply.

One new lesson is added to the reading course for the farm each month,

being placed in the appropriate series. Such new lessons as are of general

interest are sent to all the members of the course as soon as issued. Readers

who have completed a study of all of the series in which they are interested

will continue to receive new lessons. Two advanced reading courses are

offered especially for those who have completed a study of reading course
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lessons. References for advanced study in subjects not treated in the

advanced reading courses will be given on request.

By means of reading course lessons study clubs may be promoted,

which may become important factors in community welfare. Assistance

will be given in organizing and conducting clubs by the supervisor of the

reading course for the farm.

Residents of New York State may register in the reading course for

the farm free of charge, but the course is not available to nonresidents

either free or in return for a cash payment. A limited ntunber of particular

lessons, however, will be sent free to any one on request. Residents of

New York State are invited to register for one or more of the following

subjects: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, fann forestry, the horse,

dairying, fruit growing, farm crops, stock feeding, vegetable gardening,

plant breeding, insect, country life. Address Reading Course for the

Fann, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.
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A discussion paper is sent with each reading course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying tlie most important points. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, observation, and self-expression. Each

discussion paper filled out and returned will be read carefully, and a

personal reply will be made if further information or references for

advanced reading are desired. Practical suggestions on farm problems

will he sent gladly.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the follo^^•ing series of

reading course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, INSECT, COUNTRY

LIFE. The first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and

subsequent lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion

papers. Therefore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, the

reader should sign and return this discussion paper, whether the questions

are answered or not. By means of reading course lessons, study clubs may
be promoted, which may become important factors in community welfare.

Assistance will be given in organizing and conducting clubs. The space

below on this page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading course

work, and also for names and addresses of residents of New York State likely

to become interested in the Cornell Reading Course for the Farm.

[1983]
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(In answering questions, attack additional paper if needed and number the

answers).

I. Have hardy varieties of alfalfa been tried in your vicinity, and if so,

with what success?

2. In what respect does your soil vary from ideal alfalfa soil? Is it

too heavy? too light? hardpan? acid?" or does it lack drainage?

3. Name the three most important soil treatments generally required

in preparing land for alfalfa.
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4. What is the probable hme requirement per acre of land in your

vicinity ?

5. What month is regarded as the best time for sowing alfalfa in your

county? Is it generally sown with a nurse crop, or without?

6. From inquiry do you find that new seedings of late-sown alfalfa

winterkill on soil similar to that of your farm? Do old, well-estabUshed

stands winterkill?

125
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7. At present prices would it pay 5^ou to grow alfalfa rather than

timothy? What yield per acre do you expect from each crop?

8. Capitalizing the net income from alfalfa, on what value per acre

would alfalfa meadow pay an income of six per cent?

9. How much per acre would you feel justified in spending in order to

secure a good alfalfa stand?

Name.

.

Address

.

Date. .

.

(Address all correspondence to the Reading Course for the Farm, College

of Agriculture, Ithaca. New York.)
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SUMMER CARE OF THE HOME VEGETABLE GARDEN
Albert E. Wilkinson

The gardener may make careful plans for his garden, select the best site,

order the most viable seeds, plant or transplant at the proper time, and

yet fail of success if he does not give proper care and attention to the plants

during the growing season. This lesson discusses some of the details of

Fig. 157.— A garden in viidsutnmer. While this is a toivn garden it illustrates the

fundamental principles, which are applicable in town and country alike. This garden

was not made to be photographed, but it shows complete utilization of space, succession

of crops, large variety, attractive arrangement, and good care. Note the line and the

berry baskets where a row of tiny lettuce plants has just been set. Even in the couyitry

a small garden like this one is better than a half acre gone wild

summer management that are important in bringing the vegetables to a

successful han^est.
CULTIVATION

Cultivation is the stirring of the surface soil so that weeds will be erad-

icated and evaporation of water from the soil will be checked. This is

the fundamental operation in a garden during the summer, for unless

[1287]
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evaporation of moisture from the soil is hindered, all vegetation wall suf-

fer.^ The purposes of cultivation are several and differ slightly from those

of earlier soil working, generally called tillage. These purposes are as

follows

:

1. Conservation of soil moisture. The maintenance of a dust mulch
over the entire surface of the soil will effectively prevent excessive loss

of moisture and will also offer conditions that are favorable for the entrance

of rains.

2. Aeration. If proper cultivation is given, the roots of the plants are

permitted much freer access to the air, which is essential to their develop-

ment.

3. Modification of the soil temperature. The maintenance beneath

the surface mulch of a suitable amount of moisture tends to prevent wide

fkictuations in soil temperature.

4. Improved physical condition. The improvement is due to loosening

of the soil, retention of the water, and aeration.

5. Increased action by bacteria. This results from the improved physical

condition of the soil. Decomposition of plant-foods is hastened, thus

rendering them readily available.

6. Prevention of erosion. With a good surface m.ulch the soil is enabled

to take up a larger amount of water than is possible if the surface is not

stirred. This prevents to a considerable extent the loss of soil particles,

humus, and valuable plant-food.

7. Weed eradication. Weeds rob the soil of its moisture and plant-

food, thus removing essentials from cultivated plants. Above ground

weeds produce such strong growth that they tend to shade the useful

plant. A plant robbed below ground and above ground is soon dwarfed

and of very little value.

It is impossible to follow any fixed rules in regard to cultivating the

garden; however, some suggestions are given here concerning the most
advisable time. In general the correct time to cultivate is when the soil

has dried slightly following a rain, although a very sandy soil may be worked

when rather wet. If heavier soils, such as silt or clay, are cultivated when
wet, puddling or the formation of hard clods results. Such soils will work

up more easily and better when they are dry enough to crumble. In case

the soil becomes hard, or a crust is formed before rain comes, the surface

soils should be worked in order to prevent evaporation of moisture.

Many good gardeners cultivate every week or ten days, thus assuring the

maintenance of a soil mulch and killing the weeds when they are small

and more easily kept in check. It is impossible to injure garden plants

by over-much timely and thorough cultivation.

>Soil moisture and crop production. By Elmer O. Pippin. Cornell reading course for the farm, Vol. Ill,
No. 70.
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In order to obtain the best results, cultivation should be^in just as soon

as the seeds arc sown or the plants transplanted. Since practically all

vegetables are shallow rooted, they should be cultivated from one-half to

one inch deep. Some gardeners cultivate deeply at first, from two to

three inches, and, as the crop grows, gradually decrease the depth. Other

gardeners cultivate deeply, at first the entire width between rows, but

gradually limit the area of deep cultivation to the center of the space

WATER TABLE

^^^fJ^-i E'5<ir^K>>;-

WATER TABLE

Fig. 158.— Level culture is preferred nowadays

between rows as the plants increase in size. As a n,dc, deep cultivation

is to be discouraged ; it is nothing more than tilling poorly prepared land.

The soil should be properly prepared before the garden is planted; then

there will be no excuse for deep cultivation.

Conservation of moisture is easier and more efficient where level cultiva-

tion is practiced because the exposed surface of the soil is not so great

as when the jjlants are hilled (Fig. 158). To make hills requires more

labor, which in turn costs more in money or effort. There is also a loss

caused by severing the roots of the plant. The last j^oint is of great

importance if the gardener has not plowed the soil deeper than from four

t*) five inches, because hilling will rob the roots of their feeding ground.

TOOLS for cultivation

There is a great variety of tools adaptable to the work of cultivating

gardens. Efficiency depends in a larger measure on the character of the

tools selected and on -the skill of the operator in managing them. A gar-
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doner who does not thoroughl}' understand the use of any particular tool,

should exercise considerable care until proficient. In the farmer's home
garden and in other gardens of large size, it might be well to use horse-

drawn tools.

Horse cultivators are of two general types : those having large, flat teeth,

commonly called shovel-tooth cultivators; and those with narrow teeth,

called spike-tooth cultivators. The latter are generally preferable for use

in gardens, because they do not work deeply, can be operated much

ric.,, i5y,— Unc hone ipiki'-loutii cultivatur

closer to the plant, and are lighter and therefore easier to handle. The
shovel-tooth type includes coarse, deep-working tools of five or seven

teeth ; these are not adaptable to the intensive work of the average large

home garden. The cost of a one-horse cultivator varies from five dollars

to ten dollars.

Many home gardeners are doing away with the horse-drawTi cultivators

entirely, preferring to decrease the size of their gardens, intensify their

operations, and use man-power wheel cultivators. There are several

types of these machines; figure i6o illustrates some of them. All of these

tools are shallow working, adaptable to ver^^ close culture, easily operated,

and highly efficient. The cost varies from four dollars to fourteen dollars

and fifty cents. Many of the wheel cultivators have several types of

attachments, such as rake, harrow, hoe, shovel, or disk, while others have
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Fig. 160.— Several forms of wheel hoes

but one. Any one wishing to buy

these tools should inspect those

at the local stores or should write

to the manufacturers for cata-

logues. With these tools not only

can much shallower cultivation be

practiced than with horse-drawn

cultivators, but it is possible to

cultivate much closer to the

plants, in many cases doing away
largely with hand hoeing or finger

weeding. The one-wheel hoes are

pushed between rows, and the two-

wheel may be used similarly to

the one-wheel, but are generally

pushed straddling the row. In

order to work these machines

efficiently, a knack is required,

which is gained only with practice.

These hoes are light and easily

operated.

Thrust, or scuffle, hoes and drag

cultivators are modifications of
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wheel hoes; both types have proved highly efficient. Scuffle hoes represent

the older tj^pe of hand cultivators and cost from fifty cents to one dollar,

depending on the width of the blade. Drag cultivators cost from fifty

to seventy-five cents, according to the number of prongs.

Where the soil in the row is not stirred by tools of the types mentioned,

it is necessary to use hoes or weeders. There are many types of hand hoes

:

those with the blades nearly square, as the common field hoes; those with

blades wider than they are deep, as the market garden hoes; onion hoes,

which are light and narrow bladed; field hoes with round teeth cut in the

base of the blade; those with long teeth; those with heart-shaped blades;

and man}^ others. Each of these types has some special advantage or

adaptability : for example, the heart-shaped hoe is used as a furrow opener,

those with round teeth and those with long teeth for fining the soil where

very shallow cultivation is desired, and the market garden and the field

hoes for killing weeds, as well as for mulching. The hoe that has a blade

on one side and single or double prongs on the other, is valuable for both

Fig. 162.— Hoes for strrmig the soil. Different ones are good for different soils and
different crops

close and ordinary work. All these hoes should be used for about the

same purpose, that is, to stir a shallow layer of the topsoil and to kill

the weeds.

Hand weeders are as nimierous in design as hoes, such types as the rake,

the knife, or the hook being common. They are operated very close

to the plants and are used generally in thinning thick stands of plants,
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such as onions, beets, or carrots. The main work of weeders is to supple-

ment the previously mentioned tools by establishing a surface mulch

and eradicating weeds in the rows. Weeders may be bought for from

ten to fifty cents, or they may be made at home from other old tools.

Fig. 163.— Tools used jor weeding and transplanting

MULCHING

Probably the reader is familiar with the practice of mulching straw-

berries with straw, manure, or other material. Possibly he has read

of the practice of mulching other fruits, such as the gooseberry, the currant,

the raspberry, and the blackberry. Some gardeners have concluded

that if mulching is good for these frviits, it would also be good for vegetables,

and trial has proved that this supposition is correct. Many times instead

of cultivating the ground the gardener may effectively mulch it with

various materials, and, to a large extent, obtain the same results as by

cultivation. The principal purposes of mulching are as follows:

1. To conserve moisture. The layer of mulch, being dry on top, to a

large measure checks the influence of sun and air on the soil moisture.

The mulch also prevents the soil from baking and cracking, which result

in increased loss of moisture.

2. To check weed growth.

3. To keep the surface soil loose and friable. The force of beating

rains is broken by passing through the mulch, which thus prevents the

packing of the soil.

4. To supply plant-food. When manure is used, the rain dissolves

some of the material contained in it, and thus plant-food is added to the

soil.
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5. To save labor at a busy time. The manure or other material may
be applied during a slack time, and, as it does away with cultivation,

the busy farmer is free during the rush of haying and subsequent catching

up of work that has been neglected.

The materials used for mulching are. generally manure, straw, leaves,

lawn clippings, or moss. Excel-

sior, sawdust, and shavings are

of less value, for the woody mat-

ter may be a detriment, especially

^^•hen turned under year after year

in large amounts. If manure is

used, it should be applied at least

two to four inches thick, having

the thickest part of the layer in

the center of the row. It is ad-

\-isable not to have the manure
against the plant because of

possible injury' or discoloration.

Leaves or straw should be used in

the same way.

From tests carried on at dif-

ferent experiment stations, it has

been found that by mulching

asparagus, rhubarb, cabbage, to-

matoes, beans, cucumbers, celery,

and potatoes, the yields have been

greatly increased; diseases have

been less prevalent; the vegetables

and in some cases the quality of the product has been

It has been found advisable, however, not to mulch

Fig. 164.— Mulching with manure

have been larger

much improved.

lettuce, radishes, spinach, and a few other quick maturing crops because

of the short time before the crop is harv^csted. In the case of lettuce or

crops of a similiar nature, the mulch injures the leaves b\^ becoming

entangled with them, and sometimes by causing discoloration.

SUMMER APPLICATIONS OF MANURE AND FERTILIZER

Celery, lettuce, chard, com, tomatoes, and a few other vegetables are

often benefited by application of food during the growing season. Often-

times a side dressing of fertilizers or manures is used to hasten the growth

of the plants and thus to obtain early maturity. The different materials

that are so used are hen manure, nitrate of soda, fish scrap, dried blood,

tankage, and liquid manure. In some particular cases a complete ferti-
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lizer containing the three most important plant-foods, nitrogen, phosphoric

acid, and potash, may be used. These materials are strewn sparingly

along the rows of the crops. It is highly important when using hen

manure, nitrate of soda, or chemicals of any sort, not to distribute them

too thickly because injvin- to the foHage or the roots may result. Some-

times gardeners have obtained good results by using the follo-^-ing method

with such crops as celer}' and cabbage : A shallow furrow is opened rather

close to the plants, and from on,e hundred to one hundred and fifty poimds

of nitrate of soda an acre or tu-ice that amount of hen maniu"e, is placed

in it, and the furrow filled.

Sometimes during the development of a crop of vegetables, the gardener

notices that the plants are dwarfed, that the color, instead of being dark

green, is light green, or that other indications of checked growth are

apparent. At times the difficulty may be traced to disease or insects,

at other times, to poor soil preparation, lack of cultivation, and some-

times to deficient food supply. In the latter case, it is possible to over-

come the difficiilty by apphing fertilizers or manures as a side dressing.

An old time remedy, which was in general use in many gardens a few

years ago and is used somewhat at present, is liquid manm-e. The method

of making this Hqmd fertilizer is as follows : Place a bushel of cow manure

in a barrel of water, and allow half a day or more to elapse before using

the clear Hquid, which should be diluted imtil it has the color of weak

coffee. From one to two quarts may be potired on the soil around the

plant.

As a general rule it is best to avoid the necessity of side dressing by

apph-ing a sufficient quantity of plant-food before the garden is planted.

irrigation

As a protection against drought, many gardeners are taking steps

to supplement the natural water supph*. Cvdtivation helps to conser\'e

the moisture that is in the soil or that falls on the soil, but cultivation

cannot add water directly. In New York the opportimities for irrigation

are abvmdant because the State is plentifully suppHed with rivers, lakes,

creeks, brooks, and other sources of supply. Ordinarily water can be

obtained at very low cost. Home gardeners Hving in cities or towns

have the advantage of the public water systems, and their irrigation

problem is therefore ver\- simple of solution.

There are several methods of irrigation in gardens, one of the common

being the hose method. The cost of installation is rather hea\y , as the hose

costs from eight to twenty cents a linear foot. Initial cost and deprecia-

tion may be reduced by la}-ing a permanent pipe through a garden and

using short lengths of hose, which may be attached at any one of the
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several points. The wear and tear on the hose is also serious, soon neces-

sitating a new outfit. Another considerable drawback is the long time

required to sa^tisfactorily water a garden. Many gardeners, in using a hose,

do more harm than good.. They spend from half an hour to an hour in

watering a garden of considerable size, when in reality they have only

moistened the top layer, leaving a layer of dry soil between this top layer

and the lower body of moist soil. The surface soon dries out, and the

labor, the wear on hose, and the water are wasted.

Another method of irrigation is the furrow method, which requires

a supply of water led to the highest point in the garden, through- a pipe,

a spout, or an open ditch. From the main source lateral furrows or ditches

are constructed, preferably between ever>" other row in the garden. The
water is then allowed to run through these furrows whenever required

during dry periods. As soon after watering as conditions permit, the

soil should be cultivated in order to conserv^e the moisture. The furrow

system has the advantage of being cheaply and easily installed, but it is

wasteful of water. This method is of very little value where the land

is uneven in contour or where the land is absolutely level. It works best

where the garden slopes gradually away from one point. • Where soils

are very porous or very hard, the furrow system is not successful.

Subirrigation is accomplished by means of tile that are laid below ground.

The general system consists of a main from four to ten inches in diameter

from which extend laterals three or four inches in diameter. The subsoil

should not be open and porous, or loss from percolation will result. The
best results from the use of this method of irrigation are obtained where

hardpan is found two or three feet below the surface and where the topsoil

is a rich sandy loam full of htmius-making materials. There are many
advantages in subirrigation. All of the parts of the system are below

ground so that there is nothing to interfere with plowing, harrowing, and

other labor on the soil. The surface of the soil is never wet as a direct

result of irrigation, making it possible to till it at any time. There is no

baking of the soil, and if a good mulch has been established, it can be

maintained with less labor. The drawbacks of this method of irrigation,

are found in the cost of installation, and in the very slow movement of

the water from the laterals through the soil.

The fourth method of irrigation is the overhead system, which aims to

imitate a light rainfall. This method is now much used in commercial

gardens in New York State in preference to others. There are several

different firms that handle equipment for this method. The chief

advantage of this plan lies in the even distribution of water with very little

attention. Where the home gardener has water under pressure, it will

be possible to install the overhead system. The cost of a line fifty feet
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lon^^ for overhead irrigation is $9-75. f-o.b., and of a line one hundred
feet long, $18.85. The shorter line will water a garden fifty feet by fifty

feet, and the longer, a garden one

hundred feet by fifty feet. An
outfit consists of fifty or one hun-

dred feet of galvanized pipe all

drilled and cleaned so that the

nozzles can be inserted, the full

number of nozzles needed, one

valve or gate to control the water

supply, one specially constructed

turning imion, three roller-bearing

pipe supports to be placed on

top of posts, and one drain cock

inserted at the end of the line for

draining. The purchaser has to

furnish the feed line or connection

with the water supply and four

posts for supporting the pipe line.

The system is entirely portable

and may be taken down during

the winter. The amount of pres-

sure needed for good results is

thirty-five pounds, and some gar- Fi^- i^o-—--^ >-ain machine, overhead irrigation

deners report that better results are obtained by using as much as

sixty pounds.

traininq

Garden space may be economized and f)roducts of a finer quality may
be obtained from many vegetable plants if they are supported from the

groimd by staking or training. The gardener is enabled to cultivate,

to spray, and to do other work in the garden more easily and more
thoroughl}^ while the products are kept free from dirt. Tomatoes, pole

beans, tall-growing peas, cuaunbers, squashes, and melons lend them-

selves particularly well to this method of culture.

Training and staking are especially advantageous with the tomato, as the

sun is thus enabled to reach the fruit, and ripening is hastened. There

seems to be less trouble from certain diseases, particularly blossom-end rot,

when tomatoes are grown in this way, though drought and lack of culti-

vation increase loss from this disease. For this plant a single stake driven

on the north side of the stalk is ordinarily used. The plant should be

tied to this stake every twelve inches, beginning about four inches from

the ground. Tomatoes may also be trained on wires that are fastened
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about six inches apart on posts set about fifteen feet apart in the row.

Poultry wire may be used in the same way. vStill another plan involves

the use of two stakes driven into the ground about eighteen inches apart

and carrying hoops encircling the plant at ever}'- twelve inches.

Pole beansmay be wound about poles nine feet tall, to which they will hold

tightly. Beans may also be grown on a trellismade as follows : Place a post at

each end of the row. Stretch one wire nine inches from the ground between

the two posts and another near the top of the posts. Between these wires

weave strings, V- or X-fashion. The beans should be encouraged to

Fig. i66.— Traiuino tomatoes to a sinsje stem

climb up these strings. In place of the two methods chicken wire may be

used, especially the five- or six-foot widths.

Peas may bo held up with brush, or they may be supported by the aid

of wires or poultry netting. Melons, squashes, and cucumbers may be

trained to grow over a trellis made of wood, perhaps A-shaped or perhaps

overhead. They may be trained on wires similarly to tomatoes or in

other ways.

PRUNING

In many cases it is an advantage to prune vegetable plants, especially

if they are to be trained or staked. Some growers pinch back tomatoes

by taking out all the lateral growths that are found at the bases of the
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leaves. The tomato plant must then grow to one stem. Sometimes

two or three stems are desired, in which case all lateral growths but the

required number arc removed. With the cucimibcr, it is often advisable

w'here the plants arc too thick, to remove some of the lateral shoots or

even to remove the tip. If the plant tends to produce an overabimdance

of leaf growth, it may be pinched back in order to encourage the growi:h

of fruit. A stockier and more vigorous growth ma}^ be encouraged in

melons in the same way. Occasionally in the home garden one desires to

obtain but one melon or one squash from a particular plant. In such

cases all female blossoms are removed after one fruit has been set, and

the vegetative growth is kept within bounds by judicious pruning. Thus

the energ\^ of the plant is centered in the development of the single speci-

men.

blanching

In order to obtain the highest quality in certain plants, it is necessary

to shut- out the sunlight. This process is known as blanching. It pre-

vents the formation of coloring matter in the stem or the leaves, and at the

same time stops the function of food making. A blanched plant will

soon decay if kept too warm or too moist.

White asparagus is generally obtained by cutting shoots before they

extend far above the groimd, though some varieties are naturally whiter

than others. A moimd is generally thro^^^l up over the asparagus crowns,

and the shoots push up through the soil imt.il they reach the surface

of the ground. Asparagus grown by the blanching method generally

has a shorter stalk than the green asparagus, and in some cases only the

tips are cut.

Endive is blanched by gathering and tying the leaves above the center

of the plant. The heart of the plant, shut in from exposure to sunlight,

loses its natural green color, and turns yellowish white. Endive is less

bitter when blanched. Sometimes it is necessar}- to blanch lettuce in

a similar manner, especially lettuce that has a tendency to be loose headed,

such as the cos or the romainc types.

Celery has a bitter flavor and dark color if not properly blanched.

Well-blanched stalks vary in color from chalk-white to golden yellow

according to the variety. Celcr}' blanching may begin from two to

four weeks previous to hai"V'esting, according to the season. Early blanch-

ing may be accomplished by placing boards along the sides of the rows

about six inches apart at the bottom and about two to three inches at

the top. The soil should be pressed slightly against the base of the boards,

and the top should be firmly held by means of a strip of wood or by a

wire spanner. The boards should be from ten to twelve inches wide or

more if tall celery is grown. Roofing paper or red siding of the same
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width may be substituted for the boards and may be held in place by

a U-shaped arch, which is pushed into the soil (Fig. 167). On a small

Fig. 167.— Blanching celery with paper. Boards may be similarly used

scale, tile or cylinders of paper may be used (Fig. 168). These may be

slipped over the plant and a small amount of soil pressed up around the

base in order to shut out all sunlight.

Earth is generally used for blanch-

ing late celery. The soil is first

brought around the plants, in a ridge

about three inches high; four or five

days later it is pushed up about an

inch higher; in another four or five

days it is pushed still higher; and so

on until it covers very nearly all of

the celery. It is important not to

get the dirt inside of the celery hearts.

The celery should be inspected very

carefully for rust, for it is not advis-

able to blanch with dirt if rust is

present. If the celery is to be stored

and used during January, February,

or March, one week of shading by
means of low banking, about six to

nine inches high, will start the

blanching just enough. Celery will keep better and longer if in a green

condition.

Fig. 168.— Blanching celery with a tile.

A paper cylinder may be used in the

same way
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The flowering head of cauHflower to be of good quality must be care-

fully protected from sunlight; otherwise it will be of dark color and poor

flavor. Some varieties are almost self-blanching, but it is nearly always

necessary to tie the leaves over the head soon after it begins to form.

Some gardeners protect the small heads by covering them with paper.

AVAILABLE READING COURSE LESSONS FOR THE FARM,
ARRANGED BY SERIES

Residents of New York State may register for one or more of the series

mentioned below by addressing The Cornell Reading Course for the

Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

SERIES

The soil 74

42

so

Poultry

.

Rural engineering.

Farm forestry. . . .

The horse.

Dairying.

70

78

80

88

8

*S9

12

28

40

62

46

56

16

32

54

60

82

86

LESSONS

Introduction to the principles of soil fer-

tiHty

Tilth and tillage of the soil

Nature, efilects, and maintenance of humus
in the soil

Soil moisture and crop production

Land drainage and soil efficiency

Incubation

Feeding young chickens

Knots, hitches, and splices

Sewage disposal for country homes

The improvement of the woodlot

Recent New York State Laws giving relief

from taxation on lands used for forestry

purposes

County, town, and village forests

Methods of detemiining the value of timber

in the farm woodlot

Feeding and care of the horse

Practical horse-breeding

Practical dairy problems

Composition of milk and some of its products

The dairy herd

Farm butter-making

Cream separation

The production of clean milk

Lesson for the Farm Home.

126
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SERIES

Fruit growing.

.

22

36

48

52

72

Farm crops 90

24

66

Stock feeding 26

Vegetable gardening. . 34

S8

Plant breeding 38

44

68

Country life 64

76

Insect ' 84

lessons

The culture of the currant and the goose-

berry

Culture of red and black raspberries and of

purple-cane varieties

Culture of the cherry

Culture of the blackberry

Culture of the grape

Alfalfa for New York

The rotation of farm crops

Meadows in New York

Computing rations for farm animals

Home-garden planning

Planting the home vegetable garden

Principles and methods of plant-breeding

Methods of breeding oats

Improving the potato crop by selection

The rural school and the community

Birds in their relation to agriculture in New
York State

Insects injurious to the fruit of the apple

The above list is correct to July 15, 1915. The demand may at any

time exhaust the supply of particular numbers. Requests will be filled

as long as the supply lasts.
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Beverly T. Galloway, Dean
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Published and distributed in furtherance of the purposes provided for in the
Act of Congress of May 8, 1914
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SUMMER CARE OF THE HOME VEGETABLE GARDEN
DISCUSSION PAPER

A discussion paper is sent with each readinj^ course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying the most important jjoints. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, obser\^ation, and self-expression. Each

discussion paper filled out and returned will be read carefully, and a

personal reply will be made if further information or references for ad-

vanced reading are desired. Practical suggestions on fami problems will

be sent gladly.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

reading course lessons: the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm

FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, INSECT, COUNTRY LIFE.

The first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and subsequent

lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion papers. There-

fore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, readers shoidd sign

and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are answered or not.

By means of reading course lessons, study clubs may be promoted, which

may become important factors in community welfare. Assistance will

be given in organizing and conducting clubs. The space below on this

page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading course work, and also

for names and addresses of any residents of New York State likely to become

interested in the Cornell Reading Course for the Farm.

|200.^j
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

I. Describe instances where frequent cultivations in a garden have

demonstrated their value.

2. Do you find wheel hoes especially useful? Discuss.

3. Have you compared level culture with hill culture? With what
result ?
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4. What are the advantages of mulching?

5. Have you used the mulching method? What results have you ob-

tained ?

6. Do you irrigate your garden? If so, what is your method?

7. Is it better to water a garden frequently and lightly or less frequently

and thoroughly?
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8. What vegetables do you train, prune, or stake? Describe your

methods.

y. Have you found training and staking especially helpful for tomatoes?

Why?

lo. Give in detail your methods of blanching vegetables.

Name ,

Address

Date

(Address all correspondence to the Reading Course for the Farm, College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.)
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COUNTRY LIFE SERIES
No. 3

THE FARM FISHPOND
George C. Embody

American farmers have been flooded with reading matter designed to

assist them in increasing the productivity of their land areas, but that

which relates to the utilization of their aquatic resources is scanty.

Fig. 169.— The harvest of the farm fishpond

It is not surprising, therefore, that there are many springs and creeks

unused, and that swamp lands incapable of drainage are considered of

no value. It is possible to utiHze these neglected resources for the prop-

agation of fishes, frogs, and possibly many other useful aquatic organisms,

which have a market value. In this way one may materially increase

both the output of any farm possessing these resources and also at the

same time the supply of a highly nutritious animal food.

[2007]
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Farm fish culture has been almost wholly neglected in America even

though a large part of the country possesses exceptional advantages for

it. Some interest was created years ago when the carp was introduced

from Europe and rather generally distributed among farmers. Much
of this interest died out, however, as it became known that the carp was

not very well liked by Americans. The ponds were allowed to deteriorate,

and, in the majority of cases, the stock carp were permitted to escape into

public waters. Little effort has been made to interest people in prop-

agating the better grade of native fishes, which are already in high

esteem. This inactivity may perhaps be pardoned on the ground that

until a few years ago one could go to the near-by stream or lake confident

of obtaining enough fish or frogs for a meal.

An entirely different state of affairs prevails in certain parts of Europe;

for example, in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Belgiiim, commercial

fish culture is probably developed to its highest state. Farmers find it

profitable to engage in fish culture, and, in the aggregate, immense areas

of water are used for this purpose. Aquicultural experiment stations

and schools, either connected with agricultural colleges or run exclusively

in the interest of fish culture, teach the farmers economic methods of

raising carp and other fishes. Carp is highly esteemed in Europe, and in

the countries mentioned has a market value comparable to that of the

better food fishes of America. Necessity no doubt has been the primary

cause of the development of this industry. The supply of fish in the

public waters of these countries was exhausted long ago, and, since

sufficient meat could not be raised on land to fully supply the increasing

demand, it became necessary to transform waste lands into water areas

and to stock them with fish.

This bit of history is gradually repeating itself in this country. The
largest fish-producing streams have been transformed into sewers; others

have been dried up ; and still others have been stripped of their inhabitants

by too ardent harvesting. In order to justify the advance in the price

of beef, dealers say that the supply is decreasing while the demand is

becoming greater with the increase of the population. If this is true,

either means must be devised for producing more beef, or other kinds of

meat must be produced and utilized. There is much doubt as to whether

the former will generally be possible in the State of New York, but the

latter can be done by fish and frog culture. There are few farms that

have not a stream, a spring, an artesian well, or a bit of swamp that could

be developed into a profitable source of food supply.

During the past four years, the New York State College of Agriculture

at Cornell University has been giving instruction in the propagation of

useful aquatic ariimals to a steadily increasing number of students. Letters

are continually coming in from persons in different parts of this and other
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States seeking information concerning the propagation of frogs and fishes.

For these reasons it is believed that if rcUable infonnation is widely dis-

tributed, the fishpond will soon become a common feature of the farm.

This lesson is written for the double purpose of answering many in-

quiries that come to the College and of stimulating a more general in-

terest in fann fish culture. It is based on the practices in some of the

government hatcheries and on experimentation undertaken in this College.

It is wanting in many particulars principally because aquicultural investi-

gators have not yet supplied complete and reliable information meeting

farm conditions.

The pond herein described is not one that will put on its owner a great

burden of labor, nor is it guaranteed to become a commercial success.

It is designed merely to supply a good-sized family or two with enough

fresh fish to satisfy their needs, and this with the least possible expendi-

ture of labor. A commercial establishment would consist of many such

ponds, and in order to make it a financial success, one would have to

give it special treatment, which cannot be detailed here.

TYPES OF PONDS

There are in general three types of ponds depending on the method

of construction: namely, the pond formed by damming a stream, the

excavated pond, and the dike pond.

A pond of the first type is usually formed by throwing an embankment

across the bed of a stream in some narrow part of its course. Not-

withstanding its general popularity, a pond of this kind is a poor invest-

ment for three reasons. First, it can never be brought under complete

control, for there is no sure way of preventing the escape of its inhabi-

tants, especially the young fish. Second, every freshet brings in quantities

of sediment, much of which is deposited on the bottom, and the accumu-

lation of only a few years is necessary to materially decrease the depth.

And third, the embankment, unless it be a very expensive one, is in danger

during every freshet.

The ponds that are most likely to give profitable returns are either

excavated below the surface of the surrounding ground or formed by

building earthen embankments, or dikes. A combination of these two

types is often desirable. In every case the pond should be situated away

from the course of a stream and in such a manner as to preclude the pos-

sibility of surface water draining into it during the heavy rains.

LOCATION

Since every farm has its own particular conditions, only very general

statements concerning the location of the pond are given. In a large
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measure, it is determined by the topography of the land and the character

of the water supply. Any fairly level acre of land situated slightly below

a flowing spring or the water level in a creek, and at the same time a few

feet above contiguous ground, constitutes an ideal location. From the

water source to the lowest point on the farm there should be a total drop

of at least seven feet; this will allow a gravity flow from the water source

to the pond, and also from the bottom of the pond to some other point

for draining.

. While the ideally situated pond is one that can be completely drained

by merely pulling a plug or by means of some other simple device, suc-

cessful fishponds have been made in low-lying swamp or marsh land

incapable of drainage and worthless from an agricultural standpoint.

The soil removed in excavating such a pond often possesses high value

as a fertilizer and may be used to advantage on upland fields. At any
rate a pond is much more profitable than a mosquito-infested waste.

The principal thing to be kept in mind in making a pond in such a location

is the necessity for plenty of water during the summer months.

WATER SUPPLY

The water supply for a fishpond may be obtained in a number of ways

:

namely, direct from a spring or stream by gravity flow or by the use

of a hydraulic ram; from an artesian well; from a well of the ordinary

type by the use of a windmill; and finally by conserving the rainfall and
the ordinary land drainage.

Spring water and artesian well water

Flowing springs or wells are the best sources of water supply for the

farm fishpond if the water from them is of the right quality, because

this water is most easily controlled, is usually permanently clear, and
is warmer in winter than creek water, thus making part of the pond free

from ice. Much spring water is free from pollution and dangerous min-

erals and gases, and may be led directly into the pond. However, water

may be tested by placing a few fishes in it; if they remain alive for a

week or so, the water may be considered suitable.

On the other hand, water may contain a number of undesirable sub-

stances in solution. Such minerals as arsenic, salt, and iron, if present

in considerable quantities, are injurious to fishes, and water containing

these minerals should not be used in a fishpond. Hard water is unde-

sirable not because of the presence of lime carbonate but because it may
contain obnoxious gases: for example, hydrogen sulfide, marsh gas, and

carbon dioxide— all of which are injurious. Hydrogen sulfide imparts

an undesirable flavor to fish flesh ; marsh gas and carbon dioxide, if present
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in large quantities, actually poison or asphyxiate fishes. Fortunately water

containing the last two gases may be purified by passing it over a series

of falls, during which process the gases are replaced by oxygen from the

air. In general, the water from springs originating in limestone regions

contains much carbon dioxide and should be tested before using. Spring

water containing ver}^ much hydrogen sulfide should not be used, but,

if there is only a slight odor or taste of this gas, it may be eliminated as

in the case of marsh gas and carbon dioxide.

A spring should be protected from contamination by surface water and
drainage from stables and like places. It is well to dig a basin in the

spring itself and to line this with a wall of concrete, loose brick, or stone,

which should extend from eight to twelve inches above the surface of the

ground. A ridge of clay soil thrown up around this wall will effectively

turn away all surface water.

Should it become necessar\^ to build a pond at a higher level than the

spring, a hj^draulic ram may sometimes be used. It must be understood,

however,, that only a small part of the water suppl3% one-seventh or less,

can be forced to a higher level; and that for every rise of ten feet from

ram to pond, there must be at least one foot fall from spring to ram. The
greater part of the water is wasted by this method; hence it is applicable

only to a spring of large capacity.

Creek water

A creek not immediately fed by springs, as a rule, drains a rather large

area of land; therefore it is subject to great changes in volume, turbidity,

and temperature. A pond directly connected with such a creek is like-

wise subject to the same changes. The temperature is beyond control.

The turbidity cannot be regulated without the expenditure of a large

sum of money. It is therefore fortunate that these two factors merely

inconvenience pond management and do not in themselves seriously

affect the healthfulness of the inhabitants of the pond. The volume of

water, however, flowing into the pond must be kept within certain limits

throughout the year, and to this end special structures are necessary.

It is customary to build a low dam across the creek bed, and on one side

of the bank of the pond so formed to construct an intake box, from which

the desired amount of water can be taken. In locating the dam, two

things must be kept in mind : first, the fishpond should be fed by gravity

flow; second, the water must not be dammed back on to another man's

property without his written consent. Thus the dam should be far

enough up stream to feed the pond properly and yet not too near another

person's property. A drop of at least two feet from the line fence to

the water level in the dam should be allowed.
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Fig. 170.— Diagram showing relation of dam
and intake box. A, apron; B, intake box;

C, core; D, drainpipes; E, bulkheads; F,

screen; G. coarse grating; H, stream bed; I,

spillway

The form and the arrangement of a structure for regulating the volume

of water flowing into a fishpond is shown diagrammatically in figure 170.

The dam need not necessarily be

high ; from two and one-half

to three feet of water in the

deepest part of the pond formed

by it will usually suffice. The in-'

take box (B) is built in the side

of the embankment so that it

may be away from the swiftest

part of the stream and therefore

out of the path of ice and debris coming down during the early spring

freshets. At G there should be a coarse grating in order to prevent any

large masses, particularly ice, logs, and brush, from entering the intake

box. F is a screen, loosely inserted so that it may be withdrawn and

cleaned. It keeps leaves and other suspended material from passing into

the intake pipe, which enters the box at J. The size of this pipe will

depend on the size and the number of ponds to be supplied, but from

four to six inches in diameter will be large enough to supply a pond of

from four to six acres in extent. For a one-acre pond, the pipe must

De at least two inches in diameter. At E on each side of the dam are

the bulkheads, which are designed to protect the stream banks and should

be as high as are the latter. The spillway (I), where the dam overflows,

must be wide enough to allow free passage of ice and other debris during

high water. The height must not be so great as to cause the bulkheads

and the banks of the stream to overflow, yet it must be great enough to

permit a gravity flow from dam to fishpond.

A dam of any sort should be provided with some means for draining

the pond above it. A simple way

of accomplishing this in small

streams is to insert one or more

elbows of sewer pipe (Fig. 171, D)

in the bottom of the dam in such

a place that they may be opened or

closed by a person standing on one

of the bulkheads. A circular disk

made from two-inch planking and

just small enough to fit loosely into

the flange of each pipe, will serve

as a plug. By means of a wire loop,

wmf/m^^m^m^^i'A^^^m,

Fig. 171.— Cross section of a dam showing

drain made of sewer pipe. A, apron;

B, dam; C, wooden plug; D, sewer pipe

inserted as in figure 171, the disk can be pulled out with a rake or a

hook. Each disk should be weighted down with iron or lead and should
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Fig. 172.— .4 rock-filled timber dam

be soaked in water for a few days before it is inserted into the flange.

This will prevent swelling when the disk is in place and consequent

breaking of the elbow. The elbows

should not be more than eight inch-

es in diameter, and the number
to be used will depend on the height

of the dam and the volume of water

flowing into the pond per minute,

which must be calculated in gallons.

An eight-inch pipe with a head of twelve inches will conduct water at the

rate of about one thousand gallons per minute. In order to find the

number of pipes required, the number of gallons flowing into the pond

each minute should be divided by one thousand.

Reinforced concrete is probably the best material of which to construct

the dam. Directions for preparing the forms and mixing the materials

may be obtained from booklets published by the manufacturers of portland

cement. There are several other materials that may be used, many of

which may be obtained right on the farm, such as timber, earth, and

rock. Where this is the case, the principal expense is for labor. The

manner of construction of one of these dams is illustrated in figure 172.

Of whatever material the dam is made, it should rest directly on bedrock

or below the stream bed in impervious soil. A fishpond fed in this manner

may be situated below the dam on one side of the stream, allowing an

embankment of ample width between the pond and the stream (Fig. 173).

Well water

The absence of flowing water should not totally discourage an attempt

to build a fishpond, for it is possible by means of a windmill and a good

well to adequately supply one of limited size. A pond supplied in this

way is described by

Dyche under the title,

" The Sam Bailey

Pond " (page 2018).

Surface drainage and

rain water

A natural depres-

sion in the ground re-

ceiving drainage from

a rather large area

of land may often be made into a pond. If the depression contains

soil that is wet or spongy in late spring or early summer, it is still

^iiis;?^i$ssft^^^~Sr

Fig. 173.— Fishpond showing relative positions of dam,
intake, pond, and outlet. A, intake; B, outlet
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more favorable. By excavating and lining the depression with clayey-

soil, it is often possible to conserve the supply of water throughout the

dry season. Many good fishponds of this type are to be found in parts

of Kentucky and Tennessee, which are subject to longer droughts than

are likely to occur in New York.

POND CONSTRUCTION

Size and shape of the pond

How large a pond should be, will depend within certain limits on the

amount of fish flesh desired. Taking one pound as the average amount in

the rough used by one person in one meal, a family of seven in one year

having fish for one meal each week will require roughly three hundred

and sixty pounds. While there is no definite data concerning the pro-

ductiveness of a one-acre fishpond in New York State, the results obtained

from a similar body of water in Kansas, as reported by Dyche in 19 14,

lead to the belief that one-half acre of water will be ample to produce

this amount of fish. It must be remembered, however, that the pro-

ductiveness of a pond is dependent on the stocking and the management,

and what is the best method is still an open question. Ease of raanage-

ment must be considered in determining the size of the pond. Several

small ponds can be operated more easily than a large one of equal area.

An acre is about the maximum size consistent with thorough management.

The shape of the pond will be influenced by that of the area available.

If this is not limited, then the ease of management should be the

controlling factor. Within certain limits long narrow ponds are more

easily cared for than broad ones. While it would be unwise in the present

state of knowledge on this subject to set any limit, it may be said that

a pond from eighty to one hundred feet wide can be easily managed,

and at the same time the bottom topography may be favorably arranged.

Depth and bottom topography

It is generally true that shallow waters are more productive than deep

ones, but at just what depth the productiveness materially falls off cannot

be stated. One would not be far wrong in making the greater part of

the pond less than three feet deep, for in the shallows fishes find their

sustenance. In ponds that have a heavy coating of ice in winter, there

should be an area at least six feet deep, where the fishes may gather during

the cold season. If this is not provided there will be a high mortality

due to freezing or asphyxiation. For these reasons the contour of the

bottom should be similar to that shown in figure 174; that is, there should

be a shallow shelf on each side of the pond with a deep channel between.
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For convenience in remoxHing the fishes when the pond is drained,

there should be a basin or kettle from fifteen to twenty feet in diameter

near the outlet and at least one ^ jo- .^ ^o'—^ «?- -

foot deeper than the contiguous 3*;^?-----M.«^^'f-»'J=a*--^^jr^'^^ '

area. The whole pond bottom ^^a-

should be so graded as to elimi- ^^- ^7-\-~ Cross section of tli^fishpoud showing

„ , . , ,
the topography of Die bottom

nate all depressions other than

those already mentioned. Every part should slope gently towards the

outlet basin.

Excavation attd dike building

A pond should first be laid out by driving stakes into the ground indi-

cating both the inner and the outer margins of the dike. The width of

the dike at any height should be at least four times the depth of the water

at that point. Thus in figure 175 the width from A to B is four times

the distance from A to C. The slope AD should be no greater than what
is termed a half pitch by housebuilders, and the pond may be managed
better if the slope is still more gradual.

The removal of all sod is next in order. It is necessary that this be

scraped, roots and all, from every part of the pond and the dike area.

The dike will thus rest on bare soil without any grass, roots, or pieces

of wood between. Nor should any of these substances go into the dike

itself, for they will decay and leave cavities, which will sooner or later

give trouble. The sod should not be destroyed, how^ever, for it will be

useful in surfacing the dike to protect it from wave action.

The pond may be excavated in one of two ways: namely, by the use of

d\Tiamite, or with plow and scraper. The former method will not be

treated here, but those who are interested may obtain the necessary in-

formation from pamphlets issued by manufacturers of dynamite. By the

second method, excavation should start at the center of the pond area

and gradually extend in every direction to the dike area. The soil removed

may be dumped immediately along the margin to form the dike, but all

rocks or other undesirable substances should be taken from it, because the

material used to form the dike should be as homogeneous as possible.

After each layer of soil from four to six inches deep is uniformly spread, it

must be tamped, rolled, or trodden

down to insure compactness, and

if it is wet dtuing the operation, a

greater degree of compactness will

^^•'^•3-r'^/Tf'"'^Tf!r^'''r"^5'''^^" result. In this manner the dike is
width of dike and depth of -water

built as excavation proceeds, which

saves some labor and time. The top of the dike should be at least two

feet above the proposed water level in the pond so that any upheaval
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due to frost may not be low enough to cause a leak. If more soil is

removed from the pond area than is needed for the dike, such excess

may be dumped profitably on the outside of the dike and used to

increase its breadth.

Inlet

From the intake box at the dam (Fig. 170, page 2012), water may be

conducted to the pond either through a pipe or through an open ditch,

the bed and the banks of which should be protected against erosion.

The bed may be protected by paving it with stones, the banks by planting

willow cuttings close together along them. It is well to insert a screen

at some point along the ditch or at its entrance to the pond, in order

to prevent fish from migrating upstream.

Outlets

The outlet is a very important part of the pond. It must be so con-

structed as to permit a free passage of excess water without endangering

the dike and a complete draining of

the pond whenever desired. It

should also maintain a fairly con-

stant water level and should be

,1^. *:^' ''f^X ^-^Wi. ^ properly screened to prevent the

M^l-I-Q'^-<rr^\!' / ''^''' escape of fish. Three tvpes of

">---.>|£!;^:^. «rV-,.?^v'i^r~^- dependable outlets are illustrated

Fig. 176.— Outlet for pond. A, flash-
m figures 176, 177, and 178.

boards; B, apron; C, core; D, embank- A box of wood or concrete, which
ment; E, screen

^^^ several flashboards (A) that

slide up and down in grooves and can be removed when it is desired to

drain the pond, is shown in figure 176. When in position, these flashboards

regulate the depth of water in the fishpond. A screen (E), inserted in

grooves, can be pulled out whenever it becomes clogged. Undermining

of the embankment is prevented by an apron of concrete or planking

at B . The cores (C) extending well into the dike are generally necessary

to prevent seepage at the jimction of dike and outlet box. This type

of outlet is a convenient one, for almost any water level may 'be main-

tained by regulating the number and the size of the flashboards. An
additional advantage lies in the possibility of quick draining. It is difficult,

however, to prevent leakage at the junctions of the flashboards; therefore

this form of outlet can be recommended only for ponds having an abundant

water supply in simimer.

For ponds having a small water supply in summer, the form of outlet

illustrated in figure 177 is recommended. Here drainage is accomplished

by means of an iron pipe (F) with a gate valve (G) on the upstream end.
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The dike is continuous across the outlet except for a sluice near the top

to allow an overflow of excess water.

All surfaces of the dike designated

by D are protected against erosion

by concrete or planking. In place

of the iron pipe and the gate valve,

sewer pipe may be used with an

elbow and a disk ])lug on the up-

stream end, similar to that described

for draining a pond above a dam
(Fig. 170, page 2012).

Another inexpensive outlet and

drain combined (Fig. 178) consists of the following : Sewer pipe extends

under the embankment, as de-

FlG. I'j J. — Outlet for pond. A, dike; B,

overflow; C, cores; D, concrete walls; E,
apron; F, drainpipe; G, gate valve; II,

screen

if^iTUllA

mmmm>iiCT^

Fig. 178.— Outlet for pond. A, bottom of

pond; B, sewer pipe; C, dike; D, standpipe

support; E, standpipe; F, water surface

scribed, and in place of the disk

plug, two three-foot lengths of pipe

cemented together are loosely set

in the elbow. It is necessary to

select pipe and elbow that are

truly circular and to make the

joint as close fitting as possible with

cement. This vStandpipe will main-

tain a depth of water of a little

over six feet, and when it is desired

to drain the pond, the standpipe is merely lifted out of the elbow.

Making the pond water-tight

A pond excavated in heavy clayey or loamy soil will seldom need special

treatment if the dikes are built compactly and care is taken to have them

fest on bare soil. If the soil is light and porous, however, puddling must

be resorted to. In certain cases where there is but little sand in the soil,

it may only be necessary to loosen the soil in the bottom of the pond

with a harrow as the water is first turned in, and, as the water level rises,

to continue harrowing around the margin of the pond, partly in and

partly out of water. This will roil the water, and the finer sediment

will be deposited in the pores of the subsoil. (See description of the Sam

Bailey pond, page 2018.) In the case of very porous soils of sand and

gravel, it may be necessary to draw in heavy soil and scatter it evenly

over the bottom. This should be stirred up when the water is turned

in until a very muddy condition results. Subsequent settling will usually

make the bottom impervious.

127
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Protection of the banks

In a pond of an acre or more in extent there is likely to be some wave
erosion on the banks during severe winds. The sods removed in building

the pond may be laid along the dike from a point just below the proposed

water level at the top. In case sods are not available, the bank should

be liberally seeded to grass, which should be well started before water

is turned into the pond. As a temporary preventative of wave erosion,

a thick fringe of brush may be laid along the margin of the pond. This

is a very effective measure in a newly made pond while the banks are

becoming sodded. Finally a few willow cuttings stuck here and there

along the margin will help to hold the soil in place, and will also improve
the appearance of the pond as well as contribute a certain amount of

food for its inhabitants. Willow poles used in this way will soon become
trees. The lower twigs, however, should be kept pruned, for otherwise

they will constitute a hindrance to the proper management of the pond.

Cost

The cost of building a pond will vary with conditions. If any great

amount of excavation has to be done, the cost will be high; nevertheless

one must remember that this item will not recur. The pond once properly

made and stocked will be permanently productive and will require practi-

cally no outlay for maintenance.

the SAM bailey POND

The following is quoted from Dyche's ^ description of the Sam Bailey

pond:

Mr. Samuel Bailey lives on the uplands north of the valley of the Nin-
nescah and about one-half mile northeast of the vState Fish Hatchery
grounds. He has built a pond almost on the hilltop and its sole supply
of water is from a well. The water is pumped by windmill power and
carried into the pond through pipes.***** In size this pond covers an area less than one-fourth

of an acre and is circular in shape. It was built by Mr. Bailey at an ex-

pense, allowing fair wages for labor, not to exceed a cost of $25, or about
five days' work for a man with a good team, a plow and scraper. Of
course this does not include the cost of a good pum]3 and windmiU. After

the pond site had been definitely located, the excavation was made by
plowing the ground and scraping the dirt until the pond ca\dty was about
seven feet deep at the center and basin-shaped. The embankment walls,

rising about four feet in height, are about six feet wide on top. The
embankment surrounding the water represents the amount of dirt that

was removed in inaking the excavation for the pond. After the work
of digging and shaping the pond cavity had been finished, the ground

1 Ponds, pond fish, and pond fish culture. By Lewis Lindsay Dyche. Kansas State Fish and Game
Department. 1914.
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surface of the pond basin was plowed and harrowed until the soil was
thoroughly pulverized. The excavation was then ready for the water,
which was allowed to run in until a pool formed in the center. Then
a harrow was pulled through and around the pool a number of times.
\Mien the water had extended its surface two or three feet farther over
the grotmd in the pond basin the harrowing was continued, half the har-
row being in the water and the horses traveling on the dr\- ground. Bv
the next da}-, when the water had extended its surface a few feet ftuther,
this operation was repeated, and so on until the pond area had filled

within eighteen inches of the top of the earth embankment. This method
of harro-u-ing and puddling produced an excellent waterproof mud bottom
thai was quite hard and firm and held water from the ver\- first.

The water for this pond is supplied by a good windmill that works a
pump with an eight-inch stroke in a tubular well ^\-ith three-inch casing
and a two-inch point. The water is lifted about 35 feet from a well
that is 70 feet deep. The water in the well usually stands within about
32 feet of the surface.

For five years Mr. Bailey has irrigated a three- or four-acre garden
patch from this one pond. The water supply seems to be ample, for

during a considerable portion of the time, even during a hot, dr\" sttmmer
like the present one (19 10), the pond is full of water and the mill is running
only a part of the time.

Mr. Bailey has started another pond just west of the one already biult.

This uill give him two ponds with nearly half an acre of water, which
he expects to supply with one windmill and one pump. ******

Mr. Bailey has recently stocked his pond ^•ith crappie and bull pout— a yellow catfish. They are doing well, as several schools of hundreds
of the young fish have recently been seen feeding near the shore.

SOME FACTS ABOUT FISHES FOR THE POXD

Siiitable,Species

The temperature of the water during the hottest days of the year ^-ill

have something to do with the selection of fish. All members of the salmon

family, including the brook trout, the lake trout, and the whitefish,

require rather cold water. Any pond the water in which rises to a higher

temperature than 70° F.. is totally unfit for these fishes. If the pond is fed

by springs gi\-ing an abundance of clean, cold water, it is ven,' probable

that trout will thrive in it ; but if the pond is fed by a creek whose waters

are exposed to the sim in ^'arious shallows, it is suitable for warm water

fishes only, such as perch, black bass, sunfish, rock bass, calico bass, biill-

heads, and the like. While these fishes "^-ill live in cold water suitable for

trout, they will grow rapidly and reproduce only in ponds the summer tem-

peratirre of which ranges above 70° F., and a temperature of 85° F. will

not harm them. An acre pond of the type described herein will generally

have warm water in the shallow parts suitable for warm water fishes,

even though it be fed by springs. In this lesson only warm water fishes
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will be considered, because the cold water forms require specially con-

structed ponds and special methods of stocking and management, which

cannot be taken up here.

Spawning habits

Fishes deposit their eggs in a variety of places. Several species require a

gravel shoal, others sand or mud bottom,' and many others spawn directly

on vegetation. The spawning grounds of some forms are located in swiftly

flowing water, others in quiet water. Some fishes are nest builders and

protect their eggs and young; others leave them to their fate.

The small-mouthed black bass is the principal food fish requiring a gravel

bed as its spawning ground. In such a bed it excavates a slight depression

in which are laid the eggs. The male protects both eggs and young

from the depredations of other animals until the young are able to care

for themselves. Artificial nests, which are easily removed after the

spawning season, are generally used by fish culturists.

A nest consists of a wooden box with sides approxi-

mately two feet long and open on two adjacent

sides (Fig. 179). Coarse gravel is placed on the

bottom of the box; then enough of a finer grade is

added to make the bed about six inches deep.

These nests are distributed about the pond in

water varying in depth from eighteen inches to two

feet. There should be one nest for every male bass.

Sunfish, rock bass, calico bass, large-mouthed black

bass, and bullheads are all nest builders, but they

use depressions in mud or sand bottom, particularly near the roots

of aquatic plants. The rock bass and the bullheads, however, often

make their nests in the bank of the pond or under submerged rocks,

logs, or other objects. These latter conditions are easily met by putting

broken drainpipes or by anchoring logs along the margin of the pond

where the water is from one to two feet deep.

Yellow perch lay their eggs in long cylindric masses, which are generally

wound about aquatic plants, submerged logs and brush. A few small

cedar trees or some brush anchored here and there in water from three

to six feet deep will answer the purpose.

Pike, pickerel, carp, goldfish, and golden shiners throw their eggs

broadcast, the last three always where the vegetation is thickest. Their

eggs are adhesive, and become firmly fixed to the vegetation. An abun-

dance of aquatic plants will supply the necessary conditions.

Suckers spawn on gravel or sand bottom usually where there is some

water current. Beds of gravel and sand placed at the pond inlet may
furnish the necessary conditions for a limited number.

Fig. 179.— An artificial

nest for bass
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Terms applied to young fishes

When a fish hatches from the egg, it has a small yolk sac filled with

nutriment. This persists for a longer or shorter time depending on the

kind of fish and the temperature of the water. In the case of the fishes

that spawn in late spring, the sac is

generally carried for a period varying

from three to ten days. During this

period the young fishes are termed

fry (Fig. i8o), and they require no

food other than that carried in the

As soon as the sac disappears,sac.
Fig. i8o.— Fry of brook trout

they immediately begin to snap at

the minute organisms floating or swimming in the water. The young

fishes are then called advanced fry. When they reach the length of from

one and one-half to two inches, they become fingerlings, which term is

applied until they are one year old.

Rate of growth

The temperature of the water and the amount of available food arc

two factors among others that influence the growth of a fish. If these

are favorable, then the rate of growth will vary with the species and

also with the individual. Any person who has watched the rearing of

a brood of young fishes has noticed the great variation in the size of

Name

Common sucker
Golden shiner. .

Goldfish
Carp
Bullhead
Pike
Pickerel

Yellow perch. . .

Rock bass
Common s u n-

fish

Bluegill sunfish.

Calico bass ....

Small-mouthed
black bass. . .

Large-mouthed
black bass. . .

Average length in inches
at age of

5 months

3i to 5

5 to

4 to

2 to 2h

t0 2|
to 2^

2h to 3

I year

3 to 4
2

6 to 8

3 to 4
8 to IX

6 to 7

3 to 4
2

3 to 4
3 to 4

4 to 5

5 to 6

2 years

6 to 7
25 to 3
5 to 6

12 to 15

5 to 6

14 to 16

10 to 12

6 to 7

3

3 to 4
5 to 6

5 to 6

7 to 8

8 to 10

Spawning
season

April-May.

.

May-July . .

June-August
June-July. .

May
March-April
April

April

May-June.

.

June-July . .

June-July. . .

June

May-June. .

May-June. .

Advanced
fry

available

)une
Julv
julv. . . ..

July
June
April

May
May- June

July.:...

.July

July
July

July

July

Fingerlings

available

August
September
September
August
July
June
June
September
September

September
September
September

September

September
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individuals of the same brood and of the same age. It has been observed

that the offspring of a single pair of rainbow trout at the age of five months
varied in length from two to

five inches. Some of the

variation is due to the

greater activity among cer-

tain individuals, but there

also seems to be some un-

known inherent factor. It

is therefore very evident that

the rate of growth of fishes in

any pond is impossible of

prediction. A rough idea of

what occurs in natural bodies

of water can be given, how-

ever, which will indicate

what it should be the aim

to produce or surpass in

artificial ponds.

Fig. i8i.— One of the crustaceans (Simocephalus)
eaten by the larger-sized advanced fry. Enlarged
twenty-eight diameters

The data in the table on page 2021 are based

principally on investigations of the rate of growth

of fishes in natural bodies of water near Ithaca,

New York, but some have been secured elsewhere.

Included in the table are also the months in

which spawning occurs and in which advanced

fry and fingerlings are usually available.

Feeding habits

All young fishes are somewhat similar in

their feeding habits, subsisting principally on

various small animals including the microscopic

Protozoa, wheel animalcules, and the smallest

Crustacea of which Simocephalus and Cyclops are good examples (Figs

181 and 182).
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Pjc. ,83.— Beginning at the top: common sucker (Catostomns commersonii); golden shiner

(Abramis crysoleucas) from life; yellow bullhead (Ameiurus natalis); nortliern pike

{Esox lucius) from life
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-A^-
A^ '•„

-r-^-

Fig. 184.— Beginning at the top: yellow perch {Perca flavesens); rock bass (Ambloplites

rupestris); common sunfish {Eupomotis gibbosus) from life
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"^ss^?'
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X

X
\

---^

'V ^

^
PiG^ 185.— Beginning at the top: bluegill sunfish (Lepomis pallidus); green sunfish

{Apomotis cyanellus); calico bass {Pomoxis sparoides)
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-^

'^
w

Fig. 186.— Beginning at the top: small-mouthed black bass {Micropteriis dolomieu);
large-mouthed black bass {Micropterus salmoides); pike perch, or wall-eyed pike (Stizos-

tedium vitreum)
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Adults of the common pond fishes of New York State may be placed

in four groups depending on the character of their food: namely, (i) vege-

table feeders, comprising those that subsist principally on vegetation;

(2) omnivorous feeders, which show little if any preference for vegetable

or animal food; (3) animal feeders eating insects, worms, snails, small

crustaceans, and other animals of moderate size; and (4) animal feeders

that are highly predatory on larger aquatic animals, including frogs,

crayfish, and the like. In the first group are included carp, goldfish,

and golden shiners. The bullhead and the sucker are good representatives

of the second group. To the third belong nearly all the common food

fishes, such as yellow perch, rock bass, sunfish, and calico bass. Among
the highly predaceous fonns there, are the black basses, the pike, the

pickerel, and the wall-eyed pike.

It must be understood that this grouping is not a hard and fast one.

Carp, goldfish, and golden shiners do many times eat moderate-sized

animals, but it is important that plenty of vegetation be present for

their use. Nearly all representatives of the third group also eat crayfish

and small fish; likewise the black basses often eat small insects, snails,

and worms. Generally speaking, however, the various species seem to

prefer the kinds of food indicated by the grouping.

STOCKING THE POND

Putting fish into a pond immediately after it is built would be like

• turning chickens into a newly plowed field to find their own food. One
could expect no greater returns from the one procedure than from the

other. Both fish and chickens might get enough worms to last a few

days, but famine would eventually overtake them.

A fishpond in order to be successful must provide (i) suitable spawning

grounds, (2) abundant forage, and (3) shelter in which young and old

may escape their natural enemies. When one is certain that these pro-

visions are fully met, then it is time to introduce fishes. Spawning grounds

suitable for the different kinds of pond fishes have been described under
" Spawning habits," page 2020.

Food for young fishes

The propagation of minute organisms in great numbers as food for

young fishes has been accomplished by the Chinese and the Japanese

and more recently by the Germans. For this purpose they have used

various organic fertilizers including the manure of sheep and horses.

During the last few years the Germans have been experimenting with

various commercial inorganic fertilizers, but at the present time, their

use is little understood, and there is a great difterence of opinion as to their

value.
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It is not possible to fertilize successfully a pond of the type herein

described if there is any appreciable current through it, for the essential

elements of fertilization will be Q^

(DJ3

rapidly carried away. However, if

one desires to try it, a very effective

method consists in first buildinj^

several small ponds, about fifteen

or twenty feet in diameter, along the

margin of the main pond, connecting

them therewith by narrow chan-

nels (Fig. 187). By placing well-

rotted manure in these ponds at. Fig. 187.— A suggestion for increasing the

the rate of about three quarts per supply of food for fish in a pond A,
forage ponds; B, screens; C, matn pond

square yard of pond area and one

week later by introducing mud and vegetation from some pond known
to contain the necessary organisms, it is very probable that during the

course of the next three weeks, there will be enough Protozoa, minute
Crustacea, and the like, to feed all of the young fishes that may appear.

These small forage ponds must be screened with galvanized woven-wire,

having a mesh no greater than one-quarter of an inch. Advanced fry

will soon find the forage areas and will pass through the screens, which,

however, will effectively keep out the larger fishes.

There is every reason to believe that pond fertilization follows the same
principles that are involved in the fertilization of land. In the latter case,

it is a recognized fact that every field is a problem in itself; this is true

in respect to ponds. Hence the amount of fertilizer given in the pre-

ceding paragraph for a square yard of pond area is purely tentative. It is

merely a starting point from which to vary the amount as experience

is gained.

Even in the main pond itself there will be some natural fertilization

each year derived from decaying vegetation, from excrement from fishes,

and by solution from bottom soil. This will provide small food organisms

for a limited number of advanced fry. The production may be increased

by the addition of leaves and waste hay or even by a small amount of

horse manure. This should be spread along the margin of the pond
early in the spring, and, at the same time, the amount of water flowing

through the pond should be cut down to the minimum. Only a narrow

strip along the margin should be thus fertilized, for if too great an area

is so treated, pollution of the whole pond will follow, which will be fatal

to the pond organisms.

Food Jor adult fishes

Insects.— Since there is no known method for controlling the repro-

duction of aquatic insects in large numbers, one will have to depend on
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their chance occurrence. A few insect forms, such as caddis flies, may'

flies, damsel flies, midges, and mosquitoes, will

undoubtedly come to the pond each year for

egg laying, and nearly all of their progeny will

probably be exterminated during the same

year. There is good reason for believing,

however, that the supply of .aquatic insects

can be materiall}- increased by building a few

small breeding ponds along the margin of the

main pond and excluding all fishes therefrom

(Fig. 187). Certain insects will naturally

deposit their eggs in both breeding and main

ponds. There are no very destructive insect

enemies in the former; hence there are sure

to emerge a goodly number of adults, which

in turn will con-

FiG. 188.— Caddis fly larva in

a case

tinue year after year to repopulate the small

ponds as well as the main pond.

Crustacea and Mollusca.— There are a few

forms of Crustacea and Mollusca that may
be successfully introduced and that will

naturally increase in numbers provided there is

A.lt^
Fjg, 189.— Caddis fly larva in

a case

Fig. 190.— Adult caddis fly
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an abundance of vegetation. Among the Crustacea there are the fresh-

water sow bug, Asellus, and the fresh-water shrimps, Hyalella, Gam-
marus, and Eucrangonyx. These may be obtained from almost any
swamp or marsh .having permanent pools containing vegetation. If

the plants are pulled up by the roots and rinsed in a bucket of water,

the animals will fall off into the water.

Nearly all of the fresh-water snails and small clams, Sphaerium, are

relished by many pond fishes. The forms illustrated in figure 198 may be

collected in almost any pond or stream where

vegetation is thick. The food of all of these

molluscs consists of vegetable matter, and when
planted in a pond with growing plants they will

reproduce at an enormous rate.

Aquarists have introduced an African snail of

the genus, Limna?a, which has been successfully

bred in large numbers in a pond at Ithaca,

Fig. 191. — Nymph of

mayfly

FlQ, 192.— Adult mayfly Fig. 193.— Damsel flies: i, 2, 3, adults; 4, 5,
nymphs
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New York (Fig. 197). They seem to be able to stand the cold winters per-

fectly, even when living in a shallow pond, which freezes nearly to the bot-

tom. Each snail will deposit in one season

from five hundred to one thousand eggs,

depending on its age. The shells of these

snails are very thin and easily crushed, and

this may be one reason why sunfish, perch,

and black bass eat them so readily.

Forage fishes.— Certain fishes can be

made to furnish the principal animal forage

crop of the pond, but one should be very

careful to select only the proper kinds for

this purpose. In order to be desirable in

this respect a forage fish should possess

the four following characteristics: namely, ^ ^

/ \ • , • 4-t, J / \ *- i- 1 Fig. IQ4.— A midse (Chironomus).
(i) It must Spawn m the pond; (2) its food ^'^

^^ adultjB, lanu
should consist largely of vegetation; (3) it

must be relished by the fishes that

it is desired to propagate ; and (4) it

must not grow so rapidly the first

year as to make it too large to be

eaten by other fishes.

Fortunately there are two forms

easily obtained that fully meet these

requirements, the goldfish and the

golden shiner. The former may be

bought of dealers in aquaria and

fancy fishes, while the latter may
often be captured in a minnow

seine or trap set in a sluggish

Fig. 195.— Fresh-water shrimp {Gamma- stream, a pond, or a lake, or may
rus) be bought from certain dealers

whose names and addresses will

be furnished on application to the

College.

The carp has been used in ponds

as a forage fish, and would be

excellent for this purpose were it

not for its rapid growth. Pike

and pickerel will usually keep it

under control, but as a food for

bass, perch, and sunfish, it is not recommended.

Ordinary brook minnows are not desirable for the reason that nearly

Fig. 196.— Fresh-water sow hug (Asellus)
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h
all of them will eat the eggs and the young of other fishes. They also

consume much food useful to other fishes and do not in themselves con-

tribute a perma-
nent supply of food.

The common chub,

or homed dace, is

especially obnox-
ious in this respect.

If the common
brook sucker can be

Fig. M)-!.-Ajncansyiaih j^^de to spawn in

the pond, it may constitute a desirable introduction. All predaceous

fishes are fond of young suckers, and the latter do not enter into

competition with other fishes in their feeding, since most of their food

is obtained by scraping submerged rocks, logs, and plant stems.

I 4- 5

Fig. 198.— Some common pond molluscs, i, Limnaa; 2, Physa; j, Campeloma; 4,
Planorbis; 5, Sphceritim

Nearly all predaceous fishes will sometimes eat their own kind, but

this will be reduced to a minimum if plenty of shiners and goldfish are

present.

Aquatic vegetation

Many of the plants useful in fish culture are rather generally distributed

over New York State, so that ordinarily one will have little difficulty
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in obtaining them. A half dozen or more desirable kinds may be found

in a mill pond, a sluggish stream, or any shallow part of a lake having

a mud bottom. Aquatic plants are very important in the economy of

pond fishes, and some of the reasons for this are given as follows:

1. They constitute the principal food of a few fishes.

2. Directly or indirectly they furnish food and shelter to a host of

small organisms that are eaten by fishes.

3. They are necessary in the spawning activities of certain fishes.

A B c

Fig. 199.

—

Pondweeds. A, Potamogeton crispus; B, P. amplifolius; C, P. helerophyllus

4. They purify the water by taking up certain obnoxious substances,

including carbonic acid gas exhaled by aquatic animals, and by giving

back oxygen.

5. They protect the water underneath them and the pond bottom

from the heat of the sun.

Certain plants are objectionable, however, in that they decay readily

giving off dangerous substances, which affect the health of fishes and the

flavor of their flesh. There are also other plants that grow too rapidly

and often seriously interfere with the proper management of the pond.

In suggesting the following plants for the pond, the undesirable as well

as the desirable qualities have been considered. It must be remembered,

however, that certain plants may be valuable in one place and mere

weeds in another.

To the Potamogetons, or pondweeds as they are generally called, belong

a number of forms desirable in the farm fishpond. Three common
128
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species are shown in figure 199. These and the following species are

widely distributed throughout the State and can be recommended as

A B c
Fig. 200.

—

-A, spiked water-milfoil; B, hornwort; C, fanwort, or cabomba

fulfilling admirably the five functions mentioned heretofore : P. pectinatus

(fennel-leaved pondweed) ; P. perfoliatus; P. obttisifalius ; P. rohhinsii.

P. crispus, P. pectinatus, and P. rohhinsii have green foliage through-

out the winter; the others die down in autiunn. P. crispus and P.

pectinatus are very prolific and on rich bottom soil will be likely to

crowd out nearly all other plants. They should therefore be introduced

with caution, and it would be well to put them in a place from which

they may be easily removed. All

these pondweeds, with the possible

exception of P. amplifolius, will

grow in shallow water; the latter

is ordinarily found in water from

four to seven feet deep.

The wild celery, eelgrass, or tape

grass (V"a//«5wma spiralis) , is another

flat-leaved aquatic, which has some

value in the pond, but just how
much has not been satisfactorily

determined.

The spiked water-milfoil {Myrio-

phyllum spicatum) ,hornwort (Cerato-

FiG. 201.— Water crowfoot phyllum demersum), and the white

water-crowfoot {Ranunculus aquatilis), all with finely divided leaves,

are of value because they harbor hosts of small food animals and are
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Fk;. 202.— Water weed

themselves eaten to a slij^ht extent by herbivorous fishes. The milfoil

and the crowfoot remain green throughout the winter. None of these,

with the possible exception of the

crowfoot will become obnoxious from

excessive growth. They should be

planted where the water is twelve or

. eighteen inches deep.

The water weed (Elodea) forms

very dense masses excellent as shel-

ter for food animals and as spawning

places for goldfish and golden shiners,

where their eggs and fry may develop

unmolested. Care should be taken,

however, to keep the water weeds

grouped and to prevent the masses

from extending over too much of the

pond area.

Water cress {Radicula nasturthim-

aquaticum) is valuable along the

margin of the pond, where the

masses furnish retreats for fresh-

water shrimps, snails, and certain insects. The cress is also a valuable

salad plant and should therefore be grown where it may be easily picked.

The duckweeds (Spirodela and Lemna) constitute one of the best

vegetable foods for goldfish, and where the latter are present these plants

will never become obnoxious. The fact that duckweed is a floating

plant is in its disfavor, for if it becomes very abundant, trouble will be

experienced in keeping the outlet screens clean.

The white- and the yellow-flowering water-lilies (Castalia odorata and

NymphcBa advena) are valuable for their attractive blossoms, for sheltering

the bottom of the pond from the heat of the sun. and for the numerous

minute organisms that live on the stems. Sunfish and large-mouthed bass

will often build their nests on the roots of water Ulies. They seem also

to prefer the shelter afforded by the broad, floating leaves of the white

lily to that afforded by many other plants. On rich soil these plants

may eventually take possession of the pond at the expense of other more

desirable forms; therefore it is well to keep them in clumps and when

too much spreading is imminent to remove the offending shoots. If

some of the outer rootstocks are removed each fall, lilies are not likely

to become a nuisance.

There are certain other plants commonly recommended by fish culturists

jnclucJing th§ filgae Cbara an4 Nit^Ufl; rnorg C0mm9n\j c.^\M Wfiter IH95S;
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but until more is known about their relations to the desirable pond

organisms, it is unwise to advise their introduction.

Among the lower plants many are exceedingly important as forage.

The smallest animals constituting the food of young fishes subsist largely

on microscopic algae, as do hosts of herbivorous aquatic insects. The

filamentous forms, including Spirogyra and others commonly called

" frog's spawn," are eaten by goldfish, golden shiners, snails, and certain

insects. Enough of these lower plants will be introduced with the other

aquatic plants to answer the purpose. The greatest trouble has been

experienced in controlling these algse in the pond; however, it has been

the writer's experience that when goldfish are present, this difficulty

is eliminated.

Water plants collected by the reader may be sent to the Department

of Botany, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York, for indentification.

Such plants should be packed so that they will not become dry in the

mail.

Procedure in stocking the pond

Late April or earl}^ May is a good time to commence stocking the pond.

The aquatic plants should be the first organisms to be put into the pond.

It will be well to collect specimens of as many plants as are available at this

time in order to test the desirability of each in a particular pond. In

setting out the plants, specimens of each kind should be placed in clumps

by themselves, and the clumps distributed at intervals of twenty feet or so

along the pond shelf. By following this method any species that may
become undesirable can be the more easily removed. In collecting water

cress and water lilies care must be taken to secure an abundance of roots

or underground stems; all other plants may merely be pulled up without

roots. A most effective way to plant the latter is to tie a stone to the

plant stem and toss the whole into the pond at the proper place. Roots

or holdfasts will grow out in a very short time securing each plant to

the bottom.

The forage animals should be collected next. As has been stated,

until more is known about the propagation of aquatic insects, it will

be impossible to give definite and reliable directions for their introduction.

Certain desirable forms will naturally be attracted to the pond for egg

laying, and for the present this natural method of propagation is the

only one to be depended on. Fresh-water shrimps, water sow bugs,

snails, and small clams should be collected, for too many of these cannot

be introduced into the pond. The first two forms should be placed along

the margin of the pond in the water cress. It makes little difference

where the others are put, but it is probably best to distribute them in the

other vegetation, keeping together those of the same kind,
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If some of the vegetation is started the fore part of May and followed

immediately by the introduction of the small forage animals mentioned,

all will be fairly well established by June, when the vegetable-eating

fishes may be introduced.

As given in the table on page 2021, the spawning season for goldfish

and golden shiners extends from May into August. Therefore if the pond

is stocked with adults the fore part of June, part of one season's spawning

will probably take place in the pond the first year. Goldfish and shiners

will spawn when one and two years old, respectively, but the number of

resulting young will not be so large as when older spawners are used. In

order to fully stock an acre pond with goldfish and shiners, approximately

four hundred pairs of the yearlings of the former and the same number

of two-year-olds of the latter will be needed. This number may be divided

by two in case older fishes of each kind are used. It is not desirable, how-

ever, to stock the pond fully until it is fairly well covered with vegetation.

In ponds having rich bottom soil this may be the case toward the end

of the first season, but ordinarily two years will be required. It is therefore

suggested that only about one hundred pairs of goldfish and the same

number of shiners be introduced in June of the -first year. Others may
be added the second and the third year in numbers sufficient to fully

stock the pond.

The final stage in the stocking procedure consists in planting the edible

fishes, bass, perch, sunfish, and the like. One may use any size of fish,

provided all are alike. The larger the stock fishes, however, the better

are the chances of their reaching maturity and also the greater the cost

per fish. Which are the more economical to use, fry or fingerlings, is

still a much discussed question.

The proper time to introduce stock fishes will depend on the condition

of the pond and the availability of the fishes. Stocking should not be

attempted until the pond has had time to develop forage. Yearlings

or larger fish should not be planted until at least one summer has elapsed

since the completion of the pond. Fingerlings may be introduced in the

fall after the first summer, while fry and advanced fry will do little harm
if planted in June and July of the first year.

All the fishes mentioned in the table on page 2021 are good food

fishes, but pike and pickerel on account of their voraciousness cannot

be propagated unless special provisions are made for their nourishment.

Among the other fishes mentioned a selection will naturally be determined

by individual taste. If it is so desired, some of each kind may be used.

However, nothing would be gained by introducing both species of bass,

for so far as the flavor of the flesh is concerned, one form will probably

be as good as the other in a pond of the kind under consideration. The
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large-mouthed bass has the advantage in two particulars: namely, it

grows a little more rapidly, and it will find its own nesting site in the

vegetation.

The number of stock fish to use will depend on the size of the fish.

The principal thing to be kept in mind is that overstocking leads to over-

crowding, which generally results in the pond's containing a large number
of undersized, poorly fed fishes or a very few overgrown ones, which have

lived at the expense of the weaker ones. If sexually mature adults are

used, only a few are necessary to stock a pond of one acre. Probably

twenty-five or thirty pairs of black bass and double this number of any

other species will be sufficient. In the case of fingerlings and advanced

fry probably two or three thousand would not be too many of the former

and from four to six thousand of the latter.

The procedure in stocking a fishpond is summed up as follows

:

1. Aquatic plants are the first organisms to be planted in the pond.

They should be started as early in the spring as possible.

2. The various smaller food animals, such as the Crustacea and the

Mollusca, should follow the introduction of the plants immediately.

3. The first year during the fore part of June, the forage fishes, gold-

fish and golden shiners, should be added to the number of one hundred

pairs of each.

4. Advanced fry of the edible fishes may be planted when available

during the first summer, fingerlings in September and October, but year-

lings or larger .should not be planted until the second stunmer.

5. The suggested numbers of the edible fishes per acre of water are

about twenty-five pairs of adult black bass or fifty pairs of any other

kind, from two to three thousand fingerlings, or from four to six thousand

advanced fry.

POND management

The kind of pond described in this lesson is designed to take care of

itself; there are certain agencies, however, that tend to decrease its pro-

ductiveness and must be considered. Also, the fish crop must be harvested

and otherwise cared for. The management of the pond, therefore, will

be concerned principally with these two considerations.

Protection against obnoxious animals

There are many wild creatures that often constitute a menace to the

success of the pond. Among birds, kingfishers, night herons, little green

herons, and domesticated ducks and geese, are known to devour large

numbers of young fishes. Ducks and geese are perhaps the worst offenders

in that they also destroy the pond vegetation and hosts of small food

animals living on these plants, If one desires to raise ducks and fish
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too, the former must be kept away from the fishpond. The night herons

and Httle green herons are beautiful birds and probably do little harm
along the public watercourses. Yet in the private pond where fish are

more abundant and less easily frightened, they are obnoxious in two

difYerent ways: first, from their habit of devouring young fishes; second,

from the fact that they are carriers of certain parasites that infest fish,

especially the black bass. The shotgun is an effective agent for pre-

venting their depredations, but it should not be used unless herons become

numerous and regular pond visitants, and until it is evident that scare-

crows are ineffective.

Mink and muskrats sometimes do rr uch damage, the former by capturing

large edible fishes, and the latter by burrowing through the pond banks.

The steel trap or the poisoned bait, if judiciously used, will keep these

offenders in check. One must be constantly on the lookout for muskrat

burrows, and whenever one is found, it must be deeply plugged with

clay.

Rubbish accumulations

After every heavy rain and particularly during the spring freshets

rubbish is likely to accumulate at the dam. Ice jams are especially

dangerous. All rubbish should be speedily pushed over the dam with

poles or hooks and sent downstream.

The screens at the intake and the outlet often become clogged with

floating debris. Mats of green algae often cover them in late spring,

and in the fall floating leaves are very trouVjlesome. If the screens are

of the sliding type, they are easily removed and cleaned. With permanent

screens much of the coarse material can be raked out and the finer material

forced through the meshes with a stiff brush or broom.

Regulation of the water inflow

In ponds containing warm-water fishes, it is not necessary during the

warmer months to have any perceptible current. Some of the most

successful fish culturists permit an inflow sufficient only to maintain

the proper level of the pond. The loss of young fishes and food animals,

which would ordinarily pass through the outlet screens, can be eliminated

if there is no overflow at this point. The inflow should not be reduced,

however, until the vegetation has commenced its spring growth.

During the colder months a good volume of water should be allowed

to flow through the pond. This will often prevent the formation of

a thick coating of ice in the vicinity of the inlet. . It will also keep the

fishes, then congregated in the pond basin, well supplied with freshly

oxygenated water, and hence reduce to a minimum the danger of suft'o-

cation, which might otherwise occur.
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It is advised, therefore, that the inflow be large from about October

first to the fore part of May, and that at other times it be reduced to

an amount sufficient only to maintain the desired water level.

Fishing the pond

In a pond run merely to meet the demands of a family or two, there

will hardly be a desire to harvest the total output at one time ; consequently

there need be no special outlay for fishing equipment. Fishing with

hook and line will no doubt be the popular method in a large nvmiber

of cases. Many times, however, the largest and most desirable fishes

refuse to be caught by ordinary methods of angling, and one must resort

to the use of such contrivances as the set line, the seine, and the fish trap.

The set line is too well known to need explanation. By its use one

may be as certain of capturing a considerable number at almost any

time as with almost any other device. There is one bad feature, however,

in that undersized fishes so captured are generally injured beyond re-

covery.

A seine fifty feet long with a liberal bag at the center will be serviceable

in places where vegetation is scant, but useless where it is dense. One
other disadvantage is that it requires two or more persons to operate it

successfully. Should it become desirable to use a seine, one having

meshes no smaller than one and one-half or two inches should be selected,

so that all undersized fishes may escape without injury.

The fish trap is one of the most

efficient devices, and at the same

time one causing the least injury

to entrapped fishes. In general it

consists of two wings converging

toward a funnel, which opens into

a compartment. Fishes easily find

their way through the funnel into

the compartment, but on attempt-

ing to return are rarely successful. A trap, which any one can easily

make of chicken wire, is illustrated in figure 203. It is held in place

by means of pegs (B), passing through wire loops at the various

points indicated. These pegs should be about as large as broom
handles, so that they may be inserted easily by hand. If the wings

(A) are independent of the box part of the trap, the latter can be the

more easily taken up and emptied. D is a door of sheet iron, which

may be secured with a padlock. The funnel leads to an opening from

three to four inches in diameter, and through which the fishes pass to

the compartment (C). The wire to be used in the construction of the

Fig. 203.— Wire fish-trap
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Fig. 204.— Fyke net.

trap should have a mesh of one and one-half or two inches. This will

allow all but fish of edible size to pass through unharmed. Each wing

should extend at least six feet out from the funnel, and even a greater dis-

tance would insure a larger catch. The compartment ought not to be

so large that it cannot be easily taken up and emptied; it has been found

that one two feet wide, one foot deep, and three and one-half feet long

works satisfactorily.

Another style of trap, commonly called the fyke net, is shown in figure

204. This is usually made of cotton netting supported by wooden

hoops. A small one can be bought

for from three to five dollars. The

fyke net can also be made by hand,

but not so easily as the wire trap.

It is a short-lived affair, since the

cotton netting rots out in one season

of continuous use.

Fishing in public waters with these

contrivances is illegal and punishable with a heavy fine. It is therefore

important that their use be confined to the private pond.

Keeping fish alive for future use

One may desire to preserve alive part of a large catch of fish, and this

may be easily done by providing a pen in the

pond itself or a floating fish-car.

An easily made pen is illustrated in figure 205.

It consists of a board bottom with wooden comer

posts about two feet high and wooden rails

extending between the posts at the top. The

sides of the frame are covered with chicken wire,

although wooden slats placed about three-quarters

of an inch apart will suffice. If desired, a cover may be hinged to' the

top rail and secured with a lock. A pen two feet by four feet and

about two feet high will safely hold a

dozen fish of fair size for a period of one

week. The pen should be set in water

not over a foot and one-half deep and in

an easily accessible place, either near

the shore or at the end of a small pier.

When the pen is first set in the water,

it may be necessary to spread some

gravel over the bottom to prevent it from floating.

The floating fish-car may be merely a rectangular box with ends of

slats or chicken wire (Fig. 206). A wooden cover properly hinged

Fig. 205.— Fish pen

Fig. 206.— Floating fish-car
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and locked prevents the depredations of night prowlers and eliminates

all loss of fish caused by their jumping proclivities. Such a car may be

easily floated to any part of the pond.

How soon after stocking may the pond he fished f

How soon after stocking may the pond be fished is a question that will

occur to all, and one that cannot be definitely answered. It will depend

on the growth of the fish, which, as has already been stated, is uncertain.

A few individuals of all food species, particularly perch and black bass,

may be large enough to catch at the end of the second summer, but the

average fish will require three simimers at least before it is fit for the table.

If it is desired to make a catch toward the end of the second simimer,

the trap or the seine should always be employed. Hook and line fishing

should be indulged in only after the third season, when the larger fishes

are in the majority.

After a pond has been in operation for three or four years, there will

be a few overgrown fishes lying in the deeper water. Every effort should

be made to remove these, for they are very destructive. A few bass

weighing three or four pounds each, will eat up practically every other

living fish in the pond, including even the adult shiners and many of the

adult goldfish. If all other methods of catching them fail, the pond

should be drained; whereupon the obnoxious fish can be removed from

the pond kettle.

Pond draining should take place in the fall or the early spring. The
vegetation will give the least trouble at the latter time, and on account

of the high water the pond can be more quickly refilled. Draining in

simimer would undoubtedly disturb the breeding of many fishes and would

mean the almost complete loss of food animals and very young fishes.

SOME USEFUL WORKS ON FISH CULTURE

A manual of fish-culture. U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries.

Revised edition. 1900.

Separate chapters only now available. A standard work detailing the methods
employed in the national hatcheries.

Modem fish culture in fresh and salt water. Fred Mather. 1900.

Fish culture in ponds and other inland waters. William E. Meehan.

1913-

Domesticated trout. Livingston Stone. Sixth edition. 1901.

A classic work of international reputation giving the minute details of trout culture.

'

An angler's paradise and how to obtain it. J. J. Armistead. 1895.

The most important British work on trout culture.
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The habits and culture of the black bass. Dwight Lydell. Bulletin

U. S. Fish Commission, 1902, pages 39-44. Transactions American

Fisheries Society, 1902, p. 45-57.

The cultivation of fishes in natural and artificial ponds. Charles Haskins

Townsend. Eleventh Annual Report of the New York Zoological

Society. 1907. -

Ponds, pond fish, and pond fish culture. Lewis Lindsay Dyche. Kansas

State Fish and Game Department. 19 14.

Excellent for fish propagation on the farm.
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CORNELL STUDY CLUBS

At the close of the harvest season neighbors and friends find it natural

and easy to visit together during the lengthening evenings and talk over

the common experiences of the passing season. The Cornell study club

begins to feel that the time is at hand to arrange plans for the year's

study and for community advancement — educationally, socially, and

financially. It is often helpful during the fall to hold a special meeting,

invite every one in the community to attend, and see that each one has

an enjoyable and profitable time. A successful meeting, largely attended,

provides an opportunity to increase the membership and secure greater

interest in the work of the club. Although Cornell study clubs are con-

ducted generally by local leaders, it may be advisable to obtain an out-

side speaker if possible for the special meeting. The Supervisor of the

Reading Course for the Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York,

will be glad to cooperate with clubs as far as possible in arranging the

program of the special fall meeting.

For the assistance of readers who would like to form a group for the

study of agriculture or who would like to organize a Cornell study club

as a means of promoting community welfare, information on study club

work is given below.

Cornell study clubs are local organizations, which aim to promote the

study of Cornell reading course lessons and to serve the community. One
of the chief benefits of these clubs is that they furnish an opportunity and

an incentive for study. Often a helpful lesson will reach a farm home at

a time when the members are too busy to give it attention, and it is soon

forgotton. If, however, a special time is set aside for the study of reading

course lessons at a club, it is likely that much more reading will be accom-

plished. The secondary purpose of Cornell study clubs is to increase

a neighborly feeling in the community and to offer an opportunity for an

exchange of thought on subjects of common interest. In the meetings of

a club the members should find enjoyment in an interchange of ideas and

a training for free and orderly self-expression. Clubs may bring about

cooperation in matters of public concern, and may grow to be influential

factors in promoting community welfare. They may also prove of financial

benefit by becoming agencies for cooperative buying and selling. The
success of the Cornell study club depends principally on local leadership.

The organization of a Cornell study club can be easily effected even if

at first only half a dozen persons desire to form a group. The president

and the secretary of the club should be chosen, and the dates and places

for meetings decided on. The meetings should be held frequently enough

to maintain an active interest in them; regularly every two weeks during
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the fall and winter is usually considered sufficiently often. If it is not

advisable to meet every fortnight in spring and summer, monthly meet-

ings are suggested. vStudy clubs hold their meetings in churches, grange

halls, and at the homes of the members. The programs should be planned

carefully several weeks in advance, and the leaders should be selected and

held responsible for the success of the meetings. Reading course lessons

should be obtained by the secretary of the club and distributed to the

members at least one week in advance of a meeting, so that the members

may be prepared for a general discussion, which should follow the open-

ing talk given by the leader. The meetings should proceed under a definite

order of business.

Each study club should first become fully informed as to the material

available in the two reading courses. The reading course for the farm

discusses farm practices and important rural problems. The reading

course for the farm home takes up such household subjects as sanitation,

foods, household management, and household furnishing. If the study

club is composed of men, reading course lessons should be selected that

are related to local agricultural conditions, and deal with operations in

progress at the time of year in which they are being discussed. Valuable

suggestions for a club composed of women will be found in Cornell Study

Clubs, Cornell Reading Course for the Farm Home, Vol. I, No. 13. A
number of Cornell study clubs are promoting very successfully the study

of the two reading courses, and are reaching both the men and the women

of the community. Some of the clubs discuss farm subjects and farm

home subjects on the same program; others divide into two groups for

separate discussions, and hold the remainder of the program in common.

If a club desires to undertake this more general organization, it may prove

mutually advantageous to men, women, and young people in many prac-

tical ways. Moreover, such a club may have the inspiration of a larger

membership and may exert a wider influence.

Cordial cooperation in estabHshing study clubs may be obtained by

writing to the Supervisor, Reading Course for the Farm, College of Agri-

culture, Ithaca, New York.
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{In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

I. How many pounds of fish would your family be likely to consume

in one year?

2. Give the area of a pond necessary to produce this amount.

3. Name four ways in which water may be supplied to a fishpond.

4. Name three objections to the construction of a fishpond by merely

damming up a stream.
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5. With reference to a combination dike and excavated pond, state

how the ground should be prepared for building the dike, the thickness

of the dike, and how to make the pond water-tight.

6. What do you think would be the cost of building a half-acre pond?

the cost of maintenance?

7. Name the fresh-water fishes you prefer for home use.

8. State briefly the steps to be taken in stocking a fishpond. How
soon after stocking may one expect to harvest fishes of edible size?

129
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9. Have you a pond that supplies your family regularly with good,

wholesome fish ? If so, give an idea of its size, its depth, its water supply,

the kinds and the number of fish produced annually. Are there other

fishponds in your neighborhood? If so, will you kindly give the names
and the addresses of the owners.

10. What reasons can you give for not having a fishpond on your

farm?

li. Would you be interested in further information about receiving

stock fishes free?

Name

Address

Date

(Address all correspondence to the Redding Course for the Farm, College

of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.)
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THE SURROUNDINGS OF THE FARM HOME
E. Gorton Davis

The possession of attractive home surroundings is not beyond the reach

of any one who has a home of his own. In fact, there is little rela-

tion between the size, the costliness, or the simplicity of a home and its

Fig. 207. BEAUTY BY SIMPLE MEANS
Such homes are made by their owners alone, and their simplicity becomes their charm

surroundings as compared to the attractiveness that may be given it by

proper arrangement and careful upkeep. Beauty is not measured by cost,

and ornament of any kind is not needed so much as a neat and well-kept

appearance.

The importance of pleasant home surromidings is not fully realized,

although most persons desire to have them presentable. Few appreciate

the value of homelike and inviting surroundings as a background for

family life. In fact, an ideal home and home Hfe is the reward for which

[205 il
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most persons strive. There is, of course, a pleasure in the possession of

a home of which one may be proud, but there is an obHgation on all men
to furnish attractive settings for their homes. To live long with pleasant

surroundings is to realize the value of their influence, and to become
assured that such inspiration is needed for work and for rest. The poor

of the cities, when they are marketing, will not hesitate to buy from the

flower stands some bright-colored geraniums to cheer their dingy rooms.

One might ask what use they can have for such things, or how they can

afford flowers. On the other hand, those who live in the country may have

scenes of beauty all about them, yet this does not necessarily supply a

want of homelike attractiveness in their immediate surroundings. The
owner of a little cottage garden, over the gateway of which was the inscrip-

tion, " Be its beauty its sole duty," had the right spirit.

BEAUTY BY SIMPLE MEANS
Farm homes may be made beautiful by very simple means. There

must first of all be neatness and orderliness; these, combined with a good

sward about the house and a sheltering growth of trees and shrubs, may be

all that is required.

By way of example, there may frequently be seen in New York State,

the small, low, weather-stained cottage with one of its comers enveloped

and perhaps overtopped by a large lilac bush. Not even a porch has been

added to its unassuming front, and the single door, looking in the direction

of the bams, is adorned and shaded by an ample canopy of vines. The
immediate surroundings afford only a well-kept greensward, and, where

the feet have worn this away, broad, smooth stones are firmly held in

place by the encroaching turf. These limited home grounds are sur-

rounded by only a trim and orderly barnyard, an orchard, and a vegetable

garden, flower-bordered at the edge of the lawn, but everywhere is the

evidence of thrift and care. One would not add a single touch to the

completeness of such a scene; such homes are made by their owners alone,

and their simplicity becomes their charm.

It is the interested hand of the owner that counts for more than a

wealth of materials in the development of home landscapes. The spirit

of the giver, the loving hand of the gardener, shape the growth day by

day and year by year. From his own stock of materials he devises

useful things that are beautiful, and gives freely the labor and the care

that are needed rather than dollars. Some one has said, " Show me the

garden a man has made, and I will tell you his character."

Among the more prosperous rural homes there may be evidences of

injudicious expenditures, which mar rather than help. Plain old houses

have had fancy porches added to them; more modern ones, lacking the
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country-like simplicity of the older dwellings, are tricked out with jig-

saw patterns and gingerbread fretwork, frequently made worse by the

use of many garish colors of paint. Often the old house, seeming scarce

worthy of a porch, or even of paint, gathers unto itself a complement of

old shrubs and vines, harmonizing with its weather-beaten grays, and

looks far better.

Good white lead was the best paint for the farm and village home in

bygone days and is the best to-day for both appearances and wear. If the

blinds of a white house are painted

green, there will be sufhcient relief

and contrast, and this white and

green may well be the entire color

scheme for all that needs paint.

A house that has too much "trim"

about it will be vastly improved,

and the jig-saw work made in-

conspicuous, if it is all painted

one color, preferably white.

Mistakes are also made in the

selection and the planting of trees

and shrubs. With the best of

intentions, purchases of shrubs are

made under the guidance of the

showy illustrations of the nursery-

man's catalog, and a collection of

novelties is bought rather than

trees and shrubs known to be

especially fitting and useful. With-

out a definite plan— for there can

be no plan to suit all these plants

— they are aimlessly scattered

usually on the lawn. Its smooth

turf is broken up, and what might

have been a good lawn becomes

neither lawn nor garden. Such

areas, dotted over with individual shrubs, may be well tended; the

whole place may show care; there may be a profusion of foliage and

flower; but there is absent the quiet, restful effect of simple charm and

completeness of scene, which is characteristic of the ideal cottage home.

THE PURPOSE OF THE FARM HOME
A farm home is both a residence and a place of business. As the farm

business is but a means to the home life, it is of first importance that the

Fig. 208. SIMPLICITY is best
The interested hand of the owner counts for more

than a wealth of materials
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farm as a whole should make for pleasant home life. If it is true that the

most important crop on the farm is the children, then the most important

function of a farm is that of supporting a good home. Certainly no one

will gainsay the fact that if every child were in a home, and everj^ home
in a garden, many of the problems of life would be solved. Since the

farm as a whole has its general purpose, so will the house, the bams, the

fields, the farmyard, and every part of the farm have its individual pur-

pose. And just so far as each one of these parts serves its purpose best,

so will it help the whole farm to be an ideal home.

Fig. 209. THE WRONG TYPE OF RURAL ARCHITECTURE
Tricked out with jig-saw patterns and gingerbread fretwork, frequently made worse by many garish

colors of paint

Since the house is headquarters, it should be connected with the high-

way and the bams by serviceable walks and roadways. And as the chief

place it should have an attractive setting. That is the main purpose of

the yard. B}^ a setting is meant two things: first, the house should

have as a background a sufficient growth of trees and shrubs to give it a

protected appearance; second, the setting should afford opportunity for

pleasant outdoor life on lawns and in shaded comers.

The purpose of the various farm buildings needs no explanation; yet

from the way such buildings are scattered about on some farms, it would

not be very easy to do the chores.

The orchards, while not primarily intended to serve an aesthetic pur-
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pose, may form the most beautiful parts of the farm. An orchard of

standard apple trees could well be planted near the house to become a

part of its background of surrounding trees. Nothing is more country-

like than an old apple orchard, and to turn it to the purpose of decorating

the home grounds illustrates how each part may help, in several ways,

to promote the purposes of the fann as a whole.

Fields and meadows that may be classed strictly as farm lands will

always be attractive when well tilled. Good farming is good-looking

fanning. No calendar is needed for reading the signs of the seasons in the

Fig. 2IO. THE SIMPLE HOUSE DESIGN
If the blinds of a white house are painted green, there will be sufficient relief and contrast

vivid sap green of the spring, the deeper tones of the waving summer

fields, the colors that betoken harvest, and the restful white of winter,

to say nothing of the changes that have marked the seasons' progress.

The influence of farm environment has a subconscious but potent

effect on children. Even while the bam is only a playground, it should be

a silent example of orderliness and thrift; woodlot, meadow, orchard,

and field should be likewise living examples of good farming.

Pleasant home siuroundings are important both for the welfare of the

individual home and for the future of country life. Is it reasonable to

expect that wide-awake young people of the country will hesitate to

leave a place that does not afford pleasant and attractive working and

living conditions?
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Therefore the farmstead needs to be considered as a whole. It is not

a question of roses or daisies, porches or fresh paint, broad lawns or tidy

dooryards, but one of having living places that, in their whole effect, are

pleasant and elevating to older folk and children alike.

HOW A COUNTRY HOUSE SHOULD LOOK
Showy ornament has no place about a farmhouse. The most unassuming

building should have broad, spreading lines. It should be wider than it

is high, because such proportion is

in harmony with the amplitude of

the countr>\ The city house may
be tall and narrow as the result of

high property values, which make
for narrow lots. An example of

the city type of house may be seen

in figure 209. A comparison with

the building shown in figure 210

indicates that the latter is the more
satisfactory for a country setting.

While this colonial type, character-

istic of the older farmhouses in

this country, may have been too

low to permit sufficient circulation

of air in the bedrooms, this faiilt

may be remedied without departing

from its general lines. However,

every foot of height added to ceil-

ings adds two steps to the stairways,

andmay make necessary another ton

or cord to the supply of winter fuel.

If one thinks he can afford to

ornament his famihouse, he might

better first apply his means to

substantial construction— to the

use of first-class materials, to having

ample fireplaces, and to good workmanship. His means might well

be shown in broader eaves and in heavier posts on the porches.

Doorways, stairways, and windows are necessary features; to use

simple strong woodwork about them is to most fittingly apply dec-

oration to the house. The eaves mark the 'meeting of roof and walls,

and should appear to be a substantial tie between the two. While
a comparatively slender post will actually support a porch roof, a

Fig. 211. DOORWAYS are necessary
FEATURES

To use simple, strong woodwork about them is to
most fittingly apply decoration to the house
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heavier one will look more solid and dignified, and essentially more
omamenta]. The indispensable parts, therefore, rather than the trivial

details, should be selected for generous expenditure in material.

THE YARD
It is difficult to think of yard and house separately, so closely is each

related to the other. A well-planned and well-kept yard will greatly

improve an ugly house; a pleasing house makes it far easier to lay out an
attractive yard. On the other hand, a house with a poor yard, or none,

is inhospitable and forlorn, and a yard without a house is meaningless.

In planning either house or yard both must be kept in mind.

In planning new houses the place of the yard, as well as of roadways

and bams, should be early decided on. At this time, too, one should

arrange for easy going and coming between house and yard, keeping the

house low to the ground and having doorways convenient to the lawn.

One should plan to have the most attractive places in the borders opposite

the most-used doorways and windows of the house.

If house and yard cannot be planned at the same time, as is the case

where the house is already built, the yard will have to be made to suit it.

SEVEN KEYS TO ATTRACTIVENESS
If a person endeavors to think of places that have iinpressed him

as being attractive, it may be difficult to recall just how these places

were laid out. It is most likely that the impression was of an entirety

rather than of component parts, such as an elm tree, some rose bushes,

a garden seat, and a bed of petunias. In other words, such a scene was
a picture, not merely a collection of objects. For this reason, in plamiing

a yard, all that is done should give a positive answer to the question,
" Will it make the home grounds look better as a whole scene? " To
make such a picture, seven points should be emphasized:

1. The place must be well clothed, or furnished, with trees and
shrubbery.

2

.

The house should be prominent and should have a good setting.

3. There must be an open space of lawn or sward.

4. The trees and the smaller plants should be massed or grouped at the

sides or at the rear rather than scattered all over the place.

5. There must be no unnecessary fences, walks, or drives.

6. There must be no curiosities conspicuously placed in the yard, such

as piles of stones, odd rocks, shells, pieces of statuary.

7

.

The place must be neat and well-kept so that it may look as if the

residents gave it loving care.
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PLANNING THE YARD IN DETAIL

Before being able to know definitely where and how to place trees

and shrubs, it is necessary to analyze conditions in somewhat the following

manner

:

First, it is necessary to think of the house and the yard as they ap]:)ear

from points exterior to them. The view in from the highway should be

kept in mind. Is the house the center of a picture, and does the planting

in the yard give it an attractive background? If the trees overtop it

somewhat from the rear in order to break up a too severe roof-line, if

tree and shrub borders flank it on each side, and if the front is not wholly

Fig. 212. THE APPROACH TO THE HOUSE
The planting not only furnishes a background to the house but also frames the view of it

open but broken with some groups— then the planting not only furnishes

a background to the house but also frames the view of it.

Second, the appearances of the yard must be studied from all the windows
of the house and from doors and porches, for the outlook has an inspir-

ing or depressing effect on those who dwell within, according to its beauty

or ugliness.

OUTLOOKS
What objects should be borne in mind in studying the outlook? All

that is seen may be divided into two groups: first, that which is beyond
one's own yard or field and meadow, and belongs to another; second, that

which one owns and can control. If the more distant views afford pleasing

pictures, especially from convenient points, such as windows and porches
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such outlooks should be left open in planting and not hidden by trees or

shrubs. One may determine just what space in the border must not be

planted by going to the window or the porch favored by the view, and may
from there direct the placing of stakes to mark the extent of what is inter-

esting in the distant view. The
space up to the stakes may be

planted, and the stakes removed.

On the other hand, there are likely

to be unsightly objects in the dis-

tant outlook, which should be care-

fully screened by plantings. One's

own barnyard may be made
pleasant, so that it will not need
i U U-JJ Fig. 213. THE OUTLOOK SHOULD BE STUDIED
to be hidden.

t/- ^- + ^ • « ^ . • . u .It distant views afford pleasing pictures such out-

In the immediate view of the looks should be left open

yard the objects that should first receive attention are the necessary

features, such as driveways, walks, bams, large trees, and lawn space.

While these should be studied separately and individually, the relation

of each part to the whole must not be lost sight of.

DRIVEWAYS AND WALKS
Of all the objects in the immediate outlook walks and driveways are

most noticeable. Therefore, these should be as few as possible, and
should be short and direct. Naturally a driveway should be so crowned
and graded that it will not become muddy in wet weather, and the walks

should be so paved that they will give dry footing. No matter how well

a walk or a road is planned or constructed if its use is not plainly apparent,

it is ridiculous.

Certain fixed points in the lines of roads and walks will determine the

courses they must follow. These points are: the entrances from the

highway, the doors of the house, and the location of bams and out-

buildings. The routes that may be taken between such points are, how-
ever, somewhat subject to choice. The contour of the ground must be
studied and also the positions of large fine trees that may seem to be in

the way of road lines. Roads, especially, must have easy grades, and all

these ways must be reasonably direct. Even so, roads and walks may
have graceful lines and curves. When distances are short, straight lines

are best; but where the terminal objects should be hidden, practicable

curved Hncs may be contrived. While the route naturally taken from
one place to another is usually a good basis on which to begin laying out

walks and drives, modifications can be devised, which will smooth out

inequalities of grade. Since the bare surfaces of roadways are always
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in evidence in contrast with green grass, they should be laid out carefully

and attractively.

Roads and walks are very conspicuous; therefore one must think of how
they are to affect the lawn space over which or about which they pass. A
lawn cut in two by a road appears scarcely larger than the greater portion.

For this reason a drive is best kept to one side of the yard. To keep

walks inconspicuous they may be made of large smooth stepping-stones

]olaced at ordinary pacing inter\^als

and level with the turf so that the

lawn mower may pass over them.

From a little distance the effect is

that of an unbroken turf.

The grades of walks and drives

must be easy, not only for progress

along them, but also to prevent

their washing. They should be

provided for first; therefore the

grading of lawns is usually done

after the walks and drives are

made.

GRADING THE YARD

A few rules may be generally

accepted for the grading of lawns.

The ground about the house should

be apparently level, though a slight

slope away from the house is a]wa}'s

allowed for drainage. The grades

at the entrance to the yard should

not be abrupt; if there must be

some steepness, it had best be

arranged somewhere between the

entrance and the house. Most im-

portant of all are easy grades

about the house, so that passage

' to and from house and yard may be almost as easy as from one room

to another within the house. If there seem to be insurmountable

difficulties in this regard, porches, covered or uncovered, or terraces may
be built to serve as connections. A roundabout way, a high or steep

flight of stairs, will deter the housewife from carrying work out under the

trees, and will really prevent her going out as often as she should.

If the natural contour of the yard is comparatively flat, it is only neces-

sary to smooth the surface. The usual method of cultivating will accomi-

FlG. 214. A WALK OF STEPPING STONES
To keep walks inconspicuous they may be made of

large smooth stepping stones placed at pacing
intervals and level with the turf
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plish this, although some handwork may be necessary about the edges.

The surface as it recedes from the house need not be smooth and perfect.

A gently undulating surface may be desirable and by many persons is

thought to be more interesting and country-like. A good test is whether

the grassed surface may be readily cut with a hand mower. Perhaps the

yard may be too large for its entire area to be hand-mowed; if this is

the case, that part nearest the house,

and which may be used as an out-

door sitting-room, should at least

be kept trim. No matter how the

turf is cut, the grades of the lawn

will always be apparent, and the

smoother the surface the more easy

will be its care.

If slopes are needed on either side

of walks or driveways, a strip of

level surface two or three feet wide

at least should parallel them, and

from these levels the slopes should tend up or down by broad and easy

curves. Further, the curve at the base of these— or, in fact, of any slope

— should always be broader than at the top, so that the bank will be

stable and will not appear top-heavy.

, After all, a main consideration comes in the remarkably greater ease in

caring for a yard that is well graded, and of which all rough banks have

been changed to smooth turf and easily mowed slopes.

Fig. 215. EASY GRADES ARE IMPORTANT
Passage to and from house and yard should be
almost as easy as from one room to another within
the house

MAKING THE LAWN
The lawn is of foremost importance, and a good lawn is more beautiful

than any other single feature. Neither shrubs, flowers, nor house will

look well unless set off by lawn space.

The ground for a lawn should be prepared by the usual method of deep

plowing and harrowing, or, on small areas spading and raking. Even
on larger places it is necessary to use the spade and the rake about the

edges and in corners. Where the soil is poor, it should be improved. To
13low under a heavy turf, to grow and plow under one or more cover crops,

or to work in barnyard manure at any time, will improve the soil to a

good depth. The cover crops and the cultivation will also eliminate the

weeds. If tile drains are necessary, they should be nearer together and

closer to the surface than for field drainage. The grass will be as good

as the preparation of the soil has been thorough, and there is no better

way to combat weeds than by establishing a healthy and dense turf.

Any soil will be better for the addition of humus, which may come from
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old turf, from barnyard manure, from green cover-crops, or from all three.

No soil can be too well prepared; whereas some persons have attempted

lawns on soil so poor and ill-prepared that it was not worthy of the grass

seed needed to cover it. Lime will hasten the decay of organic matter and
will correct a soil deficient in lime.

The surface should be as smooth before the seed is sown as it is expected

to be when the lawn is finished. Therefore the raking should be sup-

plemented by a thorough rolling before the final raking previous to seeding.

KINDS OF GRASS TO USE

If the soil is well prepared and is not sour, that is, deficient in lime,

the same mixture of grass seed may be used at any season and in all places.

It is best to buy " extra cleaned " seed and also to buy the various kinds

separately and mix them at home. Equal quantities, by weight, of

Kentucky bluegrass and redtop or Rhode Island bent should be used,

estimating about sixteen pounds of the mixture to the bushel, and five

bushels of seed to the acre. If the new lawns are to be soon used, it is

advisable to add a peck of English or Italian r^^e. This is a coarse, quick-

growing grass, but one that will die out gradually and not produce a harsh

stubble or leave holes in the lawn in which weeds may start. If the seed

must be sown late in the season, it is well to add to each bushel of the

bluegrass and redtop mixture a quart of white clover. This starts quickly,

is good for the soil, and, while acting as a nurse crop in protecting the new
grass, it will later die out, probably leaving the Kentucky bluegrass and

redtop to take possession. Since soils differ and various grasses have

their preferences, sometimes one kind and sometimes another will take

final possession.

It is best at the first seeding to sow only four of the five bushels of

mixture allowed to the acre. This should be raked in carefully by hand

in order to cover all seed to the depth of from one-eighth to one-quarter

of an inch. Commercial fertilizers may be raked in just before seeding,

but they should be thoroughly mixed with the soil. Sheep manure is not

so cheap as the chemical fertilizers but has additional value as a surface

mulch, especially on clay soils. Moreover, it contains no weed seeds.

After the seed has been sown, only a hand roller should be used. If

this is not available, the rolling should be dispensed with, because a horse-

drawn one gives a broken surface and holes are made by the horse's hoofs.

When the new grass is just long enough to cut, a sharp lawn-mower

should be run over it; then over its entire surface should be scattered

evenly the remaining bushel of seed of the five allowed to the acre, mixed

with sufficient fine soil to make a layer one-eighth of an inch in depth.

The lawn may be rolled again with a hand roller. The purpose of this
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second seeding with accompaniment of soil is to deepen the roots of the

first sowing and also to develop a denser turf. A larger proportion of seed

and soil should be used on spots that have failed, or where, for any reason

there is a poor stand. In fact, seed should be kept in a dry place all

summer for sowing in the holes made by weeds, by temporary summer
grass, and the like.

Constant care is necessary to make a good lawn, though when the lawn

is fully established care may be

given at odd moments. Neglect at

the outset, however, will prove

disastrous. A thrifty lawn is the

best preparation against weeds.

PLANTINGS
PLANTINGS IN THE YARD

Shrubbery plantings serve various

purposes. They may help correct

unfortunate or unavoidable mis-

takes in plans and grades, or may
serve as a frame for the whole

grounds, or as screens for those por-

tions that need to be hidden.

Just as slopes when in turf do

not appear to be so steep as the

same grade in a roadway, so a

well-planted bank of shrubbery does

not look so high or so abrupt as

the same slope would in grass.

Houses that appear to be too high

from the ground may have this

awkwardness somewhat relieved by

a judicious use of shrubs or vines

about the foundations. Slopes that i

are too steep to be easily maintained ^.j^^ 216. border plantings
in grass should be planted with Borders arranged to frame the lawn should be

planted in rather solid masses
some growth that will completely

cover them, and prevent their washing, and that will require no care

as soon as the plants are established. The customary use of shmbs

and vines to cover up unsightly places may be a misuse of them.

The first aim should be to so improve the grounds that there is nothing

to hide. Ofttimes there is an effort to hide features that are in-

trinsically good to look at. For example, a kitchen dooryard with

its showy array of polished jars, pans, and implements of the kitchen
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and dair}', is a. significant mark of a country home, and should, by the

thrift displayed, adorn that home. This yard may be paved with

smooth stones, or with bricks, or both, but preferably with material

that is on the fann. The paved space in the dooryards should be

no larger than the space that is actually used, for weeds grow only in

unused pavements. This outdoor kitchen should be furnished in accord-

ance with its needs by means of racks, pegs on which to hang things, and

benches of sturdy workmanship, made on the farm, rather than with

cast-off furniture from the house or cheap benches from the store. There

is nothing about such a dooryard that should be hidden by planting.

A bracket or trellis over the door of the kitchen to support a canopy of

flowering vines will, in fact, make a garden out of it.

Fig. 217. THE USE of trees
Three trees, more or less, so disposed about the house as to afford shade and to give the house its back-

ground and frame are all that are necessary

PLANTING ABOUT THE HOUSE "

In arranging the planting about the house, in general, the less that is

used to obtain an effect the better. Before any start is made, everything

should be planned. Stakes with tops of various colors may represent

the several shrubs and trees that have been determined on as suitable,

and in this way the whole plan may be marked on the ground before

a plant is ordered. While only a small part needs to be planted at a time,

the whole effect should be borne in mind until it is secured.

In studying this effect, plantings must be considered not as they look

when first set out, but as they will look when mature. For example,

since lilac bushes grow to large size, each one should have plenty of space
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to develop in, instead of the bushes being crowded in order to obtain a

quicker effect. One bush will grow into better form if it is unhampered,

though it may have one or more low-growing shrubs about its base. It

is best to use individual bushes at the comers of the house (Figs. 210, 211,

217) or in groups about the porches rather than to plant an unbroken mass
of shrubs all about the base of the house. A continuous fringe of plants

is quite as monotonous as none at all.

Three trees, more or less, so disposed about the house as to afford shade

and to give the house its background and frame, are all that are necessary.

Elm, sugar maple, oak, or similar tall,

strong trees are best ; they afford shade

without keeping air currents and light

from the house. Poplar and silver

maple give a quick effect because of

their rapid growth, but they are brittle

and short-Uved, and should not be used.

PLANTING THE BORDERS

Between the plantings right next to

the house and those on the borders of

the yard there should be nothing but

open unbroken lawn space. The lawn

is needed to set off the planting, and a

bordered lawn not only looks better but

even larger than one not so enclosed.

The borders of trees and shrubs,

arranged to frame the lawn, and to

encircle the outdoor sitting-rooms,
should be planted in rather solid masses,

much as nature fills in fence rows or

hedgerows. Individual plants should

be spaced so as to allow them to knit

together as they mature. Slow-growing

plants and large trees may be underplanted with temporary quick-growing

material, which can be taken out later.

The line of the border looks best as a series of bays or curved recesses.

Opposite the important outlooks from the house these bays should be

deepest in order to give the greatest length of view. Borders may there-

fore be drawn farther away at such points, and brought nearer at others.

These bays may enclose little areas of flower-bordered lawn or garden.

Since too-marked curves may look unreasonable, the definite line of the

border may be lost in scattered groups of large shrubs, or even trees, and
such breaks will be the border's greatest charm.

130

Fig. 218. A PLAN FOR BORDER
PLANTINGS

The line of the border looks best as a series of
bays or curved recesses. Opposite the im-
portant outlooks these bays should be deepest
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Fig. 2nj. INDIVIDUAL SPECIMENS SHOULD HE USED
SPARINGLY

Shrubs of striking floral effect should be at only a few widely sepa-
rated places

Trees that have their branches low to the ground, such as beeches,

hemlocks, field thorns (Crataegus), and lindens arc suitable for border

planting, and care

should be taken to see

that the low branches

have not been
trimmed ofE before

the trees are set out.

Such trees do not need

any shrubs in front

of them, and, in fact,

nothing can be more

beautiful than their

own foliage spreading

out on the ground.

Many trees may be

used in the borders

of a large place, and they not only add informal charm and beauty

but lessen the expense. Most trees and shrubs suited to border planting

should be selected for their moderate-sized leaves, dark green foliage,

and rounded or irregular habit of growth. Leaves persist longer than

flowers; therefore foliage should be the deciding feature in the selection

of plants. Shinibs of striking floral effect and trees or shrubs with accented

points or spirelike growth should be at only a few widely separated places

in the border, and also where they will be seen to advantage.

Many of the common shrubs may be gathered from hedgerow and

brush lot and are the same as may be bought from the nurseries ; they will

not grow so fast the first year transplanted, but they have the advantage

usually of being larger at the start, and they are assuredly hardy in their

locality.

HOW TO MOVE TREES

Native trees that are not too subject to insects and diseases, for example,

the locust and its borer, the chestnut and its canker, may be transplanted

to the yard. This may be done by cutting the roots in the spring or early

simimer before the trees are to be moved, or, in other words, by root-

pruning them. A tree from four to six inches in diameter should be

root-pruned by means of a trench in which the roots are cut in a circle

from eighteen inches to two feet from the base of the tree. This trench

need not be more than eighteen inches deep and may be refilled immediately

with the soil that came out of it. When the tree is to be moved, during

the dormant period, or after growth has ceased in the fall, or before

it has started in the spring, a larger circle is allowed to include the new
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roots that have been formed. Care should be taken not to bruise the

roots ; but if any are badly bruised or marred, they should be cut off cleanly

lest disease start in the injured portion. In replanting, the roots must
be carefully spread out to their full length, and soil must be packed into

every cavity and between all roots. This is handwork and the most

important part of the operation of transplanting. While a carelessly

planted tree may live, a well-planted tree is not only far more sure to live

but to live thriftily and to flourish. Large shrubs are usually very hardy

and will stand a lot of rough usage, but if transplanted carefully, they will

grow faster and more symmetrically than if handled carelessly. It is

best to stake trees until it is quite evident that they are firmly estab-

lished. In all planting operations the ground should be well prepared,

and generous holes made beforehand to fully accommodate the plants.

After the soil has thoroughly settled and has been tamped in firmly, it

should be covered with a mulch of straw, leaves, or other litter. The
cultivation of such plantations is quite as important as the cultivation of

the vegetable garden, for by such means the evaporation of moisture is

prevented and healthy growth fos-

tered. Only during the first two or

three years, however, is this culti-

vation necessary; after that most

trees and shrubs will grow unaided,

except for such spraying or pruning

as may occasionally be necessary.

THE USE OF VINES

There are three ways in which

vines may be used to great advan-

tage; first, to cover walls, fences, or

arbors; second, to cover, and thus

to prevent the wash of steep banks

;

third, and most important, to drape

and to adorn doorways.

No matter what vines are used

about a yard, the best should be

reserved to mark the entrances to

the house and to festoon the

porches. Bittersweet, Virginia _*^ > & pj(, 220. ONE OP THE GOOD VINES
creeper, trumpet creeper, and. SUCn. -p^e evergreen climbing evonymus should be more

old-fashioned vines are all good for ^^ ^ ^
"^^

walls and arbors. There are several others, however, such as the ever-

green Evonymus radicans, or climbing evonvrauS) ^lld AsMnid^Q ar^nta,

that should be more widely used,
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To cover steep banks with vines is not only to save labor but to furnish

very effective planting. Common honeysuckle (Lonicera halliana) accom-

plishes this very satisfactorily ; mat-

rimony vine {Lycium chinense) or

bittersweet {Celastrus scandens) are

equally satisfactory but give the

effect of low shrubber\\ Clematis

and wistaria are familiar enough,

but there arc, in addition, many
varieties of climbing roses of tm-

questioned hardiness and with sum-

mer flowers followed by showy fruit

in fall and winter. Flowering vines

should be used nearest the house,

and the less conspicuous for walls

and fences, so that the house will

keep its prominence in the setting.

A restricted use of vines on houses

is always interesting, and in this

use as well as on arbors grapevines

not only furnish fruit, but are of

peculiar beauty with their large

and showy leaves, especially when

the wind turns up the white undersurfaces.

The tendency to use masonry rather than wood for house construction

invites a greater use of vines. No plants more quickly take awa}' the

appearances of crudity and newness, more generously cover unattractive

parts of awkward houses, or more effectively add grace and charm than

vines. The sttmips of dead trees should not be covered with vines but

should be dug out with their roots.

GARDENS, OR PLACES FOR FAVORITE PLANTS

A garden is a private place. Therefore, the garden should be secluded,

and thus may be free from the restraining considerations that are neces-

sary to make the grounds look well as a whole. In the first place, gardens

may occupy that portion of the outlook not taken up by a vista, or distant

view; one does not seek to enjoy a garden and a view at the same time, for

the one is close, and intimate, and personal, while the other is far away

and shared by many. In the second place, gardens enclosed by shrub

plantings or hedges are nearly hidden, and thus are more interesting to

one who is within, and more alluring to one who sees them from without.

A garden is usually supposed to be a place for flowers, but it may also

Fig. 221. DRAPING THE DOORWAY
The most important use of vines is to adorn door-

ways
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Fig. AN ALLURING GARDEN GLIMPSE
Usually a garden has an enticing quality, which gives an inviting pros-

pect for hours of rest

be a place for plants in which one may be especially interested. The
old-fashioned garden was a jumble of hardy shrubs, perennial garden

flowers, and annuals.

Those persons who are

fond of the novelties

of the nurseryman's

catalog or of indi-

vidual specimens for

their peculiar char-

acteristics, such as the

color of their leaves,

their distinctive habits

of growth, their

beauty, or their odd-

ity, should have gar-

dens into which all

such plants may be gathered.

If a garden looks well as an entirety, it may be placed next to the house

from which it will be enjoyed. If it is not attractive to many persons

but merely interesting to its owner, it might better be tucked away into a

secluded comer of the border. Usually the glimpse of a garden, distant

across the lawn from the doorway, has an enticing or alluring quality,

which gives an inviting prospect for hours of rest.

Successful flower gardens require more time than may be given ordinarily

to farm yards, but the borders may be made to partly enclose comers of

the lawn, which thus become outdoor rooms or, in fact, gardens, without

adding to the cost or the care.

SUMMARY
No matter what the individual taste as to the home grounds, the total

effect should always be kept in

mind. It should be remembered

also that the house is the center of

the picture and the one object, if

any, to be decorated. The lawns

serve merely as a carpeted floor, or

groundwork, on which are arranged

the house and the trees and shrubs,

which set it off. Borders furnish

the frame to the lawn and to the

whole picture; they should there-

fore be simple and dignified, and will look best if composed mostly

of green foliage. This surrounding curtain of green, when it opens to a,

. J23. A GARDEN IS A PRIVATE PLACE
The garden should be secluded ; one does not seek to

enjoy a garden and a view at the same time
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pleasant outlook over the fields, is also the best frame to the distant

picture, and likewise serves as a background to increase the beauty of

clumps of flowering shrubs along the edge of the border itself. The
outlooks from the house should be planned to avoid any confusion of

interests; in one direction one should see only unbroken lawn and distant

border; in another, some shrubs, showy with flowers or berries; in another

direction, an open view over the meadows; and perhaps, in still another,

the suggestion of a garden or, fully as beautiful, a vista down the rows of

an orchard.

Through these pictures the yard may be made more livable and home-
like, and the country, of which the yard is a part, may be more enjoyed

and appreciated as the ideal setting for a home.

A LIST OF TREES, SHRUBS, AND VINES FOR THE HOME
GROUNDS

SHADE TREES SUITABLE FOR PLANTING ABOUT THE HOUSE
American elm ( Ulmus americana)

Sugar maple {Acer saccharum)

Red oak (Quercus rubra)

White oak (Quercus alba)

SHADE TREES SUITABLE FOR BORDER PLANTATIONS

American beech {Fagus ferruginea)

European linden {Tilia europcea)

Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)

Pin oak (Quercus palustris)

White oak (Quercus alba)

Scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea)

White pine (Pinus strobus)

SMALL TREES AND TALL SHRUBS FOR BORDERS
Field thorns (Cratccgiis coccinea and other species)

Flowering dogwood (Cornus florida)

Common privet (Ligustrum vulgare)

Fringe tree (Chionanthus virginica)

Sheepberry (Viburnum lentago)

Witch-hazel (Hamamelis virginiana)

GOOD FOLIAGE SHRUBS FOR BORDERS WITH FLOWERS NOT
CONSPICUOUS

Arrowwood (Viburnum dentatum), white flowers, blue berries

Indiajii currant, goralberry [Symfhoriccirfos vulgaris), red berries
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Hazel (Corylus americana)

Siberian dot^vood {Cornus alba var. sihirica)

Kegel's privet {Ligustrimi ibota var. regelianum)

SHRUBS FOR BORDERS WITH CONSPICUOUS FLOWERS OR FRUIT

Althasa, rose of Sharon {Hibiscus syriacus)

Common barberry (Berberis vulgaris)

Japanese barberr>^ (Berberis thunbergii)

Tartarian honeysuckle (Lonicera iatarica)

Fragrant honej^suckle {Lonicera fragrantissima), semievergreen

Syringa {Philadelphiis latijolius), tail

Syringa {Philadelphus coronarius) , sweet scented

Syringa {Philadelphtis lemoinei), dwarf

Van Houtte's spircea {Spiraa vanhouttei)

Snowball {Viburnum tomentosum)

SHRUBS SUITABLE FOR USE AS INDIVIDUALS AT HOUSE CORNERS AND
PORCHES

Lilac (Syringa). Various types have been developed in shades of blue,

reddish, and white. A selection of these will give a prolonged flower-

ing season.

Tartarian honeysuckle {Lonicera iatarica)

Common privet {Ligustrum vidgare), semievergreen

Kegel's privet {Ligustrum ibota var. regelianum), low

Van Houtte's spinea {Spircsa vanhouttei)

Japanese barberry {Berberis thunbergii)

Arrowwood {Viburnum dentatum)

VINES FOR DOORWAYS AND ARBORS
Rose

Dorothy Perkins

Tausendschon

Alberic Barbier

Hiawatha

Japanese clematis (Clematis paniculaia) , white

Jackman's clematis (Clematis jackmannii), blue, large-flowered

Wistaria, blue or white

Evonymus (Evonymus radicans var. vegeta), evergreen

VINES FOR WALLS
Boston ivy, Japanese ivy {Ampelopsis veitchii)

Virginia creeper (Ampelopsis quinquefolia)

Chinese matrimony vine (Lycium chinense)
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Trumpet creeper ( Tecoma radicans)

Climbing bittersweet {Celastrus scandens). This does well also on

shady sides of houses.

VINES FOR STEEP BANKS
Hall's honeysuckle {Lonicera halliana)

Matrimony vine {Lycium chinense)

CORNELL STUDY CLUBS
At the close of the harvest season neighbors and friends find it natural

and convenient to visit together during the lengthening evenings and talk

over the common experiences of the passing^ season. The Cornell study

club begins to feel that the time is at hand to arrange plans for the year's

study and for community advancement — educationally, socially, and

financially. It is often helpful during the fall to hold a special meeting,

invite every one in the community to attend, and see that each one has an

enjoyable and profitable time. A successful meeting, largely attended,

provides an opportunity to increase the membership and secure greater

interest in the work of the club. Although material for the programs

for Cornell study clubs is generally supplied by local speakers and

by reading course lessons, it may be advisable to get an outside speaker

if possible for the special meeting. The Supervisor of the Reading Course

for the Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York, will be glad to

cooperate with clubs as far as possible in arranging the -programs for special

fall meetings.

The fall of the year is also the most favorable time for forming new
clubs. For the information of readers who are not members of clubs,

the aims and advantages of Cornell study clubs are given as follows:

Cornell study clubs aim to promote the study of reading cotirse lessons,

and also to advance the welfare of the local community. A study club

furnishes an opportunity and incentive for study. Often a helpful lesson

wiU reach a farm home at a tiine when it cannot be given attention, and

it is set aside, soon to be forgotten. If, however, a special time is reserved

for the study of reading course lessons at a club, it is likely that much
more reading will be accomplished. The club serves the community

socially through the better understanding and good feeling among neigh-

bors that result from an association in a common work. By promoting

exchanges and sales of farm products, implements, stock, and the like,

between the members of the club, and by collective buying and selling,

it may be found possible for the club to be of financial benefit to the

members.
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InfoiTnation on the steps to be taken in organizing a Cornell study

club will be sent on request. Also, it may be possible for the Supervisor

of the Reading Course for the Farm to arrange a visit to a community

that desires to organize a new club.

AVAILABLE READING COURSE LESSONS FOR THE FARM,
ARRANGED BY SERIES

Residents of New York State may register for one or more of the series

mentioned below by addressing The Cornell Reading Course for the

Farm, College of Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.

SERIES

The soil

.

Poultry

Farm forestry

.

The horse

.

Dairying

.

Fruit growing 22

LESSONS

Introduction to the principles of soil fertility

Tilth and tillage of the soil

Nature, effects, and maintenance of humus
in the soil

Soil moisture and crop production

Land drainage and soil efficiency

Incubation

Feeding young chickens

The improvement of the woodlot

Recent New York State Laws giving relief

from taxation on lands used for forestry

purposes

County, town, and village forests

Methods of determining the value of timber

in the farm woodlot

Feeding and care of the horse

Practical horse-breeding

Practical dairy problems.

Composition of milk and some of its products

The dairy herd

Farm butter-making

Cream separation

The production of clean milk

The culture of the currant and the goose-

berry

36 Culture of red and black raspberries and of

purple-cane varieties

48 Culture of the cherry

52 Culture of the blackberry

72 Culture of the grape

74

42

50

70

78

80

88

12

28

40

62

46

56

16

32

54

60

82

86
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Farm crops 24 The rotation of farm crops

66 Meadows in New York

90 Alfalfa for New York
Vegetable gardening. . . 34 Home-garden planning

58 Planting the home vegetable garden

92 Summer care of the home vegetable garden

Plant breeding 38 Principles and methods of plant-breeding

44 Methods of breeding oats

68 Improving the potato crop by selection

Insect 84 Insects injurious to the fruit of the apple

Country life 64 The rural school and the community

76 Birds in their relation to agriculture in New
York State

94 The farm fishpond

96 The surroundings of the farm home

The above list is correct to September 15, 19 15. The demand may at

any time exhaust the supply of particular nimibers. Requests will be

filled as long as the supply lasts.
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THE SURROUNDINGS OF THE FARM HOME
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A discussion paper is sent with each reading course lesson in order to

assist the reader in studying the most important points. The discussion

paper also encourages thought, observation, and self-expression. Each

discussion paper filled out and returned will be read carefully, and a

personal reply will be made if further information or references for

advanced reading are desired. Practical suggestions on farm problems

will be sent gladly.

New readers should enroll in one or more of the following series of

reading course lessons; the soil, poultry, rural engineering, farm
FORESTRY, THE HORSE, DAIRYING, FRUIT GROWING, FARM CROPS, STOCK

FEEDING, VEGETABLE GARDENING, PLANT BREEDING, INSECT, COUNTRY
LIFE. The first lesson in each series desired is sent on enrollment, and

subsequent lessons are sent, one at a time, on the return of discussion

papers. Therefore, in order to receive the other lessons in this series, readers

shoidd sign and return this discussion paper, whether the questions are

answered or not. By means of reading course lessons, study clubs may
be promoted, which may become important factors in community welfare.

Assistance will be given in organizing and conducting clubs. The space

below on this page is reserved for correspondence concerning reading course

work, and also for names and addresses of any residents of New York State

likely to become interested in the Cornell Reading Course for the Farm.

12075J '.; I
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(In answering questions, attach additional paper if needed and number the

answers.)

I . How can a yard furnish a good setting for the house from the point

of view of the highway?

2. Why is it necessary to take great care in laying out driveways and

walks?

3 . In what part of the border plantations is it best to have conspicuous

shrubs and trees, and in what part is it best to have shrubs and trees that

are not in any way conspicuous?
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4. What are the most successful shrubs in your locality?

5. What shrubs, othenA'ise desirable, have been found, after trial, not

hardy enough for your neighborhood?

6. What are the standard grass seeds for well-prepared lawns, and when
is it best to add white clover to the mixture and when perennial rye?

7. Have you had any experience with lawn grasses other than blue-

grass, redtop, and white clover? Have other kinds proved permanently

useful ?
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8. What trees and shrubs native to your region lend themselves

particularly to home planting; and why?

g. Where can individual plants of unusual character be placed so as

not to spoil the effect of the yard as a whole?

ID. Where should the most attractive flowering vines be planted?

Name

Address

l3ate

(Address all correspondence to the Reading Course for the Farm, College of

Agriculture, Ithaca, New York.)
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PREFACE
At the present time there is very little complete and specific informa-

tion concerning the history and status of agriculture in the various counties

of New York State, written in popular language and available to the general

public. In the belief that such information is wanted both by the residents

of the county itself and by persons living outside the county but interested

in it, and that the publication of a reconnaissance survey of local agricul-

tural facts and conditions in each county will do much to arouse local

pride, to call attention to local problems, and to make kno^^^l the agri-

cultural advantages and opportunities in a county, a series of circulars

has been projected.

It is expected that each of these circulars, written by the local county
fann bureau manager under the general direction of the central of^ce,

will present a fairly complete statement of the agricultural conditions

and possibilities of a county. Besides a brief history of agriculture in

a county, each circular will include a description of the local climate,

soil, and topography, a statement of population, general business con-
ditions, market facilities, types of farming practiced, and tables showing
total production and tmit yields. Desirable systems of farm manage-
ment will also be pointed out, suggestions will be made, and attention
will be called to many important matters on which success in farming
depends locally.

The second part of each of these circulars will be an account of the
local faiTTi bureau, its organization, and its ability to help in developing
local agriculture. Some of the most important functions of a farm
bureau association are: the study of local problems with the purpose of

finding solutions for them
;
presenting to the general public in an attractive

manner the opportunities for farming in the county; and stimulating

local initiative. To increase the net incomes of farmers, thus providing
the means of obtaining better schools, churches, and roads, is to promote
the welfare of every citizen in the county. Such cooperative effort,

properly directed, should also restilt in a material increase in land values.

All these things, the parties cooperating in the farm bureau work in New
York State desire to promote. This publication, it is thought, will aid

the proposed work.
Niagara was the seventh county in New York State to organize a farm

bureau. The work was begun before the general public understood it

well enough to be generally in favor of it and to give it good support.

Both for this reason and because the greater part of the county is already
well developed agriculturally, the work of the farm bureau has been
difficult from the start. It has, however, been well worth while. Niagara
is one of the richest and best-farmed counties in the State, and the pub-
lication in popular form of the facts about its agriculture should be of

great interest and value.

M. C. BURRITT,
Director of Farm Bureaus.
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NIAGARA COUNTY: AN ACCOUNT OF ITS AGRICULTURE
AND OF ITS FARM BUREAU

PART I

THE AGRICULTURE OF NL\GARA COUNTY ^

" Niagara " is a name known around the world, calling to mind one of

the greatest of waterfalls. The territory adjacent to the river has its Indian
traditions and its history of Indian, French, and British strife. The French
visited it first in 1626 and found it to be a valuable center for the fur

trade, for at that time the Indians were using the Great Lakes, with a
portage at the falls, as their trading route to the French fort at Quebec.
Some fifty years later La Salle began the building of forts and trading

houses along the Niagara Ri\^er. In 171S a French writer spoke of the

country thus

:

" The Niagara Portage is two leagues and a half to three leagues long,

but the road over which carts roll two or three times a year, is very fine,

with very beautiful and open woods through which a person is visible

for a distance of six hundred paces. The trees are all oaks and very
large. The soil along the whole of that road is not very good. Above
the first hill there is a Seneca village of about ten cabins, where Indian
corn, beans, peas, and watermelons and pumpkins are raised, all of which
are very fine."

This region was coveted by the British, and in 1759 they captured it.

The British held it until 1796, when it became the property of the United
States.

The early history of Niagara is one of warfare and of Indian trading.

Even when it was under French control, it was claimed b}^ both Massa-
chusetts and New York; and later, although it was under British control,

New York claimed it and considered it a part of several difi^erent counties.

Not until 182 1 was Niagara County erected with its present boundaries,

about eighteen miles north and south bv thirtv miles east and west, and
in its present rectangular shape. It is bounded on the north by Lake
Ontario, on the east by Orleans and Genesee Counties, on the south by
Erie County and the Niagara River, and on the west by the Niagara
River. It has an area of five hundred and twenty-two square miles.

While the territory embraced by the botmdaries of Niagara County was
among the first in the States bordering on the Great Lakes to be visited

by white men, its settlement did not commence in earnest until the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century. The greater part of the population,

prior to 1800, was connected with the garrisons, and no definite attempt
to follow agriculture was made. In 1800, when the first tax roll for land

west of the Genesee River was made out, there was not a single taxable

person within the boundaries of the present Niagara County.
In 1802 the first agricultural settlement was made on the lake shore near

Fort Niagara (Fig. 2, page 2085). From 1802 to 1812 many settlements were

1 Some of the historical data used in this circular are taken from Soil Survey of Niagara County,
New York, published by the United States Bureau of Soils.
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made in the drier portion of the county; these were on the lake shore,

the Ridge Road, and the Mountain Ridge, and along the Niagara River.

Some settlements were also made near Tonawanda Creek. Much of the

county was said to be open ponds in the early days, and the excessively

marshy condition of the lowlands defied subjection.

A well-traveled trail of the Iroquois from the Hudson to the Niagara,

leading through Canandaigua and Batavia, emerged from the Tonawanda
Swamp nearly southeast of the present Royalton Center, followed Chest-

nut Ridge to Cold Springs, ran thence to Warren's Comers, and from
there along the Ridge past Hopkins' Marsh through the Tuscarora village

to the Niagara River. About 1800 this trail was improved so that sleighs

could traverse it in winter. This was the first road laid out north of the

main road from Canandaigua to Buffalo.

The completion of the Erie Canal, in 1825, gave a great impetus to

settlement in the county (Fig. i). It provided a ready means of trans-

portation, and it stimulated industry. This influence is well shown by
the growth of the village of Lockport, which in 1820 had a population of

100, in 1830 had increased to 2ido, and in 1840 had increased to 6088.

The population of the townships along the canal developed proportion-

ately. The crops grown were those that could be easily shipped by
canal.

Farmers' organizations.—Three agricultural organizations have done
much toward developing the agriculture of the county: the Niagara

County Farmers' Club, the County Agricultural Society, and the local

granges. A large number of the most progressive farmers are members of

one or all of these organizations.

For the past sixty years there has at various times existed in this

county what has been called the Niagara County Farmers' Club, though

the present organization dates back only to 1880. By its monthly meetings

at different points in the county, this organization has exerted a strong

influence in both an agricultural and a political way. At these meetings

an address is given by a person of authority on some phase of agrictdture,

and the discussion always includes timely subjects of importance to the

farmers of the county. The club has a dual purpose: it endeavors to

better agricultural conditions in the county, and to develop the social

side of fai-m life by furnishing a means whereby the farmers may meet

and become acquainted.

A county agricultural society was informally organized in 1841. The
first fair was held that year at Lockport, subsequent ones being held in

most of the towns of the county. The present agricultural society was

formed by the reorganization of the old one in 1858.

The grange in Niagara County is of comparatively recent origin,

many of the local organizations having charters but a few years old.

By the bringing together of farmers of the same section, the grange has

been a strong factor in developing local pride and initiative. Many
movements for agricultural betterment have originated with or have

received encouragement by the grange, among which may be mentioned

the purchase of fertilizers and farm supplies and the formation of cooper-

ative associations for marketing fruit. While the grange is mindful of

the farmers' financial welfare, it has also been a strong influence toward
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improving farm home conditions and toward increasing social opportu-
nities in the county.

conditions that limit agriculture

Climate, topography, and soil are the three important factors in de-

termining crop adaptation. The proper fitting of crops to them opens
the way to successful farming.

Climate

The annual precipitation is a little over thirty-two inches, one-half of

which falls in the five months from May to September, inclusive.

The average date of the last killing frost in spring is in the last four

days in April, and the first killing frost in the fall occurs about the six-

teenth of October. This gives a growing season of over one hundred and
seventy days.

Fig. I.— Niagara County, showing the physical features of the land and
the Erie Canal. The Ontario Plain is devoted chiefly to fruit growing,
while the Erie Plain is given up to hay and grain raising

The mean temperature in Niagara County is about 47.5° F. The
maximum temperature recorded is 99° F., and the minimum is— 16° F.,

recorded at Lockport in the winter of 1914. Southwest, west, northwest,
north, and northeast winds pass over water before reaching this county,
thus modifying the temperature and checking frosts.

Topography and soils

Niagara County is divided by nature into two plains, the Ontario
Plain and the Erie Plain. The Ontario, or lower, Plain is the northern
two-thirds of the county. It slopes gradually toward Lake Ontario from
the abrupt escarpment that divides the two plains and that passes through
Lockport. The elevation of the Ontario Plain at Appleton, two miles

from Lake Ontario, is 340 feet above sea level and 80 feet above the level
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of Lake Ontario. The Erie, or upper, Plain is the southern third of the

county. The elevation of the Erie Plain at Lockport, twelve miles from
Lake Ontario, is 620 feet above sea level and 360 feet above the level of

Lake Ontario. The Niagara River, flowing north from the Erie Plain to

the Ontario Plain over the abrupt escarpment, makes the world-famed
Niagara Falls.

The division into the two plains rather generally divides the agricul-

tural interests and the adaptability of the county. The southern plain,

being generally level and poorly drained, is devoted largely to general

fanning, with hay and grain as the leading crops and with some good

orchards on the higher parts. The northern plain is devoted to fruit

growing and general farming near the escarpment, while toward Lake
Ontario, because of the ameliorating influence of the water, it is given over

almost exclusively to- the growing of fruits— peaches, apples, pears, and
cherries. The area bordering the lake is devoted largely to peaches; here

are found not only some of the largest and most productive peach orchards

in the State, but also probably the oldest, showing the natural adaptation

of this part of Niagara County to the production of this popular fruit.

The quality of fruit grown in Niagara County has long been known.
" The fruit raised on the level reaches of Niagara orchard land is of fine

quality; and connoisseurs assert that they can select it from among that

of .other localities by its peculiar richness," says a history written forty

years ago.

Glaciers and glacial lakes have been the principal factors in forming

the soils of Niagara County. Consequently the soils bear little resem-

blance to the rocks beneath. These rock formations are shales, sand-

stones, and limestones, and have a gradual slope toward the south. The
soil overlying these rock formations varies in thickness from a few

inches along the escarpment, where the edges of the rock strata may
frequently be seen, to thirty or forty feet at various points on the plains.

Most of the soils of the county, except the Tonawanda loam, belong

•to the Dunkirk and the Clyde series. Across the southern third of the

county, the heavy clay soils prevail; along the escarpment, both to the

north and the south, are silt loam, clay loam, and sandy and gravelly

loam; north of these, the heavier Clyde loam is the commonest; and
along the lake shores are the lighter Dunkirk loams.

Draining some parts of the county has been, and is, the great problem.

Owing to the comparatively level topography and the heavy soil structure

of the southern part of the county, surface water is carried off very slowly,

and artificial drainage is necessary for this entire area. This is usually

accomplished by a series of parallel ditches, which are opened after the

fields have been prepared for crops.

When the early settlers came into the southern part of the county,

they found almost a sea of water and swamp surrounding Beech and Bear

Ridges. From i860 to 1870 a system of ditches was dug for the purpose

of draining the lowlands. These ditches brought into tillage many acres

that had been swamp. However, there is a need for still better systems

of drainage in order to carry off the floods that occur during the spring.

At this time fields that have been seeded to wheat, and those that must
be plowed for oats, stand for days under water.
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Marketing advantages

Niagara County is favorably located for shipping its products. Fruit

may reach the New York market within forty-eight hours, and the

Chicago market within about the same time. At shipping points there

are a large number of storage buildings of the types used for both common
and cold storage. Both the Ontario Division and the Falls Road branch

of the New York Central Railroad run the length of the county (Fig. 2).

Thirty freight trains go through Niagara County on the tracks of the New
York Central Railroad each day. A branch of the Eric Railroad and three

electric roads add to the shipping facilities. An automobile express ser-

vice runs daily between points in the county on the Ridge Road and
Buffalo. Gardeners in the western part of the county are within driving

distance of Buffalo.

Electric power derived from Niagara Falls is in great demand, and
consequently within Niagara County itself there are three manufacturing

-IKyv.&LO.
M.TR.

FALLS ROAD

N. TONAWANDA

Fig. 2. Niagara County at the present lime, showing the location of
railroads and tmvnships

cities having some three hundred and fifty establishments, which engage

13,000 persons. These three cities have a total population of about

70,000. Not only do these cities furnish excellent local markets, but

their manufacturing establishments demand good railroad service for the

county.

present status of agriculture

Niagara County has 4346 farms, covering an area of over 305,800
acres, of which 92.5 per cent was reported as improved land in 1910.

This was a larger percentage of improved land than was reported by any
other county in the State. The average size of the farms of Niagara

County is 70.4 acres, with 65.1 acres of improved land. The average

value of all property per farm is $9127.
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TABLE I.— Number and Size of Farms, According to the Census of 1910

Number of farms Size of farms
Percentage
of total

number
of farms

824
838

1. 531

945
208

Less than 20 acres.

.

20 to 49 acres

50 to 99 acres

100 to 175 acres. . .

.

More than 175 acres

18

19

35
21

4

TABLE 2.— Distribution of All Farm Property, According to the Census
OF 1910

Year
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An important industn^ was the production of " black ash salts " and the

reduction of potash from the surplus timber, this frequently bringing in

the first money of the settlers. The production of cranberries at this

time also yielded some revenue.

Wheatlield, the name of one of the southern to\\-nships of Niagara

County, suggests the first great crop raised on that newly cleared land.

It is said that in 1825 Harv'ey Miller chopped and cleared eighteen acres

of land and harvested eight hundred bushels of wheat from this land

the following year— an average of forty-four bushels per acre. This he

sold for seventy-five cents per bushel to the incoming settlers, the one

crop more than pa\-ing for his claim of one himdred acres.

Stock raising was largely engaged in tmtil about 1875, when western

competition became severe. Grain farming continued the mainstay of

the farmers as late as 1880. Hay has always been the most important

crop as far as acreage is concerned.

Fruit grouing.— Apple trees have always been associated with Niagara

County. It is claimed that the Tuscarora Indians had over fifteen hun-

dred fruit trees before the white man made any attempt at an agricul-

tural settlement in this coimty. Among the seeds that the first settlers

brought in from the East were those of the apple. Early varieties raised

were Esopus (Spitzenberg) , Yellow Ne\\-town (Ne\\-toA\-n Pippin), Fall

Pippin, Tolman (TaLman Sweet), Rambo, Yellow Bellflower, and Rhode
Island Greening. Varieties raised for cider making were the most
profitable. Years later these trees were grafted to the marketable va-

rieties of to-day— Baldwin, Northern Spy, Rhode Island Greening, and
others.

In 1 8 13 Jarius Rose, living near Sanborn, sowed two acres of land to

apple seeds, thus starting the first nursen,- in the county. The young
trees were distributed throughout the county, selling for twelve cents

each. The years 1825 to 1850 are called the early apple-planting period.

Manv of these seedlings were top-grafted. These trees came into bearing

between 1845 and i860 and produced a surplus of fruit. In iS5o in

Hartland and Royalton alone there were sold 16,000 barrels of fruit.

In 1878 there were said to be 1,400,000 apple trees in Niagara County
(Histor\' of Niagara County); in 1909 there were only 804,155 (United

States Census).

The cultivation of apples having started fruit culture, peaches and
pears were introduced next, and the planting of pltmis and other fruits

was begun about 1875.

The influence of Jarius E.ose on the subsequent orchard development

of the county was indeed great. However, there is a man still living,

a practical horticulturist, farmer, and writer, whose influence on the

farmers and fruit growers, not only of Niagara Coiinty but of the entire

State of New York as well, has been even greater. This man is J. S.

Woodward, of Lockport, who has been a resident of Niagara Coimty for

over eighty years. He has been the most progressive farmer of the

county during the past half century. He has had many honors and
duties in connection with agricultural work. He was the Secretary and
Manager of the New York State Agricultural Society for five years; he

organized the farmers' institutes of the State of New York; and A;\'ith him
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have orip;inatcd many aj^ricultural practices that were at first received by
the public with criticisms, only to be enthusiastically adopted later, after

trial. He was the first man to recommend the winter shearinj^ of feeding

sheep and the close housing of milch cows and fattening animals in warm
stables. He was also the first in New York State to bring to the attention

of the public and to recommend the spraying of apple trees with poison

for the destruction of the codling moth, a practice that is now world-wide
and is the means of saving millions of dollars to the fruit grower every
year.

It would be strange, in a county where fruit growing is so highly de-

veloped, if new varieties were not originated. Best known among the
varieties that have originated in Niagara County are the Niagara grape,

the Niagara peach, and the Pomeroy English walnut.

The Niagara grape originated in 1872. The original vine still stands
on the grounds of the Odd Fellows' Home in Lockport. This grape has
proved more valuable than any other white American grape, and has
attained a popularity that has extended wherever grapes are known.
The Niagara peach, well known among all peach growers of western

New York, was developed at Corwin Station, on the farm of the late

P. H. Corwin. In 1894 Mr. Corwin began propagating it as a new variety.

Under favorable conditions the fruit is large, and the variety is an im-

portant addition to the varieties of peaches for this region.

The Pomeroy English walnut originated on the farm of the late Nomian
Pomeroy from nuts brought to him from Philadelphia in 1876. The
original trees still stand on the fann known as the English Walnut Fann,
west of Lockport. The trees have proved hardy and productive, and
stock raised from nuts grown on the original trees has been widely dis-

tributed for orchard and ornamental planting.

TABLE 4.— The Rank of Niagar.\ County Among the Counties of New York
State in the Production of Important Crops, According to the Census of
1910

Fruit trees, number
Fruit produced, number of bushels. .

.

Peaches, number of bushels
Pears, number of bushels
Plums and prunes, number of bushels

Quinces, number of bushels
Cherries, number of bushels
Apples, number of bushels
Wheat, number of acres

Wheat, number of bushels

Com, number of bushels
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In 1 9 10 Niagara County led all the other counties of the State, except

Wayne, in the number of bushels of orchard fmits produced; it was first

Fig. 3.— Apples produced in 1909: State of Washington, 2,672,100 bushels; Niagara

County, 2,366,600 bushels; State of Oregon, 1,930,926 bushels

in the production of peaches, pears, plums and prunes, cherries, and
quinces; and it was third in the production of apples.

Fig. 4.— Peaches produced in 1909. The total for Neio York State was 1,736,483

bushels, of tvhich. Niagara County produced 561,439 bushels, or nearly one-third

Niagara County produces almost one-third of all the peaches grown m.

New York, and about one-third as many as are produced in Georgia.

Fig. 5.— Quinces produced in 1909. The total for New York State was 132,451

bushels, of which Niagara County produced 56,124 bushels

More than one-fourth of the supply of plums and prunes produced in the

State are grown in this county. The townships of Somerset and New-
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fane each produce annually more fruit than is grown in the far-famed
Hood River Valley.

During the season of 191 2, there were shipped from Niagara County
over the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad and the Inter-

national Railroad more than 5822 carloads of apples and 1494 carloads of

peaches and plums, making a total of 7316 carloads of apples, peaches,

and plums. To this must be added many carloads of apples, peaches,

pears, plums, cherries, and grapes that were shipped by express in small

lots and sold either in the markets of Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Lockport,

and North Tonawanda or to Canadian dealers and shipped by boat or

delivered via Suspension Bridge. The amount of fruit handled in this

way can only be estimated, but it is undoubtedly great.

While fruit gro%ving is conceded to be the most important agricultural

industry of the county, the value of the cereals, the hay, and the forage

produced nearly 'equals that of the fruits. It has been stated that in 1840

the leading crops in their order were wheat, potatoes, oats, com, barley,

buckwheat, peas, beans, and flax; and that grain farming was the mainstay
of the farmers as late as 1880.

At present, judging by the acreage devoted to each, the leading field

crops in order are hay, oats, wheat, com, potatoes, beans, buckwheat,

rye, and barley.

From the standpoint of acreage, hay stands first with its 67,500 acres,

yielding 82,500 tons. Every year one-fifth of the farm area of the county

is bearing a hay crop.

For more than the first half of the last century, wheat was the principal

crop sold, the number of bushels of wheat exceeding that of orchard

fruits. In 1870 the census reported 961,303 bushels of wheat grown in

this county, the greatest number ever reported. In the last thirty years,

the acreage devoted to wheat has decreased from 46,500 acres to 26,500

acres, and the yield from 866,531 bushels to 577,082 bushels. However,
the yield per acre has increased from 18 bushels to 21 bushels.

Oats are raised chiefly for feed. As the ntmiber of horses required

has increased, the oat crop has been increased to feed them.

Barley reached the height of its production in 1880 with 22,700 acres,

yielding 495,000 bushels. From that time it has declined steadily and
rapidly, until now there are only between one and two thousand acres

sown to barley in a year.

Com is raised for feed, and for that reason the amount produced from
year to year has been very uniform. Its production has not fallen off

as has the production of wheat and barley.

In 1840 potatoes were the second crop in importance in the county.

The yield was 288,692 bushels. This crop has continued to be an impor-

tant one, and its increase in acreage and yield has been steady, imtil

now there are about seven thousand acres devoted to potato growing.

In number of acres planted, beans follow potatoes closely. The pro-

duction of this crop has increased slowly in the last fifty years.

About one thousand or more acres are devoted to the production of

rye and buckwheat, respectively.

Table 5 gives the acreage and the yield of these general crops for Niagara

County, together with the average yield for New York State

:
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Fig. 9.— A^ crop of oats on the level, heavier soil of the Erie Plain, in the southern
part of Niagara County. This area is better adapted to growing grain and hay
than for fruit

Fig. 10.—-^ corner of an apple orchard deficient in drainage in the mixed farming
region in Niagara County. A lack of good surface and tile drainage is character-
istic of many parts of the county
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TABLE 5.— Acreage and YIeld of Principal Farm Crops, According to
THE Census of 1910
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The average labor income on these eighty-seven farms in 19 13 was found
to be $1215. Dividing these farms into five groups according to labor

income, it was found that the labor income averaged by groups increased

or decreased according to the area of bearing fruit, to the area of bearing

apples, to the area of bearing peaches, and to the total farm receipts.

It was found also what the labor income was in relation to the capital

invested. Table 6 shows labor incomes when these farms are gnjuped
according to area of bearing fruit

:

TABLE 6.— Effect of Number of Acres of Bearing Fruit on Labor Lmco-me

Acres bearing fruit

Below 5

5 to 9.

10 to 19
20 to 30
Over 30.

Average
acres

of fruit

3

7
15

25

47

. I

7
.0

•5

.0

Labor
income

5 312
471

1,172
1. 513
2,335

Number
of farms

II

20
22

15

19

Farms
making
labor

income
over
$2000

I

o

5

4
9

Eleven farms had less than 5 acres of bearing orchard and made an
average labor income of $312; one of the farmers made over $2000 by
selling $3300 worth of cabbage. There are 20 farms with from 5 to 9
acres of orchard. None of these made as much as $2000. Their average

labor income was $471. The 31 farms with less than 10 acres of bearing

orchard did not make one-third as much as the average. Farms having
from 10 to 19 acres of bearing orchard made about average profits. The
two groups having the most orchard land made much better than the

average. The 19 farms averaging 47 acres of fruit made an average labor

income of $2335. These farms made twice as much as the average.

About half of them made labor incomes of $2000.

It paid best to have a large business with a large orchard acreage in

this part of Niagara County in 19 13. In considering these data, however,

it should be remembered that while the records show that farming was
profitable in this section in 19 13, the results for the season of 19 14 were
very much less satisfactory. It is the intention to make another survey

of these farms for 1914.

PRESENT agricultural TENDENCIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

The statistics given tell the story of the natural resources of Niagara
County and their present utilization. On the other hand, there are many
opportunities that have been, and are being, neglected.

Cooperative business organization.— In such a highly specialized section

as Niagara County, the best of opportunities are offered for farmers to
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organize into cooperative associations for buying farm supplies and for

selling farm products. Until 19 14, little or no real effort had been made
along this line. During the summer of 19 14, two cooperative associations

were organized for the grading and the selling of fruit, one located at

Lockport and the other at Gasport. The growers in the surrounding

districts marketed over 50,000 barrels of apples through these associations

in the fall of 19 14. Herein lies the most fertile field for the fruit growers

in this county to develop, for by cooperative buying and selling an oppor-

tunity is offered to save a few cents on the cost of each package of fiiiit

sold and each purchase made. The packing cost can be lessened, and the

marketing cost can be materially reduced. There is the further advantage,

in the opportunity offered, of establishing a reputation for a brand of fruit

from a given section, which can never be accomplished by individual

growers.

More profitable production.— While Niagara County has many of the

best fruit farms in New York vState, there are numbers of orchards that

have been abandoned to the ravages of insects and disease. These should

be either renovated or destroyed. There is also a tendency toward
extensive, rather than intensive, fruit growing, which has resulted in

many large plantings being made. The expense of caring for these large

plantings and the problems involved make them impracticable for a man
without a large capital and years of experience in fruit growing. The
most successftd persons growing fruit on an extensive scale are generally

men of middle age or older, who have gradually become established in

the business. Young and inexperienced growers should learn the lesson

from these successful men, and should increase their plantings only as

their ability to handle them develops.

Niagara County does not need more orchards, but rather better culti-

vation and spraying of the present orchards; it does not need to produce
more fruit, but rather to insure better grading and marketing of the

present production.

The tendency to overspecialize is also noticeable in the county. Some
farmers are growing fruit to the exclusion of all other crops; some carry
the practice a step further and grow only peaches. The uncertainty
of the results of this practice is shown by the crops of the year 19 14.

The lesson that should be drawn from this experience is that there is

a need of greater diversity in order to develop more sources of income;
for example, a soil that will grow peaches will also produce potatoes
and alfalfa. Pigs, pastured on alfalfa, make quick and cheap gain. Draft
mares can do the farm work, and colts can be raised from them for sale.

With a little care, poultry can be developed into a profitable side issue

in connection with the fioiit farm.

On land that has the high valuation of the fruit land of Niagara County,
each farmer should endeavor to get the greatest yield possible from his

fields. This should mean the giving of more attention to the adaptation
of fruits and crops to soils, to better drainage, to the use of lime, to the
selection of seed, and to the growing of alfalfa. The growing of alfalfa

will mean the reduction of the area devoted to grain and forage crops
necessary to maintain the stock on the farm.

Soil Survey of Niagara County, New York, contains the following in

regard to the drainage of the soils in the southern tliird of the coimty;
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" The present system of open drains would be improved by the use

of tile drains in all the laterals and many of the smaller mains. These
may be readily manufactured from the subsoil of the Dunkirk clay and
the Clyde clay. Tile would drain the land much deeper and would greatly

facilitate cultural operations and harvesting. On clay soil the objection

is that water penetrates to the tile too slowly. This may be obviated

by catch basins and sinks made of stone, brush, or other porous material.

The above objection does not apply on the loam and sandy loam soils.

The open drains should be kept more free of rubbish and vegetation

which greatly reduces the flow of water and consequently the capacity

of the ditch. Tile should be laid below two feet to avoid displacement

by the frost.

" On the heavy soils the use of the roller, except where small seed

have been planted, should not be practiced. These so^ls need loosening

up and not compacting."
The farmers fairly generally realize that the topography and the soil

type make this section best adapted to grain and grasses. The common
rotation is: grass sod, corn, oats followed in the fall by wheat, in which
timothy is usually seeded in the fall and clover in the spring. After the

wheat is removed the next summer, the land is left in grass for hay and
pasture for from two to four years. Barnyard manure is sometimes
applied before the land is sowed to oats. In some cases commercial
fertilizer is applied to oats and wheat, but this is not a general practice.

Not only is the drainage deficient in the greater part of this section,

but also the soil is deficient in organic matter. It is generally plowed
too shallow; therefore it is dense and poorly aerated.

On the land most suitable for the growing of grain and hay, increased

crop production should be worked for by the followdng means:
1. By the introduction of better systems of drainage. Tile drains

should be used where practicable, and community ditches should be
constructed in places where they are necessary.

2. By the practice of deeper plowing. This must be done gradually.

3. By the application of more organic matter to the soil. Barnyard
manure may be used, or cover crops, such as rye and vetch, that have
been seeded in the corn in August and turned under the following spring.

4. By the use of barnyard manure as top-dressing on the meadows.
5. By encouraging the practice of keeping good dairy cows, and the

more general use of silos.

6. By the more general use of fertilizers that contain a high percentage

of phosphoric acid.

7. By seed selection.

Betterment of schools.— Although the agriculture of the northern and
southern parts of the county is dissimilar, 3'et there is one interest that

the inhabitants of the entire county have in common — namely, the

education of the farm boys and girls. One-third of the population of

Niagara County lives on farms. The farmers are progressive, and they
have the keen judgment that is bom of experience. In order to insure

the future agricultural prosperity of the county, many of the children
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must remain on the farms of their fathers, and they should be educated
especially for this.

The idea of the union school system was first conceived and put in

practice in Niagara County. The farmers of Niagara County demand
that their children shall be educated in terms of farm life, in the common
things of the farm. How often the high school education is the means
of weaning the country boy away from the farm! It prepares him for

work in an office instead of in the fields. Every high school that draws
its pupils largely from rural districts should include among its depart-

ments of instruction a department of agriculture, established on the

same basis as its department of languages, and should give agricultural

training that will foster in the country boys and girls a love for the life

of the farm, a training that will give them at least as good preparation

for life and work in the country as for life and work in the city.
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PART II

THE FARM BUREAU MOVEMENT IN NIAGARA COUNTY
Perhaps the best discussion of the purposes and the ideas underlying

the farm bureau movement is that given before the Erie County Farm
Bureau Association, March 17, 1914, by Dr. L. H. Bailey, former Director

of the New York State College of Agriculture.- In part he said:
" The reason for the introduction of agents into the localities lies in

the nature of the situation itself. For many years we have been reorgan-

izing our ideas as to the agricultural and rural basis of our civilization.

We have devised institutions and agencies of research and of instruction.

We are constantly discovering, preaching, teaching, directing. All this

body of new fact and all the interesting and stimulating ideas must be

applied; and the application must be made directly in the localities to

the persons who live on the farms."***** The most effective herald of the new country life is a per-

son, a man or a woman, who resides in the community and is a part of

it, and whose business it is to apply and to lead.

" This person cannot solve all the problems or meet all the perplexities,

and he will not displace the other agencies or interfere with them; but

he will desire to aid and extend them all as well as to have a sphere of

his own.************
" The farm bureau agent cannot remove from any man the responsibility

of managing his own farm and raising his own products. Of course,

he should be ready to go to any farm on call, so far as he is able, for the

purpose of giving particular advice on any subject on which he is well

qualified; but his larger relation is to be public rather than private. Only

to a very limited extent can he direct persons in their farm practices.

He is to represent the community or the region;.he is to stimulate it;

he is to point the way; he is to project meetings, policies, methods of work

as applicable to the place; he is to bring in experts and specialists when
needed; he is to have an ofhce in which the facts pertaining to the agri-

culture of the region are assembled and where they will be. available

for the use of any person who desires them. There are no such facts

at the present time. There are headquarters for city affairs, for political

affairs, and for other affairs; but we have had no headquarters for local

agricultural affairs. He is to be an organizer of information and of

movements. He will become a director of agricultural enterprises within

his region.************
" Some persons feel that relations with buying-and.-selling efforts lie

outside the function of the farm bureau agent, but I am not prepared

to accept this view. I think that the agent should not himself act as

buyer or seller in any case; I think he should not be an officer in any

commercial organization; he should not handle funds; but I am convinced

that he may attempt to discover where such cooperating groups are

'Farm bureau circular no. 3. New York State College of Agriculture.
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needed, and that he may give information as to the best means of estab-

lishing and operating them. The cooperators may constitute themselves
into a buying organization or they may trade through the regular dealers.

The responsibility of the business relations should lie with the people
or with their regularly established commercial representatives.

" Inasmuch as the farm bureau is for all the people of its region, so

should all these people accept the privilege of its support. I like the

idea of a public membership organization, on which the farm bureau
rests, every member paying his annual dues. A man will not derive

much benefit from a farm bureau until his mind is flexible enough to

allow him to contribute money. * * *

" I know that persons ask why they should contribute to the farm
bureau if it is the duty of the State and the Nation to support it. They
may feel that they pay for it in their taxes. It may be a question whether
it is the duty of the State or Nation wholly to support such work. Govern-
ment will found the plan, provide the machinery of supervision; but
even government action must be cooperative with the people if it is to

be effective. Taxes support government, rather than the special welfare

work of comhiunities. It is not the function of State and National govern-
ment to carry the details in the localities. The localities should be
themselves self-acting. The residents cannot expect to exercise much
control over the work if they do not make direct contribution to it."

THE NIAGARA COUNTY COOPERATIVE FARM BUREAU
In the summer of 191 2, some of the leading men of Niagara County

became interested in establishing a county organization known as the

farm bureau. These men solicited and received the cooperation and
support of the Board of Supervisors of Niagara County, the United States

Department of Agriculture, the New York State Department of Agri-

culture, and the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company.
The bureau was supported in 1913 and in 19 14 by a fund amounting
to $2860, cooperatively contributed as follows:

United States Department of Agriculture $1 , 200

New York vState Department of Agriculture 600
Board of Supervisors of Niagara County i ,000

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company 60

In addition to these contributions of money the bureau received

gratuitous privileges from the Lockport Board of Trade in the way of

office facilities, and from the New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road Company in the form of a pass for the manager of the bureau over

its lines within the county.

According to the constitution of the Niagara County Cooperative
Farm Bureau, all persons are eligible to membership. The following

officers are elected at each annual meeting: president, vice president,

second vice president, third vice president, secretary, and treasurer.

The Attorney for the New York State Department of Agriculture in

and for Niagara County is also one of the officers. The officers of this

132
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bureau constitute the executive committee and are empowered to transact
the business of the bureau. Three members of this committee constitute
a quorum.
Through the executive committee, the services of the present farm

bureau manager, E. H. Anderson, were engaged, and the local farm bureau
office was opened in the rooms of the board of trade at Lockport, on
March i, 19 13.

The farm bureau movement in Niagara County from the beginning
has had in view several lines of work, as indicated in the constitution
and by-laws. Its object as set forth is as follows: " To develop the
agricultural resources, and to foster the best commercial, social, and
material interests of the county." This purpose is to be carried out
in the following ways:

1. By federating the agricultural interests of the county. In this

county there are several well-organized agricultural societies, all working
independently of one another toward the betterment of agriculture in

the county. By furnishing a means whereby the granges, the farmers'
club, the county fair association, and other agricultural interests can
be brought to work together for certain definite objects, the farm bureau
can be of great service.

2. By the developing of natural resources and the adapting of crops
to local economic conditions. Among these may be mentioned the
utilization of the local supply of limestone for agricultural purposes;
the growing of a standard variety of wheat that may be used by the
Shredded Wheat Company; the drainage of large areas of land by com-
munity ditches; and others. The farm bureau is endeavoring to further
such development.

3. By aiding in the organization of cooperative associations for the
purchase of farm supplies and for the packing and the marketing of fruit.

In this county the cost of producing a barrel of apples is at least fifty

cents more than it was ten years ago. The return per barrel has not
increased in proportion to the cost of production. It is part of the work
of the bureau to point out the way whereby the growers can organize
to purchase their supplies at wholesale prices and to sell their produce
at the highest market prices.

4. By demonstrating better methods of farm practice and farm manage-
ment. On nearly every farm, improvement can be made in farm practice

methods, in more profitable use of forage and cover crops, in better dis-

tribution of horse and man labor, and in better adaptation of crops to soils.

It is the purpose of the bureau to bring these better practices to the
attention of farmers — for example, the growing of alfalfa and the renova-
tion of orchards.

5. By discussing subjects of general importance to farmers in meetings
and through the local papers. Owing to the limited niunber of farmers
that can be visited in person, the papers, the granges, and the farmers'

club meetings are constantly being used as a means of coming in contact
with the farmers of the county. The farm bureau, by keeping in touch
with all developments, is in position to offer suggestions, or to sound a
warning to hundreds of farmers through the papers and by use of the
mail.
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6. By giving advice on various agricultural subjects. From the first,

the farm bureau has been called on for advice concerning a great range of

farm matters. Such questions as relate to fertilizers for given crops demand
both a knowledge of the required elements for crop growth and a familiarity

wdth the soils on which they are to be grown. Questions regarding spray-

ing require knowledge of insect life, of fungous diseases, and of spray
materials, besides a knowledge of the resistance of plants. Questions

on marketing require a knowledge of proper methods of packing, crop

conditions, and market preferences. It is only by having considerable

practical experience in fruit growing and in general farming, together with

technical training in agriculture and the assistance of a good agricultural

library, that the manager has been able to answer these questions.

WORK accomplished BY THE LOCAL BUREAU

On entering the county, the first effort made by the farm bureau
manager was that of becoming acquainted with the farming of the county
by a study of the soils, the topography, and the organizations representing

farmers. The next step was that of studying the best methods of farming
in use in the county by personal visits to some of the most progressive

farmers in each locality, and of becoming familiar w4th their methods of

farm management, the crops grown, the fertilizers applied, and the stock

kept. The next effort was that of getting acquainted with farmers.

This was accomplished by attending farmers' meetings, by newspaper
articles, and by personal calls at farms. From the first, the granges,

the farmers' club, and the newspapers of the county have cooperated

with the fann bureau in its work.
As the manager became better acquainted with the conditions, certain

needs became apparent, and he has been working toward the solution

of these more important problems of general interest to the farmers.

Among them are included cooperative marketing, seed selection, drainage,

better orchard management, use of lime, growing of alfalfa, and agri-

cultural education for the farm boy and girl.

It has been the practice to respond to personal calls for farm visits

whenever possible. At first all requests could be met; but for the past

few months, neither time nor funds would permit responding to all calls.

The method of travel is by train and livery, and the area covered, with
the time and money available, is necessarily small.

In order to come in contact with a larger number of farmers, the bureau
has adopted the plan of sending to farmers letters containing timely

advice on important subjects, and also publishing " Timely Hints to

Farmers " in the county papers.

Summary of the principal results of the farm bureau during the first twenty-

two months of operation, ending December ji, 1914

Four hundred and twenty farmers have been visited on their farms,

and the manager has received 425 calls from famiers at his office.

Forty-one farmers' meetings have been addressed, with a total attend-

ance of 5971 persons.

Thirty-four agricultural article? have been furnished to and published
by the papers of the county.
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Specific information has been sent out by letter to 405 farmers, and
4200 letters of general information have been mailed.

In accordance with the suggestions of the farm bureau manager, crop

rotations have been planned on 24 farms; crops have been grown on 75

farms; orchards have been cared for to the number of 105; alfalfa has

been started on 12 farms; seeds have been treated on 300 farms; 100

tons of fertilizer have been applied
;
40 tons of fertilizer have been mixed

at home; 4000 tons of lime have been used.

From the first the bureau has fostered the idea of cooperation among
the fruit growers of the county, and has been instrumental in the formation

of three cooperative associations. Growers at two other points have

expressed their desire to receive assistance in organizing for another

season.

That the farm bureau is valued and is being used more and more by
the farmers of the county, is shown by the following: In the first nine

months, the agent visited 145 farmers on their farms; in the second nine

months, 275. In the first nine months, 50 personal calls on the agent

were made by farmers, and 25 calls were made by letters; in the second

nine months, 337 office calls were made, and 380 calls by letters.

Dr. L. H. Bailey says:
" There need be no conflict between the farm bureau and other exten-

sion agencies, and no disturbing duplication of effort. The farm bureau

will accept the situation as it exists, work with all other genuine and
useful enterprises for the public benefit. It will find work of its own,

for there is work enough to be done."

REFERENCES TO PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE AGRICUL-
TURE OF NLA.GARA COUNTY

Thirteenth census of the United States, taken in the year 19 10.

Soil survey of Niagara County, New York. Field operations for 1906.

Bureau of Soils, United States Department of Agriculture.

Apple orchard survey of Niagara County. Cornell University Agricul-

tural Experiment Station. Bulletin 262. 1909.

History of Niagara County. 1S78.

Souvenir history of Niagara County. The Pioneer Association of Niagara

County. 1902.

Cyclopedia of Niagara County. By S. P. Wiley and W. S. Gamer. 1892.

Dr. L. H. Bailey on the farm-bureau movement. Farm bureau circular

no. 3. New York State College of Agriculture.

FIVE WAYS IN WHICH A FARM BUREAU HELPS A COUNTY

1. It organizes local effort, individual and collective, for community
betterment. It stands for agricultural progress.

2. It is a headquarters for local agricultural affairs, a place where

reliable information about local farming is available.

3. It makes systematic reconnoissance and detailed surveys of the

agricultural resources of the county, and of the organization and the

conduct of its farms.
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4. It provides for emphasizing strong points and strengthening weak
ones by means of cooperative tests and demonstrations.

5. It furnishes to individuals assistance in making their business more
profitable by tending to increase production, by promoting standard-
ization, and by securing better distribution of farm products, thereby
benefiting every citizen.
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FARM BUREAUS OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, NEW
YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATING

SUMMARY REPORT OF FARM BUREAU WORK IN
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«

M. C. BURRITT AND COUNTY FARM BUREAU MANAGERS

The darkened areas show the coimtie* !n which farm bureaus had been organized up to June, 1915
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C. B. Smith, Aj^riculturist in Charge Farmers' Cooperative Demonstra-
tions, North and West, United States Department of Agriculture.

C. S. Wilson, Commissioner of Agriculture New York State.

Beverly T. Galloway, Dean New York State College of Agriculture.

Sirs:

I have the honor to present herewith the second annual report of farm
bureau work in New York State for the calendar year ending December
31, 1 9 14. This report is a summary of the organization, supervision,

financial support, and work of the farm bureaus during the past year.

The work is for the most part still in process of introduction and organi-

zation, although much has already been accomplished in most of the
counties in the stimulating of local initiative, the organization of movements
and enterprises, and in cooperative trials and demonstrations of farm
practice and farm management.

I wish to take this occasion to express my appreciation of the energy,

the ability, and the loyalty of all the farm bureau managers in carrying

forward this new movement in agricultural education and development in

the spirit of cooperation that has been manifest in all the work. On
behalf of all farm bureau workers, I wish also to express appreciation

of the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation manifested by members of

the college staff and of the farmers' institute force in joining hands with
us in this work.

Very truly yours,

M. C. BURRITT,
Director of Farm Bureaus.

[2104]



SUMMARY REPORT OF THE STATE DIRECTOR

The third year of farm bureau work in New York State has just closed,

and it is proper that a resume of progress made during this year should

be set forth.

PROGRESS

At the beginning of the year 19 14, there were nineteen farm bureaus
in operation in the State. A list of the counties ha\nng bureaus, the

dates of their organization, the membership in farm bureau associations

at the beginning and at the end of the present year, the names of the

managers and their addresses follow:
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During the year eight more bureaus have organia^d. The Hst which
follows gives similar data for these counties, which are listed in the order

in which they began work.

County
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York State would probably not have had these institutions until one
and more likely two years later. Of the last fifteen bureaus formed,

at least ten were organized by farmers, who raised from three- to four-

fifths of the money required, and began the work without either Govern-
ment (except the franking privilege) or Crop Improvement Committee
aid. With few excej^tions, these bureaus have made as much progress

in a }'car as was made in two years in counties where farmers were not
interested, either in the finances or in the management. This prog-

ress was not so much due to the managers (agents) as to the member-
ship and the interest of farmers in these counties. It is an illustration

of the old and soimd principle of self-help, which is always the most
efTective.

It is an easy matter for the Government or the State to organize a
fann bureau and to aippoint an agent to work with farmers. It is not
so easy to stimulate cotmties and communities to work for themselves,

but it is vastly more efTective. If we have learned one thing better than
another in New York State, it is this fact. "Now our policy is not to

encourage the organization of a fann bureau in a county until several

hundred farmers indicate their interest by forming an association and
locally pro\'iding at least three-fifths of the finances, as well as asstuning

the responsibility for the work and the manager. It will be noted that

while the first nineteen bureaus organized have an average membership
of 225 farmers the last 7 organized average 305 members. We have had
marked successes with the old method, but they have been due chiefly

to the individual ability and the personality of the farm bureau mianagers.

In several of these counties the bureaus are now being reorganized.

organization and functions

The central office of farm bureaus, located at the State College

of Agriculture, represents the United States Department of Agriculture

through its office of Farmers' Cooperative Demonstrations, North and
West, in its extension ser\'ice; the New York State Department of Agri-

culture through its Bureau of Farmers' Institutes; the New York
State College of Agriculture; and the various farm bureau associations

in the State, which are receiving State and Federal aid and have
signed a memorandum of understanding regarding the conduct of the

work.
The method of procedure in the organization of farm bureaus is as

follows

:

Local farm bureau associations are formed by representative farmers

and other persons interested in the agricultural develojiment of a county.

In doing this the persons interested usually ask and receive aid from
the director's office. These associations should comprise a minimimi
of ten per cent of the farmers of the county. Having completed its

organization, such an association applies to the director, as the repre-

sentative of the State and Federal Governments, for financial aid, super-

vision, and cooperation. A general memorandum of understanding

is then prepared by the director stating the terms under which such
assistance may be granted. When this is properly signed by the co-

operating parties, the treasiurer of the farm bureau association, when
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properly bonded, is certified to the State Commissioner of Agriculture,
who assigns to the county State money at the rale of S50 monthly. The
farm bureau association through its executive committee then recommends
from several candidates well trained in the science and practice of farming,
suggested by the director or otherwise, one to be manager of the local

farm bureau. If the director approves of the person recommended, he
then recommends this manager to be appointed a collaborator in the United
States Department of Agriculture at a salary of $50 monthly, which if

there is no reasonable objection, is done. The farm bureau manager has
headquarters at a convenient point within the county.

Each manager cooperates closely with local organizations, such as
granges and farmers' clubs, wherever these exist (where they do not he
may organize a local group for this purpose), and with individuals in

each commvmity known as local councilmcn for the following jjurposc:

1. To unite existing local agricultural forces and to organize ncv/ lines

of effort.

2. To exercise and to develop local leadership in rural affairs in each
community.

3. To find out, arrange, and make available to the public important
facts about local agriculture, farm practice, and farm management.

4. To conduct concrete and convincing tests and demonstrations to

show the importance and value of certain farm- practices, methods, and
principles of management, and to point out their local application.

5. As the joint representatives of the State College of Agriculture
and the Agricultural Experiment Station and of the State and Federal
Departments of Agriculture to coordinate and apply the work of these

and other agricultural institutions locally, as well as to act as a local

headquarters for agricultural information.

In order to carry out these pur^DOses farmers and members of their

families are met indi\'idually and in groups in fields, bams, creameries,

schools, homes, and elsewhere.

The functions of the central office, representing the above institutions,

may be classified as follows:

1. To carry on the supervisory, the administrative, and the clerical

work necessary to properly execute the provisions of the State and Federal
laws Under which the work is carried on.

2. To assist in organizing farm bureaus in new counties.

3. To draw up and put into effect state-wide and regional subprojects

covering proposed work.

4. To assist and ad\nse county fami bureau managers to carry out
these projects.

5. To acquire, arrange, and distribute technical and popular infor-

mation relative to the work.
6. To establish and to maintain satisfactory and desirable cooperative

relationships with other related agencies.

7. To investigate the organization, the methods of work, and the admin-
istration of the local farm bureaus for the piu-pose of determining the most
effective ones.

In carr^-ing out these purposes, the State director and his assistants

keep in close touch with the local farm bureau managers, officers, and
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councilmcn by means of personal letters, circular letters, and a mimeo-
graphed publication known as the Farm Bureau Monthly, travel to the
counties and hold personal conferences with managers, officers, and
comjuittecmen, and attend and address farmers' meetings.

The report of work for the year 19 14 will be given under the preceding

outline s« as to show how these functions have Vjeen exercised during
the past year.

Administration

The staff of the central office consists of a director and an assistant

director, a clerk and stenographer, and a second stenographer. The
office is supported financially by the Federal Department of Agriculture,

the State College of Agriculture, and the State Department of Agri-

culture.

The following table shows the activities of the central office during
the past year:

Total niunber of visits made to bureaus in the State 115
Total niunber of individual conferences held with the
managers 136

Trips made to counties not having bureaus in order to

furnish information 23
Attendance at meetings at which the director spoke on

farm bureau work 6 , 582
Total miles traveled by railroad by the director 23 ,300
Total miles traveled by automobile and horse and buggy. i ,651
Total number of days in office 151

Total number of days in field 147
Total number of official letters written 3 ^067
Total number of circular letters sent out 28

Total number of days' leave io|

Further reference will be made to these activities under the heads
that follow:

Finances.— Reports on receipts and expenses during the past year, and
estimated resources and expenses during the coming year have been
furnished l)y each of the farm bureaus of the State. A summarized
table of these follows:

Financial Statement of Twenty-seven Farm Bureaus in New York State

County

Allegany
Broome
Cattaraugus
Cayuga (8 months)
Chautauqua
Chemung
Clinton
Cortland

Amount
received,

1914

$2,435
4.707
3.376
2.244
3.159
4,204
3.813

83
20
00
00
63
72

87
5,627.78

Amount
expended,

1914

?2,435
3.541
3.376
2,254
3,081
4.204
3.063
4.173

83
60
00

93
44
72
87

39

Estimated
resources,

1915

^2 , 880 . 00

4.34500
3.750.00
3. 615 07
3.658.19
4 , 200 . 00
3,265.00
5.229.39

Estimated
expenditures,

1915

$2 , 749 . 00
3,830.00
3.650.00
3 , 670 . 00
3.580.00
4 , 200 . 00
2,995.00
4,610.00
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Financial Statement of Twenty-seven Farm Bureaus in New
York State (concluded)

County

Delaware (9 months) ....
Dutchess
Erie (11 months)
Franklin
Herkimer
Jefferson
Monroe
Montgomery (10 months)

,

Nassau (5 months)
Niagara
Oneida
Onondaga
Orange
Oswego
Otsego (i I months)
St. Lawrence
Tompkins
Ulster (8^ months)
Wyoming

Total

.

Average per county.

Amount
received,

1914

$2,248.50
2,191.37
5-757.84
3,355 64
3-068.49
4-373-94
3-895 67
2

,
400 . 00

2
,
409 . 00

3-028.44
5-136.40
4.657-46

2 ,627 .63

3-743 40
4,299.72
2,485-81
2,881 .00

3.105.34

$91,234.68

$3 ,
509 • 03

Amount
expended,

1914

5^2,825.42

2,331.43
4 - 539 56
3-076.84
2,892.41

3 -873 -32

3.515.82
1,803.85
2 , 004

.

4

1

2
,
906 . 62

5,035-21
4,400.68

2,335.73
3 , 569 33
3,922. 12

2,395-81
2

,
448 , 00

2 , 809 . 66

$82,818.00

$3,185-30

Estimated
resources,

1915

$3,438.48
2,625.00
7,681.28
3 , 293 . 82

3 , 056 . 08

4, 120.62

4.434-75
3.756.15
3 , 800

. 59
3.781.82
4,411.19
6,803.78
4 , 090 . 00
3,058.40
4,42407
3,286.60
2,620.29
4,293.00
3.415-68

>io7,27i.25

$3,973 01

Estimated
expenditures,

1915

$3,025.00
2 ,626.00
6,635.00
3 , 2 1 o . 00
3,086.00
3.315 00
4.105.00
3.540.00
3 , 800 . 00

3 ,
700 . 00

4,325 00
5,300.00
3 , 850 . 00
2,765.00
4 , 000 . 00
3,285.00
2,365.00
3,340.00
3,105.00

$98,661 .00

$3,654 II

Sources of Financial Support of Farm Bureaus in New York
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Principal Items of Expense of Farm Bureaus in New York

Salaries

Traveling expenses
Office rent*
Stenographic help
Office equipnient
Printing
Telephone and telegraph
Automobiles (purchase costs)

Automobile repairs and maintenance

.

Livery
Equipment purchased
Expert help
Home economics
Miscellaneous

1914
total

,826.56
4,261.71
4.935-75
6.169.33
2,087.96
2 , 606

.

40
929.25

4-876.35
6,707.24

935 20
1,081.73
1,250.36

Total

.

2,150.16

$82,818.00

1915

Total
(estimated)

$53,810.00
4,925.00
5,963.00
8,825.00
I

,
790 . 00

3,674.00
1,314.00
2

,
430 . 00

8,485.00
857.00

1,915.00
1,378.00
1,350.00
I, 945 00

$98,661 .00

Per county
(approxi-

mate)

$2 , 000 . 00
1 80 . 00
220.00
325.00
65.00
13500
50.00

315 00
34.00

1 80 . 00

1 50 . 00

$3,654.00

* Includes value of offices furnished not cash as well as cash.

In the case of practically every one of the bvtreaus the estimated resources

equal or exceed the estimated expenditures for the year 1915, showing
that the work is in a sound financial condition. The total expenditure
for farm bureau work in 19 14 was $82,818.30, while the receipts were
$91,234.68, leaving a net balance on hand January' i, 191 5, of $8416.38.
The total resources in 191 5 are $107,271.25, or an average of $3973 for

each bureau. The average estimated expense of conducting a farm
bureau in 191 5 is $3654, distributed about as follows: salary of manager
$2000, traveling expenses of manager $180, office rent $220 (not always
cash), stenographic help $325, office equipment $65, printing $135, tele-

phone and telegraph $50, automobile operation $315, livery $34, and
miscellaneous expenses $330. Nearly two-thirds of the total resources

are derived from local sources of which appropriations of the boards of

supervisors form the largest item, averaging $1490 per county.
Each fami bureau manager makes weekly reports to the director of

the work done during the current week. This report includes a statement
of the number of farmers \nsited and the purpose of visiting them, a
list of meetings attended with the number of persons present, and a brief

statement of the general character of the work carried on during the week.
It enables the director to keep in close touch with the work in the counties

and to offer suggestions for the good of the work, and at the same time
it furnishes much valuable information, which is given to the general

public. Monthly financial reports, which include a summarized state-

ment of all expenses and of total receipts during the month and balance
on hand at the end of the month, are also made by the manager and the

treasurer of each bureau.

Each manager also makes a semiannual report on July i. A summary
of these reports was made by the director at that time. The annual reports
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made for the year ending December 3 1 have been received and tabulated.

A summary statement of the work done follows.

Summary statement of other work done by twenty-six farm bureaus.—
Twenty-six farm bureau managers visited 8647 farms in 1914, an average
of 332 apiece. Counting revisits, 13,400 farm calls were made. Business
calls to the niunber of 8700 were made by farmers on the managers at

their offices, or 335 for each manager. Telephone calls to the number
of 15.375 were made, or 767 per manager. Letters to the nmnbcr of

36,857, or 1535 for each of 24 men, were written.

A total of 1436 meetings, with an attendance of 109,385, were held
during the year. This means that an average of 55 meetings, with an
attendance of 4207, or 76 persons per meeting, was held in each county.

Eighteen managers assisted in organizing 47 associations for adults with
a membership of igo8, or 41 in each association. Twenty-seven of these

organizations were cow-testing associations. Nine managers helped to

organize 31 boys' and girls' clubs with a total membership of 2182.

Totals and Averages of Farm Visits, Meetings, Organization and Office
Work of Twenty-six Bureaus in 1914

Allegany
Broome
Cattaraugus
Cayuga *

Chautauqua
Chemung
Clinton
Cortland
Delaware *
Dutchess
Erie
Franklin
Herkimer
Jefferson
Monroe
Montgomery
Nassau *

Niagara
Oneida
Onondaga
Oswego
Otsego *

St. Lawrence. ...
Tompkins
Ulster*
Wyoming

Total ,

Number averaged

Average

527
417
473
271
391
400
32s
239
452
800
167
231
400
375
186
20s
21S
270
200

335
383
367
244
309
234
224

;,647

26

332

X:

s-
3-
C

o

682
606
673
271
482
600
760
467
637

, 200
258
450
,000
450
394
287
341
385
577
429
450
409
281
550
320
472

13,400

26

SIS

a!

282
300
300
350
20

250
200

I ,400
222
600
270
300
3S0
650
S2S
8S
91

375
300
435
60
106
190
48
55

200

8,700

26

335

o

SO
aj d

o H
J= O

H

300

1 , 100
100
100

1,500
2, 100

900
600
500
900

1,000
2,07s

700
102
125

2,000

73

76
250
174

15,075

20

767

•a
•d
ClJ

be
C

77
54
73
57
28

44
32
86

44
42
101

79
23
99
83
40
13
26
30
32
45
67
141
21

33
66

1,436

26

55

C C

o

,810
,165
,976
,345
,790
,400
,632

1 949
,224
,600

,
120
,816
,000
680
,014
,003
,197
,900
,370

,82s
,58s
,300
760
,975
,000

109,385

26

4,207

C!
a!

be w

47

18

2.6

J3
o
3

o

.S-c

1)
ri

85
39
97

205

125
30
8S
no
85
75

14s

128

200
75

117
160

25
120

1 ,908

106

.0 M
P ^
P. J!

.2 a

(3 g— O

3S
-4-»

•"*

bo--H

58
20
31
7
2

10

10

40
I

20
35
20
40
45
5

26
15

5
8

20
48
25
25

512

25

20

60
8

IS

7
20
13
6

27
6

7
2

10
2

14
16
8

2

7
6
8

5

9
13
13

9
36

328

26

13

3"^
3

iS

j-d

C

iXi

800
,200
,000
,000
,764
,500
,400
,500
400
,000
,000
,000
,200
,800
,6011

,000
500

, 200
,000
, 200
225
,300
, 200
,600
,500
,329

107,118

26

4, 120

c
J

4.328
2,400
2 ,710
I , 100

500
2,080
3,735
1,320
3 . 200
1,097
450

3 , 000
1,250
810
755
525

2,000
555
320

1,858
585

I ,120
654
540

36,857

24

i,53S

* Farm bureaus in these counties were not operating a full year. The records in Cayuga County cover
9 months, Delaware 9 months, Nassau .5 months, Otsego io| months, and Ulster 8J months. Blanks
mean that no report was mad...
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Forty-three students were directly influenced by managers to attend
agricultural colleges. Assistance was rendered the College in conducting

37 extension schools, with total attendance of 1470 persons. Twenty farm-
ers were influenced to attend short courses at college, 319 schools were
assisted in developing agricultural instruction, and 6544 pupils were
reached by such instruction. The managers distributed 505 library books
to farmers.

One thousand and twenty-two farmers conducted demonstrations for

the farm bureaus, 204 meetings were held to inspect these demonstrations,
and 5865 fanners attended them.

With relation to the farm and the farmstead, the following things were
done on the suggestion and with the assistance of the managers: 86

farm buildings were planned or improved, 22 silos constructed, 17 water
supply systems introduced or improved, 11 home grounds planned or

improved, sanitary conditions improved on 14 farms, 67 farm plans— partial or complete— made, and 138 drainage systems planned.

One hundred and fifteen farmers selected field com, 83 acres were
planted with selected seed, 72 farmers made tests for germination and
planted 356 acres w4th such tested seed,— all under the direction of

the managers. Two hundred and eighteen farmers treated seed oats for

smut and 1 7 1 2 acres were sown with tested seed, as a result of the managers'
work. Under the managers' direction, 216 farmers used hill-selected

potatoes, and 168 farmers treated potatoes for scab.

A striking feature of the work was that the managers influenced and
assisted 362 farmers to sow 1323 acres of alfalfa throughout thB State.

Four hundred and twenty-three farmers inoculated the soil for alfalfa

and planted 1 168 acres with inoculated seed, under the managers' direction.

Fruit growers were assisted in the planting of 19 orchards and in caring

for in whole or in part of 398 orchards. Assistance was rendered 17
farmers in improving woodlots.

In relation to live stock, 36 registered bulls and 6 registered boars were
secured on the suggestion of the managers. Nineteen registered sires

were transferred from one community to another, and 219 dairy cows
purchased. Twenty-seven cow-testing associations were organized by the

managers with the assistance of the Bureau of Farmers Institutes of the

State Department of Agriculture and 21,700 cows were on test during
the year. Seven live-stock breeding associations were organized by the

managers, 153 farmers were influenced to feed more live stock on their

farms, and 666 balanced rations were figured by the managers and adopted
by farmers. Four hundred and eighty-three farmers were given infor-

mation on poultry management.
As a result of the suggestion and assistance of the farm bureaus, 60

farmers made better use of manure and straw than formerly, 393 farmers

mixed 11 69 tons of fertilizers at home. One of the most important ac-

complishments of the farm bureaus during the year was that as a result

of their work, 3 1 1 5 farmers used 20,214 tons of lime. Eleven local sources

of lime were developed by the farm bureaus during the year.

Six hundred and three acres of meadows and 28 acres of pasture were
top-dressed. Two hundred and sixteen acres of soy beans, 2497 acres

of vetch (1500 acres in Jefferson County alone), and 65 acres of sweet

133
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clover were planted through the managers' efforts; and 336 farmers used
one or more of these crops for green manure.

Eight hundred and eighty-two farm surveys were made in 1 5 counties,

including 300 in Chemung County; 151 farmers were assisted in keeping
farm accounts, partial or complete, and the seasonal distribution of labor
was improved on 6 farms.

In a business way the managers furnished information and other similar

assistance in organizing g purchasing and marketing associations, which
did a business aggregating $134,100. Eight farmers' exchanges were
organized through the farm bureaus, doing a total business of S3 506,

at little or no cost. Four hundred and eighty-seven farmers were supplied
with farm labor through these exchanges, including 230 in Ca^tiga County.

In addition to this work a good deal of miscellaneous work of other
kinds has been performed, such as spraying potatoes, assisting school

children in the collecting of tent caterpillars, helping to control army
worms and grasshoppers, making exhibits at the agricultural fairs, ad-
vertising the advantages of the county, making live-stock surveys and
publishing lists of pure-bred stock, lecturing and furnishing information
to granges, improving timothy by selection and breeding, assisting in

making and laying concrete work, and the like.

During the year the total membership in the farm bureau associations

has increased from 2620 in 18 associations, an average of 145 each, to

5 73 7 in 23 associations, an average of 2 50 each. The last seven associations

organized have an average membership of 305, showing that the interest

in the -^^ork is on the increase. There are now 27 farm bureaus in New
York State.

New bureaus

The list of farm bureaus given on page 2106 shows that eight new
bureaus were organized during 19 14 and that nine others have been
partly organized. At least two of the latter are likely to complete their

organization within the next two or three months. Assistance has been
given to committees and to individuals in other counties in organizing

farm bureau organizations by sending out circulars and bulletins from the
central ofhce about the work of other bureaus in the State and about the
requirements for organization. This information has also been given
through personal letters and by 23 visits during the year to the counties

desiring an explanation of farm bureau work and a knowledge of the
requirements that must be met in order to secure State and Federal
cooperation.

The furnishing of this information has greatly facilitated the work of

organizing bureaus and has been very much in the interest of efficiency.

In the case of a number of counties, nearly a year has been gained in the

work because, through the information and the organization given at

the start, these bureaus have been able to begin where the earlier bureaus,

without experience, found themselves at the end of a year. The work,
particularly the visits, has taken a good deal of time, but this time has
been well spent. Farm Bureau Circular i, which will be revised during
the coming year, will furnish much of the desired information. The
annual reports of the managers, included in this report will furnish addi-

tional information to coiinties desiring to organize farm bureaus.
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Projects

During the latter part of the year much consideration has been given

to the project plan of work, which has been adopted. It is simply a plan

for making not only the county but the State supervisory work more
definite and hence of more value. The plan is simply to outline definitely

on paper the work proposed for the succeeding 3'ear. Consideration is

given to the comparatively most important matters, and stress is laid

on these. A well-organized effort is then made to keep the work in these

channels that have been outlined, and to avoid too miscellaneous and
purposeless eft'ort, particiilarly ^^Hith individuals. The objects and the

methods of procedure and the cooperation involved in the State farm
bureau project have been given on page 2107, under the section on " Or-

ganization and Functions," in this report.

The general plan for the counties involves three kinds of projects. The
first is called a state-wide project, because it applies in a large percentage

of the counties in the State, and is regarded as the most important which
can be undertaken by an}^ bureau manager. The primar}^ purpose for

the existence of the farm bureau is to increase the profitableness of farm-

ing. There are three possible ways of doing this: (i) improving the

organization and management of the farm by careful analysis and study

of the problem; (2) by sa\dng money in the purchase of supplies in quantity

for cash instead of at retail and on time; and (3) by securing an increased

price through improved quality, standardization, and cooperative ad-

vertising of products. A state-wide project should be one that falls

under one of these three heads. For the coming year in New York State

the farm management survey, or business analysis of a farm, has been
adopted as perhaps the most important single thing to be done by the

farm bureau manager in his county.

A second, or regional, project is one which may apply to a group of coun-

ties ha\'ing a similar type of farming, due to similar chmate, soil, or topog-

raphy. Such a project should also come under one of the three important
means of increasing the profitableness of farming. In one section of the

State for example, namely, Allegany, Cattaraugus, and Chautauqua
Counties, such a project has been drawn to cover the demonstration of

lime and acid phosphate on the hill soils of these counties. Both lime

and acid phosphate seem to be limiting factors in crop production, and
hence in animal raising in this whole section.

Both the state-wide and the regional projects are usually suggested

to the counties by the central office, since they involve cooperation be-

tween counties. Supplementing these projects, however, are from one to

four local projects, which are drawn by the farm bureau committees and
managers in each county. Good examples of these projects are: orchard
management; animal husbandr}', with the object of encouraging the

breeding of pure-bred live-stock and the producing of cheaper milk through
better feeding and the elimination of unprofitable cows ; meadow improve-
ment bv selection and fertilization; boys' and girls' club work; and the

Hke.

Even after four or five important fines of work have been outlined in

the county, there frequently remain a number of important pieces of

work to be done, which are both needed and demanded in the county.
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These are minor, because they do not affect the profitableness of farming
as much as the aforementioned projects, although they may assume
temporary importance as limiting factors. Good examples of these are:

local outJDreaks of diseases and insects, such as oat smut, potato scab,
codling moth; and the control of weeds, such as wild mustard. Provision
is made for doing this and other necessary work, including office work,
all of which usually requires only a limited amount of time, and is known
as minor miscellaneous projects.

This plan for a definite system of projects is put into efifect in the different

counties by arranging for a half day's or a day's conference between the
director or the assistant director and the local farm bureau executive
committee and manager. Charts showing a program of work for the
bureau association and sample projects are placed before the manager
and the committee in detail, and the whole plan fully discussed. When
it is understood, the committee is asked to vote as to whether or not
it will adopt such a plan of projects. If it votes to do so, a state-wide
and perhaps a regional project are then recommended by the director,

and the committee acts on these. By discussion and then by motion,
the committee and the bureau manager finally come to a decision on the
most important major and minor projects to be undertaken in the county
during the year. These are formally voted on and are later drawn up
by the bureau manager When tic whole system of projects has been
outlined for a county, it is submitted to the state director for final approval
and is signed by him and by the president of the farm bureau association.

Assistance in applying projects

At the committee meetings already mentioned and at subsequent
meetings and conferences with the managers, definite plans and schedules
are drawn for carrying out the project plan of work. In doing this,

the director and assistant director make suggestions based on experience
gained in other counties and on what after full discussion seems to be
the most practical method of procedure.

The central office also renders assistance in arranging for College and
Federal cooperation and facilities in carrying out these projects. An
effort is being made to so correlate the projects of extension workers in

the College of Agriculture with the projects in the different counties that
concerted effort may be brought to bear on important local problems.

Information

There are several methods of furnishing information to the counties,

in addition to personal visits and addresses as already noted. These are
chiefly the Farm Bureau Monthly, circular letters, and printed circulars

and bulletins.

The publication of the Farm Bureau Monthly was begun in April, 1914.
Nine issues have been distributed with a total circulation of about 7500.
This monthly goes to all officers, managers, and advisory council-
men of all the farm bureaus. Its object, in addition to furnishing in-

formation about the work in other counties, is to develop local responsi-
bility for the work, an esprit de corps, and a general interest in this great
movement.
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Twenty-one circular letters have been issued during the year. A list

of these follows

:

No. I

No. 2

No. T,

No. 4
No. ^

No. 6

No. 7

No. 8

No. 9
No. 10

No.
No.
No. 14.

No. iv
No 16.

No. 17.

No. 18.

No.
No.
No.

II

IT,

20

21

Use of frank

Btireau organization
.

*

Annual report

Ca,rd index system
Letter heads
Ofifice days and title

Geological sur^^ey maps
Geneva bulletins

Extension facilities of the State College
- Boys' and girls' club work
- Summer work for students of the College of Agriculture
- Farm survey schools
- School for Leadership in Country Life

- Reports, with supplement
- Farm bureau exhibit at the State Fair, with supplement
- Farm bureau association memberships
- State cooperative conference
— Annual conference and nonnal institute

— Calling for annual reports, also supplement
— Reapportioning Federal funds

During the }-ear five circulars have been prepared and distributed by
this office as follows:

Number

circular

Title
Circula-

tion

(copies)

I

2
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good feeling' in the work. I'lie chief inslitutiuns with which it has dealt

are: the grange; the pubHc school system; the farmers' institutes, including
the cow-testing dix'ision and the bureau of cooperation, in the State
De|)artment of Agritailture ; various de])artments in the State College of

Agriculturo»; the State Agricultural Experiment Station; and commercial
organizations.

The grange, State, county, and local, has been the chief moral support
of the farm bureau movement in New York State from its inception,

and without this support the bureaus could not have been organized so

rapidly or so efhciently as they have been. At various times and places,

however, slight misunderstandings have arisen regarding the function of

the farm bureaus, and it has been necessary to take steps to correct this

misunderstanding and bring about closer cooperation. Some of this

feeling still exists, but it is gradually growing less as the work is better
understood. In the majority of instances the farm bureaus and the
granges are working in the closest cooperation.

Through the district superintendents of schools, school teachers, the
Department of Rural Education in the State College of Agriculture,

and the State Education Department, a plan has been worked out, which
is apparently satisfactory to all concerned, for close cooperation between
the farm bureaus and the superintendents of schools in boys' and girls'

club and contest work. This plan, in brief, proposes that the organization
and the administration of the work will rest with the school superintend-
ents, and that agricultural instruction and assistance will be rendered by
the farm bureau managers.

The closest cooperation now^ exists between the farm bureaus and the
Bureau of Farmers' Institutes in the State Department of Agriculture.

The farm bureau managers have rendered much assistance in arranging
for these institutes and in many instances have taken part in the pro-
grams. In return the farmers' institute workers have rendered the
farm bureaus great service in introducing them to communities and
individuals, thereby establishing them more surely in the confidence of

the community. The bureau managers also do considerable follow^-up

work as the result of contact with individuals at the institutes.

The work of cow-testing associations has developed very rapidly in

the State during the past year. The responsibility for the organization

and the continuance of these associations rests largely on the local farm
bureau managers. In this they have the assistance of expert organizers

from the State Department of Agriculture, with which the best of co-

operative relationships exists. Cow-testing associations have their own
officers, who are locally responsible for the work, but the farm bureau
manager renders great assistance in organizing the associations in the

first place and in securing testers and looking after the continuance of

the work.
In a number of instances there has been cooperation between the farm

bureaus and the Bureau of Cooperation in the State Department of

Agriculture in the organization of local cooperative societies, and later

in using these societies as channels for cheaper purchase of supplies or

for marketing products. This relationship has not been altogether

satisfactory, because much of the cooperative organizing that has been
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done in the State during the past year has not been economically sound
or demanded by the localities. In a few cases it has resulted in a setback
to the farm bureau movement rather than an ad\'antage. In three

counties, Oneida, Dutchess, and Niagara, however, cooperative organiza-

tions formed b\- the joint efforts of the farm bureau and the cooperative

bureau have been productive of good results.

The central office has been instrumental in working out more satis-

factory relationships between the various departments of the College of

Agriculture and the farm bureau managers. In this it has had the active

support and assistance of the Department of Extension Teaching of the

College. Arrangements are now perfected whereby practically all ex-

tension work that is done in cotmties ha\'ing farm bureaus is done in

cooperation with or at least after consultation with the local bureau
managers. This is true of extension schools, local institutes, farm dem-
onstrations, and extcjnsion work with indi\dduals. These relationships

are now for the most part ver}' satisfactory-. Out of individual cases

has come an established policy on the part of the College with reference

to such work.

The experiment stations, both at Cornell and at Geneva, have cooperated
with the farm bureaus by making analyses of materials and by furnishing

expert advice and information on technical matters, as well as by furnish-

ing quantities of their publications for distribution.

Relationships ^'ith commercial organizations are now ven,' satisfactory.

Railroad companies are generally contributing both cash and transpor-

tation to the bureau managers and showing a ver^^ commendable spirit

of cooperation in other waj'S. Their efforts are put on the proper basis

of stimulating transportation along their lines. In a nrmiber of instances

cooperation between the local bureaus and the agriculturists of the rail-

roads has resulted in cheaper freight rates and better shipping facilities,

which have promoted the interests of both. Corporations whose pros-

perity depends primarily on the quantity, the quality and the price of

farm products, have also contributed to the work in cash and in ser\'ices.

Those which have rendered the most assistance along this line are:

banks, lime and fertilizer companies, milli companies, and cement
manufacturers.

City chambers of commerce have frequenth' taken the lead in organizing

bureaus, and the chambers have furnished offices, stenographic assistance,

and materials gratis. In a number of instances cash has also been con-

tributed.

Investigation

Very little work has been done in investigation. A good deal of mis-

cellaneous investigation of methods of work has been done, but this has
not been systematic, and hence is not of great value. It is hoped during
the coming year to make some organized effort in this direction so that we
may know as definitely as possible the best methods of organizing and
conducting the work.

Respectfully submitted,

]M. C. BURRITT,
Director of Farm Bureaus.
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SUMMARY REPORTS OF THE TWENTY-SIX COUNTY FARM
BUREAU MANAGERS

ALLEGANY COUNTY

The work of the Allegany County Farm Bureau Association during
the past year has been preliminary. A part of the manager's time has
been spent in explaining the work of the bureau and in getting in touch
with conditions in different localities. For the purpose's of brevity and
clearness I will discuss the work as it affects (i) the farm, (2) the com-
munity, and (3) the county.

Some of the most important work has been done in connection with
farm business and organization. The manager has assisted in planning
two farm buildings, has taken about seventy farm survey records, and
has interested twenty-five farmers in keeping farm accounts next year.

A limiting factor in farming in the county is the extreme acidity of the
soil. Appreciating this, and also desiring to stimulate interest in co-

operation, the manager inaugurated a lime campaign. Some farmers were
already using lime, and many more began to do so. Now there is greater

uniformity of form and quality.

For educational purposes twenty tests were made comparing amounts
of basic slag with equivalent amounts of lime and acid phosphate. Ten
tests using ground rock phosphate were also started, the results of which
will be shown in the future.

Sixty-three acres of alfalfa were seeded last spring and are being watched
in order to learn the conditions under which it is advisable to grow alfalfa

in this county.
Three farmers treated seed oats for smut with excellent results. Five

farmers were assisted in controlling anny worms.
Twenty-one orchards were pruned and sprayed. All gave gratifying

results, and the owners agreed to spray again next year
Fifteen balanced rations for dairy cows were figured and adopted.

Six milk scales were ]jurchased and distriljuted. Milk record sheets

were furnished to ten dairymen. Suggestions as to barn improvements,
manure, bedding, and the like, were given as occasion demanded.
Nine farmers were given advice on poultry management, and a number

were furnished with formulas for the Cornell rations.

Drainage work has been done on twenty farms. Five lawn improve-
ments were suggested; one water system improved; and one sewage
disposal plan put into operation.

A number of minor tests were made with vetch, soy beans, alfalfa,

orchard renewal, different varieties of com, and the like. Eighteen
farmers were helped in selecting seed potatoes.

The manager addressed the various granges in the county, and aided

the. county deputy in reorganizing one society and organizing two new
ones. Seventy-seven meetings were addressed with a total attendance
of 9810. There were 1 500 letters of direct information written to farmers,

1400 circulars and announcements were prepared, and 58 newspaper
articles were published.
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The bureau has conducted a farmers' cxchanj^e for the dissemination

of infomiation concerning farms for sale or rent, Hve stock or other com-
modities for sale, and for securing hired help.

Assistance was given in starting one boys' potato club, in the county
fair stock judging contest, in starting the annual stock judging contest

at Alfred with the cooperation of the Department of Animal Husbandry
at Alfred University, and in organizing the Genesee Valley Cow-Testing
Association.

From the county standpoint, the manager assisted in organizing the

Allegany-Steuben Holstein Chib, and through the Pomona Grange secured

the county cooperative committee, whose object is to find out ways and
means of decreasing the cost of farm supplies and of better marketing.

A systematic study of the county statistics has been made, and a cir-

cular is being prepared dealing with the agriculture of the county.

Conferences have been held for the purpose of attacking the larger

problems of the county. A farm management survey has been arranged
for. Definite projects for next year have been written out and approved
by the State director. Arrangements have been made to cooperate with
the Department of Farm Crops of the State College in working out dem-
onstrations in the county to improve the humus content of the soils, the

top-dressing of meadows, and the running of a four-years rotation.

vSome work has been done to develop the farm bureau association.

Town committees have been organized in a number of towns. The plan

is to secure one leader, or committeemen, with the township as the unit

for forming a commiittee. This committee is to work with the manager
on the problems of that particular town, cooperating in tests and arranging

for demonstrations. These committees will also assist in conducting a
membership camjDaign.

The work of the bureau for the past season has been partly educational,

but in the main preliminary in character. A general as well as a detailed

survey has shown the principal problems, and has placed the bureau
before the public; now the primary work will be to attack those problems
that are vital to all the county. F. C. Smith,

Farm Bureau Manager 0} Allegany County.

BROOME COUNTY

The activities of the farm bureau in Broome County may be classified as

personal problems, demonstrations, agricultural contests, meetings, and
organization projects.

personal problems

Certain farmers have made repeated use of the farm bureau as a source

of personal help, through requests for farm visits or through calls at

the office. During the days of winter and early spring of this year there

was an increase of fifty in the number of persons who called at the farm
bureau office, compared with the niunber who called during the same
period the year before. There were days when little could be accom-
plished but attending to the personal problems of callers.

To assist in giving information, bulletins and agricultural books are

kept in the office, and some are lent to individuals. A traveling agri-

cultural library of twenty-five volumes was kept here for six months,
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and forty-four withdrawals were made from it. I have distributed five

hundred State and Government bulletins and circulars within the year
and a considerable nimibcr of small pamphlets printed by corporations
interested in extension work.

Of much more importance than office interviews are the visits to farmers
on their own land. One hundred and fifty such \dsits have been made
at the request of persons who wanted assistance. Four hundred and
seventeen different farmers have been visited by the manager of the
bureau in order to give advice, to investigate conditions, to present a busi-

ness proposition, or to make a new acquaintance. Including the \'isits

made in pushing organization work, and the repeated calls at a few farms,
the total number of recorded \asits to farms was 606 for the year.

FARM demonstrations

Demonstrations are the means of solving some personal problems on
the farm, but their greatest value lies in the community interest aroused.
At the beginning of this year the farm biireau manager offered to co-

operate in demonstrations in pasture and orchard renewal in fertilizing

timothy meadows and potatoes, in tuber unit potato culture, in the culture

of clovers, alfalfa, hairj^ vetch, and soy beans, in keeping individual

milk records, and in farm accounting. Seventy-five farmers asked for

one hundred and forty of these demonstrations. As it was impossible

to personally supervise so many demonstrations scattered over the county,
some had to be dropped.

The most popular of these demonstrations was the pruning of fruit

trees, and thirty of these were held with an attendance ranging from the
orchard owner alone to twenty-six farmers. Information about spraying
orchards was frequently asked for and given. There has been a remarkable
increase in the use of spray materials, and a number of orchards have
borne crops of good apples as a result of only one spraying.

Every well-cared-for apple orchard producing profitable crops is a
demonstration of the merits of modem orchard practice. Six of these
demonstration orchards were inspected by fifty persons in the course

of an automobile toiu" that was arranged by the farm bureau. The sight

of the trees loaded with fine winter apples and the facts about them as

given by their owners aroused much enthusiasm.

Of other demonstrations, we have had a variety. One of these is

located on the farm of the Binghamton State Hospital. It consists of

several plats on which grass mixtures were grown in 191 2. The yields

per acre were as follows:

Number
of

plat
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fhe most interesting feature of these yields was the strength of the
brome grass and the weakness of the rye grasses. Their appearance
the first year was the reverse of their yields at the end of two years.
A feeding test to determine the palatability for horses of the grass

from each plat was made by the farmer at the State hospital. The horses
readily ate that from each plat except the last ; the oat grass was no better
than straw for them.
On the farm of the Broome County Home an expeiimental pasture

was established in the spring of 1910. The past season has been the
fifth alternate period of grazing and rest, the only treatment for this

year. Cattle were turned into the field for the first half of June and
of July and shut out of the enclosure for the remainder of each month.
Grazing was continuous from August 5 until the close of the season. On
August 7 about twenty persons interested in the experiment visited

the field and noted the benefit it had received from lime, seeding, and
fertilizing in 191 1, as well as the gain from restricted grazing periods.

Two demonstrations of the value of top-dressing timothy meadows
with chemical fertilizers were carried out on fields where the sod was
good. An application of 115 pounds per acre of ammoniimi sulfate

alone caused some lodging of the hay but increased the yield .64 of a ton
per acre, which may be considered profitable. For the other demon-
stration a mixture of 100 pounds ammionium sulfate, 100 pounds acid
phosphate, and 25 pounds muriate of potash, was applied to a half acre
of old meadow. The tmfertilized sod yielded at the rate of 1.3 tons per
acre; the top-dressed sod yielded an increase of i.i tons per acre, which
was worth nearly double the cost of the fertilizer applied.

Demonstrations of the value of liming land that is to be seeded for

new meadows have been many and unsolicited. These increased yields

are largely the accuinulating results of the lime propaganda begun by the
farm bureau three years ago. One of these demonstrations was on a
field located in a river bottom where a partial top-dressing of marl was
applied at the rate of five hundred pounds per acre two years ago, after

a wheat crop had been removed from the young seeding. The second
crop had the same appearance as the first, and the increase in yield, due
to liming at the start, was 50 per cent, or 2124 pounds of hay per acre.

The most instructive demonstration in liming hill land was carried

out on the Binghamton State Hospital fann. On a poor hilltop slaked
lump lime was applied at the rate of two tons per acre over a part of

the field in 19 12, previous to seeding it down. This year the limed part
yielded 3550 pounds per acre of clear timothy hay, while 1040 pounds
per acre of weedy hay were taken from the unlimed part of the
field.

Interest in the use of pure cultures of nitrogen-gathering bacteria for

inoculating legimies has been gratifying. A nimiber of farmers have tried

cultures for clover seed supplied by the United States Department of

Agriculture, in order to ascertain if the health and the vigor of the crop
could be increased in that way. While some of these experimenters have
reported favorably already, the results can be best jvidged when the
hay crop is harvested next year. Cultures for soy beans produced a
much darker green color in the leaves on two farms, indicating that much
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more nitrogen was gained by the plant when inoculated. The cultures
were successfiilly used on hairy vetch, field peas, and alfalfa.

On account of the success of farmers in other parts of the State with
the culture of hairy vetch in oat fields and the meadows following, several
demonstrations of this crop have been made with fair success.

Special effort was made to establish demonstrations in the fertilizing

of potatoes, and in the selection of seed tubers by the tuber unit and
hill methods of impro\'ing the stock. Five farmers undertook to carry
out the terms of the fertilizer demonstration. Four of the demonstrations
were completed successfully, and the fifth was seriously damaged by rot

before digging time. The average results from the four showed that

the cost of the crop increase due to fertilizing was 12.6 cents a bushel
for acid phosphate, 16.4 cents a bushel for home mixed fertilizer, and
18.5 cents a bushel for ready mixed fertilizer of the grower's own choosing.

For fairly fertile soil the efficiency of the acid phosphate used alone was
established. For poorer soil the complete fertilizers were more efficient.

An effort was made to have persons interested see these results in the
field. At one of these gatherings the yields and the costs of treatment
were figured out for the most instructive of these demonstrations.

There were two experiments with sulfate of ammonia as a source of

nitrogen in potato fertilizers. The results indicated that it paid to add
the sulfate to the potato fertilizer containing phosphorus and potash.

Tuber unit potato breeding was carried on by three farmers who
demonstrated the variable producing power of tubers from the same
stock. The product of separate tubers served as illustrative material

for one fair.

agricultural contests

Contests among the boys and girls in the rural schools have been
encouraged through prizes offered by the farm improvement association

and through the cooperation of three district superintendents of schools.

One hundred and seven boys and girls have grown potatoes or com or

flowers or garden vegetables, or have kept hens as club work with con-

siderable success. Where the parents and the teachers have been
genuinely interested in this club work, the best results have been seen.

Two county-wide contests were brought to a close at the annual meet-

ing of the farm improvement association. The profitable potato growing

contest for boys between the ages of fifteen and eighteen years attracted

three entries. The prize offered was an educational trip to Washington,

D. C, and it was won by Amos G. Carroll, who grew a quarter acre of

late potatoes on one of the hilltops in the town of Colesville at a cost

of $12.25 and with a net profit of $20.38. His yield was at the rate of

262 bushels per acre. Each of the three contestants demonstrated the

possibilities of potato culture on the porous hilltop soils.

In order to stimulate greater interest in growing apples, a contest in

profitable apple orcharding, open to any farmer in the county, was
inaugurated. The silver trophy, which must be won twice by the same
person before it can become his property, was donated by six Binghamton
business firms dealing in spraying materials. Eight farmers entered

the contest. Four contestants finished the race and made exhibits of

fruit and cost accounts at the annual meeting of the farm improvement
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association. The winner of this contest for the first year was Arthur
Ransom from the town of Chenango. The ten trees entered by him
showed a net profit per tree of $8.96. E. L. Green of the same town
entered fifty-one trees of various ages and made a net profit per tree

of $4.11. There are many apple orchards that are ehgible to this con-

test, and it is expected that the number of entries next season will be
much larger.

An indication of the interest taken in renewing and ]:)ropcrly caring

for apple orchards was fotmd when the local dealers in spray pumps
and spray materials reported a marked increase in the sale of these articles

for 1914.
MEETINGS

At meetings in schoolhouses, at farmers' institutes, granges, and |Mcnics,

I have made fifty-four addresses, many of them illustrated with stereopticon

slides. The total attendance at these meetings has been 3165. These
meetings furnish the opportunity to make new acquaintances as well

as to give specific instruction. The two fairs held in the county, at

which farm bureau exhibits were made, furnished a similar opportunity.

An opening held by a farm supply house in Binghamton was utilized in

the same manner.
Rl'RAL ORGANIZATION

Most important of all the work of this year are the steps taken in

organization among farm people. It is a common saying that " farmers

won't stick together." It is one of the functions of the farm bureau
to find incentives for tying them together in cooperative activities. The
building up and the strengthening of this association has been foremost

among these projects. In one year we have seen a growth of nearly

two hundred per cent. In addition to the social and educational benefits

it has been the aim of the association to give personal benefits to its mem-
bers by furnishing the opportunity to buy some of the supplies needed
on their farms at wholesale prices. Trading among the members them-
selves is being facilitated by a farmers' exchange. In the bulletins pub-
lished by the association carload prices on lime, feeds, and drain tile

have been quoted. The secretary of the association has been authorized

to collect orders for fertilizer materials from the members on the basis

of prices obtained through cooperation with a county association in

another part of the State. Orders for one hundred and twenty-six tons

of acid phosphate and eight and one-half tons of sodium nitrate have
been taken for spring delivery at convenient points in the county. This

feature of the membership privileges will save money for those who use it.

The Susquehanna Valley Cow-testing Association

Last spring we discovered that an effort had been made to start a cow-
testing association in this county. Believing that the increased efficiency

of the dairy cow is the most important problem on many farms, we spent

many days of effort in securing the formation of a cow-testing asso-

ciation along the valley of the Susquehanna River in the eastern part

of the county. Twenty-five members were enrolled, and the association

was organized in the autrunn. A tester was hired and began his work
on November 11, The county has room for three or four such associa-
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tions as soon as the herd owners arc convinced that increasing the income
per cow at current prices for milk is a wiser and more successful move
than any attempt at price regulation without a knowledge of the cost

of milk production.

Southern New York llolstein Breeders' Association

There has been a healthy interest in pure bred cattle, especially

holstein-friesian. The breeders had no organization and needed one.

We found a breeder who was willing to act as a leader in organizing them,
and the association was started on October i with thirteen members
and prospects for at least forty members before the year is out. This
association plans to hold an annual sale of stock.

Agricultural extension school

For three years the New York State College of Agriculture has
endeavored to reach the farmers through the medium of traveling ex-

tension schools. Broome County has never enjoyed the benefit of one
of these week-long schools of agriculture and home economics. With
the aid of ofificers in three granges located in the towns of Lisle and
Triangle, we have enrolled over fifty students for a school.

Institutes

Six farmers' institutes have been held under the direction of the State

Department of Agriculture in this county. The farm bureau has co-

operated with the director of farmers' institutes by locating these meet-
ings and taking part in the programs. It has also cooperated with
the Binghamton Young Men's Christian Association in holding a poultry

institute for an entire week. At the close of this institute the farm l^ureau

manager was authorized to name a committee of five poultry producers
to consider what steps should be taken to organize a ]:)Oultry producers'

association in the vicinity of Binghamton. This committee has held two
meetings and is securing the necessary information with which to attack
the problem intelligently.

CONCLUSION

The Broome County Farm Bureau has had a successful year. Some
comparisons of this year's work with that of the previous one show that

service through farm visits has increased 85 per cent and through meetings
100 per cent. Cooperation from the farmers of the county has been
much more effective, so that demonstration work is a very important
part of the service. From a begimiing in organization work a year ago
we have progressed to no less than five different projects in addition

to the parent association, which has recently been incorporated with
a board of nine directors and has assumed the direction and the financial

support of the Broome County Fann Bureau for the future. We feel

assured that agriculture in Broome County is more prosperous than
ever and that the farmers have more confidence and interest in the farm
bvireau than ever before.

E. R. Minns,
Farm Bureau Manager of Broome County,
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CATTARAUGUS COUNTY

Our work in the county during the year 19 14 has been planned with
three definite purposes in mind: first, to get acquainted with as many
persons as possible, which is a comparatively slow process inasmuch
as this is a large county; second, to do something that w^ould be worth
while to our farming community; third, to disseminate information.

The problem of getting acquainted, though a very important one,

has not been given primary attention but has been carried along in combi-
nadon with the regular farm bureau work. I have found that the best way
to do it is to meet a man and to be wath him alone for as much time as

he and I can spare. Although I ha^'e attended over 70 farmers' meetings
in the county during the year, with 5000 persons in attendance, I do
not feel that I am really acquainted with these men and women as I am
with the 500 whom I have met on their farms.

Cattaraugus County is situated in a section of New York State that

is not preeminent for high crop yields. I have made a thorough study
of local statistics, and have reached the conclusion that a material service

can be rendered in increasing crop production. Through various con-

ferences and inspection trips the question of applying lime to land pre-

sented itself as foremost in this line of work. We have worked with
the railroads and with the lime companies in particular to encourage
them to make it easier for our farmers to buy lime. The response on
their part has been favorable indeed. Probably 3000 tons of agricultural

lime in one or another of its forms has been placed in the county this

3'ear through the efforts of the farm bureau. After we had made it easier

for the farmers to buy lime through our rates and through cooperation

among themselves, considerable attention was devoted to demonstrations
in its use. Now at the ven,' close of the year the outlook is encouraging

for further increase in the use of lime, because of a still better rate that

concerns have given us, due to the fact that we are able to assure them
a given volume of business. Fanners' appreciation of this work is shown
by a steady growth in the farm bureau membership.

Previous to the farm bureau work in this county some fertilizer com-
panies tried to interest the fanners in their fertilizers, chiefly the phos-

phorus earners. The discussion of these fertilizers, in view of the

fact that ours is a dairy county, suggested a series of com tests for develop-

ing better ensilage, through a variety test, and for collecting definite

local data in reference to the availability of phosphorus in raw rock phos-

phate, acid phosphate, and basic slag under our local soil conditions.

Thirty-one tests of one acre each w-ere made in representative sections

of the county. The phosphorus carriers were proportioned on a monetary
basis and, together with a check plot, comprised the four quarters of each
acre. The following are the average results of these tests, per acre

:

Raw-
rock

Fodder (tons)

Shelled grain (bushels)

Number of stalks per bushel ears

II-3

34-3
329

Check

10.

1

30-5
330

Acid
phos-
phate

12.4
40.9
303

Basic
slag

12.0

39-8
302
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From these tests acid phosphate seems to produce the best crop yields,
undoubtedly because of the availability of its phosphorus under our
conditions. The question of soiirce of supply of acid phosphate was
then taken up, and farmers are now buying this material through the
efforts of the farm bureau, at about two-thirds what it formerly cost.

In these tests particular attention was paid to the length of the growing
season and to the value of the com that gave best results when maturity
was considered. Considerable seed was selected for next year, and the
work will be carried further.

We are encouraging better dairy methods, and as a starter have put
into operation one cow-testing association operating on five hundred
and eleven head of dairy cattle. Through this association the value
of accurate records, of business methods, and of balanced rations for

feeding are emphasized.

Some farm survey record work has been done and considerable more
is under way, which will reveal the leaks or advantages in any indi\ddual
farm business and will give us an absolute foundation on which to base
further work. Through these surveys, our men are becoming impressed
with the value of farm accounts and in a nimiber of instances are adopting
some plan of keeping them.

Previous to the establishment of the farm bui^eau in this county, there
has been considerable careless work done in connection with starting

and growing alfalfa. This season thirty-seven fields have been started

under the direction of the farm bureau, and, at the time of my inspection of

them this fall, all but two or three gave every indication of being successful.

Considerable orchard renewal, pruning, spraying, and the like have
been started through the farm biu-eau, together with considerable drainage
work, seed testing, and treatment of seed for disease.

Our farmers have obtained considerable information through the farm
bureau both by correspondence and through meetings and demonstrations
held under its direction. A number of special bureau institutes, demon-
strations, and other meetings have been held at which the farm bureau
manager has been present, and at which specialists on orcharding, dairy-

ing, drainage, and the like, from the State College of Agriculture or

from the State Department of Agriculture have been the chief speakers.

During this winter season we are holding a series of small meetings through-
out the county, touching in particular the outlying districts. These
are mostly meetings held in schoolhouses and are from three to seven
and eight miles from town.

Not much has been done this year with boys' and girls' club work.
We reached only thirty-eight boys; one group of eight composed a potato
club, and the remaining thirty composed four stock judging clubs. This

boys' club work was new in the county, and it was my intention to make
it successful if possible. These clubs therefore received personal atten-

tion, and, if I am to judge by newspaper reports and by comments from
men whom I met, the work has been successful and seems to present

itself as an important feature for any county work. Most of the boys
this year received prizes in order to encourage them and to get the work
started. The boys' potato club held an exhibit, which was visited by,

over four hundred persons.
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This, in brief, is a story of our work, which is seeking to unite local

farm interests, to develop local agriculture, and to make farm life more
profitable and country life more enjoyable.

H. K. Crofoot,
Farm Bureau Manager of Cattaraugus County.

CAYUGA COUNTY

(Work begun April i, 1914.)

The first and perhaps one of the most important things accomplished
by the manager of the farm bureau was the organization of the county
association, which is officered and directed by the farmers of the county,

to take the place of a committee of nine men by whom the work was
begun. This was accomplished by holding a series of meetings through-

out the county for the purpose of acquainting the people with the functions

and purposes of a farm bureau. As a result of these and other meetings
the Cayuga County Farm Bureau Association was organized, and two
hundred and four farmers have become members.
From April i, to the present date, a period of eight months, the manager

has been called to 271 faiTns in response to inquiries regarding alfalfa,

soy beans, vetch, and general crops, lime and fertilizers, spraying, pruning,

and care of orchards, breeds and breeding, feeds and feeding of live stock,

plans for the construction of farm buildings, marketing, storage, and
a large variety of questions pertaining to general fami practice. Two
hundred and ninety-six farmers have called at the office with similar

inquiries. A record of the correspondence shows that 2055 letters have
been sent out from the office. Addresses on various topics of interest-

have been given at 56 meetings held throughcmt the county, with an
aggregate attendance of 3399 ]iersons. Six thousand six hundred miles

were traveled in order to do the work.
In order that the farmers might see some of the most recent theories

of agricultural scientists put into practice, nineteen dcinonstrations of

the following description were held: three to show that by proper treat-

ment of seed, smut in oats may be eliminated; five to show that mustard
may be eradicated by the use of iron sulfate; two to show that the tent

caterpillar and the codling moth may be controlled; six to study potato
diseases and to discuss methods of cultivation and fertilization; one to

show methods of subsoiling, ditching, and blowing up stumps and bowlders
by means of dynamite; two potato seed plots to show the difference in

the individuality of potatoes and to show that the yield per acre could

be greatly increased by selecting the seed from the fields. In response

to a movement started to improve varieties of com in the county, fifty-

two farmers stated that they would begin to improve their com by selecting

their seed from the fields.

The farm bureau had an exhibit at the Moravia fair at which over
seventy-five farmers made inquiries. In connection with the exhibit

the manager held a stock judging contest in which fourteen boys entered.

Material was furnished for the exhibit at the State fair. As a result

of suggestions made by the manager at teachers' meetings of rural schools,

six exhibits have been held. The purposes of these exhibits have been
134
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to stimulate community interest in the schools and to teach the pupils

fundamental principles in aj2;riculture.

Another line of work, which has developed from a suggestion made
at these teachers' meetings, is the collection of the egg rings of the tent

caterjoillar by rural school children. The teachers carried the suggestion

back to their schools with the result that in one district with forty-five

schools an average of 1000 egg rings per school have been collected. One
school has collected 3500 rings. There are approximately 500 eggs in

each ring. One can appreciate the value of this work by thinking for

a moment of the amount of damage that could be done by 45,000 nests

of worms. This work has been in progress for only two months, and
as it continues much greater results will be obtained.

An effort has been made to advertise the agricultural opportunities

offered in the county. A large niimber of different farm products were
supplied by the manager for the New York Central car, which has been
sent through the Middle Western States, and which will be part of the

agriculttiral exhibit of New York State at the San Francisco exposition.

All products from Cayuga County were labeled as such. Already ten

applications for facts about the coimty have been received from persons

outside the State.

Before the formation of the farm bureau, fanners had to pay as high

as $4 and $5 per ton for ground limestone. By persistent explanation

of the value of and the demand for limestone, a young man was influenced

to install a pulverizer and is ready to deliver at any date limestone as

high in quality as any in the State, at $3 or less per ton delivered This
means a saving of from $1 to $1.50 a ton, or over $4000 in one year

to the farmers of the county.

At the time of the outbreak of army worms in the southern end of

the county, the manager obtained the very latest information regarding

their control, and secured the assistance of two State men. Several

methods of control were tried with the result that many acres of crops

were saved, and valuable information for successfully combating future

outbreaks was procured.

After obtaining the sentiment of the farmers regarding the establishment

of a public market, the manager appealed to the common council of the

city of Auburn for the establishment of such a market, assuring the

council that the fanners would support a market if they were given the

opportunity. After considerable discussion the council voted to open
the market before May i, 191 5.

Probably there is no one thing that has been of as much benefit to

the county as a whole as the establishinent of the labor bureau; two
hundred and twenty-six farmers have been assisted in securing farm
laborers.

. J. R. Teall,
Farm Bureau Manager oj Cayuga County.

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY

When it comes to reporting actual accomplishment through the farm
bureau, the work done in the improvement of the apple orchards of the

county probably takes first rank. In cooperation with the apple growers'

association of Chautauqua County, which was organized through the
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agency of the farm bureau, a definite program of work has been carried

out. This has consisted of apple growers' association meetings, orchard

field meetings of apple growers, visits to individual orchards by the farm
bureau manager and fruit specialists, a meeting to explain the new apple

grading and packing law, a county apple show, and the distribution

of information on the purchase of supplies. This w^ork is enlisting the

cooperation of about one hundred men in the county. About thirty

orchards were sprayed for the first time during this year. The quality

of finit coming to the cities of Jamestow^n and Dunkirk has been greatly

improved. The amount of barreled apples shipped from the county
has largely increased, and many fanns have become more profitable

through this new source of income. One of the plans that has met with

encouragement among the growers is the observation trip. Visits to

the best-managed orchards in the county have proved very interesting

and profitable.

Perhaps of second importance in actual results has been the pvirchasing

service given by the bureau. By securing information on comparati\^e

freight rates and quality and prices of commodities, the farm bureau
has been of actual money value to the county. The purchase of drain

tile, apple barrels, seeds, and lime have been given most careful attention.

It is impossible to estimate the amount of money that has been saved
to the farmers of the county, but it has certainly been considerable. In

the purchase of lime the bureau has perhaps rendered its greatest service

in this field. The amount of lime used is very largely increasing, and
we should keep the price of this essential commodity as low as possible.

The farm bureau is cooperating w'ith the farm bureaus of Cattaraugus
and Allegany Counties, in order to secure the continuance of minimum
freight rates.

By the issuing of a monthly list of live stock for sale, a definite service

has been given to the farmers interested in that subject. This list w^as

first issued in April. It will promote a better knowledge of the pure-

bred stock that is available within the county, and we hope that l^y

making it easy to locate pure-bred animals, it may supplement the prop-

aganda work done by the farm bureau, the farmers' institutes, and
the farm demonstration schools, in increasing the ntmibcr of pure-bred

sires at the head of herds.

Of value to many individuals have been the different fomis of service,

such as laying out drainage systems, suggestions on crop rotations and
the laying out of fields, miscellaneous information on crops, feeds, and
many other subjects.

Of lesser importance has been the work of introducing new crops.

Progress with alfalfa is ver^^ slow. The bureau has called attention at

various times to a few very successful growers of alfalfa, and is working
with eight or ten men to secure stands.

Trials of hairy vetch as a hay crop are being made by the bureau in

cooperation with farmers in several parts of the county. Results of these

trials will not be available until next year. It is hoped that this hardy
legume wnll prove itself valuable as a gwpplementary hay crop in thg

gouthem part of the county,
.••'"'?
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There has been throughout the year cooperation with granges, farmers'
institutes, and extension schools. This year the manager gave inslruction
in farm management at the two farm demonstration schools held in
the county. The results of farm management surv^ey work have proved
interesting at all meetings where they have been presented.

Of less importance in its ifnmediate results, but w^e believe of possible
value if continued, is the farm management survey work this year started
by the farm bureau. The figures secured give information on how well
the farms of a particular region are paying, as a rule, and the records
of the most profitable farms should give information on the best way
to run a farm in that particular section. The record of each farm is

rettimed to its operator and gives opportunity for the study of the farm
business, as compared to the others in the region.

During the past year the farm bureau has taken records of ninety-

farms in this county. While a few of these are scattered in various
parts of the county, most of them lie in the region about Sherman, a
typical milk-condcnsary region, and the results shown by these records
apply to other farms located among similar surroundings. A considerable
part of the effort of the farm bureau is to go into this work. While next
year the major part of this kind of work done in the county will be con-
fined to one or two localities, it is desired that this service should be
extended to all those who wish to take advantage of it. The farm bureau
manager will take a record of any farm in the county on request.

After the record is taken, it is carefully copied in the fann bureau
ofhce, and the labor income and other factors are worked out. A copy
of the record is then returned to the operator of the farm, together with
a letter comparing his farm to the average of the region, and also to the
best farms in the region. This letter is followed up by a personal visit

from .the farm bureau manager or his assistant. Effort is made to get
an expression of opinion as to whether the operator of the farm thinks
any changes could be made to better his farm business, if so, as to what
are the changes, and how he thinks of making them. By following up
this work through several years, there is secured an actual measure of

accomplishment. We can know what changes have been made and
how profitable they have been.

The resvdts of such survey work, es]3eciall}' when earned on over a
period of years, should be of value to the whole territory where similar
conditions prevail. It should create the best possible store of knowledge
as to how to run a farm for profit in that region for the given type of

farming. H. B. Rogers,
Farm Bureau Manager of Chautauqua County

CHEMUNG COUNTY

During the past year four hundred farmers were visited on their farms
by the farm bureau manager or others engaged in taking records under
the direction of the farm bureau. A total of six hundred farm \dsits

were made. Two hundred and fifty farmers made business calls at the
office, and there were one htindred telephone calls to and from farmers
during the year,
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Ten fami bureau and thirty-four school meetings were addressed by
the manager, the total attendance at these meetings being 3400.
The organization of the Chemung County Farm Bureau Association

was completed with a inembership of one hundred.

The fann bureau assisted in the Achievement Club work carried on
in this county. The manager judged potatoes and bread and instructed

the children in the growing of potatoes at exhibits held last fall in the
schoolhouses. One thousand two hundred children took part in this

work, which included contests in poultry raising, potato growing, and
bread making. All members who sent in reports during the year and
exhibited their work were awarded bronze medals. The best exhibit

in each school was awarded a silver medal, and the best exhibit in each
supervisory district received a gold medal. The three best in the county
received a gold star medal. Monthly reports were required covering
the condition of the poultry and the potatoes and the progress in bread
inaking.

Ten agricultural articles were published in the local papers, and
thirteen circular letters were written. Nineteen thousand five hundred
copies of these letters were distributed, and 1500 copies of Government
bulletins on agriculture were given out. Three hundred survey record
letters were returned to fanners. This is the means used by the bureau
to give the farmers whose farms have been surveyed an idea of the con-
dition of their business and how it compares with the best, the average,
and the poorest faniis in the county. The object of this work is to show
the weak and the strong points of the individual farmer's business and
to give him suggestions whereby he may strengthen the weak points.

Two hundred other letters were written to farmers during the year.

A total of ninety schools were assisted in developing agricultural in-

struction, and 3000 pupils were reached by this instruction. Twenty-five
books on the growing of potatoes were distributed during the year.
Under the direction of the Geneva Experiment Station, two acres of

alfalfa were sown in order to determine the practicability of growing
alfalfa on the hill soils of this county. These fields were limed with
two tons of ground limestone per acre, and twenty pounds of seed were
sown per acre. The sowing was done the last of July without a nurse
crop, and excellent stands were obtained in both fields.

One cow-testing association was organized in which 409 cows are being
tested for milk production. This work meets with much interest from
the farmers, and especially from those selling milk that is tested for fat

content or from those making butter. It is expected to reorganize this

association. Several balanced rations were figured and adopted".

Through the farm bureau association about eighty tons of chemical
fertilizers were mixed at home and used at a considerable less expense
to the fanners in comparison to the price of commercial fertilizers. About
$1400 worth of fertilizers and lime was handled through the association
during the year. This work has now been turned over to the Chemung
County Farmers' Exchange, a separate organization to promote coopera-
tive buying and selling.

Three hundred farm records were taken during the year. The records
taken in the county are being summarized and will be published later in
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bulletin form. Twenty-two farmers in the county kept complete cost

accounts, and all except two of these accounts are completed for the }'ear.

The figures on the cost of crop production from these cost accounts will

be published later in bulletin form.

The main work of the farm bureau during the past year has been the

taking of farm records. A system of survey schools has been started

to luring to the fanners of the county information obtained from survey
work. These schools are arousing much interest among the farmers,

and wc believe they give the farmers a better understanding of the factors

that make for success in farming in the county. These meetings are

held in cooperation with the county granges.

M. E. Chubbuck,
Farm Bureau Manager oj Chemung County.

CLINTON COUNTY

It is very gratifying to be able to report at this time that there is an
increasing interest in the farm bureau work in Clinton County. Farmers
now know that the calls are made not to tell them how to farm or to criti-

cise their methods unduly, but simply to cooperate with them, to help

them study out any difficulty they may have, to offer suggestions that

will lead to better practices in agriculture, and to give them the benefit

of valuable and costly experiments by agricultural experts.

During the past year I have made over seven hundred and fifty farm
calls. A large proportion of these calls were made at the request of

fanners who had some definite problem that they wished to put before

the manager. In addition to these personal visits, thirty-two meetings

have been held, at which various subjects were discussed with the farmers.

I am inclined to believe that we should have more field meetings this

next year. I can see that the ones held this year have accomplished

things worth while.

In addition to answering personal letters for definite information of

one sort or another, the bureau has issued six circular letters containing

timely information to the members of the agricultural association.

Thirteen other circular letters were also sent out to small groups interested

in some one thing. Several articles have been prepared and published

in the local newspapers. The publishers of these papers have been ever

ready to give their hearty support to the bureau.

Considerable work has been done in orchards in the way of pruning

demonstrations, aid in setting new orchards, rejuvenating old orchards,

spraying', grading fi-uit, and the Hke.

Owing to the success that was obtained from the treatment of seed

oats for smut in the year 19 13, no difficulty was experienced in getting

many farmers interested in this work this last season. It is difficult to

say just how much seed oats was treated for smut this last spring, but

I am certain that several hundred acres were sown with seed free from

the fungus that causes smut. When we stop to consider that in some fields

as high as a third or even a half of the crop this last year was destroyed

by smut, we can readily see that this work is something that should be

pushed even h9.rder this next season.
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Considerable work has been done in trying to eradicate the common
scab from potatoes. Although it is difficult to impress farmers with the

importance of this, owing to the work necessary in treating seed potatoes,

the farmers who did treat their seed were more than pleased with the

results. I anticipate that the treating of seed potatoes will be the general

practice rather than the exceptional during the coming season.

Some potato breeding was done. This work clearly demonstrated the

fact that the only place to select seed potatoes is in the field when they

are being dug. As a result there are many farmers in the county who
have choice " hill selected " seed stock for next year's planting.

The most important work in com this last season was the conducting

of four variety tests, in cooperation with the other counties in the northern

tier, for the purpose of determining which variety or varieties are best

adapted for use as silage in this section. In these tests ten varieties

selected with some care were used— five of dent com and five of flint

com. In Clinton County these tests were scattered as much as possible

and conducted under different conditions. At the time the com was
harvested the amount of green matter yielded per acre by each variety

was calculated; then a sample of each variety was forwarded to the State

School of Agriculture at Canton, in order to determine the amount of

drs' matter per acre. The results of this year's work plainly indicate that

some varieties are much better than others for this locality, and that

many farmers are not using as good varieties as the}- shoiild. This work
will be continued next season.

More than twenty fertilizer and lime tests have been made in the county.

This work is being done for the purpose of determining the kind and
the amount of fertilizer that our soils need for the most economical pro-

duction of crops. Undoubtedly this work will be continued another year.

In addition to these different problems that have been mentioned,
I have rendered what assistance I could to other agencies interested

in the promotion of agriculture. This consisted in aiding the school

superintendents to conduct a potato contest, in assisting at farmers'

institutes, in helping the State College to conduct a farm demonstration
school, and in getting the proper authorities interested in the soil survey

that has been made of Clinton County this year. This survey, when
published, will be of great benefit to the residents of the county.

During the coming year I would like to conduct more cooperative

demonstrations wdth the farmers, w^hich will be of interest not only to the

cooperators but to all the farmers in the immediate vicinity. I feel sure

that the results we can accomplish by working individually are very

small compared to what can be accomplished by working with groups of

farmers. C. B. Tillson,
Farm Btireau Manager of Clinton County.

CORTLAND COUNTY

During the first year, every effort was put forward to study the needs
of Cortland County. A systematic farm survey was made of the town
of Homer, which was exemplary of the needs of the entire county. The
analysis of this surv^ey determined to a large extent the projects to be under-
taken, which are outlined as follows: (i) promoting work through groups
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rather than through indiAnduals by addressing meetings, by farm bureau
institutes, and by a farmers' week and agricultural carnival; (2) farm
home, garden, and canning clubs; (3) animal husbandry; (4) crop improve-

ment; (5) orchard renewal.

Having determined on these projects from personal investigation dur-

ing the year, the campaign was started in 1915 by addressing all the meet-

ings of local organizations to which invitations had been received.

The manager also attended the eight farmers' institutes held in the

county, and in addition held three farm bureau institutes. A farmers'

week was inaugurated by the farm bureau in cooperation with the normal

school in IMarch, 19 14. A three-days program for adults, followed by a

day for the school children, with a round-up banquet of the holstein-

fricsian association constituted the program.

In order to bring the attention of the parents to the savings that.might

be accumulated in the farm home by allowing the children to care for a

home garden, 67 members were enrolled in a market garden club.

In order to conserve the products from gardens and orchards, the canning

club project was launched. The idea seemed to be well received. The
housewife was quick to see the economic value to be got from vegetables,

fruits, and meats laid by for use at a moment's notice, and was eager to

save her labor by adopting the new and shorter methods. Accordingly,

II canning clubs were organized that have members in 200 homes. In

this work, the manager had the cooperation of the Department of Home
Economics of the New York State College of Agriculture. The repre-

sentative of the College, Miss Titsworth, met with each club at regular

intervals, demonstrated the canning of fruits, vegetables, and meats

to the women and girls, and, whenever possible, allowed the girls to do

the work under her instruction.

The canning clubs were recognized by the officers of the Cortland County
Fair, who offered large cash prizes for the clubs showing the largest and

best exhibits of canned products at the fair. Four clubs competed for

these prizes.

In the simimer it became apparent that there should be some work

for all the canning clubs, as a unit, to carry on. At a meeting of the pres-

idents of the clubs in the farm bureau office it was suggested that the

Cortland County Women's Club be formed, each canning club to re-

tain its own local organization and each member to become a member of

the Cortland County club. The suggestion was well received, and on

September 12, 160 women and girls gathered at Riverside Park, Cortland,

formed the Cortland County Women's Club, and elected the officers.

This club has furthered the interest of the individual clubs.

The officers of the county club thought that they could be of great

assistance to members of the canning clubs who had done some commer-
cial canning. Therefore, a committee on uniform prices was appointed.

On December 17, a sample sale was held, and 170 jars of fruits, vegetables,

and meats, and 70 cups of jelly were offered for sale in the Twentieth

Century Club rooms.

This fall, each canning club resolved to study under the direction of

the Department of Home Economics at the State College of Agriculture.

Six farm home demonstration schools have already been held, and two
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more will follow. There were 201 persons registered in all the schools

and 164 visitors.

As a climax to the club work an agricultural carnival and farmers'

week was planned to take place in November. A special feature of this

carnival was Club Day for the women. The Cortland County Potato
Growers' Association exhibited over 60 plates of potatoes, which comprised
one of the best exhibits ever held in Cortland County. Over $200 worth
of prizes furnished by the business men of Cortland were awarded to the

winners in the different clubs. In the farm exhibits, boys were allowed

to compete with men, and they carried off more than 50 per cent of the

ribbons. In the forty-ear seed com exhibit, the blue ribbon went to a
member of the boys' com club.

On the evening of Grange Day, there was a "get-together" feast, and
over 400 persons, including farmers, business men, and their wives, were
present as guests of the Business Men's Association.

cattle

According to United States Census of 19 10, Cortland County stands

third among the counties of New York State in the value of cattle per

acre. The markets are highly developed, and a great many wide-awake
cattlemen are making a special business of handling dairy stock, both
pure-bred and grade, which goes to nearly every State in the Union.

The farm bureau has been of service to purchasers outside the State

by directing them to where they can obtain the kind of cattle they desire

to buy. Previous to the campaign that started the dairy improvement
association and the cow testing, there was a great deal of prejudice against

testing cows for butter-fat. The manager succeeded, however, in starting

three cow-testing associations during the early part of the summer.
Every member of the associations delivering milk to the Borden plant

has secured a premium of from 10 to 15 cents per 100 pounds because of

the increased fat content of the milk. The number of cows being milked
has remained about constant. The milk from low-testing cows has been
fed to heifer calves reared froin the best cows.

boys' stock-judging contest

The management of the Cortland County Fair has been very liberal,

and has cooperated in arranging for the second annual boys' stock-judging
contest. The inclemency of the weather during the day that stock judg-

ing took place this year, kept a great many boys from attending. About
30 boys were on hand, and between showers the different classes of stock
were judged.

swine

. During farmers' week in March, Commissioner Huson gave the boys a
very interesting and educational talk on how to feed and care for pigs.

At that time he offered as a prize a pair of pure-bred pigs to the boy who
would make the best record in growing pigs. Accordingly, the Cortland
County Boys' Pig Club was organized with a membership of 22. Of
these, 8 met the requirements laid down by the farm bureau, which were
to keep and submit accurate records of feed purchased and labor -spent in
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caring for the pigs. On November i, reports were submitted by each
member, which included all exyjcnses as follows: cost of original pigs, cost

of feed and pasture, and cost of caring for the pigs. Total receipts were
obtained by having the pigs officially weighed November i, and by
calculating their value at 9 cents per pound, the market ]jricc.

All reports submitted were carefully examined, and the boy receiving

the highest percentage, Harry Tayntor of McGraw, received the first

prize. Mr. B. S. Winchell has offered $100 in cash to the boy who raises

the best ten pigs during 191 5 ; the same conditions are to govern the contest

that were in effect this year.

POULTRY

Cortland County ranks twentieth among the counties of New York
State in the sales of poultry per acre. Consequently, the farmers should
give greater attention to this important industry. The farm bureau has
given advice to farmers in the selection of their flocks and has also

secured experts from Cornell University to help them.
The Cortland County Boys' and Girls' Poultry Club was organized

at the farm bureau office. The club has had nine active members. At
the end of each month, every member sends in a report giving the number
of eggs his hens have laid, the price per dozen, the number of hours of

labor expended, and the cost of feed.

CROP IMPROVEMENT

Through the efforts of the farm bureau, there has been a steady growth
in the number of farmers who are growing alfalfa. Twenty-nine are

growing this crop according to methods suggested to them. In the two
years, there has been only one failure and that, in 19 13, was due to poor
seed.

The fertilization of meadows by top-dressing with chemicals had never
been practiced to any extent in Cortland County previous to 19 13, and
that year the farm bureau was able to get only three farmers to cooperate
in this experiment. During farmers' week and other meetings, 78 farmers
purchased upwards of 400 tons of chemicals for home mixing, and caused
some agents to drop the price of ready-mixed fertilizers. A good share

of this was used in fertilizing potatoes and in top-dressing meadows.
The yields on fertilized and unfertilized fields on farms in different

localities were determined. In selecting the fields care was taken not
to get the largest increases, but to get fair, representative results. This
was done by harvesting equal areas of fertilized and unfertilized plots,

and by calculating the amount of the product in terms of barn-cured hay
with approximately 11 per cent moisture. The chemicals used were
nitrate of soda, basic slag or acid phosphate, and sulfate of potash. The
average net increase from six separate acres was 4092 pounds, which
if sold for $12 per ton would have brought $24.55. The average cost

per acre for chemicals was $6.44, leaving a net profit of $18.11 per acre.

For $1 spent for chemicals there was a return of $3.81, or 381 per cent.

A NEW METHOD OF SEEDING GRASS

There are a good many small farms in Cortland County that support

large dairies. In order to enable these farmers to raise more com, alfalfa.
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cabbage, and ]o6tatoes, the farm bureau has advised them to drop out

the oat crop and to do their seeding with the corn crop. This theory

was not accepted by the farmers at first, but the results obtained by two
practical farmers during the year 1913-1914 are causing others to feel

that it is a good practice.

treating oats for smut

A great many farmers followed the advice of the farm liureau in treating

their seed oats with fomialin. It was impossible to get any data on the

comparative yields of treated and untreated plots because of the rainy

season at harvesting.

LIME

The farm bureau never loses an opportunity to encourage a farmer to

use lime when seeding his meadows. There probably has not been any
material purchased by the farmer that he understood less about than

lime. The fact that he did not understand gave unscrupulous agents a

chance to bunko him all the more. Coarse, inferior limestone was in

191 2 sold for any price the agent could get; cases were reported where
farmers have paid as high as from $4 to $5 per ton. After a campaign
in 1913, coar.se limestone was sold for $1.70 per ton, f. o. b. Cortland.

During 1914, 3000 tons of lime were brought into Cortland County, this

amount being about ecjually divided between good grades of hydrated
lime, ground limestone (a finely ground, superior product from the mechani-
cal point of view), and the coarser limestones.

Already the farm bureau is in touch with one company, which is in-

stalling a large ground limestone plant at their quarries and is ready to

start operations. Ninety-two per cent of the first grinding was fine

enough to pass the standard, or 2500 meshes to the square inch, and
analyzed a trifle better than 50 per cent calcium oxide. That product

is to be sold for $2 per ton, f. o. b. Cortland.

THE renewal of OLD ORCHARDvS

Before dairying was so extensively carried on in Cortland County,
the farm orchard yielded a good income. For twenty years previous to

191 3, the orchards were neglected. To the best of the manager's knowl-

edge, only two men sprayed orchards in 1912. Demonstrations have been
given in pruning and spraying, and in 1914 over t 0,000 apple trees were
sprayed in Cortland County. The farm bureau has developed the idea

of spra^ang and has encouraged three men to do commercial work. One
of these men made use of two outfits in the field during 19 14. At the

agricultural carnival, 117 plates of apples were exhibited.

POTATOES

In 19 13 there were 2 men cooperating with the fann bureau in growing

potatoes. This number has been increased to 32 men during 191 4. The
systematic work done by the farm bureau in cooperation with the potato

growers' association has established a precedent for better work with this

important crop throughout Cortland County. This association with its

gtanda-rd is producing potatoes th§ quality of which is second to none.
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The tuber unit experiment emphasized the following points

:

1

.

That there must be a full stand of plants per acre in order to realize

a maximum yield.

2. That there is a vast difference in the reproductiveness of tubers
selected from the bin, even when they are of the same size, shape and
appearance.

3. That more even-sized potatoes were obtained where each plant was
given only four and one-half feet of surface.

4. That less area per plant gave an increased yield of 105 bushels per
acre on the farm of Mr. F. M. Crampton, all other factors governing
the crop being the same.

The farm bureau urges every farmer to select his seed potatoes by
the hill selection method.
The investigation made by the farm bureau in 19 14 on 23 farms in

Cortland County shows that there is an average of more than 20 per cent
of inferior stock that should never be put on the market, but that should
be fed to the cattle or the hogs on the farm. If a standard for size and
quality should be adopted by all potato growers in Cortland County, the
stock would become widely known and would be in great demand.

E. H. Forristall,
Farm Bureau Manager of Cortland County.

DELAWARE COUNTY

(Work begun March i, 19 14.)

Since the organization of the Delaware County Farm Bureau on March i

,

the manager has visited 452 farmers on their farms once and many of

them tw^ce. A number of orchard inspections to study diseases have
been made. Two hundred and twenty-two farmers visited the ofhce to

obtain help and to discuss farm work. One thousand two hundred and
fifty letters have been written in answer to inquiries. In performing this

work 9840 miles have been traveled by rail and by automobile. The
manager has held 38 meetings, such as farmers' institutes, grange meetings,

group meetings of farmers on farms and in schoolhouses, with a combined
attendance of 2450. Booths were arranged at Walton and Delhi fairs

and were visited by 600 persons. The bureau assisted in arranging for

two school fairs, and through its efforts four boys were awarded a free

trip to Ithaca during Farmers' Week, as a prize for raising potatoes.

One of the most important projects accomplished has been demon-
strating that farmers can economize on grain and yet increase milk pro-

duction. It is not profitable for every Delaware Cotmty farmer to attempt
to raise alfalfa, and as most of the forage now grown consists of mixed
grasses, timothy, redtop, orchard grass, and some clover, so it is important
that some legumes be grown to supplant much of the grain and to increase

the fertility of the soil. Vetch, grown with oats or rye and cut green for

hay, is better than alfalfa for Delaware County. From four hundred and
eighty acres of oats and vetch grown in the county this year, there has

been an increase of from three-fourths to one and one-fourth tons of forage

per acre over the yield of any previous year,
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Fonning cow-testing associations have been one of our most important
projects. Since Delaware County is a strictly dairy county, it is quite

necessary that, after raising plenty of good forage, the farmers keep only

cows that will return them a profit greater than the cost of maintenance.

There are so many boarder cows and such a large waste of grain that it

is important that some means be taken to eliminate this trouble; this

can be accomplished only by using the Babcock test. At present there

are five cow-testing associations in operation, and four more nearly com-
pleted. When all are in operation, two hundred and twenty-five dairies

with a total of six thousand cows will be under test. The saving is at

least one dollar per cow. In order to substantiate this statement, I give

an illustration. One farmer in the cow-testing association said: '" The
third time the tester came to test my dairy, I could see that I had saved
six bags of feed. The feed cost me $10.35, more than enough to pay the

expense of testing and almost enough to pay the expense for six months."
Again a landlord said to his tenant: " If you will board the tester, I will

pay the expense of the testing." With farmers spreading the value of

this work and putting it into terms of bags of feed, it is easy to organize

cow-testing . associations. In connection with the cow-testing work, I

have been encouraging the members of these associations to use pure-

bred sires, and in some instances have interested the members in pur-

chasing a pure-bred sire for use in the associations.

Chiefly through the efforts of the farm bureau, the price of lime has been
decreased, and a commodity rate on lime was obtained. Because of this,

thousands of tons of lime will be used.

Tests of com and potatoes were carried on to ascertain the value of

sulfate of ammonia. No special benefit was obtained.

Tile di^ainage is a new phase of agriculture to many farmers, and tlTrough

the efforts of the farm bureau two thousand feet of it have been laid,

increasing the value of the land. The levels and the grades for this were
made by the fami bureau with the assistance of the department of agri-

culture in the Walton High School.

Several orchards are being cared for under the direction of the farm
bureau, and thousands of fruit trees were sprayed. This work is compara-
tively new in Delaware County.
The marketing of farm products is very important, and through the farm

bureau an effort has been made to use a building in a community center

as a storage house for apples, potatoes, eggs, and other farm produce.

The bank in this community will give the farmers from fifty to seventy-

five per cent of the market value on the produce when placed in the ware-
house. When the prices advance, the produce is sold; the farmer pays
his loan at the bank, and, after paying a small warehouse fee, is dollars

ahead. This will tend to bring about uniformity in grading and distri-

bution of products. It will also allow the farmer to have nearly all the

money from his crop to use and at the same time will leave him in a posi-

tion to take advantage of the market.

In one community an effort is being made to secure a milk plant to take
care of the milk that is produced and to encourage its production. In
this community the men have always obtained a living from lumbering
and from working in.the stone quarry; but because of poor markets they
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have had to turn to farming. As it is a dairy community, it seemed
necessary to obtain an outlet for milk and to encourage the farmers to

produce milk, w'hich would help bring up the fertility of the soil.

In order to obtain a closer relationship between one farmer and another,

between sections, and between the people of the county and the farm
bureau, a paper called The Delaware County Farmer is published. This

paper is used to emphasize certain kinds of farming that are of interest

to the farmers in Delaware County. Through the medium of this ]oa]oer

several animals have been bought and sold by farmers, and several men
were placed on farms as laborers.

The interest in pure-bred stock is increasing through the efforts of a
holstein-friesian breeders' association that has been formed.

In sections where potatoes and apples are grown for commercial pur-

poses, potato and apple shows have been held, showing varieties and the

effects of breeding.

The top-dressing of pastures has demanded considerable attention, and
much interest has been shown in the work of renewing old pastures.

Reforestation has been demonstrated on several farms, and considerable

attention is being given to this line of work.
One project that seems important deals with giving boys and girls an

equal opportunity to stay on the farm; this is being done through boys' and
girls' clubs in cooperation with the district superintendents of schools and
the farm bureau. It seems to be the best way to reach many farmers, and
besides it gives the boys and the girls an incentive for work and good living.

Two such clubs were foiined in this county, and great enthusiasm and
interest has been shown, especially in fruit, vegetables, poultry, sewing,

bread making, and general cooking. It engenders thoroughness, accuracy,

and business ability in the ypung people, so that they are recei\'ing train-

ing for their future work.
The holding of meetings in district schoolhouses during the winter

months, will tend to bring about closer cooperation and will give an oppor-
tunity to reach the farmers in groups rather than as indi\dduals.

When we can reach the farmers in groups and can get them to cooperate

with us, the educational value of the farm bureau will be doubled, and
the most effective work will be accomplished.

T. M. Avery,
Farm, Bureau Manager of Delaware County.

DUTCHESS COUNTY

The Dutchess County Farm Bureau was organized July i, 19 13. The
work so far has been one of pioneering and of developing a spirit of co-

operation.

Briefly we will call attention to what might be termed steps in agricvil-

tural progress within the county during the year, in all of which the fann
bureau is deeply interested, and in the bringing of which to their present

status the farm bureau has been more or less instrumental.

A freight rate of $1 per ton, reduced from $1.60, on ground limestone

was secured to all stations in the county on the Central New" England
Railroad. This greatly encouraged the use of lime and has saved the

farmers, to date, $18 per car on forty cars, or $720. Fair prices as well
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as freight rates on lime have been established, so that lime is now available

to all stations in the count}^ at a price, in some cases, not over one-third

to one-half the amount paid only a short time ago. Two thousand copies

of a local bulletin have been printed and distributed, gi\nng information

relative to sources, rates, and the like. vSince the organization of the farm
bureau, at least one hundred more cars of lime have been used in the county
than were used during the preceding equal period.

Following the organization of the farm bureau, there was an imperative

demand for an improved cooperative purchasing and selling service. To
this end the Dutchess County Cooperative Association has been organized.

To date, its work has been mainly in the purchase of supplies, such as

fertilizer, feed, coal, lime, and the like. Lowest wholesale prices have
been obtained, and the goods have gone to the farmers at cost, only one

per cent being charged by the association to cover the cost of conducting

the business.

A local holstein breeders' association has been organized for the pur-

pose of improving this breed of cattle in Dutchess County.
Two village high schools, at Pine Plains and at Millbrook, have employed

special teachers of agriculture for the ensuing year, and the school author-

ities at Poughkeepsie are interested in the project. There was no special

teacher of agriculture in the county last year. We are cooperating with

both of these schools, and shall work with them on some definite projects

next year.

The Arthursbvirg Lycetun, an association of farmers, has been reorgan-

ized after being dormant for many years.

An annual farm demonstration school has been established in the county.

The first meeting was held last winter at LaGrangeville, the second meeting
will be held at Arthursburg this winter, and another school has been organ-

ized at Pine Plains. This work was never taken up in the county previous

to the organization of the farm bureau.

Organized cow-testing work has been started, one association operating

in the town of Northeast. Much interest has been displayed in other

places.

A branch of the National Housewives' League has been established

in Poughkeepsie. This is a consiuners' organization, which benefits both
consiuners and producers. It is backed by a large number of the most
influential women in Poughkeepsie.

The boys' and girls' club work in the rural schools has been placed on a
more permanent basis than formerly by being made more local and by
the plan of holding several exhibits in the county rather than only one as

formerly. This work is supervised directly by the district superintendents

of schools.

Canning clubs for girls have been started at fifteen points in the county,

over two hundred girls being registered. A capable instructor has given
lessons in canning and jelly making to each group.

A large number of persons are trying out hardy strains of alfalfa in order

to determine if possible whether or not some strains may be better adapted
than others to our conditions.

More chemicals for the home mixing of fertilizer have been used during
the past season than ever before. This has resvdted in a great financial

saving.
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In 19 13 the county siiffered a heavy loss from oat smut. Last spring
we printed and distributed 2000 cards giving directions for the control
of this disease. Next spring we plan to follow up this work with a large
number of actual demonstrations of how to stamp out this disease.

Directions for spraying have been given to those desiring them. A
new apple insect, the redbug, appeared in large numbers for the first time
last spring. We disseminated information relative to its identification
and control. Farmers will be on the lookout for it next spring, and will

be prepared to use control measures if necessar}^

In the county, a serious potato disease is prevalent regarding which
there is very little accurate information. We have arranged with the
State College of Agriculture for the establishment of a field laboratory
within the county next summer for the study of the disease, provided the
required sum of $250 can be raised.

We have cooperated with the State College of Agriculture in the studv
of forest conditions in the county, and the college is preparing a bulletin
giving the findings of the survey with recommendations for the improve-
ment of our wooded areas.

We have on very numerous occasions brought State and Government
experts to the county for special work and published such of their findings
as would be of interest to the public.

F. H. Lacy,
Farm Bureau Manager of Dutchess County.

ERIE COUNTY

(Work begun February i, 19 14.)

Although the farm bureau of Erie County has been organized for onl}-

eleven months, much has been accomplished during that time. It was
necessary first to get in touch with the agriculture and the people of the
county in so far as we could. The manager accomplished this by attending
the local granges and other meetings, which had been arranged, and
describing a farm bureau and its work.
One of the first duties of the manager was to get out an announcement,

of which approximately 3500 copies have been distributed. Later a
supplement was issued, of which 1500 have been distributed.

At the beginning of the growing season, a series of five orchard demon-
strations were held, at which actual demonstrations of pruning, spraying,

and other orchard practices, were given. The total attendance at these
meetings was 189.

The manager soon learned that there was a great deal of interest mani-
fested in the county in the starting of alfalfa. Farmers in many places

who had not been successful in starting this valuable forage crop were
visited on their farms, and instructions were given according to the best

and latest knowledge available, especially according to the practice of

the men in the county who were growing alfalfa successfully. Because
so many asked the question, " What is the best kind of seed for me to

procure," it was decided to procure a quantity of the hardy Black Hill

alfalfa seed from the Dakotas and to try out experiments in different

parts of the county, comparing this seed and its resultant crop with the
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common alfalfa seed and its crop. We have sixteen such experiments.

Five alfalfa demonstrations were held, with a total attendance of ig6.

These meetings were followed later in the summer by eight dairy field

meetings, with a total attendance of 307, and one cauliflower demon-
stration with 40 persons present.

During the year, 258 farms were visited where actual work was done
or instruction given. As the work develops, we feel that there must be
less work with the individual and more with the group.

One hundred and one meetings were addressed, with a total attendance

of 7129. These meetings do not include the tri-county farm bureau
picnic held at Crystal Lake, where over 3000 persons were in attendance.

This was the largest purely farm bureau meeting held in the United
States last year.

Arrangements were made for four fami demonstration schools in agri-

culture, two of which were held during the year with an attendance of

no. The one held at Hamburg was the largest in the State last year

from the standpoint of attendance. The other two schools, which have
been arranged, are to be held in 1915.

We are also carrying on much other cooperative work with the College

of Agriculture at Cornell. Twenty-two professors and instructors from
eleven departments were here dtiring - the year. Nine other specialists

cooperated with us, making a total of thirty-one outside instructors for

the people of Erie County durkig the year.

The New York State Department of Agriculture and Alfred University

are also helping along various lines by sending specialists to give lectures

and demonstrations.

One of the best pieces of work accomplished by the manager this year

was the laying out of drainage systems on thirty-three farms. This
sort of work will be of lasting benefit to those assisted. In one case

assistance from the United States Department of Agriculture was secured

to survey and plan an irrigation system. If this is worked out and com-
pleted, it will increase the value of many acres of land in that part of the

county. One other small irrigation project is being worked on.

As Erie County ranks first in the State in the value of its poultry prod-

ucts, many calls have come to the farm bureau for information and assist-

ance on poultry husbandry. As a result of these calls, fourteen poultry

plants were visited with a specialist from Cornell, and questions were
answered and problems discussed.

The lime question has been discussed in numerous places and on many
farms. As a result several hundred tons more were probably used than
would otherwise have been.

Our farm bureau helped to gather material for a farm bureau exhibit

at the State Fair. We took fifteen boys to the State Fair, and thus gave
them agricultural instruction for three days. Both parents and boys
expressed their appreciation of the benefit derived from the trip. We
had an exhibit at the county fair at Hamburg, where we got in touch
with many persons who did not understand the work of the farm
bureau.

We have assisted the rural school superintendents in conducting potato-

growing contests with the boys and girls. At the end of these contests,

135
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meetings were held at East Aurora and at Hamburg, and as a result

eight boys and two girls have won a trip to Farmers' Week at Cornell

University.

There have been about 270 business calls at the office by persons seeking

infonnation. Ten thousand nine hundred and seventy-three letters have
been written and mailed from the office.

One farmers' club was organized with a membership of about 75.

We are glad to report a paid membership of 348 in the bureau.

In conclusion we feel that the greatest achievement this year has been
the addition of a department of home economics to the bureau. This

department commenced active operations on August 8 and has accom-
plished the following since that time: It has held 12 three-days schools

in home economics, with an average attendance of 48 persons at each

session; speeches have been made at many meetings; work has been done
in connection with rural schools, bread-making contests have been con-

ducted, and 12 home economics clubs have been organized, with a total

of 383 paid members. These clubs are planning to do effective work
in the future.

W. L. Markham,
Farm Bureau Manager oj Erie County.

FRANKLIN COUNTY

During 19 14, the farm bureau in Franklin County made progress in

laying a solid foundation for continued effort. Since the work was started

before there were defined State policies or organized methods of control,

the manager was given a free hand, but without collective support.

In March, 1914, a fami bureau association was organized, but did not

become active until November. Since November the membership has

been increased from 35 to 150, with prospects of being doubled within

a month. The county and State funds will be turned over to the associa-

tion, which will control the work from now on.

The studies and observations of the work, during the nine months
prior to January, 19 14, convinced the manager that the potato was one of

the most important crops raised in the county, especially that portion

bordering on and extending into the Adirondack Mountains. During

the year, effort has been made to increase the profits from this crop by
securing better quality and larger yields. As a means of accomplishing

this, it was decided that the heredity of the tubers used for seed offered

by far the greatest chance for improvement.
While many of the growers used carefully selected seed, the majority

still used the planter size, or small potatoes taken from the bin. These

small potatoes have practically no market value, save labor in prepara-

tion, and give as good or better stands under careless planting; therefore

the cost of planting is somewhat lessened by using small seed. Most of

these small potatoes come from the poorest hills, because the best hills

have few, if any, small tubers. Low yielding, weak and diseased hills

furnished most of the parent stock when small seed was selected from the

bin, resulting in poorer \nelds, increased amoimt of culls, spread of dis-

ease, and quick " running' out of the seed." This was followed by buying

from agents or through catalogues high-priced seed, which has been shown
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in every case examined to contain diseased tubers and on the whole to

be of very inferior quahty. Some of this was found to be so diseased

and rotten that the company was required to replace all lots brought to

the attention of the farm bureau. The manager of the bureau could

have directed the purchasers to neighbors ha\'ing superior seed of the

same variety for sale at one and one-half cents per pound, or one-fifteenth

of the price paid the seed house.

With the above conditions in mind, effort was made in meetings held
throughout the county to induce the growers to select tubers from their

best yielding hills for a seed plot. A few growlers did this in 19 13, but many
more, as a result of the winter meetings, selected one hundred. or more of

their best tubers from the bin and planted them by the four-hill unit

system. During the summer, fifteen potato field meetings were held,

in several instances in demonstration fields, where emphasis was placed

on the indi\ddual hills for seed. In some cases, while the tops were green,

the manager marked undesirable hills in a section of the field, and the

grower saved the hills not marked if desirable when dug. This is an easy
and rapid method of eliminating top diseases, mixed varieties, and poor
plants on a larger scale of seed selection. The results of these meetings,

of circular letters, and of other means of impro\4ng the crop have been
very gratifying; hundreds of farmers have hill selected stock for planting

at least part of their crop next \-ear.

It was believed that the quickest and the most effective means of creating

interest and of obtaining figures would be by means of a boys' and girls'

potato contest. With the cooperation of the district superintendents
of schools, a quarter-acre contest was organized, with 105 contestants.

Our first annual Com, Potato, and Nature-Study Show is now past history,

but the interest created by that show and contest will make future his-

tory here, and it has already borne fruit by making a big contest and show
possible for 191 5. The high quality of the exhibit has set a new standard
before the growers who saw the exhibit and attended the two-da^^s pro-

gram. The facts and figures brought out by a study of the reports

proved that the contestants who treated their seed, sprayed with bor-
deaux mixture, and had good seed were the ones who stood highest in

score.

While our best growers use about 1000 pounds of commercal fertilizer

per acre, the average amount used is about half this. With this low fer-

tilization and without spraying, ovir yield per acre leads the State; ac-

cording to the last United States Census the average ^deld for Franldin
County was 197 bushels per acre, or 74 bushels more than the average
for the State. This yield is believed to be due largely to the soil and
the climatic conditions of Franklin County. The potato project \vill re-

main the major one for 1916 ; the work under way will be enlarged and con-
tinued.

During the summer of 19 14, the farm bureau organized and cooperated
in conducting the following contests: collecting tent caterpillar egg rings,

a one-acre com contest, a nature study contest, and a quarter-acre potato
contest. A girl won the individual prize by gathering 23,000 egg rings,

and the winning school gathered 190,000 egg rings. The com contest
was won with a yield of 64 bushels of fire-dried shelled com. A girl fotir-
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teen years old won the quarter-aere potato contest with a total score of

97 .3 and with a weighed yield of 13 1 .4 bushels of clean, marketable potatoes.

The nature study contest was under ten divisions, and was won by different

rural schools.

A com variety test was conducted in northern New York by the county
agents of Jefferson, St. Lawrence, Clinton, and Franklin Counties, cooper-

ating with the State vSchool of Agriculture at Canton, and the Northern
New York Com Growers' Association. This test is being made with
five varieties of flint and five varieties of dent corn, in order to determine

what type 'of com will give the most food nutrients per acre for silage

purposes. The seed was furnished by the com growers' association, and
the dry matter and chemical tests are being made by the agricultural

school at Canton. This test is to be continued, and the results found
should be of great value to the dairy farmers of the four counties. The
acre contest will be again conducted in order to improve the seed com and
in order to determine whether it is advisable to produce our supply of dry
corn instead of purchasing it from the West.
Lime and fertilizer tests and demonstrations will be continued, especially

the top-dressing of meadows. The work so far has shown that nitrate

of soda alone applied at the rate of from 100 to 125 pounds per acre has
been the most profitable fertilizer on hay for the season during which it

was applied. The cost of growing the hay in excess of the checks, ranges
from $4.50 to $5 per ton.

During the year the manager has addressed 79 meetings, having an
attendance of about 5816 persons, has written about 450 personal letters

in reply to inquiries, has issued 10 circular letters, has enrolled many
persons in the Cornell Reading Courses, has assisted in 7 farmers' institute

meetings and in 2 extension schools, has spoken at 6 rural teachers'

conferences, has distributed hundreds of agricultural bulletins to persons

interested, has operated a traveling agricultural library of 140 selected

books, and has made about 450 farm calls, reaching 231 different persons.

Trial tests are being made introducing winter vetch with oats and hay as

a forage crop and soy beans in silage corn. Where requests were made,
aid has been given in inoculating and preparing soil for alfalfa. Hardy
varieties of these legtmies have been secured, and time will determine the
value and the place they may have in our agriculture. Besides the things

mentioned, the manager's time has been well occupied with the necessary

routine demands for reports, collecting information, answ^ering telephone

and office calls, and the like. Educational exhibits were made at the county
fair and the com and potato show, and a collection of plant diseases, weeds,

seeds, chemicals, fertilizer materials, insects, ^nd the like, were displayed

at the farm bureau office when not used to demonstrate points at the

meetings.

The granges, the school superintendents, the county supervisors, and
the public have cooperated in any project put forth by the farm bureau,

and the manager is indebted to all these agencies for whatever results

he has been able to accomplish.

0. F. Ross,

Farm Bureau Manager oj Franklin County.
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HERKIMER COUNTY

As is no doubt clear to all who have considered the character of the
work carried on by the farm bureau, results that can be counted in dollars

and cents are bound to come slowh-. We believe that the work of the

farm bureau has already been of much financial benefit to the county,
but we also believe that its good results will be multiplied many times
in the course of a few years, for as time goes by a greater nimiber of farm-
ers will carr\- out the practices that our work has shown bring increased
profits.

The manager has attended 43 meetings, practically all of which were
held during the winter and the early spring. The farm bureau has listed

the names of about 600 men whose farms have been visited during the
past two years; many of these farms have been \-isited a ntmiber of times.

This is about one-third of the farms of the coimty. Over 500 men have
called at the office of the farm bureau manager during 1914.

LIME

The use of lime is a practice that has been encouraged by the bureau,
and the results so far have more than justified the strongest claims we have
made. An acid soil is tmfavorable to the growth of clo\-ers and timothy,
and these are among the most important crops gro-^-n in this countv.
In the case of timothy, we find that more acres are in timothy than in

any other crop grown in the coiinty. The addition of lime to a timothy
field that is in an acid condition, will increase the yield of timothy 30
per cent. When we consider that one application is sufficient for six

3'ears, we find that the cost of liming an acre, about four dollars, is a good
investment. In 191 2 about 200 tons of lime were used in Herkimer
County. In 19 13 the farm btueau carried on demonstration work in

alfalfa, which made necessan,' the use of Hme, and over 600 tons were
used during that year. That the farmers of the count}- have found that
the use of lime paid them, is proved by the fact that the farm bureau has
records of over 2000 tons of ground limestone used in the county this

year. The experience of many men who have used lime is that it doubles
the gro-w^h of clpvers and alfalfa.

ALFALFA AXD OTHER LEGUMES

During 1914 the farm bureau has continued the alfalfa work started

in 1 913, and we believe has proved that it is possible to grow alfalfa in

Herkimer County on a large scale.

The four things necessars- for success w'ith alfalfa are good drainage
of the soil, fertility, lime, and inoculation.

Spring seeding has been practiced in the majority of cases, and a nurse
crop has generally been used. During the early part of this month a
form letter was mailed to about 65 men who seeded alfalfa in 19 13, and
replies from 31 of these men have already been received. These 31 men
have over 200 acres of successful alfalfa, and we believe that the work of

this year will ver>^ greatly increase this total, as the growth of alfalfa

during the past season has been ver\^ good.

Other legumes in which work has been done are vetch and soy beans,
and good results have been obtained with these crops.
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Clover is one of the most important crops grown in the county, and a
large part of the lime used during the past years has been applied with
beneficial results to oat ground for the next year's seeding.

SPRAYING for MUSTARD

In order to eradicate mustard seventy acres of oats and com were
sprayed under the direction of the farm bureau with 100 pounds of iron

sulfate per acre. The cost of this was not over $1.50 an acre, including

labor. One man says he believes that he made $175 by spraying a field

of corn at an expense of less than $to. Other fields sprayed show equally

favorable results. We believe that mustard can be completely eradicated

in a few years by systematic spraying by the farmers of the county.

CORN DEMONSTRATION

The com demonstration work of the farm bureau dviring the last 3^ear

was very successful, and every field ripened corn. The average yield

was 150 bushels of ears per acre. Only State com was used, as we believe

this gives surer returns.

COW-TESTING ASSOCIATION

Sixty dairies have been tested during the past year in the cow-testing

association work. The men who have completed a year's test are without
exception well pleased with this work. It will be carried on during the

coming year. One of the largest parts of the correspondence of the

manager has been in regard to the computation of dairy rations; over

200 books on this subject have been given out by the bureau. This is

work that can be done by the farmer equally as well as by the manager,
and it has been our effort whenever a ration is balanced to show the man
how to do the work himself. In one case a man saved over a dollar a

day in feed, and produced fully as much milk through using rations rec-

ommended by the bureau manager.

TILE DRAINAGE

About ten miles of tile have been laid in this county .during the past

year, and the farm bureau has superintended this work to the extent of

arranging for the purchase of tile and surveying the areas to be drained:

ORCHARDS

Herkimer County contains a great many small orchards, which return

little or no income to the owner. These orchards need pruning badly,

and must be sprayed in order to yield a good quality of fruit. During

the past year over 4000 apple trees have been sprayed under the super-

vision of the farm bureau.

Trees were pruned in the spring to remove dead wood and to open up
the tree, in order to permit the sun to reach the inner branches and thus

to enable fruit to be borne all over the tree. A dormant spray was then

applied. A second spray was applied for the control of codling moth
and scab as the petals were falling, and, in most cases, a third spray was
applied about ten days later. The men who have sprayed state that larger,

more abundant, and better fruit free from insect blemishes was obtained.
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meadow fertilization

The system of farming practiced by the farmers of the county makes
it necessary that a considerable portion of the farm be held in grass for

several years. Farmers often find it difificult to maintain a good stand
of timothy, and the general experience is that the yield decreases each

year. The farm bureau has carried on demonstration work in the fer-

tilization of meadows, and the results have been so striking that we hesitate

to say that equal returns can be obtained every year. The mixture used
for fertilizing has generally been 100 pounds nitrate of soda, 150 pounds
acid phosphate, and 25 pounds muriate of potash, per acre. The total

cost of fertilizing an acre, including labor, is about $6, and the returns

have ranged from $10 to $15 per acre.

M. E. Chubbuck,
Farm Bureau Manager of Herkimer County.

JEFFERSON COUNTY

During the past year the bureau has continued its former lines of

work throughout the county and has met in every instance with the

hearty cooperation and assistance of the farmers, individually and col-

lectively. It is a well-known fact that we are just now entering a decade
that will witness many changes tending toward greater agricultural activity

and an increasing appreciation of agriculture as a business. The organi-

zation of a farm on a strictly business basis is of vastly more importance
than having good cows or good crops. Wide-awake farmers are beginning

to appreciate more, and more the importance of well-organized farm
business. Hit-or-miss farming has never been profitable and should be
discouraged as a matter of policy.

The field activities of the bureau are confined largely to tests and
demonstrations and to visiting farmers who express a desire to carry

on some definite lines of work that may result in better farm practice

and more profitable farming. Our present list of cooperators includes

466 farmers in all parts of the county. Our plan has been to illustrate

a principle through the agency of field demonstrations as much as possible,

because more men can be reached in this way than by personal visits, and,

furthermore, a field demonstration is more convincing than a talk.

During the past year the manager of the bureau has taken part in

99 different meetings and field demonstrations and has thereby come in

contact, directly or indirectly, with approximately 6680 persons within

the county. The auspices under which these meetings were held may be
classified as follows:

Forty-seven meetings under auspices of the farm bureau, reaching 1595
persons.

Thirty meetings under auspices of subordinate granges, reaching 2554
persons.

Twenty-two meetings under auspices of farmers' institutes and other

local organizations, reaching 2532 persons.

This indicates, in a way, the interest taken in the farm bureau by
the subordinate granges and other local organizations in the county.

The Jefferson County Farm Bureau Association was formally organized

at a public meeting held in Watertown, March 6, 19 14. The methods
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of work and the policy of the farm bureau are subject to the direction

of the executive committee of this association. The membership of this

association already includes representative farmers from all parts of

the county. Naturally, the strength and the usefulness of the association

will depend on the number and the active interest of the members. Any
farmer in the county who believes in the farm bureau as an institution

that will carry out the wishes of the agricultural class and will promote
such activities and enterprises as the farmers themselves want, is

encouraged to join the association and to take an active part in helping

himself or, what. is more important, in helping his neighbors.

The bureau has been of assistance to the farmers during the past year
through its labor exchange, through which it has received 136 requests

from farmers desiring farm laborers. To meet this demand we have
received at the office of the bureau applications for work on farms from
164 laborers, a majority of whom live in this county. We feel that this

work has been appreciated.

In cooperation with the State College of Agriculture a circular has
been published setting forth the agricultural advantages of Jefferson

County. Five thousand copies have been distributed.

During the past summer, the manager, in cooperation with the State

College of Agriculture, made a careful study of the factors that affect

cost and profits in milk production in this county. The investigation

was based on the individual records of the cost of producing milk from
834 cows from all parts of the county. Space does not permit the pres-

entation here of the findings of this investigation. It is sufficient to

say, however, that after figuring all expenses involved in the production
of milk, we find that for Jefferson County a cow that produced less than
4000 pounds of milk in one year is not profitable, and the degree of profit

or loss is proportional directly as the cow produces more than 4000 pounds
or less than 4000 pounds of milk when the average market price for the

year is $1.52 per hundred pounds.

The bureau has continued its local studies and field demonstrations

relating to the fertility problems confronting the farmers in the hay-
growing sections of the county. Information relative to the use of chemical

fertilizers for growing market ha}^ with profit was gathered from actual

results secured on different farms where farm manure is not available,

and was published in our local bulletin No. 3. entitled " Growing Hay
for Market." In brief, our field demonstrations covering two years

on 16 different farms show that for an average investment of $5.90 in

chemical fertilizers an increased yield of 1800 pounds of dry hay was
secured, to say nothing of the beneficial residual effect of the fertilizers

on succeeding crops.

The bureau is also continuing to advocate the more general use of

leguminous crops in the average crop rotation, because legiiminous crops

materially increase the fertility of the soil and also tend to reduce materially

the expense in connection with purchased foodstuffs. On this phase
of our work, the bureau has issued local circular No. 5, the title of which
is " Winter Vetch as a Supplementary Farm Crop in Jefferson County."
The bureau has been instrumental in causing hundreds of acres of this

crop to be seeded during the past season.
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It is a fact not commonly appreciated by many farmers that we already

have in the county varieties of oats, potatoes, com, and other farm crops,

that are equal to any that exist. The bureau is constantly urging farmers

to improve the varieties that they now have by seed selection rather

than to seek annually elsewhere for new and untried varieties of seed

recommended in the main by those who have something to sell.

We note with satisfaction the growing interest in matters pertaining

to improvement in the breeding of live stock. Each year more and
more dairy farmers are following the simple practice of keeping records

of the milk produced by individual cows in their herds. This is one

of the most important lines of work that will lead to greater profits from
the dairy. It is accomplished in two ways: either by joining a cow-testing

association, or by purchasing a spring-balanced milk scale and recording

each day the milk produced by each cow. The yearly elimination of

from three to five of the poorest cows in each herd would mean the saving

of thousands of dollars to the dair^a^ien in this county.

In close cooperation with the district school superintendents and with

the subordinate granges in the county, this bureau has continued its

work of encouraging farm boys to take a greater interest in the farm.

This includes our farm boys' acre com and potato club work. During
the past year we have registered nearly 200 boys, under 19 years of age,

in this work. This year 6 of the boys in the com contest made yields

averaging over 60 bushels of dried shelled com per acre. The largest

yield was 72 bushels per acre. In the potato contest one boy 15 years

old grew 364 bushels of potatoes in one acre. These boys will be the

farmers of the future. The value of this work cannot be overesti-

mated.
There are many other phases of work that this bureau is encouraging

and promoting with a view to being of service to the farmers of the county
and to increasing agricultural welfare within the county.

In conclusion, it should be clearly understood that if the farm bureau
is to attain its maximum usefulness, the work done by the manager of

the bureau must be very largely outlined and directed by the farmers

of the county. This direction can best be given through organized

channels. The Jefferson County Farm Bureau Association is the first

step toward this end. Every active farmer who is interested in the

betterment of agricultural conditions in Jefferson County should affiliate

with this association.

F. E. Robertson,
Farm Bureau Manager of Jefcrsoyi County.

MONROE COUNTY

The work of the farm bureau in Monroe County has changed con-

siderably in character since my last annual report. During the first

year of the farm bureau most of the time of the manager was employed
in visiting individual farms, getting acquainted with the people, and
giving individual advice. Since that time there has been an increased

demand for the services of the bureau, and in order to reach many fruit

growers and general farmers in the county it was necessary to hold

demonstration meetings instead of trying to visit each farm separately.
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Judging from the attendance at these meetings the farmers of Monroe
County are interested in the bureau. For example, every one of the
pruning demonstrations except one occurred on a stormy day, but the
attendance averaged nearly forty, reaching as high as ninety at one
meeting.

At the demonstration meetings it is not the policy of the manager to
do all the work, for this would not give the best results. The township
committeemen are depended on to advertise the meeting in their local

papers, announce it at their granges, and if necessary make use of their

telephones. This places the responsibility for the success of the meeting
on the committeemen and those asking for the demonstration. Not
only are experts made use of, but some of the best local fruit growers
are called on to give their opinion or to give a demonstration themselves
as to how the work should be done. This creates local interest.

It is in the best interest of the farm biu-eau to cooperate with other
existing organizations. The New York Central Railroad cooperated
with the bureau in holding a potato field demonstration, an apple packing
train, and a " hog special." The attendance was particularly good at
each meeting, and although the railroad received the chief credit, as

it should, the fact that the farm bureau cooperated was not lost sight of.

The drainage demonstration held at Webster in cooperation with
some of the largest ditching machine companies showed what could be
done when working through township committees, for there were 550
persons present.

It has been impossible to work among the schools as much as during

19 13. This is to be regretted, because it is a big field and there are but
few rural school-teachers who are well enough acquainted with agriculture

to instruct the farm boys and girls in nature study or agriculture.

The farm bureau did comparatively little work in the potato sections

of this county during 19 13, but sixteen potato-spraying trials, or demon-
strations, for the control of the late blight of potatoes were held. This
took considerable time, but it brought the manager in contact with many
of the potato growers in the southern part of the county, and, I think,

strengthened the farm bureau there.

The work on the control of cabbage aphids, while not entirely successful,

demonstrated many facts about the difficulty of controlling this insect.

The exhibit at the Rochester Industrial Exposition, which took two
weeks, accomplished good in giving infoiTnation in regard to the nature
of diseases, insect troubles, and the like, in the county and also in regard

to the apple packing laws. Many persons learned for the first time
that there was a farm bureau in Monroe County.

Although not all was accomplished that was expected in January, 19 14,

yet there is some cause for encouragement. It was hoped to enroll at

least five hundred members in the bureau, and a few short of four hundred
were received. But the membership is made up of some of the best

farmers and fruit growers in the cottnty, so that the bureau is likely not

only to retain this membership next year but to secure many new men
in each township.

It is necessary for the development of any farm bureau to depend
on committeemen in each township. In order to strengthen the bureau
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further in 19 15, there will be from three to five men scattered over a

township, whose chairman is a member of the advisory council. It will

be the duty of each man to voice the needs of his committee. He will

feel greater interest in his community, and, if properly selected, can help

to increase the membership.
A farm bureau bulletin will be issued beginning with the new year.

Although this will take considerable time, the manager can by this means
keep in closer touch with the members and they with each other. It will

also give something more to each member in return for his $1 member-
ship fee than to those who are not connected with the farm bureau but
yet have been able to attend all the meetings.

Since Monroe County is one of the most progressive agricultural sections

of the State with communities where there are many expert growers

of apples, potatoes, beans, market garden truck, and the like, there is

difficulty in outlining any general policy for the farm bureau that will

apply to the whole county. However, a farm bureau, when once it

becomes established in one of the most progressive counties in the State,

can do much good.

L. A. ToAN,
Farm Bureau Manager of Monroe County.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

(Work begun March i, 19 14.)

The first work consisted in studying the types of farming practiced

and the agricultural possibilities of the county, in explaining to the people

the functions of the farm bureau, and in arranging for cooperative work
with the farmers.

The first demonstration work was given in the pruning and spraying

of several apple orchards. Each of these orchards served as an object

lesson for the people in that community. The results were all that could

be desired, and all the fruit found a quick sale in the local markets at the

highest market price.

Information was given regarding the treatment of seed oats for smut.

A few farmers treated their seed oats with a solution of formaldehyde
before sowing, and they harvested a crop free from smut. Many of

their neighbors' oat fields, which were sowed with seed not treated, were
so full of smut that at threshing time the dust coming from the bam
looked like smoke from a newly started soft coal fire. The oats grown
from the treated seed also yielded more, and the straw was of better

quality. These demonstrations were so convincing that all the farmers

with whom I have talked regarding the matter state that they will not
sow oats next spring without giving the formaldehyde treatment.

The farm bureau has encouraged the growing of alfalfa, as a farm
crop, to supply a feed high in protein and to allow the farmer to reduce
or eliminate some of his feed bills. All fields of alfalfa seeded in co-

operation with the bureau have gone into the winter in excellent con-

dition.

When the farm bureau began work, the lowest price that could be
obtained on ground limestone for this county was $2 per ton, f. o. b.
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Canajoharie. Through the efforts of the farm bureau this price has
been reduced to $1.50 per ton for the same quality of limestone, f. o. b.

Canajoharie. Much information and many suggestions have been given
regarding the use of lime. More groimd limestone has been used in this

county the past season than ever before. Many farmers are planning
to haul carloads of it to their farms this winter for use next spring. Ground
limestone guaranteed to pass a 1 4-mesh screen can now be delivered at any
station on the West Shore Railroad at a maximum price of $1.85 per
ton in carload lots. The results from the use of lime on timothy, clover,

alfalfa, and other crops, has been very encouraging.

Grasshoppers became a pest in a locality in the western part of the
county last summer. Inspection of the infested area was made, and
the bureau then kept in daily communication with a representative there.

When it was evident that the pest was increasing and becoming a serious

damage to crops, the State Department of Agriculture in Albany was
informed of the danger. The next morning two representatives of the

department were sent to assist in exterminating the grasshoppers. One
hundred and sixty-eight acres were covered with poison bait paid for

by the department, and in three days the grasshoppers were under com-
plete control. This is just one instance of how quick action at the right

time proved effective.

A farm bureau exhibit was given at the county agricultural fair. The
purpose of the exhibit was to show and explain some of the work accom-
plished by the bureau, to give agricultural information, and to arrange

for cooperative work with those farmers who desired it. The manager
met several thousand persons, and many requests for cooperative work
were booked through the efforts of the fann bureau in cooperation with

the agricultural fair association. Exhibits from the Departments of

Farm Crops and of Plant Pathology at Cornell were secured for the

county fair.

The farm bureau is of the firm opinion that Montgomery County
can produce as good stock, seed, and farm products as can be obtained

in the market. In order to provide a means for advertising these prod-

ucts and also in order to give the members of the farm bureau opportunity

of making their wants known, a monthly publication, called The Farmers'

Exchange and Labor Bureau, has been established, in which each mem-
ber of the farm bureau association has the privilege of advertising free

of charge any stock or farm products he may have for sale or of describing

anything he may wish to purchase. It is a simple and effective means
of bringing buyer and seller together and keeping business at home.

Through the efforts of the farm bureau, demonstration schools in

agriculture and in home economics were held in Fort Plain during the

week beginning with December 14. These were the first extension schools

ever held in this county. At the close all the students acknowledged
they had been well repaid for the tuition fee charged and for their time

in attending. All signed a petition requesting a similar school another

year. Much credit is due the local correspondent who managed the

schools to the satisfaction of both students and instructors. It is doubt-

ful if any farm bureau help will be needed to secure extension schools

for this neighborhood next year.
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Business visits have been made to 287 farmers, including 205 different

farmers. The majority of these calls were made at the request of the

farmers. Much information on various farm subjects has been given.

The manager addressed 40 meetings, which had a total attendance of

3003-
The membership in the farm bureau has almost doubled during the

past nine months. The nimiber of farmers asking the bureau for agri-

cultural information is increasing. More farmers will cooperate with

the bureau next year in some definite work. The prospects for farm,

bureau activities in 19 15 are good. The work will be more specific.

Allen S. Merchant,
Farm Bureau Manager oj Montgomery Couniy.

NASSAU COUNTY

(Work begun August i, 1914.)

Because the Nassau County Farm Bureau was not started until

August I, 19 1 4, and on accovint of the peculiar conditions in the county, the

committee first advised the manager to spend several weeks in traveling

about the county. This plan was followed, and the manager talked

with farmers and others who were well acquainted with conditions on
Long Island. This careful study showed that Nassau County is unique,

in that it is made up of urban, suburban, and rural classes of people.

There is probably more wealth in Nassau County than in any other

suburban county in the State, and perhaps in the United States.

Land is valued as high as $1500 per acre. Of course it is difficult to

conduct a farm on a paying basis with such a large investment. Only
the most intensive farming can be practiced. The estate holders and
many of the gentlemen farmers, however, do not care for profits from
their farms but simply enjoy growing the best crops and keeping pure-
bred stock for exhibition purposes. Most of these men and their

managers have welcomed the organization of a farm bureau in Nassau
County.
The farmers who still operate their own farms have made use of the

farm bureau in many ways. Unfortunately for the general good of

agriculture these men are rapidly selling their farms, or are renting them
to foreigners, principally Poles, who use intensive farming methods,
.but who resist rather than aid any cooperation or organization. These
men need the help that the farm bureau can furnish, but until we can
find some means of overcoming suspicions, which they seem to have
of all enterprises promoted by Americans, the bureau can be of very little

help to them. The manager has visited a large number of these men
in order to explain the purposes of the farm bureau. Some of them
have attended the meetings, but very few have ever asked for a visit

from the manager.
A brief summary of this and the other work of the past five months

follows

:

The manager has made approximately 308 farm visits for the purpose
of assisting in agricultural work, such as seed com selection, alfalfa grow-
ing, purchasing of seed, lime, fertilizer, live stock, and the like, controlling
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plant diseases and insect pests, renewing old orchards, poultry manage-
ment, poultry house construction, and general farm management. He
has visited 45 schools for the purpose of promoting nature study and
boys' and girls' club work, and of explaining and distributing printed

information on the threatened attack of the gypsy and the brown-tailed

moths. He has addressed 10 meetings in different sections of the county

in addition to grou]:) meetings. These group meetings, which were well

attended, were practical demonstrations on the uses and the comparative

values of lime and the nature of potato diseases with methods of pre-

vention or control.

The farni bureau also conducted a successful educational exhibit at

the Mineola Fair, which was visited by a large nvmiber of persons. This

gave the manager op])ortunity to talk with many persons, of whom over

one hundred asked him to visit their farms as soon as possible.

In cooperation with various agricultural institutions, the farm bureau
successfully conducted a canning demonstration at Mineola and a cooking

demonstration at Port Washington.

An arrangement was made with the district superintendent of schools

whereby the farm bureau was permitted to have a part in the two con-

ferences that included practically all of the teachers in Nassau County.
Through the efforts of the farm bureau, the State entomologist and the

State nurser}- inspector on Long Island, as well as the manager, addressed

this meeting on the subject of harmful insects that are found or that

may soon be found in Nassau County.

The manager has secured the help of ten experts on special problems.

Much has been saved to the farmers of the county by giving them
advice on diseased crops and by securing better prices on lime, fertihzer,

and the like.

Some of the things that have been accomplished have been gi\'en, but,

because of the short time of its existence, the work of the Nassau Coiinty

Farm Bureau should not be compared with that of other bureaus that

have been in operation for a much longer time.

Of the many problems that present themselves in Nassau County,

the following seem to need special attention; social, school, cooperative

marketing, cooperative buying, and the maintenance of the himius supply

in the soil.

When the farm bureau was organized in this county, there were no

granges, and there was only one farmers' club, which was practically

dormant. The fai-m bureau and the officers of the Suffolk County Grange
have cooperated in organizing what appear to be two strong granges,

one at Hicksville and the other at Massapequa.
The group meetings that the fann bureau has conducted in several

schoolhouses, seem to have been popular and to ha\^e accomiilished much
good, not only in giving out infonnation but in getting the people together

to discuss their own problems. This is the best way to get local problems

solved. A continuance of these meetings, together with good grange

meetings, ought to go a long way toward improving the social conditions

of the county.

Very little work has been done in regard to school and home gardens.

The back-yard garden problem is one that needs careful attention. The
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farm bureau and the district superintendents of schools are working
cogether in mapping out a plan whereby all of the children in the county
will be given an opportunity to study or at least to hear something of

agriculture. The boys' and girls' club work will be reorganized and
wherever possible school gardens will be instituted. In visits with the

district superintendents to over forty schools in the county, it has been
found that the teachers are very willing to cooperate. The canning
demonstration, given under the auspices of the farm bureau by Pro-

fessors Graham and Benson, has certainly aroused some interest in boys'

and girls' club work. The State School of Agriculture at Farmingdale,

when it is completed, should go far toward solving the school problem
on Long Island.

In order to get in touch with inarket conditions, the manager has gone

to the markets with the farmers for the purpose of finding out the con-

ditions existing there. The \'illagers are not getting a .sufficient supply

of fresh vegetables, and it is hoped to remedy this in part by bringing

about the establisliment of some local distribtiting point where a farmer

may sell a load of produce for cash and return at once to his farm. There
is too much duplication of work "in carr\dng produce to the New York
and the Brooklyn markets.

Some well-organized work should be done in the cooperative buying
of seeds and supplies, which the farm bureau has already fostered in

a small way. No doubt the granges will render much assistance in this

respect.

The question of the economical purchasing and of the judicious use of

fertilizers and lime, needs careful consideration. Large quantities of

commercial fertilizers have been and are being used, often times at a loss,

because of the farmers' incomplete knowledge of the fundamentals of

fertilizing soil. The use of lime is growing in favor, and wherever used

marked results have followed because most of the Long Island soils

are acid. Of course, potato growers need to be very careful in using

lime.

Long Island soils need more himius. Some of the most successful

farmers keep live stock; some purchase New York stable manure, which
is becoming a ver^- expensive practice; while .some grow leguminous

crops. There are too inany farmers who do not add humus to their soil

by any farm practice. The farm bureau advocates keeping more live

stock and growing more legtunes. More cows are needed in Nassau
County, for there is an excellent local market for milk, and there is much
need of the manure to supply humus. The farm bureau also recom-

mends that farmers cease to bum their potato vines unless they are diseased,

for these would make humus.
Demonstrations on the most successful farms will be conducted, and

plans already started in securing the cooperation of farmers to conduct
practical tests on their farms under the direction of the farm bureau
will be followed out. The farm bureau expects to organize and complete

a farm survey this spring. It is desired to get some data as a basis for

further work in farm management and farm practice.

Lloyd R. Simons,
• Farm, Bureau Manager oj Nassau. County.
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ONEIDA COUNTY

orchards

The work of the bureau during the first year was centered on several
orchards that had long since begun to decline. This work was con-
tinued during the second year, and several new cooperators were added
to the list. Eighteen men cooperated in this work with the farm bureau
for one year.

The orchards that were carefully tilled, as well as carefully pruned
and sprayed, have given the best net returns. The apples from the
better orchards have been packed, for the most part, in bushel hampers
and have nearly all been sold in the local markets at prices ranging from
60 cents to $1 per bushel, the price for fruit guaranteed to be ninety-five
per cent perfect and of a size not less than two and one-half inches in

diameter, the minimum for New York " Standard A " grade apples.
In these orchards it was easy to grade and pack this kind of fruit, since
more than ninety per cent had a diameter of more than two and one-half
inches and were free from scab and worms. Apples packed in hampers
sell readily at a much better price than that paid for the ordinary run
of apples that go into the local markets in crates and often in bags. One
crop of 1800 bushels was sold at a net profit of $704.35.
Through the work of the farm bureau cooperating in different orchards

and as a result of meetings, personal visits, and articles published in

newspapers, it is safe to say that 8000 trees in the county have been
sprayed this year that were never sprayed before.

MEETINGS

During the year the farm bureau has held meetings in various parts

of the county. Besides these, two general county meetings have been
held in Utica with several hundred persons in attendance. Some of

the subjects discussed were lime and liming, rations for stock, fertilizers,

orchards with special reference to the renewal of old orchards, and
spraying potatoes with bordeaux mixture. Nearly all subjects of interest

to the farmer have been treated at the different gatherings. The meetings

have been held in open fields, farmers' homes, and town halls. The total

number of meetings held was 30, with an average attendance of 79.

The accompanying table shows the number of visits made to individual

farmers in the different towns, the subjects under discussion, and the

type of cooperative work undertaken. The estimated nimiber of callers

at the office was 300; inquiries by mail and telephone, 2000; total visits

to farms, 577.
associations

Among the most important organizations are the cow-testing asso-

ciations, of which there are four. These associations are doing excellent

work, and letters come in repeatedly from members, speaking in the

highest terms of the results accomplished. There are, at present, ap-

proximately 2500 cows being tested by these associations. Wherever
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The average cost in thirty-six herds of keeping and caring for a cow
was found to be in these associations during 19 13 as follows:

Roughage $34 . 00
Grain 25.21
Labor 21.06
Depreciation and interest 1 1 . 48

• 1-75

Therefore, when milk is selling for $1.54 a hundredweight, a cow must
give 5957 pounds of milk a year before she pays her owner anything.

LIME

Until the formation of the farm bureau in 19 12, the price of lime in

Oneida County ranged from $4 to $7 a ton. One of the first tasks of

the bureau was to investigate the reasons for this. After a thorough

search, a bottom price was secured from a near-by company, shippers

over the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. With the

assistance of the Utica Chamber of Commerce a more satisfactory freight

rate was secured, so that in all territory covered by this railroad the price

for lime was not over $2.50 a ton. Later, through the cooperation of

F. S. Welsh, agriculturist of the New York Central Railroad, the farm
bureau was able to secure finely ground limestone analyzing better than

95 per cent carbonates from another compan}^ for $1.35 a ton. The
New York Central Railroad Company reduced the rate 30 per cent on
carload shipments from all quarries that charged $1.50 a ton or less for

ground limestone. This lowered the price, so that at no New York
Central station in the county need the fanner pay over $2.35 a ton for

good ground limestone, delivered in carload lots. At many stations

it is less than $2 a ton delivered. During the time these rates have been
in operation, this company has sold fifty-two carloads. Owing to the

fact that the company was unable to make a profit selling ground lime-

stone at $1.35 a ton in 19 13, the price was raised in 19 14 to $1.50 a ton,

f. o. b. This increase is slight, however, and will be no hardship to the

farmers needing lime.

The farm bureau earned on several cooperative tests with the use
of lime on clover seeding at the time of sowing. These fields are

in widely separated parts of the county and represent various soils and
conditions. All persons who used lime report an excellent stand of clover.

Many faimers who ordered one carload last year, are doubling their orders

this season.

POTATOES

The farm bureau has carried on cooperative tests in potato breeding.

One plot has been used for improving seed by breeding and by selection.

A variety of blight-resisting potatoes was planted in 19 13 to breed from.
The average yield for two years of some of the better producers was
from 313 to 435 bushels per acre. The female parents that proved to

be good producers. l9.§t year were, for the most part, good producers
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year, in most cases producing slightly more than the yield of a year ago.
The average yield for two years of the lower producers not discarded
at harvest in 19 13, was at the rate of 183 bushels per acre. All the yield
of the poorest-producing female parents in 19 13 was discarded at "har-

vest time.

This year about 400 pounds per acre of a 4-8-4 fertilizer that was
mixed at home, was used. The nitrogen was supplied in nitrate of soda,
the phosphorus in acid rock, and the potash in muriate of potash. The
nitrate of soda was applied at two different times in order to give the
plants a steady supply of nitrogen for the entire growing season. The
potatoes were sprayed with bordeaux mixture five times, cultivated
six times during May and June, and hilled by horse power early in July.

In addition to this experiment, cooperative spraying with bordeaux mix-
tiire for blight was undertaken in several other fields. The blight was not
serious this year, but the results of spraying were very evident. The
average increase in yield on six sprayed fields on five different farms in

three towns in the county was 53.9 bushels per acre as compared with
the yield from unsprayed fields. No rot was found in the sprayed fields,

but there was some in the unsprayed. The total cost of spraying five

times, from June until September, was about $7 per acre, allowing the
farmer $5 per day for himself and his team. Valuing potatoes at 50 cents
per bushel, the net gain is $19.95 per acre.

The farm bureau assisted the New York Central Railroad Company
in running a potato train through the county. Potato schools were
held in several different fields, and considerable interest was shown by
the farmers.

CORN

In cooperation with Ray P. Snyder, a district school superintendent,
several seed com testers were sent to different schools. The bureau
planted a small area of com, approximately one acre, by the ear-to-row
method. The seed was tested, and the kernels of only those ears that
germinated more than 90 per cent, were planted. This work was started

in 19 13. Our seed was saved in 19 13 from ears grown from parents
that proved themselves to be of a high-yielding type. This seed was
preserved and planted separately in 19 14; in all cases the high producers
in 19 1 3 were high producers in 19 14. This demonstration was to show
that every farmer, without much trouble, could carry on a small breeding
plot where his own seed com could be secured. This com furnished

a mature stalk more than ten feet high, bearing an ear that matiired
the first w^eek in September. The yield per acre from some of the better-

producing parents was at the rate of 148 bushels of com on the ear.

FERTILIZERS

Several farmers have cooperated with the bureau in making fertilizer

experiments. Some of them used nitrate of soda as a top-dressing for

meadows with good success. This was applied at the rate of 150 pounds
per acre when the grass was four inches high; the cost was $3.90 per acre.

In one case where accurate records were kept, the yield was 4^ tons

per acre, making the average yield for two years on the same field 5 tons

per acre, or 1.7 tons increase, as a direct result of fertihzing wdth nitrate
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of soda. Allowing one-third for shrinkage, the yield of mow-cured hay
was 3 J tons.

In a large number of cases the bureau cooperated with farmers in ordering

chemicals for mixing fertilizers at home; and wherever the farmer desired,

the bureau assisted him in the mixing. Many fertilizer dealers, as well

as the farmers' cooperative companies, report that the present tendency
is for farmers to buy more unmixed chemicals and mix them at home
than formerly.

On the advice of the farm bureau, in sections where organic matter
w^as ver\^ deficient and w4iere barnyard manure was scarce, several farmers

have sown and plowed under soy beans and, in some cases, rye and vetch,

in order to return organic matter to the soil. In some cases, the soil

was inoculated and lime w^as applied; in other cases, lime was applied

Vjut no inoculation was done; and in still others, the soil was not inoculated

nor was lime applied. This afforded an opportunity to test the value

of lime and inoculation on the legtimes.

drainage

Assistance has been given in several drainage problems. One, in the

town of Vienna, was cleaning up and draining a swamp where the black

muck varied from eighteen inches to several feet in depth. The land

is now practically subdued and can be worked at any time. The method
of drainage used w^as a series of open ditches about three feet deep, three

and one-half feet wdde at the top, and sloping to a shovel's width at the

bottom, placed at intervals of thirty-three paces apart. The New York
Central P.ailroad Company aided in this w'ork by giving the use of a
ditcher for a short time.

PUBLICATIONS AND EXHIBITS

The farm bureau has endeavored from time to time to furnish the

various papers, both daily and w^eekly, with seasonable articles on the

various farm operations. The aim has been to adapt these articles to

local problems. They covered questions of lime and liming, the renewal
of old orchards, alfalfa and how to grow it, the use of bordeaux mixture
on potatoes, and like topics.

At four of the fairs in the county the bureau supplied exliibits of an
educational nature. At the Boonville and the Rome fairs the farm
bureau had exhibits showing the results of w^ork done by the cow-testing

association, results of spraying potatoes with bordeaux mixtiire, and
results from renewing old orchards. At both these fairs cow-judging
contests for men and for boys under eighteen years of age were conducted.

At the Paris Hill and the Vernon fairs exhibits of potatoes showing the

difference in yield of those sprayed with bordeaux mixture and those

unsprayed w^ere shown. The average difference in yield on two different

fields was 51 bushels per acre.

farm labor

The farm bureau in cooperation with the New York State Depart-
ment of Agriculture has acted as an agency for farm labor, and several

hundred men have been given work, While not all the men furnished
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turned out as well as could be desired, many of them gave good service.

In one case a man furnished in the spring of 19 13 is still on hand doing
good service, and in two other cases the men furnished were, so the em-
ployers stated, the best that they had ever had on their farms. During
the auttmin a number of the local unemployed were given work on farms
harvesting apples and potatoes.

alfalfa

Another important work that the farm bureau lias acconiplishcd during
the past 3-ear is cooperating with farmers in different parts of the county
in growing alfalfa where it does not grow naturally. From the tenth of

June until the first of July from one to two fields of alfalfa were sown
each day. With perhaps one exception , where the preparation of the soil

was not thorough, the alfalfa sown in 19 13 gave excellent yields in 19 14.

It seems that wherever the field is dr>' enough, it is possible to produce
good yields of alfalfa when proper care is taken in supplying the elements
needed. The only matter to be considered is, will the necessary" expense
warrant establishing the crop?

ventilation in stables

Help has been given in installing the King system of ventilation in

three bams during the past year.

POISON BAIT for GRASSHOPPERS

In some of the sandy sections of Oneida County this year, grasshoppers
were a very serious pest and destroyed many acres of farm crops. The
bureau with the assistance of Professor Glenn W. Herrick of the New
York State College of Agrictdture helped in controlling this pest by poison-
ing the grasshoppers with bait similar to that used so successfulh' in

Kansas last year for the eradication of grasshoppers. In several cases

only one application of the poison bait was necessan.- to save crops of

com and buckwheat. However, in the more seriously infested fields,

three applications were necessary.

THE boys' and girls' CORN AND POTATO CLUBS

In cooperation with Mr. A. P. Snyder, boys' and girls' com and potato
clubs have been carried on in the first supervisory district of Oneida
County. This is the second year these clubs have been in existence,

and the results are certainly gratifying. The boys and girls have raised

crops of potatoes and com and have shown them in contests this fall.

An advanced contest was conducted in which boys and girls competed
to show the greatest economic gain on one-quarter of an acre. The
prize in this advanced contest is a trip to Cornell University or some
other point of equal interest.

farm ACCOUNTING

Last spring a bulletin on farm management was issued, which dealt

with farm accounts. This was a description of the work done on a farm,

giving the method of keeping cost accounts of different crops. It was
sent to the fairners throughout the county and resulted in many inquiries
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from various sections. From these inquiries several cooperators were
secured for doing cost account work; the system is to keep cost accounts
of all operations on the farm, so that at the end of the year the farmer
may know what each operation cost and what it profited him, for example,
what cows cost and what they returned, what orchards cost and what
they returned, and so on through all the farm operations.

summary

AYhile the farm bureau has endeavored to keep up with the indi\ddual

calls throughout the coimty, the systematized work has interfered some-
what. However, a greater good will probably come from doing some
definite piece of work in a neighborhood than from \dsiting several farmers

and going over their farms and talking in an offliand way. It would
seem that the bureau has been of practical value and that the, farmers

have received considerable direct financial benefit; for example, the pres-

ent low rates on lime, which, before the formation of the farm bureau,

were something over $5 per ton. At present the best ground limestone

can be secured in the covmty for less than half that price. The success

of alfalfa speaks for itself, and the results of spraying potatoes with bor-

deaiix mixture cannot be disputed. Several old orchards that heretofore

produced practically nothing, this year produced thousands of bushels of

clean, uniform fruit.

G. W. Bush
Farm Bureau Manager of Oneida County.

ONONDAGA COUNTY

The work of the Onondaga County Farm Bureau has naturally divided

itself into two parts

:

First. Project work, work of major, county-wide importance, which
is to be carried on year after year until it is of great economic value to

the county. There have been four of these projects.

Second. Miscellaneous work, which is occasioned by increasingly

numerous calls for assistance from nearly ever}^ section of the county,

and which resembles the work of a countr\' doctor who ineets a varied

practice as it com.es from day to day. This work is valuable and has
benefited many who have sought it with sincerity.

fertilizer trials

The most important project has been an attempt to demonstrate whether
or not the theor^^ advanced by both experiment stations in the State regard-

ing phosphoric acid is applicable to this county. The theory" is that on the

clay soils phosphoric acid and lime are the limiting elements in crop
production. If this be true we need only to buy phosphoric acid and
lime. Phosphoric acid can be bought for from $7 to $14 per ton; lime can
be bought for from $1.50 to $3 per ton. Since complete fertilizers cost

$25 and more per ton, there is apparently a chance to save from $15 to

$30 per ton. Results obtained the first year are not conclusive, yet the

results from forty trials on as many farms seem to indicate that the theory
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is applicable to this county and that the practice will spread rapidly.

Farmers may be able to save many thousands of dollars in their future

fertilizer purchases. Those who tested the plan this past season have
already declared in favor of the phosphorus alone.

cow TESTING

Last year 1200 cows were placed on monthly tests in order to determine
their yearly production of milk. This year about 1000 more have been
added. Records of 28 herds have been completed for one year's work. The
following figures are rather startling : Sixty per cent of the cows failed to

show a profit. There were 6 herds in which every cow was a " boarder;
"

18 herds in which more than half the cows were " boarders;" 2 herds in

which every cow more than paid her board.

Such resiilts should cause every dairyman in the county to study his

own situation in order to determine just where he stands. Without
question, such a study will furnish the most efficient basis for increasing

farm profits. This has been found true for all sections of New York
State. Many, if not the majority of the 5000 farmers of this county,
are kept from making a substantial yearly income by a few poor cows.
" Boarder " cows are fit only for the butcher.

ORCHARD renewal
This county has many good orchards, which, when properly cared for,

are capable of producing good crops of liigh-grade apples. In order to

demonstrate what could be done, seven orchards in four different sections

of the county were trimmed and sprayed under the direction of the farm
bureau last spring. Each orchard produced large crops of good fruit.

It is gratifying to notice the manner in which farmers in the neighborhood
of these orchards have taken notice of the results. Requests for help

have come in from them already. One orchard is especially noteworthy.

It consists of twelve acres of middle-aged trees that had not been known
to bear for twenty years. Many farmers said it could not be made to

do so, yet this first year's work resulted in an especially fine crop of Kings
and Hubbardstons. The whole crop was purchased on the trees and put
into cold storage for winter delivery.

the producer-consumer movement

The fourth of the projects has been the development of a healthy pro-

ducer-consumer movement. We have not had funds with which to push
this work as could be wished, but we have succeeded in placing 277 bushels

of apples and 151 bushels of potatoes in Syracuse cellars. The business

totaled $313.35. This is a very fair beginning, and by another fall it

should be greatly extended. But it is difficult and slow work. The
consumer wants a fine quality of produce at a lower price than he would
have to pay at his grocer's. The farmer must agree to deliver a uniformly
high quality of goods and should be paid for his delivery. The pripe should

be, therefore, somewhere between the retail and the wholesale price. This
is economically sound. That these apples and potatoes were put into

consiimers' cellars with general satisfaction to the consumers, is encouraging,
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and the hearty response and commendation of those who knew of the
movement justify special attention another year. Syracuse should buy
first from Onondaga County.

MISCELLANEOUS WORK
The manager has visited 429 farms during this past summer; has ad-

dressed 25 meetings; has aided in 3 field demonstrations for the better

growing of potatoes; has held i boys' cow-judging contest; has secured

places for nearly 200 farm laborers; has promoted the sale of 2 pure-bred

bulls, 1 20 tons of alfalfa, 400 bushels of seed oats, 50 bushels of seed com, and
some seed barley and potatoes, directly from farmer to farmer, both making
and saving money for the parties concerned. He has also been instru-

mental in getting farmers to buy about 1000 tons of lime, 100 tons of rock

phosphate, and 46 tons of feed at prices considerably below those they
have regularly paid. Farmers have been advised on drainage, crop rota-

tion, general farm practice, dairy rations, alfalfa managem^ent, mustard
spraying, potato spraying, com breeding, marketing, storage, fertilizers,

and a large variety of other questions pertinent to everyday farm practice.

The men who started the farm bureau movement did not expect it

to accomplish great things and to jump at once into popular favor. It

could not. The work to be done by such an institution is essentially of

a sort that is slow in growth and requires time. But results are sure, and
the field of usefulness and the economic value to the county as a whole are

unlimited.

The bureau has made a continuous and a healthy growth in interest,

popularity, and usefulness to the farmers of this county. It seems to

have become an institution recognized by business men and farmers alike.

S. A. Martin,
Fann Bureau Manager of Onondaga County.

NIAGARA COUNTY

On January i, 19 13, the farm bureau began its tenth month of work
in Niagara County. As the manager became better acquainted with
agricultural conditions in the county, certain needs became apparent, and
he has been working toward the solution of these more important problems
of general interest to the farmers of the county. Among them are included

cooperative marketing, seed selection, drainage, better orchard manage-
ment, use of lime, growing of alfalfa, and agricultural education for the

farm boy and girl.

It has been the practice to respond to all personal calls for farm visits

whenever possible. At first, aU requests could be met, but for the past

few months, neither time nor funds would permit responding to all calls.

The method of travel is by train and livery, and the area covered, for the

time and money expended, is necessarily small.

In order to come in contact with a larger number of farmers, the bureau
has adopted the plan of sending to farmers letters containing timely ad-

vice on important subjects, and also of publishing " Timely Hints to

Farmers" in the county papers.

The following is a report of some of the work of the farm bureau during
the past twelve months

:
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Three hundred and ninety-five farmers have been visited on their farms,

and the manager has received 400 calls from farmers at his office.

Twenty-eight farmers' meetings have been addressed, with a total

attendance of 4250 persons.

Thirty agricultural articles have been furnished to, and published by,

the papers of the county.
Five hundred and twenty-five personal letters of information have been

sent out to the farmers, besides 4200 letters of general information. These
letters were written on the following subjects: early spraying of apple

blossom buds to control scab; late spraying of apples to control fungus
on fruit; notice of apple demonstration train; treatment of seed wheat for

smut; rural credits through the land bank; potato seed selection.

The farm bureau has been able to secure for the county three stops of

demonstration trains that were not on their original schedules. Probably
700 farmers made use of these opportunities to visit the trains.

Following consultations with the farm bureau manager, 100 tons of

fertilizer have been applied to various crops
; 40 tons of fertilizer have been

mixed at home for special crop production; several hundred tons of lime

have been used.

Through the farm bureau the farmers of Niagara County have been able

to secure lime in carload lots at a reduction of 25 cents per ton.

For general farm crops, it has been found that on the heavier types of

soil fertilizers with a large percentage of available phosphoric acid give

better returns than fertilizers containing a correspondingly high percent-

age of potash. Contrary to the belief of many persons, it has also been
found that many of the soils south of the escarpment are deficient in lime,

especially for growing alfalfa.

Many questions have been answered from the farm bureau office re-

garding the packing and marketing of fruit and farm products, the treat-

ment of seed oats and seed wheat, the pruning and spraying of orchards,

the control of the army worm, spraying to control weeds, drainage, and
the like.

Last fall potato growers who selected their seed potatoes the year before

by the hill method, according to the farm bureavi manager's advice,

reported an increased yield. One grower reported such an increase of

50 bushels per acre.

Several old orchards, which had been neglected and had the reputation

of not being able to produce marketable fniit, have been cared for during

this season under the direction of the farm bureau manager; the owner of

one of these reports the sale of about 1800 barrels of grade " A " apples.

This shows that with care many of the poorer orchards of the county can
be brought into profitable bearing.

Through a petition started by the farm bureau manager, from 40 to

50 mature oak trees from 100 to 200 years of age, which had been condemned
by the road department in the construction of the Million Dollar Highway
through Niagara County, were saved. Only one, which stood in the middle

of the highway, was removed; the road was built about many of the others.

While this is not a matter of economic importance to the community, it

is of a great aesthetic value. Many farmers expressed the opinion that,

while they were anxious to have the road, they would prefer not to have
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it if the trees must be removed. This is cited simply as an example of

the many activities of the farm bureau manager that are not reported

to the State department.
From the first, the bureau has fostered the idea of cooperation among the

fruit growers of the county, and has been instrumental in the formation

of three cooperative associations. Growers at two more places in the county
have expressed their desire to receive assistance in organizing associations

next year.

During November and December, in cooperation with the United States

Department of Agriculture and the State College of Agriculture, a survey

of 92 farms was made in one township. This data will be a basis for the

future work of the farm bureau manager, and he considers it the most
important community work that has been done. At first it received some
opposition froin the farmers, but now that they understand it, they are

heartily in sympathy with it and see some of the possibilities that lie in

this analysis *of farmers' problems. It has been one of the chief factors in

strengthening the farm bureau work with the farmers.

That the farm bureau is valued and is being used more and more by the

farmers of the county, is shown by the following: During the first ten

months, the manager visited 145 fanners on their farms; during the next
twelve months, 360. During the first ten months, 70 office calls on the

manager were made by farmers, and 40 calls by letter; during the next
twelve months, 315 office calls were made, and 425 calls by letter.

E. H. Anderson,
Farm Bureau Manager of Niagara County.

OSWEGO COUNTY

This report of the farm bureau work covers the period from January
I, 1 9 13, to December 31, 19 14. That portion of which the writer has
had personal charge, dates from September i.

During the year 383 farmers were visited on their own farms, and 45 meet-
ings of various kinds were attended and addressed on agricultural topics.

The total attendance at these meetings was 3825, or an average attend-
ance of 8 5 . Three hundred and twenty personal letters and a number of

circular letters have been sent out. Five circular letters on timely subjects,

such as selecting seed corn and the new apple packing and grading law,

have been published in all of the local papers of the county. The annual
report has just been completed, and 250 copies of it have been distributed

to the members of the farm bureau association and to the supervisors
of the county.
A supply of all the available bulletins issued by United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture is kept in this office for general distribution, and
350 copies of these publications have been distributed during the past
year.

Considerable help has been secured from the State Department of

Agriculture, the State College of Agriculture, and the experim.ent stations

at Geneva and at Cornell for demonstrations and meetings.
Twenty-six farmers have started fields of alfalfa, ranging in size from

one-fourth acre to four acres, The results at present are very encouraging.
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Fruit trees have been pruned, and spraying demonstrations have been
held in a number of orchards. Spraying rigs are being purchased by a
ntmiber of men, and it is only a matter of time when all of the orchards

will be given the thorough treatment that they should receive.

Individual records of dairy cows have been started on several farms,

the purpose being to select and eliminate the so-called " boarder " cows.

A cow-judging contest was held at the county fair in Fulton, in which a
number of young persons participated.

Demonstrations illustrating the methods required by the new apple

packing and grading law have been held in various sections of the county.

Apple Week, October 19 to 24 inclusive, was held in cooperation with
the chamber of commerce of Oswego for the purpose of creating a market
for the fanner with a small amount of fruit, and, at the same time, of en-

abling the people of Oswego to buy their winter's supply of apples. Over
400 barrels were sold at the chamber. Many of these were shipped to

various parts of the vState, as well as outside of the State, thus advertising

Oswego County products. Five carloads, or approximately 1000 barrels,

were sold by these means.
The acre and the quarter-acre fields of com, which were entered in the

com contest by men and boys were measured, and the yield determined.

There were 18 of these fields in different parts of the coimty. The object

of this contest, which is financed by the agricultural society, is to stimulate

interest in securing greater yields. The results this year were very satis-

factory, as was shown by the yields secured and the interest manifested

by the boys who took part in the contest.

The farm bureau is at the service of all the farmers in the county and
can be made successful only with their cooperation. Those who are

members of the farm bureau association will feel more closely in touch
with the work than those who are not so related, and consequently will

receive more benefit.

E. Victor Underwood,
Farm Bureau Manager oj Oswego County.

OTSEGO COUNTY

(Work begun February i, 191 5.)

The Otsego County Farm Bureau was organized in Oneonta January 5,

19 1 4, with 470 charter members. During the two months following

February 15, 29 "Get Acquainted Meetings" were held, at which 1091

persons were present. One hundred and ninety additional members,
making a total of 660, and 75 coopcrators were secured at these meetings.

From $3.80 to $6 per ton was being paid for lime at the beginning of the

season. One lime company was induced to deliver directly to farmers for

from $2.05 to $2.25 per ton, and the Otsego and Herkimer Railroad Com-
pany was prevailed on to install a grinder at the Richfield Springs quarry

and to deliver either in box or side dimip cars at from $2 . 2 5 to $2 .40 per ton.

Report has been made to the farm bureau of 40 carloads, 1080 tons, of

ground limestone sold in the county at these prices. Probably two-fifths

of this was spread on plowed furrows this fall, a practice that the farm
bureau is advocating.
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Through the farm bureau in cooperation with the six school superintend-

ents, about 125 boys were induced to plant 25 potatoes each, by the

tuber unit method. The farm bureau, through subscriptions from mem-
bers, was able to give a holstein bull calf and a trio of fowls as prizes in

a contest among the winners of the six districts.

Field meetings have afforded excellent means of getting in touch with
members. Practically the same things were discussed at these meetings,

where from six to sixty men gathered, that were discussed when making
farm visits. The men seemed free to discuss their problems. The 18

meetings were held on farms where the growing of alfalfa, the growing
of vetch with oats, varietal tests of silage com, and the use of fertilizers

were being demonstrated. There were 340 men at these meetings. It

is the plan to double this phase of the work for 1915.

The Cooperstown and the Springfield Cherry Valley Cow-Testing
Associations have been organized with 26 herds in each, with a total of 935
cows. The tester of the first-named association is a graduate of Morrisville,

and of the latter a graduate of Cornell ; both are Otsego County men.
The local fair proved to be a convenient means of reaching farmers.

Fully 1000 persons learned that there was a farm bureau in the county if

they learned nothing more. The bureau had an exhibit at Cooperstown
and at Morris. The county supports five fairs, and I hope to use them
as far as possible next year.

Orders have been placed for 348 tons of 16 per cent acid phosphate at

a saving of $1444 over the cash price on December 15. Orders are now
being taken by farm bureau committeemen for four more carloads. All

orders have been placed in the hands of a dealer, whenever it could be so

managed, who handled the money and unloaded the goods for which he
received 50 cents per ton, a price which was agreed on by the dealers. This
is the best method of purchasing that can be followed by a farm bureau.
It has been supported by the boards of trade for 1915.

Perhaps, since this is a dairy cotmty, the work we have done that
should result with the most good to all is the organization of two breeders'

clubs, a holstein club and a guernsey club. The former has 39 charter
members who own 1025 pure-bred and 715 grade animals; the latter has
23 charter members. A cattle census has not yet been taken. The
members aim to improve the quality of cows throughout the county by
preaching and practicing the doctrine of community ownership of pure-
bred sires. Ten days ago two members of the holstein club for the
first time purchased a bull together, for which they paid $500, and his

record warrants the price. We believe the farm bureau exerted an in-

fluence in this purchase. These breeders' clubs are closely affiliated with
the farm bureau. The officers of each have been appointed members of

standing committees of the bureau. Article 3 of the constitution adopted
by the clubs reads as follows:

This club shall be an auxiliary of the farm bureau and shall work in cooperation with
that association. Each member of the club shall be a member of the farm bureau in

order that the stenographer of that association may become the assistant secretary
of the club. Each member of the club will then be entitled to use the monthly sales

list and exchange of the farm bureau. It is the intention and the expectation of this

club at all times to work in conjunction with the holstein-friesian association.
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The first issue of our sales list and exchange was sent to 700 men on
December i. There was more than $20,000 worth of stock advertised.

The grange has been at all times willing to cooperate with the farm
bureau. There are twenty-four subordinate granges in Otsego County,
and many of thein have held joint meetings with the farm bureau. An
opportunity has been extended to the manager to meet the members of

the Pomona grange at each of their meetings. The manager assisted

in arranging for two debates, one of which drew an attendance of over
200 at a village eight miles from a railroad.

Nine farmers' institutes have been held in the coiuity with a total

attendance of 2081. The work of the institute should be more valuable
than ever in counties that have bureaus. Even though we discuss the
same subjects, they are presented in different ways.
Our annual meeting, on December i, proved to be a success. There

were more than 300 men at each of the sessions. Dr. J. F. De\'ine of

Goshen and Professor K. C. Livermore of Ithaca delivered addresses.

The chairmen of committees on cooperation, poiiltry, sheep, horses,

holsteins, and guernseys reported. Of the 203 men who paid for member-
ship for 191 5, 65 are new members. Since farm calls were made on mem-
bers of the bureau only, except in a few cases of special requests by non-
members, the increased membership shows a growing appreciation of

the work done. Township committeemen, of which we have 67, are
reporting many new members.

Floyd S. Barlow,
Farm Bureau Manager of Otsego County.

ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY

St. Lawrence is a dair\' county, and the work of the farm bureau has
been mainly in connection with this industr\\ However, intense special-

ization in one branch of farming is not generally wise. For this reason

the farm bureau has tried to develop in the farmers an interest in other

branches of farming that might be carried on with dair\'ing.

The work in dairying has been, first, the devleopment of a greater

interest in pure-bred cattle; second, the advocating of a more general

use of pure-bred sires from high producing families in breeding grades;

and third, the. elimination of low producing animals from the herd. The
last has been accomplished through cow-testing associations and by
arousing in the farmers a greater interest in weighing and testing the

milk of each cow in the herd.

The manager has cooperated with granges, agricultural fair associations,

farmers' institutes, a breeders' association, a cow-testing association, and
small agricultural clubs from the beginning.

Other work of the farm bureau has been the an^anging of farm demon-
strations. They have been planned for the following purposes: (i) to

show the value of drainage; (2) to show the value of chemical fertilizers

in growing hay; (3) to test the relative value of certain new as well as

certain well-known varieties of fodder crops; (4) to increase the yield

and the seed quality of potatoes.

Drainage is generally acknowledged to be one of the big problems in

this coimty. Several farms were \'i sited where tile drainage is used.
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A study of crop conditions and particularly of the historv' of the farm
always showed a striking; improvement from conditions before drainage.

Basing plans on a general drainage survey in the county and on successful

drainage experience, a ditching and drainage demonstration and field

meetings were held. These field meetings were attended by about 200
farmers who were deeply interested in the discussions and in the work.
A carload of tile was ordered by a group of farmers just before one of

the demonstrations was held. A twenty-acre field was surveyed and
mapped for tiling and part of the work of ditching and la3ang the tile

was done during the demonstrations.

The tests with chemical fertilizers on hav fields, while in several cases

interfered with by the severe summer drought, in most cases showed
a profitable increase in the yield of hay. With the demand for market
hay at a good price it is believed that growing hay for market thfough
the use of chemical fertilizers, can be made an important adjunct to

dairying.

A considerable ntunber of farmers have been interested in testing

the \'alue of winter vetch as a supplementary' forage crop in growing oats

and in the succeeding clover crop. The results are very encouraging,

and man}- more farmers will tr\' the experiment this year. A bulletin

on this subject has been published jointly by the St. Lawrence and the

Jefferson County farm bureaus.

The question of what kind or kinds of com are best adapted to the

cHmate and other local conditions in this county is one that has been under
discussion \'cry generall}' during the past few years. With the hope of sort-

ing out a few desirable kinds, four comparative tests of ten varieties of

com have been made in four distinct sections of the county. This work
has not reached completion, but the field work indicates that there are a
limited nmnber of varieties that can be relied on to produce matiure silage

in this county.
Finding that there are man^^ sections in the county with soils well suited

to the prodviction of potatoes and believing that this crop might be made
an important adjunct to dairying on many farms, the manager has en-

deavored to interest as many farmers as possible in growing the crop.

The production of choice seed potatoes is likel}^ to be an important
industry for the farmers of this county in the near future. There is sure

to be a demand for seed potatoes that are free from dangerous diseases.

Thus far no powdery- scab has been found within this county. However,
there are other diseases common to potatoes that it is important to pre-

vent if good prices for seed potatoes are to be obtained.

Whenever possible farms have been visited for the purpose of gi\'ing

advice or suggestions. It may be of interest to a,dd that more than half

of the specific calls for assistance have been on drainage problems. A
variety of questions arc naturally asked in connection with these calls,

and the}^ extend all the way from plans with regard to the construction
of barns, through the various farm cropping operations, down to questions

of how to raise more turkeys, and how to get more eggs in winter when
the hens do not lay.

In general a feeling of sympathy and cooperation toward the work of

the farm bureau is manifesting itself wherever farmers have acquainted
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themselves with the work. Granges, agricultural fair associations, and
boards of trade are assisting financially in a limited way, but more par-
ticularly are they cooperating in the various localities to arouse the in-

terest of the farmers in the assistance that the farm bureau can give. Only
as organizations and individuals ready to cooperate in the work are found,
can the best results be secured.

C. S. Phelps,
Farm Bureau Manager of St. Lawrence County.

TOMPKINS COUNTY

Farm bureau work was begim in Tompkins County December i, 1913,
under an arrangement that called for two-thirds of the manager's time
to be spent doing county work and one-third assisting the State Director
of Farm Bureaus. About March i, M. C. Wilson was secured as assistant

in order that the manager might be free to give more of his time to State
work. On November i the full services of V. B. Blatchley were engaged,
and the former manager became Assistant State Director.

At its inception practically all the local support, both moral and financial,

that the bureau received, came from the Tompkins County Breeders'

Association. It was but natxiral, therefore, that a good deal of work should
be done to assist this organization to carry out its aims.

This work has consisted during the past year of editing and publishing
the Tompkins County Breeders' Journal, each month, the development
of the sales and purchasing department of the association from a total

annual business of about $100 to nearly $8000, and a general stimulation of

the movement to improve live stock in Tompkins County, which has re-

sulted in increased membership in the breeders' association and in a con-

siderable increase in the nimiber of pure-bred animals kept in the county.

Orcharding has been profitable in Tompkins County for those men who
have gone at it in the right way. Drawing a lesson from their expe-

rience, 75 acres of apple trees on 30 farms were pruned and sprayed
under the direction of the manager of the bureau. The apples from these

orchards brought fancy prices in the market in Ithaca when offered for

sale.

An apple day held in cooperation with the Ithaca Business Men's As-
sociation was voted a success by both consumer and producer.

Probably more far-reaching in its ultimate effect on the agriculture of

the county than either of the two lines of work inentioned was the campaign
for cheaper lime. Briefly this resulted in the establisliment of three new
and lower freight rates, practically direct sale to fanners, and the proposed
establishment of a new source of supply at Union Springs . The devel-

opment of the last proposition has, however, been delayed by existing

financial conditions.

The three major lines of work have been outlined. Of less importance
as regards time spent on them, at least, were (i) the holding of a boys'

potato-growing contest in Dryden and three stock-judging contests at the

local fairs; (2) a series of mustard-spraying demonstrations; (3) a number
of demonstrations on the control of oat smut and stinking smut in wheat;

(4) the laying out of drainage systems on ten farms; (5) the control of the

army worm; (6) the making of several plans for farm buildings; (7) in-
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troducton^ work looking toward the reorganization of the Ithaca Poultry-

Producers' Association; (8) participation in placing and conducting farm-
ers' institutes and fann demonstration schools; (9) the introduction

of hardy strams of alfalfa; (10) the conducting of a p\ire-bred live stock
survey.

The work of the past year was introductory,^ in character. It was not
as well planned as it might have been, and, due to the arrangements under
which it was done, it was naturall}- broken up more or less. The fact that

at the close of the year it received the hearty approval of those agricul-

tural organizations in the county that had at the beginning refused to

endorse it, is its best justification.

V. B. Blatchley,
Farm Bureau Manager of Tompkins County.

ULSTER COUNTY

(Work begun April 15, 19 14.)

The first year of the farm bureau was spent to a large degree in picking

out and conferring with the men who could be depended on to assist in

the work and in becoming acquainted with the topography of the county,

with the farmers and the location of their farms, with the resources and
the possibilities of the cotmty, and also with its fundamental agricultural

problems and the best available means of their solution. The following

report to Januarv^ i, 191 5, shows the work accomplished in the eight and
one-half months that the farm bureau has been established.

Three hundred and twenty farmers have been visited on their farms.

Fifty-five persons, seeking information and ad\dce, have called at the ofhce.

Six hundred and fifty-four individual letters have been written in reply to

inquiries received and in transacting the business of the bureau. Five
circular letters, totaling 1500 copies, have been sent out to the members
giving information, suggestions, and inspiration.

Twenty-five newspaper articles, giving agricultural information and deal-

ing with farm bureau affairs, have been written and published in all of the

local papers. In this way authoritative information was made available to

all fruit growers about a cheap and sure method of controlling the red spider,

the pest of raspberries. Up to the time this article was published, some
•growers were spraying with bordeaux mixture, some with arsenate of lead,

which was a waste of time and money. Other articles were prepared in

connection with the campaigns against fire blight and wild carrot, a weed
that disgracefully infests a large part of the county. A fourth article made
plain the facts about Stone Aleal, a fertilizer which costs the farmer $23 per
ton and contains soluble fertilizer constituents worth but $4.50 per ton,

according to the New Jersey Experiment Station.

Twelve field demonstrations of agricidtural practices that were new to

the community, have been made to groups of farmers.

A cow-testing association was organized at Wallkill, and is now in opera-

tion. It is the first of its kind in the county. Gradually farmers are

realizing that the profits in the dairy business depend on the net profit

of the individual cow and to that end are keeping records. An association

is being organized in the Rondout Valley, which will be brought to com-
137
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pletion sometime in January. Other associations will be organized
throughout the county as fast as a sufficient number of dairymen come to

appreciate work of this kind.

Through teachers' conferences, addressed at the invitation of the district

superintendents, information in the teaching of agriculture has been
given to all the teachers in the county. More and better agricultural

instruction has been given by many teachers, and the prejudice against

life in the country has been removed from the teachings of many others

through the efforts of the farm bureau.

The farm bureau has cooperated with the district superintendents
of schools in holding a county-wide corn-growing contest for boys and
girls outside of Kingston and a potato-growing contest for boys and girls

in Kingston. Considerable time has been devoted, in cooperation with
the schools, to a vegetable-growing contest throughout the county for

the coming year.

The bureau also cooperated with the Department of Pomolog\^ at the

State College of Agriculture and the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad in running a fruit-packing demonstration train through
the fruit sections of the county. This met with great success.

In cooperation with the Ulster County Poultry Association there was
held in Kingston the most successful poultry show up to the present time.

Through cooperation with the business men of Kingston a winter

agricultural fair was held, the first of its kind in the county. The way
has been paved for a very successful annual fair of this kind.

A nimiber of phases of agricidture have been investigated to the point

where some satisfactory^ conclusions have been reached. The nature of

the work covers a large range of subjects, such as diseases and insect

pests of peaches, apples, pears, grapes, quinces, cabbages, spinach, as-

paragus; draining, liming, and fertilizing fields; rearrangement of buildings;

top-dressing of meadows; selection of heavy laying hens and breeders;

care of woodlots.

Thirty-three meetings have been addressed by the manager in adver-

tising the bureau and in bringing certain points to the attention of com-
munities. Attendance at these meetings was approximately 4975.

The attitude of the farmers toward the work of the fanii bureau since

they learned that an effort must be made on their part to secure an}" real

benefit from the bureau and that suggestions and advice were not to be
forced on them, has been one of the greatest friendliness. Their appre-

ciation of the services rendered could not but be satisfactory' to the most
exacting person. Farmers, young and old alike, have requested sug-

gestions and advice. They have willingly responded when called on for

assistance and are cooperating for the improvement of their communities.

For the coming year twelve farmers want the cooperation of the farm

bureau in growing their first acre of alfalfa. Twelve other farmers have
requested instruction in pruning their orchards. They have some notion

of how to prune a young orchard but are looking to the bvueau to point

out what has been found by extensive practice to be the best method.

Four farmers have requested personal assistance in spraying their fruit

trees. These farmers are not in the fruit belt of the county, but they

wish to adopt the best practices in fruit growing. Five farmers want the
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assistance of the bureau in drainage projects. A large number of farmers
ha\'e requested the manager to visit their farms and give his approval
or disapproval of the practices in use. Quite likely these farmers will

not be visited until a definite piece of work demands the manager's at-

tention.

The granges throughout the country are very friendly toward the

farm bureau and, like the btisiness and professional men of the town,
are in fa^'or of the work.
Although much has been accomplished, there is much to be done be-

cause Ulster County was entirely new territon,^ for fann bureau work.
However, honest effort has been made, and the manager has employed
his time to the best of his knowledge. With this preparation, the farm
bureau work of Ulster County for the coming year ought to be decidedly

worth while.

W. H. Hook,
Farm Bureau Manager of Ulster County.

WYOMING COUNTY

The following is a brief summar}^ of the work accomplished in Wyoming
County from March i, 19 14, when the writer succeeded W. H. Markham
as manager of the farm bureau, to Januar\- i, 191 5.

Following the work of the institutes held in March in interesting farmers

in keeping individual records of dair\' cows, four cow-testing associations

were organized, aggregating 132 members and 2200 cows. These asso-

ciations are in successful operation under the direction of competent
men. They are controlled by strong local organizations made up of some
of the best men in the community. Much attention is being given to

balanced rations, and a considerable financial saving is the result. Ac-
cording to the reports of several members of the association, the reduction

in cost of maintenance amounts to several thousand dollars, while the

production of the herds has been increased.

Recently a county breeders' association has been organized; it is made
up of some of the most successful breeders of pure-bred stock in the county.

No definite results from this as yet have been secured, but the aim is to

encourage the better breeding and the better marketing of pure-bred

stock.

An orehardists' association has just been organized in Wyoming Valley

for the purpose of orchard improvement and cooperative marketing of

fruit.

Considerable attention has been given in some localities to the develop-

ment of the idea of cooperative buying and selling and to the establish-

ment of storage facilities for farm products. It is hoped that there may
be successful organization along these lines. This covers the work ac-

complished and attempted in organization.

The manager of the farm bureau has attended 66 meetings in the county,

and has spoken on agricultural subjects to audiences aggregating over

6000 persons. Twenty of these meetings were farm bureau meetings

called for specific purposes, and 23 were grange meetings. Of the farm
bureau meetings 3 were demonstrations, 2 in apple packing and i in the

control of bean diseases. At this meeting the suggestion was made
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that the farmers finance a fellowship in the State College of Agricul-
tvire for the purpose of establishing a laboratory to study bean diseases
in the county. Acting on this suggestion the matter has been arranged
with the College, and $500 has been raised toward a fund for this

purpose. Another popular meeting was a picnic held on the county
farm.

Two hundred and twenty-four individual farms have been visited on
request, and a great deal of advice and infonnation on agrictdtural subjects
has been given. Four hundred and seventy-two farm visits have been made.
It is the opinion of the manager that this work has been too miscellaneous
in character. Drainage, orchard management, use of lime, alfalfa culture,

and dairy work have been mainly emphasized in these farm visits.

Thirty-six circular letters, numbering 2329 copies, were sent out from
the farm bureau office, and 540 letters were written to faimers.

In order more fully to extend information on seasonable topics and in

order to bring the farmers into close affiliation, the farm bureau publishes
a monthly paper edited by the manager. This paper, known as the Farm
Bureau Herald, is sent to all members of the bureau. The expense of

publishing, about $25 per month, is paid partly by advertisements of

pure-bred stock and partly by membership fees. This paper is greatly

appreciated by the members.
The extension work for the coming winter in this county consists of

four farm demonstration schools and one farm home demonstration
school. These schools aggregate over 200 members. In addition to these

there are a considerable niimber of farmers' meetings arranged for in

localities inaccessible to demonstration schools and institutes. These
meetings are uniformly well attended and restdt in the general develop-

ment of interest.

There is a steady development in the county toward cooperation be-

tween the farmers and agricultural agencies, especially toward cooperative

marketing. It is very probable that this movement wall take definite

form as soon as some workable plans are drawn up.

The manager is pleased to report the most hearty and encoiu-aging

cooperation and support from the officers of the bureau and the farmers

of the county, as well as a very large measure of helpfulness from the

United States Department of Agriculture, the State College of Agriculture,

and the experiment stations. He believes that it is the coordination of

all these forces that will tend to future success in the greatest measure.
H. M. BowEN,

Farm Bureau Manager of Wyoming County.

REPORT OF NEW YORK FARM MANAGEMENT EXTENSION AGENT FOR
SEPTEMBER TO DECEMBER, INCLUSIVE

The farm management extension agent's work is to assist the farm

bureau managers in studying the profits or the losses on a large number of

farms and to find out, as far as possible, the reasons for successes and fail-

ures. In as much as the manager's endeavor is primarily to increase

farm profits, he will do well to acquaint himself with what the famiers

in his county are making and how they do it. The purpose of this work,
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then, is to encourage and show farmers how to summarize their year's busi-

ness in order to see how it pays and what can be done to make it pay
better.

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY PROJECT

The first project was started \\nth the Chautauqua County Farm Bureau,

September 29, 19 14. The farm bureau manager, Mr. Rogers, had taken

twentv sur\-ey records before September 29. Messrs. WiUiams, Miller,

and Watrud from the United States Department of Agriculture worked
on the project part or all of the time. Ninety-seven records were taken.

These were worked out, and the labor incomes computed at the bureau
ofhce.

A few tabulations were made. The farms were divided into four groups,

according to the receipts per cow. Farms with good cows made twice

as much as those with poor cows.

Average milk receipts per cow
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of income to add to the milk receipts. In many regions in the State
this is found profitable. The first table indicates that increasing cow
receipts will increase profits. The second table shows that increasing

the size of the farm in order to keep more cows, pays better up to a certain

point, but that beyond this point more cows do not increase the profits.

An outhne was prepared for returning the records. The capital, the re-

ceipts, and the expenses of each farm were filled out on one of these blanks

and returned to the person who gave the information. A letter describing

the outline and the restdts of the work accompanied each returned sum-
mary. The outline and the letter sent to one of the farmers accompanies
this report.

About twenty-nine of the farmers to whom letters and outlines have
been sent, have been visited. The others should be visited in the near
future. All of the farmers visited understood the outlines and the letters.

Some corrections in the records were made ; however, the farmers usually

agreed to the conclusions shown by the outline. It is ver\^ difficult to

clinch the whole matter by planning some changes for the coming year

wdth the farmer that will really increase his profits.

Summary of Chautauqua County Project
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Recommendations for further work

It is recommended that tabulations be made by agent and manager,
that outlines be worked out to return records, and that records be re-

turned in person by appointment and a 19 14 record obtained during this

visit. The agent will need to devote nearly a month with the manager to

this work.
ALLEGANY COUNTY PROJECT

On January 5 the agent with the Allegany County Farm Bureau started

a project. The manager had taken about thirteen records. The agent,

and manager took twenty-one more records during the week of January 5.

The manager plans to finish the records alone. The agent will work
up the records and help him in making tabulations and outHnes.

TOMPKINS COUNTY PROJECT

The agent worked two days, January 12 and 13, with the manager of

the Tompkins County Farm Bureau. Nine records were taken. The
manager expects to take the rest of the records this winter. The agent
will compute them and help the manager in making tabulations and in

working out an outline.

G. P. SCOVILLE,
New York Farm Management Extension Agent.

Mr.

SAMPLE LETTER USED IN RETURNING SURVEY RECORDS
TO FARMERS

Ithaca, N. Y., October 17, 1914.

R. D. 51,

Sherman, New York.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find an outline of your farm business as you gave it to me last month.
This outline is arranged to figure what the fanner makes for his labor.

To do this it is first necessary to find the total capital invested in the farm, stock,

tools, and the Uke. Your capital as shown at the beginning of the outline foots up to

$7473. A list of the receipts and expenses follows: Your receipts of $1204 exceed
your expenses of $849 by $355. In the expenses is not included the value of j^our own
work. This $355 represents what is left for your pay together with what the capital

should earn.
If we figure the interest on your capital of $7473 at the common rate of 5 per cent

it would amount to $374. This interest exceeds the net receipts of $355 by $19. The
farm lacked $19 of having a labor income.
The printed figures to the left of the items are averages of the better paying farms

that we visited about Sherman. This shows in dctaU their business, which resulted

in an average labor income of $1342. There are of course a number of conditions that
influence farm profits, but three of them arc so important that they almost always
account for the farm's success or failure. On the other side of the outline these factors

are shown for your farm in comparison with all the farms studied about Sherman, and
with the better farms.
The study of several thousand farms in New York State (Cornell Bulletin 349)

shows that it is very important to have a fair- or large-sized farm and business. The
chances of doing well in general farming and dairying increase very rapidly as the size

of the farms increases up to 175 acres. The large farms have a greater income and
use machinery and labor to better advantage.
Your farm is a little smaller than the average of the best farms. Your receipts are

only a little more than a third as large as theirs. To make as good a labor income as
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the better farms it is necessiiry to have $3000 receipts or more. ' Some farmers increase
the size of their farms by buying additional land. Some persons rent adjoining land
and work extra land with about the same help cmd tools. Some of the pasture land can
often be plowed up for crops and the business thus increased. The farm business can be
increased by more intensive farming. In this region some intensify by the keeping
of poultry or pure-bred stock, or by growing potatoes. I should like to get your opinion
as to the advisability of increasing your business and the ways it could be done.

It has also been found that it generally pays best to have at least two or three impor-
tant sources of income rather than one. Your business might pay weU with income from
thre^ sources, milk, cattle, and poultry, but each of these enterprises should be
larger. Ordinarily, a good cash crop added to the stock income pays. There seem
to be very few cash crops grown about Sherman. In regions studied where cash crops
are grown, fanners that get about half of their income from the sale of crops and the
other half from stock, make nearly twice as much money as those who depend entirely

on a stock income.
The quality of a dairy farm can be measured by the receipts per cow and crop yields.

Your receipts per cow are $33 below the average and not quite half as large as the best.

There is no surer way of losing money than to keep cows that do not pay their feed biU.

This is probably the weakest part of your business and ought to be the most easily

corrected. Larger returns per cow are usually the result of better cows and better
feeding. Your feed bill is high. It looks as though you had some poor cows. A satis-

factory way to select out the poor cows is to keep a record of the milk produced by each
cow by weighing it every tenth day or oftener. I would Uke to have your opinion in

regard to the possibility of increasing your dairy receipts. We may have made some
error in getting this information.

Your crop yields are very good. This record seems to show that your greatest
opportunity lies along the improvement of your cows. It may also be worth your while
to consider the possibility of adding another important income to your business together
with the milk.

I expect to be in your vicinity again next week and wiU surely stop around to see you
if possible, and discuss this outline.

Thanking you for your cooperation, I am,
Very truly yours.

Farm Management Extension Agent
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RECORD OF A YEAR'S BUSINESS
On thirteen good Chautauqua County

dairy farms for 1913 On your farm for 1913

Value

57.457
1,517
528
693
13
14

133
643
254
85

$11,337

$3,358

$1,449

$1,909

567

$1,342

Number

128

19

15

4
2

I

167

$3
122
6

7
19

43
73
41

1,813
691

368
68

9
52

43

P179
58

57
12

603
46
42
67
29
II

9
48
31

52
205

Capital

Total acres

Cows
Other cattle ....
Horses and colts.

Sheep
Hogs
Hens
Machinery
Hay and grain . .

Cash

Total capital

Receipts
Sweet com
Potatoes
Grain
Hay
Peas
Apples
Maple syrup and sugar
Outside labor

Milk and butter
Cattle *

Poultry* and eggs

Horses and colts*

Sheep* and wool
Swine
Increase in feed inventory . . . .

Total receipts

Expenses (Ca-sh)

Hired labor
Machinery
Buildings
Fences
Feed
Milk hauling
Seeds
Fertilizer and lime
Threshing and silo filling

Machine work hired

Insurance
Taxes
Minor items

Expenses (Not cash)

Board of hired help

Family laborf
Decrease in feed inventory

Total expenses

Income from capital and operator's labor

(Receipts minus expenses)

Income from capital

(s per cent interest on capital)

Labor income

Number

120

17

13

4

250

$60
22
700
276
100

46

$42
83

54
12

408
60

15

65
13

3

34
16

24

20

Value

$4,800
850
300
300

38
125
700
160
200

$7,473

$1,204

$849

$355

374

$19

*The receipts from stock are found by subtracting the sum of the purchases and what is on b^nd at

the beginning of the year from the sum of the sales and that on band 3t t-he CV.^ 9t the ypar,

f Except that of the operator nf tjig fnr/T}.,

"'" '
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FACTORS THAT DETERMINE PROFITS IN FARMING

Labor income.

Size

Total capital.

Total acres. . .

Crop acres . . .

Number cows.
Total receipts.

Diversity
Sources of income over

$ioo
Milk
Cattle*
Poultry*
Potatoes

Chautauqua County Dairy Farms, 1913

Your farm

191.

Acres
Acres

1913

—$19

$7,473
120 acres

38 acres

16

$1 ,204

$700
276
100

Average of

all records
81 farms

Average
13 better

paying farms

I546

$7,680
122 acres

44 acres

13
$1,822

$1,037
295
175

51-342

'11-337
128 acres

53 acres

19

S3 -358

$1,813
691
368
122

Quality
Milk receipts per cow.
Yields per acre

Silage com
Potatoes
Oats
Hay

tons
bushels
bushels
tons

Total expense
Labor expense
Feed pvtrchased

Feed purchased per cow

I44

tons

40 bushels

38 bushels
2

.
3 tons

$849
66

400
31

$77

7f tons
120 bushels

37 bushels
1

.
9 tons

$888

255
357
27

$95

65 tons

155 bushels

40 bushels

2.3 tons

?i,449

436
603
32

* See footnote on other side.
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Beans and similar vegetables as food 1629

Beans, raising, for canning 1560

Beans, recipes for cooking 1637

Beecher, H. W 1492

Beet diseases 1 566

Beets, insects injurious to 1566

Beets, raising, for canning 1564

Benjamin, E. W ••••, 1166, 1168

Bentley, John, jr ,.,..,... 1346, I353

Bindweed, black and field 1083

Bird houses 1032, 1108

Birds ,.,....,,., looi, 1031, 1054, 1108, 1775

Birds, date of spring arrival of 1 1 12

Birds, economic value of 1805

Birdseye, Miriam 1517

Birds, fish-eating 1789
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Birds, food habits of 1781

Birds, how to attract 1 1 1 4, 1 807

Birds, insect-eating 1793

Birds in their relation to agriculture in New York State 1775

Birds, scavenger 1 792

Birds, vegetable-eating ; 1 802

Bitterns 1 789

Black bindweed 1 083

Blackbird 1801, 1803

Black cricket 1278

Blatchley, V. B 2177

Bluebird 1 124

Blue grass, Kentucky 1310

Blue jay 1 1 22

Boll weevil 1 256

Books, reference, for rural schools 1 433
Borer, peach-tree 1 266

Bowen, H. M 2180

Brewer, Lucile 1629, 1729

Brooder and chickens, care of 1 160

Brooks, Phillips 1492

Broome County, report of farm bureau 2121

Brown creeper 1 126

Buchan, H. P ii57, 1160, 1839, 1943

Bulbs 1333

Burdock 1329

Burritt, M. C 2079, 2103

Bush, G. W 2167

Butcher birds 1 787

Butter-fat in milk, Babcock test for 1 230

Butterfield, K. L '. 1366

Butterflies and moths 1 253
Butterflies, sovereign 1 262

Butterfly, monarch 1258

Butternut 1357

•c

Cabbage 1324

Cabbage butterfly, imported 1068, 1257

Cabbage louse, or aphis 1069

Cabbage, skunk 1322

Cake making I439, 1461

Cake, recipes for 1461

Calf 1212

Canning, raising vegetables for 1559

Canon, Helen 1541, 1629, 1729

Carrot 1325

Carrot, wild 1330

Carver, T. N 1490

Catalpa i359
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Cattaraugus County, report of farm bureau 2127
Cattle, beef type and dairy type 1219
Cattle, rumina'tion in 1206

Cattle. See also Cows.

Cayuga County, report of farm bureau 2129
Cedar, white 1356
Chautauqua County, report of farm bureau 2130
Chemung County contest work 1409
Chemung County, report of farm bureau. 2132
Cherry 1364
Cherr\' maggots 1268

Chevalier's return (outdoor play) 1705
Chickadee 1 1 19
Chickens, brooding and care of, with a hen 1 1 59
Chickens, yotmg, feeding 1 162, 1943
Chipmunk 1 249
Chipping sparrow 1 125

Christmas on the farm 1026

Chubbuck, M. E .2134, 2151

Claxton, P. P 1 493
Claytonia 1322

Clinton County, report of farm bureau 2134
Clover, red ; 1310

Clover, sweet 1324
Clubs, school 1404
Codling moth 1 895
Colorado potato beetle 1257, 1281

Comstock, Anna B 1119, 1258, 1262, 1275, 1276, 1278, 1284, 1287, 1290

Contest, cake-making 1483
Contests, agricultural 1400, 1404, 1409

Cooper's hawk 1 132, 1784
Com Day 1005, 1378
Corn diseases 1 569
Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 74 1755
Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 76 1775
Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. I\'', No. 78 1819

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 80 1839

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 82 1871

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 84 1895

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 86 1923

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 88 1943
Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 90 1967

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 92 1987

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 94 •. . 2007

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm, Vol. IV, No. 96 2051

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 73 1439

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 75 1461

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 77 1487

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 79 151

7

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 81 1541
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Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 83 1559

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 85 1587

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 87 1603

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 89 1629

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 91 1653

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 93 1709

Cornell Reading-Course Lesson for the Farm Home, Vol. IV, No. 95 1729

Cornell Rural School Leaflet, Children, Vol. 8, No. 2 997
Cornell Rural School Leaflet, Children, Vol. 8, No. 3 1029

Cornell Rural School Leaflet, Children, Vol. 8, No. 4 1053

Cornell Rural School Leaflet, distribution of I43it 1437

Cornell Rural School Leaflet, teachers, Vol. 9, No. i 1099

Corn foods, recipes for 1308

Corn for silo 1300

Com, how to grow 1295

Corn, insects injurious to 1 569

Corn judging 1301

Corn plant 1 290

Corn, raising, for canning 1 567

Corn, seed, testing germination of 1305

Corn, some facts about 1293

Corn study 1289

Cortland County, report of farm bureau 2135

Cotton-boll weevil 1256

Cows 1200

Cows, colors of 1221

Cows, dairy, scoring and judging 1228

Cows, distribution of 1218

Cows, food and care of 1209

Cows. See also Cattle.

Cream separation 1871

Creeper, brown 1 1 26

Cricket, black 1278

Crofoot, H. K 2129

Crosby, C. R 1895

Crow 1 134. 1801, 1803

Cucumber beetle, striped 1066

Currant worm, imported 1272

D
Dairy utensils 1930

Daisy, white 1082, 1330

Davis, E. G 2051

Decorative use of flowers 1603

Deer, Virginia 1235

Delaware County, report of farm bureau 2140

Demonstration schools, farm home 1709

Dock, sour 1082

Donkey 1234

Dragon flies 1287
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Drainage 1819

Ducks 1 793
Dutchess County, report of farm bureau 2142

E
Eggs, candling 1 166

Eggs for hatching, selecting and keeping 1 154
Eggs, grading and packing for market 1 1 68

Eggs, hatching with a hen 1
1 55

Eggs, hatching with an incubator 1 157, 1^39

Eggs, winter, feeding for 1 1 52

Embody, G. C 2007

English sparrow 1 806

Erie County, report of farm bureau 2144

European praying mantis '. 1264

F
Fairs, school 1412

Falcons 1 132, 1 783

Farm Bi:reau Circular 5 2097

Farm Bureau Circular 6 2103

Farm bureau work in New York State, summary report for 19 14 2103

Farmers' Week, school exhibit for 1015, 1384
Farm fishpond 2007

Farm home demonstration schools 1 709

Farm home, surroundings of 2051

Farm management extension agent, report of 2180

Feeding shelf for birds 1 1 15, 1808

Feeding young chickens I943

Fertility, soil, principles of 1755

Field bindweed , 1083

Field mouse 1246

Finch, F. T 1839

Fippin, E. O 1755, 1819

Fireless cooker and its uses 1 729

Fireless cooker, recipes for use with 1 743
Firman, May 141

2

Fish-eating birds 1789

Fishes, food for 2027

Fishes for the farm fishpond 2019

Fish hawk 1 790

Fishing devices 2040

Fishpond, farm 2007

Flicker 1 135

Flour, weight of 1442

Flower containers 1610

Flower growing 1070

Flower, parts of, and forms of inflorescence 1313

Flowers, decorative use of 1603

Flowers, some common garden 1075
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Flumerfelt, Mabel L 1696

Fly-catching birds 1798
Fly, house 1097, 1282

Forestry in the rural schools 1343
Forristall, E. H 2140

Franklin County, report of farm bureau .'

2146
Frosting for cake 1471

Frostings and fillings, recipes for 1475
Fruit-eating birds 1 804
Fruit-tree leaf-roller 191

1

Furnishings, household, arrangement of 1587

G
Galloway, B. T 1367

Gardening 1056

Gardening rules 1064

Garden pests 1066

Germination test 1 305
Grafting 1079

Grapevines, growing from cuttings 1096

Grasshopper 1275
Grass, Kentucky blue 1310

Grebe 1 792

Green fruit-worm , 1914
Grounds, school 1076

Gulls 1 792

Guthrie, E. S , 1 87

1

Gypsy moth 1256

H
Harness and harnessing 1 185

Harper, M. W ii75, 1234
Hatching eggs with a hen 1 155
Hatching eggs with an incubator 1 1 57
Hawkins, L. S 1400

Hawks U31, 1782, 1790

Hazard, Blanche E 1653

Herkimer County, report of farm bureau 2149
Herons 1 789

Herrick, G. W 1066, 1097, 1255, 1264, 1281, 128

Home, surroundings of 2051

Hook, W. H 2 1 79
Hop hornbeam, American 1356

Hornbeam, American hop 1356

Horse, proportions of 1 175
Horses 999, 1171

Horses, care and management of 1 181

Horse, score card for 1 198

Horses, driving 1 190

Horses, harnessing 1 185
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Horses, training 1 191

Horses, types of 1 1 78

House fly io97, 12S2

Household furnishings, arrangement of I5^7

Hunn, C. E 1064, 1096

I

Incubation T
1 57, 1 839

Indian festival, program for 1698

Indian pudding, recipe for 1 309

Insect-eating birds 1 793
Insect pests, increasing of 1255

Insects, biting and sucking 1264

Insects, household io97

Insects injurious to gardens 1066

Insects injurious to the fruit of the apple 1895

Insect study 1251

Introduction to the principles of soil fertility 1755

Ironwood 1356

J

Jay, blue 1 122

Jefferson County, report of farm bureau 2151

Johnny cake, recipe for 1309

Johnston, Ruth M 1400

Jones, M. P 1305

K
Kent, O. B 1143, 1144

Kentucky blue grass 1310

Kingbird 1 800

Kingfisher 1 790

Kinglet 1 121

Knapp, H. B 1361

Krum, W. G 1038, 1164, 1169

L
Lacy, F. H 2144
Lady's-slipper 1323

Land drainage and soil efficiency 1819

Lawn, preparation of 2061

Leaf-roller, fruit-tree • 191

1

Leaves, types of 1320

Le Gallienne, Richard I494

Legumes as food 1629

Legumes, recipes for cooking 1637

Lentils, recipes for cooking 1637

Leonard, M. D • 1895

Letters, children's 1020, 1045, 1087, 1417

Letters, teachers' 1422
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Letters to girls and boys ioi7, 1041, 1085

Lice powder for poultry 1840

Life of primitive woman 1653

Longfellow, H. W 1495

Loon 1 792

Luna moth 1284

M
McCloskey, Alice G 1369

Mclnerney, T. J 1923

McWhorter, Martha M. C 1 409

Maggot, apple 1903

Maggots, cherry 1 268

Magnifying glass 1040

Making cake— Part 1 1439

Making cake— Part II 1461

Mansfield, E. R 1 730

Mantis, praying 1264

Markham, W. L 2146

Marsh hawk 1131

Martin, S. A ' 2169

Maryland yellowthroat 1 1 36

Matthews, Brander 1496

Merchant, A. S 2157

Merganser 1 792

Mice 1246

Milk, Babcock test for butter-fat in 1230

Milk, clean, production of 1923

Milkweed 132

1

Mills, Katherine H 1439, 1461

Minns, E. R : 1295, 1298, 2126

Monarch butterfly 1258

Monroe County, report of farm bureau 2
1 53

Montgomery County, report of farm bureau 2155

Montgomery, E. G 1301

.

1967

Moody, F. B i343. I346, 1356

Morgan, Rose 1487

Mosquitoes 1097

Moth, brown-tail 1 256

Moth, gypsy 1 256

Moth, luna 1284

Moths and butterflies 1253

Mule 1234

N
Nassau County, report of farm bureau 2157

National Association of Audubon Societies 1428

Nelson, M. G 1404

Nest boxes for birds 1812

Niagara County : an account of its agriculture and of its farm bureau 2079
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Niagara Count}'-, report of farm bureau 2169

Nighthawk I799

Nixon, Clara II55. II59. 1162, 1943

O
Oaks of New York 1346

Oneida County, report of farm bureau 2160

Onondaga County, report of farm bureau 2167

Orchard oriole 1 130

Oriole, Baltimore 1054, 1130

Oriole, orchard 1 130

Osprey 1790

Oswego County, report of farm bureau 2171

Otsego County, report of farm bureau 2172

Owls 1785

P
Palmer, E. L 1313

Peach 1361

Peach-tree borer 1266

Pea diseases 1573

Peanuts, recipes for using 1644

Pear 1323

Pearson, R. A 1 230
Pearson, T. G 1428

Peas, insects injurious to 1572

Peas, raising, for canning 1570

Peas, recipes for cooking 1637

Pewee, wood 1 1 29, 1 800

Phelps, C. S 2176

Pho;be 1800

Pierce, W. E 1412

Pines of New York 1353
Planting for home surroundings 2063

Plants, cultivated 1332

Plant study 1312

Poppy 1322

Potato beetle, Colorado 1257, 1281

Potato bug 1257, 1281

Potatoes as a svibstitute for flour 1551

Potatoes in the dietary 1 541

Potatoes, recipes for cooking 1547
Poultry breeds 1 143
Poultry, exhibiting 1 169

Poultry, fattening 1 164
Poultry, feeding for winter eggs ; 1 152

Poultry, improving the quality of 1 147
Poultry lessons 1 140

Poultry raising for boys and girls 1038

Praying mantis , 1264
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Primitive woman, life of 1653
Production of clean milk 1923
Programs for use in study clubs 1517, 1655
Pullets, winter quarters for 1 150

Q
Quack grass 1084

Quotations 1029, 1053, I055, 1137, 1261, 1374, 1607

R
Raising vegetables for canning 1,559

Reading-Course Lessons. See Cornell Reading-Course Lessons.

Recipes 1308, 1461, 1475, 1547, 1637, 1743
Redbugs, apple 1906

Red clover 1310
Rice, J. E 1 147, 1 154
Robertson, F. E 2153
Rogers, C. A 1

1 50, 1 1 52

Rogers, H. B 2132

Rose, Flora 1 308

Ross, H.E 1 232
Ross, O. F 2148
Ruby-crowned kinglet 1 1 22

Rumination in cattle 1206

Rural school and the community 1366

Rural School Leaflets. See Cornell Rtural School Leaflet.

S

St. Lawrence County, report of farm bureau 2 1 74
Salad dressing, recipes for 1553
San Jos^ scale 1271

Sapsucker, yellow-beUied 1798

Sassafras tree 1 359
Savage, E. S 1202, 1209, 1212, 1218, 1221, 1228

Scavenger birds 1792

School and home 1399
School grounds 1076

Schools sending corn to Farmers' Week 1 008

Scoville, G. P 2183

Seed corn, testing germination of 1305

Seed-eating birds 1 802

Seeds for children's gardens 1072

Seed study 1039, 1082

Separation, cream 1 87

1

Shadbush 1360

Sharp-shinned hawk 1
1
32

Shepherd's-purse 1331

Shrikes 1 787

Shrubs and trees, planting and care of 1078

Shrubs for the home grounds •,•.•';,•• 2070
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Silos and silage 1298, 1 300
Simons, L. R 2 1 59
Singing school, old-fashioned 1719

Skunk cabbage 1322

Smith, F. C 2121

Soil efficiency and land drainage 18 19
Soil fertility, principles of 1 755
Songs that live 1487

Sour dock 1082

Sovereign butterflies 1 262

Sparrow, chipping 1 125

Sparrow, English '

1 806

Sparrow hawk 1 132, 1783

Spinach, insects injurious to 1 575
vSpinach, raising, for canning 1574

Spring beauty . 1 322

Squash bug 1 066

Squirrels 1247

Starli^it (poem) 1 103

Stone, J. L 1293

Study clubs, programs for use in 1517, 1655

Sugar cooker}' 1 47

1

Summary report of farm bureau work in New York State for the calendar year

1914 2103

Summer care of the home vegetable garden 1987

Sunderville, E 1206

Surroundings of the farm home 2051

Swallow, barn 1127

Swallows 1 799
Sweet clover 1324

Sycamore 1360

T
Teall, J. R ' 2130

Tent caterpillar, apple-tree ; 1273

Tent caterpillar, destruction of eggs .' 1050, 1252

Terns 1 791

Tillson, C. B 2135

Toan, L. A 2155

Tomato diseases 1 580

Tomatoes, insects injurious to 1 580

Tomatoes, raising, for canning 1576

Tomato sauce, recipe for ' 1638

Tompkins County, report of farm bureau 2176

Trees 1002, 1342

Trees and shrubs, planting and care of 1078

Trees for the home grounds 2070

Trees, how to move 2066

Turtles 1237

Tuttle, E. M ,,,,,,,,., , , , , ,..,.. 1019, 1044, 1087, 1378, 1417
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Ulster County, report of fann bureau 2177

Underwood, E. V 2172

V
Vegetable gardening 1056

Vegetable garden, summer care of 1987

Vegetables for canning, raising 1559

Vines for the home grounds 2070

Vines, use of 2067

Violet 1321

W
Warner, Annette J 1603

Warren, G. F '. 1300

Wasps .
. 1276

Weeds 1003, 1036, 1052, 1082, 1325

Weevil, cotton-boll 1256

Weston, George • • 1488

Wheat :., 1311

White cedar 1356

White daisy 1082, 1330

White, E. A • 1332

White, P. J 1310. 1329

White sauce, recipe for 1644

Wiegand, K. M 1325

Wild carrot I330

Wilkinson, A. E i559, 1987

Willard, Frances E 1493

Window gardening 1337

Wing, H. H 1219

Winter, special studies for 1031

Witch-hazel 1361

Woman, primitive, Hfe of '. 1653

Woodchuck 1250

Woodpecker, golden-winged. See Flicker.

Woodpeckers ^- 1 796

Wood pewee "29, 1800

Woods, CD 1730

Work, Paul 1056

Works, G. A 1368

Wright, A. H 1235, 1237, 1246, 1247

Wright, Mabel Osgood 1 116

Wyoming County, report of farm bureau 2179

Y
Yard, arrangement of 2057

Yellowthroat, Maryland 1 136

Young, Helen B 1587
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